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APPENDIX 
TO THE 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 
What the Republican Party Has Done for the Soldier—Most Liberal Pension Laws 

in the World—The Campaign for Protection in Great Britain—The Experience 
of the United States Shows Free Trade a Losing Policy—Our Prosperity’s Only 
Peril the Menace of Democratic Victory. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. CHARLES 
OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, December 16, 1903, 

On the bill (H. R. 6758) making appropriations for the payment of invalid and 
ther pensions of the United States for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, 

r other purposes. 

Mr. DICK said: 
Mr. CHATRMAN: The Republican party has just cause to be 

proud of its pension record. With the aid of patriotic men in 
other parties, it waged to a successful conclusion the greatest war 
of modern times. It has never ceased to honor the officers and 
men who composed the victorious Army. Every Republican Presi- 
dent elected since the close of that war was a conspicuous and gal- 
lant officer in the Federal Army. 

DICK, 

still remains, still formidable in numbers, it is true, but marching 
steadily down the decline of life’s end. That roll of honor, our 
pension roll, which passed the million mark a year ago, becam 
stationary, and now shows a constantly diminishing return. But 
for the casualties of our war with Spain and the insurrection in 
the Philippines the rolls would show a much more marked de- 
crease. The ranks of the veterans are daily thinning with a con 
stantly increasing ratio. The majority, perhaps, have passed their 
allotted threescore years and ten and can not be long with us. 
Some remarkable cases of longevity may be looked for. The last 
soldier of the Revolutionary war was a spectator of our civil strife. 
A sole survivor of the war of 1812 is still borne on our pension 
rolls. It is fifty-five years since the Mexican war ended, and we 
pay pensions to nearly 6,000 survivors of that contest. Veterans 
of our civil war may remain, an inspiration for patriotism and 
valor, until the present century turns its zenith and enters on its 
second half. 

In the sunset years of their life the least a reunited country can 
do for them is to administer its pension laws liberally and make 
prompt and speedy adjudication of pension claims. He gives 
twice who gives quickly. The days are long and anxious, and in 

| many cases very dark, which are spent in awaiting the allowance 

Thousands of other men who | 
wore the blue and served their country gallantly and well have held | 
and are to-day holding positions of honor and trust at the hands of 
the Republican party. The tricolored insignia of the Loyal Legion, 
the bronze button of the Grand Army of the Republic, and the | 
badges of other soldier organizations to-day adorn the highest | 
places in the land. The soldiers ef the grand Army which fought 
four years for freedom and the Union are found in the Ca‘ inet, 
on the Supreme Bench, in the halls of Congress. 
ors of States and trusted leaders and counselors in all walks of life. 

MAGNIFICENT PROVISION FOR OUR SOLDIERS. 

More liberal provi ion for its soldiers no government ever made 
than this Government provides for its defenders. Magnificent 

They are govern- | 

provision has been made for their shelter and comfort in Soldiers’ | 
Homes scattered all over this broad land. The States have rivaled 
the benefactions of the National Government by similar provision 
for their own citizens who wore the blue. Instead of maintaining 
an immense standing army as a menace to the peace of the world, 
and d: awing hundreds of thousands of young. able-bodied men 
from the ranks of industry and production, we devote an equal or 
great r sum to help maintain those who survive of that brave 
army which preserved the Union. Even all the great wealth of 
our country would not be equal to paying the debt which we owe 
the remnant and the dependents of that host which marched and 
Pi it for four long years—not all our wealth could pay that 

that debt of gratitude, of reverence, and honor could be 
measured in money. It is a debt that can not be estimated nor 
paid. What money can compensate for loss of limbs, for pain- 
racked bodies, for lingering, chronic, and devastating disease? 

We have, however, been liberal beyond the dream of any other 

of a pension. The veteran looking for a deserved and much- 
needed increase, the widow whose sole support has been removed 
and who turns to a pension as the only protection against want, 
look anxiously for early and favorable action. Moderate relief 
to-day may benefit them much more than abundance to-morrow. 

It is to the great credit of President Roosevelt's Administration 
that business in the Pension Bureau is now more nearly current 
than ever before. Himself a hero of our last war, no President 
has felt more solicitude or interest in the soldiers of that greater 
war. No man appreciates more thoroughly the tremendous, 
world-wide importance of that gigantic struggle. No man who 
was not old enough to be a factor in that struggle could give his 
heart and soul more completely to the welfare and well-being of 
the veterans who fought for liberty and right in the days of ’61 
to *65. 

His Commissioner of Pensions, Eugene F. Ware, a brave soldier 
of the civil war, has been zealous and faithful in the discharge of 
his duties, and brought to those duties a high degree of adminis- 
trative capacity. He has so capably administered his office that 
he has caught up with the accumulated mass of pending applica- 
tions, and long delays are no longer necessary in disposing of 
claims. Where the proof is filed and satisfies the requirements 
of the law, an early allowance is made. The division of the bu- 
reau which is worked the hardest to-day is the certificate division, 
which issues the notice that a pension has been granted. The 
office was never conducted more efficiently, never more in the 
best interests of pensioners and claimants. 

WORK IN THE PENSION BUREAU IS DOWN TO DATE, 

An abstract of the work of the Pension Bureau for the past ; t 

three years, and a summary of the present status of pensions and A 
claims pending, show the great progress made by which the 

nation which ever existed. Republican legislation for the old | business of the office has been brought down practically to date. 
Soldier, his widow, and his minor children has been generousand | The numberof unsettled claims on file June 30, 1900, was 4'7,104; 
bountiful. The invalid pension law of July 14, 1862, and the de- | the number on file June 30, 1902, 339.435; and the number re- 
pendent law of June 27, 1890, are monuments of Republican | maining ‘on hand June 30, 1903, was {so9. TI er of 
achievement and bear witness to the country’s tender care for its | original claims filed during the years 1900, 1901, 19 ind 1903, 
801 ‘and its sailors and their families. The pension laws are | amounted to 210,935. The total number of all applications re- 
ev ear being made more liberal, are enlarging the circle of | ceived during the fiscal year 1903 was 225.871, while for the vear 
those included within its beneficence, and raising the rates for 1902 the number was 188,626. The number of cases adjudicated 
pel able disabilities. As long as the Republican party con- | in 1903 was 252,106, so that there were 36,235 more cl adjudi- 

™ i power, this generous policy will be pursued. | cated in 1903 than filed. During the year 1903 there were also 

it 'w more than forty years since the tide of disunion reached | filed 144,083 applications for increase of pension, and 58,120 ap- 
hi flood at Gettysburg, at Vicksburg, and Missionary Ridge, | plications for increase were granted during the same period. 

anc began to recede. Of that vast Army which wore the blue | Many applications that are filed during one year can not be reached 
and rallied to the Stars and Stripes only a diminishing rear guard | for adjudication until the year following, while there are also 
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many applications for increase filed where upon medical examina- 
tion no increased disability can be found. As above stated, the 
num erof cases adjudicated in 1903 amounted to 252,106, an aver- 
age of about 800 cases for each working day in the year. 

The loss to the pension roll during the year 1903 was as follows: 
sy death 
sy remarriage. 

cal limitati 
Se TOD vd cecidinencasuncnehanneneneemeal 

other causes 

I 
I 
I 
J 
I I 

Notwithstanding the large number of names dropped from the 
pension rolls on account of death and other causes, the decrease 
in the roll in 1903 was only 2,901. The number of pensioners 
June 30, 1903, was 996,545, and the amount disbursed during the 
year was $137.759,653, not including the cost of maintenance. 
The annual valueof the pension roll for 1900 was $131,534,544, and 
for the year 1903 $133,029,090. The number of pensioners in the 
State of Ohio June 30, 1903, was 102.318, to whom were paid 
$15.026,565.62. The *‘ high-water mark ’’ in the pension roll was 
reached July 31, 1902, when the number of pensioners on the rolls 
was 1,001,494. 

During the last fiscal year the Pension Bureau has issued 132,821 
certificates, while in 1902 there were issued 119,824. There was 
a gain in 1903 over 1902 of 12,997 certificates, and over the year 
1900 a gain of 27,230 certificates. 
The average annual value of each pension is $133.49. While the 

amount disbursed for pensions in 1893 was $156,906,637.94—the 
largest amount ever expended in any one year in the history of 
the Bureau—the annual value of the pension roll for that year 
was only $130,510,179.34, about $2,500,000 less than the annual 
value of the roli for the year 1908. The large amount expended 
for the year 1893 was due to the amount carried as first payments 
upon the original issues of that year. 

An actual count of the files of the Bureau at the close of the 
last fiscal year shows a very material reduction in the number of 
original claims pending adjudication, as is shown by the following | 
table: 

| Balance on Balance on 
| hand July | hand July 

1, 1903. 1, 1902. | 
SII nscnb nai ccrooideipkeapencsciashéninmaesicaminataiee | 

Mexican war adi 
Since Mar. 4, 1861: 

Army nurses 
General law 

Increase applications ................ 
War with Spain ; 
Regular establishment 

The large increase in the number of pending claims on account of service 

ing pensions on account of the various Indian wars. 
Ciaims now carried under “regular establishment” have previously been 

counted as under the general law or the act of June 27, 1890, and no separate 
classification was kept of the same prior to July 1, 1903. 

NEARLY THREE BILLIONS PAID IN PENSIONS, 

The total amount disbursed for pensions since 1861 amounts to 
$2,942,178,145.98. The act of June 27, 1890, is a fitting illustra- 
tion of the generosity of the Republican party toward the vet- 
erans of the civil war. This law was passed by a Republican 
Congress, was signed by a Republican President, and through its 
administration there was expended during the last fiscal year a 
total amount of $68,798,360.71. The number of soldiers receiving 
the benefit of this act amounted to 443,721, while the number of 
dependents relieved by this act was 171,259. The gain in the 
number of pensioners under this act over the previous year was 
8,643, and the gain since June 30, 1899, was 40,993. 

NEW PENSION LEGISLATION, 

During the last fiscal year the following pension legislation has 
been enacted by Congress: 

An act approved July 1, 1902, known as the ‘“‘ Joint resolution 
construing the act approved June 27, 1890,’’ section 4716, Revised 
Statutes, provided that— 

No money on account of pensions shall be paid to any person, or to the 
widow, children, or heirs of any deceased person who in any manner volun- 
tarily engaged in or aided or abetted the late rebellion against the authority 
of the United States. 

This section was held to be a bar to pension under the act of 
June 27890, to anyone who in any manner voluntarily engaged 
in or aided or abetted the late rebellion against the authority of 
the United States. By the joint resolution of July 1, 1902, it is 
stated that— 

The act approved June 27,1890, * * * is construed and held to include 
all persons and the widows and minor children of all deceased persons, sub- 
ject to the limitations of said act, who served for ninety days in the militar 
or naval service of the United States during the late war of the rebellion, an 

who have been honorably discha therefrom, and section 4716, Revi: i 
Statutes, United States, is amend: eee 

Provided, however, That the poreqeing ss not appl to those who serve 
in the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and eth Regiments. | 
States Volunteer Infantry, who had a prior service in the Confederate army 
navy and who enlisted in said regiments while confined as prisoners of « 
under a stipulation that they were not to be pensionable under the lay 
the United States, nor to those who having had such prior service enlisted jy 
the military or naval service of the United States after the Ist day of Janu. 
ary, 1865. F 

Under the acts of June 27, 1890, and May 9, 1900, a final dis- 
charge from all services entered into during the war of t} 
bellion by a soldier or sailor was necessary to give title to pens 
By the joint resolution of July 1, 1902, it is provided that— 

In the administration of the pension laws any enlisted man of the Ar 
including regulars, volunteers, and militia, or any appointed or enlisted ; 
of the Navy or Marine Corps, who was honorably discharged from the 
contract of service entered into by him during the late war of the re} 
shall be held and considered to be honorably discharged from all similar eo 
tracts of service prone entered into hy him with the United Stat 
during said war: Provided, That such enlisted or appointed man ser 
less than six months under said last enlistment or appointment, that 
entire service under said last enlistment or appointment was faithful, and 
that he did not receive by reason of said last enlistment or appointment any 
bounty or gratuity other than from the United States in excess of that 
which he would have been entitled if he had continued to serve fait 
until honorably discharged under any contract of service previously « 
into by him, either in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, during th: 
the rebellion. 

The act of January 5, 1903, increased the amount of pension for 
total deafness from $30 to $40 per month. 

The act of February 28, 1903, extended the provisions of the act 
of March 8, 1901, to those widows, otherwise entitled, whose hus- 
bands died of wounds, injuries, or diseases contracted duri1 
period of their military or naval service, but who were deprived 
of pension by the act of March 3, 1865, by reason of their fail 
to draw pension on account of their remarriage. 

The act of March 3, 180i, provided that any widow who was the 
lawfu! wife of any officer or enlisted man or other person in th 
Army, Navy,or Marine Corps of the United States during the pe- i 

riod of his service in any war, and whose name was placed or 
shall hereafter be placed on the pension roll because of her hus- 
band’s death as the result of wound or injury received or disease 
contracted in -uch military or naval service, and whose name has 
been or shall hereafter be dropped from said pension roll by reason 
of her marriage to another person who has since died or shall 
hereafter die, or from whom she has been heretofore or shal! be 
hereafter divorced, upon her own application and without any 
fault on her part, and if she is without means of support other 
than her daily labor, as defined by the acts of June “7, 1890, and 
May 9, 1900, shall be entitled to have her name again placed on 
the pension roll. It was found in the administration of this law 
that the pension due many widows had gone to their minor chil- 
dren upon their remarriage, as provided by the act of March 3, 
1865, and that their names had never been placed upon the roll, 
and that technically they had no title to pension under the a t of 
March 3, 1901. The act of February 28, 1:03, was therefore 
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| passed for the |! enefit of such widows. 
in the Indian wars was due to the new legislation enacted June 27, 1902, grant- | 

| the same. 

The act of March 2, 1903, increased the pension of those who 
lost limbs in the military service or who are totally disabled in 

The beneficiaries under this act up to July |, 1903, 
numbered 6,975. of whom 3,027 have received an increase fro! 
to $40 per month; 1.905 from $36 to $46 per month; 2,016 f 

| $45 to $55 per month; 1 from $36 to $60 per month, and 26 fro: 
| to $100 per month. 

1 F pe ' 

| 396 | 507 | 

It is estimated that the increase to the pe 
sion roll by operation of this act will amount to between $s0 
and $900,000 annually. 

The act of March 3, 1903, increased the pension of Mexican \ 
survivors from $8 to $12 per month. 

APPLICATIONS FILED. 

1900. 1899. 

General law: 

Act of June, 1890: 
Invalic 

Increase -_.. 
War with Spain: 

BOTT  cinnginguenatiite 
Widow 
Increase 

Regular establishment: 
Invalid 
Widow 

Old war and navy: 
Invalid 

Miscellaneous, including 
duplicates, etc 87,795 42, 343 | 

002 | 188,626 | 219,179 | 181,005 | 



APPLICATIONS FOR INCREASE. 

,e applications for increase of pension filed in the Bureau 
rom July 1, 1:99, to June 30, 1903, iuclusive, were as follows: 

Lael 

| 1908. | 1902. | 
l 

1901. 

ne 27,1890. .....----- | 79,396) 61,868) 72,293) 50,507| 34,330 
( OU cccoiceedhiseaenh  aaaaee 2,665 | 41,406 | 87,533 31,770 
W b SOREL. «oncednenciens | 1,832 1,352 | 627 | 146 | 
R establishment. ...... | wie dedi oncen mt twneeene ben 

( and DAVY ...--.---.-- | 4,050} 2,988 

al... chenapseniioaint 144,083 | 111,168 | 118,876 | 91,174 | 68,577 

ll be noted that the applications for increase filed during 
t] t year were largely in excess of the number filed in any 

e i895. 
NUMBER OF CERTIFICATES ISSUED. 

ion certificates are of several different kinds and are classi- | 
fj ollows: Originals, renewals, increases, supplementals, re- 

luplicates, restorations, accrueds, 
ital number of certificates issued in ten years is as follows: 

122, 821 
119, 824 
100, 668 

105, 591 

89,054 

and increases were as 

RS ioc ctidlet te dinwcineescadusssesewee 
Pate West Pnaies..............-..<- 
Ne ee aes Rbebnaosdeeeentanenon 

TN 6s) sawed dnieemnnboonndenens 
VIG. 2 ccnen ccccns coc ceceneoneecree sees 

I sd nla dla nadinbasinmeaaihnnabeda 
Gern thintntatiinee 

‘ 

Year. Originals. | Increases. 

cbdiad sigh tie dam ahibialid ahha att eilidisties 40,135 58,120 

40,173 43,474 
44.568 33, LSS 

Mili ashe an thnsa: Meiadtdie Che paukibehataen 40, 645 | 44, 408 

AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE OF PENSIONS. 

1903. 1902. 1901. 1900. {| 1899. 

ial value each pen 
Se ee .--| $133.49 | $132.23 | $131.87 | $132.39 | $132.74 

A nnual value under gen- 
ian hy gical 176. 16 171. 28 168. 67 167.53 165. 70 | 

A nnual value, act 1890 108. 82 108.59 | 108.09 108.28 | 108.99 
innual value, war with | 

iavthd pinailadualnadees 187.25 | 140.78 158.50 | 169.10 196. 53 
| } | 

APPROPRIATIONS FOR PENSIONS. 

Year. Appropriated. 

2, 352,40. 00 

insist ia ee Slag dliceaiati) cand shintndh oath Sex ened abaenil 147, 873, 461. 46 
acwactbaineith igeaistaswaetda dienddieiihdadabatabceuus 148, 788, 540. 93 

BOD... st aw icmsadui ee pI beee Lal: Sie ssc idebbciuagueeadeabeds 147, 889, O73. 76 
i o cane SEUSS ean abets ade dieu whthowsedinambbibiwaks 144, 128, 678. 10 

a a a a 731 , 082, 094. 25 | 

MBER OF PENSIONERS, BY STATES, ETC., AND AMOUNTS PAID. 

St howing the number of pensioners in each State and Territory of the 
tes, each insular possession, and each foreign country on the rolls 

, and the amount paid for pensions during the fiscal year 1908 in 

id Territory, each insular possession, and each foreign country. 

. Num- 
Countries. 7 Amou ber. Amount. 

UNITED STATES. 
‘ | 

{ 

‘ 
| 

| 
'} 

} 

( 
; ; 

Oi . 

: | , 549. 
- | L , 859. 

| 10,101,722. 26 
467,074.29 

36, 782 | 5, 362, 598. 84 
; 40, 669 5. 676.671. 86 

28.508 | 

6, 402 
19,542 
12, 944 

3,946, 643. 88 
831, 739. 68 

2,913, 173. 01 
1, 683, 843. 02 

40,071 | 5, 228, 
43, 435 

RD on cpienn te « olebunacie : 
OIG a oc. ccn cnecccaccocs cococnccccss 
I lh didpeiepmennne tebecn woe 

ear nai aenimannn aerind 
Sea 

© ROR. ciriceia ccnasmuneauen 
POI cite cnccccncegasseces 

ns adiominetteaiiiin 
I dtictaddnindtctes westwe 
NN tt cp ddanddeedinneddneuwe 
OO” a 

} Mexico 
1 
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Statement showing the number of pensioners in each State and Territor 
United States, etc.—Continued 

Countries. 

UNITED STATES 

pe tie Oe 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
MORUADS ..........- 

New Jersey — 

New Mexico 
New York 
N rth Carolina 

North Dakota 
cn nal 

I sn sca ccrechenaieumaieg thiamine one 
SD id nnnkddateoanenese ‘ 

Pennsylvania -........-. ae waitin 
enamine 

ne, saonenkeunene 
SE eciitencnnancanacsoneren 

EE Sitcint ran dcndendeotbetbeeke 
EE cts ecael 

Ttah oe 

INSULAR 

0” 
Philippines (inclt 

Porto Rico. .....-...- ‘ 

Total eo cn coecee wecese = 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

ea ae 
Australha nd 
Austria-Hunga 
Azores 

TS ee ae 
I 1 cadadbdctue catbqunde ceccenes 
Boli 
Brazil 

British Guiana 
Canada 
Chile 
China .... 
Comoro I 
Costa Rica 
Cc ceatecnngss 
Danish West Indies- - 

Greece... 

I a. cowuenecas chine 

Nethe 
or 
Newtou n 

New Zealand. ............- 
ae 

Norway Sil inieiebihdead aide mene 

I id chin wish weaning 4 
UN <a & acecsnumesecsda 
II, dissiasiscsin weebapuinden é 
a i a i 

I. cubes adwenwessoconece 

Scotland 
Seychelles Islands... 
Siam . wena 
BOGGM ALFIE « occcc ccecscoe 

pain ......... 

56. BEOOOMM . «ccc ccccce 

OS ae 
Venezuela -_............ 
Wales hill Sei ieee aineee 
Ee ee 

continued. 

a ai cree cmt atlicainitemae 
Nevada .....-. eines Cenaaneseusesmesaces 

I cisco can nition aenienrton ts 

POSSESSIONS. 

IN os in Shpaimnieeny eadbeanann en 

Num- 
ber. 

Amo 

a +. 56 

4,124 ) 
958 405 Rl 

2 219 129.10 

t 4] 1 

1, 500, 678. 66 
{ Mm) 24 

St 

11, 75 ; 
wi Uf 

231.529. 00 
15. (P68. 545. 62 

1. 200.6 6 

ee) 3 
5 

9 1) 

6a 

2 6 8. 66 

SH. 4565. 40 

4°22 43 

ti 5 

1 - - 
I j 

? ae | » 1, s+ ) 
4 OR ‘ 
= : 

l 4 

> ° 

9 oF . 

2, 459. 45 
a; 

f } 

$4 t 
a; 

aD 

Sy) 

i oo 

x) 

,) 

} 

) 

3 
a) 

{ 0” 

6, 580. 63 
6.00 

4.478. ¢ 
> 1) 

“) 
‘” 
2 : i 

Al 

Q ” 

1. x 

610.4 

} 

$ x 
7 

s) 

5 re ; 

1 six 

1 > 

606. Uf 

; 

24 
‘ 

4 i 
f ¥ 

l i 

( , 

‘) : 
é ‘ 

| ¥) 

7 i 

lf 

i 

) 

i } 

648, 053. 04 
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| now borne onthe rolls, or who may hereafter ba placed thereon, under +} 
visions of any and all acts of Congress, $138,500,000: Provided, That t} 
priation aforesaid for navy pensions shall be paid from the incom 

_ | navy pension fund so far as the same shall be sufficient for that , 
| Provided further, That the amount expended under each of the abo 
shall be accounted for separately. 

For fees and expenses of examining surgeons, pensions, for servi 
dered within the fiscal year 1904, $800,000. And each member of each ox 
ing board shall, as now authorized by law, receive the sum of € fo) 
amination of each applicant whenever five or a less number shal] be ex 
on any one day, and $1 for the examination of each additional app 

| such day: Provided, That if twenty or more applicants appear on 
no fewer than twenty shall, if practicable, be examined on said day. a 
if fewer examinations be then made, twenty or more having appear 
there shall be paid for the first examinations made on the next exa: 
day the fee of 31 only until twenty examinations shall have been m 
vided further, Thatno fee shall be paid toany member of an examin 

| unless personally present and assisting in the examination of applic: 
| provided further, That the report of such examining surgeons al 
| ally state the rating which in their judgment the applicant is entitio. 
| the report of such examining surgeons shall specifically and accura 
| forth the physical condition of the applicant, each and every existing 
| bility being fully and carefully described. The reports of the special | 
iners of the Bureau of Pensions shall be open to inspection and 

| applicant or his attorney, under such rules and regulations as the S 
| of the Interior may prescribe: And provided further, That hereafter 1 
sion attorney, claim agent, or other person shall be entitled to rec 

| compensation for services rendered in securing the introduction of « 
| the passage thereof through Congress granting pension or increa 
sion; and any person who shall, directly or indirectly, contract for 

| receive, or retain any compensation for such services shall be deem 
of an offense, and upon conviction thereof shall, for each and ey 
offense, be fined not exceeding $500, or imprisoned not exceeding tw 

| or both, in the discretion of the court. 
For salaries of 18 agents for the payment of pensions, at $4,000 each, 372.0 
For clerk hire, $430,000: Provided, That the amount of clerk hir: 

} agency shall be apportioned as nearly as practicable in proporti 
| number of pensioners paid at each agency, and the salaries paid shall 
ject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior. 

For rents, $10,600. 
P For stationery and other necessary expenses, including fuel and 

} $35,000, 

ig the number of pensioners in each State and Territory of the 
United States, etc.—Continued. 

SUMMARY. 

Number.| Payments. 

Stat tates and Territories, and 
991,836 | $136, 992,181. 

9 5, 907. 

4,619 648, 653. 

tal s sisdiealapanibeeitasiipeind sll iepbictian 137, 646, 141. 
Payments by Treasury Department (Treasury set- 
tlement silted ater 113, 512. 

996, 545 

Total payments on account of army and navy 
pensions.......... aah amsailouiaiaenielaidhmadenietninsaaitn 137, 759, 653. 71 

NUMBER OF PENSIONERS ON THE ROLLS. 

Wars. 1903. 1902. 1901. | 1900. 

War, Revolutionary: 
Widows 
Dauchters 

War of 1512: 
Survivors 
Widow 

Indian wars 
Survivors 
Widows 

Mexican war: 
Survivors 

Widows ; ; 
Service after Mar. 4, 1861: 

6, 828 

8,017 

General laws Approved December 23, 1902. 
Army invalids 
Army widows 
Navy invalids 

264, 139 
86, 866 
4,142 

277, 965 
87. 046 
4, 360 

293, 186 
86, 504 
4,489 

|  Notx.—The above is practically in the same terms as the act of Marc! 
1902, except that the amount provided for “rents” in the act of Marc! 

9 ow 
Ay we 

624 | 
2, 263 

634 
2,298 

650 
Act June 27, 

Army invalids 427,711 
Army widows.........-. 155, 249 
Navy invalids 16,010 
Navy widows 

War with Spain: 
General laws 

Army invalids 
Army widows ... 
Navy invalids 
Navy widows. ....... 

426,188 
148, 201 
15,953 

422,481 
138, 490 
15, 638 
6, 621 

8, 344 
1,981 

211 
68 

996, 545 | 999,446 | 997,735 
| 

NEW LEGISLATION. 

As Exhibit 25 to the last annual report of Commissioner Ware is given the 
text of all legislation pertaining to the Pension Bureau enacted by the last 
(Fifty-seventh) Congress. The various heads of legislation are: 

1. Deta appropriations for payment of pensions. (Acts of March 10, 
1902, and December 23, 1902, 32 Stat. L., 62, 761.) 

2. Details of appropriations for payment of employees in the Bureau and 
yension agencies and examining surgeons. (Acts of March 10, April 28, and 
Toe mber 23, 1902, and February 25 and March 3, 1903, 82 Stat. L., 32, 159, 761, 
894, 1050 

3. Extending the provisions of the act of July 27, 1892 (27 Stat. L., 281—In- 
dian wars, SA to 1842), to all Indian wars from 1817 to 1858. (Act of June 27, 
1902, s., 399.) 

4. Relative to claims for reimbursement of expenses of last sickness and 
burial of deceased pensioners. (Act of June 21, 1902, and act of March 3, 19038, 
82 Stat. L., 449, 1111.) 

5. Joint resolution construing the act of June 28, 1890 (26 Stat. L., 1823, in 
cases where soldiers had a prior service in the Confederate army, and in 
cases where no honorable discharge had been granted from a prior enlist- 
ment. (Act of July 1, 1902, 32 Stat. L., 750.) 

6. Disposition of balance of pension money due a member of the National 
Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers at the time of his death. (Actof July 
1, 1902, 32 Stat. L., 564.) 

7. Providing for the recognition of the military service of the officers and 
enlisted men of the First Regiment Ohio Volunteer Light Artillery. (Act of 
December 19, 1902, 32 Stat. L., 757.) 

8. Increasing the pension for total deafness from $30 to $40 per month. 
(Act of January 15, 1908, 32 Stat. L., 773.) 

9. Extending the benefits of the pension laws to the officers and privates of 
the militia disabled by reason of wounds or disabilities received or incurred 
in the service of the United States. (Act of January 21, 1908, 32 Stat. L., 779.) 

10. Establishing the rank and pay of the commanding officers of the Philip- 
pine constabulary. (Act of January 30, 1903, #2 Stat. L., 783.) 

ll. Extending the provisions of the act of March 3, 1901 (31 Stat. L., 1445), 
to certain remarried widows not provided for in the original act. (Act of 
February 28, 1908, 32 Stat. L., 920.) 

12. Increasing the pensions of those who have lost limbs in the service of 
the United States. (Act of March 2, 1903, 32 Stat. L., 944.) 

18. Increasing the pension of Mexican war survivors to $12 per month. 
(Act of March 38, 1908, 32 Stat. L., 

RENSION LEGISLATION OF THE FIFTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS. 

An a™ making appropriations for the payment of invalid and other pensions 
of the United States for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1904, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it ¢ cted, etc., That the following sums be, and the same are hereby, 
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
for the payment of pensions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1904, and for 
other purposes, namely: 

For army and navy pensions, as follows: For invalids, widows, minor chil- 
dren, and dependent relatives, army nurses, and all other pensioners who are 

tat m2 Sts 

expenses of the Govern 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted, etc., That 

| An act making appropriations for the legislative, executive, ar 
ment for the fiscal year ending June 3) 

the following sums be, and the same ar 
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise app 
in full compensation for the service of the fiscal year ending Jw 
for the objects hereinafter 

~ & 

Pension Office: For the 

expressed, namely: 
* 7” * * 

Commissioner of Pensions, $5,000; First | 
Commissioner, $3,600; Second Deputy Commissioner, $3,600; chief cl: 
assistant chief clerk, $2,000; 
Os; 

and experience in their 
$2,000 each; law clerk, $2,250; 

medical referee, $3,000; assistant medica 
| $2,250; two qualified surgeons, who shall be experts in their prof 
$2,000 each; 38 medical examiners, who shall be surgeons of educat 

rofession, at $1,800 each; 10 chiefs of diy 
chief of board of review, $2,250; 57 pri 

aminers, at $2,000 each; 20 assistant chiefs of division, at $1,800 eac! 
raphers, at $1,600 each; 70 c 
class 2; 399 clerks of class 1; 
tendent of building, $1,400; 

slerks of class 4; 85 clerks of class 3; 320 
250 clerks, at $1,000 each; 145 copyist 

2 engineers, at $1,200 each; 3 firemen; 
gers; 12 assistant messengers; 20 messenger ~~. at $400 each: 45 
10 female laborers, at $400 each; 15 charwomen; 

| $900; 1 cabinetmaker, skilled in his trade, $900; captain of the wat 
painter, skilled in} 

sergeants of the watch, at $750 each; 20 watchmen; in all, $1,962,210 
For per diem, when absent from home and traveling on duty 

District of Columbia, for special examiners, or other persons e: 

tions pertaining to said Bu 

000: Provided, That two sj 
chief and assistant chief of 

| the Bureau of Pensions, detailed for the purpose of making speci 
reau, in lieu of expenses for subsiste: 

| ceeding $3 per day, and for actual and necessary expenses for tra! 
| and assistance, and any other necessary expenses, including teleg: 

ecial examiners or clerks detailed an: 
the division of special examiners may | 

from this appropriation, in addition to their salaries and in lieu 
and all expenses for subsis tence, a sum sufficient to make their a 
pee $2,000 and $1,800, respectively, and whenever it may b 

or either of them to trave lon official business outside the Distr 
bia by — direction of the Commissioner, he shall receive t! 
ance in lieu of subsistence and for transportation as is herein 
special examiners and detailed clerks engaged in field service 
retary of the Interior shall so apportion the sum herein approp 
prevent a deficiency therein. 

For an additional force « 
$1,300 each, $195,000; and no 
from which he is appointec 

»f 150 special examiners for one year, at 
a »0inted shall be employed 
; and any of those now employed i: 

Office or as special examiners may be appointed if they be found 
fied. 

Approved, February 25, 1903. 
Nors.—The above is a reenactment of the act of April 28, 1902, : 

the total amour t appropriated in the act of April 28, 1902 (first 
$1,964,810—one clerk at $1,400 and one at $1,200 having been dropp 
act of February 25, 1903. 

| Anact making appropriations to supply deficiencies in the ap] 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1908, and for prior years, a: 
purposes. 

Be it enacted, etc., That the following sums be, and the same 
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 

| to supply deficiencies in the appropriations for the fiscal year 
prior years, and for other objects hereinafter stated, namely: 

* * * * * * 

PENSIONS.—Fees and expenses of examining surgeons, pensio! 
| ices rendered within the fiscal year 1902. And each member of ex 
ing board shall, as now authorized by law, receive the sum < 
examination of each applicant, whenever five or a less number 

| amined on any one day, an 
cant on such day: Provided, 

d $1 for the examination of each addit 
hat if twenty or more applicants 

| was $9,480, and for ‘stationery and other necessary expenses,”’ $30.75) 

uy > 



no fewer than twenty shall, if practicable, be examined on said day, 
wer examinations be then made, twenty or more having appeared, 

here shall be paid for the first examinations made on the next exami- 
day the fee of $1 only until twenty examinations shall have been made: 

i further, That no fee shall be paid to any member of an examining 
yho was not personally present and assisting in the examination of 
nt. $83,000. 

ved, March 3, 1903. 

to extend the provisions, limitations, and benefits of an act entitled 
‘t granting pensions to the survivors of the Indian wars of 1832 

442. inclusive, known as the Black Hawk war, Creek war, Cherokee 
‘bances, and the Seminole war,” approved July 27, 1892. 

iacted, etc., That the provisions, limitations, and benefits of the act 
‘Anact granting pensions tosurvivorsof the Indian wars of 1832 to1842, 

e, known as the Black Hawk war, Creek war, Cherokee disturbances, 
Seminole war,” approved July 27, 1892, be, and the same are hereby, ex- 
from the date of the passage of this act, to the surviving officers and 

( ted men, including marines, militia, and volunteers of the military and 
service of the United States who served for thirty days or more and 
norably discharged under the United States military, State, Terri- 

1 provisional authorities in the Florida and Georgia Seminole Indian 
f 1817 and 1818; the Fevre River Indian war of Illinois of 18 

x Indian war of 1831; 
Lyuse Indian war of 1847 and 1848, on the Pacific coast; the Florida wars 

Seminole Indians, from 1842 to 1858, inclusive; the Texas and New 
Indian war of 1849 to 

“52; the Utah Indian disturbances of 1850 to 1853. inclusive, and the 

wr. the Sac 
the Sabine Indian disturbances of 1836 and 1837; 

1856; the California Indian disturbances of 1851 

Oregon and Washington Territory Indian wars from 1851 to 1856, inclusive; 
to include the surviving widows of such officers and enlisted men: 

] led, That such widows have not remarried: And provided further 
r vhere there is no record of enlistment or muster into the service of the 

4 Tryift 

Y 1d service: And 

‘ gents are hereby dec 
A} »ved June 27, 1902. 

‘HAP. 1301 

I 
x « 

r 

United States in any of the wars mentioned in this act the record of pay by 
<d States shall be accepted as full and satisfactory proof of such en- 

nt provided further, That all contracts heretofore 
between the beneficiaries under this act and pension attorneys and 

lared null and void. 

[Public—No. 182.] 

x *” * a 

led further, That the investigation of claims for the reimbursement 
of « nses of the last sickness and burial of deceased pensioners shall be at 
t tance and uncer the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, and 

any accrued pension shall hereafter be used to reimburse any State, 
or municipal corporation for expenses incurred by such State, county, 

1.—An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the 
( rnment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and for other pur- 

nicipal corporation under State law for expenses of the last sickness 
rial of a deceased pensioner. 

eno ved June 28, 1902. 

Joint lution construing the act approved June or 
al, ° A , 189, entitled “‘An act 

s pensions to soldiers and sailors who are incapacitated for the 
performance of manual labor, and providing for pensions to widows, minor 

lren, and dependent parents,” and for other purposes. 

d, etc., That the act approved June 27, 1890, entitled “An act gra nt nv- 

ns to soldiers and sailors who are incapacitated for the performance 
il labor, and rroviding for pensions to widows, minor children, and 
nt parents,” is construed and held to include all persons and the 
and minor children of all deceased persons, subject to the limitations 
ct, who served for ninety days in the military or naval service of the 
s‘ates during the lat e war of the rebellion, and who have been hon 
d'scharged therefrom, and section 4716, Revised Statutes United 
s amended accordingly: 

l, however, That the foregoing shall not apply to those who served 
First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Regiments, United 
Volunteer Infantry, who had a prior service in the Confederate army 

tnd who enlisted in said regiments while confined as prisoners of 
Ya a stipulation that they were not to be pensionable under the laws 

( United States, nor to those who, having had such prior service, en- 
l n the military or naval service of the United States after the Ist day 
of January, 1865. 

‘ 

Phat in the administration of the pension laws any enlisted man of 
including regulars, volunteers, and militia, or any appointed or 

man of the Navy or Marine Corps, who was honorably discharged 
ast contract of service entered into by him during the late war of 
n, Shall be held and considered to have been honorably discharged 

i | similar contracts of service previously entered into by him with the 
\ t stnte s during said war: 

!, That such enlisted or appointed man served not less than six 
er said last enlistment or appointment, that his entire service 

| last enlistment or appointment was faithful, and that he did not 

ad July 1, 1902. 

ms for the fiscal 
purposes. 

y reason of said last enlistment or appointment any bounty or gra- 
er than from the United States in excess of that to which he would 

1 entitled if he had continued to serve faithfully until honorably 
previously entered into by him, { under any contract of service 

the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps, during the war of the rebellion. 

ol" 
whe [Public—No. 4 

An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in the ap 
year ending June 30, 1902, and for prior years, and 

t any balance of pension money due a member of the National 
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers at the time of his death shall be paid 

‘er 
. minor children, or dependent mother or father in the order 

should no widow. minor child, or dependent parent be discovered 
year from the time of the death of the pensioner, said balance 

‘id to the post fund of the Branch of said National Home of which 
r was & member at the time of his death, to be used for the com- 

tof the members 
rs Subject to fu 

upon applicatio 

r the pensioner’s ¢ 
ed, July 1, 1902. 

} 

of the Home under the direction of the Boar¢ i 
ure reclamation by the relatives hereinbefore 

n filed with the Board of Managers within five 
leath, 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

and enlisted men of the First Regiment Ohi 

Be it enacted, etc., That the officers and en! 

State of Ohio under the call of the President of 
the 15th day of April, 1861, and which rendere« 
the command of officers of the United States 
regularly organized military forces of the 
considered to have been in the military ser vi 

of, the military establishmentof the Unite 
r 

j 

which said organization was enlisted and was ir 
Secretary of War be, and he hereby is, auth 
tificates of discharge, upon the application and 
for all honorably discharged members of 

» Ve 

sted me 
Ohio Volunteer Light Artillery (three months’ service), 

nited 

1 actual military servi 
and 

i States 

the 
bo 

the s 
That no pay, bounty, or other emoluments shall 
virtue of the passage of this act. 

Approved, December 19, 1902. 

[Public 

An act to increase pension for t 

Be it enacted, etc., That from and after the 
on the pension roll of the United 3, Or 
thereon, receiving pension for tota 
in the military or naval service of the 
shall be entitled to receive, in lieu of 
disability, the sum of —e month: Pre 
manner affect the rate of pension now |} 

29 nit 
No 

] 
A 

t 

deafness, the rating for which shall be continue 
ance with the provisions of existing la\ 

Approved January 15, 1903. 

Ful 

t ciency t ot tLe 

noncom 

An ac 

SEc. 22 

to promote the e? 
That when any offi ‘er, 

ia, muiit 

miss1 

U 

In co 

An act providing for the recognition of the military service 
lunteer L 

n of the Fir 
firy 

s 

tal deafnes 

med e 

militia is disabled by reason of wounds or disabilities re« 

commissioned officer, or private dies in the 
returning to his place of residence after being 

ice, his widow and children, if any, shall be 
pension laws. 

Approved January 21, 1903. 

[Public—No. 37.] 

An act to promote the efficiency of the 
the rank and pay of its commanding offi 

Be it enacted, etc., That officers of the Ar 
detailed for service as chief and assistant chiefs 

servic 

enti 

Philippin 
ers, 
my 

t 

+1 

an 

the 

T 
4 

} Said assis 

ye 

— 

re 

and for ot 

lV 

to exceed in number four, of the Philippine constabulary 
the continuance of such details the ofl 
rank, pay, and allowances of brigadier-general, and 
assistant chiefsshall have the rank, pay,and all I 

llowances of bri 
colonel, as herein provided, and the pay and al Vex 

vi] 

That the difference between the pay and 

tailed in the grades from which they are det 
Philippine treasury. 

Sec. 2. That any companies of Philippi 
ippine constabulary in the maintenance 
may be placed under the command of « 
chiefs of the Philippine « tabulary, a 
when the Philippine scout hall be order 
stabulary, said scouts shall not at any ti 
inspectors or other officers of the con 
chief of constabulary. 

Approved January 30, 1903, 

ow 

‘Pu —No. 194.) 

An act to amend an act led act an 
vised Statutes of the 1 ed States, in 1 
widows,” approved March 3, 1 

Be it enacted, etc.. That section 4708 of t) , 

erning the granting of army and navy pensions, b 
to read as follows: 

“Sec. 4708. That remarriage of any wido' 
ent sister entitled to pension shall not bar ! 
date of her remarriage, whe ran appl 
after such marriage; but on the remarriag 
or dependent sister having a pensi such } 
ever, That any widow who was the lawful w 
or other person in the Army, Navy, or Marit 
d aie in paragraphs l, 2, 
the ted States, during the 
name was placed or shall hereafter be plac 
her husband’s death as the result of wound or 
tracted in such military or naval service, a! 
hereafter be dropped from 
another person who has sine 
has been heretofore or shall ! 

d without fault on her 

Tri ni period of 

now provided for widows by the « 
19, 1886, such pension t« 
tion in the Pensior 
ther, That where s 
United States she s! ntitle 
vided further, That wher pension 
quent marriage has accrued to a help 

ren under the age of 16 years, she sha! 
this act unless said helpless or idiot 
years of age, be then a member or 1 

) and upon the restorat 
child or children shall ceas« 

Sec. 2. That the provisions of this a 
otherwise entitled wh« 
tracted during the per } 
deprived of pension ‘ M 

| to draw any pension by reason of thx 

nd $ of section 4693 of 

wal 

1ces O 

, and 

‘er serving as chief shall h 

P ¢ 

a 
¢ 

tled to all the 

oO 

d 
the service of the United States he shall be entitled to all the ) 
pension laws existing at the time of his service, and in case such officer 

of the United States o 
istered out of such servi 

or at any time, in consequence of wounds or disabilities r 

at 
: ) 

\ 

her 

* 

egimen 

onel: 

1S 

rht Artillery 

t I 

1¢ h se 

} 

ive 
the officers serv 

P 

sa 
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Sxc. 8. That no claim agent or other person shall be entitled to receive any 
compensation for services in making application for pension under this act. 

Approved February 28, 1903. 

[Public—No. 134.] 
increase the pensions of those who have lost limbs in the military 

or naval service of the United States. 

Be it enacted, etc., That from and after the passage of this act all persons 
on the pension roll, and all persons hereafter granted a pension, who, while 
in the military or naval service of the United States and in the line of duty, 

ll have lost one hand or one foot, or been totally disabled in the same, 

An act to 

# | receive a pension at the rate of $40 per month; that all persons who, in 
like manner,shall have lost an arm at or above the elbow or a leg atorabove 
t knee, or en totally disabled in the same, shall receive a pension at 
t rate f $46 per month; that all persons who, in like manner, shall 
} lost an arm at the s joint, or so near the houlder joint or a leg at the hip j 

int or where the same is in such a condition as to prevent 
ial limb, shall receive a pension at the rate of $55 per of an artifi 

t th. and that all persons who, in like manner, shall have lost one hand and 
one foot, or been totally disabled in the same, shall receive a pension at the 
ate of $60 per month; and thatall persons who, in like manner, shall have lost | 

both feet shall receive a pension at the rate of $100 per month: Provided, how- 
el That this act shall not be so construed as to reduce any pension under 
a act publie or rivate. 

Approved March 2, 1908. 

[Public—No. 171.] 

An act to increase the pension of Mexican war survivors to $12 per month. 
t d,etc., That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, 

Al rized and directed to place on the pension roll, at the rate of $12 per 
m 1, all Mexican war surv rs now on the roll, or who may hereafter be 
j {on the roll, under the acts of January 29, 1887, March 3, 1891, and Feb 
I y 5, 1897 

Approved March 3, 1908. 

The Tariff the Issue In 1904. 

GREAT BRITAIN PREPARING TO ADOPT REPUBLICAN PROTECTIVE TARIFF. 

Mr. Chairman, in the debate to which we have listened in this | 
House the last few days and which has covered a wide range of 
subjects we have heard the same old Democratic claim that the 
tariff is the mother of trusts, that the consumer pays the tariff 
duty, and that the people are being robbed of millions in unjust | 

to pil taxation | in order e up a tremendous and unnecessary sur- 
plus for thet tary of the Treasury to manipulate and hand out 
to favored banks as political favors. We know there is no truth 
in these charges. ‘The American people have met these issues | 
and have passed upon them. In 1896 they condemned the Wilson 
tariff law, and in 1900 they indorsed the Dingley tariff. The | 
Democratic party, however, learns nothing from experience. The | 
lessons of the past are lost upon them. 
of 1893 to 1896, the smokeless chimneys, the closed factories, the 
idle workmen, the suffering and want which marked that period 
of depression, the result of the last Democratic tariff revision. 
[It is becoming more and more apparent that the tariff is to be the 
isene for 1004. 

The debate to which we have listened here this week is the open- 
ing skirmish in the Presidential campaign. Whether the Demo- 
cratic party marches under the banner of tariff for revenue only 
or under the new flag of tariff reform the campaign will be di- 
rected against the Republican policy of protection. 
of the enemy will be aimed at the magnificent industrial edifice 
created by Republican tariff policies. Jealous of the splendid 
prosperity of American manufacturers, which has enabled them 
to invade the markets of the world and compete successfully with 
foreign manufacturers on their own ground, Democracy is already 
threatening to reduce that tariff protection which has built up our 
present tremendous volume of foreign and domestic trade. 

OUR EXPORTS STILL INCREASING. 

The latest official figures show there is no decrease in that great 
volume of food products and manufactured articles which are 
leaving our ports to supply the demands of foreign markets. The 
Treasury statement for October, 1903, shows that the United States 
exported merchandise that month to the aggregate value of 
$160,370,059, a volume of business which has been surpassed only 
once in all our history. The greatest year in our export trade 
was 1900, and in that year our October exports exceeded the ex- 
ports of last month some $3.000,000, but as compared with October 
of last year the increase is over $16,000,000. While our exports 
it d last month, the imports declined, giving us a favorable 
trade balance of $78,439,054, or an excess over the trade balance of 
the same month in last year of $21,535,696. The November ex- 
ports slightly exceeded those of October, while the imports fell 
off, making a balance in our favor of $83,000,000, or $5,000,000 | 
better than the October figures. The favorable trade balance for 
the United States during the first ten months of the present cal- 
endar year isnearly $309,000,000, as against a balance during the | 
same perixd of 1902 of $298,000.000. 

; encotrraging figures show how slight is the ground for 
iplaint over present trade conditions. While the rich men of 

Wall street have been going through a period of industrial de- 
pression, the country at large has been continuing its onward 
progress in the path of prosperity and business development. 
While the home market is the best market the country possesses, 

j nese 

CoO 

It forgets the soup houses | 

The assaults | 

yet the home market, great as it is, is unable to consume the entire 
output of our shops and our factories, and any diminution of con 
suming power at home leads immediately to an expansion of ony 
foreign trade. The October export statement is most comfortin« 
because it shows thatif there is any falling off in domestic demay.j 
the surplus product can be marketed abroad. The goods must ho 
sold abroad in competition with foreign goods, and the loss, if ; 
falls mainly upon the manufacturers, while labor is still em] 
at remunerative wages. a 

While tariff reform is being advocated in this country by ¢) 
Democratic party, one of the great political parties in Gr 
Britain is also raising the issue of tariff refo m and is educ: 

| the voters in preparation for an appeal to the country upon 
issue. But tariff reform in Great Britain means exactly th: 
trary from what it means in the United States, In this cou 
tariff reform means a lowering of tariff duties. In Great Br 

| under the leadership of some of her greatest statesmen, 
| reform means the enactment of tariff duties as a substitu 
free trade. The free trader in the United States and the a 
cate of a tariff for revenue only has long pointed with pride { 
Great Britain as illustrating the beauties of the free-trade systen 
The leaders of the Conservative party are now attacking { 
system and making plain that it is retarding the country instead 
of assisting it in the great contest now being waged between the 
nations for commercial supremacy. 

FREE TRADE HAS COST ENGLAND HER COMMERCIAL LEADERSHIP 

England is to-day losing her commercial leadership in 1 
lines where she has long seemed to be impregnably intren 
More than this, protectionists in Great Britain assail with ¢ 
vigor the claim that the tariff breeds and encourages trusts l 
the fallacy that the consumer pays the tariff. This is 
cially true where the article in question is produced at h 
well as abroad, for price is always a question of supply and d 
mand. The speeches lately made by Mr. Balfour and Mr. () 
berlain might well be made by any Republican member of 

| 

} 

on 

body. In the face of the rapid growth of the foreign trad 
this country English statesmen can no longer close their eyes 
the fact that severe remedies are needed to prevent Great Britain 
from being completely distanced in the contest now wagin P 
the trade of the world. 

The great leaders of the Conservative party, the party in pow 
in Great Britain, Balfour and Chamberlain, have found 
selves confronting a situation for which long-accepted English 
economic theories afford no relief. Like the leaders of the party 
in power in this country, they are men of affairs, men of resour 
men of action. They are men who do things, who accomplish 
things. They have risen to the occasion, and are proclaiming a 
new tariff policy. They are boldly advocating protection, thoug! 
free trade has been the settled policy of the Kingdom since 1540. 
The speeches of these statesmen have been listened to by r 

| breaking andiences. The halls where they speak have been filled 
to overflowing hours before the speaking began. British 

| Scotch workingmen are especially enthusiastic for the new | 
| realizing that it will insure higher wages and more perma 
employment. 

The new policy is supported by many of the leading news| 
ofthe Kingdom. Great Britain may not change her free-tra: 
icy in one year or in two years; she is ultraconservative 
changes are made there slowly; but it is the general belief of \ 
informed persons that the time is not far distant when that 
try will discard free trade and adopt the policy of proiec! 
Will the people of the United States listen for a moment | 
voice of the free-trade tariff reformer, when the only grea 
trade country in the world is preparing to abandon free tra: 
protection? 

In looking for protective-tariff arguments it is no longe! 
sary to contine one’s self to the speeches of Republican 
Republican newspapers. The speeches of Balfour and : 
berlain, the columns of English daily papers and trace 
are full of able arguments in support of the economic | 
recognize as the Republican protective tariff. 

PREMIER BALFOUR’S CAMPAIGN FOR PROTECTION. 

Premier Balfour delivered a speech at Sheffield Octo! 
| support of a protective tariff. This speech has been re! 
as the ‘‘ most momentous speech in the history of Engla 

| referred to the fact that for a long time there has been ¢! 
easiness among all parties in England as to the condition ot | 
trade in relation to the trade of the world. The last six‘) 

| he declared, had been filled with refutations of the pr 
| made by Cobden and the great tariff reformers associa 
| him in the movement of 1846. While the reforms of tha 

| may have been necessary at that time, every year of t! 

thirty had contradicted their prophecies. Cobden, he 
was a great man, but he failed to aioe the developments « 

last half century, which had made free trade an empty name 
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-» force. For fifty years England, without making a sign, | terest to the present generation, and was utterly inappropriate to 
a un be . . . - >: : © - 

watched the wall of hostile tariffs growing up and «viding | 1903. He said: 
n from nation. He continued: Our grandfathers fonght the battle in view of the actual situation. I ask 

: ; ati -day follow theirexs le and not be misled by misty debates | our own colonies, our own flesh and blood, the very sinews of the ee “De one S ceaaanie cael eerie 
» empire are building up vested interests under another system of Saaal tradition ‘which has ewaitiogd for two ger atta > snares sg 

tion, which when it reaches its logical conclusion will make it as hard to | «. Yea: I do » TT et ees etc a ee 5 - 
+ to them as to America or the other protected countries. And during | % : _ aes , 
ole lifetime of those Iam now addressing we have done nothing what- | He prop: sed to ask the country to reverse, annul, and altogether 
hinder a state of things so absolutely inconsistent with free trade as | delete from their maxims of public conduct that they must never 

( understood it. Iought to make one exception. One great and suc- | ; eee ery ind, sss ; 
effort was made by Cobden himself when he negotiated a commercial | impose taxation except for rev enue. I n his: . iement thec trv 

with France in 1858. When Iconsider that treaty lask myself whether | ought never to have stood self-deprived of tl hb und it 

( ) was, indeed, a Cobdenite. | should publicly resume in the face of Europ 1 the world tl 

tailing the history of this treaty, Mr. Balfour contended | liberty of which it deprived itself—the liberty which eve 
t Cobden and Gladstone in negotiating it intended to offer a | country in the world possessed, and that of which no 

: . : . . eas mMrive itself » hherty of tats, ] 
1 sion of taxation in return for which protectionist France should de prive itself- the liberty of negotiating id also s« 

\ to make certain trading concessions, and. failing those con- thing to negotiate with. y : 
ns, the taxes were to be retained. He continued: | To the next Teen, Why they should want to resume th 

. i ry seeing h 7 wea s conuntrv had nros ‘acl wit] 
nsider that there is absolutely no difference between retaining a tax erty. seeing how well the country Dad } red \ 

f lomatic purposes, which you would otherwise repeal, and imposing a would reply: 
vhich you would otherwise not impose for carrying out the same object. | My object is to mitigate to the utmost the injury d 
fess that when I hear criticisms upon American and German policy, | : 

aused those great industrial nations to accompany their marvelous ENGLAND HAS SUFFERED GREATLY FROM |! ET ! 
‘ rcial expansion with protective duties, which must have thrown a No free trader can deny that England has ed 
: erious burden upon the consumer, I feel that they have a retort to late fr foreign traffics. and that her commerce at 

I have no reply. They may well say that, although protectionists, ate rom foreign traiics, and that her comme ee 
ive established permanent free trade within the limits of their own | have fallen into evil ways. Cobden never dreamed of 
vs where everything which can hamper production or limit the increase | where England alone had free trade and all other countri ld 

‘ iith has been abolished by their patriotism and foresight, and they may he ler a protective tariff. and which has baa ts 
v k us whether we in the British Empire can point toa similar picture, ye under a proter ee aril, _— which — ted In ¢ 

a ether our vaunted free trade includes those great self-governing colo- | great damage to British capltai and Briti workmen. Mr. } 
nies which we proudly boast are to be the great buttresses of our Empire in | four’s argument is thatasthe United States. through ; : pr 

aaa tariff, has passed England as a manufacturing nation, his cou 
FREE TRADE AN EMPTY NAME AND A VAIN FARCE. } try should seriously consider the advisabilit\ \dopting a ] 

Free trade is, indeed, an empty name and a vain farce if it isa fact that policy. While he made no mention of United States in 
foreign nations are setting themselves to divert our industries, exclude our ana 5) ‘t is ; arent that hi acelin an a 
manufactures, and limit the international play of supply and demand. There | SPECCH, 1t 1S apparent that His Marin rer S : 
has been a development of which Cobden and his contemporaries never | try. for it is from the manufacturers of ry that ] l 
eamed—the development of the trust system under protection. The phe- | jndustrv has suffered most. 

on is so new that I dare scarce venture to prophesy what development | The United States and Germany farnis] 
s likely to take, but you may be absolutely sure that in the alliance of | as nited otates and Wwerm may SSeS 

trusts and tariffs there isa danger to the capital and enterprise of this coun- | support of his contention that England has i i ‘ by Te- 
try which acts and reacts not merely upon the capitalist. for he is at liberty | maining for over half a century » onlv fr rad . ’ 
to g ) those regions where his industry will be looked after, but it will fall | tective world Wh at : : alee 
with its heaviest weight upon the artisan and the labor classes, which are protec Ivé Urst. aan ; ; — 
incapable of protecting their interests against such a calamity. | derful commercial expat n under a pe protective tariff 

Now, if I have rightly described the dangers and evils we suffer you are | they have enjoyed absolu nd permanent free trade within their 
entitled to ask me whether I know ofa cure. My answer will be disappoint WH bot in an” ies a oth 
ing. I know of no cure, but I do know ofa palliation. The ill has gone too 0 n dsoundaries. Lngsa Uae aN — ; 1) 
far. You will not get the great commercial nations of the world to abandon its own ports open t Mme r all t eI not en 
protection. I fear that you will not get the great self-governing colonies to | joyed free trade with its ow lon J i Ip 
r » the steps which we, without remonstrance, permitted them to take svst ms of protection whicl i? t Sc. . Te ‘. 
I here, therefore. to recommend a palliation which I believe to be still | SYStems OF prow oe ae pen og Qe 
wssible. Cobden hoped and believed in free trade throughout the world. | export English goods to the as to A \) 

Vhat in fact we have got to dea] with is a world where international com- | given for adopting pr i lut » I 
mercial relations are regulated entirely by treaty. It is common sense that 1 tilized in neé Bi Shire tr ; he wit? 
we, the greatest commercial nation. should come forward and say, ‘“* We want LULZ A BOgOUs = ae . antries 
t inge treaties with you, but we have nothing to give you, nothing to ENGLAND LEARNS FROM EXI NOT 

id from you. Wethrow ourselves upon your mercy and consideration. Jn the day on which Mr a, 3 9 
member how good we are to your commerce, how we throw no im- On the day on which Mr. Baltou S splendid 

pe in its way, and how we do all we can for you, and please don’t for- | address in favor of a prot ive tf wie wd that 
k en you are making your next treaty.” [Laughter this policy had given tremendous . , ‘ oe 

the negotiations between nations which have to deal with dutiesupon | 4 i. we } Unit aie ako ' ; 
n factured goods different from other negotiations carried on tor other industi yort a Spe, Soe ON : 
purposes? Did any man ever hear of successful negotiations v - | the Democratic party 1 } t 
tion having something to give, which. in case of necessity, it 1 l adopted a platform which conta ‘ : r 

My fundamental and essential request to you to-night, to w! Oe Rie aoe 
my speech is subsidiary and incidental, is that the people is country | Protective tariff and of our great indus 
sb give to its Government that freedom of negotiation of which we hav according to the testimony of Mr. Ball very 

: ‘prived, not by force of circumstances or by the pressure of foreign | means by which the United Stat has ga he coi ] 
I , but by something I can only describe as our own pedantry and self- “ ea cae 1 7 ‘ros : : : E 
ct 2 supremacy now enjoyed. The platform read: 

wii . . . ‘ . We favor the immed ulation of ist t at 
_Proceeding to deal with the question of how the freedom he de- ree and taxation powers of 1d the 

sired was to be used, Mr. Balfour thought that the question was controlled by t rusts, raw 
rather unreasonable. No minister could say how the navy was eer 
f to be used in a few years hence. One can only say it is have thus presented to our attention the as 

- > - - } r 4} = avi . 7. ——_ : . 
necessary to have a great navy in case of need. tacle of the prime minister of Great bi ! ivocating 

udement— the abandonment of free trade and the tik the American 

Cont 1 tl : policy of protection. while on the very same day t Det 
iti > 2 ie . : uinued the premier party of Massachusetts, and in this resp¢ ty ir . 

lly necessary that this country should have its comn those | chusetts voices the sentiment of the party th 
of negotiation for which I am pl ing. The ¢ Taos clei Mita ey ie Metemiteen sill « aren ‘ 

how a fiscal union had preceded and strengthen DO y, aemanaing the cesti hn of aneconon 
ir as our colonies are concerned we e been ¢ t only by the evidence of own senses it on 
growing up which no man of sober judgment can a Mr. Balfour. has brought us unprec ed j 

ferred Great Britain’s commercial supremacy tothe United S 
was a most important and difficult branch of the problem, | Could political folly go ft or? 
the speaker believed that the evils of taxation od WHY GREAT BRITAIN ADOPTED t 
nh exaggerated beyond what reason and logic justified. Mr. Balfour lately issued a va et « l 
thought that public opinion was not yet ripe for the | Trade.” in which he further exp: his vi 

m of food. Therefore, as an advisor of a great party, he | tween p tion and free trad 
and to tell them plainly that it was outside the limits of | Britain in 1846. was a strugs etween two 

practions er me He was not anticipating a general tariff war, | whether the country should me 1 
i thong —_ . . . 

isn turing or whether agricultut 
ht inform any foreign country that we thought was treating us with | whatev: The conclus I 
us fairness that, unless they modified their policy, we should take | alternati nd Mr. Bal r sai t 
teps with regard to certain articles exported by them. ' ‘ far tha r hat 

. i it i i ] t i 

Voncerning the question as to whether it was intended to re- e furnished the men: ssary t 
; © the verdict of the great case of Free Trade v. Protection, | Great Britain to carry out her im lo 

( 846. his “ i cote i : +f sn ae mite 26 fe nan : ‘6, his answer was that the controversy of 1846 was of noin- | a manufacturing community it Is necessal 16 luxur d 



be imported and that a large export trade be built up in 
order that sufficient capital may be raised to pay for the imports, 
and further that sufficient capital shall always be available for 
home investment and furnish employment for a rapidly growing 

7 
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Mr. Balfour says 
to foresee that the world would reject free trade, and they failed to take full 

int of the commercial possibilities of the British Empire f they had 
sen right on the first point—if free trade had indeed become a universal 

creed—no controversy about our commercial relations with any fiscally in- 
i dent community could possibly have arisen. If, on the other hand, 
they had succeded in giving us imperial free trade, the protective tendencies 
of foreign nations would in the long run have been but of secondary impor- 

‘he double error has estab! 
tions, and left us bearing all the burden, but enjoying only half 
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The question Mr. Balfour considers, however, is not th 
ent condition of British trade, but its tendency. While ex 
trade has increased absolutely, its rate of increase on the » 
has seriously diminished. In some important departmen 
has been no increase and in others there are symptoms of (| 
He believes that this condition of affairs has been made I 
by the operation of hostile tariffs. Excluding coal from th 
of British exports, there remains an absolute diminution ; 

| to population. Mr. Balfour sees no prospect that conditio; 

blished insular free trade, with its inevi- | 

the ad ues which should attach to empire 
I ean we are navigating is smooth enough, but where are we being 

dri ts tides? Doeseither theory or experience provide any consolatory 
a » this question? Consider some of the points on which I have com- | 
mented in these notes—the injury which foreign protection is calculated to 
inflict on a free-trade country; its need for open markets; the threatened 
contraction of existing free-trade areas; the increasing severity of tariffs in 
protectionist areas; the building up of vested protected interests in new coun 
11 which may be discouraged now but not hereafter: the effect of this 
protection on our future corn supply; the uncertainty and loss which tariff 
protected plants are inflicting and may hereafter inflict upon British capital ) 
nvested in Britain. One and all of these evils, actual and prospective, are 

due to protection. The man who says that their cumulative effect is so 
small as to be negligible can hardly describe himself asa free trader—at least 
he can attach but a very small value to free trade. The man who, admitting 
their reality does not anticipate their increase has (it seems to me) not 
learned the lesson which theory and experience agree in teaching. Theman 
who admits their pres nt reality and the probability of their increase, and 
yet is too contentedly prosperous even to consider whether any mitigation 
is practicabie, appears little short of reckless 

Mr. Balfour declares he can not accept any of these positions. 
It seems to me 

He says 
clear that we are bound to seek for some mitigation, and thatin one direction 
only can we hope to find it. The source of all the difficulty being protective 
tariffs imposed by fiscally independent communities, it is plain that we can 
secure no concession in the direction of a freer exchange except by nego- 
tiation, and that our negotiators can but appeal to self-interest, or, in the 
case of our colonies, to self-interest and sentiment combined. Now, on the 
free-trade theory, self-interest should have prevented these tariffs being 
originally imposed, but it did not, and if argument failed bef. powerful 
vested interests were created it is hardly likely to be effective now. 

The only alternative is to do to foreign nations what they always do to 
each other, and, instead of appealing to economic theories in which they 
wholly disbelieve, to use fiscal inducements which they thoroughly under- 
stand. We,and we alone among the nations,are unable to employ this means 
of persuasion, not because in our hands it need be ineffectual, but because, 

-in obedience to “principle,” we have deliberately thrown it away. The 
* principle” to which we pay this strangely incongruous tribute is, of course, 
the principle of free trade 

Again Mr. Balfour says: 
A curious view of free trade is implied. Simply because fiscal inducement 

may. if it fails of its effect and not otherwise, involve duties not required for 
revenue oses, or in certain cases even carry with it ne element o 
protection to home industries, the nation is invited to turn away from it as 
from anaccursed thing. This has always seemed to him extraordinarily fool 

i quite inconsistent with rational free trade. By only one standard 
can the free-trade merits of any policy be judged, and that is the degree to 
which it promotes free trade. 

Thou shalt not tax except for revenue is held by some to bea moral im 
that by perative, and could it be proved to those who took this standpoint 

} ri the imposition of the most trifling protective tariff at home it was 
possible to secure the greatest relaxation of protective tariffs abroad they 
would only answer, ‘We must not do ill that good may come.’ To the pre 
mier this attitude of mind seems absurd. He holds himself to bein harmony 
with the true spirit of free trade when he pleads for freedom to negotiate, 
that freedom of exchange may beincreased. It ought not to be difficult to 
devise a method of turning it to the most useful account. 

Finy lly 
‘. A Says M 

7 
r. Balfour— 

were I proved to be wrong my opinion on the fundamental question would 
remain vnchanged. Where we fail others may succeed. It can not be right 
for a country with free-trade ideas to enter into competition with protec- 
tionist rivals self-deprived of the only instrument by which their policy can 
conceivably be modified. The first and most essential object of our national 
efforts should be to get rid of the bonds in which we have gratuitously en- 
tangled ourselves. The precise manner in which we should use our regained 
liberty is an important yet, after all, only a secondary issue. What is funda- 
mental is that our liberty should be regained. 

FUTILITY OF FREE TRADE IN A PROTECTION WORLD. 

The question presents itself to Great Britain to-day whether a 
system suited to a free-trade nation in a world of free traders is 
suited to a free-trade nation in a world of protectionists.. While 
Great Britain has been very much hampered by foreign tariffs, it 
has in spite of them been able to carry on an export trade which 
has increased rather than diminished, and has enjoyed an import 
trade of great magnitude. The reason Great Britain has been 
able to enjoy any degree of prosperity with an adverse balance of 
trade of. about $800,000,000 a year is the fact that foreign coun- 
tries ow Great Britain a great deal of money, which they pay 
by means of imports into that country, and large sums are paid 
to the British merchant marine for carrying the goods of foreign 
nations; that large portions of the world exist which have no pro- 
tective tariffs, and that in many countries the bar of a protective 
tariff does not exclude all English manufactured articles. 

| improve under present laws. While the lowest developed pr 
tion countries, like Russia and some English colonies. hay 
yet raised their tariff wall so high as to absolutely exch 
English manufactures, yet the tendency is in that directior 

England is to-day suffering from another kind of injurn 
flicted by tariffs working in combination with large ind 
organizations. Manufacturers who have, with the help 
tection, obtained a command of their home market are a 
mense advantage compared with manufacturers in a fr 

| country. The unprotected manufacturer must either resi 
output to a point well within ordinary demand or not 
quently shut down his plant. The protected manufac! 
saved from the possibility of foreign competition, and \ 
home demand is supplied can dispose of his surplus product a 
A free-trade country is at a great disadvantage in meetin 

| competition. German steel has even been sold in Great 
at a price below which it could possibly be manufactured 
Mr. Balfour instanced the case of a shipbuilder who wa 
secure contracts solely because he was able to secure a c 
ment of German steel at a price lower than it could ha 
sibly been produced either by British or German ironmas 

THE BRITISH BLUE BOOK ON INTERNATIONAL TAI 

Soon after this pamphlet was issued there appeared a 
Blue Book of 500 pages, showing the trade of the leading 
of the world and reviewing the various aspects of British a 
eign commerce and the industrial conditions which prevail 
United States, Russia, Germany, France, Austria, Great B 
and Ireland. 

One of the most important phases dealt with is import 
ports. The tables show that exports from Great Britain 
United States declined from $145,000,000 in 1890 to $97,000 

1902, while the imports rose, $485,000,000 to $635,000,0) 
total exports to all foreign countries declined in the sam 
$90,000,000, though when the colonies are included the 
only amounts to $5,000,000. Figures are also presented { 
two years, from 1880 to 1901, showing the amount of manu 
goods, the finished products of factories and workshops, pu 
by the four leading countries in those two years and the | 
age of increase. 

I take the following figures from this official British pu 
THE OFFICIAL BRITISH FIGURES. 

Imports of manufactured goods. 

Country. 1880. | 1901 

CORE OOO oo siinidinnceadneewncen $416, 000,000 | = $713,500, 000 
COPRIET 05 cnccoccaese sodntunesncs utes 195, 500, 000 266, OF 
IIIOD «asilinl siitin sir icee ani adi ree eaeraaeen 120, 009, 000. | 154, 500, 

re Ce 279, 500, 000 336, SOM 

Observe that in the twenty-two years the United Kingdom 
her purchases of other nations’ manufactured goods to nearly 
a degree as any other of the four. and three and a half time 
Tnited States. With all her workshops and her shopkee} 

ing more and more dependent upon the workshops and c 
lands. Now, let us look at the amounts of manufactured goods 
same four countries in the same years: 

Exports of manufactured goods. 

Country. | 1880. 1901 

scacteaneniingstirtnaptiernccceansnnnnnsaigainiapitille } ki 

| | 
Se DEEONS — 2 o.0> wabuch enaduauseat $991 000,000 | $1,105, 000,0 
TEE Wascccnn coctign betennavuaeein 417,500, 000 7233, ( 
NRE 8 1.01. 5 dine nates amen 368, 000, 000 150, 000, 000 
COE » aca. ca cna aeaeemmeenome 107, 000, 000 | 428, 000, Ut 

Observe, again, that Great Britain has increased her sales « 
ucts least of all—less than one-sixth as much as Germany, an 
twenty-sixth as much as the United Siates. In brief, the * 
keepers" and the ‘‘ workshop of the world” is rapidly bee 
purchasers from the shopkeepers and workshops of other ! 
wonder that the British prime minister thinks it possible that t! 

| thing wrong with the fiscal system under which such retrogress 
effected! 

The proportion of the United Kingdom exports, as between pro 
unprotected countries, in the markets of the world has been r 
1850. Then it was 5$ per cent to the protected countries and 44 
the others. In 1%? the proportion was 42 per cent to the protected 
and 58 per cent to the others. A valuable explanation is given 
quoted excess of imports over exports, which has so often been he 

| sign of British trade decline. The Blue Book says that, while the « 
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rts averages about $800,000,000, the income receivable from for- | 
ents, calculated at $312,500,000, added to the earnings of the Brit- 
t fleet engaged in “foreign trade, calculated at $450,000,000, “is 

y more than sufficient to account for the average excess of imports. 
imates have never before been included, hence the misleading c 
the usual figures. 

“he na 
r- 

HOW TARIFFS DIFFER. 

ic an s have made large investments in the United Kingdom of recent 
| American repurchases of railroad and other securities are admit- 

have to some extent affected the fiscal figures, but ‘‘ they are not likely 
a serious factor.”” Muchattention is devoted to the tin-plate industry 
effect of the Dingley and McKinley tariffs. The figures show that 

l exports of tin from the United Kingdom have declined only a little 
25,000,000 since 1897, with au marked increase in the quantity produced | 

» value of a number of mills since 1898. Dealing exhaustively with 
sof all nations, the Blue Book says the American system of draw- 
ecessarily results in inequality of treatment, and may yield an ex- 
ty to the best-equipped manufacturers while others sustain a loss.” 

ble showing the ad valorem, equivalent to import duties, levied by 
, countries on the principal articles of British export, Russia comes 
th 131 - r cent, the United States next with 73 per cent, and Austria 

% percent. Though Germany comes sixth, it is pointed out that 
ne ts triff is so effective as to be more highly protective against Great 
an the percentage shows. Before the tre ade of the United Kingdom 
the colonies could be reserved to British vessels, the board of trade 

t! at the existing treaties with Austria, Greece, and other countri 
ave to be denounced. The tables show that the United Kingdom is 
pendent on imported wheat, the United States being wholly inde- s~} 

COMPARISON OF 

juestion of wages and the cost of living, espex cially the price of food, 
has figured co largely in the rece nt Chamberlain agitation, takes up 
ind is summed up as follows: “The average level wages in the United 

me and one-half times greater than in the United Kingdom, while 
ny wages are only two- thirds and in France three-fourths of the 

vailing in the United Kingdom.” 
"ee atage of family incomes, “taking New York as the capital of the 
tates, is estimated (on the basis of 100 per cent for the United King 
the United Stat 123 per cent; for France, 83 per cent, and for 

( . 69 per cent. The mean weekly rate of wages in skilled trades. in 
t d States.is estimated at 179 per cent, and in the United Kingdom at 

, cent. 

WAGES. 

“S, 

DISRAELI’S FALSE PREDICTION. 

jamin Disraeli. the profound English statesman, declared 
fifty years ago that protection wasdead. To-day protection is not 

ry much alive, but free trade is on trial as it has never 
ire. Conditions have arisen which were not foreseen 

ould not have been foreseen by the English statesmen who 
1 free trade in 1846. Chief among these changed condi- 
e yee phenomenal development, commercially and polit- 

he United States and the invasion of the markets of 
ld te American goods. 

FREE TRADE DID NOT MAKE GREAT BRITAIN PROSPEROUS. 

It isa mistaken notion that free trade brought prosperity to 
( Sree. At the time she discarded protection she was the 
n rosperous and the richest nation in the world. 

ny the greatest manufacturing country in the world, but 
only manufacturing country. She surpassed all 

n wealth, enterprise, skill, and machinery. She com- 
the ocean to a large extent, and the United States w: 
_competitor for carrying the commerce of the world. 
sh flag floated in every port, and every nation drew bil!s 

on London. Her manufacturing interests spread 
nderful rapidity. New enterprises were introduced and 
s of trade were built up. Hand work gave place to ma- 
rk, an industrial revolution cheapened production, and 

machinery and British skill and ing« ne made England 
1c of the cheapest manufactured products produced any- 

She was 

4} 
Lhe 
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h the increase of production came a cheapening of the cost. 
‘inciple was true when applied to manufactures, but Eng ish 

.f mists made the mistake of thinking it would also be true in 
t of agriculture. England has found out to her sorrow 

wasnottrue. It has taken Great Britain the last thirty- 
rs to undo in Ireland the mistake it had been committed 
‘or three and a half centuries. Fron the time of Henry 
til the middle of the last century the great object of 
tatesmen of all schools was to perpetuate the English 
min Ireland. Since Mr. Gladstone began the work, in 

' English Parliament has been busily engaged in attempt- 
hat it has only lately succeeded in doing, viz, get rid of the 

sinIreland. While industrial production ona large scale 
s cost, agriculture thrives best under small farms. owned 
d by their owners. The result has been that English 
ire has been ruined. One wonders still how an entire 
n could be deceived by such false political ideas. The 

Europe refused to follow the lead of England and 
all into her error. 
‘Ontrary, as soon as Engli 

1 of 

clish belief in free trade became 
ugh to make it reasonably certain that England would 

liate were tariffs adopted hostile to her. such tariffs were 
d all over the world for the express purpose of fostering 
udustry and excluding British manufactures. The expe- 

the last half century throughout the world shows that 
‘traders were mistaken. Great Britain enjoyed wonder- 

en 
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ful prosperity when she adopted free trade 
in machinery and in workmen enabled her to maintain that 
premacy for a considerable period. During the last twenty-i 
years or more she has. however, been losing 
outside of her trade with her own colonies. Other countri« 
especially the United States, have forged ahead, while sh 
lagged behind. 
country, for the adoption of the protective 

and har ennoarics 
and her superiol 

her foreign tra 
s, and 

ou 

de 

iS 

This controversy is of e ape cial interest to this 
tariff policy by Great 

Britain would probably narrow our foreign market considerably. 

JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN’S SPLENDID FIGHT FOR A PROTECTIVE TARII 

I turn now to the recent public utterances of Jost ‘ph Chamb 
lain, who retired from the English cabinet in order that h 
be free to fight the battle of protection as again 

He is the special representative of the great middle class of Eng 
land, of the industrial and commercial classes. The wor 
classes of England look up to him as their spe ns a nd. H 
been their champion on many a hard-fought batt eld and 
repose great confide nce in his unselfish devotion to their int 

His present appeal to his countrymen to support him in ] 
crusade for a protective tariff has met with a prompt and ent 
siastic response. 
in England’s present commercial condition. I quote from a 
ter he addressed last month to the London Daily Telegraph: 

fy 

It is not well with British trade 
of unrestricted forei 
exports are 

After a long period 
gn imports has now shown evident sign 

stationary in 1ount and declining in ay hara 
anu chara 

from our competitors a larger proportion manufactured goods a 

send them a larger proportion of raw materials thi in we used to. O 
yremacy in what have always been considered our stan¢ I f a 

He minces no words in describin: e the weak S] 
: 
i 

nar Ket 3 yeen wrested from us or is seriously menaced. One by ' 
once ofitable and expanding, are d to us by hostil We ve 
lost ally power of bargaining succt -essfulls y rf val ym of the s 
barriers to our trade. Our c t r pul 
chases, and even here we mus l ‘ i lwea 
threatened with the loss of our existing trad we art able to meet their 
requests for reciproca pref rence. 

NOT FAIR COMPETITION 

Our competition, which is already so acute, is not fair competition. It 
supported by bounties, f oer byt peratioa ns of trusts, and ! 
by the economical adv: 3 wi ir opponents enjoy it 1e ms 
cheaper labor, and in the absence of all those regulatior hich we 
sented toin the interest of the working classes, and in order to raise th: 
standard of living. The case for inquiry is overwhelming, and these a1 
suggested in the cause of reform will be overwhelming al The supporter 
of our antiquated policy resort naturally to well-worn devices which 
always been at the service of every opponent of reform. 

It is not easy t » characterize such perversions of the truth in par 
tary language. They , nded on garbled and i mplete extra 
speeches, selected wit regar h 1 ‘ at 
tives and intentions which exist rinat t ’ 
controversialist The line of a statec St t 

follows: 
Firstly. it is intended to give preference to the col 

ports are articles of food. It will therefore be necess 
food. This statement implies that iis free now ar \ 
the fact that a large part of our re nue is ra l by tax nf iar 
the bulk of which is consumed by t working class 

TAX WILL NOT BE PAID BY CONSUMI 

Secondly, the whole amount of the new y wi ep 
sumer. This is according to the doctrine of the: s } 

or ts. whesay that where an article imported f1 

pre ced at home and in the colonie xu r 
raise the price proportionat sly with t ut 
will be mainly reguiat he supply l ‘ 
fac +t when the duty is T mu I 
of the economist Ne G , 

country have pri the ar he } 
in this country oe fis corn ¢ se ¢ 

It should be n d th t the dar in futu not at 
taxation, but s failure n the s ply due to na l ca 

or toartificial « ebinedti ns, such as the Leit« rner 4 
est when the source f pp ure few ar 
while the policy t) 31 mark { 
ing areas of the wo ll tend to Ly ! 
price. 

or AGE PENSION 

ily, it rid th » be 3 hea 
, 0s. a quarte re is absolut ation 

‘ state n 

Fourthly, it is said that the duty must be a high » in order to 1 
cost of the old-age pensions. This ignor l ict. tha 3 
age pensions is entirely independent finance refor r} 
by the es quer from any new dut; zht, if tl c 
the maj« »f electors, desir ik . 
old age, but not as a necessary r i i t I 
their authority and good wl 

If, as seems probable, they pi the |} : t 
bush—that is, if they ‘fer i te ac ag 
pect of a pen n—the . Ww ) ul 
no increase in the duties on ) t LV “ 

t le rf food to an I . ‘ 1 . 

the cost of living to tl er W 

TARIFF Dt PA! 3 I 

To sum up, any duty < I dt 
color ies will be a mail } it I pr 

tainly be partly by l 
worki iSses V 
of food equally necessary tot 
posture and the “litt ‘ g bear rt 
be considered on its m« s witl any r tl g 
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increased to the poor. On the other hand, our tariffs may be revised so as to 
secure the following advantage: 

First. An increase of trade with our fellow-subjects and best customers, 
who not only take much more per head from us than foreigners, but take it 
in the shape of manufactured products whose production involves the em- 
ployment of the greatest amount of labor. urplus 

Second. The power of bargaining with our competitorsand thereby secur- | are minutely dealt with and are summed up as follows: - 
ing either that they shall take more of the productions of our labor in ex- The f. in th lai . a 
change for the products of their labor or that they shall leave the British . aa = ae San plain and undeniable, that McKinleyis: market more completely to British labor. not pro me S the imme weed re _—_ it eons have produced 

‘Third. In either case this change and the increased trade with our colonies et ac adanan aee segrebeteccn. 

bread it could be accompanied by a revision of other taxati iain 
it absolutely certain that the working classes will not pay a farthing nn <° 
their necessary household expenditure than they paid before the chan»... 
the system of tariffs.” shange j 

American trade and the ‘‘dumping’”’ of the American 1 

will provide more employment for our own pec 3 c greate 2manc ; : : : ; t 
—————- people and a greater demand for | +h. facts with disdain, or to reconsider the doctrine? 

Fourth. If the demand for labor increases, the wages of labor must rise | THE AMERICAN FREE TRADER LOSING HIS MAIN COMFORT 
also, and full work at fair prices will enable our manufacturers to pay higher | 
wages without loss to themselves. The example of Great Britain has through all these yea: 

Last ly . we shall have made a great advance toward the union of the Em- | the main comfort of the American free trader. For over 
ire and have taken the first step toward free rs rit 1e rest of the | pnp, 7 . . : . , ; ae — p toward freer trade with the rest of the | century free trade has been the commercial policy of that « 

All the points here mentioned are developed with a wealth of facts, fig- | try, and has almost been worshiped as a fetich. It requiy 
ures, and 01 iginal illu tr ‘tions in She articles now reprinted. These form a | man of great ability and of great courage to suggest even t] aut 

ne Pee eee laa will be most valuable to | other fiscal policy was worth considering. The first ann 
ee ee et Si itm cate CHAMBERLAIN. | Ment made by Mr. Chamberlain, some six months since. th 

FREE TRADE A DISCREDITED DOGMA. ‘avored a slight departure from the accepted policy of free ¢ 

In a preface to a pamphlet published a few days later Mr. | C@me almost as a distinct shock to the English public. 
Chamberlain declares that— , and convincingly have the arguments been presented in beh: 

Every other nation and all our own self-governing colonies have refused | 4 Change from free trade to protection that Balfour and ( 
to accept the doctrine of Cobden, and yet they ought, according to its dog- | berlain are everywhere met by large and enthusiastic aud 

Fee ee Se ead he a gerory during, the Last | They everywhere have received the thundering applause o 
> ake up the gree tness of a nation. Those who maintain, in a spirit ‘of adherents and the respectful attention of their opponents. I 

blind obseuratism, the absolute inspiration of the antiquated doctrine will | Who come to hear them prepared to jeer go away, if not 
have much to explain, vinced, at least in a most thoughtful frame of mind. 

Continuing, Mr. Chamberlain declared: The beginning of a change in England's fiscal policy is at hand 
_Itis difficult to believe that the results of the investigation will not con- | As the free trader in this country contemplates the probab! 

System which bas remained stationary and unaltered for more than half « | #on.0f Great Britain from his favored principle he hasno fri 
century, while every other policy has been modified and adapted to meet | féeling for the statesmen who are leading in the move: 
modern requirements. They can not answer Chamberlain's arguments, so they reso 

Continuing, Mr. Chamberlain points out that the prosperity of _ the argument of calling him names. They say he is a ca! 
the working classes has increased in greater proportion in the howler, and accuse him of trying to set Great Britain back 

protected countries than in the United Kingdom. and says: years on the rocky highway of commercial progress. Noatte: 
Free trade, if it had ever existed, might have secured for us all that its | however, is made to dispute the facts on which Balfour 

promoters promised: but free imports without free trade have brought us | Chamberlain rest their arguments for a change of trade 
face to face with problems which never entered into Cobden’s calculations. 7 : r + ; 7 ; > , 721i le ,or 

Ve know that the idea of a united empire did not appeal to him, and that he The facts being admitted, as they are, it follows conclusiv: ee 
regarded the colonies as an incumbrance, to be got rid of as soon as possible. | Some change of policy is necessary to prevent further dete: l 
The Little Englanders who follow his lead are not likely to be moved by any | tion in the commercial situation in Great Britain. No < hut 
consideration arising out of our new-found pride and faith in our distant kins- ain te aie ss i Ra 
men. But what would Cobden have said if he had foreseen that the trades these Conserv ative leaders have been able to suggest omy 
unions, whose existence he deprecated, would be successful in protecting The decline of British manufactured exports, the incr: 
labor in . aoere - ways, tending to increase the rate of wages and to raise manufactured imports, the dependence of the British 
the standard of living? ails od s o4 we es nS 

Would Cobden, as the representative of the manufacturing class, have still trade upon coal to keep up its figures, the far gre on Ver 
maintained that while the manufacturer was artificially prevented from ob- colonial than of strictly foreign trade, the helpless situation of 
ta ning. ee at the lowest manne ought _ er ae the age oe 4 | free-trade nation trading in a world where protection is al! 
of foreign labor, untrammeled by any regulations and legislation to whic ot . ‘ * s 2 ren . — 

he has to submit, undersell him in his own market? Cobden’s scheme was at universal, have all been pointed out in powerful langnag 
least consistent. It was free labor as well as free imports; but free imports have made plain that something new must be substituted fo 
combined with protected labor is neither consistent nor profitable to any of antiquated policy of free trade if Great Britain is to hold 

he yarGns comsernes. } own in the commercial warfare now being carried on bet 
Mr. Chamberlain holds that the consoling theory that other | the leading nations. Instead of despairing for the futw 

countries are ruining themselves by bounties and import duties | sitting down with folded hands to bewail the situation, B 
hardly coincides with the fact that British expe rts have been and Chamberlain refuse to believe in the setting of the Brit 

practically stationary for twelve years, while those of other coun- | star, and are blazing a way by which all lost ground can 
tries have increased so rapidly ‘if the relative progress contin- | regained and imperial trade no longer be sacrificed to a 1 
ues for a few years longer they will have left us far behind.”’ 

Dealing with the colonies’ desire for better commercial treat- to the situation or to refuse to consider most carefully t 

ment, he says: | fects of their present commercial policy 
It is no answer to offer them an imperial council, which they have already | i ? pe es 

refused, If we reject their proposals for reciprocity we shall be in great | CHAMBERLAIN’S GREAT GLASGOW SPEECH. 
danger of losing our present trade with them as well as the prospects of its * “ ot iveres 
future extension. It is entirely owing to the growth of our colonial trade In the great speech which Mr. Chamberlain delive: 
that the actual and heavy decline in our exports to foreign protected coun- | month in Glasgow he declared: 
tries has been concealed in our general returns. | 

Do the sternadvocates of unrestricted imports consider it satisfactory that 

} 

I see signs of decay, cracks and crevices showing that the foundat 
: : : : nad e 2 stai itish Empire. 

we should have nothing to bargain with and continue to be contented with not broad enough and deep enough to sustain the British Emy 
the crumbs that fall from the rich man’s table, in the shape at the best of the Continuing his warning, he declared: 
most-favored-nation clause, which only gives us the benefits of arrange- | ‘ is ious that if we are d 
ments previously made with sole reference to the interests of other persons, | I want to prepare you Se ae ~ ona entien it we lose 
and in respect Whereto we had never been consulted? Is it not childish toig- | the country will lo-e its place among the great nations. we lo 
ore the fact that by bargaining on equal terms other nations have been able | eign trade in proportion to our population, then we shall sink into a 
» promote their special interests, and that if we had in our hands weapons | 24tion. 

f retaliation we should probably be able to bring the world much nearer a | The ficures he presented show beyond any questi m tl 
niversal free-trade system than it has ever been since Cobden’s time? lg ae oe . aienady } 
Our free-food friends will have to be a little more definite and more accu- | for the growing colonial trade England would already | 

rate. They will have to explain why the transfer of taxation. say from tes the rear of the leaders in the race for commercial supre! 
to bread, would be disastrous, even though it benefited our industries and re- 54 rae . at ey oe ee re wen eg etna 6 eee oa wo oninend tarante | _. 10 1902 the total British exports were £233,000,000, as against +- 
stored them to someting like the relative position which they enjoyed twenty | 1991, £263,000,000 in 1390, and £257,000,000in 1872. In thirty year 
years ago. hey Will he aeci ce for & . ( g a Ras aie nat lon (y . 70 . "ta ett ies 

are a blessing or a curse, whether ‘‘dumping”™ = a anergy operation er 61 3 RF Mn By Foyt A Pe i 
whereby foreigners are endeavoring to secure the welfare of this country, ee ce ae cman eee ae i > £174 000 (00 
or an insidious attempt to ruin our industeles and obtain our markets for | a tm epee Ym eee = ees os ~ | 
themselves. They will not be allowed to evade these questions by the cheap ing ' < de eon _ Sd = Be itis eee hs of about $11 00.0 
device of abusing their opponerts. in g" 1 AS Solid @ Oe outside Of british poss < ons phic it o 7 im 

: ; or Consider now the gains of other countries. German export 
Dealing passionately with the accusation that his policy is in- | creased from Ae 1872 to any oy yee a eo of 5 

tania ~ -_ > workms “ sa £5 sw : watt $500,000,000 a year; French exports, from £150,000, to L100 tended to reduce the workman and his family to starvation, Mr. | fis £42,000.000 to £74.000,000- Austrian, from £37,000,000 to 281,000.00 
Chamberlain writes: from £46,000,000 to £59.000,000, and the United States exports from & 

Let them at least admit that, rightly or wrongly, this policy is propounded | to £282,000.000. a gain of nearly a’billion dollars a year. | 
in the interests of the masses of the people, of the poor much more than of | In 1872 British exports to countries other than colonies and depe! 
the rich, and that those who are responsible for it have earned by strenuous | were larger than the German by £80,000,000, than the French by £ 
endeavor in the past the right to resent the charge of neglecting the inter- | than those of the United States by £107,000,000. They were larger t 
ests of the industrial population. | Belgian, Austrian, and Italian put together by £70),000,000. They wet 

Mr. Chamberlain, itis declared, has not the slightest intention of reviving | than all those and the United States exports combined. They were 
the old corn laws, and that even if the wheat tax slightly raised the price of mately as large as the exports of Germany and the United States putt 

gcce 

a 

superstition. Englishmen are not so foolish as to close their cyes 



Bri exports to foreign countries (coloniesand dependencies not included); 
¢ ted States 108,000,000 pounds larger; the combined Belgian, Austrian, 

‘alian 40,000,000 larger. While the French had gained i per cent, the 
28 per cent, the Bel ian 76 per cent, the Austrian 108 per cent, the Ger- 
4 per cent, and the United States 217 per cent, Great Britain had made 
f 21 per cent. 

COLONIAL TRADE NOW ENGLAND'S MAIN SUPPORT FOR EXPORTS. 

e} sare losing their lead in all the rich markets of the world 
those where the British flag sti.l flies. But for the export 

3ritain would now be in a most deplorable condition. 
.ercial losses in the trade with foreign nations have, how- 

ver, nearly, if not quite, been compensated for by gains in ex- 
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Tn 1902 the German exports were nearly 70,000,000 pounds larger than the 

to British colonies and dependencies, the export trade of | 

‘ 
ports to her colonies, and Mr, Chamberlain points out the remedy | 
f sent trade troubles in the way of preferential tariffs be- 
t , the mother country and her colonies, which will shut out 
( countries from that trade. That some such policy will be 
adopted by Great Britain is beyond question. The only wonder 
is that her public men have not long since realized the situation 
and taken st ps to correct the evil from which the country has 
been suffering. The colonial market is, or should be, part of the 
creat home market of the British Empire. The people of the 

| States have long since learned that their home market is 
randest market in the world, and the Republican party by 

means of its protective-tariff policies has built up and protected 
that home market and saved it for our own people. 

inevitable that Great Britain must in time adopt some 
icy, and while we may deplore such a change from the 
mal tariff policy of that country, and while it will inevi- 

ibly inflict loss upon our own export trade, yet no American, 
inless it is the free trader, will have a right to complain. 

Britain adopts the tariff policies of this country, she will 

right todo. The only feature of the situation which excites any 
surprise is the folly and the blindness of the tariff reformer in 
the United States, who still favors and argues for a tariff for rev- 
enue only, in the face of the fact that Great Britain is learning 
the mistake implied in absolute freedom of trade and is preparing 
herself to abandon that traditional policy and to adopt the Amer- 
ican and the Republican party policy of a tariff for the protection 
of home interests. 

GREAT BRITAIN HAS SACRIFICED HER HOME MARKET. 
The fact that Great Britain has been sacrificing her home 

market is apparent when we consider that while her population 
has increased greatly in the last thirty years, she sells about $110,- 
000,000 a year less to foreign countries than thirty years ago, and 
in that time foreign nations have made such inroads into the 
British home market that her imports have increased more than 
$800,000,000 a year. a net loss to that country of nearly a billion 
dollars a year, or $165 to each adult male in England, Ireland, 
Scotland, and Wales. 

The remedy he proposes is a simple one. It bodes no good to 
this country, but it is a policy demanded by patriotic considera- | 
tions. What he proposes is this: 

Shut Germany, the United States, France, Belgium, Austria, Italy. and 
ers who are taking our foreign trade out of our market, and we buy more 

from our own pec Z at home and from our colonies and dependencies, who 
in turn reciprocally buy more from us. Then, to get into our markets with 
our colonies and dependencies or to getin the markets of our possessions with 
us, they must let down the barriers again to Great Britain, which will re- 
store british foreign trade to its former greatness and glory. 

_ Mr. Chamberlain declares plainly that free trade is played out; 
that while it may have been applicable to the conditions that ex- 
isted sixty years ago, yet those conditions have changed so mate- 
rially in the meantime that to adhere to an antiquated fiscal policy 
under hew conditions would be the height of folly and would be 
nothing less than commercial suicide. The time has come, he 
says, to follow the course commanded by the teachings of experi- 
ence, rather than the half-century-old precepts of political econ- 
Onlists, Who never dreamed that free-trade England would find 
herself arrayed against a world where protective tariffs were 

oti 

aiost universal, Mr, Chamberlain accepts the full consequences | 
Or his new policy. He does not believe, as do some of his still 
faint-hearted followers, that Great Britain can adopt protection 
h part and remain free trade in part. He adopts the only con- 
: and practicable policy, that protection must be for all or 

if ‘otective duty is to be granted manufactured articles, he 
Sees plainly that the farmer must receive a like benefit, and de- 
mands that there must be a tax imposed on imported food. He 
oa plainly, however, that by reason of a reduction of tariff, 
io 4 he favors on some other foodstuffs besides wheat, the price 
a read will not be increased, and the cost of living will fall 
‘ther than rise. His tariff scheme proposes a tax of 2s. a 

{uarter on all foreign wheat and a tax on flour sufficient to en- 
Courage the British miller, but with no tax on corn. The tax on 

If | 

| difficulties, the reduction in railway construction, etc. 
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colonial wheat would be taken off entirely. He proposes an ad 
vaiorem tax of 5 per cent on foreign meats, excepting bacon, in- 
cluding live cattle, dressed beef, and all dairy products. There 
would also be a general tariff of 10 per cent on ail foreign manu- 
factured goods. Raw materials would still remain on the free 
list. To offset the new tax on food, he would remit three-quarters 

: ss : ~., . | Of the tax on tea, half the tax on sugar, and make corresponding 
Every Englishman who is well informed knows that English | : ¥ i reductions on coffee and cocoa duties. 

Mr. Chamberlain prophesies that this action would meet with 
a very hearty and cordial response from the colonies. and would 
result in very substantial advantages to be given British com- 
merce by her colonies and dependencies. The colonies would un- 
doubtedly so arrange their tariffs as to reciprocate the preferences 

| given them by the mother country. The prospective advantage 
of this to England would be equal to additional employment to 
615.000 workmen at 30s. a week, a sum sufficient to support over 
3,000,000 persons. 

WE SUPPORT OUR HOME MARKET AND PROSPER. 

In a speech delivered at Greenock Mr. Chamberlain said he w: 
a free trad-r and wanted to live harmoniously with his neigh- 
bors; but he desired free trade that was a real free trade and 
gave England the same concessions which she gave to other na- 
tions. If other nations would not exchange on those terms, he 
was not a free trader at any price. 
The policy of their competitors and the policy of 

States is to use tariffs to support the home trad: 
foreign trade. Under this policy the Unité 

is 

the United 

and ex d 
d States. Germany, 

and France are steadily increasing their foreign trade, while 
Great Britain is as steadily losing her trade with foreign nations. 
Mr. Chamberlain asked why all protective nations prosper more 
than the United Kingdom, and declared if the free traders can 
satisfactorily answer ‘hat question he would ask to be allowed to 
hide his diminished head. Itisunnecessary to add that no answe 
was given him. The statistics of any period during the last thirt; 
years, he declared, would support his arguments; even a small na- 
tion like Sweden, under a protective tariff, had prospered more 
in that time, proportionately, than had Great Britain. The policy 
of protection, as supported by the late President McKinley, and 
long before by the greatest of Americans, Abraham Lincoln, at 
a later day by Bismarck, and by other distinguished statesmen, 
had a great deal behind it. Continuing, he declared: 

I say that you are inconsistent; you are adopting a suicidal course. If 

you proceed in the present policy your workmen must either take lower 
wages or lose their work. 

Mr. Chamberlain proceeded to refer to the enormous output of 
the United States Steel Corporation works and the diminishing 
home demand for steel in the United States owing to financial 

He quoted 

from an American paper an interview with a director of the 
steel corporation on the failing demand, in which the director 
declared that they had no intention of diminishing the output 
and throwing out of employment thousands of American work- 
men. Instead, they would invade foreign markets. 

Mr. Chamberlain contended that this steel would be sent to 
Great Britain, the only free market, and said: 

I warn you that within two or three years you will have dumped here 
} 

» a 

10,000,009 tons of American iron, and thousands of British workmen will lose 
employment for the sole benefit of Ar ‘an manufacturers and American 
workmen. I sympathize with Ameri workmen, but after all I b to 
England, and I am not cosmopolitan enough to see the happiness and pros- 

starvation and misery of the perity of American workmen secured by the 
British. : 

FIGURES OF ENGLAND'S DECAY. 

Concluding a general restatement, the speaker said that agri- 
culture in Great Britain was practically de-troyed, the sugar 
trade was gone, the silk trade was gone, the iron and woo! indus- 
tries were threatened, and the same fate would come to the cotton 
trade. He continued: 

How long are you going tostand it? England is not afraid of foreign coun- 
tries. She is the greatest market in the whole world, and foreign countries 
are her best customers. If a tariff war came, Eng!and would not come out 
second best. One reason advanced for America’s pros rity is her enor! is 
population of 70,000,000; but the British Empire has 60,000,000, all w ind 
somse 350,000,000 of other races, all prospective customers of the mother 

country. 

The official tables of diminishing export trade show too plainly Ys 
‘ the need of a new fiscal policy. The exports of British iron and 

steel amounted to £36,000,000 in 1872. They had dropped to 
| £31,500,000 in 1882, remained at the same figure in 1890, and 
showed a further drop to £29,000,000 in 1902, an annual loss of 

| $35.000,000. 
| 1872. and £3.000.000 less in 1902. 

Hardware and cutlery exports were £5,100,000 
The export of linen manufac- 

tures dropped from £8 00 in 1872 to £5,400,000 in 1892, a loss 
| of nearly $15.000,000. Woolen manufactures exported in 1872 
amounted to £32,400,000, and were less than half as much in 1902, 

lor £15.200,000, a loss of $85,000,000. The haberdashery export 

trade dropped from £6,600,000 in 1872 to £1,000,700 in 1892, a loss 
of nearly $28,000,000. 

200. 

' 
£ 
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trade. The loss in this line of goods for a period of more than 
thirty-five years is as follows: 

ENGLISH FIGURES OF ENGLISH TRADE LOSSES—MANUFACTURES. 

Year. Cotton. | Linen. Woolen. Total. 

ES EE a 

OO 8 A ee £61,000, 000 £9, 600,000 | £21, 800,000 £92, 400,000 
ee. 8 Fee ee 63, 500,000 | 8, 200, 000 82,400,000 | 104,100,000 

1882 eeésonccocl Sanenene. 5, 900, 000 18, 700, 000 | 87, 500, 000 
1890 ee 62,000,000 | 5, 700,000 20,400,000 | 88, 100, 000 
1902 ph eethe 65, 000, 000 | 5,400,000 | 15,200,000 | 85, 600, 000 

There can be no doubt as to the steadiness of that decline, which with 
haberdashery (1866, £5,400,000; 1872, £6,600,000; 1882, £4,200,000; 1890, £2.100,000; 
1902, £1.700,000) shows a net total loss of nearly $15,000,000 from 1890, of $22,000,000 
from 1882, more than $115,000,000 from 1872, and more than $52,000,000 from 
1866 

The commerce exports to foreign countries (coal deducted) for 1901-2 were 
£2.400.000 a year less than the annual average for 1886-1890; £1,100,000 a year 
less than the annual average for 1881-1885, and £24,100,000 a year less than the 
annual average for 1871-1575, whereas the 1901-2 figures of exports to British 
possessions were £20,100,000 a year more than the average for 1896-1900; 
£24,300,000 a year more than the average for 1886-1890; £40,500,000 a year more 
than the average for 1871-1875, and £53,800,000 a year more than the average 
for 1866-1870. 

In 1902 the United States, Germany,and Russia, with a white population 
of 264,000,000, took of British produce £60,100,000, or 4s. 6d. a head, while Can- 
ada, Australia, and the Cape, with only 11,000,000 white population, took 
£60,000,000, or £5 10s.a head. The first-named group took $1 of British pro- 
duce a head; the British possessions group took $27 a head. On the other 
hand, Great Britain is importing (1902) £528,000,000, as against £355,000,000 in 
1872 

Mr. Chamberlain's complaint is that though the people of Grea’ Britain 
buy from abroad over $800,000,000 more a year than in 1872, they sell less to 
foreign countries, because they are shut out of the foreign markets. pd ge 
poses, therefore, since Great Britain is the richest foreign market of all 
nations trading with the world, to take her richest mart—the British mart— 
away from them in favor of the British possessions and home industries 
until the foreign markets are opened to the British. 

ENGLISH FARMERS SUPPORTING THE POLICY OF PROTECTION. 

The result of some by-elections for Parliament recently held 
in England adds to the remarkable testimony we have lately 
been receiving from across the Atlantic of the great growth in 
the English country districts of the demand for a protective tar- 
iff. At a meeting of the central chamber of agriculture held 
last week at the Adelphi, London, discussion was had on a motion 
introduced by Mr. Rider Haggard, the well-known novelist, ex- 
pressing the view that the time had come for a reconsideration of 
the British fiscal system, and cordially welcoming Mr. Chamber- 
lain’s proposals as being necessary and desirable for such reform. 
The debate which followed was very general, and delegates from 
all parts of the country agreed that there was an overwhelming 
preponderance of opinion in favor of tariff reform as advocated 
by Mr. Chamberlain. All amendments to the motion were voted 
down. One farmer, of forty years’ experience, declared with 
great emphasis that one-sided free trade was the cause of the 
downfall of British agriculture and that the only possible remedy 
yas that proposed by Mr. Chamberlain. Was the nation, he 

asked, going to say that the land of England was no longer to be 
cultivated? Within twenty years the area of arable land in the 
Kingdom had decreased from three and a half to one and a half 
millions of acres, and 23,000 acres once devoted to hops now lay 
idle. He did not believe that a two-shilling duty would increase 
the price of corn. 

Another speaker declared that a large majority of agricultur- 
ists approved of Mr. Chamberlain’s proposals. The question 
was not new, he added, for during the last twenty years they 
had been coming round to the view that the present system was 
wrong. The Liberal policy of repose, that is, to do nothing, 
meant for arable land the sleep of death. The only logical pro- 
posals were those of Mr. Chamberlain, which meant protection 
all around. Many years ago, he said, he heard Disraeli say: 
“The day may come when England can no longer fight hostile 
tariffs with free imports.’’ The day had come, he believed, and 
Mr. Chamberlain was the man to deal with the situation. The 
fact was strongly brought out in the discussion that protection 
would increase the home supply, improve the home market by 
enlarging demand, and therefore benefit the agriculturist as well 
asthe manufacturer. Mr. Haggard's resolution was carried by an 
overwhelming majority, after a discussion which made it plain 
that the farmers of England are awakening to the truth that 
American farmers have long realized, viz, that their interest ina 
protective tariff is as great as the interest of any other class, for 
the reason that the prosperity of manufacture and the mechan- 
ical artayneans a better market for the farmer and better prices 
for all that he produces. 

A perusal of English daily papers and other publications of the 
day shows that the leaven of Chamberlain's efforts toward prefer- 
ential tariffs is stirring the British public as no domestic problem 
has for many years. It is coming to be realized that the question 
is of common interest to all loyal British subjects, for it is a ques- 
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Great Britain was at one time almost sole master of the textile | tion of the prosperity of the British Empire, a prosperity de 

| will bring closer together the parts of the Empire, is one the coun. 

| capital and English labor are subjected to restrictions and ( 

na 

ing upon the success of their trade and industry. The (4. 
ment has already gone a long way beyond the parting of the , 
and has abandoned the losing Cobdenite policy of doctrinai; 
trade. The main question is, of course, how far that advan 
be. The prevalent belief is that the principle of a tariff | 
defense of their home industries, and of giving preferences y h 

try will in time accept as a whole. 
PROTECTION CHEAPENS COST OF PRODUCTION. 

In the speeches on this subject many facts are produced «| 
ing that high tariffs do not prevent the making of goods chy 
It has been brought home with great force that the enormons 
growth of American textile industries under protection would 
have been impossible under free trade. The facts presented dis 
prove the fallacy that high tariffs necessarily and always raise 
the price to the consumer in the protected country. This is pre- 

| vented by competition between the domestic manufacturers, A 
multitude of figures have been presented, showing that Enclis n 

lisa- 
bilities which are unfair, because the foreign laborer in many in- 
stances labors under conditions and for a wage which are impos- 
sible for the English workingman. 

In Egypt the wage of the ordinary workingman in the sugar 
factories is 5 cents a day. In Asia Minor the wages of the weay- 
ers, chiefly women, in the districts around Smyrna, where car- 
pets are made on a large scale, are only 8 or 10 cents a day. 
This is very largely the condition of affairs in China, India, 
Japan,and the East generally. The wages of Belgian weavers on 
Wilton looms range from 12 to 15 francs a week, less than half 
the wages paid in England and Scotland for similar work. 
How can the British manufacturer hope to compete much longer 

with such cheap labor as this? A protective tariff sufficient to 
reduce the importation of articles such as arenow made in Great 
Britain, and to stimulate the making of many articles not now 
made there, would create a greater demand for labor, which 
by the law of supply and demand must raise the wages of the 
laboring man, but not necessarily the pric s of the manufacturer, 
whose returns are kept within reasonable proportion by the force 
of home competition. It is being seen, therefore, that the ques- 
tion of a protective tariff is a question for the workingmen to 
consider. 

It is true that real free trade—not free imports, but absolute 
free trade—if it could be obtained, might be an ideal condition. 
It is the condition that prevails between the States in the Amer- 
ican Union. But Great Britain has not had that kind of free 
trade, never has had it; and after fifty-five years of the kind of free 
trade advocated by Cobden and Bright the country is farther from 
it than ever. Englishmen have been told that protection exercises 
a baneful influence upon every country that has adopted it. An 
appeal to the condition of the United States disproves that state- 
ment. Experience proves that theory is wrong. For example 
the value of exports from the United Kingdom increased between 
1880 and 1900 by 24.6 per cent, those of Germany 49 per cent, and 
those of the United States 74.75 per cent; and last year the ex- 
ports of the United States amounted to £304,000,000, while Great 
Britain’s only reached £278,000.000. 

Mr. Gladstone once said: ‘‘ The United States are passing us at 
a canter.’’ Englishmen are awaking to a realization of that pain- 
ful truth. Many of their important industries have been severely 
injured by foreign tariffs. Several centers of the Scotch woolen 
industry have lost largely in population. Many of their impor 
tant industries have been transferred to foreign countries. Ley 
could not get over barriers which had been erected against them, 
and therefore they went inside the circle of the protected area. 
What has been the result? British working people hav: been 
thrown out of employment and work has been lost which would 
have remained in England but for the absence of a p! 
tariff. 

Great Britain to-day can not compete with other nat 
their terms. They are handicapped, restricted, confined, and )(hT 
hations are pushing ahead of them. Englishmen to-day ar ng 
educated to see that if the tariff isa tax a large proporti! \ 
and in many cases all of it,is paid by the foreigner and no! , 
home consumer. The small tariff of 2s. per quarter prop rO% 
wheat and of half a cent a pound proposed on meat wil! 
crease the price of those commodities to the consumer. 

PROTECTION FAVORS THE LABORING MAN. 

Protection shelters the laboring man in his industry @"" 
foreign attack. It is of more benefit to the laboring man it 
is to the capitalist. The latter can migrate to German) 
United States and build up another factory. The cause : 
tection has been deliberately adopted by the democracies 

United States and France and Canada, and by the Govern! 

of Germany, Russia, Italy, and Spain. All enlightened 6. 



| we are not able to do so we deserve to go the wall 

| party question. 

1 adopted this policy to fight the evil of merciless, unre- 
s ed competition. 
, rsted and woolen manufactures in Great Britain dropped 
fy £15.700,000,000 in 1890 to £9,195,000,000 in 1902, and the 
t diminution would have been much greater had it not been 
for the increase in trade with the British colonies and possessions. 
In three counties in England which used to be great centers of | 
the textile trade there were, in 1860, 143 cotton factories. Over 
one-half of the population of those communities at that time has 
disappeared. In Glasgow and its immediate neighborhood over 
16.000 looms had in recent years ceased to work. Such condi- 
tions as these, of which only a fewinstances out of hundreds have 
b mentioned, show the necessity of a change, and the only 
change which can bring improvement is the adoption of the | 
American policy of a protective tariff. 

Mr. James B. Reekie, a leading Scotch manufacturer, at a pub- 
lic meeting recently held, read a paper on ‘‘ Preferential tariffs,”’ 
in the course of which he said that men of all shades of opinion 
were practically agreed as to the necessity for a full and impar- 
tial inquiry. Hard as the struggle of trade competition has been 
in the past, it would inevitably be much more strenuous and vital 
in the future. Moreover, in the main, it would be admitted that 
political ascendency would follow the mastery in commercial af- 
fairs. The conclusion forced on the impartial observer was that 
they. in the little islands of Great Britain and Ireland.could not 
for the future hope to maintain their present high position among 
the nations. They might yet obtain a position higher than be- 
fore, but it could only be as the center and head of a world- 
expanding British Empire. He continued: 

istory has proved that the flag followed trade, not trade the flag, 
e might safely assume that any deterioration in our commercial posi- 

ion would inevitably be followed by a decline of our political power. 

It was his firm conviction that the present trade of Britain was 
built on a foundation too narrow to permit of a future important 
and permanent expansion. 

country was depending for its existence on enormous purchases of 
food and raw materials from foreign rivals who, in their turn, did all in their 

wer by high protective tariffs to prevent us from disposing to them the 
articles manufactured therefrom. Unless we could, with determination, put 

our narrow, parochial views of this subject, and think and act as 
citizens of Greater Britain, there was no hope for a satisfactory solution of 

‘at and pressing problem. : 
The times were ripe—he might almost say ee making a begin- 

ins one direction, that of a closer fiscal relationship between the mother 
y and her colonies. To hark back to old methods, which had been 

d wanting, was simply to acquiesce in the decay of the British nation. 

al 

t 

After dealing with some of the objections which had been 
raised to the fiscal change, notably the rise in the cost of living, 
he observed that he had every reason to think that the advantages 
obtainable would much outweigh any possible small increase in 
the price of food. 

talk of retaliation by forei nations hardly seemed worthy of con- 
sideration. They had all shaped their own fiscal policy without any consid- 
erat for our sentiments or interests, and had they believed that higher 
duties against British articles would be to their own interests, these duties, 
in \ of our present helpless condition, would have been imposed. 

_In concluding, he said he looked upon this subject of preferen- 
tial tariffs simply as one phase of the great question which, irre- 
spective of system or party, they all had at heart—the unifica- 
tion and consolidation of the great British Empire. 

HOW FREE TRADE INVITES MERCILESS COMPETITION. 

Mr. Chamberlain’s warning, that Great Britain is in great dan- 
ger of being made a dumping ground for great quantities of Ger- 
man and American manufactures, is confirmed by occasional 
heWs paragraphs, such as the following clipping froma recent issue 
of a leading London trade journal. At the yearly meeting of an 
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back our trade. The people who call themselves free traders say, ‘‘ Reduce 
wages to meet this competition.” I reply that even if our men were paid 
one-half less than they are at present this would not get us back one particle 
of our lost trade. Then others say, ‘Improve your machinery.” 

Gentlemen, a great deal of our machinery here is superior to anything 
they have on the Continent, but we can not fight against tariffs which are 
framed to checkmate us. Howare we to find dividends for our shareholders 
or work for our men as long as this kind of thing exists? Give us fair play, 
and we can compete successfully against any foreign manufacturers. When 

India used to be one of 

our best markets. Now nearly the whole of a large trade which used to be 
ours in that country has gone to Germany, and our trade in South Africa 
seems to be going the same way. If in these two countries only a duty were 
levied on ironand steel equal to the tariff in the country where it is produced 
we should then in those regions enjoy real bona fide free trade, and the r 
sult would be more work and more wages for our workingmen. This is 

7 
iu It isa question of life and death to the workingman, a1 

matter of a dividend or no dividend to shareholders. 
FREE TRADE LOSES THE HOME MARKET. 

Whether this charge is true or not, and whether such a course 
is good commercial policy or not, is of little interest compared to 
the fact that under present free-trade conditions Great Britain is 
unable to protect herself against foreign competition and can not 
save her own market for her own people against the invasion by 
the surplus products of foreign lands. Some German products 
may be sold in Great Britain below the cost of production, but 
that country is helpless to prevent. It is no wonder that iron 
and steel imports into Great Britain are rapidly increasing, and 
British exports in that line are rapidly declining, except to British 
colonies. The result is a great loss of trade to English manufac 
turers and a great loss of employmentto British workmen. That 

a 

| Great Britain will much longer continue to follow this suicidal 
| trade policy is not possible. 

| best 

important iron and coal company the chairman of the board of | 
dire tors said: 

| form than this. 

Of the future itis difficult to say anything sanguine. Weare well equipped 
to meet any demand and to keepcost of manufacture down, but the intention 
of t] el trust of America to fight the depression in trade there by finding 
& dumping ground here, which with our present fiscal arrangements we can 
n : ight against, must injuriously affect the iron trade, and consequently 
Coe 

Let us hope American trade will soon revive. Weasa nation need some 
review of our fiscal position—and large home markets, the best markets of 
all the shape of attached and mutual aiding communities. The United 
Stat f America and united Germany possess and preserve the home 
markets in their vast territories; and we ought, with our colonies and India, 
beg w their example, There has been a good deal of pone ing lately 
to the effect that the adoption of Mr. Chamberlain’s and Mr. Balfour's pro- 
posal would mean dearer food to the people of this country. It is easy to | 
or y. Lwould go further and say that for some yore after the adop- 

Mr. Chamberlain’s or Mr. Balfour’s proposals I should be not indis- 
guarantee to the men of this company more continuous work and 

wages and to the shareholders better dividends. 
In seconding the motion the deputy chairman also said: 
I y tell you that during the whole of our last financial year a large pro- 

u 

a) 

pr f the workmen in our iron and steel ae departments 
wi cularly been on short time. It has been sad, ve to me to see 
Tue, ind capable men, anxious to work, walking about idle on ‘Mondays and 
Lape for noearthly reason except that work which we ought to have had 
dati e taken , fpeciqnere at prices much below their own cost of pro- 
fore. or Ours. This, of course, would have been impossible but for the 
an protective tariffs. I trust our men will do all in their power to help 

present movement for combating the foreign monopolistsand getting 

The English papers of less than a month ago referred to a let- 
ter received by Mr. Chamberlain, signed by fifty-one china manu- 
facturers in the principal seat of that industry, the signers rep- 
resenting towns embracing a population of 60,000 and employing 
from seven to eight thousand people. The letter says: 

In the production of this work nearly half a million of money is directly or 
directly paid in wages annually, and as the imported goods far exceed in value 
our output it is evident that a much larger sum than this £500,000 is lost 
yearly to British labor. This is exclusive of wages displaced in 
ware and other branches of the crockery trade. We welcome your fiscal pro- 
—_ as a means of preventing this unfair competition, and shall willingly 
1elp in any way we can to bring about such alterations as are embodied in 
those proposals. We are convinced of their wisdom, and regard them as the 

in fact, as the only—means of preserving the industries of this country 
and the unity of the Empire. 

THIS NO TIME TO LOWER OUR TARIFF DUTIES. 

In the past few years Germany, France, Russia, and Austria 
have increased their commercial tariffs. It is the settled policy 
of the continental nations of Europe to preserve the home market 
for the home producer. By that policy the United States has be- 
come great and powerful. Great Britain is beginning to realize 
the folly of attempting to fight single handed and alone the battle 
of free trade. She, too, is preparing to adopt the truer economic 
policy of laying discriminating duties for the protection of home 
industries. Is this a time for the United States to begin to tear 
down its tariff wall? Is this a time for the United States to begin 
to discard and abandon the policy by which she has become rich 
and prosperous? Is this a time to listen to the voice of doctrinaire 
free traders. when the only great free-trade nation in the world 
is considering seriously the advisability and necessity of abandon- 
ing that policy? The answer of the Republican party, the answer 
of the workingmen and the capitalists, of the producers and con- 
sumers of the United States will be an unqualified ‘* No.”’ 

APPENDIX. 

SOME SOUND PROTECTIVE TARIFF TRUTHS FROM HON. JOSEPH CHAMBER- 
LAIN, OF ENGLAND 

[From the London Daily Telegraph. ] 
SPEECH OF JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, AT GLASGOW, OCTOBER 6 

Mr. Chamberlain, on rising to speak, was received with loud cheering, the 
audience rising and waving hats and handkerchiefs. When silence was re- 

stored, he said: 
“Sir Matthew Arthur, my lords, ladies, and gentlemen, my first duty is to 

thank this great and representative audience for having offered me an oppor- 
tunity of explaining for the first time in some detail the views which I hold 
on the subject of our fiscal policy. (Cheers.] I would desire no better plat- 

[Cheers. } 
“ADAM SMITH AND RETALIATION. 

“Tam ina great city, the second of the Empire, a city which, by the enter- 
prise and intelligence which it has always shown ntitled to claim some- 
thing of a representative character in respect to British industry Cheer 

in- 

he earthen 

is ¢ 

I am in the city in which free trade took its birth. [*‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!}] In that 
city in which Adam Smith taught so long, and where he was one, at any 

| rate, of the most distinguished predecessors in that great office of lord rector 
of your university, to which reference has been made, and which it will 
always be to me a great honor to have filled. [Cheers.}] Adam Smith wasa 
great man. 

“Tt was not given to him—it has never been given to mortals—to foresee all 
the changes that may occur in something like a century and a half; but with 
a broad and far-seeing intelligence which is not common among men Adam 
Smith did, at any rate, anticipate many of our modern conditions, and when 
I read his books I see how, even then, he was aware of the incomparative 
importance of home markets as compared with the foreign |‘ Hear!’ *‘ Hear!’)}; 
how he advocated retaliation under certain conditions; how he supported the 
navigation law; how he was the author of a sentence which we ought never 
to forget, that ‘Independence is greater than opulence.’ [Cheers When I 
remember, also, how he, entirely before his time, pressed for reciprocal trade 
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between our colonies and the mother country, I say he had a broader mind, 
a more imperial conception of the duties of the citizens of a great empire, 
than some of those who have taught also as professors, and those who claim 
[laughter and cheers} to be his successors. 

* Ladies and gentlemen, Iam not afraid to come here to the home of Adam 
Smith and to combat free imports, and still less am I afraid to preach to you 
preference with our colonies. [‘Hear!* ‘Hear!*] To you in this great city, 
whose whole prosperity has been founded upon its colonial relations [‘ Hear !’ 
‘Hear!’ and cheers]—and I must not think only of the city, I must think of 
the country—it is known to every man that Scotland has contributed out of 
all proportion to its population to build up the great Empire of which we are 
all so proud [cheers], an Empire which took genius and capacity and power | 
to create [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’], and which requires now genius aud capacity and | 
courage to maintain. [Loud and prolonged cheering. } 

‘**T have invited a discussion “eon a question which comes peculiarly within 
my province, owing to my past life and owing to the office which I have so 
recently held. I have invited discussion upon it. I have not pretended that 
a matter of this importance is to be settled offhand. I have been well aware 
that the country has to be educated, as I myself had to be educated [* Hear!’ 
*Hear!’] before I saw or could see all the bearings of this great matter, and 
therefore I take up the position ofa pioneer. I goin front of the army, and 
if the army is attacked I go back toit. [Cheers. ] 

**Meanwhile, putting aside all these personal and party questions, I ask 
my countrymen, without regard to any political opinions which they may | 
have hitherto held, to consider the greatest of all great questions that can be 
put before the country, to consider it impartially, if possible, and to come to 
adecision, [‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!’| And it is possible—I am always an optimist— 
laughter and cheers] it is possible that the nation may be prepared to goa 

little further than the officilalprogramme. [Cheers.] Ihave known them to 
do it bef laughter] and no harm has come to the party—no harm that I 
know has come to those who, as scouts or pioneers, or investigators and dis- 
coverers, have gone a little before them. fell, one of my objects in coming 
here is to findan answer to this question: Is the country prepared to go a 
little further? [Cheers, and cries of ‘ Yes!’ and ‘No!’]} 

“TWO GREAT OBJECTS. 

**T suppose that there are differences in Scotland, differences in Glasgow, 
as there are certainly in the southern country, and those differences, I hope, 
are mainly differences as to methods. [*Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] For I can not con- 
ceive that, so far as regards the majority of the country, at any rate, there 
can be differences as to our objects. What are our objects? They are two. 
In the first place, we all desire the maintenance, the increase, the national 
strength, ond prosperity of the United Kingdom. [Cheers.] I do not know, 
that may be a selfish desire, but in my mind it carries something more than 
mere selfishness. You can not expect foreigners to take the same views as 
as we do of our position and duty. To my mind Britain has played a great 
part in the past in the history of the world, and for that reason I wish Britain 
to continue. [Cheers.] Then, in the second place, our object is or should be 
the realization of the greatest ideal which has ever come to statesmen in any 
country or in any age, the creation of an empire such as the world has never 
seen. [Cheers 

“We have eccemnaue the union of the States beyond the seas: we have to 
consolidate the British race; we have to meet the clash of commercial com- 
etition. Now,sometimes in the [are ithas been otherwise. It may be again 
inthe future. Whatever it be, whatever danger threatens, we have to meet 
it no longer as an isolated country. We have to meet it as fortified and 
strengthened and buttressed by all those of our kinsmen, all those powerful 
and continually rising states which speak our common tongue and pay alle- 
giance to our common flag. Those are two great objects; but, as I havesaid, 
we all should have them in view. How are we to attain that? In the first 
place, let me say one word as to the method in which this discussion is to be 
carried on. Surely it should be treated ina manner worthy of its magni- 
tude, worthy of the dignity of the theme. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] For my part, 
I disclaim any imputation of motive, of eviland unworthy motive, upon those 
who may happen to disagree with me, and I claim equal consideration from 
them. (|Cheers.| 

‘*T claim that this matter should be treated on its merits, without personal 
feeling, personal bitterness, and, if possible, without entering upon questions 
of purely party controversy [cheers},and I do that for the reason I have | 
given, but also because, if you are to make a change ina system which has 
existed for sixty eee, which affects more or less every man, woman, and 
child in the Kingdom, you can only make that change successful if you have 
behind you not merely a party support, if you do not attempt to force it b 
a small majority ona large and unwilling minority, but if it becomes, as 
believe it will become [cheers] a national policy, it must be consonant with 
the feelings, the aspirations, and the interests of the overwhelming propor- 
tion ofthe country. [*‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!* and cheers.] I was speaking just now 
of the characteristics of Glasgow as a great city. Iam not certain whether 
I mentioned that I believe it is one of the most prosperous of cities, that it has 
had a great and continuous prosperity, and if that be so here more than any- 
where else, I have got to answer, Why can not you let well alone? [‘ Hear!’ 
‘Hear!’} 

“SIGNS OF DECAYING. 
“Well, [ have been in Venice, the beautiful city of the Adriatic, which had 

at one timea commercial supremacy quite as great in proportionas anything 
we have ever enjoyed. Its great giowies have departed; but what I was go- 
ing to say was that when I was there last I saw the great tower of the Campa- 
nilerisingabove the city which it had overshadowed for centuriesand looking 
as though it was as permanent as the city itself. And yet the other day ina 
few minutes the whole structure fell to the ground. Nothing was left of it | 
but a mass of ruin and rubbish. I don’t say to you, gentlemen, that I antici- 
pate any catastrophe so great or so sudden for British trade, but I do say to 
you that I see signs of decay [‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear! *}]—that I see cracks and crevices 
in the walls of the great structure; that I know that the foundations upon 
which it has been raised are not broad enough or deep enough to sustain it. 
Cheers. } 

‘* Now, do Ido wrong if I know this, if I even think I know it, do I do wrong 
to warn you? Is it not a most strange and inconsistent thing that while cer- 
tain people are indicting the Government in manganese which, to say the least 
of it, is extravagant [laughter] for not having been prepared for the great 
war from which we have recently emerged with success [cheers], is it not 
strange that these same people should be denouncing me in language equally 
extravagant {laughter} Sedones I want to prepare you now while there is 
time for a struggle greater in its consequences than that to which I have re- 
ferred—a struggle from which, if we emerge defeated, this country will loose 
its placé“will no longer count again among the great nations of the world—a 
struggle which we are asked to meet with antiquated weapons and with old- 
fashioned tactics. [Cheers.] I tell you that it is not well to-day with British 
industry. We have been going through a period of great expansion. The 
whole world has been prosperous. With the rest of the world I see signs of 
a change, but let that pass. When the change comes I think even the Free 
Fooders will be converted. [Cheers.] 

“ But, meanwhile, what are the facts? The year 1900 was the record year of 
British trade. The exports were the largest we had ever known. The year 
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- ore your trade 

has been a moderate increase of twenty millions. That ae 
like 7} per cent. Meanwhile the population has increas, 

1902—last year—was nearly as good, and yet if you wi 
in 1872, thirty years ago, with the trade of 1902—the 
find that there 
is somethin | 
| per cent. Can you go on supporting your population at that rate of in 
when even in the best of years you can onlyshow so much smaller an j “. 
in your foreign trade? The actual increase was twenty millions wi: 
free trade. In the same time the increase in the United States of A. 
was one hundred and ten millions, and the increace in Ger 
millions. In the United Kingdom trade has been practically stagn: 
thirty years. It went down in the interval, It has now gone up in th» 
prosperous times. In the most prosperous times it is hardly in the | 
gree better than it was thirty yearsago. Meanwhile the protected eo: 

| which you have been told, and which I myself at one time believe 
going rapidly to wreck and ruin, have progressed in an infinitely i). 
proportion than ours. 

“A TRADE REVOLUTION. 

“That is not all. The amount of your trade remained stagnant. but ; 
character of your trade has chan When Mr. Cobden preached his 
trine he believed, as he had at that time considerable reason to suppo 
while foreign countries would supply us with our foods and raw mat 
we should remain the workshop of the world, and should send them ; 
change our manufactures. But that is exactly what we have not don 

| the contrary, in the period to which I have referred we are sending | 
less of our manufactures to them and they are sending more and yn 
manufactures tous. [(*Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] Now, I know how difticult it 

AY 
many was { 

ea meeting like this to follow figures. I shall give you as few a 
yut Imust give you some to lay the basisof my argument. [‘ Hear!’ ‘| 
I have had a table constructed, and upon that table I would be w 
base the whole of my contention. I will take some fieures from it 
have got to analyze your trade. It is not merely a question of am 
have got to consider of what it is comprised. Now, what bas been 1 
with regard to our manufactures? Our existence as a nation dene 
our manufacturing capacity and production. We are not an ag 

| country. Thatcan never be the main source of our prosperity. W. 
| great manufacturing country. Now, in 1872 we sent to the protecte 
tries of Europe and to the United States of America £116,000.00 of « 
manufactures. In 1882, ten years later, it fell to £88,000,000. In IM 
years later, it fell to £75,000,000. 

“Tn 1902, last year, although the general exports had increased. the ex; 
of manufactures had decreased again to £73,500,000; and the total » 
this is that after thirty years you are sending £42,500,000 of manufact 
to the protected countries than you did thirty yearsago. Then th 
neutral countries, that is, the countries which, although they may ha 
iffs, have no manufactures, and, therefore, the tariffs are not prot 
countries as Egypt and China and South America, and similar piace 
have not fallen to any considerable extent. They have practically re: 
the same, but on the whole they have fallen £3,500(00. Adding tha 
loss on the protected countries. and you have lost altogether in yow 
of manufactures £46,000,000. How is it that that has not impressed t! ) 
as before now? Because the change has been concealed by our stat 
ecause, as Our statistics have not—I do not say they have not shown them 
because you could have plains them out—but because they are not put ina 
form which is understood by the people. 

“You have failed to observe that the continuance of your trade is d 
ent entirely on British possessions. While these foreign countries have 
clined £46,000,000, your British possessions haveincreased £40,000,000 
and at the present time your trade with yourcolonies and British poss 
is larger in amount—very much larger in amount, and very muc! 
valuable in its character—than the trade with any of the other categories 
have named. It is much larger than our trade with the whole of Europe an 
the United States of America; it is much larger than our trade to those nen- 
tral countries of which I have spoken, and it remains at the present day the 
most rapidly increasing, the most important, the most valuable of the whole 
of our trade. (Cheers.} One more comparison during this period of 1! 
years in which our exports of manufactures have fallen £46,000,000 to foreicn 
countries. What has happened with their exports to us? They have risen 
from sixty-three millions in 1872 to one hundred and forty-nine m n 
1902. They have increased eighty-six millions. That may be allright. Lam 
not for the moment saying whether that is right or wrong; but when p 
say that we ought to hold exactly the same opinion about things tha r 
ancestors did, my reply is that I daresay we should do so if circumstances 
had remained the same. [Laughter and cheers. ] 

“IMPERIAL TRADE ESSENTIAL. 

“But now, if I have been able to make these figures clear. there 
thing which follows—that is, that our imperial trade is absolutely ess: 
our prosperity at the presenttime. {‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} If that traded 
or it it does not increase in proportion to our population and to | 
trade with foreign countries, then we sink at once into a fifth-rat 
(‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear! Our fate will be the fate of the empires and kins f 
the past. We have reached our highest point, and indeed I am not certun 
that there are some of my opponents who do not regafd that with abs ..ute 

complacency. I do not. ear!’ ‘Hear!’) As I have said, 1 have t 

| fortune to be an optimist—I do not believe in the setting of the Brit 
| ‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’ and ay but then I do not believe im the fol 

| 

ul 

pend- 

Saior 

Lor 

1 
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ritish people. [Laughter.] I trust them; I trust the working cla 
this country, and I have confidence that they who are our masters. 
ally speaking, that they will have the intelligence to see they must \\ 
f ear!’ ‘Hear!’} They must modify their policy to suit new con: 

| they must meet the conditions with altogether a new policy. [Ch 
| “Well, now, I have said, if our imperial trade declines, we de 
| second point is this, it will decline, inevitably it will decline unk 
| there is still Clune, we tales sheaeqsees eapese passer ve {‘Hear 
Have you ever considered why it is that Canada takes twice as! 
products of British manufacturers as the United States of Amerivs 
ead? When youanswer that then I have another conundram. {18 

Why does Australasia take about three times as much per head & ( 
And, to wind up, why does South Africa—the white population \ 
Africa—take more per head than Australasia? When you have 
bottom of that, and it is not difficult, you will see the whole a! 
These countries are all protective countries. Isee that the labor | 
some of them, in this country are saying the interest of the workin; 
to maintain our present system of free imports. The moment tio 
to the colonies I will undertake tosay that no one of them has ever |! 
for six months without singing a different tune. [Loud cheers.| 
majority of the workingmen in all the colonies are protectionis's. ©" 

am not inclined to accept the explanation of that that they ©) 
fools. ey mage I do not unders why an intelligent man—® !\" : 
is intelligent in this country—becomes an idiot when he goes to Aus'r tt 
{Laughter and cheers.} But I will tell you what he does do, he gets i 

»d number of Old World prejudices and superstitions. [Cheers 
ey are protectionists, all these countries. eal 
“ Now, what is the history of protection? In thefirst placea tariff is)" 



Hoeaboee 

-e no industries, or practically none, but only a tariff. Then gradually 
s grow up behind the wall, the tariff wall. In tho first place 
primary industries, the industries for which the country has nat- 

iptitude or for which it has some special advantage, mineral or other 
es. Then, when thore are supplied, the secondary industries spring 
t the necessaries, then the luxuries, until at last all the ground is 
i. Now, these countries of which I have been speaking to you are in 

ent stages of the protective process. In America the process has been 
ted. Sheproduceseverything, she excludes everything. [Laughter.] 
s no trade to be done with her but for a paltry six shillings per head. 

da has been protective for a long time. The protective policy has pro- 
its natural result. The principal industries are there, and you can 

get ridof them. They will be there forever, but up to the present time 
econdary industries have not been created, and there is an immense 
if trade that is still open to you, that you may still retain, that you may 
se. In Australasia the industrial position of that country is still less 
ed. The agricultural products of the country have been first of all 

yped. Accordingly Australasia takes more than Canada. In the Cape, 
ith Africa there are, practically speaking, no industries at all. 

‘*RECIPROCITY—AN ILLUSTRATION. 

ry well: now Lask you to suppose that we intervenein any stage of 
ocess. Wecan doit now; we might have done it with greater effec: 
rsago. Whether we can do so with any effect or at all twenty ye:rs 
[am very doubtful. Wecanintervene now. We can say to our great 

nies: ‘We understand your views and conditions. We do not attempt 
tate to you; we do not think ourselves superior to you. We have taken 

trouble to learn your objections, to appreciate and sympathize with 
‘policy. We know you are rightin saying you will not always be con- 

be what the Americans call a one-horse country, with a single indus- 
ino diversity of employment. We understand, we can see that you 

zht not to neglect what Providence has given you in the shape of min- 
wr other resources to profit by any natural produce which you may 
We understand and we appreciate the wisdom of your statesmen when 
y that they will not allow their country to be solely dependent upon 

ipplies for the necessities of their life. [* Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} Weunder 
all that, and therefore we will not propose to you anything that is 
mable or contrary to this policy which we know is deep in your 

ts; but we will say to you after all there are many things which you do 
w make, many things for which we have a great capacity of produc- 
Leave them to us as you have left them hitherto. Don’t increase your 

f walls against us; pull them down where they are unnecessary to the 
of this policy to which you are committed. Let us exchange with 

or your productions all these numberless industries which have not 
een erected. Do that because we are kinsmen [cheers] without regard 
ir important interest, because it is good for the Empire as a whole and 

use we have taken the first stepand have set youthe example. [Cheers. | 
ffer youa preference. We rely on your patriotism, your affection. that 

» shall not be the losers thereby.’ [Cheers.| Now, suppose that we had 
an offer of that kind—I won't say to the colonies, but to Germany, to 
nited States of America, ten or twenty years ago—do you suppose that 

hould not have been able to retain a great deal of what we have now lost 
1 not recover? I will give you an illustration: America is the strictest 

tective nations. It hasa tariff whichtomeis anabomination. [{Laugh- 
ind cheers.| Itis so immoderate, so unreasonable, so unnecessary. and 

gh America has profited enormously under it, yet I think it has been 
ied to excessive lengths, and I believe now that a great number of intel- 

t Americans would gladly negotiate with us for itsreduction. But until 
recent times even this immoderate tariff left tousa great trade. It left 
the tin-plate trade, and the tin-plate trade amounted to millions per an- 

1 and gave employment to thousands of British work people. 
But if we had gone to America ten or twenty years ago, and had said, ‘If 

u will leave the tin plate trade as it is, put no duty upon tin plates—you 
never had to complain either of our quality or our price—we in return 
rive you some advantage on some article which you produce,’ we should 
kept the tin-plate trade. There are hundreds of articles sent from Ger- 
taking the place of British labor which they would have left to us in 

turn for concessions to them, but we allowed them to drift. Are we going 
et things drift? Are wegoing to lose the colonies as we have those foreign 
intries? This isthe parting of the ways. Thisis the opportunity. If you 

it take it itwill not recur. If you do not take it, I predict. and I predict 
ertainty—although I seldom prophesy with equal faith—I predict with 

Linty that Canada will fall to the level of the United States, that Austra- 
\| fall to the level of Canada, that South Africa will fall to the level of 

lia, and that will only be the beginning of the general decline that 
eprive youof your most important customers, of your most rapidly in- 

ising trade. [(Cheers.] 
“OUR COLONIES AND PREFERENCE. 

‘ow, Iam quite convinced—I had some reason to speak with authority 
r s subject—the colonies are prepared tomeet us. [Cheers.} In return 

ery moderate preference they will give us a substantial advantage. 
ve us—in the first place, I believe they will reserve to us the trade 
ready enjoy. They will not arrange for tariffs in the future in 

) start industries in competition with those which are already in ex 
in the mother country. They will not, and I would not urge them 
ment to do so—they will not injure those industries which have al- 

een created. They will maintain them. They will not allow them 
stroyed, or injured even, by our competition. But outside that, 

a great margin—a margin which has given us this enormous increase 
to which I have referred. That margin, I believe, we can perma- 

retain. [Cheers.} And I ask you to think if that is of so much im- 
tance to us now that we have only 11,000,000 of white fellow-citizens in 

distant colonies, what will it be when in the course of a period which 
ere moment of time in the history of states—what will it be when that 
ition is 40,000,000 or more? [Cheers.] Is it not worth while to consider 

ther the actual trade which you may retain, and the enormous potential 
which you and your descendants may enjoy, be not worth a sacrifice, 

if sacrifice be required? 
but they willdoa great deal more foryou. This is certain: Not only will 
enable you to retain the trade which you have, but they are ready to 
you preference to all the trade which is now done with them by foreign 
petitors. I never see any argument of free importers in reference to the 

tude of this trade. It is enormous as it is. It will increase. It has 
“sed enormously in thirty years, and if it goes on with equally rapid 

‘es we shall be ousted by foreign competition if not by protective tariffs 
our colonies. It amounts at the present time—I have not the figures 
but I believe Iam right in saying it is forty-seven millions. But it is 

‘ that a great part of that forty-seven millions is in grooves which we can 
ipply. That is true, and with regard to that portion of the trade we 
no interest in any preferential tariff. 
ut it has been calculated. and I believe it to be accurate, that twenty- 

ions a year of that trade might come to this country which now goes 
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board of 
pended in labor. 

3, of 830,000 persons 

the British possessions of nine 
gives employment at 30s. a week to 61! 
ence for 3,075,000 persons. In other words, your coloni: 
present, with the prospectiveadvantage . 
means employment for three-quarters of a n 
ence for nearly four millions of our population. 
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“Ladies and gentlemen, I feel deeply sensible that 
addressed to you 1s one 

of the opposition as a squalid argument. J 
[have appealed to your interests; I have come here as: 
Cheers I have appealed to the employers and ! 
great city. I have endeavored to point out to them 

“A SELF-SUPPORTING EMPIRE 

those which will be 

wages, all depend on the maintenance of this cok 
of my opponents speak with such contempt, and 
gious ignorance 
argument for the Moment anc 

in your hearts, a 
ire thatthe world hasever known; I 

of empire bring with them gre 
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Laughter and cheers But now 
l appeal tosomething highe 
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to ask you to think what this Empire means; what 
scendants. 
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| Loud cheers. } 
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“RESPONSIBILITIES OF EMPIRE 

“T do not think, I am not likely to do you the 

would make this sacrifice fruitless, that you 
vain. Butif you ws complete it remember thi 
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‘sand hisses]—Lord Rosebery was speaking at Leeds and he said this: | would no doubt involve a loss to the exchequer amounting to £2,800.100 
people in this country will, in a not too distant time, have tomake up | annum. How wasthattobemet? He proposed to find it in the second } 
iinds to what position they wish their colonies to occupy with respect | of this policy of fiscal reform, sometimes called ‘ Retaliation’ and sometir, 

1em or whether they desire their colonies to leave them altogether. It | ‘Reciprocity.’ He proposed to put on a moderate duty on all manufact yy. 
[ believe, absolutely impossible for you to maintain in_ the long run | goods, not exceeding 10 per cent on the average, and that would bring to t 

ran 

t 

your present loose and indefinable relations and preserve these colonies | exchequer nine millions a year. He thought the present chancellor of +) 
arts of the Empire. Ido not say that youcan obtain the great boon of a | exchequer would know what to do with it. [Loud cheers.] For himsel{ 

ful Empire encircling the globe with a bond of commercial unity and | would use it in the first place to make up the deficit of which he had sp: ken 
e without some sacrifice on your part.’ [Laughter.] Well, we have to | and in the second place use it for further reductions of taxation on food «1 

er, of course, what is the sacrifice which we are called upon to make. | thereduction of other taxes which pressed hardly on other classes of the en 
lo not believe—no, let me first say if there be _a sacrifice, if that can be | munity. It was asked, What would thecoloniessay? Well, he was sure t] 

shown, I will go confidently to my countrymen, I will tell them what it is, | would meet usin no spirit of selfishness. ; 
and I will ask them to make it. Nowadays a great deal too much attention ** What will be the result of these changes, in the first place, wpon the « 
is paid to what is called the sacrifice; no attention is given to what isthe gain. | of living; in the second place, upon the treasury? As regards the « 
{‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’| But although I would not hesitate to ask you for a sacri- | living, I have accepted, for the purpose of argument, the figures of the bo 
fice if a sacrifice were needed to keep together the Empire to which 1] attach | of trade as to the consumption of an ordinary workman’s family, both in th. 
so much importance, I do not believe that there would be any sacrifice at all. | country districts and in the town, and I find that if he pay the whole of : 
This is an arrangement between friends. Thisisa negotiation between kins- | new duties that I propose to impose it would cost an agricultural laborer 
men. Can you not conceive the possibility that both sides may gain and | farthings per week more than at present, and the artisan in the town 19 
neither lose? [Cheers.] farthings per week. In other words, it would be about 4d. per week of 

“A TAX ON FOOD. crease in the expenditure of the agricultural laborer and 5d. per week on 

“Twelve years ago another great man, Mr. Cecil Rhodes [cheers], with | ¢Xpenditure of theartisan. But, then, the reductions which I have proposed 
one of those flashes of insight and genius which made him greater than ordi- | #¢ain take the consumption as it is declared by the board of trade—the r nary men, took advantage of his position as prime minister of the Cape Col- | ductions would be, in the case of the agricultural laborer, 17 farthings p 
ony to write letters, which have recently been published, to the then prime week; in the caso of the artisan 19} farthings per week. Now, gentle: 
minister of Canada and the prime minister of New South Wales. He said in | You Will see, if you follow me, that upon the assumption that you pay 1 
one of these letters, ‘The whole thing lies in the question, Can we invent | Whole of the new taxes yourselves the agricultural laborer would be half a 
some tie with our mother country that will prevent separation? It must be | farthing ws eek = the better. : : : . 
a partial one. The curse is that English politicians can not see the future.’ | ,, “It was because he now saw an opportunity was in their hands—once lost 
Laughter.} Well, lask the same question, Can we invent a tie—which must | it would never recur—it was because he believed this policy would c 
- a practical one, which will prevent separation—and I make the same | date the Empire and be asecurity for peace and for maintenance of our g 
answer as Mr. Rhodes, who suggested reciprocal preference, and I say that | British traditions—it was for all these things, and not from any persona] 

. 3 “ssa aps pain erennerans ae. foe a nen tilinintnitie nine aii oe “an lay | bition, that he had given up the office which he wasso proud to hold. ar it is only by commercial union and reciprocal preference that you can lay ; . ; : T 
the foundations of the confederation of the Empire, to which we all look for- | that now, when he might have fairly claimed a period of rest, he had ta 
ward as a brilliant possibility. Now, Ihave told you what you are to gain | UP new burdens. He came before them asa missionary of Empire, to u: 
by preference. You will gain the retention and the increase of your cus- | Upon them again, as he did in the old times when he protested against t! 
tomers; you will gain work for the enormous number of those who are now | disruption of the United Kingdom, to urge, to implore them to do noth 

‘ Ae il? nave the war foro firmer : a ino wast that will tend toward the disintegration of the Empire—not to refuse to unemployed; you will pave the way for a firmer and more enduring union of a ae  aahe ay wee te 
the Empire. {Cheers.] What will it cost you? What do the colonies ask? | Tifice a futile superstition, an inept prejudice, and thereby lose the results 
They aska preference on their particular products. You can not give them— | centuries of noble effort and of patriotic endeavor.” [Loud and pro! 
at least it would be futile to offer them—a preference on manufactured goods, cheers. ] 
because at the present time the export manufacture of the colonies is en- r= 
tirely insignificant. a : , [From the London Daily Telegraph.] 

‘You can not, in my opinion, give them a preference on raw material. It sae a 
has been said that I would propose such a tax, but I repeat now, in the most SPEECH OF JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN AT LIVERPOOL, OCTOBER 2. 
explicit terms, that I donot propose a tax on raw materials [cheers], which Mr. Chamberlain, who was given a very hearty reception, said: 
are a necessity of our manufacturing trade. Whatremains? Food. There- ‘*T desire to express to you the hearty thanks of Mrs. Chamberlainand 
fore, if you wish to have a preference, if you desire to gain this increase, if | self for the cordial welcome which you have given us to Liverpool |*H 
you wish to prevent separation, you must puta tax onfood. [Cheers.] Now, | ‘Hear!'],and tosay that while I come here with great pleasure to talk to y 
there is the murder; the murder is out. [Cheers and laughter.] I said that | upon whatIthink to be the most important controversyof our time [‘Hea 
in the House of Commons; but I said a good deal more. But that is the only | ‘Hear!’],lam especially pleased to think that Icomeattheinvitation of a ¢ 
thing of all that I said that my opponents have thought it particularly inter- | workingmen’sassociation. [Cheers.] Ishalltell you why directly, but, ir 
esting to quote [laughter], and you see that on every wall, in the headlines | first instance, I want toput before you the positionat which we have arri 
of the leaflets of the Cobden Club, in the speeches of the devotees of free im- | What is mycase? What are the arguments by which Isupport it? Wha 
ports, in the arguments of those who dread the responsibilities of empire, | the objections of my opponents? ell, my case is that the trade of this: 
but do not seem to care much about the possibility of its dissolution. All | try,as measured—and ¥ think it right to be mainly measured—by the exp 
these, then, put in the forefront that Mr. Chamberlain.says you must tax | of this country to foreign countries and to British possessions, has du 
truth—food. [|Laughter.] Well, there is no need to tax truth, for that is | the last twenty or thirty years been practically stationary; that our ex) 
scarce enough already. [Renewed laughter.] But I was going to say this | trade to all these foreign countries which have arranged tariffs against 
statement which they quote is true, but it is only half the truth, and they | has enormously diminished, and at the same time theexports to us have er 
never give you the other half, [Cheers.] You never see attached to this | mously increased. Then it is part of my case that those foreign count 
statement that you must tax food the other words that I have used in refer- | which have adopted protection have, in the elements by which you have b« 
ence to this subject, that nothing that I propose would add one farthing to | accustomed to test the prosperity of a nation, improved ina greater ratio and 
the cost of living of the workingman [cheers] or of any family in thiscountry. | more rapidly than we have ourselves; and I have also to point out that 

“ “AX ATION PROPOSALS tendency, which has become so manifest in recent years, is likely, as ev: 
a : 3 Bs sensible man of business knows, to be accentuated as time goes on. 

‘* Well, how is that to be schieved? I have been asked for a plan. I have ‘“Whatever may be our losses now on possible trade, our losses in the fut 
hesitated because, as you will readily see, no final plan can be proposed till a | are likely to be much greater if we continue our present system. [*H 
government is authorized by the pees to enter into negotiations upon these | ‘Hear!’]’ And the reason for thatis obvious. Not only are the old « 
principles. Until that government has had the opportunity of negotiating | continuingto exist, but new causes are coming into operation. There i 
with the colonies, with foreign countries, and with the heads, the experts, in | process the name for which we have borrowed from the United States 
all our great industries, any.plan must be at the ee sent time more or less of | which is known to you as ‘dumping.’ Thefears whichI have expressed 
a sketch plan; but at the same time I recognize that you have a right to call | regard to it have been described—humorously described—by Mr. Asquit 
upon me for the broad outlines of my plan, and those I will give youif you | dum yophobia. [{Laughter.] Well, I admire humor myself [laughter 
will bear with me. [Cheers.] You have heard it said that I propose to puta | indulge in it occasionally [laughter]—but when a lawyer tries to be hu 
duty of 5s. or 10s.a quarter on wheat. I propose to put 2 low duty on for- | ous about business, and knows nothing whatever of the subject, then I 

eign corn, no duty at all on the corn coming from our British possessions. | [ have not a high appreciation of his jokes. Whatisdumping? Dum) 
[Cheers.] But I propose to put a low duty on foreign corn, not exceeding 2s. | the placing of the surplus of any manufacture in any country which i 
a quarter. [Cheers | I propose to put no tax whatever on maize, partly be- | to take it. Dumping takes place when the country which adopts it hasa 
cause maize is a food of some of the very poorest of people, and partly also | duction which is larger than its own demand. Not being able to dis 
because it is a raw material for the farmers who feed their pigs on it. | its surplus at home, itdumps it somewhereelse. [Laughter.] Now, Er 
{Cheers.] I propose that the corresponding tax which will have to be put on | the United Kingdom, is the only country where this process can be 
flour should give a substantial preference to the miller. [Cheers.] on successfully, because we are the only country that keeps open 

“I do that in order to reestablish one of our most ancient industries in | Every other country—all the great countries, that is to say—if dumpi! 
this country [cheers], believing if that is done not only will more work be place, immediately put on a tariff, large or small, to keep out these d 
found in agricultural districts, with some tendency, pemnens, resulting | articles. 
against the constant migration from the country into the towns [cheers], “The peculiarity of the situation is that they are not sent in under 
and also because by reestablishing the milling industry in this country the | tions of fair competition. They are surplus stocks which are being 
-offals, as they are called, the refuse of the wheat, will remain in thecountry, | of below cost price, and just as you find that a great surplus sale 
and will give to the farmers or the agricultural population a food for their | gigantic emporium may have the effect of ruining all the small sho] 
stock and their pigs at very much lower rates. [Cheers.] That will benefit | neighborhood, so the surplus of the products of all the producing co 
not merely the great farmer, but it will benefit the little man, the small | in the world may very well ruin the trade of thiscountry. [Cheers.] 
owner of a plot, or even the allotment owner who keeps a single pig. | a curious thing which Mr. Asquith does not seem to appreciate—a «| 
[Cheers.] Iam told by a high agricultural authority that if this were done | thing to him, but not to us flaughter]—is that ‘dumping’ only tak 
so great an effect would be produced upon the price of the food of the animal | seriously when the country that has recourse to it is in a state of depr: 
that where an agricultural laborer keeps one pig now he might keep twoin | Ag long as any country is able to take up all its own supply for its ow! 
the future. [Laughter.] I ypose to put a small tax of about 5 percent on | mand it does so, but when the time comes that trade is depressed, eit! 
foreign meat and dairy produce, [Cheers.] I propose to exclude bacon, be- | Germany or in the United States, or in any other of these countries 
cause once more bacon is a popular food with some of the poorest of the pop- | under our present system they do not do what we do under similar ¢! 
ulation. It forms the staple food for many of the poorest of the population. | stances: they do not close their shops, blow out their furnaces, shut up 
Lastly, I propose to give a substantial preference to our colonies upon colo- | factories. No; they go on making the full proportion at the lowest pos 
nial wines and, perhaps, upon colonial fruits. [Cheers.] Well, those are the | price, and they sell. the surplus for what it will fetch in England. A\ 
taxes, now taxes or alterations of taxation, which I propose as additions to | good policy for them; a very bad policy for us. [Cheers.] AndasI loo] 
your present burden. ButI propose also some great remissions. [Cheers.] | ward in the ordinary course of things to a time of depression which w 

“PROPOSED REMISSIONS. low a time of prosperity which we have recently enjoyed, I think h 
- : : os very long Mr. Asquith may discover that dumpophobia is something 1 

‘Proceeding, Mr. Chamberlain said he proposed to take off three-fourths of to be afraid of and not to be laughed at 
the duty on tea and half ofthe whole duty on sugar, with a corresponding re- a & re 
duction on cocoa and coffee. Upon assumption that they paid the whole of LASTING BOND OF UNION. : 
the new taxes, the agricultural iaborer would be half a farthing a week bet- “Now, there is only one other fact to which I need call your attent 
ter off and the artisan exactly the same, but he did not believe the whole tax | part of my case, and that is, that during the time in which these char 
would be paid by theconsumers in this country. On the contrary, it would | the condition of our trade have taken place—we have seen changes re 
be paid by the foreigner. The result would be that at the end of the year | and, I fear, shall see still greater and more unfavorable changes i! 
the agricultural laborer would gain 2d. a week and theartisan 2)d.a week. It | future—the only thing that has really given us encouragement has been t- 



ial growth and prosperity of our trade with our colonies. In almost 
y the same proportion with which the trade with these foreign pro- 

i‘ countries has continuously fallen off trade with our colonies and 
sions has continuously risen, and if we have good trade to-day, if 
st vear, 1902, was one of the best years that British trade has known, it 
thanks to the foreign trade, which has decreased, but it is thanks to 
jlonial trade, which has increased. [Cheers.] How do I propose to 
this state of things? I propose, in the first place, to meet the foreigner 
hisown weapons. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] I propose to treat him ashe does us, 
ie treats us better [cheers], and I propose to treat our colonies better 
ve have hitherto done. And in connection with this, I hope for some- 
rreater, in my opinion, even than increased trade; greater, certainly, 

material prosperity. I hope to lay firm and deep the foundation for that 
al future which fills my heart when I look forward to the history of | tre ite as 
orld. | 1888, Mr. Bright, in writing to a friend in America and protesting again 

We shall unite the British Empire, not merely by a bond of blood and | doctrine of protection, points out to him that if the Americans made prot 
ithy—that already exists—but by that bond of commercial unity which | tion their policy they would have to give higher wages to their wor 
me, to whatever party he may belong—everyone who has studied this | classes ‘Hear! *‘Hear!*)—higher wages and shorter hours. Well, Id 
n admits to be necessary if the union is to be permanent. Now,Icon- | thinkthat that would be a disadvantage in any case, but what I want to p 
connection with this that I read the other day with very great pleas- | outisthat,rightly or wrongly,the leaders of the free-trade movement | 
reportof aspeech made by my friend, my political opponent, but my | that the big loaf meant lower wages. Well, then, there is another th ‘ 

nal friend, Sir Edward Grey, at, I think, Alnwick, on October 24 of this | the time of the free-trade agitation, what was the action of the Radicals 
Sir Edward Grey describes himself as a Liberal Imperialist. I accept | those days? The Radicals of those days were represented by the Charts 

escription. Ido not doubt for a moment that he is as loyal to the im- | The Chartists were entirely opposed to the free-trade yvement They s 
1 i] idea as I am myself—[‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!’]|—but he has not had my eight | that they alone had the right to speak for the unr d classes, th 
\ experience of colonial administration; he has not had it burned into his | free trade was a red herring drawn across the path of electora orm, ar 
bra oa mind that this was the time, that this was the critical period dur- | they invited their followers to spurn and scorn this action of the anti-Cor: 

vhich we might lay the foundations of which I have spoken,and which, | Law hypocrites. 
lost, might aes us with re mischief done, even against our “SHIFTING OF RESPONSIBILITY 

ut mischief which never could be undone. | es sa an be I ee a . ‘ 
He does not know allthat. Howcan he? He is not to blame for it. But |...) donot think that was just. Ido not think that leaders of the ( , 

oe aoe San 8 . . . , ar - | agitation were hypocrites atall. I believe they sincerely ht th what he said was this: ‘If he could seea chance of all barriers throughout the inate spews dodiaak wun. tar the nod wot onl eet es Nn oh 
re being thrown down, so that there were no barriers within the Em- | (oy Were one ee ne ene oe thee eng te anusacturers anc ‘ ee 2 : c a ; — dle classes, but also for the good of the working classes. But the inter g 

1 e would say there was something to make sacrifices for. If we could | t is. that at that time the working cla: bn on I had 3 ; 
wrer an idea of empire which had no barriers within itself, but which ee ne permite 2 ti r re oe a — pe ‘i ae 1 thai eee see 

! juties on foreign goods only, then he thought there might be an ideal | cake pol firs ’ sat xo ee ap a i me . by _ a h 2 paseo . - br peor Ye. 
f lich there would be a great deal tosay.’ That is my ideal. (Cheers. } oe: y At, f tl = . Sei aor | ohoakes aa : c ore ‘tox Ge ae 

ladies and gentlemen, we all have ideals which are higher at times | th a “ki - ae a tel but ibe a mh Soe am 
iny things to which we can possibly attain. That is my ideal, but I | oe ies aie aes oe The _ eee eee pn ee cen as a 

y,as a practical statesman, that you can not realize any such ideal as | tha ks ese : = t] = lies od tn elt ee ee eee = 
in the twinkling of an eye, by the waving of a wand. You must pro- | ¢ tt ae See ld fri ak aaa oe Mr . oe airs vee 
to it step by step, and the proposal which I make to you isa step, anda | °° an ane, HG ee oe ey oo es 2 oe ey : oe : : { : > : ihn - | whether Cobden ever took much interest in the movement for ek re 

g step, toward the imperial free trade throughout the Empire, which is | form. but Mr. Bright made i sof t] ae > hin 1:4 . ; 
ibt the ultimate object of our aspirations, but which at the present mo- —- tb ; off . ts 1S i -B ot a Soe eens . “* ‘ ae a 
is impossible. [Cheers.] Therefore, although at present Sir Edward | @U¢ t© the efforts of Mr. bright. who went out in his time, i 101] 

anwrt , inky af ronsii hi eae thes alone to speak for a policy in which he believed G s unwilling to follow me, I think, after reading what he has said, it can | it wae lascaly due to Mr. Bright that the i Noes 
because he has not understood that what I propose is only a step to |_,..7° W8S largely due to Dr. Sright that the working Classes hay - 

deal which he and I have in common | chise at the present moment Cheers.] And what follows ntiiem 
sit A You have the franchise, you have the majority of votes,and you can sa 

“OBJECTIONS TO THE SCHEME. ‘Yes’ to this policy or you can crush it Cheers Phe 1 D 

ive put before youasshortly as I can the reasons for the course Iam tak- | therefore, is yours. It no longer rests upon the minority. | 
g e proposals I make, and now, whatare the objections? Ideal with them | upon the aristocracy or the House of Lords. |Laughte it does 

briefly. They are practically two. In the first place, that everything is for | upon the middle classes. It rests upon the shouldersof work: 
t est in the best of all possible worlds; that everything is thoroughly sat- | indeed, still one responsibility which rests upon us, and thos: l 

s ry; our prosperity is so great we should not try to make it more, and ourselves statesmen. We have been, by your votes, select 
Laughter.| Well, perhaps if I were talking—I hope I am talking to | leadership. It is the duty of a leader if he has come t 

s Liberals and Radicals [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’ and laughter]—but if I were | express those convictions as clearly and as plainly as he can t 

t g to an audience exclusively composed of Liberals and Radicals I | indeed his masters, and who should listen to the leader whor y 
d say to them, If that is your view, if you are sostationary that, having | chosen. It is his duty to do this, even though in doing it | } i 

a ned to what you think a satisfactory position for yourselves, you are | little popularity that he may have gained, even though in d } ! 
ng to take any step to make that better, well, where is the difference | end to his sean life. I have the satisfaction of thinking I t 

between your moderate Radicalism and the oldest and most rabid form of | ing to do this you will, at all events, justify my good intentions. [Cheers 
Tor laughter and cheers] in dayslong gone by? Butletthem argue that | ‘Now, I have an idea that the working cla f this country ar 
W .eir own people. I do not believe that in my lifetime at any rate, and | question more advanced than many of their Chet it Ss 
I doubt whether for many centuries afterwards, the world will ever be so | tlemen, we shall win Cheers 1 care not who is against » 4 

that it will not be possible to make it better. Buta second argument | Club mayrage furiously in all the languages of the civilize L 
ust these proposals—one upon which they dwell in every paragraph, in | ter and cheers The Free Fooders may imagine vain things, ' 

é paper, in every poster on the walls, in every speech of every man and | Win the victory. [Cheers ‘Ah! but,’ it is said, ‘how can you exp a 
woman 7 eer the top to the bottom—is that this is going to He when =~ ara Union ¢ othe. 3S “it passed a ~ solution again 
a time of dear food. A Voice: *it does not represent the workingmen Well, that j 

shall have time before Ileave Liverpool tosay a word or two more on that but I recollect that there are many trust= ders of the work I 
( n of dear food, and to-night I will only say this, that I ask you to take | of trades unionists and of other organizat not shar 
m) dge, and to believe in my sincerity when I give it, that if you accept | the Trades Union Congress, and, therefore, great a t r 
my proposals as they stand I pledge myself they will not add one farthing to | humbly venture to appeal against them to you [cl to appea 
t f living of any family in the country, and, in my opinion, in the case | the officials to the men who appointed them and e the the pow 
‘ « poorest families they will somewhat reduce that cost. [Cheers.] Now, | (Cheers.] 
t s the text. Thatis the subject upon which I have been preaching in “TRADES UNIONISM AND FREE TRADI 
8 of the great centers of population, and now, coming here at theinvita- | «And I think I may savy. in thé place, tl = 2 
t a working-class association, [am going, as one principal part of my | ginarv thing that these trades official ting 

toask you to consider with me why the workingman, ona especially | stigation of the Cobden Club. 1 ; ye fes 
trades unionists, support these proposals which I have put before them. | ¢hrough the Cobden Club.: ‘ or alst na 

| want to guard against it being eapqess for a moment that now or at | tention. Why should they do it through the Col Clu TheC ( 
time I am going to appeal to any class interest or to any one class as | was formed to honor the m¢ f a man ov 

any other. If Iam right, every class in the country will be benefited sincere man. whether he wa 7 Aoatee! 
rms which will give increased work and the enjoyment of increased aaa’ of his tellow-country 3] the v 

employment to the poor, and I daresay increased profit to the capitalist. ea trades unions. and to hav 1e trades unior ar? f the ¢ 
( rs.) But lam right to begin with the working class, in the first place, | when Mr. Cobden himself said. speaking in 1844. just be . a 

se they are the most numerous. That counts fora great deal nowa- the corn laws ‘Dep nd upon it . nothing can be got by fr a 
Laughter.] Now that you are all represented the vcte of a working- | trades unions. [Laughter.] They are founded wi 7 ; Vie 

sunts for as much as the vote of a multimillionaire; and, in the second | tyranny and monopoly. {Laughter.) I would rather liv nae D 
because, under these circumstances, if I don’t convince the working | «j¢jers than a trades committes naitew 3 6 
sl am absolutely powerless. I can do nothing without you. [‘ Hear!’ | 4 club founded in memory of a e& > held 2} 

ir That is why I rejoice at the cordiality of your reception. [Loud propagation of his opinions is a st t ra 3 
. bia ace we | of to-day to do. Now, I want ye ind M 

WORKING-CLASS PATRIOTISM. point of view, from the free-trade point of 7. W rf 
“ometimes, indeed, in the course of the great crusade which I have not “T want you to bear in mind that itisabs 

ly undertaken, but because I thought the duty was thrown upon me trade with trades unionism. Y a n j 
mes, I say, [have feltas though I stood alone [‘No!”’] fronting hosts of | you can not have both, and [am hat I 

_But_1 am encouraged by the thought that behind me there isa | portofa trades unionist with v ! disa i 
utitude which no man may number [cheers] who give me their sym- | other question, Mr. Keir Hardie the H ( M 

ind who will give me their support. [Renewed cheers.] Now, why | Keir Hardie said: ‘Free trade in tl t is all 1 al 
| you follow the advice which I tender to you? Well, in the first place, | There isno member of this House rts trades ur 

ise, thank God, the workingmen are now, as they always have been, | claim to be a consistent free trad And then 
ts; because, although every additional expense counts for more than it | ‘trades unionists of this country ntior ullow \ 

' to other classes, they have yet always put first in their creed the welfare | and underpaid laborers of continental nations to ent t nw 
° Kingdom and the welfare of the Empire. It is not-a selfish support | them.’ (‘Hear'” ‘Hear!’] Is that your I Yes W e bra 

hey tender to me; and at the same time their interest will be served | words. You won't have them? We you will not tra 
policy which is also a patriotic policy. [Cheers There is no getting out of mma. T wl 

hat is the whole problem as it affects the working classes of this coun- s0se me because they say lam a protecti t,and ¥ g wn to tl 
it is all contained in one word—employment. [*‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] Cheap House of Commons in order to catch ws cme! udical 

& higher standard of living, higher wage, all these things, important as | uencies, declaring themselves supporters li i t 
' ‘ire, are contained in the word employment. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear'’} If this | bitionof prison-made goods, of shorter ho ands l 
i will give you more employment, all the others would be added unto | are inconsistent. [Cheers 
) If you lose your employment, all the others put together will notcom- | “The Trades Union Congress was not always of the oy n of the X 

pensate you for that loss. [‘Hear!’ ‘ Hear!*] 
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‘lass movement 

{‘Hear!’ ‘ Hear!’] 

‘Hear 

the leaders of tl 

Itisrather an interesting 
which seems to me to have escaped altogether the attention of any o 
opponents, who probably have not read the history of the anticorn-l: 

| movement, that when free trade was carried out 
neither represented nor consulted. 

f 

the working classes w 

I don’t say that that 

‘Hear!’ 

They thought that it would give ec) 
that if the laborer had cheap food he could afford to work for 
and that they, therefore, could afford to carry on a competition with which 
they were threatened in the goods they manufactured 
curious to remember that long after frees 

Ant 

makes free trade good or bad, but it is a fact that the movement 
manufacturers’ and a middl 

“The leaders of the movement, or some of 
admitted that they thought it would enable wages to be kept at 
called a reasonable level. 

Was & 

1¢ movement 

what they 
eap food, and 
lower wages, 

1 it i 

le was carried, even as 

r 
a t < 
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that met this year. In 1888 the parliamentary committee offered a report in | send to me the goods which he has made at these ridiculous prices? W 
which it said tl ‘The demon of cheapness’—the present trades congress | now, what is the conclusion of this branch of the matter? If protected to} 
makes a god of cheapness; the parliamentary committee in 1888 spoke of itas | is good, and I think in many ways it is—that is to say, the fair prote a 
a demon—‘the demon of cheapness has pervaded our whole system, and | labor—then it is good to protect the results of labor. [Cheers.] And » 
while the cheapness of goods has been a matter of wonder purchasers seldom | can not do the one without the other, or else in trying to do good to laher 
or never give a thought tothe human bloodand muscle that has — —- will do it much more harm than good. rr 
up in the production of the article.’ [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] That is admirable, “ ‘ 
and if] had time I could preach a sermon from it [voices, ‘Go on!’]andI think PROSPECTS OF MORE EMPLOYMENT. 
it would be well to preach that sermon before the present Trades Congress. “And if it be good, as I think it is, to support objects of trade unio; 
{Laughter.] My first point, therefore, is this, that itisnot only the consumer | then I say those objects can only be secured, can only be permanent j; 
you have got to consider; the producer is of still more importance, and to | system, as long as we can offer to the bulk of our work people, to all t} 
buy in the cheapest market is not the sole duty of man, and it is not in the | whoare willing to work, constant and remunerative em jloyment. | ‘He 
best interest of the working classes. ‘Hear!’], and so long as we have got large numbers of people who would . 

“LEGITIMATE OBJECTS OF TRADES UNIONISM. if they could, — oa eee ar <a so long it is useless to talk of 1 oo Wanen of teaieia c . 2 7 the conden 
** Now, what are the legit imate objects of tradesunionism? Inmy ——- aon anes which ther im woh ated 40 ay Toney [aaa a3 

there are five. In the first place, to enable workingmen by union and com- | yoy will still further destroy the employment which already obtains “N bination among themselves to meet employers on equal terms, and to bargain | { hope to give you more employment. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] I hope to do «= 
with them. If there were no trades unions and no combination, capital | ;eeping, in the first place, a firmer hold upon home markets: PS = a, 
would be too strong. Labor would be atthe mercy of capital, and itis to pre- | gacond place, to do so by having something to bargain with wl = pe, In 

vent that, among other things, that trades unions were founded. Then, the | with foreigners; and I hope, in the last place, to do so by encouragin 
next object is to secure the highest wages which are consistent with thecondi- | pest of our trades, the trade which is most prolitable to us in proport 
tions of each trade; to raise the standard of living, and to ae oat unfair | its size, the trade which is increasing most quickly, the trade w ich, _ 
competition; to insist on proper precautions for the health and safety of those | j¢ in our power to stimulate most greatiy—1 mean the tri te ri h oa 
employed, and, lastly, to provide for those of their fellows who, owing to tem- | iith and kin across the seas. [Cheers. ] eae Wem out 
porary illness or misfortune, are deprived of their means of livelihood. Now, “Now. I turn to a different subject. Industry in Liverpool. as iz dustr 
those are legitimate objects, in my judgment, and I heartily approve of all | many other great cities of the Empire, io mncwe 20 hens saddened ant ref 

of them, although I have not always been able to approve of all the methods | jg no industry which is probably so important to you as the great shi 
by which they have beensought to be obtained. But one thing is certain. | industry, of which Liverpool is practically the center. Liverpool boos, 
while we have done much to secure these objects, while the mass of the people, | self to be the sea carrier and the merchant of the world. | +} See aa 

to whatever class they belong, have sympathized with them, and have passed | Tsay to those who are concerned in this great industry—I will not do ou 
legislation, such as the factory acts, the mines acts, the truck acts, the com- | injustice of supposing you are not capable of as much patriotism or 
pensation to workmen act, the fair-wages clauses, the prohibition of prison- | much self-sacrifice as the working class of whom I have previously spx 
made goods, and a number of other minor acts of the same kind, every one | [ say to you, as 1 said to them, you will benefit by this alice y Apes 
of these measures is opposed to the strict doctrine of free trade. You can not lose by it | Renewed cheers.] Now, lam at Penta 

‘Free trade says you are to buy inthe cheapest market; free trade says you | gay that if I believed that this great industry were canines end: ciaeee At 
are not to interfere with the freedom of independent man, not to prescribe | my proposals I should think that not only would the shipowner i a 
to an employer what he shall or shall not do, but leave him free to bargain | pit that they were bound by patriotism to resist it (Che — 
as he likes with his work people. And, on the other hand, you are not to ‘Because what is our shipping industry? Our shipping industry is 
make combinations which tend in the slightest degree to destroy the liberty | the very greatest of our exports, though I doubt myself whether it is 
of the workman to sell as high as he pleases. Those are the doctrines of free | as some of our statisticians appear to think. Bear in mind, whethe 
trade, and all these doctrines we have put aside now for twenty years in our | ¢fty millions or ninety millions, as some suppose it to be the only pe rt 
endeavor to benefit the condition of the workingman and to raise the stand- | with which we are concerned, and which we can call British exports. 
ard of living; and it is a little too much now to come down and tell me that part which goes back to British subjects. What is paid the ation sean 

Iam a heretic; that I ought to be put out of the congregation, forsooth, | what is paid in the purchase of alien goods abroad, these are in the nat 
because I will not allow to be sacred and inspired these doctrines that those | imports into this country, and not exports out of it. But whatever ma 
who accuse me have abandoned long ago. Butthere is another most impor- | ¢he actual facts. and they are very difficult to ascertain, I admit as ful 
tant point which I want working people to consider. Grant all this legisla- | anyone the importance of this trade, and I desire as much as anvou 
tion, and much more of the same Kind, I warn you it will be absolutely futile | créase its prosperity . ; i 
unless you are prepared to go further. p ; ¢ 

Now, what is the good, Iask in the name of common sense, of prohibit “POSITION OF BRITISH SHIPPING. 
ing sweating in this country if you allow sweated goods to come in from for “What is the case of those who are opposed to me on the subject? It i 
eign countries? (Loud cheers.| If you insist on limitations of hours and | admirably stated, I think, ina little pamphlet which has been sent 
upon precautions for security, bear in mind that all these things add to the | written by one of your townsmen, in a very moderate way—by Mr. N 
cost of production, to the difficulties of the manufacturer in selling his goods, | Hill. Well, what does he say? He points out the enormous progress | 
and unless you give him some increased price, some increased advantage, in | this industry has made in recent years. He says that even now ow 

larger than any other merchant navy in the world. He says it is s 
creasing in amount, and I hope, and I think he hopes, that it is still profit 
to those who are concerned in it. Now, I don’t pretend to criticise his { 
ures. Lam not going to dispute them. It is not necessary for my p 
Iam going to admit every one of those statements, and every one of t! 

a then he can not carry on competition any longer. All these 
conditions in the long run will result, not to your advantage, for you will have 
no work to do, but to the advantage of the foreigner, who is not so scrupulous, 
and who conducts his work without any of these conditions. I say, then, if 
it were possible to calculate exactly what these precautions cost over and 
above similar precautions taken in other countries with which we are com- | ures on which they are based. Only I would like to point out to Mr 
peting, we should be justified without the slightest infraction of the true | what, indeed, he would recognize himself, that these things tell only hal 
principles of free trade in putting on a duty corresponding to that cost. | truth. They tell what is your position positively, but they take no 1 
|Cheers.}| Again, take the case of the fair-wagesclause. I saw the otherday | comparative progress, and it is by comparative progress, and not by : 

that in the regulations of the London County council it is provided that the | progress, that you alone can foresee the future. 
wages and the hours to be paid by contractors under their contracts are to “It is not what we have got now, but the question is, How long shal 
be such as are currentand recognized by the trade of the district. [Cheers.] | keep it, and how much shall we keep of it? We are like a man ina ra 
Very good; [am making no objection. I believe similar regulations exist in | starts with a great advantage; he has given him 100 yards, perhaps. | 
all the Government departments, first lap he loses 30, in the second lap he loses 50 more, and then he is s* 

“FAVORING THE FOREIGNER. an observer from the Cobden Clul Peer: and the Cobden Club 
“But these regulations do not apply to goods which are brought in by —rhat is my man; he is still ahead.’ [Laughter.] I think we know | 

foreigners. And what is the result? The other day Vauxhall Bridge was to | [L@ughter.] Now, my case is that British shipping, admirable as i 
oe tits ; eid Hi ree : mat tion is in many respects, is not progressing so fast as foreign shippi! 
be rebuilt. The committee which dealt with the matter recommended, as I + ik so Re 9 6 " bien u 
am informed, to the London County council that only British material should don’t likethat symptom atall. | ‘Hear! hoe } Sanus trodble you: 
be used. [Cheers.] Surely that was fair; that is to say, if you will impose troubling a great meeting like this [‘Go on!’ ]—witha few figuresasan i 
on British manufacturers all these conditions you must either impose the | #02 of what Iam saying. I take these figures from some admirabl; 
same conditions on foreigners, or you must say you will not buy foreign | Which appeared in the Times newspaper and which were written i: 
good But the recommendation of the committee was rejected by the moderate spirit. According to them, ritish tonnage entered and cl 
county council, and Iam told that two labor members voted against the rec- | foTeign ports increased 20,000,000 in the ten years 188) to 1900. : 
ommendation of the committee [‘Shame!'], and that accordingly, while re- | .... PUt foreign shipping in the same period and in the same ports ir 
quiring all these conditions for British contractors, the contract is thrown | @8hty million—four times as much, and, what is more interesting 
open to foreigners if they choose to compete. I don't know, I have not been served, the increase was chiefly in the later years—that is to say, ! 

5 Aneel Meanie Tt socemahiis sa a ame oS tee -o | the movement going on, but it is going on in an accelerated ratio. N informed in regard to this particular contract, or who took it; but I have ; : B i? 3 ee 
been told that £41,000 worth on one account, and perhaps more on others, of | foreign trade with the United Kingdom from 189 to 1892, it increa tram rails were bought by the London County council from Germany. [A | 20,9, and the British trade in our own country in the same parie 
voice: ‘What about Liverpool?’] Very well; will you please follow that up creased a little more than £12,000,000—that is to say, increase 
Iam not blaming the Caulk m County council; they considered that they had coeeee. Well, we are losing both ways. We are losing at home, we 
only got to look in the narrowest way to the interests of those whom they | i2g@ road. Then, again—and it is curious how similar the facts are, \ 

represent, and accordingly they bought in the cheapest market, according to | ¥0¥ look to shipping or any other trade, the whole category of the | 
the Cobden Club maxim. ° (Laughter. } af the United Kingdom—it is curious to observe that the port - va 

‘\Now, how much did they save on that £41,000? I should judge they may which pe ge’ By ne wy” io {ne ——— es fod 
have saved £1,000. I don't know, but I will take it at £1,000. Yes, and how speaking. an shaped sienettpemmaiaialan 
much did their country lose? [Cheers.| To make that £41,000 worth of rails | °¥’“* . - bs 
£20,000 of wages were oan And where did they go to? They went to “OTHER NATIONS’ PROGRESS. 
Germany or abroad, and they might have been spent in this country. ‘“‘T take two other facts from another source—this is from the New 
[Cheers.} That is being done all over the country, and if I wished I could | Chronicle. The tonnage built in the United Kingdom in 1% tha 
give you plenty of instances. In every case the gain is small, but the loss, if | year—was an increase in the year of 591,000 over 1893; but the tonna 
you look at the country as a whole, is very great. [A voice: ‘Whatabout the | abroad by foreign nations and our colonies—of course chiefly by for: 
diverpool oe Now, look at this thing in another way. You are to | tions—increased by 885,000; that is to say, the building was 204,000 to! 
buy everything in the cheapest market. On what ground do you say that we | abroad than it was at home in a single year—the increase, I mean, ! 
should not buy our labor in the cheapest market? Well, everybody knows | total building. Then this is the last of my figures. They are worth 
that there are countries—I will not name them—in which labor is very much | eration. This comes from the Blue Book. From 1890 to 1901 we are t 
cheaper than itis here. Why should we not import the labor to any extent? | the total increase in the tonnage of the whole British Empire was 1,4 
Iam onew&those who for many years have voted and spoken in favor of the | and meanwhile the total increase in foreign tonnage was 2,200,000, ot 
regulation of alien immigration. [Cheers.] I don't want to prevent it alto- | more than the British tonnage. I think serious people ought to give 
gether, but I want a man who comes practically a pauper to these shores to | consideration to what, at any rate, are signs. What is the use of say)! 
show that he can be and will be a useful and a profitable citizen. [Cheers.] | house is still standing if you know that there is rot in the founc 

**T would like, therefore, to apply tests to those who come. But how can eared What is the use of saying you are doing very well when yo 
Idoso? With what reason, with what sense could I make a law and restric- | you are ¢ oing comparatively worse every year? What is the good of 
tions if while I keep out the laborer I let in his goods? [Cheers.] If I keep | ing, of talking about your income-tax returns or profit on the length 
out the man who makes this slop clothing, or whatever it may be, at starva- | voyages when you know that behind you you have galloping up at & gree 
tion prices; if I keep him from working in Shoreditch. but allow him to work | rate thananything you can command your bitterest and severest competlt 
at some other place, which, again, I won't name [laughter], and thence ! and rivals? [Cheers.] 
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APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

[From the London Daily 's slegraph.} 

SPEECH OF JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN AT LIVERPOOL OCTOBER 28. 

Mr. Chamberlain, who on rising was received with loud cheers, said: 
*T am touched—as, indeed, who would not be?—by the cordiality with 

which this toast, proposed in such generous terms by the lord mayor, has 
been received by this distinguished and representativecompany. Iam glad, 
my lord mayor, that in your remarks you included my wife [cheers] in the 
compliment which you have paid me. It is true that I was a little surprised 
to learn that you, my lord mayor, were in favor of alien immigration. 
|Laughter.] I think, however, you are really in perfect agreement with 
myself if you think that that immigration ought to be regulated, but not 
suppressed. |Laughter.| In that case I hope nothing that is useful, nothing 
that is fair [‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!’|; above all, nothing thatis good, would ever be ex- 
cluded from these shores. [{Cheers.] My lord mayor, although I recognize 
the representative character of this assembly, it is not the least part of the | 
compliment you have paid me that it is essentially a civic compliment. 
{| Cheers, | 

‘*T have had a long experience of political life. Itis nearly a quarter of a 
century since I severed myself from municipal work, and nobody ever heard 
me in that period utter a word depreciatory of the service which those ren- 
der to the country who help toward the good government of the towns in 
which they live. Although I have filled many positions of great honor and 
of some dignity, after all there is no honor that I have ever had in my life to 
which I look back with greater pleasure than the honor I enjoyed when. for 
three years, [was mayor of a great provincial town. [Cheers.] Iam aware, 
sir, that your position is for the time a neutral] one. Politics in a party sense 
are, and ought to be, absolutely excluded |‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!’}], and I myself feel 
that it would be in the worst of bad taste if I were to take the opportunity 
which you have afforded me to treat of any subject of purely party contro- 
versy or to treat of any subject at all in a party spirit. [{Cheers.] 

But in the course of the great discussion in which the whole nation is en- 
gaged I for one absolutely refused to treat the matter as a party one. 
Cheers.| As far as I am concerned, I will never lend myself to the idea that 

any question which, like this, touches every single member of the commu- 
nity can be or ought to be treated as being a mere matter between the outs 
and the ins—a mere matter as to which party or which section should form 
the Government and the administration of the country. [Cheers.] And I 
am happy to think that while, on the one hand, some of my best party friends, 
ome of those with whom I have been most intimately connected during the 

last few years, have felt themselves compelled to differ from me on this point, 
on the other hand, the most distinguished of my opponents and an enormous 
multitude of those who upon any ordinary political question would undoubt- 
edly give their votes against me are nevertheless in this matter willing to 
give to me a favorable consideration. [Cheers.] 

““WHO BEARS THE TAXATION? 

‘Now, among my opponents, among those who differ from me, is my old 
friend, my old opponent, formerly one of the most distinguished members 
of your city—I mean Lord Goschen. But ofall my opponents none has treated 
this matter in a more moderate, in a more scientific, and in a more impartial 
spirit. Ona former occasion we differed, but I think it a good augury that 
on that occasion I proved to be right and he proved to be wrong. I hope the 
same thing may occur again. There is one pleasure I have in dealing with 
Lord Goschen, and that is that, like myself, he is a man of business, and that 
enables him to do what no man of business can fail to do, and that is to ap- 
preciate the arguments he has got to answer; and when I read his speeches I 
understand what he means, and I know that he has understood what I meant. 
In the speeches and addresses he has given there are many matters which 
are scientific questions, and on which it is impossible for me to speak ina 
great popular audience, where figures and scientific argument can not pos- 
sibly be properly appreciated. 
to them once more. 

** Now, one of the principal foundations of Lord Goschen’s arguments was 
the doctrine—which, I think, is an antiquated doctrine in more senses than 
one—the doctrine, that is, of some of the older economists, that you can not 

sumer. I think myself that that argument has been disposed of practically 
by the modern ex perts of economical science ,eeert ‘Hear!’}, but, at thesame 
time, I should like to add one or two words to what I have already said on 
the subject. Now, Lord Goschen went very far on this point. He was, as 
you know, asupporter of the recent registration duty oncorn. He supported 
it as a permanent widening of the basis of our taxation, but he has been con- 
sidering the subject since, and told his audience the other day that the taxes 
must have fallen upon the consumer. It is true that nobody felt the tax. It 
was absolutely imperceptible, but it must have been there—somehow or 
another the consumer must have felt it. Well,I will say, in the first place, I 
wish that Lord Goschen would devote his great talents for the benefit of 
another chancellor of the exchequer who has succeeded him [cheers], and 
that he would try to discover a few more taxes which, although they would 
benefit the consumer, would still be imperceptible to all of us. That would 
joyfully be accepted, at all events, in comparison to such other taxes as the 
income tax and the house tax, which, so far as Ican judge, are quite sufficiently 
appreciated. [Laughter.] i 

“ATTITUDE OF FOREIGN NATIONS. 

“But I don't think an argument which is based upon the imperceptibility 
of the tax, which tries to prove the existence of something which you can not 
see, which you can not feel, which you can not touch—I don’t think that an 
argument of that kind is a very powerful argument against a change which 
may be desirable on other accounts; and I would also point out that any such 
argument is entirely opposed, not only to all the scientific doctrines of other 
countries, but to all the practice and present opinion of other countries. 
Now, you, gentlemen, in the course of your business, have occasionally to 
make yourself acquainted with foreign opinion, and must, I think, have been 
struck by the way in which these new proposals have been received abroad. 
{‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!"} On the whole, I think it is remarkable, considering that we 
are not altogether popular amongst our neighbors, that this proposal for a 
change of policy, which is admitted by foreigners to be likely to cause them 
some injury, have been received with such general good temper and with 
such full appreciation of the objects with which it is proposed, 

“On the Continent we find a general feeling that it is extremely natural 
that, with further experience, we should review our fiscal policy, and, at the 
same time, a determination on their part not to resent any change, but to 
endeavor to meet it. You will find throughout the length and breadth of the 
Continent.and the United States an expression of a feeling, not so much 
agua policy, but of a desire that in each case they should be pemeares 
to mee? the policy, and to meet it, if possible, by concessions which will re- 
move much of the difficulties with which we have now to contend. [Cheers.] 
But—and this is my particular point—you will find underlying these nego- 
tiations that every one of these countries believes if they do not meet us ina 
reciprocal spirit, and if, therefore, we are forced to retaliate upon them and 
to put duties upon their goods, that it is they, and not the British consumer, 
who will have to pay the duty. [*Hear!' ‘ Hear!’] 

** Now, I should think that that is a point which we ought to keep in mind. 

| conclusion. 

| the duty was Ils. 2)d., and the price fell by 12s. 7d. 

| was no duty, namely, England. 

| wheat. 

But here I think myself justified in referring | 
| 6d. a quarter. 

| 4s.; the difference in the duty was &s. 10d. 
f t cond g | or 55 per cent, wey by the foreigner. 

putany tax whatever upon imports without putting it entirely upon the con- | 

eet es 

[‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] I think they have really proceeded in a dantifi 
than we have, and I think that they are not unreasonable when — 
though they are sometimes unreasonable, perhaps, in the extent t..: 
they carry their doctrines—they have reason in the doctrine itself wh = 
say: ‘If we allow you to come into our country and sell your goods and : 
a profit, then we expect you to contribute toward the expenses of ony : 
ernment and administration.’ I should like to know—I ave seen a 
tions with regard to particular trades, but it would be worth carryi: 
further—I should like to know how much each article that is pr du 
each trade pays in the way of taxation, and I should like to ask whoth. 
not, as a general principle, right that, if foreigners enter into com), 
with these articles, they should be called upon to pay an equal amount 
the administration of the country. [Cheers. ] 

“PRICES UNDER RISING TARIFFs. 

‘Well, in pursuance of this argument about taxes being paid by t 
sumer, Lord Goschen devoted himself chiefly to the consideration 
theory compared with others, and in the case of figures they certainly ch 
what he desired to prove. He said in effect that, taking sufficient aver 
whatever duty was paid upon food in a foreign country, it had rais: 
beg of food in that country, and the amount, as compared with the ») 
ood in this country, was represented by the difference in duty. That 

say, taking a duty of 5s. per quarter on corn, then the corn would 
dearer there than in thiscountry. I have already said that this questi 
never be decided in that way, and that figures will never prove am 

| The factors are so complicated; you can get figures that all men wil 
as coyclusive upon any point under discussion. You can only take fien 4S 
illustrative of your argument. I have been looking at this question and | 
ing out figures which may be disputed, and I have come to a totally d ' 

I have come to the conclusion that in no single case wit! 
Iam acquainted is it a fact that on the average, and as a rule, the extr 
to the consumer has been in any real proportion at all to the amount 
taxes. 

“Tam going to ask you to listen to a few figures on that subject 
the first place, the case of France. Now, before 1878 the duty then 
was ls. }d. per quarter, and that continued for five years. I take fiy: 
as a sufficient period for comparison. In the five years 1878 to 1882, w 
duty on corn was only Is. }d., the price was 49s. 10d. In the next fiv 
after the duty was raised to 12s. 2jd., the price fell to 37s. 3d. That 

{Laughter.| W: 
is not conclusive. Of course, it may be because the price of corn fe}! 
the world, and therefore I must compare with the country in wh 

Now, what was the case in Englar 
compare the price in France with the price in England: the excess 
in France when the duty was Is. id. was 4s. 10d. But in the period wh 
duty was 12s. 2}d. the excess rose from 4s. 10d. to 9s., in other word: 
crease of lls. 2d. on the duty only increased the comparative pric: 

“ 

country by 4s. 2d., and 7s. of the difference, therefore, or 60 per « 
| have been paid by the foreigner. 
| doubt that, as the result of the argument, France did not pay the fu 
| of duty, but only 4s. 2d. out of the excess of Lis, 

If my figures are correct there cx 

“SHARE BORNE BY THE FOREIGNER. 

‘Now, take Germany. A rise of duty took place in 1885, a ris: 
4s. 44d. The average price fell during the three years 8s. 6d. below t 
age of the previous duty. That again is due to the general fall in t! 

But in the United Kingdom for exactly the same period 
fell 10s. 7d., or 2s. 1d. more than it fell for Germany. In other word 

| crease of 4s. 4)d. on the —— only increased the comparative prices 
| and 2s. 3)d., or more than 6 per cent increase must have been | 
foreigner. The argument is the same and the result is the same i: 
The duty was increased &s. 10d. per quarter in 1583, and prices rose ab 

In the United Kingdom it fell 2s. 6d. during the sa: 
that it rose ls. 6d. in Sweden. The difference in the comparative pr 

Accordingly 4s. 10d. of t 
I apologize for putting t 

tails before you [‘ No!’ ‘No!’], but I think they are important and ju 
doing so. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] If I am correct—my figures are cor: 
argument is correct—then these facts exactly vindicate the doctri: 
modern economists, Professor Ashworth and Professor Nicholson, « 
the older economists John Stuart Mill and the late Professor $ 
whom have said at one time oranother that,apart from any duty imp 
imports, part, at any rate, is paid not by the consumer, but by 
exporter 
Now I turn from these details; I turn to a question of prin 

I think is really of great importance, and is at the bottom of the 
| ference between myself and those whocall themselves ‘free fooders 
| not what the Duke of Devonshire, with all his great practical com 
| has joined the free fooders, he will induce them to change their 
cause such a misleading appellation applied to those whose leade: 
men who, during our generation, have done more to tax the food 
ple than all the rest of the country put together, is really a trial « 
tience. But what is the principle upon which these free fooders | 
has never been so clearly stated before, and to my mind it is a 
wrong, and accounts for a great number of the mistakes we have |! 
ought to be dismissed from our fiscal gospel. [‘Hear! ‘Hear!’} It 
ina few words, that a tax upon food, or a tax upon anything els 
I mean to say—is perfectly justifiable if it is a tax purely for rey 
poses. If the tax only benefits the exchequer, and does not do a 
worth of good to any other living person besides, then it is a good t 
incidentally, or even directly, as its proper and necessary purpo 

| fits any interest in this country or any tradein this country, if it 
whole country and carries forward the great ideal of imperialis: 
so many of us attachso much importance—if it has any of these 
advantages, then letit be utterly condemned; it is anathema; itis! 
of consideration by any true follower of Mr. Cobden. (Cheers. | 

“AN OLD, BAD DOCTRINE. 

““Now, I call that a preposterous doctrine. [Cheers.] My met 
anything else may be quite wrong, but my object is simply this: | 
establish a scientific taxation for a taxation which, in my opinio 
tion in its most brutal and arbitrary form. [Cheers.] All this cor 
that old, bad doctrine of laissez faire, which was the bottom of t 
policy of the free traders in times before we appreciated our posit 
great imperial race. ns It is to my mind an utter misapp 
of the duty of a British Government to say that so long as it only 

yple, so long as it only taxes the money out of their pockets, and 

Its 0 erations are not, indeed, imperceptible, but are as burdenson 
can be made, then you may give it your support without hesitat 
on the contrary, the government of a country considers itself as 
were the directors and managers of a great undertaking, and as th 
interests of every one of the shareholders were part of its duty, as 
had to give a careful eye to everything that passed, not only in this 
but throughout the world, and that wherever it can give a turn to 
own people and promote its own interests there it is called upon imm 
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before, although, as you know, I have been somewhat active as a speaker 
from political platforms—I have noted something more than a mere party 
support, which a leader may always anticipate. I have noted a certain 
friendly interest on the part of those who are my political opponents, which 
I value inany controversy in whichI feel that their interests, as well as ours, 
have to be fullyconsidered. [‘ Hear!’ ‘ Hear!’] 7 Ne 

“Ladies and gentlemen, to what cause do I attribute this generous spirit 
which hitherto I have been unable to fully recognize? I think it is to two 
thin In the first place, to the belief which I think undoubtedly obtains 
that in this campaign not only am I sincere, but that I have no personal ob- 
ject to serve. [Cheers.] That is one advantage of advancing years. [Laugh- 
ter.} When one is young, whatever may be the truth of the matter, one is 
credited with a burning ambition to arrive quickly at some high and impor- 
tant position. When one approaches more nearly to the end of one’s useful- 
ness |‘No!’ ‘No!’|,more nearly (laughter), then one, at all events, is spared 
these unkind and unnecessary suggestions, and it becomes evident even to 
those who on other occasions have been most bitter that it can not be with 
any unworthy motive of that kind that one leaves one’s own armchair and 
one’s fireside in order to carry the torch or the cross throughout the length 
and breadth of the land. [Cheers.] 

‘““WEALTH AND HAPPINESS. 

“That is the first reason, but the second really resides in the subject itself. 
Thi different from ordinary subjects. A great number of our party ques- 
tions interest no doubt very greatly sections of the people. There is one 
thing which always interests English people, and that is what government 
shall hold office. {Laughter.] That interests them intensely, although they 
know perfectly well, so far as their ordinary life is concerned, it would not 
matter much what government held office. But in this case it is different. 
For good or for evil, for better or for worse, this question is going to touch 

ill. There is not a man, whether he is a Radical or whether he is a Lib- 
or whether he is a Liberal-imperialist, or a Free Fooder, or a Free 

Trader, or whether he is a Conservative. or a Tory, or a Liberal-Unionist, 
and I might go on for five minutes more [laughter|—it matters to every one 
of them what is the solution to be found of the problem which I have brought 
before you. I must repeat once more to you that it matters more to you, to 
the working classes whose representatives I am addressing, than it does to 
any other class, because it is a question of employment. [{‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] 

‘I am not exactly an idle man myself [laughter], but my employment is 
not life and death to me, and it is to you [cheers], and therefore F can never, 
even at the risk of being monotonous [laughter], address any meeting in 
which workingmen predominate without telling them they should address 
themselves mainly and chiefly to the question whether or not the proposals 
which I make to them will increase theiremployment. Of one thing I am 
quite certain, and that is that if nothing is done their employment will 
decrease, and the effects of that will be felt upon your homes, upon your 
wages, upon your comforts, all that you value, the standard of living—you 
yourselves are even better able to judge than I. 

‘Now, I often think that the economists who deal with this question, the 
gentlemen who treat of the science of wealth, forget altogether the differ- 
ence between wealth and happiness. It is quite possible to be rich and not 
happy. That is possible for the individual, and it is equally possible for a 
nation: and it is conceivable that you might be taught scientifically how this 
nation can be made richer, and at the same time you might leave out of 
account the fact that in becoming richer it would become worse and less 
happy. It isoften said, ‘ In these foreign protected countries, whose example 
you wish us to follow, the workingmen are less well off thanourown.’ Well, 
I have two things to say about that. In the first place I am not quite so cer- 
tain of the fact as the political economists are, who measure happiness by 

It is quite conceivable that the foreign workman might he earning wealth 
less wages and yet might be getting more for his wages in one way or another 
than you do, but that is altogether aside. My first remark is this, that at all 
events the improvement as measured by wages has been, on the whole, 
greater in the case of the foreigner than it has been here. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] 

“THE UNEMPLOYED PROBLEM. 

“The improvement in the condition of some of the foreign workpeople, at 
any rate, has been more rapid than the improvement of the condition of the 
working people of this country, and I ask you where will you find in any 
other civilized country in the world as much money spent on pauperism in 
proportion as there is here? [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] Where will you find a states- 
man, an economist, an inquirer, one man in any other country, to tell you 
that one-third of the po mnlation is on the verge of hunger, as Sir H. Camp- 
bell-Bannerman has told you, on the authority, as he says, of certain in- 
quirers? I think his figures are exaggerated [‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!’}], but I think 
there is a great deal too much of truth in them, and I think we can not prop- 
erly measure the present position of the working classes of this country by 
the sort of returns which the political economists provide for us, and which 
deal only with the highest class of workmen. 

“They never deal with the amount of employment which each working- 
man has. They deal with the average rate of wages, which is quite different. 
I was told the other day that the wages of dock laborers in Liverpool are fair 
wages. Yes; that may be; but does the dock laborer in Liverpool always get 
continuous employment? [‘No!’] And if he does not get continuous employ- 
ment, what does it matter how high the wages are? Suppose a dock laborer 
were paid ids. a day, why everybody would say, ‘Magnificent;’ and that 
would appear on the returns, and would raise the average of wages. Yet if 
the dock laborer only had a Saturday morning’s work in the week, he and 
his family would be living on 7s. 6d. a week. [{‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] I say, then, 
that I am not satisfied by these assurances that everything is going so well 
with you; I say that there is a great deal more that we have to learn and in- 
quire into before we can say there is no possibility of improvement, and no 
one can deny that if we found more labor there would be fewer people unem- 
ployed; there would be more people amongst those who are employed who 
would have continuous labor; and when the labor of the country had a chance, 
then, as a matter of course, wages would rise, and wages would rise without 
doing harm to anyone. [Cheers.] That is the point. 

“There are some people who try to persuade the workingmen of this coun- 
try that the whole thing is a struggle between themselves and the capitalists, 
and that if they can only squeeze the capitalists a little more they could get 
more wages, and that it would only be the capitalist who would suffer. Now, 
everyone who has paid any attention to the condition of trade and industry 
knows that to be an absolute untruth. He knows that if you do not give the 
capitalist the reasonable profits that he has a right to anticipate he will take 
his capital elsewhere, and in the long run the employment will goalso. On 
the other hand, there is not a capitalist in this world—except there is a cap- 
italist who is a great fool—who would not be happy to pay every workman 
he employs double his present wages if he could get the same average of profit 
for himself. Well, now, I say if you will follow my advice you may have 
more employment. 

“TRADES FILCHED AND STOLEN. 

“There has been a statement made again and again that in saying this I 
am thinking only of the export trade and that I take no note of the home 

trade, which is much more important. How anyone who has any 
of business can read a statement of that kind into my speeches it 
imagination to conceive. I have said exactl ; 
well that = —e nese of this country is 
export trade, and what Iam pressing upon you as yo : 
firm hold of the home weter a in gh 

| have the export trade in addition. There is no earthly res 
port trade should diminish, why it should not increase, 

‘‘ But what Ido say is, youare being hit inevery 
being hitin your foreign trade; that is being reduced. 
in the home trade, too. . 
rather say—of the facts that are pouring in upon us of industries ¢} 
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the opposite. 

st duty ist 
{[Cheers.] I say if you will 

4 And youare lx 
What is the meaning—what is the result. | 

gone or industries that are going? If youcan show me that when an 
try has left this country it 1s because we can no longer, under any { 

| cumstances, compete with the foreigners—well, I suppose I might} 
but I might say this is a natural course; we must bear with it. 
see these industries not leaving us because we are no longer c 
tending to them, but filched from us [cheers], stolen by unfair 

apabli 
mear 

I ask you, as I have asked workingmen in other parts of the count) 
long are you going to take it lying down? [Loud and prolonged chee: 

* Now, let us see what is goingon. In each neighborhood I go to I in 
and Iam poe to state the results of my inquiries, in order that t] 
be judgec 
do. 

upon the spot where people know much more about them 
lam told that within very recent years down tothe present tim: 

pass 
I know perf 

ve times, at least, as large ; 

But y 

do that you: 
asOn why t 

partofyourbody. y 

ia 

considerable and important watch trade has been established at Pres. 
am told that at this moment, or within the last few months, an Am 
salesman has come over here, it is said, with 17,000 or 20,000 watches. a; 
he is pa to offer them at any price he can get for them. 
does he do that? 

We 
Because the great watch manufacturers in Amer 

agreed together that they will not reduce their production, but that t) 
agree upon a home price that will satisfy the market there, and havi: 
that, they will go on manufacturing, keeping all their workmen at w 
if there is any surplus they will dump it [cheers] in the only count: 
is magnanimous enough, generous enough, foolish enough to al 
{Cheers. } 

**Now, follow that out a little. 
going to happen? 

“RUINED BRITISH INDUSTRIES. 

These watches are sold at any price below th 
which the British workingman could not possibly make them, even 
cepts half wages. Meanwhile the Prescot works have to take loy 
and do what they can, and have to turn off workmen, and if that 
long enough—it depends upon the good pleasure of our friends th 
cans whether it does—if it goes on long enough the Prescot works w 
the whole of their trade will be gone; and then those of you who | 
buying in the cheapest market, and buyin American watches, w 
think you will have to pay for your watches when there is only o 
from which you can get them, when there is no longer any home 
tion, when you are dependent absolutely upon the prices that th: W 

factory chooses to makethem at? You won't gain in the long run ir 
“But, at the same time, I don’t blame anyone aslongas our preset! 

is continued. I don’t blame anyone who buys his watches where he « 
provided he gets a good quality at lower prices; I blame the poli 
country, which allows all this, which makes it possible. [{* Hear!’ ‘W 

the Prescot factory tries tosend a watch into America, what happens t 
duty of 45 per centis clapped —— it—half the value; and if the A 
watch, or even an English watch having got to America, strayed the: 
how |laughter]—if it were sent back here it would enter our port fr 
that is a comparatively small trade, but it affects very much a very 
ing and important industry, and affects a smaller industry in my ow: 
borhood of Coventry. Now, what about glass? 
time 240,000,000 bottles are imported into this country. 
from Germany. 
[*No!*} Have they something that we have not got? 

Tam told that at th: 
I think th 

Have Germans any special faculty - making 
f it were a 

instance, where rice was sent into this country, I should say by all : 
not puta duty upon it, because we can not grow rice here, and we 
have our rice as cheap as possible. 

“Ts there any reason similar to that which affects the question w! 
not make bottles? That trade has been seriously injured; I will 
stroyed. y Then there is plate glass. 
[Voices: ‘St. Helens.’ } 

It is a great industry at W: 
Yes; it is a great industry at St.Helens. | 

a very great industry in the immediate neighborhood of Birmingha 
lieve that all the plate-glass works—atall events, all but one 
The ero industry employed 20,000 English workmen. 

{‘Shame!’ ] 
varying but rising to the enormous duty of 60 per cent. 
gone. 

have be 
Now, t 

Butwhy? The foreigners put on dut _ upon p 
1erefor 

no chance of our sending any plate glass into other countries: but 
nothing whatever to prevent them from arranging among then 
charge a profitable price enough to cover their fixed expenditure o 
of plate glass in the United States of America, and then send al! th 
into this country below cost price. 

“There is one more case, and this is Warrington. 

“LOSS OF SKILLED EMPLOYMENT. 

{Laughter.] Y 
to laugh at me, for, indeed, Iam very much obliged to my friend for 
me before. But this really is the case of a Warrington industry 
is the case of wire. It is the case of a Manchester industry also. |: 
great wire works at Manchester, and there are great wire works 
parts of the country. 
trast. 

But here is a curious contrast, a most impre 
Twenty-five years ago Warrington alone, ono single town a! 

ported more wire than the whole make of wire in Germany, and now ( 
exports more wire than the whole make of England. 
but why ‘shame’? 
of the Cobden Club 
They say,‘ What do youcomplain of? You have cheap food 

{‘Shame!’ 
anes and cheers.] Ifthereare any foreig 
nere {laughter} you will shock them very szech 

complain of” they say; ‘you have things like this wire, this glass, these \ 
you 
with.’ 

ave them — 
{Cheers anc 

cheap.’ You say, ‘But we have no money to } 
laughter.] Ah, Ido not know what they wou 

that. They ought to say that is the great glory of the doctrine w! 
support. 

** Now, another answer which is made is: ‘ What does it matter 2 
lost all those trades, truly; you are losing others; but there is some 
remains. The men who made watches are doing something else.’ ) 
what do they do? Here isa man who makes a watch. For that he ! 
a fineness of touch that often is hereditary, which can only be obtain 
years of work, obtained only in youth an never obtained in after! 
the moment the watch trade ceases, or does not continue to employ t 
number of work sople, this man, who has acquired the special gift 
worth much to himself and his family, has to throw it away, to destr 

| has to go and act as a porter or a dock laborer, or to sweep the stree 
if afterwards we restore to him his trade he would be no longer able 
advantage of it. 

‘He has dropped into the ranks of the casual employee, dropped d 
to the thirteen millions, be they more or be they less, who are always 
verge of hunger; 

: =) + } 
and I say the personal equation of suffering which 

Suppose that is taking place. W 
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t r of trade involves is the sort of —_—s which political economists never | who differ from me have not taken the trouble to read contemporaneous a 
t fatall (‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} and the Cobden Club treats it asif it wereofno | counts given, not indeed by prejudiced protectionists, but by free traders 
‘ suence. It is,I say, of the utmost consequence. Ishould say that when | themselves, in regard to this new and important movement. Now,Iask y 
' sunt up the families that have been reduced to misery, all the heart- | what is the view that has been placed before you by the opponents of any 
} g. all the suffering that has been caused by these changes to the indi- | change? I want to state their case as fairly as I can, and I think this is a fair 
: when you think of the honest men who have gone to the workhouse | statement of it. They have either represented to you, or they have led yon 
. n never be brought again to the ranks of continuous labor—when you | to infer, that during the time of protection this country was continually 
t if all these things, then, I say, even if the prosperity were reached, it | clining, until it reached a state of unexampled misery and destitution 
sould have been dearly purchased. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} | only in those days were the pec FIs on the verge of hunger, but, accord 

“CYCLES OF GOOD AND BAD TRADE. | this theory, the y were actually being starved hey have led you to bel 
‘ ; ~ . | that this state of things was due wholly to the corn laws, to the high price 

The trade of this country runsin cycles. We have had five or six years | }read. and to protection . : 
‘ <ceptionally good trade, but the time is coming—I don’t predict exactly ” 66 Then they have led you to believe that wl rn laws were rep-aled 

but it will come—when there will bea cycle of bad trade. Then the everything changed as though by magic a . hare x } : : othe Spay g lagic, and ¢ i 
which I dread and fear will be accentuated in their influence upon the | for al] the people; destitution no longer existed; we entered tir 

ng classes of this country. [Cheers.] There will be more people un- great and universal prosperity, wholly due to the alter i ; 
yed, more imports from abroad in the shape of surplus Se | tem. Now,I believe no one can contradict that st ; _ 
want of employnient, and more misery of every kind. As these things | has been put before you. Iam afraid that it has been acce} +} 
home to you, you will seize the earliest opportunity to alter the system quiry by many persons. I have to say now that, if that is the cas 

ul which this state of things is possible. Why should you be afraid? | popular delusion. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] There is on 
S se [am wrong; suppose that, incommon with 99 out of 100 of the whole | answer—but I think it isconclusive. If it were tr f ion inet 

ed world, I am wrong, and the pure free traders, or free importers, | prought with it destitution and misery and starvation, and if free trad 
: ght. Well, anyway, it is perfectly evident that the adoption of these | evitably brought with it prosperity and progress—how do our opponents 

I -als will not do you much harm, because these 99 out of the 100, those | count for the fact that every foreign country, without exception, that hi 
ot ‘ountries, our German competitors, our French competitors, our Italian adopted protection has, in recent years at any rate, progressed much m 

; a our Russian competitors, our Swedish competitors, are all doing rapidly, in much greater proporti yn, than we, the free-trade country of the 
vel well, | - . ¥ Y t AV “Vy is a rowTr se in conseqnence of yr ecrtior 

Therefore, it can not be an alteration such as I propose that will make | re as ia 7 eet war are ey ae = : , meer © eel ‘he aaa 
the difference against us which the professors desire you to believe, if these | tection is necessarily ruinous. that free trade necessarily implies prosperi 
é ries can have a protectionist system infinitely more severe than any- | js absolutely disposed of by the facts which are known to every man of 
thing I propose, more severe than anything that I think to be wise, and still | which are known to every reasonable and impartial man Hear!’ *Hea 
] ss. Surely you need not be afraid of trying my prescription [cheers], eet Pia INR ne : 
‘ after all only involves, if it involves anything, this small transference GREAT BRITAIN SIXTY YEARS AGO. 

f taxation from certain kinds of foods tocertain other kinds of food, and this “Now, putting aside the general answer, Iam going to deal t mat 
§ protection against foreign manufactured goods, which, I think, can be | ter from its historicalaspect. Is it true that at the time e W 

fied entirely by the circumstances under which these goods are im- | introduced, and the corn laws were repealed, we were stit 
port into this country. [Cheers.] I admit that sometimes I almost feel | tion and misery and starvation? Is it true that, under whic] 
a s were the weak point in my whole argument. I have to say to you prevailed before, this country was going down in thes r los 
because I believe it to be true—that Iask you to make this change for your | ing its prosperity and losing its trade? No r it . T 
( rood, for the good of the Empire, and that you will not be called upon | exact reverse wasthe case. In the years pre ‘epealing of the corn 
for any sacrifice. I declare to you I wish I could say that you would be | laws, and I would take especially the years from 1530 to 1841, there wasa tin 
called upon for a sacrifice. of great prosperity in this country under protection, I don’t mean to say 

[| declare I would rather speak to you here, and appeal to you as English- | that the country was as great or as rich as it is now, but comparatively with 
mie ind ask you whether you are not willing to do what your fathers would | other nations it occupied a better position [‘ Hear!’ ‘ Hear!'}; comparatively 

done, and what, in fact, they did do—[{cheers]—whether for some great | with other nations it was absolutely in the first rank. It had won and con- 
g n which, indeed, you might have no immediate personal or squalid | quered under protection absolute supremacy, the commercial supremacy 

terest [cheers] to consider, you may yet be willing to make a sacrifice | of the world. [Cheers.] Atthat time, although trade was lessthan itis now 
for great imperial results. [Cheers.] When we talk of empire, and that is | butso was the population—although trade was less than it is n it is 

tisfactory thing in this discussion, we rise to a higher plane; then we | increasing with a rapidity, a proportionate rapidity, which has sel 1 beer 
t thinking of ourselves, we are not thinking onty whether a farthing | exceeded since. 

I a farthing there isa matter of moment to us. Weare thinking, in the | * But in 1841 we had in this country one of those crises which occur ir I 
first place, of our past, of the past of which we are proud, and which we de- | country from time to time, whether they be protectionist or whethe hey 

re to continue. ye are thinking of our present, in order that we need not | be free trade. We hada time of bad trade, with small employment. It wa 
ashamed,and may hold up our heads assons of those who have gone before | not brought about by protection, it was not brought about by the dear loat 

u And we are thinking of the future; we are thinking of our children, and | for in that period the loaf was much cheaper than it has been many times in 
r children’s children, to whom we wish to leave unimpaired and intact the | many years since the abolition of the corn laws—but it was brought about by 

t inheritance which our fathers left to us." [Loud cheers. ] circumstances which you all will understand. We had become the workshoj 
— of the world; we had been very prosperous; we were increasing our pr 

tion rapidly, and we panteieped the demandset the world. Foreign countries 
[From the Scotsman.] were ina poorcondition; their prosperity had been hindered by many causes, 

SPEECH OF JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN AT BIRMINGHAM, NOVEMBER 4. into which I will not enter now, and they were unable to take the surplus of 
Mr. Chamberlain, who was received with great enthusiasm and the sing- | 0Ur productions, and so many of our mills and factories had to go on short 

timeor were closed altogether, as you haveall knownin your own experience. ing of * For He's a Jolly Good Fellow,” said: 
Ik, CHAIRMAN, LADIES, AND GENTLEMEN: I thank youfor the welcome | 

u have given me. Iam glad tobe amongst my own people. [Cheers.] 
now almost exactly six months since, in addressing my own constitu- 

ency in the town hall, I called their attention to our relations with our 
lonies, to our present fiscal conditions, and I.asked them, I invited them, 

liscussion. I invited them to consider whether the time had not come 
some modification of these conditions would be necessary and desirable. 

vas not for the first time that I had spoken on the subject. | 
_ “But then I was fresh from a visit to some of our great colonies, where I | 
had had the opportunity of intercourse with many representatives of colonial | 

on, not only South African opinion, but that of our Australian and Ca- 

| 

| 

an colonies, and I desired particularly to press upon my friends and 
rters my own deep feeling of the growing importance and the imme- | 

d urgency of the question. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] Much has happened since 
laughter and cheers}, some of it painful, some of it eminently satisfac- 
antl, above all, lam grateful to those to whom I spoke, and to that much 

larger audience which I always have in my mind, on an occasion such as this, 
they have answered my appeal, that they have discussed this great ques- 

n, that they have refused to treat it as the idea or the delusion of a mad- 
laughter), as some of my opponents thought it to be [laughter], and 

t even those opponents themselves have been so far convertedthat whereas 
e they regarded the matter as one not worthy of a moment's considera- 
they have since been speaking of nothing else. [Laughter and cheers. } 

“THE WORKING-CLASS VIEW. 
‘Ladies and gentlemen, I had at that time a sort of instinctive idea at the 
k of my head that the working classes of this country, who were not 

either consulted or represented at the time when free trade was accepted as 
policy of this country, who have never had it presented to them as a 

s issue in the fifty or nearly sixty years that fove elapsed—I had an 
idea that they, atany rate, would approach this question with an open mind, 

id that they would not accept a policy more than fifty years old ata time | 
when everything had changed, every policy, every institution had submitted 

odification—they would not accept that as an inspired doctrine which it 
asphemy to question. [Cheers.} I had an idea—and it seems to bea 
me—that they, at any rate, were not wedded to the wisdom of our an- 

¢ s, and that they would not be ready immediately and without ques- 
: to accept the appeal which has been addressed to them by Mr. Asquith 

“k to our well-tried policy. [Derisive laughter.] It sounds a little like 
; pkeeper’s advertisement. (Laughter, cheers, and a voice, ‘Hit them 
ards’) It might perhaps be excused in the mouth of a Conservative states- 

of the old school, but it sounds strange when it comes from a gentleman 
‘0 Claims to be a Radical statesman. [Laughter and ‘ Question!’] 

“THE ANTICORN-LAWS AGITATION. 
,_, Ladies and gentlemen, I have said that in the interval which has elapsed 

reen our acceptance as a nation of free-trade principles and the present 
much has changed. Before I point out to you these changes I think it 
be useful if you will bear with me for a few minutes if I say something 

t the history of what is called ‘the anticorn-laws agitation.’ It seems 
) that this has been very much forgotten. Sixty years is a long time: 
ory plays strange tricks with us, and I am afraid that many of those 

ry 

| stood him t 

| trade, 

| movement was 

} 
il 
+) 
tL “There was great want of employment one critical thing in all tl 

discussion—there was great destitution, great misery, and consequently great 
discontent on the part of the majority of the population. This wasa time, 
in 1841 and 1842, to which Sir William Harcourt referred in his speech on 
Saturday last. He went back to the memory of his childhood or youth, and 
said that at that time he was at school at Preston, and he had been. 

to say, a witness of riots in which some of the peop! 
He went on to say that nothing of the s 

happened since. That is a very small matter, but I thi 
ceives him, because I think in later times—I have not h: 
I believe he was home secretary |laug! people were sh w 
land mining district, and a special commission wasappointed by th 
ment to inquire into the circumstances. 

“THE CHARTISTS AND THE FREE TRADERS. 

“But, after all, as I have said, that l 
fLaughter.] The point is that the rio 
Harcourt referred and which he apparent! 
were due to the corn laws, were due to prot 
the kind. They were due to something absolutely 
stigated by the leaders of the Chaz 
those days were absolutely oppose: 
tion. [‘Hear!’‘Hear!’] They had 
that agitation. They did not spare the 
of them as my opponents say « Laught 

**No, sir, the Chartist leaders at that time 
am not certain that they re not right—t 
one thing which would deal with the 
to give them efficient representation accordi 
begged of them not to be drawn ide by the f 
they said, was a red herring to divert them 
portant in their interest, and those riots, th 
action of the leaders of the Chartists, who u 
country toa universal strike. The 

but they were directed against the 
othe who were at that time the chief su 
not to abide by me, not by a protectionis 
trader who lived in those days. He was 
trader, who wrote the history of the free-tr¢ 
right, and he, therefore, is an irrefutable witr 
Montgredien wrote that history of the free 
he has to say about the history of the Charti 

“It is quite enough for you to read Mr. Mor 
find in that life a quotation from Mr. Cobdé1 
be careful about the exact wording [lau 
gent mechanics stocd aloof from the mov 
mits frankly—he was always honorable an 
frankly admits that it was a man 
confess in the outset, at any rate, m 
interest in the matter.’ That is to 

*. 

down by the military. 

+ 
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i rgument 

“nh you are of ‘-eminded—the 
to the corn laws; ; buta- 
attri butable to fre« I s due 

istress and the starva 1e des- 

2 removed. 

su bsequ nt ve 

mp! "ess upon ¥y 

ss of whi 

IRISH-POTATO FAMINE. 

ir immedia 

nt was f 
hat was said 

he repeal of 

tely following every- 
und, great t pl rity prevailed. 
by Mr. Montgred in referen: 

the corn laws. He says this: 
0 tof pressure from adverse cir- 

flourishing; trade was prosperous; the reve 
‘e being constructed with unexampled 

and remuneratively employed, and 
or many years heers.] And yet 
memory [laughter] in order to per- 

intry, that free trade 
ion which prevailed at the 
with my history. In the 
rous, a great calamity vis- 

people i been accustomed 
’ ) upon their potato. 
:crops were destroyed. The greatest 

result in Ire land, a a | have seen it stated 
s population were on th« f starvation. 

», that it must have had a great effect upon 
i em with the 

hat I can well 
the corn laws 

potato famine the 
Cheers.} Iask 

uble you with many 
1en things were at their worst—when the Irish 
ple of Ireland into a condition which was almost 
nk happened with the priceof wheat? The price 

ar 1846 was 54s. 8d. per quarter, and, after the re- 
hich took place in that year, taking the average of 

of whea per quarter, or 8d. dearer than it 
r 1846, when the ul took place. [Cheers 

‘THE 

the resu 

iS Col 

ir subsister 

sult of 
it the time of the 

lation which followed. 
[am not going to tr 

t was 5os. 4a 

repe 

REAL CAUSES OF ENGLISH PROSPERITY 

islask you accept the statement, whi 
n, that it is a mistake to say either that de ar bread was 

l of ‘orn laws, or, secondly, that the repeal of the 
li immediately any reduction in the pri ce of bread 
I have still something e to which I have to call your atten- 

as you have been told, that after the repeal of the corn 
ntered upon a period, which lasted for twenty-five years, 

call unparalleled prosperity. Idonotdenyit. But I say that 
ng whatever to do with the repeal of the corn laws and very 
th the intr« duction of free trade. The cause of the prosperity 
very of gold in California and in Australia, the development of 

“mous increase of railway and the improve ment of steam- 
cation, and generally the impetus which was given to the 
rid. Everybody prospered, and we prospered more than all. 

» under a system of protection in the years of which I have 
repeal of the corn laws, we had secured the supremacy 

rkets, and the other countries of the world were backward 
circumstances, and we alone were in a position to take ad- 

ut ‘boom,’ as we should call it now, of this great advance 
mercial dealings of the world. Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} 
n, I beg you to notice before I pass on that nothing that I 

ided to show to you that it was wrong to adopt free trade 
the circumstances in which it wasadopted. Thatisa 
rether. All I want to prove to you is—and I think I 

iat it was not any cheape.ing of the loaf which made fre« 
ind that, on the contrary, as Mr. Montgredien tells us, free 
d in this country because people were persuaded at that 

q rightly per suaded, that at the moment and under the cir- 
3 the best economic principle for us to pursue. Now, let us 

me way. Let us get rid of all this idea that protection is im 
ved by starvation and destitution. Thatisabsolutely untrue 
the idea that free trade necessarily brings prosperity. That 
rue. But let us, as business men, as fair mnsider qui 

existing circumstances the policy of free imports, which 
of the policy of universal free trade, whether that is the 

y be the best for us; and if so, I do not pr tend that the 
lined by its adoption. It may not be the best for us, and 
ve me, the country will not suffer from adopting a different 

h I make with- 

\ 
le is 
1 

‘ 

‘ 

> enor 

under 

men, c 

“OTHER NATIONS’ VIEWS OF FREE TRADE, 

Here is one of th eat changes 
hich have altered the whole situation since 

Cobden based his whole argument upon the as- 
1 good faith that if we adopted free rade it would 

ge between the nations of the world [‘Hear!* ‘Hear!’]: thatif 
trade, five years, ten years would not pass without all other 

L iting a similiar system. That was his belief, and upon the prom- 
, the prediction which he offered, the country ado sted free trade. Unfor- 

tunately ’ mistaken. He told the country of 
wanted to do wa to keep England as the workshop of the world, and the rest 
of the worl ) be the wheat field for E ngland. I came across a passage 
in Mr. Mor Dite’ the other day which “really, now when you think of 
vhat has acti appened, seems to be almost astounding. in 

‘Mr. Cobd that the United States of Ame rica, if free trade were 
vdopted, wou ndon their premature manufactures | [laughte rj, that the 
vyorkmen in t ctories would go back to the land [flaughte -) and=now 
am qui xact words—‘they would delve, and plow for us.’ 
aughte eers.] If that had been true I doubt whether I should have 
n here nig {[Laughter.] But it wasn’t true. The Americans have 

not so conceived their national destiny. [Laughter.] They have not be- 
eved that they were created by Provi in order to dig and delve and 

vaughter.] They have thought that they had natural resources 
1. our own; they have thought that they could manufacture 

; and lam af i that their ideas of the future have been much 
t than Mr. Cobden’s ‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} We have to deal with alto- 

ther different conditions. What happened when free trade was adopted 
in thi intry? Foreign countries, which, as I have said, were backward in 

my next point 

dig, ting 

nce 

plow Lol 

evel re 

as well 

more ce 
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those days, were not 
against our manufactures. 

‘I dare Say it is quite pr yssible the Vy may have suff« red in the fir 

They thought of the future,they thought of their children, and they te 
of their country—all very good things to remember occasiona ly : 
‘Hear!’] What wastheresult? Behind the tariffs. behind the tar iff w 
built up theirindustry. Gradually during the twenty-five ye: 
were so prosperous afte r free trade, gr: vdually they became m 
manufacturing nations; gradually they gota firm hold on the 
markets and kept 

manufacturers—their governments put 

us out, and established the industries w hich, not 
a rw it] h their own home markets, are now invading our 

‘Hear!’| Idon't blame foreign countries. I don'tappeal against 
But 1 ask you as sensible men. are we really so a gl ‘ 
when such a change as that has taken place in the whole con 
trade we are still to say, ‘ We stick to our well-tried px lic 
cheers. } 

“ENGLISH RELATIONS WITH THE COLONTES. 

gentlemen, Icome to another point, which perhaps 
importe ance, at all events in the future, than the ones to a ich 
ferred. I want tocall your attention to the change in the 
this country and its colonies; I want to call your atte: ation it 

“Now, 

| our political relations and to the change in our commercial rel: 
take the commercial relations first. When I was at Glasgow t 

manufac tures to the foreign protected countries. I pointed o1 
trade with the neutral countries which, although they have + 
ndustry, and therefore are not protected in the true sense of the 

with these countries ta remained stationary; and I 
that our trade with our colonies had increased by leaps and 7” uu 
it had concealed the deficiency in our foreign trade. Well, 

laughter] to that. My figures have been question i 
has ever been denied that the figures in themselves were corre: 
been suggested that other figures might be produced which would 1 
ferent tale. I am not going into figures to-night, but I say that 

| onpose nts to produce any figures which are relevant to this om t 
which will in any way refute it. It is quite true that they 
volu mes of statistics. [{Laughter.] 

‘I must paraphrase a remark of Sir William Harcourt abi 
must say that where they are true they are irrelevant 
relevant they are not true. But I dare say I shall ha i 
one form or another to deal with these alternative statistic: 

| only tell you the result of my examination of them, and my 
whether your trade is prosperous at the present time or wheth 
continuance depends essentially, mainly, upon the continua: 
upon the increase, of your trade with your colonies. If that tra 
if it does not increase, then I don’t care what may be the truth a 
arative figures dealing with our foreign trade; but I say that ther 
be sufficient employment f wr our population, and wevery likely sha 
with a crisis even greater than our ancestors had to deal with iy 
well; it is our interest at the present moment—I am only dealing 
ests—it is our interest to stimulate the prosperity and the prog: 
colonies, and, quite independent of any affection that we may 
them, quite independent of any gratitude that we may owe to t! 
the interest of every one of us, and, above all, of the working: 

with them our trade relations, to increase and to 
[‘Hear!’ ‘Heart’] 

‘IMPORTANCE OF INCREASING COLONIAL TRADE 

‘If we give them a preference, they will reciprocate. [*‘Hear 
we take more from them, they will take more from us. Ther 
vhich I don’t think I have dealt with before, but it is of great 

al aad it is this: Every year from our surplus population we send 
best, our youngest, and our most intelligent—we send them abroa 
do they go? They go for the most part under aforeign flag. Th 
descends ant s bre ak the connection, and they no longer are shelt 
Union Jack, they no longer thrill with the sensations that m: 
I hope they remain friendly, but they are no longer to be count 
our supporters, amongst those who with us maintain the might 
responsibility for which has been thrown upon us. [Cheers 

Iam afraid I have been led intosentiment. {Laughter 
to interest. [Laughter.] Every emigrant from this country 
us say. to America, what is he? A prospective customer of 
tent of ts. If he goesto Canada, he takes £2fromyou. [*Hea 
he goes to Australia, he takes £5 or £6. [Cheers.] If he goest 
he takes more. Isnotthat worth considering? |Cheers 
ing exclusively with these matters of pocket, hadnt we better 
it would not be worth our while, while there is still time ‘H ‘ 
hold this colonial trade, to increase it by every means in our | 
‘Hear!’|, rather than to depend upon the crumbs which fall fr 
man’s table? [Loud and renewed cheering.} And theref 
vite you—it is one of my reasons, at any rate—that I invite y 
friends better than those who are your rivals and your 
Cheers 

: Che friends thou hast, and their adoption tried 
Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel 

‘ay that that is in your own interest; that it is abe 
ing which contributes to the prosperity of tl 

fills up their waste iands, which makes them richer, will not reat 
your prosperity also. {Cheers.}] But there is more than that 
is not everything in these matters. [{Cheers.] There is more tha 
I warn you that, “if you are out of sympathy with your colonies 
that, because they have, following every other nation, adopted a 
policy to yours, therefore they are ‘foolish and must not be listen d 
reject their offers, made to you in the most patriotic spirit and 
with any view to their own interest, because many of them belie 
concessions which are asked from them are greater than, if th 
their own prosperity alone, it would be worth their while to giv , bu 
by them because they share your, feeling as tothe Empire of whic! 

if you = ject these offers. if you will not cooperate in susta 
Empire on the — that they offer, then you may lose your op] 
it may never rect (‘Hear!’ ‘Hear! *) 

“Then I warn y ou you will never have that bond of commercia 
at one time at any rate, was the wish of Lord Rosebery. {Lau;: 
if you have no bout 1 of commercial unity you will never secure th: 
federation for which Lord Rosebery declared that he was willing 
[Laughter.| I do not think it is necessary for anybody to di 
laughter.) _For my own part, I am content to live for the eeapin 
But Task you, [ ask the people of this country, to settle, in tl 
when you are dealing with this question of preference to th @ Color 
or do you not want political union?’ [Cries of ‘Yes! J Do you wa! 
the bond closer? [Repeated cries of ‘ Yes!’ and a voice, ‘ We hav 
there,’ and cheers.| Yes, I agree with: my friend; we have b 
[Cheers.] We reverence and | glory in these family ties—|* W« 
man, no politician, shall induce us to do anything that would 

(Cheers I 
sible that anyt 
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““COBDEN AND THE COLONIES. 

it then this brings me to another change. In 1846 our position with 
i to the colonies was very different. The policy of the leaders of the 

o “trade agitation was very different. The circumstances have changed 
a [ask you, If the circumstances have changed, are we so stupid that 
we can not change to meet them: [‘No!'| Now, the leaders of the free-trade 
ag mn were not exactly enthusiastic about the imperial union. {Laugh- 
ter.| I quoted the other day at Newcastle a letter from Mr. Cobdenin which 
he tinctly said that he thought that one result of free trade would be 
radually and imperceptibly to loosen the bonds which unite us to the colo- 

‘Shame!’] And I said that nowadays we did not want to loosen those 
and that accordingly, if our policy tended in that direction, we must 

e that policy. [Cheers.}] But to-day in the Times I see a letter from a 

me that thatisan untruth. That is an illustration of the way in which our 
nts carry on the controversy. I will not follow them. The letter of 
‘bden ape me itself. But if that is not enough I will give them an- 

ther Laughter. 
. re is whes Mr. Cobden said. Speaking of our relations with Canada, 

‘In my opinion it is for the interests of both’—that is, of this coun- 
tr iof Canada—‘it is for the interests of both that we should as speedily 

sibly sever the political thread_by which we are as communities con- 
i, and leave the individuals on both sides to cultivate the relations of 

¢ erce and friendly intercourse as with other nations. I have felt an 
in this federation scheme, because I thought it was a step in the 

tion of an amicable separation.’ Mr. Cobden did not stand alone in 
int 
ll 

air 

t! times. It was not merely the leaders of the free-trade movement, but 
a large party in this country regarded the colonies as a costly incumbrance 
and gave them self-government—not with the hope that they would thereby | 
draw them closer to ourselves, but with the hope that they would take the 
r into their own hands, that they would separate from us, and become 
separate nations. I am not going to argue whether they were right or 
wrong. That question has been settled. But that was the idea which pre- 

| in 1846 in regard to the Empire, in regard to the colonies and our kins- Valle 

broad. Now that we have changed that idea, we must be prepared to 
adopt a new system to meet the altered circumstances. 

‘*MODERN POLITICIANS AND THE COLONIES. 
“Task myself the question, Is it certain that the modern leaders of the 

ds? [am not fora moment denying that, according to their views, ac- 
x to their opinions, they are just as patriotic as we are. [am not dis- 

ssing the morality of the question. I am discussing the fact. Do they 
think with us that closer relations with our brothers is not only a desirable 
thing in itself, but that it is our duty, our primary duty, to achieve it? | 

ir!’ ‘Hear!’] When I read the speeches that are made by Sir William 
Harcourt, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman [hisses], and by Mr. Courtney, 
well, [can not find in any one of them any trace of the true appreciation of | 
what the Empire means. I can not find any enthusiasm, any sentiment 
whatever, any chord that can be touched that will strike to this great ideal, 
as I believe it to be, of the British people. I hope I don’t do them an injus- 
tice, but I can not see that they care one brass button [laughter] about im- 
perial union. The only thing they seem to care about is the union of the 
Radical party. [Laughter and cheers.] Then it will be said, ‘Surely you 
don’t attribute similar views to men like Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, Mr. 
Ritchie, Lord Goschen, and, above all, the Duke of Devonshire.’ No; I don’t. 

Hear!’ ‘Hear!’]) But Ladmit that Iam totally unable to understand ex- 
actly what their position is. he Hear!’ ‘Hear!’| They seem to me to be Im- 
perialists in theory and Little Englanders in practice. They wish to see 
Im} il union, and they refuse to do anything to secure it. 

Here is Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, for instance, of whom I desire to speak 
with the greatest respect; but he himself boasts that he has always been 
against preference, and he himself refused a preference on wine, which 
would not have increased the price of food to the working classes. He has 
refused a preference on wine when it was asked for by the Australians. He 

1as refused a preference on tea. He has refused a preference on sugar. He 
has refused a preference on corn. 
to do little better for our brothers than he would do for strangers. [‘ Hear! 

‘and ‘Shame.’] I don’t understand him ([‘Hear! ‘Hear!’] It may 
right, but to my mind that is not an Imperialist policy. [‘No.’] All 

e gentlemen who have joined the Free Food League—at first I under- 

nen! 

pe all 

stood that they joined because they were determined free traders—that 
t! would not listen to any depreciation of that doctrine that could be 
pl | before them. That is a different position to take up. 

But I find lam mistaken. That is not their position, because they are 
to support the Government; and the Government have declared, 

through the prime minister, in unmistakable language, that they are not 
ng to allow the foreigner any longer to engage in an unfair competition 

this country, or to dump their goods here without any restriction. 

ime!?] 

tre now as parts of the Empire. 

a policy of that kind. Daenepeer. I have said, and I say again, 
derstand the position of the Free Food League. 

“THE LIBERAL IMPERTALISTS. 
“But I turn to another class. 

3 very 

ure, an imperialist section of the community. 

nent is very simple. * 

i 
t 

his view is that my ron 
me 2 f 
you will quarrel with him. {Laughter. } 
( 

e y with any other country, even upon the most ticklish subject, but for | 
. n's sake, even when your friends in the colonies ask you—for heaven's 
Sake don’t get into negotiation with them. 
i. Mr. Asquith says: ‘I trust to sentiment, the splendid feeling existing 
et ween the colonies and the mother country; let it alone, don’t touch it.’ 
and then he argues in favor of an imperial council, a thing which I myself 
greatly desire, whic on two separate occasions I have proposed to repre- 
. ves of our self-governing colonies. They on two separate occasions 
have said it was premature for them to comdilier to propose this imperial 
; il. And what does he think it is going to do? Why, that imperial 

man whom I will not name and whom I do not know, who politely tells | 

rade party don’t share these antiquated views of Mr. Cobden and his | 

And he was equally ready in his refusal | 

heers.| That may be; but no one can conceal from himself that that is a 
position which is inconsistent with the absolute free-trade doctrine; and in 

epting it the Free Fooder has shown that it is not against protection that 
) anxious to protest, but it is against a preference to the colonies. 

| You may protect yourselves against the foreigner; but if you 
ny advantage to those who offer you an advantage in return—if in any 
.ccidentally or otherwise, you benefit your kinsmen abroad—yon assist 

f mies into a position in which they will be still more important than 
If you make concessions to them in 

orcer to show your gratitude, if you negotiate with them for this purpose, 
n that is anathema maranatha; and the Free Food League is prepared to 

| out of public life any statesman who will have the audacity to oppose 
Gao not un- 

I turn to that class of our opponents which 
ably represented by Mr. Asquith. They profess to be. and I believe 

i Mr. Asquith declares his 
ympathy, his entire sympathy, with the consolidation of the Empire, and 

sal will destroy the unity of the Empire. The argu- 
you once get into negotiation with your friend, then 

You may negotiate with foreign 
tries, you may make a reciprocity treaty with France, you may make a 

iu, Whenever it is established, will have to do with such delicate mat- 

27 

ters as imperial defense, as imperial legislation, as imperial taxation. Ap- 
parently Mr. Asquith thinks sentiment isstrong enough to allow us to negoti- 
ate with our colonies on such matters, and at the same time it is too brittle 
when we begin to talk about a tax on, let us say. brass work or something of 
that kind. Then, at once they would break off, and the Empire would be 
disrupted. I don’t take this view of the opinion of our colonies. I believe 
that we may just as safely negotiate with them as we may negotiate with 
any other people on the face of the earth [cheers], and I believe they will 
meet us with a greater desire to come together than anybody else with whom 
we could possibly enter into communication. [Cheers.] 

“THE COLONIES AND RECIPROCITY. 

“Then there is another objection which they give. They say, ‘Oh, what 
Mr. Chamberlain proposes is a one-sided arrangement. The colonies’—that 
is Mr. Asquith’s view—‘ the colonies,’ he says, ‘have not shown the sli t 

| inclination to respond to his offers. They will offer nothing worth having 
| in return.’ Now, how does he know? [Laughter It is news to me 
Whence does he derive this astounding information? [A voice: ‘From the 
parrot,’ and laughter.] Well, sir, I know something of the colonies [laughter 
and ‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’}, butIam not bold enough, Iam not presumptuous en h, 
to predict beforehand exactly what all those great states, each with its sey 
arate government, its separate interests, will do in any case which has not 

| yetarisen. I have confidence that they will do what is right [cheer 
refrain altogether—I have not this special information at my disposal which 
would justify me in saying exactly how they will meet our offers when they 
are made to them; but time will show whether I have undertaken this cru 
sade in ignorance of their wishes [‘ No!’ and cheers f their intentions 

s ul 

or 

| “But, meanwhile, there are some things that we all know, except Mr. 
| Asquith. [Cheers.] They are public ererts We know, for instance, 
| that a preferential system has been asked for by all the colonies on three 
separate occasions. It was asked for at the Ottawa conference; it was asked 
for at the two conferences over which I presided in London; it was asked 
for by the representatives of the several colonies, and they were not repu 
diated when they returned home. We know, as regards Canada, that the 
prime minister of Canada, that the leader of the opposition, that Mr. Tarte 
one of the most distinguished representatives of french Canada, are all 
favor of this principle. {Cheers We know that Mr. Fielding, who is n 
ister of finance in the present government, in his budget speech in the C: 
dian Parliament, while saying that reciprocal preference was what 
Canadian people desired, added that if their offers and suggestions were p 

| aside by the mother country no one could complain if they considered them- 
selves free to review, to reconsider, the preference they had already given 
us. They give us voluntarily of their own accord 
cent, and the result of that preference is that our trade w 
gone up in the last few years until it is nearly doubled 

| It has increased by something like six millions, and the C: 
ment, the Canadian opposition, say that if we are w 
are willing to negotiate, and see if they can not gi 
(Cheers. } 

**So much for Canada. In Australia the prime minister and, 
the prime minister of New Zealand both made this policy of re 

a preference of 23 
ith Canada he 

‘Hear!"] 

yr to reciprocate, they 

us further advantage. ve 

I may Say 

‘iprocal pre 
erence the leading article of their programme, and my friend, Mr. Reid, who 
is leader of the opposition in Australia, although he is himself a convinced 
free trader, has, if the reports of his speeches have been correct, declared 
that if he could not have absolutely free trade he should be prepared to giv: 
tothe mother country a preference of 5) percent. [Cheers In South Africa 
the whole British community isin favor of the preference of 25 per cent wl 
has always been conceded to us. [Cheers Mr. Hofmeyr, the leader of t 

Dutch community in Cape Town, made no objection, but he has stated, as he 
has stated before, that if there is to be no reciprocity he does not believe that 
this preference will be lost. 

“Now, these are things which can not be repudiated 
You may draw your own conclusion. For my part, I say, w 

They are fact 
hen I remember 

how the colonies responded to our appeal; when I remember how, when we 
were in stress and difficulty, they sent us men in thousands and tens of th 
sands, how they paid money, small indeed in « parison with our vast 
penditure, but not inconsiderable when you have in mind the relative pr: 
portion of our population [*Hear!’ *‘Hear!’]; when I remember how, w! 
everyone's hand seemed raised against us, we relied and rested on tl 
support that we had from these great growing states across the sea r 
am not prepared to treat their proposals with contempt, and I believe t! 
we may negotiate with them without fear of a quarre!, and that they will 
show to us the same spirit of generosity and patriotism which, I hope, that 
we shall be ready to show to them. [Cheers 

“THE STATE OF ENGLISH HOME TRADE. 

** Now, I have dealt with some general considerations, and I want to say a 
few words on certain practical aspects of the question. Mr. As I 
speech on Saturday, complained that I ignored the home trade, th: lic 
not answer his arguments upon this question. Well, I beg Mr. Asquith 
pardon. Ican not answer every argument in one speech; 
all my opponents at once. I remember a case, reported at : 
civilian in a foreign country who was supposed to have sai: : very 
offensive of a certain regiment. The whole of the officers of the ent, 
from the colonel down to—I don’t know what it was—ihe ensign, sent him a 
challenge. He accepted all the challenges, but he said that he would prefer, 
if they did not object, to kill them one by one Laughter He added that 
he hoped they would draw lots as to which should be the first. I wish my 
opponents would draw lots. 

* But lam willing to put Mr. Asquith in the front rank. Now, what does 
he mean? I ignore the home trade! I do not think I have made a single 
speech in which I have not given extreme import 
main object I have in view in the whole of this crusade—s 
secure for this country a strong home trade [che 
center of a self-sustainingempire. [Cheers.] Sir, I 
thinks that the home trade is very prosperous and th: 

nce 

410c nyi 

Vhy, sir, the 
lil calli 

rs} and to mak 
ther that Mr 
t if that is th 

not certain that the home trade is very prosperous “7 ¢H B 
suppose itis, it is no answer at all tomy argument. If the foreign le is 
declining and if at the same time foreigners are sending more and more of 
their goods into our home market, why, it does not take a genius to disc 
that in that case the home market will suffer sooner or later,and more likely 
sooner than later. [‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear!’} 

“THE ‘TRANSFER OF EMPLOYMENT’ FALLACY. 
“Now, I believe that all this is a part of the old fallacy about the transfer 

of employment. Thisisthe idea: You are engaged ina certain industry; that 
industry is destroyed by ‘dumping,’ or foreign competition, or by sweat 
or by any other cause. Very well; you have noright to complai1 
other industry is prospering, and it is your own fault if you do not leave th 
industry which is falling for the industry which is rising Laughter.] 

| Sir, itis an admirable theory. It satisfies everything bu an empty stomac! 
{[Laughter.] Look how easy itis. Your once great trade of sugar refin is 
gone. All right; try jam Laughter.|] Your iron trade is going. Never 

| mind; youcan make mouse traps. [Laughterandcheers.] The cotton trade 



Well ac that ms itter to you? Suppose you try dolls’ 
u . Birmingham trade. That is why I men- 

j How { I go on? 

Tal ur refining hat went. Jam tookitsplace. Whyonearthare 
‘ | s which ruined the sugar refinery will 

k to jam? And when jam has gone then 
l i something « and, believe me, though the industries of 

\ I l is, you can not go on forever; you can not go on 
vith indifference the disappearance of your principal industries 
hope y will be able to replace them by secondary and inferior 

\ vutting aside altogether the unfair individual suffering that is 
vused } ry transfer of employment, by taking a workingman from some 

h he has been brought up, in which he has been engaged all his 
etting him down to something to which he is not accustomed, and 

h he has no aptitude—putting aside all that individual suffering, I 
\ vider ever that there is any real compensation to be 
a no dence whatever that when one trade goes another im- 

tS piace. 

“THE BUILDING TRADE. 

T observe that Sir William Harcourt has been looking at the Blue Book, 
é and t only tl but he has taken advantage of pa ng through 

i I I a railway carriage to make observations as to our commer- 
ul j What he say 1 effect is: ‘It may be that some industries are 
ca ‘ thers are growing, and as I passed through these places 

I saw en ol 10ormous activity on the ] of the building trade.’ 
sucht [have a letter from a builder in Derby who says: ‘In Derby 
reat! er of men are out of employment in the building trade.’ But 

rea that does not affect the argument. The building trad What does it 
I ! W hen the tin ute trade is bad, are the tin-plate operatives to start 
la I But what an illustration, what an unfortunate illustration it 
\ The building trade! Why, gentlemen, the building trade is one 
of the few trades in this country which is protected, not by |] slation, but 

circumstances, the necessary circumstances, of the trade and the 
itio! [ trade 

H vou ¢ r hea m be a case, but I d t know of it 
} ' ey } rf n co actor, say, an Italian builder coming 

hi i tin t builders to build houses or public build 
or! i rs bring ver with them theirown la ‘at, let ussay, 

~ l iy, and accordingly contracting for much lower prices? My 
expel é that of the Birmingham ersity. We put forward 

r specifi and ced for tenders, no foreigner [laughter] 
fered t ony And accordingly, gentlemen, if the progress of the 

ng t ad be quo at all, itt in favor of pr: tion [‘ Hear!’ 

fear nd avor of free ude. As Ihave said, by natural circun 
ces, the building trad pl ed, and if there were t ch anin 

ent, if a foreign « at to come over from some « ntry where 
} 18a } g t x to build our ur ; ol v 

inavery difficult position Cheer 
ly childish, tos 1 

try can transfer 
1elther 

tal and all 
» some other prosper ) ry, and, in 

{ uppose an industry in the condition of the 
*in favor of free r If you 

} d have been a \ fferent thing 
Lk well, all the det sof house furni 

pporti ur fle t 
olin ‘ 

( laps, W 

I ra 
natu prote » prote ou 

t 8) 

rHE JEWELRY AND BRASS TRADES. 

r opponents fail. as I think thev do absolu producing 
wctory exp that would justify 1 n bel that all this 

1 race ma ip in another, let us s¢ if they them out 
} rous ind es, What » conditions of decayir ndustries. Mr 
qj rs atn He says, here have I been at wo ry how 

vith assistance—I wish I had it—that I have been a p 
i ul f those deca 1g trades, and I have been able t y few 

On tl ! ivy, I can produce scores and scores of instances, but I am not 
t ) ech h particulars of decaying ind s. Whatl 

‘ ) itea pla I have visited with son t ndust1 
! | ‘ amiliar ‘Hear!’ ‘Heat i ike one o1 

ifinw Bin ngham men are conce l 

I f vd I Hear! We have ] tatistics 

rt ‘ r I re that time board of tr did n ‘ Ww 
] GOO Ww to foreigners £59,000 worth, we imp ad from for 

57 000 h Shan and Ww were £87.( to t bad 
i ‘ W 00. But in 1902 we were £ ) to the bad. 

} \ n those three year 1 this forei trade we are 
us Wadly of e were in 1900. Well, what is tl ( Whatis the 

We re are tariffs; tariffs which prevent you from sending your 
{ ye r n countries, and which ra l 5 per cent, and 

‘ 1 tim at that roing on the ire ivi fro you 
l as all tl for ountries put together Une It is a 

W hev vy look at this matt ther you 
ial tra rv r you take the general res 5 trad 
Liwa the l x] t I in 

impor » th yuntry, only con y1 om 

tn) } S mall 

I l ‘ ent 
+ ist ve KNOW what 

1) I i olonial 
t wer S f recipro¢al 

efer r de wnic in 
Tr ‘ iployed 

} ‘ we wish t 
. ( 

OTHER INDUSTRIES—PEARL BUTTONS, CY ES 

Wille t; our trad j Well, ta ome l n Bir 
nghan ie ‘ Hu n’s Histo I bu ud In 

ttor , 5,000 work people used to be e1 ye lay there 

f und ¥ ew of them have full employment Why is that 
wrgely due to the influence of the tariffs, which shu I he pearl 

America,and is partly due to th dumping’ of pearl buttons 
t ( I i » J rland and ever nt Biriningch l if I re 

ram to y’ from reat hous the city, which said that 
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| whereas Birmingham used to oe 
| largest source of them, now they were got chiefly from Germany 

roduce small wares of all kinds a: 

an 
one of the greatest of the German manufacturers had told him't 
Chamberlain's policy were to be carried, and he thought it was 
[cheers|—that if it were carried he would bring his manufactory o 

| and, if he brought his manufactory over here, it would be British w 
[applause] who would be employed and who would get the wax 
now enjoyed by German workmen. [Cheers.] . 

‘**Well, I wonder what has become of the 5,000 pearl-button make; 
were once employed, and who have lost their employment. [A voice 
ing jam!’ and laughter.| I will only give you one more. [Cries of ‘G 
lam going to take this time a comparatively new industry. Take t) 
trade. Now, what is the case there? Our exports to the foreign pr 
countries fell £566,000 in ten years, and our exports to the colonies ros 
same period £367,000. Why was that change? When the foreigners 
that the manufacture of cycles was rather a good thing, they put up 
tariffs—the tariffs now on cycles range up to 45 per cent—and. n 
with that, when the time of depression was strongest in Ameri 
cans dumped their cycles down here at prices with which English may 
turers could not compete. In 1897 the United States of America sent 
United Kingdom alone £460,000 worth of cycles, and at the same ti) 
flooded the colonies and sent them £340,000 worth, all of which wi 
have had if we had had a tariff here to prevent unfair competition a1 
had had a preference arrangement with the colonies which would ha 
the trade forus. [Cheers.] 

whi 

“THE PREDICTIONS OF PROPHETS. 

“T have one point more. If this great question had to besolved u 
considerations alone, upon the declineof our foreign trade, upon th« 
of our foreign competitors, upon the necessity of keeping the co! 
us, [should have no fear. The working classes of this country, t} 
men of this country, they know where the shoe pinches much bet 
the political economists and the lawyers who profess to instruct t 
when we come to this, when we have got so far, then our opponents} 
trump card. Then they say, ‘ Very well; if it be true that your tra 
ing off, that your primary industries are decaying, well, you had tx 
the evil that you know sooner than riskanevilthat youwotnotof. \ 
make any change.’ Again—what a-curious argument fora Radi 
can’t make any change without being worse off, and. above all. 
foolish enough to listen to Mr. Chamberlain you will find th« 
food increase [laughter], the old bad days will return, destitut 
your lot, famine will stare you inthe face. If you don’t 1 i 
yourself [a voice, ‘Quack, quack!’ and laughter) think of your fa 
of your children.’ Gentlemen, I beg of you to treat the argume 
ponents with more respect. [Laughter.] Well, now, I have to 
this prediction of evil as resulting from my proposals—a pr 
you ought to suspect, because it comes from prophets who hx 
wrong—this prediction isa grotesque misrepresentation. 

pi 

L* bic 
“THE ‘BIG LOAF’ AND THE ‘LITTLE LOAF.’ 

1 “T want to give you a practical illustration. You know t 
last few weeks the walls of Birmingham have been covered 
poster. That isintendedas an advertisement fora London newsp 
inade itself notorious for its pro-Boer sympathies [hisses] « 
war, and forthe ready credence which it gave toevery calumny 
‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’| or uponourstatesmen. [‘Shame!*] Well, that 
youa big loaf, biggerthan any I have ever seen. [Laughter I 
it must weigh about eight and twenty pounds [laughter}], and it 
little loaf, smaller than I have ever seen [laughter|, which, | 
weigh a few ounces. It tickets one ‘the free-trade loaf, and 
littleone ‘the Zollverein loaf,’ and the card has no other object t 
you to believe that if you adopt my policy of preference to 
is the little bit o loaf to which you and your families will 
you will have sacrificed the mammoth which appears in an 
paper. I felt a curosity to inquire what would be the exact « 

ize of a loaf if the whole tax which I propose to be put on ¢ 

a corresponding reduction in the size of the loaf, and I aske 
Alderman Bow kett, to make me two loaves in order to test t! 

A DRAMATIC ILLUSTRATION. 

Mr. Chamberlain, amidst the intense curiosity of the vas 
displayed on the rostrum two loaves of bread, amidst loud ch« 
tinuing, the right honorable gentleman said: ‘I don’t know 
eyes are better than mine, but when I first saw these loaves I w 
unable to tell which was the big one. [Laughter and cheer I 
is a difference, because I know that in the smaller one a few ou 
have been used, in order to correspond with the amount of t! 
still, I think, a sporting question [laughter] which is the big 
is the little one. Now, there isa sample, and what is to bé 
which is supported by such dishonest representations as th 
have referred? Youmay see for yourselves the difference is 
is not the whole of the case. I have given you figuresand arg 
I will not repeat, that there is reason to believe that the great 
tax, whatever it may be, will be paid by the foreigner and n 
sumer. [Cheers. | have said something else, so anxious am [t! 
conceivable circumstance it shall ever be said I am the caus« 
burden of life to the poor of this country—TI have said I will ta 
course. I suppose that the whole tax is paid by the consumer, a 
him an exactly equivalent amount in remission from other tax 
into his daily life. [Cheers 

“NO MORE MOMENTOUS ISSUE. 

l, [have done. [Cries of ‘Go on!’ ‘Plenty of time!’ a1 
I have endeavored in the course of my speech to-1 

l in all the other s] es that I have delivered, while att 
answer serious arguments, still to avoid anything in the natu 
party and personal controversy. [Cheers.] I recognize with s 

! some of those,at any rate—with whom I have been 
connected in recent years of my political life differ from me 01 
[ recognize with pleasure and gratification that, on the other hand 
the strongest of my opponents are with me now. Not upon 
tions—they recognize, as I do, that this is a question above par 
which affects national interests. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’| I have end 
state the case I see it, to state it fairly and honestly. I have1 

“Wel 

ne 

of those 

has been suggested—I have not taken my figures or my facts or ! 
tions second nd. Although I have had agreat task put upon 
yet I have endeavored to verify, as far _as that was possible, ™) 
thing that 1 have 

“| have not 
the people by 
deliberati 

asserted. [‘Hear!’ ‘ Hear!’] 
tried to rush your decision. I have not end@eay 
surprise. On the contrary, I have asked for d 

on, and it is only after hearing all that can be said on 



ii 

~~ 

; has ever been submitted to any nation : 
3 one p point upon which all parties are agreed. 

1er we be tariff reformers, we all alike agree that the issue whe 

which depends the prosperity of the country, the welfare of this 

hat you shall come to your final conclusion. 
It will be with the people of this country 

union of the Empire. 
J care very little whether the result wil 

a little richer. 
pulence. 

f its great mission [ 
ive 

mbi 

ted, 

ving spoken for one hour and fifty minutes.] 

: of foreign markets and the unfair competition to which British 

H 

ne 

{Cheers. ] 

THE 

fold, treasurer of 
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The issue will be 
, and none more 

ut any time. There, at 
Whether we be free 

No. 7. Yarn spinner, 
| the United States made export of carded w« 
impossible. Up till the time of the last inc 
which 
Since the new tariff came into oe 
The duty on a yarn invoiced at 3d. 31s. 7 

RESOLUTION. home market, which has sinc 
the Birmingham Liberal Unionist Associ trade unremunerative. 

principally for tweed 

re 

| 

ee e : : ’ a | No Manufacturers of hosiery and wove 
‘That this meeting thanks Mr. Chamberlain for his address placing of ee ee Bri tai 2. , 

ion that the time has arrived for the reconsideration of the fis- | * “yo i3. Woolen m oseianant s~ nous to the v 
~~ ee rs { . aoe : . re i, Sen eeaailien s | - . do ‘ ner i LOUS LU il¢ 

the United Kingdom (1) in view of the continually increasing | without the shadow of a doubt. 
' 

| 

‘iple of reciprocal p 

; Mi ujesty ‘s Government in 
intries, including 
them on their present hostile 

: : ; : , No Hosiery manufacturers—Almost 
rs are subjer ted, and (2) for the purpose of consolidating and | 4), Ut ited Giates ay ne na 

Empire; and that this meeting accordingly approves of the | ~ Wo 15. Manufacturers of high-class tw 
PS « aie L > s as Cis we 

asking for a free hand in negotiating business, except that buyers look at our st 
’ ro ‘ I » oO » a et Seaties . : - : 

the power of F a a lere NO Conces- | hits tosave their shame, and then make uj 
tariff, and also cordially sup- | this side or know better what to buy on t} 

reference between the mother country and | speaking of this ¢ ountry, which takes 

len yar 
ase 

even then seldom led to anything further, 
ration 6ven il qua’, 74d. 

n 

% per cent 

we 

[‘ Hear!’ ‘Hear! 4 For my part, ladies and the duty is 2s. 4)d. oleenend: woolen yarn in 
be to make this country, severely from the United States tariff on woolen fa 

The character of a nation is more important | in large quantities by their weavin tomers 
What I care for is that this people shall rise to | No. 8. Scotch tweed merchants, and a f Er sh n 
‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!'] that they who in past gen- | At present it is not possible to sell ir e U ad Stat 

made a kingdom surpassed by none should now in altered cir- | tariff, except to houses doing a high-class trade , 
and new conditions show itse’f to be worthy of the leadership of | consideration. 

sh race, and, in cooperation with our kinsmen across the seas, they No. 9. Tweed manufacturers—R aaee 1 our trade to 
» to make an empire which may be, whic h ought to be, gre eater, No. 10. Woolen and worsted manufacturer—T t 
more fruitful for good than any empire in human history.” | what remains being specialties in ck th ¢ or desig 

mendous cheering the right honorable gentleman then resumed | No. ll. Seotch tweed manufactur The effe has 
it has, since the McKinley tariff, entirely ‘stopped wha 
the United States and thrown all that output (which w 

under 

ht tl 

that time been seriously) 

s and poo, which, without increasing the cost of living in | cent. counting all—and then struts about a r e 
I ri wto j t UE mt an Ss 1 a as lo 5 Ol 
Kinge ee xtend Imperial trade to the mutual advantage No. 16. Tweed manufacturer and yarn spinner 
tf the B e. 7 ale 7 aan . . a das ~ | closed th markets. , 
ative workingman, Mr. C. C. Cooke, seconded the motion, which fo. 17. Manufacturers chiefly of tweeds an wors 

ie | been very injurious upon our busi 
MR. CHAMBERLAIN’S REPLY. No. 18. Woolen merchant, handling from medi 

; il a Scotch goods, also En h worste« 
berlain, in reply, said: : adverse to business. Having a s 7 

gentlemen, | thank you for the resolution which you have | testify to the enormous increas i pr 
so much cordiality. Iam encouraged by the support of my | turers. Every season the newest d 1d 
ngham, and not only by your support, but by the way in | both in fabric and colors: and I have seen surprising 

il upon this subject has been received by _ working classes | pecially in botany and crossbred worsteds. I Wet 
s the country. I pointed out at Liverpool, as Mr. Cooke has | class of Americans being determined t exclusi' 

at the issue was one which under our existing parliamentary | ported goods, the present limited trade would be s1 
( ent from that of the days of the Corn Law League, when | best class of British goods is one of t ways by wl 

rkingman who is a householder and every lodger who cares toclaim | his importanc e financially. F 
iat theresult must necessarily be dec *ided by the majority- that is, No. 19. Manufacturers of fancy wool 1d worste< 
ing classes of this country; and I should be mere ly running my | undoubtedly has been to practically des the trad 
a brick wall if I attempted now to do what was done those long small trade is still done, but in my opinion makers wou 

; arry leg = — h was contrary to the wishes and aspira- | it. It only exists because British makes and styles st 
he majority o 16 people. | men’s goods, and American chants buy t n 

re it is that I say, finding, as I have found, such friendly accept- | the sake of educating themselves in order to acl 
generous consideration, such patience and attention, I do not be- | fac cares 

t we are wrong. [Loud cheers.} Ladies and gentlemen, you will | No. 20. Fane y woolen and worsted manufacturers—A 
to-night without the usual vote of thanks to the chairman, which | No. 21. Hosiery manufacturer—Fore too s 

artily tender to Mr. Lowe. [‘Hear!’ ‘Hear!’] Here in Birming- ey 
Lam inclined to think, in the district round it, we shall be united, | No. 22. Manufacturers of Scotch twee Ne 

tdays. Here, at any rate, the free trader will cease from troubling | United States. 
former will be at rest. [Laughter.] T he members for Bi No. 23. Tweed manufactur n aga 
ain say, ‘Weare seven’ [cheers], and if I may judge _ mm | trict. 

ear and see, the members for Aston [cheers, and a voice, ‘They are No. 24. Tweed manufacturer— ( 

i the fewer goods e we exported. cans will not be bothered with i 

' 

g your Arthur’]| and Handsworth, and even East Worcestershire No. 25. Tweed manufacturer ince the p 
the members for all the surrounding districts, will go back to the on woolen goods our trade has been practically 

‘f Commons, I verily believe, a happy family, determined to allow no No. 26. Manufacturer of high-class woolens for n 
ted superstitions to stand in the way of the welfare of the cour | which formerly were bought for this market in 

opose that the best thanks of the meeting be given to Mr. Lowe for tically shut out. Merchants who used to order 1,000 
tin the chair.” ([Cheers.] now content with 50 yards or less. Goods possessing 

MR. AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN. sought after, but they are purt thased only in minim 
a a ae ee | repeated. It is understood that the American ma 

t Hon. Austen Chamberitain, in re sponse to rej peated c alls, stepped | something sufficiently near at cost whenev 
He @ aid he had not come there to make a speech, and, in spite wanted. The strides recently ms sin the di st 
me. he was not going to make one. He came there to show his | #5 T¢ rds at least the woolen brancl t 

n for the couragé with which the senior member from Birmingham | Ame to modify its fiscal policy it would prove a 
nup that question and fought his fight, and his sympathy with the | of Great Britain in the markets of the world 

he advocated inallits branches. [*‘*Good old papa!” The Gov No ae Scotch tweed manufactur ver} It 
was asking the country for a mandate to resume the fiscal freedom | effect of reducing the quantity of and <i 
‘sixty years they had abandoned. The use which should be made more difficult to obtai n. One direct eff [ t pre 
dom when it was recovered was for the electors of thiscountry to | B® W Gesigns mace In thiscountry ar i ut 

For his (the speaker’s) part he had very little doubt as to what the | #md the manulacturerin this country doe t 

ssue of the struggle would be, and he was glad to have been privi nuity in producing new desig it 

ike part in that great meeting. ([Cheers. ] No Yarn merchant n t : v 

dings terminated with the singing of the national anthem. revenue purposes only) British exports inv n 
oie 2) When the tariff became protective ! 

aia tariff became prohibitive, as it is now « 
the ex« on of special designs ' 

[From Glasgow Herald September 2.] — GEC 7 nano ~~ not yet produ 

7 . — — _ —— ' . . ae — 29. Scotch tweed manufa VIEWS OF SCOTTISH WOOLEN TRADE ON FOREIGN TARIFFS. teade with the Uni tod eatin te 

' of obtaining reliable information regarding the effect of | #i!most entire t th t 
m the Scotch woolen trade, the South of Scotland Chamber No. 3). we big , 
ently invited itsmembers toanswer several questions. The | £° ods—T he the 

wers have been received from thirty-three me mbers of the: am- | that country a 
i representing business firms of considerable importance, and No I I . , 

; par ‘mare in very large concerns: -_ No. 32. Manufacturer f ‘ty 
; : esses When Iw: nt first to the 

UNITED STATES TARIFFS. many, custon in America w 
this was also rie! I 

What, in your opinion, has been the effect from time to time of | ber frequent or rom Amer 
riffs levied on woolen goods by the United States? | color. A. T & Co.,A 
N 1. Yarn spinner—-To greatly restrict, and latterly to r- | were large cu varying u é 

p to business in Scotch woolen yarns , | that business since th » adoptio 
| manufacturer—Roughly atated, as tariffs rose, exports to | competitive business hs ‘ s 

i States fell. litule, trade in spe “ialti : 
, ifacturers of fancy tweeds, worsted suitings, etec.—The present | in America) ce into 

| to be practically prohibitive. No. 33. Manufacturer of fancy 
1 manufacturers—Not long enough experience to warrant | To close the market to us enti2 

trade can still be done i 
weed manufacturers, all processes—Extremely hurtful to the tn | as to result. I believe we Sta 

' ; tariff it would hardly affect t ) 
snufacturers of Se tweeds and costumes—The higher the | have the novelty trade beca y and 

at 
used to! 
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CONTINENTAL TARIFFS. 

Question. What has been the effect of the tariffs levied by France, Ger- 
many, Ru 
sale of woolen goods from this country? 

Answers. No. 2. Tweeds—Certainly a decrease of trade, and, I think, a 
lowering of the class of goods taken by these countries. 

No. 3. Tweeds, etc.—The effect of these tariffs is, of course, to make trade 
more difficult in our class of goods. In most cases they are so gauged as to 
make any general expansion of business with these markets impossible, and 
in s a instances the effect of existing tariffs has been to stop business 
entirely. 

No. 5. Tweeds, etc.—The effect of such tariffs is to make business difficult, 
uncertain, and almost prohibitory. 

No. 6. Tweeds, etc.—The effect of these tariffs has been, firstly, to make it 
more difficult to get our goods into these countries; and, secondly, to encour- 
age the domestic manufacturer, who is enabled to improve his processes by 
the wealth made from trade gained by keeping others out. The result is 
makers have to compete against a tariff with makers who are as good or will 
soon be as good as themselves. This, carried a little further, would mean 
that manufacturers in the above countries may soon be able to secure part 
of our home trade. 

No. 7. Yarns—The export of yarn from continental countries to Scotland 
is much larger than the export from Scotland to them—sufficient proof that 
they can prodece yarn as cheaply as we can. It follows that even their 
lightest duties have a deterrent effect on imports from this country. Asa 
matter of fact, it is impossible to send plain carded yarns to the Continent. 
A fitful business is done in yarns of special quality and special make, but often 
on such a small scale as to make it doubtful whether the sample orders were 
meant to be followed by bulk or only for purposes of information and imita- 
tion. Our agents report that it is the tariff which makes business unsatisfac- 
tory and almost impossible. 

No. 9. Tweeds—Have affected our trade considerably, though there is still 
a good trade done with Germany, fair with France. 

No. 10. T'weeds, etc.—Every increase of duty has made the sales of goods 
more difficult and tended to reduce them. 

No. ll. Tweeds—What trade we do is with merchant firms who only sell 
British goods, and we have not felt these tariffs so keenly, but with the con- 
tinued increasing tariffs and improved knowledge of manufacture we don't 
see much prospect of our trade being maintained. 

No. 13. Tweeds—To be well dressed in these countries people wear British 
goods, but the tariff in above countries makes our goods intrinsically dear, so 
that for intrinsic value it is impossible to compete with domestic goods. 
The tariffs undoubtedly act as a great barrier to trade. 

No. 15. Tweeds—France: Dwindling down. Germany: Dwindling down. 
Russia: After a last struggle now dead. Austria: Very difficult and risky. 
Italy: Sometimes a bit of business in a novelty if we give them it for nothing. 

No. 16. Tweeds and yarns—A wide question which cowld only be answered 
by reference to statistics. My own experience is that the tariffs help manu- 
facturers in the country imposing them by enabling them to compete with 
us in their country; and, further, the tariffs act as a bounty enabling them to 
wndersell us in our own market. 
lost trade amounting to eryport io annum by the imposition of a tariff in 
one country in Europe, said tariff being imposed with the set purpose of clos- 
ing tle market against him and others. 

No. 17. Tweeds—In our experience with France and Germany it has been 
hurtful, and only a trifle less so in the case of Italy and Spain. 

No. 18. Tweeds, etc.—Of all the countries mentioned the Russian tariff is 
most severe, the business being limited to the most expensive class of 
worsteds in fancies and coatings—almost no Scotch tweeds. Germany and 
Austria are our best continental markets, but owing to the tariffs the trade 
is practically limited to the extent in which we are successful in producing 
novelties. Theconstant cry is “ novelty,” and catering for that alone enables 
us to sell at a profit. When it comes to plain goods in the medium and 
cheaper qualities, the tariffs kill business. Germany probably buys keener 
than any other continental nation, so if the threatened increase in the tariff 
is carried out it must havea disastrous influence upon both the Scotch-tweed 
trade and English worsteds. 

19. T weeds, etc.—The effect of these tariffs has been to make it more 
difticult to export to these countries. 

No. 20. Tweeds—Greatly to decrease trade. 

RY 
WO 

No. 22. Tweeds—We did a fair trade with France and Germany twenty 
years ago, but this has fallen away, and we now do nothing with either 
country. 

No. 23. Tweeds—Adverse. 
No. 24. Tweeds—Hurtful as regards FranceandGermany. No experience 

of other countries 
No. 25. Tweeds—During the past twenty years our trade with France has 

been a gradually diminishing one. With Germany, on the contrary, it has 
been growing considerably. 

No. 26. Tweeds—The eftect has been to lower the quality and to lessen the 
quantity bought. It would be interesting to know to what extent French 
pulled skin wools and German-made worsted yarnsand dye wares are used in 
this country. The suggestion to put a duty on such imports, I incline to 
think, would prove a mistaken expedient. ‘ Better to bear the ills we have 
than fly to others that we know not of.” 

No. 27. Tweeds, etc 
exports to the country in which they are levied. The result of the last in- 
crease in tariff levied by France was to so seriously diminish the amount of 
trade that we were compelled to dismiss our agent in France, because the 
amount of trade he could do would no longer pay the cost of his patterns. 
Previously our French trade had been a fairly profitable one. Our experi- 
ence does not go far enough back to deal wlth the other European countries, 
but no doubt the increased tariff, which comes into force in Germany next 
year, will have the same tendency as the French one has had. 

No. 28, Yarns—Remarks on the United States tariff apply here, but in the 
case of France and Germany (where the tariffs have reached the prohibitive 
point, and which now supply their own domestic requirements) we have now 
to contend with exports from them at prices which will ultimately spell ruin 
to our own manufacturers. 

No. 29. T'weeds—In France, Germany, and Italy, up to the present time, 
have had no difficulty in selling our stuffs. Of Russia, Austria, and Spain 
we can say nothing. 

No. 30. Tweeds, etc. 

with 

We find it increasingly difficult to keep up our trade 
hese countries, and an increase in the German tariff will still further 

aggravate matters, as, owing to the comparatively small duties in Germany 
at present, it is one of our best foreign markets for high-class goods. But 
for these duties the increasing population abroad ought to have largely 
added to our trade. The difficulty is to hold our ground. 

No. 81. Tweeds—Same as with America. 
No. 82. Tweeds—We used to do a large trade with these countries. 

are the sums for several half years from 1881 onward: £10,650, £8,917, £13,124, 
£7,468, £10,948, £6,884, £14,424, £12,540, averaging over £20,000 a year. 

ssia, Austria, Italy, Spain, and other European countries upon the | 

I know of one case where a manufacturer | 

Here | 

All tariffs have the effect of reducing the quantity of | 

| 
} 
| | 

Just as | 

the tariffs were raised this trade dropped off. We struggled hard ¢, 
up, but found it impossible to work against 30 per cent to 35 7 
the effect of which, of course, was that we had to give 1 
same money as our continental competing manufactu 
This continental trade we have now entirely lost. 

No. 33. Tweeds—Some fifteen years ago we did a large and 
ness with France, Germany, Austria, and Italy. Now this | 
tirely gone into the hands of the middleman, the reason being ¢} 
and merchants in those countries buy short lengths on account of + 
They want the maximum of novelty and variety with the minimum 
I believe the total volume has greatly decreased. 

COLONIAL TARIFFS AND CANADIAN PREFERENCE. 

Question. What is your experience of the tariffs in Canada, 
New Zealand, South Africa, and other British colonies or posses 

t > per cent 
30 to 135 yards { 
rers got for 100 

4 

the preference recently granted to British goods in Canada mat 
fected your trade with the Dominion? 

Answers. No.1. Yarns—The Canadian preference has undoubted 
lated trade with Canada, and in one instance, more particular] 
benefited through the much-increased business done with Canada } 
facturing customer. 

No. 2. Tweeds—Experience with Australia and New Zealand 
Canada seems to have taken more of our goods during last twelve | 

No. 3. Tweeds—The preference recently granted to British 
ada has, in our experience, been a great benefit to the tweed tra 

No. 5. Tweeds Colonial tariffs ed 
their governments affording facilities 
The recent preference given to British goods has been distinctly bx 
our trade with Canada. 

No. 6. Tweeds—Our trade with Canada has certainly increase 
preference was granted. 

No. 8. Tweeds—The preference granted recently by Canada |} 
lieve, helped to increase trade. 

No. 9. Tweeds- 
No. 10. Tweeds 

»yroved an inducement 
or production of their 

Our Canadian trade is increasing every year 
The tariffs have always been a considerable bar 

eC 

¢ { 

trade with Canada, thougn not large, has been considerably increas 
the last few years—whether due to the increased spending 
or to the a given it is difficult to say. 
by Canac 
indicate this. 

No. ll. Tweeds—Our trade with the Australian colonies | 

ng powe. 

A comparison of t 
a from Germany with those from Britain of woolen 

but has considerably increased with Canada, and have good h 
expand and increase. 

No. 12. Hosiery—Not affected. 
No. 13. Tweeds, etc.—My experience in Canada is that for tl 

months trade has been good. I do not think the “ preferenc: 

1S 

Canada materially affects goods made in this district, although I a 
to see it. 

No. 14. Hosiery—Trade prospects with Canada are at present 
ising, no doubt due to the preferential tariffs. 

No Canadian business has lately been a little bet 
At this moment the demand for 

This might be traced to the preferenc 

. 15. Tweeds 
No. 16. Tweeds and yarns 

Canada 18 increasing. 

but it might atso be put down to fashion. 
No. 18. Tweeds, ete. We are not able to say much re 

as our business connection with them is comparatively 
rarding 
nall; b 

Canada there has been a marked improvement since the prefe1 
came into force. 
markets. 

No. 19. Tweeds I can only speak of Canada. 

We look to Canada as likely to become on 

The prefer 

of British goods has, to a certain extent, improved our t 
Dominion. 

No. 20. Tweeds Our opinion is if the present tariffs wit) 
were reduced we could do considerable more business; 

ta 

but evel 

present tariffs we do considerably more trade with them than wit 
countries, 

No T weeds 

The reduction of Canadian tariffs has certainly 

New Zealand for some years, chiefly in fancy styles: doing very 
clothes (our principal production) owing to the effect of tar 
say that we have felt as yet any appreciable benefit from t 
which Canada has recently granted to British goods, but we b 
is sure to come eventually. 

No. 
No. 25. 

23. Tweeds 
T weeds 

ada has greatly increased. 

(1) None. (2) No. 

tariff on British goods. 3 
No. 30. Tweeds—Our experience is that the colonial market 

ing one, and this despite some adverse circumstances, such as t} 
Australia. 
ada. 
the best evidence. 

No. 32. Tweeds 
the colonies. 
compete for the trade. 

We decidedly find that the preference has benetit 
At all events, we find our business increasing there, and t! 

There is still a considerable demand for wo 

We have done a small trade with Canada, A1 

During the last two or three years our tra: 
Of course this is coincidentally with t 

In Australia and New Zealand there are some fact 
The Commonwealth tariff is 2 per cen 

but even with that the mills in Australia have difficulty in mak 
Skilled labor is scarce and dear, and the market being only asn 
ter a to take imported goods, even with the tariff on. ! 

e in readymade clothing to the colonies, which enter at trac 
tariff. Sydney was before the confederation a free-trade | 
Wales being our only free-trade colony, and to Sydney, its capit 
ness used to be done in the woolen goods of this district. 1 
seen what will be the effect upon trade of the increased duties 

| tainly more being done to Canada since the } 
have extended our business very considerab 

preferential tariff c 
y to Canadian mer: 

and the Canadian buyers who came over seem much more 
Scotch woolens than when the high tariff was on. 

No. 38. Tweeds 
Canadians into our markets. 

om) 

rem 

I believe: the general tendency has been to | 
Our trade with Canada has con: 

creased, but the experience is too short and too limited to found a 
upon. 

PROTECTION IS MAINLY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE LABORING ™M 

{By the author of “Imperial Re ‘iprocity.” 

The success of nations, like that of individuals, depends upon the « 
of their efforts, not upon the satisfaction of their appetites. 

Daily Telegraph, December 10, 1903. ] 

SUCCESS DEPENDS UPON PRODUCING POWER. 

It « 

Condensed from th: 

! 

their own energy and inventiveness, not upon their passive enjoym« 

rofitab!] 
1a8 ali 

+ 

lepel! 
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‘It of other people’slabors. It depends, in one word, not upontheir | Yet the British consumer, in spite of that advantage, is by no mes we 
— s power, but upon their producing power. The body politic, like | off asthe American consumer. We make petty gains upon our expenditt 
= personal, does not live to eat. It eatsto live. Weowe our wealth | under the present system, but we forfeit larger gains that would otherwi 

: to our work. Our ability to make has given us our ability to buy. | accrue to us in the shape of revenue. The Inquiry Blue Book gives tw 

1 naramount importance to encourage the creative energy of capital. | budgets showing the weekly expenses and weekly surpluses of British an 
r i this alone, is the vital factor to which we must look if we are to | American families of relatively similar situation. The arison is bas 
a manufacturing and competitive capacity to a higher power and to | upon the data of inquiries made in 1890 and 1591 by the U1 i States La 
o w driving impulse to our whole commercial system. That our ten- | Department. 

di to fall behind in enterprise is universally admitted. Tosaythatour | The results, however, give a perfectly clear comparison of nditions 
- nterprise is caused by our want of technical education is a curi- der the high-price and the low-price systems, with the great con dit) 
7 le-headed diagnosis of our complaint. Enterprise means expendi- | labor itself selling at a higher price under the tariff andatal r ur 
én ‘spenditure, where the money is available, depends upon the expecta- | free imports. The weekly earnings of a number of Engli milies work 
‘ rofit. Technical education can no morecure the evil of universal | out at an average of 32s. 23d. The corresponding wages in uld 

d ¢ inthis market than pillscancureearthquakes. Technicaleducation | 48s. There is no American table for thatexact sum, but t! LOT 
w er induce capital to make investments which dumping may destroy. | ing the expenditure and surplus of a large group of Ameri l i 
W! e want in this country is more encouragement to enterprise by pro- | ing on the average 46s. 4d. a week. But even this section showed a la 
viding greater security for enterprise. If capital likes the security, then it | weekly surplus than that of English families earning rather 
u vn with the dust,” not otherwise. The meaning of all the demand | strictly corresponding rate. Here are the two comparisor 
for t iodernization of plant is that we want more production and more | 
€ production. Cheap consumption can not save us. Only enlarged | Comparative budget for British and American families of | 
a ved production can. We must make labor more certain of its em- | earnings relatively to the standards of wages in the tt of 
1 t and capital more certain of its returns. Thatis the bottom fact | ‘ 7 
of the fiscal controversy in its industrial as distinguished from its imperial fEnglish standard equals 100; American standard 5A) 
asp Let us repeat it again and again until the nail is hammered down to . . 
the head—the problem with which we have to dealis a problem of production. BRITISH BUDGET. 

TARIFF DUTIES NOT ADDED TO THE RETAIL PRICE. } . s - s 

e of manufactured articles in general will not be raised by any ave weekly inc: a re, Poa senena ta seineeiasaeosan a ‘a 
thing the amount of the tax. From two-thirds to three-fourths of the | ~ ane ee 5 3 
fir ind partly finished imports will continue to come into the country. | R. ae sl hk TS : "2 9 
There is no substitute to this market. The foreign producer must sell here | al ate ; vances = i 
under the 10 per cent tariff or suffer an immense decline of his output and Cc] 7 he = Se ene. ‘ 
his trade. Weare apt to forget that nearly half of the whole outward ship- | Sundries Dee td a 
ments of the United States come in the shape of free exports to this market: | — A ee ee eS RIES eA ATE LN ; 
at f all French shipments come here as free exports; a quarter of all | - 
German shipments come here as free exports. (Theonly free-trade country | Total expenditure i eM RN a a 
is t] intry which has no free exports!) These countries must sell in the | 
U { Kir m under a 10 per cent tariff. If they try to go elsewhere they aa 7 
will meet at all other frontiers 20 per cent, 30 per cent, 50 per cent, 70 per Weekly surplus............-- -- 
cent, or, as in Russia, a more than cent per cent tariff. The foreign pro- 
ducers must pay the 10 per centinthismarket. They will contribute a hand- AMERICAN BUDGET. 
some proportion of their present gains to the British treasury. In other , 
wot they will cut their prices in order to keep their trade in many classes | 4 -orace weekly income per family 1 
( rted goods. Even with the addition of the duty the British consumer AN rei ee a ; 

pay no more than he does now upon such commodities. The foreigner | ~ Food 
lcome in to a large extent under so low a tariff as Mr. Chamberlain Rent 8 @ 

es, but he will pay to the tune of 10 per cent for his footing in this RE cee ee) ee ) 
t. But suppose we should pay a portion of it, owing toa rise in the Clot ec nee eae ne ed a 

s of certain home industries from which dumping may be kept out and Sandblon ri oa "@¢ 
Lich our production by consequence will expand. Suppose we pay from | ? ee ae : 
» twenty millions. Suppose, for the sake of argument, we pay from Total exper ure 

hirty to fifty millions. ete en ere St ee es 
If you were born with a silver spoon in your mouth, if you have lived 

exclusively upon foreign investments originally acquired by your progeni- | Weekly surplus-.--.....--.--.- 
tor's money, if you have never done any really useful work for British pur- 
poses in your life, in that case you are a consumer, pure and simple. You a ‘ oc = : 
may have no real interest in the success of British production. Dumping Now, we have placed tl © Ame! Me vee and the ¥ 
never did you any harm; it may possibly have increased or saved the value | Surplus corresponding to the Br ee cccceeel aoe 
of some of your foreign investments, and you will refuse to be frightened by | Parison may be stated thus: The English Tamiy earning us. week 
it. But if you area consumer, pure and simple, who have always supped about Is. per week left as tne ordinar [oo oeee ee ts way 
by the aid of the silver spoon with the foreign hall-mark, well, you belong | corresponding Amnuices Jamily, COnsisang Of the same 
toa very small class, indeed, and the country can not afford to legislate for | in the same trade, would earn 48s. per u 
y If you do not belong to that class, you are not a consumer pure and | for manufactured goods as consumers, ¢ 
simple. You are a producer as well, and you can not afford to regard ques- The average consumer happens af — - we 
tions of national economic policy solely, or even chiefly from the consumer's | Consuming power 1s strictiy matted by agains , 
I view. Asa business man, no less than an Englishman, your vital | #8 his revenue ri rt depends upon his revenue and th A 
i sare bound up with the encouragement, the development, the suc- | efficiently promotes the producing power—in other words, { a 
( f national production. Asa working nation, making and selling, it is | POweT—Ol @ nation most efficiently promotes the cor pow 

ers that we must succeed, and if we do not we must perish. That, | 2ation. The consumeran 
simply that, is the iron law of modern competition. We are producers when w a W 

we come back to dine. 
LABOR BENEFITS FIRST FROM A RISE IN PRICES. they producers—that is, e: 

ing, burying their faces behin 
ers when they return in the e 
papers? Has Jekyll been ti 

id that the capitalist alone would get the benefit of a rise in prices 
me produce to the gross value of £35,000,000 or £50,000,000 annually. 

id be no error more obvious. There could be no assumption more ; ; cs e 
3 z. It would be impossible for the capitalist to get all the money or | metamorphosis Known to Cag , ir 

e than a ns tiv fair tioy increas valne given th he twopenny tube and upon the omnibuses all the wh to get n than a perfectly fair proportion of the increased value given the | t* I : a ee , 
arti f our own manufacture. Every class of society would share in the | people, who want to make money even nore than to save 
henefit of a tariff and would share in due measure. Labor would get the | preoccupied with their een wl para 
henefit first of all. Under the present organization of trades unionism in all | Word, as pre ducers rather than consi ane ' 
our great industries the wages of labor would follow, roughly, the prices of | 22d stimulated byan increase of their = 
§ he pitman’s wages rise and sink with the value of coal. In the cot- | reduction of their xpendi ee # 
i istry, with its elaborate machinery for collective bargaining between Reflect a little upon that pr W In ul a 
emp rs and employed, the earnings of the operatives are exactly propor- | 2CtiV eand ho peful effort, evel ae 4] nag thy t 
t i to the prosperity of the trade. So in the engineering, as in the other | YOU have a solid economic gain. 7 a W mn a 
branches of iron and steel production. Of his Invisible wages—Or the large purchasing power tia r 

2 : British trade as a whole, you haye only to § ‘6 at the charts in | belongs tolowsums. But what the wor ee - 
u ry Blue Book (that inexhaustible repertory of tariff-reform argu- | Would rather earn 4s. even if he had to spend thirty 
I n order 36, > OF on sala roae wi “ices ag A Ww ' fiveand spend thirty. NoStatecan affo s 1 order to see how wages as a whole rose with prices as a whole upto | "ye: s . . a3 
1900, and how both curves have declined together since that year. Every | 0f this kind, which stimulate confid \ 
en r in the country knows, every politician knows ,we all know, that it | increased work and better work. TI ee MEO, 1 
is in ible for capital in this country to engross an illegitimate share of | Bismarckian term, are even more impor Laut ndera 
the national gain arising from an increased value of national goods. politics. This is one of the main reasons m6 prin SOF nat 
me 3 unionism for this country, on the other hand, forms an infinitely tecuion has driv on out the Principle of Ire I wi 1 ’ 
m ent check upon protected capital than any existing in the United | been challenged under modern conditions by th ner. Foreign 
Sta ‘inGermany. We possess, in one word, the social and political or- | With duties already from twice toa d pee Cenee G9 Sg Mr. Char 
ganization best adapted in all the world to the healthy working of the tariff | Proposes, can not increase their schedules against us if puta ivy 
system. We need not labor the point. Noone needs to be told thatwhen | t@tiff_aroundthiscountry. ss coe 
pi this country the working classes know how to exact the utmost | , Under the policy of imperial reciprocity we should hay 
aa share. But it may be generally stated without the slightest fear | eign trade as we have now, but more of the I a itation that in no country under the tariff has the general burden upon | t@riff, in a word, means for this countr, a wid ‘Ket, a 
: ple, as consumers, been so great as the general profit to the people as | Ket,.@ more active market, a more profitable mar Higher | 

rs. Underany rise in home prices of manufactured goods that might | the bounds of such a preferential system would indicate, asin Ai 
caused by Mr. Chamberlain's policy, ourselves would pay to our- | 12& but a higher level of prosperity. Capital, labor, ever) 

- But there would be a universal stimulation of industrial enterprise, | °£ the community would share in the profits of the 1 ry 
ness, and vigor. If the surmise were correct that we should all pay | 2!l would combine to create. The foreign food league would mak 

; y-five to fifty millions, as consumers, every farthing of the sum | listened to it, as dependent for our manufactures uj i ina 
" return with interest to us as producers. We should give out, as it | 8% now dependent upon them for our food. That way madne ] 
\ 1 vapor and receive back in flood. | traders ask, “‘ Why can’t you let it alone?”? Modern Eng in f 

a Wiemaeve tir erctinian care Met a Lt. vee immense problems surrounding her, has no use for tha t : one STEM ADMITTED TO BE BETTER THAN THE ENGLISH. British consumer were to pay m ean emo it} 

a ae us matter to a very simple test. Everyone knows that the | terprise, with developed production and : 
— an consumer pays more than the average British consumer. | be the timeliest and wisest investment tl h ve 
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PROTEC TION V. FREE TRADE—THE LATTER HAS COST GREAT BRITAIN HER 
COMMERCIAL SUPREMACY. 

I have quoted from the speeches of two leading English states- 
men on protective tariffs. I will now present some arguments 
and figures from a leading London newspaper, the Daily Telegraph: 

ENGLAND'S LOSS FROM FREE TRADE—EXPORTS. 

Comparative total exports of principal commercial countries—thirty years, 
1872-1902. 

[Amounts in million pounds sterling. ] 

Per cent of increase or 
| 1872. | 1890. | 1900. | 1902. | decrease in 1902 com- 
| | | pared wiih 1872. 

- eee 

British exports: | | | | 
To British possessions 61 87 94 | 109 | 79 per cent increase. 
To foreign countries |} 196 176 | 197 | 174 | 21 per cent decline. 

Total ...... Lites | 257 263 | 291) 283 10 per cent increase. 

German exports. .... ...--|. 116 | 166 | 238] 241 | 108 per cent increase. 
French exports 1560} 150) 164) 170 | 13 per cent increase. 
Belgian exports ..............| 4 57 | 77 | 74 | 76 per cent increase. 
Austro-Hungarian exports 39 64 81} 81 108 per cent increase. 
Italian exports 46 36 53 | 659 | 28 per cent increase. 
United States exports 89 | 176 | B4)| 282 | 217 per cent increase. 

Nore.—We are told that 1872 is not a fair basis of comparison, because 
prices were inflated. They were inflated throughout the world, and for all 
countries alike, owing to causes of which the Franco-German war was only 
one, and not the most important. Yet there is only one class of trade in the 
above table which shows decline, and that is the British export to foreign 
countries 

( nparative « xpor ts of manufacture 8 (four countries), 1882-1902. 

United : . United 
Kingdom. | Germany. France. Staten: 

1882 ioe oli £217, 000,000 | £94,000,000 | £76,000,000 £28, 000, 000 
_ ae ere 235, 000, 000 155, 000, 000 95, 000, 000 84, 000, 000 

Increase 18,000,000 | 61,000,000 19, 000, 000 56, 000, 000 

Increase per cent 8 64 % 200 

Notre.—It has been objected that the United States figures include as 
manufacture about £14,000,000 of refined mineral oil, which the Cobden Club 

’ declares to be equivalent to coal. The answer is that exports of American 
‘rude oil” areclassed by Washington as raw material, but oil that has passed 

through the refinery is obviously as much a manufacture as “pickles and 
jam,”’ and is so classed by all custom-houses in Europe, as well as by the 
Washington authorities 

Net exports of manufactured articles, 1902. 

ENGLAND,@ 

Exports of articles wholly or mainly manufactured }__........... £235, 000, 000 
Imports of articles wholly or mainly manufactured soul _... 134,000,000 

Oe TARR GEO a i. cccnecn coe Sancatesbdeckiccts kicks 101, 000, 000 

GERMANY. ¢ 

Exports of articles wholly or mainly manufactured >__..........- 
Imports of articles wholly or mainly manufactured -. 

>, 000, G00 
55, 000, 000 

Net German exports (mbps CURES «steed ee abd is ckaaks 100, 000, 000 

NOTE 
be 

This comparison deserves careful consideration. 
considered in coanection with the following facts: 

1) Germany is increasing her imports of raw material as fast as we are 
increasing our imports of foreign manufactures. 

2) In our total imports raw materials are now the least progressive cle- 
. and foreign manufactures the most progressive element. 

3) Twenty years ago (1883) Germany exported twice as much manufac- 
tures as she received. Now, as shown above, exports nearly three times as 
much 

(4 

Its meaning must 

ment 

With us the process is reversed. In 1883 we exported four times as 
mu manufactures as we received—that is, 300 per cent more. In 1902 we 
exported only 50 per cent more. 

COMPARATIVE IMPORTS OF RAW MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURES, 
88S AND 1902, 

(1) Raw materials. 

Tr . . | ‘ | 

ISsga £165,000,000 | £64,000,000 | £96,000,000 
1902 185, 000, 000 128, 000, 000 114, 000, 000 

20, 000,000 64, 000, 000 18, 000, 000 
Increase per « 13 100 19 

~~ t British classified figures not available before 1883. 

Nore.—One of the foundation arguments of Cobdenism is that free im- 

ports facilitate, and that tariffs restrict, the import of raw material. The 
nbove figures show that since Germany broke with free trade her import of 
raw material has increased immeasurably faster than our own, white even 
France shows a more favorable result under the tariff. 

a According to new board of trade classification. 
bIncluding new ships. ; 
¢From Statistisches Jahrbuch fiir das Deutsche Reich, 1908. 
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(2) Imported manufactures. 

United 
Kingdom. 

Ba : si 

1883 b £53, 000, 000 
SOD  siiciiss witcha miscaGniticneaeeeabd | 699,000, 000 

; | 
Germanv., Fraz 

£46, 000,000 | £31 000 
55, 000, 000 31 (x 000 

yn) 

9,000,000 
19 | 

46, 000, 000 
87 

a British classified figures not available before 1883. 
6 Upon the old classification. 

Note.—The contrast of these two tables proves that “ free import 
the lowest rate of increase in raw material and the highest rate of 
in finished manufactures. 

THE HOME MARKET—SOME INDEX FACTS—PROTECTION COUNTRIES 
OUTSTRIPPED THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

(1) Total consumption of pig iron. 

[Amounts expressed in million tons.] 

United |... . 
States. Germany Fra 

United 
Kingdom. | 

| 1580 4.2 | 2.6 18 
Ro 

“Inrw -t 

9.3 | 4.3 
9 »g 

Increase per cent in 20 years - -- 24 | 246 6] 

(2) Total make of steel, 1889-1902. 

{Amounts expressed in million tons. ] 

United one | United 
tems. States. | Kingdom. | 

di cbckth dae eet taigilipns aiisad ateaeatiiahaael ahaa 1.4 | l 
ach bond saspacangtwns <eneiieian 4.8 

240 

(3) Cotton consumption, 1891 and 1899, 

{Amounts given in 1.000 bales. | 

nited Europea United U 
States continent Kingdom. Year. 

ics b ditinvniahwuwanhi wbakaihon baae Lema | 
1899 

Increase per cent 

(4) Analysis of British imports, 1890 and 1900. 

[Amounts expressed in million pounds sterling. | 

1830. 1900 

ee BUTE CORO oo sik Sochaviaceticas dusencaiaos 
Foreign manufactures ...................-s<.s---- 
taw materials for home manufactures .........-. 

177.4 219.7 
63.2 8. 2 

165.0 

(5) Comparative imports of raw matcrial for ali indu 

[Amounts expressed in million pounds steriing 

ee | United Year. | Kingdom. 
Germany 

1890 165 RY 
1900 | 192 

16 57 - 

HOW FREE IMPORTS DEPRESS WAGES—A CONTRAST, 

: Produce of British labor. 

Exported from United Kingdom: 
1890 
1902 a 

1890 AN 

Produce of foreign labor. 

! Imported into United Kingdom: 
1890 - - 
1902 

INS. rier apy nia Sheictd aude tich Mesa eae nem dias bticten 

Nore.—Even upon the figures of this latter table our fiscal syste! | 
last year at least £80,000,000 of wages for foreign workmen, chiefly in 
tive trades. But when it is remembered that “articles wholiy o 

| manufactured” are now coming into the country at the rate of ¢! 
a year, it is certain that “free imports” are now finding annua! 
£110,000,000 worth of employment for workmen in foreign trades 
when the unemployed in this country are rapidly increasing. | 

Take the state of trade exhibited in the Sdliowing statistics, a1 
| marized in the figures given above. In this instance, as in that of G 
| we prefer, in the desire to conduct the inquiry in a sober temper, t! 
risk of understating the case rather than of exaggerating it. Wet 
do not use the board of trade returns, which include cost. freight 

«Excluding new ships. 



. in the value of United States imports, and estimate British ex- 
in terms of home cost only. The fair comparison is to set the value of 

| 
ean goods at American ports against the value of our goods at our | v 

; We imported from the United States in 1901 to the enormous total of 
~jon.000.000. The United States, in return, took the produce of the United 

m to the extent of something over £18,000,000 only. 
ir great protectionist competitor exactly six times as much as she 
ed from us. We question whether there has ever been anything like 
sparity in the commerce of nations. 
"OW THE M’KINLEY ACT INJURED GREAT BRITAIN. 
the adoption of the McKinley Act our exports to the vast and rapidly 
ng people, to whom We were as valuable as nearly all other cus- 
put together, had shown theirnatural increase. We threw our ports 
American trade. The great tariff policy associated with the name 
ite President was meant to shut out ours. It has succeeded with 
efficiency. The board of trade figures also tell their own tale; 

igh the comparison they suggest is not quite so black as it looks, 
, the fact that the freights included in the cost of the American prod- 
mainly earned by British — the statistics show with perfect ac- 

how our exports to America have been beaten down by protection 
vy her sales on this side have increased under free trade by leaps and 

In the year before the McKinley Act came into force the account 
v follows: 

> Year 1890. 
Ty te from TiN I ite Ao neinseweiseetabap saves sewn ease 
| of British produce 82,060, 000 

ok at the reverse of the medal after unconditional Cobdenism has 
tted for twelve years against consistent McKinleyism: 

Year 1901. 

I Prost Te Sieh idence cock ccnatnkbnie asckesl antisemitic £141, 000, 000 
| ts of British produce 18,390, 000 

her words, America has increased her sales to us by about 45 per cent. 
s actually cut down her purchases from us, in spite of the immense 

‘ on of her population and industry, by more than 40 per cent. There 
i nuch pabulum here for those who maintain that protection stifles the 

‘ce of countries adopting that heresy, and that free trade alone is 
to promote the interests of those who meekly imbibe the pure milk 
word. And if these things are done in the green tree, what shall be 

dor the dry? The prospects of any drastic modification of the American 
tar is suggested in Mr. McKinley’s last memorable speech, have disap- 
peared with the tragedy at Buffalo. To the power of the tariff has now been 
added the power of the trusts. The most tremendous organization ever 
known in the sphere of international competition is rendered impregnable 

yan ironclad defense against the efforts of all external rivals. 
ng an immense equipment with which to attack in the future its rivals 

‘own market. And upon this side there is no obstacle whatever to 
t Its strategical base upon the other side of the Atlantic is un- 

ible. Upon this side it cam strike whenever it pleases at our center. 

GREAT BRITAIN GREATLY FEARS OUR “TRUSTs.” 

licy of the steel trust has been repeatedly declared by Mr. Schwab. 
‘later it will be put into practice, and we shall have to meet it. 
day some minds which are dark to the meaning of Mr. Chamber- 

rning may regard it under a very different light. The steel monop- 
h a capital of over £300,000,000 sterling, has been occupied since its 
tion with the home demand. Thatdemand is building up to still more 

dimensions its formidable power. When the American boom 
eaks, as it must eventually, the immense process of massed production, 

pon which the whole position of the steel trust is based, can not be suspended. 
There can be noshutting down. The output must be maintained, and a 
irket must be found for it. If it does not exist at home, it must be cre- 

ted at any cost abroad. Mr. Schwab has never concealed what is the inten- 
his directors when that emergency arises. It is to descend upon for- 

markets, and, above all, upon the British market, with the full weight 
ndustrial power which is accumulating behind the American pro- 

nist system like water behind a floodgate. <A special project of Mr. 
sis to strike in between England and her colonies, onl to ‘‘cut off” 

export, as he once expressed it, to Canada, South Africa, Australia, and 
Some day the steel trust will be supplemented by a cotton 

America is manufacturing more and more of her own cotton in her 
lls. Eyery other country has some guaranty against the swamping 
me and foreign markets by the trusts. We have no guaranty, and 

still have none when the boom breaks in America itself we are likely 
t with surprises in the fight for trade hardly less remarkable than our 

tary astonishments at the beginning of the Boer war. 
situation at once brings us to the root of the argument. Whst does 

trade mean? When Cobden and his companions introduced that system 
ey imagined that all the world would follow our example, By free trade 

they meant free exchange—the throwing down of the barriers on each side. 
his is the only state of things under which trade could be free. In that 

sense, free trade does not exist—it has never existed. There is nosuch thing. 
What we have are free imports only. We do not say now that this system is 
necessarily bad in itself, but let us call the system by the name which cor- 
responds with facts. We havea free importation of foreign products; but 

tish products no important foreign market in the world is free. The 
ms of equal and untrammeled exchange which Cobden and Bright 
sied, we repeat, do not exist and have never existed. 

‘none word, we have been told for a couple of generations that no sane 
could question the elementary wisdom of buying in the cheapest and 

ig in the dearest market. We were assured that even free imports, in 
t of free trade, would secure for usa blessed permanence in the former 

;¢. Butwhat is thesummary of the matter with regard to our com- 
‘ with America even more than with Germany? Our exports to the 

ns. 

hwa 

v alike, 

wn milis 

i Dis 

Br 

t ind are either stationary or declining, apart from coal and herrings, 
x its exports to us are growing rapidly. While America, since the adop- 

the McKinley Act, has increased her sales in this country by 45 per 
} ht, our sales to her have gone down by 40 per cent. We are certainly 

n the cheapest market. But, so far from selling at the same rate, 
any thing like it, in the dearest markets, we are gradually ceasing to 

, all. Thatis the argument which knocks the bottom out of the whole 
tion of unmitigated Cobdenism. 

ALEXANDER HAMILTON VS. ADAM SMITH. 
‘actical business is to use every effort we can to seek compensation 

the interimperial market for our increasing disadvantages in the 
perial. What Mr. Chamberlain proposes is a mild form of preventive 

t paid by the British consumer. Contrary to the general impression, 
& pays us very little for freight. The great volume of our Atlantic 

is Inward, and the British consumer pays the import freights exactly 
® pays his railway rates. 

XXXVIII-——3 

We purchased | 

£97,280,000 | 

the American example, not ours. The Republic is the patentee of tariffs. 
She sells to us, as we have shown, six times as much as she buys 

* * * We have shown that the mass of our European trade in recent 
years has been absolutely and relatively far less than nerally imagined. 
But now let us take the character of that trade; let us take its progres A 
glance at the subjoined figures will show that our continental commerce has 
been steadily declining with respect to manufactured articles for the last 
thirty years. In the character of our trade as a whole there has been an ir 
mense deterioration. We showed on another page that our exports to Ge1 
many were sinking except in respect of coal and kipper The same state 
ment is true of our sales to all our industrial comp rs—to Fra Hol 
land, Belgium. And not only of them, it is true of Europe as a whole. But 
what, it may be asked, is the explanation of sostrangea mystery? How dose 
it happen that the reality of decay has been concealed under every appear 
ance of progress? Leaving out new ships, which were n ‘ed ir 
the returns until the other day, the course of our Eu ! 

| twenty years would present to the casual eye a not unplea ir 

BRITISH EXPORTS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES—AN APPARENT GAIN BI \ 
ACTUAL LOSS, 

RN S5 ¥) OW 

ES oe cs ees See te te 46. 100. 000 

The apparent increase, therefore, is not much—les the best tl l 
rate at which not only Germanand American, but e) h manuf i 
exports have increased in the same p d. But i ted C 
ite may protest there is some progress. Alas! there I prog at 
all. Beneath the surface of these delusive statistics our exports of manufa 
tures to the Continent have been steadily sinking for nearly t! \ i 
We have made up the balance and effected an apparent increase, 1 nd 
ing our competitors more manufactures, but by sending them les i 
manufactures, and more and more coal to n ufacture with. Wel 
parting with more and more of our fixed capital in order to help ou: 
rivals to swell their current profits. It is coal, and coalalone, ! 
the mystery. Coal, and coal alone, has concealed the truth about the 
tion of our foreign trade. 

And now to our figures. We do not share the opinion that in view 
mote contingencies we should hoard coal as Indian peasants do their 
ver. If nothing but keeping that residuum locked up in th untry w 
prolong our industrial life by a few decades in the far future, wes ld 
in any case, past saving. Let us, by all means, what we ha 
marketable, and get the money for it, instead of refraining from imn ut 

| business through the preoccupations of a remote and problematical futur 
But at the same time do not let us mistake one thing f D 
let us think that we are maintaining our manufactu } wu 
are merely selling more coal 

A workman out of employment might as well boast of maintaining his 
sition by selling his tools. We might continue to doa roaring trad 
way of disposing of our primary raw material to foreign produ f ¢ 
loom and forge in our own country were pped. Ex Ww I 
entered since 1899, which would only viti the value W 
now give the following remarkable table wing the dec] iropear 
trade in everything but coal during the last thirty years “he figures in t 
left-hand column are taken partly fr olph Wagner's exce ntar 
carefulstudy in “Agrar- und Inc partly from t Bl | 
With respect to coal we have ou: ! y eure 
the Blue Be oks. 

Total British exports to all Euro in count 
minimum trade) compared wit port 

[Amounts in million pounds sterling 

1 I 

Years of maximum and minimum trade cmresten | OOM 

20 > 
oO 2 

“<<«« a , i 

aa i ) { f 
I a i 24 14.2 
i { ] 

se hie adel = a 12.0 , 

I ic eas ea caen ena ] a 

18994 - 6 8.3 SD 
a dl ia enbind aoeiail 4 s4 

19014 Ss 2.9 

BE up ntacdeesu adnk ecoons ut 1.4 

aMaximum year. M 

There is no getting over this statement. It I t 
impossible for Englishmen to ponder too earn y I 
been fluctuations for good years an { In] fla t 
been a temporary recovery. But, on the whole, the irse has } 
downward. We do not lay all the stress upon 1872, by far t reatest seas 
that our European trade has ever known.¢ But last year wa 1 the whok 
an excellent year, and 1879 was the bottom of a period of s sior 
Yet, in spite of the increase of 20 per cent in our own } t 1 t} 
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It is devel- 

inoculation with American pepestases. Under any circumstances, Washing- 
ton could not logically, muc 1 less justly, object to the partial application, in 
our interests, of methods which she declares vital to herown. The Ameri 
can protective system was founded immediately after the Declaration of In- 
dependence by Alexander Hamilton’s famous memorandum. That docu 

thar ment has influenced “the wealth of nations,’ in the long run, more 
Adam Smith. Germany, like every other continental country, has followed 

still larger ratio of development that machinery h iven to « ur product 

power—in spite of the immense concurr pulat 
wealth of Europe—we sold to that c 
192 than we had done twenty-three ir 7 

risen in the interval from over £5,000,000 to over £29,000,000. A 1 

21872 as the last maximum year before foreig: ymp mus 
sarily be taken as a basis of comparison with recent max yea! 
foreign competition. 

b Deducting herrings as well as coal, we 
in a good average year like 142 than we d 
like 1879. 
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5.7 millions. Herrin 
that. 
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ngs alone, 

i account for 
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years’ figures were made, we | 
> ha i oce ; chang urred. We have been | 

‘e machines for makingthem. We have 
h our own for ocean freights. We have 

*xtending the transport service of our compet- 
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LITAIN THE DUMPING GROUND OF TH V ORLD. 

in twent » world has be- 
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id blov vy by every industrial country which puts | 
s and utilizes to the full the free imports system | 

the previous article that our foreign trade, ex- 
ith 1 ect to coal, has been stagnant for thirty | 

’ n trade of the protected countries has 

LQULDST 

howe d 

nies and ¥v 
intime the 

made great strides. 

| energy, though wen 

| tion? 

Why? Not mainly because of our lack of edy 
though we need to be better educated. Not mainly beca 

need some stirring. No; Englishmen ina single gen 
have not become so stupid or inert as that 

What is this mysterious change in our ~atnenas intelligence and 
which everybody talks about and nobody proves? We are subst 
us depend upon it, the same men. Why do our foreign « “ompetito 
all, increase their trade? Largely because they one and all posse 

| country the complete freedom of the greatest center of consumptio 
world. Why is our trade stagnant? Because it has nocorresponding 
tage whatever—because our products in their turn can no longer fin 
whole world a single market that is free. And not cor 
pulsed in every other country we surrender otir own. 
ries. 

itent with | 

The facts at the head of this article make the reality of the po 
patent as day, though not its full consequences. 

GREAT BRITAIN HAS LOST THE BALANCE OF TRADE IN MANUPA 

Twenty years ago we sold twice as much manufactures to our 
and American competitorsas we purchased from them. Ten year 
balance was still substantial. Three years ago itexisted. Now it 
peared, and by the complete inversion of the whole Cobdenite e 
we are not only dependent upon foreign nations for food and raw 
but we ac 
sell to them 

If the balance is against us upon the manufactures, how in the end 
to pay for our imported food—for the cheap food which is evident] 
so large an electioneering part in this issue? Asa matter of mpa : 
dictions with facts, the prophecies of the early free traders s« 
turned themselves topsy turvy and to be all walking toward fulfill: 
their heads. 

Richard Cobden was a manufacturer. A very large majority 
facturers in this country have been convinced by bitter experi 
only wisdom in these matters is justice; that for equal sacar S 
world’s trade we require equal opportunity; and that tariffs ought 
by tariffs and freedom offered only in exchange for freedom. I 
unreasonable presumption that if Richard Cobden were in pres 
_— e of things under which Europe and America not only sup; 

food and raw material, but sell in our home market more manufact 
they purchase, his masculine intelligence would repudiate doctrir 
ciples who tell us that, however much we may be handicapped in tre 
fiscal methods of other nations, England’s only policy is impot 

* © Preference is the only guaranty of increased eupply r 
cheapness. But for the cabinet inquiry, we presume, and for the 
man the determining question will not be what is Mr. Sauerb 
number of the current price of food, but whatare the position an 
of our national prosperity—the future security for capital, emp! 
wages. What, therefore, isthe measure of our relative well-bei 
imports? Let us take the various tests that eminent statesmen 
speeches have proposed in the course of receut debates. 

There are two classesof free-trade critics, the optimists and th« 
Two .concilable conceptions of our social state are, indeed, « 
congruously mingled in the same.speeches. The workingm: 
his condition is one of unparalleled prosperity under the unpare 
cess of free imports. Lest that should not move him, he is also t 
whole third of the working classes in this country are on the bri 
tion after fifty years of freetrade. These inconsistent dialect 
have it both ways. They must really declare on which horse t 
win, and they must decide whether they mean toargue that w« 
-hange free trade because we are prosperous, or that we dare 1 
cause we are wretched. Let us take the optimists first, or at 

optimism first. Lord Goschen has referred, in a fine oration, to t! 
of the savings-bank deposits. 

Those deposits in the free-trade island seem satisfactory. 
they compare with the savings-bank deposits of the peoples ui 

We do not ourselves think the point of any real importan 
for the reason that the British workingman is a heavy consum« 
less out of higher wages than his continental brethren, or 1 
them, contrive to save out of lower. The international figur 
that imprevidence rather than poverty is the complaint of the 5 
man. They certainly prove nothing as to his exceptionally pr 
under free trade. In the “Journal de Statistique Suisse,” 'M 
lowing estimate of the savings-bank depositsin different c 

head of population: 

Savings banks in eleven countries, 1900. 

Country 

Denmark 
Swi itze rs und 

aS eee oe 
if Hungary 

A me ric a 

The only country, therefore, which possesses freo imp 
of the list. ism is not necessarily to blame for th 
Cobdenites had better leave the savings banks out o/ yu 

3ut others rely rather upon the mcome-tax returns 
“ Statistical Abstract.’ Let us examine them. For many } 
country it is apparent that they form something like the be 
faith. Successive chancellors of the exchequer dwell with 
budget nights upon the increasing yield of each penny in t! 
Rosebery points out the augmentation in ten years of the a 
on which income tax was received. The following are the 

Cobder 

Total income taxed. 

1891-92 
1900-1901 

Increase 

Lord Rosebery regards this increase as evidence that we have n 
badly under free trade. But how has Germany done under prot« 

We take the following figures from a German pamphlet by the 

tuse of our 

These are no 

tually purchase from our chief rivals more finished goods t 



APPENDIX TO THE 

nist, Prof. Lujo Brentano, written to demonstrate the advantages the 
s subjects have derived from their modern industrial development: 

National income, Saxony. 

[4,000,000 inhabitants. } 
£52. 000, 000 
&5, 000, 000 
33, 000, 000 

114, 000, 000 
29, O00, COD 

( rease (for 40,000,000 inhabitants)in 10 years, 1891-1901_-_....-- 57,000, 000 

ig for the fact that we are here dealing with the total returns of a 
ple, while our figures apply only to incomes over £160, it must be 
that income is increasing far and away faster in industrial Saxony 

rotection thanin industrial Britain under free trade. And now take 
‘es for Prussia under Doctor von Miquel’sincome-tax system. It has, 
a finer mesh than our own, and takes in those who have £45 a year. 

<e thecomparison more suggestive and useful, we . te from Professor 
no’s statistics, first, the total income-tax figures for Prussia, and, sec- 

e figures almost exactly comparable with our own for incomes over 

Prussia (population 34,500,000). 

; Total of in- 

Year. Total income comes over 
taxable. | £150 per 

| annum. 

ee OS eee eee £286, 000, 000 £161, 000, 000 
00. . . coo cs bebate G4ndettndiuenbGn we nine we eeaatid 2,000, 000 221, 000, 000 

Tn RE italia, lin dint in dutiaantnndmaiaplées 106, 000, 000 60, 000, 000 

io not care whether the larger increase . for the whole P russian na 
t : the figures for the well-to-do classes only, be taken. In each case 
t rove that the prosperity of Prussia in the last ten years, under the 
( system of reciprocal tariffs, has increased more rapidly in the aggre- 

nd —— more rapidly per head, than has the pape verity of this coun- 
he last decade of isolated free imports, during which our manufac- 
exports to Europe and America have dec reased, while their sale m4 
l xoods in our home market alone has risen by leaps to a present : 

of over £100,000,000 sterling. 

IN THE UNITED STATES HAS GROWN MUCH FASTER 
GREAT BRITAIN. 

f this has been the case with our continental competitor, the contrast 
\merica is infinitely more serious. Across the Atlantic 

ue 

CAPITAL THAN IN 

capital 1S MK 

ing with incomparably greater rapidity than it has recently done 
The American manufacturer pays no income tax, and we have not 
intage of the returns; but there can be no doubt that capital in the 
States now possesses a much greater accumulative and progressive 
an does capital in this country. Mr. Carnegie, who ought to know, 

vays maintained that the main strength of American business de- 
pon the almost absolute command of its home market, secured by the 

Americans have great natural resources. But their idea of efficient 
ationabsolutely rejects dumping-ground principlesasa system incom- 

pat with the encouragement of enterprise and the confidence of capital 
i protected manufacturer makes for two markets. He has a monopoly 
of wn, and freedom in ours. The governing law of cheap production is 

y of production. The larger the output the lower the cost. The 
f capitalist who makes for two markets, the one from which he ex 
cludes us by tariffs and the one to which we admit him by free imports, must 
it S possess an immense pull over the British manufacturer, who only 
makes for one market and is‘never sure of that. Pure free trade may be an 
it ) atabiy sound principle. The combination of hostile tariffs abroad and 

f ports at home, giving the foreign producer the best of both worlds 
t | be seen, is a principle which the common sense of the country 

vi reatigats »and will, indeed, reject. 
- x * * * 

By all means let us look hard at our bargain, but let us apply the cr ite 
mpromising common sense all around, with some pe > conte apt of 

] iperstitions in politics. Let us adjust our living interests to the real 
ns of the living world about us, in the remembrance that the the Ss 

| men and the doctrines of a dead period are, on the face of things, un- 
» be true forever. Darwin's law of the struggle for existence has 

t s that survival depends upon adaptation to environment, upon the 
fa living type to change as all around it changes. That is the iron 

r nations as for nature. 

THE UNITED STATES KNOWS HER BUSINESS. 

In spite of the alarming predictions of the Cobden Club the United States 
a | the McKinley tari iy. They knew exactly what they wanted; they 
} i that the more completely they secured their home mentoet for home 
el prise the higher wouls be the development of their internal industry 

greater, therefore, its success in foreis gntrade. Noestimate wasever 
iant tly verified, against all the calculations of the prense ts of mee 
ike the late Mr. Gladstone, who declared, we that An eric: 

t natur: ally fitted to excel in the production of iron and steel. The 
s ‘ust, With its £300,000,0000f capital, has been er pnd ae sthen. What 

‘ ism meant to the textile and tin-plate trades in this country we 
Kl it this is what it meant to America herself (Sir A. E Bateman's 

indum on foreign trade): 

American exports of manufactured articles. 

[Amounts in million pounds sterling. } 

belie 

D before the McKinley bill: 
De ela aa a tg i ey cnn win aee 21 

I . a8) 
v e after the McKinle sy bill: . 

aaa a ait nate teen == iz 
¢ is no putting back the ¢ lock in tha at contrast. 

y, under Bismarck, abandoned the system of approximate free 
%in the teeth of all the jeremiads of her doctrinaires. She has 

‘ved the marvelous expansion in manufacture and commerce with 
we have had cogent reason to be well acquainted. She has stopped 

n of emigration from het shores; that is the test. The Kaiser's 
SUD JeEcts would have continued, as before, to flow abroad by millions if pros 
uM { prosperity previously unknown had not been opened up at home after 

} per cent increase. 6190 per cent increase over 1890. 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

ote t 

id the remarkable a 
the free-imports system was abandoned. 
immense subsequent increase of employment a L 

the general well-being of the German people T hese thi ngs have oc 
spite of the strangely misinformed comments of the Rad a vel 
some Unionist free traders upon the Socialist successes it ‘hstag els 
tions. It is when Jeshurun is waxing fat that he kicks | gains 
jack-bootsystem. Prospe y increases the sense en I 
The Socialist party in G ny was founded ime d 

te free trade, and only complete ig 
agine that the army of protest under Bebel and Sir vi ‘ 

ban led by free trade Nothing will arrest its progress but con SsiOl 

responsible parliamentary governm nt—a remote remed inth intime 
our purp¢ again, istolook at the facts. (Sir A. E. Bateman’s memorandu 
on foreign trade 

German exports of 

Amounts in million pounds sterling 

1880 (when free trade was abandoned 
1890 (10 years after) -- 
1900 (20 years after) - / 

This has not been due to the tariff alone: other cau 
But what these figures absolutely prove is that free-tra 
so important as their professors would ha I Ere 
excellent, better trade is bette 

But the case of France is the most re cabl ra The Mélir 

1892 was the negation of free trade. Upon ever ulculation t { 
Club it should have ruined the French ex port of manufactu B 
has happened? They have increased more r dly a tea 
Observe the following figures for maxim eal 

French manufact pal »f 

Amounts in million poun ter 

Before the Méline tariff 
1882 
L890 

After the Méline tariff: 
1So83 

1902 i , 

Our foreign trade has shown nothing appr 
thirty years, and this in spite of t ssa 7 
a national debt twi large a W s ‘ ! 
subsidies to shipping), and a nor1 lt 
taxation. France has d s 1 awl . 
her sales of finished articles: wl I 1 
the converse has been true. Her : ‘ ( 
falsified by facts in thr ases Ww i 
We are familiar with the ort . Ar 
She has succeeded, we are ass I nd *e 
not because of protection but ( | I 
ludicrous than this solemn afi { r } 
trinaire mandarins at the expen f t wcl I 
world? Americans, for their part, a t tar 
tain results; they bel he results I ‘ red t g 
and could not have b Ll with ( 
try, with a bad seab ich can not com ‘ 
advantages for industry and trade. and it |! le I 
by the heresy of conscription, Upon fre rt ples t ‘ 
succeeded in the United States on runt heir e1 13 
sources it ought at least to ed th Father l \ 
Cobdenite doctrines the compe ‘ f the German p i 
nation like ourselves, enjoying all the b nes 1 sll armv. a : 

government, open ports, and unli eay g 
been impossible. But German mi lrers and a 
the German people are ¢ mv : s n 
home production secured by the tariff i 1 
u foreign markets. In Fran where t i ‘ } 
i xtinct, no Ww spread sectio1 l n 
reversing M. Méline’s economic policy 

GREAT BRITAIN’S COMPETITORS OVE FREE TRADE A MISTAKI 

Of the four chief tradiz solat 
is the only one which has l 
eee one ive force in . *h s I 

ing degr« riff ha An gement 
enterpri activity of invention, tl new industi 
profits, wages, and employment, a rove! of rela pos 
international trade In all these cs ( b wa 
in all t he Se Cts twas wrong Thos whod I ira iitsins 

and shaped a new policy t fr al ‘ 
with the » question is w h h far m ra 
tunities, ¢ tt I l t r 
ing of t I n of exports. Ww < ir 

results from an analogou In this rapids t r 
from free trade, which formed t 1 
the whole economic ou 1, we ve Z 
additional reason to mistru ! lorema ra . 

and the stopped-clock tical wisdk« 
This, then, is the 1 fore the intr Are fy I rts 

present conditions a ndustr eft ur na 9 
Does Cobdenism prevent ( | 
erence seit? Isa isa 
capital? ‘ihese are searc early f t lers 
justice, never for a mome } f "i t 
mary condition of prosperity. They knew that t 
upon the activity of enterprise and the den lf 
vocated free imports as the best means in tl I 
tion and facilitating exchange. These are Free 
have ceased to promote them. Let us see 

PROTECTION RAISES THE VA E OF 

tichard Cobden, in his t spec to tl 
ert, without fez »f contr ction, that tl 
nection with the price of f 1 than th t 
entirely on the demand for labor.” But what1 
Ask those who have done most in the modern wor 
Mr. Carnegie in America, the K1 sin G ’ 
strong, whose life work converted a etch 
arsenal employing nearly 20,000 men. Cheap 
created a Pittsburg,an Essen, or an El iN l 
cotton industry is the record of one | tr 
and no free trader would pr Ww ! 
laws was comparable in imp ul with tl I 

i a29 per cent in ‘ 679 pr r 1880 



100,000 a decade; eign capital isencouraged and foreign employment 
d by our free imports. “A mad world, my masters or rather a 
enough world with an inimitable island in the midst. 

pondent requests us to clinch the case by showing in detail in what 
trades our progress has been paralyzed and in which articles the imports 
‘ ms factures have increased. We therefore give the following 
compari Look on this picture. It shows: 

Brit manufactured exports in ten leading lines 

Amounts in million pounds sterling. 

1890. 1902. 

Tron and RN a DERE Ss ee 31.5 29.0 
Steam engines and ma nery waits Pree irr r tn Lae 16.4 18.7 

H iware and « I 5 — eed winked Gaiiees 2.7 | 2.1 

( ton manufacture nie tiulaicoe awe eure a ame 62.0 
Lis ~ Shaboee iia bhtedd eaeiGicinkd | 5.7 
Woolens ne Sliawiccaa Osan dspace aaa aaa | 20.4 
Apparel picnic tilts trtinbintats eine ees aa | ! 5.6 

NR eg ey es es Be A 2.1 
I iwar'e bi di tetacedbednedbendiitnnds anaes os 2.5 

( I als, drugs, et« fo tai a ate a bt 4) 

Tots _ ccsintbevhnttipnece bancatinbbdwabidebleiina 158.8 155.8 

And look at the opposite picture: 

Manufactured imports into United Kingdom in leading lines. 

Amounts in million pounds sterling 

1890. 1900. 

Cotton manufactures ainvtnginnnicth ebbgieiccscihil Seki daeuioadaditirmashtelalih 2.3 4.7 
(lass Nanutactures sodivtortas tibkllii ee lean dala dates iiinie ta ee ia 2.0 a 

Iron and , SOTO evs isin itinerant niin disiieae | 3.1 8.3 
I a issn ds shinies cs ihre icine cil lia tees Sadie aD | 8.4 11.1 
Silks..... peat ee 11.3 | 14.2 
Woolens ship witch calc Hl etteinnteae aati | 11.1} 11.4 
Paper and pasteboard manufactures. ..................-.- 1.9 4.4 
We OIG COUR oi ncscctiinincis btbtiadcelan bout | 1.2 | 1.9 
Zine ‘ isibilidieadiniindo-diraidéediah whip nin ancien hapten Tics | 4 5 

DGD is tite dnd awh cd ctdtiictiadn ie dblidbdttbztdsétas | 19.6 28,0 

BED osc temwiciiins Htnintmn tibiae de Bikinis 61.3 87.7 

These, we repeat, are astounding figures. What would Cobden have 
thought if he uld have foreseen the time when we should be buyer 3 of cot 

tons as well as buyers of corn—buyers of metals as well as buyers of meat; 
and when our importsof textiles and iron would show in one decade a greater 
absolute increa in immensely larger relative increase, than our exports of 
the commodit 

Nor is there any mystery about the process by which our trade, apart 
from the colonies, is driven in at the circumference and attacked at the base 
The American has his home market of nearly 80,000,000 souls and ours of 
40,000,000. 

The German has his home market of nearly 60,000,000 souls and ours of 
40,000,000. The British manufacturer has to share his only free market with 
all his rivals. It is not possible for insular capital to compete under these 

ynditions, or for insular enterprise tosurvive. * * * 
It is ascertain that capital is discouraged, enterprise repressed, and em- 

ployment restricted under free imports in this country as that all three 
have been stimulated during the last decade in the great competitive nations 
under tariffs. In these circumstances, according to Cobden’s admission, the 
wage-earning classes must suffer from the absence of a keener demand for 

bor more than they can gain by having their quartern loaf a half-penny 
heaper than it might be under preference, especially when every half-penny 

t upon the loaf would be taken off teaandsugar. If British manufactured 
had increased in the last twenty years in mere accordance with the 

th of our population, they would be at least £40,000,000 annually more 
‘ ports 

they are now. That is the minimum estimate of the rate of loss which 
le tariffs inflicting upon us, 

GREAT BRITAIN S COLONIAL TRADE ALONE SAVES HER FROM GREAT 

DEPRESSION. 

Colonie nmercial supremacy, exports (minus coal and ships).a 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

‘j k ey of competitive power in the modern age is the encouragement of 
apital. Now, it that tariffs in countries like America, Germany, 
ind France mean the maximum of security for capital and the maximum of 

iu nt. Free imports making one country the dumping ground for the 
rpl f all the rest and exposing the home manufacturer to the attacks of | 

for 1 rivals, who are all protected by their tariffs from his counter opera- 
tior free imports under these circumstances must necessarily mean the 
1 mut Ss ty fo pitaland the minimum of inducement. That is 
‘ “¢ idustrial malady. That is our real national peril. 

I ideed, we have the Cobdenite ina quandary. He is not really sat- 
isfied w the condition of na ltrade. When he is discussing education 
his pictur if our industrial pro ‘tsare appalling. When he opposes Mr. 
Cham be his optimism is stric ad hoc. Every competent observer in 
this country agrees, as a matter of fact, that if we are to maintain our com- 
n al supremacy there must be an immense stimulus of the enterprise 
that is to say, the expenditure—of pital. * * Again, we have British 
capital discouraged and British employment decreased by hostile tariffs, and 

till the influx of foreign manufactures into this country increases at the rate 

int mbwwbdnetalin <beeaiddeds iad xelpmeuaaaialell ‘ £141, 000,000 
ee eee ee ee Ser dintecih tntdee cued 108, 000, 000 

sO) naciteisiia ws cdi Raita esas Mtciinchtan ----| 110,000,000 
a ls bcd: illtiit shies es vcs niente iced Ab iebittiadeltat hs ahd a 104, 000, 000 

UI cin ctr tal etapa sant ci aaa ia acti ictal tial 99, 000, 000 

New ships were not included in the returns before 189. Since then they 
ka : 1 a fictitious appearance of increase to official estimates of our 
1 factured exports 

———__ 

Colonies and commercial supremacy, exports (minus coal and sh ips) —Ci 

PROGRESS. 

Year. | 

189) 

1900 
1902 

} 

wail — iciiaininaichntl ~ dec ra ie 

“If figures do not rule the world,” said Goethe, “ they show what m 

handled they can prove but one thing to a clear intelligence, and that 
truth. Wherever there has been a margin of doubt in the evidence we | 

pe rts, and no assertion of a matter of fact throughout these articles ha: 

For the benefit of those who are prepared to look a fact, whatever 
between the eyes, we shall now carry the investigation a long step furt! 
We propose not_merely to assert, but to prove beyond question, 

~ “ss ‘ 

whole future of British trade depends upon the maintenance and « 

ings in a single generation. Elsewhere our manufactured exports have 
either declining or stationary for thirty years. On the Continent our 

it is in the colonies now. Germany's total of exports to European coun 
already surpasses our total. 

s gained upon us in the American market and now runs us neck a 
In the southern and eastern markets of the globe, literally from 

it.” Nor is it true that figures can be made to prove anything. If hon 

preferred to understate rather than to overstate the case against { 

»2en shown to be either inaccurate or misleading. 

i 

ment of our commerce with the colonies. There we have doubled our 

mercial supremacy is actually lost, though it was as complete there in | 

Since our trade dropped low under the blows of the McKinley tariff 

Peru, we just hold our own, our peculiar positionin Egyptand our i 
business with our ally, Japan, having gone far to balance adverse influe 
in other quarters. But with regard to all the world outside of the fla 
total result of our thirty years’ trading is that, apart from the exp 
coal, with which we feed the competitive power of the Continent 
ward commerce has fallen in annual value by over forty millions 
This is the account: 

British exports (excluding coal) to all markets outside the Empire. 
[Amounts in million pounds sterling.] 

1872. | 1882, | 1890. | 1900. | 19 

3 tg : 
TD CCE NG circ s mirnsnncipnimenaiinia 40.6) 31.0 $2.0) 19.7 
To Asia, Africa, and South America..| 45.0) 39.5} 49.0! 49.0 
PG EE BO oo: tliavisrrenn nnd 100.8 78.2) 7.2] 84.5 

153.2 at 

BRITISH EMPIRE NO LONGER FIRST IN EXPORTS OF MANUFACT! 

Our rivals have shot forward, while we have been pushed back. Thi 
whelming supremacy we held thirty years, and even up to a dozen years 
throughout the world, we now retain in the colonies alone. In other w 
apart from trade within the Empire, our historic aps oe yen as acou 
manufacturing for export isgone. It is not merely about to go, or going 
is gone! It has disappeared in a single generation of hostile tariffs, e 
our competitors to develop their home market, and of free imports, 
them to conquer ours. 

The result of thirty years’ trading, we say, is that our commercial 
acy, except in the case of our commerce under the flag, has been «i: 
Let Englishmen summon up imagination enough to realize how tha 
ment would have sounded in the ears of their fathers. Then let th 
at the proof: 

Exports of manufactured articles, 1900 (excluding British trade w E 
possessions). 

This is the result of the decline in the total annual value of ou 
trade in finished goods. They fell by over £27,000,000 between 157 a 
next best year, 1890. They sank once more by £6,000,000 between 
the next high-water mark year, 1900. They have fallen again by 
£8,000,000 in the last two years, which we had imagined to be a pr 
rather encouragi character. We can not put the point more pl 
foreign trade free imports as against hostile tariffs have brought u 
a single generation to the second place. Turn the figures how we 
inquiry on which the cabinet is engaged will prove that we are 
top of the poll, and no recounting of the votes will count us in 
private man in business ask himself whether, upon the overhau 
books, he would be content with similar results or with the syste 
produced them. 

The members of the Cobden Club call upon the high gods to wi 
“ preference * would sacrifice our traditional position in foreign | 
imports, as we see, have already sacrificed our traditional p< 
trade. Glance again at the figures heading thischapter and y w 
as we have repeatedly asserted, the colonies alone have sa\ 

f our business with our own possessions in the last ot 

no ng 

m t 

crease 

more than balanced thedeclineelsewhere. In the period isi2-1s\\) 
exports fell in foreign markets by £27,000,000 and rose in im} 
£294,000,000. Between 1890 and 1902 the fall in foreign mark 
another £14,000,000, but the gain in trade under the flag wa 
£20,000,000. We set out the statement as follows: 

} IMPERIAL TRADE—RIBE. 
RE EID 4) 0s os citings a ah tnlgeibisehs Gitandials eaamikivinsd ddd eli emma qantas at 

1890-1902 ....... 

OCS oc cccs ancsnn déctgs Witney ek dietad dapclddetes dagberddse 

FOREIGN TRADE—FALL. 

ii ie ld i ll ee a le eee L 

1sg0-1902 I 

IT i a a i i a a es ec i 

No folly in polities has ever been more ludicrous than that of the 

sect which disparages the value of colonial trade, and in presen 
| like these shuts its eyes and shouts its shibboleths. Look at the f 



ry picture of progress in 
1 Africa since the war: 

700, 000 

300), O00 

Three y ‘s’ exports of British produc 

| 7 1900. 1901. 

A ee el erie ienn aad £7,600, 000 £7,.800.000 | a£10.! 
a ae 12. 700, 000 17. 100, 000 

a ar Ne cain 20, S00, 000 24, 900, 000 84. 
tal . 

1 gain in annual exports to 
IEE SUI 56.ckn ci qateeentcdecctCesnens 

sr 1900. five per cent 
ty use over 1900. two per cent 

le market in the world outside the flag in whi 
like this vitality since the age 

1 began. Wesell more to India than we do to the great 
m—Germany. Wesell more in average years to the A 

: th its 4,000,000 population, than we do to the Unit 
rly 80,000,000 inbabitant We sell more to South Afrie: 

‘rance and Belgium put together. We sell more to C 
es, tham we do to ( na, with nearly 400,000,000 
Russian Empire, with its 150,000,000 Slavs, pure 

rth of our home pri and grand little New Zealaz 

3 no sing 
r trade has shown anything 

hased 
j 4 

1,000.000 people, of our own blood, pure 1 £5.600,000 worth 
If they we not so, the c ‘mployed would | 
lin the land, and the di a forge and factory 

THE GREAT DANGER IN IMPORTING CHEAP GOODS. 

ld long ago have learned that there is no form of ruin n 
n the cheap consumption of other people's products, whic] 
ment of ourown. ‘Therecould be no form of cheap co 
ile it lasted than that of feeding the ieces of h 

i be a perfect economic process if id impair the 
eanimal. The expansion of trade under the flag has p1 

mind from realizing the retrogressio y snot unde 
their wish and intention the color uve saved Cob 
ry. Itis unlikely that they will g 
certainty of the future is that if we can not 

1 our colonial trade to compensate for the stead 
cening of our competitive power in purely foreign t 

: y of Great Britain will be a dead thing in twenty y« 
3a vague notion abroad that since the German crisis fors 

been shaken off, and that the peril which seemed so 
ate a few days ago has become in some mysterious mani 

a vestige of reason for that 
minds of this false sense of security 

Germa: as recovered from 
nding her expo1 vith extreme rapid 

ny at the present 

gy. There is n 
disabuse our 
1 

A 

the | 

ised her severe cl 
tx, 
vv. 

nomen "running us closer than ever be 

impression, 

af 

quarter of the present year her exports were £12.04 
ehind ours. We may take it, therefore, that Germar s 

I ilue is only £50,000,000 behind ours, l this with co 
ur colonialadvantayes thrownin upon our sit If our gre 

rival continues to overhaul us as rapidly as she has done du1 
{ Lis doing now, not even the existing con 1 
h the colonies could save us, as they have hit »d 
irs at the outside we should have to chronicle the result: 
acy among the exporting nations of the world as foll 

supremacy stakes, 1,t d States; 2,Germany; 

ascare picture. It is a caleulationas certain, unless s 
in the conditions take place in our favor, as any result in t 

her country does nots ir way to adopt an i 
n the Canadian preference polic ) 

so. The United States is stra since the Biz 
cede the reciprocity « ‘ ich ston-clock ra 

‘ if that ever takes pla » and he Dominion ent 3 

partners i the ne boring republic, then good 
le and g in tl g run to Cana I { 

Vv argued VW col ently leave it to tl \ 
} } nda 

the colonies (1887 

4 ‘ tr Aaet 7 7 

1892. 1901 

th Wales £893 000 © 800,000 

‘ at edie : 5S ") 1. 538, 000 

a = . " . bs O00 TURLLD 

I a 30, 000 507.000 

5 ail 7 13, 000 73.000 

OS. O00 S10, OOO 
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t preference nothi mial trade < 
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Upon t howing the state of the international poll in about seventeen 
‘ i a ‘iod, | mi not much longer than that which has 
elap e Quee first jubilee—would come out like this: 

Prospective population A. D. 1920. 

Br h } ‘e (whites i aeeieeatades a elle i cee ee he 62, 000, 000 
State . 100,000,000 

ANG ce cite occ maredd nine i le ee eee 72,000, 000 
} nes a ee ea ee eS 40, 000, 000 

R a (Slav ‘ on hh Skane aralaln as ileal tootsa .. 144,000,000 

There is no need after these figures to labor the proof. We need every 
man. There is this fact further to be considered, that while our increase of 
population under free import ;of every advantage to our rivals, their in- 

‘ease of population under hostile tariffs, as the trade statistics of the last 
rty years show, is of no advantage to us. But if preference were adopted, 
figures of the forecast we have given would be immensely modified. The 
mies would fill out at more than double the present rate. We should not 

only } p the vast majority of our island-born people for the flag. Canada 
wouli stop the flux across the frontier by which she has lost a large propor- 
tion of her inhabitants. The inflow from the American Northwestern States 
would be stimulated. 

We can now form a * conception of the bearing of the emigration 
q tion upon the probl of comparative population and comparative 
trade. The figures upon the subject divide themselves naturally between 
two statistical periods. The first, which we shall ignore, stretched from 1815 
to] that is, from the battle of Waterloo to the eve of the Crimean war. 
Within that time about 1,400,000 people left British ports for British colonies, 
while 2,000,000 went to the United States jut these numbers mean all emi 
grants sailing in British ships, and include a certain foreign admixture. In 

t d trish origin began to be shown separately. ixs3 the emigrants of British a 
For exactly half a century under free trade, therefore, the statistics of 
Anglo-Celtic dispersion are thus shown: 

British emigration, 185 1902 

To British colonies tos seadeatkietetaabia ed : iiss tecdeeni erahseiaaiinad 3,145,000 | 
lo United States ............- Gitdeidadl ‘ : : ‘ .. 6: 100,000 

If the st six mil 1 remained under their own flag it would have 
meant that by nati e the white population of the colonies would 

w be double what Instead of exporting £60,000,000 worth of British 
goods to Canada, Australasia, and South Africa, we should be exporting at 
least £130,000,000. The force ‘an competition would be much less 
ormidable, and the whole poli id commercial system of the Empire 

ler the influer of the Cobdenite idea, 
ternational competition, it was i gined that Americans 

l continue to send us corn and to take back cottons. It did 
er at all on that calcul m whether our people rem -d under the 

Union Jack or changed to the Stars and Stripes. There we have the secret 
the little E 

would rest t 

iland indifferentism upon the subject of the colonies, which 
had its original root, let us always remember, in the free-imports principle 

It may be urged, however, a perhaps legitimately, that we carry these 
reflections too far back, to a px i when the opponents of Cobdenism were 
little wiser in imperial matters than its friends. We have anticipated the 
‘ tion by reserving details forthe more recent period. Let us take, then, 
t wt twenty years. Throughout the whole of that time foreign competi 
tion, backed by hostile tariffs, has been recognized as the governing influence | 
of the world of commerce 

What the transfer of our people to the Stars and Stripes and the loss of | 
our colonists to the colonies would mean under these circumstances ought to 
have be« lear enough. But nothing was done, and the following contrast 

the resuit 

British emigration, 1881-1902. 
T’'o British colonies ee See ee see cundeunn ee 
To United States dis Pieaeaiiwebe sesowecn Meee 

rh ss of these three millions more in two decades is equivalent by now to 
the | of a ma t for British goods worth £18,000,000 a year. The employ 
ment represented by that annual value is taken away from the working 
classes at home The d nd for their labor is prevented by so much from 
expanding, and their wages are prevented to exactly the same extent from 
I ng T productive force of America is proportionats stimulated, and 

balance of population is turned still more decisively against us. South 
Africa, as well as Canada, has exerted in the last few years a strong coun 
teracting influen¢ { the figures for the last three years show that the large 
majority of British emigrants are still leaving the Empire: 

British emigration, 1900-1902. 

To colo- To United 

nies States. 

i re 6: dish Sas inibes whiee niabancia td tub wlac ana! 66, 000 108, 000 
90) oe eee ta 1s citi acbakipath elke alate 68, 000 104, 000 
1902 A = in ee diac ent lilacs Gianni in ania | 97,000 108, 000 

OOD Bio ewecdvdscoddldanneke misubtne bateeeneeeae 231, 000 315, 000 

alf the 300,000 in the right-hand are males with twenty 
th t42 aweek. The capitalized value of their per- 

300,000,000 =T 1s the lowest estimate—un- ld be « is 

a edly ag t underestimate—of the living capital which has been trans- 
{ “iin three years from this country to the United States, and it means 
that the demand for British goods is already nearly £2,000,000 per annum 
less than it would have been if our emigrants to the United States during 
the last three years alone had been kept under the flag. This process is 
nothing short of industrial suicide, and must be arrested at any cost. * * * 

GREAT BRITAIN HAS PUT THE CART BEFORE THE HORSE. 

If we wish the future power of the Empire to rest upon an adequate basis 
of population relatively to America and Germany, we must use every effort 
to win settlers for the flag. In the last twenty years, while we have annexed 
millions of square miles to the Empire, under the idea that we were opening 
up new markets to compensate for the effect of hostile tariffs in closing the 
old, we have been, in reality, putting the cart before the horse. We have 
been acquiring territory and losing people, and at ps ye ore rate the United 
States and Germany would turn the industrial, and ultimately, therefore, 
the political, scale against us by numerical preponderance. In face of these 
fundamental problems of trade and empire, Mr. Chamberlain proposes pref- 
erence. Mr. Chamberlain's opponents propose—nothing, except that we 
should put our trust in Cobdenism and keep our principles dry. * * * 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

The false theory of free imports—Imports and payments, 1883. 18 

[Amounts in million pounds sterling. } 

Pere 

British Netex- (Imports of, th > Imports | ‘ > f fac- : ‘tsof | food an ‘ Year. | = ae 8C- | of manu- | Ports of | food and | por 
| tured ex- factures manufac-| raw ma- | for 
| ports. “| tures. | terial. mal 

| | Dp 

a . 
Se 3 SN a ne | 215 53 162 373 
Ss GS te a ah 229 638 166 358 
Mg ss ice one a 22% 99 130 | 130) 

| | 

a Leaving out new ships not available for comparison in the earlier 7 

If the radical theory of the necessity of free imports were true, it wo 
remain for us to experience the grim humor of an historic witticisn 
imports would be the unavoidable process of compelling us to pay 
razor with which to cut our own throat. That is no loose metaph 
on the contrary, a strictly apt illustration of the severe realities ; 
There is no doubt that for all we import some one must pay. But 
also no doubt that under our present methods, the free imports paid 
one part of the nation are to a large extent killing the capital and r 
the labor of other parts of the nation. The devotees of unconditic) 
denism believe, as they are bound by their creed to believe, that th 
tion is not capable of proof. Itis perfectly capable of proof, and w: 
to prove it to the satisfaction of any seectiont intelligence by ex; 
immense fallacy which underlies the whole traditional Cobdenit 
exchange as applied to present circumstances. 

In examining our outward trade we have shown beyond quest 
coal being deducted from the returns, our exports of manufact) 
made no progress for thirty years, until the total for 1902, entirely 
the South African demand, surpassed at last the total for 1872 

Our finished exports to the colonies have vastly increased. Bi 
crease has just been sufficient to conceal the steady and heavy «dk 
dealings in finished articles with foreign countries. That dec] 
taken place in the neutral spheres of South America, Africa, or t 
where weare onan equal footing with our rivals,and is therefore i 
due to our lack of technical education. It has occurred for the m 
our exports to the great ~ tected markets on the Continent and in 1 
States. The falling off has been directly due to the tariff barrie: 
side, which no technical education would ever enable us under pi 
ditions to surmount. In the future, asin the past, any real incr: 
petitive efficiency on our part would be met by a further height 
tariff wall. * * * 

FREE IMPORTS NOT BENEFICIAL. 

But now let us see with equal clearness what is the truth of 
with regard to imports. The Cobden Club maintains that all 

| equally beneficialand can never beinjurious. The whole theory 
| reactionary radicalism regards the dogma of free importsas sor 

less than a supplement to revealed religion, rests upon this fundan 
demonstrable falsehood. * * * 

The essential doctrine of free imports is that all imports b 
beneficial, we can never have too much of them. If we only 
prodigious rate it does not matter what we import. Since we hay 
does not matter how we pay. Does not this theory, on the 
too easy and too beautiful to be true, or to be anything but : 
posture, which can deceive no unbiased mind capable of disti 
tween names and things? Weshall see in a moment that,asr 
manent prosperity of the greatest number of the nation, tl 
serious and vital distinction to be drawn between various class 
and various methods of payment. But, in the meantime, the C 
provided with that most dangerous of mental possessions—a 
upon which every possible phenomenon of events can be explai 
hand. They are like the eighteenth-century chemists, who exp 
thing by assuming theexistence of “ phlogiston,” until the det 
for * phlogiston”’ proved that there was nosuch thing as “ phlogi: 
had only happened to exist it wouid unquestionably have been 
much. That it was proved a myth after being implicitly accept 
tions as an elementary certainty, shows that there is no securit) 
thought but close and vigilant attention to fact. To any mi! 
really living and not fossilized, changes of fact must constant] 
for changes of opinion. Things are always what they are, but 
more perilous habit of mind than that which assumes that things 
what we think they oughtto be. It alwaysrendersus liable tot! 
discovery that ‘“‘phlogiston” after all does not exist. Now, | 
these considerations to the present controversy. We shall endeay 
fairly the Radical theory of exchange. 

Weshall then apply the test of facts and figures to it. W« 
the common sense of the ordinary Englishman to check the resul 
chapter will show what must be our true theory of exchange if t! 
cial supremacy of this country upon the sea is to be preservé 
the prosperity of our home trade is to be safeguarded. Wem 
changing to the utmost possible extent manufactured goods 
services for food and raw material. We can not continue w 
and grave danger our present tendency to buy, under free impor 
more finished goods from the protected nations, who take less: 
If we regard the matter from this point of view, we shall pe1 
Chamberlain was unanswerably right in his contention that « 
tem means the displacement of labor, the restriction of emp!o 
security of capital, the discouragement of enterprise, and the un! 
slowing down of our whole productive energy and exporting p 
process of slowing down by comparison with our protected con 
this, again, is a fact and the whole country is conscious of it. | 

The consistent assumption underlying the philanthropic the 
merce is that there can be no such thing in international trade as § 
worstof a bargain. Upon the Cobdenite doctrine of exchange ev« 
tion must benefit both sides, and any kind of transaction is as ¢ 
other kind. 

GREAT BRITAIN PLAYING A LOSING GAME. 

When you paid, and more than paid, for your food and raw p1 
your exports of manufactured articles and the services of your + 
had the utmost possible profit at every staye of the process, it 
When you sell coal, as last year, to the extent of £30,000,000 sterling 4! 
in return foreign manufactures, much of them carried hither in for 
it is equally well. When your exports of British manufactures inc! 
the twenty years 1883-192 by some £14,000,000, while your imports 0! 
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irge extent accurately described as anti-British manufactures in British exports t 
the same period to the extent of £46,(00,000 sterling, it is also wi 4 : a.B G: 
tal export of manufactures in 1902 was £235,000,000, while your im —s 7 
nufactures was about £100,000,000, so that you had only a net man 
export of £135,000,000 as part payment for food and raw material 
to the tune of £429,000,000—if this is the present position, it is again 

very possible position ‘‘must be’ upon the theory. Once more, if 
ey tariff cuts our American export of goods straight down by 5) | Raw mat ul. ¢ , ) 

vhile we have to pay America a larger bill than before for food | Wanufactures ‘ 
tton, and to pay it by th vidends on trans-Atlantic investment 
ld otherwise have gone on, as formerly, accumulating at compound ee : ‘ ‘ 

; capital, it is still well. And, finally, if Germany in 1875 took « eee 
1 e finished goods from us than she does now, sen g us agricul no 
forest products, while now she takes less of our manufactures than i nus ir ¢ i 
sends us five times as much of her manufactures as she did, what | actually Lit was » 4 
upon the theory) but well? had unde tous « w 

he theory which enables you todeclare at once that there is noth gium, nited States £ 100) 008 ? 
vith facts like these, and that nothing could be wrong with them | did twenty-eight years ago and nearly £14,(00,00 

wed that our shrinking net export of manufactures, immensely | the meantime, while our finished and ha I 
as we see, in the last ten years, had totally disappe: i, and ompetitors had fallen from £71,500,000 to 2 

ir workshops had ceased to contribute one farthi ypward tured goo 4G reas t f 
payment for cur gigantic purchases of food and raw material £116,500,000. The significant det for em 
heorists convince plain people if they can that this tendency is Ma 

that its develo} can be other than fatal. For here w =a 
point where any o y person’s experience of life and bu 

th all the economic doctrine of the schools. From 1510 

ENGLISH ALREADY DEFEATED IN THE INDUSTRIAL CONTEST. 

rer il 1 ‘ H 4 A I ¥ } a 

imports can never beinjurious, what follows? Itfollowsthatthere | Belgium ‘ “ 
ructive power in foreign competition. It follows that there is in | F , . 
such thing as competition. 1en we speak of the “struggle” be Uni States 

nmercial nations we are told that weare deluded by military meta 
ugh it was Clausewitz, a deeper thinker than Cobden, who 

iteconomic competition was a form of war,and war only an “‘a é aqnct , { 
{ economic competition). The Cobden Club would have us believe Increa ; 
\ ll foreign competition is simply foreign cooper and tha Vi 

hing but a valuable contribution to our own prosperity. ‘ i 
more useful, as we have found in all parts of the Me 

( rcial * cooperation” of Germany, and nothing could 1 i 
future prospect of even more vigorous forms of 

part of America! For, as we have said, the “theory” isa | - 
t Germany and Holland £ 00,0 A 

ly weak point in it is ted by history, icnlec y | Belgium 0. ; BOK), OOK 
f n’s experience every conclusively disproved by the | Fran j 0) 
I ( ‘lopment of internat With the discovery of America | United States y J 

ipe, the overland transit trade of the great German ci 
| i Nuremberg wasruined. So was the maritime suj 

1. Their position passed to the Dutch. We in our t ested tDeclit ver 30 p 
t ing trade from the Dutch by the most stringent pr sts -] : 
t known—that of the navigation laws, which were the ori } 3 But the last ¢ — 

ire, and which Adam Smith, father of the free-trade ory (not | 1875 was a poor yé for An . . 
t ports theory) as he was, defended on political grounds to t LS st we had enioved fo 
7 in that process not much of e® mutual-benefit syst into which ances of the trans-Atlantic 1 } 

itional trade resolves itself in the Cobdenite imagination. Nor did for- | sends us mor : ed g the 
f tions think so. They, in the days of our pride, had to consider the daa send us twice as much “" 

British manufactured imports,as we have now toconsider the danger | four times asm as 1 ' } 
I ‘tured imports. America and Germany,among others, | as n manufactures as ta i more t 

c ieve atallin the mutual-benefit theory of all international dealings. | ; "5. Fran : till m 
; d that ‘‘ British imports” displaced labor or prevented the dev nortion was already great. al 

f theindustrial demand forlabor. They were perfectly rig tha g United States v ; m 
the whole world nowadmits. By using eep down co . 3 : WwW ‘ } 
they have both secured a magnificent development of home mat ulue Britis 1s \ 

y both hope to displace this country, andif they prog1 n the n ir fi ‘ 
ars as they have i he lasttwenty they w ) Th a int for 1 : 4 
splace this coun i 7 superseded the Dutch. | py» at 4 f « “ 

I re isnoneed to lab ivate business every man kno . In pr V vs . | i 
by comparison th his competitors ner. * nterest yr a 

mal business. Where thereare tw : ; j esnot. A new business inanold trad ler Dp nt 
x those who formerly held that p 

12 ™M fit the is false wh n ties.a At 
] f manufactured e con is tl I 

petit » thi tr zn mi a imports int } 
‘ y ¥ le - as Mr. ¢ rte me labor an i Sian eaiieenin ate 

event the ex] labor and enterpr ‘ 

BALANCE OF TRADE IS TURNING AGAINST GREAT BRITAIN. ‘ 7 

yne of the most remark 

f yw the profits of commer ted } 
are unmistakably tu ‘ red 
at the head of this art ‘ 

in accordance wiil 
? ¢ . ly ard of trade excludes fro 4 

micals. wines, and 1 
© are products « , like the famous * pick] 
have reckoned th sides with the 

in withthe eru e then get thet 7 
1 ra Xt re since 1875— i ; 7 

cumstances between the inflation of 1872and the depression +) 
racter of our t ith the 

as a good ave ear, midway bot 

: e competitiy intries, { - Ww 
elgium, France,and the United States. Thisis the statement 

British imports from competitive nations, 1875 and 1902. Exports of home pr 

trom Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, United Stat Invisible expor 

1875. 1902 Dedu t 
' ‘i a aa ae a 

Ba 
terial, £117.700.000 | £156.100.000 That is 

res 50. 100, 000 116,500,000 | wou that tl 

RB ceca aed tts 2 167, 800, 000 ©72. 600. 000 The writer i red by a ut 

Galiy boug i 

wl 
4 : A are now 
” VU & year, 
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estment is corying down by millions upon 
disappear wholly, if it has not already dis 

‘ertain 1s that the huge surplus of interest 
tment is no longer available. It is patent 

f uts down our export of goods to 
and outward freights proportionally, 

us for value supplied is greater than ever, 
stments when we pay her less in goods. 

i by our present earnings, whether in respect of 
balanced by revenue from the immense na- 

its the savings of a formergeneration. If 
that capital, the process by which 

; t period at com- 
‘ked, if not finally stopped. When hos- 

is, while imports have still to be paid 
etween living on capital and living on 

he increase of capital? Everyone knows 
y over Berlin and New York has dimin 

the 

marativels ively recen 

‘st and most crushing of all practical replies, 
vl ntains that imports can never bein 

point of view and that imports can never dis 
) ilia 

INED BRITISH BY PROT ION. 

‘rican agricultu g You may 
it was 1 all the m 

rwhelmed because 
n your manufacture itself is at 

sr of protected capital, what 
t] ie fate which reached 

reach hi 

‘ mpl ye 
ire to be ove 

tem of our 
. but nota single 

The British 
culture when our 
he most ancient 

of woolen goods is 
over £11.00),000 

! lustri have been destroyed; new industries have not been 
rhe development of the electrical trade stance, has been far 

the most signifi among all symptoms 
his country been handicapped in 

' the iron and steel industry are 
ms of foreign syndicates and rings, 

ritish capitalist 

] oolen goods is 

imports to injure and de 
8 simultaneously »uS, aS Wwe have 

ir it ts. The senti 
I 

if paying for o 

iS;hess 1s a mutu 

er what we import 
und dangerous 

th these things matter vi 
all see in anothe 

ill be assisted in est 

mental doctrine t 
its forms, and that it 

what we pay, is demonstrabie 

of our annual transactions |} 
false theory of imports 
ory of exchange 
evidence of wi "SS 

enefit system in all 
i does not matter 

To the final profit 
ally. So much forthe 

‘article what is the true the 
id w ablishing it by the unconscious 

who a1 mitted by free traders themselves to repre 
sent the pink of orthodox Cobdenism 

THE TRUE THEORY 

nonsense 

OF IMPORTS, 

tured exports and imports per head of our population, 

Our manufac- 
tured exports 
to Europe and 
United States 

per head. 

Total manu 
factures ex 
ported per 

head. 

Ourimportsof 
foreign man- 
ufactures per 

head. 

1883 85, 800.000 

1800 37, 800, 000 

190 41, 959, 000 a? 

«Upon the revised board f trade classification the true amount of foreign 
ually in ported per head of our population is £3 5s. We 
ication in order to keep the figures comparative. 

THE 

llactures ant 
ft 

IMPORTANCE OF EXPORTS 

ts of the country are not given to low, then, are 
can they be paid for? Not with gold, be 

rold. They can only be paid and accounted for in 
1e goods which we now export to pay for them; or, 

y iving and settling the int due to us on for 
reign debts incurred’ By the export of 
,andin no other way. (From the late 
the Cobden Club case, Free Trade v. 

us. 
paid for’ L< alone 

swe do not 
iys: First, 

asa mea erest 

may be rege 

the plain 
and inves 

ill accrue 

rded as remittances for exports, present or past 
shape of goods and shipping services; past, in the for 
tm ;made long ago, mainly in kind, upon which in- 
Foreign nations are bound to remit t they owe. 

makes all the difference to u they remit; 
<i by America and Germany—countries, on the 
lacking in intelligence—asa of guiding 

» most profitable channel, free imports deprive us 
»matter. Our competitors must pay us, but they can 

swe like. No money passes. What is shipped to 
not gold, but goods 

while 

Cobdenite view, ] 
national commerce int 

of all control ove 
may as they like, ar 
Calueee thea 

Now, when y« 
but when paymen 
the industrial de 
you formerly se1 
mat il, and were 
mit in the way 
the h 

is made in kind, difficult , ea on as 
‘lopment of foreign nations enables the o send you what 

itthem. fo long as they could } ily food and raw 
forced to take manufactures in return, they had to re 

that suited you, and, your ships getting freight both ways, 
igher your imports mounted under those cir the better it 

it when, as now, the competitive nations sell you a t worth 
ufactures for every pound’s worth they buy, th ase is so much 

a ‘ed that it is as well to listen to Mr. Chamberlain when he advises you 
to reconsider, after half a century, your businessarrangements. For, pay- 
ment in kind being in question, if you are a miller, it makes all the differ- 
ence whether you are paid in wheat or flour. If you are a shoemaker, it 

ll the difference whether you are paid in leather or in boots and 

ies must is S& 

give 

“makes all 
oes. If you are in the woolen line, itis better for your debtors to remit the 

TT 

fleeces than the cloth. If youare an ironmaster, it is distinctly 
for you and infinitely preferable for your workmen that national] 
should be settled in raw ore rather than in foreign stocks of wrouct 
and machinery dumped upon this country at surplus prices, =" 

That is the problem b es this nation. Free imports mean that w: 
more of their finished goods from rivals, who take less and less of our 
Chamberlain tells us quite truly that we can not maintain our com! 

pref 

supremacy unless we remember that to exchange, not goods for « 
goods for food and finished stuffs for raw products, is the vital neo. 
our economic position. 
ence policy. 

To secure this process is the whole aim of the 
In no other possible way can it be secured. 

THE ELEMENTARY ERROR OF FREE-TRADE REASONING. 

The elementary error of Cobdenite reasoning lies, as we have « 
failure to distinguish between competitive imports and noncomp 
ports. If we thoroughly grasp this distinction, though some of 4 
not agree about preference, we shall approach agreement as near!\ 
sonable men can do in reasonable discussion. On account of the 
scientific distinction they draw between competitive and noncomp 
ports, modern tariffs have nothing in common with the old prot 
tems which Cobden swept away. Under these systems even raw 
had been taxed. Now no progressive country taxes raw materi! 
Chamberlain would be the first to repudiate any proposition to tax it 
the United States places raw materials upon the tres list. 

American raw cotton and Australian wool enter German port 
they enter our own. Ia other words, the whole object of a moder 
to encourage home production, and preference would not on!y ; 
the same end by the same means, but would simultaneously s 
reduction of colonial tariffs in our favor a larger and freer imp 
Our industrial rivals welcome all noncompetitive imports. In 
competitive imports they examine and discriminate. The re 
When a country imports what it does not produce at all, or not 
quantity, say in our case things like raw cotton or iron ore, it « 
means of production. Everybody in that conntr-y must be ben 
nobody can be injured. That is the ideal but, toa large extent ur 
ern conditions, the impos: idle system of exclusive exchang >. 

The second stage is when a country imports something whi:h 
itself producing, but which some other land produces unquastiona!l 
In that case the import may still be immensely beneficial to the na 
wv hole, but at the same time must be destructive to the interests of a1 

American corn is the obvious illustration of a competitive im 
injured one class of society for the realor supposed advantage of th 
der. Cobden maintained that fres trade would not ruin the farmer 
did. Most Englishmen have long been agreed that, looking to natior 
the physique of the breed, and the sound basis of society, the wor! 
ficing agriculture for the purpose of immediate commercial gain wa 
to go too far 

Germany had to face the difficulty of competitive imports in b 
atthe outset. To buildup her home market she raised a tariff a 
goods. Nevertheless, if she ceased to produce the greater part. 

while failing to obtain the command of the sea, she would then 
weakest national organization in the world and would fall into af 
dicament 

For Germany, therefore, home agriculture is an indispensable 1 
set. That is why the Kaiser’s Government has had to keep up a 
posing a duty of over 7s. aquarter, or 25 per cent, upon foreign w! 
is why the new tariff bill proposes to raise the minimum « 
or 3 percent. This is the maximum, by the way, to which 
is already subject for the fiscal offense of having 
mother country, and as wheat from the United States and Russia | 
the lower scale, the extent of the disability may be imagine. 

FREE IMPORTS IN A FREE-TRADE COUNTRY HAVE PROVED 
GREAT BRITAIN. 

But to recapitulate. In our case, the first and noncompetit 
imports—that of raw material—was wholly and universally bem 
the second phase, when imports began to be competitive, but in¢ 
food, they were still mainly beneficial, but already. by depr: 
ture, they were partly destructive. But for Engiand.and Engla: 
only great industrial country which gives fore'gn 1ivalry f 
yrocess is advanced to a third and most dangerous stage, wher 
imports in the form of finished goods become mainly destructiv 
partly benefi Competitive food imports attacked the i 
cuiture only in favor of manufacture at large. But with comp 
factures themselves coming into the country in the third phase : 
over a hundred millions sterling annually, it is clear that eve 
ing interest in the country is either already attacked or lib! 

For the farmer, who was told that it was his patriotic dt 
and that he should scorn, like a true Briton, to protest, ther 
sibilities of grim humor in the situation. nports are 1 
ports, no doubt. But if machinery is on the free list as we 
it as easy as possible for foreign nations to send us the machin 
boots and shoes instead of the ther, and woolens 
France) instead of the wool. This, as we have already said, i 
paying for the razor which is tocut your own throat, and it 
which Germany, Belgium, France, and the United States 
to the Cobden Club, they are not intelligent countries—take 
free. Our failure to distinguish between noncompotitive and 
ports, andin the latterclass between mainly beneficial things 
ucts, and mainly destructive things, like foreign manufactur 
the profits out of the pockets of British capital, and must t: 
cheap bread itself out of the mouth of British labor—this is th: 
credible mistake of our commercial system. It is worthy « 
which, as Hegel jested, *‘calls a telescope a * philos« —, instr 
hates inquiring into abstract principles of procedure. Ame! 
many, let us believe it, are formidable enough in their busin¢ 
without any elaborate efforts on our part to throw every possi 
in their way. So far from facilitating their efforts to send the 
petitive article, instead of the raw or the slightly competitive at 
country, we ought to make that process as hard for them in our! 
they make it for us in theirs. 

DISASI 

nt 

“0 

1 

For all broad purposes British trade has passed through thr 

classes of importsin turn. In the first period, extending from th« 
ial supre tothe repeal of the corn laws, 

our apne e Commsee of ra 
merchandise for exportation. This period, as we : 

discover, is worthy of far closer study than the ordinary poli 

as Schiller somewhere suggests, had usually at bottom uncom 
reasons for their actions. The old mercantile system, like the Bri 

purpose. It was that “system of monopoly,” so evil in the . 
modern commercial philanthropists, which gave us, as. a matter o! 

stages, corresponding to the predominant activity of each of th 

of our industrial 
materials for home industry 

colonia 

years has thought necessary to devote to it. Our unenlghtene 

tution, was hopelessly illogical in principle, but in practice wo! 

long ‘monopoly’ of manufacture and the sea. The policy of our an 
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v Tory alike, looked to the interest of England, and to that alone, 
he wal in the battle of generations for trade and power that foreign 

uld be trusted to look after themselves to the best of their ability. 

BRITISH PROSPERITY BEGAN WITH PROTECTION. 

reantile system was worn out with the changes of the times. as 
earing out. But protection and the navigation laws did not 

y had ylaced our industrial and maritime supremacy upon a firm 
‘obden had nothing to do with the laying of the foundations of 

nee as some people imagine, though he enlarged the house and 
rn doors and windows—too many of them, perhaps, for the com 
rity of small property—into its solid old front. It wasa protection- 

at won India and North America in the gre at trade wars of the 
, century. It was a protectionist nation which won the carrying 

the world, sustained the twenty years’ crisis of the revolutionary 
, Waterloo, founded machine industry, invented the locomotive, 

in example of triumphant vigor and success, of force of character 
is of mind, such as no people ever has surpassed. We drew in com- 
ty the raw materials of our industry from every clime. They were 
» here in the central mart and workshop of the world. Then the 

ds went out again, far and wide, to all the nations of the earth 
be reached by traffic from the sea. We laid the world under 
d even the power of Napoleon could not break the bond. The 
<d were ¢ ‘lothe d and shod to nosmall extent with the British man 

» pr yhibited. 
3 En gland before free trade. 

is WwW 

= 

Cobden and Bright did not possess 
t ively historical mind. In that respect Carlyle read them throngh 

h from the first. They not only hated protection; they hated all 
tand by imperialism. They believed in the near approach of 

( mocracy under universal free trade—an ideal at the present 
I more impossible than ever—and their influence was responsible for 
t ition of weakness and humiliation in foreign policy from which we 
} ently begun to recover. We may well wonder whether eithe 
( r Brig chte sver realized the full greatness of the land that bore them or 
t ayed in our national development by the system which they indis 

y despised. In its later phases the old restrictive method was full 
ind mischief, and was carried to ridiculous and pe ‘rnicious excess 

But e had some reason to question in late years whether in fiscal policy, 
th an in other directions, it was a quite wise and farsighted thing 
m one extreme to another before we were quite sure that other 
suld follow our example. 

FREE TRADE RUINED ENGLISH FARMERS. 

me the second era, when imports no longer subject to duties of any 
k hich home industry could benefit entered upon their competitive 

7 
an ce 

pe ral England was soon a scene of shrinking culture and dwindling 
population, and agriculture decayed in spite of Cobden’s early assurances to 

-etings, on his faith as a farmer's son, that free trade could Li nflu 
ng unfavorably but rents. In this second period, however, th« 

the farmer and the squire was a feeble note of discord lo st in 
g praise of an optimistic nation. The period between 1861, when 
the old tariff disappeared, and 1876, when the industrial tide was 

f turn, was an epoch of marvelous commercial expansion such 
untry has known or is likely to know. In those fifteen years the 

W the nation must have increased a full 100 per cent before the popu 
ased 20 per cent. Freights alone were sufficient to balance 
cess of imports, and there was in reality a constant excess of 

é vhich meant an immense accumulation of British capital abroad 
I ir total outward trade was £159,000,000. In 1864 it was £212,000,000 
ht t was £314,000,000; that is to say, it had expanded 100 per cent in a sin 
£g During the same period imports rose from £217,090,000 in 1861 to 
; 0.000 in 1872—an increase of 63 percent. * * * 

gn competition since the general abandonment of free-import 
y othe r nations after the seventies has introduced the third era 

ts—that of the immense influx of untaxed manufactures from 
s which keep down our exports by hostile duties. That this process 

ainiy destructive to the interests of our industry it is not possible 
land ary thinker to deny. The essential fglse aol of th; 
heory,as was shown in the previous article, les in the childish 

t there is no such thing as real a tition between nations—that 
ent fight for trade represents in reality the cooperation of nations 

al t can not matter what we import, since we must produce some 
t for it with. Hostile tariffs.as we have repeatedly shown, pre 
¥ i more and more from paying for foreign goods by British goods, or 
f y to pay with coals and herrings where you formerly paid with 

rmer case your home production is directly and obviously discour 
jured by the fiscal legislation in which foreign nations make you 

greatest injury it is in their power to inflict upon you. In the lat- 
where you are compelled to sell more coal instead of more cotton 

X more herrings instead of more iron and steel, you are driven from 
t to the lower forms of production. Upon the balance, so far from 
y ts of all descriptions, lower and higher, together rising in propor 
t ‘imports of foreign manufactures, you are forced more and more 

t in out of ine ome from investments—to pay by the sheer equivalent 
| tospend where you formerly saved. In the meantime free im- 

} reign com pe titive manufactures aggravate the mischief by directly 
a ring to foreign capital and labor the orders which ought to have 

profitsand expanded the employment of British labor and capital 
rtof manufactures has declined, and is declining, to all the countries 
mpete. It has risen rapidly with British possessions which do not 

Che latter fact alone has concealed the former. 

word, the more manufactures we import from foreigners the less 
to foreigners. Overwhelming proof of this statement was fur- 
he figures in the previous article We are almost ashamed to 
monstrate these truisms to Englishmen. To sum up, noncom 

I ports, such as formed the bulk of our inward trade before the 
epoch, can injure nobody. All competitive imports must injure 
Even when they take the form of agricultural produce they hurt 
though benefiting manufacture. When they take the form of 

m tures they hurt the manufacturer and those he employs, and 
ng run hurt everybody. 

‘IVE AND ACTUAL DECLINE IN EXPORTS OF BRITISH MANUFAC- 
TURES UNDER FREE TRADE. 

nch this argument we now give yet another set of figures, upon which 
ry E nglishmat ito ponder, for if he consents to look these facts 

the face we have no doubt of the opinion that he will feel himself 
form. Some time ago we took the chief staples of British export 
‘d that in every one of them, with the single exception of machinery, 
i bee n either little progress or positive decline during the last twenty 
hardware and cutlery, for example, we sent abroad in this branch 

the value of £4,100,000 i in 1882, but that figure dropped to £2,100,000 in 
u turn to the Blue Books in the endeavor to trace in detail the causes 

process for halfa dozen sample industries. You have only to open the 

second volume of last year’s Annual Stat 
Kingdom and glance at the pages r¢ 
countries. There you will find 
various classes of manufacture in 
five years ago was absolute 
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bettering of conditions at home, for it is here that the 
British trade can most easily be effected. A profitable } 

yest weapon that can be used t » conquer markets a 
negie on ‘‘ British pessimism,” in Nineteenth Century, June. ] 

eres 

A popular cartoonist, whose frequent wit is always accomp wi 
replaced, by rather tedious ill nature, drew a recent picture of 
lain as a rat nibbling at the free-trade dike to let in the impend 

An odd inversion of ideas! Free imports do not me an aD a aike 

the absence of a dil ou wh 
aixe. ; 

and capital should nev 
capital possessesa dike 

Every other coun 
They mean what happens to 

} try which thinks that the int 
er be swamped by the inter 
They callit “tariff.” In 

Belgium, Italy, in all the progressive manufactur ring co 

adopted to secure and develop the home market. In ev: nD 
the home market, once secured, has been immensely devélopad 
fiscal barriers the strength of internal industry is built up, 
compete abroad is and must be : in proportion to the progre 
domestic business. Of two countries like Germany and Eng 
with a tariff giving every possible encouragement to home « 
other with free imports affording every possible facility to for: 
the first must in the end have the larger production, and th 
larger importation. No law of modern economics is more c¢ 

We admit to the Cobdenites that it is difficult for them t 
ports. We agree that it is almost hopeless for them to arg 
But they had better fight this issue upon either of them, 
than upon the question of the home market. 

They are not mistaken as to the importance of the subject 
markably mistaken as toits bearing. The prime factor of chea 
modern conditions is no longer Cobdenism. It is quantity ; 
output the lower your relative cost. The crushing statistics ; 
this article prove that our protected competitors tend to ov: 
while the only free-importing country tends to underproduc 

GREAT BRITAIN HAS DROPPED FROM FIRST TO THIRD PL 
FACTU RES. 

Unless we change that position totally, and soon, no cheay 
us from being permanently undersold. The first set of fig 
home consumption only, shows how in twenty years we hav« 
place to third place in the fundamental manufacture of th 

1 set of figures we show that Germany, which drawsa lar; 
imported supplies through the Netherlands, is increasing her 
raw material three times as rapidly as we are, while France is ir 
industrial consuming power almost double as fast. As the ( 
you when they thought the comparison was the other way 
raw material is the true index to the development of your total 
and therefore tothe progressof the home market. In ever 

at protected countries, in the United States, Germany, a1 
ial consumption and production have advanced mor 

riff than they have advanced here under free impor 
ke the analysis of imports for 1890 and 1900 and note c: 

‘rences in the rates of increase for the three main classes of 

British inuports, 1890 and 1900. 

[Amounts in million pounds sterli: 

or 

second 

} 890. 

Tood and tobacco 

‘foreign manufactures --. 
Raw materials for home 

Thus the articles which add to the comfort of our pe 
half as fast asthe articles upon which our competito 
Again, the foreign goods whichattack the home marke 

as the raw materials which nourish hom«s 
contrast is damning, and no serious attempt to explain i 
by any rational being. The Cobden Club boasts that we at 
unparalleled vclume of imports; but the figures we hey 
while the consuming power of our people is increasin 
success of our manufacturing rivals is advancing bs 
home production is unmistakably slowing down by co 
the chief protected countries. In one word, cheap 
tion in respect of food does not and can not mean hy 
gressive production in respect of manufacture. This 
ern ‘machine industry, and the reason for it we sh 

the whole record of British industry for the 
rer sees one final phrase written in red, “Slow 

out the 1¢@ Market are much w 
The latter point e need of repairs to the roo 
settlement of the foundations. 

BRITISH INTERNAL TRADE HAS SUFFERED THRO 

Let us look, then, at 

4 22 aa fact 
TIMeS as Ta 

tyr< 

) 

4 1 ¢ 
yrse than the f > 

to som ; 

the extent of our internal bu 
parative condition of our great internal trades. N 

whole field of domestic production, unfortunat 
lertaken. It is generally agreed that the whole value 

j the value of our exports. Some t! 
' ven the lower estimate to h< 

y knows whether the total of 
£2,000,000,009, no one knows to witl 

nual value of the national cut 
on, and other items, of which our knowledge i 

put at the vast aggregate of £2,000,000,000. State tl 

Output and export, 190 

the 

Total annual output -- 
Total export ; oe 

In other words, 90 per cent of the employment in the 
upon home trac though if shipbuilding be considered you 
eign trade, after all,is the piston rod that drives the engine 
port, though stili considerably behind ours, is probably ¢ 
of her whole production. With America the case is V 
manufactured exports are probably less than a twentie 
facturing production, which must already be far great 
to judge by her immensely larger consumption of coal a1 
stee!—facts corresponding to her huge population, which 
the size of our own, and more prosperous head for head. 
it certain that when the slumpacross the Atlantic follow 
will begin at once, no matter what may become of th« 
nitely the most formidable rivalry we have yet had to mect. 
power of America has nothing to do with the artifices of Wall 
pends upon the fact that the American home market is larger ' 

vou 
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she has our market, the second largest in the world, to work inas 
sreexcluded from hers. In a commercial crisis the big closed 

pour its surplus at a swamping rate into the big open market, 
as water rushes from a higher level to a lower. 
show in a moment that you can not confine yourself in this coun- | cent, 
ittle England ideal of domestic bliss. You, at least, can not sepa- 

terests of internal trade from those of your external trade, nor the 
nt of your home market from the development of your imperial 
ithout sea-borne supplies your machines would starve like your 
ir greatest industries depe nd upon cotton from the United 
| from the Antipodes, and ore from Spain. The supply that 
ir mills from your colonies—wool—is the one supply of which you 

rtain, now that America has begun to consume and corner 
ton and the Bilbao ores are giving out. Germany, at least, pro- 
material for her steel an d iron industries from her own mines. 

rcumstances the stopped-clock economist who tells you that the 
in ask nothing from the State but what Diogenes asked of Alex 

ind out of my light’’—talks the extreme of folly. 
an and German lndoues is encouraged by every fiscal and ad- 

vice known to Washington and Berlin, British in — must 
by the whole power and resource of the State if we are to hold 
But in the meantime let us meet those who tell us that. free ports 

sity of home progress by asking what free ports have d »dur- 
twenty years of foreign competition for the advancement of our 
ifactures. The metal and textile trades were the two strong 

British industry. Let us see what has happened with regard to 
ome market, and what has happened under protection in othe1 

ymplex subject like the present, where arguments are inex 
detail, there is always some decisive fact upon which a practical 
ten as a criterion of the rest. If you want to know w the 

1 be in the course of the day, you do not plunge into the st ’ 
inthe morning. You tap the barometer. If you want to judge 
of home produc tion in any country by the index fact, inquire 
make and consumption of iron and steel. 

SOME UNPLEASANT FIGURES FOR FREE TRADERS, 

ty years before ( obdenism, say 1825 to 1845, we tripled our mutpu 

a remarkable coincidence that the United States and Ger \ 
the same thing in the two decades of protection, 1880-1900. France, 
period, after breaking with the Cobdenite doctrine, increased 

ption of iron 60 percent. Wein ‘reased our consuming power for 
er cent. Thatis the master fact bearing upon the rela ive pro 

! e trade. During the last twelve years the iron and ste l indus 
wen immensely helped by the reconstruction of the fleet at a f: 

han that of the Siberian Railway. We may well wonder 
en the stagnation of the home marketin respect of ironand st 
x<ceptional advantage it has enjoyedin the demands of the adm 
now, the following two tables showing the astounding change 
nne over our position with regard to the industry y= which 

t icturing success of every country must in the long 1 run depend: 

Comp rrative output of pig iron, 

[Amounts given in thousand tons. ] 

- Great Brit- ~.... . United ; 
Year. ain. Germany.| Gtates World 

ions wiccaiee mere 7,749 2,685 
nape 7,904 4.583 

sadiztehnee ee. 9, 302 7,920 

Comparative output of steel. 

[Amounts given in thousand tons 

> T lye t Thi » 

Year Pain. Germany. ao World. 

sainnakemall 1,375 728 
: ‘ 38, 679 | 2,127 

eeeal 5,000 | 6, 189 10° 639 
ea ee eo 4, 800 | 7, 800 15.000 

i | ' 

more § th: h can be mught fo 
statistics of our foreign trade. 80 we still made as mucl 

the rest of the world put t her. The position at the 
is this: We are third now. and without a change of fiscal 

lremain third. The United 8 
1 double our own. Germany this year wi 

din respect of production and 
put farand away behind. Yet both these count 

3 good have t rely on British and ot! rir yt 

il demand. When their home market is bad 
»market. If they can swamp it when they 

British ironmaster before two or three years hz 
tenable as that of the British farmer became tl 

PROTECTION MAKES THE BEST HOME MARKET 

iw of cheapness is not free imports. Itis quantity. Larger pro 
ins « heaper production per ton. Quantity, quantity, quantity 

naster word of competitive power. The grimly ig argu 
etimes heard that the trusts can not permane: keep up tl 
inderselling. They can only assail you onally with b 
ws. It would be as sensible to assure a peaceful citiz 
otpad, that he ought not to consider the roads perman l 
he had found himself liable to be only occasionally cudg 

tish capital compete if it does not possess equal nerve, confi- 

rity? How can it possess equal nerve and confidence if capital 
ry is liable at any moment to be bludgeoned over the head by 

ites of protected countries? Wherever there is a tariff capital 
nuous security. For capital in this country ‘discontinuous 

s none, and without inducements equal to those which its rivals 
r will nor can develop eqnal enterprise. 
let us take textiles. There we have a remarkable study of the 

What has taken place in the case of the silk industry we know. 
nm made his treaty with France it was assumed that the Br — 

would be injured by the natural supe riority of France in th: 
it that Lancashire would secure a corré sponding z gain on account of 
natural superiority in cottons. The result has been that the Re- 
1S us silks to the average value of £10,000,000 annually, taking Brit 
to the modest value of £663,000 last year. and actu: ally sending us 
4 cottons to the value of £969,000. That is another choice instance | 
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im that if his trade is killed he can turn to another. In all 
e one in a thousand, he can do no such thing. If the ordinary 
incan not find employment after he attains full manhood in the 
ch he has been brought up, he is ruined—unless he emigrates to 

e America, a country with a tariff, not only willing to give him 
but giving him an absolute guaranty against the displacement 

»y foreign competition. Any workman who examines the mat- 
ret that the free imports of foreign competitive manufactures are 

patible with his security in his livelihood, and that the whole 
: .ditional Cobdenism is irreconcilable with the principles upon 

that is best in trades unionism is founded. 

POORHOUSES A FREE-TRADE LEGACY. 

house system that exists to this day, repulsive and hateful from 
mass of the people, was the creation of the classical econo 

eled misfortune with disgrace and condemned honorable age 
overty to the same dreary fate that was reserved for the sot 

and the vagabond. That was the classic free-trade idea of pro- 
id age. It was heartless, but it was the system. No matter 

‘ ' —_ well you had done your social duty im the time of your 
hy ngth, no matter what blow of fate or bereavement m 

. | you helpless, nothing but the blank walis of the social pri 
hou provided for you, lest the “sturdy independence of the p 

| be sapped. This was one example of the tender mercies of the 
free-trade economists endeavored to make them prevail in Brit- 

M trades unions had made their first appearance in the indus- 
‘ ind were fighting their way to the full legal recognition of that 
4 ht of combination which is now the common possession of em 
ploy iployed. Cobden, in their early days, could see nothing good 
in the r" were founded, as he declared in the well-kn wn letter to his 
brot | 1 princ iples of brutal tyranny and monopoly.” = t these were 
t : every student of industrial conditions knows, and as Mr. Dis 
ong vhen the abuses of the power of capital were greater than they 

é \ efore or since in any civilized country. 
( vyasasincere man. But great is the power of self-interest in c or. 

yrment of the most sincere of men, and great is the power 
all-s tand unyielding system to warp the intelligence of the clearest 

min sence of the Cobdenite creed was an absolute belief in the uni- 
( -y of cut-throat competition for the salvation of men and nations. 

1x e teaching of the otherdox economists in Cobden’s day the whole 
theor rades unionism was notonly wrong but impossible. The Cobden 

t more convinced to-day of the unchangeable truth of free imports 
inal free importers were convinced that there was “an iron law 

of wags According to this conception political economy provided natu- 
rally d ‘wages fund.” Itcould neither be diminished by the efforts 

ft yers nor increased by any effort of combination on the part of 

Su ddemand determined it by automatic and inflexible laws, and 
no sectix workmen by the artificial efforts of their trades unions couid 
raise tl ges except at the expense of some other section of wo rkmen 
I vas a ‘“ wages fund,”’ and if some temporarily secured too much of it 
ther ld be so sane less for the rest. Capital could not be permanently 

ted. This theory has long since been allowed by all economists to de- 

he deepest limbo of extinct doctrines, but it was not one whit less 
dand preached in Cobden's time than the infallibility of free 

I dand preached by Mr. Chamberlain's opponentsto-day. Work 
believe Richard Cobden upon this matter, and they never be- 
lind principle of unrestricted and unregulated competition. 

. * * * * ae a 

FREE TRADE SACRIFICES THR HOME INTERESTS 
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iance of this creed, you workmen whom we address have al- 
\ i llare,s sacrificed wit hy uta moment's hesitation by unint 
get ) 4 sho rt-sighted ideal of immediate cheapness. Whenin Amer- 

ntinental country heme labor is seriously depressed by foreign 
1¢ state steps in, checks the invasion, and gives the threatened 
to form square You can protect your own interests by your 

s when you have nothing but domestic competition to fa but 
1 competition begins to displace your employment and to 
es the weapon of combination is broken in your hands. If 

well, as Abraham Lincoln might have put it, upon free- 
ples—you are undersold, and there's anend. In the last few 

seen the London County council putting into prac tice the 
the Cobden Club in all their pristine purity, and with a logical 

worthy of an earlier and a better age. The issue of genera! na- 
ng, as opposed to the ideal of imme diate ¢ heapness, was raised 

1 of buying Belgian rails for the southern tramways. The 
the amount of employment represented by the contract, went 
itry, and one more nail was driven by our own hands in 

ne industry. If the contract had been kept in England we should 
ttle profit, but we should have kept a good deal of wages. By 
e wages the British workman who received them would hav« 

ployment for other British workmen. When he bought cloth 
he would probably have purchased West Riding woolens 

workmen will provide employment for other Belgian workmen 
paid to that country by the London County council. 

I ISH LABOB FAVORS PROTECTION TO HOME INDUSTRIES. 

n, and more recently, decided that the materials a me Vaux 
tht be of foreign manufacture, and again aconside ) mount 
may be transferred clean out of the country at a moment 

ment has begun toshrink in all th ed trades. In both th ese 
r members upon the London Coun aty council, with the excep 
mber from Battersea, opposed the principle of encouraging the 
gn industry at the expense of home industry, butin b Cases 
inbending ‘‘free importers” of Spring Gardens were to b 

1 nourishing the forces of foreign production in the supreme 
odd halfpenny. 

ws Inever j get ridoftradesunionism. Trades unionistsare now 
: ul their most intelligent leaders that they can never resist with 

uccess the technical developments of modern machine indus 
blem is to find the adjustment reconciling the enterprise of 

the security of labor. While free imports prevail in this country 
; . iffs abroad that adjustment never can be found. The instinct 

long ago to recognize that the principle of unrestricted cor 

CAPITAL COMING TO THE SAME CONCLUSION. 

‘ “xperience of capital throughout the country is leading it at last to 
ch usion. Competition without cooperation would be mere anar- 
‘ Ion without < ompetition mere monopoly The true principle 

dustrial organization lies between the two extr: 

and trades unionis sm represent the modern necessity 
tion for the development of massed production—that 
duction and competitive efficiency. But the worker 
depend upon it that class combination will be useless w 
of national combination against external attack req 
Trades unionism may protect the individual whil 
&® national tariff can protect the existence of the t le 
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ngth of any society, whether political or industrial, de- 
mbination. Cobdenism means indiscriminate 
which we deliberately invite foreign producers, 

» that nothing of the kind happens on their side, 
the system of the house economically divided 

under which the farmer was sacrificed by the 
ideal of immediate cheapness, as the ironmaster is now to 

» shipbuilder, as the British shipbuilder will be sacrificed 
tish shipowner when cheaper vessels can be bought on the 

trade will undermine another in like fashion until our com 
mercial power } ; away n politics and commerce alike Cobdenism 
means disintegration. The tariff in America and Germany is nothing more 

33 than a method of securing an adequate measure of national combina 
tion in the interests of national industry. If they will not give free trade 
for free trade, you must meet their unity by your unity. * * * 

Even last twelve years, since 1890, which have witnessed the mar 
velous developments of American and German trade and the revival of en- 

in France, we have made a certain progress. But summon your 
familiar observation to youraid. A railway engine which is slowing down 
makes progress until it And that is very like your position 
You have been carried on by the momentum of your former power; but 
your rivals are working at acceler ng speed. The distinction is very great 
If you referred to tl returns, the reply is that in the last 
decade th in the Unite 1d Germany, income has increased much 
faster than in this countr hat can not be denied. If you are referred to 
the savin banks, the reply is exactly similar. The working classes in the 
United States and Germany have been increasing their savings faster 
than the working classes here. You have increased your output of iron 
and steel, and your import of raw materials for textile manufacture: 
but that does not alter the fact,as we have previously shown, that the United 
States and Germany have increased their iron and steel production so much 
faster that you now hold the third place, where only twenty years ago you 
held the first. And if you point again to the volume of your imports, the 
answer is that, in respect of the best kind of imports—raw material—all the 
leading protected countries are increasing their industrial consuming power 
far more rapidly than yours has increased. 

WAGES IN GERMANY HAVE INCREASED UNDER PROTECTION. 
You buy, indeed, far more sea-borne food, because you have diminished 

your internal agriculture, and you buy more foreign manufactured goods 
than any other country because you are the only nation which admits com- 
petitive manufactures free. English workmen receive high wages under 
free trade. But American workmen receive wages from 50 to 100 per cent 
higher under the tariff. In Germany wagesare still lower than in this coun- 
try; but, as the late Mr. Whistler said of nature, Germany is ‘‘creeping up.” 

last twelve years wages have risen more rapidly than in this country. 
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In the 
The first-class German workman is now paid nearly as well, and in several 
industries quite as well, as the first-class British workman. 

At the other end of the scale human labor is nowhere in the world paid 
worse than in the sweating shops of this country. When Bismarck broke 
with free trade in the determination to secure the German market for Ger 
man enterprise, his countrymen were leaving the shores of the fatherland 
at the rate of 200,000 a year. Conditions at home have been so much im- 
proved, in spite of conscription and jackboot militarism, that emigration 
from the fatherland is now little more than 20,000a year. The Iron Chan- 
cellor was told exactly as Mr. Chamberlain is now, that if free imports were 
abandoned the foreign trade of Germany would be ruined. The actual re- 
sult is that Germany has doubled her foreign trade. It isa very remarkable 
circumstance that when the German Government introduced the new tariff 
it also referred tothe savings banks, the income tax, the increase in shipping, 
the general rise in the standard of life, and all the rest of it; but it applied 
all these arguments of our Cobdenites with at least as much force in pre- 
cisely the opposite sense in these terms: 

“Strengthened by protection, our industries have been able to increase 
their production, and have thereby afforded fuller employment and rising 
wazes to the working classes. 

* With the larger turnover the traffic on our railways, rivers, 
has grown and our merchant marine has experienced a considerable and 
constantly increasing expansion, and its freight services for foreign coun- 
tries have been a source of great profit to Germany. At the same time the 
investment of German capital in foreign enterprises has increased. Emigra- 
tion has very substantially diminished. 

life of the broad masses of the people, especially of the workingmen. The 
improvement in the standard of life may be seen in the large proportion of | 
taxpayers who pay upon moderate incomes; from the improved yield of the 
income tax; from the growth of savings-bank deposits; from the expansion 
of life insurances, and from the rising consumption of the more expensive 
articles of food.” 
THE AMERICAN WORKMAN THE MOST PROSPEROUS, 

CLOTHED., 

This isthe German testimony. It turns inside out all the favorite Cob- 
denite arguments of the moment. But take the American testimony. Mr. 
Carnegie proved in his latest book, The Empire of Business, that the cost 
of living in the United States has been much exaggerated, and after a num- 
ber of detailed demonstrations of his point, he summed up as follows: 

‘How are we to account for the general impression still lingering in Brit- 
ain that the cost of living is higher in the United States? Simply for this 
reason, that while it is true that a pound sterling in the United States to-day 
will purchase more of the necessaries of life for the mass of the people than 
it will in Britain, and while the American workman has great advantages 
over his fellow British workman in consequence, still it does not follow by 
any means that the American workman lives as cheaply as the Briton 
from it. He has much higher wages. The report of the Senate committee, 
recently made, shows that the average percentage of American wages ob- 
tained by the British workman is only 56 per cent—not much more than half— 
the principal handicrafts being made the basis of comparison. Having higher 
revenues, the American is not content to live without what would be con- 
sidered luxury in any of the old countries of Europe. 
spends more.” 

By comparison with twenty years ago, the nation is better off. But on the 
same comparison our two protected rivals, having nothing but the tariff sys- 
tem in common with each other, are better off still. We are progressing, 
but at a relatively feeble rate. Weare progressing, and still the rate of prog- 
ress is slowing down. We are progressing, but not enough to prevent us 

BEST FED, AND BEST 

from being driven down by the two great protected countries to the third | 
place in the world’s commerce, long before the twentieth century has entered 
upon its second quarter. 

WHAT FREE TRADE HAS COST GREAT BRITAIN. 
Nothing can get over the three great index facts to which we have called 

attention: 
|) That as regards exports, our total exports of manufactures, according 

to the board of trade returns, were less in 1902 than they were in 1890;4 

aThey were less in 1900 than in either year. 

and canals 

ni The effect of the growing wealth of | 
the nation may be seen by the visible progress in the conditions and in the | 

far | 

He earns more and he | 

ee 

(2) That as regards imports, raw materials increased less than a) 
class of our purchases, and less than the raw imports of Germanv 
or the United States; and og 

(3) That as regards the home market, we have sunk to the third 
the production of iron and stee!—the sinister index of our industry 

If it had not been for the coal that we owe, not to ourselves but 
if it had not been for the long-established position, accumulate iw 
advantage of empire that we owe, not to ourselves but to ony fat 
should already have yielded place to at least one nation which , 
upon any heritage from the past, however great, but upon its « 
strength and effort. Germany would already have superseded } 
completely as England superseded the Dutch. * * * r 

EMPLOYMENT DECREASING; WAGES AND PROFITS FALLIN: 
_ Employment isdecreasing. Wagesare already falling and p 
ing. Weshall see that free imports, as they have minimized 
good times, will aggravate our losses in bad. This must be so. sin 
petitors in periods of depression must be more keen than ever t 
country, while we are more effectively prevented by the tariff f; 
intheir markets. Throughout the country manufacturers declare { 
far worse thanis yet generally realized. Why? Somerather shal 
has been expended by Panglossin the attempt to prove that t} 
ground is nota dumping ground. This will really not succeed 
dumping power, as we have explained, has been “held up” for 
but in spite of that fact, imports of foreign manufactured iro; 
pig iron, let it be noted) and machinery have increased as follows 

(1) Imports of bar and manufactured iron, 

) 

But it is not only the actual and immediate dumping that 
tion, though those who have any acquaintance with the iron tra 
this to be a very serious matter. What of the efforts and sacri 
to keep dumping out? ‘* What's done we partly may compute, b 
what's resisted.”’ The effort to hold his own against the dum) 
places a strain upon the British manufacturer which none of 
called upon to endure, and cuts down his profit in many trades 
point at which it is possible to carry on. The foreigner, arn 
double advantage of a tariff in his own market and free import 
every facility and every encouragement. We place our own m 
relatively under every difficulty and every discouragement. 1 
have, and they will never have, the same success until they e1 
security. If the shipbuilders say that they can not succeed w 
German materials, let the shipbuilders wait. Their turn will « 
turn of trade after trade will come unless we learn in tim t 
certain measure of national unity we can not have national su 
dustry any more than in war. In this sense Mr. Ruskin spoke w 
strange flashes of Old Testament prophecy when he said: “(to 
cooperation are the Jaws of life; anarchy and competition ar 
death.’ All over the country the decrease in wages is begin: 
the reduction of profits. For the first six months of 1903 our im; 
material were rather less than in the corresponding period of 
the Trade and Navigation Accounts for the six months end 
1903, show that our “imports of articles; wholly or mainly ma 
are actually coming into the country this year at the rate of £1 
nually! This is the statement. 

Articles wholly or mainly manufactured. 

Imports for six months’ periods ending June 30— 
1901 ° 

1902 
1903 

That is why trade is dull and will be duller, unless you change 
* * x cd co 

BRITISH WEALTH. NOT GROWING AS FAST AS POPULATI 

But it remains to deal once more, and finally, with the m 
argument of all—the argument drawn from the income-tax ret 
Chamberlain's critics insist upon fighting the issue on that 
well. Mr. Chamberlain’s supporters can desire nothing better 

| ite controversialists, with some want either of research or cand 
| comparing national income in poor years of trade with the 
| excellent years of trade. They can not be allowed that method 
of the penny, for instance, was £2,238,000 in 1891-92, and was 

| in 1897-98. Since then it has risen again, owing to the universa 
last year it was £2,500,000, having increased in eleven years ver) 
than the population increased. Now, there are three reasons ! 
The first is that this country alone has been in business for ov: 

| years as a first-class commercial power. There is more mone) 
| ing at compound interest in England than in any other nation, a! 
| profits of thirty and of fifty years ago are still swelling the in 
turns and concealing much of the profit decline upon more 1 
ness. That is a very important fact. Another consideration is t 
ment expenditure is about fifty millions a year more than it we 
ago, and this again has increased the income-tax returns by t! 

| fattening the dog with pieces of his own tail, and in the s 
exceptionally favorable penny yield of 1900-1902 was partly du 
expenditure. Finally, there is another fact more significa 
transference of private businesses to limited companies has bh. 
at a very remarkable pace in the last ten years. 

But what does that mean? It means an apparent increase In 
| come where there is no real increase. The vendor receives pa 
invisible asset of *‘ good will,” a number of small investors con 

| pletely within the purview of the treasury, and profits are m 
| clared after conversion than before. Add to this that the in! 
| department has been more vigilant in the collection of its du 
classes of society. If these considerations are borne in mind, it 
that the following conclusion must be true: The yield of the penn 
£2,240,000 in 1891-92 to £2,500,000 last year, an increase of 11 per cent 
ulation increased in the same period by 11 per cent. But it is ce! 
have just shown, that the income-tax returns include accumulat 
pound interest, which is not current profit, increased payments ' 

| ury through the limited company system representing no rea 
profit; and a large increase of Government expenditure bepefiti! 
payers out of the pockets of other taxpayers, which may be calle: 
the nation at large is concerned, conventional profit. Reckon all 
ences and it is certain that what the income-tax returns really s 
the increase of our national earnings has ceased to keep pace \ 
crease of the population, in spite of the five fat years we have en 
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final test. We have give mething like it before, but let u | <PORT TRADE OF THE UNIT! 
Take from the las sticalabstract th g! rec D Fé “1 

t t | f , n und 

ee eee 537.0 | pi te a t 
‘ t I 4) OK 

: . } icles 

oa 57.000.000 | In de h th 

Pru 
Sian ll ) tax re 

t sk ety. bu “ 

turns for the sar r 
y; L intry with a smaller pop 

1,000,000 inhabitants), and with far less accumulated wealt! 

PRUSSIAN WEALTH GROWING MUCH FASTER. | pproximate, sil reign L ‘ 

} 

' 

Prussian inco tax returns.@ peciai A n 

d, counting only persons with over £150 per “till ibtful how ® pl 

inatabdsedhbewneeeeeesnee b evngqeehenne £161, 00) Ont 

e 6isubcbdbadhd sted bhabedabtucsss >, OOD intri ! 

Skawaietetdndnasatiedaelidibigtatigie 74,04 

ut altoget Bavaria, Baden, Wurtemberg, and Sax arkets of 1 : 
‘ Ww been more rapid th any We | Fits ia 
to lisl foundation wpon whicl ait || ; ; 
rested their fondest hopes; but it is clear ths ty | 

* in this country and twenty years more of | ’ a 
‘ h was a byword for rty in 7 — 
w living, will surpass this coun in accun | bee . 

bb i 

we shou y we shal l. If wedonotw . 
truth of LY ‘flection t by nati | ; : 

will he quit 1 1d house un lis i it h urs I 
ures suite { he time all things great are, and for ’ , 

l. Byo nate belief in the permanent truth s — : 
at were only temporarily good the d of n i : , 

ght. Their government, as | 1 SOl Ss ue 
lL where it ought to have r g i : ! 

transformed in our time. They are United a 2 : 
re Che country where the ancestor worship of ( Si ( ! 
e most completely appreciated is China. We refused fi ¢ 
tify our astr my because the Gregorian calendar | | 

the Pope. We still reject the decimal system, which would | 
ry man at least twice as quick at calculation. In the same markets ‘ » 

re to the isolated fiscal system which the experience and intelli- | —_ 
t majority of the civilized world condemn—which is dis- | . f wing shows 

ly by the continental nations, but by the larger part of t on t ntage di: \ 
ng race in the United States and our own colonies. Germaz ts of manufac 1 
ystems. Dp tand other ‘ 

WHTY GERMANY ABANDONED FREE TRADE, ™ P = pe - 

free imports” to be incompatible with the due national dev« % 

; iringindustry. Prince Bismarck adopted the tariff ir ( , 
i ] .and the result has been the most remarka 

£ iceess that the Continer e 
r 1and again nand | 
y { rejected by the vote of the 

r “juent predictions of woe indulged in by free | A.—Exp j 
en ind in every case the anticipations of tarif l- | 

® late President McKinley, have been more than fulfi 
was adopted it was ridiculed by the Cobden Club. Tin 
Americans knew their own business better than \ ‘ 

ti » necessary for a strong home market. They 
t to_be, as Mr. Carnegie would put it, “t 

on t be used for the conquest of markets al ’ 

From the British Blue Book on Foreign Trade, 1903. 

{ENT OF THI LITISH GOVERNMENT ON COMMERCE WITH 
riVE AND NONPROTECTIVE COUNTRIES OF THE WORL! t 

' ¥ ‘ 

rents which have already been quoted from the Lon- 
felegraph, a leading British publication, urging t ‘ 

ent of free trade and the substitution of protection a 
eans of rescuing British industry and commeree, : a 
La series of tables and statistical statements sent to the 
irhament by the British Board of Trade, the statistical 

the British Government. Its statements regarding | ‘The ary sh¢ 
ditions of the United Kingdom are accepted the | bation of our totale 

, ms the world has bee 
as trustworthy, accurate, and an official expressio1 nd 4 k 

ibjects which it is called upon by Parliament to di und f rk 
statements. submitted to Parliament in Auegnst. | 1 > 
nse to a request as to the value of imports and ex- | 43. 2, prote 
vafactured and partly manufactured goods into and | ou per 
nited Kingdom, France, Germany, and the United | ¢% 7 , 

~ . . . ry tr 
as long a series of years as possible, show the relativ: , 
manufactures and commerce in the four great coun- | extension of B 

iestion, and the gains which the United States, Germany, | Sieh ia . . . . “> nentai a La 

have made under protection upon Great Britain under | factured 
The extracts and statements herewith given are | two decades. _ 

atim from the British Blue Book, an officiai publica- | eee ed I 
“uy . . . shows clearly T 

with the purpose of presenting the facts thus gathered, | time in valu: rt p 
al reference to the effect of the protective and free- | cles to each of main grou} 

ac. = @ . - . and also the gr ual c weg it 
1S as applied in these four greatest commercial and | #24 also the gradual cha 
ng countries of the world. ures itis d rable t LAY g 

he following from the British Blue Book on Foreign | that certain classes« epa 
i O38. | ete., Wl are real f tl 

| cluded un hat, | 
The r lowit? =] ve 

hard Calwer’s Handel und Wand: SOL. 02, the f(l 
most important to re mber that our immense volume of for- | tured or ly manut 

‘ on meat at m are mo} merous in this country | tected an r cour 
ther, and incr ome-tax wns the more they su tured a1 ly mat 
acing the home product by the foreign product group. 
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TOTAL BRITISH EXPORTS BY DECADES UNDER FREE TRADE, 

[Amounts given in thousand pounds sterling.] 

Principal protected countries and 
colonies. | All other countries and colonies, 

ification and years ee ae — 7 — 
: : ‘ : . Colonies | : Foreign ‘ ~ al Foreign Other : 2. \(Canadaand; Total. ; 3 India. ; Total 

countries. |‘ Victoria). countries. colonies. . 

ll articles of British produce.a 

89, 661 15, 759 7, 242 8,706 
69,719 81, 146 16, 965 18, 061 66, 172 

105, 091 53, 251 19, 304 21,941 94, 496 
109, 522 50, 063 30,451 33, 024 113, 538 
121, 68,521 33, 641 39, 801 141, 963 
128, 423 73,910 | 29, 829 5O, 442 154, 181 
116,037 | 69,095 82) 56: 59, 857 161,515 

ts of manufactured and partly manu- 
factured articles. 

8, 243 88,085 | (b) (0) 
6, 895 61,985 (6) 16, 083 
8,998 90, 995 (b) 18, 040 
9,948 93, 349 (6) 29,112 

12, 765 101, 696 60, 808 32,089 
12, 067 94, 504 59, 659 28,519 
13, 309 87, 062 57,905 

Il Percentage which manufacture d and partly 

manufactured articles form of total exports, 

: : 
(®) 

aExcept ships. 6Can not be stated. 

‘*sfrom thissummary that the proportion of manufactured to total ; percentage of manufactures to total exports to protected countr 
as gradually fallen from 94 per cent in 1850 to 80 per cent in 1900, | nies fell continuously from 96 per cent in 1850 to 74 per cent in | 

1as risen to 82 per cent in 1902. The main cause of the decreasing | sponding percentage to “All other countries and colonies 
has been the growth of our exports of coal, and the increased | from 91 per cent to 8 per cent. This shows that, as may al 

s since 1900 is no doubt mainly attributable to the fall in the value | from the figures in the previous summary, the manufacture: 
our coal exports since the high prices of 1900. This increased percentage | exports to protected marketsis declining considerably faster t 
manufactures as between 1900 and 1902 is therefore more apparent than | of other markets. In the case of India manufactures formed 

| 5 | our exports in 1900, the same percentage as in 186, the first ye: 
Taking the principal groups of markets separately, we see that while the | comparable figures can be given. 

ABLE II.—Total exports of British produce, distinguishing the principal protected foreign countries, the principal protected colonies, other for 
India, and other British possessions. 

[Amounts given in thousand pounds sterling. ] 

British possessions. 

| 

Principal | aes erotected | Allother | 

countries. 

protected | | All other 
colonies India. colonies and Total. 

(Canada and | possessions, | 
| Victoria). | 

| Principal | 

| Total. countries. 

| 3,481 | 7.242 
4, 084 7,022 

, 381 6,483 
11, 6387 7324 
11, 363 9,128 

5, 294 9,949 

9,195 10,546 
, 418 11, 667 

8,151 16, 783 
OL | 19.845 

3, 639 16, 965 
3 826 | 16,412 

9, 391 14,618 886 
174 20, 002 , 703 

, 521 19, 951 242 
, 053 18, 260 9, 894 
5A 20,010 169 

, O34 21, 80: 961 
0,184 21, 255 , 429 

17,560 474 
19, 304 21,940 
18, 053 186 

18, 471 3, B08 | 
21,354 30, 218 
24,081 410 
24, 246 81, 893 
22, 405 29, 353 
25, 388 BO, 860 
23, 277 81,174 
21,374 80, 080 
20, 451 33, 024 
29,244 35, 926 
29, 059 39, 509 
31, 874 36,514 
30, 584 | 35, 530 
29,314 | 85, 136 
31, 397 20, 950 
30, 659 BO, 984 
82,615 | 25, 581 
81, 048 | 36, 769 
83,641 | 39, 801 

, 31,178 40, 708 
11, 5 27, 934 35, 216 
10, 012 28,815 | 33, 323 

= Ss ec sO 

, 289 | 
688 

, 061 
, 007 

OS 

Ireesh meh eh eh fel fl el fh fee 

Tote 



TABLE II.—Total exports of British produce, distinguishing the principal protected foreign countries, ete. 

Foreign countries. 

7 =" Principal 
Year. Principal | al other ; protect ‘d 

protected 5 tries Total. colonies India. 
countries. COURS OS. (Canada and 

Victoria). 

acai | 
18 85, 807 57, 410 143, 217 | 9, 307 | 

1 96, 474 59, 457 155, 931 | 9, 224 
, 92,013 63, 996 156, 009 | 10, 185 | 
8 92, 914 60, 631 153, 545 | 9, 794 | 

89, 20 60, 638 149, | 10, 471 

102, 772 65, 308 168 

115, 147 73,910 189, 057 | 
96, 957 69, 583 166,540 | 

WO ___ _nccacieswnhe este seesedeenekacaies Wausemees 100, 753 69, 095 169, 848 | i 
| 

1ll.—Exports of articles manufactured or partly manufactured in the United Kingdom to (a) all co 
Joreign countries, (c) principal protected colonies, (d) all other foreign countries and co 

[Amounts given in thousand pounds sterling 

| Value of exports of articles wholly or partly | Val 
| manufactured to 
| — ———— —~ 

Princi- | 
| Princi- | pal pro- | 

Year. pal pro-| tected |Allother Year. 
Allcoun-| tected | British | coun- | India.« All 

tries. | foreign | colonies |tries and) *"*- ti 
} coun- | (Canada) colonies.| 
| tries. | and Vic- | 

| toria). | 

Q 66, 800 | 3, 21,3 | 

600 | 3,758 | 
900 37, 255 3, 942 | 

Is , 100 45, O10 10, 357 
Is 700 41, 282 9, 827 
Is 5, 100 40. 591 4.406 

18 10),, 800 51,538 7.578 

8,584 
5 6, 599 ] 

7,709 4 1 
]st 9 &5,090 6,895 | » 915 

S 112,700 | 47,794 7,016 57,890 
~ 112,000 | 49, 854 7.530 | 54,616 ¢ 

186 133, 900 54, 444 8,321 | 71,135 
iS 48,000 | 57, 004 8, 623 | 82, 283 

Le ,100| 64,337 8,398 | 80,365 
’ Stif ,400 | 72,5380 10, 480 91, 390 I 

IN ,700 | 69,770 8,500! 88,430 18 

1868 ,100| 72,016 8,572 | 84,512 | 1 
186 ,200 | 80,239 9,456 | 85,505 | 
18; 182, 14,00 8,998 91,405 | 

18 201, 100 | y 10,116 | 87,937 | 
ISi2 : 223,100 | 116,155 13,301 | 103,944 | 
Is | 228,900 | 108,774] 12,373 | 107,753 
IS74 21/,,400| 96,220 13,333 | 104,847 
lt 201,200 | 87,288 12.607 | 101,305 
187 179,500 | 7,621 10,972 | 90,907 | 
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British possessions 

03 

es 

) 

” 

5 4 

8 “ 

, 

0 

) 

) ) 

6 

1 Owing to its importance, India, although included under “All other countries and colonies,” has also been shown separat 

} The figures in italic are ascertained from analysis of the official trade accounts; the intermediate figure 
mat may be made clear by a single example: A comparison of the ascertained figures for 1880 and 1890 in T: 
and partly manufactured articles formed 85 per cent of our total exports to the ‘‘ Principal protected foreig1 
For the year 1885 it has therefore been saemenell at 84 per cent. But in 1885 our total exports to ** Principal prote 
II to have been £86,592,000. Our exports of manufactured and partly manufactured goods to the group 
at 84 per cent of this total, viz, £72,737,000. The corresponding figures for the other groups are similarly calcul: 
al iijusted * so as to add exactly to the ascertained total of £188,100,000 for the exports of manufactured gi 
arrived at in this manner are sufficiently close for all practical purposes. 

n 1885 are 

TABLE IV.—Value of exports to protected and unprotecte d markets of certain class 

Year. 

EN 

[Amounts given in thousand pounds sterling. ] 

AND WORSTED YARN 

Allcountries. 

> 
-1 ur — 

XXXVIII——4 

ta3-3 

1,416 

5, 564 

_ mS 

~I ne ~ e & 

10, 040 

16, 070 

26,814 
21,488 
25, 679 
21, 806 

20, 459 

(1) COTTON YARN AND MANUFACTURES THEREOF 

Value « fe xp 

Principal 
pre itected 

foreign 
countries. 

fc eh fe eh oe feb 

1 
5, 

{ 

AND MANUFACTURES THEREO! 

Principal 
protected 
colonies a 

Victoria and 

Canada 

Continued 

at 

t 

( er 

I and 

aa tila 
16 8 

>, 268 

1, 456 

57 , 952 
58, 297 
53, 66 

4] 

> f 

6 ) 
6. 406 

i 

Gra 
Total. 

rR 

| ‘U4 

4 

a whi 

1O4, 
LUT, 704 

é WA rT 
. . J 

i |All ! 

i I 

\ 

54 5 1 

Hid ¢ nw 
tk , ~ > 

lf 111,723 
4 112, 965 

) 114, 664 
TO. Se 

1. 159 

) 101. 05 

4()7 105. R36 

699 | 114,27 
5 Ay, 4i4 

38 Li9, 461 
694 100, 618 

107,215 
H42 107. 3380 

704 108. 843 

47 126, 399 
m 118 

1 | 119. 408 
24,419 

Tt 139. 08s 

Figur 

at I 
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TABLE IV Value of exports to protected and unprotected markets of certain classes of British produce—Continued., 
LINEN YARN AND MANUFACTURES THEREOF. 

Value of exports of British produce to 

— Principal | | Principal stain ato | ‘ 
protected prot cted All other All countries. — colonies countries and | I 

for n rs rz , i 
countries (Victoria and} colonies. 
— sas Canada). | | 

gees MES 4, 829 3,138 124 | 1,567 | 
a on a 6, 606 4,618 110 | 78 

oan eee rf 4: 052 Ly | 890 | 

celica bees idsla ee 21% 4,208 | 24 | 1,640 

4 IRON STEEI AND OTHER METALS AND MANUFACTURES THEREOF. 

LanO : ee cee sie : dn Sets jsapuiaasl i acatlecs ama 8,785 | 5,650 | 551 | 
1860 ek red eel aaed a aie - Spaptbiaa Stadia aie mee 17, 476 9, 767 1,146 

“0 : Nore ee a a 28, 365 | 7,746 1,830 
180 : ‘ ical aaah kansas ieaica decane 82,000 | 17, 626 2,383 
[Six : ‘ i nantes sep aaah enti iertatal elie sealant BR, 304 | 16, 895 2,964 

1900 y ee eZ Se died - eS i eee 87, 638 | 15,17 1,844 
1902 ie a nmi ere inabncseenthities 34,617 | 11, 359 | 2, 734 | | 

ay “ . Si } | 

WORK. 

6 COAL, COKE, CINDERS, AND PATENT 

18 764 
[sé 2,005 63 

187 5, 638 3,173 96 | 
L280 ‘ as ee ah ee | 8,373 | 4,822 65 | 

ite ee Ae A , Nera ee es Ree ee 19, 020 | 10,417 24 | 
a ce ae aa ee eS x wnat pagal aces | 88, 620 23,349 32 

1902 ae a ee ptdiet 27,581 15, 744 105 

Vigures for India in 1850 are incomplete, and have been omitted throughout. 
TABLE V Value and per cent of exports to protected and unprotected markets of all articles of British production except coal, machinery, and 

Amounts given in thousand pounds sterling. |} 

Value of exports of British produce to— 

cy ss : Yi ncin: “otected | - 
Year. All countries Principal protected E ne Mics te | All other countries ; 

All COUNnTIIes, Cnanaiien . . tom OLON1CF tC « ay ‘olonies | - 7 foreign countries. and Canada). and colonies. 

a ‘ sammie pence . en es an ened acme 
| 

“cent, Per cent 
1850 84, 786 , 5 30, 803 | 44.6 (a 

a aa, lala eh ie eia lal 57, 206 | 5 | 6.5 63, 078 49) 16, 247 
» “ = ~ wl 1s7 | i4 8 ] 5.5 89, 940 47.7 | 4 

188 87,124 .4 | ll, 5.6 106, 801 52 | 
18%) | 88, 416 38. 2 13, 497 5.9 125, 187 | 54.9 | { 

1900 80, 906 | 36.1 | 12,879 | 5.7 130,579 58.2 | 27 734 
1% 76, 667 33.2 14, 859 6.4 | 139, 690 | 60. 4 ) 

| | 

Figure 5) are incomplete, and have been omitted throughout. 

Val f the imports into the United Kingdom of artic vanuyactured or partly manufactured (excluding articles of food and drink and t 
dermen ned sel i foreign countries during each of the years 1890 to 1902. 

| 
Countries from whence ported 1890. 1891. 1892. 1893. 1894. 1895. 

Frou 2 " ; 
1) Ma £10, 279, 669 £10, 617, 552 £10, 300, 898 | £10,814,504 £10, 552. 411 

») Tota ; 97 104, 400, 050 108, 186, 317 | 89, 607, 392 86, 548, 860 
Pe manufactures to total import 10,2 12.1 12.2 

From Germany: bE 
1) Manufactures .....- nina ebb unateeiane ; | 10, 138, 913 9,591, 754 10,351, 859 10, 499, 659 

otal imports 27,081, 743 25, 726, 738 26, 874, 470 26, 992, 559 
Percenta a ires to total imports 37.5 37.3 38.5 33.9 

From ba 
i) Manufactures ...... ba 12, 680, 772 2, 990, 332 12, 630,596 | 11, 697, 307 12, 108, 382 12,557, 220 
2 ie 17, 388, 776 17,3 ; 17, 013, 967 16, 848, 979 17, 052, 404 17, 545, 169 

(3 azeof manufactures tototalimports 12.9 44.2 69.4 71.0} ‘1.6 

From Holland: p ae sss as n ah ni : 
1) Manufactures y ee 15, 447, 380 16, O75, 364 17, 097,901 16, 970, 218 16, 100, 790 16, 666 

(2) Total imports ; 25, 0OU, 924 27, 301, 657 28, 820, 921 28, 851, 490 27, 606, S97 | 28, 419, 044 
(3) Percentage of manufactures to totalimports 59.6 58.9 59.3 58.8 58.3 538.7 

From France : Si 7 ie ; aa i te 
1) Manufactures ittial elt hae sheer ent we eactnipaindin 25, 848, 006 24, 484, 527 25, 124, 753 24, 439, 466 25,062,478 29,165, 605 e 

(2) Total imports 44,828,148 44,777, 480 43,519, 130 43, 658, 090 43, 450, 074 47,470,583 
Percentage of manufactures to total import 57.7 54.7 57.7 56.0 57.7 61.4 

From Russia: cata oe a Le | . ore ” 
1) Manufactures naan inaltieteatia aan 2,568, 654 2, 770, 627 | 2, 482, 592 | 2, 980, 827 8, 242, 5 

(2) Total imports 24,110,251 | 15, 122, 677 | 18, 574, 585 | 28, 598, 748 24, T3e . 
(3) Percentageof manufactures to total imports 10.6 18.% 3 | 13.4 | 12.4 

From Italy ; | 4 

(1) Manufactures ‘oe sich eadedgee nai 1, 950, 154 2,201, 445 | 2, O72, 468 | 1,596, 471 | 
(2) Total imports ‘ } 3, U9B, 918 | 3, 419, 251 | 8, 284, 486 | 2, 948, 336. | 
(3) Percentage of manufactures to totalimports} 63.0 | 64. 4 | 63.1 54.2 | 

| | | 
—— - — ———- —$————————————— — 



Value of the imports into the United Kingdom of articles manufactured or partly manufactured, etc.—Co 
—_——$_$<—_—$ ——— — — te 

Countries from whence imported. 1897. | 1898. 1899. 1900 
a a | 

Tnited States: 
MOT AG EO i scck cnnncnande socdascccecesecnbneséaness senucn £14, 247, 3 £19, 293, 400 £21,317.411 
POCA] TONED onan nw scene ones coon cn ge cencensoesecesewence 113, 041, 120, 081,188 138, 789, 261 
Percentage of manufactures to total imports -........._.-- 16.1 15.4 

M 11, 646, 459 12, 233, 908 13, 080, 235 13, 431, 87 
Cd TREO cnssricncconne ‘ 26,189, 469 | 28,584,159 30. 123.058 31.181. 667 

ercentage of manufactures to total imports 44.5 42.9 $3.4 1 

cium: 
ERIE olds tittatnn tennant atic ihe uaa tadwmsanaivalths | 16, 360, 918 2 597 16, 776, 556 
CAE a ic triiaea Nitin hc cin ie echt ciate Sits in ob aiming rnc rites | 21,534,313 | 1. 967 23, 502, 603 

Percentage of manufactures to total imports -............. 76.0 3 i] 

' 

‘ 15, 383, 344 16, 476, 595 16, 739, 238 
OE SR hie tna an eens & beri ced eon nis Gieis bebesbaatnn 28, 5, 904 BU, 473, 489 2, 3 
rcentage of manufactures to total imports -............. } 53.9 4. 1 ) 

ance: 
RE Rte nnt iakeic ieirchacactéunamidndmanametebbidetainene | 31, 647, 204 31, 268, 442 31, 987, 245 3), 636, 371 
Total imports. -........-- eacckan Panpen ae nkee Batnnean — 53, 346, 883 51,396, 793 53,000,788 53, ¢ 656 
ercentage of manufactures to total imports -........_- 59.3 60.8 60.4 1 

ia: 
a a 3. 3, 265.17 2.771 ’ 

tal imports 19 18,711, 1¢ 21, 983 } 
‘centage of mani 17.5 12. ¢ 

ly 

Ri kd 3,008 2 1, 762, 7 

‘otal imports..-....-. B, 213 3 £17, 790 
entage of manufa o4. 1 1.6 

wts from the United Kingdom of articles manufactured or partly manufactured the 1 l K 
tobacco and ships) to the undermentioned destinations during ¢ h 

Destinations. | 1890. 1891. 1892. 1893 is 

— — — _— _| — _ - — a ee 

reign countries: | 
SN a iia ae , 000 £15, 150,000 £14, 492, 000 £14, 853, 000 
I a Le a 000 6, 474, 000 6, 139, 000 6, 429, 0 

ND ai chee eee Antec nk ts wists io th biatteseendnenicetcte 000 8.546, 000 &, 138, 000 8 628,000 

ce a ek i OE | 000 12, 415, 000 | 11,050, 000 ] 93, 000 
a a a) | 000 4. 347,000 +, 316, 000 », 295, 000 

Ti i ha 000 4,131,000 3,415,000 3, 216, OK { 
se alin dri De sec ak el a 000 24,795, 000 23, 864, 000 21, O87, 000 16 t, OOO 

i above countries ................ 83, 629, 000 75, 858, 000 71,414, 000 69, 801, 000 64, 791, 00 

lh fOPCRT COUMATION . ocieccccccccoveccccsccs 149, 651, 000 135, 265, 000 128,111,000 123, 323, 00 117, 907, 000 
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UNITED | might lay so many 

| of the lal orer, 

| realized fr m the fact that competent American economists 
| that inthe U 

I wrts an ort vanufactured articles into and from the unde rmentioned countries which were derived Srom or ex t 
Uniied Kingdom in each of the years from 1390 to 1901, inclusive, ; 

pthc 
J yor f manufactures. E xporte of manufactur 3, 

Py l m the United Kingdom. Proportion exported to the United Kingedo 

Germany A : Germany U ; » . taly (esti- taly (esti- esti France Russia. | 1 -: (esti- France Russia, | Italy ets 
as mated). 4 mated mated m ted ° Jt 

| ' 

P ¢ I f P ent Per c Per cent r cent. r cent. Per cent. Pi 
{ 1 Q 92 3 10, 26.3 2.7 9.9 

- - ] i 5.8 (a | ll. 6.8 2.6 ! 
’ 14 6.6] 8.5 l 0.6 2.4 | 8.4 

2 1 | 1 29.6 | 2 : | 7 

{ f 3. 4 I 29.1 | 4.% 7. 
85 q 9 1 1). 2 | 4 6.7 

t + so 12 29.8 | 3. 6.58 

‘ 5 1: 0.3 | 3.3 7.4 
9 34 i 28.9 6.5 

15,2 3} 1 30.9 | 7.1 

; ° 40.3 9 ll. 29.5 7.5 
. miedaaai ide hiebic uae 34.4 ) 13, 30.8 (4) 6.6 

| 

NotI I t r ¢ ma 1 not be given for Belgium 1 Holland aInformation not availab 

I Ics oO} i ri ATE TRADE, WITH SP \ EFERENCE TO | With reference to III ( ) th drawback) it should 1 
i i ¥ ORTS TO THE UNIT! s I AND OTH D ri1ONs, | 99 per cent of the American import duty on tin plate is retur 

N I EFF! OF THE UNITED STATES TARI rH N | of drawback on the exportation of articles manufactured fr 
I ‘ ! rta luence ex sed by recer hangesin | Plate. Our exports of tin plate to the United States are now | 

Uy Ss } é ort of tin p f 1 this ’ » Ameri confined to such “‘drawback” plate. 
! 1a8 been t rht of interé ) rether tabular | As regards the growth of our exports of tin plate to other 

! t more il unt stat cs bearir the principal countries to which we exported tin plate in 1! 
vie Che perio npared ar the United States, were Germany, Holland, and Belgium (47,000 

iriff la ) United States have bes é n (31,000 tons), Canada (23,000 tons), France (19,000 tons), Australia 
int t i pla ng o1 India (17,000 tons). 

f the 1 ) trac vit feren f exports to the United States and other destinations, and the effect of the 1 
tire on. 

| f | | Annual | 
Annual auernin ton Annual | Annual | 

| average for F 1892.98 ; average for | average for 
eat 4 | SR7-18OK 7 oo 805-906 98190 

Statist of the t l trade } Ii 1890. (Two years of | .n 1825-06, . _1898 1901. ‘ 
\(F ourye ars be- operation of | ‘ [wo years of | (Four yearsof, t 
fore McKinle y McKinley operation of | operation 

tariff.) = tariff.) Wilson tariff.) Dingley tariti : i Jee ed ariff. | 

I. Expor British tin plate: | 
Va ‘ | | 

lo United States of America ................... nth teenastlengeitiaieinidieaiiiiael £4, 278, 667 »f 5A £1,927, 572 £806, 6 

To other destinations .............ccccec<- J = iowa diate 1, 403, 974 1, 638,190 | 1,710, 082 | 2,591, 794 

tal - 5 chee tanadlaes so haiiiihices >, 682, 641 5, 160, 758 8 637, G04 8,398, 304 

Quart ; Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 

To Unit of Amer Ih sedans eolbeie Sitcletinabenien tenes aandeacueb andisdete 204, 695 267,040 168, 063 65, 687 
other OP kin akndide tints te thie cteethewaeddosbieeeeae 04, 634 120,27 148,479 | 197,194 

Tot dictiaialimsattiantiaeiceeadae te asthe 899, 329 887,311 316,542 62, 881 ‘ 

Per of 16 69 53 25 

Tons. Tons. | Tons. 
IT. } yn of ee 36,993 | 137,014 | $47, 487 

lil. e eX] a 54, 334 | b 56,597 | ¢ 57,451 

a an Per ton. er ton. er ton. | Per ton. Pe 
IV. Import duty on tin plate in Unit tes . wonenenesnene casteseces | £4.60 £10.12 £5, 5s £6. 90 

\ \ rage price of American tin p eran lat New York : Ce ee eee j 16. | J 19.86 

VI. Average « ared value of British tin plate exported to United States _..... | 14. 01 11. 43 | 12. 28 
| | 

sy d ait i | Number. | Number. Number. | Number. 
VII. Average number of tin-plate mills working in United Kingdom. (a) | (a) | 9318 | 258 

g Ave rage for 1896, the first year to r whit h these figures are ¢ 

in plate, however, did not come into operation until July 1 

nore bricks per hour that his labor might b 
to his employer. 

From the second point of view we are interested, not in the we 
but in his wages regarded as an item in the cost 

tion , the wages cost of hewing a ton of coal, spinning a pound 
or layi eee ‘a hundred bric ks, of course under identical conditions 

How entirely divergent are the above two methods of compari 
ar 

1ited States the average “labor cost” of a given Vv 

Total for 1895. @Noinformation. J Prices for 1899 are “f. o. b. mill.” 

Note.—Date of McKinley tober 1, 1890. (The section dealing 
Wilson tariff, A ist 28, 18% ite of Dingley tariff, July 24, 1897 

MEMORANDUM ON THE COMPARATIVE LEVEL OF WAGES IN THE 
KINGDOM, UNITED STATES, GERMANY, AND FRANCE AT THE a 
TIME. 

Th » present memorandum embodies an —_ee to make a comparison of 
a » present level of wages in the United Kingdom, United States, Germany, 

1d France, so far as the available data enable this to be done. 
At the outset it should be understood th at the problem of comparing the 

average level of wages in different countries is a very difficult and complex 
one, not only because of the defex ts of th e data, but also because of the essen- 

tial t umbiguity of the problem itself 

1) We may approach the question of cx ymparative wages from two entirely 
different points of view, leading to divergent and sometimes « » opposite 
conclusions. We may either seek to compare the material y sing of the 
wage-carners or the wages cost of a given amount of w — 

From the coreae r point of view we are mainly interested in the average in- 
come of the wage-earning population, modifie d, of course, by differences in 
cost of living, but irrespe. tive of differences in the efficiency of labor. Ifa 
bricklave France earns half the weekly wages of a bricklayer in America, 

we should say his wages are half as great, although conceivably the American 

| duction is at leaat as low as in Europe, if not lower, while the av‘ 

= the working classes is certainly higher in America than in any | 
untry. 
‘Howe ver this may be, it is clear that the real cost of labor vari 

less from country to country than the level of wee kly wages or 
earnings, and that a high labor cost is compatible with low wages, 
versa, owing to the variations in the efficiency of labor. 

This being the case, it seems convenient to confine the term “ wag 

the purpose of the present comparison, entirely to the money in 
workmen for a given pe riod, and to employ the term “ cost of 1: <9 

| press the wages cost of a given quantity of work of a given quality. 
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| try, and consider the matterin the light of history and experi: 
here. The Democratic party ruled the country for sixty \ 

~ | and toward the close of that period the matters in dispute iy 
France. | that party raised the issue were the tariff and the extensj 

slavery. Democracy was in complete control of the Govern) 
| and passed the Robert J. Walker revenue tariff bill of 1847. 

al 1 Democracy could never let well enough alone; it was govern: 
pay r towns ‘ and soul by the slave power. A portion of the party was f 

_4 Oe other 3 extension of slavery by act of Congress. They were the J 
Japit Calhoun, Judge Taney, Dred Scott, John C. Breckenrid 
= : ther who tried to force slavery into the Territories, because “the ( 

1 stitution follows the flag.’’ A portion of the party want 
sneak slavery into the Territories by squatter sovereignty 
were the Stephen A. Douglas straddlers; and betwee 

Hed occupatic Continued, 

ES OF WAGES INCLUDED—continued. 
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| has had the history of the protective policy sinc 

| Gettysburg and Appomattox? 

| still be paying English iron masters 
| except for the tariff which has enabled our own iron 1 
| turers to get a start? 

| twenty years ago? 

| $403.000,000. 

i, 

brought about secession, and threw away the opportunit 
ern the country ac cording to the tariff of 1847. The par 
never been in shi upe since then, except during one period, t 
any kind of a tariif bill, and all Democratic attempts 7 ’ 

- | the tariff have been, like early Democratic tariff bills, 
| ized or, like the Wilson bill. Gormanized. 

Both these efforts show that the need of protection 
benefit of the Republican policy in that respect has be 

| that the Democratic party has never been able to get it 
| gether to support a return to the former Democrati: 
And why in the world should the country quit a syste1 

>it was 

in 1862? Who can close his eyes to that m: agnificent his: 
you know that in importance it disputes supremacy wit! 
feat of the attempt to divide the Union and prevent the « 
ment of a more permanent Union, by the glorious 

Look at some of the f: 
total valuation of property, including slaves, in the Unit 
in 1860 was $16,000,000,000. The South lost three thousa) 
lion dollars of property in slaves; not less than six thou 
lion dollars of other property was destroyed and lost du 
war. Notwitstanding these immense losses, the increas: 
value of property in the country from 1860 to 1890 was { 

| thousand million dollars, or one thousand million doll 
| than the total wealth which England had acquired in a! 
turies of her history and preeminence in the arts and incon 

During the years from 1880 to 1889 the wealth of th: 
increased 49 per cent more. It is fair to say that dur in 
ten years the wealth of the country has been increase 

| cent, and if that is so then we have increased in the las 
8 | by an amount of wealth equal to the entire wealth of t 
5+ | in 1776. 

CHEAPENED THE COST OF PRODUCTION. 

It is a well-known fact that at the close of the civil wa 
the southern railroads had to be reconstructed and our 
tective-tariff system had not had sufficient time, after t! 
of the tariff act of 1862, to relieve the people, railroad i 

| purchased for some of the southern railroads at $150 per 
is also well known that under the influence of the } 
tariff policy of the Republican party we are now produ 

| at the rate of $18 per ton, and supplying not only our ow: 
79 | try but many countries and many railroad systems in all 

| the world. ‘Our own people are getting the benefit in 
transportation and in the vast benefits arising from | 

t | work done by American laborers in American shops, eati 
| ican food, and in every way promoting the prosperit 
country. How would our steel industry ever have r 

| point without protection from the cheap labor of Engla 
what reason, if any, have we for believing that we w 

$150 per ton for st 

What American goods were manufactured and sold 
In 1860 the total amount of our ex} 

was $40,000,000, while in 1902 they am 
This means that we are sending our mani 

goods abroad and competing successfully with the chea} 
of Europe in every market of the world. 

The average wages of shoe manufacturers in the Stat 

manufactures 

7 | sachusetts is $15 per week; the average wages for the san 
| in Germany is $4 per week; but in Germany the averave 
| shoes is 58 cents, and in Massachusetts it is 40cents. Tl 
| greater use of machinery and skill under the encouragen 

| All other towns protective tariff. Ten years ago the Pittsburg iron manu 
(Ca 179 ers had a contract to deliver 180,000 tons of steel rails in 
Al 193 There are a hundred American engines at work on the ra 

pecmcpuesanesall |__| of Japan. There are a thousand of them on the railroads 
‘New York is taken as the capital of the United States beria and in Russia. Ona bidding for the construction 

IN THE UNITED STATES HAS ENORMOUSLY DEVELOPED ouR | Way engines abroad, English manufacturers bid $14.00). 
RESOURCES AND INCREASED OUR WEALTH, Americans wanted $7,250, with almost two years less time 

Now, then, Mr. Chairman, turning now from the tariff situa- | liver. A contract was let in Burma to Americans by an 
tion in Great Britain, let us review the situation in our own coun- | lish contractor, because the lowest English bid was $600 .000 
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abandon that policy in order to adopt the Republican tariff policy 
of the United States. 

What will the Democratic party do if it is placed in a position 
where it can dictate the tariff policy of the country? The party 
has no definite policy to announce, no specific remedy to propose. 
The party can do nothing but criticise. Democracy does not at- 
tempt to explain the enormous prosperity the country is now en- 
joying and has enjoyed since we recovered from the period of 
Democratic depression caused by the Wilson tariff. We can all 
well remember when we sent very few manufactured articles 
abroad. We can remember when articles of foreign manufac- 
ture, mostly English, were brought here in abundance and pre- 
ferred by many to American goods. They were either better 
than our own, or thought to be better, or were preferred because | 
they were of English make. Nobody nowadays asks for foreign 

universally acknowledged. Thisistrue not only here, but abroad. 
Through Europe and in England—free-trade England—every vil- 
lage of any size has a store where American goods are sold, and 
American goods are rapidly superseding home manufactures in | : : : 

7 wpe Rep - 9 : | change was the most severe industrial depression the country ; 
facturers, our laborers, our capital are profitably employed, are | experienced. Are the people ready to duplicate that ex erie 
the foreign market. This is so all over the world. Our manu- 

active and prosperous, because we are making a mighty surplus 
of goods over and above what we need for our own home con- 
sumption. Yet this condition the Democratic party aims to de- 
stroy and to put an end toa situation which enables American 
labor to be profitably and continuously employed. 

WE MUST HAVE FOREIGN MARKETS. 

We are now prospering and growing rich on the wants and 
needs of the world at large. We sell $20,000,000 worth of cotton 
goods alone in Manchuria and northern China. That $20,000,000 
is divided among the laborers and mechanics in cotton factories | 
and their owners. That money goes to buy American flour and 
meat and corn, and circulates among our people, increasing the 
general prosperity. Since 1898 our exports of manufactured arti- | 
cles have exceeded our imports by over $400,000,000. Thismeans— 

that our manufactories will be congested with materials, must 
shut down, and laborers be thrown out of employment. It will 
mean that there can be no manufacturing over and above the 
demand of the home market. Our production already far exceeds 
the home demand, and a foreign market is needed to give employ- 
ment to labor and to prevent distress all over theland. A return 
of such a situation would be a Democratic opportunity, for the 
reason that it would be a return to Democratic times. Democ- 
racy prospers on the distress of the country. 

As I said before, we have reached a condition of prosperity 
when we must have wider and wider markets. We are going on 
in our own quiet, peaceful way seeking these markets, not look- 
ing for anybody's territory, nor grasping forcibly that which 
rightfully belongs to anybody else. When in 1898 the outraged 
ery of suffering Cuba and the destruction of the Maine pre- 
cipitated the Spanish war, on a bright morning in early spring- 
time Dewey destroyed the Spanish fleet and gave us the port and 
harbor of Manila. It was a Democratic proposition to give up all 

as they were before. What kind of statesmanship was that? I 

believed with Splatterthwaite Dubbs, of Dinwiddie, that ‘‘ Vir- 
ginia’s State rights were at their best when her roads were at 
their worst.’’ 

MANILA THE COMMERCIAL DOORWAY TO THE ORIENT. 

Manila Harbor is a glorious acquisition. It is a doorway to | 
the great and growing commerce of the Orient. It came to us 
through the valor of American sailors and the far-seeing states- 
manship of William McKinley, and we will keep what we have. 
And we acquired Guam and Hawaii, and we now have coaling 
stations clear across the center of the Pacific Ocean, and stations 
where we have planted an American cable. All this means that 
in our great growth and in our need of larger markets we have 
thrust into our lap the opportunity to supply the most populous 
nations of the world, to keep our industries active, prosperous, 

| few years has not been equaled in the world. In no other eo 
try has prosperity been so great or continued so long. This y. 
industrial depression has affected nearly all European count? 

| and in some it has been quite acute. In England some indus: 

| 
| 

| have worked only one-third or one-half the time part of the y. 
Our prosperity has had no parallel, and has been the mary, 
the world. We are not only the largest manufacturing cov 
in the world, but no other country manufactures more than a 
one-third as much as we do. Wages and consumption hay 
creased with the same marvelous strides, and nearly 90 per 
of our production is consumed at home. The home market 
tinues the best market in the world. 

SHALL WE HELP OR HINDER PROSPERITY? 

Shall we help or hinder this prosperity? The chief dane 
, 1 ae ; . - | political interferenc ith business. Ji S$ evervthine } 

goods in this country. The superiority of American makes is | ! litical interference with business. With us everything 
| with the people, and the people sometimes exercise their }) 
and vote for a *‘change’’ when in the midst of prosperity. 
was painfully illustrated in 1892, when the nation was énjo 
greater prosperity than ever before. The immediate effect | 

Two causes led to that change, and are operating to-da: 
| influence of the persistent teaching of free trade and the }) 
|ing of a group of political agitators who attempt to in! 
social envy and hatred by spreading the false idea that th 

| are daily growing richer and the poor are growing poorer. 
breeders of class prejudice, who endeavor to array the m 
against the classes, are some of them honest but misguided 
others are political charlatans. Among those arrayed agai: 
present era of prosperity are those who march under the | 
of a tariff for revenue only and socialism. It makes no difi 
that Great Britain, the leading free-trade country, is agita 
for a change to protection because the United States and G 
many are outdistancing her in manufacturing. Democra 
favors a reduction of the tariff to a level which will invit 

| gerous foreign competition. 
does it not?—that we must have a foreign market wherever it | 
can be found. It means, if we do not secure foreign markets. 

If wealth is increasing, so are wages. Hours of labor ar 
shortened and the purchasing power of wages has in 
Labor is not the sole producer of wealth. The increas: 

| duction comes from machinery, which is only made pos: 
capital. Labor never received so much for its product 
and the social and economic condition of the masses never ) 
high. Where large capital and improved machinery ar 
prices decline and the public gets cheaper goods. Wher 
and machinery are employed but little, prices have risen 

Probably never in the history of the country hav 
| increased so much and has the laborer been so indepe: 
during the past five years. 

Farmers have never been so prosperous as in these recent 
Agricultural products have increased in price, with an eve! 

| market for the output. Farm mortgages have rapidly 4 
| or disappeared altogether, and farm values steadily in: 
| Much farm land in Oklahoma thrown open to settleme 
years ago now brings $50 an acre. In no other country 
world do all classes and all industries, in all sections, enjo 

| a high tide of prosperity. 
this advantage, to sail out from Manila Harbor and leave things | This prosperity 1s a natural growth and if let alone w 

| tinue. Shall we help or hinder this growth? Confidenc 
am reminded of the venerable antebellum class of patriots who | lifeblood of business. Capital is bold and hazardous whe: 

confidence in the security and safety of its undertaking 
timid and cowardly in the face of danger. Several mo. 
are on foot to-day which strike at confidence and tend to 

| capital into hiding. One is the clamor for tariff reform 
ingland to-day that cry means tariff increase; in this cou! 

| means free trade. The antitrust cry as used is a movemen! 
same direction—the appeal to prejudice against all large a1 

| cessful business enterprises. The false cry that the tarifi 
mother of trusts is used to fan a blaze which would dest! 
tariff protection. The preaching of class antagonism add: 
flame. To this is added socialism—the demand that all 

| utilities be owned and conducted by government, a m0o\ 

and productive, and our labor employed. It was purely unin- | 
tended and almost accidental; we had not planned it. Did ever 
Providence look after a nation as it looked after our nation in 
this time of impending perplexity? Let us acknowledge our God- 
sent gifts in humility and reverence, and use them in the cause 
of civilization and liberty. We have before us in the Orient, 
grouped around Manila, the greatest populations in the world, 
China, Japan, Siam, India, Australasia, with 800,000,000 of human 
beings, ready to be developed as a market for American produc- 
tions. Manila is the greatest of all keys to the great markets of 
the world. 

which will logically lead to the government ownership of 
terprise. 

THE MISTAKEN PREDICTION OF MR. BRYAN. 

The possibility even of Bryan’s success in 1896 paralyze: 
ness. At his defeat business leaped forward and prosper!) 

_has been unbroken. Bryan has been a discredited leader s 

| 

| 

| 

years, but the forces of discontent and disturbance he led a: 
arrayed under other leadership. ; 

Ohio has been a leader in political movements in this cou 
She stemmed the tide of inflation by scorching the gree! 
craze. She furnished a leader who resumed specie payments 
that other leader under whose direction prosperity returt 
the whole country. The country looked to Ohio, and not 1n \ 

The prosperity enjoyed by the United States during the past | for a crushing defeat of the forces of free trade, discontent, 



tious in the light of subsequent events: 

SI i 

i First Battle, p. 41.) 
I ire defeated in this campaign, there is nothing before the pecple but 

can be no general prosperity in this country until we ge the con- 
ff those who would make gold the only standard of t 
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+,eonism, socialism, and single tax marshaled under Tom L. 
J n. The consequences of that decision will not be limited 
to Ohio, but will be felt and are being felt in every part of our 

y, giving renewed confidence to Republicans everywhere. 
L, s recall a few of Bryan’s utterances and view his predic- 

e world. 

four vears more of hard times and greater agitation and then victory will | 
Bryan at Baltimore, September 19, 1896.) 

We know that victory did not come for Mr. Bryan in 1900, but 
was his defeat in 1896 followed by four years more of hard times? | 

unassailable figures answer. ik 

EXPOrts 2-20 <00c0e enn 2 eee een nen none con eee neeene- 
Im} tm ae cade iad oNabiiee, dd ased ated 

G MeCNE POVEMUWCS. 2.4 a cccce cnccce cccccccccces 

Fa Ce ee a oe 
Ext SING Gcldccba sdecacdasdiusconncdne 
Post SOORIIGN. Sand adudbeanetadeenddnccataeosacssa 

Ra i maileags uth Dias Uiialgch 6a bbime ceremdeinmeesibin 
G P< oie tien he dates qian cote Guana 
S POC Canin sd iba a ckddidson nce mbietbinen 
Interest On: TUNEEG SENS devecécweccceccucss nweses 
G POR ctie i iiknccnce cowedtivanenadinwitels 
De} DO EE wdaciccdtgeeckecesdwinas 
Dep SUV TD BI d Cec cntcda caseuccocenass 
Ra ) CUTER Mb adtenid cdsecscdcccssa ceases 

$1,050,000,000 | $1,487,000,000 

| 10,000, 000, 000 

1,613, 000,000 
1, 935, 000, 000 

untry went Democratic in 1896, but it went Republican, and | 

1901 (fiscal | 
year). 

823, 000, 000 
587,000, 000 

14, 000, 000, 000 
450, 000, 000 
111, 000, 000 

198, 787 
78, 000, 000 
77,000,000 | 
29,000,000 | 

1, 124, 000, 000 
3,044,000, 000 | 
2, 650, 000, 000 

558, 000, 000 

insteed of four years more of hard times, things got better each 
year, resulting In no decreases (except $5,000,000 decrease in the 
yearly interest on the public debt), but in increases all along the 

e, Giving his prediction the full four years to become effec- 
tive, analysis of the above figures shows increases in the fourth 
year as follows, under Republican policies and control: 

Export eoen snhdke A hnaabhhttinkneernntaeinenaenetitianaia. Gee 
my a 59, 000, 000 

G ert We oi rests nas co bacditmict nad cmleies ate ce 240, 000, 000 

a lia ia a te I ac a lat lilac te 4, 000, 000, 000 
Postel recaieiiit eho. tc: Aisle ee Se 29,000,000 

i: OR, SE es bite oe andes cepae tienen anacaseubaloasensesabeie 21,000, 000 

Produ ~Y 2 aa don UR eT ARTE 8 ee ee ee 8,000, 000 
Gold STORING, Mir aati neennudihe coaemnindans weaved 428, 000, 000 

ts, national banks ................ 1, 431, 000, 000 
as, en ne eae 715, 000, 000 

Ratlvond Cmwatipeiees dat 5b.cees onvakstnectiesiduseseinedaan 189, 000, 000 

7 I I ii oc cctittbncembndiatnaaats 7, 557, 000, 000 tal 

And the list of increases might be largely extended. 

Increases 1901 
over 1897. 

against 

These results prove that Mr. Bryan’s false prophecies and reck- 
less issertions did more harm than good to the Democratic cause | 
in 1895, and repeated their mischief with worse results to Bryan’s 
party in 1900. 

PROTECTION HAS BUILT UP OUR POTTERY INTERESTS. 

The great pottery interests of Ohio, built up by the Republican | 
protective tariff, have a keen and direct interest in this statement 

secret of their success by one of the greatest free-trade 
papers of Great Britain, the Birmingham Post, Joseph Chamber- 
lain’s organ, when it says: 

Between 1892 and 1902 our exportation of chinaware to the United States 
declined from 100,506 to 48,198 crates. Thus America (1) puts a tax of 60 per 

i English pottery, (2) attracts our skilled workmen by the larger wages 
t possible under protection, and (3) gets year by year a larger helping 
of mited supply of potters’ clay; and soa once prosperous industry is 
appr hing the starvation point. Having no tariff, we are helpless to check | 
the proceedings. 

» ich an acknowledgment from such a source should strengthen | 
protectionist to support the protection principles of the 

Republican party. Every Ohio potter remembers bitterly how 
their industry was crippled by the last Democratic tariff; but that 
Was only partial free trade, while Tom Johnson, late Democratic | 
candidate for governor in Ohio, is an absolute free trader and 
When in Congress offered a bill to abolish all the custom-houses. 
~ Ww quickly would that destroy Ohio's immense pottery interests? 
ow many workers in this line would it rob of their jobs? + 

THINGS TO BE REMEMBERED. 

R nember 1893-1896 and the days of industrial gloom. 

¢ in vain for work. 
, setnember 1893-1896 and the thousands of capable mechanics 

ember 1893-1896 and the hundreds of thousands of laborers 

Which could not be found. 
ng the streets from sunrise to sunset looking for the work | 

ember 1893-1896 and the countless number of women and 
ren waiting, faint with hunger, for the bread which never | a law, moreover, would not be uniform, and therefore we 

| be constitutional. 

to that length. 

this proposition. 

out the United States.’’ 

of goods of its class. 
petitors—some large, some small. 
erators contend against the Standard Oil Company. The 
true in every line of business. 

| put of trusts and gigantic corporations gives the same protecti 
to the output of small competing establishments. 

If withdrawal of tariff protection will *‘ smash the trusts,’ 
more will it destroy the small competitor who has greater 

It is impossible to pass a tariff law whic! 
affect one class of manufacturers and not affect all person 
gaged in the same business, for all duties shall be uniform throu 

Asa matter of fact, this new tariff p1 
sition of the Democrats would injure the trust or large « 
less than it would damage the small ones. 
on account of owning vast supplies of the raw material it 
and because of the countless economies i 
tion and manufacture, might survive such a law, while the 
manufacturer would be completely ruined. 
instead of ‘‘ smashing the trusts,”’ 
competitor and make the trust more 

of tariff protection. 

out the United States. 

Remember 1893-1896 and the heartsickness, the worry, the un- 
paid and unpayable debts, and all the many ills that attend the 
man out of work. 
Remember 1893-1896 and the landlord waiting at the doo 

the rent money, which could not be provided. 
Remember 1893-1896, when the factory whistle failed to blow 

for another day’s work, another day’s pay. 
Remember 1893-1896 and the wives and children wanting clothes. 
Remember 1893-1896 and the home comforts which were want- 

Remember 1893-1896 and the un-American soup houses and oth 
forms of charity necessary to relieve those who need no relief 
when they can get work. 
Remember 1893-1896 and the delusive promises made by the 

| Democratic party in the campaign of 1892. 
Remember 1893-1896 and the fulfilled promises made by 

Republican party in the campaign of 1896. 
Remembering those Republican promises and their fulfillment i 

the years since, calling to mind the unfulfilled Democratic prom- 
ises and the bitter years of 1893-1896, what will you gain by vot- 
ing the Democratic ticket in 1904? 
Remembering all those things, your duty to your wives, y 

children, and yourselves demands that you vote the Republican 
ticket on November 8. 

Vote the Republican ticket, and you will be doing your share 
as an American citizen to protect your neighbors and yourselves 
against the cheap labor of Europe and Asia; 
nationally disastrous rule of Democratic policies; 
trade, which is aptly termed ‘‘ an empty name and a vain farce 

; : | against issuing Government bonds to pay the Government daily 
Mr. Bryan predicted four years more of hard times unless the | bills: against ‘retre gression in every din ction. and in es 

continued progress, prosperity, and patriotism. 
DEMOCRACY WOULD CRIPPLE OUR INDUSTRIES—AN UNCONSTITI 

In the late political campaign in Ohio the Democratic candiv 
for governor was an absolute free trader, with th 
convictions and not afraid to express them. 
he proposed a tariff law as simple as it was drastic. 
ing less than the repeal of all tariff and internal-revenue 
and the sale of all custom-houses. 
in the late campaign he said: 

It is mere talk; it is a mereclaim that in som 
ican labor is necessary to allow it to compete 
needs is freedom, the same kind of free trade bet 
world that we have between the forty-four States, : 
prosperity in the United States to anything, it i 
we with our seventy-five or eighty millions of peop! 
among the forty-four States than any other set of pe 

In one of his speeches in O 

> Way protection t 

ibut to tl 
ha re I 

yple on the fa 

The Democratic party in Congress does not evidently go « 
No Democratic speakers in this session hav: 

posed to sell all custom-houses and revenue cutters, but sor 
them have proposed a remedy by which they propose tos 
the trusts. 

, 

What they offer is to take off every dollar o 
tax from every article that is manufactured by any trust, « 

| bine, or understanding, whatever name or form it 
| fore this House votes for such a proposition it would be advis: 
to consult the Constitution to see if it will 

Section 8, Article I, 
‘urnish any ligh 

of that document de 
that ‘‘ all duties, excises, and imposts shall be uniform thr 

Will our Democratic trust smas! 
kindly advise us how they would form a tariff law which wou 
admit trust-made goods free of duty and still protect the mani 
facturer not inside a trust who turns out the same goods? ' 
is no trust, however large, which manufactures the entire « 

The great steel combine has countle 
Numerous independent oi! 

The tariff which protects th 

The large corp 

practices i 

Thus this rem 
would only destroy 

powerful than ever. 

the alway 

against 

» courage 
When in Cong 

It was n 

assumes. 
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rther consideration 
upon which the 

Free trade and free silver. What were their 
to the ef t which the principles of the R iblican 

1 hat nthe country? That protection could not 
and thatthe gold standard could not increase 

On] e silver, they asserted, could give suffi- 
‘ only free trade could give prosperi Now, 

hbriefiv. whether th e ssertions havwe stood the test ot 

nt to accept the ad\ ice of those 

H HAS GROWN GREATLY AND IS MORE WIDELY DIFFUSED. 
ere that prosperity could not come through 
le prote ! s adopted. is prosper- 
the United States since the exchange of free 

Let us se The national wealth was set 
( netent authorities in 1895 at $77,000,000,000. In 

1 by the same authorities at $94,000.000,000. At the 
increase since 1900—and nobody will deny that the 

been quite as 1 d since that time—the total wealth 
try at the present time may be conservatively put at 
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$100,000,000,000. This is an increase of $23,000.000.0 
30 per cent in eight years, and it will be con a gain < 

) si 

that whatever gain has come began subsequent to 1896 

increase in the average wealth of from $1,117 per c 
to $1,250 per capita in 1903. 

Bi ‘ I to this will, of course. be that this 

wealth has } v by the trusts and « orporations 

ul se ce to the cry of 1896 and 1900 th: 
\ = and the poor poorer,.”’ Now, le 

La l orts of the Comptroller of the Cu 
( ( ybody as reliable and trustworthy 
t t leposi in savings banks were, in 1895. § 
and in 1902 were $2,750,000,000. These d 5 i 
onized, are those of the masses. Trusts a 

‘} j noney in savings banks, but 

1 iD n do di ~ n those insti ns ( 

| t 103 with those of 1895 and you will see t 
an increase of St ol per cen intheamount. The 

national wealth of 1903 with that of 1895 and vow 

increase to be 30 per cent. Who is it, then, that 1 
ereat gains relatively? The national wealth has o 
( t, tl posits Oo the people in the savings ba } I 

0 per cent in the same time. Does this look like thé 
in richer and th poor poorer? ”’ The deposi 

banks of Ohio in 1895 were $33,000,000. in 1902 t 

eight million The number of people in Ohio w 
in savings banks in 1902 was 21,000 greater than 
amount ¢ sits had increased $15,000,000. 1 

1 is in United States having de posits in sa 

) 75,000; in 1902 the number was | 
seen I the assertion that prosperity coul 
the mu with protection? Or does it sustai 
that it is only the corporations and trusts which ] 

DEMOCRATIC ASCENDENCY RUINS BUSI 

Demo ratic N 
a | od 

NiATCH 4, 

T he 

ernment 

party came into power in the 
1893. and I propose to compare « 

w of the leading industries and interests wl 
velfare of the people in the years of Democrat 

f with conditions under Republican coi l 
tariff, both before and subsequent to the unfortu 
luring the control of the Democratic party. 

IRON. 

Ohio is a great iron-producing State and a 
pig iron in its manufacturing. The consumptio 
recoznized as an accurate barometer of genera! 
ti lf f trac his « l » is so good:a thing for tl 
it at 1 duction of pig iron in the Uni 
** production because practically all of the pig i 

he Umited States is consumed at home—how was 
luction of pig iron. which had been over 9.000000 t 

to six and one-half million tons in 1894, the year 
ff bill hecame 

million t 
aw, and that it increas 

s in 1898 under the protect 
| LW? 

low-tari a 
' 

‘venteen and three-fourths million tons in 

COAL. 

tivity. | *measure of business ac = BList . 

was rood a thing, how was it that the coal pri 
United States fel rom 160,000,000 tons in 1892 
Republican contr to 152.000.000 tonsin 1894, t] 

3 put upon the statute books 
ring the existence of that a almost stationary du 

1898 to 196.000.000 tons and in 1902 to 269.000.000 t 

two great factors of industry in which Ohio is a la 
and consumer—coal and iron. In each case the p! 
therefore the consumption, for they are practical! 
at home, fell as soon as a Democratic bill was of 
‘ame apparent that it would become law, and « 

production and consumption until that a 
and protective tariff resumed, when an enorm¢ 
mediately occurred. Pig-iron production increased 
tons in 1897, the year of McKinley's election, to 1; 
1902, having thus nearly doubled, while coal produ 
“om 178.000.000 tons in to 269,000,000 tons i 

| crease of about 50 per cent. 

1897 

MANUFACTURERS’ MATERIALS, 

The Democratic party assumed that a low tar 
late manufactures by permitting the importatio1 
turers’ materials free ef duty; but in that, as in 

tions, its theories failed. Manufacturers’ materials 
| a crude condition for use in manufacturing ¢ 

$200,000,000 per annum during the time in which 

vera 

act was in operation, and formed but 26 per cent « 
ports; but under the stimulus given to the manutas 

| tries of the country by the protective tariff the; 



. a re 

5.000.000 in value in 1903 and formed 36 per cent of the 
ports. To besure, there was oneline of importaticn which 
d under your low tariff, and that was manufactured 
Under your low tariff they formed, in 1896, 21 per cent 

talimports. Under the Dingley tariff they form 16 per 
the totalimports. Doyou think that the people employed 
great manufacturing establishments of Ohio and the 

1} | States prefer to see manufactured goods brought in to 
' place of those which are being manufactured at home, 

per cent of the total imports rather than 16 per cent as at 
» Perhaps they may have something to say upon this 

s when they come to determine at the polls whether they 
<] urage the restoration of the Democratic party and the 
lov riff, The fact that the manufacturing establishments of 

try consumed during the entire period of your low tariff 
la rage of but about $200,000,000 worth of imported raw 
mat , an d that they consumed $375,000,000 worth last year 
under the protective tariff, is a suggestio n as to the relative ac- 
tivi ind amount of manufactures turned out aa the two 

f 

ive 

TELEGRAMS AND BANK DEPOSITS. 

There are many other incidents of business and public affairs | 
1easure business activity. I have already referred to pig- 

ir 1 coal production and consumption as a method of meas- 
uring business activity, but there are others. Take the matter 

ams. for example. If Democratic control and the low 
ich it brings with it are good for business, how was if 

that number of telegraph messages sent fell from 76,000,000 | 
in the year ending June 30, 1893, to 69,000,000 in 1894, and made 
no perceptible increase during Democratic control, increasing un- 
der Republican control and the prosperity which came with it 

total for 1902 was 89,000,000 as against an average of 
70,000,000 annually during the national control by your party? 
Bank deposits are another measure of business activity and pros- 

about four and one-half billion dollars in the years of 
tic control, were in 1902 nine and one-half billion dollars, 

the country with the restoration of a protective tariff. Savings- 
bank deposits alone increased from one and three-fourths billions 

f dollars in 1894 to two and three-fourths billions in 1902. 
INCREASED PROSPERITY OF FARMERS. 

It is hardly necessary to call attention to the increased prosper- 
t} :farmers. This speaks so loudly for itself through the 

i prices and increased demand, the cancellation of farm 
ortgages, and the general prosperity. Yet, I can not forbear 

ing the fact that the value of farm animals alone, as re- 

restoration of protection and the demand for farm prod- 
ts which came with it, until the value of farm animals reported 

by t Department in 1901 was over $3,000,000,000, or nearly 
ul iat shown in 1897. In other articles of farm production 

C1 » in value has been equally striking, and with it the 
‘in the general prosperity of the farmers. 
another evidence of the paralyzing effect of the low-tariff 

proposition which the Democrats are urging the country again to 
; found in the fact that the tons of freight carried by the 

fell from 730,000,000 in 1892 to 674,000,000 in 1894, and 
1) was 1,071,000,000, and in 1901, 1,084,000,000 tons. 

SINESS FAILURES WORSE 

} itis 

UNDER DEMOCRATIC ASCENDENCY. 

perity and general conditions of the country. In 1892, 
Republican Administration, the liabilities of the failing 

us s concerns of the United States were reported by Dun’s 
view at $114,000,000; in 1893, the first year of Democratic con- 

l with the prospect of a change in the tariff, the liabilities 
nereas - to $346,000,000 
JUL they were $113,000,000, and in 1902 $117,000,000. 

MONEY IN CIRCULATION, 

‘y in circulation is another measure of prosperity. The 
‘atic party told us in 1896 that there could be no permanent 
‘in the circulating medium of the country, and therefore 
ral prosperity, without the free and unlimited coinage of 

is Well as free trade. Yet, notwithstanding that fact. the 

uder protection and the gold standard reached $2,000,000,000 
and in 1903 was $2,367 000,000. 

smuch = the Democratic organization still fully indorses 
City platform of unprotected American labor, a vote 

Democratic national ticket means a vote for the spoliatior 
home of the American wage-earner. It means that the 

will have done all he can toward lessening the demand for 
and thereby lessening the comforts of his wife, his family, 

tnsas 

perity. The deposits in the banks of the United States, which av- | 

| and himself. 
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tariff, never made 
sfrom the Statistic: 

h of this stater 

Free trade, or even low 
tories and never will. A few figur: 
of Great Britain for 1902 proves the tru hen 

Export of British ne 

1890 Saree Te Se * 
1902 . e . oO is : 2?Q oT. 

Decrease -........ 

That decrease does not look very alarming of itself, bu 
about the increase in population? What about the more i 
to feed—the more little ones to clothe and educat 

The next illustration is alarming: 
Impoi t of foreign count 

ee 
Dod dn oc ae 

Increase . ‘ 

And this in one year. As fully one-half of t value o 
| factured goods consists of’ wages paid out, here is $67,916, 

aving thus practically doubled under the prosperity which came | 

of the pockets of the British workman in one year, and 
only one instance of loss out of many. Is it any wonder t 
ports reach us of 13,000,000 suffering for want of food in fre 
England? Or that Mr. Chamberlain and his farsighted asso 
are moving heaven and earth to secure a small protection 
British labor? 
Now look at the most ient and formerly the 1 fl 

ing of Britain’s factory i st he woolen industry 

MN Scan once cs 
Wises woke 

Decrease -..... a 

Another more than $38,000,000 lost to Brit pl 
year. 

Import of foreign woolens and wor 
ha So 

ee i i 

Nearly another 1 million lost to British labor. And 
might go on—industry after industry. The interest and « 
the wage-earning voter is clear—not to vot Tr y party « 
member of a party whose policy aims at lessening the dema 
American labor. 

WHY THE REPUBLICAN PARTY DESERVES CONFIDENCE AND SUPI 

The Republican party deserves confidence and support b 
it has redeemed all the pledges it made in 1896 and 1900; | 

ul. 

og 

busy f 

ul Abstrac 

it has secured for American trade the *‘ open door’ in China; 
| cause it has successfully put an end to Canada’s claims for a 
| uable portion of increasingly valuable Alaska; because it 
made an educational and commercial success of P » Ric iorted by the Department of Agriculture, fell from $2,461,000,000 | 

in 1892 to $1,655,000,000 in 1897, but immediately began to increase | 
| put down insurrection in the 

The Republican party should be continued in p 
n t Philippines 

anti- impe rialists 

ywer bec 

ina 

aged by the ** 
loss of life and property; because it has men in its ra 
President Roosevelt, Secretary Hay, Secretary Root, G 
Taft, Governor Hunt, and many others who are eq 
emergencies arising in the government of the necessary 

| territories we have acquired; because it made a glori 
of our war with Spain for the freedom of Cuba; because 
porary military occupation of Cuba was a success in every 
because it has made the American flag respected as the « 

| of liberty the wide world over. 

ess failures are another method by which we may measure | 

, and in 1896 were $226,000,000, while in | 

total noney in circulation, which at that time was $1 506,000,000, | 
i 

} 

unfortunately e 

and their allies) with a mit 

it 
it 

y 
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The Republican party is a — of deeds and actions. 
‘ase of Venezuela it successfully upheld the Monroe doctr 
the entire continent of America as against the powers of E1 
It promulgated and put in force the doctrine of ** prote: 
American industries. As William McKinley said: 

You do not have to guess what the Republican party will do. Th 
, 

knows its purposes. It has embodied them in law and executed t 
ministration. 

The Republican party has earned the right to four ye 
of power because it has given the country what William McK I 
asked for at Niles, Ohio, on June 20, 1896, when he said: Ww 
I want in this country is a policy that will give toevery An 
workman full work at American wages;’’ because it has pres 
the purity of the American dollar; because it prevented th 
tack on the sacredness of the Supreme Court of the United Si 
because it paid the expense of the Spanish war with n 
strain on the people than the purchase of a few postage sta 
because our a ations with Spain are now more cordial 
ever had been before the war, and the trade between us 
ing both ways. 

The Republican party is entitled to the vote and 
every citizen because it has increased the num! 
the United States from less than 350,000 in 1806, runt 
time or not at all, to 600,000 in 1903, f 
cause it has increased the number of 

running on 

factor 

irs more 
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3 in that period 
four hundred milli 

rd Ly in the year? 

GAINS UNDER REPUBLICAN ADMI 

duction of zinc in 1992 was greater tl 

reaching a total of 156,927 short tons. Our home 
iin 1902 was greater than ever before, namely 

274,020 tons in 1901. Business failur 
nine months ended September wet 

vorresponding months of 1902. 
76. General business is still 

1 December 1 last held $681,000 
‘his is the largest amount 

‘easury. and greater than any 
time. Our gold mines are yielding us 
000,600 to $80,000,000 each year. 

The Governinent revenue for the year ended Ju 
$560,396,674, giving us a surplus for the year of 
pite of a drop of $41,000,000 in internal-revenue 
roportion of gold held by us to our money circul 

per cent—the highest ratio ever recorded. Our 
‘h man’s | revenue for 1903 fiscal year was $39,988,439 more 
worth of | fiscal year, great as that year was. The $54,297,6 

(sovernment revenue was after expending $21,000, 
ur Army and Navy than the year before. The las 

found us with $1,043,058,869 of gold and silver in 
Our money circulation increased $121,740,252 in 

tal money in cir- | just closed. 
en hundred mil- Our production of iron and steel made anew recor 

nillion dol- | year, reaching 19,000.000 to 20,000.000 tons. At cu 
1 a from $22.82 | the last cotton crop will give to the South the larg: 

sin bank have n from $3,000,000,000 | ever received fora singlecrop. On September 29, 190 
‘almost double, and dk ics in savings | the heavy falls recently, the listed stocks averaged 

| one-fourth | per cent higher than in 1895 (Democratic), and s 
) per cent were enormously higher. For instance, Union Paciti 

the material greatne f tl cent higher, and Atchison common, 1,800 per cent hi 
manufactures in thi proves that under Republican policies and control \ 

nine and one-third billion dolls tered properties are as prosperous as ever. 
or almost 50 per cent; when On September 30, 1903, the total money in circulati 

capita have increased m $13.50 in | to $2,404,000,000, equal to $29.75 per capita on a 
imports of merchandise per capita | 80,000,000, against $435,000,000 in 1860, equal to a p 

same time from $12.35 to $11.48; when | $13.85 on a population of 31,000,000. Our public 
steel and manufactures of those commodi- | tember 30 was only $1,307,000,000 (of which $389,000, 

million dollars | by our available cash balance of $239,000,000 and § 
i our special gold reserve), against $2,046,000,000 in 

i e falling off since has been due en- | tion (irrespective of offsets) of $739,000,000. 
y to the enormously increased domestic demand, which has Great Britain’s merchant marine, mainly engas 

en beyond the capacity even of our own mills to supply; when | trade, is 16,006,374 tons, while ours is only 3,611,956 
orts of manufactures have increased from one hundred and | only 873,000 tons of that is engaged in carrying goods t 
millions to four hundred millions and we lead the world in | foreign ports. Great Britain has 50 per cent of the w 
production of gold, petroleum, pig iron, steel, wheat, corn, | marme tonnage of 33,000,000, while we have only 10] 

cluding our lakes, rivers, and coast service. German 
d the farmer and dairyman complain when the | than half our population, has 3,283,247 tons of merch 

oleomargarine made in this country the year before | against our 3,611,956 tons, or only 328,709 tons less. 
Republican oleomargarine law was passed was 126,- Our hay crop this year will be worth fully $580,000, 
is and only 71,211,244 pounds the first year after the | $542,000,000 in 1902. In 1870 only 15.69 per cent of ou 
1d, a loss of 55,104,183 pounds, or 44 per cent, which | consisted of raw materials, while in 1903 the proportio 

iditional consumption of butter to the value of $11,- | per cent. This being the case, wherein is the Dingley t 
; » output of 650 creameries of average size, which | ing our factories? 

i the average price of butter to 20 cents a pound? | Our postal receipts forSeptember showed anincreas 
W hy should the wage-earner complain when, according to Dun’s | over September of last year. This is at the rate of 8.‘ 

Review, there has been a very material reduction in the cost of | Ourexports of raw cotton in the year ending August 3! 
living over a year ago? Meat is lower than at any time since the | of the value of $306,000,000, against $191,000,000 in the y 
prices went up two years ago; breadstuffs and cereals are cheaper, | August, 1896, the last Democratic year; 1893 (Democrat 
and the splendid crops now being harvested are an assurance they | $67,000,000 less than 1892 (Republican). All but $46.0) 
will become still cheaper. In almost every line the cost of living | Uncle Sam’s $1,300,000,000 bond issue is held for inves 

been reduced. On the other hand the advance in wages the | Uncle’s numerous family. That is as if we did not ow 
rear been almost universal. Railway trainmenare bene- | at all. It also means that nearly all of the interest paid 

per cent rais abor generally is en- | one pocket into another, 

‘4 

nb, ana cir 

' 

number from four and 
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llions, or over 5 



0 exports in the nine months ending September, 1903, 
4 to $989,000,000, against $943, 000, 000 for the same 

months of last year, an increase of $46,000,000. The increase 
over the same months of 1897 is $120,000,000. Our imports 
(mainly materials for manufacturing) in the nine months ended 
Gontember, 1908, were of the value of $758,000.000, an increase of 
$56, 000 over 1902 and $283,000,000 over 1897. Yet the Ohio 
Democratic platform, in indorsing the Kansas City platform, af- 
frms that a protective tariff lessens imports and deprives the 
Government of revenue. 
Our export of provisions in the nine months ended September, 

1 mounted to $145,000,000, against $138,000,000 in the same 
neyiod of 1902, an increase of $7,000,000. Our export of bread- 
ott in the nine months ended September, 1903, figured at 
¢] 000, against $130,000,000 in the same months of 1902, an 

» of $12,000,000. The farmers and wage-earners know 
|thismeans tothem. They can continue the roll of pros- 
vy voting the Republican ticket. 

rs OF EXPANSION—LET US PROFIT BY THE EXPERIENCE OF GREAT 
BRITAIN. 

and events move in ever-recurring cycles. Nations, like 
ils, learn by experience. Human nature is much alike 
over, and every nation can learn from the history of 
ions. The United States in particular has much to 

m the teachings and experience of Great Britain. We 
\ same language, the same law, the same literature, the 

same sple lendid inheritance, and are developing along similar lines 
to serve great national destinies which are meal alike. Both 

intries have grown immensely in territory, power, and influ- 
ence. From the comparatively small islands in the North Atlan- 
tic off the west coast of Europe, which once held the English 
‘ingdom, has developed by steady and successive stages the great 

sh Empire of to-day, with immense possessions in every con- 
and strong strategic positions inevery ocean. Her coaling 

ns circle the globe, and she is equipped for offense and 
defense in every quarter of the world. 

In a similar manner the United States has grown from a nar- 
row fringe of colonies along the Atlantic to become a great world 

BEN! Fl 
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rld 

{ ot! r nha 

a 

power. At the first step in national expansion the Mississippi 
was reached. The northeast boundary was established, which 
onfirmed our title to Maine. Florida was acquired, and a strip 

land which separated us from the Gulf. The Louisiana pur- 
( chas gave us @ great dominion across the Mississippi. The Lone 

‘ Republic of Texas was incorporated. From Mexico was 
ired another great dominion, which planted the Stars and 

tal 

a qu 

Stripes on a long stretch of the Pacific coast. The settlement of 
the northwestern frontier added more territory. We next pur- 
chased Alaska. Hawaii came to us, a freewill offering. The 
war with Spain was the cause of the latest expansion, which 
dded Porto Rico and the Philippine group ofislands. Expansion 

has been bitterly opposed in both countries. Every step by 
. 

why which our national boundary has been moved farther west has 
been strongly contested by able and disinterested but shortsighted 
statesmen. Predictions of unbounded evil, never fulfilled, were 
freely made. Dismal forebodings of national peril and disruption 
filled the air when Jefferson acquired Louisiana, and later when | 
we expanded to the Pacific. The acquisition of Alaska was de- 
ounce di as a foolish bargain. To-day Alaska returns to us yearly 
more than her entire cost, and her great resources have hardly 
yet been touched by so much as a pin prick. The intense oppo- 
sition ¢ f the anti-imperialists to our latest national expansion is 
too fresh in the minds of the people to need relation here. 

En: eli land has had her ‘‘ Little Englanders’’ who have always op- 
posed her reasonable and proper expansion. British statesmen in | 
the past st have frequently failed to take advantage of opportuni- 
ties which would have resulted in her great advantage to-day. 
British ministries have more than once lacked the keen | foresight 
and farseeing eye nec essary to discern the strategical necessities 
of the Empire. Vantage points of great value have more than 
on © beer n given up or handed over to a@ rival with as much un- 
concern as one would givea trinket to a child. Had England been 
as fi T's eeing as she might have been or as great a land grabber 
as she is accused of being, she would to-day ‘be in amuch stronger | 
pi m than she is in more than one quarter of the globe. 

/ WE, TOO, HAVE SOMETIMES BEEN BLIND TO OUR FUTURE. 

The United States has never yet given up territory which she 
on juired, but hasmore than once suffered from a like blind- 
ness wit a Great Britain. More than once we have failed to see 
Jur manifest destiny and have neglected to realize the great value | 
7 cessity to us of territory which we could have ac quired by 
the a ing. Canada would have been ours when independence | 
wa anted us had the point been insisted on. Franklin raised 
- nt once, but it was never again mentioned during the ne- 
of ns. Canada would have been ours then had we insisted 
up and we can not but regret that we did not then have the 
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foresight to realize our own great futureand the great advant 
to the United States did we possess the imperial dominion w 
lies to our north. 

In 1844 the Democratic party carried the Presidential elect 
on a platform the chief issue of which was ae forty 
fight.”’ That campaign slogan had reference to our just rights 
the Northwest. Had a Democratic Administration shown hi: 
the energy and fighting spirit in its negotiations with Gr 
Britain on this point our boundary line in the Northwest wor 
have been moved up to meet the southern boundary li 
Alaska, and Canada would have been shut out entirely from 
cess to the Pacific Ocean. But the Democratic party wa 
busily engaged in those days extending the R wer and terr 
of slavery to insist on our just right oan the rthwest. It 
promised and threw away our rights there in order t wea f 
hand to fight Mexico for the benefit of slavery. 

While the United States has never yet ceded away teri 
which we had acquired undisputed title Democrat I 
and newspapers are joining hands with eh > anti-im] lis 
compel, if possible, a sacrifice of the fruits of our war v . 
There is in that party to-day, and there will continue t 
ment demanding that we give up the Philippine I 
move our flag from our possessions there 

HOW ENGLAND HAS SUFFERED FROM ANTI-IMPERIALISM 

It will be profitable to study here the experience of Gri 
ain to see how she has suffered and still suffers from the s} 
of anti-imperialism. It has caused her to throw away 1 
golden opportunities and to make many needless sacrifices w] 
later cost her much expenditure of lives and treasures. The] 
var, with its attendant heavy loss in men and money, was tl 

sult of the shortsighted px icy of a former ministry, wl 
controlled by the spirit of ‘‘ Little England”’ and failed 1 
ciate the naleied destiny of the British Empire Eng 
policy of free trade was inspired partly by Cobden’s bi 
Great Britain would soon part with all her colonies. Eng 
statesmen to-day are advocating tariff preferentials which 
bind her colonies more closely to her and give her a distinct 
vantage over other nations in trade with her dependen 
England i is to-day regretting that she gave up Java and 

Philippines. W hile she has vant age pointsin the China sea 
Hongkong in particular is a position of inestimable valu 
would be in a much stronger position in playing t 

1 
it 

ne game 

| after much loss of men. 
years, and under able administration the island was provi! 
most valuable and desirable acquisition, when it was given to 

| Dutch in the treaty of Vienna. 

itics in the Orient did she still hold these islands. Jay L 1 
athwart the ocean passage from Europe to the Far East, wi 
length of 700 miles—a link in the partly submerged neck of la 
which once bound Australia to the continent of Asia T he |] 

| ish took this island from the French in 1811, after they had 
sessed it for five years, and devoted much time and money t 
veloping its industries and strengthening its defenses. So vigor 
ous and valiant was the defense that the island was only w 

The English remained in possession five 

+ 

The English minister who in- 
dulged in this piece of reckless and improvident generosity wa 

| evidently actuated by ignorance of the situation, for it is 
| that he actually did not know where the island was located 

The same is true as to the Philippines. Great Britain ha 
| right to claim these islands as spoils of conquest in = ry 
were given up as easily and unconcernedly, and with as ] 

| appreciation of their true value as Java was tr¢ . ~d later, az 
| Great Britain thus lost the advantage which the it d St 
| now possesses by reason of its ownership of that group of isla 
Had Great Britain retained the island of Java, the Moluccas 
the Celebes Islands, as well as the Philippines, she w “ald to-d: 

| be the paramount European power in China, instead of occup 
| ing her present inferior position. This is v hat Great Britain h 
| lost because her statesmen of a century or more ago failed to for 
see the development of the British Ki ingd m and the value 

| necessity in international trade of a colonial empi 

LEZ US AVOID SIMILAR MISTAI S 

In the same blind way British ministers have thrown away 
| treasures in the West Indies which were won by 
British soldiers and seamen. The British have taken Ma 
three times and Guadeloupe five times and Curae t 
least. In fact, whenever war broke out between Er 
France these islands were captured by the B 
returned to France or handed over to the Dut ce V 

| concluded, and simply and solely b ise Br 
not look into the future, did not f » the 
strongholds guarding every sea and watching 
future rivals. The greatest mistake, how V 
ever committed in the Caribbean was her failut ain Cub 
after it had been so gallantly won by th mbined eff 
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England and her American colonies. Civilization and progress | create a healthy demand for securities which are 
would have been the gainer had England retained this ‘‘ Pearl of | lack the gilt-edge value of Government bonds. 
the Auntilles,’’ instead of handing it back to Spain. The horrible There has been absolutely no logical reason for the eon, 
crnelty of Spanish dominion, the nameless horrors of Weyler’s | which have prevailed in Wall street in the past six a 
rule, our own expenditure of valuable lives in the war with Spain | Stocks and bonds of high earning capacity have fallen j; 
would all have been saved had British statesmen in those days | without any decrease in their earning capacity or net weve 
been able to glance into the future as short a space of time as | turns. To my mind the experience of the past year has | 
even a hundred years. aturning point in our financial history and will in futy 

The same fatuous policy has controlled England’s policy in | be looked back to as marking the decline and disappearance: 
Africa. Less than two decades ago the administration of her | supremacy and control of Wall street over the financial in 
Government was in the hands of men whom we might not im- | of the country. For a great many years Wall strect pres 
properly liken to our own anti-imperialists. They did not believe | true reflex of the fimancial situation throughout the eo 
in expansion, they did not believe in extending the possessions | Was Wall street prosperous, then the country was pros 
and responsibilities of the British flag, and talked even of retreat- | Did Wall street speculators take a pinch of snuff, then th: 
ing from strong outposts already held and retiring within the | country sneezed in response. This was absolutely tru 
insular exclusiveness of the British Is'es. It was when Great | panics of 1873 and 1884 and 1893, and in the cheap-money 
Britain was suffering from that policy of weakness and inaction | 1896. The phenomenally prosperous years the country ha 
that Germany and other powers seized the opportunity to carve | since the Republican party returned to power were also 1 
up Africa and erect barriers every place to British expansion. | in the financial operations of Wall street. The farmer a 
England has given up strong strategical positions which, if re- | manufacturer were prosperous as never before. Railroad 
tained, would give her the controlling power in the future of | and prices expanded as never before. The price of all s 
Morocco, but which has, on the contrary, passed to her great | mounted to undreamed-of heights, and every security wh 
rival, France. It is rather by accident than by any clear fore- | a corporate seal found ready sale. 
sight on the part of British statesmen in past times that England The year 1903 has marked the beginning of a new and 
still retains the strong points of vantage which are yet hers in | different situation. The $2,000,000,000 of undigested 
the Mediterranean. It may beset down to good luck rather than | which J. Pierpont Morgan referred to in a reported 
to good judgment that Cyprus and Malta still float the British | proved too great a load for the public to bear. <A 
fiag. Tangier, Sardinia, Corsica, Elba, Sicily, and the Ionian | called in speculation, which had gone wild and exceed 
Islands might just as well have been British territory to-day, | mands of business, present or prospective. Liquidat 
and Great Britain’s position in that inland sea would be much | prices began to drop, the entire investing and specul 
stronger now than it is. Ina fit of sentimentalism the island of | munity closed its pocketbooks, and the more prices di 
Heligoland was only a few years ago handed over to Germany, | more anxious were people to sell. In some lines prod 
a transaction which partook more of the nature of a gift than a | exceeded demand, especially in cases where demand 
sale, for there was no consideration which was visible to the | curtailed owing to unfortunate differences between 
naked eye. capital, which threw many men out of employment 

[In the words of a recent British writer, these instances show | and checked hundreds of projected industrial operatior 
that the building up of the British Empire has been the result of | came dire predictions of imminent ruin, a few railroad 
distinctly national efforts, while its contraction, both before and | some projected improvements, deep and impenetrable 
since the loss of the American colonies, has been due to the blind- | tled down on Wall street, and many timid souls feared 
ness and shortsightedness of its ministers. It was only after | collapse was at hand. 
Great Britain had literally thrown away much territory of a The disturbance, however, extended no further tl 
most valuable character—islands and possessions which would | street, and the general prosperity of the country m 
have greatly benefited her trade and checked the aggressions of | checked and unhindered. While the speculator on \\ 
her rivals—that the British people woke up to a full appreciation | was in despair, the agriculturists—the mainstay of our | 
of their imperial destiny. | and the backbone of our foreign trade—were reaping a 

Let us profit by this experience, which has proved in some cases | nificent harvest. The crops of our farms and plantat 
so bitter to Great Britain, and avoid her errors. Let us have the | year will pay two times over the tremendous paper lo 
foresight and statesmanship to look to the future a hundred years | by the squeezing of wind and water out of stocks and 
and see our trade in the Pacific developing and spreading until it | rities. Our corn crop alone will buy all the stocks and 
is equal to our trade in the Atlantic; the commerce of the Philip- | the great steel trust, and leave a surplus of $200,000 
pines built up until they furnish this country the million dollars | hay crop is worth more than enough to buy a controllil 
a day of tropical products which we now consume, and Manila | in the Pennsylvania, New York Central, Baltimore «1 
has become our distributing point for the trade of half the popu- | Erie, Union Pacific, and Atchison railroad compani 
lation of the world. Let us have the common sense to see our | $560,000,000 is worth more than all the net earnings 
duty and our future, and not bring inconsolable regret to our | railroads in the country in 1902. The products of th 
descendants by giving up what we have won by the valor of our | United States for the present year are estimated to be v 
soldiers and sailors. Where the American flag now floats, let it | thousand million dollars, which would buy at par t! 
still float until time shall be no more. | stocks of more than three-fourths of all the railroad sin 

THE DEMOCRATS CALAMITY HOWLERS AND PANIC PRODUCERS. | try. The prosperity of the agriculturist has been reflect 
; ie a ; ‘ : has contributed to the prosperity of the railroads. Mar 

It is a peculiarity of our history that the cry of calamity and | leading lines show remarkable records of gains in earn 
predictions of hard times are made when the Republican party is | jing the present year. 
in power, and the actual experience of those calamities invariably : , 5s E ih 
follows the success of the Democratic party. Democratic orators | OO SP Smee BA. 
are again devoting themselves to predictions of hard times,and| The railroad condition generally is in a most healthy a 
magnifying a few unfavorable symptoms into a condition fore- | factory condition, with heavy traffic on hand and m 
casting general commercial disaster and industrial depression. I | aging prospects for the future. The abnormally high \ 
deny that conditions warrant any such gloomy forebodings or | of railroad securities of a year or two are no more to be 
that anything less appalling than Democratic success in 1904 can | for than the unreasonably low valuation prevailing a‘ 
seriously impede the splendid onward progress of American com- | The situation can only be accounted for by the reluctat 
merce or do any serious damage to the substantial prosperity of | ers to invest in any stock at any price. Baltimore a 
the country. The reports from financial centers show that the | which last year made over 9 per cent upon its comm 
bond market has turned the corner and that a healthy demand | and promises even better results this year, sees its pre! 
for safe securities is succeeding a period of twelve months of | common stock listed and selling at 87 and 76. The net 
stagnation. Large dividend payments made in November and | the Union Pacific on its common is nearly 10 per cent. : 
still larger payments which will be made in December and in | only brings 73. The situation is illogical and unprecede! 
January will ease the stringency which is prevailing and furnish | with large dividend payments due in the immediate fut 
ample means for all healthy and profitable investment. fidence will be restored and railroad securities will coi 

The improved situation in the money market is, however, not | their true value. 
due so much to improved conditions as to greater confidence on A careful compilation of interest and dividend payment 
the part of the public. The loss of confidence six months ago | during November gives a total from railroad, industrial, \) 

tightened the purse strings of financial centers and sent the inter- | and mining companies of $60,856,341. This total compa! 
est soaring from 4 to 6 per cent; so now the return of public con- | $79,100,000 in October and with $58,386,028 for Novemb« 
fidence has made money conditions easier and forced the loaning | November is one of the least active months of the year 
rate back again to 4 per cent. This situation will not only in- | matter of dividend and interest payments, but its record 1 

crease the demand for the highest character of securities, but will | encouraging. 

amply saf 
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nds on industrial stocks pay: ble during November fell 
e ;.797,000 last year to $13,665,000, all of which shrinkage 
: the retirement of $130,416,000 of the preferred stock of 

corporation. The epla ‘ement of this stock with bonds, 
‘eveals itself in pabasest payments for the month, which 

ased by the $3,527,387 paid out upon the second-mortgage 
4 nds. The interest total is further swelled by the new 
Se hich many of the railroads have made during the past 
year, although sinking-fund operations have cut down the funded 
( any roads. 

United States Steel Corporation paid out a million more 
ember than it did a year ago, or $10,308,293, as compared 

¥ ). 263,096 a year ago. No other large industrial companies 
} nterest payments, but the Pullman Company paid divi- 
d nounting to $1,480,000, the American Tobacco Company 

(), the American Car and Foundry Company $825.000, 
, Pennsylvania Steel C ompany $577,0 0. The Pressed Steel 

( mpi ny pé iid $343.000 on both classes of stock. 

Pennsylvania paid out in dividends on the last day of No- 
35,241, leading the dividend list by a wide margin. 

Adding the interest due on various bond issues of the company, 
\ SUL 

its vursements were not far from $10,000,000. The Northern 
Securities Company comes next with $4,104,000 for its stock- 
| and half a dozen other railroad companies divided up- 
wil f $500,000 each. 

he chief interest payments by railroads were those of Atchi- 
$1,655,000, and Union Pacific, $1,745,000. Ten railroads made 

pay! ts ranging between $500,000 and $1,000,000. 
' beginning of November the per capita circulation of 

the United States was larger than at any time in the 
of the country. The circulation statement issued by the 

division of loans and currency of the Treasury Department, based 
mated population of 80,946,000, gives the average circu- 

for each man, woman, and child in the United States on 
November 1, as $29.99. The per capita circulation has steadily 

d month by month for some time. A year ago it was 
The total general stock of 
er 1 was $2,724,579,721, a gain of nearly $4,000,000 in the 

last month. 
From March 4, 1900, the date of the passage of the act author- 

incorporation of national banks with minimum capital 
10, to October 31, 1903, there were organized 1,765 associa- 

tions with aggregate capital of $104,468,000, and bonds on deposit 
at date of organization to the amount of $25,174,850. Banks or- 

| under the act of March 14, 1900, numbered 1,1 i9, and with 
stock of $29,973,000. During the period in question 616 

iations were organized, with capital of $74,495,000, having 
ual capital of $50,000,000 or over. A further subdivision 

it 997 of the associations, with capital of $54,134,500, were 
primary organization; 561, with capital of $36, 105,000 

rganizations of Stateor private banks, and 207, \ vit] h capit al of 
‘onversions of State banks. 

ing October 57 associations were chartered, their aggregate 
capital being $2,500,000. Of this number 39, with total capital 
of 51,000,000, were with individual capital of less than $50,000, 

8, with capital of $1.500,000, banks with individual capital 
) orover. During the month 5 State banks were con- 

> ve | into national associations, 13 organized as successors of 

ih) a + 4 

State or private banks, and 39 associations primarily organized. 
\t the close of the year ended October 31, 1903, there were in 

operation 5,147 associations, with aggregate capital of 
e 67,095; bonds on deposit as security for circulation, $382,- 

0, , and circula ution secured by bonds, $380,650,821. In addi- 
tion to the bond-seeured circulation, there was outstanding 

862 of circulation covered by deposits of lawful money 
by banks reducing their circ ‘ulation, those in voluntary 

Hquidation, and on ace ount of insolvent national banks. 
‘hese figures do not indicate that the country is suffering from 

é heck to its peat or that any financial cloud is casting 
a ow over the land. Some lines of industry may have ex- 
panded fas te r than conditions warrant, some rates of wages m: ay 
- en forced up higher than the situation justified, and pro- 
Cuction in some cases may have exceeded demand and c aused : 

ary halt in some lines of manufactur ing, but actuale esi 
t » all against the return of hard times. Since the first 
section of President McKinley our population has grown from 
‘99,909 to 79,000,000. In round figures there are 10,000,000 

ouths to be fed, 10,000,000 more consumers and purchasers 
ere were seven years ago. In five years the wealth of the 

‘a States has grown from $77,000 000.000 to $94 000,000,000 

money in circulation from $1,500,000,000 to $ $2,250,000 ,00 ), 

Ss dol lar of which is worth 100 ce nts. 

h st balance of trade in our favor since McKinle 1y was elected 
oe eded our balance of trade for all the pre —_ r years 

. we and has grown from $882,206,000 to $1, T19. 100, ; ac indicating ; teadily growing foreign market forour manufactur- 

money in the United States | 
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to draw gold from Europe whenever we desire. It is estimated | of the treaty 
that thirteen years ago four thousand million dollars of our stocks | not be helped. 

. including Government bonds, were held in foreign | 
A majority of the stock of the Pennsylvania Com- | 

and bonds 

é unt 

pany and of other railroad lines was held abroad. The situation 
then changed so much for the better that it is now esti- 

ries 

has since 

mated that the aggregate of American securities held abroad is 
lower than ever before in our history, and does not exceed one 
thousand million dollars. The balance of trade in our favor is so 
great that we not only can pay the interest on these holdings, can 
pay foreign nations $200,000,000 a year for carrying our foreign 
commerce, and still have a comfortable surplus to our credit. 
Our Treasury is bulging with a stock of gold which surpasses 
the holdings that any nation ever had. Our financial 

ength is the marvel of the world, and nothing short of politi- 
cal insanity and Democratic success can call a halt to our pros- 
perity. 

As an instance of the country’s uninterrupted prosperity, I may 
instance the single case of a leading steel-manufacturing concern, 

greater earningsthis year than there were last year, 
with more orders on hand than it can attend to, requiring a con- 
siderable increase in the number of laborersemployed. Itreports 
aun unexpected source of business from a number of large orders 

ich were given to its plant in Great Britain. but could not be 
handled there, and had to be sent to this country to be filled. 

OVERCAPITALIZATION CHEt 

1 
otner 

str 

which reports 

wil 

KED 

A pleasing proof of returning sanity in business operations and of 
the abandonment of wild-cat operations is found in the report 
of October incorporations. The movement toward concentration 
of industrial concerns has been checked, and returning sanity on 
the part of investors has done more toward checking the trust 
movement than all legislation has been able to accomplish. The 
aggregate amount of capital expressed in companies with a capi- 
tal stock of $1,000,000 and over which took out charters in the OOK 

principal corporation States was $73,800,000 smaller than the 
amount in any corresponding month for several years. Not a 
single so-called trust combination was organized. The October 
record for two years is as follows: 

State. 1902 1903. 

, 000, 000 
} 000,000 

5. O00 008 

5. 000,000 

$28, 300, O00 

87, 250, 000 
7.000.000 

1, 254), 000 

000, 000 73, 800, 000 

The very timely exposure growing out of the hearings in con- 
nection with the shipbuilding combination have made plain to 
the investing public the devious methods employed to float such 
concerns and the great amount of fictitious value injected into 
them, for which the public has to pay. The lesson has been a 
costly one, but worth all that it has cost, and we may look for 
saner and better methods in future operations of a similar char- 
acter, 

Trade Relations with Cuba, 

SPEECH 
( 

JOHN 
OF 

yr 

y { {Dp ar 

HON. C. SPOONER, 
WISCONSIN, 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

1908, 

mmmittee of the Whole, having under consideration the 
to carry into effect a convention between the United States 

ed on the llth day of December, in the year 

Wednesday, December 16, 

The Senate, as in C 
bill (H. R. 1921) 
and the Republic of Cuba, sign 
1902 

Mr. SPOONER said: 
Mr. Prestpent: By unanimous consent we vote on this bill to- 

day, and it isa part of the agreement that the time shall be equally 
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which the bill is to carry into effect. But tha; 

It is not very long, Mr. President—it seems hardly a year 
with the galleries full and every Senator in his place, in a 
which was profound, this body listened to the testimony 
leagues from personal observations in Cuba as to the to 
distress, and horror which pervaded the island. It is not 
long since this Chamber was filled with eloquent speech iny 
the utmost generosity on the part of this people for the 
of Cuba. 

It does not seem long since very bitter words were heard 
against the patient, pale-faced man then President of the 1 d 
States, because he was not willing to proceed to war with 
for Cuba with a haste demanded by many, but who. | 
seen war himself and being sensible of the responsibility a) 
gation which rested upon him, desired to exhaust every r 
of diplomacy in order to avert the horrors of war. It will | 

membered that so bitter was the feeling for Cuba that sue 
that ulterior interests and motives governed his action four 
here in debate. 

If anyone had told the country that in so short a tim 
through the efforts of the United States Cuba should ha 
freed and her people enabled to form a government of t] 
Senators would attempt here in elaborate speech to s 
Senate and the country that in trade relations with t) 
Republic we should hold her off and treat her as our 
mercial interests lead us to treat the great nations ove 
it would not have been believed within the range of p 

This debate has furnished some amusing features. 
tors who all their lives have been advocating a ‘* tariff f: 
only,’’ who have supported a party platform declaring p 
to American interests, including the welfare of Ameri 
to be unconstitutional, who have been willing to throw 
markets to the capital of the world and to subject : 
to the competition of the labor of the world, are filled 
citement and indignation when considering this bill lest t} 
of Cuba be brought into ruinous competition with th: 
the United States. Other Senators support this bill, adh: 
the principle of their party in favor of a tariff for rey: 
upon the ground that its passage will make a breach 
they call the ** protection wall’’ and be the beginning of t 
of the protective system. 

One distinguished Senator [Mr. NEWLANDS] has, coir 
with the consideration of this proposition, introduced a r 
extending an *‘ invitation to Cuba,’’ whose competition 
beet-sugar interest when this treaty shall have been cai 
effect is feared (a treaty continuing for only five years, a 
for a lesser time if the interest of either country shall der 
to become, with Porto Rico as a county or province therein. a 
in our Union and forever a part of the United Siates. 
cated the introduction of that resolution, while not criti 
Senator for introducing it. It was his right, and, Mr 
he has advocated it with a dignity and eloquence of s] 
does him credit and his State honor. 

An“‘invitation’’itisinform. Lhave feared it might be: 
as more than an invitation. Sometimes an invitation 
mand. It dependssomewhat upon the relative power and | 
of the parties. Here it is proposed that one of the greatest 
in the world, a nation which freed Cuba, not for her own s 
but for Cuba’s sake, for the sake of liberty, consideri! 
treaty asked for by Cuba, shall ‘* invite *’ Cuba to become : 
the United States. I hope that no South American 
hope no nation across the sea, will see in this propositi 
its introduction, anything sinister; and I hope, Mr. Pr 
more reasons than one, that it will be indefinitely 
promptly and by a large vote. 

This ** invitation’? to Cuba to become a State of the A 
Union would, under the circumstances, be a sorry Co! 

mol 

| piece for the ‘‘ Teller resolution,’’ which we enacted as a 

divided between those who oppose and those who favor the meas- | 
ure. The situation renders it impossible for me to take the time 
which under other circumstances I should be glad to utilize in a 
thorough discussion of some of the very important questions 
which have been suggested. 

it is a little odd that this bill should have passed in so short a 
time and with such unanimity the other body which for the first | 
time considered the subject in considering this bill, and that it 
should elicit such elaborate and heated debate in this body which 
as a part of the treaty-making power participated in the making 

the demand that Spain at once relinquish ** its authority 
ernment in the island of Cuba and withdraw its land anc | 
forces from Cuba and Cuban waters,’’ which constituted 
matum of the United States and made war inevitable. 1! 
lution was as follows: 

That the United States hereby disclaims any disposition or int 
exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction, or control over said island ex 
pacification thereof, and asserts its determination when that isa 
to leave the government and control of the island to its people. 

This resolution has been much criticised, in the public 
and otherwise. The distinguished Senator from New }: 
DrErEew], in the course of an eloquent speech in advocacy 

| measure, lamented the passage of the Teller resolution an a 
acterized it as due to a ‘‘ wave of passionate sentimentalism, pe 
triotism, and humanity’ then going through this Cham I : 

Senator is mistaken. That resolution was not the result, a 
igTh 

| | 
j 
in its origin or its enactment, of passionate sentimenta 
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x n the contrary, deliberate, well considered, and due entirely | rous figures of any war. They do not forget the savagery, the 
‘ Senate’s appreciation of a settled principle of international | cruelty, and the horrors through which they passed to create in 
la 1 of obvious international decency. the end, with our help, a government of their own, and to sup 

h to speak a moment on the Teller resolution. I voted for | plant the Spanish flag, which for centuries had been to them a 
+4 have never seen a moment when I would have changed | flag of tyranny, by a new flag, the flag of their own Republic. 
t te if I could. Upon what was it predicated, Mr. Presi-| And yet, in connection with this proposition that we treat Cuba 
d it must be remembered that the United States were not | upon the true theory that geographically. historically, and in 
' to go to war with Spain because of violated treaties, be- | every way her relation to us differs from that of Germany and 
ca f any grievances, although many had existed in the past | Russia and the other great governments across the sea, we are 
W would have warranted us in war with Spain on our own asked to invite her people to furl her flag, abandon their Republic, 
at t. Nor were we ready to go to war with Spain for the de- | scuttle their ship of state, and come into the Union, and all for 
ie n of the Maine. fear that her competition during five years will injure the indus- 

‘ py “ople prefe rred when the time came, when all hope tries and labor and retard the developm: ntof this great Republ C. 

t] ) diplomacy y was gone, not to declare war against Spain T nder the circumstances, Mr. President, the proposition, how- 
wn behalf, but to intervene in the struggle between Spain | ever intended, is sinister and unfortunate. 
ba to put an end to Spain’s rule in that island and the For myself— and I speak here for no cne else—I pray that the 

a s, cruelty, and misrule which had characterized her | American Union may remain bounded by the shores of the main 
S01 onty there. land. I am not anxious for island States. I am not willing that 

ssor Lawrence, in his work on international law, page 120, | the million inhabitants of Porto Rico, 80 per cent of whom can 
SI ¢ of interventions undertaken on the ground of humanity, | not read or write any language, combining with the fifteen or 

sixteen hundred thousand people of Cuba, all of a different race, 

same time it (international law) will not condemn such interven- | Shall come into this Unionasa State. 1 do not tolerate the coming 
they are undertaken with a single eye to the object in view and without | of a time when we shall have to wait to ascertain the result of a 

siderations of self-interest and ambition. | Presidential election until we can hear from Cuba or from Porto 
President McKinley put it all in a sentence when he said, speak- | Rico. 

ing of intervention: | Noman can tell what lies hidden in the womb of the future. 
Is < not of forcible annexation. That can not be thought of. That,by | No one can tell what therelationsof Cuba with the United States 

ur f morality, would be criminal aggression. | are to be in the long reach of time, but one thing I hope. for the 

It never entered the minds of any of us who were called upon | honor of our country, that if Cuba ever is to become a part of the 
toact at that day that the United States could honorably enter | United States it shall be on her petition, not on our invitation. I 
ipon war with Spain to put an end to cruelty and outrage in | want no nation of this earth ever to be able to say with truth 
Cu and, in the name of liberty, to wrest her from Spain and | that any act of ours has afforded evidence that we forgot for a 

end take her as a Government asset of our own. There is | moment even the pledge of the Teller resolution. 
no principle of international law more jealously guarded and in- Let us keep our Union confined to our continent and our race, 
sisted upon by governments than that of nonintervention, except | assimilating as far as possible those from other lands who come 
u high and unselfish grounds, in such a case. Almost every | to us, and then as a government. an Anglo-Saxon government, 
y vernment has its colonies, and almost every government | let us deal with all problems that are put upon us—Cuba and all 
with colonies, as the years come and go, is confronted with insur- | as befits a nation of honorable men. I pass that. 
rection, and it would not be tolers ted by the governments of the Mr. President, the Senator from Texas | Mr. BarLey], of whom 
earth that other nations should intervene by force, save in excep- | I am very fond, is a very courteous man, and he gave in contrast 
tional cases, between a parent state and a revolting colony. with some others on his side a very pronounced evidence of it 

\ir. President, we intervened on the highest possible ground, | part of his speech. It was stated by the Senator from Colorado 
and the Teller resolution placed us upon the highest possible | I think by both the Senators from Colorado—that with this treaty 
gt d, and was intended to do so. It was as sacred a pledge as | carried into effect the benefit, so far as the reduction of the sugar 
ever was made by any government in the world. Jt was not a | duty is concerned, will go to the sugar trust, and that that is un- 
pledge to Cuba. It was not neededin Cuba. The people there un- | derstood and so intend “d by those who support this bill; that is, 
derst ( our motive without it, and feared no aggression from = that we on this side are willing to sacrifice the be t-sugar interests 

The Teller resolution was a declaration made to the world; it | of the United States to the sugar trust. 
wa pledge made to the governments that we intervened = The Senator from Texas was certain that the benefit to be de 
the sake of humanity, on the highest possible ground, and that | rived from this reduction will inure to the sugar trust, but he 
Ww] the liberty of Cuba should have been achieved and the | was polite enough to say that he believed in our sincerity when 
sland pacified we would withdraw and leave the government and | we said it would not: that the trouble with us was not that we 

| of the island to its people. are not sincere, but that we are stupid—not intelligent about it. 
No man may say, probably, with absolute assurance, but it has | One Senator says we are sincere but stupid. and others say we 

al s been my belief, confirmed by some conversations with | are able brt dishonest. [Laughter.] I will leave the Senators 
those who ought to know, that the Teller resolution, in addition | to settle that alternative with the very eminent and respectable 
to putting us on the only ground a Government like this could | colleagues of theirs on that side of the Chamber who, with us, 
( y in that emergency, prevented, in all probability, a concert | support this bill. 

pe against us. | I had not supposed—for this bill passed the House of Re] 
tpledge wasmade. Itis writteninthelaw. Itisthe word | resentatives by a tremendous majority; it was almost unani- 

‘of a great Government. It must be kept. It is to be | mous—that any man could impute to that vote other than an 
guarded as aman guards the honor of his own home. honest purpose to benefit by this treaty our own people and the 

so | deplore the introduction of the resolution inviting Cuba to | people of Cuba. 
bx a part of the United States. Itis, however, in one phase a The Senators from Colorado arraign us as being the enemies of 
logical resolution. It contemplates that Porto Rico, which be- | our beet-sugar interests and both Senators prophesied that if this 

te ot 1e United States—what the future has in store as to that | bill passes, as it will, it will sound the death knell of the beet-sugar 
1 1 do not stop to debate—with a million people, 800 miles | industry in the United States. Have we on this side been enemies 

or more from Cuba, shall become a county or province of Cuba, | of the beet-sugarinterest? I have lost somewhat my faith in proph 
at Cuba, with the county or province of Porto Rico, be in- | ecies as to the operation of measures. I can remember a gor 

vi to enter the Union on an equality with the original States. | many prophecies which have been made on the other side t] 
of it! Cuba, asking better trade relations with this great | have failed. 

Republic, is invited, if this resolution were adopted, to do what? Mr. TELLER. Mr. President—— 
mit suicide as a nation, to haul down the flag which floats | The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from W 
loro Castle, to destroy the Republic of which they are so | consin yield to the Senator from Colorado? 

| ‘, to abandon the independence for which they fought so Mr. SPOONER. Certainly. 
id against such fearful odds. Mr. TELLER. I wish tosay that the Senator from Wisconsin 
supposed they do not love their Republic? Is it thought | certainly misunderstood me if he understood that I said the pas- 

t io not adore their flag? They appreciate with pride the po- | sage of this bill would destroy the beet-sugar industry. 
sition they have taken in the family of nations. Their Republic Mr. SPOONER. I think the Senator said that, or perhap 
ai their flag are sanctified to them by the sacrifices and the lives | was the Senator’s colleague [Mr. Parrerson]. 
W 1 were freely given to work out the destiny which they have Mr. TELLER. I never said it would injure the beet-sugar 

ed. They do not forget the thousands of their own breth- | interests; but if followed by other legislation already pending, 
ho died that the 4y might become independent and free. They | and so on, eventually perhaps the beet-sugar industry might be 
forget Antonio Maceo, one of the most gallant and chival- | destroyed. 

XXXVILI—5 
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ivse, Mr. Pres ident, the other bill that 
now. ‘We will cross that bridge when 

a troublesome ae stion. It is one of many 
of the ma 

or not. but 

hing, that the S 
: , 
Hous D 

4 
ation. 

do not intend now to discuss it. I 
nator from Colorado stood here a year 

pending, and dared us to pass it, 
were willing to accept it. 

y 1 interrupt the Senator? 
pro tempore. 

l ll was 

id they on tha side 
TELLER. May 

I ‘RESIDENT 
in \ eld? 

SPOONER. Of course. 
TELLER. Does the Senator mean to say that I favored 
ssage *hilippine bill? 
SPO% . No; Lam talking about the Cuban bill that 

yuse of Representatives in the last Congress, 

Does the Senator from Wis- 

came from 

which we ¢ lid n 8. 
Mr. TELLER. I referred to the Philippine bill. 
Mr. SPOONER. Iknowyoudid. lam referring to the Cuban 

bill which pas ed the House in 1902. 

Mr. TELLER. The Senator need not read the Record on me, 
for I will admit what the Senator states to be true without that. 
| did dare my colleagues on the other side of the Chamber to pass 
that bill. I knew they did not dare do it. 

Mr. SPOONER. 
the bill if he had thought we would pass it. 

Mr. TELLER. Perhaps if I had thought 
t, I would not have made the dare. 
Mr. SPOONER. No. 
Mr. TELLER. But I did say I would vote for 

knew it would at least for a while put the sugar trust out of com- 
petition with the beet-sugar indusery. 

Mr. SPOONER. It would have been a deadly blow to the beet- 
sugar interest of Colorado and the rest of the country, and it does 
not lie in the mouths of Senators to charge—I presume it is a po- 
litical charge—that by passing this bill we evince hostility to the 
beet-sugar industry of the country. The Senator from Colorado 
knew we would not pass that bill; and if he had thought we would 
pass it he would have been as silent as the grave so far as his 
challenge was concerned. 

Why would we not pass that bill? Does anyone think that we 
would not pass that bill because of the sugar trust? Does any- 
body think, Mr. President, that the action of this side of the 
Chamber or the attitude of the other side to that bill had in it any 
thought of the sugar trust? The duty imposed by the Dingley 
law was proposed to be reduced by that bill 124. cents on the hun- 
dred pounds of re fined sugar. That bill proposed to make that 
reduction not simply as to Cuban sugar, but as to sugar from all 
the world, and invited into this country-—— 

Mr. ALDRICH. Mr. President-—— 
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from Wis- 

consin vield to the Senator from Rhode Island? 
Mr. SPOONER. Certainly. 
Mr. ALDRICH. I call the Senator’s attention to the fact that 

the bill further repealed the countervailing duty 
bounties, which amounted in some cases 
per pound in addition to the one-eighth. 

Mr SPOONER. Yes. 
i I have no doubt he is rightaboutit, thatthe Dingley duty 

on sugar is none too high 
believed that last year. I did not vote for that duty in the Ding- 
ley billon the theory of helping the sugar trust. 
been no other interest but that in the duty on refined sugar, I 
should not have been able to find justification for that vote. I 

that you would pass 

it because I 

voted for it, Mr. President, speaking for myself, mainly in the | 
interest of beet eee some of which is produced in my own 
State, although up to this time comparatively little. I would 
not vote for that bill which came from the House to us throwing 
open our market by that 124 cents per hundred pounds reduction 
to refined sugar from all over the world, lest it kill, as it would 
frightfu ily have discouraged, the beet-sugar industry of thecoun- 
try, so when the Senator taunts us 

Mr. TELLER. Mr. President 
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. 

‘onsin yield to th 
Mr. SPOONER 
Mr. TELLER. 

was about to ask 
Mr. * 

bill. 
Mr. TELLER. That is satisfactory tome. I merely want to 

ask the Senator one question, and I will agree not to interrupt 
him again. I do not believe much in interruptions. 

Mr. SPOONER. I do not object at all, except that I want to 
get through with my remarks. 

TELLER. I wished toask the Senator whether he thought 

Does the Senator from Wis- 
’ Senator from Colorado? 

Certainly. 

why he did not vote for the bill. 
That is one reason why I did not vote for the 

him, 
POONER. 

I do not know whether that | 

The Senator would not have dared us to pass | 

as against | 
to three-eighths of a cent | 

| before the country to charge us, because we were not \ 
The Senator from Colorado said yester- 

to protect the beet-sugar interests. I | 

If there had | 

| bly on this. 

| him; 

The Senator has just answered the question I | 

it was fair to the sugar industry of this country to tak 
differential, which is 124:cents on the hundred pounds? 

Mr. SPOONER. And the countervailing duty. 
Mr. TELLER. The countervailing duty was already th 

We had made an agreement—— 
Mr. ALDRICH. Not at that time. 
Mr. TELLER. Yes; it had been made, but it did not tak. 

until last September. When we had the discussion here th, 
tervailing duty was practically dead; there had been no ; 
tion to the sugar people from the countervailing duty—not 

le. I said yesterday, and I can prove it to-day, that th 
rust has always got the benefit of the c ountervailing duty. 
i want to ask the Senator a question, and I will agree not t: 
rupt him further 

Mr. SPOONER. I do not ask for such an agreement. 
Mr. TELLER. Unless the Senator should make som 

ment which I should feel it my duty to correct. 
Does the Senator think it fair to reduce the duty 34 cen 

a fraction on every hundred pounds of sugar against an in 
which has but recently sprung up and is now in its infancy? 

eo 

| Senator on the other side says ‘* Wedonot doit.’’ I say, 
do. Iam assuming that you do it, at all events. If ther 
controversy about that, my question may not be pertin 
all depends upon the correctness of my premise. 

Mr. SPOONER. There seems to be a controversy about 
myself am not an expert 

Mr. TELLER. Yes,it does reduce the duty on sugar, as] 
stated, exactly one-fifth of the present duty. Now, I want 1 
the Senator if it is fair to take an industry of the chara 
scrided out from all otherindustries in the country, whic! 
with their usual protection, unless you can give a good 
demanding the reduction? If you can not I think its 
must be apparent. 

Mr. SPOONER. I gave the Senator what he said wa 
reason for not being willing to vote for that House bill. 
give me a good reason for his announcement on this floor 
would vote for that bill if we would? 

Mr. TELLER. Iwill. I am frank to say I would ha 
that word. I always keep my obligations. 

Mr. SPOONER. You would have kept your word b 
had given it. That is, having dared us—— 

Mr. TELLER. I want to say that the Senator is p: 
rect. I did not want to reduce the differential duty pa 
I was not anxious about that. 

Mr. SPOONER. No. 
Mr. TELLER. The men who voted in another plac: 

the bounty did it to kill the bill, because they thought ‘ 
trust would lose its interest in it the minute that was dor 

Mr. SPOONER. Yes. 
Mr. TELLER. Ido not pretend that I was anxious 

the duty on sugar in any shape or manner. 
Mr. SPOONER. Then, Mr. President, I have devel 

thing. I have developed what I was certain was tru 
* bluff,’’ and I have brought it out into the open. 
Mr. TELLER. Yes. 
Mr. SPOONER. And it does not leave my friend in : 

pass that bill, with conserving the interests of the sugar t 
ignoring the interests of beet sugar. 

Mr. TELLER. May I say a word more? 
Mr. SPOONER. Yes. 
Mr. TELLER. I believed then, and I believe now, 

same influence had required 124 cents on the hundr 
more to be added, it would have been added, and it w 
found votes on that side of the Chamber, as it wonld n 

Instead of being 33 and a fraction, or 34, as 
it, we added 124 more to it; and if the same influet 

| manded the passage of that bill that has demanded the | 
this bill, it would have passed. 

Mr. SPOONER. What is the ‘‘influence’’ demar 
| passage of this bill? 

Mr. TELLER. I have not time in the Senator's sp 
but I said something about it yesterday. 

Mr. SPOONER. TheSenator means the sugar trust 
Mr. TELLER. I mean in part the sugar trust. 
Mr. SPOONER. Yes. 
Mr. TELLER. And I mean, if the Senator will allow 

other moment, in part Executive influence. 
Mr. SPOONER. Mr. President, Executive influence! 

know of any Senator here who has surrendered his sov' 
as a Senator to anyone outside of this Chamber. I look 
as not in the highest degree respectful and courteous to © 
to charge them with allowing some one outside of the ©! 
to vote them. Mr. President, I have no doubt, nor has t! 
tor, that the President of the United States, in negotia 
treaty, acted under as high a sense of duty as any ‘publi 



he sent 
power, had 

Wehad a full hearing before 

‘ted upon asubject. He negotiated the treaty; 
‘is body. We, asa part of the treaty-making 

l with it. We dealt with it. 
mmuittee. 
had elaborate debates in the Senate. It was considered 
very possible standpoint; its relations to beet sugar; our 

to Cuba, if we have any; the difference of Cuba’s status 
the United States from any other country—the whole 
vas run in that debate, and by a vote of 50 to 16 the Senate 

d that the interests of the United States and the honor of the 
| States in her relation to Cuba demanded that this treaty 

t d 

fed, and I do not myself take kindly to the suggestion, and | 
| k on second thought my friend will not make it, that votes 

t side or on this are influenced by the Executive. I resent 
t ion myself that the Executive can follow a treaty into the 
¢ or that he can follow a bill into the Senate. It is the duty 

Executive to recommend; it is our duty, under the oath we 
] taken, to investigate, to debate, and to act. I have not 

n an Executive who violated the traditions of the Senate or, 
esident, invaded the functions of other departments. 
enator said a word about the propaganda which preceded 

leasure a year ago. He resented it. So did I. 
rank to say that I did not like communications from 

s of the United States in Cuba, addressed to me as an indi- 
| Senator, instructing me in my duty or urging particular 
upon such a subject. I did not like the propaganda from 

( nthiscountry. I think the proper course would have been 
t the full facts to superiors, and letthe President lay them 

b e the Congress for their action and their judgment. But 
s not affect this proposition. The treaty was ratified on 

its, and this is heat a bill to carry it into effect. That 

rhe effect of this measure upon the beet-sugar industry will be 
\ ifferent from what would have been the effect of the House 

hich, when it passed that body was, as the Senator says, 
r expected or intended to become a law. That bill would 
hrown open our market to the refined sugars of all the 
This bill is confined to Cuba; and I have never yet found 

in who has investigated the subject who was willing to say 
ider the operation of this treaty, at present at least and for 
iderable time to come. there is the slightest possibility that 
‘ice of sugar in the United States will be affected by this 

M oe ,AILEY. 

1 pt him? 
PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Depew in the chair). 

the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Texas? 
SPOONER. Certainly. 

Mr. BAILEY. I have no interest in this from the protective 
if view at all, but I understood the Senator from Wisconsin 
that he and his party resisted the passage of the House bill 
‘it reduced the protection on sugar in all forms 124 cents 
lred pounds. To a protectionist “that i is sufficient explana- 

t But does not the Senator from Wisconsin know that, accord- 
ill authorities who understand the conditions in Cuba, the 

lands are capable of producing the entire sugar pro- 
n consumed by the United States, and you are now reducing 
ty on that sugar 33 cents and a fraction on the hundred. 
SPOONER. The reason I would not vote for the other bill, 
ill vote for this one, is because the other made the reduc- 
pplicable to refined sugar from all over the world. That 

( have brought Germany into competition with our beet 
while the reduction proposed by this bill is limited to Cuba, 

under circumstances, Mr. President, which render it abso- 
intely impossible, in my judgment, that during the life of this 
treaty the price of sugar in the United States can be affected by 
i eration. 

_ Mr. BAILEY. But the fact being admitted that the sugar 
lands of Cuba can produce enough sugar to supply the entire de- 

| of the United States, I maintain that a reduction of 33 per 
in favor of Cuban sugars is more certain to destroy the sugar 
try of the United States than a reduction of 12} per cent 
st the German sugar, which, in addition to the smaller re- 

duction, must meet a larger carryingcharge. I repeat I have no 
i t in it as a matter of protection. 

SPOONER. I know it. 
BAILEY. But if that was a good argument against the 
bill. itisa better argument against the present bill. 
SPOONER. I think not, Mr. President. I am not here 

ing legislation with reference to Cuba upon the theory which 
to constrain my friend. I do not look upon this treaty 

vise than as unique. I regard the position of Cuba to us 
generis, I will not vote against this bill, knowing, as 
iman knows, and as the Senator from Colorado admits, 
will not reduce the price of sugar in the United States for 

Mr. President, will the Senator allow me to in- 

sugar 

Does 
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years, in any event, and, therefore, will not be detrimental to the | States not t 

| beet- sugar interests, because its operation will lead to investments 
in Cuba, to additional prosperity in Cuba. 

Mr. President, as you [Mr. Depew in the chair] well said t1 
other day, the various interests 0] p< sing this proposition combi 
prove too much. What a marvelous capacity the little island 
of Cuba must have! It will overturn the cattle industry of 
Texas, it will bring ruin to “or fruit industry of Florida and 
the Pacific and the Central W¢ it will threaten with destruction 
the cotton industry of the South , it will wipe out the cigar busi- 
ness of the United States, and it will smash the great beet-su 
interest of the United States. Hurrah for Cuba! [Laug! 

Mr. TELLER. I do not like to interrupt the Senator, but he 
makes a statement of what I admit which needs a little quali 
tion before I assent toit. I admit that this bil 
the price of refined sugar in the United States a cent or a quarte1 
of a cent or a tenth of a cent or anything else, but I have 1 
said it would not injure the beet industry It may redu 
price of raw sugar; eventually it must, I think. 

One of the objections I tried to urge before the Senate was 
you were building up a competition with the beet-su 
in this country by the cane interest in Cuba and p inty 
for the purpose of helping them compete with us in raising sugar. 
I do not put my objection upon the ground that it is going to lower 
the price of sugar in the United States. b it by and by, v ra 
shall have reached her maximum production, she w lus s 
in the United States che a r than we can make it f1 eet 

Mr. SPOONER. Th the Senator's arg 1 st 
measure is not that aiineiees the dulta-ol shane te U1 l 
States, and therefore be a detriment to the beet-sugar ind n 
his State and the other States, but that in the long run it will i 
Cuba prosperous. . 

Mr. TELLER. Oh.no; I have not made any such statemer 
Mr. _ YONER. That it will build up Cuba; that it will 
— uba to plant more acres in sugar can 

Mr. LLER. Yes. 
Mr. SPOt INER. Mr. President, 80.000,000 people, wit! isi 

territory that will be dedicated through irrigat 1 \ 
tion of the sugar beet, need not want to lay a heavy hand 
development of the little island of Cub: DoS rs meal 
that is what they mean—that in our dealing 

Mr. TELLER rose. 
Mr. SPOONER. If the Senator wants to interrupt me, I will 

yield. 
Mr. TELLER. Let the Senator finish his sentence 
Mr. SPOONER. I can pick up the sentence 
Mr. TELLER. It is very eloquent, but very incorrect. 
Mr. SPOONER. No; it is absolutely correct, but not eloquent 
Mr. TELLER. If the Senator had listened to my con 

least, have misrepresented me. |] remarks, he would not, at | 
he would not do it intentionally. 

Mr. SPOONER. Oh. no. 
Mr. TELLER. I said eventually, when Cuba built 

industry to a remarkable degree, as she would, the ] Ww l 
fall and we would be unable to_ compete with ¢ in raising 
sugar. 

Mr. President, I think that is obvious, and I do1 \ 
who believe in letting Cuba work out her own d¢ 
obligations to help Cuba to compete with us 

Mr. SPOONER. Oh, Mr. President 
Mr. TELLER. That is all there is of it. 
Mr. SPOONER. It is pretty early to be selfish with Cuba 

is not long that there has been a Cuban Republic. It is 
since she was under our military domination. She has hard! 
started. The position of Senators is this: She has a splendid 
climate; she has great industrial capacities of every sort, a he 
United States must forever maintain the same tariff 
the products of Cuban industry that we maintain agains 
many, against Great Britain, against France, although thi t 
Republic lies at our door, under our eye and under our prot: 
Why? Because she will so develop in the course of years a 
a dangerous competitor with some industries in the United States 

[ desire to ask the Senator from Colorado, who tal sbo 
eventual development of Cuba in relation-to sug rh 
to set a limit on the eventual development of beet-sugar cult 
his region? 

Mr. TELLER. I will answer the Senator. If \ re 1 
just as the rest of the people of the United Stat: reated 
body needs to set any limit and nobody can set a limi That 
what we complain of, that we are not allowed to proceed in our 
industrial enterprises as the rest of the country i 

Mr. SPOONER. If in the course of five years it is found that 
any substantial industry of the United States is be-ng injured b 
this treaty, it will all be in the hands of this « mort n 
that, it is in the hands of this country every hour. Th 
treaty evinces a purpose on the part of Cuba and the | 1 

o tie their legislative hands, because it provides in a 
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iously drawn that if either party, pending the 
hange its tariff laws as thereby to deprive the 
ction or the privileges given by the treaty, notice 

etc. 

\ 1Y. Protection! 
SPOONER. My friend is afraid of the word “‘ protection.”’ 

f he did not have in mind for just one second day before 
lay in that eloquent speech of his the protection of Texas 

id not hear him straight. [Langhter.] Mr. President, 
m! There never has been an industry im the world pro- 

as the sugar industry of Louisiana has been protected. Gen- 
n down there were in favor of a tariff for revenue only, and 

verything but sugar. ‘‘ Do not touch sugar!’’ they always said. 
Why not? ** Because the tax on sugar is a revenue duty. It is | 

, a protective duty. It is a revenue duty.’’ 
enue’’ duty on sugar was the most magnificent | 

luty on Louisiana sugar that ever was conceived of 
world. So far as concerns the protection to that industry, 

f that had been all that was involved in the sugar duty, I want to 
peat, because it is true, what I said once in debate here long ago, 

to have bought the entire annual sugar product of Louisiana, tum- 

made $60,000,000 a year out of the operation. I notice that Sen- 

interest in their vicinity is involved. They are for free trade 
everywhere in the United States exceptat home. We are for pro- 
tection as a system. 

Now, my friend the Senator from Texas, and those who agree | ; ; ‘ ie 
| what in his work on the Constitution, and I venture to say with him, are perfectly sincere about the tariff, and intelligent, 

oo. They believe, they say, that without protection, under a 
urely revenue duty, the country would have prospered just as 

} be the richest country in the world, and that there is no labor 
anywhere under the bending sky in the position of comfort, dig- 
nity, and independence of the labor of the United States. But I 
had expected to be through, and I must hasten. 

Mr. President, the Senator from Texas made avery able and 
interesting constitutional argument. He argued with some 
elaboration one question which is not involved in this bill, and 
that is the question, long mooted, more or less, whether the 
President and the Senate, in the exercise of the treaty-making 
power, can change, without supplemental legislation, tariff rates. 
{ say that question is not involved here, because it was a part of 
this treaty, made so by amendment, agreed to by Cuba, that it 
should not take effect until it hadpeen approved by the Congress. 
So the question which my friend—and he is a great lawyer; I pay | ie the dies Git ale ti te al ivi 

| gress to the duty of abrogating treaties, involving grave « him my respectful homage as that—was discussing, so far as this 
bill is concerned, is an abstract question. 

[t is claimed unanimously in the House of Representatives, and 
has been many times, I think almost continuously, that the Presi- 
dent and the Senate have no power by treaty alone to change 
tariff rates. I donot intend to controvert that proposition. It is 
a grave controversy. Much is to be said on each side of it. All 
[ care to say about my own opinion now is that I am strongly in- 
clined to agree with the Senator from Texas and the attitude of 
the House of Representatives that the President and the Senate 
by treaty alone can not change tariff rates. 

On the old controversy, as to whether revenue bills can origi- 
nate in this body, based upon the distinction as to whether the 
bill raised duties or reduced duties, I spend no time. I could 
never see any substantial foundation for that distinction, because 
while the Constitution says that all bills for ‘‘ raising’’ revenue 
hall originate in the House of Representatives the word is used 

in its generic sense, and, in my opinion, is of the same meaning 
as if the word ‘‘ affecting’’ had been used. Tosay that the House 
may originate bills raising duties, if that had been it, would have 
been one thing. To say that the Senate has the right to originate | 
a bill simply because it reduces duties, tome is an absurdity; and 
if my friend the Senator from Massachusetts { Mr. LopGr] will 
permit me, l have not yet been able to understand upon what 
theory he assumes that the Senate may originate a bill to put 
hides on the free list. 

it often happens that one of the most certain ways of raising 
revenue is by reducing duties. My friend the Senator from 
Texas would raise revenues for the Government by reducing 
pretty generally the customs duties, and his object would be 
not the protection of the industries of the United States and, from 
our standpoint, the labor of the United States, but the raising of 
revenues only. 

Mr. President, I think the Senator from Texas did the House of 
Representatives an injustice in a remark which he made as to a 
provision of this bill. He said the proviso which the House has 

| on the pant of the House of Representatives that customs duti 

voted with the utmost alacrity to put on the free list almost | , 

| in the hands of that body primarily the scope of taxation a1 
| selection of objects of taxation, could have intended by the « 

inserted here, which under some circumstances would be a }i++) 
odd, seemed to be an abatement somewhat of the vigor y 
which the House had always insisted on its prerogative. [| th), 
the House properly insisted upon this provision in the bill. ; 
they insisted upon it because of a provision in the treaty that f 
five years the duties shall not be reduced by treaty or conventi, 
which was an assertion, impliedly, by the Senate of the power 

| change, by treaty or convention alone, duties; and the Hons 
being willing, by passing this bill without disclaimer, to s 
yield in any degree their contention put in this proviso: 

That nothing herein contained shall be held or construed as an adm: 

1 

otherwise than by an act of Congress originating in said Hous: 

It was their prerogative which they were asserting, and ¢ 
disclaimer seemed to me to be a just one. 

Mr. CULLOM. It does not bind the Senate. 
Mr. SPOONER. It does not purport to bind the Senat 

only says ‘‘ our acquiescence in this bill carrying into effe 

cha 

| treaty with that provision in it shall not be taken anywher 
| admission upon the part of the House of the power of the | 
dent and the Senate alone to change duties.’’ 

hat the Government of the United States could have afforded | Mr. President, the Senator from Texas did not, of course. 1 
as elaborate an argument upon the proposition that tari 

bled it into the Gulf, and admitted sugar free. It would have can not be changed by treaty alone as he might have mad 
| would have made under other circumstances. It is a fair ¢] 

ators have a great deal to say against protection unless some | to say of a great lawyer and charming gentleman who ha: 
that it would be absolutely impossible for any man to add 
argument made by John Randolph Tucker, of Virginia, in 
port of the proposition that the President and the Senate 
by treaty alone change the tariff laws. He elaborated iit 

will be difficult to find a more incisive, elegant, complete ar 
| upon a proposition than the one which he has presented i: 

muchas it has. They think that, do they not? We do not think | 
that. We differ about that. We know one thing—we know it— 
that it is under the protective tariff that this country has grown | Le } SL t 
{ |} ment a provision that all bills for raising revenue sh: 

work, Tucker on the Constitution (vol. 2, p. 723 et seq. 
I confess, Mr. President, it has not seemed to me th 

framers of the Constitution industriously inserted in that 

nate in the House of Representatives, obviously intending to 
l 

conferring treaty-making power to turn over the whol. 
without limitation, to the President and the Senate. Other 
and it can never be settled except by the Supreme Court 
United States—Congress might pass a tariff law, the resul 
tense labor and of patriotic work, intended to be upon th: 
books for years, as a perfect system of taxation, and yet the |! 
ident and the Senate, by treaties with foreign governn 
might within a year so change it, and change it for long yp 
of time, as to destroy the system enacted by Congress and 
the Government to a different system of taxation or put th: 

quences. ButIdo not intend to take the time to discus 
question. 

The Senator from Texas makes a proposition which whi 
absolutely novel is substantially so. He not only conten 
the President and the Senate do not possess the power to c! 
by treaty alone tariff rates, but goes further and asserts tha 
President and the Senate have no power under the Const 

| to make a reciprocity treaty providing for change of tariif 
to be carried into effect by legislation originating in the H 
tepresentatives. Mr. Tucker, who was as insistent upon a 
analytical and able in his advocacy of the proposition that 
the Constitution the President and the Senate can not by | 
alone change tariff rates fixed by Congress, never for a mom 
nied the power of the President and the Senate to negoti: 
ratify such treaties, to be supplemented by legislation orig 
intheHouse. He says inregard toit, in his work on the Co 
tion, volume 2, page 725: 

For example, Congress has power to lay and collect duties; the | 
| and Senate have power to make a contract with a foreign nation 
to such duties. Can any otherconstruction be given to these two a 
contradictory powers than that the general power to make treat 
yield to the specific power of Congress to lay and collect all duties, » 
the treaty may propose a contract as to duties on articles coming fr 
eign nation, suck an executory contract can not be valid and bindi! 
Congress, which has supreme authority to lay and collect duties, cons 
it? lfitisthen asked how can you reconcile these two powers whi 
antagonistic, the answer is clear. Congress has no capacity to ne; 
treaty with a foreign power. The extent of its membership makes | 
practicable. 

The Constitution, therefore, left the House of Representatives out 
consideration in negotiating treaties. The executory contract betw 
United States and a foreign nation is, therefore, confided to the on 
can conduct the negotiation and to a select body who can advise and 
to the treaties he has negotiated. But this executory contract must 
for its execution upon the supreme power vested in Congress to “la 
collect duties.” It is, therefore, a contract not completed, but inchost 
can only be completed and binding when Congress shall by legislation 
thereto and lay duties in accordance with the executory contract or trv 

The contention of the Senator from Texas that, assuming | 
a treaty can not be operative to change tariff duties wil! 



nentary legislation by the Congress, the President and the 
om no power to make such treaty,is franght with danger, 

iblished. It would shackle the executive branch of the | 
G rmment in relations which may be of vital interest to the 

The proposition, in my judgment, with all respect for 
nator from Texas. finds little, if any, support in logic, and 
n authority or precedent except the Choate report. 
provision of the Constitution as to the treaty-making power 
LOWS: 

(7 

iit 

Mi 

M 

T 

“fT, 

Lp} 

ill have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, t 

eaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur. 

uurse my friend from Texas will admit that, considered in 
there is no limit here as to the treaty-making power, but it 

to all matters the subject of contract between nations. 
limitation there is upon this power, aside from that 

_is inherent, or to be found in other portions of the Consti- 
That there are numerous limitations can not be doubted. 
tice 

», Riggs ’ 

Field, who was a oy great jurist, says, i think ac- 
y, in De Geofroy 2 133 U. S., page 25 

the treaty power of the United States extends to all proper subje 
ation between our Governme nt and the governments of other na- 

* & # lear. The treaty power , as expressed in the Constitution, 
nlimited except by those restraints which are found in that instru 

gainst the action of the Government or of its departments, and those 
from the nature of the Goverament itself and of that of the States. 
i not be contended that it extendsso far as to authorize wha t the Con- 
forbids, or a change in the character of the Government or in th: at 

f the States, or a cession of any portion of the territory of the hk atte 
its consent. * 

port armies. 

* * But with thase exce 
eis any limit to the questions which can 

which is properly the subjec tof neg 

= it is not perceive “d 
xe adjusted touching any 

yotiation with a foreign country. 

| the Cons 
nsent of the 
resent co 

ing treati 

in which | 

‘ourse no treaty could grant, oragree thatthe United States | 
grant, a patent of nobility, nor could it agree not to raise 

I believe, even at the end of a war 
| been defeated, it would not be competent for the Presi- | 

and the Senate in a treaty of peace to « ede, upon the demand 
conqueror, a State or a portion of a State. 

t take the State or a portion of a State, but it would not be 
a cession, and the title would exist only under the doctrine 

The conqueror 

possidetis, possessory only, and good only so long as held. 
Constitution of the United States, of course, is to be read 
r instruments, as a whole, and construed so that every 
in it shall have effect, and so that, as one of the old books 
‘No clause or word shall be void, insignificant, or of none 

of course, true that all inconsistent provisions 
is far as possible without doing violation to the obvious in- 
the framers, be reconciled, so that the instrument shall be 

It is a great tribute to the genius of the men who 

It is, 

nious, 

it that there is no provision in the Constitution which, 
7) 
i 
T 

ALLISON. 
SPOONER. 

TILLMAN. 
SPOONER. 
BACON. 

SPOONER. 

treaties have been entered into which were executory. 
treaties constitute an imperfect obligation until carried into 
by an act of Congress. In Wheaton’s Elements, 
i” 

, wi he n th 

laced by the side of another, presents a case of absolute 
I know of no provisions in the instrument which are 

ssible of reasonable—what is the word? 
Interpretation. 
No: not 

. PLATT of Connecticut. 
Execution. 
No; 

1 on this point: 

usr 

execution ’”’ 
**Adjustment’”’ 

Reconcilement. 

" ratified, is obligatory upon the contracting 
ntl y of the auxiliary legislative measures which may be necessary 

‘“* interpretation.” 
Reconciliation. 

is too strong a word. 
is the right word. 

page 329, 

states, 

I think one trouble with the 
ntion of the Senator from Texas is that his argument does 

iminate between the two kinds of treaties, those which 
executing and become the moment they 
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shall pass a law admitting certain goods, the product of the soil 
and industry of the United States, into France at a certain rate of 
duty, certain enumerated articles, the product of the soil and in- 
dustry of 

certain rate of duty. That is another thing. In its very nature 
that is the narrowest conceivable system of regulating trade rela- | 
tions. But the Cuban reciprocity bill of 1902, to which the Sena- 
tor from Texas referred, is partly that and partly something else. 
It prov ides: 

_ That for the purpose of securing reciprocal trade relations with Cuba the 

idependent government in Cuba 

This was early— 
and the enactment by said G 
tract-labor laws as fully re 
St 

trictive of immigration as the laws of the United 

They were after the 800 Chinamen my friend the Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. Patrrrson] finds went into Cuba in a year. 

Mr. PATTERSON. Seven hundred, if the Senator will pardon 
me. 

Mr. SPOONER. 
ghost 

Seven hundred Chinamen, 300 laborers. A 
[ want the attention of my friend from Texas, if he 

? Q 7 
NUAaASCS. 

Mr. BAILEY. 
Mr. SPOONER. 
That for tl 

President is } 
an ince 
Or i 

migra 

You always have it. ant. s j 
This is the point: 

e purpose of securing reciprocal trade relations with Cuba the 
hereby authorized, as soon as may be after the establishment of 

ernmentin Cuba and the enactment by said Government 
n, exclusion, and contract-labor laws as fully restrictive of im 

tion as t laws of the United States, to enter into ne 
with a view Tt 

ZOV 

he gotiations with 

» the arrangement of a commercial agreement 
«iprocal and equivalent concessions may be secured in favor of 

and manufactures of the United States by rates of duty which 
by an amount equivalent to at least 20 per centum ad valorem 
oducts and manufactures than the rates imposed upon the like 

‘n imported into Cuba from the most favored of other countries, 
hall not be greater than the rates imposed by the United States 

upon the like articles imported from Cuba; and whenever the Government 
of Cuba shall enact such immigration, exclusion, and contract-labor laws, 

d shall ent rercial agreement with the United States, and 

ll make such concessions in favor of the products and manufactures 
and which agreement, in the judgment of the Presi 

sciprocal and equivalent, he shall be authorized to proclaim, 

il 

ich pr 
s wh 

‘h 

er into such com 

I uf esaid 

nt, hall be re 

Does not the Senator think that meansatreaty? Is the Senator 
or is any Senator prepared to say that by authority of Congress 
the President of the United States can negotiate and enter into a 
commercial agreement with a foreign country to bind during a 
term of years as to trade relations which is not a treaty with- 
in the meaning of the Constitution to be made by and with the con- 
sent of the Senate? I do not know myself how the Congress can 

r upon the President any treaty-making power whatever, nor 
do I know how any act of Congress can in the slightest degree im- 
pair the treaty-making power lodged by the Constitution in the 
President and the Senate. 

A treaty is simply a contract or agreement between independ- 
ent governments. I can understand that where Congress passes 
a law providing for a modification of custom duties on certain 
lines, when a treaty shall have been made on those lines, the law 
and the treaty work harmoniously, but such a law does not confer 
any treaty power upon the President and the Senate. It simply 
furnishes in advance legislation to carry a treaty into effect. It 
does not affect in any way the constitutional function of the Presi- 
dent. He negotiates the treaty, the Senate ratifies it, and the 
House and the Senate have as legislative bodies given their ap- 
proval to it in advance; that is all. But the proposition that the 
House of Representatives and the Senate as a legislative body can 
confer authority upon the President to negotiate and enter into a 
commercial treaty or agreement with a foreign government to 

become obligatory without the intervention of the Senate, I can 
not believe. 

Mr. HOAR. By a majority vote. 
Mr. SPOONER. Byamajority vote. The President can make 

no treaty without sending it to this body for ratification in accord- 
ance with the Constitution. There can be no evasion of the consti- 
tutional provision, as my friend from Massachusetts says, by which 
a treaty can go through this body by a majority vote. I look upon 
it as of vital consequence to this Government, and it is sometimes 
apparently forgotten, first that neither House should be called upon 

conte 

to surrender to the other any of its prerogatives; that that courtesy 
should prevail between the Houses, that forbearance, that manifest 
justice essential to cooperation between two bodies engaged in the 
service of the people in legislation. I regard it as of vital conse- 
quence to the country that the distinction shallexist. Itis the foun- 
dation of representative government. It is what creates the dis- 
tinction between representative government and dynastic govern- 
ment that the three coordinate branches are independent of each 
other, each in its sphere, and that neither shall invade in any way 
the province of the other, and each shall treat with respect and 
dignity the other. 

But I am clear, although my argument upon it has been imper- 

ALLER Tit 

France, shall be admitted into the United States at a | 

sident is hereby authorized, as soon as may be after the establishment of | 

yvernment of immigration, exclusion, and con- | 
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| fect, that my friend from Texas is not on solid ground in the 
| tention that the President and the Senate have not power to = 
|@ commercial treaty changing tariff rates, to be carried i, 
effect by legislation originating in the House of Representati: 

| Of course the Senator is correct in his proposition that Con: 
can not validate a treaty which the President and the Sena. 
not make. 

Congress could not make a treaty, and therefore Conere: 
not validate a treaty; but when the Senator from Texas 

| that that has been attempted in this case he seems to me ¢ 
the question. He assumes that this is an unconstitutional | 

| which Congress is attempting to validate, while I contend 
an absolutely constitutional treaty which the Congress is ati 
ing to carry out. It was an imperfect obligation, on the as: 

| tion that I am making, that Congress alone can chang 
rates. It was an executory agreement, to be made a com 
agreement (the law of the land) when carried into effect } 

| Congress, and that is what, in my judgment, is being done 
What relation does the treaty entered into here hay 

bill? According to the treaty itself, independent of the co: 
| tional question of the power to change rates by treaty, it pl 
| that it shall not take effect until it has been approved 
| Congress. What is to change the tariff rates as proposed 
| treaty? Manifestly this bill, if it becomesa law. Wh 
the bill which changes these rates, I ask the Senator from 1 
originate? Notinthe Senate; but in the House of Represent 

The bill which when enacted into law puts the treaty int: 
tion by a change of the tariff rates originates as muc! 
House of Representatives as if the President had prepare: 
White House a schedule of duties thought oncareful exa: 
to be best adapted to a particular situation, and in am 
the House of Representatives recommended that it be ena 
law. If the House saw fit to pass it and the Senate c 
it, would there be any reason for saying it did not, bein; 
nue bill, originate in the House because forsooth the P: 
had communicated it to the House and it was not drawn i 
mittee room of the House by a committee of the House? 

Are we to decide that there shall be no more recipro 
ments with foreign countries; that the only constituti 
bility of enlarging our trade relations with other gov 
while adhering to the doctrine of protection to our ow: 
industries is on the narrow and utterly inadequate lin 
rocal legislation? That is what the Senator's contention 
bly leads to. I agree with him fully that if his views o 
iff prevail there would be no occasion for reciprocity a 
We would have no basis for a trade agreement with a 
ment on the earth. We donot intend to get this count 
that position by resort to the revenue system which t! 
approves if the people will help us to prevent it, as I t) 
will. 

A substantial enlargement of the trade relations of t! 
States with other governments involves complicated n 
and the Senator from Texas will admit that there is no n 
plicated negotiation than that involved in a considera 
procity arrangement. It involves discussion as to 
rates. It involves compromise. Itisa great deal like: 
a schedule of a tariff bill. It involves secrecy sometim 
as other governments are concerned. It is difficult and 

It can not be carried on except by the Executive. T1 
possibility of discussion on both sides in reciprocal legis! 
no middle ground, no chance for negotiation, no chanc: 

| parison. A reciprocal law passed, if not satisfactory ‘ 
country, can not be changed except by an amendment t 
As it stands itis an ultimatum. We say, ‘** Here is ou 
tion. Come to it. Comply with it by your legislation 

| law takes effect.’’ 
I am not willing to surrender upon any demand the } 

the President and the Senate to enter into self-executi 
ments with other governments under the Constitution 
ments which need to be carried into effect by legislation, i 
change of tariff duties or otherwise. It is not of weig 
question of power to say that the House is constrained, tiv 
having been entered into by the President and the Senate, 
exercise independent judgment as to carrying it into effect 

But I must leave this subject. I amsorry to have been « 
| to discuss it with so much haste and want of method. 

Mr. President, I wish to say something upon the merit 
treaty and the bill. It is argued constantly on this side 
Chamber, as one ground upon which this concession sli 
made to Cuba, that we have made her a ward or a depend: 

| the United States by the Platt amendment. For one, | 
| agree that the Platt amendment (and I agree with the Senat 
Colorado about that) is a basis upon which can be justly | 
the treaty or the bill. Iam not going at length into that, 
agree largely with the argument made yesterday afternoon 
Senator from Colorado [Mr. PATTERSON]. 



ircumstances under which the Platt amendment was crys- 
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law a provision binding her officials and limiting her Go 
; i into law are sometimes overlooked. The Cuban Repub- | in this respect. And it ought to stay there, for Cuba’s sak r 
1 its own action put the Platt amendment in its organic law. | ever. 
( urse the Government of the United States made it a condi- | Ican not stop to dwell upon the provision relating to the i r 
i f the withdrawal of the troops fromCuba. Why? I recol- | ring of public debt. Itis : limitation which the people of Cuba, 
] , one of the letters written by the premier of Spain, through | at our request, it is true, put upon their own Government. It 
4 bassador of France, just before the protocol was signed, he | puts it beyond the power, if observed, of any Cuban administra- 
S ubstantially: ‘‘Of course the Spaniard and the Cuban who | tion to so involve the country in improvident debt as thereby to 
} en loyal to Spain in Cuba are to be protected by the United | weaken its credit and u Itimately imperil its _— dence. It 
S ” That meant much. That is forgotten. Insurrection | protects her forever against the fate of Egypt 
b ne on there for many years. There wereagreatnumber| Third— 
of Spaniards and many Cubans who through it all had been loyal That the Government of Cuba con hel as 
t in. Spain was solicitous lest when her military power was | cise the right to intervene for the pr mof Cu ndeper 

w -awn from the island of Cuba we might incontinently leave ~-  t . -agaaaiaa taal as 

t] dent and a saturnalia of violence ensue, directed largely eee 
t the Spaniards and the Cubans who had been loyal to| Whatdoesthis mean? What is it put there for? To give usa 

S) and thereby deemed disloyal to the Cubans, It was a nat- | treaty right of which all the world must tak: notice from 

ul nd decent solicitude. beginning, that if there be foreign invasion of Cuba or fo 
so that was carried into the treaty of Paris. It was a | attempt to shackle herindependence we have a " 

st e provision to put in a treaty, one binding the United States, | intervene. Put into treaty it is a guaranty by 
as itter of agreement, to discharge, while occupying Cuba by | of her independence. Does that impair her it n he 
its forces, the obligations imposed by international law upon a | consent that we may intervene for the maintenance of a g r 
military oceupant. They were not willing to leave it as a legal | ment adequate for the protection of life, property, and indi ul 
0 ition resting upon the Government of the United States, but | liberty is of incalculable adyantage to Cuba, absolutely al 
tl ominated it in the bond. They asked us, out of an abun- | enter when the Platt amendment was adopted upon an experim 
di caution, to contract with them to discharge a legal obli- | That provision is the sheet anchor of the Republic of Cuba. 
f to protect life and property. It is the antidote to the insurrection } oison which is alwa 

Mr. President [Mr. Frye in the chair], you were a member of | found in greater or less degree in the blood of the Latin race. 
the great Commission which concluded the treaty of Paris. Were | Its mere insertion in the fundamental law of Cuba is a ranty 
the Spaniards, in asking a contractual safeguard that we would | against insurrection. There is not in the world a greater shield 
carry out international law, solicitous about the interests of the | from harm to any country than this provision assures, and was 
Cuban insurrecto? Not at all. Spain was safeguarding the in- | intended to assure, to the = public of Cuba. There was nothing 
t f the Spaniards and the Cubans who had been loyal to her. | of selfishness in it. As it stands we could not let any governn 

We were to occupy Cuba as a military power, not as an owner. | on earth constrain her, nor treason or revolution with stroy 
“The occupancy of the island by troops of the United States was | her. Her independence under the Platt amendment, incorpo d 
a sary result of the war.’’ As between “‘ the United States | in her constitution and resting in compact with us, is a jew 
and Cuba we were to occupy it under the Teller resolution until | which she has provided shall not be bartered away from her l 
astable government should be established by the voluntary action | which this ¢ jovernm ent is pledged shall not be wrested m 
of people.” (Mr. Justice Harlan, in Neely case, 180 U. S., | And yet it is said that it has cost her her inde} nce. 
12 Fourth— 

President McKinley declared in his message to Congress of De- T) ul 0 » United States in Cuba dur *y 
( r, 1898: thers tified and validate " 

‘ on as we are in possession of Cuba and have pacified the island, it will That prov ision became executed the mon ; was 
t sary a give aid and protection to its people to forma government Fift a . 

And that— a ment of Cuba will ex ; far as ir 1 
; Scan th ‘ devised or other plans to b ially agreed up ) 
u e is complete tranquillity in the island and a stable government in- | sanitation of cities of the island. 
& t ilitary occupation will be continued. an 7 A sd ot 

That was the fair implication of the Teller resolution and of That is for the we! ~ acne ot _ ee 
our obligation to Spain under the Paris treaty. The Government | Wi!! never a 09, SRA Se 8 OH Seeregere it, for it is in the inter 
was being pressed from many directions, in Congress and out, to | ° the h altt a id the live s of their people and in the i 
turn over the government of the island to the people, and when their commerce as well as ours. 
tl public was established we withdrew, as was desired by Sixth— 
great masses of the Cc uban people. That the Isl > f Pines shall be mitt 1 from t 1 

Of course, the Cuban Republic must assume our obligation to _ SERED CF WUER, TRO US CACTOD ORE NEE 
Ss to protect life and property, but, as that people had never| | ~.., s b/ 
£0 ed themselves in all the history of the island a single hour | . I wish to say a word about that, Mr. Presi¢ nt. Th , 

until our flag was lowered there and the Republic left, we were | from Colorado [Mr. Paterson] said yesterday that under 
withdrawing without waiting to see or to know how stable the | treaty of Paris we own the Isle of P nes. I think so, too. 1 
Government would be, and we were in honor bound, for the sake | Senator from Colorado thought we had given a great deal uba. 
of our own obligation as well as for the sake of Cuba, to impose He said we had given the lives of our soldiers and poured out 

some conditions of our early withdrawal and to demand certain | OUr treasure for uba, and h e made that statement in an argu- 

safeguards to be inserted in the organic law of Cuba and em- | Ment against this bill. Did we open a book account with the 
bodied later in treaty. And out of this situation was born the | Goddess of Liberty when we freed Cuba? No loftier aspiration 
Platt amendment. It provides: ever moved a people than that which animated this people to free 

— Cuba. Wetookno thought of cost. Itnever occurred to any man 
‘hat the Government of Cuba shall never enter into any treaty or other here that when the Republic of Cuba was only a year old wi 

¢ t with any foreign power or powers which will impair or tend to im- would be haggling over offsets and counterclaims on account « 

y ar tol - a - * of Cabs. nor in any ma er emtpeene on pene any what we had done for liberty—bargaining like a sper wit 

pu 3, or otherwise, lodgment in oF control over any ‘portion of said this Republic of ourown creation! I am an porting this bill, Mr 
is President, not for what we owe Cuba, but for what we owe to 

Has it ever before been asserted that a provision placed in a | Ourselves. ; re 
constitution by a people disabling its government from entering I think we own the Isle of Pines, but the Cubans claim tl 
into a treaty impairing its independence itself impaired or de- | OWnit. They claimed, when the Platt amendment was adopt 
stroyed that independence? We have limited this Republic by | that they owned it, and the Congress treated the matter as 
0 onstitution. Many things we can not do that a monarchy | tToverted proposition, because this is what the Platt amend 
could do, The people have disabled the Government by organic said: 
law from doing some things which other governments, under | , That the Isle of Pines shall be omitted froua the } ed cons a 
c tutions or without them, can do. Have those limitations | P°°™4t#s of Cuba, the title thereto b ewes y 
1 = our independence? That provision was passed by the Congress. What was given 
_4\s the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. McCumpBeEr] well said, | for the coaling stations was not an island conceded by the United 

th: first article isthe Monroe doctrine. We would not have jer- | States and Cuba to belong to the United States. It was the mere 
Ini danyforeign government to impair the independenc eof Cuba, | relinquishment to Cuba of a dispute d property, as contemplated 
or to destroy it, without the Platt amendment. But that is pur- | by this treaty and as authorized by : act of ¢ ——- Ss. 
suant to anational policy. Having poured outour blood andtreas-| Ihave seen some disturbanc sugs sted e ere, because it is 
ure to make Cuba free, we asked her to put in her fundamental ' alleged that by this treaty, for which the Ui nit ted States surren- 
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dered the Isle of Pines for naval stations, that provision of the | 
Constitution had been violated which gives to Congress the power— | 

lo dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the 
territory and other property belonging to the United States. 

But if Senators will look they will find that Congress itself 
treated it as controverted, and authorized the settlement of that 
controversy by treaty. 

Mr. President, the independence of the Republic of Cuba has 
been recognized by every government in the world, [ think, except 
Turkey, and,as I recollect, by one other government about like 
that of Turkey. We ourselves have recognized it. We make 
treaties with her. 

Cuba is unqualifiedly a member of the family of nations. She 
is as free to-day as we are to make a commercial treaty with any 
government in the world. Does any Senator challenge that? 
Cuba to-day may make a treaty with Spain, giving her entire 
market to Spain, in return for a free Spanish market for her 
products. She might make a treaty with Great Britain, and we | 
would have no right to object to it, under which her sugar and 
tobacco would all go to Great Britain, and her imports come from 
Great Britain. Such action would not violate the provisions of 
the Platt amendment appended to her constitution, for it would | 
not impair or tend to impair the sovereignty or political independ- | 
ence of Cuba. The fact that we enter into a commercial treaty 
with Cuba conclusively concedes her power to enter into a similar 
treaty with any other government. But this is her natural 

ler geographical relation, the history of her struggle | market. 
for freedom and our participation in it, the establishment of her 
Republic under our guidance, give her a right to look to us for | 
commercial justice. Wefreedherfromtyranny. Our Army and | 
Navy are behind her for her protection. Her political fate and 
destiny are irrevocably intertwined with us. We can not now, 
with national self-respect, treat her, as to trade relations, in a | 
spirit of cold commercial calculation. Tocut her at this stage in | 
her existence adrift commercially, and drive her to hunt markets 
across the sea, would be 
which the United States, with the general approval of our people, 
have taken toward Cuba. 

Urgent Deficiency Bill. 

SPEECH 
OF 

ALLAN L. McoDERMOTT, 
OF NEW JERSEY, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

HON. 

Saturday, January 30, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 10954) making appropriation to supply urgent 
in the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1904, 
years, and for other purposes. 

Mr. McDERMOTT said: 

and for prior 

the extraordinary session. 
of law to the contrary, on the first Monday in each December. 

the President or in pursuance of statute providing for the con- 
vening of Congress more than once in any calendar year. When 
Congress decides that a session shall commence on a day other 
than the first Monday in December, substituting that date for the 
one fixed by the Constitution, the session held under the statute | 
is a regular or ordinary one. The constitution of the State of 
New York requires that alteration shall be made of legislative 
districts at ‘‘ the first session after the return of every enumera- | 
tion.’’ The governor of that State having summoned the legisla- 
ture to an extraordinary session for the purpose of redistricting 
the State, the apportionment law enacted at the extraordinary ses- | 
sion was attacked on the ground that the extra session was not | 
such a session as is contemplated in the constitutional direction. | 
The question was argued in People v. Rice (16 L. R. A., 845). 
Justice Peckham, delivering the opinion of the court, said: 

First. It is contended on the part of those who allege the invalidity of the 
law of 1892 that it was passed in violation of that provision of the constitu- | 
tion which directs the alteration to be made by the legislature at the “first 
session after the return of every enumeration.’ 

called by the governor and after the return of the enumeration of 1892. The 
int is made that an extraordinary session is not such a session of the legis 
ature as is contemplated by the constitution. To my mind the objection is 
wholly without force. An extraordinary session is nevertheless a session of | 
the legislature 
to convene the legislature (or the senate only) on extraordinary occasions.” 
When thus convened, is not the legislature in session? And can it be for a 
moment correctly contended that a session thus convened is the samesession 

| 5. 
| specify any time to which the adjournment was had. 

| Senate, but there was not any objection to the rulin 

deficiencies | 

| nent to the ‘* extraordinary occasion 

| for general legislation. 

| thing requiring immediate action. 

The governor, by the terms of the constitution, has “power | 
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which had already terminated by an adjournment without day? It is - 
regular session, itis true. It iswhat the constitution describesit, an ox; 
dinary session, but yet a session of the legislaturs. . F 

The constitution does not say that the e>ssion which is to deal with 
uestion must be a regular one. Allit directs is that the legislature a‘ 
rst session after the return shall proceed to make the alterations. Th, 

stitution provides for the assembling of the legislature on the first Tuc: 
in January in each year. When it adjourns sine die, has not the ses” 
the legislature ended? The term of office of its members may not have. 
but the legislative session has certainly terminated by an adjournment 
out day. It could not again assemble and perform any valid act unio 
governor, under the special power given him by the constitution. < 
convene it. When thusconvened the legislature is in session, and it is: 
not the same session which was ended by a prior adjournment ther 
out day. The constitution does not provide that the next legislatur: 
the return of the enumeration at its first session shall make this app. 
ment. Itis directed to be made by the legislature at the first session 
such return. Wherein does this extraordinary session fail to fill t} 
scription? It was a session of the legislature, and it was tho first wl 
held after the return of the enumeration, and it was competent to d 
that subject because of the recommendation of the governor. 

In response to the President’s proclamation Congress conve; 
November 9, 1903. The last session of the House held prior t 
first Monday in December was adjourned on Saturday, Dec 

The Speaker, in then declaring the House adjourned, ¢ 
This 

is of no importance, for if the contention that we are yet 
traordinary session is correct the rules of the House would : 
nate noon of the following Monday as the time when th: 
should resume its sitting. 

On the 7th of December at noon the Senate adjourned si: 
The President of that body said: 

Senators, the hour provided by law for the meeting of the first 
session of the Fifty-eighth Congress having arrived, I declare the ext 
nary session adjourned without day. 

This declaration was not in obedience to any vote taker 
Oo s Ae, « 

must therefore assume that the body assented to the dec] 
| that the Senate was adjourned sine die by operation of la 
| as has been so ably contended by the gentleman from Main 

beneath the lofty and dignified position | ; I LITTLEFIELD], all meetings of Congress held since Nove: 
1903, are within a single session, it is clear that the Pres 

| the Senate declared an adjournment that is obnoxious to t! 
stitutional provision that— 
Neither House during the session of Congress shall, without the 

the other, adjourn for more than three days. 

On this point the gentleman from Maine says: 
I never will concede, neither do I think any court would hold 

President of the Senate, on hig own motion without a prelimina 
adopted by the Senate, could alijourn even that body without day 

But the President of the Senate did not declare anythi1 
own motion. He declared that the Senate was adjourne: 
the session in which the Senators were sitting was ended 
eration of law. If Congress is in session in March, 1905 
lar declaration will be made by the Speaker of this Hous 
at the end of the present session he will declare the adjom 
sine die in accordance with a resolution to be agreed upon. 
President of the Senate was as correct in his announcem 
think he was, he merely announced a fact. He did not 

| the Senate sine die, but merely announced the fact that t! 
, . , . | did so. 

Mr. CHAIRMAN: Two kinds of sessions of Congress are recog- | 

nized by parliamentary law, being the ordinary, or regular, and | proval of Congress was necessary to a reciprocal comme! 
The former commences, in the absence | 

The proclamation of the President, after reciting that 

vention with Cuba, declared that an ‘extraordinary occ: 
” B 1 ] } , | required the convening of both Houses of Congress, to **t! 
Extraordinary sessions are held in pursuance of proclamation by | that they may consider and determine whether the appro\ 

the Congress shall be given to the said convention.”” Whe 
gress assembled. it was not confined in action to matter 

*? mentioned in thi 
mation, but it is nevertheless true that the body was not ¢ 

We were not summoned to divi 
time upon many subjects, but rather to become intent up: 

We had the power | 
to refuse to act upon the affairs that gave birth to an “extra 
nary occasion’’ and upon all others matters committed 

| gress, but we did not meet for general legislation. 
If asked, prior to the 7th of December, by what warr: 

were in session, we pointed to the President's proclamation 
we refer inquirers to the Constitution. Then we were in 

| to consider a question the importance of which was, in ¢! 
| instance, decided by the President; now we are in session | 
sider all questions within our jurisdiction, listening to, 
specially gathered to consider, communications fron th: 

| dent. 
The act was in truth passed at an extraordinary session of the legislature | The gentleman from Maine [Mr. LirTLEFIeLD] insists t! 

hav? been in continuous session since the 9th of last Nove: 
But this contention, although most forcefully argued, is, 
lieve, contrary to the record of the House and contrary to ! 
dent. The Journal of the House declares that on Mona) 
cember 7, 1903, this body commenced its second session \ 
Fifty-eighth Congress, This Journal of the House having 

a 



— 

ved, its entries are binding and determine the fact that the 
ession ended at noon on the 7th of December, and this is as- 
by the Journal of the Senate, which recites that— 
rst Monday of December being the day prescribed by the Constitution 
nited States for the annual meeting of Congress, the second session of 
y-eighth Congress commenced this day. 

have it, then, that both Houses determined that a new ses- 
mmenced on the 7th of December, 1903. These entries in 
urnals are not meaningless. Their form was the subject of 
nvestigation, discussion, and decision. 
first session of the First Congress was adjourned Septem- 
_1789. On that day President Washington sent a commu- 
n to each House, saying that he had— 

terday informed by a joint committee of both Houses of Congress 
had agreed to a recess, to commence this day and to continue until 

Monday of January rext. 

Ou the same day he approved— 
to alter the time for the next meeting of Congress. 

h enacted— 
after the adjournment of the present session, the next meeting of 
; shall be on the first Monday in January next. 

ptember 22, 1789, both Houses had, rescinding a resolu- 
ssed to adjourn on that day, resolved to adjourn Septem- 
on which day the following concurrent resolution was 

@a 

d, That the order of the 22d instant, directing the President of the 
| Speaker of the House of Representatives to adjourn their respec 

ses on this day, be rescinded, and, instead thereof, they be directed 
the present session by adjourning their respective Houses on the 29th 

Vice-President adjourned the Senate. and the Speaker ad- 
d the House ‘* until the first Monday in January next.”’ 
House of Representatives met on January 8, 1790, and the 

J il was read by the Clerk. The following proceedings are 
ted in Gales and Seaton’s Debates, pages 1077 and 1078: 

DEBATE IN CONGRESS JANUARY 8, 1790. 
urnal was then read by the Clerk. ‘ 
udinot moved to correct the title by striking out all the words, 

ift laring it merely the Journal of the House of Representatives. He 
nded by Mr. Benson. 
ge opposed it, because the title of the Journal contained nothing 

I than the fact. It was denominated the second session of the First 
( s under the Constitution of the Government of the United States, 

| September 17, 1787, by the convention in Philadelphia; and he called 
gentlemen to say, if this was more or less than the truth: besides, it 

fectly consonant with parliamentary practice. If the last sitting of 
( sand the present were to be determined one session, then all business 
W eed from the state in whichit had been leftlastSeptember. Now, 
t contrary to the rule established by the Lex Parliamentaria, and 
I t be productive of bad consequences. If the words are to be struck out, 
t tural implication will be that the two sittings are but one session. 

M mdinot declared he had no design of deciding the question alluded 
t s honorable friend. It was merely to rid the Journal of words which 
a i to him superfluous. 

Mr. Sherman was in sentiment with the gentleman from New Jersey: he 
t wish to give an opinion respecting the unfinished business of last ses- 

t he thought the regulation on that head had better be established by 
a ile of both Houses. 

lucker remarked that the question ‘‘ whether the business of last ses- 
is to be taken up de novo or to be continued onward from the state in 

t had been left,’ was not properly before the House, but the word ses- 
his opinion, ought to be preserved in the Journal because its meaning 
some importance. He observed that the legislature of South Caro- 
sa bienmial body, and that it was for some time a matter of uncer- 

ether the session was not the term of two years for which the senate 
use of representatives were elected, but the point had been deter- | 

malaw passed to continue for aterm of years, and from thence 
nd of the next session of the legislature. The efficacy of this law de- 

I ed upon the meaning of the word session, and the courts of judicature 
' pinion that a session was from the time of meeting until the rising 

egislature, and no longer. 
i meeived the title to be of no importance in any other point of view, 

ut in this it might, as Congress had already passed a law for a term expir- 
the end of the next session. He therefore wished the word to be de- 

fined, and he imagined it would be done by retaining it in the place it stood. 
‘some further desultory conversation the title of the Journal was es- 
i by a vote of the House, as follows: 

\L OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

i session of the Congress of the United States, begun and held at the city 
v York on Monday, the 4th day of January, 1790, being the second ses- 
the First Congress, held under the present Constitution of Govern- 

t for the United States, being the day appointed by law for the meeting 
present session. 
nmittee appointed to “ examine the Journal of the last session and to 
therefrom all such matters of business as were then depending and 
rmined” reported that many petitions were, at the adjournment had 
mber 29, 1789, lying on the table: that committees had been appointed 
n several bills and had not reported; that there ‘were postponed 

House for further consideration until the present session” several 
‘luding a bill passed by the Senate. 

Goodhue moved to discharge a committee appointed at the previous 
to prepare a bill for taking the census. The following debate was 
his motion: 

\TE IN CONGRESS JANUARY ll, 17%, ON THE ORDER OF BUSINESS. 

(toodhue then stated to the House one object which he had in view in 
that the committee be dismissed was to determine whether the busi- 
ast session should proceed from the stage in which it was left or be 

de novo. 
Lee considered this as a question of some importance; but he did not 

to say that it was decided by the uniform practice of Parliament, 
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long experience it was found to be attended with the least inconven- | it would have gone on as a matter of cour 

ience to commence all their proceedings anew at the commencement of a 
new session; but as it was a question of order, he would refer the de ion of 
it to the Chair. 

Mr. Sherman thought it a question that ought to be decided by the t 
resolution of both Houses. 

Mr. Page was of opinion that each House ou to establish its es 
to govern its proceedings, and that as it was consistent th parli: ar 
usage tocommence de novo the proceedings of eac ssi it wouk per 
for the House to pursue a like line of conduct 

Mr. Tucker said it wasa question that d rved very seriou I lera 
tion, because an act might be passed at tl s with tl ) t v 

} one branch of the legislature, provided it was determined that th siness 
| should progress from the state in which is la ptember Hea 
luded to the bill respectitz crim sand pun 3} t V he Sen 

ate and sent to this Hous r concurrence a I da he 
bill to establish the seat of government of t I sta Ww ad 
passed this House and lay before the Senate f oa smal l- 

| ment. 

If, on this occasion, the two Houses sl d esta h different rules 
| might proceed to pass one of those laws contrary the se1 f tl r. 
| which would induce a consequent em 5 dt he thought 

it best that both Houses should be d and ish an uniform rule 
But, while he was urging these I he lr an t nd that 

| this House was n t left toits « r ©s lish such les a 
| majority might think proper 

As the question had been left to the deci Chair and several Mem 
b rs called for Mr. Speaker’s opinion, he I se tha id n 

} customary with those legislative assembl ud the honor re 
| a member of since the Revolution to conti ness from one s n 

to another during the time for which th l; but as tl as not 
strictly consonant with the usage of the Br .W n- 

| tlemen think essential, although that bo r it y resp 
| and as the House had hitherto prescribed no rule in point he did n 
that the Chair ought to be considered as adeq1 » the sion 

| Mr. Sherman said it would involve an abst f was te i l 
| by one House only in the session, because it w LSSt ts title that 
;} an act of the whole Congress dor t a session wl! ne branch had 
acted upon it. He was, therefore, of opinion that infinished 
which had passed from the one branch of the legislat t e otl 
to commence anew at the present session 

Mr. White did not wish to hi sion of t < wrtant 1) 

though he was himself well f t. Hehad1 n 
business of a fi 1er session te ated with tl I W 

| taken up de novo at the subsequent meeting s had beer ; 
| practice of Parliament through the pe 1 of their « I If,t t had 
| been found advantageous by so enlightened a body a period of five hu 
dred years, their experience was suflicient to satisfy his min | 

| and nothing but solid and substa objec ms W t 
from that principle. But besides the practice of G ! 
duce the mode of transacting business in Virginia, whicl I 

able to the former instance 
He stated one instance in order to show the improy ty of a diff t 

| duct. The State of North Carolina had « he 1 n duri1 
cess: the laws that were unperfected bef riod not her 
until she had an opportunity of having ¢ nenacting the w, if 
the unfinished business was to go on fron re whe twa t si 
sion, a single hour might bind her contrary r will and ntrary to the 
sentiments of a majority of the people 

Mr. Smith of South Carol uid the of trying t n 
whether the business was to sidered rr was t I 
point committees to the purposes for which such n sw 1 
at the last session, and not to discharge the committee, as 1 n- 
tleman from Massachusetts, because both the affirmative ¢ zative 
plied that the comn es are still in existence, w hist lis} 

Mr. Lee favored this last opini and hoped the quest 1 taken 
| upon it 

Mr. Livermore heartily concurred > ntlemer tv 
up in this, that both the Senate and ablish 
this subject, and that the rule ougl the same in | H I 
wished it to be done befor the business of the legislature was I to 

confusion byavote ofone branch, which would not be acceded t her; 
for this reason he moved that a committee be appoir i i 
committee of the Senate and report to both Houses au rm 1 
ceeding relative to the business of last session. As to his own op 
subject, he was free to declare, as his private judgment, that : 
the late session was at an end 

Mr Goodhue thought the first motion the best t tle the } 
therefore hoped it would be first put. He further observed tha is a 
necessity for discharging the com: ee of thre ited to dig a plat 
for taking thecensus, because they were inadequa he object. 7 ! 
of enumerating the inhabitants of the several States dey ded a good deal 
upon certain local regulations, and consequently required the circumstance of 
local information in those who were to bring forward the bill. This, he ay 
prehended, would be best attained by forming the committee of a membe1 
from each State 

Mr. White thought it of no use to appoint a comn ha 
committee of the Senate, because they might report c f 
the House. 

Mr. Lee was of the same sentiment, and urged ng 
the question under a sure reliance that the Senate wo 8 
line of conduct, and the practice would be established at once 

Mr. Clymer: It appeared to him t de onof the question wl ! 
now agitated the House was anticipated, least t rmer det na l 
ought to have considerable influence on the present vote. If all business was 

| to commence de novo, why did the House appoint a committee to exaz 
and bring forward the unfinished business of the last session? Eitl 
House did not conceive the business dead or it acted with s deg? 
surdity in the appointment of that committee, because a I 
not be appointed on any business until that business was r i 
or & new application. 

j Mr. Partridge thought with the gentleman last up, that the bus fla 
session was still before the House, and he was confirmed in t by 
several votes taken at their former meeting, by which I 

ly postpone der consideration had been expres 
| Senate had likewise adopted a si 
message of the 28th of September. 
poned until the next session of 
proposed by this House to the 
the United States 

Mr. Page requested the gentlem: 
meant in this case, and ot 
nia [Mr. Clymer], thatif tl 
it;was left, there was no ne 

ry 



f opinion that the business which was undecided on by 
proceed, but that which had passed one branch and laid 
oncurrence ought to be taken up denovo. He said this 

tly consistent t 

hought a uniform rule ought to be established between the 

mith of South Carol ( na said it was a very important question, as it 
to the present circutr stances of Congress. It is very important asa 

lent, and would be of peculiar importance to the distant States at all 
hereafter. If it is determined that the House may proceed to finish 

3 left incomplete at their last session, it might be destructive of that 
y which he wished to be ever preserved. The Members from the 

s near to the seatof government might assemble early in the session 
carry measures through with the bare majority of a very thin House, 

il to the public welfare. He thought these solid reasons for com- 
ing all business anew. 

Mr. Lawrence thought the word session implied that all the proceedings 
of the Legislature were to cease at its expiration and to commence anew 
after the recess, whether the body consisted of the same Members or other- 
wise, and did not doubt but both Houses would concur in this opinion. 

Mr. White did not think the House ought to appoint a committee to con- 
fer with a committee of the Senate, because its object was to guard against 
an inconvenience that might never occur. Perhaps if this House decides 
that bu all commence de novo the Senate may do the same,and there 
will be no occasion for a consultation; but if they differ, it will be time 
enough to appoint a committee of conference. 

The reason why the practice in Pennsylvania differed from that of the 
British Parliament might be on account of a constitutional difference in the 
mode of considering bills. By the constitution the assembly of Pennsylvania 
is obliged to submit all its bills to the people for consideration, who are in- 
tended to act, in some degree, as another house and check the decisions of a 
legislative body consisting of a single branch. 

Mr. Livermore hoped the opinion which seemed generally to prevail in this 
House might be adopted by the Senate, and then he had no doubt but the 
practice of both branches of the Legislature wouid be uniform, but he still 
was inclined to think it would be better to settle it in a joint committee. 
(Gales and Seaton’s Debates, pp. 1084-1087.) 

On January 20, 1790, the Senate adopted the following resolu- 
tion: 

Resolved, That Messrs. Ellsworth, Maclay, and Henry be a committee to 
confer with such committee as may be appointed on the part of the House 
of Representatives to consider and report whether or not the business begun 
previous to the late adjournment of Congress shall now be proceeded in as if 
no adjournment had taken place, 

ee 

HES me 

iness s 

The House appointed, and the joint committee reported in favor 
of the following resolution, which was adopted by both Houses: 

Resolved, That the business unfinished between the two Houses at the late 
adjournment ought to be regarded as if it had not been passed upon by either. 
(Gales & Seaton’s Debates, pp. 974, 975, 1109-1112, 1115-1117.) 

The question may become of great importance. If, onthe 10th 
of last November, it had been enacted that certain actions should 
be denounced as criminal if done ‘‘ during the present session of 
Congress,’’ would such acts, if now done, subject the doer to pun- 
ishment under thatenactment? If leave of absence for the balance 
of the session had been granted a Member on the 10th of last No- 
vember, would that leave be now in force? Would not the Jour- 
nals of House and Senate make the act dispunishable and terminate 
the leave of absence? 

The gentleman from Maine cites the proceedings of the Fortieth 
Congress, in which Senator Sumner moved to amend a resolution 
adjourning the first session at half past 11 o’clock on the Monday 
designated by the Constitution for the commencement of the sec- 
ond session, so as to make it 12 o’clock. 
this amendment itis argued that Senator Sumner recognized that, 
in the absence of a resolution for sine die adjournment, the first 
session of the Fortieth Congress would have continued through 
and after the first Monday in December, 1867. Is not the con- 
trary the proper deduction? If the session would not terminate 
by operation of law, what need of any resolution to calm the fears 
of those who were afraid that President Johnson would ‘‘ do some- 
thing ’’ if any appreciable time intervened between the first and | 
second sessions? 

Is it not clear, that a resolution having been offered to adjourn 
at half past 11 o’clock, the Senator from Massachusetts moved 
his amendment so that there should be no ground for argument, 
no chance for Presidential action; so that the ending of the first 
should be coincident with the beginning of the second session? 
So, in the Forty-fifth Congress, convened in special session, the 
resolution offered by Senator Edmunds declared that the special 
session expired by limitation of law at the hour fixed for the com- 
mencement of the regular session. It is argued that this resolu- 
tion was agreed to without debate, and is, therefore, to be taken 
as not well considered. May it not be better said that it was 
merely the declaration of a self-evident proposition of law that did 
not call for debate? Certainly no subtraction from its force can 
be found in the fact that the session was by resolution adjourned 
sine die ten minutes before the time when such an adjourment 
would have been effected by operation of law. 

The gentleman from Maine [Mr. LITTLEFIELD] urges that, as | 
Congress met on the 9th of November, it could continue its ses- 
sion through the following month, and that this continuous | 
session would satisfy the constitutional requirement that— 

Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such meeting shall 
be on the first Monday in December, unless they shall by law appoint a dif- 
ferent day 

) appoint a committee to report the unfin- | 

From the proposition of | 
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evils of leaving the assembling of the legislative departm 
be fixed as to date by the vagaries of the King. They kne 

struggle between Crown and Parliament, the summoning , 
day, to be followed by the angry prorogation of to-morrow. 

to find you in session. We will fix a date. 

substitution by the enactment of a law.” 
a session of Congress should commence on the first Mond 
every December or upon a day fixed by statutory substit 
The debate upon this section of the Constitution, report, 

printed: 
Mr. Madison wished to know the reasons of the committee for fi: 

the Constitution, the time of meeting for the Legislature, and suge: 
it be required only that one meeting at least should be held every yea: 
ing the time to be fixed or varied by law. ‘ 

r. Gouverneur Morris moved to strike out the sentence. It wasi) 
to tie down the Legislature to a particular time, or even to require a 
every year. The public business might not requireit. Mr. Pinc} 
curred with Mr. Madison. 

Mr. Gorham: If the time be not fixed by the Constitution disput 
arise in the Legislature, and the States will be at a loss to adjust ther: 
times of their elections. In the New England States the annual time of 
ing had been long fixed by their charters and constitutions, and no ir 
ience had resulted. He thoughtit necessary that there should be ono n 
at least every year as a check on the executive department. 

Mr. Ellsworth was against striking out the words. The Legislat 
not know till they are met whether the publicinterest required their 
or not. He could see no impropriety in fixing the day, as the c: 
could judge of it as well as the Legislature. 

Mr. Wilson thought, on the whole, it would be best to fix the day 
Mr. King could not think there would be a necessity for a meeting 

year. A great vice in our system was that of legislating too mu 
most numerous objects of legislation belonged to the States. Th 
National Legislature were but few, the chief of them were commerce 
revenue. When these should be once settled, alterations would bx 
necessary and easily made. 

Mr. Madison thought if the time of meeting should be fixed by a | 
would be sufficiently fixed, and there would be no difficulty then as ha 
suggested on the part of the States in adjusting their elections to it 
consideration appeared to him to militate strongl 
the Censtitution. It might happen that the Leyrislature might be ca 
gether by the — exigencies, and finish their session but a short | 
fore the annual period. In this case it would be extremely incony: 
reassemble so quickly and without the least necessity. e thought 
nual meeting ought to be required, but didnot wish to make two unay 

Colonel Mason thought the objections against fixing the time insu)« 
but that an annual meeting ought to be required as essential to the } 
tion of the Constitution. The extent of the country will supply bus 
if it should not, the Legislature, besides legislative, is to have inqu 
powers which can not safely be long kept in a state of suspension. 

Mr. Sherman was decided for fixing the time as wellas for freq: 
ings of the legislative body. Disputes and difficulties will arise bet 
two Houses and between both aot the States if the time be changeab 
quent meetings of Parliament were required at the revolution in En: 
an essential safeguard of liberty. Soalsoour annual meetings in m 
American charters and constitutions. There will be business enou 
quire it. The western country and the great extent and varying sta 
affairs in general will supply objects. 

Mr. Randolph was against fixing any day irrevocably, but as ther 
provision made anywhere in the Constitution for regulating the } 
meeting, and some precise time must be fixed until the Legislatures 
provision, he could not agree to strike out the words altogether. | 
which he moved to add the words following: “unless a different d 
be appointed by law.”’ 

Mr. Madison seconded the motion, and on the question: Mass: 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South C: 
Georgia, aye—8; New ecnniiinn Connecticut, no—2. 

Mr. Gouverneur Morris moved to strike out ** December” and inser 
It might frequently happen thatour measures ought to be influenced 
in Europe, which were generally planned during the winter and of \ 
telligence would arrive in the spring. 

Mr. Madison seconded the motion. He preferred May to Dece! 
cause the latter would require the traveling to and from the seat 
ment in the most inconvenient seasons of the year. : 

Mr. WiLson. The winter is the most convenient season for busir 
Mr. ELLSwortH. The summer will interfere too much with pri 

ness, that of almost all the probable members of the Legislature bi 
or less connected with agriculture, 

Mr. RANDOLPH. The time is of no great moment now, as the le 
can yary it. On looking into the constitutions of the States he found 
times of their elections, with which the elections of the national Re} 
tives would no doubt be made to coincide, would suit better with lx 
than May, and it was advisable to render our innovations as little i 
dious as possible. ; 

On the question for “May” instead of ‘‘ December,’ South Caroli: 
ia—ayes 2; New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Penns 
elaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina—noes 8. ; 
Mr. RUTLEDGE. Although it is agreed on all hands that an annual 

of the legislature should be made necessary, yet that point seems n 
free from doubt as the clause stands. On this suggestion, ‘once at 
every year” were inserted, nem con. 

My insistment, Mr. Chairman, is that Congress must an! 
assemble on the first Monday in December, or upon som 
day fixed by law, and thencommence a session. No other | 
sition will satisfy constitutional requirement. 
semble at least once in every year on a day fixed by the Co! 

| tion or by statute. A new session must then commence. ! 
| citizen has the right toask, ‘‘ When will Congress convene t 

history of the Long Parliament. They knew the history o; 

against fixing a ti: 

y 

said to the Congress about to be called into existence: ‘* You » 
meet at least once in every year and the people shall know » 

If it is not a con 
ient one, you may substitute another, but you must make | 

Surely this meant | 

Madison, shows what was intended. On pages 464-467 of }\ 
son’s Journal of the Convention the following notes of debat 

\ 

The Declaration of Independence indicates the reason for +) 
provision. The framers of that document knew by heart 

 ¢ 

ra 

Congress must 



\]1 the business of allthe country?’’ And heisentitled to find 
swer inthe Constitution. My argument is that, the statute | 
ing silent upon the subject, the session called by the Presi- 
mld not be continued beyond the date fixed by the Consti- 

. for the commencement of a session. But the question is, 
sent purposes, settled by the record. Each House deter- 
that it did, on the 7th of December, commence its second 

n of this Congress. It couid not be thus declared without 
ig all doubt of the expiration of the first session. There can 
two sessions of Congress in progress at the same time. One 

that a patient country can bear on the same day. 
following rule, laid down by Cushing, is in point: 

‘to determine what kind of a meeting of a legislature in this coun- 
ustitute a session, it seems necessary to consid r its commence- 

proceedings, and its termination. In regard to its commencement 
n “be no doubt, when an assem bly comes together at the time re- 
V y law for the commencement of the regular session, or in pursuance 
‘utive proclamation for an extraordinary session, or in pursuance 
— by both branches for the purpose of closing one session 

‘ing another, that in all these cases there i is the commencement 
“GC ushing, sec. 503.) 

Consular and Diplomatic Appropriation Bill. 
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oF 

JOSEPH T. ROBINSON, 
OF ARKANSAS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, February 4, 190 

HON 

, 
$y 

H. R. 11287) making appropriation for the diplomatic and consular 
service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905. 

BINSON of Arkansas said: 
\ir. CHAIRMAN: I desire to call the attention of this body to a 

measure introduced by myself during the first session of this 
ss, entitled ‘‘An act to provide for the erection and con- 

struction of a Federal building at Pine Bluff, Ark.’’ The meas- 
ure is, of course, local in its purpose, but is of vital importance to 

lity affected, and I think is greatly needed by the Govern- 

lt is my purpose to call attention to some of the reasons why 
he Government should at once make an appropriation for the 

erection of this building. The bill is now before the Committee 
Buildings and Grounds, and while no authoritative an- 

ment has been made by that committee to the effect, it 
ms to be understood there is some likelihood that no bill for 

public buildings will be reported by the committee. I disclaim 
irpose of opposing my views to those of the committee or 

of criticising the opinions or actions of its members. There can 
in my suggesting that in this period unpropriety, however, 

of progress and prosperity Iam unable to see why the candave: 

b11ic 

ments already begun by the Government should not be speedily 
cor ted. In any event I hope, when the committee does see fit 
to report its bill, that a liberal appropriation will be made for the 
construction of a building at Pine Bluff. 

[THE REASONS WHY PROVISION SHOULD BE 
TION OF THIS BUILDING 

t, the post-office business at Pine Bluff and the convenience 
of public in regard to the same not only justify an appro- 
priation, but make it absolutely nec ~sary. 

_ the post-office at present is conducved in a building leased for 
hve years at an annual expense of about $1.000. It is 30 by 120 
feet, and is entirely too small. The increase of business—the 
l tion of the city is now 20,000, having increased almost 

1 the last four years—makes necessary a much larger build 
Mo reover, the present lease expires April 1, 1905, and it is 

say that the lease can rot be renewed for less than at least 
(vance of 10 per cent over the present pric« 

POSTAL RECEIPTS 

rapidly increasing at Pine Bluff. In 1900 they were a little 
522,000; in 1901, $26,000; in 1902, $30,000; in 1903. about 
'; showing an increase from year to year, and during the 
‘ars mentioned a total increase of $12,000. 

MONEY ORDERS ISSUED AND PAITD. 

In the years 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1903 money orders were issu 
amount for each of said years, respectively, $69,408.27, 

S~-05, $57,425.29, and $120,000. The amount of money orders 
I ‘these respective years is $62,704.43, $76,858.45, $88,245.56, 
and about $110,000 for the last year. This increase of business 

MADE FOR THE EREC- 

AT ONCE. 

ed 
_~ 

mi necessary also a rapid increase of employees, while the 
. 1 of _ population within the city limits during these years 

a elled the Department to increase the carrier force from 
vo to eight carriers within this time. 
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| to September, 

SECOND, THE INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OF PINE BLUFF 

JUSTIFIES THE APPROPRIATION 

Situated in one of the most fertile agricultural regions in the 
world, it attracts, in addition to its large jobbing business, a great 
retail trade from the surrounding country. 

COTTON RECEIPTS 

During each season it marks nearly 100,000 bales of cotton. 
From September, 1899, to September, 1900, the number of bales 
received was 76,480; from September, 1900, to September, 1901, 
89,594; from September, 1901, to Septemb« 1902. 84.291: from 
September, 1902, to September, 1903, 98,558; fr 

1904, approximately, 
year being due to a short crop. 

m September, 1903 
Oy) . hi + + ! 
¥JU,U00; this decrease in last 

BANKS. 

The city has eight banks, carrying deposits in the aggregate 
amount of nearly $3,000,000 and a capital stock of about $800 00+ 

TRANSPORTATION OF RAILROAD LINES AND RIVER AT PINE BLUFF 

During the year 1902 th. ‘ipts of th Ce 

Pine 
e two principal railro 

aggregated $1,182,172 The Bluff and Western Railway. 
$144,000; the Pine luff and Arkansas River Railway, $59,000; 
the steamboats in Arkansas River, $26,000; aggregating nearly one 
and one-half million. The volume > of busine ss over these lines 
tothe city of Pine Bluff, has been greatly increased during the pres 
ent year, and will probably aggregate something near $2,000,000 

LUMBER INDUSTRY. 

It is claimed that this city is the second largest lumber mam 
| facturing pointin the United States. TheSawyer-Aus uml 
Company, with a capacity of 175,000 feet d ily al 1 ¢ 
600 men; the Bluff City Lumber Company, with a capacity 
125,000 feet daily, employing 3875 laborers, and with branch 
at other points having a capacity of 150,000 feet daily, are fair 
illustrations of the importance to which this indust is at 
tained at Pine Blufi 

WHOLESALE HOUSES 

to the number of about fifty in divers mercat ind 
commercial enterprises, give t to a large 1 er 
laborers. 

The Cotton Belt Railroad shops furnish « raga ment at leas 
600 men. Good wagon roads piercing the s ‘ounding cou try 

and passing through the neighboring counties of Lon Arkan 
sas, Lincoln, Cleveland, and Grant, give easy access f 
communities to the city, and combi with | ler cond 
make Pine Bluff a prosperous and enterprising city 

EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 

are gratifying. During the year ending J 1903, there 1 
4,102 pupils attending the public schools, and of this nu I 

were whites, and the remainder, 2,032, were colored. 

THE BRANCH NORMAL COLLEGE FOR COLORED STUDENTS 

is a department of the University of Arkansas. It was established 
by an act of the general assembly of the State of Arkansas 
1873, and has been continuously in operation ever sin 
one of the most interesting features of the educational system 
the State. There are courses arranged for those who wish t 
come artisans, but the prime purpose is to prepare negro teachers 
for service in the schools of the State. The tuition is free to all 

who are residents of the State. The school property comprises a 
tract of 20 acres of level ground in the suburbs of Pine Bluff. 

a large school building, a dormitory for girls, and m inical 
shops containing complete equipments. The valuation of 
ytd is about —- "). 
In the act ademic d epartment negro teas hers are employed, and 

in the mechanical two white instructors are employed. 
The young women are taught dressmaking and typewriting 

The instituti cheney 42 rted by direct ¢ ypriation by the Ar! 
sas legislature and f1 the M f 1. The annual averag 
enrollment of pupils is 2 ) 0. The whit of Pine Bluff give 
homes and employment yall students who desire then This in- 
stitution is conducted on an « mical basis, is governed by tl 
same board of trustees which govern th ity of Arkansa 
and has the indorsement or active support the whit 
of the community and of the State. Thus for: years at tl 
point there has been maintained, at the expense of the white p 
ple, a school for the benefit of the colored race, a school in man 
respects similar to the Tuskegee Institute. 

The city has a population of about 20,000 inhabitar 7 fine 
school buildings, 24 churches 2 public parks, and a complete street 
electric a system, is rapidly increasing in wealth l pop- 
ulation, and bids fair to become one of the most portant inland 
commerc ial cities in the South 

Third. the State of Arkansas. compared with other States, has 
not a fair share of Federal buildings. The present population of 
the State is estimated at 1,500,000. Its growth and development 

' during the last ten years has been a source of wonder and gratifi- 
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cation to its own people. Rich in agricultural and horticultural Taking up the pension roll under the old law first, the renors .¢ 
products, with vast quantities of undeveloped minerals stored in | the Commissioner of Pensions for 1903 shows that there 
her hills, the State faces a future bright with promise and with | following invalids on the rolls, with rates— 
hope. Pine Bluff is situated in the geographical center, and is § ed 
the second city in size and importance in the State. $: 1 | At $9.25 
I RTH, THE GOVERNMENT HAS ALREADY COMMITTED ITSELF BY PRIOR 

LEGISLATION TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS BUILDING. 

By act of the Fifty-seventh Congress $7,000 was appropriated 
for the purpose of purchasing a site whereon to locate a Federal 
building at Pine Bluff. 

The site has been selected, the purchase made. The deed was 
executed to the Government on the 12th day of January, 1903, to 
a site which is convenient to both the business and residence pop- 
ulation of the town. It may be urged that the question as to 
whether the Government shall erect a Federal building at Pine 
Bluff has already been determined by action of Congress. It a eh ieee 
merely remains to be seen when the Government will proceed —— = 100,000 of this aa can — their disabili 

with this work and how much it will appropriate to construct the — Fee ee eee sheir —— 
SealtAtner sions te a many Se one-half. There ; 

This bill carries an appropriation of $100,000, which, in my Se will aaa seme alien —." = 
judgment, will provide for the construction of a building sufficient When we a as the an ae nine 27 1890 the good in size and in appointments to comply with the demands of the effected by the enactment of the new law is stil hd ; 

on this measure, ‘The cause is meritoriows, and Iam confident | THe invalids on the roll under that law are rated as follo 
that the sense of fairness and the spirit of progress which actu- | > 87, 984 | rt oo woneeeeannee eens - 
ates this body will cause this appropriation to be made at as early | At $3.7 077777 141,208 | At $11 

a date as may be practicable. There are 157,255 widows on the roll under this act 
month, and two at $10, with but 4,599 at $12. Consequer 

Service-Pension Bill—The Country’s Debt to the Veterans—No | Passage of the service-pension act will increase the | 
Retrenchment in Payment of Pensions g75,000 invalids under that act from 50 to 100 per cent, ar 

. = live an addition of $4 amonth, or 50 per cent more, to th 
widows who are now on the rolls at $8 per month. 

SPEECH From 175,000 to 225,000 veterans, in addition, are eligi! 
on st ee - they = re pn ~ ere 

; merit of their claims. of these, without further appli 
| | Q) N ‘ I R A K 5 R I D K R . will be placed, as they deservedly should be, on the r te 

OF REW YORE | if it should cost $25,000,000 or more; it is a meritorious mi 
— as | worthy of every patriotic Member’s indorsement. Constantly 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, | appeals are made for the introduction of bills for expedit 
claims. The examinations, delays, calls for more evidence, o1 
bring misery to those who deserve the nation’s care. Now 

On the bill (H. R, 11287) making appropriation for the diplomatic and consu- | whose husband was wounded, disabled, or died in the cause, 1 

lar service for the fiscal year ending June w0, 1906. man who ever marched under Old Glory with honor, should aj 
n r. RIDER said: peal to the heart of the nation in vain. 
aur 

are the 

eC erlhaI 
At $10.62} z 

1 

Wednesday, February 3, 1904. 

. SPEAKER: As the son of a veteran I desire to call the atten- Destitution speaks more eloquently in its very silence tha 
tion of the House to the service-pension bill. No tongue can tell, | oratory of the most rhetorical and polished scholar. F: 
no mind can measure, no statesman foresee the ultimate results | over this land come cries for help from those who answer 
of the greatest war the world has ever known. That fearful in- | call when help was needed. The Grand Army of the Republic ha 
ternecine strife marked an epoch in the working out not only of | urged the enactment of this measure. Shall we heed it or col 
the destiny of this nation, but of mankind as well. While we of | calculate the cost and reject it? No amount of money car 
another generation read of the bloody battles of Antietam, Get- | repay the debt of gratitude we owe. Pay it in part, and in 
tysburg, Lookout Mountain, Missionary Ridge, the march to the | directions economize. The sons of veterans, the veterans | 
sea, the capture of Richmond, the surrender of Appomattox, and | selves, and all men who loves their country should bend eve: 
glory in the naval and military genius of McClellan, Hancock, | ergy to secure the passage of this act. 
Sherman, and Grant, we must not forget the thousands who made | _ Its justice must appeal tous. Though long delayed, 
possible the victories achieved. The scenes of carnage in South | now— 
and North are consecrated by the blood of martyrs in the cause | Lest we forget, lest we forget. 
of human freedom. To the survivors of that war we owe a debt | 
of gratitude which we can never repay. eo ar — 

There should be no mean, carping spirit manifest itself in the Naval Appropriation Bill. 
matter of pension claims. Let us retrench and economize in any | 
other direction, but never let us be guilty of base ingratitude | SPEECH 
toward those who have made this country all that it is to-day. | ee 
Best, grandest, and noblest in all the world, with a magnificent | oF . 
domain stretching from the Great Lakes to the tropic sun, with | J {\ y TRKEK V1) 
happy homes, with great industries, with mighty cities that rival | H ON = E D W A R D B 5 " R Ek LA 
and excel the cities of the Old World, and more than that, with a | OF NEW YORE, 
people perfectly united, knowing no North, no South, no East, no | IN THE HOUSE oF REPRESENTATIVES, 
W est—one great land of freemen—and no enemy, however power- 
ful, within our boundaries or without can or ever will overthrow Wednesday, February 24, 1904. 

it. The egis of Him who holds the reins of government over all | The House being in the Committee of the Whole House on t] 
peoples hovers over us. His guiding hand will lead us on until | Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 12220) ma} 
our destiny shall have been fulfilled. | priations for the nayal service for the fiscal year ending Jun 

We read much nowadays of America’sinvasion of England, Ger- | for other purposes 
many, France, Japan, and China, of our commercial supremacy, Mr. VREELAND said: 
of the growth and influence of American ideas, and we gloryin! Mr. CHAIrRMAN: I move to strike out the last three 
the power of our country; but let not the glamour of aggrandize- | think it is fair that the Committee of the Whole Ho 
ment make us forget what we owe and is rightfully due to those | understand from the members of the Naval Committe: 
who saved the nation’s life. amined this subject, and who have acted upon the rec 

The service-pension bill advocated by the national pension com- | tion of the officials of the Government charged with 
mittee of the Grand Army of the Republic, now before Congress, | just what it is we intend to do under the item now w! 
proposes to place on the pension rolls all those who served ninety | sideration. Here is an item appropriating some $800.0) 
days and were honorably discharged and the widows of all such at | ing stations, for dry docks, for wharves, for prelimina 
the rate of $12 per month. The amount of good this measure will | the Philippine Islands. Notwithstanding the criticism 
do toa great number of men and women who are now getting less | friend from Tennessee [Mr. Garnes] and other naval ex] 
than $12 per month or nothing at all is beyond calculation. ‘that side of the House who have gone down to the sea 1) 



to say that the Navy Department of this Government, 
- Department, all of the trained experts employed by 

rnment to determine a proper place for a naval station 
Philippine Islands, have, without exception, declared in 

fa naval station at Olongapo. onSubig Bay. Nor will the 
G nt suffer much loss in transferring the site for a naval 
ta -om Cavite on Manila Bay to the ‘proposed location on 

G 
ql iting dock, the machinery of the coal docks, nearly all 

ense that we have laid out in Manila, we are informed 
| officials, can be readily moved to the new station at 

We aresimply voicing in this bill the unanimous re- 
very naval officer and every expert who has examined 

The estimates made by the Navy Department and 
the Committee on Naval Affairs by the Secretary of | 
show that a naval station suitable for the purposes 
ed States can be had at an expenseof about $9,000,000. 
1 provide for a dry dock suitable for docking battle 

1 would provide for a complete navy-yard. shops, ma- 
1d tools, where all necessary repairs could be made to 
the United States. 

I con- 

items in this entire naval bud- 
m at | langenes on Subig Bay, in the Philij pine islands. 

f themost important 
n the testimony of Adn 
Navy who have pane ared before the committee, we 

iat the Army and Navy of the United States would be 
nable to sustain themselves in the Philippine Islands in 
ar without a fortified naval station. 
stion has been raised by our friends on the other side as 

e should build a naval station at all in the Philippine 
They voted recently, in the fortification bill, against 
such a station in the Philippine Islands. They com- 
we are unwilling to say what our intentions are in the 
Islands. They complain that they are unw Ming 

end any money for a station there until we tell them whet! 
I se to permanently remain in those islands. Mr. ( — 

it seems to me that our Democratic friends can find a better 
swer to that question in the platform of the last Democratic 
tional convention and in the answer of the American people at 

last national election. In 1900 the Democratic party, in con- 
assembled, declared that the question of retaining the 
es should be the paramount issue before the American 
In so far as they could do it, they made it the param<¢ 

e the American people. They went before the people 
t election upon the ground that we should retreat from the 

lippines—that we should either leave them a helpless wreck, 
‘that we should give them back to Spain or trade them off to some 

mn, or that we should sail away and leave them, regard- 

i it 

er 

unt 

nati na 

This appropriation, then, is for the | 
iry work of making a suitable navy-yard and naval sta- 
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docks and there let it rot. 

1iral Dewey and other high offi- | 

to | 

f their fate and of all the expenditure of blood and treasure | 
we had made. They went before the American people upon 
proposition. I say to the gentlemen on the other side that 

eived their answer from the American people. 
ived uswer that we would stay in the Philippine Islands: 

hat we would stay there as long as our dnty to humanity and the 
interests of the American people compelled us to stay there. [Loud 
ipplause on the Republican side. | 
But, Mr. Chairman, even from their point of view they should 

join with us in building a naval station in the Philippines. I have 

They re- | s 

ver heard it contended by Democratic authority in any platform 
t by any Democrat upon the stump that even if we decided to | 
bandon the Philippine Islands, if we should sail away and leave 
hem, we should not retain there a naval station fully equipped 
ior the use of vessels of the United States and for the great com- 

this country which is growing up in the East. 
hairman,I believe, on the whole, that the del Mr s ate upon | 

al budget for the coming year has been satisfac tory to | 
0 love their country. It bas not been a partisan debate; 

be, I assume, a partisan vote. Upon both sides of this 
a large majority, I hope, will cast their votes in favor of 

ting the policy of building up the American Navy. But 
far has been raised upon this side of the Chamber in 

position to that policy. This comes from a man who enjoys 
ly the highest respect of his colleagues upon this side, but I 
eve, sir, that he is out of line, not only with his party, in vot- 

nst the continued increase of the American Navy, but, 
more important, he is out of line with the best sentiment 
parties of the American people. 
taken some pains to notice the press clippings from the 

ich represent the sentiment of the people in various 
the United States, not the papers which represent the 

it of one party alone, but those which represent the senti- 
both the great parties. So far as my observation has 
eteen out of twenty of these representatives of public 
disagree wi 

e so 

th the distinguished gentleman from Ohio | 
ON] in his desire to tie up the American Navy to the | 

SSIONAL RECORD. 

I shonld love t« nr $s 

|in part the great State of Ohio at the other end of the‘ L 
[laughter and eae but I wouk Li never advise him to 
fore the loyal people of the — e of Ohio upon a proposition 

we shall stop building up the American Navy. ~ 
What is the need of the Navy? The remarks of the gentleman 

from Ohio go to the root of the matter. If | s rig] 
prophecy that an era of peace and good will has coi f 4 
right in his theory that the days of warfare have passed 
he is right in his theory that the United Stat ‘ America 
able to impose their will upon the other 1 3 | ( 
gardless of whether there is force behind n n 
only do not need to further build up our N but w 
Navy at all. 

WwW ‘hy do we need a navy? Mr. Chairman, we c 
get along without one. If wed with other 1 he 
ights of American citizens 0 L | Stat I red, I 

suppose we can surrender. It is always easy to surrt Is 
pose we can pay money for dami res to placate the ] S1DLe 

I suppose we might turn over a slice of our ter y tosa 
selves from the wrath of those who have not c i i 
and to maintain armies. But, Mr. Chairman, non is } 
that the American people will consent to do t hi 
all know that the American people are a proud people, a] 
spirit “dd people. We know there is no nation o a iw 

quicker resent an insult to its flag; we know that there is 
| ple on earth which will more strenuously stand for its rights 
when it is convinced that its rights are being infringed. W 

| know, Mr. Chairman, that no lack of preparation which mig 
exist would prevent the American peopl ym ré ting in 
to their interests or insult » their fi or tha ld 
them from rushing into war should they cons t th 3 
necessity for it. 
Our Democratic friend dwel ra day o1 he 

statement that the Democt rty area wce pa But, M 
Chairman, while they nod ea peac Ww he Ame 
ic an peo} ile are a peace-loving people, while the j 
take up the gage of battle if any other hon : 
found, yet 1 believe that even the Democr ( L ni 
prevent the American people from rushing into ' t] - 

| lieved that their interests demanded it. Isa , because | 
member that when the Spanish-American war was imm 
friends upon the other side were not seeking to hold k tl 
United States from engaging in battle, but I remembe1 t no 

| other citizens of the United States were more urgent and strenu- 
ous in their demand that the United States should int re in 
that conflict than were our friends upon the others I re- 
member that they were so eager for war t!] y were unwill- 
ing to wait until he who then sat in the Presidential chair \ 
ible to prepare the forces of the United State r the con 
And so, Mr. Chairman, I am afraid that we could not depend upon 
the Democratic party to ke ep us out of battle fneed. | 
hould rather conclude that their years of warfare upon t) ! 

| side, the years of warfare that they have waged again 
years of warfare which they have waged ag each r } 
years of warfare which they have waged against ev hing 

| was proposed upon this side had so sharpened a] 
battle that they would be the first to lead us int 

I know the humane instincts of the gentleman from O] M 
Burton] and that his broad | a for oe d would inclin m 
to the belief that danger of war had passed away; but I feat ‘ 
when we look abroad among oe nation f the earth li groun 
can be found for the belief that the United States will be safe 
relying entirely upon the justice of its actions 
We see two great nations already engaged in w lt i mat- 

ter of common knowledge that other of the great power I 
involved in that conflict. We have seen already in t w 1O- 
tween Russia and Japan the tremendous importance of sea } 
No man can look even a year into the future I , - 
tion the United States may be oblig red to assume in or 
tect its trade and to protect its policies. All of the exper 
the past goes to show that the best guaranty we can have of 
with other nations, the best guaranty that we can ‘ 
interests will be respected, is the knowledge that the ! : : 
has in addition to the justice of its cause actual 
enforce its rights. 

if we had had no navy, would war with Spain - 
vented? If we answer, ** Yes,’”’ then that war w ha I 
prevented for the reason that the Ameri I 
to assert their rights in matters where W 
ested. If we answer that the lack of a navy wi . 
vented that war. and I do not believe that it d 
it, then the American people, thr lac p l 
have rushed into at least temporary eat and I 

But some of our friends m tl her s \ } 
in favor of a moder: ite navy. ii rn I u 
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avy at all. how large should it be, and what is a moderate navy? 
if weintend only to assert our rights against the second and third 
and fourth-class nations of the earth, then our Navy is already 
three or four times larger than it need to be. But if the Ameri- 
can people intend to assert their rights when necessary against 
any or all who may oppose them, and I believe that they do, then 
in my judgment we need a navy as powerful as that of any other 
nation on earth except Great Britain. We do not need a navy 
the size of that of Great Britain because her fairest and greatest 
and richest colony lies for 3,000 miles along our borders, where 
no English line-of-battle ships can protect it. It is a hostage prac- 
tically within our power which stands for peace. But,more than 
this, the trade relations which exist between the two countries, 
the community of ideas and of interests along many lines, the ties 
of language and of blood, and finally the fact that Great Britain 
has formally and repeatedly accepted the Monroe doctrine, for- 
bid the idea that we need a navy to cope with that of Great Brit- 
ain. There is no other nation that has a seacoast upon which is 
so many billion dollars’ worth of property, upon which so many 
great cities, with their inhabitants and with all the wealthin them, 
lie scattered along its seacoast exposed to the attacks of the enemy 
as the people of the United States. 
We are told by those who know that these cities can not be en- 

tirely protected by seacoast defenses or by mines. The best system 
of defense might easily be that which would strike a powerful 
blow, perhaps thousands of miles away from our coast and upon 
the coast and at the cities of ourenemy. Not only that, Mr. Chair- 
man, but the United States has voluntarily taken upon itself du- 
ties and burdens which require it to maintain a formidable navy. 
The people of the United States many years ago promulgated the 
Monroe doctrine. .It is not a Republican. doctrine. It is not a 
Democratic doctrine. It is the settled and established policy of 
the people of these United States, and that policy requires that we 
shall prevent, by force of arms if necessary, the lodgment upon 
the shores of this continent, or the continent of South America, 
of any foreign power; that we shall prevent, by force of arms if 
necessary, the increase of the interest of foreign powers in the 
governments or the territories upon this continent. Mr. Chair- 
man, it has been said, and it seems to me it has been truly said, 
that the Monroe doctrine is just as strong as the battle ships of 
the United States that are built to defend it. [Applause. | 

The Monroe doctrine is not international law. It is the mere 
assertion by the United States of a policy which it deems for its 
best interests. It is not a moral question; it is purely a question 
of national self-interest. Any other nation, if it thinks its inter- 
ests lie in that direction, has a right to disregard it; but before 
doing so it would doubtless carefully examine the naval register 
of the United States. We all remember that while this nation 
was in the throes of civil war a foreign nation sought to set up a 
monarchy in Mexico in contravention of the Monroe doctrine. 
We remember that they discontinued their efforts upon the invi- 
tation of our Government, not because they were convinced of 
the justice of our contention, but because hundreds of thousands 
of hardy veterans stood armed and equipped ready to enforce our 
demand. 

The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Burton] asks what nation is 
challenging the Monroe doctrine. At present, none. No nation 
will challenge it so long as the United States is prepared upon the 
sea to make that challenge result in such an outiay of blood and 
treasure as would outweigh any probableadvantages growing from 
the colonization of South America. Every portion of the earth’s 
surface not inhabited by nations capable of defending themselves 
is the scene of exploitation, colonization, and division except South 
and Central America. Africa has been divided up among the 
earth-hungry nations of Europe. The probability at present 
seems to be that a similar fate awaits Asia. If such result does 
not follow it will be solely because force is set off against force 
and not because of any principles of right and justice. Japan has 
a Monroe policy relating to Manchuria and Korea, which it con- 
siders essential to its national existence, but the maintenance of 
that policy to-day depends entirely upon the strength of its fleets 
and armies. 

Mr. Chairman, it is true that the wealth, the number, the re- 
sources, and energy of the people of the United States are impor- 
tant factors to be considered by the nation that proposed to en- 
gage in conflict with us. We consider that our isolated position 
renders the maintenance of a large standing army unnecessary. 
We have no powerful neighbors lying adjacent to our borders 
able to invade our territory at a moment’s notice. Given the 
modest body of regulars which we maintain as a first line of de- 
fense, together with perfected plans for rapidly organizing and 
equipping the millions of militia and volunteers who would re- 
spond to their country’s call, and we may feel fairly secure against | 
any invasion of our shores. But for the purposes of maintaining 
the Monroe doctrine or the foreign policies and interests of the 

United States our 80,000,000 of people, with wealth and 
and resources sufficient to build and equip a thousand battle 
would stand helpless upon our shores while the honor and 
ests of the United States would depend upon our war shins 
were built and equipped and ready to engage the ene) 
seems probable that in future wars the command of the «, 
all the tremendous advantage which goes with it, will }. 
mined in the first thirty days of conflict. The wars of the 
will not wait three or four years for us to build and e& juip 
ships. ; 

Mr. Chairman, what is there in our history which leads 
men to say that the possession of a navy is likely to tem» 
unnecessary war? Do they mean that we must keep our 
so weak that we shall not dare assert our rights and pro: 
interests? Never in our history, perhaps with the exc: 
the Mexican war, have our people entered upon a war of : 
or aggression, and that was a war brought on by the slay 
to furnish room for the extension of slavery to offset the 
forces of freedom. At the close of the civil war the Unit: 
was equipped with overwhelming power to cope with an 
nation either on land or sea. We had armed and equip; 
ready for service a million and a half seasoned veterans of ( 
army. Our ironclads, invented during that war, had 1 
worthless the wooden navies of the world. During that 
just and deep resentment of the people of the United Si 
been aroused against Great Britain, because it had vio! 
laws of neutrality in permitting Confederate cruisers | 
Alabama to be built and equipped in its shipyards. Ow 
were hardened by four years of warfare and flushed with 
and yet, under these exceptional circumstances, the A) 
people preferred the paths of peace to those of war and 
example to the nations of the world by entering into a! 
first great arbitration tribunal for the settlement of diff 
out of which came the Geneva award. 

The gentlemen who assert that the possession of a stror 
will tempt the American people into an unnecessary war wil 
nothing in our temperament or history to justify their c 
Some gentlemen profess to be in favor of having a stro 
but object that we are building it too fast. Their voices : 
a navy, but their votes are against it. We commenced 
the new Navy in 1883. We have now completed elev: 
ships of the first class; that is about one in two years. \ 
about twenty-two ships of the line, or an average of 01 
Certainly this record does not invite the criticism t! 
building too fast; rather the contrary. Comparison is 1 
the number of ships we are building at the present ti: 
those being built by other naval powers, showing that w 
building more than France or Germany. But this is : 
comparison, because gentlemen well know that our shi| 
for a few years past has been congested; that ships whic 
have been finished years ago are still in the shipyards 
ample, the battle ship Ohio should have been finished, a 
to contract, in 1901, but is still only 85 per cent complete: 

Mr. Chairman, some gentlemen contend here that w 
discontinue spending money for a navy and for the fort 
of our coasts in order that we may spend more money in 
provements. Ina government such as ours the tende1 
ways to neglect purely national interests in order to tak: 
those which are local and personal. Never in our bis‘ 
we approached a war for which we were prepared. The} 
for this are evident. All measures for the expenditure 
must originatein this House. The Members of this Ho 
sent directly Congressional districts, upon whose favor t 
depend for continued service in this body. The Memb 
secure a public building for his district or have some rive! 
for purposes of supposed navigation advertises the fa 
people of his district that he is an active and influent! 
sentative. In the ordinary parlance he is ‘doing som 
his district.’’ 

Expenditures along this line count for the political be: 
personal aggrandizement of the Member, whereas a great 
of work put in for the promotion of purely national ob 
the upbuilding of the Navy may attract little attention 1) 
trict. The tendency always is, therefore, to push the 
ture of public money along a hundred lines which are su 
confer some local benefit rather than along lines which ar 
national in their benefits. It is creditable to the Membe! 
House on both sides of the Chamber that they have ste 
hered to the policy of building a navy which shall prope! 
sent the power and greatness of the United States upon | 
I am unwilling to believe, Mr. Chairman, that any press 
local benefits will induce Congress to depart from tha 
{[ Applause. } a 
Economy in public expenditures is always commenda 

let us not apply it to those projects which concern the sa 
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‘f the whole nation. Let us economize anywhere rather 
ur Navy, which represents the power of our country in 
ourse with foreign nations. 
slighting remarks have been made during this debate 
United States as a world power. Theable leader of the 
has talked about the United States going up and down 

‘a world-powering.’’ Some gentlemen seem to long | 
to the condition we were in seventy-five or a hundred | 

), when the energies of our people were entirely absorbed 
ping our own country and we had little interest in the 
other countries. But the gentlemen might as well wish 
could be children again. The United States has simply 

»manhood. It stands a Colossus, with ever-widening in- 
mong the nations of the earth. It is first in agriculture 
inmining. In the value of its manufactured products 

other three nations. The value of the products of 
s and factories and farms exported to all parts of the 

earth exceed those of any other nation. We have grown beyond 
t where the energies of our citizens can be confined to 
lopment of our own country and supplying the needs of 

ir own citizens. In the days of the fathers, to have crossed the | 
s the event of a lifetime, and Europe was another world. 

In days of steam and electricity a drop of a point in the 
irket of New York is reflected in an hour in London and 

aris and Berlin. 

any 

re 

W adhering to the policy of protecting our home market, 
ompetitors for the markets of the world; our interests lie 

nevery portion of the globe where human wants are to be sup- 
dd, T ead are the conditions which have made us a world 
Ww And the energy and genius of our people are such that 

our interest in the affairs of the world will increase from year to 

lo not need a navy to protect our merchant marine. We 
me. In every other field of human endeavor the American | 
occupy a leading position. The stupidity of the Demo- 

cratic party and the cowardice of the Republican party have 
stripped our merchant vessels from the sea. ButI believe, Mr. 

‘man, that a people intelligent enough to make this the great- 
lucing country on earth will not long be content to be ab- 
lependent upon other nations to carry their products to 

market. Mr. Chairman,I should be glad, personally, to see the 
building programme for the Navy made larger in the present bill. 
B represents fairly the consensus of opinion of the committe: 

lieve will meet with the approval of the country. [Loud 

+ 

Commodore John Barry. | 

iedecniaanen 
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SPEECH 

HON. MICHAEL E. DRISCOLL, 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

March 12, 1904 

for the erection of amonument t 
modore John Barry. 

COLL said: 
iAIRMAN: Rather late in the second session of the last 

Long [ introduced a bill providing for the erection in the city 
ngton, at an expense not to exceed $50,000, of a monu- 
honor of John Barry, on which shall be placed the fol- 
nscription: 

Saturday, 

H. R. 62) o the memory of Com- 

RIS 

)the memory of John Barry, father of the American Navy. 

» action having been taken on it, I reintroduced it at the 
ops : of the extraordinary session of this Congress. It was re- 
‘erred tothe Library Committee, the chairman of which requested 
mm ibmita statement of the facts which in my judgment would 

Congress in providing for the erection of this monument 
v this significant inscription. I have therefore prepared for 

sion to the committee and the House a brief sketch of his 
services, composed princ ipally of extracts from official 

iblic records and statements made by his illustrious con- 
iries, and have supple anenteli this with my own conclusions 
sons why this bill should at this time receive favorable 

ife and services of this able seaman and distinguished 
were not properly brought to the notice of our people by pat 
orians and publicists until Mr. Martin I. J. Griffin, of 

CONGRESSIONAL 

father was induced to gratify his desire, and he wa ‘ 
chantman, in which service he continued several years I ) i 
afforded by the in termissio! ns of his voyages were improv ) 
tage by applying himself to the acquisition of ‘ Poss a 
strong and active mind, he was enabled, with at 1 

| quire a good practical education. In the fourteenth or fifteent ear 
his age he arrived in America, which he immediately determined ak 
the country of his adoption 

In his new situation he was not long without employn 
| himself diligently to his profession; al d in a very shor h 
skill, the steadiness of his habits, and the integrity of : 
mended him, successively, to some of the most respectable I 
day. * * * He thus continued growing in 1 yputation and a q 
industry and perseverance, a decent competency, until the ntr 
tween the mother country and her then colomes gave a new 
thought and opened new prospects to ambition. H yuld 1 u 
interest in __s events; he did not hesitate as to the part ! a 
the bias of his youth wasin favor of liberty. At that inte ng I 
Great Britain brought her veteran armies and powerful navi 
compliance with her unjust demands, and when all but n s 
their liberties would have = yemed resistance fo vy, it became in 
soles t officers whose valor and discretion, whose experience S 

give the utmost efficiengy to our insignificant means of def y 
ance. The rare union in Commodore Barry of all the : 
mended him to the notice of | Congress,and he was honoré y tha ‘ 
one of the first naval commissions. 

He seems to have been ambitious and capable from the start, for 
in the year 1766, when only 21 years of age, he wascaptain of the 
schooner Barbadoes, engaged in trade between Philadel; ,and 
the Barbadoes Islands. The clearance records show that he co 
tinued in the West Indies and coastwise trade, in command 
spectively of the Patty and Poily, the Industry, the 
and the Peggy, and on December 21, 1774, he sailed from Phila- 
delphia for Bristol, England, as masterof the Black J sce, and 
returned October 15, 1775, in command of the same vessel. She 
was one of the finest merchant ship s on the sea. owne vy J 
Nixon, who read the Declaration of Independence to the 
of Philadelphia on July 8, 1776. She was afterwards sold to‘ 
gress, equipped as a war vessel, and named the , after 
founder of the English mt 
The first two ships p hased by the Congress wer 

ton and the Reprisal. nen Barry was appointed t 
the Lexington in December, 1775, and early in 
he sailed from Philade iphia down the De laware, and on t i 
of April fell in with the Edward, a tender of the mat i 
erpool. Anengagement to yk place, which he descril $ 

She eng gag rod us near twit iasses Tl sy killed t wo il 10, W 

two more. Weshatter -d hes er ina terrible manner, as e. W 
and wounded several of her crew. Is! give you a j i 
the powder and arms ta ren out of her I 

ave the happiness t laint ¥ L I 
ourage. (Penna. Gaz , Apr. 17, 177 

Of this victory John A lams said ; 
We Seale Sopa ame tle fig » here in the navy v 

fitted ont herea few day: LZ na r i 

: k man-of-war in the Delaw: 
n with a tender b n 
h engagement 8 > 

n swivels. (Athenw#num M M 

Pp reble, in his Origin of the Flag (2d ed., p. 24 says 
This Lexington of the seas, there! I 

annals that the Lexington f: m ¥ : 
ing been the arena of the fi: ‘ l 
She was the first vessel that 1 
ocean. 

Bailey. in his Naval Biography, page 157, sa 
She (the Lexington) was the first cont ntal vess w 

the port of game nae Having cruised successfully 
latter part of the same year, transferred to the 
frigates built in Philadelphia. I é tfu 
gation of the Delaware being im; A 
pend d, his bold and restless spi: ] I 

in his country’s cause that ! 
with distinguished re putation as 
important operations which took pla 

When the British obtained comman 
1777 it was deemed pruds O Se@I 
hill, where they might possibly | - : : 
several others, effected their escape v bow 

) 
L RECORD. 

Philadelphia, a few years ago wrote and published his graphy 
which he modestly terms ‘‘ an historical compilation. For the 
thorough research in the examination of ancient records and the 
unusual amount of labor and industry ne nenmeite required in 
the preparation of this work, he is entitled to the gratiti n 
only of Barry’s admirers, but of all Americans who believe in 
paying a just tribute to the illustrious founders and def 
the Republic. I freely acknowledge my obligation to 
facts and references contained in his book, on which I have vw! 
liberally and verified in most in ; 

Isaac Bailey, in his American N: ‘aval Biography, publisl i 
1815, only twelve years after Barry’s death, gives the following 
statement of his early life: 

Commodore Barry was born in the county of Wex 
Treland, in the year 1745. His father wasa | Vy respect 
whose roof he received the first impressions of that ingennu« ‘ 
high-toned magnanimity which were conspi sattribu r 
Ata very early age he manifested a strong inclination to f v tl é His 

were soon alter « ever, 
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le the frigates were lying near Whitehill, Commodore Barry formed 
a project which for boldness of design and dexterity of execution was not 
surpassed, if equaled, during the war. Itstruck him that the enemy might 
be severely annoyed by means of small boats properly armed, which being 
stationed down the river and bay mightintercept supplies going to the enemy, 
and in case of danger take refuge in the creeks. He accordingly manned the 
boats of the frigates, and under cover of night, with muffled oars, descended 
the river. He arrived opposite the city before the enemy or citizens had any 
intimation of their movement. Ina moment all was consternation and alarm, 
the enemy apprehending some impending disaster, while the citizens, sup- 
posing the project impracticable, despaired of the safety of their friends. 

The object was effected, and the success which crowned the adventure was 
worthy of the enterprising spirit which conceived it. They not only suc- 
ceeded in intercepting supplies of provisions from the surrounding country, 

captured several vessels loaded with military munitions and valuable 
stores for the British officers. 

General Washington always spoke with great satisfaction of this enter- 

hint put 

prise and those concerned in it; indeed, he gavea public expression of thanks | upon the enemy’s ships. 
to the commodore and his officers. 

Barry continued in command of the Lexington to render active | 
service in the vicinity of Delaware Bay, capturing British sup- | 
plies and protecting American commerce and interests, until he | 
was appointed by the marine committee to take command of the 
Effingham inthe autumn of 1776. It may be mentioned here that 
he was the seventh captain named, while John Paul Jones was 
the eighteenth. Bailey’s Naval Biography, page 157, says: 

In the eventful winter of 1776-77, the navigation of the Delaware being im- 

father, Henry Laurens, President of the Congress, dated M 
9, 1778, page 140, he says: 

You will be informed of Captain Barry’s success with two or three 
) \ Two transports loaded with forage, one of 

| met ee 4-pounders, attended by a schooner mounting eight 4-p: 
boats on the Delaware. 

and four howitzers, fell into his hands by his gallantry and address. 

Of this Washington said (Sparks’s Writings of Washington 
| 5, p. 271): 

The exploit was considered highly creditable to Captain Barry, ona 
of the ee and daring he displayed in going down the river \ 
was full of the enemy’s shipping and small craft. 

And Washington wrote Barry as follows: 
I have received your favor of the 9th instant, and congratulate yo. 

success which has crowned paw gallantry and address in the late 
Alt 

reaping the full benefit of your conquests, yet there is ample conso!; 
the degree of glory which you have acquired. 

Frost. in his Naval Biography, said: 
For boldness of design and dexterity of execution it was not surpa 

| equaled, during the war. 

Nine days later Barry, with four small boats, captured 

ough circumstances haye prevented yo 

| the enemy’s transport ships, one mounting six 4-pounder: 
other two swivels; also a schooner with eight 4-pounders, ; 
4-pound howitzers, and thirty-two men. 

peded by ice and all naval employment suspended, his bold and restless | 
spirit could not be inactive. So zealous was he in hiscountry’s cause that he 
volunteered his services in the Army, and served with distinguished reputa- 

In the fall of 1778 Captain Barry was ordered to take command 
of the Raleigh, from which Capt. Thomas Thompson was r 

tion as aid-de-camp to General Cadwallader in the important operations 
which took place in the vicinity of Trenton. 

During the year 1777 he was senior commander of the Ameri- 
can Navy at Philadelphia, and for some time prevented the cap- 
ture of that city by the enemy. In October of that year he re- 
pulsed a British squadron in their passage up the Delaware, but 
later on the British captured Philadelphia and Barry was directed | 
by the marine board to sink the Effingham in the upper Delaware. 

He was then shipless, but not inactive. The battle of the kegs 
was the result of his resourceful and inventive mind. His idea 
was to float buoys filled with powder and other explosive ma- 
terials down the river, and by striking against the enemy’s ships | 
he hoped to destroy them. The project resulted in more amuse- 
ment than damage. But the idea was original and has been de- 
veloped into the modern destructive torpedo. 

While bottled in the upper Delaware, with only some rowboats 
for a navy, he suggested a plan to harass the enemy below Phila- 
delphia, which is referred .to in a letter from the council to the 
navy board of February 7, 1778, in the following language: 

It has been suggested that it is practicable to annoy the enemy in the river 
below Philadelphia with barges called *‘ guard boats.” A eee of enterprise 
in this way has discovered itself in Captain Barry and other officers of the 
continental navy, and other persons, particularly in the Delaware. 

Barry led an attack, which is described in Abbott’s Naval 
History of the United States, pages 142, 148, and 144, as follows: 

In February, 1778, the Delaware, along the water front of Philadelphia, was 
the scene of some dashing work by American sailors under the command of 
Capt John Barry. This officer was in command of the Effingham, one of the 
vessels which had been trapped in the Delaware by the unexpected occupation 
of Philadelphia by the British. Theinactivity of the vessels, which had taken 
refuge at Whitehall, wasa sore disappointment to Barry, who longed for the 
excitement and dangers of actual battle. 
delphia, it was madness to think of taking the frigates down the stream. 
But Barry rightly thought that what could not be done with a heavy ship 
might be done with a few light boats. 

Philadelphia was then crowded with British troops. 
provide 
winter 

of the 

{ with money, and, finding themselves quartered in a city for the 
led a life of continual gayety. 

| lieved, and on September 25 of that year he sailed for Bost 
| and was very soon thereafter engaged by a superior forc 
enemy. The battle is briefly described in the Army Corr 

|ence of John Laurens (p. 282), in a letter to his father ( 
October 13, 1778, as follows: 

General Greene, who arrived in camp yesterday, gives us an ac 
Captain Barry's having lost his frigate two days after hesailed fron 
He engaged a British 32-gun frigate, and had fought her with his usua 
ery and great prospect of success, his men and officers being swor 

| surrender, when a 64-gun ship came up and put an end to the « 
| not before he had given two or three such firesas Barry’s situation re 

With the British in force at Phila- | 

to the British frigate allowed. Our brave captain then avoided viola 
oath by running his ship on shore at Seal Island and keeping up a fi 
four guns, which he brought to bear in his stern, till he got out his t 
some baggage. He made his escape with eighty hands, the rest wer 
for themselves by landing. Ten who concealed themselves have es 
since; one, an Englishman, remained on board and extinguished 
which Barry put to the ship in order to destroy her, by which means 
saved, and the enemy got her off. 

But the loss of the Raleigh apparently did not lessen his 1 
utation with the Continental Congress, for that body, th 
jecting an expedition against East Florida, appointed him t 
chief command of the Navy, in aresolution passed Novem 
1778, which reads as follows: 

Resolved, That Capt. John Barry be, and is hereby, directed to t 
mand of all armed vessels employed on the intended expedition, 
the order of the commander-in-chief in the Southern Department 
this commission continue in force until the expiration of the inte: 
sion of the province of East Florida, or till the further order of ( 
that he - ceed with the utmost dispatch to the State of Marylar 
to expedite the equipment of the galleys to be furnished by that 5 
proceed with them to Charleston, in South Carolina. 

Congress having changed its plans, and this expeditio: 
been abandoned, Barry went to sea in command of the p: 
brig the Delaware, and continued to harass the enemy) 
merce until the summer of 1780, when he was directed t: 

| to Portsmouth, N. H., and supervise the constructio1 

The great accession to the population | 
town made it necessary to draw upon the country far and near for | 

provisions, and boats were continually plying upon the Delaware, carrying | 
sions to the city. To intercept some of these boats and to give the 

m British officers a taste of starvation was Barry’s plan. 
Accordingly four boats were manned with well-armed crews and with 

muff irs set out on a dark night to patrol the river. Philadelphia was 
reached and the expedition was almost past the city when the sentries on 
one of the British men-of-war gave the alarm. A few scattering shots were 
fired from the shore, but the jackies bent to their oars, and the boats were 
soon lost to sight in the darkness. When day broke Barry was far down the 
river 

Oppt 

Barry 
With 

provi 

te the little post held by the American Army, and called Fort Penn, 
spied a large schooner, mounting ten guns, and flying the British flag. 

* were four transport ships loaded with forage for the enemy's 
forces. Though the sun had risen and it was broad day, Barry succeeded in 
running his boats alongside the schooner, and before the British suspected 
the presence of an enemy the bluejackets were clambering over the rail, 
cutlass and pistol in hand. There was no resistance. The astonished Eng- 
lishmen threw down their arms and rushed below. The victorious Ameri- 
cans battened down the hatches, ordered the four transports to surrender on 
pain of being fired into, and triumphantly carried all five — to the piers 
of Fort Penn. There the hatches were removed and, the Yankee sailors be- 
ing drawn up in line, Barry ordered the prisoners to come on deck. When 
all appeared it was found that the Yankees had bagged one major, two cap- 
tains, three lieutenants, ten soldiers, and about a hundred sailors and ma- 
rines, a very respectable haul for a party of not more than thirty American 
sailors oo 

Barry’s conduct in this enterprise won for him the admiration of friend 
and fce alike. Sir William Howe, then commander in chief of the British 
forces in America, offered the daring American 20,000 guineas and the com- 
mand of a British frigate if he would desert the service of the United States. 

** Not the value and command of the whole British fleet,’ wrote Barry in 
reply, ‘“‘can seduce me from the cause of my country.” 

In the Army Correspondence of John Laurens, in a letter to his ! ing in the interval of loading her guns, the enemy concluded they ha 

| enemy. 
| Biography, page 161, thus graphically described: 

, -_ > wie ‘ 

The soldiers were all | America 
Afterwards, in the same year, he was assign: 

command of the Alliance, the finest and fastest ship in t 
tinental service. 

On February 11, 1781, Barry sailed from Boston for I) 
On board were Col. John Laurens, as special commi 
Thomas Paine, and distinguished Europeans, active friends 
American cause. On that voyage he captured a British « 
the Alert, and took her to L’Orient. 

On March 29, 1781, the Alliance sailed for home, and « 
the passage captured the Mars, the Minerva, the Snow, an 
British war vessels, and on May 28 she met two ship: 

An engagement followed, which is in Bailey’ 

On the preceding day two sail were discovered on the weather bx 
ing for the Alliance; after approaching near enough to be insight du 
night they hauled to the wind and stood on the same course with t! 

At daylight on the 29th it became quite calm; at sunrise the Ame! 
ors were displayed on board the Alliance; the drum beat to quarter 
strange sails were discovered to bea shipand a brig; the British flag 
played,and having by meansof their sweeps got within hailing dista: 
respectively hailed; when it appeared that the ship was His Brita 
esty’s ship of war Atalanta, Captain Edwards, carrying between twe! 
thirty guns, and her escort, the brig Trepasa Captain Smith. The: 
dore ordered them to haul down their colors, which, being refused, ‘ 
nonading immediately began; the Alliance, from want of wind, wa 
log upon the water; while the enemy, by means of their sweeps, cou! 
their position; they ecocedingty kept on the quarters, and athwart t! 
of the Alliance, so that but few guns could be brought to bear up: 
About 2 o’clock the commodore was wounded in the left shoulder by 
shot. Though his wound was dangerous, and excessively painful, her 
on the quarterdeck some time, when the loss of blood obliged him t 
ried to the cockpit. ba 

Shortly after the colors of the Alliance were shot away, and this ! 

yl 
) 



ey manned the shrouds and huzzaed. 
iin, and the renewal of the fire from the Alliance sent the enemy 
iarters. A little wind fortunately springing up, the broadside of 

e was brought to bearuponthe enemy. It did great execution, and 
ey both struck their colors. When Captain Edwards was con- 

the commodore, who was then confined in the cabin, he presented | 
which was immediately returned to him as a testimonial of the 

ion entertained of his bravery, the commodore observing at the 
that he richly merited it, and that his king ought to give him a 

Q r the commodore was wounded and left the deck one of his lieu- 
nt to him while in the cockpit, and representing the shattered 

sails and rigging, the number of killed and wounded, and the dis- 
s under which they labored from the want of wind, desired to know 

should be struck. ‘No,’ said he, ‘‘andif theship can't be fought 
will be carried on deck.” When the lieutenant made known tothe 
termination of their brave commander, fresh spirit was infused 
and they one and all resolved to “stick by him.”’ As soon as his 

; dressed, he insisted on being carried on deck: but before he 
t the enemy had struck. The Alliance had eleven killed and twenty- 
ed. among the latter several of her officers: her rigging and spars 

ttered, and severely damaged in her hull. The enemy hadthesame 
lled and thirty wounded. We have been led into the detail of this 

t was considered at the time of its achievement a most brilliant 
ian unequivocal evidence of the unconquerable firmness and in- 
f the victor. 

26, 1782, he said: 
\ ve long since known that the American Navy is reduced to two 

5 vy, viz, the Alliance, John Barry, commander, now in France, and 
t Samuel Nicholson, commander, that sailed on a cruise about 
sevel eks past to the southward; no intelligence from her since her de- 

wrote Barry on September 21, 1781, as follows: 
J Brown, esq., who is the bearer of this letter, is charged by me in 

-e of three several acts of Congress,of which copies are inclosed, 
ire of sending to sea the frigates Alliance and Deane 
exert yourself to assist him to the utmost of your power. When 

ire ready you will proceed tosea. Theshipsare both under your 
the captain of the Deane being instructed to obey your orders; 
you had best to furnish him a copy of these instructions, giving 

idition as you shall judge necessary for keeping company, respect- 
4, ete. 

This order was afterwards countermanded, and Barry was di- 
rected to sail for France with the Marquis de Lafayette as a pas- 

He obeyed orders to do no fighting and make the fastest 
voy possible, and arrived at L’Orient on January 18, 1782. 

London on May 18. 
41 | the Bermudas and along the American coast. He cap- 
ired many vessels of the enemy and sent them to American 

ports according to directions, 
turing on his way four prizes, which he took to L’Orient in the 

1782, and which, according to his own statement, were sold | 
at public auction in France for the sum of £562.619 12s. 7d. 

She sailed toward the south and the West Indies, arriv- 
ing at Habana in March of that year. On her way to the United 

ites with a quantity of specie, having in company the Conti- 
nental ship Luzerne, three of the enemy’s ships were discovered. 

he last naval battle of the Revolution followed, which Bailey 
ribes (p. 161) as follows: 
American vessels were hove about; the enemy gave chase. The Lu 

t sailing as fast as the Alliance, the commodore ordered her captain 
r guns overboard. <A sail was then discovered on the weather 

ng downupon them. The Alliance hove out a signal, which was 
She proved to be a French ship of fifty guns. Relying upon her 

the commodore concluded to bring the headmost of the enemy's 
nm. After inspiriting his crew by an addressand going from gun 
ming his men against toomuch hasteand not to fire till ordered, 

i foraction. Theenemy’s ship was of equal size with the Alliance. 
gagementfollowed. It was very soon perceptible that the Alliance 

I he advantage; most of the enemy’s guns were silenced; and 
.ction of fifty minutes his ship was so severely damaged that she 
signal of distress, when her consorts joined her. 
on board the Alliance was very trifling—three killed and eleven 
Che enemy’sloss was severe—thirty-seven killed and fifty wounded. 

‘English frigates were watching the movements of the French ship, 
in of which, upon coming up with the Alliance, assigned as a reason | 

ng aloof from the action that he was apprehensive the Alliance had 
en and that the engagement was only a decoy. Chase was made, 
French ship being unable to keep up with the American, it was given 

\ gentleman of distinguished naval reputation, when in the Mediterranean 
with the American aren, was introduced to Cass. James Vashan, esq., 
§ 1dmiral of the red, the commander of the British frigate engaged | 
W \lliance. In the course of conversation he made particular inquiry 

iin Barry, related the circumstances of the action, and with the 
fa generous enemy confessed that he had never seen a ship so 
as the Alliance; that he had never before, to use his own words, 
uch a drubbing, and that he was indebted to the assistance of his 

‘he war was now over. The young Republic was desperately 
D Her volunteers were mustered out; her seamen were dis- 7 . ; ; eee 
7 The Alliance was sold at public auction for £2,887, and 
the nation was left without a ship. Barry went to sea in com- 
mand of a merchantman, and continued in private life until the 
J far 1794, when he was again called to serve his country. Algerian 
= ites were harassing American commerce. There was danger 
of y with France. Congress resolved to build a navy, and 
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The American flag was soon | 

ter from William Vernon to John Adams, dated April 

Morris, who had principal charge of naval masters, | 

You will | 

March 16, 1782, Barry sailed for America, arriving at New | 
Soon after he set out on another cruise | 

Then he sailed for France, cap- | 

Early in the year 1783 the Alliance left L’Orient for her last | 

SI 

ordered the construction of a few ships. There was no Navy De- 
partment then, but Henry Knox was Secretary of War, and ad- 
dressed the following letter to Captain Barry: 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

Sir: The President of the United States, by and with the ady und 
sent of the Senate, has appointed you to be a captain f th 3 to 
be provided in pursuance of the act to provide a nava t 
closed. 

It is to be understood that the relative rank t i t 
following order: John Barry, Samuel Nic! on, Silas T 
Richard Dale, Thomas Truxtun 

You will please to inform me as soon as conve t w 
decline the appointment. 

Iam, sir, etc., HENRY x / 

Captain BARRY. 

Barry accepted, entered the service, and continued at t | 
of the Navy until his death, which occurred on Septe rl 
1803. Of his services during this period Bailey 164) sa 

His opinion was very influential in the adoption by the ( 
that excellent model for ships of war, the super 
other has been sostrikingly proved as to have extort 
even of our enemies. 

During the partial maritime w » which we wer y 
sions of the cruisers of the Frencl I Commodore I , 
and actively employed, andthough fortune did n 
of signalizing himself by any splendid victory, v« r 
ice to the commercial interests of the country by protecting its fi 
depredations of the French privateers whi nfes 

In John Fiske’s American Revolution, volum pa 
pears the following: 

The first commander in chief of the United States Navy was E el | 
| kins, of Rhode Island, appointed by Congress in Decs r, 1775 ‘ 
was intended to correspond in the Navy with that h: Wa 
Army. Inthe papers of the ti $ e! 
seamen he was commonly knov 1m l I 
him were captains. In February, | ypk t 
fleet. In April, with two sloops d tl s1 1 
the British sloop Glascow, 20, and fail tal | 
with severe and perhaps excessive condem nm. y > 
Congress passed a vote of censure on him; al J ed 

| him from the service. For the rest of the war 1 l 
Navy was appointed 
| One of Hopkins’s vessels, the brig Lexington, 14 
Barry,a native of Wexford County 1, W g i 
delphia. In April, 1776, a few days after Hopkins vilur 
the British tender Edward off the capes of Virginia and capture 
an hour’s fight. This was the first capture of a British warship \ 
ican. Barry served with distinction through the wa ‘ i 

| the Navy in 1803. 
| . 

| Judson’s Sages and Heroes of the Revolution says (1 i 
He was noble in spirit, humane in dis 1e, d irles 

tle, urbane in his manners, a splendid offi Zoot 1 < 
tian, and a good patriot. 

Bailey describes him as follows (p. 164 
He was eminently qualified for the important stations which he fi l. He 

| possessed courage without rashness, a constan t 
subdued, a sound and intuitive judgm np i I 
the most trying emergencies—cor l, mi 

| tempered the sterner qualiti recomme m t 
teem of all, a humanity feeling which made him no ter 
comfort and happiness of those wl th rtune of w § 
power than he had been ambitious to juer ther Ha 
part of a long life upon th ‘ean, he i seen every pos 
ice; he knew how to sympathize, therefore, ew 
his command; to this it was owing that, th d 

| ways conciliated the attachment of his sail rer 
no person who has sailed with him as seaman, officer, or passe1 J 
been heard to speak of him but with the most resp« 
gard to his seamen especially, with all the extravaga I 
found any difficulty in making upa crew, and des 

| unknown. * * * 
| We will only add, asa sanction for what ha ( Ww 
ington had the highest opinion of his merit and entert l for him I 
cere and lasting friendship 

| The foregoing references. only a few of the many whicl ld 

be cited, not only justify an appropriation for a monument to the 
| memory of this great seaman. but warrant the claim that it b 
inscribed as suggested in this bill. They establish the foll n 
facts, succinctly stated: 

That at the breaking out of the war Barry was master of th 
1 | Black Prince, the finest merchant ship in America. She was 

purchased by the First Congress, armored for war, and made tl 
first flagship of the first fleet. under the first commodore, and 
named the Alfred, after the father of the English navy; that 
Barry won the first naval victory of the war in the Continental 

| service and returned the first prize captured from the enemy, in 
| command of the Lexington, which was named after the fi hat 
| tle of the Revolution and was the first ship that 
nental flag to victory on the ocean; that Barry was f 
captain of our present Navy, and continued first in commat 
until the time of his death; that during the last three years o 

1 : : hore the ¢ 

the Revolution he was ranking officer in the Navy, and ht 
the last battle of the war in command of the Alliance, the last 

| and best war ship of the Continental Navy. 
| Some of these facts may have been merely coincidents. We do 
| not, however, predicate our claim on coincidents * accidents, 
but on the substantial merits as proven by the records and writ 
ings of his period. 
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h sides of the Atlantic pre- 
n avoided, or, at all events, 

cipitated by an unyielding gov- 

ne patriots and irresponsibl 

on bot 
a4 

i 

ness men on this side feared lawless- | 
as the burdensome ex- 

or and weak, consist- 
, between which there 
their confidence in one 
dense, unexplored, lim- 

men and beasts. Before 
werful, ambitious nations 

] nded from the 
language. ‘J hey did not then 

‘ferred British dominion to any 

quite as much 
l were I 

“re . coast Live 

hor was 

Wad a 

dese 

ieved it would bea fight toa 
‘operty or position to lose were 

nittal or openly espoused the 
thized with the revolutionists 

n service, for, as John Paul Jones 
hazard was very great.’’ Patriots were called 

of defeat were in danger of losing their proper- 
ed, remained dumb and inac- 

the King. 
as some 
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le CONMUI eth LL 

hesita 
s Ava 

may imagine, a reckless 
thrifty, prosperous man. Asa 
became a shipmaster at 21, and 

t merchantman in America. 
doctrine of taxation without 

had raised the standard of freedom and 
bi ‘s had fought, suffered, and 

He flung self-interest and policy to the 
es, and they were accepted. He enlisted 

ked backward or repented of his action. 
those times which tried 

on’s noble spirit was possessed 
Barry did not despair. He 

k, and fight for the cause. 
vity, his buoyant disposi- 

id inspiration to those 

1ay. Soper. 

sailor’s life, 

eu tie 

ance ( 

ie struggle 

LL, 

nies had no fleet. The Gen- 
. The few merchantmen which 

for in number, tonnage, 
decidedly overmatched by the enemy 

regiments of raw recruits overmatched 
d British regulars; for at least the 
eir fireloc} 

war wert 

ks and had learned how 
tal Congress, but hardly a central 

committees and naval boards, 

n | in issuing and counter- 
ding without regard to 
ame provoked and dis- 
Washington’s patience 
imed their treatment of 

is opinion in pretty strong 
rders of his superiors in 
ing. He did not sulk in 
son continued to fight on 

purpose, his devotion to the 
his ability as a captain com- 
the marine committee. 

» was intrusted with the most 
He fought. one of the very first 

and retired at the head of 
modest dignity and self- 

He believed in the 

confederation of 
assisted in the adoption of the 
ation by the States. 

our present powerful and efficient 
‘the constr 

3, why did President Washington, the 
at its head? How did he 

ition? Not by purchase, 
pull, 

family influence, for he 
; by blood or mar- 

is ». religion, or name, for in those 
;of birth were millstones rather than sup- 
ment was made on the merits. His distin- 

he Revoluti t then forgotten. He 

because.in character, 
was easily the first 

) l 
¢ 
l 

war, 

ame 

the service. 

t in a loose 

a tne firs amulet j 

Tact 

| victory of the war. 

Dur- | 

tion of six ships and the | 

| class to be able to read and write was a crime. 
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naval officer in America, and notwithstanding a change. 
ministration he was kept at the head of our Navy until his 
That the life and services of such a man should have bee) 
looked or ignored is passing strange. 

The friends of this bill might have continued quiescent 
not that we are honoring the memories of other Reyoln} 
heroes of foreign birth. Iam informed that the Lil 
mittee has reported favorably a bill for the erection of a 
ment to the memory of John Paul Jones. I have no criti 
offer on their action, and hope the bill may pass, for he \ 
gallant officer, one of the bravest, and as masterful as |] 
brave. He carried the flag of the young Republic to the 
of England, where it became known and respected. His 
were invaluable. He bearded the lion in his den, and 
between the Richard and the Serapis was the most brilliant 

Notwithstanding his brilliant achiey 
and distinguished services, his claims to recognition are n 
to those of Barry. 

Jones was a soldier of fortune; a knight-errant who lov: 
for the sake of war and seemed to enjoy the excitement an 
ger of battle. In America he enlisted under the standard 
dom and equal rights to all, and when the war was over 
tered the service of Russia, the most despotic govern 
Europe. Barry drew his sword from conviction and be 
believed in the patriots’ cause. It does not appear that 

| ever became a citizen of this country, while Barry at th 
15 made this the land of his adoption. Among the attract 
successful features of Jones’s character was a streak of 1 

| His name was plain ‘‘ John Paul,’’ and he appropriated 
ronymic Jones, possibly to conceal his derivation and Am: 
hisname. Barry never denied or modified his plain chara 
name. 

The King of France made Jones a Knight of the Ord 
and the Empress of Russia conferred upon him the ribbon 
Anne. Barry was an American in sympathy and sent 
well as allegiance. He neither sought nor accepted d 
from princes or potentates. Jones drew from Russia 
Barry drew no pension from the nation he served so wel 
lived and died in Paris. Barry lived at home and died 
delphia. Jones’s guiding star was glory; Barry’s, du: 
represented the knight-errant’s ideal; Barry, the patriot 
was present at the inception of our Navy, but abando1 
another. Barry remained with it, loyal and faithful till | 
Both should have monuments, but Barry’s should be fir 
Lafayette was a noble of France, the hereditary ene1 

land. Hesympathized with the colonists and espoused t] 
His coming to America was a remarkable occurren: 
heralded throughout Europe as well as this country. 
brave and gallant officer and risked his life in battle a 
sea. He entered the Continental service at a critical 
helped save the revolutionists from defeat. His dist 
name and personality added luster to his achievement 
Count Rochambeau was a general of France. He 

the French forces in America and helped turn the tid 
in favor of the revolutionists. He returned to his nat 
continued to serve in the armies of France, and recei 
honors and emoluments from his King and country. 

Baron Steuben, of Prussia, was enjoying a high so 
tary position at home, but he, too, caught the spirit of t 
crossed the Atlantic, tendered his services to Washi 
rendered valuable aid, especially as adisciplinarian. He: 
in this country and received for his services a pension 
tracts of land. 

Pulaski was a revolutionist at home. He was defeated 
lawed; the fire of battle was in his blood. He wanted t 
freedom and the new order. He met Franklin, came to 
fought with the colonists, and was killed at the battle 
nah. The memories of these gentlemen have been 
honored by our people. They are household words. 5 
parks, squares, streets, cities, towns, counties, and ri 
been named after them, and last, but not least, we hav« 

| will erect, to their memories beautiful monuments on t 
corners of Jackson Square. 

Barry was not distinguished for blood or lineage. H 
a scion of a royal house, and made no pretensions. f 
heralded into this world or into this country. Indeed, s 

, | was the social position into which he was born that t 
for he did not date and place of his birth are not free from doubt. Th 

laws, elaborated and refined until the ingenuity of cru 
exhausted were then in force in his land. Priests were 

like beasts of prey. Teachers were outlawed. Fora b 
What © l 

cation he received was picked up after he went to sea D 
quiring mind and close application. His whole career \ 
barrassed by lack of early training, through no fault on ! 
His success illustrates what industrious habits and an ind 
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iative ability, and high character may accomplish in spite of | 
ndicaps of race and religion. His record is an example and | 
tion to boys of our country who are born in poverty, ad- 
_and circumscribed environments. His life and services 
honor on the land of his birth, and glory on the land of his | 

on. 

: people who most earnestly petition for this monument are | 
r or financially unable to raise the necessary funds by 

ir subs ‘ription. Thanks to a land of material resources | 
d, to the most liberal and benefic ent laws on earth, to our | 

s activity and general prosperity, and to their own active 
and brain, many of them are in easy, and some of them in 

it. circumstances, and could without embarrassment con- 
the sum provided for in this bill. Nor are they parsimo- 

x sordid, but give liberally to all causes which appeal to 
yipathies or patriotism. Ww hy, then, do they ask that this 
ent be erected at the expense of the nation? Because he 
deserves it. Because the appropriation carried in this bill 
re pittance compared with the prizes he captured from the 

yand turned into the public Treasury. Because he rendered 
iland efficient service to the Republic when she was poor and 

-in need of his stout heart and resourceful brain. Because 
an honor to the nation, and the nation should honor him. 
‘was descended from that unfortunate people who have 

1 or Washington whose memory they may venerate as the 
of their country, who have no day to c elebrate as the an- 

! ry of a great victory which gave them a place among the 
sof the earth. Erinis depopulated not because her sons 

langhters have not loved her green banner and hillsides, but 
the political conditions have compelled them to seek their 

s under other skies and in other countries. 
yppressive and shortsighted government made it impossible 
- self-respecting and ambitious young men to remain at 

in their desperation they looked across the sea toward the 
sun for deliverance. They thought and dreamed of the 

Republic of the West, where all men were equal before the 
vhere education was not forbidden, where the avenues to 

were not closed, and where merit was rewarded. The 
uth longed for the time when he could buy or beg his 

e across the Atlantic. He came to stay, and became a citi- 
oon as the law would allow. He believed in our institu- 
He inherited that belief from his fighting ancestors. He 

ued it with his mountain air and imbibed it with his mother’s 
mu He 1 

t flag and the Government it represents. 
» dark days of the Revolution there were no Tories of 

lrish birth or blood. There were no Royalists with Hibernian 
names. They hated oppression and the flag that represented it. 

believed in the patriots’ cause, and for it they endured the 
ils of heat and cold, thirst and hunger. On land and sea they 

it for the new flag and the government of the people and by 
people and for the people until the victory was won. 
nd war with Great Britain they again rallied to the standard 

adopted country, with Old Hickory at their head, and in 
vil war, when the integrity of the Union was in danger, 

they contributed their full quota to the Federal armies, while 
were comparatively few in the ranks of the Confederacy. 
eference to individuals or a recital of their achievements 

would be as laborious as unnecessary. Then, of all the men of 

+} 
uD 

lrish birth or descent who deserve weil of their fellow-citizens, 
why have Hibernian organizations and students of Irish and 
Al an history selected John Barry for this special honor? Be- 
cause between them and him there is a fellow-feeling—a bond of 
vinpathy. ‘They revere his memory, not only for what he accom- 

} lasa man, but for whatheenduredasa boy. Their old men 
nced it; their young men have read of it. They love him 
» his early environment did not sour his temper, for he re- 

| his happy disposition through life, and he impersonated in 
ama kod degree the highest characteristics of their nature—loy- 
aity to his plighted faith, patriotism of an exalted type, and fidel 
ity in his affec ‘tions. 

ition whiche xpe nds annu: ally $96,000,000 for the maintenance 

‘lopment of its powerful and efficient nav y can afford to 
this tribute of respect to the memory of its first commander. 

it has been too long delayed. His name and fame should not be 
rmitted to go into oblivion, but should be kept fresh and green 

hearts of our people. The children of our capital should be 
] pted to read of him. Visitors to our capital should be 
] pted to think of him. Our naval officers, who enjoy the 
‘uxuries of the modern club on land and the modern b atile ship 

( L, » a be daily reminded of the dangers and trials of naval 

nd d it lieve 

W : in the early history of our country. To this end an ap- 
propri iate monument should be erected in one of our beautiful 

— : sand dedicated to the memory of John Barry, father of the 
erican Navy. 
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oved our flag before he saw it, and was always true | 

In the | 

Special Facilities. 

SPEECH 
oF 

i . 
HON. JAMES M. GRIGGS, 

OF GEORGIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
ee sday, Mareh 15 

On the bill (H. R 1st making appropriations for tl l 
Office Departmen t ir the fis ul year ending June 30, 1905, f 
purposes. 

Mr. GRIGGS said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: So much has been said about the s} il 

ity paragraph of the bill under consideration, and, in s} 
many discussions of the same previously had in the Hou 
much misinformation seems to exist, that I may be } ( 
inflicting a plain statement of facts on the House 

This appropriation is intend d to expedite the mail \ 
Washington and New Orleans, and that it does exped 1 
will be seen by a reading the figu which [ shall print wi 
these remarks. No portion yf any special-facilities fund was 
pended in the South until 1880. Fro m the appropriation mad 
that year a fast mail service w tablisl d Atl ( 
from Boston, via New York, W: ishington, and R 
Charleston, then extended to Savannah and Jacksonville. 
eventually to Port Tampa and Habana, makin t} gh 
mail line from the eastern portion of Maine to Habana, Cuba. 

This expenditur: xtended oe included June 30. 1 } Dit 

ing the winter of 1893 that portion of the Coast Lit ut] 
Charleston gave notice to the Post-( fi ‘e Department that it could 
not longer afford to allow the Department to control its schedu 
as it had done under the special-fa ilities pa l ited tha 

the close of that fiscal year, June 30, it would expect to « l 
its own schedule and not receive special-facilities compens 

At this time there was only one train a day from W: 
to New Orleans, La., over the Southern, it be 
train, No. 37, leaving Washington in the evenin d arrivir 
New Orleans the second morning. 

The Post-Office Department was very anxious to hay 
train. When it was known that the service was not to b 
tinued on the Coast Line, the offic cam of the Post-Office D 
ment conferred with the officials of what is now the Sout! 
Railway Company and ascertained that the Southern | 
together with its connecting lines, would attempt to establish a 
second through train to New Orleans, leaving Washing abou 

11 a. m., making connection with the trains mm the North, thus 
forming a through line from the eastern portion of Maine to New 
Orleans. 

This service was inaugurated to July 1 Southet 
Railway officials preferring to inaugurate it at the spring scheduk 
change instead of in the middle of the summer, and als r tl 
purpose of demonstrating their ability to make the time desired 
by the Post-Office De —— it. 

This double daily service from Washin to New Orlea 
continued and seemed satisfactory to the Post-Office Department 
until 1902, when there was another demand for a fast mail t2 

The Southern soar Company continues to run the s l 
train, established in 1893, by reason of the special facilities, and 

Saitieeteamammatede special fast mail train, kno\ s ** No. 97 
with a schedule as follows: 
Leaves New York Monday at 2.05 a. m.: leay hila ‘ 

Monday at 4.26 a. m.; leaves Baltimore Monday 6. a 
arrives at Washington Monday at 7.30 a. m.:; leaves W: 1 
Monday at 8 a. m.: leaves Lynchburg Monday at 12.17 p. m 
leaves Danville Monday at 1.55 p. m.; leaves Greensboro Monday 
at 3.01 p.m.; leaves Charlotte Monday at 5.25 p.m.; arrives At- 
lanta Tuesday at 12.07 a. m., eastern time; leaves Atlanta Monday 
at 11.15 p. m., central time; le aves Montgomery Tuesday 3.22 
a.m.; leaves Mobile Tuesday at 7.42 a.m.; arrives atCa 
New Orleans, Tuesday at 11.10 a. m.; arrives at Union Sta 
New Orleans, Tuesday at 11.30 a. m. 

At New Orleans train No. 97 connects with the ‘‘ Overland 
| ited,’’ that makes fast time to San Francisco ! 3 New 
Orleans Tuesday at 11.55 a. m.: arrives at Houston Wednes t 
12.05 a. m.; leaves Houston Wednesday at 12.25 a. m.; arrives 
at San Antonio Wednesday at 7.35 a. m.;: lea \ 
Wednesday at 9a. m.; arrives at El Paso Thursday at 9 a. m 
leaves El Paso Thursday at 7.25 a. m., Pacific time; arrives at San 
Francisco Saturday at 7.10 a. m. 

| This train from Washington to 
| postal cars, one mail-storage car, 
| four cars, none of them passenger « 

Atlanta is < ny sed of tw 

and one express Ci ] 

‘ars. 
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tien ns of the truth . this claim. 
to know that the same rule which controls in 

l f the Northand West, sett! 

nnnIns $1) 

ponent > OI 
bt 
Ss fas 

<i as illustra 

LteS ¢ tled almost 

can not be properly applied to the more 
e population of almost half of which is 

egroes. 
obtained from the Second Assistant 

parison of the weight of the mail car- 
from Chicago to On raha and that car- 

cing up the southern fast-mail system. 
ins} f the figures that the aver- 

: Speen three times 

shington to New 
pay is saan n the Burlington 

1andled is ample pay for the special- 
Lthat amount of mail the Burlington 

rel to run a special fast-mail train, 
is enabled to get this heavy mail by the 

for the West at Chicago, all . which is 
for its fast mailtrain. All of the south- 
mtrated at Washington ar 

you will ‘see by an in 

ion 0 

eit 16 Toul 
“inti iLl¢ 

mubtedly u use 
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1 11 .€ = 
but ull of it, as ispeciion 

d New | I 

ed on this 

| I will say th 

1d given the | 

that 
lington. 
The impr 
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rtance of a fast mail service 

the North and East need 
ya matter of business that everyone wi 

sug stion from me. 
riso mn between the B 

rans fer and the Sk 
special-facilities lines 1 b 

3, La., showing the difference 

ivy ¢ 

routes 
srl +7 and otherr 

n Wa 

oO n 
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acing mutnern 
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otwee wlneton 
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letter from the Second Assistant Postmaster 
hall insert, shows the distribution of the mail over 

, and southern Georgia from Atlanta. maton 
pplied via Augusta. The same train which carr 

mail to Mac on and throughout my district supp lies all 
Alabomte. e New Orleans train supplies middle Ala b 
southern Mi ssiscippl, and the Birmingham train supplies n 
Alabama and Mississippi. 
Gentlemen say the mail is not expedited. Most of 1 

men who make this claim oppose the appropriation for \ 
ferent reasons, however, as 1 shall show later on. 

This is the letter: 

Another 

which Is 
middle 
is sur 

H J. M. GRIGGsS, 
House of Representatives, Wash ington, D.C. 

nie n I was before the subcommittee of the Commit 
| Post-Roads on Friday last you'asked to be furnished w 

; to what trains leave Atlanta for Rome, Macon, Albany, : 
p connection at Atlanta from special-facility traiz 
m to New Orleans. The following statement < 

SIR: 

leaves W ashi ngton 8 a. m.; arrives Atlanta 12 
‘ lanta railroac M post-office; arrives Rome 7.33 a. n 

za, Rome, and Atlanta railroad post office No. 13; arrives M 
Santa, Macon,and Montgomery railroad post-office No.14; art 
m. via Atlanta, acon, sae Montgomery railroad post-ofi 

s T homass lle 10.3% m via Albany and Thomasville exp 
"ail leaves Was hington 10 {Sp.m.; arrives Atlanta 4.55 p. 1 

bo ooamll ‘Atlant i railroad post-office: arrives Rome 7. 20 p.m. via Ch 

Rome, and Atlanta railroad post-office No. 15; arrives M: vcon 7.20 
Atlanta, Macon, and Montgomery railroad post-oftice No.7; arz 
11.2 m. via Atlanta, Macon, and Montgomery railroad post 
Thomasville « 10.80 a. 

Very respectfully, W.S. SHALLEN?! 
Second Assistant Postm 

These are the two special-facility trains. 
Train No. 97, which is an exclusive mail train, y 

the 648 miles from Washington to Atlanta at the rate of 
an hour. The entire distance from Washington to 
is run at the rate of 40.6 miles an hour. This includ: 
transfers, ant d. s changes of engjnes. This strikes me as 
some.” pe ‘rain makes a difference, as I hive alr 
gested, of one e oie day to the business men of New Orie: 
farther we = 

So much has been said about the opposition of the 
sistant Postmaster-General to this appropriation that I « 
proper to call attention here to some of his statements made 

the Post-Office Committee. I read: 
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. I will say that I have not 

to the Government, but that it is of service to the com 1 
question. It is of spec ial service to the + communities reached; but w! 
ask me W hether I consider it of service to the general postal admu 

atI have not so considered it and have not r« 

several years. My predecessor, I believe, did not recomme 1 it, t 
for that being that it seems to be a spec ial privilege given to one sect 
several railway systems that is not given to railway syste msin ever} y 

Thomasville 
from train 97, the latter having 

Qrriv f 

Ip 

™. 

uu 

New 

a 

ravar 

ommensaa 
' 

The mail ret a Train 87 has no direct connection for 
Albany until the arrival of mails 
connection, 



reneral 1 admini stration of the office would be more ple sasant for me, 
re noeatial f I could say to allsystems and communities that there 
ecial appropr iation out of which I could pay for expe dite d service 
Congress having viewed this question from this standpoint and _ v- 

a vear by year that they would continue the ap propriation, ¢ id 
ving charged me with getting compensating advantages, I have so 

ad these trains and their sche dule approved by the Department, on 
m that unless they do perform th is spec ial service, whic *h other 

-e not required to do, we simply do not give the special fac ility pay. 
, No. 97 makes a spe 1 of 40.18 from Washington to Atlanta. From 

mmery the speed is 42.02. From Montgomery to New Or- nto 
lg 

from Atlanta to 
ans, 35.36 miles. 

36 miles; 
Orle 

unta, 35 
‘to N om Mo Ww 

has prevailed a ‘does = prevail is that other traffic must be 
n connection with the mail traffic. Where there is a sufficiency 

ussenger traffic t tify fast trains and where the competi- 
, we get thi 

cand not the 
» service. 

8 servi 

Same 

, and easily get it, but where there ot 
competition we fin 1 it much more difficult 

( iit 

not prepared to say what the comparative result would be if the 
pecial facilities, whether delays would be greater and more num: 

I simply say that the payment of this money is denied the com 
s3 the special speed is maintained. 

irse the entire section of the country must be consider ad as retting 
fits. If we consider it as a through service from Washi m to 

of course, ins, then, e, Atlanta receives the mail by a very quick 
i aintained within five minutes, and it necessarily receive 

tion south and west of a ita those advantages 
siderable correspondence we ured from the Southern Pacific a 

to change the schedule of tl eir train about two hours at New 
order to make connections with this special train from the north. 

ctionsthere for points on the Pacific coast We mal con- 
icson and Los Angeles and San Francisc 

:1GGs. Will you plea nswer me a question or two? Do you put a 
he Southern Railway if it fails to make its schedule to Atlanta? 

SHALLENBERGER. Yes; 
And then doy 

if the delay is five minutes. 
ju put a penalty on the West 

npany fails to make its schedule there? 
HALLENBERGER. Yes, 

And do you puta ‘Dp nalty on the 
iake its time there 

A LLENBERGER. Ye s, sir. 
is. Then you do not consider it 

(7AhiGGs. 

at cor 

train to N t1GGS 

one entire 1G line and put a penalty 
ate at New Orleans, t J yu have these two intermedia 

1d Monta omery, for ‘e to reach which on schedule 
ty on the lines for cree particular points? 

{ALLENBERGER. In other words, you understand if either one of 
» trains shoul 1 fail to keep its schedule by as much as fiv 
rs make their schedules, we would make the deducti 

to make the ech It = e, but no deduction from the 

eminutes, 

yn from 
others. 

Griaces. But if all three fail you would make a deduction from all 

IALLENBERGER. Yes, sir. _ 
Griaas. And if either one failed you would make a deduction from 

ERGER. Yes,sir. Weregardit of more importance that w 
ugh mail from New York to St. Paul on a saving of eig 

e he n that we should secure the expedition of a certain tr 
w York Buffalo, r¢ -gardlessof how much that expedition might be, 

n that when we send a volume of mail to St. Paul ona gr ASK 

i schedule it inevitably induces the lines west of it to expedite their 
»as to reap the adv nts ge of it, and when we get a trunk line ex- 

we can rest assured th: ll connecting lines will be expedited. In 
wee yald not rest until * we had secured from the Southern Pacific a 

to nge its time so as s tocenne ct with the train of the Louis 
hville entering New Orleans, so as to give the Pacific coast this ad 

And all of the Texas lines and the Pacific ¢ t th 

Griaas. And this train, if I m it correctly from the lul 
here by the general superintendent, makes a sche l 

rton and New Orleans of twenty-seven and one-half That 
a little over 40 miles an hour for the continuous trip - 
[ALLENBERGER. Yes, sir. 
RIGGS. Is not that a fast schedule? 

SHALLENBERGER. We regard it as a very fast schedule. 
+k1@@s. Is there any single-track railroad in the 1ited States that 

rdinary passenger or mail service? 
HALLENBERGER, I dov it. Iam not prepared to say whether any 

rack railroad makes th: 
GrRices. Or any com bins ution of single-track railroads in the U 

5 yw, this schedule of 10 miles an hour—40 4,0or something like that 
mean to say that that is the actual running time of the trains 

rticular points, but that includes all delays I rcha 
Atlanta, change of mail at Montgomery, and nail in ¢ 

[ALLENBERGER. It includes stops 
RiGGs. That includesall stops, and would your ull thats I ist 

x from Washingto mn to New Orleaa n three single-tr 
ving changes of engines and mails? 
LLENB ERGER Ve would regard it as a fast schedule any r 

ry. Itisa very fast schedule. 
aas. In your opinion, vy Orleans and A } 
York and Washingto1 kly without this a ria . 

SHALLENBE RGE R. Iam not prepars 1 to say that. I do not 
tect it would have, the withd this appropriat 
GRIGGs. You would not: SAY Id keep it up 

ALLA a Iw in 1 or could not 
foon. You would rather not have y reason of t ? 

‘ mistration of your office 

; SHALLENBERGER. I would rather not recommend ar r 
. would make it necessary for me to consider the propr é 

to other sections 
R1iGGs. Your failure to recommend this 

© im your asantness ‘ 

h the otl » other out 
hing? 

I LENBERGER. Yes; feeling as I do va 
i the United States as a unit in the e, I 

: rat I wo ld be justified in recommendir r 
: sand other systems if Ic nued te »rec 
‘ fTAFFORD. And is the mail of sufficien ‘e 

‘oads to make it an inducement to ma i 
hey are put on in other parts of the 

rn roa i | 
stated, in order b 

tra 

Many of my frien 
the word ‘‘subsidy.”’ 
a 

We 
ea 

] 
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the last report of the 
while on the av 

Post-Office Department, only 35 routes, 
erage, if the routes were properly established, they 

would serve n people than they serve on the average in thickly 
led communities. 

All that we ask is that the matter be left in such shape that the 
Post-Office Department can under proper regulations take into 
consideration the number of people served, and in this way com- 
ply with the true spirit of the law. 
Gentlemen from some of the Southern States have complained 

that their section is not properly and fairly treated, but I believe 
that there are few, if any, States where the Department regula- 

pore 

sett 

tions for the establishment of rural routes have workedso marked 
an injustice to an educated and reading public as in North 
Dakota. 

Five and five-tenths per cent of 
ate. Deduc 
pe Cf r 

I os 

a i Indians. this leavesonly a small fraction of 1 
nt of the population who can not read and write. 

aid that at the last report of the Post-Office Department, 
which was June 30 last, we had only 35 routes. To bring the fig- 
ures nearly down to date, 
tablished. This is 1 every 7,000 population. Georgia, with 
30.5 per cent of its population illiterate, had on that date 1 route 
to 2,900 population; Kentucky, with 16.5 per cent illiterate, 1 route 
to 7,000; Mississippi, 32 per cent illiterate, 1 route to 11,100; North 
Carolina. 28.7 per cent illiterate, 1 to 3,700; South Carolina. 35.9 
per cent illiterate, 1 to 4,300; Tennessee, 20.7 per cent, 1 to 2,100; 
Virginia, 22.9 per cent, 1 to 3,900; while Wisconsin has 1 to 1,600; 

Vermont, 1 to 1,500; Ohio, 1 to 1,500; New York, 1 to 1,600; Kan- 
sas, 1 to 1.200; Iowa, 1 to 1,070, and other States in proportion. 

ily States suffering by comparison with North Dakota are 

ft . 
iO! 

| 
lorida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nevada, and Wyoming. 
These figures are approximately correct, though not carried 
to small numbers, and are based on the rural population, ex- 

ling cities of over 10,000 inhabitants each. 
» treatment of my State has not been without protest from 

ional delegation, but the officials having charge of 
shment of such routes have, for lack of funds, been 

Rui al free delive 

| Population in 
| 1900. 

Density of 
population illiteracy. 

4-4-4 4-4 el ty 

North 
Ohio 
Oklahoms 

Orego! 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 

Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

OOD, «..antieowsteaies 

the whole population is illiter- | 

on February 1 there were 47 routes es- | 

| Mata} 
Per cent of | otal num- 

| a 

unable to establish all routes asked for, and have to some ex: 
I suppose, established those serving the most families, Th 

| sults in those States having the smallest farms and the less ; . 
gressive and enterprising people getting the most routes. ; 

I contend that families as the sole basis on which to esta 
routes is unfair and inequitable; that there should be som: 
sideration, in these days when large families are again comino 
fashion, to numbers, and particularly when they are the 
of obedience to and regard for the law and carry no suspi 
polygamy or plural marriage. 

The fact is that the large farms for nine months in th; 
employ large numbers of men, each of whom receives and 
mail, 

There should be some fairly equitable distribution of r 
among the States in proportion to the population and num! 
applications. 

Mr. Chairman, the dweller in the village and on the sm 
comes in daily contact with his neighbor and the outside 
he is entitled to fair treatment, but not at the expense 
farmer on the prairie, isolatedfrom hiskind. The isolated 
is the one who receives the greatest benefit, and next to hi 
great world, brought in contact with him by this mail se1 

| benefited. He is led to feel an interest in the great world | 
| his neighborhood, and a daily paper cultivates in him, his 
and employees a taste for news. He is brought in clos 
with politics. He canscan the markets daily. His wife a 
dren can correspond with friends, and the farm life is mad 
and happier. The paper is the substitute for a visit to 1 
the letter is second only to the hand grasp of relatives and 

By restricting the service to communities of small 
place the thrift and enterprise of the man who can 
operate a large farm or a ranch at a disadvantage which 
way deserves. 

I therefore repeat that I hope the point of order will 
drawn and this amendment, which will show the De 
that it is the wish of this House that the people who ar 
stituents shall be liberally and fairly dealt with, be adopt 

y, February 1, 1904. 

Total num- 
ber ad- 
versely 

reported. 

Total num- 
ber fa- 
vorably 

reported 

Total num- 
ber of routes 

established. 

One rout 
for every 

ber of peti 

tions filed. 

646 | 254 | 196 | 245 
9 | » 8 

96 | 66 62 
264 | 190 190 4,400 
114 | 62 61 | 5, 400 
237 201 201 2, 100 
118 100 8d 

3 2 
39 18 

, 582 691 
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25, OOO 
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7, 000 
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$7,000 
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1.6.0 
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17,000 
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1,700 
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161 
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, 287 
z% 
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2, 800 | 
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6, 900 | 
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1, 269 | 
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Promotions in the Engineer Corps. 

SPEECH 
OF 

ALBERT S&S. 
OF TEXAS, 

HousE OF REPRESENTAT 

Monday, March 21, 1904. 

BURLESON, i PIN e 

IN THE ‘TIVES, 

H. R. 10670) making appropriation for the 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, and for other 

RLESON said 
{PEAKER: Owing to the insufficient number of officers of 
her grades in the Engineer Corps of the United States 
many projects of internal improvement of vast importance 
commercial a. agricultural classes of our country are 
elected. This is especially true of the southern section. 
‘ssary Rutalbeune nt of rivers and harbors, which have 

be most carefully considered, approved, and provided for by 
appropriation in river and harbor bills which have become 

lo . » del ayed and hindered because we have not made provision 

nt number of competent engineers to supervise and 
( these improve ments. 

the 8th day of this month the senior Sen: 
v th > military appro} yriation bill was pending, re t 

‘to remedy this evil of which I have spoken offere: 
n ment to that bill. This amendment was in accord witl 

t ommendation of the Secretary of War made on the 30t] 
( January, 1904, which recommendation of Secretary Root 

don a carefully f lated report of the General Staff 
1 x to an increase of the Engineer Corps of thé Army. 

' mendment, as offered by the Senator from Texas, woul L, 
d, afford prompt relief, but when same was offere: d the 

Senator from Vermont {[Mr. Proctor], who had charge of 
declined to accept it. However, he declared the necessity 
» such amendment and expressed his willingness to ac- 

( in same if it was modified so as to conform to the recom- 

This action 

to 

tor f L Texas, 
o hef; 

t 

‘rom 
1 ‘ 
le pen- 

rmt 

mit ion of the Secretary of War made in 1901. 
y ken. 

[ now desire to direct your attention to reasons which impera- 
{ demand, in my judgment, the embodiment of ‘the prov isions 
( amendment as originally offered by the Senator from Texas 

army appropriation bill instead of the one adopted by the 
The amendment reads as follows: ‘‘ That the Corps of 

E s shall consist of one Chief of Engineers with the rank of 
I ier-zeneral, of twelve colonels, eighteen lientenant-colone!s 

ix majors, forty captains, forty first-lieutenants, and thirty- 
( cond lieuten: unts.’’ If this can be done by the conferees. it 
V crease the Corps of Engineers to an extent which will enable 
t <on improvement of our rivers and harbors to progress 
1 and satisfactorily. 

it is admitted by everyone that we now have an insufficient 
u r of engineer officers. In consequence of this fact all Gov- 

ernment work on rivers and harbors lags far behind what it 
be, at least such is the case in my section, and especially 

( project which I have in mind. 
port of my contention for an increase of engineers, 

your attention to some remarks made by the Fh 
, the learned and distinguished chairman of the Commit 

1 Rivers and Harbors, on the 22d day of last February. In 
explanation of the omission to pass a river and harbor bill this 

I wish 
Hon. 

Mr. BuRTON said: 
: ‘ight millions of dollars are now lying in the vaila 
. ! d ab arbor improvements, nearly twice as great : mount a a 

dinasingle year. Thesundry civil bill will carry probably an 
‘ nount of $8,000,000, making in all $46,000,000 

makes $46,000,000 to be expended the coming year, more than twice 
as a8 was expended in any single year since the beginning of river and 
i ‘improvements. What does that sh w? “That it would be futile to 
] river and harbor bill with this situation. If there is any lack of 
pr tness in the prosecution of that class of public work, the blame rests 
\ machinery of the executive department, which carries out the will 

as. it is our intention to bring in a bill carrying an amount suf 
maintain the work not expressly } provided fi Thus, if any reproach 

, b upe n thi Ay » of the House, or upor 1 anybody, Iam willing to take 
t ‘oach myself, because, as it seems to me, it was a sensible thing to do | 

> cir carats es. * * * JT think the system is wrong. The work, 
ited by the e ngineers engaged—not from their fault, but because 
ifficient number of them—proceeds tardily. 

‘urthermore, I desire to call your attention to the fact that the 
se of twenty-five officers asked for in the report of the Sec- | 

I £ 

| Ave War and recommended by the Gener: il Staff will not 
eae ee immediate effect of increasing the number of officers in 

‘ie Army to that extent. It is the purpose to allow about six 
Years tO compl ete the full number authorized. During this pe- 

' h Ww ar Department can aan gn each year a larger number of 

g ates of the Military Aca 
complete the quota. The young men who graduate at the 
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lemy to the C orps of Engineers, and | 

IONAL RECOR 

head of their classes at tl ted sM ‘ 
assigned to this branch of ‘ 
aret ughly equippe 
‘ ©? ring theyva \ ; 

obt us by servim 

All graduates assig 
lieutenant. If this inc 

to t] corps and t ( ? I 

promotions necessarily follow. |] 
mainly in the grade of field officer 
I desire to submit for your consider ! 

This increase in field officers will ( 
to reapportion the United States in e! 
creasing the number. It is tl actio1 hi 
relie f. An increase in the nu f fi i 
nuch practic al experience is what is desired, ri 
process of increasing the num! f the a 
ants as they emerge from the Military A: ! 

Permit me to direct attention to tl : 
In the army bill of 1901 the Corps of E1 vi 

from 127 to 160, but there was noinct the field 
increase in 1901 being 5 captains, f l 
ond lieutenants, giving as a result field \ 
159 officers and reducing v« iaterially tl I 
which had existed for thirty-five year 
The last increase being in captains and lient 

proposed increase should be 1 y in f ficer 
increases should be considered together, and so « lere 
be a combined increase of seventeer. field officers, five capt 
ten first lieutenants, and tw: six nd li 
combined incre: er oe ratio of field 
existed prior to 1s 01, and the rate of promotion r 
be slower und er the ne Ww ranization than it \ 

I wish to invite your att ntion further to the fact 
disbu 1rse d by the C orps of Engineer have 1c} } 

years from $13,000,000 to $24,000,000 annually 
In 1901 the military duties of the Corps of Eng 
eased by adding two battalions of engin 

existing. This required thirty additional offi but 1 
crease of officers was incommensurate 
and there was a net loss in the Cor] f Engines 
to river and harbor work of two ma t I 
first lieutenants. 

In our insular possessions engineer offi ve been 
upon for vari us duties, such as har 
m: king, ligh house constructi tc., 
be r i rtification work, as will | 
tio tie bill now pe 

In general, the civil a mil in 3 
gineers have been rapidly increasing 
ise to continue increasing. 

The number 
proper at 
|r y 
al d lm ps 

of engineer offi S avs i 

tention to the varied duties which 
sed upon them tosuch a1 t tl 

11 public are suffering AS SO W | 

The existing system is w1 z 
t] it, but becau f 
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icrease in cost over present establishment. | ings, light-house construction, etc., should, to say the least 
$28,930 | rant the assertion that they are entitled to some considerati 
yaa) | LO illustrate how the Engineer Corps is left in the rear in 
51,430 | parison with other branches of the Army, I call your attent; 
58,930 | the following: 
06, £50 There are Lieutenant-Colonels Miller, M. B. Adams. Live; 

ees ; d fina Heuer, and Stanton, Engineer Corps, who have served thirt 
emonstrate the necessity of this amendment, I invite your | years and ten months and were in the same class with Bric: 

ution to the fact that in recent years a large number of engi- | Generals Bates, paymaster; Story, artillery; Barton, in 
r officers have been taken from the civil river and harbor im- | general; Coloneis J. M. Marshall, quartermaster, and Mills. 

provement work and assigned to military engineering work all | lery, who have served thirty-eight years and ten months, 
over the United States and in our recently acquired insular posses- | Other comparisons may be shown farther down the lin: 

sions. Ni we this fact. ; ; — . think perhaps this is sufficient to show you how the matter? 
3 there were seventy-four officers in the Engineering | From the above you will observe that there is little en 
ho were engaged in the civil river and harbor improve- | ment held out to those who stand first in their class to } 
ork. There are now only fifty-six officers who are engaged | assignment in the Engineer Corps. I understand that 1 

rk, and that notwithstanding the fact that sixty addi- | them are seeking other branches of the Army in order t: 
ects have been added to those which were in existence | more rapid promotion. 

| Mr. Speaker, I sincerely hope the conferees on the milita) 
lack of officers has compelled the consolidation of impor- | propriation bill will embody within the bill the provisions 

tant districts to the great detriment of efficient work, sothat there | amendment as originally offered by the Senator from Te: 
ire now only forty-eight districts instead of fifty-six, the number | alone because it will further the general public interest, b 

in 1893. | to award tardy justice toa worthy and deserving corps of 
The character of work and the large expenditure of money that 

is placed in the hands of the Corps of Engineers not only call for | 
an increase in their number, but demand officers of higher rank United States Mint at Denver, Colo. 
and of large and varied experience to carry to successful comple- | 
tion the many projects assigned to them. 

The officers who will be promoted are men who have had many SPEECH 
years of experience and have been long in the service. Consider- 
ng the transcendant importance of the work assigned to them * a a ; 
and the onerous responsibility with which they are invested, it | Hi ON . F R A N K LI N KE r B R ()() IK ‘. 
occurs to me that the small amount of money which will be spent | : 
in the increase of their salaries will be abundantly justified fa the | OF COLOBADO, 
large savings which will result from their personal supervision of IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
the engineering work, and the close attention that they will be Fi . 
enabled to give to the details of all projects. Friday, April 1, 1904, 

The General Staff and the Secretary of War have made an ex- | On the bill (H. R. 14416) making appropriations for the sundry « 
tended and complete examination of this matter. of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, a: 

The amendment offered by the Senator from Texas was drawn ee 
to embody their views. It does not conflict in its provisions with Mr. BROOKS said: 
any other branch of the service. Mr. CHAIRMAN: I hope the amendment which I have 

Its adoption will be of infinite benefit to the civil river and har- | have made to this bill will be adopted. It carries a so 
bor improvement work of the United States. large sum, but I feel sure the House will consid 

[ts purpose is to provide for such reasonable increase in the | amount and the purpose proper. It is also of great im 
rank and number of officers as will enable the civil river and | my constituents. 
harbor improvement work and other important work to proceed It contemplates no new undertaking, it initiates no 1 
more rapidly and satisfactorily. | and calls for no new operation. It simply provides m 

Mr. Speaker, these are the considerations which first moved me | carrying on the work already begun and rendering avai 
to interest myself in an effort to secure an increase in the Corps of | large investment which the Government has already m 
Engineers; but, sir, there is another reason why this action should | Denver mint. Thus far this mint has cost about $2! 
be taken—it will enable a too long delayed justice to be done to a | which $800,000 has been expended for a building and si 
meritorious class of officers. work has been progressing since 1897, and the building, w 

In this connection I wish to call your especial attention to the | large and commodious structure, is nearly completed. 
question of promotion. The appropriation now asked for at the hands of t! 

[ now submit for your consideration a statement of the average | amounts to $95,055. It is to be expended for the fitti 
time an officer serves in the different branches of the Army before | chinery, and supplies necessary to complete the mint as a 
his promotion. mint, and to begin operations. It was made the subje 

First, the average time he serves before he receives his promo- | rect request from the Treasury Department, and a re} 
tion as colonel. carefully detailed statement was furnished the committ: 

Second, the average time he serves before he receives his pro- | ing the exact purposes to which the money is to be appli 
motion as lieutenant-colonel. | The previous appropriations for this purpese carried 

Third, the average time he serves before he receives his promo- Of this amount $129,400 has already been expended or i 

tion as major. to meet payments on existing contracts, leaving availa} 
Infantry.—To be colonel, 36 years 11 months 22 days; to be | It will require $185,655 to meet the estimates of the 5 

lieutenant-colonel, 30 years 5 months 6 days; to be major, 26 years leaving the previously mentioned sum of $90,055 to be 
1 month 17 days. ; ' at this time. The interior of the building is now rea 
Cavalry.—To be colonel, 34 years 6 months 1 day; to be lienten- | installation of machinery, and the Secretary of the Treas 

ant-colonel, 33 years 8 months 27 days; to be major, 27 years 5 | that the complete equipment will be needed on or about J 
months 27 days. ‘ . the current year. Much of it has already been pur 

Corps of Engineers.—To be colonel, 40 years 1 month 17 days; to | some is now being set up. A portion of it is to be exhi 
be lieutenant-colonel, 36 years 5 months 7 days; to be major, 29 | the St. Louis exposition, and a portion of the remainder 
years 2 months. ; for installation. 
* Artillery.—To be colonel, 88 years 8 months 4 days; to be lien- | If this amendment does not carry and the Treasury D 
tenant-colonel, 37 years 6 months 1 day; to be major, 80 years 9 | is thereby unable to carry out its plans and buy the 
months 22 days. _ | machinery, the work will be delayed for at least a year at! 

This amendment will change the average of the Engineer Corps | 1, 1904, and until Congress shall supply the deficiency. Th 

to the following: ernment’s large investment of nearly $1,000,000 will be a 
To be colonel. 39 years, 7 months; to be lieutenant-colonel, 36 | inoperative for that time, the people of Colorado, who ha\ 

years 1 month 13 days; to be major. 26 years 10 months 29 days. | looking forward anxiously for the completion of the ‘ 

" Inasmuch as the first numbers of the class of cadets from West | ment’s work, will be disappointed and severely inconve! 
Point are selected for the Engineer Corps, it does seem they should | and the Department will have to carry on its operations 
be encouraged to obtain at least the rank of major in the Corps of | Denver mint in the present unsuitable and highly inad 

Engineers as early as in any other branch of the Army. quarters. aaa ; 

The great responsibility with which they are charged in the ex- The present building is old, unsafe, and unfireproof, a 
penditure of millions of dollars fc wr the improvement of the rivers | entirely too small for the work for which it is designed. 

and harbors, the building of fortifications, bridges, public build- | the very efficient administration of the present officials 

‘rea 

OF 



+ the business has been very large. It is not a coinage mint, 
et itcompares very favorably in the volume of business with 
of the coinage mints, and it surpasses in the volume of busi- 
anv other mint in the United States of similar class, with the 
tion of that at New York City. During the year ending 

quber 31, 1902, the deposits and purchases of gold and silver 
egated $16,240,000. At the New York mint these aggregated 
158.000, and at the next largest mint. where no coinage was 

at Seattle, Wash., they aggregated $11,811,000. 
the San Francisco coinage mint the deposits and purchases 
| and silver were only $41,097,000, and at the New Orleans 
he totals were $449,604. 

; submitted that such a volume of business in the precious 
; warrants me in requesting on behalf of my State very 

reatment from the House. Moreover, the local situation 
. as to call for attention. Denver is the largest commercial 
of the largest gold and silver producing section of the 

It is much the largest city of the Rocky Mountain 
. which annually pours its great flood of precious metals 

he Treasury of the country. 
rado alone, in the year ending December 31, 1902, preduced, 
ing to the figures furnished by the Director of the Mint, the 

arge sum of $56,813,000, of which sum $49,000,000, in round 
‘rs, was in gold and silver, or pretty nearly one-third of the 
tput of the United States for that year in the two metals, 

tput being, as furnished bythe same authority, $151,750.000. 
compared with California, the next greatest producer of 
the figures for the same period are: 

| ted States. 

816. 910.000 
. 

are: 

a coinage mint Denver will be the natural and most conven- 
t for the product of the mines of South Dakota, Utah, 

ing. Idaho, and New Mexico, with an aggregat tl ‘gold and 
,iuction for the same period of $37 

nhl 
int 

l 

37 620,000, which, added 
Colorado’s output, makes a grand total of $8€.690,000, or nearly 

ent of the total precious mineral production of the United 

figures as to production, except the aggregate of gold at 
he United States, are from the estimates of the sever 

rs requested by the Government to furnish these statistics. 
| aggregate production of the several States is from the com- 
pilation of the Director of the Mint and is slightly less than the 

te of the estimates of the individual officials. That the 
i silver from this great and productive region should be 
ither one or the other extremity of the continent and no 

{ and placed in circulation from its own metropolis is 
ily an unwarranted discrimination. 
n considerations of economy in the Government’s expenses 
s clear also that the same argument should prevail. At 

t the precious metals of this region are shipped in bullion 
\eir semi-refined state from the smelters on an average 2,00U 

» reach the nearest of the three coinage mints. Gold and 
irculate more freely in the ordinary commercial transac- 

in this region than in the States farther east, and there is 
1and for currency as such. Therefore a large part of 

nage of the seaboard mints finds its way back to the moun- 
s for actual use. There is therefore the double expense 

of ing the metal to the mint and bringing it back to the locality 
it is needed, which is very considerable. 
‘commercial needs of this region are large and rapidly in- 
g. Itis becominga great agricultural region, whose prod- 
nd their way into every market. The value of the agricul- 

and grazing products of the State now exceed the output of 
Exchanges are enormous and commerce thrives. The 

nal banks of the three eastern cities of Colorado, with an ag- 
te population of perhaps 250,000, showed deposits, according 

last statements of the Comptroller of the Currency, of 
3,884.31, and the deposits in State institutions swell this 

to at least $50,000,000. These figures tell more clearly than 
is the growing commercial importance and business needs of 
ction, 
therefore to be wondered at that these people think that 

Government should no longer continue to take the products 
ir mines and the results of their industry and enterprise 

isands of miles for treatment, when it has at their very doors 
ties for doing the same thing, which only requires this ap- 
riation to become operative? 
ask you, therefore, on behalf of the State which I represent 

| the people whose wishes I try to voice, that you give heed to 
© strong claims for legislative recognition and appropriate for 

’ benefit this small sum, that we may derive from our natural | 
urces the advantage that Providence intended we should have. | 
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Rural Free Deliy ery. 

OF 

- 7 rn y 4 ——— HON. ROBERT G. COUSINS, 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, Marcel 

On the bill (H. R. 13521) making ay ' 
Office Department for the fiscal yea J ul 

purposes 
Mr. COUSINS said 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: Perhaps not in the history our Government 

has any enterprise involving the expenditu blic mon 
proven so worthy and so useful to the general ] as the rural 
free de livery of mail. Its achievem a n inwWw mav be 

called the ‘*experimental period,”’ I beli l multiply and meas 
ure even far beyond the contemplations i riginal « ivers 
and projectors. 

Referring to the details of the pending re appropriat 
for immediate needs, the proposition to increase the pay 
riers is so obviously justified that it can not ntelliger 
honestly assailed, and being recommended by the Depart d 
as well by its merits it should prevail. <A dollar and sixty-six cer 
a day as a proposition of compensation for a man and team is 
diculous. It would be scarce ecomy] se even for tl 

Membe r who op Os s this se 

The propositior S to rest res and u Less of car- 

riers by legislative provis judg nt, wrong and 
unnecessarily meddlesome. inder t 
cipline of the civil service au ! e not on 
academical and scientific of od 
fect and subservient beh ma Y 1] 
rules for rural carriers that do not apply toa ploy 
postal service? , 
Why deprive the patrons of the rural route any leg 

service Which their hard-worked servants m el . Lett 
carriers serve to the illes xt i | I f tl 1 f 

vyhom th’'s noble enté proj 1 and n tained t 
them do al! the good the an for the pe v he terests the 
are supposed to accommodate, and if 1g OF O} é 
against public policy an t L se e 
and regulations of the Post-Office Depat t d 
to account. 

When we consider what this vi shed for 
necessities and comfort of deserving peopl 1 fr 
point of view, t appropriations, past, pi t, and « i. 
should be eagerly and generously made. 

W hat has the service accomplished, and \ loes it 
date? It has brought the remote regions t S 
localities in touch with all the ld and wit selves. It 
accommodates the people who produce the thin it this ld 
eats. It serves the settlers w suiter I t in t i! 

days, and their sons and daughters living in I 
preempted by their fathers—th who labor all long 
day and do chores half the night: t who } nize our col 
leges. who save from year to yt the n ry f ( 
and the farm and give it all to the noble purp ¢ 1 cit 1 
ship—to education and to the building and mai init f m 
fortable homes and schools f | iselves and for tl st t 
who in turn repeat the frugal process: the heads umilies w 
children, educated in the genuine spirit of un h } iotism 
uphold the law, and when necessity demands | 1s for- 
titude and courage—in short, the folks who W l and 
fight for law and order and for homes, and nish I 
terial for all the useful and commanding ay f our 
for statesmanship and education, for art and m ul 
need be, for war; not all the strong material, but most of it l 
the best of it, and for a very good reason, b ise they 1 e to 
these various avocations the vigor of natu nd 
with its unmarred, original impressions and its i 
intelligence, integrity, and strength 

For such people and for such justifiable } 1 d 
service and reasonable appropriation shot @ Wi eld, l 
unreasonable and unprecedented restr dn laced 
upon the agents of such useful, laborious, and worthy s 

It is gratifying that the « apprehensions of certain people 
concerning the possible effects of rural delivery are at last ap- 
peased. During the early days of the establishment we occasiot 
ally received complaints from certain dealers that ‘* it w 
the farmers from coming to townand spending ir money 

But on reflection most legitimate merchants approve the system 
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d that in the beginning 

establishment a definite, 
the 
intel] 
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aut celter 

South Ca 

slow 

routes shoul d have } 
gent arrangement 

whosta 

IC 

many of 

lens of oa 
mur land, th 

the weary hearts who braved 
earlier days are sleeping in 
» children of those pioneers. 

old firesides or sc oat ered in the multitude of 
the intercourse afforded by a daily mail. 

of the rural-de ‘livery 
int lligent plan was not devised, so that 
n established with regularity and with 
But at first it was an experiment, and 

rted out to project a route proceeded helter - 
ross lots to take the territory that belonged to a rival 

roli 

uth Dakots 

town and without regard to how his route would fit or join 
subse que nt routes necessary to serve the entire populati a 

Realizing such confusion and witnessing the operation « 
selfishness, I undertook th e task of platting all the route 
tioned for in the district which I represent, and especially 

home county. I watched the projec tion of proposed rout 
before indorsing them, saw to it that each one fitted the . 
And by that careful observation and platting system I } 
curet Sebnal complete county service for that county wit 
i9 routes, whereas some counties in Iowa of correspondin 
1ave as high as 40 routes. Sumner County, Kans., has 64 1 
and Washington County, Pa., has 103 routes, but the averag 
ber of routes for each county affording complete county sery 
lowa and Illinois is 40. So, granting 5 more routes nece 
complete county service in Cedar County, Iowa, making 2 
there will be saved the expense of 16 routes, which for 
service alone, at the rate proposed in this bill, is $11,520 p ( 
and I will guarantee that with 5 additional routes service i 
County will be equivalent to any in the United States, a ii 
it has to-day but 19 routes. 

I simply use this as an illustration of what might have b 
complished and saved if in the beginning an intelligent, « 
plan had been adopted and followed. 

But it can all be remedied in time, if people will have pa 
by rearranging the routes in accordance with a definit 
prehensive system such as I have indicated and employ 
as possible, or some other which the Department should 
time be able to propose and execute. 

For the information of those who may be interested, I 
in the 
lected on rural routes 

1903, to June 

rier 

9 
o\ 

portant feature of this service. 

EXursit A. 

ae 

Letters. 

om. fae 
£5,057 | 11,364, 380 

period Jan from 

j of letter carriers. 

following table the number of routes and of 
in the United States from Ja 

, 1903, value of stamps canceled, and pay 
3, showing that Iowa, as usual, leads all States in 

pieces 

uary 1, 1903,to June 30, 1903, by States, value 

~d. Pieces collect 

Postal 
cards. 

News- 
papers. 

Circulars. 

116 | 
60, 877 | 

99,175 | 

16,191 
46, 256 | 
24,141 
43, 471 
26, 934 

1,509 
64,139 

2 
ro 26, 886 i2, 584 

"19, 584 “33,641 
6, 398 

~~ 

31, 018 
690 

90, 007 
369 

1, 726 
90, > 
1, 157 

wit 
601 

10, 8867 
20, 836 
1,368 
3,130 | 

23, 854 | 
42 | 

1,143, 621 4, 691, 885 

service prior to July 1, 1903. 

Pack- 
ages. 

,714 
586 

, 266 | 
5, OT2 

: , 718 

, 352 

208 
188 

14, 329 
1, 624 

61,971 
58, 888 | 

77,663 | 
46, 644 
6, 252 

295 
13, 697 
18, 029 
10, 244 
60, 324 
81,643 
2, 005 

83, 277 
130 

25,128 

“$8,700 | 
5,216 

183 
51,315 
10, 961 
1,605 

62, 020 
1,087 
6,112 

49, 190 
1,772 
7,796 
5,739 

23; 930 
11, 730 
2,882 
8, 087 

13, 290 
3, 964 
9 97. 3 

35 ,oi4 
"348 

819, 110 | 

Total 
| collected. 

1,039" 440 
65, 182 

3, 114, 048 
502, 478 

4, 251, 750 
2": 357, 670 

1,187, 656 

» 105 

504" 039 
737,151 
"88, 815 

8, 958, 261 
59, 793 

294, 009 
2, 914, 296 

$2, 273 
565, O47 
810, 085 

& 651, 099 

3,5 

20,610 | 

48, 954. 390 

"586, 794 | 
— O86 

Value of 
stamps 

canceled 
by car- 

949, 084, 37 



Naval Appropriation Bill. 

r purposes— 

r. MONEY said: 
PRESIDENT: I have not been particularly concerned about 
tails of the bill which has been presented from the Naval 

mittee by the Senator from Maine [Mr. Hak], but the re- 
s which have been made that were extraneous to the real 
r of the bill have attracted my attention and deserve, per- 

me reply. 
i several years ago in the Senate that if we are to persist 
policy of subjugation and conquest we would require not | 

ill the navy we have, but a much larger one than the Ameri- 
eople would be willing to bear, and I pointed out that the 

ued occupation of the Philippine Archipelago would entail, 
r other burdens, the support of a great navy. 
n events show that it 1s not only the purpose of the present 
istration and the great party of which he is the head to 
uate but also to continue the efforts of ‘‘ benevolent assimi- 

to other countries, these philantrophic efforts to give good 
nment to people who do not want it, to give a different re- 

) people who do not want it, will, as I have said, require 
h larger navy than is contemplated in the programme 

1 is laid before ur, 
are not going to have a navy second to Great Britain, be- 
the American people will never permit it to be done at their 

nse, and we will never have the necessity for it. 
1 the junior Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Lop@e] has 
laid before the Senate as a test of the size of the navy we 
are exceedingly elusive and evasive and unworthy of any 

It is not a matter of the wealth or business 
ition. How much navy would we allot to Switzerland, that 
sea line at all, in proportion to her population? 

eme figure, it is true, but it illustrates somewhat the prop- 
the Senator makes to the Senate. 
an not judge the amount of the navy which we need or its | 

‘ter by the wealth and population of the United States. 
be done in any such way as that. 

ment not only of people whose business it is to fight in the 
y as a profession, as a bread-and-meat business, but we should 
have the judgment of men in this Chamber and the other 
have studied history and who know something about these 
s, although they do not know a barbette from a revolving 

e whatever. 

untry and offset by the invention of another. 
{ Ericsson of the revolving turret, and of the naval officer 
other side in the protection by iron bars of the Merrimac, 

i a new era in shipbuilding and ship protection. 
secretaries of the Navy, who was spoken of some time ago by 

Senator from Maine with great praise for having gone forward 
programme of building a modern navy, did not want any 

He was decidedly against battle | 
, against cruisers, against torpedo boats. and against every- 

ut monitors, because he claimed we needed no ravy except 
ense, and that the monitor vessel, built only for smooth 

r and harbor defense, is the best we could get. 
e, Mr. President, I say again that if we want to keep up our 

uest we have got to havea navy at least as large as the Senator 
Maine has proposed, or larger. 
have heard a great deal about the Philippine colonies. There 
uch thing as the Philippine colonies. 

‘ave simply a military occupation. 
\merican colony, and there never will be unless the climate 

es. It is not the place for a white man to live and home- 
A colony is a number of foreigners who occupy a part of 

intry for the purpose of cultivating the soil, making perma- 
‘ homes, and living under a government made by themselves 
nder the government of the parent country. 
‘fact is, ihe word “colony” comes from the Latin word 
nus,’ which means a tiller of the soil. 
n such as Gibraltar and Malta are not colonies any more than 

uilt at all except monitors. 

r | 

i} 

SPEECH 

ON. HERNANDO D. MONEY, 
OF MISSISSIPPI, 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Thursday, March 3, 1904, 

Senate having under consideration the bill (H. R. 12220) making ap- 
uns for the naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, and 

ernment? 

use, 

the world. 

] 
t 

The figures 

That is an 

We must have the | 

All these great | 

The inven- 

One of the 

However that 

In the Philippines 
There is nothing there as 

But military occu- 

uilippine Islends are a colony of the United States, and it 
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but they say to us: 

never will be, because, as I said, climatic cond 
forbid. 
We occupy the Philippine Islands not for any such ] 

that, nor do we occupy them for the purpose of seeing tl 
have a good government. lobod) 
word of it, and gentlemen may just as well quit using 
is not aman here who cares : 
have a good government or not. 
else has a good government or not. 
Then who is to be the judge of what is 

You take a government that is good for yo 
impose it on men who heartily detest it and are utt 
of conceiving or maintaining it, i 
left with it. 

That is all cant. 

a snap wheth 

wn 

Does anybody) 

So we are condemned because we are too ¢ 
we are ideally too bad, but simply b 1S! 
will not operate—I mean 
not operate—and the greatest minds in t 

hlic of republi 

final termination to this Republic. 
We have been told by the most brill 

century that the United States Governm«: 
as a self-governing republic whenever we 
great enough t 

| are doing just as fast as it 
We have been told by others 
the difficulty. 

the two races. 

tling that. 

o corrupt the whol 
is is ] n 

that one and anotn 

, a Frenchman, wl 
finest view of American institutions ever publi 
ccracy in America, says the great evil to 
would be the presence of so many } l 
race—the negroes—and that eventna 
terminated or there must be a mixtur 

Both of these horrible al 
entertain, because I believe, 

De Tocquevill 

1 

eople ¢ i 

iy one 

"eC al 

for one, there 

1 
So, Mr. President, we are not holding the 

them a better government, 
a better government or not. 

and we do not care 
We are h 

everything else for our own selfish interests 
own good as far as we understand it 
stand it in a commercial way—so that we 

7 | ploit that great timber country and its land 
| to men whe engage in that sort of 1 

matters not, however, as the Senator says, whether Great | 
iin has rejected a revolving turret or not. 
ovements, which are the mark of genius, can be adopted by 

hing: 

| the people do not care a straw whether they 
ment there or not. And why should they care? 
We are not going over the face of the « 

faults in government. » did not go ar 
1: 

ua 

when the Fenians were rising in Ireland, 
government. We never made a demonstrat 
home-rule bill f have not 

not gone to Russia to protect the Hebr 
cre which occurred there a short time agi 

good government or a bad one. They say i 
venture to say that there is not in America : 

| yet lived in the White House less beloved 
| by his varied subjects. 
who give allegiance 
him as ‘* Little Father,’ the 
Father,’’ and with all the terms of end 
sible for them to utter of a man whom they never saw, whom t 
never expect to see, and who we think is grinding 

There is not a Russian m 
Mr. President 

under an iron heel. 
Mr. GALLINGER. 
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. 

sippi yield? 
Mr. MONEY. 

All the twenty or t 
to that autocrat 

‘* White Father,”’ 

. 
love 

Ina moment. There is 
who does not speak of the Czar in terms of 
tion and does not regard his person as sa 
avery bad government. 

Mr. GALLINGER. 
Certainly, I 1 

I was attracted by 
tion that the American people are entirely 
there is a good government ora bad gov 
pine Islands. That may have been true wher 
Islands belonged to a foreign power, but 

Nobody cares whet 

given to tl 
Every nation evolves its « 

exactly according to its spiritual and mora 
It can not evolve anything that does not 

that for which it is peculiarly fitted. Hav 
We say we have. 

Mr. President, the great Government of the 
to-day condemned by the civilization of the w 
people in Great Britain, Germany, France, an 
prefer monarchies or imperialism? I do not | 

‘Your Government 

You have, theoretically, the best G 
You approach as near as you « 

x to the Atlantis of Plato; but you have not 
1uman nature can maintain; in other words, | 
ain individualism so as to support a government 

body of the 
possible for an 

varment 

Does the 
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7 1 la law ara 
dit t say alt } 

yvernment 
be extremely de- 

in the Philippine 

1k anything of the sort. 
-sident, of course 

» American people care about 

il} ; ‘ Ae ar P -hilippine Islands a part of 

A en 
AMeTICE 1 people Ca 

out of it. 

To my n 

re only about how much 

an extreme view 

t it isa very hon- 

‘e nothing except 
a part of our 

rest, if the Sen- 
is to desire good 
rnment there. 
that the Ameri- 
the Philippine 

is not the ques- 
listration to a bad 

ntatall. Iam 
—one, in which 

ased upon individual- 
woald | exercise, pe thaps not 

I think that they as a people 
iving or operating or maintaining a form of 

r ours, which they undertook to do until 
it happens that now all revolutionary 

liz , copy the Constitution of the United 
1 proceed to dtsregard it afterwards and pay no 

whatever to it, showing that they are incapable of put- 
into Oj eration the popular institutions which have made this 

test and mly free cou in the world. 
, Mr. Pr take that chain of republics from Mexico, 

Rio Grande to Patagonia—what are they? The mere 
republics, not the true and genuine article. There 
nent there that is free. It is government by faction, 

r by the s trongest army. 

pine Islands, of course we want peace and 
we are dominant; and as long as the Stars and 

vay t standard authority in that archipelago we 
intain order and peace as far as we can, and we can do it 

yundation. 

ntwry 

as 

is not the 
+) solxy 
nemseives, 

point. Iam saying that, for the sake of the 
nobody whether they have a good 

or not. I mean independent, of course. I do not 
ould have our form of government very long. If 

eit, it would be the first instance of the Malay 
t kind of government. In my opinion they 

; the world stands unless it is imposed upon 
has been in that archip 

ted States. 

cares 

commerce in the 
lilippines. That 

expansion of our 
ssion of the Pi 

ld about the 

ndent on our p 

to anything 
ilippines were a dependency of Spain they were a 
nance of the viceroy of an ico. They were not gov- 
at al ‘ept through the viceroy of Mexico. ‘The 

ri ‘ame in galleons once a year to Acapulco from the 
lago and went to the viceroy of Mexico. When Mexico 

‘se it had to go to Spain, but not until that time. 
»is oie r motive, I think, in holding 

8, — some do not desire to discuss openly. 
—— Japan and *hilippines will be the 

orld fora go vhile to come. I am not 
at Britain, for the reason given by 

a ada. That is not the reason at all; but it is 
her trade with ourselves is greater than her 

le world, and our trade with her is greater 
1e world. We feed her, and she can not af- 

thataccount. That is the real reason 
diy relations with Great Britain. 

given on eit her side, all will be con- 
way compromised. So there will be no 

yp the supply going from here there and the trade 
m there he re. 

President nk e party that determin 
ine Islan and th at took Px 
exact a aan aggravating conditions upon Cuba, 
= hed a suzerainty, which we hold to-day, over 

vanted the Philippine Islands for a great deal 
re than to give th em a good government. They wanted them 

nt, there 

it 
but LOt 

yes ir 

. Mr. 
e Philij 

most 

d the subjugation 
rto Rico from Spain and 

elago by the supe- | 

| portions to each army, 
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and trade. You will probably recollect, some of you, it was 
here by people who ought to know that it was the design 
cupy the Philippines as a military base of operation in 
Orient. For what purpose? That we might be convenient] 
when the dismemberment and the partition of the great ( 
Empire occurs. It is only 600 miles across the China Se: 
Manila to Hongkong, and that whole magnificent front. y 
creat river coming down to it, we were told, was soon 
railroads from the mouth up to along their banks; and n 
it will be, from the cone ession made to different E suropean 
to build those railways. We were told that the Empire 
ing to be broken to pieces, and that we should have ne 
military base of operations from which we would be ena 

exact our share of the dismembered Empire. ‘‘ Our shai 
was the language used here. 
When did we get a share, and how did we get it, and 

we give for it? Wedid not have any share at all, but 
game of robbery, just as Poland was divided out to Aus 
Russia and Prussia—a nation dismembered, divided out, n 
said—just as we divided Samoa between Germany and « 
Great Britain taking her concession from Germany on th 
coast of Africa and leaving us to divide Samoa, we 
before that had made a convention declaring to maintain 
sovereignty forever and pledging ourselves that that 
convention should never bec hanget 1 without the consent 
And in ten years, without any consent or reference t 
divided her territory out. And now we are to take pos 
the P hilipy ines, and we are to maintain it at what e 
knows to > a loss, with no compensating advantage wh 
enable us to have a military base of operations. 

It was done so that if China shall be dismembered we 
our share. Our share is what? Whatever we can tak 
ever wecan get the other robbers in the game to allow u 
That is allitis. Why, the very fact that this Navy i 
necessarily, I poe say, to such an enormous figure prov: 
occupation of the Philippines is of no account to this cou 
does not add to her wealth nor to anything else, but it: 
ject us into the storm center of future wars of the wi 
which has already begun there. 
Now, it was stated a while ago that Japan, perh: ups, 

a little thought about the islands, the xy being contigu 
what to her; not really near, because it is 2.000 miles a 
Mr. BACON. Not 2,000. 
Mr. MONEY. Iamcorrected here in my figures by t 

Senator from Georgia [Mr. Bacon]. 
Mr. BACON. It is 1,000 miles. 
Mr. MONEY. Heought to know better than I do: 

over the ground. He says it is about a ee l 
recollection was that it was a thousand or 1,200 miles 
mosa to Tokyo, when Japan wrested that island as on 
demnities of her war with China some ten years ag 
rate, Japan has awakened froma long sleep. She isa 
warriors. She is probably the best fighting nation n 
world. 

I call your attention to one little circumstance 
prove that assertion, that in the dash made at Peking 
the beleaguered ambassadors there and the missio1 
were threatened by the Boxers there were in the 
American, British, Russian, Austrian, Italian, French 
and Japanese contingents. That composite army was 0) 
Marshal Count von Waldersee. There were only 
walled cities that were attacked, one Tientsin and 
Peking, and around the walls of those two cities wer 

each nationality, which they ' 
sault. In both those instances Japan was the first to | 
wall and enter the city. Her loss was the heaviest in 
wounded. Then, further, she had the only troops tha 
guilty of looting, showing better discipline—not n 
men, I will take it, but better disciplined, the most das 
age and the better disciplined. Well, we know wl 
China in a very brief war. 

I recollect, as all of us do, the battle of the Yalu Riv 
the genius of the Japanese commander was so signal 
by a magnificent victory which, followed up in the 
Wei-Hai-Wei, ended in the destruction of the remai! 
Chinese fleet 7 he Japanese torpedo boats. I ré 
everybody said if that maneuver had a executed it 
ence of an cen or European a , it would mare 
destruction of the Japs. But the J a knew their e 
The same thing happened at the capture of Port - 

after the Chinese were driven from one chain of for 
rocky ridge leading down into the town, the military 
of the several countries were permitted to be prese 
Japanese ae sent by their respective govern! 
learn from the Japanese the arts and science of war. | 
‘* Now go in; press in on the retreating garrisons; they ar 

who t 

for other purposes than the mere possible expansion of commerce | jected and depressed by defeat; run in on them and tak 



r who was | 
portfolio in the cabinet. 

ion in attacking an empir 
No.’’ he said, ‘* we will march t i 

a nation of warriors. They: I m 
lows, and will not fight at all, and we will go i 
lina.’? I thought he had a great deal of confiden: 

little overconfident; but the result justified all he said. 
‘We fight one another when we do not have an enemy. 

he truth. Those people were under the rule of what 
‘Tycoon ”’ (or ‘‘ Shogun,’’ as they call hin ASI in 

» Japan what the mayor of the palace had 1 » the 
Kings of France—the real, but not nominal rulers, the 

r being the Mikado. 
ng time the Mikado was the nomi : 
Japan what one of the sluggard Kings had been to 

But it was the practice’of the Shoguns, one after : 
p the barons continually involved in war; and Japan 

like feudal Europe from the twelfth century to the fif- 
ntury, never really at peace. By such means the whole 
was filled with professional free lances, who would 

; 
if 

1 
and fight for any cause, the only thing required being 
should receive their stipend. 

| were compelled to reside thirty days in every year in the 

Tokyo; and when they met in the str f 
ming down like a Highland chief with his following, 

re combats almost every day during the occupancy 
‘ by those great lords. So it went on until the Mikado 
get possession of the Empire. 

1 Government of Japan was overturned, an 
have been going forward in civilization with : 
solutely marvelous. They have to-day, ac< i 

» most effective fleet in the world. They have two of the 
ttle ships in the world, and I want to say that there is 

a naval officer but will commend the management and ¢ 
the 30 ships. 

1 is going to have Korea, and she will 
229 . . 1 , } 4 
likewise Nave the 

tof Manchuria. She really has it now and has had it 
while. She has possession of Formosa, and she is going 
lly get the Philippine Archipelago. We can not hurt 

Japan has to-day 48,000,000 people. They are a homo- 
people, excepting only the hairy men, who do not count; 

are 48,000,000 homogeneous fighting population in 
10 have developed the very highest military skill and 
honthe seaand ontheland. They are an enemy that 

n can afford to despise. 
en freely predicted from the inception of the great con- 

Vv waging that Japan would clean the Russian fleet off the 
a few months, and that in the end she will overcome on 

ns can not get supplies over their 4,000-mile 
k railway. She can hardly supply her army now in 

ia. She can not ship them provisions. 
tands exactly in the attitude toward Manchuria and 
t she stands in relation to the Philippine Archipelago. 
| be no trouble about her getting those islands if she 

; a 4} 
vil i ler we could resist an attack on the Philippines 
or Germany or any other country, I will say we can 

‘afleet there, and I do not think there is any fleet in the world 
(as ours, and I do not believe there are any soldiers in the 

good as ours; but when we send our fleet and our army | 
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re influence to-day than she had before. 
luence in her existence as when she 

tions of the world presenting a harbor 
for th stressed and oppressed of every clime and 

intry in the world, with no inclination or desire to take 
did not belong to her, to force her government upon any 

t] government or any other people in the world, standing and 
ding the liberty in her hand to the oppressed of every 

l, to come here for shelter and protection. 
But when we dropped down from that lofty and inspired atti- 

tude and coolly marched in the rank of the robber nations of the 
world; when we u to plunder wherever we had the 
pows shallow and fiimsy pretext that we 
wanted to give some} - government or a better religion 
or something of thi y, we were no more of a world 
power than any of f Europe; not a particle. We 
count our power to-day in guns and in men and ships of war; we 
do not count our power as we did six or seven years ago, which 
was a power of moral influence of a great and powerful nation 
sustaining herself against the world, and sustaining her peculiar 
institutions, which no other country of the world had ever been 
able to make permanent, and at the same time holding aloft that 
torch from which the people of the world could reillumine their 
own and light a circle around the world. 

That was when we were a world power: 
finence of this country outweighed the 
put TK 

al 

torcn oF 

+ , > l inx«witinae y 
I and inviti In 

4 } r to ado 

that was when the in- 
influence of all the others 

gether, with its unselfishness and its heroic regard for the 
rights of man—the proposition that every man is the peer of every 
other man, which is the corner stone of the great Republic: the 
individualism of man; his capacity to govern himself; his willing- 

to do it: his courage to do it and to maintain his own Gov- 
ernm We were then indeed a world power; but we have lost 
that ‘and no addition of land or rocks or fortresses or men 
or sl r anything else can restore us to the position we occupied 
before these late conquests. 

We have lost the prestige we had. 
our arms, of ¢ We have that,and so have the Russians 
and the We have the same kind of prestige which the 
German Emperor had when he came back leading his triumphant 
legions from the siege and capture of Paris; but by that victory 
he did not gain any greater respect for Germany than it had be- 
fore, or any greater laurels than ithad before. He did gain more 

We 
fear a great many things for which we have no respect whatever. 
But the moral influence which the United States exerted before 
these late wars of conquest—which, like the vibrations that go 
from the brain 30,000 in a second out into the atmosphere some- 
where and find impingement and lodgment somewhere else, we 
do not know where; that was continually going forth to these 
people, which was a hope and a stimulant to the people of every 
country of the world who loved freedom—has all passed away: 
and we stand here in common with all other nations of the world 
who only want accretion for their own self-aggrandizement. 

We hold the Philippine Islands under the shallow pretext that 
we want to give good government to their people. If the Philip- 
pine group a few years ago had, during some seismic disturbance, 
sunk below the bosom of the sea, there is not a man in the United 
States who would have lost his breakfast or shed a tear. I donot 
say this in censure or criticism, but I say we would not have 
thought anything about it at all. Wedid not think anything 
about it when an island in the sea was swallowed up a few years 
ago and 40,000 people perished in a night—in a few hours. 

Nobody thought anything about it when Mount Pelee erupted 
down in the Caribbean Sea and spread its ashes over Martinique 
and 125 miles over the sea to Guadeloupe. 

} 7 
the scare 

ist 

We have got the prestige of 
urse. 

(vermans. 

fear; but fear and respect are not always very near akin. 

headlines in the newspapers of the war between Japan 
and Russia it does not cause any great concern among our people. 

but because war is an incident in the life of every indene; 
nation. Itcan not be avoided. It makes no difference w) 
you are going to doright or not. It doey not take two + 
people to make a quarrel. One of them may be right a) 
other wrong. And as war is a necessary incident, accord 
all probabilities, then I say let us have a navy that will ma 
ple respect us and keep their hands off. I was for buildi; 
Navy up commensurate with the needs of this country. ; 
after its commerce, although that use for a navy is not so i: 
tant now. 

A great navy is not so much needed for the protection . 
merce now. That time has passed away. There is no 
privateering in time of war. All the nations of the eart 
the convention of Paris of 1856, except the United Sta 
Spain. Privateering went out when sails were supers 
steam. So that nothing can disturb the commerce of t] 

This nation especially has taken the lead in demanding 
nations shall recognize an international law; that you n 
spect private property at sea as well as private property o 
It has been over two hundred years since private pro) 
been seized by any European nation or any civilized na 
where on the globe. As a necessity of war it has been 
the use of an army, but it has been paid for. 

Up to that date European nations had been continu: 
ing property on the sea, and the United States was unw 
consent to that distinction, and that was the reason they 
sign the convention of Paris in 1856. The United Sta 
“Tf you will go further, if you will include property : 
well as property on land, we will sign; but so long as w: 
large commerce and a small navy, we can not sign.” T 
in the day of sailing ships. It was not because she hn 
but because she wanted to go forward faster than the 
tions that were the signatories to that convention. 

Mr. President, about the capacity of the Philippines 
ter government: You can put upon those people a facsi: 
the United States Government in all its particulars, and 
train a few of their men to perform the functions that : 
entiated in the general administration and economy o 
ment. but you are never going to make them able to und 
it or maintain it. It is not in the blood. Other peop! 
have it. 
We do not exact of Great Britain and Germany a: 

and Russia that they shall have a better government 
not concern ourselves about it. We wisely leave them 
cause those people always had what they want and w! 
essary for them. It is just as unreasonable to believe tl 
will hold to a scheme that does not pay as to believe a. 

| will live under a government that does not suit its peopl 
are going to have just what suits them. There will b 
different kinds of government as long as there is diversit 
the races of men. What is good for one is not alway: 
another. 

I do not believe there is a publicist who writes to 
believes that a Latin race can maintain such a govern! 
we maintain here to-day. I do not know why, unless 
the blood. They must have something else than this. | 
the lack of individualism. Whenever a country gets in 
in other words, whenever a country becomes conventio 

| means that progress is ended and that the silence and « 

| last a long time. 
which precede death and decay have begun. The pr 

It lasted four or five thousand years in 
| and it lasted six or seven thousand years, if we can be! 
| chronicles, in China. 
| and they could not go any further. 

And when we read 

They went just as far as they 
They have gone to 

most of their capacity, and they stand stili until somethin 
| them and turns them into a new line, when they set up a 

But I think there is a responsive sentiment in this country to | 
every appeal for help. 
ple; they have always been generous. 
sent potatoes to the Irish, who were in great need, until this day 
there have been no great calamities anywhere that the American 
people have not responded to appeals for help. 

Mr. President, lam straying away from the discussion of the 

The American people are generous peo- | 
From the time when they 

litical philosophy. What suits them does not suit any 
If it did they would all have it. 
The best approvalisimitation. The sincerest flattery, 

is imitation. If our Government was the best, and soc 
the other people of the world would have it; but they do! 

| sider it so. 

subject-matter this evening; but I am only following the track of | 
others, and it is because they strayed away that I have done so. 

I have not much to say about the bill. 
that 1 have been here a good while and in the other House, where 
I was generally against my party on the question of the Navy. I 
was always for a strong navy from the first vote I cast. Iwasa 
member of the Naval Committee in the other House for some 
years; and in that committee I remember distinctly that we car- 
ried a bill over the head of the Republican chairman to continue 
the work of the construction of the Navy. I have always voted 

| government, better religion, or better anything else. 
I will say this, however, | 

I want to strip all subjects like this one of building up | 
from all ideas about wanting to do any philanthropic w 
where, and wanting to go somewhere and give anyb 

W 

want is something to defend ourselves with in time of wa 
is what we want, that is all we have need of a navy for, 4 

| is all we want an army for. 

| pretty big navy. 
| best in the world so far as it goes. 

for a large navy, not because I wanted the United States to have | 
the pride of having the second navy of the world, or the third; | 

I suppose, Mr. President, that at the present time, on th 
we seem to be having, and are very likely to continue to 

If we are going to have it, it ought | 
3. I do not think we he 

such need of a navy as Great Britain has, because, as the = 
from Georgia [Mr. Bacon] said a while ago, you can not : 

where but you find British colonies, British outposts, Brit): 
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like Gibraltar, Malta, and Cyprus, all down along the | pedo boats. and soon. Of course there he mechat kill 
nean to Aden, at the end of the Red Sea, along down to reat where as it is here, but up t 

then across the Arabian Sea, until you get to those hing particularly by any la ol 
es of India on that side, going around through the Straits | vent S. 

to Colombo, ¢g ra ind that island and across to the Ir. President, I am told at tl 

Malacca and Singapore to the great British capital there, | 000,000. I don hink it is too 
n beyond that south to the great Australasian continent | eign policy is to | r l re to t to 

ids. That is an enormous country. our old way of liv 
there are Great Britain’s American possessions. She | pudiating the bm W hh 

three continents larger possessions than we have, not | attending strictly to own | 
r Australia, so she must have an enormous navy. The | a fleetas that. W ’ 
Jlicy has been carefully to defend her authority. Every | unless it may |! the case that I insta 

hat she has lately put in operation has been to get a navy | are compelled t ass our available s 
an any two navies in the world. the attack of the enemy in s 

do not do as we do here, but I think they do much more 
Parliament votes a lump sum for a programme of con © tic 
for five years, and that is disposed of by the Admiralty An Answer to a Series of Criticisms 
ink the necessities of the navy demand. 

» want torpedo boats, they build them; if they want tor ——— 
1 t destroyers, they build them; if they want cruisers or ee 
| os apse Pygret 5 ea ot oa SPEECH 

ships, they build them, and the gentlemen in the House of 
s and the House of Lords do not undertake to say what ; Ol 
inthe British navy? It, however,increasescontinually. JJQN. CHARDLES H. GROSVENE 
ill examine the Naval Manual you will find their pro- 
exceeds that of any other two countries in the world. OF OHI 

Tr) mstantly going on, and thatis their policy. We can not ' wean. ‘ii 
race merely of competitive building. We want simply ; eck aa 

W e need. We do not want anything else. fonday, Marcel 
if some people should desire it, itis not necessary, at least, | on the} H. R. 1441 coer aniahnen 
should have the second largest navy in the world or the ea 
rgest navy in the world. It is just as our circumstanc: 

i that we should have anavy atall. It might be that we Mr. ¢ 
not need any. Mexico has no navy, and she gets along Mr. ¢ 
t any trouble at all. So far as that is concerned, I know from Mi ; I 

but few South American States that have a navy. WILLIAMS]. in the d performance of 

—< -~ 

lo not know what is in this bill about torpedo boats. Iagree | and which I donot criticise. placed in the 
much with the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. LopGr] | a newspaper article contributed to the 

ir utility. However, I do not recall—and I hope, if he | Mr. Frederick Boyd St 
Senator here will mention it—but I do not recall a sin- | political articles. ; 

of war elsewhere, or otherwise, that has ever been in- Coming from the Brooklyn Eagle the art 
| by torpedo boats unless that ship was in still water, in har- | very considerable attention. ipel 

at anchor. I do not know of a single one. tive in politics, although strongly Det p z l r 

i vy the teheroy, a Brazilian cruiser that belonged to the under all circumstance nits 1¢cislN 

I r, was sunk while at anchor by a torpedo. The ironclad | affairs. The arti was a 1 to show n 
Hucalod was destroyed by a torpedo while at anchor in | gancein the administration of the Goverm 

Caldera Bay, and under the same circumstances the flagship | but bitterly criticised the Administratio1 
Aq in was destroyed—all at anchor in quiet water. At [ hold in my hand and will placein the ! 
W ei the ships were not only at anchor but they were | leave given 1 vy the He e,an editorial 

in the darkness of night when torpedo boats destroyed them. | the Brooklyn Eagle in repl » the 7 
Torpedo boats did not cut any figure in the battle of the Yalu | referred. m by their own special corres 
K *. On the contrary, the cruisers threw their torpedoes over | bears the earmarks suggest » of the pen 
as fast as they could, and torpedo boats could not do anything | the publisher and distinguished editor 

na seaway. They have to attack in still water to be | a Democrat of Democrats; a Democrat w 
anywhere. As was instanced by the Senator from Mas- | as taught by Den he will 

torpedo boats did not do a thing at Santiago. They | paper shall be used under : ( 

ful for defense, and they may accompany a fleet to | public men for partisan p )s 
ther fleet in a harbor, but so far as an ocean battle is | publications against the hono 1 

lit is the battle ship and the cruiser that determine that | unchallenged, ey thoug ad 
| principally the battle ship. newspaper. 

torpedo-boat destrover, howeve ? ad ls to the ingeni us tL take ¢g at ple sure in commending 

have been invented by men of genius for a certain | House of Representativ and to 1 
r purpose; but that purpose is effective only under cer- | planation and I l 

tain litions, and those conditions are not often maintained. comprehensiv l i 
I uid that military genius consists almost entirely in devis rent non r, ive seen f 

iething new. It is said that Alexander demonstrated his | Roosevelt } sed 
ecause he increased the spear of the Macedonians to 2 vessels o N ment 
{ made a phalanx sixteen files deep. and that phalanx, | ist W 
ntum pushing forward its sixteen lines of spears, proved hese matter Mr. Chairman, that s 

i » to any formation or weapon known in that day. which are « tar 
is Nero was called a genius because of his celebrated fly- | jurious as afte ro the eM 

1 of 400 miles through the whole length of the Italian | + ‘ i] , , i 
to the river Metaurus, where he joined his colleague | the people of + Lie t 
yyed Hasdrubal and his army. t 

les, at the battle of Marathon, developed a military gen- | men. 
se, contrary tothe rules of fighting that prevailed among I commend a i ud 
‘Ss, he very much weakened his center and allowed the | enemies ali 

s to drive it before them, then closing in on them with 
gs, which had been strengthened, he defeated them ‘ 

gre aughter. I da i 
ose things are what they call genius. Napoleon thought | that exp 

{ thing was to divide his enemy in the fighting and get the | deta t 
m1 men at a given place at a certain time. So we have these # : te 
: stations of genius among every people in the world, and siabie adhd 

ple are continually suggesting to inventors the uses of | advanced w 
nts which are destructive in war. We can peculiarly, I | 0%! 

{ pend upon the genius of Americans to give us the best | of jumping, 
“uig that there is in naval warfare, the best ships, the best tor- | ment, in which he s 
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ntegrity equals his own, and whose reputation for justice and 
exceeds his 

go into the letter referred to with some particularity. 
<penditures of the United States are notsmall. This isa gov- | 

y 00,000,000 people. Population increasesevery year and the 
»yvernment increases in at least a like ratio. This is neither a 

ra parsimonious goverment. Many of its servants are unjustly 
18 can be said to be overpaid, and few are adequately compen- 

i with what men of equal capacity receive in private employ- 
are free to say that our officials, including our Congressmen, 

hould, as a rule, be paid more. They say they should be paid more. They 
know they should. Yet they are afraid to appropriate more for fear that if 
they did the people, through a rush of parsimony to the pocket and of mean- | 
ness to the head, would defeat them and displace them by demagogues or 
tramps, who would make of niggardliness a duty and of parsimony a boast. 
For our own part we do not believe that this isa mean government ora mean 
per or thatits representatives should think that meanness and parsimony 
represent either the spirit of the people or their wishes with regard to their 

} 
' 

pile it 

iat the letter referred to has passed to the category of review, let 
ts be borne in mind: All Congressmen clamor for economy for 
We have heard of none of them who has voted to reduce the allow- 

which the Government makes for him. They all know they ought to | 
. but they are afraid to vote t » themselves more, for reasons | 

i itly noticed. Theyare quite critical of the Executive Depart- 
they are careful not to reduco their own allowances. Take their | 

$5,000 a year salary and their $1,200a year allowance per Member for a pri- 
vate secretary. There is not an American who does not know that their sal- 
aries ought to be more, and that a Member's allowance for a secretary is, to | 
say the least, moderate. They resent, and rightly, criticisms on themselves 
on account of such figures; but they are very sure that Executive Depart 
ments are prodigal, until some of their numbers are appointed to be the 
heads of such Departments. Then their point of view changes and they ses 
things differently. When self the wavering balance holds, ’tis rarely well 
adjusted 

We notice in the 

BERT M. HiT 
braska, dis 
ernment 
“coaches 

fect 

paid 

already 
ments 

CLEN 

letter published last Sunday that 
HCOCK, a 

tepresentative GIL- 
Democratic Congressman and an editor from Ne- 

covered that Department officials are absolutely riding in Gov- 
“coaches.” ‘Coaches’ is grandiloquence for “ carriages,’ and 
may even only signify buggies or wagons writ large. ‘Che word 
is almost invariably used for what may be called *histrionic” ef- 

We presume that some of the Cabinet officers and some of their assist- 
rushing around from one part of Washington to another, have used | 
these “coaches” or wagons, and perhaps they would as well use the 

roads or walk. But that the thing amounts to an abuse or that any- 
injured by it, except the officials themselves, when those whom Car- | 

‘alled “the great unwashed” hear about it through the medium of large 
xv larger mouths, can well be doubted. The members of the Cabinet 

the heads of Departments under them are known to be honest men 
known to be underpaid and overworked. It is known they should | 

not less but more than they do. We confess to small patience with 
the spirit which criticises them for “extravagance.” 

Our same friend, Congressman H1TcHcock, has been “‘ exposing’’ Govern- 
ment experiments with flying machines. Some day there will be flying ma- 
chines. Some day they may be as common and as commonplace as railways 
or steamships. But, like railways and steamships, they will be obtained by 
experimentation. Government will have to make its proportion of those ex- 
periments as wellas private individuals. There isnopretense that the experi- 
ments the Government is making are made for any other than scientific pur- 
poses and for the public benefit, so that the principles of navigating theairand 
thee itions necessary for itcan beascertained. Experiments preceded the 
introduction of steam navigation, electric transportation, telegraphy, anis- 
thetics, and other great gains for humanity. If necessity is the mother of 
invention, experiment may be said to be its father, and experimentation may 
be expected to go on. Our Government scientists will compare favorably 
for capacity and for integrity with our Federal legislators, to say the least. 

Let us now get at one or two other details. The letter on Sunday said that 
there are ‘$3,000,000 of unnecessary expenditure for armor for the Navy.” 
We regard that .as error. The expenditure, whatever it is, should be more 
rather than less The thing desired is the discovery of the best armor and 
the ordering of whatever of that bestis needed. The correspondent’s fur- 
ther criticism of ‘$17,060,000 of unnecessary expenditure in the Army and 
Navy for machinery and fortification”? may be his opinion, but is not that | 
held here. Our Army is censurably small. Our Navy should be progres- | 
sively enlarged. Navy machinery and national fortifications shoul be pro 
gressively augmented. The policy of one Administration on this head, under 
public opinion and national necessity, will have to be the policy of the next 
and of the next, with a steady proportion of increase 

As to the unnecessary *transporiation expenditure for the Army being | 
$5,000,000," this: The Government sends its soldiers where they are needed 

l at the lowest feasible rates. They would otherwise have to 
walk orswim. They are not expected to do that. They are sent without 
luxury, but with expedition and with ordinary comforts and precautions. | 
The contrary proposition may do for stump speeches, but an undemagogical 
newspaper can not indorse it. 

We come now toa more interesting portion of the letter referred to, the 
one referring to the restoration of the White House to its original design and 
purpores, and the building of business offices near by it. The White House 
restoration is sAid to have cost $475,000." It was done under the plans of 
McKim, Mead & White, whose accuracy and honesty, whose genius and in- 
tegrity as architects are well known. It was done on the initiative and the 
provision of Congress, and not at the instigation of the President atall. The 
result isa gratification to the nation, will be a valuable asset for at least a 
century to the Government, and secured an immense saving from the neces- 
sity which had otherwise followed for a wholly new White House. 

Traversing the letter referred to, we reach a more personalitem. It is that 
concerning the little steamers Mayflower and Sylph, which are frequently 
miscalled ‘the President's yachts.” They belong to the Navy. The Presi 
dent has been on board of them a very few times, and had as much right to 
be on board of them as Admiral Dewey, Admiral Barker, and other admirals 
who have made long voyages in them and who are officers of the Navy in- 
ferior to the President, as its commander in chief. The President, as the 
Eagle's columns of report from Washington, from Brooklyn,and from Oyster 
Bay show, has never been on board both these vessels, put together,as many 
times as he has fingers on his hands, and never, except with strict regard to 
his duties as the head of the Navy, such as to review the fleet, to be present 
at target practices in order to secure good marksmanship, and to attend the 
encampment of the National Guard at Long Branch,and the like. He would 
have been censurable had he not performed those duties and had he not 
taken the vessels for that purpose or for like ones. So much for that. 

Admiral Dewey has just returned from a voyage of some months on the 
Mayflower, in connection with the duties of his office. The vessel had been 
properly used for similar purposes, not only by the Admiral but by the chief 
of the Bureau of Navigation and by the Secretary of the Navy. Part of 
last winter she was employed asa portion of the blockading squadron at Pan- 
ama and took part in the cruises of the Atlantic Squadron. The “fittings,” ! 
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| meaner men to lie about later and like occasions. 

| named or alluded to the Executive in any way whatever. 

| and that vigilance tends to honesty and toward economy. 
| friction prevails. 

to which so much reference is made, were in her before President McKj; 
and Secretary Long purchased her for the Government, in the Spanish \ 
Any repairs made to her are the same as those made to every ship, and 
of them had theslightest reference to the two or three occasions on whi 
President was ever on board of her atall. The same is the case wit 
Sylph, on board of which, or on a Government tug, the Eagle’s column 
port show that the President was about four times, and always on of 
business in and around the harbor of New York. The one instance po 
to the contrary was when he went from Jersey City to Oyster Bay. \ 
he lived, on board of the Sylph, instead of going through New York Cit, 
the expensive, showy, but salutary adjunct of elaborate “ police protest 

While we are on this matter we will refer to the trips of other Pre 
and other citizens on tugs, carrying provisions and the like to light-) 

Presidents Grant, Hayes, Arthur, Harrison, Clevela: 
McKinley made such trips. President roosevelt, we believe, has mad 
By law, the commander of such tugs is permitted to take outsiders. n 
two or three in number. The outsiders must pay for their own * ke: 
the time they are on board, and the expense to the Government is n 
Demagogues have made, or did make, much of these trips, but were 
careful only to condemn the Presidents that did not represent their **} 
Their allusions without exception have been contemptibly ignorant. 

| ably unfair, and nauseously demagogical. These trips really began wa 
under James Buchanan. e went down into his own pocket for al] } 
sonal expenses, and made all his civilian companions go down into t! 
a like purpose, when they steamed down the Potomac. Men then lax: 
a carefulness which they now respect. It was reserved for meaner da 

We feel absolutely 
of the necessity to have to grade press intelligence and public inte|li 
low as to presume it is necessary to explain these things. 

There is one more statement in the letter referred to calling for 1 
It is the one in which Henry L. West, a Commissioner of the Dist 
Columbia, is represented as saying that ‘‘the President has taken $s 
of personal patronage out of the Treasury and that in every Depa: 
there is the grossest laxity.”’ We learn that Mr. West claims to ha 
absolutely misunderstood or misrepresented by that statement; that 

We har 
how he could have done so. Nobody questions Mr. Roosevelt’s honest 
one knows the necessity of securing the official scrutiny and the off 
proval of about a score of officers for any official to get a dollar out 
Treasury could believe the assertion that was made. Moreover, the D 
Commissioners are directly subordinate to and appointed by and by 
der the control of the President himself. Wecan not account for t 
representation. We sincerely deplore and regret it. 

This should do for to-day and for a long while. Ours is neither a 
est President nor in the main a dishonest government. Neither is 
ravagant one. The “outs” are always accusing the *ins.”’ and t 

are often wrongly aspersing the “outs.”” That friction secures 
It is 

It is ill that injustice. because of such frictio 
occurs. Itis right, when it occurs, for a clean and fair newspaper t 
it. Our Government will never be so “good” as it ought to be. On 
sure that it is never so “bad” as it is painted. Between overco! 
untruth there is a difference, and the difference should be rema 
reprehended every time it isnot respected. 

Post-Office Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 
or 

T rl P -_ ’ \ 

DAVID E. FINLEY, 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, March 16, 1904. 

The House being in the Committee of the Whole House on the 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13521) ma 

HON. 

priations for the service of the Post-Office Department for the 
ending June 30, 1905, and for other purposes— 

Mr. FINLEY said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I shallin my remarks, as nearly as may 

fine what I have to say to a discussion of some of the ite: 
bill under consideration. 

The bill carries appropriations amounting to $169,196 
The amount carried by the last post-office appropriation |) 
$153,511.549.75, an increase of nearly sixteen and one-hal! 
of dollars, a very large increase and one for which the » 
of the committee should be able to give a good reason. | 
have no hesitation in saying that they can not entirely do 
each and every item for which appropriation is provid 
great appropriation bill like this it is impossible that the 
tee, or any one of its members, can be fully informed, a 
lows that the bill represents the combined views and best 
ment of the Committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads : 
is necessary to give the country an efficient postal servic 
ensuing fiscal year. As a member of that committee | 
something of its labors in the preparation of the bill. 

The postal service is the great business Department of t! 
ernment, extending to every citizen, ministering to his c 
ience, and promoting his interests. During the past fisc 
the financial transactions of the service aggregated over > 
000,000. At all times the Department should be conduct: 
a view to efficiency and economy. At one time it was he! 
the postal service should be self-sustaining, and from 183' 
1852, comparatively speaking, the Department was self-sust« 
In 1882, 1883, and 1884 the same state of facts existed 
sources from which the postal revenues were derived duri! 
past fiscal year are shown in the report of the Auditor ! 
Post-Office Department, as follows. 



Stateme nt exhibiting quarter ly the receipts of the Post- Offic e Department, unde r their se veral heads, 
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Quarter ende ed - 
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fiscal year 

I 
$59,098. 28 | $16. 305.94 ” = | 

‘ 1, 132, 341. 82 | 1,828, 332.33 1,529, 777.20 | 
| 1 756, 035. 33 | 70, 444. 10 | 778, 104.18 | 
. ), 371. 62 1 ed. 78 | 284.57 13,455 m | 

27 760" 419. 84 92, 4077165 30 | 6, 809 80, 508, 155.19 
4 3,201.71 6,080.51 | 297 4341.64 | 
} 491 , 970. 38 620,844.47 | 924 563, 169. 12 
M 14, 075. 39 | 13, 344. 47 465. 59 16, 222. 19 

sd tent pte ei cacts i eolity ok dee Siaplin ap a dics ae ine weigh ella dle 30, 235,514. 35, 233, 094. 71 862. 42 33, 311, 971. T4 
i 

T 2 of the Auditor’s report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1903, shows the following expenditures for the post 

State ment e whibiting the « pe nditures of the Post-Office Di partment, under their several heads, for the fiscal year ended J 0, 1 
—_ => ——ee — =— - _ 

Quarte r ended— Expen 

Appropriation. a : ACK t 
Sept. 30, 1902. | Dec. 31, 1902. Mar. 31, 1903. | June 30, 1903 vious 

fice of the Postmaster-General. 

sd al AMR eR Rieti he gen on [ates $1, 688. 57 $256. 23 $604. 84 $620. 77 $3 $392. 44 | 
Mis I ee aah 23. 27 112.95 38. 78 155. 96 64.15 | 
Posta . a regu! RS ee Pe I 1 cos sarc | - } 
New territory and military postal service .........|-.------------ i 142.56 

First Assistant Postmaster-General. 

re? 1 a II or ethed enacne qs aks'nconss 5, 267, 773. 65 5, 440, 474. 08 5, 525, 834.78 5. 397,641.58 21, 631, 724. 04 27.42 | 

( ‘ tion to assistant postm: asters—first and | 
ser i class offices. .. 5 cde wdalghiabaes 405, 861.02 6, 507.10 495, 423.51 405, 938. 49 l, a), 12 7 

Compensation to clerks ir 1 post- -offic ES es | 4,235,343. 30 , 241. 25 4, 305, 806. 21 4, 307, 260. 35 ¥ rl. 11 165.95 | 
Rent, light, and fuel for first, second, and third | | | 

class SOG. cn cacwun ! 558, 983.63 | 578, 081. 86 629,851.81 2, 3 GS. { 3.1 
Miscellane us items at first and secon d class offices.} 102, 498. 95 61, 908. 97 41, 787.15 5, GA. § { 279.91 
A rtising at first and second class offices _....... 6,015.53 6, 492. 46 6,008.11 24 } 0). 27 
Ca {eee ae , asks 47, 886. 24 51, 134. 52 47,373.00 lf { > | 
Compensation to assistant superi ntendents, sal- 

ar i allowance division 3,500. 00 3, 500. 00 3, 664. 84 335. 1¢ 14, 000. 
Per diem of assistant superintende nts, ‘salary and 
RTT EE el Soca tere wend onaenecewcercisn | 1,713.05 1. 863.36 16 

( free-delivery service ....................... | 4,914, 356.88 4.5 4 834 } 19 On ) 

Rural free-delivery service ......- 1, 724,964.72 | 1,8 2 335 917 aw 2 
Sta ery for postal service. -. 19,344. 20 | 6.572. 94 f 66 { . 
Ww i char amore 34,475. 92 | 81.4 45 ‘ 4} } 

W r paper a 21,119.94 | 39, SED. O4 
L nces, scales, and test weights......._- 3, 282.93 438. 80 } 
P ng and rating stamps -.............- 14, 370. 62 | 5. S48. 45 0 | 
Ru stam aoe ira os cerhsreieem 1, 027.92 | 763. 44 16 00 
Pack BOON, CII IN o ok see denn oocuscese {74.78 2? t 
Printing ving slips, slide labels, ete._......--- bal (3. 26 { . 
Blanks, etc., for money-order service -..- -. | 32, Y80. 94 4 0) ] 20) | 
Rubber and metal stamps for money-order service , o20. 03 | 1, 558. 68 j 43 | 
Copying presses and typewriters for mon rder | ae | 

er Sao * ail 15, 216. 16 1, 286. 30 663. 23 586. 07 19, 751.7 184.85 | 
Exchang stationery, and miscellaneous for | | ae 

mo! r I ee octal 1, 869. 50 3, 020. 72 3, 041. 38 1. 338. Se ) { 7 | 

M us items ie ie oh 5.00 | 116. 60 67.50 125. 10 ‘.2 

Pa f money ord lers more th an 1 year 0 ld $1, 316. 27 44. 969.30 22, 275.51 Re, Se 4 141, 3u0. ¢ 

0 Second Assistant Postmaster-General 

In] | transportation—star ........- 1,616, 524. 90 1, 662 6.561 80. 4 
I transportation- steam boat 141, 136.73 13.2 634 , 
M nger service 271, O54. 54 8 1,091, 259. § 54 
I tube service } 40), 793, 82 S (2,8 
W . “aw 291.619. 40 12. 73 sre 1) 

M aah 79, 088. 79 51, 734.7 5, 022.57 i4 
rsand keys..... 9, 204.53 1 9 9 4 12 AB4. 33 

M f repair shop he £50. 35 q Is ] Sti 

mail transportetion—railroad - - | 8, 979, 834. 61 9,08 Q } 64. OF 
)? st office car servi ii ote wat teal ] 1). 486 73 l, » t , 4.4 w 

. ty Mail service nutans e ak 2, TWO, 906. 74 2, 1.41 ] . } 
I l itransportation—electric andc anes } 109,015. 50 111, 808. 73 $40.4 t 

it 1il transportation—special facilities on 
€ ak Cee oS ee i 32, 845. 97 34, 089. 61 30. 389.39 os 024.21 1? ! f 

1s items ay a ¢ re Ee 74.85 | 2.07 | om BRS, 25 rT 
ition of foreign mails ...... 592, 606. 05 644, 820. 38 | 577.4 Si 612, 720.4 2.4 

‘ foreign countries 48.8] 112,371.76 40), 505. 30 6 is , 

hivd Assistant Postmaster-General. | 

Ma ture of postage stamps.-.--.-.--- } li 85, 306. 02 88. 797.99 a2 B98 | eR 

Dis tion of pos stamps 90 2,803.68 | 3,UR8. 57 ; ‘ ] 
M ture of stamped envelopes and newspaper | i 
‘ upper ; | 161, 818 181, 793. 87 198, 075. 68 183, 098. 93 124,7 
D nof stamped « pes and newspa | | 

wrappers - eae Le | 04 4. 768.05 5 292 63 19 
Ms acture of postal Lge eee | 13 ] 46, 645. 56 I } RS 188 
Distr m of postal cards...........--- * \ 2 188, 48 | 2’ 871.55 | 88 10. 883. 10 
Registered package, flicial, and dead-letter 

eS — 41,068.18 38,979.81 | 34, 880. 91 150. 75 
s um boat, ‘and way lette 7 } 60.70 t ii) 86. O22 4.3 

Ir es for losses by registered mail ..........!.......-- } 78.76 237. 80 632. 26 S 8 

B , » ow registry 2, lz 810. 00 | 10, 204. 0S OU 13,4 Vv 
Specia | ry service ne cans ccon cscs coscleccccess ce sesleoccee ole eee 
Special counsel—suits, second-class | 

iB Rs s ; 682. 49 682. 49 
M incous items | BU. 24 | 456. 30 634. 89 

{ the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General. | } 

~ redations and post-office inspectors ......- 131, 597.06 | .33, 341.43 | 136, 667.22 } 142, 370.74 543, 976. 55 
Mi A i oa neice 700.00 | L canichaiionen ciximmattle eee : 850. 00 1,550. 00 
M ee ST et  encleeaadionnes ee aie a j = | ee 60). 00 

COUR chia cottaacebisisonine pinched | 34,018, 768.61 | 84,495,307.99 | 34,825, 444.34 | 35. 151,855.93 | 138,491, 466 a 
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A comparative statement of the receipts and expenditures of the 
Post-Office Department from 1837 to 1903 shows that the Govern- 
ment received $2,201,749,188.08 in the way of revenue and expended 
$2,436,694,797.35, so that in sixty-six years theGovernment has con- 
ducted its postal service at a net cost of alittle less than$235,000,000. 

[ think, Mr. Chairman, that when we consider the benefits de- 

| | 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

We find that since the year 1884 the revenue has increase.) 
$42 ,500,843.83 to $146,304,642.87 (estimated) for the curren 
and the expenditures from $50,046,235.21 to $153,511,549,75. 

| increased cost of the service has a little more than kept pa 

rived by all the people throughout the country from the postal | 
service, the money has been spent for a wise purpose. 

Mr. MURDOCK. May I ask the gentleman a question? 
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman yield? 
Mr. FINLEY. Yes. 
Mr. MURDOCK. 

gentleman if he has ever totaled those Treasury grants? 
Mr. FINLEY. Mr. Chairman, I will say in all frankness that 

IT have not, and I do not believe that any member of the Post- 
Office Committee or anybody else has accurately done so. 
made an attempt, and after considerable effort gave it up in de- 
spair. 
bookkeeping heretoforein practice in the Post-Office Department. 
I have good company in believing that there should be a reform | 

I hope | in the matter of bookkeeping and the work simplified. 
that I have answered the gentleman. 

Mr. MURDOCK. The gentleman has. 
Mr. FINLEY. We find that in twenty years the postal re- 

ceipts have increased about 350 per cent, and expenditures have 
increased little more than this. 

The report of the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, be- 
ginning with the year 1837, up to the present, in the matter of | 
revenues and expenditures, shows the following: 

Comparative statement of receipts and expenditures of the Post-Office Depart- 

ment from July 1, 1836, to June 30, 1904. 

Fiscal year. | Receipts. Expenditures. 

03 
21 
31 
4 
61 

80 

, 945, 668. 2 
, 238, 733. 46 
, 484, 7 
543 

$3, 288, 319. 
4, 430, 662. 
4, 636, 536. 

718, 235. 
, 499, 527. 
, 674, 741. 
, 374, 753. 
, 296, 512. 
320, 731. 
076. 038. 
979, 542. 
326, 850. 2 

, 479, 049. 1: 

7 

70 
4 
4 
4, 
4, 
3, 

4, 
4 
5, 
6,2 
7, 
7,8 
8,5 
9! 
0, 

» | assistant postmaster shall not exceed 50 per cent. 

30, 882, 
3, 931, 785. 73 
980, 475. 
, 896, 99% 
080, 
3, 983, 128 

82, 499, 3 
82, 665, 462 
89, 012,6 

90, 932, 669. £ 
94, 077, 242. 38 
98, 033; 523.61 

101, 632, 160. 92 
107,740, 267.99 
115, 554, 920. 87 
124, 785, 697. 07 
138, 784, 487. 97 
153, 511,549. 75 

579. 2s 
, 193. 39 

| 121, 848, 047. 
| 134; 294° 443. 24 
| 146) 304, 642. 87 

the revenues. A great many people believe that the expen, 
for the postal service have not been kept down to the lowes 
ble limit consistent with an efficient administration of the s 

| Later on in my remarks I hope to show some of the reas 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the | 

this belief. The reports of the chiefs of bureaus in the Pos} 
Department call for increased appropriations for the pur 
promotions, and an increase in the number of employee 
latter is to be expected to some extent on account of th 
of the postal service. 

I believe, however, that if there are abuses in the matter 
| motions and in increasing the number of employees, th: 

a: do not extend to the Railway Mail Service. These abu: 
| exist in first and second class offices, for the reason that 1 

Why, I can only say that it is because of the system of | 

71 | 

| that the salaries are fixed by law. 
| allowances for assistant postmasters in first and second class offi 

| from Mississippi, I hope, that this provision creating th: 

| postmasters in newly created second-class offices. 
| see no other result. 

| there should not be abuses. 
| those offices abuses in violation of the law and of the ru! 

fices are not bound by stringent law and the rules and regu 
of the Department in the same way and to the same effect 
as are the third and fourth class post-offices. For pur 
comparison the compensation of postmasters or the salary 
them, to some extent, may be taken as an index to the gro: 
the postalservice. Ishallnotargue thatit is complete, but 1 

| extent it is a showing, and when the compensation paid t 
ant postmasters and clerks in post-offices is considered th 

| parison is strengthened. 
We find that the compensation paid to postmaster: 

amounted to $17,457,315. In the last appropriation 
| amounted to $21,631,724.04, an increase in six years of 1 
| per cent. The bill under consideration carries $23,250,000) 
is an appropriation that can not well be criticised, for th 

The expense for sala 

has increased from $1,339,000 to $2,037,000 in the present bill, a: 
increase of over 34 percent. In the present bill there is provision 
for three new grades of salaries to assistant postmasters of $7()), 
$800, and $900 each, and I may add that the item here carries an 
appropriation, as I remember, of $37,500 more than the estimate. 
It was found by the committee upon examination that thi 
necessary. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Does not the creation of th 
three new grades operate practically as an increase of salary? 

Mr. FINLEY. I shall explain to the satisfaction of my friend 
e thr 

new grades will result in decreasing the allowance to «assistant 
At le ast | Can 

Under the present law, as soon as a post-office reaches t! 
ond class, with a salary of $2,000 to the postmaster, as « 
by the Department and according to the rules and regu 
practiced, an allowance equal to 50 per cent of the post: 
salary is given to the assistant, making his salary in t! 
made second-class office $1,000 to begin with; in my opini 
too much. 

Mr. STAFFORD. The law saysit shall not exceed 50 | 
Mr. FINLEY. The law, as my colleague on the comm 

[Mr. STAFFORD] says, simply provides that the allowance 
There is1 

to-day that requires an assistant postmaster to be paid a salary 
amounting to 50 per cent of the postmaster’s salary, but, as | ha 
just stated, the practice at the Department is, as soon as t 
an assistant postmaster, to give him an allowance amou 
50 per cent. The provision in the bill creating three new 
amounts to placing in the law a limitation which will to s 
tent curtail the discretion of the Department. 

The compensation to clerks in first and second class post 
has increased from $11,508,108.98 in 1900 to $19,995,700 in t 
ent bill, an increase of over 73 per cent—an increase that 
proper and just; Ido not know. If there are abuses in 
penditure of money in the matter of clerks in post-offices | 
out this country, those abuses are confined largely to fi! 
offices. We all know that in the post-offices in great met! 
cities like New York, Chicago, or St. Louis it is imposs hat 

We know that there will cree) "! - 
an 

regulations of the Department. Promotions will be mace, p<! 
| sons will be employed and paid, where according to a str 
struction of the law and a faithful performance of duty 

| part of those in authority such would not be the case. P 
larly is the law violated in the employment of persons doi! 
ical work without being classified. 

It would be interesting to the public to know the nun 
persons in the Government service in these offices who do 
work and who are unclassified. On the whole, I think | 
provision has been made for clerk hire in first and second 
post-offices. 



his which I wish to discuss. 
sat third and fourth class offices. The increase in this item 
heen from $750.000 in 1898 to $1,000,000 in the present bill. 
| may add that this is $300,000 less than was carried in the 

appropriation bill. In discussing this item of the bill I wish 
{ ke some remarks in reference to third-class post-offices and 
{ ve my views as to what is proper in the way of granting these 

; a reasonable and just allowance for clerk hire. The only 
1 sion in the bill carrying an appropriation from which an al- 

ce may be made to third and fourth class post-offices for 
1 all purposes in the way of securing clerical help is that 
000,000 for separating purposes. With this fund properly 

a istered and confined strictly to this purpose the sum is 
I ibly sufficient. 

t, Mr. Chairman, I give it as my opinion that there is hardly 
a d-class post-office in the United States where the postmaster 
can perform the duties of the office without clerical assistance. 
l r the law the only allowance that can be made to these offices 
for this purpose is for unusual business, and heretofore the ap- 

riation for separating purposes and unusual business has 
used to a limited extent for the latter purpose. For many 

years third-class postmasters have been insistent that Congress 
them an allowance for clerk hire as such, and the Post- 
Department in the last report so recommends, particularly 

as to offices where the salary is from $1,500 to $1,900. Thereasons 
for this are obvious. 

Under current law third-class postmasters, with their salaries 
ranging from $1,000 to $1,900, must pay for clerical assistance out 

heir own pockets. So it is a third-class postmaster, drawing 
a salary of $1,900 this year, must pay the expense of the office for 
clerical assistance, when next year, if the office is raised to second 
class, under the law the salary is $2,000 and an allowance of $1,000 

given for anassistant postmaster, and the Department may, and 
in its discretion often does, give additional allowances for clerk 
hire. As I have stated, the committee reduced the item for sep- 
arating from $1,300,000 under current law to $1,000,000 in the 
present bill. Under a strict construction of sections 309 and 310 
of the postal laws adequate relief to third-class postmasters can 
not be granted. The Department recommended that the law be 
changed and an allowance be made at third-class offices, and that 

1 appropriation of about $1,129,000 be made for this purpose. 
There were two propositions before the Post-Office Committee 

in reference to clerk hire for third-class post-offices. One was a 
recommendation for an allowance not to exceed $300 where the 
salary is $1,600; not to exceed $400 where the salary is $1,700; not 
to exceed $500 where the salary is $1,800, and not to exceed 3500 
where the salary of the postmaster is $1,900, as appears in the 
Postmaster-General’s report for 1903, page 91. The other propo- 
sition was $100 where the salary of the postmaster was $1,000 and 
$1.100; $200 where the salary is $1,200 and $1,300: $8300 where the 
salary is $1,400 and $1,500; $400 where the salary is $1,600 and 
$1,700, and $500 where the salary is $1,800 and $1,900. 

Under the last proposition the estimate is that it will require an 
appropriation of $1,129,825 to provide clerk hire for third-class 

This amount I think reasonable and necessary in order to 
give some relief to third-class post-offices. When the comparison 
is made as to allowances for clerk hire and for assistant post- 
masters in second-class offices, Iam satisfied that my statement 
will not be disputed. Mr. Chairman, the bill under consideration 
carries nearly $20,000,000 for clerks in first and second class offices. 

r third and fourth class offices only $1,000,000 is provided. 
ird and fourth class offices a majority of the people of this coun- 
receive their mail; the figures, as I recollect, being a little 

er ol per cent. Is this discrimination proper? Is it just? 
(he allowance for third and fourth class post-offices is only 5 

per cent of that for first and second class offices. Is it an amount 
that can be reasonably expected to give to the people an efficient 
postal service, and to pay to the servants of the Government a 
Salary compensatory for the services rendered? I know that it 
wil be said that there have been abuses in the Post-Office Depart- 
ment in the matter of making allowances for separating the mails 

‘ for unusual business at third and fourth class offices. This, 
however, has no connection with the proposition that I am dis- 
cussing. 
_\ir. Chairman, we all know that one of the most notorious 

a “buses uncovered in the recent Post-Office investigation was that 

fhe 

ort 

18 

offices. 

‘ a 

I rc 
t 

try 

( Ve 

al 

Where the Department made allowances for separating the mails 
: “ for unusual business at third and fourth class offices. We 

ve here in the so-called ‘‘ report ’’ of the Post-Office purporting 
sive an account of these abuses where an improper allowance 

Was made for separating service and for unusual business, a list 
Of some 900 cases. 

in that number, as I recollect, there are eighty-four cases put 
wn where it is alleged that excessive allowances have been 
‘nted. Iwish to say that I do not criticise any Member of Con- 

tess for recommending to the Post-Office Department the consid- 

( 

or 
5 

& 
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Chairman, there is an item in the bill immediately follow- | 
It is the item for separating the | 

At | 

eration of all cases where the postmaster requests an additional 
allowance for separating service, for the reason that, as I stated 
some days ago in this House, no Member of Congress knows the 
scale or rule governing the Department. That scale or ruleisa 
secret of the Department. I do not knowit; you do not know it; 
and it is left to the discretion of the Department when a proposi- 
tion is made to obtain such an allowance. But while I say thi 
Mr. Chairman, I want to state, with all the 

11S, 

mphasis of which I] 
am capable, that while Members of Congress are not to blame, t 
Department itself has been at fault. Ihave to some extent dis- 
sected this statement or this showing made of these 900 cases, and 
of these, excesses are shown in eighty-four cases, as I recollect 

In summing up roughly, I find that nearly $17,00),: rding to 
the report of the Department, was improperly and illegally al- 
lowed for this service. And right here I will st t 
perhaps is not a matter of general knowledge—t 
through this list of eighty-four cases‘where excs 
only recognize the names of three Democrats. T\ 
men are credited eight out of the eighty-four cases, with a total 
allowance of something like $1,200, and as to these « ase lam 

satisfied that the Department unwittingly made a mista*e in 
granting an excess of allowance, for the reason that the other 
cases, some seventy-six, all told, amounting in the aggregate to 
nearly $16,000, are credited to Republicans. I do not think that 
it will be disputed that the salary and allowance division of the 
Post-Office Department used and abused its discretion in the mat 
ter of granting allowances for the separating service and for un- 
usual business at third and fourth class post-offices for political 
purposes. CanlIproveit? Yes. 

So that there have been abuses in the Department in the mat- 
ter of disbursing the appropriation for the separating service, and 
I believe that the exposure made of these abuses has had some- 
thing to do with the action of the Post-Office Committ in not 
granting the reasonable and just demands of third-c post- 
masters. I think that only the conclusion can be drawn th 
while this Government has been liberal with first and second cl: 
post-offices and the Post-Office Department, yet in the case of 

third-class post-offices it has not performed its duty in th: 
proper allowance has not been made for clerical assistance at 

it 

offices. I might say a great deal more along this line, Mr. Chair- 
man. Will you give me the time I have consumed? 

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman 

consumed seventeen minutes. 
Mr. FINLEY. The items mentioned by way of comparison 

show approximately the cost of the service and the inequalities of 
this increased cost. 
The expenditures for inland transportation by railrozd routes 

amounted to $30,464,464 in 1598, and the appropriat 
service of $39,698,000 in the bill under consideration is an inc 
of about 30 per cent. The item for railway-car service has 
creased from $3,753,420 in 1898 to $5,736,000 in the bill. As 
been stated in the course of the debate, 

from South Carolina | is 

tam fnr thie ion r this 

reas 

in 
has 

no one Can approximate 

| the reasonableness of these two items. I believe that some years 
ago a commission was appointed to investigate and report upon 
this and other related subjects for the benefit of Congress in 

| dealing with postal matters. If lam not mistaken, the commit- 
tee reported that more light was needed on the questir 
way transportation of the mails, and they could not ev 

m or raul 

en offer a 

suggestion. At any rate, nothing was done, and the question is 
| an open one. It has been estimated that on the basis of ordinary 
freight rates the cost to the Government would be something lik 
five to six millions of dollars. This, of course, is too low, and 
whether or not the $45,000,000 and over that we now pay for thi 
service is too much or too little I am unable to say. 

The largest increase of any item in the bill hat for rural 
free-delivery service. That service is now on a perman 
It is not, as has been the case heretofore. for experimenta ., 
Not at all. Until recently this was the case. The convenienc 
and benefits of daily mail service to people living in the 
is so well known and has been so frequently discusse 

is t 

Ce 

| floor and elsewhere that I shall not attempt to discuss it. What 
| I shall have to sayin this respect will be in reference to the worl 
| ings of that service. The demand is universal that the serv 
| be extended to all available territory. From the best information 
obtainable we are to believe that about one-third of the availabl 
territory has been covered. That would leave two-thirds yet t 
be covered. There are many sections and localities where this 
service can not now and may never be extended to. 

The expenditures, or rather the appropriations, have increased 
from $10,000, the first appropriation ever made, to $20,180,000 in 
the bill under consideration. On June 30. 1904, ut 24,000 
routes will be in operation. Provision bill for a 
liberal increase. So that we have here a very large increase in 
this one item; and while the Committee on the Post-Office and 
Post-Roads, in dealing with the estimates for other itemsin the bill, 
were able to make a reduction amounting to more than $3,000,00 
yet in dealing with this one item and in bringing in this provision, 

is ma 
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believing them necessary, increase the appropriation in the bill 
to an amount somewhat in excess of the estimates submitted. 

This increase is due to the extension of the service largely, and 
also to increased pay given the carriers. When all available ter- 
ritory covered, the rural free-delivery service will cost about 
S50 .000 000, 

wi 

and proper thing todo. As I have already stated, I believe that 
this service should be extended as rapidly as may be to all avail- 
able territory; and while I am on this branch of the subject I 
may state that those people who are for extending what is known 
as the ‘‘ county service’’ the ensuing fiscal year will be somewhat 
disappointed, because where the estimate was for thirty-six addi- | 
tional rural agents, the committee granted ten of the thirty-six 
asked for. My understanding is that the result of this will be to 
postpone the inauguration of the ‘‘ county service ’’ for some time | 
tocome. So thatl wish the Members of the House to understand 
what will be the result of giving only an increase of ten rural 
agents where thirty-six were asked for. I believe that where it is 
a matter as to which shall be extended, the ‘‘ county service”’ or 
the ‘‘ rural route,’’ 
country, that ‘route service”’ 
service. ”’ . 

It is right, and I believe that the Post-Office Department will 
carry out the proposition, and that county services will not be in- 
augurated during the next fiscal year to the extent at least that 
some people believe that it will be. 
carriers. 
in his report recommended that salaries be fixed at $750. The 
committee considered this matter; they went over it; listened to 
the views of the officials from the Department; they gathered in- 
formation from every source obtainable, and the provision as it 
is here in the bill, providing for a salary of $720, is what a ma- 
jority of the Committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads believed 
was best to put in the bill. Personally I think that the carriers 
should receive $750. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman—— 
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from South Carolina 

yield? 
Mr. FINLEY. 
Mr. JOHNSON. 
Mr. FINLEY. 
Mr. JOHNSON. 

tion of paying these carriers upon a mileage basis was discussed 
in the Committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads—$30 a mile or 
$35 a mile or whatever rate you might fix upon—so that all would 
be upon the same basis? 

Mr. FINLEY. 

should take precedence over *‘county 

Certainly. 
May I ask my colleague a question? 

Yes. 

was never mentioned at any time, but that there was any serious 
discussion over that proposition [have no recollection, and I think 
that the reason is obvious. It would not do to say that one car- 
rier should receive a salary of $400 when so much of his time was | 
taken up he would not be able in a practical way to engage in 
other business, and that another carrier, doing perhaps one hour 
or an hour and a half more service in a day, should receive $600 or | 
$700; so that the committee believed. and I think correctly be- 
lieved, that there should be uniformity of salary as nearly as is | 
practical in the matter of rural carriers’ pay. 
Whenever you proceed to discriminate, Mr. Chairman, then 

various abuses will creep in and dissatisfaction will follow and | 
trouble willensue. As I stated, the salary was fixed at $720. Now, 
is this enongh? I am not prepared to say that in each and every 
instance it is, but I do say that in the majority of cases it is a fair 
salary to be paid the rural free-delivery carriers. There are cases, 
as I know, where $720 is not enough, but we can not take those 
isolated cases and fix the salaries upon that basis. We must take 
conditions as they are throughout the country and what would | 
give a fair and efficient postal service to these rural communities, 
and at the same time give to the carriers a fair salary is what the 
Committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads thought was right and 
proper to do, and I believe that this House will indorse the action 
of that committee. 
Now, along this line I wish to call attention to something that 

the committee had to face, and that is if it was the purpose of 
the committee or if it is the purpose of this House to greatly in- 
crease the salaries of these rural free-delivery carriers that in- 
crease would certainly be at the expense of the extension of the 
service, so that there was a choice between the extension of the 
service and paying large salaries to the carriers. I had no hesi- 
tation in taking my position. I have none now in stating it that 
as a choice I would take the extension of this service, and I hope 
the time will soon be when every part of the available territory in 
all these United States will be covered with this service. The sal- 
aries of carriers can be increased, and I have no doubt but that they 
will be in time, as the service is extended and the business grows. 

But, Mr. Chairman, I stated a moment ago that a great many 

sh along this line to give what,in my opinion,is the right | 

as petitioned for generally throughout the | 

Now, as to the pay of the | 
It is true that the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General | 

I would like to ask my colleague if the ques- | 

I will say, practically speaking, that it was not. | 
Now, I do not mean to convey the impression that the matter | 
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| people believe that the postal service of the country has not } 
| conducted in as economical and efficient a manner as it might }yo 
| Some people believe that. I believe that there is need for a eo) 
| mission, yes, another commission similar to the one you had « 
years ago to investigate the Railway Mail Service. etc.—a , 

| mission which will overhaul the entire Department and w 
will go into its workings in a practical way and find out whet 

| or not that Department in any of its bureaus is conducted 
| run upon an antiquated and expensive basis, and whether cha 
| can not be made in the administration of that Department 
laws amended so that we may have the same service and po: 

| a better service at a much reduced cost to the Government. 
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that this should be done. Fro: 

report of the Post-Office Committee, and I think it is ap 
| imately correct, the deficit for the ensuing year will be T } 

cally $10,524,527.75; in round numbers a deficit of ten and 
half million dollars. I state here, and I believe it to be tru: 
there are divisions in the Post-Office Department carryin 
| practices to-day in administration that are antiquated ar 
pensive. A saving of less than 6} per cent would wipe out 
deficit. Not only this, but there are other abuses, in my j 
ment. I believe that one abuse, whichis seldom, if ever, ment 
here, is that of the franking privilege. I have no way o 
mating what the franking privilege costs the United State 

| ernment annually, but when I state that it costs at least on 
of this estimated deficit, or more than $5,000,000 annually, | 
that I am within the limits of discretion. 

I believe that this privilege costs nearer twice that amou: 
| cause railroads are paid for carrying the mail by pound rat 
| documents entitled to the franking privilege have to be pai 
| by the Government at the same rate per pound as a letter bea 
a 2-cent stamp. So that I believe that a commission suc] 
have mentioned would investigate this, and if they found a 
a recommendation would come from that commission th 
law regulating the franking privilegeshould be amended. | 
perhaps, we should not haverumorsor reports going around 
the country and through the press that persons entitled to 

| franking privilege had abused that privilege. 
Mr.MURDOCK. Iwould like toask the gentleman aqu 
Mr. FINLEY. Very well. 
Mr. MURDOCK. Would you restrict the franking 

to public documents and letters? 
Mr. FINLEY. I will say, in answer to my friend, that 

I am asked as to what restriction I would make, I do not ! 
| I think that the law should be enforced to the letter. 

Mr. SIBLEY. May I ask the gentleman a question? 
Mr. FINLEY. Certainly. 
Mr. SIBLEY. I think we are all in substantial agreement, but 

if there have grown up such abuses, or if there is an individual 
instance of it, if a Member of Congress or an official of the De- 
partment has been guilty of such a flagrant abuse, is it not your 
duty or mine, knowing that, to call specific attention to th: 
vidual? I will also ask my friend if he has personal know! 
of the fact that there have been such abuses? If so, ther 

| been a breach of privilege, and punishment should follow. 
Mr. FINLEY. I will say to my friend that I have no 

| there were abuses of that kind. I said there were charges | 
newspapers. I did not assert that they were true. I said 
were true. that when this commission made its investigat! 
it found such things to be true, recommendations would bh: 
to correct the abuses. 
Now, as to the gentleman’s first question, if it were not th 

of a Member of Congress, or myself, where an instance is kt 
to me personally, to become—what? A prosecutor: a det 

| I do not think he intended to ask that question. I say t! 
high as his character is for personal honor and integrit: 
consideration, I believe, would induce him to go to a | 
States commissioner’s office and swear out a warrant, even 
knew of a hundred cases of such violation of the law. N: 
true as that is of him, it is equally true of the other Mem! 
this House. The people to find out and ascertain where the! 

| violations of the law are in the Government service. The) 
| the ones whose business it is to see that the laws are enforc: 
hope I have answered my friend. 

Mr. SIBLEY. I want to say to my friend that if I kn: 
| such abuses, my impression is that I should call the attenti 
the head of the Department, who is charged with looking 
these abuses, to the fact. Ido not believe I would be doi 
wrong to any man in this body, and Ido not believe a m: 
worthy of consideration who would so transgress the lav 
there is rebuke for that, he ought to be willing to receive it 

Mr. FINLEY. The gentleman from Pennsylvania knows 
well as I do that this franking privilege is not confined to M 
bers of Congress. Many other officials and many institutio: 
this country have the franking privilege. When I say that 1! 
charged that the franking privilege is to-day a subject of ab 
and has been abused, I only state what is within the commoa 

1 



wiedge of all who read the newspapers. My friend from | 
vyivania agrees with me in this. I am not here making 

reg against Members of Congress, but I call attention to the 
deficit and to what, in my judgment, might, if carried out, wipe 

that deficit and give to the country a great and effective | 
system within the bounds and limits of the revenues of 

Department. 
y, lam not one of those who believe that the Department | 
i be kept within those limits necessarily; not at all. While 
n this branch of the subject, I will state that, in my opin- 

io1 there were a thorough and searching investigation of the | 
tice Department, at least a small percentage of this deficit 

( e wiped out. 
eve that the time has come when that Department, hav- 
nrun and conducted and managed for years as it has been, 

| be thoroughly investigated, and whatever there is in the 
ment that is wrong, which is in violation of law, if there 
ters there, should be uncovered and made to face the light 

of publicity. I say that nothing short of this will satisfy the 
erican people. 

Foronel thinkita disgrace to the Government which is ours that 
eat Department has been charged with wrongdoing—not 

by Democratic Members of Congress alone, but by the people gen- 
e] throughout the country; and when newspapers of all shades 
of influence and politics have demanded that the light be turned 
on, itis an insult to our people, when we have had as much evi- 

as we have of wrongdoing there, that the House stands 

x 

ae 

whi Ready to help on this proper and right and just demand 
{ stigation? No; it stands in the way, blocking an investi- 

If this investigation were made and we could find where 
money had been wrongfully spent or stolen, that would redound 
to the interest of the taxpayers—not only that, but the rascals and 
the grafters would be enmeshed in the toils of the law and made 
to suffer for their wrongdoings. Is this not right? I think I can 
answer for some of my Republican friends that if it were left to 
their own consciences and dictation, they would vote with myself 
and others on this side upon that proposition. 

If there is no wrong there, an investigation can do no harm; and 
if there is wrongdoing, an investigation is not only right and 
proper, but is necessary from every point of consideration. Yes, 
he House stands in the way of an investigation; but that inves- 

tigation is going to come, gentlemen. The Post-Office Depart- 
ment will be investigated, and it will be investigated at the in- 
stance of the American people if years and years are required for 
the purpose. The public mind is saturated with the thought that 
there is corruption there. 
q myself do not know anything about it, but there have been 

grave charges made, commencing with Mr. Tulloch and empha- | 

sized by Mr. Bristow, coming down to this time. Those charges 
have been reiterated by the American people, by the American 
press, and I say that the only thing to do is to investigate this De- 
partment and let the people see for themselves. Will it be done? 
Yes, I will say to my friends on the other side of the aisle. And 
i 
the year 1905, because while the Democratic party. of which I am 
an humble member, has been out in the cold for lo, these many 
years, I believe, and I have reason to believe, that the good time 
is coming when the political party in power in this country will 
be turned out, and next November the American people will reg- 
ister their will that the Democratic party be given the reins of 
government, and then you may rest assured there will be an in- 
vestigation. [Prolonged applause on the Democratic side. ] 

n 

Rural Free Delivery. 

SPEECH 

HON. E. H. HINSHAW, 
OF NEBRASKA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Friday, March 25, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 13521) making appropriations for the service of the Post- 
: Vepartment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905, and for other 

Mr. HINSHAW said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: While that part of the post-office appropria- | 

tion bill fixing the salaries and privileges of rural mail carriers 
is under consideration, I desire to present some facts which, in 
my judgment, clearly show that the carriers are entitled to more 
consideration and fairer treatment than they have heretofore re-. 
Ceived i. 
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f it isnot done now, I believe that it will be done certainly in | 

4 
5 101 

has been so recently inaugurated and its growth so rapid that it 
has been practically impossible as yet to put the carriers on a sal- 

| ary sufficient to compensate them for their labor and expenses. 
A few years ago anyone who had advocated the delivery of mail 
to the millions of farmers of this country would have been con 

| sidered visionary, but at this time there are about 21,000 rural 
route carriers, who deliver mail to more than 10,000,000 peopl 
and the system is rapidly extending. It is, in fact, a great suc 
From present indications I firmly believe that the system will 

before many years, be self-sustaining. Theincreasein the amount 
of mail caused by the installation of routes augments t! 
nues to such an extent that it is safe to say the ser will 
eventually become self-sustaining. 

But suppose it does not. The vast rural populatio 

country is the very foundation of our republican insti 
too little has been done by legislation in this country for tl 

| fit of the farming communities. To be sure, the farm«s 
indirectly by laws protecting other industries, but this 1 
well afford to expend a few millions of dollar nif? 
reimbursed, for the advantage and for the comfort and ¢ 
of the farming communities of this great agi Itural na 

I think it is universally conceded that rural mail carr 
not at present receive adequate compensatio1 
there are 200 rural mail carriers. who are as com] nt, worthy 
and industrious a set of men as are employed by the Gov 
in any capacity. These men furnish a wagon « ing ab . 
upon which, in the course of a year, they mus c] 
dollars for repairs. They furnish generally three h 
many times four, for this arduous service. 

It is a rare circumstance that it is possible to get along v 

two horses. Their expense for feed, shoeing, repairs hat 
and other expenses amount in the 90 or $300 

pres nt salary of $600 it will be readily seen that av 

amount is left for wages, and most of these erving men havi 
families to support. 
The National Rural Letter Carriers’ Associati 

mended a graded scale of salaries. I have introduced a bill at 
this session of Congress which js nearly in accord with the r 
mendation of that association. My bill provides for the payment 
of $720 for the first year of service, $840 for the second ye 
$900 per annum thereafter. It is apparent from the « 

year to SY 

de L 

7? Ww}! 

existing in this House at the present time that it is hardly po 
ble to pass so liberal a bill, although it is evidently the intenti 
of this Congress to do justice by these carriers. 

I have received the following letter from a 
Saunders County, Nebr., in my district, which ] 
presses the judgment of the carriers generally: 

rural carr 
think fairly ex 

er 

CERES Ni M 
Hon. E. H. HinsHaw, M.C., 

Washington. D. ¢ 

DEAR Srr: land my brother carrier ee de ery) k ym your 
introduced by you for our relief, as be 3 ngs consid 
the numerous measures before the H¢ arti ! y 
in pushing same 

My route is 28} miles long. (The Government report says 2 
| wrong.) I use three horses, the keep and shoeing exyx wh 
between $225 and $250 per annum, possibly a little rthan th < r 

Another thing in favor of your measure is, it carries with it the tiv 
in increased salary to the carrier to stick to the servic I have been o1 
route more than two years, and I find that the more experience, the bett« 
servive I can give my patrons, and the longer a carrier is on a route the be 
ter the patrons like it. 

The rural mail service is the greatest innovation ever introduced in tl 
country and, with a law passed as introduced by you, will in a few years | 
come perfect. 

Respectfully, yours, W.T. Marcn 

P.S.—Two hundred and twenty daily papers leave the C 
morning on the three routes out of Ceresco. 

resco office eve 

This letter also shows the enormous increase in the cir 
of daily papers caused by the rural mail service 

At Waco, in York County, Nebr., the postmas 4 
L 

ura country, but that at that time there were taken on the four r 
routes out of the little town of Waco 250 daily papers. 
fair samples, in my judgment, of the conditions existing upon a 
the rural routes in my district. 

This nation spends enormous millions every year for ¢ 
In my opinion there can be no wiser expenditur 
purposes than the rural free-delivery mail service 
only increases the comfort and convenience of the } 
ing them early and frequent opportunity of exchanging social an 

These are 

Ul ill ona 

», becau 

lodt 
‘ulation 

er told me last 
fall that prior to the installation of rural free-delivery service 
from that office there were but three daily papers taken in the 

l 

l 

business letters, but it directly tends to the education of all the 
people by affording them daily newspapers, quickly delivered, 
which I believe to be the greatest educational factor known to 
this country. 

The isolation of farm lifeis disappearing. The telephones coy- 
| ering the land, putting the people into instant commu m 

bt with the towns and cities, with the news centers and the markets, 
ve all recognize the fact that the rural mail delivery system | and the daily mail at every door, will render the country home 
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the ideal place of residence, and the intense desire which the 
young people reared on the farm have heretofore shown to leave 
the country for the cities will in large measure disappear. 

Rural mail delivery tends to bring about better roads, a direct 
benefit to the whole community. The privileges heretofore ac- 
corded the carrier to deliver merchandise and packages of various 
kinds to the farmers should not be restricted. It is a feature of 
accommodation highly prized and is not injurious to anyone, 
where the carrier simply follows the directions of the farmer 
patron. 

To make the mail service perfect the Congress should give to 
the mail carrier an incentive, by an increase of salary, to remain 
on his route for a number of years. The judgment of the Ameri- 
can people will commend this course. The American people will 
never condemn a wise expenditure of public money in a good 
cause and when itisclearly intended for the upbuilding of society, 
the elevation of morals, the dissemination of learning, and the 
increased happiness of the race, 

Leases of Post-Office Premises, etc. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. JOHN J. GARDNER, 
OF NEW JERSEY, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, March 11, and Friday, March 25, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the following resolution: 
“ Resolved, That the Speaker of this House appoint a committee, consisting | f I 

of five Members of this House, to investigate said charges; that said commit- 
tee have power to send for persons and papers, to enforce the production of | 
the same, to examine witnesses under oath, to have the assistance of a ste- | . . . ‘ ; 

wtnwas syd, pony ve wets ae : ee ‘9 | that the land in this reservation is the property of the Indians, nographer, and to have power to sit during the sessions of the House, and to 
exercise all functions necessary to a complete investigation of said charges, 
and to report the result of said investigation as soon as practicable "’— 

Mr. GARDNER of New Jersey said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: It seems to me that this discussion has got into a 

osition where it isscarcely justifiable in me to take any time atall. | P ¥3 
I intended at this point to go into a defense of this committee 
and of this report. I have not now the time. As for myself I 
feel deeply grieved that it has taken the scope it has and yet ended 
in such paucity. It should have stopped sooner or gone further; 
yet I am doubtful if this is the time for me to complain before the | 
House of its merely skeleton character. 
Why, Mr. Speaker, for, lo, these ten years I have tried here to | 

fill a dual office—that of a Member of the lower House of Con- 
gress and the Representative of my district at the seat of Gov- 
ernment. 
fairly well. Up to this time I believe my constituents have 
thought so, too. I have not sought to deceive them. I do not 
believe they were deceived. But-here comes a document which 
some gentlemen are disposed to accept as a record of our actions 
and achievements. 
Why, sir, with all the emphasis that Iam capable of command- 

ing I denounce any attempt to take this document as the measure 
of my activities as the representative of my district at the seat of | 
government. [Applause.] And, sir, when I look back into 
those ten years, when I think of the trips I have made by night 
to Washington in stuffy sleepers in the hot months of vacation, 
when I think of the hurry calls I have made at the Department 
when I knew some committee wanted me, when I think of the 
sacrifice of my half holidays during the adjournments here, and | 
of the successes that I thought I had achieved, of the acknowl- 
edgment that I have accepted, of the letters of thanks over | 
which I have congratulated myself; when I think of the smiles 

thought I had benefited; when I remember all these things and 
scan this report and find a record of but two paltry efforts-—— 

Mr. CLAYTON. I should like to ask the gentleman a ques- 
tion. 

Mr. GARDNER of New Jersey. I have notime now. When 
I anticipate my return to a grateful people at home and find there 
some one shaking this report before them and saying: ‘‘ We have 
got him now; he did not do it. Why did he come here strutting 
with his wing over his leg? Why did he have his name coupled 
with the improvements in postal facilities at Mount Holly and at 
Beverly and at Burlington and at Bordentown and at Riverton | 
and numerous other places? He did not do it, because it is not in 
this record.”’ . : 

Mr. CLAYTON. And you did not do it. 
Mr. GARDNER of New Jersey. I do not know whether we 

| present form. 

| paid out to the Indians. 

The latter office, at least, I imagined that I had filled | 

| tribe. 

or other that shall take away from consideration as a measure 
my action and success anything like this. 

Mr. CLAYTON, You will get your whitewashing resolutiy 
passed all right. 

Mr. GARDNER of New Jersey. When I think of it al! 
fibers thrill with indignation. I feel smitten by the hay) , 
wrong, as though justice were taken away by the irresponsi})| 
hand of power. Some there be who talk about this document ag 
an indictment. That I can not comprehend. It was Butler. | 
think, who said that ‘‘some there be who have seen ghosts ani 
specters, saucer-eyed, with horns; and some there be who hays 
heard the devil beat a drum.’’ [Laughter.] 

{Here the hammer fell. ] 

Lands on Flathead Indian Reservation, Mont. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. CHARLES H. BURKE, 
OF SOUTH DAKOTA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 2, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 12231) for the survey 
and allotment of lands now embraced within the limits of the Flat 
dian Reservation, in the State of Montana, and the sale and disposal of |! 
surplus lands after allotment— 

Mr. BURKE said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I am opposed to the passage of this bil! in its 

I am not opposed to some legislation by which the 
Indians upon the Flathead Reservation may be required to take al- 
lotments and the surplus land be opened to homestead settlement, 

I am opposed to this particular bill, first, because it recognizes 

and that they own it to the same extent as they would own it if 
they possessed the absolute fee title. Iam also opposed to this 
bill because it provides for the creation of a commission to ap- 
praise and classify the lands, said commission to consist of two 
Indians belonging to the tribe, two residents of the State of Mon- 
tana; and an agent of the Interior Department. 

The general result of a commission such as is created by this 
bill has been expensive and unsatisfactory, and there has invari- 
ably been more or less scandal connected with the workings of 
such a commission, 

I am further opposed to the bill because it provides that one- 
half of the moneys received from the sale of the lands shall be 

If land within Indian reservations is to 
be treated as the property of the Indians, and is to be disposed of 
for their benefit, then the proceeds received from the sale should 

| be deposited in the Treasury and expended only as the needs of 
the Indians may require, and for their civilization and education, 
and not paid out to them in cash, to be recklessly squandered, as 
is usually the case when money is paid to an Indian. 

The report from the Committee on Indian Affairs in support of 
| this bill is misleading, as it states that by the treaty made with 
the Flathead Indians there is an express provision that a 
Indians have taken their allotments the surplus land should be 
sold and the proceeds paid to the Indians. There is no such pro- 
vision in the treaty, and the same is not even contemplated by 
said treaty. 

It appears that in 1855, about fifty years ago, certain cor 
ated tribes of Indians, comprising the Flatheads, Kute1 
Upper Pend d’Oreille, entered into a treaty with the 
ment by which they ceded all their right, title, and int: 
and to certain territory described in Article I of said treat 
| ticle II of said treaty reserved from the lands ceded the 1 

that have greeted me as I have passed through the towns that I | tion that is now proposed to be opened for settlement 
terms of this bill, and I believe it is commonly know: 
‘* Jocko Reservation;’’ and it was expressly provided that | 
dians should have the exclusive use of the same as a reser) 

| but no conveyance or grant of the same was made to the | 
and simply the general language used in creating reser\ 
where treaties were made. 

In Article XI of said treaty it was provided that the Bitte 
Valley, above the Lolo Fork, should be surveyed and exa 
and if in the judgment of the President he considered it 
adapted to the wants of the Indians than the Jocko Reser’ 
it was within his power to set it aside as a reservation f 

It appears that about one-fourth of the Indians pr: 
to occupy the Bitter Root Valley and refused to move; | 
1873 Congress provided that said Indians would be requir 

| remove to the reservation, and an appropriation of $50,( 
can get any investigation that is going to put into a report what | made for the purpose of moving them, and they were oblig 
,I want; but if anybody is going by any record, I want something go to the reservation, as defined in this bill. 
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rticle VI of the treaty is quoted correctly in the report of the 
mittee, but the same only refers to allotments, and provides 

that the President may allot lands to the Indians, as provided in | 
the sixth article of the treaty with the Omaha Indians, and makes 
nu reference whatever to a disposition of the surplus lands. 

\rticle VI of the treaty made with the Omahas, March 16, 1854, | 
provides for an allotment as follows: To a single person over 21 
years of age, one-eighth of a section; to each family of two, one- 
fourth of a section; to each family of three, and not exceeding 
five, one-half of a section; to each family of six, and not exceed- | 
ing ten, one section, and to each family over ten in number, one- | 
quarter section for every additional five members. 

ibmit, Mr. Speaker, that this was what was contemplated 
by the sixth article of the treaty with the Flathead Indians, and | 
that it did not, in any manner, intend to make provision for the | 
disposition of the surplus lands within the Flathead Reservation; 
and | submit further that, in view of all that has been done for 
{ (ndians, when they are permitted to take allotments, as pro- 
vided by the Omaha treaty, they have been treated reasonably 
fair, and they should not be given more than what their right of | 
use may be in the surplus lands, and it is unfair and unjust to | 
exact of settlers, who will be induced to go upon said lands, occupy, 
cultivate, and make them valuable, the payment of a price for the 
same, as appraised by a commission consisting of two Indians and 
t others, to be appointed as provided by this bill. 

Phere are about 1,400,000 acres of land within the Flathead Res- 
ervation, and after allotments have been made there will be left 
about 1,300,000 acres to be disposed of. There are only 1,270 In- | 
dians comprising the Flathead and confederated tribes upon this 
reservation, and I again submit that there is no reason or justice, 
after all that has been done for these Indians, that this great por- 
tion of what should be public domain and reserved to be dis- 
posed of to homeseekers should be sold to speculators, and for 
the most that can be gotten therefor, and distributing the money 
amoung these Indians. 

By reason of the aid extended to them by the Government and 
having the use of this great reservation for so many years the 
Indians have become thrifty and have made advances in agricul- 
ture and other mechanical pursuits, and it appears in a report 
made by a commission appointed in 1883, more than twenty years 
ago, that many of them possessed farms under good cultivation, 
well fenced, and their pastures were covered by herds of cattle 
and good horses, and it was then predicted that within a few 
years their condition would be as useful and they would be as 
prosperous as any community in the far West. What they have 
ever done or what they have contributed toward the maintenance 
and development of the country to warrant their now receiving, 
in addition to generous allotments, the proceeds to be derived 
from the sale of more than 1,000,000 acres of land for as much 
as can be gotten for it, is beyond my comprehension. 
We have until recently, almost since the foundation of our Gov- 

ernment, been led to believe that the Indians, at the most, had a 
mere right of occupancy only of lands which they occupied and 
which had been set aside as reservations, and that when civiliza- 
tion demanded and there was no longer any use for the mainte- 
nance of great reservations as hunting and fishing grounds, that 
the reservations should be diminished, and the surplus lands made 
a partof the public domain, to furnish homes for the homeless and 
lands for the landless, and the criticism that we occasionally hear 
of the manner in which the Indians have been treated by the Gov- 
ernment is prompted by mere sentiment and usually comes from 
a source remote and far distant from the Indian country, and | 
I would like to quote one sentence from our distinguished 
President, in his life of Thomas H. Benton, in which he says, 
referring to the criticisms that have been made as aforesaid, as 
f l] IWS: 

Much maudlin nonsense has been written about the governmental treat- 
ment of the Indians, especially as regards taking their land, for the simple 
th s that they had no possible title to most of the lands we took, not even 
_ tt of occupancy, and at the most were in possession merely by virtue of 

tving butchered the previous inhabitants. 

There is much of truth in this statement, and I wish to enter 
my protest against the new policy that we seem to now be adopt- 
ing by the legislation proposed in this bill of considering that it | 
is only a question of getting as much as possible for the Indians | 
Without any consideration whatever of those who may assume 
the responsibilities of developing and building up homes upon the 
frontier and making valuable and productive that which to-day is 
practically useless and without value. 

or the purpose of showing to what extent the Government has 
assisted these Indians, and to show their present condition and the 
number of the same, I wish to submit herewith a letter from the 
honorable Acting Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs un- 
cer date of March 28, 1904. [See letter attached hereto. | 

‘t will be noticed that, since we were obliged to make any ap- 
Propriations by reason of any treaty obligation with these In- 
Cans, we have appropriated for their benefit over $200,000, and 

| ley to Jocko Reservation, in Montana 

| Reservation, from 1873 to 1883, $50,000 

yet there is no suggestion in the bill now being considered that 
the Government be reimbursed for any portion of this amount. 

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I wish to say that I donot think we 
ought to adopt the policy proposed by this and other bills which 
have recently passed this House, and we should legislate in rela- 
tion to the opening of Indian reservations with regard to what 

| would be for the best interests of the Indians, and not to see how 
| much money can be realized from the sale of lands which they do 
not own, in order that they may have a large sum of money to 
squander, and that we should endeavor to treat them entirely fair 
and just under all the circumstances, and should only require of set- 
tlers who may go upon the lands, to make their homes, improve 
and cultivate the same, such a price as they will reasonably be 
able to pay, and what will be a fair price for whatever right the 
Indians may have in the lands by reason of any right of use which 
they may possess. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
Washington, March 28, 1 

Hon. CHARLES H. BURKE, 
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C. 

Str: Your communication of the 13th instant received, requesting the fol- 
lowing information: 

The number of Indians comprising the confederated tribes of Flatheads, 
Kootenai, and Upper Pend d’Oreille upon the Flathead Reservation in Mon 
tana; the amount of money paid these Indians since the treaty of 1858, anda 
statementas to the condition of said Indians, their progress, and civilization 

In reply, I have the honor to inform you that there are about 1,270 Indians 
comprising the Flatheads and confederated tribes of Indians in Montana 

Under the fourth and fifth articles of the treaty of July 16, 1855, Congre 
appropriated, from 1860 to 1880, the sum of $438,550, of whi hamount $431,001.08 
was actually expended for them, and $7,548.92 returned to the surplus in the 
Treasury. There was also appropriated for transportation of goods and sup 
plies for these Indians $56,761.26, of which amount $16,295.71 was expended 

After the termination of their treaty in 1880, gratuitous appropriations 
| were made, and are now being made, and up to June 3), 192, amounted to 
$223,667.86, of which there has been expends 4 for them for subsistence, etc., 
$198,917.48. There was appropriated for their removal from Bitter Root Val 

Stats. 0), all expended 
l to the Jocko 

h was t be 1 

amount $45,000 was 

(17 88), $6. 

se who actually rem 
i whi 
Of this 

There was also appropriated for th« 
18 Stats., 173 pa 

them in ten annual installments of $5,000 each 
expended for the purpose appropriated 

hese Indians are very far advanced in civilization and educat 
have large herds of cattle, horses, and good, pr ictive farms, raisin 
quantitiesof hay and wheat. Last year they raised over 1,000 tons of 
3,000,000 pounds of wheat. They have few criminals, and claim t 
paupers among them 

Very respectfully, 

General Deficiency Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 

WILLIAM A. REEDEI 
OF KANSAS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

) 

\ HON. . 

Friday, April 15, 19 

The House being in Committee of the Whole H: 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H 
priations to supply deficiencies in the appr: tior 
ing June 30, 1904, for prior years, and for other purpose 

Mr. REEDER said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: I desire to submit some remarks on the question 

of our public-land laws, and regret that 1 have not the ability to 
discuss the subject in a manner comporting with the overshad 

owing importance of the question to the nation. Our public-land 
laws have engaged the attention of our Presidents, Secretaries of 
the Interior, Commissioners of the General Land Office, and many 
of the great national organizations of manufacturers, re 
agriculture, and labor for many years past, and they constitute 
an all-important subject to those who desire to see our remaini1 
public domain occupied and cultivated by the owners of their own 
homes. 

nr ) 

comm 

The gentleman from Idaho [Mr. FRENcH], in opening his 1 
marks on this same subject before this body, printed in the R! 
ORD of April 9 last, said: 

I wish to speak upon a subject that is not primarily of portar to the 
nation at large. 

Mr. Chairman, for myself I would change his statement thus: 
‘“*‘A subject primarily of the utmost importance to the nation at 
large.”’ 

President Roosevelt in his messages to Congress has urged the 
great importance of the public-land question, and he has dis- 
coursed upon its far-reaching possibilities at various times and 
various places, both before and since he has been President 
own inimitably forceful style; but I recall no statement that more 

at 

n nis 
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clearly expresses the truth than in his speech at Stanford Univer- 
sity May 12, 1903. In this he said: 

To establish a family permanently upon a quarter section of land or, of 
course, upon a less quantity, if it is irrigated land, is the best use to which it 

put 
first n 
i 

Can be 

ed of any nation is intelligent and honest citizens. 
y from honest and intelligent homes, and to get the good citizenship 

t the good homes. 
it is absolutely necessary that the remainder of our public land should be 

reserved for the home maker. 

Th 
ree 

Such can 
1@ ¢ 

we must ¢ 

And again: 

I time for us to see that our remaining public lands are saved for the 
maker to the utmost limit of his possible use. We want to see the free 

farmer own his own home. 
The best of the public lands are already in private hands, and yet the rate 

of their disposal is steadily increasing. More than 6,000,000 acres were pat- 
ented during the first three months ot the present year. 

Mr. Chairman, more than 6,000,000 acres of our public domain 
in three months—2,000,000 acres in one month—500,000 acres each 
week. How many hundreds of possible homes for poor families 
gone each week—and gone where? Largely into the hands of the 
land grabber and the syndicate; and thus will our nation’s lands 
become a menace to our institutions, while if reserved for and 
made into homes for the people they would become a bulwark to 
the Government. 

{s it to be wondered that those who hope to see the public do- 
main made a rich garden by our beneficent irrigation law and 
given to the people for homes to the building up of the nation 
and the betterment of humanity, should feel discouraged when 
they are assured that there is no hope of legislation this year and 
that millions of acres of our best public lands will, during another 
year, pass into the hands of speculators and great land interests? 
Do you, gentlemen, who prophesied failure for the national irri- 
gation law, not realize that if we do not heed the demands of the 
President, the Secretary of the Interior, and many of the great 
organizations of commerce, labor, and agriculture, as well as many 
of the great newspapers of the land, and stop this disposal of the 
best of our public land at the rate of several million acres each 
year, we practically force upon ourselves failure in making homes 
of the public domain by means of the irrigation law? 

Let me quote, Mr. Chairman, from that nerviest, brainiest 
Democrat of modern times—Grover Cleveland—who made some 
history in the Venezuela and Chicago cases, to which you on the 
other side of this Chamber should have ever since ‘* pointed with 
pride’’ but for your long-established habit of ‘‘ viewing with 
alarm,’’ and who took a stand for sound money, which, if your 
party had been clear-headed enough to follow, would, in my judg- 
ment, have placed you in the lead and have forced the Repub- 
licans to do what you have been doing for forty years, i. e., first, 
observe what the other party has concluded is right as to any 
matter of governmental policy, and then insist that you believe 
the opposite. Here is what Cleveland said on the land question: 

The vast area of land which buta short time ago constituted the public 
domain is rapidly falling into private hands. It is certain that in the trans- 
fer the beneficent intentions of the Government to supply from its domain 
homes to the industrious and worthy homeseekers is often frustrated. The 
speculator who stands with extortionate purpose between the landowners 
and those who with their families are invited by the Government to settle on 
the public lands is a despicable character who ought not to be tolerated, yet 
it is difficult to thwart his schemes. 

And here is what President Grant said in one of his messages: 
I renew my recommendation that the public lands be regarded as the her- 

itage of our children, to be disposed of only as required for occupation and | 
for actual settlers. 

And now see what President Roosevelt says: 
So far as they are available for agriculture, and to whatever extent they 

may b> reclaimed under the national irrigation daw, the rema‘ning public 
lands should be held rigidly for the home builder, the settler who lives on his 
land, and for no one else. In their actual use the desert-land law, the timber 
and stone law, and the commutation clause of the homestead law have been so 
perverted from the intention with which they were enacted as to permit the 
acquisition of large areas of the public domain for other than actual settlers 
and the consequent prevention of settlement. 

It is difficult to thwart the schemes of the land speculator. 
Cleveland was right. I have been trying myself for the past year 
or two, in my poor way, to have these laws by which this deplor- | 
able result is being reached stricken off our statute books, and I 
have just lately gotten some little of the experience referred to 
by Mr. Cleveland myself. With everybody avowedly in favor of 
the actual home makers having the public domain, yet every man 
on this floor who has been trying to stop this land stealing and sub- 
stitute therefor a home-building policy will admit at once that 
it can't be stopped this session. 

I purposed including in these remarks quite an array of quota- 
tions from Presidents, Secretaries of the Interior, and Commis- 
sioners of the General Land Office, from the days of Jackson to 
those of Roosevelt, showing the importance to the nation of a pub- 
lic-land home-making policy, and further that our lands are and 
have been rapidly passing into the hands of large owners, and 
further that all regard it as very bad public policy, and in many 
cases specify as a remedy the repeal of the timber and stone act, the 
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desert-land act, and the commutation clause of the homstead ac! 
I will here insert a few statements from high officials on this sn}. 
ject. 
; In the report of the Public Lands Commission, organized unde; 
the acts of Congress of March 3, 1879, and June 16, 1880, and com 
posed of Hon. James A. Williams, Commissioner of the Genera] 
Land Office; Clarence King, United States geologist: Alexand 
T. Britton. an eminent land lawyer; Hon. J. W. Powell, for many 
years the Director of the Geological Survey; Thomas Donaldson. 
and Clarence E. Dutton, the following is found in regard to ¢ 
desert-land law: 

It has been represented that desert-land entries have largely been 1 
for speculative purposes, in violation of the restrictions of the act, ar 

| many instances upon land naturally productive, and the lands are held f; 
ulently under the entry without attempt or intention of reclamation, b 
occupied or leased for grazing and other purposes. Investigations 

| made of the alleged illegal entry under the desert-land act tend to « 
these allegations. 

The theory of the desert-land law is that the encouragement of irrig 
required the disposal of land in larger quantities than 160 acres. Thist 
has not been sustained, as general systems of irrigation are adopted f: 
eral distribution of water, which are equally available to the owners of 
tracts as of large ones. The practical operation of the desert-land la 
heretofore been to enable land to be purchased without settlement : 
quantities in excess of the limit established by the settlement laws 
sulting in the encouragement of monopoly rather than the encourag: 
of reclamation. 

There has been great abuse in entries under the act of March 3, 1%" 
provide for the sale of desert lands in certain States and Territories. 
of the entries are for lands which are not *‘desert” within the mea 

| the law, and which have been shown upon examination to be suscept 
cultivation without the necessity of irrigation. Again, lands which 
can not be reclaimed, but which are valuable for timber, are frequent! 
braced in such entries. 

Entries are also made for the benefit of others than the entryman 
sion of the restriction of the quantity which any one person is perm 
enter under the act. 

| 

The commission in summing up says in reference to the d 
land law: 

The desert-land act has become an aid to land grabbing. It should } 
-pealed. * * * The desert-land act of March 3, 1877, has been of but 

| practical use and is now most useful in aid of fraud. 

In the preliminary report of the Public Lands Commission ap- 
pointed October 22, 1903, to report upon the condition, ope: 
and effect of the present land laws, and to recommend 
changes as are needed, they say: 

The commission believes that Congress did not intend that this law 
be used for the acquisition of large tracts of valuable timber land 
viduals or corporations, but it has been used for such purposes. Car 
and vigilance in its administration can not prevent its being so | 
great number of such entries were recently suspended, but the mos 
investigation failed to show that any considerable proportion of th: 
been made in violation of the law, and the suspensions were removed 
fact remains, however, that many of these entries were made by! 
dents of the State in which the land is situated, who couid not use t 
nor the timber upon it themselves, and it is apparent that they we 
for speculative purposesand will eventually follow the course taken }) 
previous similar entries and become part of some large timber holdi 

While this law is adapted to and chiefly used for the acquisition of 
land, many entries have been made under it where it was alleged t! 
land is chiefly valuable for stone. There is no doubt that the land in 
large proportion of such entries was not desired on account of t 
which it contained, but for the purpose of obtaining control of wat 
add to other holdings. There are, moreover, other laws under wh 
containing stone may be entered. 

President Hayes, December 6, 1880, in his message to Con 
referred to the depredations upon our timber lands, as fol! 

The attention of Congress is again asked to the wasteful depredati 
mitted upon our timber lands and the rapid and indiscriminate dest 
of our forests. The urgent necessity for legisiation to this end is n 
erally recognized. In view of the lawless character of the depredat 
mitted and the disastrous consequences which will inevitably foll 

| continuance, legislation has again and again been recommended to ar! 
evil and to preserve for the people of our Western States the timber ! 
for domestic and other enseatial uses. 

The experience of other nations teaches us that a country can ! 
| stripped of its forests with impunity, and we shall expose ourselv: 
gravest consequences unless the wasteful and improvident manner | 
| the forests in the United States are being destroyed be effectually c! 

The Commissioner of the General Land Office, in his re} 
1901, states as follows: 

Immense tracts of the most valuable timber land, which every co! 
tion of public interest demanded should be preserved for public us 
become the property of a few individuals and corporations. In n 
stances whole townships have been entered under this law in the int 
one person or firm, to whom the lands have been conveyed as soon as! 
for the purchase price were issued. 

Secretary Wilson, in his annual report for 1901, makes t! 
lowing declaration: 

While all the land laws were doubtless intended to benefit settle: 
have in practice in the arid region too often benefited speculators 
dreds of filings made under the desert, preemption, homestead, and t'! 
culture acts have been made by people who never were farmers and 
expected to become farmers. It is to such filings that scores of meri 
irrigation enterprises owe their failure. The repeal of the preemptio' 
timber-culture acts and cutting down desert-land entries from 4) 
acres have improved the situation, but it can be still further improv 
an entire oe of the desert-land act and by requiring settlers on ! 
steads to cultivate as well as tolive on their farms. The desert act w 
economic mistake. 



The following is also an extract from Secretary Teller, from his 

port for 1884-85: 
public lands ought to be reserved for actual settlers and should be 

‘ ve 4 only when the settler has shown his good faith by a residence on 
No commutation und for the period provided for by the homestead law. 

1esteads should be allowed. 
;my opinion that the time has fully arrived when the wastefulness in 

jisposal of public lands should cease, and that the portion still remaining 
An act reserving 

wublic lands, except mineral lands and timber reserves, for entry exclu- 
under the homestead Sema and amending the homestead laws so as to 
nt the present easy evasion of wise restrictions and essential require- 

j be a measure meeting this end and answering a pronounced 

a ‘be economized for the use of actual settlers only. 

ts wouk 
demand. 

this was true when only comparatively small amounts were 
into the hands of speculators and much public 

ined in the Government’s possession, how Sai more true now 
en little arable land remains, and this is so rapidly passing 
large holdings. 
cretary Teller. in his annual report for 1883 

domain as follows: 
ic lands suitable for agriculture should be disposed of onl) 

| settlers under the homestead law. A strict compliance with the law 
be required in all cases. No greater calamity can , 

to have the land owned by a few and thus compel the masses of the peo- 
become the tenants of such landowners. 

We could fill pages of the RECORD with such statements from 
en who have given the land laws special consideration; 

that my good friend Senator GrBson, of Montana, 
eech on this subject, covered this ground quite thoroughly, and 

| would refer you to his able discourse printed in the 
March 25, and will largely content myself with discussing other 

es of the subject and especially citing what the great com- 
ial and labor organizations have said from time to time in 

tion to this matter. 
First, I wish to call attention to the specific resolutions of the 

mal Business League, a great commercial organization, as 
Ws: 

IOMES FOR THE HOMELESS, LANDS FOR THE LANDLESS—RESOLUTIONS 

ANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL BUSINESS LEAGUE, 

{ENDING AN EARLY REPEAL OF THE DESERT-LAND L 

ATLON CLAUSE OF THE HOMESTEAD LAW, AND THE TIMBER 

I 

Ww) as aoe the reclamation, through irrigation, of the arid regions of the 
West by the United States Gorernment for the purpose of providing small 

urms for settiers and home buildersonly and for theconsequent 
ent of the agricultural, industrial, and commercial 

Whereas through the provisions of certain preexisting lg 

of the United Sti ites, December 2, 19, as follows: 
So far as they are available for agr l 
be reclaimed under the national irrigation law, the 

yuld be held rigidly for the home builder, the s 

) pe — d from the intention with w! . 
‘quisition of 

That the National Business League, through its st 
hereby respectfully requests the early repeal of the 
mutation clause of the homestead law, and the timber and stone 

rpos surpose of removing all legislation in conflict with or perversion of 
seeker and for forest preservati terests of the le 

6 aforesaid pub ands A id be it furthe 
} That copies of this resolution be sent to each Serer tant Sen- 

House of Representatives at W a-hington, to all manu 

al organizations, and prominent business firms thre reahout th ec ountry 
NATIONAL Bustness LEAGL Ee, 
ERSKINE M. Put 
ALEXANDER H REV ELL, 

Chairman Exec 

EUGENE J. BUFFING 
Chairman Fi 

LA VERNE W. NOYES, 

Chairman Committee on 

ELLIOTT DURAND, 
Chairman Committee 

AUSTIN A. BURNHAM, General Secretary. 

! 10, ILL., February 24, 1908. 

xt 7 wish to quote the resolutions of the Na 
» 

de, adopted at its thirty-fifth annual meeting, at Washington 
v , January 21, 1904: 

reas the ultimate object to be aces 

lomain 
ed in the 

Lis to secure the actual settlement 

nlarging tothe utmost the 
prosperity of the country ; and 

Whereas the ri pid absorption of these public lands into large hok 
» homestead 

—— me nt t 
r the desert-land act and the commutation clause 
inaccompanied in the majority of cases by permanen 
ation, threatens to seriously retard the development 
uses and frauds which have been toe under the se 

the — xr and stone act can only be prevented by a repeal of these 
Be i 
sleed, That the timber and stone act, the desert-land : 

tation clause of the home 
ure all agricultural and ir 

S 
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land re- 

, referred to the 

has, in his 

LECORD of 

AND STONE 

interests of 
16 national irrigation law was enacted June I7, 1902; a 

national laws the 
and |] wee the aforesaid national irrigation law can not b 

i, as indicated in Pres ide nt Roosevelt's second message 

ure,and to whatever extent they 
remaining pub! 

who lives « 

and for no one else. In their actual use the desert-land law. 
er and stone law. and the commutationclause of the homestead law hav 

h th \ were 

large areas of the public domain 
settl ae and the consequent prevention of settlement: ”’ 

‘ttler 

anding com 

nin connec- 

Board of 

l ultivation of 
f such lands to agricultural crops, by a class of 
ive on said lands and till them in comparatively small farms, 

agricultural production, 

’ settlers wh 

and consequent 

i iws and un 

ct, and the com 
ead act should be forthwith repealed, and in 
igabie land reserved exclusively for actual set 

rs under the homestead act, and that in future the Government shouk 
rve the title to forest lands, selling only the stumpage of matured tim: 

and also that the forest work of the Government should be consolidated in 
the Bureau of Forestry of the Department f Agriculture 

Resolved further, That the great ir ition wi necessary to save from 
was‘e and utilize for irrigation the waters of our large western rivers should 
be built as rapidly as the lands will be taken and utilized by farmers in fart 
of 160 acres or less in area, and the entire st of constr tion repaid 
Government through a charge imposed on the land reclaimed, as pr 
the national irri gation Lact 

Res sol ed furthe That we in< i rse and ar prove t} selection of tl Uni l 

States Ree lamation Service and the Secreta f e | , l 
tion under the national irrigation act, of t Tonto Basin r \1 
zona, the Truckee-Carson River system N i M Mil 
River Valley system in Montana, and urg 
tion on all these proj should be pushed to « i 

Resolved furt > = l sea H.R 

8460, being the bill em Li House I S I 
Fifty eighth C gress, second session, t a 
having | Lapproved by the Commis ! f the G 

the Secretary of the Interior, and recomr | 
tee on Public Lands of the H Ss f Re; snta 

Resolved further, That we indorse the Qu is 1 i 
passage in the report of the Senate Committee on Publ Lar i 
session of Congress, and reintr n this session, | Sena 
Fifty-eighth Congress, first sessio lu t my yea 
bill in this session of Congress, th é nstr iSesS a r 
which have been and are now | mmitted under the a 
tioned shall be forthwith stopped: and that we ll the a 
gre s and of the country to the facts set fort in said Senat 

show the urgent need for the immediate repeal of said laws, said 1 
knc a ne yee 1 of report 31°6, Fifty-seventh Congress, second s¢ 

lved further, That no laws should at any t ler 
stat ae enacted by Congress wh nu ] i t t 
to public lands except an actual s¢ h ‘ f 
as re quired by the original hom } i | 

muld ever be made to any State or Territory for any ] ew ! 
and that there should be no extension of the ] \ ns of t Car 

Resolved further, That we urge upon Congress the t we 
measure which will « npel th nn liate loca I t e! 

land scrip of every at "Iption, and that Do I 

issued. 
. : ry : 

Also the resolu ions of the American Hardware M: wiurers 
Association and Nat ional Hardware Association. adopted in joi 

ssion erennnee 21, 19038: 

Resolve That the reclamat n of the arid land o 

maintenan I ‘rigated commu! 

tion of the forests as sources 
Resolved, That we commend 

his message to Congress on th 

the enactmentat the coming 
carry into effect his ré 
various branches of the 
Forestry Bureau of the 
equate to ¢ nable the 

effectively safeg lard o 

ul 

nd ns Pre lent R 

solve 1, Th 

irrization act an nd aj 
tion of President Roosevelt and all friendsof 
House of Representati L 1 pa i 
this action by Congress marked the concep 1 of é he great 
ever unde en any t t 
the progress of this nation and the dev pment 
commerce 1 the enlargement of the home market for a 

That the irrigable arid lands, which are es uted 1 op ‘ 
over LOO.000,000 ac 

will take them an¢ I 
built for their reclam«tion 

hat we especially commer 

cla med land for actual sett 
future administrat ft 
include all public | ! ‘ 
tation clause of the homestead act should be repea 

And likewise the resolutions of the National A Boake 

Agricultural Implement and Vehicle Manufacturers, adopted a 
its tenth annual convention, Cleveland, Ohio, October 

Res>lved. That w ommend the recommendatio 
in his message to Congress on the subject o : 
the enactment at min Ss ( t h w 
carry into effect his recommendations as to forest1 t 
vario s bran sof tl restry ie tr Na } 

Forestry Bureau f Ag ire, W ) . 
uate to enable ‘ronment, u 

fectively safeg m des 

at e countr p 4 

A I rogress ma rt 31 

into prac tical ‘anaveiien by the reclamation servic the United § 
Geological Survey, under the direction of the Secretar f the Int : 
express our profound appre tion of the aid and neratior Py . 

Roosevelt and all friends of t measure in the Senate and Hous 
sentatives in securing the passage of that a We b } 
Congress marked the ince; ne of tl 
taken by any government t inau 
of this nation and the devel ‘f its rnal 

the enlargement of the home market for al 
That the irrizgable arid lands, which are 

over 100,000,000 ac 1im 

will take them and repay the Government the 
built for their reclamation 

s, can and should be rec] 

That we especially mmend that feature 

reclaimed land for actual settlers and hot mint 
future admit tration of tl pabl 

include all public lands, and to this it 
tation clause of the homestead act j ! 

Also the resolutions of the Merchants’ A tion of New 
York on this subject: 

Resolutions and report of board of directors. By specia mmittee, Mr 
W. A. Marble, tirman. Ad J 1 04 

Whe ‘reas the waters which now run 
Columbia, the Sacrament olorac a 1 1 
and their tributaries would, if utilized, irrigate and 1 ke fertile and pro 
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ductive many millions ot acres of land that are now an uninhabitable waste, | Resolved, That we urge upon Congress the repeal of these three laws 
and the reclamation by irrigation and close settlement of these lands would 
enormously expand the home markets for merchants and manufacturers, 
and greatly enlarge our internal commerce through every channel of trade 
and promote our national prosperity: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, First 
ration act should be built by the National Government as rapidly 

ctual settlers will take the land in small tracts,and repay to the Gov- 
ernment the cost of the irrigation works. 

Second. That the rapid absorption into large private holdings of the pub- 
lands which should be so reclaimed and settled should be stopped by the 

immediate repeal of the desert-land act, the commutation clause of the home- 
stead act, and the timber and stone act, and no one be allowed toobtain Gov- 

] 
1c 

required by the homestead act. 

Also the expression of the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Con- 
gress, as follows: 
FOURTEENTH ANNUAL SESSION HELD AT SEATTLE, WASH., AUGUST 18 TO 21, 

1903, DECLARES THAT THE PUBLIC LANDS MUST BE 

TRUST FOR THOSE WHO WILL BUILD HOMES UPON 

LAND ACT, THE COMMUTATION CLAUSE OF THE HOMESTEAD ACT, AND 

THE TIMBER AND STONE ACT SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY REPEALED. 

The unparalleled era of prosperity through which we are now passing re- 
sults from the rapid development of the material resources of our country, 
and we must preserve those resources if we are to maintain that prosperity. 
We are drawing from nature’s treasure vaults the wealth that has been ac- 
cumulating through the ages. That wealth is in our forests, our mines, and 
our farms. Their products are the basis of both our internal and our foreign 
trade and commerce and the original source of all employment for labor. 

This mighty resource of natural wealth must not be wasted or destroyed. 
Not only should the natural resources of the aa emf region besyste- | 

10uld be protected. | matically preserved, but the homemarketsforits productss 
We have a higher destiny as a nation than the mere creation or accumula- 

tion of capital. We must preserve and bequeath to future generations the 
natural resources which will be necessary to their material welfare, and 
without which, in the years to come, the masses of our people will inevitably | 
be reduced to poverty and suffer privation and distress. 

WHAT MUST BE DONE, 

We may use and enjoy these vast natural resources without destroying 
them, and by a wise governmental policy they may be enormously developed 
andenlarged. But if this is to be done— 

1. The appalling ravages from forest fires must be stopped. 
2. The reckless destruction of our timber resources by careless and waste- 

ful methods of lumbering must cease. 
3. The forests must be preserved by right use, not only asa permanent | 

source of supply for wood and timber, but as sources of water supply and 
great natural reservoirs to hold back the flood waters and lessen the de- 
structive volume of floods. 

4, The waters that now run to waste must be stored both for flood protec- 
tion and for use in irrigation, and to create electric power and for the im- 
provement of navigation. 

5. Reservoirs should be built throughout the mountain regions, and 
wherever practicable in the natural depressions and basins of the great 
plains in the valleys of the Missouriand Mississippi rivers and their tributaries. 

6. The building of a multitude of small reservoirs and ponds by damming 
the draws and coulees should be brought about. 

7. The river channels should be, wherever necessary, deepened, straight- | [Indian allotments 
ened, and improved and the banks protected by revetments. 

8. Levees should be built along the rivers for flood protection and to im- 
prove the channels for navigation. 

9. The public lands should be held as a sacred trust for those who will 
build homes upon them, and their rapid absorption into private ownership 
by speculators and to create great ranges for live stock should be immedi- | 
ately stopped. 

10. The National Government should build the great irrigation systems 
necessary for the reclamation and settlement of the arid region by actual 
settlers and home makers, and the lands reclaimed should repay to the Gov- 
ernment the cost of the construction of the works. 

GREAT ENGINEERING WORKS. 

The great engineering works necessary for the utilization of the waters of 
such large rivers as the Columbia, the Missouri, the Colorado, the Snake, the 

fornia, should proceed as rapidly as the lands reclaimed will be utilized, and 
will repay to the Government the cost of the works; and in the great interior 
central valley of California the problem of the control of the floods of the 
Sacramento River, which wound furnish water enough to irrigate 10,000,000 
acres of land, if conserved and utilized, should be treated as a single problem 

while the improvements of the Sacramentoand San Joaquin rivers should be 
continued and extended by the National Government to fully develop the 
navigability of those rivers, the necessity of coping with the problem in its 
broadest aspects should be recognized and a complete and comprehensive 
plan for itsentire solution should be prepared without delay by the engineers 
of the reclamation service and of the War Department of the United States. 

REPEAL OF TIMBER AND STONE ACT. 

the matured timber may be made and the prosperity of lumbering com- 
munities assured and the forests at the same time preserved from destruc- 
tion by fire and careless or wasteful lumbering. 

REPEAL OF DESERT-LAND ACT AND OF COMMUTATION CLAUSE OF HOME- 
STEAD ACT. 

The desert-land act and the commutation clause of the homestead act | 
should be immediately and absolutely repealed, and five years’ residence in 
all cases should be required from a settler before the Government parts with 
its title to any of the public land under the homestead act. 

And also the resolutions of the National Grange, adopted No- 
vember 20, 1903, at their thirty-seventh annual session, at Roch- 
ester, N. Y., as follows: 

Whereas the annual report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
for the year ending June 30, 1908, shows that 22,650,928 acres of Government 
lands have been disposed of during that year; and 

Whereas it is an obvious fact that these lands are the choice of the remain- 
ing Government lands, which should be reserved for homes for actual settlers, 
the great proportion of epee lands consisting of nonagricultural moun- | 
tain chains and gulches; an : 

Whereas it is possible for monopolies and co 
tracts of land under the timber and stone law, the commutation clause of 
the homestead law and the desert-land law, for speculative purposes: Be it 

That the great irrigation works contemplated in the na- | the public lands in large tracts, but should limit the amount to 160 acres 

HELD AS A SACRED | 
THEM—THE DESERT- | 

| Donation act 

| TOO eee 

| Chippewa 
Milk, the Salt, and Gila, and the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers in Cali- | Flathead 

|} Sioux..-.. 

: . : : , ‘ | Colville Indian Reserve 
involving arid-land reclamation, flood control, navigation, and drainage, and | 

| Homesteads commuted to cash 

the end that the public lands may remain in the hands of the Governm, . 
until such time as they are needed for homes for American farmers; and | 
it further 

Resolved, That the Government should not allow individuals to acqu 

provided in the homestead act. 

Mr. Chairman, in addition to this I could name organization 
after organization, such as the St. Paul Chamber of Commerc: 
the Omaha Commercial Club, the Los Angeles Chamber of Com 

| merce, composed of business men who, viewing the matter fro 
ernment land except the settler who lives on it for the full term of five years | a commercial standpoint and realizing that actual settlers u 

| land build up home markets, are insistent upon the repeal of thes: 
laws under which the effect is the contrary. 

I wish also to call attention to pages 4 and 5 of the Report 
the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the year endi: 
June 30, 1903, as follows, which will serve the double purpos: 
putting before you the land disposed of during that year and also 
the forest land disposed of at the munificent sum of $2.50 per a 
under our present timber and stone law: 

The following is a statement of the acreage disposed of during the fisca 
year ended June 30, 1903: 

CASH SALES. 
A « 

IU CN in casiabintdndielpiabaceariin cota itataredatnec ox 800 
Public auction 
POI COI onic don pina bcd adem bbnnaiietis debi 
Timber and stone entries 

| ESS QURININES 2c cars veconduls aun biesbuis Gade eed’ Adcoreuciete 
Desert-land entries (original) 
Excesses on homestead and other entries 
Coal-land entries---.. 
Town sites ___-. 

| Supplemental renee 
Abandoned military reservations (act August 23, 1894) 
Sy SE POET IIOUD Sonne 0 s.cicrd ncaa dues sueedaeaeibea abies 

Total 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Homestead entries (original) ---= 11,193, 120. 2 
Timber-culture entries (original) ................... 316. 
Entries with— 

Military-bounty land warrants-................. 26, 821. 
Agricultural college scrip........................ 1, 438, 28 
BR IE OOD os winston. no dios anda nanninibmiaielatnins 9, 954. 1é 
Valentine scrip 162. 
Wyandotte scrip 80. 
Porterfield scrip 40). 

State selections. -- 
Railroad selections 
Ae MOINS nnn at cedine neerannescnasaanine 

Small holdings-.---.. a: tah sp tan aint Selathcateiedith ihiaaattaieaii tetas 

2,909, 747. 88 

Total area of public-land entries and selections 

INDIAN LANDS. 
Cherokee / 
lematiy India Reserve isso ccc suse sc ccces cen osc 
Southern Ute 

519.14 
723. 61 

16, 487. 38 
48, 630. 27 
14, O82. 07 

301. 68 
2, 383. 98 

160.00 
1,120.17 

80, 543. 07 
81.40 

176. 6 

8, 162.14 

Osage trust and diminished reserve. ..-....-.....-... 
Kansas trust and diminished reserve-............... 

Omaha 
Umatilla 

Uinta and White River Ute lands ._.......--..--.-.- 

Grand total 

Area sold for cash 
| Area miscellaneous entries 

‘he timber and stone act should be forthwith repealed, and thereafter a | 
system should be immediately adopted under which the fullest utilization of | 

Area Indian lands 

Aggregate 

Showing an increase of 3,335,764.35 acres as compared with theaggr 
| disposals for the fiscal year 1902. 

he foregoing statement does not include the following entries, th: 
of which have been previously reported in the original entries of the r* 
tive classes: 

Acr 

AR COORG TORE CNG os dren nndcins StdeSetwedswsvdcsevenced 24 
pitino huhdeate been benatiatu@ecths & ’ a 

Timber-culture entries commuted under act March 3, 1891---.... 
Supplemental payments 
Cash substitutions 
Abandoned military reservations ........................--.------- 
Act March 3, 1887 
Final homestead entries é 
PERL Sa CUNO SION ids 6 ods cicace ccdaden Hbddcccdecssecccce 

| Military bounty land warrants 
Private land scrip 

Commuted homestead entries, Indian lands 
orations to acquire large | Final desert entries, Indian lands -.......... A ieee ocne 
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number of filings and fees thereon will be found in the following table: | 
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tation clause of the homestead act, and the timber and stone 
| act.” 

= I desire here to quote the views of one of our great thinkers, a 
: | man of broad ideas, who views this question not as one “ of little 

sa ainda ‘at . gr | $1,082.00 | importance to the nation at large.’’ In his Autobiography of 
} ption, declaratory statement -..................-... 37 , O82. , ee 7 Sad nate ha lawis ‘ ww i Precip) a iamorns aaa... 948 | *2'060.00 | Seventy Years Senator Hoar refers to the lavish manner in 
; d. declaratory statement.......................... | 8,290] 9,695.00 | Which our great public domain has been granted away, and says: 
j ir, declaratory statement --.........---...-----.-- 1,377 2,877.00 All this at the cost of the labor of the country. The increased tax falls in 
\ ne scrip serena ante eee ene ene e eee e enn e ene eee 5] 5.00 | the end on the consumer. With the waste of our public lands are diminished 

l-land applications --..............---.-.--+.-------- 1,980 | 19,800.00 | the resources of the laborer. 
i r and stone applications. ................-.-..2------ 12, 334 | 123,340.00 aa . ; : ‘ 

> iia aenaeaaie Mr. William E. Smythe, in commenting on this, says: 
20, 305 | 158, 859. 00 It is solemnly true that every acre taken for ‘ulation ar r te ial ’ oe s sole J 3 1 > speculation and monopoly 

adverse Claims. .-.....-.------------+++------------ 324 | 3,240.00 | is at the cost of the commttys labor. It means less opportunity in the ire 
Ga gon | iso mmo a, | Lor every workingman and every child. This view of the matter isd ctly 

tal . ~- 2000-200 n 2+ a nenne none eran eee eee neeeee ee ea ee! 20, 629 | 162,099. 00 national and ought to be pressed home in every town and city throughout 
_— are } the United States. 

MISCELLANEOUS FEES. The real friends of honest settlement in the West and the real upbuilding 
i an 7 ste "7 and populating of that section are doing all in their power to protect the for 

} lucing testimony to writing, etc...---.-.--------------------- 114,760.92 | ests by repealing the timber and stone act and to save the fertile public 
] ellation fees ~..~.--.--.~----------0- +--+ 2 -eene one nn nee neee 4,047.00 | jands for home seekers by repealing the desert-land law and the commuta 

‘ oan aw o» | on clause of the homestead law. If the merits of the issue were fully under 
Aggregate Of £008 ....-.-2--.--- -+---+ ----+- + 2-002 ---- 22 2eee eee e- 280,906.92 | stood, there would be a popular uprising in favor of the repeal, voiced by 

i every fair-minded newspaper and every labor organization in the Jand 
= : ; , For it would be universally recognized that the matter is not of interest 

[| also desire to append some editorial expressions from various | only to those who expect to find homes on the public domain, but also to ey ery 
> > +} ‘ ‘ r | Ww x y st rotec is st ard of living papers throughout the country showing the apparently almost | “ort this is at the cust of the labor of the country ¥, The wordsof the ven- 

universa Gemand ror wie repeal O UNESO LAWS. , ; | erable Senator from Massachusetts are good enough for a campaign slogan, 
Mr. Chairman, an examination of these expressions will show | and they ought to be made to ring in the ears of every man who works for a 

a ently an overwhelming demand for the repeal of these laws | living. 
by Congress. ’ And yet, Mr. Chairman, we permit each week, for another year 

it occurs to me that we could not make much of a mistake in | at least, thousands of acres of what should be the homes of our 
permitting Uncle Sam to keep his land until we can learn whether | conntry’s laborers to pass into the hands of speculators. 
these people are right or whether we are, for I will give you my | __I desire here to mention an episode which occurred recently in 
personal guaranty that these land grabbers are not a very par- | the House only for the purpose of giving a few reasons why these 
ticular set of fellows. If we find after five years that we are mis- | matters should be considered by the Committee on Irrigation. 
tal they will take the lands then as well as now; but if we find [ introduced a bill wholly, I contend, in the interest of irriga- 
in five years that our opponents were mistaken and our irrigation | tion. It was properly referred to the Committee on Irrigation, of 
efforts largely a failure because Uncle Sam has no good lands left | which I am the ranking member. Our committee met, took the 
t zate, we can not remedy the mistake. If our plan is wrong, | bill up, and commenced its consideration. Atan opportune time, 
it can be readily remedied at any time; if the one being now forced | during my absence from the floor of this House, the chairman of 
upon us is wrong, it can never be made right. | the Public Lands Committee, with the chairman of the Irrigation 

Mr. Chairman, we know from experience that we can irrigate Committee seated by his side, which gave the impression that the 
many million acres of our public domain. We know that a few Irrigation Committee concurred, obtained the unanimous consent 
such acres irrigated will make a home for a family. We know | of this House to change my bill from the Irrigation Committee to 
that under the terms offered by the national irrigation law of | the Public Lands Committee. 
June 17, 1902, and the certainty of irrigated crops, any poor This, in my opinion, was a discourteous proceeding for one Mem- 
family the members of which are willing to work can occupy | ber to practice upon another, and now, Mr. Chairman, I desire 
and pay for a home on these lands; but we know just as surely | briefly to discuss the question of jurisdiction of these land mat- 
that we can not give these worthy poor the opportunities to which 
they are entitled if we do not first shut the door in the face of the 
land speculator. 

Mr. Chairman, as a business proposition, if you and I were the 
owners of 500,000,000 acres of land, of which seventy-five or a | 
hundred million acres could be transformed into highly produc- 
tive farms by meansof irrigation, and of which some million acres 
were occupied by forests that will cut from 10,000 to 100,000 feet 
B. M. per acre, what would you consider it worth to turn loose a 
set of shrewd, grasping men and tell them to take out ten or more 
million acres of the best land for all purposes and a million and 
three-quarter acres of the best timber land during the coming 
year? Yet that is what we did in effect last year and apparently 
propose to do again this year. 

The gentleman from Idaho [Mr. FrENcu] bases his remarks be- 
fore this body upon the foundation principie that this is a ques- 
tion of little import to the nation at large. I wish that I had the 
gift of expression sufficient to place before your minds the vast- 
ness of the importance to the nation of the difference between 
large acreages of land in the hands of the rich, who use it simply 
to get gain out of the rightful owners, the poor who need it for 
homes, and the beneficent result that would follow if thousands, 

millions of families could own and occupy these lands in small 
tr Yet, during the coming recess of Congress and while we 
are at home enjoying the consciousness of ‘having carefully 
guarded the people's interest.’’ each week will witness fhe trans- 
ferring of the homes of hundreds of poor families to, in the lan- 
gus ge of ae ‘* these despicable characters who should not 

 tolerated.’’ 
distinguished gentleman from California [Mr. NEEDHAM] 
hed the Ogden National Irrigation Congress a resolution 
n then and since asthe ‘‘ Needham resolution,’’ which reads: 

reas the timber and stone act, the desert-land act, and the commuta- 
use of the homestead act have in many instances been found to result 
uation and in monopoly of the public domain, to the exclusion of ac- 
ne building: heediens, be it 
ed, That we request the Congress of the United States to make such 
itions in said laws as will save the remaining public lands for actual 

rs who will found homes and live upon said lands. 

bet hp 

oe 

ed 

rey 

‘his was a compromise for a resolution reported by a majority 
he committee on resolutions of that convention urging ‘ the 
iediate and absolute repeal of the desert-land act, the commu- 

of 

i 

ters when they clearly assist or retard the work of the irrigation 
of our arid land. The rule says: 

All matters relating to the irrigation of arid lands shall be referred to the 
Irrigation Committee. 

My bill provided, among other things, for the repeal of the tim- 
| ber and stone act and the sale of Government stumpage in lieu, 
the proceeds to go to the reclamation fund, which is used for irri- 
gation construction. If action upon the timber and stone act 
could seriously affect the irrigation of arid lands, the matter surely 
could not fail under the rule to require consideration by the Com- 
mittee on Arid Lands. 

To prove how important the matter is to irrigation I wish to 
cite you to what the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
says that the timber and stone law has done toward despoiling 
the fund provided for irrigation. The Commissioner, in his re- 
port for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1902, makes the following 
statement: 

Many lands which the Government disposed of a few years ago for $2.50 
per acre are worth $100 an acre, oreven more. * * Under this law the 
Government has disposed of more than 5,000,000 acres of valuable timbered 
lands, and has received therefor about $13,000,000. The law has been too often 
violated. Individuals without funds of their own have been employed to 
make entries for others with large capital, and who paid the expenses, and 
some wealthy speculators have made enormous fortunes. Had the law been 
more carefully safeguarded, both as to character of proof and as to price, 
frauds could have been more successfully prevented and a more adequate 
price realized for the Government. 

Considering the forests simply as property whose only use is to be con- 

verted into lumber and other materia! of commercial value, the Government 
has disposed of them at an actual loss of considerably more than $100,000,000 
In other words, through the operation of this law public property worth 
much more than $1:50,000,000 has been disposed of for about $13,000,000 

And yet the mere fact that so largea part of the nation’s resources has 
gone into the control of a few individuals or companies is not the most se- 
rious effect of the law. The principal injury consists in the loss of trol 
of millions of acres of timbered lands to which future nerations of Ameri- 
can citizens must look, not only for their supply of timber 1 timber] i 
ucts, but for protection to the supply of water upon which 
fertility of most of the agricultural lands of the West 

In further proof of the great loss sustained by the reclamation 
fund by means of this law I wish to cite statements made to me per- 
sonally by intimate friends who have lived for years in the region 

| of some of this timber land in Oregon and who have gone over it 
with a view toestimating its value and have invested in it to the ex- 
tent of their ability. They have repeatedly stated to me that this 

' timber will in many instances cut 50,000 feet board measure to 

will depend the 
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the acre. I have verified their statements and those of the Com- 
missioner by securing a set of forest-reserve maps, Twenty-first 
Annual Report Geological Survey, which show that the original 
Minnesota and Wisconsin timber would cut 2,000 to 5,000 feet 
board measure per acre, and that these Western lands will cut 
from 10,000 to 100,000 feet board measure to an acre. 

Now, last year the Government sold the timber on some of this 
Minnesota land for the Chippewa Indians, disposing of 95 per 
cent of the standing timber for an average of $15.06 per acre. 

The preliminary report of the Public Lands Commission ap- 
pointed October 22, 1903, to report upon the condition, operation, 
and effect of the present land laws, and to recommend such 
changes as are needed, makes the following statement regarding 
the Chippewa Indian Reservation land: 

In December, 1903, there were two sales of timber upon the ceded portion 
of the Chippewa Indian Reservation in Minnesota. At the first sale, on De- 
cember 5, the timber upon 103,027 acres sold for $1,432,771, an average price of 
$13.90 per acre. At the second sale, on December 28, 95 per cent of the timber 
upon 72,856 acres sold for $1,218,132, an average price of $16.70 = acre. The 
amounts to be received from the various purchases are calculated upon the 
estimated amount of timber upon the land at a stated price per thousand 
feet board measure, but the payments will be based upon an actual scale of 
the logs when cut. Logging operations now in progress indicate that more 
than the estimated amount of timber will be cut from these lands. It willbe 
observed that but 95 per cent of the timber was sold at the last sale, the re- 
maining 5 per cent being reserved for reforestation. 

The average price per acre of both sales is $15.06, and _the land is retained 
for subsequent disposition. Had this land been disposed of under the timber 
and stone act the price would have been $2.50 per acre for both land and 
timber. Under these sales the timber on 175,883 acres sold for $2,650,908, and 
the Government still ownsthe land. If this land had been disposed of under 
the timber and stone act the Government would have received for both 
land and timber the sum of $438,707, a difference of $2,211,196. 

When the western timber, which is of a better quality, is 
needed, it is safe to say that it will sell for one-half as much per 
thousand feet, and that an arre will yield three times as much 
revenue. 

As shown on page 4 of tne Report of the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, heretofore quoted, the Government sold last 
year under the timber and stone act 1,765.000 acres at above es- 
timate, which, had the timber from it been sold when it is needed 
would have brought $45 per acre or $79,425,000. Now, Mr. Chair- 
man, I submit to you and to the gentlemen of this House and to | 
the country that, leaving out the much more than $117 000,000 
mentioned by the Commissioner as having been lost prior to 1902 
through the operations of the timber and stone law, we lost to tne 
irrigation fund last year $75,000,000 through tne operation of this 
act, and that therefore the matter pertains vitally to tue irrigation 
of arid lands, and if it does so pertain, then according to tne rule 
the question must be considered by the Irrigation Committee. 

The preservation of the western watersheds, the great timoered 
tracts of slope and mountain side in the arid West, is a matter of | 
most vital importance in the scheme for the reclamation of tne 
arid lands. The operations of the timoer and stone act are a 
fearful menace to this water supply. Under it entire slopes. if 
not ranges, of mountains have been denuded of their timber and 
burned over, leaving, in place of a great natural reservoir, whence 
the snows would melt off slowly and furnish a perennial flow to | 
the streams running onto the lowlands, barren tracts down which 
come torrential floods in the springtime, but which become dry | 
fountain heads later in the year. 

These facts, set forth at various times by many western news- 
papers, constitute tomy mind an unanswerable argument that the 
proper handling of the public timber lands is of vital importance 
to irrigation. and that under the rules of this House the subject | 
must go to the Committee on Irrigation. 
conclusion I again quote a clause, already referred to, from the | 
report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1902: 

And yet the mere fact that so large a part of the nation’s resources has 
gone into the control of a few individuals or companies is not the most seri- 
ous effect of the law. The foe ay injury consists in the loss of control of 
millions of acres of timbered lands to which future generations of American 
citizens must look, notonly for their supply of timber and timber products, 
but for protection to the supply of water upon which will depend the fertility 
of most of the agricultural lauds of the West. 

T also quote from President Roosevelt in his speech at Stanford 
University, in which he says, among a multitude of statesman- 
like remarks: 

The forest cover upon the drainage basin of streams used for irrigation is 
of the utmost importance to the interests of the entire State. 

The President says, also, in his first annual message to Congress: 
The forest and water problems are perhaps the most vital internal ques- 

tions of the United States. The forests are natural reservoirs; by restrain- 
ing the streams in floods and replenishing them in droughts they make pos- 
sible the use of waters otherwise wasted. They prevent the soil from wash- 
ing, and so protect the storage reservoirs from filling up with silt. Forest 
conservation is, therefore, an essential condition of water conservation. 

Mr. Chairman, by means of our timber and stone act 7,000,000 
acres have been turned over to ruthless destroyers of reservoir 
sites, men who for the most part have gone upon them and denuded 
them of every stick of timber, when the course of ordinary wisdom 

In confirmation of this | 
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would have been to have sold only the timber, or the stumpage. 
matured trees, and under restrictions that would clear up the bri 
and thus prevent forest fires from destroying the younger grow; 
that would take its place and maintain a forest cover, while 
the same time it would furnish another crop of timber for a s 
ceeding generation. This continued destruction of nature’s res 
voirs permitted under the timber and stone act, furnishes anoth 
reason which makes it clear that if these statements are true—a 
they surely are true—the proper laws for the administration 
our timber lands are of great importance to irrigation, and { 
the consideration of this subject, under the rules of the H 
belongs to the Irrigation Committee. 

It might be claimed that the desert-land law and the comn 
tion clause of the homestead law—the gateways through whi 
many of the people’s homes will pass into the hands of land-; 
bing corporations during the approaching recess of Con; 
when we are taking a rest from our strenuous efforts for the 
vation of the lands for the real owners—do not quite soclearly . 
under the rule pertaining to the irrigation of arid lands, bec: 
if you permit us to control the watersheds and reservoir site 
can, under the irrigation law, irrigate the lands, even though 
all be in the hands of the speculators, who have gotten aly 
the home makers and filed upon them under these laws. 

Suppose we consider a somewhat hypothetical case in the 
tion of these two speculative land laws. Suppose that und 
proposed irrigation project the speculators had entered 

| these laws a sufficient amount of land possible of irrigati 
| control the situation, so that if they refused to come in under { 
| Government plan to prorate the cost of the irrigation const: 
tion it would make the cost for irrigating the remainder « 

| land prohibitive. 
| ing to the condemnation of these lands or to some other mi 
| of making the scheme feasible, the matter would clearly 
| before the Irrigation Committee and could not properly be ref 
| to any otner committee. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, this reclamation fund, every dollar of 
belongs to thelaborers and home makers of this great land : 

| but the money which should swell this fund for home bui 
has gone and is going into the hands of speculators. 

| mcney whica the Government has thus lost had been saved | 
tnis reclamation fund, it would have provided comfortable hw 
for a great many and would nus have becomea strong 
to our institutions. 

That grand old Senator from Massacausetts has justintrodu 
a bill for the Salvation Army, calling for $50,000,000, to aid t 
worthy poor to own and occupy our public domain as hon 

stand aghast at fifty millions forsuch apurpose. Why do 
| then stand aghast at the $75,000,000 to which I have ab 
ferred—lost in the disposal of near 2,000,000 acres of our « 

| timber land last year; to be repeated I fear this coming yea 
| Salvation Army scheme is pregnant with beneficent resul! 
can be worked out. and I wish to ask that the statesmen 
House look into it and into the workings of the established 

| vation Army colonies in California, Colorado, and Ohio, as t 
are practical examples of what can be done by Senator H 
bill if it can be properly worked out, and also look into t! 
of New Zealand looxiag to colonizing the poor on the land 
No scheme of philanthropy or charity does for the poor a! 

| nation at the same time what the Salvation Army is doin: 
| small way in taking worthy poor men and their families. | 
| ployed and destitute, out of an uncongenial and inhospita! 
vironment, where they are a drag upon the community, if 1 
absolute menace, and placing them upon the land where th 
given a chance to earn a home, and thus be converted int: 
citizens. 

Mr. Chairman, the advocates of the do-nothing policy i: 
body have refused to meet the question of home making \: 
land grabbing upon its real merits, but where they hav: 
expression to their views and in the testimony they have 
before committees have contented themselves principally 

| attacks upon the railroads, which have been shown to be in @ 
sympathy with the repeal of theselaws. They have charged 

| the great railroad companies of the West are interested in 
| repeal solely for the purpose of increasing the value of thei 
| land holdings. 
| Itseems to be a fact that the great transcontinental lin 
| supported the campaign for the repeal of the timber and 
| act as well as the commutation clause of the homestead ac' 
the desert-land act, under all of which large bodies of la: 

| continually being acquired by syndicates and corporations \ 
| last desire appears to be that the land shall be used for settlen 
_ and home making and consequent population, the very thing \ 
anybody, not entirely devoid of sense, can see is the object } 
desired by the railroads. I understand that Mr. Hill, of the G 
Northern road—and I learn from competent authority that | 

e 

i 

1 

ne. & 

i 
f 
+ 

If any additional legislation were needed loo 

Asked to seriously consider such a proposition many Members wil 
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ro lever has owned any land—was an early supporter of the | know the conditions thoroughly that the commutation us 
na al irrigation and land-repeal policy. I have before me an | has been found most useful to the big timber syndicates and cor 
address by Mr. Hill, delivered on January 14 last, before the Min- | porations in stealing great tracts of Government forest land 
: . Agricultural Society, in which he urged the repeal of these | through the action of dummies and ‘‘sooners,’’ and of various 
t] laws, and he also addressed the North Dakota State Irri- | others who have bitterly opposed any of this land legislation 
y , Congress last fall along these same lines. | granting, I say, for the sake of argument, their claim that the 

, see, Mr. Chairman, why Mr. Hill and why all the great | railroads will greatly benefit their property through the repeal of 
railroads of the West, whether they own any land or not, favor the | these land-stealing laws, is that any sufficient reason why they 
r of these laws and especially the commutation clause of | should not be repealed? 
the | me stead law and the desert-land law, which operate al-| Is that a semblance of a reason worthy statesmen why the 
m ly to build up great cattle and sheep estates and tend to | best of our remaining public lands—lands which we can lat 
prevent population of the land. I donot need to be an inspired | irrigate and make support families upon 20. 40. 80, or at | 

r to assert that what these transcontinental railroads want | side limit 160 acre tracts—should be practically stolen fr 
above all things is settlement and population along their lines or | Government through a set of land laws so wicked, so loose, and so 
that they will make more money through the traffic they will get | open to evasion that millions of acres are going through the 
from thousands of small farms than from hauling the cattle and | every year without settlement and without home building—law 
sheep which graze over great tracts of arid land. I have heard | so ingeniously constructed and so easy of abuse that since na 
it said of James J. Hill that it is his delight to get off into a | tional irrigation became a fixed policy the public-land disposals 
corner with some old farmer along his line and discuss with | have increased annually by leaps and bound ncreased { 
him. as though time were of no value, the best methods for that | 8,000,000 acres in 1898 to 13,000,000 acres in 1900, to 19,000,000 
farmer and his neighbors to improve their methods of culti- | acres in 1902, to nearly 23,000,000 acres in 1903, and which will 
vation of their farm land and whether there are not some im- | further increase, at this rate, to over 25,000,000 acres in 1904 
proved crops they can grow which will bring them in better and The railroads appear to be openly in favor of the repeal of these 
larger yields. laws, but I should say, Mr. Chairman, that they are showing on 
Mr Chairman, I desire to reiterate that the opponents of land- | common sense and business wisdom in doing what they can to 

law repeal have not met the issuesquarely. They haveattempted | promote such legislation, for they desire to see their lines built 
on the floor of the Senate and in committees, with dramatic effect, | up and their freight traffic increased by the shipment of varied 
to dire ct the attention of the public to the great gains which will | agricultural products and by the supplying of the necessities of 
come to the railroads through the supposed : advance of their land | life to thousands and millions of home owners, and this can onl; 
if these land laws are repealed. They have presented a lurid pic- | be accomplished by settlement and population and farming anda 
ture of a corrupt lobby stalking through the halls of Congress | growing agricultural diversification, rather than by live-stock 
and hypnotizing its Members—a clever shift, Mr. Chairman, put | ranging for the next fifty years. 
forwart ; as a reason why these laws should not be repealed and Mr. Chairman, I agree with what one of the eastern members 
largely, as they seem to think, obviating the necessity of meeting | of the Irrigation Committee said in voting to bring the discussion 
the issue itself. of the desert-land act out onto the floor of this House, and 11 

I do not desire, Mr. Chairman in these remarks, to defend the | that more members of that committee did not see fit to pursue a 
course of any railroad; but I submit that the opponents of any like course. He said that he did not blame the representatives of 
proposed land legislation are reckoning without their host if they Western States for opposing any change in these land laws, for t} 
asstime that because the railroads are in favor of any legisl: ition | Teason that no Western State is devoid of some section in w] 
all that it is necessary to do is to exploit that fact and the people | these laws are being employed for the gain of its citizens, but li 
will turn against that legislation. whatever it may be. stated that he must view the matter from a wider standpoint. 
Asa matter of fact, how will the repeal of the desert-land act, Mr. Chairman, at the very time that western Members and 

for instance, enhance the value of the several million acres of | Other witnesses were appearing before the Public Lands and h 
| owned by the various railroads? Railroad land, I under | rigation committees of this House , Opposing any repeal of these 

stand, can be bought, plenty of it, at $1.25 an acre Senator | laws, and stating their reasons why they should not be tam d 
HansBrouGu the other day made the charge—what the point he | With, and further stating, from their personal knowledg Lat 
inte aie ‘d to make wasI have been unable to determine—that a | there were no more or greater frauds under them than under 
syndicate had bought a large tract of Union Pacific land at 70 | any general set of laws, the Federal grand jury of the State of 
‘nts an acre. The railroads are glad to sell their land at almost | Oregon was unearthing the most tremendous frauds and abuses 
any price, providing they can be assured of its settlement. and bringing in indictments, especially under the timber and 
Now, Mr. Chairman, these strenuous defenders of the desert- | Stone act. I wish to simply submit herewith a statement of that 

land law claim that in order to get title from the Government | stand jury, dated April 2, 1904, which I think bears out the cor 
under this law an expenditure of at least $4.25 per acre is re- | tention of the eastern Member of the Irrigation Committ bov 
quired, a cash improvement of $1 per acre a year for three years, referred to. 
and $1.25 additional paid tothe Government. Ifthereisany rail- | _ Itis addressed to the publi dsc a nat W 
road land desired for agriculture where land is being taken up William A. Richards, Gifford Pinchot, and Fred KH 
under the desert-land act, would it not to-day be purchased pref- — ; _ HE GRAND JURY'S FINDINGS. 

, e, the members of the Federal grand jury for the district of erably at $1.25 per acre from the railroads than at $4.25 per acre? | jn session in the city of Portl: 
If, on the other hand, these gentlemen admit that the $3 per acre | State, a number of our mer 

id, being chosen by lot from a 
ers beings farmers and st ‘ - OC ATIF ir 

for improvements are not expended, and that it does not cost $4.25 | hs aan an ee ere sas Sox Chnerving the operation and ef 
ss . . Ss ant Ss egon a othe stern State I r lea »pr ) 

per acre to secure title under the desert-land act, they give away your hanesell le body the following recomm< ob ae om Pot : > 
the ir case. while ee may ny! oe gone me ndments to the public land lay g th 

Much the same may be said of the commutation clause of the | °° ye tigng b were os rap i ; 
] ‘ eC . 7. - > e avi 6 gone al public la Liaws ! 
iomestead act, which is supposed to require a residence of four- | repealed, and that new laws, framed to suit conditi 

ween aa iths and a payment of $1.25 per acre. If there is any | perfectly understood when these laws were placed 
railroad land which is competing with homestead land upon | Which have arisen since, shoul be enacted in their st 
= sea : twilege is bei srcised, would “The rapid absorption of the remaining pt blic la I 
; the commutation _ ege is belng exercise¢ wouk not | senting enormous capital, whereby “the heritage of the people aaa 
this railroad land be purchased outright to-day at $1.25 an acre | vaunted in the Halls of Picoeens and on the husti1 passit he 
rather than from the Government at the same price when the oo 2° Sen is an evil that imperils the | f si n all 

‘ . . ° ; : . our puDd1c-iand states, Government also requires fourteen months’ residence and im- I ‘ HOW LAND IS STOLEN 
rovem 2 ca > ) “lai ‘ ig vey 3 —— eae : pr ent? If these gentlemen claim that this fourteen months “This acquisition of large areas under a sing 

ofr 
/ idence and home building on the land is not re juired in fact, through the vicious legislation enacted from time t mi ns 

they likewise give away their case. interest of the honest entryman, but really with the « to make it v 
ft lishone t < vade 16 spirit of the } + ‘ f 

And under all conditions, Mr. Chairman. the real settler who | [0% the dishonest entryman to evade the spirit eae the syndic ate by whom he is employed and to whor 1] issigns 1 d 
Wal sa home on the k ind alw ays has the pr ivilege of going upon upon making final proof. Wer fer riv to tl 

{OU acres of Government land anywhere and by homesteading it | entries and final proofs to be ma yor licers othe: 

and living upon it getting title to it for absolutely nothing. aia tf tare tel oes | aa [ae -- = ng 
But even granting the claim, for the sake of argument, of Sen- | fraud, and the pernicious effects of which are incal al ; os 

ator HANSBROUGH, of North Dakota, in which State I understand | , “Another prolific source of crime whereby perjury and subornation of per 
the commutation clause has been freely utilized to enable cattle- | JU7y Rave become fine arts in the administration of the land laws is the com: 
1 to increase their land holdings; and of Senator CLarK of Wy- | under the thin disguise of a boon to the honest entryman 
O1 and Senator WARREN, of thesame State, where it is charged A VITAL WEAKNESS. 
that the desert-land act has resulted in the ac quirement of 1m- “Doubtless the time was in the settlement of the States in the humid dis- 
me landed estates into single or corporate e ownership for the tricts bordering the Mississippi and Missouri riv: re wi en the ¢ mmutation 

purpose of stock ranging; and of Senator Dusots, of Idaho, where Saawae testeren evemiine ant tome pet sae > ican r the im 
am informed by people who have been through that State and provement of his homestead, but the practice has long since disappeared. 
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ney lender wot ild place a loan on arid lands for any rate of interest 
could pay, and such a rate of interest as would secure the 

ld mean a foreclosure at the date of the first interest payment. It 
ir observation as individuals for years that the commutation fea- 
slaw is employed simply for the purpose of enabling the ultimate 

wher just behind the entryman to come the sooner into possession of the 
nd. Our deliberations as a grand jury have been for the most part in re- 

ition to violations of the land laws, and very largely concerning abuses of 
e commutation clause of the homestead law. 
“The desert-land law, excepting theso-called ‘Carey Act,’ whichis stillin the 

xperimental stage, is and has been used chiefly for the purpose of securing 
e tracts for grazing purposes and not for the reclamation of the land for 

‘al purposes. it is even more of a burlesque than the late timber- 

teader 

lieu-land law, whereby worthless lands within forest reserves may be 
iged acre 

ining unappropriated, is such a flagrant violation of the equities as to 
be indefensible by any rule of justice 

‘As a remedy for existing evils and to the end that a more intelligent and 
profitable disposition may be made of the remaining public lands, we recom- 
mend the following legislation: 

‘First. A public-landscommission toexamine and classify alllands, accord- 
ing to their naturs esources and value, under designations, for example, as 
(a) lands chiefly valuable in their natural state for agricultural purposes; (b) 
lands chiefly valuable for agriculture and capable of being irrigated; (c) 
lands nonforested and chiefly valuable for grazing purposes, without avail- 
able or practicable water supply for irrigation; (d) lands chiefly valuable for 
timber or stone. 

‘Second. A homestead law granting title to 160 acres of land in designation 
(a) to the head of a family or single person over the age of 21 years, or 80acres 
in like manner to lands in designation (b), the usual restrictions being made 
as to citizenship and actual residence for five years, without the commuta- 
tion feature. 

“Third. A law providing for the leasing to actual residents of the locality 
of lands in designation (c) at a nominal rental, in areas not to exceed 64) 
acres to the head of a family or householder, said leasing to be for a period 

new for a second term of five years. 
‘*Fourth. A law declaring it to be the settled policy of the Government to 

retain in its possession forever the lands in designation (d) for the benefit of 
the people, under such laws and regulations as Congress may from time to 
time enact for the sale and removal of stone and matured timber. 

“Fifth. A law for the acquisition by purchase for cash of any and all lands 
in private ownership within the limits of forest reserves, wherever the same 
may be for sale, and for the restoration to the homesteader on any unper- 
fected homestead within the limits of any forest reserve, his homestead 
rights as applicable to any unappropriated lands in designation (b) upon his 
relinquishment of his claim within the forest reserve; all entries and final 
proofs to be made before the register and receiver of the district in which 
the land is located. 

“All of which is respectfully submitted. 
** James Steel, foreman; Thomas Ryrie; W. L. Singleton; Samuel 

L. Parrett; W. C. Tweedale; John McGee; Albert Felden- 
heimer; J. K. Fisher; R. L. Dunham; R. W. Porter; J. W. 
Lady: F. C. Barnes; Henry Kraus: C. W. Allen; L. L. Hawk- 
ins; J. N. Hockersmitt; H. E. Edwards; Arthur H. Devers, 
clerk.” 

Speaking for myself, Mr. Chairman, I am endeavoring to ap- | 
proach this question as a representative of the whole people of the 
United States, and in the repeal of these laws I believe that I am 
urging legislation which. while it may be an immediate detriment 
to some of the Western States, in that it prevents speculators from | 
exploiting the public lands and the public timber and bringing 
some immediate money into those States, will be of immense 
ave ‘ enefi » nati € arge ] ake Ssi » | e i eventual benefit to the nation at large and make possible the | who was able to say that they did not intend to become actual h 
ultimate carrying out of a vast scheme of national irrigation of 
the public domain, the benefits of which will go directly to the 
millions of the nation. We should retain our public lands until 
they are needed by home makers, and we should administer our 
wealth of timber for the benefit of the irrigation fund. 

Our great waste of lands and forests should not continue an- 
other month; it should never have been, but inasmuch as it has 
ysroceeded with reckless prodigality, the least we can do now is to | ] 7 
apply a swift and sweeping remedy, and then take time to care- 
fully work out needed legislation for the proper disposition of the 
remainder of our public domain to actual settlers only. 
Speaking of the plans for delay which the opponents of land-law 

repeal are offering as a substitute for much-needed legislation, 
the Los Angeles Times says: 

The grand-stand play which has been made in both the Senate and the House 
of reforming the forest-land laws is nothing more than pretense and a cover 
for preventing the reform of the laws relating to the agricultural lands upon 
which homes can be made by farmers and which the speculators and stock- | 

are scheming to get before the settler can get them. 
t delays are dangerous was never more true than in thisinstance. As 

imes has shown, if there is aa little more delay in reforming the land 
laws—and radically reforming them—then there will be scarcely anything 
left worth legislating for. The grand opportunity of providing homes for 
the congested population of our large cities will be gone forever. The birth- 
right of the American people will have been sold, without their consent, for 
a mess of pottage. 

Only a few years ago these enemies of the people boldly opposed anything 
in the shape of reform in land legislation. j 
work by t} 
lic opinion has been so aroused on the subject that these men no longer dare 
oppose reform altogether. They have adopted the ingenious plan of confess- 
ing the frauds and abuses which have arisen under those laws, and will en- 
deavor to delay their repeal by contending that they should be amended, not 
repealed. As the journal above quoted says: 

‘If the demand for the repeal of those laws should be withdrawn, and the 
issue in Congress should become a controversy over the multitude of schemes 
that would be advanced for their amendment, this controversy would be pro- 
longed in the committees until it was too late to secure any action in this ses- | 
sion of Congress. The result would be that the opponents of repeal would 
prevail, and another year’s delay would be secured, during which the abuses 
and frauds sought to be stopped would be continued.” 

for acre for the most valuable forested lands in the country | 

| sale 

| irrigation prospects. 

| and speculators? 

| such opposition will be powerful. ) 
| and make all the appeals that can be devised by selfish interest 

Since then, owing to educational | 
16 National Irrigation Association and the independent press, pub- 

It should not be necessary to impress upon any intelligent person the 
whelming importance of this issue. No more important question co; 
the American people to-day than this of preserving for actual home 1 
the vacant ieee which are being so rapidly absorbed by speculators a, 
orners of perjury. Here isan item from the Talisman, showing wha} 
be done under the beneficent provisions of the national irrigation act 
way of making homes for the homeless should that act not be render. 

| tive by the selfish greed of men who have more than they know wha 
with: 

“A community of settlers, to illustrate by an actual condition as it 
can go into the Milk River Valley in Montana the moment it is ab 
certain that the Governmentis ready to begin construction. 
“Say the amount to be paid out for building the lower canals is a ; 

dollars, and the area to be reclaimed 160,000 acres, a thousand settle) 
taking 160 acres, could build the entire canal system in the lower ya) 
get paid for their labor from month to month. They could contra 
the ow to do the work in small sections. The million dollars to b 
would go into the pockets of the very men who were making home 

| land to be irrigated and reclaimed by the Government works. 
“All the money they would eventually have to repay to the Gov 

they would first receive in payment for their labor in constructiny 
system to irrigate their own homesteads.” 

On the one side, we have congested populationsin our great cities. 
| into unhealthy alleys and tenement houses, working out their 
| lives in dismal sweat shops, and forming a constant menace to the 
tem, for misery is always ready to lend a willing ear to the tempt 
vice. On the other hand, we have, lying out-of-doors, under G 
sunshine, millions of acres of land that only awaits the applicatior 
to become fit for productive and happy homes that will shelter az 
millions of people. 

Between the two stands, like a lion in the way, the greedy. gras) 
| Speculator, the man who, without warrant of law, has fenced in 1 
of square miles of Government land to furnish pasture for his ca 
who insolently refuses to obey the Government mandate to mo 

| speculator, who bribes Government officials to give him early int 
| and grabs land that the Government intends to reserve, so that 

not to exceed five years, but with a preference right to the leaseholder to re- change it for fertile land elsewhere; the timber thief, who comm 
bribery by deputy in the persons of thousands of weak-kn: 

uals, who are willing to take a false oath for a few dirty dollars. A 
others of a similar kind are there—bloated hogs, wallowing in t 
trough and crowding out those that have a right to feed there. 

Will the people of the United States permit this gross outrag 
| tinued, now that they have been shown what a crime these land t 
| committing? We hope not. We believe not. It will be asad tl 
country if they do, 
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THE NATION’S LANDS—NATIONAL EDITORIAL COMMENT 

[From the St. Paul Globe, November 9, 1903. ] 

The proposed repeal of those Federal land acts which have s] 
| selves most open to fraudulent abuse will, of course, be opposed. 
tion now bases itself on the assumption that repeal will prevent t) 

| lation of any future fund for irrigating purposes. If the National 
Association is in favor of repeal, it is not likely that it will grea 

There should be no delay in reforming o 
system. 

[From the Grand Forks (N. Dak.) Herald, October 22.) 

There is not a town of any size in Dakota in which there are 1 
who have not commuted homesteads and abandoned them, so fa 
sonal residence is concerned, as soon as their proof is complet 
school teachers, bookkeepers, merchants, mechanics, and othe: 
always been accustomed to urban life and who have separated 
from it for only the few months necessary to perfect title to th 
section. So longas they complied for a short time with the letter 

in the old-time acceptance of the word? Now that title to th: 
passed, who is there that believes that they ever had such intenti: 

[From the Review, Greensburg, Ind., November 12 

The people of the older States do not realize how rapidly the } 
are being absorbed, the most of them by mere speculators a1 
makers. Congressshould sochange the lawsas to prevent the ir: 
passing into the hands of already wealthy stockmen and land dea 

[From the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, November 3.] 
The full protection of the public domain is a matter of great i: 

[From the Midway Manufacturer, St. Paul, November 

Is the reclaiming of the desert to be for the benefit of the hi 
and the home builders in the far West or for the enrichment of lai 

There should be a change made in the land lay 

{From the Sioux City (Iowa) Tribune, October 5.] 

It is plainly to the public interest that these land laws should |! 
and something substituted that will prevent the abuses enumer: 
opposition to this programme will come from those who have profite: 
to profit still more after the nation has installed an irrigation sy 

It will have a strong lobby in W 

National Irrigation Association will also have a lobby to take care 
| terests of the people, and it ought to win with the support of the pu 

{From the Seattle Times, October 10.] 
If the land laws are repealed, the movement will undoubtedly ha 

| in the East, for the West has other things to think about than to a: 
| question A large proportion of the population is uninformed 
ject, and most of those who are informed have businessaffiliations | 
it imprudent to advocate reformatory legislation. But it is beco! 

| too evident that the valuable lands of the West will soon be 4 
| through the business offices of private corporations instead of th: 
| Government land offices. 

[From the Los Angeles Times, October 9.] 
There will be strong opposition to such repeal by selfishly interest 

sons in the West, and especially in the Northwest. All patriotic Am 



East, South. and West, should further every effort to preserve the 
i for the benefit of actual settle 1ich can only be done by the 

» three laws mentioned and the reestablishment of the old hom: 
traight,”’ which welcomes every man who desires, in good faith, 

a quarter section of Government land and occupy it. 

[From the St. Charles (Mo.) Monitor, October 14.] 
‘the desert-land act, which is supposed to contemplate the reclama- 

nd, immense areas throughout the Western States and Ter? 
e been patented which are now lying idle inthe hands of specu 

l live-stock concerns. 

[From the Chicago Farmers’ Voice, November 7.] 
1 surprising thing, indeed, that in an age when all thinking men 

essential relation of land to] itself nwith growing sonsand 
*s can rest while the heritage of their children is bein ’ y 
signing scoundrels who have no other purpos un ti 
he earth, that they may dictate terms to th el 
if they do secure control of large land holdings ‘ 
30ne man and demand of Congress as the first anc por 

ion the repeal of these evil ws and the pres th 
gy public domain for the use nd ho 

[From the Freeport (Iil.) Bulletin, October 8.] 

al of the acts referred to will go far toward correcting t ise 
uur land laws are subject. The reclaimed lands should b t 

o are to populate our new West, who will build up new towns 
ew agricultural communities, and add to the wealth of the nation 

[From the Rochester C le, er 2.] 
‘aggressive and positive legislation in regard to the d 

+ f :lunds t would b heer waste for the Governme 
t sin making fertile the desert | sand then turn over the 

ured to speculators cattle ranchers. 

From the Philadelphia Record, October 18.] 

l nately, the provisions of the irrigation law are largely nullified by 
t | acts—the desert-land law, the commutation clause of t] yme 

the rece? 

the West de- 
i the timber and stone law. The contention at 
ss at Ogden shows that, while a strong body ir 

epeal of these laws, the land-stealing syndicates are powerfully 
“di. The land-st 

1eir abrogatio 
ition law. 

zy laws have become mere instrumentalities of 
1 should have been a preliminary to the enactment 

The San Leandra (Cal.) Reporter, October 10. } 

ade a mistake—a dreadful mistake—in giving to timber specu 
ral right. not merely to take timber from the land, but in so do 
* the land valueless for all future time. 

[From the Minneapolis Tir October 19. ] 

land act, the commutation provisions of the homestead act, and 
t ‘and stone act seem to have been cunningly devised for the benefit 

ibbers. The demand that the objectionable acts should be repealed 
ist, and patriotic. It has been voiced by President Roosevelt, and 
time the basic idea of reserving the public lands for settlers had 

I 1atically expressed by Presidents Lincoln and Grant, and by Secr 
t ‘and other statesmen. The people need the land, and Congress 

; ‘ no time in protect 

From the Orange Judd Farmer, Chicago, October 31.] 

let Congress repeal the timber and stone act, the commutation clause 
estead act, and the desert-land act, then there will be some chances 
ng for actual settlers the remaining public lands. 

From the Chicago Tribune, October 21.] 

subject of the land lawsisin great need of investigation and 
form, 

From the Ann Arbor ( Mich.) Times, October 21.] 
I Congress shall soon make some radical change in the land laws, it 

rged that the millions that the Government is spending for irri- 
| be largely for the benefit of speculators and for live-stock intere 

[From the Mound Valley (Kans.) Herald, October 23.] 

ult of the new igation law it possible that 75,000,000 acres of 
be made available for homes, but this will bea work of years, 

neantime Congress should so change the lawsas to prevent the 
1 passing into the hands of wealthy ranchmen and land dealer 

[From the Detroit Tribune, October 25. ] 
I lent Roosevelt and Mr. Hitchcock, Secretary of the Interior, both 

ied to Congress last winter that such remedial legislation be en 
he opposition of the cattle and lumber men was sufficient to pre 

[From the Racine (Wis.) Journal, October 22.] 

QUARLES last winter endeavored to secure the repeal of these 
with and in the next session it is hoped that the good 

iy be recommenced. 
no success 

[From the Financial Review, November 20.] 

derable campaign is expected in Congress this winter in an effort 
the repeal of certain land laws which have been used for years in 
stof cattlemen and speculators in acquiring great tracts of public 

President Roosevelt has taken a very strong position along the lines 
® remaining public lands must not be used for speculation, but must 
rved for settlers who will make homes upon them. 

1 
i 
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| 
[From the Boston Globe, December 1 

) nent should employ stringent and even harsh measur the 
case of 1d pirates. This la tealing has been p tie re 
or less ny Administrations, but appears to have flourishe 
the past few years more successfully than erly The } 

stion comes from Representative STEP s of Texas, who says: 
ivor of having the whole system shaken up and exp« no matter h 

the men who are implicated. After that I would repeal all the public-land 
laws on the statute books except the homestead law 

[From the Dubuque Herald, Nov: er 13 

The practices resorted t » by spec lators t t poss of lar ire noto 
rious and old. Not wanting the! 1 for I the ave Vv ted the 

yirit of the law at every tut ~omplied w 1 its ter « vy W 1 
quired to do so 

From the Los Angeles Times, November 14 

Attention has repeatedly been called to the evilsof the existing land 
It is the in mngress to take such action as vill remedy tl] 
evils. Con ably derelict in its duty to the people if 
in the coming s " sup this matter and fu he relief wh t 
exigencies of the case clearly demand. 

From the New York Mail and Express, November 25 

‘ongress is at all responsive to the public demand, it w op ul 
lat iks at the regular session. The timber-culture law has be ! 

iesert-land law should be, too, and the commutation claus the 
stead act. 

[From the New York News, November 24 

There is but little land worth stealing left to the peopk Now that the 
steed has been stolen, a great hullabaloo is made over the locking of tl 
hy] 1¢ le doc 

From the Wall Street Journa!, November 28.] 
— ns 

who will hold them for cattle purposes or for the wholesale destri f 
timber which may oe epee canes it is needless to say that t ultimate t 
ests of the country would suffer, however much would be the present profit 
of special interests. 

[Review of Reviews, November. ] 
A vigorous movement is under way in the West to bri bout the t ] 

of certain laws under which the public domain, it is alle ng squ 
dered in a way undreamed of by the originators of the ] slat 
of half a century back. The repeal of these laws woul boot 
actual settler and home maker. 

From the Newport Herald, December 1 

It is becoming evident that unless special precaution be observed the irr 
gated lands will fall into the possession of land interests similar to thos 
which have already gobbled so much of the timber and grazing lands in the 
North and West. 

From the Dallas News, December 3 

A recent estimate shows that the United States Government now has left 
land on whi 100,000,000 acres of th, with irrigation and other improvement 

men mightlive. Some of itis very good land if it has water. Most of it 
I r compared with the 850,000,000 acres of public land that has been so 

given away in forty years. The homestead and preemption laws did not o}; 
erate swiftly enough in the disposition of this land, therefore the desert-land 

act, the timber-culture act, the pensioner’s widow and commutation prov 
sions were gotten up to make the land go faster. 

From the Chattanooga Times, December 6.] 

roi of the loose land 1 The 
vise them, 

ible grows largely out 
but so far those interested in preventing 

aw 

SUCCESS. 

From the Minneapolis Times, December 4 

T) of the range and the monarchs of the forest are gobbling up 
the | upidly and further postponement of the Government's“ plain duty” 
to preserve the remaining fragment of the public domain for t use of the 
people will mean a great decrease in the amount to be reser from tl 
lutches of the grabbers 
Senator NELSON voices the sentiment of ninty-nine western men in o 

hundred when he says that the desert-land act should be repeak home 
steads on arid lands limited to 80 acres, and the commutation fea elim 

ated. He speaks a great truth when he says the timber and stone act is an 
open door to the perpetration of f against the public domain 
Congress is sufficiently familiar with the subject to act upx at ones If 

the poor remnant of the national domain is to be preserved f people, t 
whom it belongs by right, rescue work should be nmenced immediate 

[From the St. Paul Globe, December 3.]} 

It may as well be understood first, last, and all the time th: 
friend of irrigation is in favor of getting rid as quickly and as 
possible of the la under which public lands can be and are now b 
propriated by private parties for other purposes than those of ac 
ment. 

There is no reason that can be given for retainin 
the laws to which exception is taken. The 

everv 
thoronch)id¢ a 
at 

! 

\ upon our upon ou ‘} 
at spe 

ites a 

bringing all possible influence to bear upon Congress to m Depart 
ment officials, colored by the same interest, are trying the same tact rt 
position of Congress on this subject will be a f ly good measure of t fidel 
ity or faithlessness of its members to the public 

[From the St. Paul , Dee 

A revision would take time, time just what 
companies and speculators. The thing to be done is for the friends of t 
home maker, as against the speculator, he passage at once of a b 
repealing the desert-land act, the stone and timber act, and the commutatio1 
clause of the homestead act. 

Pi 

1 anc is wanted by the lan 18 

to secure t 
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the Farm Implement News, December 1.] farm vast areas in grain. When thisspeculation began to fail, in consequ 
is by his colors on the repeal of bad land laws, notwith- of the expansion of the industry in foreign lands which had learned t 

| opposition to such repeal which developed at the re- | American labor-saving machinery, the tendency toward big farms wa 
nin Ogden. Utah. checked, but rather accelerated, since many holdings were consolid 

= the process of mortgage foreclosures. 
| Although the Sacramento Valley is blessed with most abundant 

‘hicago Evening Post. November 30.) supplies, irrigation is not generally employed. There is little rainfal 
- = May to November, yet grain and deciduous fruits are grown without 

ficial moisture. But the big farms are not prosperous. ‘They are large! 
tivated by tenants, and are strangely devoid of features which make t] 
California farm one of the most delightful home spots in the world 

*, Pa., News, November 28.] men on the landsell all they produce = buy nearly all they consum« 
o the vublic den ‘1] 7 - so they pay tribute to others “ going and coming.” 

; rl : a os n r _ " oe = _ Lhave been visiting a farm in the Sacramento Valley which consists 
1d law should be. too. 1 ycommutation clause of the | Single acre of irrigate d land and which makes a better home and larger 

7 yp should be put : slutelv to 1 taining of land by | income for its owner than many of his ne ghbors enjoy on places of 
ual and bona fide agricultura tle “ | sands of acres each. The little farm is at Orland, in Glenn County, 

the property of a man named Samuel Cleeks, who has grown old and 
| while tilling it for the past thirty years. 

‘rom the Fargo Forum, Ncevember 16.] Mr. Cleeks says he has no difficulty whatever in making a comfortal 
uw has been a great thing for this coun There are | ing from this | acre of irrigated Jand. Not only 80, but he is able to sa 
ch have been simply a means of frau rh rum does | average of $100 a year besides. He has money to loan. as wellas fruit, y 
fraud has come entirely throuch the maladministration | bles, and poultry products to sell to those who are getting poorer ey 

ieves that the statutes themselves are radically wrong in ae mm b me pg irrigation. 
*t ? ls - vit ed ness ke meen tom ere isa list of his produc‘s: 

rt-land law had outlis re ess, if it ever had Barn and worral space, 75 by 75 feet; rabbit hutch, 25 by 25 feet; hou 
porches, 30 by 30 feet; two windmill towers, 16 by 16 feet each; g: 

7 ‘ y o- . 94 feet: blackberries, 16 by $0 feet; strawberries, 65 by 90 feet: citrus 1 
om the Modesto, Cal., News, November 10.] 90 by 98 feet, in which there are 2,300 trees budded; one row of dewber: 
land laws, through the operation of which millions of acres | feet long; four apricot trees; two oak trees; three peach trees; six fi; 
ain have passed the possession of speculators and land | ten locust trees; thirty assorted roses; twenty assorted geraniums 

repealed unless ther sa strong and united effort made | lemon trees, bearing, which are 7 years old; lime tree, 9 years old az 
he urgent need of reform along that line. ing, from which were sold last year 160 dozen limes: eight bearing 

trees; four breadfruit trees; five pomegranate trees; one patch of | 
three calla lilies; four prune trees; three blue gum trees; six cypres 

Cal.) Tribune, Nove 3 four grapevines: one English iv7; two honeysuckles; one seed bed; on 
\ber-land entries in the lumbering regions is one long | Ped: one sage bed; two tomato vines; thirteen stands of bees. 
jury. Itisarecord that proves how futile the timber Che story of this prosperous 1-acre farm +et in the midst of the larg 

1 act that has defeated its own obi ‘ has caused the | Tanches of the Sacramento Valley has a certain bearing on the great 
immense areas of the public domain | movement aiming at the repeal of existing laws under which the 

lands are being recklessly squandered. 
In the face of such examples of the productive capacity of irrigat: 

ym the Home Seeker and Investor, Chicago, I1l., November.] under intensive cultivation, why shouid we continue to giv e away 
oa to a single individual or twice as much toa man and his wife? T! 

we are doing under the desert-land law. And every time we do it w 
the door of hope in the face of ten or twenty families who might g& 
on the public domain if the unit of entry were cut down toa reas 
ure—say, 20, 40, or 60 acres, where the lands are adapted to intensiv« 
and the desert-land law and commutation clause of the hom: 
repealed 

Save the lands for the real home builder! 
alin the Telegraph, Camden, N. J., January 12, 1904.] — 

LAND LAWS DEFECTIVE [Editorial in Commercial Review, Portland, Oreg., January 12, 19 

The Government Land Office promises to be the theater for the play at | , ae. —" arehiers Gon Weelee i considerable activit yin 
Washington of fraud and dishonesty. Recent revelations show that the ad- | ¢%12!ng that an outraged public will soon rise up and demand of ( 
ministration of Uncle Sam’s real estate office is such as to invite fraud and » repeal of all land laws allowing speculative and monopolistic 

At 

s would be a real boon to the actual settler and 

> re Llar session ! 

urd I 

» provisions of the irrigation law are toa great extent 
the older land acts—the desert-lar act, the commuta- 

the homestead act, and the timber and stone act. These land- 
ws have become mere instrumentalities of fraud, and their abr: 
yuld have been a preliminary to the enactment of the irrigation 

eriury the ‘e, “ while they're gittin’, gittin’ a plenty,” at the1 
I a inanact nstituted by the Secretary of the Interior, independent of | %,™0? h, or 80,000 acres every working day. If this stealir 

hown that men have gone upon Go tment land. done | ©iPaliy under the timber law and the desert-land law, could be por 
: led to do the t mattered little. filled Rant ain figures representing actual values, it would make the post-office pe ! igs iled to do them, it mattered little, filled out blank forms, co } : I + Be Rialbes oe I 

nd in numerous cases had their statements accepted by the local land offi- look smaller than the much quoted “ thirty cents. 
cials without question ror ; 4 7 Sica r ; zs ' 

In many cases the settler has openly evaded the letter as well as the spirit {Editorial from the Sentinel, Hazleton, Pa., January 8, 194 
of the law. The former, by a rigid administration, cor 1 e stopped, but SMALL IRRIGATED FARMS. 

even with such enforcement it would be impossible to stop land absorption Twenty-acre alfalfa farms, supplemented by cows and creamet 
> racts and without settlement, since the lawsare inherently defective. | , Chica 79 man thinksis just the thing for the lands now being irricat 

low estimate, 30,000,000 acres of Government land have passed within | yee FO nee OD Coctancn Coleen gig ated eho pee et i Colorado desert in southeastern California, and which he is bac 
money by assisting small settlers to get a siart. These 2U0-acre farn 
a striking contrast with those of 820 and 40 acres which are being 
in the same section under the desert-land law. But here is the + 

| other man, one of the richest manufacvurers in the Mississippi \ 
lin Journal of Agriculture, St. Louis, Mo., February 4, 1904.] thinks that 20 acres make a farm just tour times too big for the ave1 

; E ; Set c tler who has little toinvest except his labor and brains. 
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT. Thisother manufacturer is N. O. Ne’son. of St. Louis, who conduct 

en bills have already been introduc n Congress thus yrofit-sharing industrial town at Lec!a‘re, [ll., across the river from t 
‘various amendments and modifications of the several land | Missouri metropolis. Mr. Nelson is a genuine philanthropist, th 

1 all the way in their operation from absolute repeal of all the | practical kind, since his idea is to help people to help themselves a1 
mestead act down to word-consun samendments which, | them how to become independent instead of dependent. Tor ye 

» found to place absolutely no chec n the land steal- | been casting longing eyes toward the deserts of the West. He v 
is fooling along on this really g question, the big | for a place where poor people who are out of health, particular! 
sof the West, the speculators, and other land grabbers | monary or throat diseases, might go and forget their ills while e 
nt land at the rate of so ver 2,000,000 acres a | profitable outdoor pursuits. 

itl w Lich would ‘ ffective ly § Pp this sort o ng, and leave HEALTH IN THE DESERT. 
in the hands of the Government all la ‘ ed for actual a a ie . ‘ 
under the homestead law. is tb 2 ad d by Senator He wanted a very dry place where the air is filled with healin 
f Wisconsin, calling for the absolute repeal of the timber law,the | Where the sunshine takes the place of drugs and artificial heat 

law, and the commutation clause of the homestead law. this ideal spot on the western edge of the desert, about 120 miles e 
' Angeles. Here he established the Indio Health Camp about eight« 

ago. He bought a tract of land, which isirrigated by artesian wi 
rial from the Republican, Middleport, Ohio, February 19, 1904.] ceeded to erect cheap but comfortable quarters for his colonists 
STOCKMEN WANT LAND LAWS LEFT UNDISTURBED. had no difficulty in securing in aimple numbers. 

Mr. Nelson believes that true prosperity in the land of irrigati 
had by the intensive cultivation of little farms rather than the wa 
ing of big ones. And at Indio he believes 5acres areenough. On the 
areas his settlers are raising table grapes, melons, sweet potatoes 
products which are readily sold in nearby markets at fancy price 

two years into private ownership and now lie idle or in grazing tracts, 
npt ¢ tlement having been made, which should still be Goy- 

by actual settlers. 

tches from Wyoming indicate that the cattle and shes p men of that 

State have combined in opposition to the proposed repeal of the timber and 
stone act, the desert-land act, and the commutation clause of the homestead 

t. One dispatch states a summary of the views of the convention: “*Abso- 
ite opposition to the repeal of the land laws, strong feeling that the scope | favored spot these garden crops matur? earlier than elsewherein Ca 

of the laws should be enlarged, and desire that the Government cede alllands | and Are therefore very profitable “The Indio y ople belie -e they 
but agricultural (irrigable) lands to the State in order that the range may | jndependence before many of their land Senate neighbors wh 
be leased to stockmen oa Z : : : . from sixty-four to one hundred and twenty-e/ght times as much k 

Here crops out the original Wyoming effort to secure State c.ssion, a the desert-land law as they are buving from Mr. Nelson at cost p 

policy of turning over the Government lands to the State legislatures, so that paying for with the proceeds of their land and lab ees . 
the State legislatures can turn them over to the stockmen. The history of The truth of the matter i io are m: ge} : : 7 ; , sr is thatthe people of Indio are ma I 
the various State grants from the Government, such as Nevada's 2,000,000- s people of Indio a Sad “waggle ammmeenian oa aad ceeianeee elite * | tilling the land, while their more acquisitive neighbors are specu 

grant, California's great swamp and crane many others, is sur | public domain. This speculation will go on as longas the land laws 
rounded with too much fraud and flagrant ee weenie: eee os he W of to favor human greed rather than human need. The desert act not 

Congress for a Inoment considering Such & COUTSe aS ISsuggested by the WyO- | ables the acquirement of large tracts of Government land, but it req 
ming ck interests. | settlement or residence whatever. 

[Editorial from the Times, Adrian, Mich., February 16, 1904.] {Editorial in the Dayton (Ohio) News, January 16, 1904.) 
ONE IRRIGATED ACRE. | WESTERN LAND OUTRAGES. 

The Sacramento Valley of California is a land of big farms. Private Last winter, owing to the vast tracts of public land that were fallin 
estates run all the way from 1,000 to 100,000 acres. It was once profitable to ' possession of syndicates, speculators,and those who would in the futur 
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18 Natural reservoirs 

The time has come when our Government must do all in its power tomake 
Yr our swarming millions. Last year 40,000 American farmers 
ito Canada because of the free or cheap homes that are still to be 
the Canadian west. This year 75,000 American farmers will make 

change. So greatis the rush for lands in Canada that already the 
near existing railway lines have all been taken. 
fli ng into another country, and still we retain on 

s laws t d with the public lands in the same old, waste- 
n which the nation dispensed its public domain when its extent 
unlimited and its capacity for population inexhaustible. The time 

me for a change. 

» irrigation 
that can be irri 

Opie ¢ vert 

{Editorial from the San Francisco Chronicle, March 25, 1904.] 
THE LAND-GRABBING CASES. 

trials of persons in this or any other city who are accused of obtain- 
conspiring to obtain poss»ssion of the public lands by fraudulent 

ire usually nothing more than attempts to ascertain whether it can 
legally proved to the satisfaction of a jury that the accused per- 
uarde My stepped over the line which divides that which is 

criminal from that which is not, and it will be seldom that the 
t can prove its case. 

We 
it.” 

The 
ing 
metho 

As one land dealer was recently reported to 
know what the law is, and are not fools enough to intention- 

ute As a matter of fact, they seldom need to to accomplish their 

en who commit the statutory offenses are usually obscure persons 
There are, however, some who would be | i the 

not 

outskirts of society. 
to be recognized as persons of importance who acquire home- 

ms by perjurs , and if a few of these could be caught and punished 
ld be good for the business. Occasionally investigations discover that 

» land dealer has bribed Department clerks to give him advance infor- 
m which will enable him to select lands to advantage; but while there | 

» moral certainty that bribery has been committed,that is a crime 
lifficult to prove ina court as perjury in taking up land. The fact 
iction is so difficult is the reason why prosecutions are so few. 

1 yet no person who has bought any considerable amount of public land 
m those who located it will say in private conversation that he believes that 
acre ina hundred of his holdings was honestly come by by those from 
om he bought. He knows,in fact, thatthecontrary isthecase. He knows 

not one timber claim, for example, in a hundred is worth a dollar to the 
who paid $2.59 per acre for it, except for the purpose of selling at a | 

her price, and that all those who swore that they desired to purchase the 
ifor their own use deliberately perjured themselves, just as cowboys 
ure themselves when they swear that they are taking up land for a home- 

n everybody knows that it is impossible to geta living from the 
iat no one would file a homestead claim on it except for the pur- 
ling out to a cattleman. 

lay when the public land in the humid region of the United 
exhausted four-fifths of the land entries have been made with in- 

late the plain intent of the law, and of these the majority involved 
the entrymen. None know this better than the land sharks who 

1e business, who know, in fact, that the business of dealing 
is could not be carried on except on a basis of perjury, and 
ible 

be possible 

perfectly un 
Vv bh ive ] 

laws ut 

lerstand the situation, and it is hard to compre- 
long ago made an end of the miserable business by 

der which it is carried on. They are hesitating even 
not 

[Editorial from the Minneapolis Tribune, March 18, 1904.] 
A BATTLE HALF WON. 

erve the remnant of public lands for the people is half won. 
t resistance to the repeal of the stone and timber act, the desert- 

tead commutation act has been in the Senate. The 

Gorhy 4 to pre: 

ithe homests 

he natural stronghold of the corporate interests that want to get 
Government lat 
ipply for the national immigration scheme, and to monopolize the 
n advance of their redemption at the ee nse. The Senate 

1 action for two years, while the rape of the public domain by pri- 
r, land, cattle, and water companies has gone on with accelerating 
Now the hold of the land-grabbing corporations on the Senate has 

ken just enough to permit oneof the three reforms the people de- 
oe ae Oe eS 

‘hough a majority of the Senate Committee on Public Lands favored the 
eter 7 peal 

+ th nll before the House. 
nted ¢ ed t 

On the half-loaf principle the committee at 
)report a bill repealing the stone and timber act alone. With t 

r, the land to remain in the hands of the Government for reforestration. 
House will add an amendment to prevent the lieu land dodge, by which 

denuded timber land was exchanged for uncut land, and so on ad infinitum. 

Set oe et ot h 

| should be forced in the next. 

, when such sales both reduce the area of public | 

| is work for the labor unions, for the farmers’ organizations, f 

a 

This is a good bill as far as it goes. 
Forestry Bureau. That very worthy scientific office felt unfortunat 
to oppose the general land-reform bill till it could get the spe 
wanted for stripping and reforestration of public lands. The p San 
bill will remove from the path of the other land reforms this rig}, 

ruction as well as the corrupt opposition of the timber grabbers 
The field is now clear for a vigorous campaign for repeal of t] 

ind act and the homestead commutation. The campaign is now 
1 the aridand grazing regions. The Senatorial attorneys from t} 
ave been successful in defending their clients, by throwing the tir 

grabbers overboard as a sop to the whale of justice. Their own tu; 
‘ 

1 
= 
} i 

I 

ome next ; 

with water at national cost is exposed to seizure by corporate mo 
that the settlers for whose benefit it is designed may be turned 
rented peasantry. 

in 

These are the laws under which the vast domain to be f 

a 

Lands are being got for a dollar or two an acre through hired 1 
| under homestead commutation and without fraud under the desert 
| which Federal irrigation will convert into smiling farms, capable of 
ing millions of families now landless. The question is whether ¢} 

| own their land or pay rent to corporations. The issue isa mighty 
stake is no less than an empire of fertile farms. Nowonder resista; 
reform is tenacious. The battle for it should be no less resolute 
people’s fight. It concerns every landless man, every wage-wo) 

| would rather be a landholder or see his son one, every small farmer 
sires for his children the same opportunity he had in a new country 

No time is to be lost. Reform has been staved off in this ( 
Take the campaign into every dist: 

too late to instruct delegates to Chicago, though there may be tim: 
a resolution in favor of repeal into the Republican platform. It 
late to instructevery Member of the next House’to vote for the rey 

| want their rightful inheritance of public land or who believe th 
the Republic requires the perpetuation of the American farmer cla 
of its conversion into an impoverished tenantry. 

[Editorial in Signal, Wieser, Idaho, March 26, 1904.] 

The big stockmenand timber men of the West who haveonly for 
thousand acres of land and who are ambitious to increase it to 1( 
will have to move lively and rustle some dummies and substitute 
1€0 or 320 acre entries under the timber and stone act or the dese 
or the commuter’s clause of the homestead act, or they will not f 
desires. The country and Congress is beginning to wake up to t 
tance of saving this western public domain, our greatest resource t 
national irrigation an established Government policy, and convert 
homes for settlers and home makers. It looks as though the da 
speculator and the land grabber were numbered. 

{Editorial from the Sacramento (Cal.) Bee, April 2, 1904 

The whole business is rotten, and yet convictions of | 

ds for a fraction of its value, to seize the sources | 

bill described above, it has been impossible to get a report or | 

ned a plan for the sale of timber on public lands to the highest | 

mutation clause of the homestead act should be passed. Gigantic fr: 
been perpetrated on the Government under cover of these law 
sooner they are stricken from the statute books the better 

The timber and stone act, one of the chief means of enabling tin 
grabbers to acquire great blocks of forest by means of dummy entri: 
also be repealed. 

[Editorial from the Fairplay, Fort Pierre, N. Dak., April 1, 1% 

The land-law question has always been a nonpartisan one, but s! 
House refuse to consider the bill the Democrats would undoubted); 
it a party issue, taking as their basis not only the unquestioned fr 

| thess laws, but the vigorous utterances of the President in both of 
messages and in his public speeches insisting upon the preservat 
yublic domain for actual settlersand that no more Government 
te disposed of without residence and improvement by actual far 
will tilland make homes upon it, none of which is practiced under t! 

[Editorial from the Forum, Fargo, N. Dak., April 5, 1904.) 

Without doubting the honesty of action of anyone, the Forum i 
| impression that those Senatorsand Congressmen who are opposing | 
| of the desert-land law are making a zreat mistake. This law ha 
instrument by which speculators and cattiomen have secured larg 
landand have kept out thesmallsettlers. Such acourse does not t 
upacountry. Home builders are wanted, not owners of thousa 
who may hold the same for speculative purposes. Senator Gins 
when he demands that this law shall be wiped from the statute b: 

[Editorial from the News, North Liberty, Ind., April 9, 190+ 

The land lobby at Washington, which is endeavoring to preven 
of speculative hind laws, is making the unique charge that the rep 

| laws would increase the value of private land. In other words, | 
saving of the remaining public lands from speculation would inc 
properties the waste by the Government should still be allowed t 
all the lands have been taken up by the grabbers. 

[Editorial from the Grand Forks (N. Dak.) Herald, April 19, | 

PUBLIC LANDS. 

It is almost certain that there will be nothing doing at the pr: 
| of Congress to remedy the defects of the land laws, defects whi 
week placing large quantities of valuable public land in the har 
who are looking for something for nothing. The conditions whi 
the disposal of the public domain differ very greatly now fro 
were when the homestead law was passed. At that time the mar 
tled on a quarter section of Government land was a pioneer inde 
obliged to move far from civilization, to go to a country where 
none of the advantages which he had left, and to create a new civi 
himself in what was in actual! fact a wilderness. : 

The land which the Government offered asa free gift was good 
| it had practically no market value. A dollaranacre would hav: 
on as a big price for it. Within twenty years the St. Paul, Min: 
Manitoba Railroad offered land within 10 or 12 miles of Grand Fork 

| acre and found slow sale for it at that price. To-day people are)" 
| file under the homestead laws on land worth $10 an acre, and a ma 
by taking advantage of the commutation law, to prove up after cigh 
residence, and have $1,000 worth of property clear of all expenses, 
sult of his eight months’ residence, a residence which in many cases 

| interfere with his following his usual occupation. 

It has been strongly supported 

SE 

The bills before Congress for the co of the desert-land act and t 
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» of the situation. The manner in which t Editorial St. Paul Pioneer ] 
e worked is along the same line. In otl 
y away Valuabie property to all who choose Ae es x Bl 

tunities are so plentiful, when it is so W the national i v 
vithout any intention to observe its spirit | that the ; 

ies of land are not 1 passing into the hands of persor el rted int 
ire the property f they may sell it for a good ) SSO ¢] . 1 : 

» have l t wo! ( ng auything to aid in sett g . ol . 
country, is to talk simple nonsense. ‘ 

as. I Ww +} c i ; I I? 

Editorial ft ss, Oswego, N. Y., April 4, 1904.] shall be expended in "igat 
LAND THIEVING. ; a 

? wr i t 
r Grrson, of } dea licati n of t . 

ind frauds a ling tin *e | b ‘ \ 
n the post-o : P he r 
ng laws ex¢ tead act. This tim 18 it tha ; 
been broug nsideration on the floor of eith I } imply pa t spa 

expected that rill be given a thorough airing before Congress | hy ref > to repeal the de ] ilawt t 
~enator DPA Colorado, suppor is itor GIBSON’S “(Go ahead and se t} ; ng land Wa 

d stated t ion of great tracts of land of hundreds | the millions the Governme ? 
is of acres into single ownel! hip was a menace to the nation, all } ( 5 e i v l ta 

— aS eV ra I re cle ‘ i I 
The amou in ved is i I to tl 

rial from the Seattle (Wash.) Post-Intelligencer, April 6, 1904.] | will beso great t and p S t made tl} 

LAND-LAW REPEAL. irrigatio v—that Presid i im] 
peech in the Senate on Saturday Senator WARREN, of Wyoming, | } a eee ee ao aes 5 

t und position when he argued that the sooner the public domain EN ee ——s “a ” 
. the possession of actual settlers the better. It does not follow, ie 

‘ that his position was equally sound when he opposed the repeal of ; 
f and laws save the homestead law. Few people seriously oppose I a) TY 1 . 1904.) 

of the public land into the hands of actual settlers, to be held in LAND 1 \ 
‘ QOacres each. There isasound public sentiment against the pa w) i = 

public lands, in large tracts, into the hands of individual specu ; ; 
] mndicates. , S 
: 3 no real question that large tracts of public lands have passed into a - = 
{ on of single holders, individuals, and companies by reason of the aa 7 
d f the present land laws. not necessarily through fraud, but often 4 eam er . 
‘ ithin the law. The number of actual settlers and home makers on eae ; 
{ in first hands from the Government who acquired title under any ° Sees : : 
‘ nd laws save the homestead law aloneis relatively small. The amount das » 4 184 

nted to homestead claimants whoacquired title after completion of , 
t rm of living on the land which have subsequently been sold and thus i 

ted into large tracts held by single individuals is also v ery small. “eS ag . 
ne in the West, save those who have direct interests to the contrary, ¢ : ‘ 

a e the public land in the possession of actual settlers and home Jor da ; 
] Land-grant railroads have arrived at the conclusion that itismore | ¢.4., ae : ; 
t pecuniary interest to dispose of their lands, even very cheaply, to “ Rnt follk ne the passage of ¢ ‘ spi ina ‘ 
! will settle upon them and put them in cultivation than to hold the ti mal ¥ uta uit entads cagenternhed’ Sid Alaa. nla 

; for the certain and very large increase in value which will com disnoeal of the agricultural pablic lands s eg ; 
ht charge for hauling the product of an acre of wheat land to mar- | ;, a nish fre ‘homes f . ita people. TI mont i 

} mn more than the selling price of the land. The land once in cult ot thia aalice wen ie eeece whoa P : — 
‘ thereafter a source of permanent income to the railroad company. | ~ ey is mk iemaen how old I wi specie a a 
I ully true that putting each quarter section in cultivation adds gen- | 450; up the notion that sales of lands by SS eee Ping re fs : 
é he business of acommunity. It is the equivalent, from the stand sud ta thin. Tal ; ; ss Cia aie there. actadl : 
I lollars and cents, to the establishment of a new small manufactory. | goiyal sett and their lab : ; 

WARREN believes that the processof passing the public lands into patiot al we ' wile , 
t} sion of actual settlers who will reduce them to cultivation will be | *hew peat = ii 
f bya retention of all of the public landlaws. Many observers h i Goner caone tad F : ; 
e good opportunities for judging and who are notinterested in gre g | 182 and we bine 7 
I :, believe that the homestead law is the only one which, in practical | oione to th ian 
( is, results in passing public lands into the possession of actual set orations. but should } % for the} : 
t » reduce them to cultivation and thus add to the wealth of the com ple d shoula be granted Py 
ie tlers.” Under this act the 

tivate it for five years, at th I ! p 

[Editorial from the St. Paul Globe, April 13, 1904.] and ob oe ‘De ee ge ° 
homas Donaldson, in n.&8 

THE LOBBY AND THE LAND LAWS. The b iiedenaa ee stat 

T outsider it seems almost incredible that all effort to reform the pres- | the settlement of the publ ( 
ent iws of the country should prove once more a failure. There is but | State with homes, it builds u 
o! n on this subject in the section where those who have the interests | and civil disorder by giving 1ershiy 
( ttler and of the nation at heart reside. Such provisions as the tim upants thereof. It was copied from 1 ‘ 
he i stone act, the desert act, and the commutation clause of the hom inally and distinctively American, and 1 a 
st t have not a friend in the West except the lumber kings, the land 
8} rs,and their agents. Yet their representatives are able to defeat vs fully wn, & pr 1 taken fro 
I gislation every time. t t : I 

nd sharks have adopted a policy by no means singular with them. t 
t t should have worn itself out by this time. It is now an invaria I s by ; I . ‘ I 
I n certain portions of the West, when you wish to accomplish any 

ply to start a rousing how] that it is opposed by the railroads. It I = 
I lifference what the facts are. The railroad interests may favor ra i 
t ‘ proposed, they may be entirely indifferent, or they may be against to ac ! ! 
it ‘y that they oppose it isenough. A few foolish people are ut once I 10 
1 by prejudice and hold their ignorance dearer than the truth e I 
( lagogues have taken such advantage of this that men without an als. B 
: ir empty noddles have been elected to high places, pernicious laws rs t 

i n passed, and beneficent regulations have been destroyed by the “t : 
I ration that railroad interests des i the opposite ased s 

n has been worked at Washington with reference to land-law legis- 
la he cattle kings, who have inclosed vast tracts of public land and f the dese 1 act 

’ terference; the lumber kings, who have used these laws to amass | was soon mad phics t rid al ote 
I ! still using them; the land grabber and the roving idle » | entitled the loca yacquire under it (40 acz ul 
T ng by taking up land and turning it over to ate, lit months later, the timber and stor t was pa 
au curtailment of their privileges The solid int f th th be seen it Wi i 

y against the continuance of these laws. T! mess man, tl , 1891, a period I | 
! d the enlightened railroad man, who knows that his property will | the timber-cultur i 
] nly as the country that it serves is settled and cultivated, want Senator BSON gave mat ) 

ning public lands preserved for actual settlement. Yetall of them | have com der r 
- iaisettier ha r toe ¥ i 

is better established than the fact that the laws, or portions of | of his remar his dir 
‘ h we have mentioned, are now employed almost solely t ansfer “itis well to: tt t 

nt land from public to private ownership without fu ing th land entries, bef ‘ 
( required in good faith. Yet the most earnest campaign for their * Another lot of fift i 
: uten by the combined forces of ignorance, prejudice, and graft. | Th ntries ‘ ‘ 

ers in reform, the real friends of the West, may be disheartened eclamation of the tracts 
: vill not be discouraged or finaliy rebuffed. The land laws of the | all d in Easter 

ites must and shall be reformed. In the presence of the honest nt inds, and t cnop 
ople of this country, with an election near at hand, we urge every | to the entry papers 

. an the record of his Representative in Congress and _ to hold hin ‘‘In Montana a 
: accountability for the defeat of legislation intended to save our | have been ma ! 
! nds from further depredations. In few respects has Republican ol kind, em bra ’ ; 
= en more apparent or its hatred of reform bolder or more deter- | tries, upon 6,000 acres, were fou ha n ma t 1 

i than in the stand that it has taken against land-law reform. ' and cattle company 
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| settlers to seek a location farther away from the railroad or in some other 
‘ | region. 

ir present system of dealing with the public domain shall | They afford a perpetual, standing object lesson as to the unwisdom of 
| present loose methods of disposing of Government lands. That amano 

h tempted land inspectors will not prevent it, and | Hill's acumen, with such an object lesson before his eyes for the whole per 
ts can not prevent o long as their official ca- | of hiscareer, should condemn the faulty land laws and advocate their rey 

arty loyalty. As Presidents, Secretaries of the Inte- | was a matter of course. But for those laws not only the Great Nor 
‘s of the General Land Office during the last twenty- | system but every township through which it passes would be infinit 

n the curtailm richer to-day. Foritis from the multitude of small farms well tilled 
| from large estates half occupied or not occupied at all—that the bu 
comes which builds up community and railroad alike, 

ous So far as those few roads are concerned which still have lands to se!! 
they are not many—the sale of their own lands is of far less import: 

‘ial from the Minneapolis (Minn.) Tribune, April 6, 1904.] them than the adoption by the Government of changes which will 
THE BACKERS OF LAND-LAW : absorption now going on of great areas by ranchmen, lumbermen, and 

eee et es ; oo lators. The building up of traffic is of vastly greater importance to th. 
*k of polit 3, When they want to defeat a measure in | than the early sale of their lands. 

r the benefit of private rests which they are de The Denver Republican and other papers which are endeavoring 
at the railr itit. The mistaken impression | kindle popular prejudices against the railroads, and to use these pr 

lic interest is suffi- | as a means of defeating the repeal movement, by making it appea 
ongressional attor- | movement in the interest of the railroads, are, in a way not inte: 
“epeal of the desert- | them, doing a publicservice. They areshowing thatin this vastly im 

utation law can musteronly one argument | matter of the disposition of the nation’s remaining landed estate th. 
» lightof day. This argument is that the | ests of the multitude and those of the railroad corporations are id 
land withdrawn from entry, so that they | The locomotive and the emigrant’s team pull together! That's asig 

| should open the eyes of such Congressmen as are disposed to resist t 

1e desert-land act should be repealed because it has been 
‘aud and perjury on a large scale, and will continue to be 

re 

> we to assun 
rand more e 

and-grab railr ra is have an advantage over the Gov- | of the present bad laws. It may be more effective with those gent 
f } is already, becat li tl I ise they can sell them in any | than the pleadings of all our Presidents, from Jackson down to ko 

were willing ell tl ands in large tracts, | that the nation’s landed wealth be bestowed in small tracts on actu 
: 3 that | tlers only, to the perpetual exclusion of the speculator, the monop 

uivance of irrigation. But the | the land baron. 
nopoly for a purely selfish reason. — 

’ } 1 +} 

[Editorial from the Yankton (8. Dak.) Gazette, February 26, | 

THE RAILROADS AND THE REPEAL OF THE LAND LAWS. 

riga- | Those interests which for their own reasons are oppos® ito the 
ing a the land laws under which the Government is annually disposing 

rthe country | 22-000,000 acres of its land inthe West are endeavoring to distract a 
ng farmers. who | Tom. the real issue by kindling popular prejudice against the r 
rade and traffic | Which it is set forth are behind this repeal movement in order that 

S on wi a ’ the landies ands may become more valuable. But this sort of an argument 1 
in opportunity to get farms. That common interes isop- | 2PPeals to thinking men, who now realize that the real prosperity of a 

i 

I ble aud sell them to 

f 

¢ the land-grabbing monopoly c ati whose 2 nana road system depends upon the settlement of its territory. 
are denouncing land-law repeal as a railroad jo! pra fhose transcontinental railroads which still own lands, and the a 
niain that we should like to see th id companies » | comparatively insignificant alongside of the public domain thror 
nterest that large influence with Sez rs and Representatives | *@¢y Tun, are much more anxious to see farmers settling in great. 
id to maintain for their own interest along their lines than they are to dispose of their lands. The buil 1 

m F : = | their traffic is what will bring them not only immediate but endu: 
perity. A half dozen great irrigation works distributed throug 

[From the Philadelphia Record, April 6, 1904. West would mean more to the railroads than all the benefit they ha 
; ai Xe a received from their big grants of land from the Government. 
LAND-LAW REFORM. 

While the Senate has passed the bill to repeal the timber | — . 
land 5 aiiicate ae a ~ I >. he 1d to pr . ent further lk : ate i {Editorial from the Paris (Tl.) Beacon, March 2, 1904.] 

the manifold abuses which hat rown out of the desert RAILROADS AND IRRIGATION. 
ause of the homestead law. Under tl emadiniies tien neoul neh D ASOT POY There is considerable talk among interests represented at Wa 

»p idle for speculative settiers to Make a home . en iat thea Ghentane eau aleteies @: sania ae tes which do not wish any disturbance of the pres-nt land laws to the: 
os . ae ain a& patent oO! WOO SATO Aber four- | the campaign favoring this repeal is being promoted by the western 

SYMONS OF os . ee ae *h as timber lands with the idea of increasing the value of their own land, and especia 
an the open market, an SOS 16 tum SYR- | lieu land rights in the forest reserves, the statement being made t 

ah DO OOk) WH SORES OGRE pecs B 0k repeal of the timber and stone act, the desert-land act, and the com: 
grea , mutual pron. ees * . , | clause of the homestead act would shut out the settler from the Gov 

1e Senate just now 1s over the repeal of thed + - | lands and force him to buy railroad lands. 
er opposition from the members of one 2 IC Lat Om: | his specious argument will bear analysis from no point of view 

> not in a r of any acti - the = sion has been brougnt irst place, there is no thought of repealing the homestead law whi 
. It is an od og on os eve jeen no (rauds il | the settler to take up 160 acresof Government land any where among 

oe roa hs Ae os tin am ne rl 6 ¢ take ae aa ion acres of the remainin public domain, even that reserved for 

> Nanaain ned sal anime ten Sink tinea rep eae dete ee osser’ | ment irrigation purposes. The effect of the repeal of these laws 

cre 

t+ 
‘ Oe ee eee oe t to stop settlement but tostop speculative entry of immense tract 

be repealed fo! the present, and 1 as been made of | simply for the purpose of “holding it for a rise or ac juiring it as a 
by the interests opposed toa reformation of the lan to already immense stock ranges. Possibly such a repeal might ha‘ 

: iia aaa tad sd that th ett ath aie _ | feet of increasing certain railroad lands. If so,it would result in tw 
he commission also reported that the provision permitting vhe as- | either stimulating the railroads to get more settlers upon it, along t 
tot entries ougnt to be repealed atonce. Since the time when this | or making it more expensive and difficult for the ce stockmen t 
n was enacted, in 1591, the fraudulent acquis: 1 of lands in the arid | their grazing domains from this source, either of which would | 

3 has gone onat a stupenacous rate, ar as Sena 1BSON, of Mon- | thing. 

remarked, upon all these t tracts It is impossible now to discover | But the entire ownership of the railroads in land is a mere bag 
: mpt at reclamation, such as is required by the act, | compared with theGovernment domain, The Government is the g ters” er cted their windmills and pumps, | owner. The railroads, as must be recognized, are more anxious t 

itries, and moved on to repeat the operation | anything else that the Government shall improve its own property 
' . | of the transcontinental lines would gain more through its traffic fro 

an no longer be defended aS & necessity. A better great three or four million dollar project, irrigating perhapsa cou] 
of arid land has been provided in the irrigation | Gred thousand acres of land, than the value of the entire land poss 

id act isin all its phases at war with the principles | gj) the railroads 
in the homestead law. mables individuals to | © ee ng 

» most precious thi i he arid belt, and to | 
tions of the Government and the cooperative association | [Editorial in Twentieth Century Home and Farm, Minneapolis, Ma: 
3 contemplated by the irrigation law. COLONIZING MONTANA 

ge Word comes from Montana thata number of the late Boer com: 
[Editorial from the St. Paul Pioneer Press, Janu among them Gen. J. D. sou and aon. p- 5. Coes. have bee! 
— - ; - nena > on - i over various sections of that State with a view to findingan easily 
THE RAILROADS AND THE REPEAL OF THE LAND LAWS. cation where a large Boer colony can beestablished. The Be ers desir 

stead upon Government land which can either be irrigated by thei 
operative canal building, or else will come in under the Governme! 

on work projected in Montana. They have expressed themselves a 
at the opportunities afforded by the Milk River Valley for their pe 

ar that the owners of the great railroad lar rants are amon t 
¥ a 

ing to the movement for the repeal of the desert-l lact and cer- 
laws by which title to public lands may now be obtained by private 
10minal cost and without benefit to the nation, the Denver Repub- 

it is stated that they will recommend this fertile section to their con 
tors of this movement. They want t li their lands, The immigration agents of the Great Northern Railway state t 
it would be much easier to do so if it were rendered difficul the Mormon apostles have also been looking into the advantages « 

e to public lands. If the latter were taken out of the market, | the Mulk River Valley, and there is strong probability of a large 
lroad lands would be the only large bodies | : ta few Mexican | colony, familiar, of course, with irrigation in all its branches, lo 

Spanish grantsin the Southwest Home set rs wou l 2 com- | this section of Montana. 
ed to turn to the railroads, which in all probabil lan excuse The policy of the Great Northern road is the encouragement of se! 

or advancing the prices. * * * Unless Congress wants tc stimulate throughout the territory it taps into small irrigated farms, and to 
mand for railr ad land it should reject all propositions to repealany of the | J. J. Hill, its president, has been asteady advocate of the repeal of t! 

existing public-land laws.” land law, under which single ranches have been built up in Monta 
happens that the most prominentand active of the railroad men who are | Government lands, aggregating 50,000 acres and upward 

promoting the repeal movement is James J. Hill ‘he Great 1 With the Great Northern Railroad the repeal of the land laws 
tem, built by him, was never the beneficiary of a land grant. LAS s | business proposition. Such action by Congress would mean the set! 
tosell. Butall along its lines are to be found great bodies of land which | of the territory through which the road runs by thousands of smal! 
have been obtained, honestly or fraudulently, under the laws in question. | and adoubling and quadrupling of the road's traffic over that resultir 
These lands, held for speculative purposes, are seen to hinder the develop- | the cattle and sheep grazing industry on unirrigated land where it 1 
ment of the country, the high prices asked therefor forcing the would-be ' 15 or 20 acres to keep a steer. 
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[Editorial from the Sioux City (Iowa) Tribune, April 8, 1904.] | The national irrigation act is ymote s t : 

THE RAILROADS AND LAND LAWS. | Sections of the country by fur 
The fact that the railroads men 

influences opposed to the repeal of the present desert-land laws and passage of the irrigation act dees not necessarily imp 
tment of legislation that would insure the settlement of bona fide | “nigger in the wood pile” in ecamection with that e 
on the land after irrigation shall be installed are quoting with much | repeal the desert-land act and the commutat 

tion the testimony of George H. Maxwell before the House Committee Und ubtedly po - ld b y greatly to ¢ ; 
- Lands the other day, in which it was admitted that the transconti- | rajiroads in the arid regions to have ¢ 
lroads had been contributing $50,000 a year for the past four years | make their lands more valuableand: 

er the cause of repeal. This money has been contributed to the Na- | Siete Toeemerns Sinan ened gain by the 
ration Association, which printsa monthly magazine and carries | that the inte nam hondl ol Chas oe 

nd pr! Lote 

: erests of sett and of th x 
ral educational campaign among the people. The opponents of re- by negease of (3 Scie ements TT ; ; 

., evidently, that because of the mere fact that railroad money | oy that owned in small tracts bi i 
sed to this end the cause of repeal will be weakened. That should | ;oad lands should be made susceptible of iz 
result, and will not be if the public rightly understands the situa- | eyt off their own noses t spoil th . 

We m yall the infil s at 
true that the railroads never contribute money to a cause unless it is | ghoutt ses of Co! 3 . 

benefit, but in this case, at least, they could not gain without the such legislation might be benefi al to all 
ig many times as much. If the land laws remain as they are 

gation is applied, the tracts will be gobbled up by wealthy specu 
vho will use it for cattle ranges, and the a man looking fora 
.d would stand no chance. On the other hand, if the laws are re Tha aad fal : ey 
nd others desired substituted, there will be a great influx of peo] Phe General Deficien y Bill. le pie, 

. each settling on a small tract. This would mean more busi- 
ailroads, just as populous lowa means more transportation than i 

arren tracts. It isa good thing for Iowa and the nation that this SPEECH 
= yopulous, and it would be a good thing for the irrigated tracts and : or } : g S 

nif they were well populated by actual farmers 
entally it would bea good thing for the railroads, and by trying to 

4 

mselyes they are really doing great work for the whole country I] () N s C I] A R L i; tet K 7 COC [| 

‘ MY >] 

Fr 

in this true light, their contributions of money to the cause is entir 
It is put to honest and proper uses. Itis not being used to br 1F MISSO 
If there are improper influences being exerted, it is on the other a a 

esame side that is now crying “Stop thief." Nothing but greed, in IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESI TAT! g 
d land monopoly are back of the present land laws, and it is need 

y that such influences do not win in Congress without someimproper a ee 
The badness of their cause is well revealed im the following o} . Tes a 

3s by Senator Gipson, of Montana, the other day: ‘ 
we object to the desert-land act because it enables wealthy i 

1d companies to acquire large bodies of public land and without set : 
t, we are met with the assertion that after a while these lands will be ; d 
ied and sold to farmers. It is true that some of these large holdings 2 
ubdivided, but they will be sold at prices beyond the r 1 of imr 
rmers generally, the advantage to be derived from fre« la < : ; 
stead act having been appropriated by speculators under . ; : 

In fact, this act is in at its phases at war with the prin TH) IN York | M 
the homestead act.” itatio plori 

ee nd al ! 

ditorial extract from the St. Paul Pioneer Press, April 8, 1904.) a ’ 1 , 

THE LAND GRABBERS AND THE RAILROADS. rogatives. Phe « se attention g1 
ert attention from their purposes, they have raised the cry that tl tleman from Ne W i10TkK re test n 

nopolies are backing the demand for the law's repeal in the hoj House with his masterful excoriation « 
by land buyers may be driven to the purchase of lroad ins and the encroachment of ¢ . . 

rnment lands ee ee ae : ee ee es 
; frankly admitted that a number of railroads have contri upon the domaim in which the unv< 

the support of the grand movement for the development of West. | preme. 
t t victory of which was the passage of the irrigation law. But not all | © vears this bodv has beet ibie ] 1 

roads have lands forsale. One of the most liberal contributors is ras . . 
it Northern, which never had a land grant, but whose president has 1 halt a en! 

the most efficient workers for the development of the country 
of the most earnest advocates of the repeal of the desert-land act and Ling as ind 1a has 1 
rate land laws. the Member nae a wr : 

reason the railroads support repeal is easily found, withoutany resort | “26 -“teTve4rs ¢ the 3 ; oa . 
t cumstance that some of them have lands for sale. A section « to be moved about at the pleasur ] 

i i, 6440 acres, will support from twenty to sixty-four families o1 monopolize the legislative gan \ 
dings of 10 to 40 acres each. Every one of those fami ke ta ae RM) eae ile ec 

is much business for a railroad as the whole 640 ac if | With the expectation ti ee ee ne 
i single person. If the latter is a speculator—as is n ii- | and control legislation, but wit 

who has taken up desert land since the passage of the i and those nearest him will decree what s 
y makes no business at all for the railroad, but he or 4 1 epee nee a i 
business indefinitely as he ‘‘ waits forarise.” A u omitted, by thus VEL, Mere pul ' 
d by ull farmers is a harvest field for the railroad; occu] respect the country Nobody know 
tors itisa dreary waste, to run cars through which it Vexation what is done by the H fR - 

» the railway manager. i ail 4 
al settlers are getting any benefit from the desert-land ¢ — iportant i = a . AS 

e efforts to make the contrary appear. Actual settlemer Few important H O1Lis é I 
in advance of irrigation isa practicalimpossibility. It wi 1 | 1898 without being 1 | mer ' 

ten years before most of the lands in question can be made: Oh ca not 4 7 
re through the completion of irrigation works. What would the | B&tts, OF Few? 
‘ttler’’ do for a living meanwhile? Only the speculator and would The Republican 1 t ( 
‘on wants the land to-day. He wants it to hold until the water | br: ht the House t S ( } 

the irrigation canals built by the nation. Then he will let tl 7 } 
er have it ata price forty or fifty times greater than would hav: 7 
‘ed but for the aid lent the speculator by the desert-land law 1 

n who foisted the desert-land law upon the statute book, uncle “( 
enses, are a long-headed lot, no doubt. They have ceeded in : x" iar 
to their hands, under its operation, hundredsof vast estates, valued ee . . 

millions. If they can defeat its repeal—even force a delay in its re n 

next December—they may add f a billion more to their fy ‘ r 
admit everything they claim as to the effect r a ! 2 fakes” rae oe. n 

ue of railroad lands, it remains that a failure t al will pr assumptio " ’ we . 
ey into th speculators’ hands than the en present value of Departm: nt, by whi I statute 

and holdings. and a new statute enacted. He jus 
—_— of the Pension Bureau as a delil uf ~ 

Editorial in the San Jose (Cal.) Mercury, April 5, 1904.] tional powers of Con ss bv a 

Departments of the Government 
LAND LAWS AND IRRIGATION. . - 

and said that this Pension De} ! 
e in the Senate yesterday on G1sson’s bill to repeal the d ons antatitaten for +} 
ith mmutation clause of the homestead act developed t 5 ; tne + Vacate tg ¥ 
ir vad lobby is behind the proposition for th l holed in a mmittee ro 

l laws with the view of increasing the value of te holding Undoubtedly the Re ican manag 
ion may be very naturally confirmed by stimony br r} . a TR , ™ , 4] 

b rday before the Hous? Committee on Irriga . in which it was hes to the arranst me mt , : ; 
hat the Great Northern, Northern Pacific, 5 rn Pacific, Sant pending pension iegisiat ! I 1s rl 

= n Pacific, and Burlington railroads each contribute 36.000 a year.and | reached a point where the dictatorship 
< Island $3,000 a year, toward a fund to be used by the National [rri agcregation does not even regard ad ie 

e Association in a campaign of education to procure the passage of the SSE teen . an oan _ S ; 
; nal irrigation act. This money has been collected during the last five | gramme to the House for perful ry appr : 15 

and is still being paid is to arrange for an Executive order declaring that he 
oc avowed purpose of the repeal of the desert-land act and the commu- the law shall be so and so. 
lend ee of the homestead act is to prevent further acquisition of public 

ud in large quantities by individuals and corporations. / But, Mr. Chairman, my purpose is not to go over the ground 
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covers d by the gentleman from New York. The evils he de- 
nounced so eloquently are not of yesterday’s growth. They are | 
the legitimate fruits of the policy that hatched a brood of states- 
men who were known as “ Mr, Cleveland’s cuckoos’’ away back in 

| 

| of 1896 who nevertheless are entitled to claim rank as staly 
| in the grand organization which, having survived the vicissit 
of forty years of retirement from power, has preserved intac 
organization and maintained its stubborn fight for the presi 
tion of the Constitution and the rights of the people. In my 
city lives a gentleman who has never approved and does no} 

1893. 
The pusillanimity of the House of Representatives is a survival 

of Clevelandism, for, while from the beginning there had been 
complaint of Executive interference with legislation, never until 
Mr. Cleveland’s second term was an effort of the Executive 
to coerce, browbeat, and bribe the Congress into submission to 
his will so brazen, flagrant, shameless, and notorious. 

There was no attempt to conceal the fact that resistance would 
be punished and submission rewarded, and from the assemblage 
of Congress in extraordinary session in 1893 until Mr. Cleveland 

| approve the financial plank of the Democratic platform of 
| yet he has been honored repeatedly by election to one of the 
est offices within the gift of the Democrats of my county, a 

| the coming Democratic State convention he will be nomi: 

| to ostracise what we call ** Gold Democrats.”’ 

dropped into abysmal] desuetude his course was that of a tyrant and | 
usurper. Without regard to the fame, reputation, or character 
of the people's representatives, he demanded of them acquiescence 
in his views and policies, and made open warfare upon all who 
declined to abdicate. 
Ww 
access to the pie counter was the reward for subserviency. 

but not one of them approached Mr. Cleveland. either in the 
shamelessness with which he abused the appointing power as a | 
bribe for submission to his will or in the brutality with which 
he trampled upon all who dared to retain their constitutional 
rights as representatives of the people. 

But, Mr. Chairman, the number of Democrats who surrendered 
was limited. The Democratic majority in the House of the Fifty- 
fourth Congress was not, as is the Republican majority here to- 
day, composed wholly of cuckoos. The cuckoos of 1893, compara- 
tively few in number, were joined by the united Republican mem- 
bership here and at the other end of the Capitol, and so, in less 
than a year from the date of his inauguration, Mr. Cleveland's 

Republican and not Democratic. This happened because his was 
a Kepublican policy, and from that day until Cleveland's pet 
theory, in the attempted enforcement of which he wrecked his 
party and his own reputation, has been supported and enforced 
by Republicans and condemned by Democrats. 

In the seven years I have had the honor of membership of the | 
House I have heard many Republican speeches in its defense, but 
never one that was. not merely a feeble reiteration of the plati- | 
tudes invented by the cuckoos and Republicans who sustained | 
Mr. Cleveland during the four years of havoc and destruction for 
which he and his mongrel following are wholly responsible. 

Mr. Chairman, I have said repeatedly on this floor that Mr. 
Cleveland is a Republican, and not a Democrat. How are we to 
determine one’s politics? For eight years Mr. Cleveland has acted 
with the Republican party in national campaigns. He has de- 
nounced the platform of the Democratic party, repudiated its 
nominee for the Presidency and rejoiced at his defeat. He has 
praised Republican policies and rejoiced at Republican victories. 
How long may he remain in the Republican household and yet 
not acquire membership? 
the Democratic party, opposing its Presidential platforms and 
nominees, and yet retain sufficient gall to claim a place in its | 
leadership? Throughout how many Presidential campaigns may 
he march behind the banners of the Republican party and still | 
remain a Democrat in good standing? 

It may be said that, while Mr. Cleveland indorses the financial 
policies of the Republicans, in other respects he is notin sympathy 
with that party. The answer to this contention is that intelligent 
men usually act with the party the announced and accepted prin- 
ciples of which come nearest to meeting their views. There are 
gentlemen upon this floor who regard the tariff as a local issue. 
In a mild way they at least tolerate protection, but taking in view 
the entire field, they prefer the Democratic creed. 

There are gentlemen on the other side of the Chamber who ab- 
hor the doctrine of the *‘ stand-patters ’’ and think the tariff ought 
to be very materially reduced; but upon other questions they are 
not in accord with our views, and on the whole they prefer the Re- 
publican to the Democratic household. Mr. Cleveland long ago 
went over to the enemy, bag and baggage. In heaven’s name, 
why does he not stay there? If eight years of efficient and faith- 
ful service counts for anything, he must have fairly good stand- 
ing in the enemy’scamp. The Republicans followed and sus- 
tained him during his last Administration. Neither he nor they 
have experienced a change of heart. He belongs to them—or do 
they belong to him? 
the policy which was written into their creed in 1896. Thatsame 
year the Democrats, in convention assembled, threw him over 
the breastworks, bodily. 

Mr. Chairman, I do not desire to be misunderstood. 
there are Democrats by hundreds and thousands who do not sanc- 
tion and never have sanctioned the Democratic financial platform | 

for a place on the supreme bench of the State. 
There is no disposition on the part of the Democrats of the \ 

But when 
zen abandons one party, repudiates its platform, denonnec 
votes against its nominees and rejoices at its defeat, I thi 
has been usual to regard him as outside the breastworks 

a 

| Cleveland helped to elect a Republican to the Presidency i; 
| and again in 1900. The constituent to whom I have referr 

The whole power of the Administration | 
s used to crush such as remained obdurate, while unlimited | 

mained in the Democratic household and loyally supported +) 
The G nominee of hisparty. Mr. Cleveland joined the enemy. 

| Democrat who is about to be called to the highest office wi 
Some of his predecessors may have gone far in this direction, | the gift of the people of my State has been loyal to his party an 

| its nominees. 
Mr. Chairman, it is not Mr. Cleveland's advocacy of the 

standard that has rendered his name execrable throughout a 
part of the country. Western Democrats knew when |} 
nominated for the Presidency in 1892 that upon this quest 

| was opposed to the sentiment prevalent in his party, yet 
| assisted in his nomination and elected him to the Preside: 
Here and there a voice was raised in protest, and the predi 
was made that if nominated and elected he would underta 

| force his financial views upon his party and the country 
supporters denounced the insinuation as a slander, and the Demo- 

| crats in my State and throughout the country were assured | 
following in this Chamber, in the Senate, and in the country was | Mr. Cleveland would not undertake to substitute his per 

views for what he knew to be the traditional policy of his 
We were told that the money question was not an issue 

| It was to be a fight for the reformation of the tariff. F 
| legislation was not contemplated or even thought of; ther 

| Was prearranged. 

Mr. Cleveland’s views on the subject were unimportant. 
Had Mr. Cleveland boldly avowed his purpose; had the rank 

| and file of the Democratic party entertained a suspicion 
would inaugurate his Administration by declaring war up 
had been accepted as a cardinal Democratic doctrine, he « 

| not have secured a single delegate in all the territory west of t! 
| Alleghenies and south of the Potomac. Deceit, hypocrisy, 
hood were the sedatives used by his managers to allay sus) 
He obtained the Democratic nomination by false pretenses 
people believe and will ever believe that his subsequent tr: 

It is their unalterable belief that his ca: 
| was part of a conspiracy which had fruition in his elect 

He proclaimed for the first time, in 1893, | 

I believe | 

| tively know that, reposing confidence in his honor and 
| they elected him only to discover that the victory achiey 

How long may he remain outside of | 

| unpardonable crime of ingratitude. 

the betrayal of the voters who made him President. T! 

more disastrous to the party than would have been ad 
feats. 

Grover Cleveland found the Democratic party a concr 
monious army, bound together by lofty traditions, prou 
great leaders, undismayed by past defeats; a party wh 
remained militant and unterrified for a generation without a 
ing a national victory. He left it a derelict, shattered, 
and almost destroyed. The rank and file regard this r 
leader as solely responsible for this work of destruction, 
fact that he had twice received at their hands the high: 
attainable by man in their eyes adds to the sin of apos 

This it is that has r 
the name of Grover Cleveland throughout the West the s) 
of treason. 

And, Mr. Chairman, the indictment does not end here 
| will dare to defend the cold-blooded attitude of this man 
those who were lured to ruin in his service? 

If Mr. Cleveland ever had a friend to whom he was grat 
support, the fact has not been made public. Bsconce: 
White House and invested with the great power of the Pr 
he forgot in a twinkling that he owed any obligations wha 
the voters who placed him there. His attitude toward tly 
of the party was insolent to the point of brutality. Now 
learning, no personal worth, no luster of virtuous fame com 
to his respect or consideration men who fora generation |! 
prominent in the councils of the national Democracy. T! 
Vest, BLACKBURN, Harris, COCKRELL, MorRGAN—statesm 
had earned just fameas lawgivers and leaders of the party 
placed him in office—what cared this marplot for their 0] 
If the views of the leaders of his party in the House and > 

| ran counter to his own, they must quit having views. \ 
not President, with patronage to dispense? 

pal 
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Mr. Chairman, had Mr. Cleveland brought to the Presidency | 
ture, learning, experience, or capability so much superior to his 
lows as to justify this assumption of primacy.even this would 
‘ustify the flagrant, shameless, and uncalled-for use of Federal 
jintments as bribes, in order to carry out the plans of the Ad- 

nistration. But, sir, no one familiar with his antecedents or 
lic career imagines that he possesses any such superiority. A 
ube ‘rt of a learned profession, and resident of a great city, with 
splendid opportunities, we find him at the age of 40 laying aside 
lious pursuits and renouncing the practice of the law to become 
riff! Afterwards he was made mayor of Buffalo, and then 
ernor of New York. As sheriff he charged no illegal fees— 
ery unusual thing—and this resulted in his promotion to the 
oralty. Climbing to the governorship, for the first time he 
an opportunity to distinguish himself, and he did so by so 
ralizing his party in the State of New York that when he 

for the Presidency in 1884 the majority of 192,000 which he 
received as a candidate for governor shrank to a beggarly 

isand. 
; President he promptly resumed business as a party wrecker. 

The term of a Republican postmaster of New York expired, and 
retained him in office. Heappointed a nonresident mugwump 

collector of the port of New York. He crippled the party in the 
Senate by appointing three Democratic members to piaces in his 
Cabinet. He fairly ostracised gallant Tom Hendricks, of Indiana, 
v had been elected Vice-President, ignored such men as Allen 
G. Thurman, and elevated Whitney and Endicott, two brand new 

overies, to Cabinet positions. 
In his intercourse with public men he was at his worst, and God 
ws Cleveland at his best was bad enough. Frequently to re- 

ceive a favor from him was a greater trial of human patience than 
would have been a kick or a blow bestowed by a gentleman. 

Cleveland affected the airs of a civil-service reformer. 
Evidently he regarded all office seekers except himself as of a 

vy sort and was at pains to give out this impression. The 
1 who was to unblushingly use the appointing power to re- 
W the cuckoos in 1893 was in 1885 too conscientious to remove 
Republicans from office and appoint Democrats in their places! 

His first appearance as an economist was the precursor of disas- 
ti He seems not to have known very much about the tariff 
until he had been in office for nearly three years. Then all at 
once he became busy. History recites that a number of zealous 
tariff reformers, notably Mr. Watterson, of Kentucky, had been 
laboring with Mr. Cleveland. They had undertaken his educa- 
tion, so to speak. Thus he learned that low tariff was an ancient 
Democratic doctrine, and in December, 1887, he blossoms forth as 
the original tariff reformer. I assume that had he entertained 
positive views on the subject prior to the missionary work of 
\ir. Watterson and others the tariff message he sent to Congress 

87 would have been written two yearsearlier. To spring the 
question at the eleventh hour, just before a Presidential election, 
was a fatal blunder. Less than a year remained in which to 
c on the campaign of education essential to success. 

Democratic leaders who had been fighting for tariff revision 
while Mr. Cleveland was serving State warrants and subpoenas in 
Buffalo urged postponement of the Cleveland pronunciamento 
until after the approaching fall election. They insisted that the 
question should have been brought forward earlier; that the tim: 
was too short in which to make a successful campaign. But Mr 
Cl and needed no advice. Was he not President? Had he not 
r tly discovered the tariff issue? It was a good thing and must 
be ended to forthwith. Andsothe Democratic party was pre- 
cipitated unpreparedly into the disastrous campaign of 1888. 

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cleveland’s return to power in 1893 brought 
upon the people greater injury than would have resulted from an 
in on by the allied armies and navies of the world. Not war 
and pestilence combined could have been more ruinous to the 
prospt erity of the country. He entered the White House pos- 
Bess a single idea—the betrayal of the party that had placed 
hi cheng He had a single purpose to accomplish—the e nforc e- 
ment of a financial policy which thirty years earlier had been 
iormnlated by the gentlemen to whose complacency he was in- 
d bt i for nce ible fortune, acquired by fortunate and well- 
f d speculation. He began his crusade by a deliberate assault 

the credit of the Government and prosperity of the people. 
clared the currency was unsound; that there was lac k of 

dence in the solvency of the Government; that everything 
going to rack and ruin, and that only one remedy would 
a cure. The country must adopt the financial views of the 
lent or the destruction of every material interest was inevit 

ik of it, Mr. Chairman! A President of the United States 
Ts upon his great office and forthwith publishes abroad a 
paganda of despair! He announces that the finances of the 
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dit or confidence. He pretends to believe that universal bank- 
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rovernment are in sucha plight that it is no longer entitled to | 
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eioryi. ruptcy is at hand. He hoists the yellow flag everywhere, 
fying that the business of the country is sick unto death 
Never before did the world witness such a spectacle as this de- 

liberate denunciation of public and private credit by the Chief 
Magistrate of a nation and his satellites and coparce ne rs 
Thus was begun the campaign in favor of the repeal of the pur- 

chasing clause of the Sherman law, which cost th 3 country al 
most as much as the civil war. To bring it about a financial 
panic was fomented by the President of the United States and hi 
followers. All the nation’s ills were attributed to the fact that 
silver dollars had been coined. The exports of gold, which had 
been going on for four or five years, were attributed to 1 1 f 
silver as money in the United State Reduced pri for farm 
produce and other exportable commo sdities and the idleness of un- 
employed laborers were charged to the same account. The people 
were solemnly told that the only way to arrest the downward 
tendency of prices was to enact financial legislation prescribed by 
the millionaire stock jobbers of New York. Is it any wonder w 
had a financial panic? Sir, the panic of 1893 was brought on by 
the means I have described. 

Mr. Cleveland did not believe this absurd story? He and 
conspirators about him knew that we had sent gold abroad in 
payment of debts that were due. He knew that the failure of the 
Barings in South America and of the English trust companies in 
Australia had entailed tremendous losses upon foreign investors, 
creating a strong demand for money at E uropean capitals, and 
that our creditors over there, under the compulsion of har 1 tims 
were presenting their bills for nareaaned and unloading their hok 
ings of American stocks at our money centers. 

He knew that this was the cause of g¢ Id « xports. And he knew 
that the deadly assault upon the financial system and bu of 
the country committed by him and his followers was predicated 
upon falsehood from beginning toend. This feature of the Clev: 
land Administration is a thing apart from the coinag: juestion. 
It relates to the methods used to attain their purpose ie Vy Mr ve- 
land and his coparceners. In order to acqui 
and prolonged crusade against the 
the country, carried on as a means of 
and coercing the Congress into surrender, 
him gross ignorance of facts known 
earth. 

Mr. Chairman, it required the sullen « 
lence to lead a sane man into this wretched pathw: 

And what wreck of ay itions was wrought | 
Nero! One by one he drew after him men who for decades 
been re cogniz ed and truste ‘d leaders of his part ! 
the betrayed constituencies of his victims reti 
With their discredited chief these recrean 
vholesome work assigned to them by J. P. Mé 
federates and then disappeared f the 
to mention the names of an illustrious 
whose names were erased from the y this 
genius of Democratic politics. They are dead. The places that 

ew them know them no more. Milli 
upon their words recall their names only to remember tl] 
tasy and lament their ds mise. 

Before dismissing Mr. Cleveland and hi l 
tration from consideration I feel constrained t 
charge of Presidential booms against too g i 
sage of Princeton. His reappearance i 
and adviser is offensive to m li ms 
for the cause he help f he 
field and 1p political 
The smell of the 
platitudes in which tl | souches his lectures to the p 
he betrayed are stale and flat and The eg 
assurance with which he pours them forth gets on the ne 
populace. Therefore, in the interest of mn 
favor of Democrats, my advice is, muzzle him. 

|} An incident which occurred in my t I 
a moral which I commend to the atte 
leaders. A popular gentle man was a candidat 
urer. The most unpopular man in town, 

| electioneer for him. After B. had been ca 
eral days, somebody directed 

| goings-on, with the admonition that somebody onght to pull } 
down. Finally the candidate heard f h 
dozen men who before had been friendly. 
door neighbor of B. and said: **‘ Can't vou 3. off the ta 
induce him to let my affairs al F ‘Why.’ responded tl en 
Sales. ‘he is electioneering Ag 
** Yes, I know that,’’ said the « 

| him off the Run him out o 
| thing to gethim outof sight. He’ 
a d idiot is making votes for 

In my judgment, no man whose 
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business and prosperity o 
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connection with the Democratic nomination for the Presidency is | 
miore esteemed and respected by the rank and file of the party | 
than Judge Parker of New York. The men who followed the | 

f Democracy in two campaigns as champions and de- 
‘a platform demanding bimetallism know full well that 

next four years that question can not be the theme of | 
iscussion, much less the subject of practical legislation. 
th 
| ey know that they could lose nothing by supporting | 

lid iffers with the western Democracy on this sub- 
ject. Furthermore, as I have before observed, the mere fact that 
aman isa gold Democrat has not been regarded by western Demo- | 
crats as necessarily sufficient cause for the withdrawal of their | 

- } 
»-whod 

sTipnor®t 

W hat we do require of all who aspire to leadership in our na- 
tional organization is allegiance to the will of the majority as ex- | 
pressed by Democratic conventions and loyal support of the nomi- | 
nees of the party. Thus tested, Mr. Cleveland is lacking. He has | 
forfeited the right to advise the Democracy, and can best serve | 
his political friends by concealing his preferences. 

A certificate of good character from such a source will not be a 
passport to the confidence of over 6,000,000 Democrats who voted 
for Mr. Bryan. Therefore I regret Mr. Cleveland’s espousal of 
the cause of a distinguished Democrat who may be the nominee 
of the party. I believe that if nominated Judge Parker will re- 
ceive the enthusiastic support of the Democracy, because he de- 
serves it. But it will not be the result of Mr. Cleveland’s lucu- 
brations, but in spite of them. 

Mr. Chairman, I have characterized the degeneracy of the 
House of Representatives as a survival of Clevelandism, and so it | 
is. I have drawn attention to the flagrant manner in which Mr. 
Cleveland intermeddled with the proceedings of Congress. The 
only difference between the methods now in vogue and those used 
during the Cleveland Administration is a noticeable improvement 
in the parliamentary machinery, by which the membership of the 
House is muzzled and handled, and the supine acquiescence of the 
majority to the dictation of half a dozen legislative bosses, in- 
cluding the President. 

Mr. Chairman, let us see how the prevailing system works. 
When the Congress assembles, the first thing in order is the elec- 
tion of a Speaker. Then the committees are named. The Com- | 
mittee on Rules is selected with great care. Such a thing as 
individuality in determining matters arising in that committee is 
not dreamed of. It is said the Speaker must have on that com- 
mittee only those who are loyal to him. With this serviceable 
machinery the rest iseasy. When occasion arises for the enforce- 
ment of some peculiar view of the Chief Executive the Speaker 
goes up to the White House for instructions. A programme is 
arranged. Then the Committee on Rules assembles—that is, the 
Republican members of it—and the Speaker goes through the 
farce of submitting a rule for consideration of-the measure. 
Rules thus formulated almost invariably limit debate, probibit 
amendment, and direct that a vote be taken on the measure at a 
certain hour. And when this rule comes before this House every 
Republican in the city isin his seat to vote for it. Mr. Chair- 
man, pusillanimity, cowardice, and subserviency could reach no 
lower depth. 

Mr. Chairman, this invasion of the prerogative of the Members 
of this body is a disgrace to the men guilty of it and to the party 
and the Members of the House who are responsible for it. It | 
would be bad enough if mere docility—a desire to be obliging— 
were at the bottom of the acceptance of such a contemptible po- 
stion. But we know that the ascendency of the President on 
this floor rests upon other considerations. It is because he has 
favors to bestow, patronage to dispense. It is because Executive 
audacity has reached a point where there is no hesitation about 
visiting punishment upon any who may withhold consent. It is 
the fear of the frown of the Executive that sends the Members of | 
this House into their seats shorn of the prerogatives of their high 
offi the pliant tools of an intermeddler. 

Had he no patronage to bestow, no favors to grant, does any- 
body believe that a single Congressman here would permit the 
President to badger him as to how he shall vote? 

Mr. Chairman, no Representative who entertains a just esti- 
mate of the dignity of his high office will allow the President to 
trespass upon its prerogatives. If the President may without | 
impropriety attempt to control the opinions and vote of a Con- 
gressman, any Member of this body should feel privileged to ad- 
vise the President as to his duties. And if the President insists 
upon having his own way, a Congressman should feel privileged 
to lecture him as to the impropriety of his course. If the Presi- 
dent may without impropriety exercise espionage over a law- 
maker, then why may not the lawmaker turn intermeddler, too, 
and sesk to substitute his views for the views of the President? 
[Anplause on the Democratic side. ] 
Mr. Chairman, I recall the time when with the utmost public- 

ity President McKinley was an active participant in the proceed- 
ings of this body and of the Senate. Of course he did not appear 

| of treaties, and the transactions of the Congress generally y 

| member of this body. 

| or against its passage without dotting an ‘‘i”’ 
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on the floor, but day after day, sometimes singly, sometimes 
groups, Members of both Houses were invited to the White Hou 
and, according to newspaper accounts, legislation, the ratifien: 

‘ 

formulated in advance at these conferences. 
Mr. Chairman, Mr. McKinley was for a long while a promir 

William McKinley, a Member of | 
| gress, and William McKinley, President of the United States, y 
the same individual. 
What Member of the House could have been persuaded to al! 

Mr. McKinley, a Representative, to do either his thinking or } 
voting for him? When the late President was a Member, did } 
Republican colleagues go to him one afteranother to find out 
was right and what was wrong? Had heassumed then, as] 

| inthe White House, the réle of mentor as to important meas 
it would have been regarded as impertinence, and yet to a: 
this réle as President was less permissible. What, then, gay: 
warrant to arrogate to himself the right to act as a kind of ; 
dian and adviser after he became President? Had his electior 

| the Presidency added a cubit to his height, an ounce to his wei 
or made him so wise that under his hat were brains enough to 
fice for both the executive and legislative branches of the G 
ernment? Was it to his exalted office that the surrender 
made? If so, what becomes of the dignity of the great offi 
which we have been called as the immediate representatiy 
the American people? [Applause on the Democratic side. | 

Sir, if we are to advocate our powers and place our votes at t 
| disposal of the President, then the prophecies of failure mad 
| the critics of the repgblican form of government when t¢!] 
public was established are already fulfilled—the Honse of R 
sentatives has indeed become a mere agency for registerir 
will of the Executive. If to be a Congressman is to be a 
courtier, solicitous for the smiles of the President, hungr 
the spoils at his disposal, and willing to place one’s vote and 
fluence at his disposal, point out. if you can, any differen: 
tween a Congressman, content with such subserviency, and 
liveried flunkey who goes to the king to learn his royal | 
[Applause on the Democratic side. ] 

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from New York [Mr. Co 
seemed to entertain the opinion that the Speaker of the H: 
Representatives is much concerned for the preservation 
dignity and power. I do not know where he got this impr: 
I have seen no evidence that the Speaker is in the least } 
cerned about it. I think the prevailing code of procedur 
the complacent acceptance of it by the House, suits him preci 
What evidence can be cited to show that he desires a rest 
of the prestige and powers of the House? His official c 
points in the other direction. 

Since his accession to office has there been any relaxation « 
odious rules under which we proceed? What important 
been laid before the House at this session withou: a rule : 
limiting debate and forbidding the right of amendment? 
or two ago the Philippine government bill was brought i: 
It is an important measure. It deals with the destiny of | 
000 people. If enacted into law, it will saddle upon th 

| burden of paying subsidies to railroad companies for thirty paying p : 
| It contains provisions which consummate the establishment 
| government and the imposition of a system in the Philip; 
lands precisely like that maintained in India by Great Brit 

Certainly the administration of our vassal dependencit 
a difficult problem. Is this House to have no part in its so! 

This bill was preparedinthe War Department. Doesth5; 
regard the Secretary of War as wiser than the American H 
Representatives? Does he think that when a Cabinet offi 
formulated a bill as important as this one that no Member 
House should be allowed to even attempt to point out a de! 
it or offer an amendment to it? When the Speaker, thro 

| Committee on Rules, brought this bill in here under a rm 
hibiting the right of amendment, prohibiting the right to 
to recommit it with instructions, and compelling us to ‘ 

or crossing 

he knew that the result would be the submission of every 4 
involved to the Senate for determination. Is this the way t 
tablish the dignity and importance of the House of R« 
tives? 

Mr. Chairman, the Speaker, and nobody else, is respons! 
this outrageous invasion of the rights of the House. Hec 
the Committee on Rules. The Republican members of that 
mittee would never dream of reporting a rule contrary | 
views of the Speaker, nor would they dream of refusing 10 
ment of any rule demanded by him. 

In short. the creation of this Committee on Rules was a ‘rT 
Its proceedings are perfunctory. It is a mere agency for the ©: 
cution of the Speaker’s determination to set aside, on speci! 
casions, the rules which usually govern the House and substitute 
a rule reflecting the pleasure of the Chair. What a farce it 1s— 
this solemn enactment of these special rules!) Why not cut itou' 
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performance and substitute a rap of the gavel for a par- 
iry hippodrome? 
r such circumstances is it any wonder that the House has 

to the level of a town council, while the Senate has come to 
garded as the only deliberative body connected with the 

( rnment? This Philippine-government bill will over 
ate, where it may be amended or entirely rev Like 
easures we have er there—crude, ill-considered, 

lly considered at all in this Chamber—it may be sent back 
changed that its author can not recognize it. Then, un 
rules, again, without debate, without the right of amend- 

» will be called upon to vote for or against its passage. 
hairman, if such outrageous proceedings afford any ev 
1at the Speaker i rned about the maintenance of th« 

atives of the House of Representatives, I wish somebody 
point it out to me. I knowit is contended that all 
rercised by the Speaker and the Committee on Rules aré 
by the House and that the House may withdraw these 
pleasure. But, Mr. Chairman, my purpose at this time 

int out the fact that the gaa has so exercised thes 
‘ra as to quiet any sus picion that he is in the least concerned 

e prestige and dignity of the House of Represe ntatives. 
pose the gentleman from New York, in his refe 

t of the Speaker against the undue assumption of authori 
on art of the eal referred to a protest uttered by th 

peaker, when he was chairman of the Appropriation 
( iter e, against arbitrary changes in the House appropriation 

y the Senate. On that occasion, I think, it was the pre 
3 of the House Appropriation Committee and not the pre- 

ves of the House of Representatives he was defending. It 
onflict between Senate and House c mmittees and con 
and the Speaker was justly incensei at the arrogant atti- 

f the Senate and its representatives in the c onfe ‘rence. | 
hink it was his committee and not the House he was de- 
z, because in these latter days the chairmen of important 

are prone to think that the committee is the whole 
and the Members of the House are generally expected to 
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this view. 
my part, I think that the committees of the House have 
r power over legislation than can be safely given them. 

so, lam of the opin ion that one of the most potent causes of 
idence of the House is the manipulation of committee 

nments in sucha way as to permit committees to secretly 
‘ legislation. 

ll may be voted up or voted down in acommittee room and 
ly knows who voted for it or who against it. The same bill 

be introduced at one session after another for a decade an 
d to death in a committee room as often as introduce , 
dy can locate the responsibility for the proceeding. 

portant the bill the more impenetrable the secrecy 
t is dis] yosed of. 

time is at hand when public sentiment will demand public- 
mmittee proceedings. Why should animportant commit 

f this House c lose its doors when a vote is taken on legislation 

or 

has been referred to it? If important measures are to be 
nholed by committees the people have a right to know who 

sible for it. [Loud applause on the Democratic side. ] 
vant the doorsof the committee rooms thrown open. T1 

indow blinds raised. They want the committeen 
t 

‘ the w 

res} ponsil le for the defeat of important legislation throu 
lium of suppression to bear just responsibility for their 

They are tired of h aring that this or that measure can 
nsidered by Congress because the committee has made n 
1it. [Applause on the Democratic side. | 
s it the House of Representatives tolerates this method 
isiness? Is it because, by this policy of su; n, t 

luals composing this body escape going on record on 
s concerning which public opinion is divi A recent 

How many Mem 
ready to rise in their places and state their 

n on this m A more notable case is the bill amend- 
interstate-commerce law to give the commission 
powers over freight rates. 
ll has been before Congress at almost 
Why has it been acted upon? 

te Commerce Commis ion have pointe dc out to Cons 
that a decision of Supreme Court took away from it, 

ter its formation, powers which were sup pose d to be vested 
the time it was created. 
cessity for its amendment has been urged by the 
by commercial bodies in the cities, and by shippers in the 

af 

Poll this House and ask the individuals who sit here whether 
favor its amendment, and an overwhelming majority will 

say yes. The same is true with the Senate. 
a not remarkable that a measure so popular on the floor of 
1 Houses should be introduced session after session and yet 

of this policy was the eight-hour bill 
this floor are 

asure? 

80 as 

every session fora 

not The reports of the 

the 

news- 
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not find its way on the statute books? [Applause on the De 
cratic side.] Who is it that is trifling with the rights of t 
ple in this matter? What potent influence is it that for a 
has prevented this bill from escaping ‘our walls of 1 
mittee room? The people desire its enactmet r ! 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce dé 
sent public opinion and perform the will the } 
able report would be f rthcoming. The great1 
opposed to it Are we to attribute ft] pers 

committee to act on this bill to their influ 
Mr. Chairman, what could be more 

of the membe f this body than a1 t 
of bills which have been dealt with in tl 

And now, Mr. Chairman, as to the cause 
dition of things. Is the fact tair 
so organized as to insure the | rtain } 
in the committee rooms to be at d to m« 
pound this question because manifest vious f 

' Mr. Chairman, the committees of this H 
course of legislation. They have the power 
legis] ati ion. They can insure the passage of 1 } 
some legislati on they can prevent it. TI 
Spr aker app ints the committees of t H 

chairmen, he so and there settles the fate « 

which must run the gantlet of the co ees 
the Calendar. Therefore, in the last analysis the §) 
be held accountable. : 

Mr. Chairman, we owe it not only to our nstituents but t 

vurselves to fasten the responsibility somew!] nd 1 
content until the committees of this House ar m 

rt upon measures of importancs sider and rep 1] 
strangling them. One of the most exasperat features of 

parliamentary dictatorship begins by the suppressio1 ) 
rights of the individual, and in order to bridle th y 
tively, makes of the committee rooms so mat gues in 1 
repose session after session measures which could they be brought 
upon this floor and presented upon their merits would meet wit 
almost unanimous support. [Applause on the Democrati 

And, Mr. Chairman, while [am on this subject I 
attention to another re spect in v hich t mduct of the S : 
in the appointment of the committees seems to me remarkab! 

It is a delicate matter to deal with. but, sir, it is notorious that 
in the assignment of Democrats to places on House com \ 
deliberate purpose to c ripple ‘the minority in certain committ 
rooms and on this floor has been shown. Mir y Member 
whose home environment prevents them from being stalwart de 
renders of particular tenets of the faith of their party have 1} 
placed on the committees which deal with the political quest 
oncerning which they are handicapped. Tl akest and 1 

th » etre nges 1"¢ resentatives of certal eal ; nal narty a ory 

have beet present the minorit m 
which } il irty differences mus 

g ‘ular comm W 

e] idental that. Sit 
t j notoric 2 that hw th ‘ "es hye 

volving party questions have | 1 unde 
ti mino;rity t mn aImMOsSt W ut t it I 

tees, and wv l ha een reported to the H 
mittees thus constituted, the m r nd m l 
have appeared in solid pl ng 1 R 
aoctrines 1 I den ll t 

1e dignity of t House, 
( ng nd ra t 

plause on the Democrat 
Mr. Chairman, it 

rentleman from } 
| in conclus » + 

the judiciary has lars ( 
enefit of the country. I think I quot 
ive the substance of his remarks o1 

hastatement emanating from s a 

It would seem to indicate that the gentlema ew J 
nothing that ss and everyt r 

the influence irisdiction, a 
The stealthy rsistent 

} ‘ ‘ 
eT which t ‘ 

5 ‘ Ss ¢ { 

re con l 
liv the Federal 

t ews fol I \ 

priety of legislation. I kt i e! g 

tinually enlarging their iurisdiction and taking 
selves new powers. It to a Federal judge that ( 
the invention of government by injunction. It is tot ustices 

states | now composing the Supreme Court of the United 
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owe the discovery that a tax on incomes is unconstitutional. It 
s to the Federal courts that we are indebted for the emasculation 

of the interstate-commerce law. Hardly a month goes by with- 
Federal judge discovering constitutional objection to 

statutes intended to control corporate wealth and protect the peo- 
pi roin Wrong. 

The regularity with which legislation, State and Federal, of 
this kind has been invalidated, and the utter failure of the courts | 
to punish offenders against the few statutes that have survived | 
the ordeal of the microscopic search for constitutional defects, 
has resulted in the general belief that the corporations are law 
proof—that to control or regulate them is impossible—that the 
pains and penalties of criminal laws are for the poor and not for 
the rich lawbreakers, and that courts of justice are ordained, pub- 
lic prosecutors employed, and prisons built for the purpose of pre- 
serving order in lowly places, while the captains of finance may 
snap their fingers at statutes and prisons. Those who toil must 
obey the law, to the end that the masses may thrive and prosper, 
because when the peace is disturbed the stock market is affected, 
but those who reap the lion’s share of the harvest by unlawful 
means are beyond the reach of the lawmakers. 

Mr. Chairman, the source from which our judges and justices 
are drawn is responsible alike for the debasement of the courts | 
and for their usurpations. It accounts for their zeal in the en- 
forcement of statutes helpful to the corporations, their compla- 
cency when statutes for the control of corporations are publicly | 
violated by corporation managers. Notoriously, Mr. Chairman, 
a place on the pay roll of a trust is almost an indispensable step | 
in the direction of a place on the bench. 

The President appoints the Federal judges. He may place upon 
the bench the solicitors and ex-solicitors of corporations, or jur- 
ists unbiased and uninfluenced by corporation environment. 
Whena Federal judge is to be appointed the President receives 

a great deal of advice. Whoare his chief advisers? 
people do not flock to the White House to impress upon the Presi- 
dent the importance of the duty he is about to exercise. The mil- 
lions who carry on the business of the country have no special 
representative at the elbow of the appointing power. But the 
handful of men who have exploited a continent in speculative en- 
terprises have representatives and ‘‘a pull.’? The general solicit- 
ors of the great railroads are on hand. The money kings are 
not silent. The trust magnates and their solicitors and lobbyists 
are all in evidence. 

Mr. Chairman, the situation in all its details is familiar to the 
President. When the appointment is made he knows that he has 
placed on the bench either a partisan of the trusts, whose aversion 
to lezislation aiming at the restrictions of the privileges and pow- 
ers of corporations will color his administration of justice, or a 
lawyer whose environments have been more wholesome. He 

ings in this Capitol during the past decade can entertain the shadow 
of a hope that better things will come as long as the Republi 
party holds power. If the House is to be reinstated as the pr 
forum of a free representative government, reflecting in its d: 
erations the public sentiment of the country and holding, by vi 
of its loyalty to the masses and its good works, primacy in 
affairs of the Republic, Democrats, and not Republicans. 
achieve its rehabilitation. [Applause on the Democratic side. 

President Roosevelt and the Working Classes. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. EDWARD J. LIVERNASH. 
OF CALIFORNIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Monday, April 4, 1904. 

The Houss being in Committee of the Whole House on the stat 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13860) making a 
priations for the support of the Military Academy for the fiscal year 
June 30, 1905, and for other purposes— 

Mr. LIVERNASH said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: A day has come when perhaps I should 

witness to a conclusion reluctantly reached—that the Federa| ( 
ernment is out of sympathy withthe working classes of our ¢ 
try—that as to them, at least, the tendency of our state is 

| democracy, from liberty. 

may appoint judges and prosecutors from the pay roll of corpora- | 
tions or he may make appointments from circles less subject to 
influence. He may take the advice of the general solicitors of 
the great railroad trusts or shun the counsel of corporation man- 
agers. He may place on the bench men known to be great law- 
yers, without the prejudices sure to result from the vicious envi- 
ronments of corporation directors’ rooms, or he may yield to the 
advice of the corporation directors. 

Mr. Chairman, which course has been pursued in this matter? 
Is it not true that corporation talent is being placed in control of 
the courts? Iam informed that in the District of Columbia the 
judiciary is composed very largely of ex-solicitors of railroad cor- 
porations. Who secured their appointment? 
they will be entirely impartial and unprejudiced in administering 
their offices? 

The same end is accomplished in some of the States by the in- 
terference of hired managers of politics. Ichallenge the attention 
of this House and the people to the fact that in every State in 
the Union an organized lobby seeks and in a large number of 
States exercises control over nominating conventions. These 
lobbyists, for respectability’s sake called lawyers, are at work as- 
siduously the year around laying the pipes for the control of pri- 
maries, caucuses, and conventions. 

The result is the triumph of their favorites everywhere and con- 
tinually. In Republican States they ally themselves 
Republicans, seek places on the Republican committees, and are 
the very best of Republicans. In Democratic States they are 
Democrats. Everywhere they are the enemies of good govern- 
ment. Is it an assault upon the judiciary to say that these 
men and their employers, in combination with other great cor- | 
porate interests, control in large degree the appointment of Fed- 
eral judges, just as the nomination of the judiciary of States is | 
in large measure controlled by corporation influences? If it is, 
make the most of it. 

Mr. Chairman, the decadence of the House of Representatives 
is only one of a number of evidences that commercialism is de- 
stroying the Republic, and no student of parliamentary proceed- 

with the | 

The plain | debate permit. 

The want of sympathy engaging my anxiety appears to afflict 
the three branches of the Republic; and to deal with all of t 
even generally, would require more time than the limits of t} 

Accordingly, my words this afternoon shal! 
restrained to consideration of some of the direct operations o 
Executive on the millons at the bottom. 

To speak of the relations of the Government with men and 
women of humble station seems in me peculiarly a duty; for: 
presence in this body is due to professed willingness to « 
and report on matters of state importantly concerning the w 
of the toilers, and therefore the welfare of all America. Iai 
them and their friends likea warder on a tower, of whom is 
‘* Watchman, what of the night?’’ 

It would be pleasant to feel the Executive Department of 1] 
United States to be bravely and cordially for the plain people a 
adverse to such aristocratic tendencies and such distin 
among citizens as are in opposition to the best principles o! 
Declaration of Independence and the Federal Constituti 
how can one feel so, sir, who does not mistake for Ex 
drift or influence his own generous desires—who does not ! 

| misunderstand the spirit of the present régime? 
Painstaking observation, pursued with kindly motive and 

of the difficulties surrounding men in great stations, ob! 
to regard the President as lacking the clearness of visio! 

| the true interests of the masses and wanting the depth to 
the philosophy of democracy and the large mission of Ame! 
as willing to fall short of perceived duty rather than risk t 
of office. Certainly, his Administration discriminates aga 

| citizenship of some of the lowly; gives much negative and 

Who expects that | 

positive protection to predatory capital in its raids on th 
trious members of the nation; casts the weight of its aut! 
so far as needful to hold the political support of their m 
erful foes, against labor unions; and by a variety of usurpa 

| some original, more accepted as an inheritance from ear! 
ministrations—promotes the rise of that absolutism w! 
every age has discouraged the progress of the multitude. 

Executive discrimination against the citizenship of som 
| lowly may be illustrated by facts serving to show, also, a 
ous form of absolutism. 

On the ist of January, 1902, Mr. Roosevelt, as Presid 
sued an order running as follows: 

All officers and enres of the United States, of every descript 
ing in or under any of the Executive oon and whether <0 : 
or out of Washington, are hereby forbidden either directly or ind 
dividually or through associations, to solicit an increase of pay ort 
or attempt to influence in their own interest any other legislation w 
either before Congress or its committees, or in any way save thr 
heads of the departments in or under which they serve, on pena! 
missal from the Government service. 

This order assumes that there may be at the pleasure 
President more than one type of citizenship, and it arbi! 
divides our people into two classes—citizens who may (1 
and indirectly influence legislation in their own interes! 

| citizens who may not either directly or indirectly do so as 
viduals or in union; citizens who may of their free will a 
before committees of Congress, and citizens who may not a 
without permission of the Executive; citizens who may o! 
unrestricted volition petition Congress for the redress of grvv- 



nees, and citizens who may petition only when and as the Exec- 
e consents. 
e point of view of the President in this regard can not fail 

arouse regret and some measure of alarm, I think, among re- 
«ting men who value the Constitution as a pall: xdium of 
nocracy. When, sir, did the American people delegate to 
r President the right to bar an employee of the Government 

from asking an increase of pay of that branch of the state charged 
with control of the purse? When did they invest him with 
authority to stifle expression of will by the subordinate workers 
for the Republic concerning legislation affecting them apart from 

When did they empower him to limit the availability of | 
the Legislative Department of the United States to any citizen, 

r working for the Government or in private life? 
Here is the solemn language of the Constitution: 

gress shall make no law * * * abridging the freedom of speech 
or the right of the people * * * to petition the Government fora 

redress of grievances. 

How, sir, did the President gain the power to abridge that 
freedom of speech and petition which the nation thus jealously 
removed beyond the touch of Congress? How did he acquire the 
prerogative to recast these great provisions of our organic law, 
and by a few strokes of his pen divest the Army and Navy, the 
postal employees, the shipyards artisans, the Treasury clerks, 
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| all the other men and women serving under him of rights | 
wrung from tyranny after thousands of years of struggle along 
a way wet with blood and tears? 

This order, Mr. Chairman, has fallen upon the weak. I have 
been unable to find examples of the application of it to persons 
0 wer in the service of the Government; but, unhappily, in- 

es are not wanting in which it has been given despotic 
swing against dependent classes. The use of it in the case of the 
letter carriers of the Fifth Congressional district of California 
wil I] | illustrate my meaning. 

Engene Loud was for long a member of the House of Rep 
entatives. He came from the district I have mentioned, pr 

in this assembly held the chairmanship of the Committee on the 
Post-Office and Post-Roads. In that chairmanship he won the 

stal 

| bare his ballot, 

123 

How long did he remain in your city? 
During the time that you were in Mr. 

Loud or hiscampaign? | 
What was his attitude in reference to Mr. Loud? 
Did you approach people on your route while on or off duty 

Mark the words “ off duty! ’’— 
while on or off duty, asking them to vote against 

_ When people asked you on your route concerni! 
did you make? 

Keller’s company did he discuss Mr 

Mr. Loud 
y Mr. Loud, what re 

Do you think the letter carriers’ salary question fig mate 
causes which led to the defeat of Mr. Loud 

How much effect did it have? 
What discussion took place at meetings of your association I ird ft 

the Congressional fight in the Fifth district? 
Were you present at a meeting of y our associati at whi *h Mr 

made a motion that Mr. Wynn be elected an honorary memb 

Mr. Wynn was the candidate running against Mr. Loud. 
Who introduced Mr. Wynn at that meeting 
What did Mr. Wynn say? vip 
What two carriers in your opinion were most promin¢e n t 

against Mr. Loud? 
What was your attitude spe rsonally or otherwise in regard to the 

of Mr. Loud in the Fifth district? 
Did you oppose him? 

Some of these questions should appeal to all just persons as an 
invasion of sacred rights of citizenship. Consider such as so1 
disclosure of exchanges of opinions in peaceable meetings of t} 
letter-carriers’ union or San Francisco branch of their Natio 
Association; and think of the dangerously extreme claim 
thority implied in the last two of the questions. Why, 
a citizen who is not basely insincere, to force disclosure 
sonal attitude ‘‘in regard to the candidacy ”’ 

if he cast one; and surely the President can ha 
no constitutional power to go so far. 

Even had these questions been put upon a ground quite ap: 
from the Executive order of January 31, 1902—even had th ey been 

Sir, W 

of his pe 
F< WSs > + 

Ola Wan 18 ) 

| asked exclusively in pursuance of c ivil-service rule s against off 
| sive partisanship, some of them would remain clear invasions of 
| primary rights. 

favor of the McKinley Administration and the good will of the | 
present President, but ultimately lost the friendship of many of 

plain people from whom he had sprung and by whom he had 
7) meena with authority. The might of his great office 

eemed to sustain a policy of prodigality toward the giant cor- 
porations transporting the mails by land and sea, the while he 
stood stubbornly against all legislation designed to enlarge the 
niggardly wages of our letter carriers—stood like a frowning crag 
on which waves break in vain. 

In the autumn election of 1902 Mr. Loud was denied a commission 
longer to hold a seat in Congress. His defeat was crushing, in a 
district heavily Republican. It produced consternation in Wash- 

pe€ 

in 1, and perhaps anger in the White House. The dismissal of | 
so strong a figure from the public service was promptly attributed 

ive vengeance of injured letter carriers—vengeance exer- | 
| inthe use of the right of free speech and the privilege of the 

elective franchise. 
What followed? 
On avowal of suspicion that postal employees had violated the 

Executive order of January 31, 1902, by seeking to influence leg- 
islation in their interest through helping to retire from Congress | 
aman regarded by them as hostile to their wishes, the Executive | 
De} artment of the Government directed that an inquisition be 
h ld at San Francisco. 

bout the middle of February, 1903, Mr. Fred Wanamaker, a 
civil service examiner, arrived in San Francisco to conduct the 
inquisition. I quote a statement made there by him the day be- 
fore he began the taking of testimony: 

[am hete under instruct at ions from the Civil Service Commission, and at 
this time I can say no more than that a portion of the official work mapped 
out for me in this city is an investigation into the charge that, by reason of 

their activity in the Loud campaign, certain local letter carriers have vio- 
lated the President's order of Janu: ary 31, 1902, which forbids any Govern- 
ment employee from seeking to influence legislation in his favor, excepting 
t igh the head of his department. I am not vested with judicial authority, 

iy labor will end w hen I shall have reported the facts as I find them. 

Mr. Wanamaker established himself in a convenient room, and 
carrier after carrier employed in the Fifth Congressional district 
ot California was called into his presence, placed upon oath to 
tell the truth, sworn to hold secret the proceedings in the star 

mber, and questioned closaly about the political campaign re- 
suiting in the overthrow of Mr. Loud, the questions and answers 

being taken down by a stenographer in the service of the Govern- 
ment, 

r-al some of the questions thus put to carriers: 
Arey ‘ou a member of the local branch of the Letter Carriers’ Association? 
tiow long have you been a member? 

a & regular attendant at the meetings of this association? 
u meet President Keller of the Letter Carriers’ Association during 

t to this city last fall? 
iow Inany times were you in his company? 

I am not insensible of the duty of the Chief Executive to dis 
unworthy subordinates, nor of the propriety of inquiry desi 
to uncover that sort of unworth which leads many officeholde1 
so to use their official influence as to coerce or to corrupt the citi 
zenship of others; but there is a wide distinction between the duty 
to dismiss unworthy subordinates and the claim of power to dis 
miss subordinates for exerc ising constitutional tights and privi- 
leges, and there is nothing in common between the use of office in 
coercing or debauching citizenship and the exercise while in 
office of the right of free speech, free assembly, free elective fran- 
chise. And doubtless, sir, in the case of the letter carriers nobody 

| supposed that anything of mawies ssness had been shown, anything 
of coercion, anything of corruption, either in the use of official po 
tions or otherwise. The Exec utive ¢ ould not for a moment have 
entertained the shadow of a suspicion in that direction. 

It is interesting to recall, in tl a regard. the temperate word 
an order signed by Mr. John R. Procter, as president of the Civil 
Service Commission, and by official authori 

| among the letter carriers of the country prior to tl lections 
1902. I quote: 

Individual interest and activity in political : are | I 
demned Officeholde rs are neither disfranch rf dden tl r 
of political privileges; but their privileges : larged,1 = 

| to party incre ~ased to pernicious activity, by officeholding 

lamaker in 
for dari 

I am sorry to have to suspect that the Waz 
was intended to rebuke the letter carri 
the reelection of an Administration favorite 
buke to discourage spread of that sort of civil liberty which th« 
carriers had exercised. At all events, no similar inquisition was 
attempted in California in the case of civil-service employees of 

}U1S101 

Ts to Op] 

through th 

Ose 

ana 

the Government whose activity in the 1902 political campaign had 
| counted for the Administration; and certai inly it would be easy to 
name such employees and to prove some of them guilty of gross 
neglect of official duty while engaged in political wor rk of distinct] 

| questionable character. 

Mr. Chairman, I have said that President Roosevelt’s Adminis- 
| tration *‘ gives much negative and some positive protection to 
| predatory capital in its raids on the industrious members of the 
| nation.”’ 
| like these words from Ruskin’s ‘‘ Crown of Wild Olives:”’ 
| Money is now exactly what mountain promonto rp ; 
| were in old times. The barons | fought for them f: 
cunningest got them; then forti 1 them, and mad 

| below pay toll. Well, capital now is exactly wl y \ 
fight fairly (we will, at least, grant so much ug 
for their money; but, once having got it, the fortifi 
everybody who passes below pay toll t al i 
of his money castle. And I can tell I vag ‘ 
suffer now quite as much from the bi i t ie 
baron. 

It seems to me, sir. that Mr. Roosevs " is not enough sympa 
thetic with the m: usses to give that pr tion against the ‘** bag 
barons’’ which the laws of the country, were he vigorous in hi 

| enforcement of them, would afford. 
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» preamble, perhaps the weightiest language 
yf our nation is that which thus ordains as to the 

‘ He shall take care that the laws be faithfully execu- 
lid not exaggerate when he said of the end for 

nW 
aia 

as nade: rovVisi 

ind in the Administrati 
1s instance omis { 

ended to protect the poor at 
ns of the immen 

lf with the most 
wn Anti-trust Act 

For years before the enactment 
can people had been conscious 0 ris 
tions of predatory c: - al, dangerous to 
that they were promotive of in 
tei led t to corrupt the public 

years nu s of 
land int 
gressi 

s10n 

id the moder 
‘om ag mut I shall 

imp. rtan fail 
pnexriy 

the Ameri- 
combina- 

‘e in 

wealth, 

{ 
( n welfat 

equitable distribution of 
ervice, and sought to destroy 

quality of opportunity for which, mainly, the public 
ounded. The act was responsive to the popular will that 
combinations be put down. 

It is not certain that the statute 
form of trust abuse constitutionally r 
Government (and I am for thorough ; 
before more repressive legislation is at 
‘ombinations injurious to the 
ons advantageous to the nation), bu 
reed. 
‘If enforced!’’ Sir, how mortifying to tl 

be contemplation of the 
statute was deli 

+ ‘ 
vuaAl 

was 

these 

2 every 

deral 

ion 

public ( 

+ 

{ 
i 

America must 

years since that 
be applie 

history 
vered to the Chief Executive 

under the impressive mandate ‘ He hall take care 
that the laws be faithfully executed! Wit hin that period we 
have had one Democratic and three Republican Presidents; and 
within that period, while the Sherman Ac t hen been almost wholly 
unapplied. the most commanding fact in our nati life, ex- 
cepting only the war with Spain, has been the spread of the evil 
these Presidents were charged to use that law to destroy. 

The present President (for it is of him I have undertaken to 
speak with particularity) can not absolve himself from blame by 
citing the few actions pro ecuted since his accession t 
The notable proceeding, the ‘*‘ Merger C was rooted in 
the initiative of the governors and attorneys-general of several 
States. and for the greater part the others are inconsequential 
when considered relatively with the unmolested Steel Trust, Stand- 
ard Oil Trust, and similarly gig combinations. With what 
scorn would the world regard a general wh », W it} 1 treason flour- 
shing under his eyes, sho ula point to a score court-martialed 
ffenders (most of them never possessed of mu ch power to harm) 

; his excuse for confessed failure to arrest a thousand swaggering 

rait rs intent on grave disaster to a hundred sleeping regiments? 
While President Roosevelt has been proce gen wey a hand- 

ral f minor trusts, ¢ ure have robber ‘italists believed 

themselves that they have openly use ols a self- Saat red Eastern 
State within easy ride of the White House as a nest in which to 
breed criminal conspiracies the welfare of the masses, 
thence sending forth on missions of pillage and ruin scores of 
corporations in comparison with which the bandit barons of the 
dark ages were but clumsy spoilsmen. 

Let us not be told of immediate anxiety to prosecute the mo- 
nopoly trusts. Iam stung to shame of country by the insincerities 
wherewith announcements of Administration purposes are sicklied 

mal 

» office. 

most use,” 

inhic 

ne =+ 
against 

‘ \¢ 

Anxi ae to prosecute! 
Were we not told a year ago that vigorous execution of the 

laws against trusts was pre vented by want of money for employ- 
ment of agents for gathering and lawyers for presenting the es- 

evidence of ‘guilt’ And did we not vote half a million 
dollars for use by President Roosevelt's Attorney-General? And 
after a year of abundant funds are we not told by Mr. Knox that 
he has expended scarcely any of them, though the number 

American trusts are the amazement of the world? 
sir! and worse yet, did not the Attorney-Genera 
this Congress relief from the liberality with whi 
it outof his power to blame the Legislativ 
lic for Executive neglect? I quote from 
t » this body: 

sential 

daring of Ah, 

11 formaliy ask of 
+h we had taken 

e branch of the Repub- 
his latest annual report 

Congress 
‘tion of the 

agents in the 
ions under the 

By the appropriation act of February 25, 1903 (82 Stat., 854, 903), 
appropria ated the sum of $500,000 to be expended unde rv the dir 
Attorney -Gene ro in the employ ment of special counsel and 
Department of stice to conduct proceedings and pros ecut 
various trust cae interstate commerce laws. 

It has now become highly important that this appropriation should be 
made available for the enforcement of the laws of the United States gener- 
ally, and especially those relating to public lands, postal crimes and offenses, 
and naturalization. 

him act: 

| the constitutional command would invest that 

| tant 1 

| with 

and | 

| ment manufactured in private establishments? 

of the Where, sir, is the present anxiety of which we hear so m 
| I confess to humiliation as an American at the spectac] 
sented by the President. He can not be rescued by words, 

let him obey the Constitution. 
Even if the failure to enforce the Sherman Act were ini 

venial fault viewed apart from the Constitution, the viola‘ 
failure with sol 

but it is not trifling in itself. The Sherman A, 
on principle the most important statute enacted since the c] 
the reconstruction pe riod following the Civil War. Its offi 
discourage the growth of an aristocracy of wealth tending { 

oil the nation of the kernel of liberty while leaving us th 
ermit the money lords so to combine, so to operate, in 
iracy, asthat they shall hold in almost untrammeled cont 

interstate and foreign trade of the United States, and the « 
finan ‘al absolutism will steadily diminish the value of our ; 
ical democracy. That civil liberty which coexists with 
lespotism can hear eager hammers forging, link on link, 
te rs of industrial slavery. 

The spirit of favor for powerful combinations of capital \ 
seems a vital quality of Mr. Roosevelt’s Administration m 
indicated by a narrative of recent events affecting alarge b 
mechanics, 

The Naval Gun Factory, conducted by the Federal Gover: 
is situated in Washington, and gives employment to abo 
men. The manufacture of the armament of war ships 
country, apart from such as goes on in the Naval Gun F 
is virtually confined to two private plants—that of the Bet] 
Steel Company and that of the Midvale Steel Company. 
port of the statement I cite Capt. Edwin C. Pendleton, 
tendent of the Naval Gun Factory. 

Permit me, sir, to read from the last annual report of t! 
of the Bureau of Ordnance to the Secretary of the Nay 
order to show the congestion at our Gun Factory: 

seriousness; 

The most pressing matter before the Bureau at the present time 
which 2 subject of much concern, is the question of completing t 
ments for vessels now under construction by the time they will b 
The facilities of the Naval Gun Factory as they exist to-day are 
inadequate for the purpose, and, so far a3 the Bureau is aware, ther 
f ‘w private ests ablishments in this country which are in condition to 
ake work of the class required. 

‘The principal tools at the Naval Gun Factory have been in almost 
operat:on both day and night during the past year,and two, and oft: 
hiftsof men have been employed onall the most important work. 

nding this fact, no work has yet been begun on the batteries of 
vessels, all but two of which are now in process of construct 

contracts for sev eral of them having been let for several months, th: 
iunging from 2 to 46 per cent toward completion. It requires as m 

to manufacture the armament of a battle ship as to build the shi; 
and, therefore, work on the armament should - be commenced wher 
is begun. Unfortunately, existing conditions at the Naval Gun Fa 
not permitted such a course to be followed fora number of year 

a 
sunt 

With the extensive naval programme on which the Unit 
has happily entered, the President has been brought fa 

this question: ‘Shall I favor enlargement of the ( 
ment’s Naval Gun Factory or growth of the Bethlehem 
vale plants?’ 

Let us inquire, sir, how he should have answered the 
and then let us see how he has answered it. 

Leaving out of consideration for the moment the financ 
of the matter, these words of the Chief of the Bureau of O 
are entitled to careful thought: 

When the Government gives out a number of gunsand mounts t 
by contract it loses control of the situation so far as their complet 
cerned. Private establishments can not give exclusive prefere! t 
ment work, whereas at the Government shops, if the armame nt 
ticular vessel is behind, the whole resources of the establishm« 
turned upon it. Again, business reverses may overtake the best ar 
est private establishment through no fault of its own, espeviaily i 

mergers and trusts, and they are more liable to suffer from sti 
are Government establishments. 

The Bureau is not averse to giving out a portion of its work t 
parties, but believes that the major portion of it should be done 
ernment in its own shops, in order that it may exercise full co1 
vision of the work and because it can doit in a more satisfi 
than anyone else, and, above all, because it is deemed advisabie 
ernment to be in a position to control, toa great extent, the mar 
its naval ordnance. 

But the financial side of the matter is equally int 
‘The manufacture of ordnance,’’ we are told by the Chi 
3ureau of Ordnance in his last annual report to the Se 
the Navy, ‘is a special industry, requiring a very com 
expensive plant which is not useful for other purposes. 
further says: 

It may be assumed that 
pense necéssary to install a plant for making large and mediu 
unless he can recover the amount invested within a moderate per 
so that if the Government goes outside of its own shops to procur 
ment for its new ships it must be prepared to pay the cost of such 
necessary for its production. 

But, it may be asked, how does the cost of armament ma! 
tured in the Naval Gun Factory compare with the cost of a 

The Chie? 01 

no private manufacturer will incur the 1b: 



ane . gn 
Bureau of Ordnance supplies in the same report an instructive | 
answer. I quote: 

«der to relieve the situation (of congestion), the Bureau recently exe- 
6 contracts with private establishments for the manufacture of 24 8-inch 
‘ 47-inch guns and mounts for vessels whose date of completion is the 
1 tremote. These contracts aggregated nearly $2,000,000, and in order to 
: a them the Bureau was obliged to pay 36 per cent, amounting to half a | 
. , dollars, more than the work could be performed for at the Naval Gun | 
} ry. It remains to be seen whether these guns and mounts will be com- 
I i within the prescribed time, but ‘judging from its past experience with | 
eontract work the Bureau fears that they will not be. 

, superintendent of the Naval Gun Factory is authority for 
t] tatement that to fill present orders for armament for our 

he full capacity of the Government factory and private 
an plants. as they now stand, will be required for some 

_without hope of completing work with due celerity or of 
I ng new demands. 

llows that there should be enlargement of the equipment 

7 

( e Naval Gun Factory if we are to be spared the experience 
of having the Bethlehem and Midvale plants expand, with the 
I d States paying every dollar of the cost of the enlargement 

owning a hammer or a belt, and then paying grotesquely | 
( vagant sums for the products of the privately owned estab- 

nts set up at the expense of the nation. ‘‘ Why,’ asks 
( ain Pendleton, ‘‘should we pay these private companies to 

ise their plants, when the Government can do the work 30 
( per cent cheaper than contractors exact? Why should we 
nay the interest, insurance, and depreciation on their plants and 
then not own or control them?’ Why, indeed? 

’, sir, the Administration should have answer 
( larging the Naval Gun Factory. But has it? 

Here is the summary way in which Mr. Roosevelt’s Secretary 
( e Navy has overruled subordinates and thrown Administra- 

ivor toward Bethlehem and Midvale, the quotation being 
from Mr. Moody’s latest annual report to the Chief Executive: 

( iriy 

juires practically as much time to manufacture the armam a 
hip as to build the vessel: but work upon the batteries of 12 important 

horized, contracted for, or under construction has not yet beer 
1¢@ Naval Gun Factory has been working to its full capac 
two and occasionally three successive shifts of men and kee; 

pal tools in almost constant operation day and night during the ] 
Notwithstanding this fact, the output of guns falls short of th 

sof the service. In January, 1907, the last of the shij 
Congress will be due. It is computed that at that time, with the | 

y of the gun factory, the delivery of the last t-inch guns for > 
will be about eight years behind the date of completion of the last 

s auth 

» Department, in April last, appointed a board to investigate and report 
this matter. The board, after a careful inquiry, recommended an 
ement of the gun factory sufficient to meet rrent demands 
tment, however, concurs with the Chief of the I au of Ordnance 

lusion that the judicious course to pursue is to getas much work as 
cable out of the gun factory as it is, with such additions and improve 
as are absolutely necessary to maintain its maximum efficiency; to 

ihe 

“ h aid ascan be given by the United States Army gun factories at 
\ rvliet; and, as a last resort, to contract, as far as it may be found 

prudent so to do, with private establishments capable of doing work of this 
cha r. Itis believed that by the latter expedient the gun factory may 
be relieved of a considerable amount of work upon accessories, such as gun 
I t d the like, which can be built,in whole or in part, at private 
‘ shments, and that by resorting to all three measures of relief ti 

armament for the new vessels can be provided as it will be 
without costly enlargement of the plant at the Washington 

‘ontracting, ‘‘as far as it may be found prudent so to do, 
rivate establishments,’’ namely, the great non-union plat 

ethlehem and Midvale, the Administration feels it can avoid 
enlargement of the admirably conducted, money-saving Govern- 
ment factory, whose existence is our only protection against the 

ite concerns now trading shamelessly on the necessities of 
untry. 

I ask you, sir, is not this confession of servility to the Wealth 

ts 

controlling Bethlehem and Midvale sorrowful to contemplate? 
And who in this House, familiar with the efforts of the Naval 
Gun Factory mechanics to have Congress enlarge the Govern- 

lant. as we all know it ought to be enlarged, is not aware 
that the failure of those efforts has been due to the influence of 
the knowledge that the Administration frowns them down? 

Cha rman, the artisans employed in the Naval Gun Fac- 
could, if they would. add an important chapter to the story 

: 

or Administration favor for non-union Bethlehem and Midvale. 
i ill tell so much of it as is now within the knowledge of many 
. ers of this assembly. 3 

Gun Factory mechanics are among tl killed work- ie mos + q 

the world. My colleague from California (Mr. Wynn), 
an expert machinist. testifying before a committee c 
these men, declared them to be masters of their trades, 

ng skill of a higher order than he had observed in any 
body of American metal-workers: and his conclusion in 

matter is supported by the expressed opinions of numerous 
experts familiar with the facts. 

But these valuable mechanics are not adequately pai 
labor, and they have been seeking a moderate increase of wage. 

Nh- 

|... 
i r tine Li 
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It is disappointing to find that before they cou 
dismissal from the Government service, pr esent to a co ! ) 

of this House their reasons for wishing the law so chan is to 
| permit the desired increase, they were obliged to obtain f1 tha 
Executive an expression of consent, relea ¢ them fron 

| remarkable order of January 31,1902. Itis further disap ting 
to find that, having obtained written permiss é 
constitutional right to freedom of speech and | I ving 
obtained a hearing before the House Co iittee on Naval 
they encountered an insurmount ! 11 \ 
istration—a letter of the Secretary o N ! 
the bill proposed in the interest of han I 
Congress. 

The workmen asked that Cong1 pass a | I 
lows: 

That the per diem mechanical ¢ 
na Dey v ! ( 
aiem pe pe 

ment in Wa ngt D. ¢ 

On February 19, 1904.a t f : ictory em} 

received Executive } » 
Congress 1n su] t ol is chang h 

the Secretary of the Navy ial j \ 
bill and commenting thus 

I deem it pr r to ‘ that t 

yed at ri 

The existing law as to wages of mechani 
Government 1 res that pay shi \ 
the compensation given ]} l 
lishments in the immediate vicinit . . 
out manufacturing establishments, under private ownership, per- 
mitting the contemplated comparison, the w ; of the Gun 
Factory artisans ha een leveled down veTas ng 
in five near-by cities, without any regard to re f 

| or relative skill. 

It is indisputable that the cost of living in | ] 1 
siderably higher than th st of living in any 
which comparison is made by the Ex ive officers 1 ‘ 
mining wages, and it is generally admit that a hig 
of skill is r quired in the Naval ¢ in F ry lan in } 

establishments of the five cities taken as th isis of tl 
wage scale, or in any of the navy-yards o1 of W . 
or in the average employments of a mechanical chara 
Government service in the District of Colur to wh W ) 
level the Gun Factory mechanics seek to be lifted. 

It is not comforting to find the Secretary of the Navy t ng 
his authority against that elementary principle of trades-u 31 
which holds that wages sl be proportion t 
living, and therefore should measured by} 
money in | V xing per diez ; 

ut msicer OL star L1\V n i 

t reto. 

It is not fying to find him just ng his hostil . 
erate Wag ce a DoaY aitniul ¢ tw I 

by t] suggestion tha ) advantag em W iid t 

1ate against like workmen serving in navy-yards <¢ 
Washington, the truth being that in no 1 y-yard « 
Wi shir y n is voere a l e y VOrTKT t I ava | l 

Fact ry | r the only esta h its | ad ow it 

United States. Ii Dal to } 1 4 , : 

A im st i I h » re = I *- t ay 1 

Factory is due to a « sition to ] ] i] S 
Comp and the Midvale § ™m emp r uns 
the sal ci $3 as 1 S p ‘ \ 

dange a vement for | Wages ¢ juent \ ; 
1 Washingtor 

Mr. Chairman, Exec ve favor wealth and neg! 
rights of workers may be ustrat 
our seamen in their sti oO ain enforce 
habitually violated it An in steal 
engaged in trans-Pacific trad h the O : ; 

The Cl sé xcinusion statut ft the U 

coming into and t r ing within the : 
C} se pM ns and persons of (¢ 
tea rs, students, merchants, or 
p.easure " subject to the prov » tl 

our jurisdiction may come 
that laborers may cross our territory in the 
or from other countrik 

That only these expressly exempted cl] s are free f the 
prohibition of imm I 
nounced by the American Ju efe1 rer 2@ 
of Ah Fawn, 57 Federal Reporter, page 591, and the case of Lee Ah 
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The United States, 116 Federal Reporter, page 614. The 
m was tersely stated thus by the Attorney-General, in 1898: 

} ‘y of the Federal law is not that all 
y who are not forbidden, but that only those may enter 

y Biil 

ir. seamen are not among the exempted classes—are not 
‘‘ who are expressly allowed”’ by treaty or by statute to 

within our dominions. I know of no one who has ever 
hat they are. And yet, sir, the Executive treats them 
expressly exempted, as though 

ned 7 i 

imougn 

any, and, in pursuing it, heedless of the appeal of the Seamen’s 
( the I 
faithfully executed.”’ 

he steamship corporations whose vessels, being of American 
register, ply between our Pacific seaboard and ports of the Far 
East, carry Chinese seamen exclusively—in stokeholds, in galleys, 
in saloons, on deck. They do this because the Chinese work for 

t one-half the pay asked by American seamen. 
But, Mr. Chairman, in the words of Bluntschli, ‘‘Ships are to 

be regarded as floating sections of the land to which they nation- 
ally belong, and whose flag they are entitled to carry,’? and no 
Chinese person can have a right of residence aboard an American 
ship who has not or can not gain such right on American soil. 

‘*A vessel at sea,’’ rules the United States Supreme Court, in 
Wilson v. McNamee (102 U. §., 234), ‘‘is considered as a part 
of the territory to which it belongs when at home,”’ thus affirm- 
ing the principle announced and applied in Crapo v. Kelly 
(83 U. 8., 430), from the report whereof I quote this interesting 
reference: 

abou 

In the celebrated Trent case, occurring in 1862, Messrs. Mason and Slidell 

Jacinto, a public vessel of the United States. Great Britain insisted that the 
rights of a neutral vessel not only had been violated, for which she demanded 
apology, but she insisted that these persons should be replaced and returned 
on board a British ship. This was done, and they were actually placed on 
board a British vessel in or near the harbor of Boston. They were not 
British subjects, and their return could only have been demanded for the 
reason that they had been torn from British soil, and the sanctity of British 
soil as represented by a British ship violated. Citizenship or residence had 
no influence upon the question. 

When the Secretary of State suffers an American consul in an 
Asiatic port to ship Chinese persons as seamen aboard a vessel 
carrying our flag, he is countenancing a violation of law, unless 
the persons signing as seamen are of the exempted classes per- 
mitted by treaty and statutes to come within our dominions; and 

when such seamen are aboard an American ship they are as much | 
subject to arrest under our exclusion laws as though they were | 
in the city of Washington. 

They are not aboard the ship as passengers claiming a right to 
be there as persons privileged by treaty and statutes to be within 
our jurisdiction. The vessel’s documents frankly place them out- 
side such claim. 
but as non-immigrant laborers, as seamen plying their calling 
under our flag. 

Any other view would drive us to the position that Chinese | 
when seamen are not within the prohibitions of the exclusion laws 
while pursuing their calling; and if they are not it follows that 
they have the rights of seamen under our navigation laws. | 
Among the rights of seamen under the maritime laws as they | 
stand to-day is the right to come ashore in our ports and to quit 
work there—a right exercised by seamen in changing from over- 
sea to coastwise trade, at pleasure, in shifting from salt 
lakes and rivers, in moving from San Francisco to Boston, and 
trom Seattle to the Great Lakes. 

Consciousness that to indulge Chinese seamen in the rights of 
seamen would make our exclusion system of little value must, 
I think, be taken as the mitigating explanation of the course of 
those two District Judges who, having held the exclusion statutes | 
inapplicable to Chinese seamen, and yet feeling the need of treat- 
ing them as not entitled to exemption from the prohibitory policy 
of those statutes, blandly usurped the functions of Congress and 
the Executive by making a law to fit the danger, finding none at 
hand quite to their liking. 
eral Reporter, page 989, and the case of Ah Kee, 22 Federal 
Reporter, page 519—cases whose ruling principle has happily been 
discountenanced by the Circuit Court of Appeals, ninth circuit, in 
the case of Lee Ah Yin, already cited. 

if the Chinese-exclusion statutes were enforced, the employ- 
ment now held by Chinamen aboard our trans-Pacific liners 

| 

Chinese persons may | Ment in San Francisco of a crew of Chinamen brought t! 

shipping of Chinese seamen in ports of Asia, our own sean 
have been denied the aid of the President in preventing trans 

bli 

from Hongkong by the Pacific Mail Company to man its oy 
steamship Korea on her maiden voyage across the Pacific 
abuse so palpably contrary to law that I fancy the eminent a 
ney to whom was delegated the task of writing the Departn 

| of Justice opinion in support of the Pacific Mail Company’s 

-acific, that the President ‘‘ take care that the laws | 

cedure must feel painful consciousness of the worth of inde; 
‘expressly allowed,” | &nce whenever he reflects on that opinion—an opinion resti 

ifi is ; ‘ | mi t “ities ¢ C ing s¢ orinci é set ‘ing urged to this course by the Pacific Mail Steamship Com- | ™!20r 1uthorities announcing an unsound principle and 
up judge-made law as a guard against it, and ignoring 
and sound decisions and a later and higher authority. 

I am one of those, sir, who despair that the law will be enfo; 
| by the President so long as the Department of Justice may f 
disputation a weapon for use against that poor and humble 

| of Americans—our neglected seamen; and so I have sought, 
| shall go on seeking, to obtain such amendment of our sta 

| shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed,”’ 

| Roosevelt among the friends of labor unions. 

law as that nonexecution can no more take refuge in sophistry. 
Meanwhile, however, these great words solemnly accuse: ‘He 

Mr. Chairman, it is with very deep regret that, yielding to 
observation, I have abandoned an early impression ranking Mr. 

However it n 
have been with him before he became a subject on whom the 
forces of wealth and privilege found it important steadily to play, 
and whatever may be the sympathies at the core of his nature. | 
must conclude that his influence to-day counts against the u 

Let me now, sir, submit some facts illustrative of the unfri 

ty 

| liness of influence I believe I see and feel in general, 

They are aboard, not as exempted immigrants, | of Machinists, and Mr. E. C. Berry, representing the machinists 
| at the Rock Island Arsenal. 

| to the machinists of our organization. 
rater to | 

Dissatisfied with a readjustment of their wages and with the 
| refnss * their superi receive a committee of ir number were removed from a British private vessel by Commodore Wilkes of the San | setusn) of these cuperier 80 ees “the + teal . | commissioned to petition for relief, the machinists employ: in 

the United States Arsenal at Rock Island sent a representative 
to Washington early in 1898 to plead with President McKinley 
and the Secretary of War for justice. Nearly all of the machin- 
ists—and the representative sent to the capital was of them—\ VV 

| members of a labor union. 
Partial relief was granted the men, but soon after the com»! 

| tion of his mission their representative was dismissed from the 
Government service without opportunity to show cause why he 
should not be discharged. This union machinist had been long 
workman in the arsenal, and had never received a reprimand 

Against this intolerant treatment of their fellow-craftsman th 
machinists employed in the arsenal made protest, and a petition 
for his reinstatement was by them forwarded to the War Depart- 
ment, where it accomplished nothing. 

After Mr. Roosevelt had become President, the injustice visit 
upon the agent of the union machinists, believed by them to h: 

| been in rebuke of their unionism, was brought to his attent 
Mr. James O’Connell, president of the International Asso: 

President Roosevelt has taken no action in the matter, t) 
many months have elapsed since a written statement of tii 
was laid before him. 

I now quote from a memorial presented to President R 
by Messrs. O’Connell and Baker, as to the sequel of the dis: 
of the agent of the union machinists: 

From that time forward the commandant never failed to show h 
L Men who had been long in t! 

of the Government were reprimanded and had their wages reduced 
ing slight mistakes, while grievous mistakes of new men passed un! 

Being unable to stand these injustices any longer it was decided t 
| committee to the commandant to protest against said conditions 

When said committee appeared at tho commandant’s office and 
him that they were a committee of machinists, he stated that he 
thority to receive committees and absolutely refused to give them a 

| state their grievances. 

I refer to the case of Jam, 101 Fed- | 

would be given to Caucasians; and the Sailors’ Union of the | 
Pacific—an organization of practically all seafaring men of 
America toiling on the greatest of oceans—has resolutely sought 
to obtain such Executive action as would help to rescue the Pacific 
‘rom the yellow race. 
ship corporations governs: the laws are not enforced. 

But the influence of the powerful steam- | | 

The machinists then resorted to what they believed to be the only 
tive—a strike. 

The machinists were on strike about two months, when the foll 
tlement was made: 

Mr. James O'Connell, president of the International Association 
ists, Mr. W. H. Schillinger, representing the machinists of the Ko 
Arsenal, accompanied by Congressmen Bitnce, of Illinois, and Lan« 
called upon the Secretary of War, and Assistant Secretary, Mr. M 

| and after hearing the complaints in behalf of the machinists on st: 
tary Alger issued an order to the effect that in future the comn 
the arsenal should receive committees for the purpose of pres 
grievances on the part of the workmen, and if it was not in th 
commandant to adjust the grievances complained of, the matter 
referred to the Secretary of War for final adjustment. 

Then follows this very significant statement: 
It was further agreed that all machinists engaged in the strike 

reinstated without any discrimination because of any part they 
taken in the strike, and if there was not sufficient employment a 
to reinstate all the machinists, those not reinstated should have t/u 
tunity of returning to work before new machinists were employed. 
With this understanding, the strike was declared off. 

Union workmen familiar with the practices of union-hater 
indeed, far from obtaining Executive action against the direct ' find the narrative of subsequent happenings a familiar story. 



i 1 in detail in the memorial presented tothe President. Here 
i ( a 

1.—Machinists who hs ad been on strike informed that sl: ickness of 
w ids immediat reemp! yyment of the full force. Part of the ok 
f en work,and other men directed to remove their tools from the 

. r II (time, about a month later).—Half of the reemployed force dis- 
7 several months,” for dearth of work. 

r Ill (time, the period since that of the prec eding chapter).—The 

1 namong the remnant of the reemployed force dis: nissed one by o1 
er IV (time, same as that of Chapter ITI).—Machinists not engaged 

nal during the strike given e mploy1 nent, the old guard being re- 
rk meanwhile thou; gh re peatedly applying. 

1 the blacklist had made itself felt for a long time and be- 
Y ubt, the union machinists appealed to the President. They 
8 » Washington Mr. E. G. Berry, editor of the Tri-City Union 

| their press committee, in a communication addressed to 
] me months ago, said: 

you, Mr. Editor, as representative of the Tri-City Labor Congress 
al lacklisted, went to Washington to lay the grievances of the ma 

before President Roosevelt, what was the reply he made when you 
g » object of your interview? Why, he dramatically brought 
¢ s fist down on his desk, and said: “I will not allow union machinists 
t icklisted or discriminated against at Rock Island Arsenal!” 

e time of Mr. Berry’s visit to Washington there was pre- 
sel to the President the memorial from which I have quoted. 
It tained this charge, among others: 

‘ommandant was never asked to recognize organized labor, but he 
ha rnized it by discriminating against it. 

| its concluding paragraphs were as follows: 
k, > that the machinists who were employed at = bo 2 K 

Isla \rsenal, and who were involved in the strike. shall be reinstated in 
a nce with the promise made by the former Secrets ry of W ae. Mr. 
d namely: That al machinists should be reinstated without any dis 
cI tion before new machinists were employed. 

1est further that an order be issued setting forth that the machi 
ists « loyed at Rock Island have a perfect right to_join the International 

m of Machinists if they desire to do so, and that their members As S : Lip 
in issociation shall not be a barrier to their employment at the arsenal. 

v till further request that the names of the machinists who were en- 
ga n the strike and former employees at the Rock Island Arsenal be placed 
first n the list of eligible applicants for employment, so that they shall 
rect the first call when an increase of force is necessary at the arsenal. 

Attached to the memorial were numerous affidavits of machin- 
ts establishing the averments made in it, and this important 

per bore not only the signature of the immediate representative 
yf the Rock Island workmen but that of Mr. O’Connell, one of 

ist intelligent and responsible labor leaders in the world, 
and then, as now, president of the International Association of 
Machinists and third vice-president of the American Federation 
of Labor. 

T memorial was submitted to President Roosevelt many 
months ago, and many months have passed since the ‘‘ strenuous 
fist ’ descended forcefully; but, sir, the blacklist against union 
machinists is still bitterly applied at the Rock Island Arsena!l, and 
the intolerant union-breaker in command there continues to « 
joy Administration favor, Let the working people of this country 
consider well. 

Important, though this Rock Island case no doubt must be re- 
garde . as a symptom of coldness (if nothing worse) toward the 
uni , itis much less significant, I think, than the Miller case, 
of which we have heard so much uninformed discussion. 

It is not my purpose to take up the facts in the Miller case, but 
only the President's statement of the leading principle he aj 

to them. 

In his letter of July 14, 1903, to Mr. George B. Cortelyon, tl 
Presilent expressed this leading principle. The text of that letter 
foll v5; 

: OysTER Bay, N. Y., July 14, 1903 
My Drar MR. CorTetyov: 

ction with my letter of yesterday I call attention to this judgment 
H rd by the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission in its report to me of 

, ast: 
vdjudged and awarded: That no person shal! be refused employment 

or y way discriminated against on_account of membership or 
n rship in any labor organization and that there shall be no discrimi- 
ha .gainst or interference with any employee who is not a saembex r of 
any ‘organization by members of such organization.” 

i tily approved of this award and judgment by the Commission 
a] ”y me, which itself included a member of a labor union rh 3 
( ion was dealing with labor organizations working for private 
c rs. It is, of course, mere elementary decency to require that all 

ent Copartees nts shall be handled in accordance with the principle 
thus rly and fearlessly announced. 
§ furnish a copy of this letter both to Mr. Palmer and to the Civil 
ne Commission for their guidance. 

irs sincerely, THEODORE ROOSEVELT. 

Hon. Gro. B. CorTELYOU. 
In th 

4, 2 the first place. sir, I wish a have it distinctly understood 
‘iat 4 regard the ruling made by the President in the Miller case 
as legally sound and therefore as a performance of Sener utive 
a ne case of } Miller exclusively concerning service in the Gov- 

Yr? ee Printing Office. Mycriticism should be taken as attach- 
18, not to the ruling, but to the spirit of the letter announcing 

duty | the going beyond the Mi ler case and beyond Executive 
by expression of approval of the * open shop” in private life. 
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The President’s observation that the Anthracite Coal Str 
Con anis ion ‘‘itself included a member of a labor union” ent 
tains me; for it seems like the holding ip of an admot yf 
finger to silence possible complaint fron 101 rkmen. H 
Mr. Roosevelt's purpose been ch a m f a la 
union ’’ sufficiently cold in his unionism to | or 1 
to the ui IS In any cri il | mu he ( l I is i 

better than he did \ he ve t ul 11 
his Anthracite C Strike ( mission. It ! 
dent might at least spare US 1 vile I i 

ment. 

Indeed, his frequent reminders of hi 
ereat coal strike in al must be ; 
thoughtful friends of unions; fi ft 
posing arbitrat was only such as any P \ 
taken in so grave acrisis as confronted en 
is by no me.ins ce n that his Commission, \ 
striking miners a moderate raise of pay, did not by 
toward unionism as unionism inflict grave l long-lasting 
to Organized Labor as a whole It would be interesting to k 
whether Mr. Carroll Wright, astute and e tive foe 
working people, does not in his heart believe the influence of 
Anthracit Coal Strike Commission, of which he was t 
active member, to counting heavily against labor uni ( 
after day and destined to go on counting against them long af 
Mr. Roosevelt shall have ceased to be Presiden 

I have said that the spirit of the letter to Mr. ¢ elvou d r 
criticism. It re alls to me Matthew Arnold's ment « 
of Frederic Harrison’s strictures on ‘‘culture.”’ Of wha 
culture? Mr. Harrison had asked. ‘‘ Why,’ said Arnold, 
of use because, in presence ol he fierce exasperation V 

breathes, or, rather, I may say, hisses through the wh prod 
tion in which Mr. F1 c Harrison asks the question, it remir 
us tha t the perfection of human nature is swe ss and lig] 
The letter lacks the tone that one might reasonably ex 
from a person deeply. or even superficially, considerate of 1 
welfare of labor unions. It has somewhat of * fier exasD 

tion.”’ It does not‘ hiss,’’ perhaps, but surely it has in it not! 
of calming gentleness. Its announcement of the * n shon’ 

rule as to public employ seems to spring from a moi f int 
erance of all who disfavor that rule as to private « T! 
impatience snapping in the words ‘*mere elementary deve? 
strikingly resembles the impatience of a mind not amiably « 
posed toward unionism in ge neesl and n 
chance tolay thelashupon it. I find it« 
Baer writing just such words; I can not imagi 
ing with anxious friendship for Organized Lal 

But my criticism is not confine a to the st j 

paragraph quoted the President from t 
mission, and his comment upon that paragral 1 as it es 
private employment, can not well es ‘ape the censure of friends 
the unions. 
The quoted paragraph is a clear-cut declaration for the ‘oj 

shop’’ in private life. Being binding on the coal ms, by 
viding that *‘no person shall be refused employment or 
way discriminated against on account of nonme! 
ship in any labor organization ’’ it enables the employers tos 
protest from employeesagainst the ‘‘ openshop:’’ and being 
ing on the union miners it prevents them, as individ ( 

lectively, from moving against nonunionism, by strike or 
for it requires ‘‘ that there shall be no dis ation 
* * * any employee who is not a1 iber of any la I 
ization by members of such orgat 

Mr. Chairman, in the light of this analysis I ask the n 
workmen of our country to « I { ] 
standing that the quoted parag hd 
‘**This Commission,’’ he wrote, ‘‘ was d g with ( 
izations worl y for priv And I ask t 

further, to reflect on th r xy words: “‘I / y 
proved of this a } [ ( mis 

~ Mr. Roosevelt’s Commission, s declares ‘‘ cle: and 
lessly ’’ for the ‘‘ open shop”’ in dustry w 
crats have been strugglir r e mpr 
the standard of living a1 ¢ their v 
ing non-union pauper rom the O y i 
upon unionism; and then, sir, 1 Pres 3 

| and writes across this dangerou slat shoy 
| “J heartily approve f : 

Verily, *‘ It is not t it that are v 
Before sp¢ z of t ¢ lt 

President's endorsem ns 
to private employment, Is e ln 1 
that principle as strong] ) ‘ 

Individual discontet a W : 

y, and sequer ( 
of oppression, together with irl stimulated development 
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ethical « duty among the upper classes, have so 
amended life that the absolute slavery long prevalent in every 
land has: 1m st val aiehes from the earth and varying degrees of | 
religious, political, and industrial liberty are possesssed by the 
lowly of iW nations. Everywhere there remains, however, a 

tendency of the rich, the privileged, to take more than their share 
of the fruits of labor, to shirk burden-bearing, to treat the poor 

But, sir, resistance of that tendency must not flag. As it gains 
power the world goes backward; as it declines we app roach the 
ideal. Human progress in its true sense, its fine sense, requires 
steadfa 

machine ‘‘ content with the fuelthat keeps him in motion;’’ move- 
ments ignoring that ‘* the sweetness and light of the few must be 

imperfect until the raw and unkindled masses of humanity are 

st rebellion against movements reducing man to - as a | 
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i 

touched with sweetness and light;’? movements which isolate 
great classes from wholesome food, good raiment, comfortable 
shelter, sunshine and leisure, the best thought, the best art, the | 
soundest nas ee lence 

Now, Mr. Chairman, the labor unions give organized resistance 
of such in aaty of burden-bearing, of distribution of wealth and 
leisure, as tends to industrial servitude of the workers, as tends to 
deprive the workers as a class of rest, property, enlightenment. 

For a hundred workmen to form a union to bargain collectively 
it] powerful employer is much the same as for a hundred 

ls to flock together in protection against a sparrowhawk. 
iil is quite at the mercy of a hawk: a flock of them 

can oblige to abstention from invasion of t! interests. And in eir 

| labor, every tendency to which * * * it is so important { 
encourage, since to it we have chiefly to look for any radi: 
provement in the social and economical relations between 
and capital.”’ 
How labor unions affect the law of supply and demand i 

ciently suggested in this paragraph from Ely’s Labor Mo, 
in America: 

The labor organizations enable the laborer to withhold his com» 
tempor: arily from the market and to wait for more satisfac story con 

s than it is possible for him to secure when he is obliged to offe 
conditional ily. , . 

demand for his commodity, to bring about a more satis{ 
rel: atic n than would otherwise be possib! e between the supply and 

or labor, and also to exercise an influence upon the supp! 
market. 

Trades-unionism, Mr. Chairman, believes with Ruskin wh 

and dissolute in moral habit—and he will then naturs ully covet t] 
which the other has saved. 

—— 

shall limit the law of supply and demand in its relation to wages 
Mill has made clear, and he rejoices at the influence of Coller: ive 

3argaining in bringing about ‘‘A commencement of that r 
participation of the laborers in the profits derived from r 

O 

They further enable him to gain the advantages 

vful basis of wealth is that a man who works should be paid { 
value of hi s wor k, and thatif he does not choose to sp and it to-day 

a ree leave to keep it and spend it to-morrow. 
we rk ng daily and laying by daily attains at Jast the possession of 
mulated sum of wealth to which he has absolute right. 

The idle person who will not work and the wasteful person who | 

‘Thus an industr 

LiL 5 

the end of the same time will be doubly poor—poor in ; 

And if he is then allowed to attack th: 
| rob him of his well-earned wealth, there i is no more any motive for 

these days of tremendous corporations, for one workman to bar- | 

gain alone with his powerful employer would to show a fond- 
ness for getting into industrial slavery. 

The wiser course is for him to combine with his fellows and for 
the group to bargain with the employer as in ancient times vil- 
lagers bargains a ‘with the represent: itive of a king seeking to gov- 
ern their territory: the peasants were wont to receive the vogt 
with flowers in one hand and arms in the other. and if he meant | 
fair ly, they gave him the flowers, and if did not, they fought. 

stification of the organized resistance now otivocaied is not 
Lille i by the remin .der that we have civil government ordained to 

stablish justice, * * * promote the general welfare, and 
secure the blessin vs of liberty.’’ No civil government can ade- 
quately protect the weak against the strong in every relation of 
life or in many relations of life. 

Civil government can do much, and with us it was intended to 
do a great deal more 

ting it to do: but even at the best many things important to the 
progre ss of the people, important to the protection of the lowly, 
important to the promotion of freedom, must be done without 
direct action of the state, though under cover of government. 
Besides, there is matter for reflection in this observation on the 
people of Florence in the decline of their once noble example of 
vigorous municipal life: “‘By too much trusting government 
they have ceased to trust to themselves.”’ 

l am aware, sir, that many persons of resp table ability and 
benev volent disp osition continue to believe in the unchecked law | 
of supply and demand as in the law of gravitation, and to believe 
th ‘t ‘gove rnment should as much conform to the one as to the : 
other: but my study of their arguments, while leaving me respect | 
tor their motive. drives me to dissent from their conclusions. 

\s Ricardo says, *‘In the natural advance of society the wages 
of labor will have a tendency to fall, as far as they are regulated 
by supply and demand;’’ and no argument seems needed to estab- 
lis 
‘ 

1 that concern for civilization requires earnest and intelligent | 
siellen to tendencies toward poverty among the masses—ten- 

dencies making from sweetness and light. ‘‘ When the top de- 
cays, as it always does in the lapse of time,”’ 
I 
It is the pl: 
high destinik 

nd not only must they be safeguarded for the sake of race 
p largest sense, but they must be given equitable par- 
ticipation in wealth as matter of stability of government and in- 
dustry. ‘The best security of the industrial fabric,’’ observes 
Le ‘ky, ist »bh 

€) 

£ 
Cc 

in people who are the eternal breeding-grounds of 
Ss 

rress in its 

y, which softens the lines of class demarcation and gives the 
at masses of the people a close and evident interest in the se- 
‘ity of property, the maintenance of con tracts, the credit and 

well-being of the State.’’ 
hus trades unionism—a world movement for betterment of the 

toilers—has set its face against the unchecked operation of that 
law of supply and demand whose normal effect is to drive down- 
ward the wages of labor. In the last analysis the labor union 
exists as a check upon that law, as an institution designed to bring 
int ) play a higher law—essential justice between employer and 
wor! leman, 

And that it really is for human welfare that the labosr union 

than its present administrators are permit- | 

James Lane Allen | 
reminds us, ** whence shall come regeneration if not from below? | 

found in the wide division and diffusion of prop- 

any re ward { 

r systems of rapine. . i 

; of national conscience in enforcing the law—that he sh Pr 
ju stiv carne d. 

3ut it also believes with him when he adds: 
k must always be, and captains of work mustalwaysbe; * * * 

g you to obser’ 

| governors of wor k and taking the profits of it. It does not foll 
you are a general of an army that you are to take all the treasu 

ins (if it fight for treasure or land); neither because you ar 
nation, that you are to consume all the profits of the nation’s wo: 

say the friends of the law of supply and demand. the 1 5 
place themselves outside the sympathy of Governme - 
standing these professions, for their war weapons for « 
their opinions of what is equitable in industry violate 1 
propert y and personal liberty which the State is bound | ; or- 

i > law to guard. 

I ce e considered this matter of constitutional law. Mr 
man, in @ memorandum recently submitted to the Hor 
mittee on the Judiciary in support of the so-called *‘ anti-inj 

I quote from that memorandum: 

in America since the Civil War no man can be obliged to work a : 
iforany other man. Seamen seem, by the Arago decision, to 

the thirteenth amendment to the Constitution, but other person 

A man who can not be obliged to work against his will for ar t 
liberty to quit working for that other whenever he pieases. The 
tracts may in ce rtain cases make him liable in damages, but equi 
compel specific performance calling for involuntary servitude. 

Anemployer finding his workman unwilling to serve on wh 
ploye r regards as reasonable terms is at liberty to dismiss him u 

, though dismissal may mean to the workman and his fam 
ruin; and two e mployers may act together to the end of obli ging 
men to accept a diminished wage as the condition of continued e 
and all the employers in an industry may by agreement cease en 
a pees pe rsuading workmen toaccept terms agreeable to suc! 

United States. They have never been questioned. 

Employers hav eno higher rights than theirworkmen. Theref 
man, finding his empl oyer unwilling to hire on what such workm 
=~ reasonable terms, is at liberty to quit unconditionally, though c 

to grant a desired increase as the condition of continued service; a 
workmen in an industry may by agreement cease working as a mt 
suading employers to accept terms agreeable to such workmen. 

ances idental to the right of free speech, an employer, believing 

may r piaed with another employe r to take the same view if th 
ployer be willing to listen; and all the employers in an industry 
- ‘ise of freedom of spee hand free dom of assembly, meet oc: 

pul ur ly and inform: ully or asa society in promotion of their w 
cmen, even to the point of becoming g a political party seek 

the Constitution of the United States. 

With equality before the law, it follows from the foregoing stat 
a workman, believing it to his interest to have wagesinan industry ! 
or increased, may plead with another workman to take the same vit 
other workman be willing to listen; and thatall the workmen inan 

in exercise of freedom of speech and freedom of assembly, mm: 
| sionally or regularly and inzormally or as a society in promotio! 
will as to wages, even to the point of becoming a political party ultima 

' changing the tundamental principles of the Federal Government. 

good c onduct, and all society is there upon d 
Therefore the first necess sity ‘ social! 

: that ther ‘e is a wide difference between being « 

They point to the strike, the boy 
s of pickets. 

I. 

II. 

IIl. 

ples of this statement are of common application thro 

IV. 

er may be ruinous; and two workmen may act t 
iging their employer to refrain from a threatened c ut 

V. 

to have wages of workmen in an industry reduced or n 

VI. 



Vil. 

who has not contracted so to docan be obliged to sell his property 
¢ ther man, nor to buy property of any other man, nor to continue 

operty to any other man, nor to continue buying property of any 

‘ il. = 

VII. 

rs who have wheat to sell may, in resistance of what they conceive 
¢ fair methods of a grain buyer. agree not to sell to him; and, on the 

rineiple, buyers who are dissatisfied with the goods or the opinions or 
tices of a seller may agree to refrain from trading with him. The 
the farmer is not limited by the possible ruin of the grain buyer, 
right of the buyerin the second case by the possible losses of the 

IX. 

which a man has a right to do he hasa right to announce to one or 
t ill the world that he contemplates doing. 

Thus the lockout, the blacklist, and the announcement of the 
conditions on which either may come into existence or be avoided 
are Within the primary constitutional rights of employers, as well 
as uasion to engage in lockout or to use the blacklist; and thus 
the corresponding strike, boycott, and announcement of the con- 
ditious on which either may come into existence or be avoided 
are within the primary constitutional rights of workmen, as well 
as picketing—all of these things, of course, subject to the duty 
resting on every member of society to refrain from violence ex- 
cept in self-defense. 
Regarding labor unions as essential in this age to the preserva- 

tion of political democracy and development of industrial democ- 
racy. Mr. Chairman, and believing them to be (except in occa- 

excesses, the consequence of misinformation, certain to 
disappéar in the flux of experience) strictly within the spirit and 
the ] r of our constitutions, both State and Federal, it can not 
be wondered, sir, that I view with much anxiety every weaken- 
ing of them, whether by their own mistakes or by the hostility 

‘ious or otherwise) of men or Government. 
Thus, sir, while I am disposed to wreathe the rod of criticism 

with roses, I can not in justice to my deep convictions refrain 
saying that in casting the weight of his great office—and 

juite needlessly—in favor of the ‘‘ open shop ’”’ in private employ- 

slona 

irom 

nent, the President has done a grave harm to human society—a 
iarm he should hasten to mitigate. 
If all American workmen were non-unionists, the masses would 

be Ss 

non-unionists to enable oppressors of the poor to impose in certain 
industries slavish conditions on workmen, pro tanto our national 

ould be intolerable; if none of them were non-unionists, Col- 
lective Bargaining would lift all toilers to higher levels in propor- 
tion as they perceived—and they are perceiving—with Lecky that 
“In the long run all who are engaged upon an industry must be 
supported out of its profits,’’ and that the working classes should 
‘abstain from seeking proximate benefits at the cost of ultimate 
lisaster. 
So, sir, an aim of the workers should be to make all toilers 

members of labor unions, and an aim of our nation should be to 
make the unions increasingly enlightened; and as an aim of the 
workers should be to make all toilers members of labor unions, 
they should exercise all peaceful means to discourage employers 

m promoting non-unionism and to bring non-union men to fee! 
that perseverence in non-unionism should and will operate to their 
disadvantage financially and socially. 

] 

Society opposes acts and tendencies of which it disapproves by 
pursuing the persons responsible forthem. Some offenders it de- 
prives of life, some of liberty, some of property, some of reputa- 
¢ tion, some of employment, some of common sympathy. In cer- 
tain fields it operates exclusively through its government: in 
others it operates exclusively outside of its government. In the 
matter Tam discussing, sir, workmen are but exercising a law 

al to human progress and underlying the government of 
every nation when they proceed upon this policy: That all who 
é jer unionism, whether hirers or the hired, should be peace- 
abl ‘iscriminated against by those whom they endanger. 

rhe ~ union shop ”’ is the end toward which workingmen should 
The ‘‘ open shop,”’ save where it may justly be regarded 

as an entering wedge for unionism, should be fought by persua- 
sion where persuasion is enough, by the strike and the boycott 
where persuasion isnotenough. Every inch gained by the ** open 
BNO} is that much lost to unionism. Every blow struck for the 
open shop”’ leaves a dent in unionism. 
_Mr. Chairman, the President’s strong indorsement of the “‘ open- 

8! policy imposed upon a host of miners by his Anthracite 
Coai Strike Commission is being used from sea to sea by the foes 
Ol labor unions in an ‘‘ open-shop”’ crusade against unionism. 
it nade him, whether he meant them weal or woe, the most 

ha il of Americans so far as labor unions are concerned. 
S of the numerous grave usurpations characterizing the pres- 
_\dministra‘ion—Cuba, the Philippines, Panama, pensions, 
the like—I shall not speak in detail, though they fill me with 
m. They should be made the subject of extended discussion 

i this House and thoughout the country. 
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ik ‘‘in shallows and in miseries;’’ if enough of them were | 

{ Congress to find fault with or to oppose the rey 

12% 

It is as Washington has said: 
It isimportant * that the habits of thinking in a free couniry should 

inspire caution in those intrusted with its administration t them- 
selves within their respective constitutional spheres, advoiding in the exer 
cise of the powers of one department to encroach upon another. The 
of encroachment tends to consolidate the powers of all the departments in 

»confin 

spirit 

one, and thus to create, whatever the form of government, a real despot- 
ism is 

if, in the opinion of the people, the distribution or modification of the con- 
stitutional powers be, in any particular, wrong, let it be corrected by an 
amendment in the way which the Constitution designates. But let t e be 
no change by usurpation, for though this in one instance y be the ins ument 

of good, it is the customary weapon by which free governments a lestroyed, 

Lhe precedent must always overbalance in permanent evil any partial or tran- 
sient benefit which the use can at any time yreld, 

Executive usurpation, in that it impairs the democratic quali- 
ties of the Republic, counts heavily against the masses, and I 
am convinced, by painstaking investigation, that Mr. Roosevelt 
has much more ignored the restraints of the Federal Constitution 
than did any of his predecessors in the Presidency, though, sir, I 
do not charge, for I do not believe, that in this respect or in any 
respect whatever he has been conscious of a purpose to imperil 
the liberties or to undermine the happiness of the nation over 
whose Government he presides. 
And though, sir, as a nation we are fallen into tolerance of 

Federal Government beyond the letter and in violation of the 
spirit of that safeguard of democracy, the Constitution of our 
country, I do not fear the tolerance will so long continue that 
the democratic character of America will be permanently im- 
paired. If I did, it must be because of distrust of our theory 
and form of government; and though conscious of that slowness 
of mu'titudes to perceive, to understand, to act with enlighten- 
ment, in some conditions, which is its inherent weakness, I have 
an unfaltering faith in democracy as an eternal current, here 
clearly sweeping forward, there doubling on itself, yet always— 
like the stream which after a thousand windings pours its flood 
into the sea—bearing humanity toward the ideal by a law im- 
pressed imperishably on the universe. 

Pest-Office Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 
OF 

GEORGE W. CROMER, 
INDIANA, 

HON. 
OF 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, Ma 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Union, and having under considerat the bill (H.R 21) ma Zz appr 
priations for the service of the Post-Office Depar for the fis rer 
ing June 30, 1905, and for other purposes 

Mr. CROMER said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE COMMITTEE: Itisnot my 

purpose to criticise the members of the Post-Office Committee, nor 

is it my purpose to condemn the Department and the Postmast 
General by charging them with fraud and corruption. On the 
other hand, I desire to compliment the members of the Post-Office 
Committee for the splendid bill and the excellent report which 
they have brought into this House. It shows much thought and 
study; itis more concise than any bill that has been presented to the 
House by the Committee on the Post-Office and Post-Roads since 
I have been a Member of Congress. I desire 
the distinguished chairman of this committee for 

y 

also to compliment 

his lucid pre 
sentation of the provisions of this bill in the able speech he made 
when it was called up for consideration, in which he displayed a 
broad knowledge of postal affairs, which emphasized the wisdom 
of the Speaker in selecting him as chairman of this great com- 
mittee. [Applause. ] 

I desire to compliment the Postmaster-General and his able as- 
sistants for the thorough and effective investigation which they 
have made of the Post-Office Department, resulting in bringing 
to justice and punishing those who were guilty of fraud and crime. 
This investigation was brought about, not by a popular clamor 
nor by the demands of the people, but by the Postmaster-General, 
in the interest of an honest administration of this great Depart- 
ment of our Government. He voluntarily made this investiga- 
tion as soon as he was convinced that fraud and corruption ex 
istedin the Department. Is he now to be condemned and doubted 
because, believing in honest government, he voluntarily exposed 
fraud and corruption? Is he to be doubted 1 his honesty? 
I congratulate him also upon the splendid busine ad- 
ministration he has given us of the affairs of this great Depart- 
ment of our Government. 

It has not been my disposition since I have been a Member of 
orts and actions of 

ecause Ol 

1 and slike 
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few exceptions, given credit to the Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. Will the gentleman tell y 
om and good judgment in the reports and in | the committee objects to letting the law remain as it is. and 

y have presented to the House for consideration. | they have reported this provision in the bill; and I would a 
when the Committee on the Post-Office and | the gentleman if this amendment as it now reads is not 

sen ted to this House a mea sure which provided | to the point of order? I would like to have the gentleman a 
pay of the rural letter carriers under a contract sys- | these three propositions, as I know he is competent to do s 

' s ‘a member of that committee, united with the ranking Mr. CROMER. Well, sir, the question that you hay 
member of that committee as then constituted [Mr. Swanson] | concerning the committee perhaps had better be dire 
in a minority report against this proposed change and opposed the | member of the committee. 
P rop ositic m upon the floor of the House That was the most dan- Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. I directed it to the disting 
‘ 3 period, in my judgment, in the life of rural free delive ry. | chairman reporting this bill, whom you have complim 
if this recommendation of the Post-Office Committee had pre- | highly, and hesaidit was nebulous, starry. Now, youare, 
vailed two years ago, rural free delivery, in my opinion, would | fair, and I want to agree with you. I believe Iam with 
have been paralyzed so long as that method of employment of | that peint, and I seek information from you. Can you g 
rural ¢ carrie rs prevailed. reasons why the committee wants to changethis law? I hay 

This danger was averted by such a nearly unanimous expres- | to get this information from other sources. 
deme of adverse opinion that a roll call was not even asked on the Mr. CROMER. Ican not give you a reason, nor the m 
proposition. Nevertheless the effort to subordinate the efficient | of this committee a reason why they desire to cut off th 
rural free-delivery service to the frequently inefficient and unsat- | of rural carriers to act as agents for daily newspapers. 
isfactory star-route contract service does not seem to have been | right is denied them the carriers in the district which I ha 
altogether abandoned. I can not entirely favor the bill as now | honor to represent will not be benefited much by this pro 
presented to this House in so far as it provides for the payment of | increase of salary. The carriers in my district easily m 
rural free-delivery carriers. I do not think that the committee | seventy-five to one hundred dollars each per year in del 
has been sufficiently generous in its provision for the rural car- | papers to their patrons. This provision of $120 increase 
riers. Seven hundred and twenty dollars a year is not sufficient | and denying them the right to act as agents for news; 
to reward them for their service and is not ample to enable them | bring little relief to the rural carriers in my district 
to defray the expenses of the business in which they are engaged Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Mr. Chairman, will 
and provide comforts and necessaries for their families. | tleman allow—— 

[ believe the suggestions that have been made by the National The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Indiar 
Letter Carriers’ Association, in providing a graded scale for the | the gentleman from Mississippi? 
salaries of rural letter carriers, is more just and equitable than| Mr. CROMER. Certainly. 
the provisions which have been proposed by the Post-Office Com- | Me WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Hasthe gentleman e\ 
mittee. The National Letter Carriers’ Association have sug- | into the question as to whether it would not be better to 
gested that their salaries be upon a graded scale—that for the | rural free-delivery carriers under the contract system? 
first year the carrier shall receive $600, for the second year $720, | ae CROMER. I think the Members of this House 
and for the third and succeeding years $850. This method of | that question two years ago. 
employment of carriers has been in existence so far as city deliv- Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Now, of course it 

oncerned since 1879, when for the first time the city car- | matter of such exceeding insignificance as to justify t! 
‘e classified and their salaries graded according to the ex- | upon the gentleman’s countenance when it is mention 

they had had. It is also in harmony with the | seems to me that it is absolutely ridiculous to be paying 
licy of our Departments in the promotion of clerks | salary to a man in the new and growing State of Washin 

ason of experience and faithfulness in office. It | may say, where the roads are new and hardly built, W 
the report of the Postmaster-General that the | scarcity of labor and increase in population causes larg 

rural letter carriers are not sufficient to retain | be paid and large remuneration to be expended for th 
en in the rvice. According to his report 2,879 rural let- | horse, as in some other parts of the Union where the old 

carriers resigned during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903. | tled conditions would enable people to do the same work 
Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. Out of how m any? | equal degree of profit and half the gross expenditure. 
Mr. CR MER. It was 19 per cent of the whole number of car-}| Mr. CROMER. Well, is the gentleman through ma 

riers employed. So far as resignations are concerned, in the city | speech? 
lelivery service less than 1 per cent of the carriers resigned in a Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Yes: I would not ! 
given fiscal year. The nost of these rural carriers, in presenting | the speech except that the gentleman, instead of az 
their resignations to the Postmaster-General, have set forth the | question, laughed at me. 

ict that it was eee for them to defray the expensesof| Mr. CROMER. Tam very much obliged to the ge 
busine ‘ss and to provide comforts and necessaries for their | taking up a portion of my time. 
sand homes upon the meager salary which the Govern-| Mr. ADAMSON. Mr. Chairman— 

pro’ vided for them. The Postmaster-General also gave us The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentle man from India 
formatio n, in a letter addressed to a Member of the House,| Mr. CROMER. Yes, sir 
uring the eight months that have passed in this fiscal year Mr. ADAMSON. Would it h Ip to retain existi 
ural carriers have either resigned or declined appointments. | and make also an increase of salary to $720? 

ne, gentlemen, that these men are sufficiently re-| Mr. CROMER. Yes, sir. 
‘or their services when so many of them voluntarily retire | Mr. ADAMSON. Then, let’s do tha 
» SEV ice and assign as the reason for doing so the insuf-| Mr. MANN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the gent! 

7 sal tion? 
1m also in favor of allowing the rural letter carriers to retain The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman yield? 

the right toactasagentsfornewspapers. This right the: committee; Mr. CROMER. Yes; I wéll yield. 
have denied them bythe provisions of this bill. Oneof the great-| Mr. MANN. What is the the: wry of cutting off the ri 
est incentives, one of the greatest reasons, why rural free delivery | carrier to act as agent for daily papers? 
was established was the fact that it would be the means of giving | Mr. CROMER. I must confess I do not now. 
to the farmers of the « ountry the daily papers, so that each day| Mr. MANN. Whose suggestion was this, d 
they could read what had transpired in the world during the | know? 
previous twenty-four hours. In noother way can the d aily pape rs| Mr.CROMER. Why, it is, I think, the suggesti 
be so promptly “ee so successfully distributed | be the farmers of | Bristow. 
this country as by these rural carriers acting agents. If you| Mr. MANN. That ought to commend it tot 
require these daily newspapers to be wrappe 2 in separate wrap-| Mr. CROMER. And then it was the sugg 
pers and ad Iresse : to the pe trons on the rural routes before they | Office Committee in repor ting this bill. 
reach the rural letter carriers’ desks, the carriers will have gone| Mr. MANN. The fact that it was the sug: 
on their journey for the day and the newspapers will not reach | Bristow ought to commend it to the House. 
the farmers until the following day. Whentheruralcarriersare| Mr. CROMER. Well, I have no criticism, g 

_— \itted to act as agents they receive these papers in bulk. | against General Bristow. 
They pay the posts age at the pound rate and the ne arry them out| Mr. MANN. Well, Iam very sureI have: 
to he patrons along the route, giving them their news fresh each to commend it to the House. 

day. | Mr. CROMER. I think he has been hon 
Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. Will the gentleman yield to me for | tion of post-office affairs. and I am so well satisfi 

a moment? | vestigation that he has made in the Post-Office Di 
Mr. CROMER. yield to the gentleman from Tennessee. I believe no fraud or corruption yet remains there to b 

( 
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him or not, 1 am not in favor of it at this time. At least | 
you can fix the official status of these rural letter carriers 

. iy them sufficient salaries, you ought to permit them to 
he right to act as agents for newspapers. 
CHARLES B. LANDIS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to 
gentleman a question. 
CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman yield? 
CROMER. Yes. 
CHARLES B. LANDIS. What do you think of the propo- 
that comes from the so-called *‘ letter-carriers’ association ”’ 
ng their compensation on a graded basis, giving them $600 

rst year, $720 the second year, and $850 the third year and 
ifter, with fifteen days’ leave of absence every year, and 

( | with that depriving them of the privilege of acting as | 
ag rinany capacity independent of the Government as carriers? 

CROMER. I had only a few moments ago explained that 
n favor of this graded scale, and in favor of enacting into 
suggestions that have come from the rural letter carriers 

lves, but they have not suggested that the $850 for the third 
ceeding years is a sufficient salary to justify Congress in 

cutting off their right to act as agents for newspapers. Can any- 
one tell me why they should be denied this right when the patrons 

1 free delivery are in favor of their having it? 
CHARLES B. LANDIS. I can answer the gentleman’s 

lt n. As far as the rural carriers in my own district are con- 
cerned, they have written me letter after letter, stating that it is 

timent almost unanimously that they be deprived of that 
n consideration of the increase of salary. There is not a 

carrier in my district who does not want to be deprived of it. 
Mr. CROMER. How much salary do they want? 
Mr. CHARLES B. LANDIS. They desire a graded scale of 

nd I do not think it is an exorbitant demand. 
Mr. CROMER. The carriers in the gentleman’s district may 

ng to have themselves denied the right of acting as agents, 
but in the district which I represent the carriers and people are 
unanimous in their opinion that the carriers should be permitted 
to retain the right to distribute these daily papers. 

MANN. That shows that in the district represented by 

M 

= 

Gx) 

1 
be 

the gentleman from Indiana they read the daily papers and in the 
district represented by the other gentleman from Indiana they 
are satisfied with weekly papers. [Laughter. } 

Mr. CROMER. | Yes. 
Mr. MANN. Now, will the gentleman allow me to ask him a 

question? 

Mr. CROMER. Yes. 
Mr. MANN. How much time during the day does the carrier 

of rural free delivery take for his duties? 
Mr. CROMER. About seven hours. 
Mr. MANN. I understand the provision in the bill is not lim- 

ited at all to his acting as agent for a daily paper, but prohibits 
the carrier from accepting service of any kind. 
Mr. CROMER. No, sir; the provision in the bill permits the 

car to act as the agent of the patrons of the route. The pro- 
Vision in this bill gives the carrier the right to be the agent of 
the patron to whom he delivers the mail, but the carriers insist 
on having the right to act as agents of the publishers of news- 
papers. I can not understand why the Post-Office Committee, or 
the Members of this House, should deny them this right when 

blishers desire it, when the farmers want it, and when the 
rural carriers are asking for it, and when the business men do 
nh ct to it, because the advertisements that are carried in 
the daily papers are promptly placed in the hands of the people. 
it was the purpose of rural free delivery in its establishment to 
circulate the daily newspapers. The people in the country do not 
co spond so much either about business or about social affairs, 

y all like to read the news, and they like to get their daily 
ers on the same day that they are published. 
Wul you, then, gentlemen, make it more difficult and cause de- 

] \r } ° . ‘ . 

1a) the delivery of these papers to the people? In many in- 
stances if you cut off the right of the carriers to act as agents 
the ly newspapers will not reach the patrons until the follow- 
ll 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Mr. Chairman, I would like 
to as ‘ the gentleman another question. 
Mr. CROMER. All right. 
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Is not the gentleman of the 

*pmion that if the carriers are allowed to carry newspapers they 
o to be compelled by law to carry all newspapers that are 

p ven them to carry? Is the service of the Government to be put 
2 ‘uch an attitude that the carrier shall determine what papers 
shal irculate in a given neighborhood? ; ; 

‘it. CROMER. My opinion is that the carriers will carry the 
Papers that the people want. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Ought there not to be a pro- | 
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a yple. [Applause.] But, whether this suggestion came | vision of law compelling them to carry any newspaper, so that it 

| for the other.”’ 
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will be an impartial service? 
Mr. CROMER. Well. Mr. Chairman, these are matters of de- 

tail that I have not studied out 
Mr. WILLIAMS of Mississippi. Is it a matter of detail or i 

it a matter of principle? Suppose we were publishing rival news- 
papers from which a rural free-delivery route started and re- 
turned, and suppose the gentleman from Indiana could afford to 
pay and did pay the rural free 

g 

delivery man upon the condition 
that he was not to carry my papers; would not he think that 
would be a bit unjust, and then would not the gentleman think, 
if we are going to that extent, that we ought to go further and 
by law provide that he should carry any paper that was offered 
him? 

Mr. CROMER. Well, there is some force in the suggestion 
made by the gentleman from Mississippi, but in our part of t 
country the carriers act as the agents of all papers and are ready 

mt a rate te and willing to deliver any paper that any patron of the r 
mands. I believe that is a matter which will regulate itself. | 
think the carriers will be reasonable upon that proposition and 
will deliver to the people the papers that the people read and want 
to read. 

Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. Does not my friend think that 
the carrier should be rather a receiver of subscriptions than an 
agent? I think I can see where the carrier could turn into a par- 
tisan agent for one paper and refuse to serve two or more. He 
can say: ‘‘I will be an agent for this paper, but I will not work 

Now. if he is made a receiver of subscriptions 
for all of the papers and carries all. then he serves everybody, 
serves them all alike, and will serve them well. 

Mr. CROMER. If that is the notion of the gentleman, he 

< 
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is in 
harmony with this bill. 

Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. No, Iam not. 

Mr. CROMER. Yes, youare. Ifthe carrier is only t ce 
the subscriptions that are tendered him by the patrons, he has a 

| right to do that under this bill. 
Mr. GAINES of Tennessee. I would pay him for tha I do 

not want these carriers bothered with these outside m s and 
not be paid for their trouble. I do not want a rura rrier to 
‘* strike a lick’’ for anybody unless he is paid for it, and paid 
well, too. 

Mr. CROMER. Iunderstand. But, Mr. Chairman, my tin 
is almost consumed. I desire to make some further suggestions 
concerning this bill. I think the time has come in the history of 
this service when the official status of substitute carriers should 
be established by law. 

The CHAIRMAN. The time of 
[Mr. CROMER] has expired. 

the gentleman from Indiana 

Mr. OVERSTREET. I yield my colleague five minutes more. 
Mr. CROMER. Mr. Chairman, the present method of appoint- 

ing substitute carriers is unsatisfactory. Under this method 
each and every carrier appoints a substitute. These substitute 
are not qualified by reason of experience for their duties, and 
they should be called upon to deliver mail one or two days they 
could not do it satisfactorily. And so the service is very much 
embarrassed and crippled thereby. I believe that this bill should 
provide for the appointment of substitutes from the eligible list 
as the carriers are appointed—one for every town out 
rural free delivery emanates—and if the1 
five carriers, then additional substitutes a 
case may demand. 

I am not one of those who are ready and willing to criticise 
Government employees because they have associated themselves 
together for mutual benefit. Some Members of Congr 
delight in criticising letter carriers and postal clerks because 
chance they are ambitious and desire to better their condition in 
life and are not satisfied with the salaries paid them by the Gov- 
ernment. I believe that when a man is satisfied with his condi- 
tion—has no desire to better it—he then ceases to grow and ceases 
to be ambitious. Because a man accepts employment from his 
Government is no reason why he should lose 
and cease to be a political unit in the Government. 

So that the criticism that is urged by Members of 

his political power 

M Cr i 

against these organizations of carriers and clerks for their ow 
protection and their mutual benefit is not, in my opin 

In the minds of members of this committee, the only reason 
why the salaries of rural carriers should not be increased is be- 
cause we are facing a large deficit with the ending of the fiscal 
year on June 30,1905. Isit just and right that we should begin 
to economize in a service that is conferring great comfort and 
great benefit upon the farmers of the country? Would it not 
be better to economize in some other department of the Govern- 
ment or in some other branch of this service for that matte 

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has again ex- 
pired. 
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Equal Rights to all American Citizens, Abroad and at Home, 
Regardless of Creed. 

SPEECH 
or 

MARTIN EMERICH. 
OF ILLINOIS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Monday, April 4, 1904. 

House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
z under consideration the bill (H. R. 13860) making appropri- 

HON. 

upport of the Military Academy for the fiscal year ending June | 
* other purposes 

Mr. EMERICH said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: From time immemorial the relations of this 

country with a great European power have been distinguished by 
mutual friendship. 

True, there has seldom or ever arisen the occasion either for 
difference or for the ostentatious display of such friendship. | 
Nevertheless, the amity existing between this nation and the Rus- | 
sian Empire is traditional. 

it is with no purpose to utter words tending to disturb this pro- | 
verbial friendship that I am impelled to make these remarks; but 
rather to establish our friendship upon a more firm, more just, 
and more enduring basis, and at the same time to scan the pres- 

| 

—_— 

she always keep within such bounds? Alas, the horrible a) 
volting details of the massacre at Kishinef are too fresh 

| minds to permit us to answer affirmatively. 
Had these villainous outrages occurred in Turkey or ip 

even less powerful country, the world would have been 
its denunciations and its demand for a guaranty of the « 
of such brutalities. But they happened in Russia, in th; 
with the great navy, with the powerful army, with the sy 
multitudes of people, steeped in ignoranceand under the ; « 
rulership of one man, who could call forth all this latent 

| to resent interference, and the nations of the worid, aw; 
| imposing exterior, had no word of protest to utter. 

| Is this the act of a friendly power? 

| her domains. 
ent character of our relations, to see whether the professions of | 
friendship for us which Russia makes are entirely consistent with 
her actions toward us, for when a power professes unalterable | 
affection for us, it is meet that we examine these professions, | 
and if we find that acts do not conform with words, then it is our 
unde} 
fore we give credence to word alone. It is in this spirit, then, 
hat I am impelled to support the resolution of the distinguished 

gentleman from New York [Mr. GOLDFOGLE] which declares it 
to ] i 

it, no matter what his creed, be accorded equal passport recogni- 
tion in Russia; and the desire that our dignity as a nation be vin- 
dicated; 
ple be relieved of undeserved odium and unmerited stigma, and 
that our international friendships be based upon firm and equita- 
ble grounds and be marked with mutuality of concession. 

This question has a far deeper significance than is apparent at 
first blush. America boldly pronounces that creedal differences 
have no weight in her national polity. 
try consists of all its elemental parts, and a good American, a 

able right to insist upon a similarity of act and word be- | 

the spirit of the people of this country that every citizen of | 

that a large, influential, and desirable class of our peo- | 

The genius of the coun- | 

faithful, liberty-loving citizen, is under no ban because of re- | 
ligious observance. 

What unheard-of humiliation is it, then, that our passport, our 
letter of credence of citizenship given to our citizens traveling 
abroad, must be met with contemptuous restrictions upon the 
part of a supposedly friendly power. 

Russia undertakes to limit our rights in this respect, while 
herself enjoying unlimited rights for her own subjects when they | 
are sojourning in our domain. Is this evidense of enthusiastic 
and unchangeable friendship for us? 
professions of esteem for us? Does this comport with our dignity 
as a nation when we permit so odious a distinction? 

We vaunt our might as a world power. Does our course in 
this instance bear out our boast? 

While I am speaking in no partisan sense, nor am I trying to 
procure mere partisan advantage, and while I am not trying to 

| pretation of American credentials? 
| ence to Russian ‘‘ friendship,’’ cease to proclaim that all n 

Does this corroborate her | 

Does Russia desire our friendship? Then let her ean 
her open her borders to the uninterrupted access of su: 
citizens as our Government is willing to vouch for. \ 
limits the use of our passports in any way she denies th; 
our Government to issue such passports to all citizen 
this consists an attempt upon her part to interpret the d 
issued by the United States. Is not this an unwarran} 

Does this comport 
esteem which Russia professes for us? 

Are we a nation of strong men, insisting upon our 1 
the equal exchange of international courtesies, or are y 
supine weaklings, grateful for every sop of concession c 
ously thrown to us by our so-called ‘* Russian friends? 

The reason, of course, for Russia’s policy in this resp 
fectly clear. Her action involves the Jewish questi 

Conscious as she is of the fact that her Jew 
jects are treated with less fotbearance than any class of ; 
any other land she knows that if uninterrupted access { 
minions were allowed free Americans of the Jewish fa 
they would, being naturally more deeply interested in th 
than those of other faiths, be so shocked by the indignit 
inhumanities practiced upon their Russian brethren 1 
account of them would horrify the world to a degree t 
Russia’s immense power—her embattled hosts—would no 
act as a deterrent to the enlightened nations of the world in 
ing upon at least hnman treatment for so considerable a1 
of fellow creatures, since the Jews in Russia num! 
6,000,000. 

But Russia is ourfriend. The Russian statesmen- 
pieces of the Russian Empire—are always loud in asse1 

| admiration for our people and our institutions. 
Russia wishes our moral encouragement, at least our neut 

| so that other nations shall not interfere with her policies a 
that, in time of national disturbances or famine, she may b 
tained and fed from the boundless resources and tee 
vests of vast and fertile America. 
Very good; but shall America tamely submit to Russian in‘ 

Shall America, out of 

created free and equal, that all American citizens sha 
equal rights, and that the United States shall insist th 
citizens be treated with equal deference by every nat 
which we are at peace and friendly, and instead dis; 
promulgate the doctrine that these things shall be s 
that Russia or any other nation does not object? 

There is no use of waiting for Russia to take the ini 
correcting thisabuse. As the distinguished gentleman 

| York [Mr. Harrison] said earlier in the session, in th 

cast odium upon the administration of our Department of State, | 
I can not refrain from suggesting that some of the vigor which 
we exert in our dealings with other nations, where mere matters 
of international economics or material questions are involved, ap- 
plied 

of the question. 
Russia is our friend because Russia recognizes the value of our 

friendship. 
Nations, like individuals, are largely selfish, and for selfish con- 

siderations alone, apart from any sentimental ones, our friend- 
ship is a most valuable asset to the Empire of the Czar, especially 
at the present juncture. 

is not the present, then, the time to take such action that our 
friendship, besides serving the political purposes of Russia, may 
be of some significance to ourselves? Is not the present, then, the 
time for Russia to demonstate that her friendship for us has some 
other significance than her apparant one of using us to prevent 
interference in her schemes of territorial aggrandizement? 

Sir, I have no purpose to criticise the internal administration of 
the Russian Empire. 
humanity demanded by present-day, enlightened civilization, that 
is her own affair and not that of the rest of the world. But does 

in this instance would probably go far toward the solution | 

a speech upon this subject, such a thing, contrary as it | 
sia’s internal policy, will never happen. 

tussia proclaims herself our friend, and now needs 
ship much more acutely than ever before in our history. 

Well, then, let us make it a condition precedent 
friendship that Russia treat us and all of our citi 
Let us insist that there be an element of mutuality i 
tions with each other. 

Sir, I believe that at the present time, if this cou 
ing through its representatives in Congress, were to 
fact firmly manifest to the Government of the Czar, t! 
the present conditions, his Government would, in its « 
need for the moral support growing out of our frendshi 
to our protest and grant our demand. , 

Such a policy, too, would inevitably, I think, redound t 
vantage of Russia itself, although her present practic« 
upon a different theory. 
However, with that I am not now concerned. My | 

sire is to see that there shall be no segregation of a1 
American citizens, for the purpose of denying it eq' 

_ and privileges with any other class, either in this count 

As long as she keeps within the bounds of | 

where where American credentials should entitle Am 
zens to fair treatment. 

Our right to interpret our own documents is fundan 
we should insist upon it. Not to doso is servile, cowa 
un-American. 



we have a mission in the world, it is to assert the equality of | 
v it is to exemplify the glorious precepts which brought us 
a eing as a nation, and any retrogression. any bartering with 

tional ideals from motives of policy, any attempt to pervert 
mius of America, or to lower the standard of Americanism 
echt with keen national danger and bodes ill for our future 

t there be no paltering, no trafficking with American ideals, 
n basing of nor differentiating between our citizens. Let us, 
in a word, carry forward unfalteringly and unflinchingly the 
principles bequeathed to us from our fathers, and let us insist that 
all the nations of the earth, republican or monarchical, free or 
despotic, weak or powerful, shall, while at peace with us and pro- 

r friendship for us, respect every American citizen who de- 
serves well of his country and whom his country vouches for, no 
D r his standing, no matter his race, no matter his creed. 

Post-Office Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 

HON. JAMES H. DAVIDSON, 
OF WISCONSIN, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, March 24, 1904. 

House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Ur ind having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13521) making appro- 
priations for the service of the Post-Office Department for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1905, and for other purposes— 

Mr. DAVIDSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: In the limited time at my command I can not 

discuss the merits of this proposition as fully as 1 would like to 
do. The subject of rural free-delivery service is one of com- 
manding interest and importance—interest, because it is a com- 
paratively new proposition, and important because of the very 
ereat benefit it confers on a most worthy class of people. 
Postmaster-General Wanamaker in 1892 first recommended the 

est blishment of this service. In the three or four years follow- 
ing small appropriations were made, but not expended, and the 
system was never given a thorough trial until under President 
McKinley’s first Administration, when a number of routes were 
established and a thorough test made. Since then each annual 
report submitted by the head of the Post-Office Department has 
made special reference to this service, to its development, and to 
the benefits accruing to the people through its establishment. 
Postmaster-General Gary, in his first ‘annual report, in speak- 

ing of rural free delivery, used the following language: 
ld be difficult to point toany like expenditure of public money which 

has 1 I generously appreciated by the people or which has conferred 
nefits in proportion to the amount expended. In every instance 

iuction of the service has resulted in an increase in the amount of 
er handled. There is no doubt of the desire, wherever the system 
tried, that it should be made permanent. 

tmaster-General Smith, in referring to this service, said: 
e benefits accruing from the extension of postal facilities to the rural 

cor nities may be summarized as follows: 
eased postal receipts, making many of the new deliveries almost 

107Te ¢ 

im- 
™m y self-supporting. In Great Britain, where an extension of rural free 
delivery on a broader scale has been in progress since 1897, the number of ad- 
di etters mailed because of additional facilities afforded isestimated at 
50.000.000 for the present year. 

Enhancementof the value of farm lands reached by this service and better 
btained for farm products through more direct communication with 

markets and prompter information of their state. 
roved means of travel, some hundreds of miles of country roads, espe- 

the Western States, having been graded specifically in order to ob- 
ta ral free delivery. 

Higher educational influences, broader ooinen of the means of public 
e,and closer daily contact withthe great world of activity extended 

ui omes of heretofore isolated rural communities. 

a In 1900 the Postmaster-General spoke of rural free delivery as 
i] WS: 

xtraordinary extension of rural free delivery during the past two 
yeal iS pr oved to be the most salient, significant, and far-reaching feature 
ty tal levelopment in recent times. 

‘ x . + * * ° 
: delivery in rural communities has been regarded as too costly and 
! nsome to be admissible. On these grounds the movement encountered 
great opposition when first proposed, and even when Congress authorized 
tl eriment there was ineeicennts in trying it. It took time and e xperi- 
e velop and enforce the more just view, first, that the great body o 
pe ho live outside cities and towns are entitled to share in advan 
n lities even if the cost exceeds the returns; and second, that the bar- 
ri¢ inbalanced expense | is not as formidable as was apprehended 

» «© 

rn all ies results dint indicated by the experiment as thus far 
ral free delivery is plainly here to stay. 

1901 the Postmaster-General, in speaking of the service, said: 
It policy of rural free delivery is no longer a subject of serious dis] 

mistakably vindicated itself by its fruits, 
ute. 
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In 1902 he said: 
Rural-delivery service has beco 

the experimental stage, and undoubte 
the appropriation for this servi 
reached where it is thickly enongh 

* 

mean established fact. Itis no longer 
ily Congress 

» until all the 
settled to 1 

Five years of experiment in this service, ¢ 
ence under permanent organization contro 
tions res other branches of th 
i » claims heretofore advanced i 

and its adoption as a permanent 
have been sustained. 

In 1800 President McKinley in his message t 
speaking of the postal service, used language as fol! 

Its most striking new development is the extension rur 
ery. * This service ameliorates the isolk 
good roads, and quickens and extends the 
mation. 

Experience thus far has tended t 
so expensive as to forbid its a 

Its actual application has sh« 1 th 
accompanied by reduction in oth er brat 
mented revenues and accomplished say 
net cost. 

In his first message to Congress President Roosevelt said: 
Among recent postal advances the success of rural free « 

established has been so marked and actual e> 
so plain that the demand for its extension is gen l 
that the great agricultural population should share it 
this service 

Again, in his last annual message, the 
Therural free-delivery servic 

of the Congress is asked to the 

postal servic 
n advoca 

del ivery featur f postal admin 

Congress, In 
ws: 

ition Of farn i ma to 

nati lL general dissem 

ay the apprehension that it would be 
ption ake i “cde 
ncreases postal re I 
ches of the service, so that 
ings 

or n 

erially re 

very whereve 
cperience has 1 t ‘ i 

Pri 
» has been steadily ex 

question of the c 
rks engaged in the postal service 

freo-delivery routes. Moreroutes have been i 
last than in any like p woods in the Department’ 
to economy must bs kept in the estab! sw routes, { 
extension of the rural fr ery system must ntinued for reasons 
of sound public policy gov ntal movement of recent years has 
resulted in greater immediate benefi t f itry district 

Rural free delivery, taken in « the t 
trolley, accomplishes much tow: 
making it brighter and more 
just such facilt i ] 

s young men and wome 
liness and lack of mental « inh al 

able for the cities to grow : x pe of the country; and rura 
delivery is not only a good thing in it tself, but is good becau 
causes which check this unwholesome tendency toward the urbaz 
tration of our population at the expense of the country dist ts. 

These indorsements demonstrate beyond the possibility of qu 
tion that under Republican rule this service, fraught with so mu: oh 
good to the people of the rural communities, has been nurtured 
and cared for until it has become one of our manent 
tions, against which no political party will ever dare raise a voice. 

This service under the present Administration is being rapidly 

sid nt Says: 

tended. The attentior 
mmpensation of the lett 

especia is on ihonew rural 
led he Ist of Ju 

“Whilea due reg 
n mind 

168 aS these ven mi i I 4 

farms to the cities, for they reb« 

mpanionship. Iti 

1 
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ict 

restles 
lone 

ut the 

pe institu 

extended. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1908, 8,339 
routes were inspected and 6,653 established. 
The total number of routes in operation at that time was 15 

and on March 1, 1904, the total nnmber had increased to 22 
During the six months ending June 30. 1903, 309,428,128 pie: 

of mail were delivered and 48,954,390 pieces of mail collected 1 
rural carriers. The value of stamps canceled on mail collected 
by rural carriers during that time amounted to $949,084.37, and 
the pay of the carriers aggregated $4,518,185. 

During the last year 2,879 carriers in the rural mail sery é 
reason that it 

the salary paid by the Governmer 
signed, 
continue 

many of them for the 
in the service at 

This brings us directly to the question, *‘ Shall the salary of 1 
mail carriers be increased?’’ Under the present the highes 
salary is $600 per year. The committee recommends an increa 
to S720 per year, 

The committee. however, couples ¥ is proposed increas 
of salary the condition that the conce retofore allowed 
carriers, except that of doing errs itrons, shall be pro 
hibited. While agreeing to incre ry at the rate of $ 
per month, they propose to forbid the carriers in anythi 
by acting as agents or distributors for publ rs or other s 
ness concerns. 

Il am not fully advised as to the earnings of carriers thr 
these concessions. I believe, however, that the practice 
jurious and that the privilege is subject to great yuust 
salary of the carrier is paid by the General Government 
service should be rendered in the interest of the general ] 
Any provision, therefore, which permits him t 
cial representative of some particular industry : her 
his position for the advancement of the interests of one as against 
others engaged in the same business is not right. Cases e 
been cited where carriers would only s t 
some one particular newspaper, thereby giving that per 
nopoly of his service. Others have acted as the agents of out 
concerns and solicited orders to be filled by 
in business in the city or town from wh 
which is in a measure entitled to the patronage th 

The exception, that of per ng cat nds 
request of and for the patrons, is enti1 prope! Very en 
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a farmer busily engaged in seeding or in harvesting, and having 
a number of men in his employ, finds that some piece of machin- 
ery needs replacing or some small article must be purchased in 
order to carry on the work in which he is engaged. It is much 
more convenient and less expensive for him to pay the carrier for 
bringing this article than to send a man with a horse or team to 
town for it, and this service can be rendered without interfering 
with the other and regular duties of the carrier. 

These 
sonable compensation for their services. We have been urged to 
favor the plan of classification and a gradual increase of salary. 
I do not believe the time has come when such a plan should be 
inaugurated. Whilethis service has attained a wondrous growth 
in a brief space of time, yet it is still in itsinfancy. It is still 
largely experimental. Those who are at the head of the Depart- 
ment and charged with the responsibility of carrying out this 
work will find through experience that many changes are neces- 
sary for the benefit of the service. The carriers, therefore, in my 
judgment, can well afford to wait a more propitious season for 
the perfection of their plan. 

I had the honor to introduce at this session a bill fixing the sal- 
ary of carriers at $750 per year. This is as low an amount as a 
carrier ought to be asked to accept. 

enabled carriers to increase their earnings. Under these circum- 

least $890 per year. 
Let me call your attention to some figures compiled from re- 

ports made by carriers with whom I am acquainted and whose 
statements I know are correct. I hold in my hand a statement 
which shows the annual expenditure of three carriers. 

$245.50. 
and the third 

repairs, and other necessary articles of expense, 
the same purpose the second carrier paid $229.20, 
carrier, $185.40. 
$220.03. 

This does not include the original investment or the deteriora- 
tion of the same. 
this service for less than about $400. 
at $125 each, making $250; 
ness, at $20; robes, blankets, whips, etc., easily $30. 

He must have two horses, 

practically renew the outfit at the end of each four years. 

per day, for the support of himself and family. 
lously small amount for the service rendered. 

upon his horse. 

ness. 

day. 

vacation with pay. 

most of them are given thirty days annually. 

subject to exposure. as are these carriers. 

but which, I think, may well be considered by the Department. 
In his annual report the Postmaster-General says that— 

salary shall serve 100 families. 

give the service to at least 100 families. 
hard and fast regulation of this kind ought to be enforced. 

ular case. 
conditions as he finds them upon a personal investigation. 

whom the report of the agent is referred. 

the service can be operated successfully. 

carriers, however. are entitled to receive a fair and rea- | 

Even then I did not have in | 
mind the cutting off of any concessions which heretofore have | 

stances I am not certain but what the salary ought to be made at | 

The first one paid out in one year for horse feed, horseshoeing, | 
For | 

The average annual expenditure of each was 

In my State a carrier can not equip himself for 

a wagon, at $65; a sleigh, at $35; har- 

Actual experience has demonstrated that this outfit deteriorates 
at least 25 per cent each year and that the carrier is obliged to 

In- 
cluding, therefore, this deterioration, it appears that the average 
annual expenditure of the carrier is $320.03, which, deducted from 
his salary of $600 per year, leaves him but $280, or about 90 cents 

This is a ridicu- 

The carrier, to successfully perform his duty, must live in the 
city or village and near the post-office from whence his route 
starts, otherwise the additional travel each day is too great astrain 

He is required to reach the post-office early in 
order to sort the mail, and after returning from his route he cer- 
tainly has no time to give to any other revenue-producing busi- 

Any person who rides over the average country roads each 
day of the year, Sundays excepted, a distance of 25 miles certainly 
ought not to be required to perform any other work during that | 

In addition, these carriers should be given at least fifteen days’ 
I know of no other class of employees of the 

Government who do not enjoy this vacation with pay, and the 
Certainly the rural | 

carrier is as much entitled to a vacation as the city carrier or the 
employee in the Departments, who is not exposed to storms or 

By way of friendly criticism, I want to offer one or two sug- | 
gestions which may not properly be incorporated in legislation, 

In the establishment of rural free delivery it is required that the roads be 
in good condition, with no unbridged streams not fordable at all seasons of 
the year, and that each route upon which the carrier receives the maximum 

I assume that this regulation is based upon the proposition that 
a route, to justify the expenditure necessary to maintain it, should 

I do not believe that any 

I believe the agent sent out to make the inspection ought to 
have authority to determine what should be done in each partic- 

Let him exercise his judgment and be governed by 
He |! 

is in a better position to determine whether the establishment of | 
a proposed route is warranted than is the department officer to 

He can judge from the 
generai condition of things whether the locality is one in which | 

In certain localities there may reside a class of people who are ‘ sition for a livelihood. 
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| naturally extensive patrons of the mail, and if given this serv; 
| this patronage would largely increase. In other localities +) 
| may be those who do not take the same interest in this ser 
| and do not patronize the mails as liberally, and therefore », 
| much benefit would be derived from its establishment there » 
the other locality. Let me illustrate by a case of which | }; 
personal knowledge. A petition was presented from one se 
of the district which I have the honor to represent. Upon i: 
tigation it was found that but 92 families would be patrons o: 
route, if established as petitioned for. Adverse action, ther, , 
was necessary. Yet from my knowledge of the people of t 
locality I am certain those 92 families would have received 4», 
dispatched more pieces of mail annually than would 150 fan, 
in some other localities. 

| Inthat particular case a reexamination was made and the ; 
| was finally established, after making additions so that oy: 
| families would be served. If, however, it had not been p 
to make those additions 92 families would have been deprived of 
the service because of an ironclad regulation of the Post 
Department, regardless of the fact that they are very lilx 
trons of the mail. 

This leads me to another criticism, and that is that under ; 
ent regulations the petition must be signed by at least 10) yey 
sons. Howare these petitions gotten up? They are not prepared 
by the postmaster or by the member of Congress or any one else 
whose duty is to serve all the people. Some enterprising farmer, 
having learned that this service could be had if petitioned for. 

| writes to the Department and secures a blank. The cir 
| instructions accompanying it directs him how to map out 
| He knows he must get at least 100 signers and the route must 
be over 25 miles in length. 

| Having had no experience in this service and no definite 
edge as to other routes, he can not be expected to so imap this 
route as to give the service to all the people of that localit, 
does the best he can, but in so doing he does not forget to do just 
what you and I would do if in his place—so map the route that it 
will not only serve himself but *‘ his uncles, and his cousins, an 
his aunts.’ 

Finally an agent comes to inspect it. Being a stranger in the 
locality, he knows nothing of the territory and may not know of 
other rural routes starting from other points which extend s 
what into this territory. Under his instructions, he must rep 

— 

3 

i- 

on the route as petitioned for, or, if changes are made, he must 
make a detailed explanation of the reasons for such chang 
gether with a map showing the route as petitioned for and as 
changed by him. Now, what doeshe do? Hedoes just what you 
or I would do—goes over the route as mapped, inspects the roads 
and bridges, counts the houses, and if the conditions meet 
the requirements, he favorably recommends the petition. 

Later it is discovered that perhaps a dozen families have been 
left in a pocket between thisroute and another. They can not be 
served by either, and there is not territory enough for an addi- 
tional route. Then ourtroubles begin. Weare expected to over- 
come the difficulties. We are asked by some to get the r 
tablished at once, by others to get it changed, and by still others 

| to get a route for them; and then, if we dare so much as to pr 
sent any suggestions to the Department upon the subject. 5.1 

| mugwump newspaper will charge us with having unduly in- 
| fluenced some offieial. 
| I believe it would be much better if the people who desir 
service could file their request with the postmaster, he to com- 
municate with the Department, and it in turn to send an agent 
with full authority to study the locality, find out what other 
routes, if any, touch that territory, and then map out as many 
routes as may be necessary to serve all the people of that s ction. 

This system would give the service to all the people of : 
locality and not to a favored few who may have been instru 
in getting up the petition, and not only deprive others equally “e- 
serving, but leave them where the service can not reaci them 
from any direction. 

I understand, of course, that the more thickly settled localities 
may properly be first served, but those localities are no iy 
well provided for, and I sincerely hope that the Depa: 
with the large appropriation which this Congress will make, will 
be able to readjust and perfect single routes and, as far as ))0> 
sible, work to the completion of the service by counties. _ 

| The county service does not mean the establishment 0! y 
_new routes. It simply provides for a readjustment of the | t 
routes and the addition of such new routes as may be neces-aly 
to give all the people the benefit of the service. 

One other criticism, and that is in reference to subst tutes. 
Under the present regulations each carrier is compelled to ! 
his own substitute. In some instances a carrier may hav: 

witd 

member of his family who can occupy that position, but in mony 

cases some other person must be selected. He does not W 
He can not depend upon that po- 

He must seek other employment, 
when he may be called upon. 

al 



secured it, he may not be at liberty to perform the service 
rrier, especially in case of sudden emergency. 
1e city delivery service the substitute receives a fixed com- 
on and in addition is assured a position whenever a vacancy 
Eve n this assurance is not given to the substitute of the 

urrier. In those localities where several routes are in oper- 
t would seem as if one substitute might properly be selected 

3 | of the routes, with the assurance thé at with the first vacancy 
uld be promoted to the position of carrier. This or some 
plan must be adopted or serious difficulty will be found in 
ng necessary su bstitutes. 

: only words of highest commendation for the officials of 
irtment for the manner in which this service has been de- 
nd extended. Splendid work has been done in this new 

\d under the official having it now in charge splendid prog- 
being made. The criticisms I have offered have been 
ed solely for the benefit of the service and only in the most 
‘spirit. I want this service extended and perfected until 
people of the rural sections enjoy its benefit. 
Chairman, just a word in closing, as I know my time is lim- 
‘oming from the State in which the Postmaster-General 
residence, I want to say here that I hope this debate may 
ded long enough to enable those Members who, a few 

xo, under the heat of passion, saw fit to unjustly criticise 
language toward him that no gentleman ought to 

rd another, to rise in their places and acknowledge that 
el criticism of him and his Fourth Assistant was not 

nted by the facts. Henry C. Payne never intention: 
the feelings or stained the honor of anyman. He never 
a trust nor toa friend proved untrue. I know that he 

not gratuitously insult any Member of this House. There 
1 Member here who does not know that there is not a door 
office in any department of this Government which swin 
and as easily to the Members of this House as the do 

fice of the Postmaster-General. [Applause on the Repub- 

to use 

\r 

le. ] 
at +] > 

is not a man in official life who ever greets the Members 
House more courteously and kindly than does the Pi 

--General. 
been my pleasure and honor to know him for a number 

In the State where he resides he is known as one of the 
liable and successful business men of that State. 
rhim to be a ye of character, of integrity, of honesty. 
at executive ability has been fully demonstr: Yr Tt 

; manner in which he has discharged the duties 
Wi hout noise or excitement he came here and pro- 

ls with which to conduct an investigation of his own 
nt. Without 
»>made. He bore in silence 

would not 
tep taken or cont 

fear or favor he directs d that investiga 
the sibes | of those who con 

publish from the house tops each 
mplated by those making the inves- 

‘ause he 

1 
ne pre y0fs were 

ntof Justice. Th 
public knowledge. 
an instant during 

compick te he turned the 
»indictme 

7 
nts am 

that whole trying period did the 
_f r-General waver in his purpose. Regardless of | 

ical condition he remained at his post of duty through 
I season of last year, until the work undertaken was 
ly completed. 
was an unpleasant duty will readily be conceded. Tha 

w unpleasant, it was performed conscientiously and 
ie firm determination to convict the guilty, there can br 

( iinded citizen admits it, and tl 
it in t manner put it beyond questi 
WI ‘-General as follows: 

WHITE Howse, 
Washington, February 2 

POSTMASTER-GENERAL: While all the work of the Post-Offi 
Department of Justice in connection with the postal 

r, there is already to the credit of the Departments 
‘to your credit, s an amount of substantive acl e- 
Ss opportunity to congratulate you personally upon it. It 

e to expect that corruption will not occasionally ocecurin any gov- 
he vital point is the energy, the fearl and the efficiency 

wh 

*SSNess, 
h corruption is cut out and the corruptionists punished. 

ess of the prosecutions in this case as compared with previous ex 
sin prosecuting Government officials who have been guilty of ma 
or mi isfeasance is as noteworthy as it gratify and must bea 

ney and honesty 
hav 

ncourag rement to all men who bel 
What has been accomplished by you, by those who 

n your Department, and by the Department of J 

eve in dec 

‘edit of our whole people andita signal trium ph for the cause of 
* government. If corruption goes unpun hed in popu lar govern- 

then government by the people will ult timat: oly fai hey are the 
is of the people who make it evident that vin ver in public office, 

nnection with public office, sin against the fundamental laws of civic 
lw being will be puni hed with unsps g vigor 

sincerely yours, 
THEODORE ROOSEVEI 

H. C. PAYNE, 
Post) naster-General, 
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Knowing his kindly natur 
in everything, it was with extreme s | d 
floor expressions used t } 

I therefore make this st } 

the man, and I resent the insinuatior n eit 
this House which were made against |] 
publican side. | 

The report which caused so n lise nis! t 
committee for investigation, 
ulate as to ‘the pu e for w 

The reference in that report Men ! 
discreditable when understood, al 
to have one’s na l 

ler indictment for criminal 
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1ts Origin O 

Heitl her of these did I do nyt ng that I have not do1 
cases and will continue to as lon s I remain here. 
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ditional clerk hire. I referred request to the Departn 
it 01 ieedas port upon the ** transit ’’ mail d i 
showed that the postmaster was led 
year, and the increase was mad 

The report itself exonerates 1 | u t t 
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under tl le Tr enlations. 
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This shows that the lease had expired r was d 
ing an Increase OF 1 é i 

h oth recommended as 1 
} liing ~ojlahle and +} ; } natr . 

ding avaliavl and tha rie l i I en 

iect most seriously to any removal 

l called at the Department in D 
execution of a lease upo ns 
spector. 

[ was advised that a lease would be mad ‘ 
1900. and was requested to present ti 

Ww rhile at ] 
7 

nome a juring the holidays and 

This explains the memorand: é 
nted the prop SI n t 

ind insisted that the 
tT if the premises shx uld ] 

Tpon my return here a 

to the Department and a wal ! 
would be ‘made as recomm 
from January 1, 1900. 
What I did in these cases 

uents and for their benefit. 1 
interests, and I hope I may never so 
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A custom which because of its age now practically has the | bas prevailed from the beginning, and until a better system has been dey; 
force of law requires members of Congress to intercede in the | it will probably continue to be employed. ; 5 
, i : ie ‘ Jut of this connection of Representatives with matters in the Post-o; 
various Departments in behalf of their constituents. | Department Cuns poe eee in their districts grows all the deta 

There is nothing wrong or objectionable in this custom. We | the complaints and charges, countercharges, etc., which came out 

come here as the representatives of our people. They know us. | Feperts So Congress Sy te Sep eeaaae 

It is reasonable to expect that they have some confidence in us, | WOULD NOT AROUSE ORDINARILY. 
or we would not be here. From their acquaintance they feel at Ina time of ordinary discharge of Congressional duty the publicati 
sreater liberty write ti : ‘ 9 a stranger j . anart. | Such facts would not have provoked the slightest comment or interest 
greater liberty to write to us than to a stranger in some Depart- | in the face of the general post-office investigation, which was conduct 
I lent. : . . : . many months, being followed by absolute proof of wrongdoing on t} 

They present in a personal interview or in a letter the circum- | of certain Department officials and outsiders, such as contractors, to b1 
stances in connection with the matter in which they are inter- | forward a departmental report connecting the names of members of 
sted. leaving it for us aid them as we may be abl gress with the matter, even if there is absolutely no proof, as the fact 1 
ested, leaving it for us to aid them as we may be able. is ina vast majority of cases mentioned in the report, of any wrong: 

Since I have had the honor to represent 200,000 of the popula- | those mentioned, is well calculated to provoke comment, and sub 
10) oft Tice sin awa a sidere : -¢ , . cent men to unjust criticism. tion of Wisconsin, I have considered it not only a duty, Dut & | "Ss would seem tint ie eatat heaee bebe easy for the Committee « 

pleasure, to render service to any one of that constituency, re- | Offices of the House of Representatives to have taken from the Depa 
gardless of his political belief. report which was sent in just what was required to show what had 
~ During my service here I have filed hundreds of requests in | done and to have omitted mention of every nameof a Senator or Repr 

= > Je ° : ; _: +, | tives who had done nothing more than indorse the recommendation 
writing int he various Departments and have made repeated Visits | masters or carry out the wishes of citizens of a given community in 1 
In person in the interests of my constituents. I have given atten- to post-office matters in their districts. 

tion to over 2,000 claims of old soldiers and their widows for pen- | 

i | hay . tituents interested in matters before the The general post-office investigation showed what was claimed by t 
Indian Office, the General Land Office, the Agricultural Depart- | vestigators, headed by General Bristow, to be wrongdoing on the par‘ 
ment, and, in fact, all the Executive Departments. Their inter- | former chief of the division of salaries and allowances in the Depart 
ists have received my best attention George W. Beavers. Beavers is now under indictment for those 

es 1AVE I vou y Vesta 1LL00. wrongful acts. In making his report on all matters connected with { 
In the Post-Office Department I have not only presented the | vestigation, General Bristow, on three pages of his report, referr 

requests of postmasters for additional clerk hire, but have en- — eo ek ee nee et esate eee f 
S ts, si i Ro ae re rh igeaesak Sa ww wara | Deen unduly raised, or buildings had been rented from members of ( 

deay vas d to see that they were allowed such sums as they were | which, stated broadly and without any explanatory details, wo 
entitled to. violation of the statute. No names were mentioned in the report, | 

[f I believed a particular location was best suited for a post- offices were designated, and it was easy to see what Members of ( 
"ya Se ge See were implicated if any wrong had been done. ; 

office, I have not hesitated to so recommend. : When the report came outa Democratic Representative from 
In fact, the Department itself expects us to do this. Every Mr. HAY] arose one day and called attention to this reflection 

10 i 
} 
J 

FIRST REPORT SHOWED BEAVERS’S ACT. 

. . . - . 2 = 

fourth-class post-office established is so established only after we | >e's,and introduced a resolution calling for a full investigation of su 
have made a recommendation in the case. No post-office is dis- | S24 demanding that the Flouge call on Heneral Bristow Zor all the fa 
( 

! 

1aVe : ; 3 | nected with such cases. That was the beginning of the whole trou 
‘continued until our judgment regarding such proposed action has nown around Congress that Mr. HAy was personally unfriendly t 
een requested, and upon the blank forms furnished by the De- | Democratic Member from Virginia [Mr. SwANson] who had long 

ee Ce ee ee ee ae eal si Mla - tet 4 , | the Committee on Post-Offices of the House, and it is asserted that H.4 
partment for petitions for rural mail rout s t 1ere is contained a | lieved if the facts could be brought out they would disclose that $ 
printed statement to the effect that this petition must be referred | and other Members of the former Post-Oftice Committee had made i 

to a Senator-or Member of Congress for his recommendation be- Ss or had been too zealous in looking after the want 
. . . ; constituents. 

fore action will be taken thereon. ; The truth is there is evidence enough in the supplemental Brist 
Believing that it is my duty to serve the people whose commis- | to warrant some of the suspicions entertained by Mr. Hay, alt! 

sion I hold, I intend to continue in the future the same course | | Published facts do not point to any illegal acts by any Members. 0) 
have rsued in the past. block type headlines in “‘ saffronized ”’ | this grows the publication of the mass of details, which is accepted : 
1ave pursued in the past, DLOCK type leadiines in “ salironize ing upon Members of Congress whose names are mentioned in the 1 
newspapers to the contrary notwithstanding. a hi : cs lted f BRING IN WHOLE BUDGET. 

‘ ni {er ar = 17Y) 1g ‘ s¢ ( FAST > © As a matter of fac t this ** tempest in a te apot ’’ resulted from an Now comes the question as to how the report from the Depart: 
extravagant use of display type in newspapers which seek only handled by the committee. It wasa delicate matter. The Depart 

vuhe sensational. Almost without exception the correspondents | furnished the names of Members of Congress who had filed lett 
) a leo ate Wen: Te x Ex WO} > a6 ined , | mendations touching post-office matters. 

of the legitimate - wspapers looked be yond the he adlines of the It would seem that The committee should have either suppressed 
report, and presented to their readers a fair and honest review of | departmental report, and merely brought in a resolution laying t! 
the case. — yn on the eer mm and =yine that the investigation of the sub, 

rm Sas es sal Sant « nei ‘ ila e- ia show any wrongdoing on the part of any Members; or, another cou lo this no one could object,and such presentation did no harm | have bean to sift out the names of those for whom departmental 1 
to any Member of this House. | had been exceeded in an improper manner by Beavers. Inst 

an illustration of this class of journalism, and because it | cither of these wage te Saw a Le the whole b id; 
? hen . oe > aaa sine ineteaies 2 ee | mation, recommended that the Hay resolution be tabled, and acc: 
fairly represents the custom to which I have referred, I shall | this with a statement that the manttor was unworthy of further cor 
submit as part of my remarks a portion of an article written by | because the committee believed that no wrong could be imputed to 

Mr. A. J. Dodge, of this city, to the Milwaukee Sentinel, and pub- | bers whose names were mentioned in the Department report. | 
lished in that paper on March 14. 1904: This would have been all right had it not been for the disclosur 
a 5% ik ~s re sacleenigerte 9 general post-office investigation. That investigation showed that 
Asa result of the hysteria which has prevailed around Congress since the | been committed and frauds page rated. Members who are show 

publication of the report, and the excited complaints directed against the supplemental report to have done nothing wrong resented the idea 

Department and the committee which opened up the whole subject, it is diffi | their names paraded in a report headed “Charges concerning M: 
cult for the average newspaper reader to sift out from the mass of stuff a | Congress.” There is warrant for this resentment on the part D 
clear idea of just what has happened and just who is to blameif blameshould | cent members, in view of the treatment which the supplemental 1 
rest upon anybody. There is a disposition in some quarters to censure the | ceived at the hands of careless, and in some instances malicious, 1 
whole system, and to charge that the Members of Congress are open to blame | Writers. In some quarters the whole report was treated by new 
for participation in such matters as recommendations to the Department re- | “an exposé of Members of Congress,” and in others as “evidenc: 
lating to post-office locations, rentals, clerk hire, fuel and light, and matters gressional grafting,’ etc. This was not only unfair to members, 
of the kind. It is well, therefore, to get a clear idea of just what the system unwarranted. 
m ane yaet sos been done, and just what the report which caused ail tie | NINETY-FIVE PER CENT SHOULD NOT BE PUBLISHED. 
roubie has shown. Aa a. 3 
Since the foundation of the Government there has been a close connection | Now, it 18 easy to show from an analysis of the supplemental re} 

between Senators and Representativesand the Executive Departments. On | What is disclosed by it, and just what a closeand unbiased investis 
account of the peculiar nature ot the business of the Post-Office Department | the whole subject will demonstrate. And this can be done without a 
and its close relation to the businessinterests of the people inevery townand | ing to shield anybody who appears even on the face of the findi 
hamlet in the country, it has always been the custom for the Department to | technically guilty of participation in wrongdoing by indicted d 
rely upon Senators and Representatives for recommendations touching such officials. And it may be said that such unbiased analysis of the re} 
matters. An illustration of this situation may be afforded by a statement of | Show that % per cent of it should not have been made public at al 
the fact that the Post-Office Department has a series of blank printed forms, | Planations can probably be made of the few cases in which it ap} 
relating to such matters as the establishment of postal routes, locations of | overzeal was at fault on the part of a few members, say in [lin i 

post-oftices, the establishment or discontinuance of post-offices, the appcint- | #1n18, and in the cases where it appeared that certain members ha 
ment or removal of postmasters, all made for the sole purpose of communi- | buildings for post-offices. ___ ‘ c 
cating with the Senators and Representatives and securing from them their In the Illinois and Virginia cases, in which figure the names 
indorsements or recommendations of what should be done. members of the Post-Office Committee, it would appear that on the 

mendations, based no doubt upon requests from their local postma 
ASK REPRESENTATIVE FOR INFORMATION. regulations of the Department respecting the amount of clerk him 

eo 305 4 : sne Sree =o arraada > Reavers 

If a post-office is to us entabintes in a ereen comanwetty: 8 post oMice papgee Pi gery mca cord a yetoe, wx Bey oF posers eee / 
location is to be changed, or a post-office discontinued—in all of these cases | »o<tm sion x recommented actior n the c 
there may be filed in the Department petitions from the residents of the en ress ddhaek, dainmanelaien aaa es the Meus! rs, 
community to be affected, but the Department does not act W ithout sending | number, from Connecticut and Kansas, showing that the Department 
& request to the Representative from the district for his recommendation or | to cancel leases after the owners of the buildings had been elect 
advice in the premises. This procedure is based upon the assumption that gress, and had permitted the leases to be transferred to others. 
the Member of Congress is the one man in Washington, or probably in the | , 
country. who would be familiar with all the facts of the situation. His | NO REASON FOR NAMING BADGERS. 
opinion is, therefore, regarded by the Department as valuable. : But in the Wisconsin cases, for example, it is difficult to see upo! 

He acts upon the advice of his constituents, and his recommendations are | hypothesis the names of the Members of the Wisconsin delegation © 
almost invariably followed by the Department. There may be better ways cluded in the report. An analysis of the tables in the Department | 
of getting at the precise situation in a given case; but this is the system that ' show these facts: In the letters of Postmaster-General Payne and G 



Br vy, accompanying the report, it is explained that additional clerk hire 
ic ted postmasters in places where separation of mails for star routes is 
re | he amount of pay is based upon the number of pieces of mail | 

} d 
in the Wisconsin list appears forty-five post-offices in the State where 

st paration mail pay was granted. In forty-three of these cases, recom- 
i by the different members from the State, no excess of pay was | 
i by Beavers above what the departmental regulations warranted. 

Hi there was no reason whatever for incorporating the names of Repre- 
as es BABCOCK, COOPER, EscH, JENKINS, DAVIDSON, and Brown in 
this table, nor the names of former Representatives STEWART and DAHLE. 
Tr tables of changesin payment of separation mail clerk hire are in- 
cl One shows the former rate; one shows the present rate, the de- 

! ree-delivery routes, which causes a cessation of the separation mail 

MENTION ONLY ONE CASE OF EXCESS. 

Only one case of excess pay is mentioned, that at Cedarburg. This was 
! on the recommendation of Mr. Barney, then a member from the 
S nd in whose district Cedarburg was located. The postmaster asked | 

1 ase jeavers granted an increase, which was $110 in excess of the 
itions, but upon the report made by the postmaster cight months | 
pay was reduced, and that ended the matter. 
: Wisconsin increase was at Evansville. It was recommended by 

A. W. Machen, then superintendent of the free-delivery system, presumably 
upo! iestof the postmaster, who was probably corresponding with Mr. 
M upon other matters and sunerblonel his need of additional clerk hire. 
In t ‘ase the Department admits inability to show that any excess was 
pa ve departmental regulations, but includes the case because there is 
( taboutit. Yet, in the face of these facts, shown on the record of the 
de} mental report itself, the names of all the Wisconsin members and 
for members quoted above, are included in the list. 

SMALL BASIS FOR ACTION. 

was absolutely no reason for so doing, except the mere fact that on 
th of the salary and allowance division were found letters from these 
me! ‘s either indorsing requests from postmasters for increased clerk | 
hir letters making formal recommendations for such increases. If any | 
wrol as done even in the two cases mentioned, it was the fault of the De- | 
par t in exceeding its own regulations, not the fault of the members who 
( t have known what the regulations required should be paid in a given 
cas 

SAME WAY AS TO RENTALS. 

I ly the same explanation would cover the cases of increases in rent- 
als for buildings in twelve cities and townsin Wisconsin. All the correspond- 
é ach case shows that the Members who interested themselves in 
thes tters did so at the request of the postmaster or citizens of the com- 
mur swheretheposto-ffices werelocated. In all thecasespost-officeinspect- 
( detailed to investigate the facts, and the increases were made by 

opartment upon the showing made in respect to the needs of the respec- 

“WHITE HOUSE IS CREDITED.” 

Ar re should be noted an interesting fact, explanatory of the system 
prevails in the Department. One case is shown in the record where 

Lit e in separation mail clerk hire pay was made by the Department 
I | to the **White House.” That is easily explained. Doubtless the 

t rin the town of Stratford, Conn., wrote to the Pre:ident of the 
tates about the matter, and the letter was forwarded to the Depart- 

I 1a request that it be looked into. The interesting feature of the 
mat that while no excess is charged to have been made in this clerk- 
hir nt, the report expresses doubt whether or not an excess was 
r cranted. And one case was recommended by General Bristow him- 

f post-office in his home State of Kansas. 
I ars that the postmaster wrote Mr. Bristow, claiming increased 

] Bristow sent the letter to the Salary and Allowance Division with 
at t that the case be considered, and Bristow added that ‘he would be 
gla the postmaster could be given the allowance requested by him.’ The 
chit » Salary and Allowance Division wrote Mr. Bristow that “it has 

i sd, in view of your wishes, and the figures submitted by the post 
master, to increase the allowance for clerk hire at Erie, Kans., from $120 to 
$18u." Itis now shown by the Departmental report that this increase was 
in excess of the Departmental regulations by $190. 

COMMITTEE REPORT RAISES TROUBLE. 

Out of this kind of information furnished by the Department report, 
l | upon Congress and upon the country by the post-office committee, 

W undigested and unexplained, and with the simple statement that no 
wr .d been done, and recommending that the whole matter be laid upon 
the table, the furore was raised. It is not surprising, in view of the facts, 

Members of Congress whose names were included in the report, al- 
th not even the slightest evidence of wrong-doing could be imputed to 

ould be incensed. 
er illustration will show how it is that even up to the present day 

ou ficulties are experienced by Representatives and the postmasters in 
th erent States. Itis true that too much is expected of Members in the 

of errand-running in the various Departments here. It would seem 
1many cases the Department might arrange to transact its business 

wit it the intercession of Members of Congress. 
A case inpoint might be given, Within ten day saprominent Northwestern 

Member received a letter from the postmaster in his district saying that on 
account of the large amount of mail separation at his office he should have | 
some allowance for additional clerk hire. The Member took the letter and 

t to the salary and allowance division of the Post-Office Department. 
th © was called up and examined by the successor to Beavers. 

Yes,” said the official, *‘ the postmaster at that place is entitled upon the 
r is to $140 additional clerk hire for mail separation.” 

CONGRESSMEN HAVE TO “RUN ERRANDS.” 

n I would like to ask,” said the Member, “ why it is that the post- 
nu has not been allowed this clerk hire without my being obliged to call 
to see about it? Why is it that your system does not work automatically to 
BI what is necessary without anybody being obliged to call to see 

the official could not answer the question. He was doing things according to the established routine of the office. 
fact is, possibly, that the difficulty arises from too many different bu- 
id divisions having charge of intricate problems, which might, per- 

Ss, better be managed under one head. Thesalary and allowance division 
‘Sunder the first assistant, whereas the star-route system is under the second 
= t Whether there is anything in this point or not, it would seem that 
tor nb oe might be done to decrease the draft upon legislators in the mat- 
- running to the departments, or writing letters on behalf of regular 

‘3 in the postal or other Government service. 

HON. 
being due to the abandonment of star routes and the introduction of 

| 

| 

The House being ir 
Union, and having u 
priations for tl 
June 30, 1905, and for other pur] 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: 

the Russian Go 
»of the religious f 

every law-abidir 
| ernment shall, r 
have freedom in traveling and sojourn 
such provisions in any tre: 

ist 

cres at Kishenef. 
called forth the righteous indignation 
We stood aghast at the 
tury such deeds of barbarity con 

We marveled that in this age 
ilization men, women, and children were still a 
agely butchered for no reason other than that 
in a faith differing from that professed by their 
shuddered at the very thought that 
were yet kept aflame in distant lands. From 
Union, and from the hearts and tongues 
every nationality and creed, and in that spirit 
is the pride of our nation, came e ; 
would soon dawn when the persecution of 
the land where oppression still reigned woul 

Nor need one, to ask favorable consideration o 
resolution embodies, call to mind the fact that 
in Russia the Jew has been, and un 
of a severe proscriptive policy, subjecting him t 
Upon him heavy and unequal burdens, not im 
jects, have been laid by the Russian Government 
the finger of scorn has been directed in the mul 
ive laws and edicts of the Empire, the effect « 
and kept alive the bitterness of the bigot and t 

religious hatred. 

Russia’s Abuse of American Passports. 

the sup} 

the ground of their 
United States is | 
such diplomatic negotiati 

‘nt with tl 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. 
does not deal with the proscriptive 
regard to any of her subjects. Ind 

| to discuss the harsh and intolerant treatment « 
| in the land of his birth, 
except in an incidental way, upon the cruel ar 
to which the Jew has unfortunately | 

We still recall with feelings of 

r at Y 
sr at home <« 

itt f ¢ 

e or creed, 

by respect 
ms to be set« 

¢ citizen pr 
ardless 
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American cit 

OF 

HENRY M. 
NEW YORK, 

Monday, April 4, 1904 

he Wh 

The badge of citizenship should confer the right 
American, in times of peace, to travel anyw! 

Let us uphold the dignity 
rogatives to which every man owin 

| equally entitled, whethe 

ere on God 

GOLDFOG 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

sideration the bill (H.R 

when traveling « 
be made by the ex« 

+ 

y our citizens, t 
ernment of 

ious belief 
fully re 

the hono? 

and its authori 
ith or denominati 

vided with 
vhat may b 

n 

between the 
j spirit and inten 

1 

‘or I shall 

DO 
pul 
-d, itis not 

ful outra 
l our 

reports, a1 

xpressio 

Availing myself of the latitud 
general debate, I rise for the purpose of calling 
Congress, as well as of the people of the Unit 
lution introduced by me in the House of Representat 

4th day of January last, which I send to the Cle 
to have read. 

The Clerk read as follows: 
, That it is the sens 

form treatment and protect 
regardless of rac 
every earnest effort should 
Government to secure from the Imperial 
formity of treatment and prote r 
ring of the passports held b 
crimination made by the 

ally } 
+. + } 

ISS1IA DEeTWwee 

aiT I 1 

t a 
tas} + 

ana l 

vf Ar 

i ti rho 
not } 

I ST t i 

ae 

l is 

You will observe, sir, tha 
] 

i t 

“ft hd ‘oft? ; 
athe! elry 

a ect 

accounts, as they reached us on this side of t} 
yrutalities, the sham 

They awakene 

1 be commit 

the fires 

ortunately 
! 

I 

Denied the equal protection of the] 
under oppressive exactions, his property became 
rapacity. 

Intolerant laws and decrees specially applying 1 
ignorant and the zealot to regard him frequet 
whose person might be assailed with impuni 
might be ruthlessly invaded. 

It was my privilege in April, 1902, in this 

’ 
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suse of the American passport was under dis- | 
m more fully than I have done to-day to 

tched condition to which the greater number 
ussia were subjected—a condition, I am sure, de- 
fair-minded American. Yet, grievous as that | 

it has not been able to secure from the Russian Government uniforn 
| ment for all American travelers in Russia without regard to their r: 
| belief or place of birth. 

Think of that, gentlemen! An official warning from the DP, 
ment of State to an American citizen, warning—mark you. y 

_ | ing—hi at this cot y Ci ot guar: i s treat - still may be, however deplorable the harsh, | 128 him that this country can not guarantee him the trea 
n may be. these are matters beyond our power | °F protection to which his passport should entitle him when | nh may 5 -8e are atters Deyo ower | : : . : : ° ° : 7 

' I | eling in foreign lands. A diplomatic caution, forsooth, { 

+ 

| > 
\ 

; 

ist that this Government of the United States, 
| American citizen that if he be of Jewish faith, the passpor: 

broad as at home, shall demand of Russia that | 
ssport held by a law-abiding citizen shall be hon- 
ted irrespective of the religious faith or creed of 

ognition is owing to America as a matter of treaty 
[It is due as a matter of reciprocal obligation, as a 
norable international comity, and this country should 
in demanding from Russia that she abrogate those 

ns which serve to deny to American citizens of Jewish 
qual treatment with all others of the citizens of this land. 
832 a treaty was concluded between the United States and | . : 

are luded 1 the { 1 States and | Dow enjoy among the nations of the earth. 
my] re of 

ed the right 
1 Russia as fully and completely as we afforded the right 
lested travel and sojourn toa Russian subject in our ter- 
That treaty is the only one concluded between these two 
treating on the subject of travel or sojourn of the-citizens 
untry and the subjects of the other, and from that treaty 

Russia, and under that treaty there was guaran- 

t asticle of that treaty provides as follows: 

e between the territories of the high contracting parties a re- 
ty of commerce and navigation. The inhabitants of their re- 

3 shall mutually have liberty to enter the ports, places, and 
erritories of 

y shall be at liberty to sojourn and reside in all parts whatsoever 
rritories in order to attend to their affairs, and they shall enjoy to 
t the same security and protection as nativesof the country wherein 

y reside on condition of their submitting to the laws and ordinances there 

Such is the language of the treaty, so far as it affects the right 

its right and duty to extend protection to its | blazoned with the seal of our Government may be but wo. 
paper, to be insultingly ignored by Russian authority. 
Gentlemen of the House,in the name of American manh 

the name of American honor, I ask how long shall we su; 
continue to tolerate a condition inducing the State Departn 

| “* warn’ 

| long ago. 

to our citizens to have unmolested travel and so- | 

> a citizen of the Republic that we are powerless 
to guarantee uniformity of treatment to all our citizens without 1 
religious belief or place of birth. 

Mr. Chairman, the circular speaks of efforts made to r 
the grievance. Why, sir, those efforts were made in a wa) 

They were made before we became a world 
They were made before we obtained the great prestige wl 

To-day our { 
courted by all the civilized countries on the face of the ¢! 

It is high time, then, that instead of holding ont waz 
| peaceful citizens proceeding abroad and sending out 
worded cautions, such as the circular contains, we took 
active, sincere steps to uphold the dignity of American cit 

| and safeguard the prerogatives to which every man owing 
ance to the Stars and Stripes is equally entitled, whether 
or abroad. [Applause. ] 
Were it asked in virtue of what right the class of citiz 

| discriminated against look to this Congress and to the |] 

each party, wherever foreign commerce is per- | 

of the Republic for such action as the resolution offer 
contemplates, I would answer in the words of that disti: 

| jurist and statesman the late William M. Evarts, who, w 
| retary of State, in 1881, said in his letter to Mr. Foster, 
| minister at St. Petersburg: 

ling,and particularly to the regulations in force concerning commerce. | In your presentation of the facts you should be careful to im 
| ask treaty treatment for our aggrieved citizens, not because th 

of enjoyment to travel or sojourn in the territories of the several | 
contracting nations, and my distinguished and able colleague | 
from New York [Mr. Harrison], when speaking to this resolu- 
tion on the 8d day of February last, was right when he said that 
those who represented us in Russia when this treaty was made 
littl lerstood the conditions that obtained in that land at that 
time respecting the Jewish people, and that at that time there 
were none, understanding those conditions, to safeguard the rights 
of American citizens of the Jewish faith. 

It is indeed awful to contemplate that Russia, despite her pro- 
testation of friendship for our country, and her repeated, yet as 
often broken, promises made in years long past to extend better 
treatment, wickedly continues in her outrageous course of dis- 
crimination against a people she proscribes, and turns her back 
contemptuously on the American passport they may present at 
her doors, for no reason other than that they are loyal to the faith 
‘their fathers, true to their consciences, and faithful to their 

{ Applause. ] 
Some of the Members of this House may not be aware of the 

true conditions concerning which we so grievously complain. 
the relent! 
treats with disdain the American passport when presented at her 

uu 

Wh 
upplies. 

ther the citizen be native or naturalized the restriction equally 

; born, he can not have his passport viséed. 
u may ask whether there are not exceptions to this rule. If 
older of the passport be a banker or head of some commer- 

traveling exclusively on commercial business and sat- 
isf ian consul of that fact, he may have the passport 
conditionally viséed, allowing him in such case to enter certain 
limits of Russia and for only a limited time. If he be not in that 
category, then in rare and exceptional cases he may sometimes be 
accorded a mere permit to enter restricted territory for a very 
brief period. The rule is to exclude Jews, and the American pass- 
port finds, when carried by one of our citizens of that faith, no 
honor, no virtue, no respect in the eyes of the Russian Govern- 
ment, 

Wh 
aD] 
‘ 

} 

ye 

t says this Government to our citizens on the subject when 
1 to? 

State Department, and in the name of American manhood 
and American honor ask you how long are we to tolerate a treat- 
nent which dishonors our passports and humiliates our citizens? 
Let me read: 

The | of Russia also exclude from Russian territory, except by special 
ll people of the Jewish faith, and while this Government has 

me to secure a relaxation of this restriction, it 
ose who are in the category to which they refer 

lee 

‘ 

r some 

- the citizen he; > i Lars 3915 There | : ian? . * . ’ : 
If the citizen be a Jew, it matters not to Russia where | Republic of Switzerland maintained an unfriendly attitu 

I will read to you from a printed circular issued by | 
E | ment before them. 

Tn | 
‘ss pursuitof her proscriptive policy Russia abuses and | 

s or to her consuls by an American citizen of Jewish faith. | new to this House, nor, indeed, is it new to the exec 

| the law. 

but because they are Americans. 

[Loud applause. | 
In that spirit let the Government of the United St 

| Under our beneficent Constitution and the broad and en! 
policy of the Republic all citizens of this land stand equa 

In the conferring of civil and political rig! 
tion no man’s religion, and in the exercise of his cit 
afford him that liberty and freedom which are the proud 
our country. We reserve to him, and to him alone, the r 
worship in whatsoever faith he will and at whatsoever 
may choose. [Applause.] Intensely appreciative of this 
religious liberty, which constitutes the chief corner st 
Republic, and deeply mindful that the denial of the sac1 
of one citizen should be the concern of all, I would, sir, \ 
other class of American citizens discriminated against 
foreign power, rise in my place as a representative of th 
in defense of their rights, and, esteeming it a solemn duty 
as a proud privilege, I would as earnestly demand prot 
their privileges and as vigorously utter my indignant 
against the injustice as I am to-day protesting against th: 
ive and bigoted conduct of Russia toward a class of our 
because of their creed. [Applause. | 

Sir, the subject to which the resolution relates is not al 

. it 
haan 
izt 

partment of the Government. As far back as in the fi 

Jews and attempted to exclude American citizens of tl 
from her borders. Read, gentlemen, the interesting corr 

| ence on the subject conveyed to Congress in a message of P 
Buchanan in 1860 to Congress, and you will find that 
days there was an outspoken diplomacy in a firm insistenc 
abrogation of the unjust restrictions, although our coun! 
then comparatively young. Writing to Secretary Cass, « 
ister at Berne, Thomas 8. Fay, said: 

Should I be honored with instructions, I shall earnestly undert 
| consider a just cause, as every oppression exercised against that 

civilization and to the dignity of the United States and other fr 
ments. 

Now, let me read again from a letter of our Minister ! 
the High Federal Council, laying the contention of our ‘ 

I would commend this especially to t 
sal of all those who would hesitate in this hour to dema 
Russia alter her course toward our citizens. He says: 

Our effort in favor of the Israelites has in it nothing disrespe 
arises from the natural and aoe desire of the American Govern 
its citizens should be received abroad without insult and should b 
in Switzerland upon the same footing as in other countries and as | 
are received in the United States, unless some good reason can be } 
the contrary. 

contrary to the spirit and letter of the Holy Scriptures as to the pr 
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| procity, by the same considerations, in sh 

| doing or of no violation of the commercial 

And farther on: 
We have been moved to enter into such internati 

to our treaty with Russia) by the considerations o 
} t. Ww 

ynal con 

the 
¢ 

from the time of the noble declarations of 
those of the ukase of 1860. 

We have looked to the spirit rather than to the lett 
and believe they should be interpreted in the broa 
a source of unfeigned regret to us when a gover 
allied by so many historical ties as to that of 
its dealings with us to take advantage of tech: 
letter and not the reciprocal motiv 
tification of the expulsion from its territor 
resorting thither under the good faith of tye 2 

de of t) 

| herence to the faith of their fathers. 

is controversy also arose out of our claim that the Swiss 
treaty provided for reciprocal obligations to permit unmolested | 
travel and sojourn to the citizens of each country in the territory 
of » other. 

was then claimed, just as it is at this day often suggested, 
even by our present Secretary of State in his communication to 
the Fifty-seventh Congress, to which I shall hereafter allude, 
that Russia treats the American Jew no differently than she 
treats the Jews of other nations. Mr. Chairman, that is no an- 
swer to the proposition nor a reason why efforts to secure uni- 
formity of treatment should be in any degree relaxed. It is our | 
a to look to the welfare and protection of our own citizens, 
however weak or negligent or indifferent or powerless for any 
reason any other government may be to protect any class of its 
own citizens or subjects. But Ishall dwell on that branch of the 
case lateron. Just now I would use the words of Mr. Minister | 
Fay. when writing his famous letter to the President of the High 
Federal Council at Berne, he said: 

The law of the United States confers upen its citizens equality without 
di ion of religious profession, and by the Constitution Congress is pro- 
h | from making laws respecting the establishment of religion. Ameri- 
ca izens have a right to require of their Government equal protection in 
for countries. Their Government has a right to promise that protec- 
ti [he name Israelites and Christians do not appear in the treaty and are 
eq y unknown to the Constitution and the laws of the United States. 

Happily the Swiss controversyended. The firmness of theFrench 
rul 
the Swiss removed their restrictions against the French Jew in 

‘erland had its effect. The restrictions were eventually and SA 

effectually removed. 
But Russia continues on her course with a bigotry and religious 

hatred that shames the civilization of the age; with a narrowness 
0 rit that stains the pages of her history; with a soulless dis- 
r of human brotherhood and a bitterness against an un- 

ng people unparalleled in the history of the present nations 
: earth she continues on her course and bids defiance to 

\ nd tells you that your passport is, whenever she chooses to 
disregard it, a meaningless and impotent instrument in the hands 

f our citizens when they approach her gates. For, sir, in the 
last analysis of the problem, this is the essence of it all. 
Were you to ask for details, I should refer you not only to the 

Department circular I have read, but to the cases to which I 
called the attention of Congress in my remarks, as they appear 
in the Recorp of April 30, 1902. I shall not repeat them now. 
My time is limited. I must hastenon. Nor shall I weary your 
patience or trespass on your indulgence at this time. The cases 
are legion. The State Department will admit that the letter of 
Secretary Hay to this House in response to my resolution of in- 
quiry concedes Russia’s attitude and her abuse of our passport. 
Nor does it matter to Russia what his standing may be. Rich 
or poor, high or low, merchant or mechanic, doctor, minister, 
or layman—whatever or whoever he be, he is rigorously ex- 

7 
cluded 

Oh yes; there are exceptions. If the holder of the passport 

r in the threat to expel from Paris the Swiss residents unless | : . 
| these stipulations shou 

happens to be a banker or head of a commercial house traveling | 
on commercial business exclusively, he may, in exceptional cases, 
obtain a visé of his passport conditionally, and then only for a 
limited time to be used in limited territory. In some other cases, 
too, oc 

holder of the passport may, after the consul has cabled to his Gov- 
ernment at the applicant’s expense, as is sometimes the case, ob- 
tain a permit for a limited and brief stay in Russia within 
restricted territory and under severe penalties to depart promptly 
on the expiration of the permit. 

[wo years ago I called at the Russian embassy to secure, if pos- 
sible. the visé of a passport of a highly respectable American 
w in, who, knowing of the restrictions, asked me to intercede. 
it was her desire, in a spirit of filial love, to visit her dying parent 
resiiing in Russia. My request was politely yet firmly declined, 
the ambassador basing the refusal on the fact that our citizen | 
was * Jewess, but advised an application to some Russian consul, 
Who. he said, would investigate the circumstances, cable, if neces- 

. to Russia, at the applicant’s expense, and then, probably, 
t aspecial permit. Still more aggravated cases may be cited, 

vhere citizens, native born of non-Russian parentage were also 
cenied a visé of their passports because of their creed. 

| began by saying that Russia was violating her treaty obliga- 
n,1f not in its letter, at leastinits spirit. On that subject that 

‘ent authority on international law, the late James G. Blaine, 
Writing to our minister at St. Petersburg, said: 

‘need hardly enlarge on the point that the Government of the United 
‘oncludes its treaties with foreign powers for the equal protection of 

sof American citizens. It can make absolutely no discrimination 
n them, whatever be their religion or creed. So that they abide by 

‘wsat home and abroad, it must give them due protection and expect 
tection from them. Any unfriendly or discriminatory act against 

by any foreign power with which we are at peace would call for our 
‘est remonstrance, whether a treaty existed or not. 

l 

sary 

‘ rr 

VW 
in 

l } 
vil 

ti 
) 

ai 

‘asionally, when the Russian consul sees fit to grant it. the | 

| religious grounds. 

And further on Mr. Blaine continued: 
He conceives that the intention of the United States in negot 

concluding the treaty of December 18, 1832, and the distinct 
reciprocal engagements then entered into with the Go 
gave usa moral ground to expect careful attent 
rational interpretation in the broadest and m: 
would deeply regret, in view of the gratifying friend! 
the two countries which he is so desirous to maintain 
national sentiment fails tocontrol the present or 
limitation of the construction possible to the tre tic 
two countries is likely to be adhered to; that is, after a frank 
the views of the two Governments in the m amicable spit 
most earnest desire to reach a mutually agreea conclusion 
ulations between the United States and Rus re found 
termine questions of nationality and tolerance of in 
to American citizens in Russia the treatment which 
United States, it is due to the good relations of t 

d be made sufficient in th regar 

This construction of the treaty is logical and rational, and I shall 
ask to append part of the correspondence, in which it is more fully 
stated, to my remarks in the REcorRD. 

If Russia will continue to resort to cunning evasion of tl 
} 

ver 

Lee KK ym to our 
"+ ’ st mp 

issue, 
atv stir aty stly 

st 

se 

1a 

treaty—if professing friendship for America on the one hand, she 
persists in dishonoring her passports on the other—then let 
Government give her to understand in a way that can not be mi 
understood that America will no longer tolerate the commission 
of her gross injustice to a great body of our citizens. Let us ne- 
gotiate, if need be, fora treaty in plain, unmistakable terms, grant 
ing to our countrymen uniformity of treatment without regard 
to race, religious faith, or creed. 

In asking this I by no means concede that Russia has any legal 
or moral right to discriminate between our citizen ‘ial or 

Yet, if we can not obtain the much-desired 
uniformity otherwise, the President ought not delay opening ne- 
gotiations to secure a supplemental treaty under which no possible 

S- 

r) tILL- 

8 on ra 

contention could arise when our passport, held by an American 
citizen, lawfully disposed, is presented at the Russian gate. 

This will follow the doctrine of Americanism that teaches the 
equality of the citizen without regard to creed, the equality of the 
citizen without regard to his religious belief. No Government 
on the face of the earth holding with us diplomatic or com- 
mercial relations should have it in its powers to so discriminate 
between our citizens as to be able to say: 

We shall honor your 
ever we find that the holder 

Mr. SHEPPARD. 
Mr. G4 IL DF‘ \GLE. 

whenever we see f 
ssesa re] 

assport it. and d 

of it prof 

May I ask the gentleman a question: 
Certainly. 

Mr. SHEPPARD. What steps have been taken by the present 
Administration to correct this outrage? 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Iknow of none. In 1902I offered a reso- 
lution in this House calling upon the Secretary of State toinform 
this House whether American citizens holding our passports are 
barred or excluded from entering Russia and whet 
had made discrimination between our citizens lif 
ligious persuations, and if so to report the facts to this Hou To 
this Secretary Hay replied in part: 

This Department has no information remote! li that An in 
Jews st and on a footing different than that uy t Jews of r 
countries in the administration of the Russian law. 

Sir, Ido not know, and what is more, for the purposes of this 
argument, itis immaterial, what Russia’s attitude may be toward 
Jews of other countries. Each nation is charged with the duty, 
and upon each rests the responsibility, of protecting its own citi- 
zens or subjects as best it can. 

Standing here as an American citizen, loyally devoted to my 
country and her flag. recognizing no division or distinction be- 
tween our citizens who happen to differ in creed, I insist upon 
the maintenance of those rights that make for that equality 
guaranteed to all Americans by the Constitution of the Republic 
and the broad, liberal, tolerant policy of this God-blessed land, 
[Applause. | 
Mr. SHEPPARD. Does it not seem that the Administration 

has evaded its duty in this matter? 
Mr. GOLDFOGLE. While over and over again the Depart- 

] to secure uni- 
ae er 

has failed to 

ment of State has declared that it has endeavore 
if 
Lt formity of treatment to all American citizens, 

ljaccomplish any result. If the Administration could not get 
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o recede from the position, it certainly should have made Shall we now hesitate? 
. effort to negotiate a treaty or obtain some treaty stipulation For this, all place a temp!e, 

ween these two Governments to accomplish the result sought. And all seasons summer. 
hat does not appear to have been done. I desire to thank the Committee on Foreign Affairs and +] 
In July, 1902, after the reply of the State Department to my | able and distinguished chairman for their courtesy in afford 

resolution of inquiry, my colleagues, Messrs. SULZER, WILSON, | thus far hearings on the resolution. The sentiments favoriy« ;: 
and RyaNn,the president of the board of delegates on civil and reli- | expressed ably and eloquently before that committee by my fri: . 
zious rights of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, | and distinguished colleague, Mr. Harrison, and by that 4 
Mr. Wolf, and I called on the President to lay the matter before | tinguished Washingtonian, Hon. Simon Wolf, whose vast fa; 
him. We then suggested—in fact, requested—Executive action. | iarity on the subject and whose representative character 

J now submit with due deference that such action ought to be | qualify him to speak, will, I hope, be shared by the committe. 
taken. It should no longer be deferred. In support of our own | In the words of one of our diplomats of days long past and gon 
principles of human equality and in justice to that large body of No nation is so independent with respect to other nations as to | 
American citizens affected by the restrictions Russia so insult- | right to object when a friendly government, not with arrogance, but 
ingly imposes, something positive, something tangible ought to | respect, points out injuries inflicted, and solicits, if possible, redress. 

be done. In the line of this truism, the Department of State and ou 
In asking, then, the favorable consideration of the resolution | lomatic service abroad should act. 

I indulge in the hope that its adoption, aside from what it may The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman has expired, 
lead to at home, will have a strong moral effect abroad. Mr. GOLDFOGLE. I ask for three minutes more. 

7a 29 . “_ . ° ° . ‘ 7m © 7 ° 

W hile the Administration has been generous in expressing kind Mr. SULZER. I yield three minutes more to the gentleman 
words, I want to see action, for action will determine its policy. The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is recognized for three m 
Efforts of an earnest character actively pursued on the part of | utes. 
the United States ought to be made to bring about on the other Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Ionly wish to add that it is not » 
side of the Atlantic the desired result and accomplish the purpose | for the Government here to say that Russia’s policy of discrimi 
which we as Americans seek. | nation is wrong and unjust. The thing todo is toact. If th 

| referred to the resolution of inquiry of April 30, 1902, and the | be done, and there besecured that equal recognition which 
Department's answer thereto. I know of nothing done or at- | from one government to the citizens of another properly 

empted by our Government since that time in the direction of | cre ad by pass ’ f € ong step in the t ted br G t that t the d t f | credited by passport, we shall have taken a long step in t! 
securing an abrogation by Russia of the present discrimination | tion of breaking down the barriers that unfortunately and sad) 
between our citizens traveling abroad or of obtaining uniformity | still exist in distant Russia between class and class, cre 
of treatment throngh means of new treaty stipulations. creed, brought about through narrow bigotry, frightful i: 

It is time something was done in the direction pointed out in ance, and base persecution. Be not discouraged by failure: 
the resolution in support of which I am speaking and now before | long past; continue on. Remember— 

the Committee on Foreign Affairs, which I hope will be reported Freedom's battle, once begun, 
favorably to the House. Bequeathed from bleeding sire to son, 

Referring again to the reply of the State Department in 1902 (Aneiuanii'? Though baffled oft, is ever won. 
; . . . . a. plause. 

that ‘* the American Jew does not stand on a footing in Russia dif- are 

ferent from that occupied by the Jews of other countries in the \PPENDIX 
administration of the Russian law,’ I would call attention to oe ee eee ss 
what Mr. Blaine, when Secretary of State, said on that subject. | ite a Letter of Mr. Evarts to “— Foster. 

Tl rand it: No. 55.] EPARTMENT OF Si I will read it: Washington, Mar 
3¢ et PC gj YA ir i e SKE ] str Cc io ith > nes ix w ‘Ty + 7 . ~e = ae , » 1 th I _— ) om =o “ a 7 ‘t} - the — -_ oa perme 4 Lone f eaes + ther Sir: Your several dispatches numbered 73, 74, and 75, of the 30t! 

cian Ss a i iemien Sh aceamnenh iin dn eeian adenine’ —— —— of December, ultimo, in relation to the treatment of American Jew 
> n a. - x. oe ‘. pore € — —s ve r. aes : _ sets 1¢ aaa t y= r sia. have been received, and I have pleasure in commending your zea 

Aen ~ nd a a ie ca oe Saeed t 7 Sy cea : with me at | entation of the cases of Pinkos and Wilczynski, and of the general 
sol ain teaeniaeamineat s aeetanentn tiie Mt ‘the G al teen tere ’ G oe ene ow involved. The assurances you havereceived as to the liberal treatn 
pat or oneneiniediant — a0 connee Scaler tekaiuaaaal, oF Germany and | after to be accorded, as an act of comity and courtesy by the military 
' Ii is not for me to examine or c mjecture the rec iprocal ‘motives of policy | @® to American citizens visiting Russia are fully appreciated. 1 
or of international convention which may govern in t hese instances. Post i have observed, however, that in some of your conversations and | 
Iam perfectly willing to rest my argument on the moral weight of our treaty with the foreign office you give prominence to the natural Amer 
of 1832, although of course not averse toavailing myself of any support which pathy with Ss elsew here as a motive for our solicitud: 
CE ee en ee ee treatment of Jews in Russia. 
-_ y< o1 f om ——< wae heey i ha 0 rr oes are = ae eae Such solicitude might very properly exist: but in your presentat 

es i> ahaa ia aan - b . will a noe oe : aan _ ©S | facts you should be careful to — that we ask treaty treatme! 
pt apy acl Par gt on Mage ‘itizen of the Unit d Stat accepy & less measure | aggrieved citizens, not because they are Jews, but because they ar 
= ae R aod 't as én ‘ns : a noone t gee an th : ies camer tate cans. Russia's treatment of her own Jews, or of other foreign Jew 

aie ean nee a ‘ogee eee es onl ae ot] we aioe = i. 2 rt of Rt XY ANY | ing thither, may,in determinate cases, attract thoarmpashy of the A 
SSP ee Se eee ee ee oe ee ee ere people, but the aim of the Government of the United States ist 

Surely this furnishes a complete reply to those who at this day | one of protecting its own citizens. If the hardships to which Russ 
would intimate, if they do not expressly state, that we are power- foreign Jews are subjected involves our citizens, we think we } 

s oniedes REE IGE Te ERROR RT OES : : hel ~ #-"~. | ground for remonstrance and expectancy of better treatment 
less because Russia in disregarding our passports 1eld by Amer 1- This Government does not know, or inquire, the religion of the A 
can-Jewish citizens equally proscribes the Jews of other countries. | citizens it protects. It can not take cognizance of the methods by \ 

At the risk of repeating myself. I want toavain utter mv belief Russian authorities may arrive at the conclusion or conjecture 
s aes ea oe naar Ss ha yee PET eD oe > | given American citizen professes the Israelitish faith. The discuss 
expressed here two years ago, tha t the vadge of ( itizenship should recent cases has not as yet developed any judicial procedure wh 
confer the right on every law-abiding American in times of peace | American citizen, otherwise unoffending against the laws, is to be: 
to travel anywhere on God's green footstool. [{Applause.] of Judaism, if that be an offense under Russian law; and we are i: 

> cae re nti ; ee eee 1 ee ee , | to regard itas a maintainable point that a religious belief is, or 
When the resolution of inquiry came efore the t ifty-seventh | military offense, to be dealt with under the arbitrary methods i 

Congress my distinguished colleague from New York |Mr.SuLZEr] | the existence of a ‘‘state of siege.” , ; 
called attention to the fact that this country. being a world This Government is not unmindful of the difficulties under whi 

a a Nai a lect eo Sage cet in RP alleged, that of Russia labors in dealing with those of her subject 
power, nay ootain from fi reign nations Cone €S810NS Ww hich, be- she may deem disaffected; but the reasons adduced and method: 

fore we became such, were denied us. In seconding my efforts | against them should have no application to American citizens 5 
on that occasion my able colleague [Mr. SuLzER] took the right | Peacesbly, for business or pleasure, in Russia, for they are not to b 
Pe eer ee Me 1 ben” Gk tae ti i © with abstract political disaffection toa government to which the) \ i w ot the situation, beli ‘ving. as 1 believe. the hout is at hand allegiance; and, if charged with the commission of unlawful acts, t! 

when uncompromisingly we may demand at Russia’s hands proper | have guilt explicitly imputed and proven. In the latter case, the r\ 
treatment for all citizens alike resorting to her domain under an | te accused can not be admitted as proof or presumption, either o! 

] ) ‘ , . innocence, e . 

A merican passport. ‘ | _ It is not the desire of this Government to embarrass that of Ru: 
Ever engaged in promoting, by precept and example, the sacred | sistence upon these points with any degree of harshness, when th: 

cause of human freedom, at all times extending sympathy to any | tion reported in your dispatches is so conciliatory, and when the tr 
ania enffaring ler the v » of tyr: a a nd a di f _. | offered may operate effectiyely to remove or prevent future caus 

people subering mE rthe yose of tyranny and oppression, lore- | pjaint based on theill treatment of American citizens alleged to be J 
most amongst all the nations of the world in exemplifying by | is most desirable, however, that you should not pretermit your « 
deed and act our love of human brotherhood, our history is re- | brimg the matter to such a stage as will insure for peaceable and law- 

} th it es when we C; : to the ai f the weak. tl} Americans in Russia like treaty rights and personal freedom of cr 
plete wit nh instances When we came to the aid o 16 Weak, the | sians enjoy in the United States. 
downtrodden, and oppressed. Iam, ete., Ww. M.1 

At this moment I recall one of many. When Turkey, in her sc 
pirit of bitter prejudice, undertook to discriminate against our Letter of Mr. Foster to Mr. Blaine. 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATE 

$ i 

Protestant missionaries over there, our Government, through the wo. 100.] 

commendable efforts of our efficient minister at Constantinople, St. Petersburg, March 25, 1881. (Received Ap 
an able and talented diplomat. Mr. Oscar S. Straus, successfully Sin: In acknowledging the receipt of Department N: . 55, of the 3d 
ai hat effort and prevented further issi f ;_ _ Ldesire to express my thanks for the kindly commendation of m) O} po ed that effort and prevented further commission of the out- | 450 r the cases of Pinkos and Wilczynski, and of the general quest! 
rage. ' treatment of Jews in Russia, 



ke careful note of the desire manifested by the late honorable Secre- 
State to appeal strongly to the treaty guaranty of personal freedom 
rican citizens sojourning peaceably, for business or pleasure, in Rus- 

thout regard to their religious belief. I have constantly made this ap- 
my conversations with and communications to the Russian authori- 

But it will be noted in my No. 73, of December 30, that I called attention 
act that the Russian Government denies that the treaty of 1832 secures 
rican citizens of the Jewish faith sojourning in Russia any other or 

r privileges than those enjoyed in this Empire by Russian subjects of 
e faith. From the concluding sentenceof Department No. 55 it would 

the late Secretary's construction of the treaty was that American 
ns in Russia were entitled to the same rights and personal freedom as 
tended to Russian subjects sojourningin the United States. This inter- 
m has never as yet been presented to the Russian Government, nor 
treaty been so comdibered by my predecessors. If that view is to be 

d upon, I will thank you for specific instructions regarding this point. 
ted in my No. 73, the laws imposing disabilities upon Jews, both foreign 
tive, antedate the treaty of 1822, and the minister of foreign affairs 

s that said treaty does not exempt American Jews coming here from 
peration. 

» strongly insisted that the passport of his Government should pro- 
{ ery peaceable American citizen coming to Russia, and that it is not 
1 to institute an inquiry as to the religious belief of such citizen. The 
1 ment is correct in the supposition indicated, that no American citizen 
I en convicted of Judaism by “judicial procedure.” But it is to be 
] n mind that in Russia it isnot necessary that a judicial procedure 
¢ take place, or even the “military state of siege’’ exist, before a per- 

rgoes the sentenceof the law. The lawsand regulations in question 
ly intrusted to the police authorities, and it is sufficient for them to 

} ed in their own minds that the individual comes within the prohibi- 
t have them enforced. 

ll not fail to continue to press the subject upon the Russian Govern- 
I tevery proper opportunity. 

[am, etc., JOHN W. FOSTER. 

Letter of Mr. Blaine to Mr. Foster. 

(Extract. ] 
N } DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

Washington, July 29, 1881. 

From a careful examination of the cases of grievance here- 
t reported by your legation, it appears that the action of the Russian 
f ities toward American citizens, alleged to be Israelites, and visiting 
R 1, has been of two kinds. 

‘st. Absolute prohibition of residence in St. Petersburg and in other 
f the Empire, on the ground that the Russian law permits no native 

S * ¢ * 

: to reside there, and that the treaty between Russia and the United 
St gives to our citizens in Russian jurisdiction no other rights or privileges 
tha ose accorded to native Russians. The case of Henry Pinkos may be 
ta asa type of this class. 

nd. Permission of residence and commerce, conditionally on belonging 
t first guild of Russian merchants and taking outalicenss. The case of 
R trauss is in point. 

apparent contradiction between these two classes of actions becomes 
I ind more evident as the question is traced backward. The Department 
] irely had presented to it any subject of inquiry in which a con- 
nected understanding of the facts has proved more difficult. Forevery alle- 
gat on the one hand, that native laws in force at the time the treaty of 
1882 was signed prohibited or limited the sojourn of foreign Jewsin the cities 
am sia,I find, on the other hand, specific invitation to alien Hebrews of 
g repute to domicile themselves in Russia, to pursue their business call- 
I nder appropriate license, to establish factories there, and to purchase 

? 30 oul estate. Moreover, going back beyond 18382, the date of our 
, lobserve that the imperial ukases concerning the admission of for- 

rs into Russia are silent on all questions of faith, proper passports, duly 
, being the essential requisite; and, further back still, in the time of 

he Empress Catherine, I discover explicit tolerance of all foreign religions 
vynas a fundamental policy of the Empire. 

Before examining the issues directly before us, it may not be out of place 
t ea brief review of these historical data. 

ukase of the Empress Catherine, of 22d February, 1784, although con- 
( z only the establishment of commercial relations with the new posses- 
t f Russia on the Black Sea, contains the following notable declaration: 

at Sebastopol, Kharson, and Theodocia be opened to all the nations 
f lly toour Empire for the advantage of our commerce with our faith- 
i tts, * * * that the said nations may come to these cities in all 
saf and freedom. * * * Each individual of such nation, whoever he 
I , as long as he shall remain in the said cities by reason of his business, 
c his own pleasure, shall enjoy the free exercise of his religion, accord- 
i the praiseworthy precepts handed down to us by the Sovereigns our 
} essors, and which we have again received and confirmed, ‘that all 
1 rious nationalities established in Russia shall praise God, the All 
P ful, each one after the worship and religion of his ancestors,’ * * * 
‘ promise, upon our imperial word, to accord to all foreigners in these 
t tities the same advantages which they already enjoy in our capital and 
§ t, St. Petersburg, etc.” 

full text of this ukase, which breathes a spirit of large and enlight- 
‘ tolerance in advance of the policy of those days, is well worthy of pe- 
I nd may be consulted in volume 4 of Marten’s “ Recueil des Traités,” 
t lition, Géttingen, 1795, pages 455-457. 

imperial ordinance of the Czar Alexander I, of 13th August, 1807, de- 
cr i rigid system of passports for foreigners entering Russia, and is appli- 
c to “all foreigners, of whatsoever nationality,” but inti tes no restri 
t travel or sojourn in Russia by reason of race or faith his ordinance 
¥ lified and amplified by the ukase of 25th February, 1817, but still with- out 

7 manner of religious proscription or restriction. 
this time down to 1860 I can find no trace of the enforces 

( _ tions against 
ment, espe- 

against American citizens, of the restrict Jewish travel 
a ance which are stated to have existed when our treaty with Russia 
\ sned. It isa significant circumstance that the acknowledged authori- 
‘ private international law, writing during this period upon the legi 
: of all Europe as affecting the persc and rights of aliens, make no 
} nee to such disabilities. Even the painstaking Falix is silent on this 
d ilthough devoting much space to the treatment and rights of ali in 
} I do not desire to be here understood as arguing that the asserted 

ties did not exist at that time. The domestic history of the Russian 
» shows plainly he restrictions placed upon native Hebrews, and espe- 
hose of Polish origin, the efforts to confine them to certain parts of 

. pire, and the penalties sought to be imposed to deter them from 
I ng with the Christian subjects of the Czar. But the same history 
é s the gradual relaxation of those measures, until, in the capital itself 

tive Israelite population is said to number some 30,000 souls with the 
é gues and sectarian schools; while a special ukase of the late Czar dis- 
3 recognizes to foreign Hebrews every nee of residence and trade, 

rtain guild, which native Christian subjects possess. 

| of Sf f 
trading in the capital, then this nkase pk 

ing that the need of commercial 
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all classes of American citizens. It can make absolutely no discrimination 
between them, whatever be their origin or creed. So that they abide by the 
laws, at home or abroad, it must give them due protection and expect like 
protection for them. Any unfriendly or discriminatory act against them 
on the part of a foreign power with which we are at peace would call for 
our earnest remonstrance, whether a treaty existed or not. The friendli- 

gs of ‘lations with foreign nations is emphasized by the treaties 
oncluded with them. We have been moved to enter into such in- 

onal compacts by considerations of mutual benefit and reciprocity, 
1e same considerations, in short, which have animated the Russian Gov- 

nment from the time of the noble and tolerant declarations of the Empress 
erine in 1784 to those of the ukase of 1860. We have looked to the spirit 

her than to the letter of those engagements, and believed that they should 
interpreted in the broadest way; and it is therefore a source of unfeigned 

egret to us when a government to which we are allied by so many historical 
esas to that of Russia shows a disposition in its dealings with us to take 

advantage of technicalities, to appeal to the rigid letter and not the recipro- 
Ll motive of its international engagements in justification of the expulsion 
‘om its territories of peaceable American citizens resorting thither under 

he good faith of treaties and accused of no wrongdoing or of no violation of 
the commercial code of the land, but of simple adherence to the faith of their 
fathers. 

That the two American citizens whose unfortunate cases have brought 
about this discussion were not definitely expelled from St. Petersburg, but 
were allotted by the military authorities a brief time toarrange their private 
affairs, said to coincide with the usual time during which any foreigner may 
remain in the Empire under his original passport, does not alter the matter 
as it appears to our eyes. The motive alleged remains the same, and the 
principle involved is one recognized neither by our fundamental laws nor by 
any of the conventions we have concluded with foreign states. 

It must not be forgotten that this issue, of the banishment of our citizens 
from a friendly territory by reason of their alleged religion, isa new onein our 
international relations. From the time when the treaty of 1832 was signed 
down to within a very recent period there had been nothing in our relations 
with Russia to lead to the supposition that our flag did not carry with it 
equal protection to every American within the dominions of the Empire. 
Even in questions of citizenship affecting the interests of naturalized citizens 
of Russian origin the good disposition of the Imperial Government has been 
on several occasions shown in the most exemplary manner; and Iam sure 
the actual counselors of His Majesty can not but contemplate with satisfac- 
tion the near approach made in 1874 to the arrangement of negotiations for a 
treaty of naturalization between the two countries. On that occasion, as 
will be seen by consulting Mr. Jewell’s No. 62, of April 22, 1874, the only re- 
maiiing obstacle lay in the statutes of the Empire touching the conferment 
and loss of citizenship, of which the examining commission and the consulta- 
tive council of state recommended the modification in a sense compatible 
with the modern usage of nations. 

I can readily conceive that statutes bristling with difficulties remain un- 
ealed in the volumes of the law of Russia as well as of other nations. 
n we ourselves have ove obsolete “ Blue laws;”*’ and their literal enforce- 

nt, if such a thing were possible, might to-day subject a Russian of free- 
. in Maryland or Delaware, to the penalty of having his 

ongue bored through with a red-hot iron for blasphemy. Happily the spirit 
of progress is of higher authority than the letter of outworn laws; and statu- 
tory enactments are not so inelastic but that they relax and change with the 
general advancement of peoples in the path of tolerance. 

The simple fact that thousands of Israelites to-day pursue their callings 
unmolested in St. Petersburg, under the shadow ofancient proscriptive laws, 
is in itself an eloquent testimony to the principle of progress. And _ so, too, 
in Spain, where the persecution and expulsion of the Jews is one of the most 
notable and deplorable facts in history, and where the edicts of the earlier 
sovereigns remain unrepealed, we see to-day an offer of protection and as- 
sured right of domicile made to the Israelites of every race. 

I leave out of consideration in the present instruction the question whether 
the citizens or subjects of other nations are more or less favored than our 
own inthisregard. I have not, however, failed to notice the statement made 
to you by Mr. de Giers, in one of your reported conversations with him, that 
German and Austrian Jews are subjected to the proscriptions in question, 
and the implication therefrom that if the Governments of Germany and Aus- 
tria do not complain there is no reason why we should. 

It is not for me to examine or conjecture the reciprocal motives of policy 
or of international convention which may govern in these instances. Neither 
have I failed to remark the seeming uncertainty with which the British 
Government has approached the case of the English Israelite, Mr. Lewisohn, 
who was recently required to quit St. Petersburg, notwithstanding that the 
personal guranties of the Anglo-Russian treaty of January 12, 1859, in its 
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth articles, are more particular than in our 
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own treaty, and were, presumably, like our ownstipulations, framed with the | 
intent of securing impartial rights and protection in Russia. Iam perfectly 
willing to rest my argument on the moral weight of our treaty of 1832, although 

ourse not averse to availing myself of any support which may come 
from any other quarter to fortify what we conceive to have been our clear 
purpose in executing that instrument. And under no circumstances would 
I, in tl 1ame of this Government, be willing to accept a less measure of im- 
artial 7 for a citizen of the United States visiting or sojourning in 

Beesian territory than is assured to aliens in the like case by any stipulation 
with or usage toward any other nation on the part of Russia. 

I had the honor in my letter of the 2th ultimo to Mr. Bartholomei to ac- 
quaint him with the general views of the President in relation to this matter. 

Ican not better bring this instruction to a close than by repeating and 

vilege 

amplifying those views which the President so firmly holds, and which he so | 
anxiously desires to have recognized and responded to by the Russian Goy- | 
ernment 

He conceives that the intention of the United States in negotiating and 
cluding the treaty of December 18, 1832, and the distinct and enlightened 

reciprocal engagements then entered into with the Government of Russia, 
give us a moral ground to expect careful attention to our opinions as to its 
rational interpretation in the broadest and most senonatial sense; that he 
would deeply regret, in view of the gratifying friendliness of the relations of 
the two countries which he is so desirous to maintain, to find that this large 
national sentiment fails to control the present issue, or that a narrow and 
rigid limitation of the construction possible to the treaty stipulations be- 
tween the two countries is likely to be adhered to; thatif, after a frank com- 
parison of the views of the two Governments, in the most amicable spirit and 
with the most earnest desire to reach a mutually agreeable conclusion the 
treaty stipulations between the United States and Russia are found insuffi- 
cient to determine questions of nationality and tolerance of individual faith, 
or to secure to American citizensin Russia the treatment which Russians re- 
ceive in the United States, it is simply due to the good relations of the two 
countries that these stipulations should be made sufficient in these regards; 
and that we can look for no clearer evidence of the good will which Russia 
professes toward us than a frank declaration of her readiness to come to a 
distinct agreement with us on these points, in an earnest and generous 
spirit 

I have observed that in your conferences on this subject heretofore with 
the minister for foreign affairs, as reported in your dispatches, you have on 

con 

some occasions given discreet expression to the feelings of sympathy ana 
ratification with which this Government and people regard any steps taken 

in foreign countries in the direction of a liberal tolerance analogous to th» + 
which forms the fundamental principle of our national existence. Such o 
ressions were natural on your part and reflected a sentiment which w: 
eel. But in making the President's views known to the minister, I 

that you will carefully subordinate such sentiments to the simple consid 
tion of what is conscientiously believed to be due to our citizens in for 
parts. You will distinctly impress upon him that, regardful of the s; 
eignty of Russia, we do not submit any suggestions touching the laws 
customs of the Empire except where those laws and customs conflict with ; 
destroy the rights of American citizens as secured by treaty obligations 

You can further advise him that we can make no new treaty with Ru 
nor accept any construction of our existing treaty, which shall discrir, 
against any class of American citizens on account of their religious fait} 

I can not but feel assured that this earnest presentation of the views of 
Government will accord with the sense of justice and equity of that of P 
sia,and that the questions at issue will soon find their natural solution i: 
mony with the noble spirit of tolerance which pervaded the ukase of th: 
press Catherine a century ago, and with the statesmanlike declaration ; 

| principle of reciprocity found in the later decree of the Czar Alexande1 
1860. 

You may read this dispatch to the minister for foreign affairs, and s! 
| he desire a copy, you will give it to him. 

Iam, etc., JAMES G. BLA! 

The Public Land Laws. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. JOHN F. LACEY, 
OF IOWA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, April 27, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13633) to regu! 
disposal of public lands released and excluded from public forest 1 
tions, and for other purposes— 

Mr. LACEY said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Except in the original thirteen States and 

Texas, where there were no public lands, the United Stat 
the great land owner, and to-day the nation still owns about 
third of the total area of the country. Once there were be: 
one and two thousand million acres of public lands, and t 
are still about five hundred millions left, not counting Al 
Since President Lincoln signed the homestead law in 1862, it 
been the policy of the Government to give its public lands f: 
to the men who would make homes. Under that policy : 

| laws were passed to help in the general purpose, and milli 
settlers went out and occupied the public domain. The 
West was filled with thrifty, industrious families, and new $ 
grew up and added their stars to the flag. But the best o! 
public lands were all taken up—the lands for which so: 
these land laws were passed—and new conditions arose, w 
the makers of the laws had never foreseen. 

Uncle Sam had been rich enough to give every man a farm 
now most of the land on which a man could make a living \ 
out irrigation was gone. There was more demand for farms 
ever, more people coming to settle—most need for good land 
when there was less land that could be taken than ever be! 

For years there had been talk about national irrigation 
the duty of the nation to reclaim the arid lands of the publ 

| main to make homes for the people—-but nothing came 
talk. President Roosevelt's first message to Congress ch 
allthat. After referring to the effect of forests on the wat 
ply, he said: 

The forests alone can not, however, fully regulate and conserve the ' 
of the arid region. Great storage works are necessary to equalize t! 
of streams and to save the flood waters. Their construction has b 
clusively shown to be an undertaking too vast for private effort. N: 
be best accomplished by the individual States acting alone. 

Far-reaching interstate problems are involved, and the resources « 
States would often be inadequate. It is properly a national function, a! 
in some of its features. It is as right for the National Government t 
the streams and rivers of the arid region useful by engineering wo 
water storage as to make useful the rivers and harbors of the humid 1 
by engineering works of another kind. The storing of the floods i: 
voirs at the headwaters of our rivers is but an enlargement of our | 
policy of river control, under which levees are built on the lower rea 
the same streams. 

The Government should construct and maintain these reservoirs as | 
other public works. Where their purpose is to regulate the flow of str 
the water should be turned freely into the channels in the dry season t 
the same course under the same laws as the natural flow. 

The reclamation of the unsettled arid public lands presents a dil 
problem. Here it is not enough to regulate the flow of streams. The 
of the Government is to dispose of the land to settlers who will build 
uponit. Toaccomplish thisobject water must be brought within their 

The pioneer settlers on the arid public domain chose their homes 
streams from which they could themselves divert the water to reclain 
holdings. Such opportunitiesare practically gone. There remain, ho 
vast areas of public land which can be made available for homestead 
ment, but only by reservoirs and main-line canals impracticable for p 
enterprise. These irrigation works should be built by the National G: 
ment. The lands reclaimed by them should be reserved by the Govern 
for actual settlers, and the cost of construction should so far as possi!) 
repaid by the land reclaimed. The distribution of the water, the divis 
the streams among irrigators, should be left to the settlers themse!\ 



ty with State laws and without interference with those laws or with 
hts. The policy of the National Government should be to aid irri 
the several Statesand Territories in such manner as will enable the 
the local communities to help themselves, and as will stimulate 
forms in the State law lations governing irrigation. 
unation and settlement of the arid lands will enrich every por 

‘ ir country, just as the settlement of the Ohio and Mississippi val 
ht prosperity to the Atlan States. The increased demand for 
red articles will stimulate industrial production, while wider 

nd the trade of Asia will consume the larger food supp 
y prevent western competition with eastern agriculture. I 

tsof irrigation will be consumed chiefly in upbuilding | l 
1g and other industries, which would otherwise not « 

eatall. Our people as a whole will profit, for successful home 
I but another name for the t 

V 

ipbuilding of the nation. 

he national reclamation act was passed. 1 10t before he national reclamation act was passed, Dut not before 

t sident had used his personal influence successfully to im 
pI he law in the interest of the actual settler and against land 

tion in every form. He was mainly responsible for the 
of this great law, which will give homes to the West, and 

4 t re home markets for the manufactured products of the 

produ¢ 

lent Lincoln signed the homestead act, which gave good 
] ; to our people so long as there was good land to settle on. 

nt Roosevelt signed the reclamation act, which will give 
mes to millions more by making the poor lands good. 
ssage of the reclamation act made it more important than 
we the public lands for the home maker; consequently 

sident gave particular attention to the subject, and in his 
message he said: 

they are available ‘ulture, and to whatever extent they 
I ‘eclaimed under the national irrigation law, the remaining public 

ld be held rigidly for the home builder—the settler who liv 
nd for no one else. In their actual use the desert-land law, th 

l law, and the commutation clause of the homestead law ha 
rverted from the intention with which they were enacted as to 

» acquisition of large the public domain for other than a 
nd the consequent prevention of settlement. Moreover, t! 

of the public ranges has of late led to much d 
ng these public lands in the West wh 

‘Or aori iT agi 
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areas Ol 

5 all 

ng exhat 
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P xing. The sound and steady developmen 
ling up of mestherein. Much of our pros 

I to the operation of the homestead law 
1 recogmze the fact that in the grazing region 

ho corresponds to the homesteader may be unable to settle px a 
only allowed to use the same amountof pasture land that his bro r 

t teader, is allowed to use of arable land. One hundred and sixty 
1. and well-watered soil, or a much smaller amount of ir 

‘keep a family in plenty, whereas no one coul 
of dry pasture d capable of supporting, at tl 
ttle to every Wa In the past, great tracts 

n fenced in by persons having no title thereto, 
‘law forbidding the maintenance or construction of 

public land. For various reasons there h:z 
e with such inclosures in the past, but ample notice h 

lall the resources at the command of the 
ised to put a stop to such trespassing. 
limportance of these matters I commend them to the 

* the Congress, and if the Congress finds difficulty 
; rough knowledge of the subject, Ir 

m be made for a commission of experts specially to inv« 
l ilved. pon the complicated qu 

interest was greatly aroused by what the President had 
It was still further stimulated by 

ca 
ve be 

sure of 

port u tions iny 

the speeches he made 
a his western trip in the spring of 1903. At Stanford Uni- 

he said: 

hase of the land policy of the 1 aStat s,asit by 1 { 
t d to the upbuilding of the home make1 Che « ‘et 

legislation should be: Does it help to make an » keep 
nes? If it does, the legislation is good. If it does not, the legisla 

Any legislation which has tract 
who will lease it out 

r land policy be s ed soa Ss 

the We want to mal 
uld rent, actual propr : ) ha 
themselves shall be e landowners, the makers « t 

n 

our land laws, however beneficent irp »b 
) proper use, so that there have up abuses ur 
i they tend to create a class of men who, under ) 

ti large tracts of soil for spt wiative purposes rtol 

there should be now a thorough scrutiny of our land la wit 
f i iding them » away with the pi b f 

rt r the nationai a ac e we t 

sar lid give Vy man afar ( ti f 

vhich is adapted to farming w irr 1 
‘land must hereafter, in tl ma have w ? 
nor making of his home will fail. Let us keep that fact be 

nds. Di misunderstand me when I have spoken of the def: 
w O ind laws have served a noble purpose in the past and 
the n ls for other governments. T homestead law has 
instrument for good foestabl afamily permanently 1 

u f land, o f course, uy quantity if itis 
vest use to which i n be put t need of t 

ul 1est can me only from honest and i 
tizenship we must get the good homes 

nder of our public lands should be 
tisr ssary,in my judgment, that tl 
tws and acutting out of such t 
ler present « ons tend to pos 

ucts for speculat irposes or I pul 

he welfare of the nation; but we need good 
ind lawsthroughout the West. We want 

i ome. The best of the public lands area 
n private hands, and yet the rate of their disposal is steadily increas- 

ian 6,000,000 acres were patented during the 
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Public Lands has favorably reported the bill permitting the open- | only originally applied, and in the other States to which it y 
ing of agricultural lands to entry in the forest reserves. | extended, there has been recently considerable complaint ; 

This commission says, as to the commutation clause of the home- | criticism against its operations, and for my part I think it sh 
stead law: ‘* Our investigations respecting the operations of the | be repealed or greatly modified. 
oommutation clause are still in progress, and we are not prepared The practical exhaustion of the supply of heavy timber 
at this time to recommend its repeal.”’ | Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin has attracted the atten; 

As to the desert-land law the commission say that they are ‘‘ of | of lumbermen to the Pacific coast, and the purchases under ; 
the opinion that the desert land law should, for the present, at | act for the last fiscal year were in Oregon 645,578 acres. in ( 
least, be allowed to stand, with a few changes of detail.’’ | fornia 287,578 acres, in Washington 297,604 acres, and most of 

The commission, however, recommend the amendment of the | land so taken in these three States was of the heaviest chara 
law so as to prohihit the assignment of desert entries. of timber. 

The Committee on the Public Lands of the House of Represent- | In the whole United States for thesame period the entries \ 
atives have, during the present discussion, conducted an extended | 1,765,222 acres under this law. 
hearing upon the various questions suggested by the President. | The President in his first message called the attention of 

The most important land law since the original homestead law | Congress to the propriety of considering the increase of th: 
is the national irrigation act, passed in the Fifty-seventh Congress. | of homesteads on the public grazing lands where the land i 

A number of bills have passed the House during the present | dry for the successful operation of the law limiting the | 
session bearing upon the various features of the land laws. But | stead to 160 acres of land. 
no bill has been reported or passed repealing the commutation of The present Congress has passed a bill to try the experim: 
homesteads or the desert-land law, and the general sentiment | an enlarged homestead in the arid region of western Neb 
among the Members of this House representing the States directly | and has authorized the entry of homesteads of 640 acres « 
interested seems to be against such repeal. land where not susceptible to irrigation. 

Upon the question of the repeal of the timber and stone act This act requires actual residence for five years before | 
there has been much controversy in the present Congress in both | so as to prevent it from being used in any way to conso 
Houses, and there is a wide difference of opinion as to the neces- | large holdings. If the act should prove successful in its oj 
sity or the desirability of repealing this law. the experiment may be extended to other parts of the « 

The timber and stone act was passed in 1878 and was applicable | where similar conditions exist. 
to only a portion of the Pacific coast region. In 1891 it was ex- A larger homestead in the ‘‘short grass country’’ wo 
tended to all the public-land States, but has been held not toapply | think, result in dotting these dry plains with the homes of a 
to the Territories. class of cattle owners. 

Prior to 1878 this land could be taken under preemption at $1.25 | I will insert inmy remarks a table showing the facts as t: 
an acre. Under the timber and stone act the price was raised to | stead commutations, desert-land entries, and timber and 
$2.50 an acre, so the law was an additional restriction upon the | entries for the last fiscal year. 
entry of such land by raising its price. When the preemption It is well worthy of study and shows how greatly exagg 
act was repealed, this law still remained in force. In the States many of the statements have been which have been so wid 
of California, Oregon, Nevada, and Washington, where the law ! culated in the press. 

\y 
a 

Statement showing the number of entries made and acres embraced thereby of the various classes of land specified below during the fiscal year ended J 

| Com- | Original homesteads.| Final homesteads. Original desert. Final desert. | Timber and 
muted |- - — - - en eeneenceneneetstemneseeen aah neeha 

| 

the same 
State or Terirtory. a ; ; J 

vear Entries. Acres. Entries. Acres. Acres. Entries. res. | Entries. 

Alabama 6 | ,18 114, 461. 89 
Alaska 3 1, 202. ¢ 
Arizona 6, 639. ¢ 
Arkansas | 8 , 268 362, . 2 , B5e 215, W7.£ j 
California amend 3 2,043 | 300, 968, 0% . 121, 952. 36 77.570. 21 
Colorado ‘ 3, 615 542, 245. 8: ) 116, 289. 97 5 72, 074. 44 

Florida j { | 21, 239.35 55, 048.7 
Idaho | 550 | 337, 376. ¢ & 189, 614. 

EIS Divine iwnninn cbammnunsiteiice j 89.15 | 1 120. 
Indiana 2 | 3.05 | é 49.2 
lowa er ¢ oot. 61 | 8 547.8 
Kansas 58 : 92 | 2 43, 670. 
Louisiana | , 66 148, 626. 2 ¢ 105, 209. 5: 
Michigan | 8% 40 | 41,309. : 16, 095, 
Minnesota. -.- 
eee Ce ae ee 
Missc uri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Mexico 
North Dakota 
Oklahoma “ Remind eden 
Oregon __-... : oe 8 97 | 9 832, 473. 29 | 8 8, 437. C4 381 | 66, 529. 

ND oo) ae cia ash eenie | 4,8: E 56 462 | 216,57. | 22 738. 
Utah , Se ees 2 19, 930. ¢ 249 | 37, 126. 42 | : 2, 860. £ 
Washington 4 eee ere 5, 47$ 799, 971.6 iD | 33, 626, 52 | 56, 509. 57 
Wisconsin. ............. | , 12k 105, 176. 05 75 | OR id es 
Wyoming | sae 264, £54.83 | 62,916.84 | 7 126, 896. 74 

264, 533.62. | 12, 249 Total .... . 30,188 |11, 193, 120.25 26,373 | 3,576, 964. 14 5,903 | 1,025, 825. 77 

Total homestead entries year ending June 30, 1902 
Tited basmashend Goeseaentes BUS UO, WOO «wn oc cwncs occc ccccon naccanacecedeGacdsovnssd monica cocksoccpeenubabawdlte el etn teen eee hes 

Total homestead, 1901 to July 30, 68,648. 
Total commutations, 1901 to July 30, 4,538. 

aIncluding Kiowa and Comanche about 13,000 quarter sections, some filed and refiled on two or more times. 

In order to ascertain if commutations were being used exten- | within the primary limits of the Northern Pacific Railway Compa 

sively to consolidate holdings within the Northern Pacific Railway | J¥!¥ 1, 1901, to June 30, 1903, inclusive, were: 
grants, I made inquiry at the Land Office and found that there | North Dakota 
were only 985 such commutations in the last three years—in North ene 
Dakota, 184; Montana, 119; Idaho, 63; Washington. 621, and | Washington ...77- mnawrr banene Soe TORTS See ere SETS 

Oregon, 48. It was surprising that in all these States only 985 | Oregon -.... 

such commutations were made within the Northern Pacific Rail- | 
way grant limits. 

i ascmaen Sale taateianein ont octadending atcitamiandsn kadai nike os wie oe ; 

Washington, D. C., December 3!, 1903. | As to the commutations for that year, it will be seen that ‘ 

_ ie can Pomel on Public Lands, House of Representatives. | were 15,112, as compared with 80, 188 original entries wea 

Sir: In reply to your personal inquiry, I have the honor to state that the year. Out of these 45,112 commutations, = : t ere - ts a 1 ‘ 

number of homestead entries commuted to cash in the following States, and most of these 3,817 commutations were for Indian lat 



land five years or not. 
Kiowa and Comanche land was all taken under the home- 

stead law at a fixed price and might be paid for at the end of four- 
teen months or five years as the entryman might prefer. Elim- 

ng these entries. it leaves 11,295 homestead commutations, as 
ared with 80,188 original entries for a single year. 

n the State of Utah only one homestead was commuted that 
year; in Montana only 3887 homesteaders commuted their entries; 
in Kansas there were only 58 of such commutations; in Nevada 
t were only 6; in Colorado only 175; in Arizona only 62; in 
( ornia only 105. 

This table shows that as to these commutations there is nothing 
abnormal as compared with the original entries, and the Members 
of Congress from the States interested would seem to be justified 
in their claim that existing laws are not being seriously abused so 
far as commutations are concerned. 
There have been frauds under the homestead laws and under 

other land laws, but it does not follow that laws which have done 
so much good should be repealed because thay have been vio- 
lated. 

As to the desert-land laws, there was much fraud prior to the 
amendment of 1891. Under the law as amended in 1891 the 
amount of land that may be entered by one person is limited to 
320 acres. The land must be paid for at $1.25 per acre. and the 
entryman must spend $1 an acre on the land each year for three 
years in constructing the necessary irrigation works and must put 
it under irrigation. 
To get title under the law costs $4.25 per acre as the law now 

ds, and this expense has had good effect in diminishing the 
frauds which were so common under the original law. With the 
rigorous enforcement of the present law and the exercise of the 
authority to withdraw land from entry under the national recla- 
mation act, this law is capable of much good. 
Many very fertile and prosperous settlements have already been 

made under its provisions. To repeal it would place the whole 
burden of desert reclamation on the General Government, and 
would condemn very many promising fields for private enterprise 
to continued sterility. The Government is engaged in a number 
of great irrigation enterprises, but there is abundant opportunity 
for individual effort, and it would be a serious mistake for Con- 
gress to put a stop to all such private improvements. 

Of the 500,000,000 acres of public land (not including Alaska) 
there are probably not 50,000,000 that can be cultivated without 
irrigation. The 450,000,000 acres of dry land can never be taken for 
homesteads in the usual way, and the demand to reserve it for 
ordinary homesteads only ignores the actual situation in the great 

stal 

West. Grazing homesteads of adequate size are as necessary now 
as the original arable homesteads were when the homestead law 
was passed, under the leadership of the Hon. Galusha A. Grow, 
in 1862, 

Public Improvements in the Philippines. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. HENRY ALLEN COOPER, 
OF WISCONSIN, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, April 13, 1904. 
e House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 14623) to amend an 

act approved July 1, 1902, entitied “An act temporarily to provide for the 
administration of the affairs of civil government in the Philippine Islands, 

I her purposes,” and to amend an act approved March 8, 1902, en- 
d“An act temporarily to provide revenue for the Philippine Islands, 

id for other purposes,” and toamendanactapproved March 2, 1903, entitled 
An act to establish a standard of value and to provide for a coinage system 

the Philippine Islands,” and to provide for the more efficient administ ra- 
f civil government in the Philippine Islands, and for other purposes— 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin said: 
Mv. Speaker: This bill is practically the bill of the Philippine 

Commission, It has the cordial indorsement of the Secretary of 
W recently governor of the Philippine Islands, and also that 

t 

I 

rm) 

the Philippine Commission, at the head of which is that dis- 
ngnished Democrat, Hon. Luke E. Wright, of Tennessee. The 

nil I as the unanimous recommendation here to-day of the Re- 
ublican majority of the Committee on Insular Affairs. 
‘ M ce Speaker, before discussing the measure I desire briefly to 
call the attention of the House to some of the statements in the 
minority report. 

The minority of the committee complain because there is no 
ree representative government in the Philippine Islands to be 

ce nsulted about this proposed legislation. 
Mr. Speaker, there is no free representative government there 
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had to be paid for whether the homesteader should remain on the | because in the very nature of things such a government could not 

145 

to-day exist in the Philippine Archipelago. 
established by indisputable evidence. Indeed. there is no reliable 
evidence tothe contrary. All of the disinterested, competent wit- 
nesses agree that the Filipinos are not now capable of maintaining 
a free representative government. I might cite much unimpeach- 
able testimony on this point, but shall content myself by reading 
from the report of the Schurman Commission 
man, of Cornell University; Admiral Dewey; General Otis: 
Charles Denby, and Professor Worcester—five men select 
President McKinley to examine and report as to condit 
Philippines. This commission of distinguished men, 
ough personal investigation, submitted to President McKinley a 
voluminous and exceptionally able report, covering every : 
the Philippine problem. In this report they say—1 
page 103: 

That this is true is 

President Schur- 
Hon. 
ad by 

ions in the 
after a thor- 

phase of 

First, it is impossible, even approximately, to fix a time f lrawal 
of American sovereignty over the archipelago, as no one ca when 
the diverse peoples of the Philippine Islands may be m oa 
nationality capable of exercising all the functions of indep vern 
ment. They are certainiy incapable of such a work to-d rin one 
or more generations they can be trained to it y th 3e 
And, secondly, if American sovereignty over the archi 10ul be 
relinquished, if all American authority over the peop lever ind 
determine, then the United States should renounce all rations to foreign 
nations for the good conduct of the Filipir Undoubtedly e raisi f 
the American flag in the Philippine Islands iled great r¢ bilities 
upon us; but to guarantee external prote v hil il nternal 
dominion is no way of escaping from them; on the contrary, while you pull 
down the flag you only pile up diffi 

Again say this commission, in their report, page 1 
Should our power by any fatality be withdrawn 

Fatality! Fatal to what? Fatal to whom? Not to the great 
Republic of the United States; not to Russia, who would like to 
possess these islands; not to Japan, who wants the islands; not to 
Germany, who wants the islands; not fatal to either of these na- 
tions, but fatal, sir—utterly fatal—to the Philippines in their hope 
of free representative government. 

ulties. 

Here is the opinion of Schurman, Otis, Denby, Worcester, and 
Admiral Dewey: 

Should our power by any fatality be withdrawn, th« mmi bel 5 
that the government of the Philippines would sp« Lpse wna A 
which would excuse, if it did not necessitate, thei no ry s 
and the eventual division of the islands among them 

Now follows a sentence pregnant with meaning: 
Only through American occupation, therefore, is the idea of a free, s 

governing, and united Philippine commonwealth at all conceival 

The Filipinos can never have a free commonwealth unless we 
stay there and train them for it. 

And the indispensable need, from 
American sovereignty over the 
‘jlipinos and even by those insurg 

ie latter, it istrue, w 
ent 

uld take the revenues ar 
Nevertheless they recognize the indisputable ta a 

stand alone. Thus the welfare of the Filipinos c ut f 
national honor in forbidding our abandonment oi Ww r 
not, from any point of view, escape the r« on h 
our sovereignty entails, and the commission i 1 at ) 
performance of our national duty will provea greatest bles 120] 
of the Philippine Islands, 

Mr. Speaker, I have read these statements of the Schurman 
Commission in answer to the complaining suggestior the mi- 
nority report that the Philippine Islands are now without repre 
sentative government, and because they voice the united judgment 
of all of the nonpartisan, intelligent, candid persons who have 
made a study of conditions in the archipelago. 

The minority report contains also the old charge that we are 
in the islands for purposes of exploitation and intimates that the 
pending bill is simply in line with our general insular policy. y 
this I am reminded that in the great debate two years ago on the 
Philippine civil government bill gentlemen on the other side of 
the Chamber declared with much vehemence that that legislation 
was being enacted for the express purpose of exploiting the archi- 
pelago. Two years have elapsed, and now, sir, it is in order for 
any gentleman on that side of the Chamber to point out a singk 
case of exploitation in the Philippine Islands. We were told that 
men from the United States were going there to seize the timber, 
mining, and agricultural lands by means of great franchises, and 
that the wealth of the islands was to be center« 
monopolists. 

Will any gentleman here or elsewhere tell the H 
American people where there has been even one instance « 
ploitation in the Philippines? Not an insta 
the complaint in the islands now is that the Congress of the 

dina few greedy 

nee On the con 

States saw fit in its wisdom to enact a franchise law which is too 
stringent, which too completely hinders the investment of capital, 
and thereby, to that extent, injures the real interests of the people 

Yet to-day, although there is nothing in the 
of the United Stat in1s- 

this bill has for 

of the Philippines. 
pending measure nor in the conduct 
tify the charge, the minority report declares tha 
its object the exploitation of the islands. 

Ss te 
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‘sory reading, a loose, slipshod analysis, an un- 
. of the bill might make an unthinking man believe | 

ans exploitation; but a careful study of its provisions, 
‘nt of the facts, demonstrates that itisa carefully guarded, 
itive, business proposition, which, if enacted into law, 

nothing more nor less than the legitimate development of 
slands and the increased producing power, wealth, and com- 

f the Filipino people. 
first section of the bill, Mr. Speaker, provides that all bonds 

to be issued by the Philippine government or under its authority 
shall be free from taxation by the government of the Philippine 
Islands, by any municipality in the islands, by the Government 
of the United States, by any State or by any subdivision of a State, 
ot by the District of Columbia. This section is based upon the | 
idea that the work being done in the Philippine Archipelago is 
the work of the Government of the United States, and that in 
carrying it on the Philippine government is merely the agent of 
the United States. 

The bonds issued under this section will be for public purposes— 
the purposes of the United States—to develop the waste places, to 
construct necessary public works, and to bring business and pros- 
perity to the archipelago by legitimate, carefully controlled in- 
vestment of capital. It is proposed, therefore, to have these bonds 
free from taxation. just as are the bonds of the Government of the | 
United States, in order thereby to secure a lower rate of interest. 

That freedom from taxation does lower the rate of interest is 
demonstrated by the history of the friar-land bonds. Those 
bonds were sold under a provision of the Philippine civil govern- | 
ment act of 1902, which, as the House will remember, authorized | 
the Philippine government to issue bonds to buy the lands owned 
by the Spanish friars, in order to eliminate the vexatious friar- 
land problem from Philippine politics. These bonds were made 
free of all taxation in the Philippines or in the United States. 
The result was that they sold at a rate so that reckoning them as 
ten-year bonds the interest was only 3.1 per cent. 

A similar effect will be produced upon the interest rate of any 
other bonds of the Philippine government by giving them the | 
same privilege of exemption from taxation. ‘Trust companies, 
insurance companies, and similar institutions in the United States 
will purchase them because, under the law, the securities of these | 
great corporations must always be open to public inspection, and 
being open to public inspection must, of course, be taxed. These 
companies therefore become active competitors in the purchase 
of securities exempt from taxation. This competition brings 
down the rate of interest. The Governmentof the United States | 
has not only a perfect right to exempt these bonds, but consider- 
ing the purely national purposes for which they are to be issued, 
it ought to exempt them from taxation. 

The second section of the bill provides that the Philippine gov- 
ernment may issue not to exceed $5,000,000 of bonds for public 
improvements in the islands. These publicimprovements are to 
be port and harbor works, bridges, schoolhouses, court-houses, 
penal institutions, and other works of a similar character. 

The Philippine government has already expended upward of 
$5,000,000 in constructing such public improvements out of the 
surplus revenues of the islands. It has expended $2,000,000 ora 
little more in the improvement of the harbor of Manila. Three 
millions—Governor Taft thinks two millions—more will make 
that harbor the best in the Orient. Itis the harbor which we 
expect to see help make Manila the Liverpool of the East. 

Out of their surplus revenues they have expended $500,000 to 
improve other harbors and $1,000,000, under a single legislative | 
act, for the construction of roads in the islands. They have ex- 
pended out of their surplus revenues $600,000 for the taking of a 
census of the islands, required by a law passed by Congress; 
$600,000 to meet the cholera epidemic, and $700,000 to send a won- 
derful exhibit to the St. Louis world’s fair—an exhibit the great- | 
est and most interesting of its kind that the world has ever seen. 

Mr. Speaker, it is not right that permanent improvements like | 
those under construction in the harbor of Manila and in other 
harbors of the islands, that the court-houses, the schoolhouses, 
the penal institutions, should all be paid for by the taxpayers of 
this generation. Therefore it is that under this section the Philip- 
pine government is to be allowed to issue not more than $5,000,000 
worth of bonds to carry on these absolutely necessary improve- 
ments. 

In this connection it is important to know the present indebted- 
ness of the islands, a subject to which I now invite the particular 
attention of the House. There isan opportunity here for mistake 
and for appeals to prejudice based on half information. 

It is well, therefore, to know the facts. Under Spanish author- 
ity the funded debt of the Philippine Islands was $40,000,000. 
This was done away with under the treaty of Paris by our paying 
Spain $20,000,000, and that country assuming this obligation and 
ceding the islands to the United States. Such debt as the islands | 
now have has been created by the authority of Congress. What | 
is that debt? Two years ago Congress passed the Philippine civil | 

government act, one provision of which authorized the govern 
ment of the Philippine Islands to issue bonds for the purcha 
the lands held by the Spanish friars. The Filipinos are al; 
exclusively a Catholic people, ardently devoted to their faith: 
for generations the ownership of these lands by the Spanish fri 
has been the cause of discontent, agitation, and bloodshed i; 
islands. The question involved was not religious, but politi 
and Congress sought by thus authorizing the purchase of +} 
lands to eliminate at once the troublesome, dangerous pro} 
from Philippine politics. 

Negotiations were begun with the Pope, at Rome, by Govern 
Taft, and continued, at Manila, by the governor with Monsi 
Guidi, the Papal representative. After protracted, lab 
efforts an agreement was at last reached by which for a 

| more than $7,000,000 (the price first asked being, I think, $! 
| 000) the title to these lands—about 412,000 acres of the cl 
agricultural lands in the archipelago—was conveyed to the P! 
pine government. The face of the bonds was slightly in ex 
of $7,000,000, but the premium at which they were sold bro 
the price down to that amount. 

Most of these lands are in the provinces near Manila. All 
to be sold, when possible, to the tenants who have been occu) 
them. Secretary Taft testified that it is the policy of the P| 
pine government, in so far as possible, under most lenient 
regulations, to afford the tenants the first privilege of | 
Some of the members of the Philippine Commission beliey: 
the lands will ultimately realize the full sum paid for them, y 
other members think that there will be in the end a loss , 
million. or, perhaps, of two millions of dollars. But, Mr. Speake: 
if the ultimate loss should be $2,000,000, the burden thus im 
will be vastly more than offset by the elimination of the w 
friar-land controversy, the most vexatious known to Phi 
history. This transfer of the title and control of the friar | 
brought about by the patient efforts of Governor Taft ai 
signor Guidi, and the beneficent results certain to flow fr 
will cause their names to be long held in honored remem 
by the people of the Philippine Islands. 
The premiums received on the friar-land bonds amount t 

| than $530,000, which, as I have said, reckoning them as te 
bonds, brought the interest rate down to only 3.1 per cent 

| this point it should be noted that the Philippine governmea 
| received within a single year interest amounting to $58,' 
| the proceeds of the friar-land bonds on deposit in banks. 

The indebtedness of the islands arising out of this fria: 
transaction will not in the end exceed $2,000,000. 

Besides these friar-land bonds, the Philippine government 
authorized also to issue certificates of indebtedness for th 
pose of establishing the gold standard in the islands. <A j 
Congress passed an act empowering the government of the 
to issue $10,000,000 of such certificates for the purpose of s 
a gold fund to maintain the Philippine peso at 50 cents 
In pursuance of this authority, the Philippine government 
two series of one-year certificates, each for $3,000,000 
gate of six millions. <A third series of $3,000,000 has 1 

| been issued to take the place of the first series, which is a 
mature. The last series, therefore, does not really add to t 
tal amount of such certificates, which remains at $6,000 

Under a law passed by the Philippine government the $.' 
in gold realized from the sale of these certificates are pla 
the permanent gold-standard fund. There are in this fu 
$1,300,000 received as seigniorage or profit on the coinage of 
into the Philippine peso, thus making an aggregate gold 
fund of $7,300,000. These coinage certificates have been so 
premium which brings the interest rate down to about 1.5 | 
At the same time the Philippine government has been re: 

| interest at 3.5 per cent on daily balances from the proceed 
obligations on deposit in banks. That is, interest is bi 
upon these certificates at the rate of approximately 14 | 
and interest is being received upon daily balances in bank 

| rate of 83} percent. In other words, this anomalous situat 
ists: The Philippine government is now making money u 
own indebtedness. The amount of interest earned in on 
by the proceeds of the friar-land bonds and the coinage « 
rates amounts to a little more than $101,000. 
Mr. LIND. If that is true with regard to the Philippi! 

| ernment—and I know it is—why would it not be a good 
make our national banks pay interest on the Government d 

| which they hold? Inevery State of the Union that thing i 
| being done. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. I can not stop now to answe 
question of the gentleman from Minnesota, because, though | 
esting, it is not germane. 

Mr. LIND. I knew it was not germane. No question, I pr 
| sume, is germane when one does not wish to answer it. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. It has no bearing on the pe’ 
bill, and my time will not permit of digressions. ; 

Mr. Speaker, of course we can not expect that all of the | 



be » sold at a rate of interest approximating 14 per cent, nor 
} per cent interest will be received upon daily balances, 

covernment thus making money through its own indebted- | 
But, nevertheless, the facts thus suggested are absolutely 

with respect to these particular certificates, and therefore it 
t, strictly speaking, they do not constitute a burden upon 
reasury of the islands in the sense that an ordinary bonded 
btedness is a burden. 
covernment to-day, under any ordinary fair interpretation 
word ‘** debt,’’ as meaning a burden upon the treasury, will 

xceed $2,000,000. 

comes the question, what are the revenues? 
Philippine government has been receiving approximately 

)),000 by way of customs, besides two millions from the city 
nila, and about three millions from the rural provinces, mak- 

aggregate revenue of from fourteen millions to fifteen 
ms of dollars. 

Mr. HENRY of Connecticut. Is that in gold? 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Yes. There has been a consid- 

surplus each year, which, as I have said, has been used 

ine 

arn 
ail 

ludi ng 1908 

e 
] ly for necessary public improvements in the islands. Last 
summer and fall—that is, from June 30 last up to about the Ist 
( nuary—there was a decline in the revenues. 

Mr. MARSH. In what? 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. In the revenues of the islands. 
\ suggestion is made in the minority report, which is not 

altogether fair, that during the last calendar year there was a 
V erious decline, etc.—that is, from January to January; but 
the revenues are estimated and reported for fiscal years ending 
W June 30. This decline Secretary Taft testified would, he 
believed and hoped, be only temporary. That it is only tempo- 
rary is evidenced by a letter which I received yesterday from the 
Bureau of Insular Affairs. I called there to ascertain the condi- 
t f the Philippine revenues, and this letter is in response to 
my inquiry: 

, WAR DEPARTMENT, 
BUREAU OF INSULAR AFFAIRS, 

Washington, April 12, 190k. 

My DEAR Mr. Cooper: I have been somewhat delayed in pr paring the 
I sary y data, but I inclose to you herewith a statement sho g the cus 

snues of the Philippine Islands by calendar years, inc 
rhe table on page 50 of the Insular Bureea report herewith shows cu 

‘s by fiscal years up to June 30, 1903. 
stc ms 

1 read only the totals, ae the surplus each year, and 
hen insert the tables in full i in the REcorD: 

Difference. Revenues. Fiscal year. Expenditures. 

3, O08, $1, 2 67 
13 21 

0) 4, si9 98 677. 7 
ree ee 

>», 120. 

, 008. 47 

» 

ated aE Meee, 10, 6835, 188. 97 4,( 

12, 631, 419. 52 

15, 826, 125.73 

Q The total 
8, and the 
516,076.60, 

owing a comfortable working balance each year. 
nues for the five years 1899 to 1903 are $48,915,944. 7: 
expenditures for the five years 1899 to 1903 are $37,/ 
s letter continues: 

’ C be seen that there has been a slight decrease during the 
as compared with 192, which is due to the smali receipts during the 
0 1onths of the calendar year 1908. However, the returns for Jan 

-customs, amounted to $958,331.76, which, with the ex ception of Oc- 
190) 2 exceeds any month since the American occupation, and is consid 
above the average. The high receipts for January almost offset the 

ised receipts for the three months preceding, and it may be that there 
no decrease when the returns are made for the fiscal year to end 
1904. 

rmore, the receipts for internal revenue for the seven months fol- 
June 30, 1908 (the dates shown in the comparative table on page 50) 
that the revenues from internal revenue and from miscellane et 

, as we ‘ll as from the postal service, are ste adi ly increasing, and have 
been as follows: Postal, $108,974.91; internal, $163,476.75; miscellaneous, $1,049.- 
‘=4.53; an average per month of—postal, $15,5 567.84; internal, $22,353.82, and 

calendar 
7 

‘ ri 

June 30 
: he 

I laneous, $149,960.64. The average revenue from these sources for the 
I year ending June 30, 1908, per month was—postal, $12,221.62, showing an 

ise of 27 per cent; internal, $18,581.70, showing an increase of 25 per cent; 
f ‘ellaneous, $95,739.75, showing an increase of 56 per cent. 

. * * * * * * 
Very truly, yours, 

; W. Leon PEPPERMAN. 
Hon. H. A. Cooprr, 

hairman Committee on Philippines, 
House of Representatives, Washington. 

From this letter it is clear that there will be a surplus in the 
revenues of the islands, provided that some of the public improve- 

ents now in progress and others which are greatly needed are 
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Therefore the whole debt of the Philip- | 

Speaker, in natural order following the statement of the | 

rease also in ex- 
penditures for public improvements. There were very few, 
practically no schoolhouses when we went there. The islands 
had comparatively few good bridges, and nothing like a system of 
roads—one of the improvements now most needed. 

Mr. HERMANN. Can the gentleman give something of an 
estimate, or the exact figures, as to the relative increase or de 

crease in the matter of the commercial dey ment since tl 
American occupation? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. I think that will be in duced 
before this debate closes. 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. Will the gentleman permit a questi 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Yes, sir ' 
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Dol understand thec ‘man of the Con 

mittee on Insular Affairs to state that the taxes in t Philip) 
Islands are now larger than they were under the Spanis! 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. ] have not said so. 
Mr. HITCHCOCK. The gentleman said the revennes i 

creased. How are the revenues made lar xcept by taxa 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. In that sense, yes. 1 sland 

do more business and have greater revenues in the he ho cus 
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Then the Philippine people are paying 

more taxes under our : pr esent insular government then under the 
Spanish régime? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Yes, sir; if the gentleman ca 
customs duties taxes; and they are better able to pay them 

Mr. Speaker, in recommending the enactment of this particular 
section the Committee on Insular Affairs have been guided in 
large measure by —— 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. One moment, before the gentleman I S 
that subject. He states that these people are better able to pay. 
Will he explain why it was necessary for us to send $3,000,000 of 
our own Government's money for their relief last year if that w 
the case? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. That wasa very exceptional year 
I doubt not that the gentleman from Nebraska remembers that ; 
few years ago there was a grasshopper plague in Kansas; but hi 
would wees it wasa normal vear for age ture 
State, nor would he claim thi . it rv see . fair criterion 
average condition of the peop f Kansas. 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. No, sir 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin (continuing In the Philippi 
they suffered a loss of their rice crops and they had an epidem 
of cholera—— 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. Would the gentleman say that the people 
of Kansas were any better able to pay the tax during that year 
than in previous years? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. This trouble in the Philippines 
was principally in one Be ee That was one year out of four 
while all the time the revenues have been increasing. all of the 
time these e xpenditures for public improvements have been going 
on, and all of the time, despite that sad year, as the testimony 
indubitably shows, there has been a betterment in the average 
condition of the people of the Philippine Archipelago. 

Mr. Speaker, this particular section is declared by Secretary 
Taft to be a very necessary one. Hesays in his testimony befor 
the Committee on Insular Affairs that the Philippine gover 

| ment do not expect to issue—at least immediately, if they ey 
do—all of these proposed bonds for $5,000,000. He says tha 
in his judgment there will be sufficient revenue to enable th 
government to carry on these improvements withou suin 
bonds; but he says also that if there should be an unexp d de 
cline in the revenues the Philippine government oug] » have 
money on hand with which to continue work on these public nece 
sities. I knowof no one better qualified than is Secretary Taf 
judge as to what is necessary over there He testified for many 

days before the Committtee on Insular Affairs two year »,and 
again this year. 

L know that I voice the sentiment of every member of th m 

n tcarriedon, But the Philippine government says that work on 
these necessary improvements must not cease nor be delayed; that 

government must have the money to complete them and also 
to neet_ the increase in government expenditure due to the exten- | 

n of governmental agencies into all parts of the archipelago. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. 
Mr. HERMANN. 

will be exceedingly interesting if the 
House with any data as to the expenditures and rec: 
the Spanish régime before American occupation, 
as to exports and imports, in order that there might 
comparison of the two administrations. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. I doubt whether a 
authentic is obtainable as to expenditures under the Span 
régime. I will, however. procure and insert in the Rec 
tab’e showing receipts under the Spanish administration. 

Mr. HERMANN. Is it the opinion of the gentleman 
reading of the subject, which has been extensive, that there 
been an increase in the receipts of revenues of the i 
American occupation? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. 

Certainly. 

be 

Ss 1© 

{ 

on 

Yes: int and an 

mittee, Republican and Democrat alike, when | say that all we 
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1 by the Philippine government or by any other government | Mr. HERMANN. Will the gentleman permit an inquiry there? 

tb 

] 
slands under 

It will illumine the subject very much and 
gentleman can furnish the 

ipts under 
and especially 

a relative 

anything really 
ish 

a 

his 
as 
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impressed by his mastery of f the problem of the Philippines, his 
statesman-like breadth of view and ability to see all sides of every 
question, and by his absolute candor. At the conclusion of the 
hearings two years ago I distinctly recall how a distinguished 
member of the committee, now the leader of the minority on this 

floor, the honorable gentleman from Mississippi |Mr. WILLiaMs}, 
said to me in conversation, **] have all of the time been admir- 
ing not only the evident unusual ability of Governor Taft, but | 
even more his perfect fairness.”’ 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, may I inter- 
rupt the gentleman? I agree with him about Governor Taft—— 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Can not the gentleman wait until 
I conclude? 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. I want to ask at this partic- 
ular point this question: I know of no man who has a more win- 
ning personality or a better man than Governor Taft, but has not 
Governor Taft given as his opinion that we ought to have free 
trade with the Philippine Islands? But in the committee of which 
the gentleman is chairman and of which I am a member of mi- 
nority no bill has been introduced before that committee on that 
subj r has the committee made any recommendation for free 
trade in the Philippine Islands. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. I do not recall that during the 
hearings Governor Taft has ever done more than to recommenda 
reduction, not an entire elimination, of the tariff on Philippine 
products; but whether he has or has not, the question of the 
gentleman from Tennessee, like that of the gentleman from Min- 
nesota, is, at this particular time, not germane. 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. Well,thatis the gentleman's 
opinion about the qnestion. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Is not that the opinion of the gen- 
tleman from Tennessee? 

Mr. TAWNEY. And we have no jurisdiction. 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. The Committee on Insular Affairs 

has no jurisdiction of that subject. Asthe gentleman well knows, 
that goes, under the rules, to the Committee on Ways and Means. 

Mr. TAWNEY. And the Committee on Insular Affairs has no 
jurisdiction over such legislation. 

Mr. WILLIAMS of Dhinois. But it is entirely germane to your 
eulogy on Governor Taft. 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. And has not Governor Taft 
only asked for a reduction of the revenue because he said it was 
simpossible to get free trade for years? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, in response to the 
question put me by the gentleman vt Tennessee, I repeat that 
the Committee on Insular Affairs can not touch a tariff nor report | 
revenue legislation. Everything 
mittee on Ways and Means. 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. Speaker, does not the gentleman, in 
this bill which he brings forward here, ** touch the tariff? ’’ 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. We do in one slight particular, 
but only so far as concerns certain material to be imported into 
the archipelago for only one purpose. 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. 
for one purpose, why not another? 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. I would like te inquire of the gentleman 
if he can do it in one instance, why not in another? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, that is a mere inci- 
dent in this bill separate and apart from its main purpose. Not 
infrequently a bill contains a paragraph concerning a subject 
over which a particular committee has no jurisdiction, while the 

of that kind goes to the Com- 

If the gentleman can do it 

main body of the bill relates to subjects over which the samecom- | 
mittee has exclusive jurisdiction. In such a case the paragraph 
is not strong enough or of weight sufficient to carry the whole 
bill to the particular committee having jurisdiction of the sub- 
ject embodied in the paragraph. That is this case exactly. 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. I would like to ask the gen- 
tleman again if he is in favor of free trade with the Philippine 
Islands? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, when I have an op- 
portunity to devote to it, 1 shall show what I think upon that 
particular proposition. But as the question is now entirely im- 
material, and as it tends simply to waste time by confusing issues 
and taking the attention of the House away from what it ought | 
to be considering, I can not stop to answer it. 

Mr. PATTERSON of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani- 
mous consent of the House that the gentleman be permitted to 
answer the question. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. 
man yield? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. 
the Republican side. ] 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. 
fuses to yield. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. As I have said, this bill is based | 
upon the recommendations of the Philippine Commission and 

BRICK). Does the gentle- 

Yield for what? [Laughter on 

Very well; the gentleman re- 

| the Pres 

| mony of witnesses 
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| upon the testimony of Secretary Taft.a witness whom a De) 
| cratic member of the Committee on Insular Affairs declared 
his testimony with complete knowledge of the facts and with 
fect fairness. F 

Mr. JONES of Virginia. Mr. Speaker 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, I must declin 

yield further. 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. Mr. Speaker, I object. The gen: 

man has no right to refer to what took place in a committe: 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. It was not incommittee. |; 

in a private conversation after the hearings had adjourned. 
Mr. GROSVENOR. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman from W 

consin [Mr. CoorEr] will permit me—lI do not want to inten 
his speech—I do not like to have it go by unchallenged ¢) 
may not refer to what a witness states before a committee j 
committee. What are those hearings for? I know of no; 
and I challenge the gentlemen on the other side to find any { 
of any parliamentary rule. that prevents reference to thi 

taken before any committee of this House. 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. This was a statement of 0) 

the members of the committee, a distinguished Democrat, I d 
to say to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. GRosVENOR}, du 
conversation, after the hearings were ended. 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. Just on that point, Mr. Spea 

reply to what the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Gr OSVEN( 
said, he probably was not in the House when the Speaker 
my attention to the fact that I could not refer to what too 
before a committee. This gentleman was not a witness 
This is aconversation between the chairman of the committ: 
one of the members of the committee that he is relating. 

Mr. GROSVENOR. Oh, that is a different thing altog 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. It was aconversation in th: 

ence of other members of the committee and of several . 
listeners in the committee room. 

Mr. GROSVENOR. I did not mean that at all. 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. And I think the gentleman f: 

Virginia {Mr. JoNEs] was there himself and heard it. 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. I probably heard it, but th 

that I referred to was the vote of all of the members of 
mittee, to which I was informed I could not refer. 

Mr. HITCHCOCK. Mr. Speaker, will the ge ntleman yi 
a question? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. 
interrupted further at this time. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair desires 
gentleman that his hour has terminated. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. 
the time on this side. 

The SPEAKER pro tempore. 
gentleman. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. And the gentleman will 1 
himself for time enough to finish what the gentleman fro: 
consin desires to say. 
ing this section before the committee, said: 

My own conception of the duty of the commission and the d 

Mr. Speaker, I must declit 

to state f 

The Chair will recogni 

| Government in those islands is to continually improve them by the 
tion of bridges, roads (which may be termed insular roads, as distin; 
from mere local road branches), enlarge schoolhouses and port wor 

| islands are practically without any improvements at all, and I do not t 
it possible to carry on works of improvement of that sort without ! 
money. You can create sinking funds, and there ought to bec reat 
ing funds; but, nevertheless, it is necessary to have the money, 
fair to impose the burden of all the improvements on the prese! .t ta 
generation. 

* * * * * * 

You hope that you will be able to carry on part of this improve! 
current income? 

Secretary Tarr. Yes, sir; I do. 
And you do not contemplate the issue of bonds for the entire 

ment? 

Secretary TAFT. No, sir. We have had heretofore a surplus— 

The House will remember that I read a letter showing t! 
surplus is being revived— 
but I think that surplus is disappearing now; and what we wi 
merely—and I am willing to reduce the application to $5,000,000 i 
mittee would prefer—to have something to which we can look in ca 

| come fails us. 

Mr. Speaker, the next section is merely amendatory of a 
of the act of 1892—the Philippine civil-government act 
empowered the municipalities in the archipelago to creat 
indebtedness, but required them first to secure the permis 

ident, the Secretary of War,and Congress. This! 
| tion eliminates Congress so faras that permission is concer 
still requires the consent of the President and Secretary « 
In other words, it does not require a municipality (there 
municipalities) desiring to sink a driven well for the pur 
securing pure water to come to Congress and wait Salat 

| Session to session to secure its consent. Let me read what 
tary Taft says as to the reason for this amendment: 

Now, there are 900 towns, and in many of them the water supply ! 
tial to the health; I mean an improved water supply is essential to the 

Mr. Speaker, I have contro! « 

[Laughter.} Secretary Taft, while discu 



If we could have driven wells and a small water system we 
d probably reduce the death rate by 50 or even 75 per cent, and it was 
a view to making this workable, because we should hardly like, and it 

it seem feasible, toapply to Congress for the right to borrow a thousand 

he towns. 

u's nor $2,000 for one town and $500 for another town and so on. If we 
have the privilege of borrowing money for each of the 900 towns to put 
into good hygienic condition it would accomplish wonders for the 

We might, of course, go to work and make a report to Congress 
have Congress authorize the issue of so many bonds for so many towns, 
f the committee thinks that that is the wisest course, well and good. 

he CHAIRMAN. Linfer from what you say that impure water is the great 
se for disease. —_— ee ate 

retary TAFT. Yes, sir; it is. 
he CHAIRMAN. You think driven wells— 
‘retary TAFT. I think driven wells would accomplish wonders. Water 

» cause of amcebic dysentery. It is the cause of a great many bowel 
During the cholera season it makes life in the country almost in- 

bly attended with very great danger from the epidemic. 

‘hile this amended section does away with the requirement 
the consent of Congress, it nevertheless still requires the pre- 
is consent of the President or of the Secretary of War acting 

r the President. Not only does it contain this important re- 
rement, but there is in it a provision also that indebtedness 
ler this section shall never exceed 5 per cent of the assessed 
uation of the taxable property in the municipality. In Wis- 

in the State constitution prohibits such indebtedness from ex- 
ling 7 per cent of such valuation. In some of the other States 
limitation is the same. In several the constitutional restric- 

n issomewhat lower. In Iowa, I believe, it is5 percent. The 
triction in this section is 5 per cent. So that, with the Pre~i- 
it required to give his consent and with this 5 per cent limita- 
n, the interests of the Filipino people are completely protected 

| there is no opportunity for an excessive or improper bonded 
btedness. 

Mr. Speaker, the next section is the most important of the bill. 
It is also the section most apt to be misunderstood and, I fear, to 
be misrepresented. Its purpose is to enable the Philippine gov- 
ernment to induce the investment of capital in the construction, 

uipment, and operation of railroads in the islands by guaran- 
an income of not more than 5 per cent on the cash capital 

ctually invested in such construction and equipment. The sec- 
limits the guaranty strictly to the cash actually invested, thus 

prohibiting payments on ‘‘ water’’ or on any other form of ficti- 
ious capitalization. 
The act making the guaranty must declare the proper rules for 

ascertaining clearly the cash capital actually invested and the net 
ome actually received on such capital and must set forth the 

limit of invested capital to which the guaranty shall apply. The 
tion provides that the Philippine government, through its an- 

ting, engineering, and railroad bureaus, and also by the appoint- 
ment of two or more government directors, shall have supervision 
of the conduct of the finances of the railroad and of its location, 

struction, and maintenance. 
section contains also the very important limitation that the 
smount due upon all guaranties shall never in any one year 

xceed the sum of $1,500,000. This sum would be the greatest 
ossible annual liability; but as a matter of fact the annual lia- 

ity will never reach $1,500.000, because some of the proposed 
roads—the Secretary of War thinks 30 per cent or more—will very 
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soon become remunerative, thus reducing the amount due under | 
the guaranties. 

rhis limitation fixing the maximum possible liability is most 
important, because it absolutely prevents the guaranty from ever | 
1 wiring the Philippine treasury to pay more than $1,500,000 in 

ear, a sum which, as the Secretary of War and the commis- 
n declare, and as the evidence clearly shows, will be easily pro- 
led for. 

Chus it will be seen that this section, rightly considered, is a 
carefully drawn, thoroughly guarded, conservative business prop- 
osition, having as its only object and its only effect a legitimate 

Yt 
aly 
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and greatly needed improvement in transportation facilities in | 
the Philippine Islands. 

Mr. Speaker, Macaulay, in his History of England, declared that 
ul inventions, the alphabet and the printing press alone ex- 

cepted, those inventions that abridge distance have done most for 
the civilization of our species. It would be equally true, I think, 
to say that of all inventions which abridge distance the railroad 
has been the most effective civilizer. It is true also that of all 
improvements possible for the Philippines, railroads are the most 
needed. The Secretary of War testified that he knew of nothing 

which in importance is to be compared with them. 
“ir. Speaker, one of the chief obstacles to an early and a com- 

tively easy solution of the Philippine problem is the present 
sion of the inhabitants of the archipelago into numerous 
es, each with its own peculiar dialect. For example, there 
to-day, in the island of Luzon alone, twenty tribes. some of 
i containing men of education and marked intelligence; yet 

is a fact, reported by many witnesses, that the inhabitants of 
province can not converse with those who come from another 

province only 50 miles away. 
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In the interest of a satisfactory adjustment of the Philippin 
problem and in the highest interest of the Filipinos themselv 
there must be a fusion of these tribes and an elimination of th 
dialects with their attendant provincialism. To-day there is not, 
in any proper sense of the words, a Filipino people. Free repre- 
sentative government can never be maintained in the islands until 
there has been a unification of their inhabitants, and such unifi- 
cation is practically impossible without railroads 

The present variety of tribes and dialects and the consequet 
embarrassing provincialism are chiefly attributable to the diffi 
culty found in passing from place to place. Railroads will 
do away with these obstacles to progress by enabling th 
easily to travel from province to province (the Fili 
great fondness for travel), by facilitating business, fam 
the people with business methods, and gradually leadi: 
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speak the same language. 
| The speaking of a common language begets the printing 1 
reading of it; and the speaking. printing, and reading of a common 
language, under the same laws, unifies a people. Thus railroads 
in the Philippines will benefit their inhabitants. not alone mat 
ally, but morally and intellectually. Mr. Speaker, this is a prop- 
osition not to exploit the islands, but legitimately to develop their 

| resources; not to rob their taxpayers. but honestly to enrich them. 
It is an educational proposition. It is a proposition to unify a 
people and to promote their moral, intellectual, and material w 
being. This being true, then comes the practical quest H 

| can we introduce railroads into the archipelag 
Mr. BONYNGE. Are there any there now? 
Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. In reply to the gentlemar 

Colorado, I will say there is only one railroad in the isla I 
runs from Manila to Dagupan, a distance of about 120 m It 
was built under an 8 per cent guaranty given by the Spanish ‘ 
ernment. 

The Democratic minority, in their report, admit that it has been 
impossible to attract private capital to the islands to enga 
railroad construction, and that the fact has been demonstrated 
that capital will not go there, finding other fields more invit 
and conditions for investment more favorable. 

There are two ways in which the Philippine government m 
be permitted to aid in the building of railroads: First, by a ¢ 

| of lands; second, by a guaranty upon investment 
| The Secretary of War. the Philippine Commission l 
| Committee on Insular Affairs believe that it will be in 
| better to have the railroads in the Philippines constr 1 un 
| a guaranty upon actual investment and to have the lands | 
the people. Railroads will greatly increase the valu: 

| and therefore these lands ought to be held for the in 
the islands. 

The Philippine government propose to build a complete tr 
line system comprising from 750 to 1,000 miles of railroad. 1 
do not desire, however, to construct all of these roads a e til 

| but rather to extend the work over a period of f thre 
years. The proposed system includes a line in Luzon from D 
along the west coast to Loag, and another from Ca 
the mountains and through the valley of the Caga 
on the north coast. 

| Another line is to extend from Manila down a 1e h 
| shore of a fresh-water lake to Santa Cruz, with a | hd 
Batangas. Still another line is to run through the D 
district of southeastern Luzon. 

| From beginning to end the entire transaction » be unde 
| strict supervision of the Philippine governm Not a 
can be expended nora rail laid except under litions 

| localities prescribed by that government. 
| Mr. HERMANN. Will the gentleman consent to a1 
| Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Certainly. 
| Mr. HERMANN. Iwill ask him whether before |! 
| tee there were any capitalists or railroad builders who « sed 
their opinion as to their ability to build the railroads witl 

| aid of the Government so far as guaranteeing ncon 
the admission of railroad material into the Philip Is] 
of duty? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. No, sir. 
Mr. HERMANN (continuing). And w!l 

| also this further information, as to whethe1 1 
| was constructed under the Spanish régime, as I 
by the Spanish Government or private ca] 
was Iam not informed—as to whether tl \ 

| success, as to how far it has ma 
| ment on the resources of the cour ry, il 
possibly be an increase of railway traffic i 

| follow from American construction from w n t 
| capital to be rewarded and the railroad 
the course of ten or fifteen years withou 
essary to guarantee the income by the G 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Does the g n( 
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know any ¢ 
years before iving a return on his investment? 

Mr. HERMANN. Well, to speak candidly from the evidence 
vhich I should think we will necessarily have an in- 
creased commerce there that would be sufficient in a short time 
to guarantee a reasonable return on the investment; but I defer 
to the superior judement of the gentleman, the chairman of 
the committee, who bas studied the subject. But I submit to 
the gentleman whether he can give us some light upon this 
matter. 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, I will say this, that 
the whole valley of the Cagayan River, through which it is in- 
tended to extend one of these lines, is sparsely settled. It will re- 
quire years to develop a profitable commercethere. It is doubtful 
whether the line from Dagupan north will be profitable for several 
years. Secretary Taft says the commission thinks, however, that 
it ought to be constructed, and that in time it will become profit- 
able. 

The commission and the Secretary of War believe that it will 

anit 
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be much the wisest policy to have a complete, harmonious trunk- | 
line system mapped out in advance by men disinterested, as are 
the members of the commission, and who have in mind only the 
welfare of the Philippine people. As I have 
government does not intend to build all of these roads at once, 
but gradually, from year to year, in pursuance of a complete, care- 
fully considered plan. The Spanish railroad is in the most densely 

‘ttled portion of the island of Luzon, running up from Manila 
to Dagupan, and last year it paid about $320,000. This line can 
not, however, be taken as a criterion by which to judge of the 
possibilities of the other proposed lines which I have mentioned. 
It is desired and intended to include the Manila-Dagupan line in 
the proposed trunk-line system. 

In further response to the gentleman from Oregon I desire to 
say that, while I have not myself heard capitalists on this subject, 
I have it 
system except upon some inducement sufficient to warrant the 
risk. 
gineers who have examined the islands with a view to railroad 
construction, and I believe that he has informed the Secretary of 
War that he would not make such an investment in the Philip- 

alist who would be willing to wait for fifteen 

said, the Philippine | 

from Secretary Taft that they will not invest in such a | 

Sir William Van Horne has heard the testimony of the en- | 

pines at this time. The risk comes in part from the constant d 
mand made by certain people in this country that the islands } 
turned over to a native Filipino government. 

Mr. HERMANN. Isubmit this tothe gentleman. He see 
to be acting upon the assumption, and this bill seems to be fran 
largely upon that line, that a railroad must have some guara) 
immediately as to a net revenue; that time can not be taken j 
consideration for forthcoming revenue in the future. Is it noi 
fact, I will suggest to my friend, that all railrcads are built. , 
upon the immediate expectancy of a profitable revenue, but u 
the hope that in the future there will be a paying revenue a 
continually thereafter increasing, so as to make it a profit 
enterprise? ; 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. I know this, that the Demor: 
minority of the committee unanimously report it to be im) 
sible—that is their language—to induce capital to enter upon + 
construction of railroadsin the Philippine Islands. The Phili; 
Commission say so and the Republican majority of the ( 
mittee on Insular Affairs are of the same opinion. 

Mr. HERMANN. Does not the gentleman believe the r 
| sion of duties, such as provided in section 5 of this bill, wou 
| a great inducement? 

Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin. Itisasmall inducement, far 
| sufficient to induce capital to go into those islands and cons 
such a railroad system as they need and as the Philippine go 
ment wants to have built and in the localities which it ma: 
scribe. This trunk-line system of railroads ought to be built 

| Filipino or by American capital. 
Mr. Speaker, the remaining sections of the bill I must leay 

discussion by other gentlemen of the committee. These : 
relate to the supreme court of the islands, to tonnage laws a 

| similar subjects, and there is no objection to them. Owing to 
terruptions, I have already trespassed upon the patience o 

| House much longer than I intended, and I therefore resery: 
balance of the time. [Applause. } 
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In the following statement, covering revenues and expe nditur 
sular government during the last five years, the figures includ 

| counts, with the exception of returns fo¥ the fiscal year ended Ji 
which have been estimated by the auditor: 

Fise aly year exile d June 30— 

1900. 1901. 1902. 1903. 

“ustoms 
> 

097, 864.15 
4) 2 954. 87 
240, 754. 00 

( 

Postal 
Internal 

Provil 
Cit Manila 

laneous Miscel 

Total 3, 508, 682. 83 | 

Cust 
Postal 
Provir ‘a 
Loans d refunds 
City of Manila 
Other expt 

28,817.90 
30, 410. 75 

ii 
nditures , 316, 779. cd | 

"2 376, 008. 62 

In the foregoing statement for the fiscal year 1908 the following amounts | 
are included under 
Customs revenues, refundable export duties 
‘*Other insular expenditure "3 
“Other insular expenditures”’ 

the Philippine census . 
“City of Manila,” for permanent impr ONO iki sncanes- 
Amount collected in the United States on exports from the P hil- 

ippine : 

The following sums 

$511, 213. 90 
1ents_... 2,250,000. 00 
taking of 

for permanent improven 
in connection with the 

445, 000. 00 

are exc clu led from the figures submitte a: 

Advanced to June 30, 1903, on account of the purchase of silver 
bullion and the proceeds from the sale of certificates of indebt- 
edness as provided for by the several acts of the Philippine 
Commission . 8, 000, 000. 00 

Approp-iation by ¢ 
8,000,000. 00 pine Islands 

ner 

The amount advanced to the insular purchasing agent for the 
purchase of supplies ar ud material was .... 

From which the insular treasury was reim pursed with the pro- 
ceeds arising from the sale 3 of supplies to approximately - 

In the treasurer's account alone, during the year, there was a di- 
rect to the treast = due to the changes in ratio between 
Unit ates currenc and Mexican currency of. -- 

During the » year, refun pd ble export duties returned to e xporters 
were 

The se 

expendit 
plies purchased by the insular purchasing agent and commissary officer for 
the Philippine constabulary, which expenditures will be re imbursed to insu- 
lar revenues by the sales of these supplies. 

1033 

au 

133, 672 

amounts are expre eoed in United States currency values and under 

$5, 739, 297.40 | 

6, 763, 527. 73 

i 

4,7 758,677.75 

500,000.00 | 

73, 218. 29 | 

1,710, 000.00 | 

ures include reimbursable appropriations, such as payments for sup- | 

$8, 550, 758. 49 | 
137,811.99 | 
225, 505. 09 | 

1, 993, 270. 97 
1, 199.590. 01 

524, 482. 97 

2 | 12, 631, 419.52 

$9, 105, 754. 67 
12%, 816. 
966, 400. 4 

$9, 686, 533. 
146, 659. 

222, 980. 
2,559, 601. ¢ 
1,561, 473.6 
1, 148, 877.05 

i, 326, 125. : 

104, 282. 54 
561, 993. 18 

491, 217. 

“10, 686, 188, 7 

100, 194. 09 
89, 149. 51 

490, 126. 40 
175, 156. 57 
746, 586. 
324, 479.35 

1,744,344. 56 
6, 564, 426.6 

10, 045, 1: 20. £ 

267, 446. 587,142. 8 
55, 347 226, 730. ¢ 

1, 168, 585. 
1, 760, 563. 87 
1,813, 118. 
8, 711, 363. 2 

14, 262, 503. 

509, B34. 15 5,659, 971. 79° 

6, 073, 768. 44 | io | 

APPENDIX B. 

Customs revenues in the Philippine Archipelago during the periods s} 
pressed in United States currency values at the rate of two Mexi 
Jor one American. 

1890 (Spanish administration) 
891 

Aug. 20 to Dec. 31, 1898 (American administration) -..........- cee 
Calendar year: 

Included in the above receipts are import duties as follows: 

-— (Spanish administration) 

1, 504, 392. 86 | 

340,000.00 | 

91 | 
| Aug. 20 to Dec. 31, 1898 (American administration) ...........-.-.- 
Ce year: om 
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,nd export duties: 

Spanish administration) 

56 

“ aoe 676,526.08 | 
x) to Dec. Bi, "1898 (American administration) - i catintiillas clvanatie 167 , 687.39 | 
iar year: 

a li lat attained ah atc a ata dia i at at ei 557,545. 60 | 

ee .-, -. cauaatalancchtiemdh:in dé Minds teitedien alitatndastiniteadandtreadalhas testi Qhitanibanntiiiiaiiiaeh aad 721, 824. 61 

DOO ais cl a elation lit in lil cette di A alice ile iad Pas 769, 389. 92 

General Deficiency Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. FREDERICK H.GILLETT 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

7 

Saturday, April 16, 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 15054) making appro- 
riations to supply deficiencies in the appropriations for the fiscal year end- 
ing June 30, 1904, and for prior years, and for other purposes 

Mr. GILLETT said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: A statement was recently printed in the REcorRD 

ifying sixty individual exceptions to the operation of the civil- 
service rules which President Roosevelt had made during his Ad- 
ministration, and from this basis the argument has been drawn 
here and much more elaborately and unfairly in the press that 
the President has excepted more persons than his three predeces- 
sors combined, and that he has in these sixty instances violated 
both the letter and the spirit of the law. 

It is not of much intrinsic importance to the service whether 
these sixty cases were properly excepted from the 150,000 now 
covered by the law, but it is of great importance whether the 
President has, as charged, violated in these cases the spirit of the 
law which he has always advocated; whether he has, when put 
to the test of experience, abandoned and discredited the strict 
principles which he has always professed in theory. 

[ have examined the subject with some care, and the conclusion 
is to me clear and irresistible that his conduct as Executive has 
been governed by the same principles which he professed as a 

vate citizen, that his practice has squared exactly with his 

i 1904, 
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preaching, and that none of his predecessors have surpassed him 
in exact obedience to both the letter and the spirit of the civil- 
service law. He has, it is true, excepted by special rule sixty 
persons, but each of his three immediate predecessors excepted a 
? far greater number, not, indeed, often by special rules for each 

vidual, but by rules covering each from 1 person to 8,000 per- 
sons, 

Under former Administrations any exceptions that were made 
were in the nature of general amendments to the rules and ad- 
mitted whole classes, even where the necessity existed only with 
respect to individuals. Under the present Administration prac- 
tically all such general exceptions have been abrogated, and the 

ication of the fundamental principles laid down in the civil- 
service act has been made uniform throughout the service. In 

- this it has been recognized that, as contemplated by the 
law, occasional instances might arise where adherence to the 
trict letter of the rules would operate against the best interests 

of the service, and such cases have been treated as exceptional 

and by direct Executive order removed from the operation of the 
rules, and the reason for such action has been frankly stated and 
published. As this course was seldom, if ever, pursued before.a 
superficial examination of this record will create an entirely er- 
roneous impression, unless at the same time the conditions and 
p tices that actually existed under former Administrations be 

rne in mind. 
[tis impossible now to determine accurately how many were 

pted under each Administration, but as well as I can ascer- 
tain President Cleveland excepted in his first Administration over 
500, while he increased the classified service from 15,000 to 27,000. 
President Harrison excepted over 200, besides the railway mail 

ks, and increased the service from 2 27 ,000 to 42,000. President 
eland in his second Administration excepted over 200, and 
Behe increased the service from 42,000 to 86,000. Presi- 

t McKinley excepted by one order over 8,000 and increased the 
rvice from 86,000 to 120,000, and President Roosevelt has ex- 
ted 60 and made the increase from 120,000 to 150,000, the pres- 
number, Certainly the numbers compare favorably. 

Under his Administration the number within the classified serv- 

+57) 
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‘© was far greater than any predecessor, and nevertheless his | 

exceptions have been farless. It is true his ex: options were made 

for individuals and the others mainly for elas but I ail to see 
why that is to his discredit or why it justifies the charge that he 
has made more exceptions than any predecessor. Being tempo 
rary and not permanent, it affects the service less. It of course 
gives the opp rtunity to designing persons to m ead the blic 

and to make a statement which is technically trne but wholly a 
fair in saying that he suspended the law in n individual cases 
than any predecessor, although all his exce ns amounted to 

| only 60, while one order of President McKin!] excepted over 
8,000. By the same kind of truthfulnessa per-on m ay that 
some unknown monk of the eighth century, who had xty dif 
ferent times turned sixty heathen to Christianity, had achieved 
more individual conversions than Charlemagne. whom history 
tells us on one conspicuous occasion converted them by regiments 
and baptized them by platoons. 

So, while one can construct a statement which will be liter- 
ally true, conveying the impression that President Roosevelt has 
relaxed the strictness of the civil-service law more than any of 
his predecessors, that statement can not be honestly made by 
anyone who understands the facts and wishes to fairly tell the 
truth about them. 

I do not mean to intimate that anyone in this Honse has inten- 
| tionally misrepresented the facts or even been uncandid, but I 
| think some gentlemen have been quite mistaken and some news 
papers have been grossly unfair. 

But, after all, the real question of importanc not whether 
| President Roosevelt has made more exceptions than any oth 
President, nor does the fact that he has made less than any 
of the others necessarily vindicate him, for the President who 
made the most exceptions might be most rigidly enforcing the 
spirit of the law, and the making might 
violating it. And though his critics are mistaken in sta 
he has excepted more than any predecessor, it doe 
necessarily that they have no ground for critici 

The real question is not the number of exceptions, but th: 
of them, the reasons behind them. Are thee 
with the spirit of the law. or do they violate it? That 
termines whether the President is fairly su t to « 
is what settles whether his practices and his profes 
consistent. To speak of his exceptions as violations of 
absurd, though not uncommon, for the law giv the Pr 
unlimited right to make exceptions. Nothing controls him e 
cept his personal fidelity to the system, and hx make as many 
exceptions as his whim or caprice sugge and still the will 
not be violated. But has | rve ] 
has the letter ofthelaw? Thatis the 
he 1} [ believe that investig: 
consistent and straightforward. 
What is the spirit of the law? What isi 

acted primarily to prevent filling the sub 
Government for partisan purposes; to secur 
than a political machine with which to do th 
Administration, and it was hope 3 a 
lessen the appointment of men for 
keeping of men in office when 
them would offend some influential friend; the creatiz 
not because needed by the Government becé 
some applicant; the increasing of salarie 
because the recipients have influence. 
evils and tendencies in the rapidly grow 
that the new system was inaugurat 
lished to have general oversight, whi 
representatives of both parties, and the | lent 
almost unlimited power to extend or 
the new system. 

Each succeeding President has exercised that 
tending the service, until now it c 
and there are hardly any more places which can be included 
many think it now covers some which should be exem 
to remedy that danger there was originally) 
dent the power of e: ots th 
relieve any embarrassment which arises f1 
restricted to examination which could be 
appointment. And it is in the exercise of this remedial | 
exception that President 

Examination shows that 
or another the places could be filled 
from the regular eligible list. Each cas 
fully set forth in the annual printed report of e comm 
Hardly any of the appointees were in to t 
sonally. As a rule, the eptions were 
head of a Department or bur 
sion. That bipartisan commission exami 
so there could be no politics init, and tl 
tion the President acted, and by a speci 
Whenever the commission recom! 
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President refused to except. There was no partisan advantage 
to be gained; there were no personal friendships to be gratified; 
there was no political *‘ pull’’ to be encouraged; but they were 

given by law to relieve any over-rigidity of the system should be 
exercised. 

It may be that everyone would not agree that each individual 
case was important enough to warrant its exception by special 
rule, but that is not important. On matters of discretion opinion | 
is never unanimous. But it seems to me opinion must be unani- 
mous on the vital and fundamental question that the President | provements of the system under the present Administration. 

: ; i | | resolutions of the league congratulated the country on the regulation ; 

but for reasons of public policy which would appeal strongly to | 
did not make the exceptions for political or personal favoritism, 

everyone, and which prove conclusively that there was as little 
violation of the spirit as of the letter of the civil-servicelaw. And 
I think careful investigation will satisfy any impartial man that 
this has been true not only in the sixty cases but in President 
Roosevelt's whole Administration; that he has extended and ad- 
ministered the civil-service law with vigor, with impartiality, and 
it} 5 on nen at a meme’ “eins » has a » Bow , a FA 11 t 1 5 3 ¢ _ thy 

with sincere consistency; that he has been the first President to ice, requiring officers of the Government to give testimony in investigat 
put a stop to that fraudulent backdoor method of entering the 
classified service through the labor roll, and that it has been inva- 
riably true, what I am sure the unbiased opinion of the country | serious criticism of the President. 

| present Administration was the first which had given to the country a would expect, that the settled convictions upon the merit system 
which he never hesitated to announce and advocate as a private 
citizen he has hesitated as little to abide by, uphold, and enforce 
as President. 

I append a letter on the subject, and also a statement made by 
the Civil Service Commission relative to the variations in the mat- 
ter of apportionment. 

APRIL 16, 1904. 
DEAR Sir: Criticism of President Roosevelt has recently been made in 

Congress and elsewhere on the ground that he has made a larger number of 
irregular appointments to the classified service than any of his predecessors. 

office a few months, and as these alleged facts occurred in youradministration 
I take the liberty of asking your opinion of the ground for these assertions. 

Very truly, yours, 

Hon. W. D. FouLKE, 
Washington, D. C. 

FREDERICK H. GILLeTr. 

APRIL 16, 1904, 
DEAR S1rR: The assertions you speak of are untrue. The fact is exactly 

the other way. 
examination under President Roosevelt than under any other President, and 
there has been no Administration since the passage of the civil-service act in 
which the a system has advanced with greater rapidity and cer- 
tainty. It has been necessary forevery President to permit certain positions 
to be filed without examination. The number has been reduced from time 
to time and the range of the competitive system extended. This process has 
gone on faster under President Roosevelt than under any other President. 
Of the sixty cases of suspensions of the rules during his Administration, only | 

res are of persons who were allowed to enter the service without | thirty-t! 
examination. ; 

In other words, out of over 70,000 appointments to the competitive service 
since Mr. Roosevelt became President it was deemed unnecessary in these | 
thirty-three cases to require competitive examination. These cases form less 
than one-twentieth of 1 per cent of the appointments. They comprise, for 
instance, a steward in the White House, a coachman in the Navy Depart- 
ment, two special agents in the Bureau of Corporations, the Superintendent 
of the Government Hospital for the Insane, and other cases where, on account 
of special reasons, the application of the rul s was considered impracticable, 
unwise, unjust, or unnecessary. These cases are exp‘ained in detail in the 
annual reports of the Civil Service Commission. They were usually made on 
the recommendation of a Cabinet officer and with the approval of the com- 
mission. In all of these cases the person was ae and not the position. 
This has been found by experience to be much the better plan. If, for in- 
stance, the position of caaaienet had been excepted generally, and not the 
particular man, it would be found that the number of coachmen would in- 
crease and many exceptions would creep in instead of one. 

The statement of Representative HAY that during the Administrations of 
Presidents Cleveland and Harrison there were no suspensions of the rules, 
and only three during the Administration of McKinley, while in Roosevelt’s 
Administration there have been sixty, leads to a most erroneous inference. 
Under previous Administrations exceptions were not usually made by means 
of suspensions of therules, but by means of changes in the rules, thus except- 
ing certain classes of positions from competitive examination. From time to 
time Presidents Cleveland, Harrison, and McKinley excepted from competi- 
tion hundreds of positions which had been competitive. On one occasion 
alone—May 29, 1890—8,047 such places were excepted. But these exceptions 
were not, in the main, in the form of “suspensions of the rules,” which was 
the only matter called for by the House resolution. President Roosevelt, 
however, made them in the form of such suspensions for the express purpose 
of limiting their number. 

Moreover, prior to April 15, 1908, there was a provision allowing appoint- 
ments without examination where the position to be filled required “such pe- 
culiar qualifications in respect to knowledge and ability, or such scientific or 
special attainments, wholly or in part professional or technical, as are not 
ordinarily acquired in the executive service of the United States.” Under 
this provision President McKinley made twenty-one appointments and Pres- 
ident Roosevelt only five. Instead of making appointments of this kind under 
a general rule, President Roosevelt preferred to deal with each case sepa- 
rately by a suspension of the rules, and several of the thirty-three appoint- 
ments referred to are of this character, as, for instance, that of a cable 
engineer in the Signal Service in the Philippines. 

During the last year 4,688 more appointments were mace through com- 
petitive examination than in the previous year, and 3,007 more appointments 
were made in that year than in the year before. Under President Roosevelt 
about 30,000 positions have been added to the classified service. 

Heretofore extensions of the classified service have usually taken place 
near the close of an Administration and the exceptions made soon after the 
new Administration commenced. But President Roosevelt, at the very be- 
ginning of his Administration, began to extend the number of competitive 

| offenders, several of whom held high positions in his own party. 

| mies, and I rejoice that the opponents of the 

There have been fewer appointments without competitive | 

| January 16, 1883. 
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positions and to strengthen the rules. He also dealt out summary justice { 

It is gratifying to note that the most acute convulsions of horror at { 
aid f ) | President's alleged betrayal of civil-service reform come from those w} 

cases where the best administration demanded that the power | likes BY and ty ” > 
| priation for the Civil Service Commission), proclaim themselves the ad 
like Senator BAILKY and Representative Hay (who voted against the appl 

cates of the spoils system in all its brutality, while the life-long advocates 
the competitive system recognized in President Roosevelt the most con: 
ent = efficient supporter of that system who has ever occupied the Ex, 
tive chair. 

The council of the National Civil Service Reform League, at its | 
meeting, in December, 1903, with knowledge of these exceptions, congra 
lated the country on the revision of the civil-service rules approved by | 
President; on the extension of the labor regulations, and upon other 

In 1902 

labor service; the closing of *‘ back-door” entrances by wise amendme: 
the rules; the extension of the classification to the rural free-delivery se 
the policy of retaining fourth-class postmasters during good behavior 
better enforcement of the law; the adoption of the merit system in | 
Rico, and the frustration of the attempt to saddle upon other brane} 
the classified service those clerks in the Census Office who were appoi1 

| by patronage. 
In 1901 they congratulated the country on the restoration to the « 

fied service of some 1,600 positions in the War Department, and on am 
ments to the civil-service rules improving the character of the Indian s 

preventing the abuses of collusive transfers, and prohibiting the paym« 
salaries to persons illegally appointed. Thisis the first Administration 
the organization of the league where three years have passed without 

The league correctly recognized tha 

tinuous record of advance in the competitive system, untarnished by a s 
important backward step. I believe the country will credit the testimo 
these friends of the competitive system rather than the testimony of it 

resent Administratio: 
chosen such a field as this upon which to make their attacks on the Presi 

Yours, 
W. D. Four: 

THE APPORTIONMENT. 

Certain remarks were made by Representative CRoMER, of India 
ir o } ‘ € ' a a ‘Ss. | April 15, 1904, reflecting on the apportionment of appointments in the 
The present members of the Civil Service Commission have only been in | fied service among the residents of the several States and the District 

lumbia. Among other statements made by him are the following: 
(1) That 24 per cent of all positions in the departmental service at W 

ington are occupied by legal residents of the District of Columbia, and that 
residents of Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbia occupy more 
than 34 per cent of all such positions. 

(2) That fifteen States, with a population of 26,546,000 people, are cr 
with fewer appointments thanis the District of Columbia, with a populat 
of 278,000. 

(3) That Indiana, with a RepviaSee of 2,516,000, had on July 1, 1903, 
543 appointments, while the District of Columbia had 4,962. 

Other charges were made by Representative CROMER along the sam: 
all to the effect that the law in regard to apportionment of appointment 
been violated, neglected, and grossly disregarded, to the advantage 
District and to the disadvantage of outlying States. 

Such charges reflect in the most serious manner on the Civil Servi 
mission, as the bulk of all positions in the Federal service are filled a 
ent by certification through the commission. As such an entire di 
of the rule of apportionment as is charged could only take place by 1 
or assistance of the Civil Service Commission, it follows that if the « 
ments are well founded and not capable of explanation the commiss 
been guilty of a willful disregard of the law. 

The commission, however, submits that in making certifications f 
»ointment the law has been strictly complied with; that the figures cit 
Representative CROMER, while correct in one sense, are not when pr 
understood of a character to indicate that the law regarding the ap 
ment of appointments has been disregarded either by the commissi 

| the Departments. 
The law in regard to apportionment is a part of the civil-servic: 

Section Dot that act reads as follows: 
‘‘That it shall be the duty of said Commissioners: 
“First, to aid the President, as he may request, in preparing suitabl 

for carrying this act into effect, and when said rules shall have been } 
| gated it shall be the duty of all officers of the United States * * * 
in all proper ways in carrying said rules * * * into effect. : 

“Second, and, among other things, said rules shall provide and decla 
nearly as the conditions of good administration will warrant, as follow 

*K * * x ok * 

‘Appointment to the public service aforesaid in the Departments at \\ 
ington shall be apportioned among the several States and Territori 
the District of Columbia upon the basis of population as ascertained 
last preceding census.” 

It is evident from the above-quoted passage that only appointments ‘ 
classified service are required by the civil-service act to be apporti 
This must be the case, because that act applies to no other positions 
further evident that the eight fundamental provisions of the law, a 
which is that relating to apportionment, are to be observed only as nea 
the conditions of gocA administration will warrant. 

Bearing these facts in mind, let us consider the figures cited by R 
sentative CROMER. The mistake which has been made by him, and \ 
when understood is a clear and complete answer toall of the charges a¢ 
the commission in regard to the apportionment, is that in making hi 
lations and obtaining his figures he has included a large number of posit 
which are not required by the law to be apportioned, and as to which 
tempt has been made to enforce therule of apportionment. As a basis 
calculation, he relies on the figures contained on pages 1386-1389 of the 
Book of 1903, and assumes that the total number of positions required b) 
to be apportioned is 20,312, being all the —r in Washington ment 
on the pages referred to. But, asa matter of fact, 12,314 of the positio! 
cluded in the 20,312 are not required by law to be apportioned, and 
never been apportioned. They are not required by law be be —. 
either because they are not covered by the civil-service act or becau 
the language of that act, the conditions of good administration will not 
rant their apportionment. 2 : 
Among such are unclassified laborers, of whoni there are in Washi! 

2,264. To these the civil-service act does not apply by its terms. They 
not in any manner under the jurisdiction of the commission, and the ™ 
apportionment does not apply to them. Another class of nonapportion 
employees are those working in some of the local establishments, whose 
tion at the seat of government is incidental rather than necessary .nd Ww! 
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hav ever been recognized or regarded as subject_to the apportionment, 
al : them being the Headquarters of the Army, with 32 employes, and the | 
ma iipment shops, with 245employees. Excepted employees who are not | 
al d by means of examination or certification in the District are 293 in | 
nul Employees of the District of Columbia number 3,445. These are | 
not ject to the operation of the act of January 16, 1883, and therefore not 

lial y that act to be apportioned. 
Four thousand and twenty-one persons work in the Government Printing | 

Off vhere it is impracticable to get eligibles from every section of the 
Un Apportionment has been tried therein, but it has been found that in 
any event the bulk of the employees must come from certain sections of the 
country. For this reason the apportionment has been dropped in the Gov- 
ern t Printing Office as not being warranted by the conditions of good 
adi tration. In the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 2,014 employees 
wo! printers’ assistants, operatives, plate printers, and skilled helpers. 
Ty ortionment of the appointment of plate printers is impracticable, be- 
cause there are opportunities for learning the trade in only a few of the large 
cities. Th> positions of printer's assistant and operatives are all filled by 
wo! and are not apportioned because of the low salaries, the undesirable 
work, and the effect the apportionment would have in inducing young 
women to accept employment away from home in a strange city. 

While certain States and the District f Columbia have received an exces- 
siv ber of appointments to apportioned positions, it is due largely to 
app ments made prior to the passage of the civil-service act, or to ap- 
pointments to certain classes of positions before they came under the opera- | 
tior the rules. In 1896 there were 6,417 employees in apportioned positions 
wl ‘re appointed prior to the classification of their positions, 3,124 of | 
whom, or more than 48 per cent, were from the District of Columbia, Mary- 
lar i Virginia. On April 20, 1904, there had been charged to the appor- 
tio nt under the civil-service rules 7,995 appointments, of which 1,203, or 
1 ) per cent, were from the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Vir- 
vinia. It thus appears that the tendency to make an excessive number of 

nts from the District and near-by States has been greatly ‘restricted 
by tl peration of the civil-service rules. 

‘tionment of appointments can not always be strictly maintained 
n t classes of positions which are not, as above stated, either exempt 
from the operation of the law or of such a character as to make apportion- 
7 tirely impracticable. Technical positions, including stenographers 
a writers, Patent Office examiners, topographers, draftsmen, scientific 
& ind scientific assistants in the Department of Agriculture, computers in 
the ist and Geodetic Survey, architectural draftsmen, and topographic 
ira en can, of course, only be filled by ——_ having technical qualifi- 

Many States and Territories whic 1 are entitled to appointments do 
not { sh the requisite eligibles or furnish them only in limited number for 

hnical positions. 
States mentioned examinations are regularly advertised and held, 

but uny cases the eligibles having technical qualifications are not forth- 
mins, or are forthcoming in too limited numbers. States which furnish a 

large list of assistant examiners for the Patent Office, for example, have to be 
lin the appointment of assistant examiners before the States that 
rnish any persons having these qualifications, or furnish only a few 

Tl ber of such technical positions is constantly increasing, and the work 
the Departments is increasing in complexity. The commission is rarely 

a ipon to furnish eligibles from the clerk examination. Most of these 
pos are filled from registers of persons possessing special qualifications. 
5 positions, appointments to which can not be made so as to maintain 
tl rtionment, owing to the fact that eligibles can not be obtained from 
many of the States, are mentioned below, with the number of males who 
passed and the number who were appointed during the year ended June 30, 
1% 

Positions, | Passed. Appointed. 

eed 63 ; 8 ‘aphers and typewriters --.............-....- 168 163 
Assistant examiners, Patent UT cat. camdiuedond all 40 | 49 
Assistant topographers ..........5...-.........0--.- 21 | 19 
Al a ee eee 10 | 5 
S fic aids, Department of Agriculture 18 | 14 
5 c assistants, Department of Agriculture.. 39 | 20 
Cor ers, Coast and Geodetic Survey --.-......-.-- ll 7 
J irchitectural draftsmen, Office of Super- 
e 7.) tO er oeereneeenneeel 23 2 
] phic draftsmen 4 5 

tl no alternative but to fill these positions by appointments from those 
St ind Territories which furnish eligibles, There is naturally a keener 
int n Government; positions among people living at or near the seat of 
Gi ment, and greater effort on their part to ascertain the needsof the 
ser and to acquire those qualifications which are most in demand. 

States and Territories which have received an excessive number of 
ap} ments since the civil-service act became effective on July 16, 1883, are 

. . | Entitled . 
State or Territory. | E —_ “| Received.| Excess. 

Dist 28 | 674 646 
Maryla 119 | 264 | 145 
\ : 185 | 265 80 
v 416 | 479 | 63 
xan 147 | 164 | 17 
Vi 34 | 51 | li 

252 265 | 13 
Cor 91 100 9 
Ma 281 | 28g 8 
D : oR Q 

. 6g 76 7 
New ¥ 727 733 | 6 
\ , r 

: 41 46 5 
. 107 11 3 
Ny. 9 2 3 
a 4 6 2 

2,528 3, 560 1, 082 

4; Hoven thousand nine hundred and ninety-five positions have been appor- 
“obeG. of which 16 States have received 1,032 in excess of their share. 
eal ligures upon which Mr. CROMER’s statements are based must be so | 

bsence of eligibles from the States next entitled to appointments 

ied before inferences can be drawn from them to indicate the observ- 

| technical than actual. Of the 128 appointments du 
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ance or nonobservance of the provisions of the civil-service act and rules 
with regard to the apportionment that they are valueless. Asa matter of 
fact, legal residents of the 15 States named, Alabama, California, Colorado, 
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan, Ohio, 

| Nebraska, North Dakota, and Montana, on July 1, 1908, occupied 2,364 appor 
tioned positions, while legal residents of the District of Columbia occupied 
only 563. 

Appointments charged to the District of Columbia are in many cases those 
| of persons who are at present residents of the District, but who have up toa 
recent date lived in other States and whose residence in the District is rather 

ig the fiscal year 1903 
charged to the District of Columbia, 61 were born in the District, 15 in Mary 
land and Virginia, 36 in other States, and 16 were foreign C 

As illustrative of the difficulty of procur m f the 
States at the present time, Porto Rico is entitle I tsa I 
ceived 10,and has only 7 eligibles—l male sten r wl | 
female typewriter, 1 male typewriter, 1 male m r un \ 
clerk examiners, and 1 female clerk. The Indian Territ 3 enti l to 
appointments and has received 11, and has only 7 eligibles—1l male typewriter 
1 female typewriter, 3 male bookkeepers, and 2 clerk-examiners. Hawaii is 
entitled to 16 appointments and has received 5; no eligibles. Alaska is ent 
tled to 6appointments and has received 2. There l n t 
Alaska register. Oklahoma is entitled to 40 appointments and has ree l 
28. Oklahoma has the following eligibles: 1 male and 1 female clerk-exa 
iner and 1 male bookkeeper. New Mexico is entitled to 20appointments, | 
received 14, and has one eligible—l male watchman 

When certification is to be made for original appointment to an appor 
tioned position, the State next entitled to an appointment receives first 

| sideration. If theresis no eligib!e for the position upon its register, the St 
next entitled is considered. The States that have not 1 t} | \ 
of appointments are considered strictly in the order of their deficiency and 
certification made from the register of the first State that has a regist 
eligibles for the position. Every effort has been made to ma 1in the a] 
tionment ‘‘as nearly as the conditions of good administra V warral 

In May, 1902, the commission considered at len tl u c1 
evenness in the working of the apportionment in g ral lint i 
the District of Columbia in particular. It stated that up to January 1, 1902 
511 appointments had been charged to the District, of which 61 l 
credited by reason of separations, leaving 450 appointments still char 
the District. This excess was attributed to four causes: 

(1) To 184 positions requiring technical, scientific, or professional « 
cations, for which there were no eligibles elsewhere, r the D 

| were appointed. To 20 other positions of inferior grade, bu 
| or technical character, such as copperplate map engraver, p! 
etc., for which there were no eligibles elsewhere, r nts of the D 

Columbia were appointed. These 204 appointments w all 1 sas tl 
sult of competitive examinations open to all applicants, and in t 
of eligibles from other States the apportionment could not be observe 

(2) Section 1754, Revised Statutes, requires that vet 
charged for disability resulting from wounds or sickness incurred in the 
of duty shall be preferred for appointment if they are otherwise g 1, 
and the civil-service act specifically provides that not 
shall bar such preference. Theapportionment could n 1er¢ 
the right conferred by section 1754, Revised Statutes, and twenty 
residents of the District were appointed. 

(3) Although reinstatements in the service 
ments, and therefore chargeable to the apportior 
ment to reinstate a former employee is not res ha 
State of his legal residence has at the time an excessive number of appoi 
ments. Appointments of ninety-six legal residents of the District of Colum 
bia were made by way of reinstatement 

(4) Transfers trom positions outside the District of Columbia are a ip 
pointments and are therefore subject to the requirement that appointment 
in the Departments at Washington shall be apportioned. This require 
is subject to the general limitation which the law place I ; 
ment, namely, that it shall be enforced only ‘‘as nearly as tl 
good administration will warrant.” P * to May “99. bef 
a transfer to an apportioned position o legal resident of a Stat ; 

the Commission required the head of the Department requesting the t1 
fer to state that the conditions of good administration in his Departmen 
manded the appointment of the particular person named because of cert 
special qualifications possessed by him to meet the special requireme 
the place to be filled, and that such requirements could not be met by 
ordinary methods of promotion and appointment. On May 23, 1809 
service rules were so amended, without consultation with the ¢ 
as to require that in making transfers from the nonapportioned to t ip 
portioned service “the provisions in relation to a rtionment 
waived upon the certificate of the appointing officer t the tra 
quired in the interest of good administ: = 

The effect of this amendment was t f Departz t 
absolute power to waive the apportionm transfers ! 
vision of the rule was changed on Noven the forn 
of the Commiss:on substantially reest: h it was t 
provision resulted in many charges under I nt to Stat i 
Territories, and especially to the District « I f trans 
fers which could not otherwise have been made. Fron 4 Y 
vember 26, 1901, 133 legal residents of the Dist t of ( WeY ! 
ferred to apportioned positions upon the certifics f tl ppointing o 

| that the transfer was required in the interestof good administration. I 
| the rules as they existed prior to May 29, 1899, there were o1 twenty } 
sons who were legal residents of the District of Columbia transferred to 
portioned positions, all of these transfers being made on account of the fa 
that the persons possessed special qualifications for the positions, ar 
other persons with those qualifications could not be obtained by the ordina 
methods of promotion and : intment. The total number of t f 
legal residents of the District of Columbia to apportioned p 
thus 153. 

It thus appears that 478 appointments, or 56 more than t 
cess charged to the District on January 1, 1902, wer t 
ples above discussed as necessarily leadin he dispat i 
ment. The gross number of appointments charged to the D 
stated, was 511, of which 478 have been alr l inte f ©) 
maining 33, 10 were made through promotior ition under t 
20 through noncompetitive examination un I which 
longer in force, and 3 by selection from the n of cl 
bles which the commission made of lent tl hist he Depar I 
appointing all three eligibles instea yo : 

Of the 450 persons whose appointm were st har to the Distr 
in May, 1902, 319 were males and 131 fer Of the 3191 nly 157 w 

| born in the District of Columbia, while 120 wer ! ther parts of tl 
United States, and 45 in foreign countries 

Thus less than 5) per cent of the entir harged to the District w 
natives of the District. Itis well know: y persons whocome t »W 
ington from the States and Territorie y maintain their former lega 
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lence, although entitled by law todoso. Such persons upon appointment 
necessarily charged to the District in default of proof of any other legal 
dence. In this way many appointments have been charge 

‘ict of Columbia which otherwise might doubtless have been properly charged 
me State or Territory. If upon this theory the 181 persons charged to 

District who were born elsewhere within the United States could have 
harged to the States and Territories of their birth, the charge against 

the District would have been reduced to 269, an excess of 241. 
it has been the aim of the commission so to regulate its certifications for 

appointment as to bring about a just distribution of appointments among 
the States and Territories as nearly as possible in the proportion contem- 
plated by the law. While such an apportionment is doubtless justified by 
mnany considerations of public policy, yet its enforcement frequently keeps 
out of the — service the best and most competent persons who apply for 
entrance thereto. 

Thus it has constantly happened that the names of eligibles with lower 
average standing, and with only mediocre attainments have been sent to the 
appointing officers because the States of which they were legal residents 
were first in order of preference under the apportionment, while at the same 
time eligibles with higher average standing and with special qualifications, 
but residents of States not in order of preference under the apportionment, 
have been passed over 
the poor qualifications of persons certified for appointment have been almost 
wholly due to the duty laid upon the commission of making this apportion- 
ment 

In thus pointing out the difficulties attending the system, and furnishing 
an explanation of the excess of appointments necessarily received by certain 
States, the commission disclaims all intent either to criticise or to advocate 
the principle of the apportionment of appointments as required by law. 

Eulogy on the Late Hon. Marcus A. Hanna. 

REMARKS 
oF 

HON. ROBERT ADAMS, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Sunday, April 24, 1904, 

On the following resolutions: 
“Resolved, That the business of the House be now suspended that oppor- 

tunity may be given for paying tribute to the memory of Hon. Marcus A. 
HANNA, late a Senator of the United States from the State of Ohio. 

“Resolved, That as a particular mark of respect to the memory of the de- 
ceased Senator, and in recognition of his distinguished public career, the 
House at the conclusion of the exercises of this day shall stand adjourned. 

*‘ Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the Senate. 
** Resolved, That the Clerk send a copy of these resolutions to the family of 

the deceased.” 

Mr. ADAMS of Pennsylvania said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I have never been thoroughly in harmony with 

JR., 

the custom of holding memorial services on deceased Members, | 
for I think the best record a man can have is that of what he has 

While, however, | accomplished during his service in Congress. 
the custom of paying tributes still continues, there are times when 
friendship and admiration for a friend compel one to say a few 
simple words to the memory of the departed. 

Others who have had the great privilege of knowing the late | 
| State government and be admitted into the Union on an equal foo 

Senator Hanna longer than myself have fully testified to the great 
ability. honesty, and kindness that pervaded all his business rela- 
tions during his long and successful career. He was one of the 
few of those citizens who having amassed a competence, instead 
of continuing to roll up riches.recognized the fact thatevery citizen | 
owes an obligation to our Republic in return for the great privi- 
leges its citizenship has conferred upon him. 

indeed, sir, in my judgment, one of the few dangers that may 
threaten our form of government in the future lies in the fact 
that so many of our citizens become so engrossed in their personal 
affairs that they utterly neglect the obligation that the right of 
suffrage has imposed upon them. 
that class. Our country would be under everlasting obligations 
to Senator Hanna if for nothing else than for his great work in 
bringing about the nomination and election of William McKinley. 
Surely that is enough of fame to make a man live forever in the 
history of his country, but Marcus A. Hanna felt that he owed 
something to the Republic and that his duty was not completed 
with that work. At much personal loss and inconvenience hecon- 
sented to come to Washington to represent the people of the great 
State of Ohio in the National Senate. I doubt, sir, if any man of 
whom our histories speak in the short space of seven years ever 
acquired such great influence in the legislative body in which he 
had entered or by his work there gained such abiding faith among 
all classes of society as did Senator HANNA. He entered upon his 
political career somewhat hampered by the undeserved prejudice 
growing from ill-founded innuendo that his political methods 
were founded on apecuniary basis, and that he would be unduly | 
favorable to trusts and other large business corporations. 

In the struggle between capital and labor Senator Hanna took 
an active but impartial part. His unanimous selection to be the 
head of the National Civic Federation, designed to promote better | 
relations and peace between capital and labor, showed the esti- 
mation in which he was held by both parties to this organization. 

to the Dis- | 

The complaints made by the appointing officers of | 

| the Panama route. 
| of Congress of which he was a member, for, in spite of the fact 

| lagree with them that it is a measure of the highest p 

| bill by discussion. 
| time is so limited they have seen fit to use more than one | 
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Indeed, it is known that he was so wrapped up in the development 
of this idea that he said he would rather resign from the ¢, 
than to give up his interest in that work. 

In the Senate of the United States his influence daily wide: 
| Of whatever subject he advocated he first mastered the fact: 
| details and then presented them without any effort at orat. 
| effect, but in a plain business-like statement, marshaling hi 
and thrusting home his argument in a most powerful and co 
ing manner. Probably no greaterchange of sentiment in (Co 
or in the minds of the people was ever wrought by a single s) 

| than that following the remarks of Senator Hanna on the qu: 
| of the selection of the route for the isthmian canal. The j 
seemed to be accepted as an axiom that the Nicaraguan route wa 
the American route, and that the French selection of Panan 
been a mistake and a fallacy. But in spite of these existin, 
udices Senator HANNA convinced the Senate of the United Stat 
that they were not founded on facts and secured the selecti 

Nor was his influence limited to that branch 

= 

that the House of Representatives by an almost unanimous vote had 
decided in favor of the Nicaraguan route, it promptly reversed its 
judgment and joined with the Senate in indorsing his views 

But, Mr. Speaker, Senator Hanna’s fame will rest more large] 
upon his intimate friendship with and as the recognized coun- 
selor of William McKinley during the trying times and most seri- 
ous events of his great Administration. The names of these two 
great and good men will be indelibly linked in the writings of our 
country’s history. They were of the same time, of the same 
mind. Their dispositions were similar in many respects—calm in 
judgment, slow of movement, but resolute to the last when de- 
cisions had once been taken. I can not close, sir, without paying 
my personal tribute to the kindly nature and warm heart of th: 
late Senator Hanna. His consideration for men younger than 
himself was most pronounced, and his heart and his head were al 
ways ready to aid when appealed to for advice or sympathy. His 
was a nature so genial and kind that his memory will ever live in 

| the hearts of his friends, and his fame will ever last in the records 
of the nation. 

Statehood for the Territories. 

REMARKS 

HON. BURLEIGH F. SPALDING, 
OF NORTH DAKOTA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, April 19, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 14749) to 
people of Oklahoma and of the Indian Territory to form a constit 

the original States, and to enable the people of New Mexicoand A 
| form a constitution and State government and be admitted into t) 
on an equal footing with the original States— 

Mr. SPALDING said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Superficially one might agree very readily 

some of the observations of our friends on the other si 
House regarding the short time given for debate on this n 

I 

The admission of new States to the sisterhood is one of th 
important subjects that has received consideration by this I 

| during this session, and a subject of such importance as ' 
But Senator Hanna was not of the most careful thought and the fullest discussion. I a1 

| ever, impelled to believe that some of the remarks made 4 
alarm expressed by gentlemen on the other side because 
not to have a longer debate was more for effect than f1 
desire to enlighten the House, or the country, or to impr’ 

Notwithstanding their complaints t! 

apart for this bill in discussing irrelevant matters and i 
call. all totally ineffective and useless, and taking time Vv 

| might have been devoted to discussing this measure u 
merits. 

I should have preferred to see a bill on a subject as im 
as the admission of a new State given two or three days 

| sion, and every phase of the measure weighed pro and c 
_the bill perfected in every detail. The interests have | 
varied and the people who have appeared before the Com 

on Territories possessed of so many different opinions, that 

| able that committee to arrive at a definite conclusion as t 
is best in the premises we have have held more than forty se 
at each of which we have heard witnesses and argument I 
ing the wants and interests of the Territories included in th 
and these hearings have, at the request of these Territorics, 
so prolonged that the report of the bill has on!y now been 
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and it is given the earliest consideration possible by the House. | present Territory of Oklahoma to provide schools, State build- 
This however, is so late in the session and so many other meas- | ings, which they now have. and taxable property from which to 
ures are pressing that it was deemed advisable to limit the de- | raise the revenue to support the State government for the part 
pate to one day. now in Indian Territory as well as its own, but on further exam- 

Mr. Speaker, it may be pertinent to briefly explain some of the | ination it was found that it would only be a short time before the 
provisions of this bill, and give some facts and figures regarding | part now included in Indian Territory would furnish its due pro 
the Territories which are to comprise the two new States. | portion of the revenues for the support of the new State. 

The Territory of Oklahoma was organized in 1890 from a por-| Then, again, the land all belonged to the Indians and none of it 
tio he country then known as Indian Territory. The Indian | to the Government. We are unable to give the new State the 
title was extinguished, and it was opened for settlement in that | customary two sections per township for school purposes from 
year. According to the census of 1900 it had a population of | that part now included in Indian Territory, and we have equal 
9 _of whom 367,524 were white, 11,945 Indians, 18,831 ne- | ized and remedied this to quite an extent by an appropriation for 

er nd the illiteracy was 5.5 per cent. There were 10.3 persons | $5,000,000 in lieu of such lands. The bill provides for giving the 
to t juare mile. Of the 147,000 children of school age there | new State a suitable quantity of land for school and institutional 
were attending school something over 82,000. The number of | purposes inOklahoma. We provide that the capital shall remain 
farms was 62,495, and the value of their products $45,440,000. | at Guthrie, its present location, until 1910, when the people 1 
iy 490 certain portions of the Territory have been opened for | locate it permanently bya vote. This provision was deemed wise 
settlement under the homestead laws, and it is claimed that at | because it will take the question of capital location out of the 
one time, that is in one day, 100,000 people entered the Territory | constitutional convention and enable the people of Indian Terri- 
and for the first time made homes there. tory to adapt themselves to self-government and ascertain what 

So it is now asserted, and with much show of truth, that the | they want, for the people of the whole State to adjust themselv: 
population of the Territory is nct less than 600,000. It is rich in | to conditions before permanently locating the capital. 
acricultural resources, having a most fertile soil, and has as equi- By a union of the two Territories we have a State very regular 
table a climate as can be found in the temperate zone. It is pop- | in outline, containing a little less than 70.000 square miles, and 

lated almost exclusively by Americans, coming from the different | in all respects one which will make a creditable showing in the 
States of the Union. Its area is 38,830 square miles. It raised | sisterhood of States, both as to resources and as to character and 
in 1903, 36,000,000 bushels of wheat, 65,000,000 bushels of corn, | number of people. 
990,000 bales of cotton, and had large numbers of cattle, horses,| Whenwe consider Arizona and New Mexico we find a problem 
andshcep. Itseht out of its borders 35,000 carloads of its products | of a different kind. The Territory of New Mexico was formed 
4nd shipped in from the outside 27,009 carlcads. } in 1850, and Arizona- was created from a portion of it in 1863 
Ithas79 national banksand 247 Territorial banks. Their deposits | The area of Arizona is 112,920 square miles, and of New Mexico 

in January last were $22,500,000. It has 28 daily and 250 weekly | 122,460. The two combined have an area about 30,000 square 
papers. ‘Theassessed valuation of its property is over $84,000,000. | miles less than the State of Texas. 
Its lren are being taught in 2,192 district schoolhouses. Ithas When combined their outlines will be regular and the State 
school buildings, State educational institutions, and all the differ- | will be well proportioned notwithstanding its large size. TT 
ent institutions that go with ordinary statehood. Its people are | populatlon of Arizona in 1900 was 122.931, of which 92,903 wer 
educated and as cultured and intelligent as the people of the whites, 26,480 Indians, 1,848 negroes. Twenty-nine per cent were 
States from which they migrated, and there appears to be no | illiterate, and there were 1.1 people tothe square mile. Twenty- 
reason why the people of Oklahoma can not govern themselves | seven thousand four hundred and sixty-eight of its people wer 
either as a State comprised within the present borders of Okla- | unable to speak English. The number of farms was 5,809. 
homa, or including also Indian Territory. | Aside from the Indians the people largely came from the differen 

Indian Territory was created in 1834. Its boundaries were sub- | States and are well educated, cultured people, and entirely com 
stantially identical with those of the Territory of Oklahoma and | petent to exercise the privilege of self-government. They will 
Indian Territory of to-day, except that it did not include Beaver | compare favorably in all respects with the people of any State in 
County, Okla. Three million acres were opened to settlement in | the Union. 
1889 at the time the Territory of Oklahoma was created, and va-| But it must be remembered that, notwithstanding the large 
rious strips were opened to settlement at different times, and | area of Arizona, practically all its population is confined to three 
when so opened were included in the Territory of Oklahoma, | or four localities of small area. 
thus making reductions in the area of Indian Territory, until| Mr. LIND. Will the gentleman yield to me for a question? 
only that portion of the original Indian Territory which is in- | Mr. SPALDING. Certainly. 
habited by the Five Civilized Tribes remained. Mr. LIND. I happened to be a member of this House when 

We find in the so-called ‘‘ Indian Territory ”’ a peculiar state of | the question of the admission of the Dakotas was being consid- 
airs. By the treaties of the United States with the different | ered, and exactly the same argument the gentleman is now mak- 

tribes of Indians their lands were exempt from taxation for differ- | ing for consolidating New Mexico and Arizona was made against 
ent terms, and it is only recently, upon the passage of the so-called | the admission of the Dakotas, just exactly, and I sat here night 
Curtis Act’ and the organization of villages, that any of the real | after night and labored together with the then Delegate from 
property in Indian Territory has become taxable. Thetown sites | Dakota to secure a division and the admission of that great 'Ter- 
only are as yet taxable. Farm lands will become so from time to | ritory as two States. Does the gentleman from North Dakota 
time in accordance with the terms of the treaties and amendments | now think we made a mistake when we admitted the Dakotas as 
made. The area of Indian Territory is 31,000 square miles. The | two States? 
census of 1900 showed a population of 392,060, of which 302,680 Mr. SPALDING. I have but a few minutes time remaining, 
were whites, 52,500 only Indians, 36,853 negroes. The percent- | but I will say to the gentleman that there is no comparison what- 
age of illiteracy was 19, and there were 12.6 people per square | ever, and there never has been any comparison, between the con- 
mile. The white children, outside of the villages, have no school | ditions in Arizona and New Mexico and the conditions that pr 
lacilities whatever. No roads have been provided and the condi- | vailed in 1889 in the Territory of Dakota, when it was divided 

tions of existence, particularly for the great mass of the popula- | and two States were admiited. 
tion, the whites, are, so far as our ideasof such things go, wholly | Mr. LIND. Does the gentleman yield for a question? 

primitive and inadequate. This is occasioned by the lack of suit- Mr. SPALDING. Ihave not the time further; I will explain 
able laws and no system of self-government. later on. 

It is claimed that Indian Territory now has a population of | Mr. LIND. I will simply suggest that at that time the settle- nearly 600,000. Of course, these people have gone into that Ter- | ment of North Dakota was confined to the Red River Valley 
ritory from other States. It has been argued that they areinca-| Mr. SPALDING. Oh no, Mr. Speaker. As I was saying, 
pable of self-government and that they should be given a proba- | there is not anything to—— 
Honary term under a Territorial form of government preparatory | Mr. EMERICH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield? 
to full statehood. This sounds well but is lacking in force, for Mr. SPALDING. I can not yield further, as I have not the 
Me reason that the white people are immigrants from other States | time. 
Where they have been educated in all the principles and practices | Mr. EMERICH. Just one question? 
of self-governing statehood. | The SPEAKER protempore. The gentleman declines to yield. 

the line running between Oklahoma and Indian Territoryis| Mr. SPALDING. The Territory of Dakota had some semiarid 
ex iely irregular, and of itself constitutes a very strong argu- | land in it, but about half of the Territory was composed of the 
ment against two States from these two Territories. | most fertile and productive lands on the American continent and 

_y hen your Committee on Territories first commenced the con- | capable of supporting as dense a population as any agricultural 
sideration of this measure as relates to these Territories we found | State in the Union, but it had no lands and has none now and 
many difficulties to overcome. At first we thought the fact that | never will have any to compare in any respect with a great por- 
the lands in Indian Territory are not taxable an insurmountable | tion of the present Territory of Arizona for barreness and lack of 
difficulty; that it would impose a burden upon the people of the | fertility. So I repeat that there is nocomparison. Butto be en- 
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tirely fair I will add further that there were then and are now 
people who believed, and still believe, that it would have been to 
the advantage of the Territory of Dakota to have been admitted | 
as aw The thought that our influence in the union of States | 
would be far greater as one State than it ever can beastwo. I 
do not oy that it would be so, but there were then, and are now, 
thos who believe sO. 

Now, then, as I was saying, it appears that the population of 
Arizona is confined to a few river valleys, that the greater por- 
tion of the balance of the Territory is so barren and desert-like 
that it will never be populated to any extent. These valleys are 
now to some extent irrigated. If the reclamation project pro- 
gresses favorably and successfully, they will be irrigated to a far 
greater extent than they are now, but the fact will remain that 

hole 

the remainder of the Territory cuts no more figure than so much 
air in constituting a State, and should not be taken into consider- 
ation in determining whether it ought to be admitted or not. 
Arizona has a capital and school system, public institutions of all 
kinds, well supported, and which would be a credit to any State. 

The population of New Mexico in 1900 was 195,310. Of this 
population 180,207 were white, 13,144 Indians, 1,610 negroes, 349 
Mongolians. Thirty-three and two-tenths per cent were illiterate, 
and the density of population was 1.6 per square mile. The popu- 
lation of school age was 69,712, of which 
school. The number of inhabitants unable to speak English was 
16.163. Itis claimed that the population has largely increased 
since the census was taken, but there is nothing in any degree 
definite on which to estimate such increase. New Mexico has the 
usual State institutions, schools, and colleges. 

We have been extremely liberal with the new State of Arizona 
by granting it something like 22,000,000 acres of school land from 
the public domain. We provide that the capital shall remain at 
Santa Fe until 1910. This is done because the committee deemed 
it better policy to leave the location of the capital permanently | 
until the people of the new State become adjusted to State affairs 
and to the combination. If they were permitted to locate it at 
the present time by popular vote, New Mexico would have its own 
way, while in the course of six years it will appear whether New 
Mexico is to retain the larger part of population. The usual Fed- 
eral courts and officials are provided for. 

We are met with two arguments against this bill. It is op- 
posed by some because they ‘desire the admission of neither Ari- 
zona nor New Mexico. It is opposed by others for the opposite 
reason, namely, that the bill makes one instead of two States of 
those Territories. The people in favor of two States say that the 
Southwest should have more Senators. Southwestern Senators 
are what they and their children cry for. They are willing 
to accept Senators of any political faith, if they can only be given 
to the great desert and States be measured by the square mile. 
In their estimation Senators should be apportioned by space and 
space alone. The fathers were mistaken when they recognized 
the States as entities and gave to each two Senators. 

The mountain heights of the Rockies, the barren plains of the 
arid Southwest should count for more in the Senate of the United 
States than the culture of Boston’s thousands, the wealth and 

poverty of New York’s millions, or the e nterprise of the metrop- 
olis of Dlinois. The only standard for Senatorial influence should 
be the standard of acres and miles. These people also argue that 
Congress is bound to [consider only the wish of the Territories. 
This I deny. We are legislating for the people of the whole 
United States and for all time. The people of the Territories are 
a small frac tion of those interested. 
inherent right to statehood. 

The States of the Union form a great partnership, and their re- 
lationship to Territories seeking admission to this partnership is 
precisely the same as the relationship of the members of an es- 
tablished firm is to an employee or outsider who seeks admission 
to the partnership. It is purely a matter of grace. There are no 
contracts which require of Congress anything more than its exer- 
cise of judgment. I know no platforms of the Republican party 
which pledge it to the unconditional and immediate admission of 
any Territory. I know of no treaties affecting the Territories of 
Arizona and New Mexico which require their admission as States, 
or as a State, except at such time as Congress may in its wisdom 
deem for the best interests of the people of the Territories, and 
particularly of the people of the States. 

It is contended that the population in the two Territories justi- 
fies and requires the admission of two States and that a rule has 
been established, by precedent and otherwise, fixing the number 
necessary to statehood at 60,000, and it is argued at great length 
and with much vehemence that inasmuch as the original thirteen 
States were many of them small in comparison with these Terri- 
tories, both in area and population, that the Territories have a 
right to immediate admission. No rule has been established as 
to population. If I were to establish one it would be that no 

28,672 were attending | 

They have no abstract or | 
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| State should be admitted with less inhabitants than are m 
| under the last apportionment, the basis for one Congress; 
This rule, if applied, would exclude absolutely Arizona. an 
nothing but numbers were considered, would very nearly ex 

| New Mexico. 

ritory when adinitted asa State. The argument based upon ‘ 
| figures is fallacious. If it were entitled to any weight wh; 
there should be taken into consideration in connection wit! 
population of the State when admitted the population of the y 
United States, that is, the population of the new State as com) 
with the whole United States. It will then be seen that the 
ment based on abstract population falls to the ground: 

| 

| 
| 

| 
total population of the nation than most of the other Terri 

| when admitted. I submit herewith a table showing the 
| lation of different States when admitted and the populati 
the United States at the nearest census. 

I 

Rat 
Popula- | popu 

ition by fol-| at: 
lowing nea) 
census. dat 

m 

Population 
by census 
next pre- 
vious to 

admission. 

Date of 
State. admission. 

| Vermont 
Kentucky 
TING... oo ciewwdone eos 
fe are eee miu 
Louisiana 
Indiana. -_--.. 

| Miesiosinnl .-.........c82 
|} Alabama 
FID pints itty tii pomemalgniplioal | 
Maine 

Mar. 4,1791 
June 1,1792 73, 667 
June 1,1796 35, 691 

. 29, 1802 45, 365 
. 80,1812 76, 556 
. 11,1816 24, 188 
L ME Untcne maces oboe 
. 14,1819 40, 362 

». 8,1818 12, 202 
. 15, 1820 228, 865 
. 10,1821 66, 557 
15, 1836 80, 388 

. 26,1837 81, 679 
. B,1845 64,477 
SED Ee ccuch ocunsccd 

+. 28,1846 43,112 
y 29, 1848 80, 945 

Sept. 9, 1850 101,597 
May 11, 1858 6,077 
Fel. 14 1859 13, 294 
Jan. 29, 1861 107,017 
June 19, 1868 }.............. 
Oct. 31, 1864 6, 857 
Mar. 1, 1867 28,778 
Aug. 1,1876 89, 677 
Novy. 2,1889 86, 909 

98, 268 
Washington Nov. 11, 1889 75, 116 
BOAR. ...26cccons ccuscencnsy COlLY 4,30 82,610 
Wyoming July 11,1890 7 

85, 425 | 154, 465 
220,955 
105, 602 
230, 760 
152, 923 
146, 388 
75, 448 

Michigan 
Florida 

Oregon 
Kansas 
West Virginia 

Nebraska 
Colorado 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 

Arizona ..... . 
New Mexico and Arizona | - aanbiodeb eatin 
Oklahoma. .... 
Indian Territ ory .- cee 
Oklahoma and Indian | 
Territory 

I concede that the population of Arizona will compare { 
ably in character with that of any State of the Union. [tis la 
composed of immigrants of the very best classes from th 
States. This is also true to some extent of New Mexi 
many people of both New Mexico and Arizona are min 
ranchmen, and their location is transient. Many of the 
tants of New Mexico are of Mexican descent, but natives 

| United States, who can not read or write any language, a! 
of them can not speak the English language. It is cor 
that they are good citizens, that they are familiar with t) 
ciples of a republican form of government, and with re] 
institutions. 

I am ready to believe that, to a limited extent, this is tr 
that largely it is assumed. I contend that the foreigner \ 
read and write his own language, but is unable to read ™ 
the English language, who has just landed on our shores 
tled to more consideration than the native of the United 
grown to the estate of manhood in this country who can ! 
read nor write English. 

These Territories have been settled for more than thr 
dred years. Their increase has been less rapid than an 
section of the country, and unless irrigation works a mira 
increase in their population must continue to be very slow. 

It is charged that the union of Arizona and New Me: 
political measure. If this be true, what can be said of th: 
sition to their admission when united? Is not that likewis 
litical measure, and does not that, if successful, deprive th 
all privileges of statehood rather than of simply their me' 
acquiring and exercising it? Arizonaand New Mexico wer 
nally one Territory. They were divided, it is claimed, by 
of the difficulties of communication. That was before th: 
of railroads. The different parts of the two Territories ar 

Long tables are published showing the population of each ' 

| these Territories have a smaller population in proportion to ¢}. 
the population must always be confined to those valleys and that 
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9 vs accessibility goes, no further apart than Philadelphia | The Main Ship Channel to the Port of Baltimore. 
w York were when the Union was established. peal 

" is contemplated by the act creating the Territory of Ari- | SPR EC ( Hy 
’ that it might thereafter be reunited with New Mexico or | es. 
3 to other States or Territories. That act provides that noth- | 
iI ntained therein shall be construed to prohibit Congress | HON JAME W DENNY 
f} lividing the Territory of Arizona or changing its bounda- See ’ ve 
ries in such manner and at such time as it may deem proper. OF MARYLAND 

Mr. Speaker, the admission of the Territories of Arizona Ix THE House or REPRESENTATM 
' w Mexico, to my mind, is a political question. The ad- | eg ree 
I n of new States has been during the last century a political Wednesday, A 
( n 1 in every instance. and were this not a political question | On the conference m port on t 

resent time I should oppose the admission « f Arizona and Mr. DEN N — ai 
} fexico and insist that they retain Territorial government Mr. SPEAKER: The bill under considera co 

uarter of a century longer. priation are a sum not exceeding $100.000 for the nerelicons 

alamity, if it be a calamity, which is occasioned by their | Jots of ground a a8 acent to the new custom-housein the 
admission as one is far eiualiee than the country would experience | timore. as well as another $100.009 for con Lat 
if t were admitted as two States. They have knocked at the | work on that new building now being constructed. Thi 
d for admission for many years. Their demands have not | jn Baltimore destroved thetwo buildings whicl Fon thes 
been complied with. ‘They naturally feel like the people of other | on the west tie of the new custom-honse, and it ro 
Territories, that they are deprived of some great right or privi- | eyer to be ac quired for the use of the Gov onan 
leg not being allowed to elect their own executives and full | ¢o secure it. before itis again improved. The poss this 
re} ntation in Congress. Without doubt on admission they | ground to the west of the custom-honse bv the G 
W ist a very large vote on the first election when compa sist | Stand deinita® Gnendee te arotect thi lendid 
with their population, but the novelty gone the majority of the | another fire at anv future inne 1d als ; 
p will settle back to their normal condition, and but little | of jioht and air and ample space for anv « , 
more interest will be taken in matters of State than have hereto- | desirable for anv purp a6 : 

been taken in those pertaining to Territorial government. The city of Baltimore. which I have the 
it is claimed that many of the people of New Mexico are op- | represent, is now engaged in wi ne its 

p o their union with Arizona, and that the people of Arizona | district in order to accommodate its advan mans ‘ 
are almost unanimously opposed to such union. It is claimed and commercial industries. We have, as a cit y, recently author- 
t] na vote to adopt a constitution the people of Arizona will | jzed the APPTO} wriation of millions of dollars for this purpose: and 
vote asa unit against it. I doubt these claims very much. In all our citizens are determi ined to rebuild the city in a wav that 
m) rment the great mass of the people pay little attention to | will. in the future, nd to the advancement of its trade and add 
th natters. Those who take an active interest in public affairs | largely to its future greatness and beauty. While we a r 
realize that with one State there will be only half the offices and practically in ashes. vet we are hopeful for the future. and p1 
places to be filled in the new State government. Thepeople care | to retain and increase our commercial business and rene\ 
nothing about this. The office seekers do. and the vote will be | waste places as rapidly as persistent efforts can accompli 
much nome bengats in favor of admission than is claimed by many. | We are grateful for the many friendsin and out of this repr 

L further contend, Mr. Speaker, that the claim that Arizona ative body who have voluntarily offered substantial aid 1 
prefers to remain a Territory indefinitely than to be united in a | hour of our city’s calamity. Their offers of assistance ha 
State with New Mexico is incorrect. Your committee on Terri- | very gratefully appreciated, but very respectfully declined. 
tories has had something like forty meetings at which argument | have been able tocare for those who lost their all, and we will con 
and testimony has been heard relating to the admission of these | tinue to do so as long as the emergency exists. We. in this bil 
Territories; but our sources of information have not been confined | ask the Government to buv in fee simple this property at a fair 
to the public declarations of witnesses and advocates. Informa- price for its own purposes and uses. and to that extent add to the 
tion has come to different members of that committee from | beneficial use of the beautiful custom-house building now | ¥ ; ne g 
sources much less likely to be governed by prejudice, and I am | erected at the port of Baltimore. 
satisfied that the people as a whole will be satisfied, and are satis- This measure meets the approval of the Secretary of the Treas- 
fied, with admission as one State, and that in a few years from | ury, who,incompany with my distinguished colleague, Mr. W acu- 

ry } — +1] this time they will concede the superior wisdom of Congress, if | rmR, some of the Membersof this House, and myself, very recently 
1: 7 . * . . ry - 

this bill becomes a law. ‘ i _ | visited Baltimore to inspect the premises. The Secretary, speak- 
Mr. Speaker, there is much more that might be said on this | ing of the advisability of this purchase, says: 

subject. For two States of these two Territories I can not vote. | ADDITIONAL SPACE NECESSARY 
Ta esce in admitting them as one State on the ground that _ The site for the custom-how se buil li wat B 8 
the population is sufficient to make one representative State, on | sides by streets, and on the remaining side the building s t 
the ground that the intelligence of the people warrants a State, | of the adjacent property. There is Se SE, EE SAS SENT S CR 
ai : 1 se lA iil : ’ | the building except in that direction, ‘and this pe l ecessar 
and on the ground that there is some justice in their demand for | furthermore, would be des irable to afford proper air and light to t! 
stat “d, | on that side of the buildin 

It is considered that it \ a be greatly in the interest 
—- — ——— | ice to secure this addition before it is improv: i P 

de New Indian . may be made for the future enlargement of the building and tosecure vil 
Arizona. Mexico. | Territory. Oklahoma. | time proper light and ventilation on that side of the ling 

tei } | oe ° . a . 
en \— é \ —s =P With this evidence from the distinguished Secretary the 

Ar uare miles ....,.....| 112,920 | 122, 460 | s1,000 88,830 | Treasury, I am quite sure that this appropriation will 1 t the 
: ty ~» ae ao, 2 209 37 200 9 . : > . . } . 

M a. Se 122, 9381 195, 310 302, 060 398, 331 fs 1Vor: ible consideration of this A use. 

ee a 55. 230 | 96, 036 | 163. 683 198. 943 Mr. Speake r,in connection with the custom-house, I } eg to sub- 

O 5 4 a 1, 368 | 1, 023 | 19, 147 9,509 | mit a few additional facts and statistics concerning the port ; aot oo aatnen tore te ; ; ' 1 UM ~~ 2a een eee eens eee 13,551 6, S23 26, 095 5,876 | Baltimore itself and its approaches to the Chesapeake Bay th1 
eee | 7,673 | 84.171 138. 997 168.581 | the famous Craighill and Brewerton channels, and to stat 

Soe e athe tee as 485 | 587 | 17, 706 | 9,322 | few reasons why the Government should deepen the ch: 
9 ang | ma | or x | rut “= } sf ne SERED Rein wie 12,90 6, 316 | _*, 105 6,069 | that port to a depth of at least 35 feet. It ismow 30 feet deep ar 

tal whites _.......... 92, 903 | 180,207 | 302, 680 967.524 | 600 feet wide. On the 1ith of November, 1903, I int: 
l Indians. .......... 26, 480 | 13, 144 | 500 | 11,945 | bill (H. R. 1214) in this Congress, which provid 

‘ ia : es == riatio * $3,465 000 ( he purpose of incre: r OD ecihithinnnienss 1, 836 | 10, 207 | 1,107 | ooek Se ee eee 
1 taxed ........... 24,644 2,937 | 51,393 | 5,927 | the main ship channel in the Patapsco River t 
Se . 1,848 | 1,610 | 86, 853 | 18,881 | more to 35 feet. This bill was referred t 

ge of illiteracy... M0 nel 19.0 31 | Rivers and Harbors. The distinguished 
Lité io wet , oo.n “. © . : 

f population -.--_- 1.1 1.6 | 12.6 10.3 | Mittee has given its advocates a patient ; 
foreign oe -_ 7.0 1.2 3.9 | Ing were present representatives of the Board of Trade, the Cha 

i of school age, 5 | ber of Commerce, the Merchants and Manufacturers’ A ition 
ok diet dedi eee , > Chaat 9, 712 159, 125 ae emer rete 

mattending school, | i and, indeed, represe ntatives from all we : mn u 
8 wns te enn n ewes 17, 495 28, 672 | 48, 268 82, 27 ests of the city of Baltimore, including the mayor and city incil 
inable to saan wi . | el | When that bill is reported 1 hope to ie to convince the 

. . me ee 27, 468 16, 163 | 7,971 5, 298 4 : . ¢ T +} +} sant Ges 
. PO I a 5, 809 | 12.311 | 45. 505 | 62. 495 candid judgment of this House that this demand in nc! d 

— farm products, 1899 | $6, 997, 000 $10, 155, 000 | 27,672,000 | $45,440,000 | depth of the great Craighill and Brewerton channels to 35 feet is 

eee wee a ! reasonable and just to the people using that port The channel 
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is 19 miles long and extends from Fort McHenry to deep water in The channel to the port of Baltimore is one that presents ¢] 
the Patapsco River and the Chesapeake Bay. The evidence pro- | highest claims for prompt consideration, in order to supply t! 
duced satisfies me that the business of the country requires a | pressing requirements of the country’s commerce. Accordiic ; deeper channel to accommodate the modern steamships that trade | the Report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army +). 
at this port and which carry the products of the great western | sum of $3,465,000 is required to deepen the channel to 35 fo. 
country to foreign lands. The size of modern seagoing vessels | throughout its entire length of 19 miles. 7 nh st " 0 J This depth is absolutely 
has, from year to year, greatly increased, and it is not now un- | required in order to enable the ships which carry the worl 
usual for vessels to leave this port drawing over 30 feet of water. | 
In a number of cases reported the captains of large freight 
steamers have declined to load to their full capacity in conse- | 
quence of the danger in passing through the 30-foot channel. 

On the 7th of last February our beautiful city was laid in ashes 
by a conflagration almost unprecedented, in which over 2,000 
buildings were destroyed in the heart of the business section, yet 
our merchants have retained their trade and commerce. They 
are located in temporary places of business and are pressing for- 
ward in an earnest effort to rebuild in grander proportions. We 
have a great harbor with its splendid accommodations for com- 
merce; Baltimore is one of the gates to the Atlantic Ocean. If 
our approaches by water are not sufficient for the safe transport 
of modern ships, we must suffer in our commercial relations, 
New York isnow provided with 40 feet of water; Boston has 35 
feet of water, with a width of about 1,200 feet. 
of June 13, 1902, the sum of $3,600,000 was appropriated for the 
purpose of increasing the depth of that harbor. The act reads as 
follows: 

For improving said harbor in accordance with the report submitted in 
House Document No. 119, Fifty-sixth Congress, second session, by providing 
channels 35 feet deep, but modified in width so as to provide a channel 1,200 
feet wide from the navy-yard at Charlestown and the Chelsea Bridge and 
Charles River Bridge to President Roads, and 1,500 feet wide from President 
Roads by route designated as No. 3, through Broad Sound to the ocean, 
$600,000: Provided, That a contract or contracts may be entered into by the | 
Secretary of War for such material and work as may be necessary for prose- |  . : ° 

| official paper of days in the past: 
time be made by law, not to exceed in the aggregate $3,000,000, exclusive of | 

That the expenditure | 
hereby authorized shall be made with a view to securing channels 35 feet | 

cuting said improvement, to be paid for as appropriations may from time to 

the amount herein appropriated: Provided further, 

deep and of a width as uniform as possible. 

To encourage the merchant marine in an equitable and perma- 
nent manner let there be commodious waterways to our seaports. 
That is the only subsidy that is just to the shipping interests and | 

That is the only bounty which the shipown- | to the people alike. 
ers can rightfully claim at the hands of the Government. 

This money was no doubt well spent for the port of Boston. It 
shows the necessity there existing to meet the demands of modern 
commerce, which is now and will hereafter be carried in larger 
ships. The few Atlantic seaports from Maine to Texas are the 
doors through which the great productions of the West must seek 
a foreign or coastwise market, and demand the highest considera- 
tion on the part of Congress in the interest of all the people of the 
country. Unless the seaports are safely and conveniently reached 
the owners of vessels will not enter them, and to that extent the 
commercial fmportance of such port with insufficient water is re- 
tarded. 
basis of our material prosperity. 

The wealth of our people depends upon the labor that produces 
the wheat, that cuts the timber, that digs the ore; upon the fac- | 
tories that make the finished article, from a pin to a steam engine; | 
upon the railrcads and ships that carry those products to the con- 
sumer in every land. 
our Navy, and yet we are at peace with all the world. To main- 
tain the Army we appropriate this year $77,000,000, all of which 
comes to the Treasury from the pockets of the people. These ex- 
penditures may be necessary for our safety in times of war. In 
time of peace the Army and Navy are consumers and nonpro- 
ducers. Is it not the part of wisdom to provide in a generous 
way to secure to the people the fruits of their labor by encouraging | 
their industries, agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial, 
by opening the great rivers and harbors of the country to the un- 
restricted interchange of the products we produce by convenient 
and economical transportation and shipment to the nearest mar- 
kets of this or any foreign land. 

While we are expending yearly many millions of dollars for the 
Army and Navy, we have on all the waterways of the country 
spent comparatively a small sum. 
the expenditures for the rivers and harbors of the United States 
did not exceed $20,000,000, although there are now over 600 proj- 
ects on hand. Iam glad to believe that the future policy of the 
country is being shaped more wisely with a view to complete the 
great projects beneficial to the whole people and discreetly to pro- 
vide the leading seaports with facilities by which they are made 
convenient, safe, and accessible for the world’s commerce. 
should first be done before questionable projects are undertaken. 
The people of the whole country are directly interested in the 
shipments ot their products. Projects not affecting the whole 
country and of a local character merely should be postponed until 
those of an urgent and general character are pushed to a conclu- 
sion, 

| channels. 
Under the act | 

| of the engineers of the United States. 
| gan in an humble way over one hundred and four years 

| tion, far above partisan considerations. 

During the last fiscal year all | 

This | 

commerce to reach our harbor in safety. The customs dutie 

tured products to the Atlantic coast. 

and cheapest port. 
Realizing this public necessity, the city of Baltimore has 

| pended out of its own treasury, from the year 1876, the su 
$2,397,408 in enlarging and deepening its harbor, while the ( 
ernment has never s pent acent on the harbor itself. The pr. 

| of the Governm entthere have been limited to the approach, 
| Baltimore in the channels known as the Craighill and Brey 

Tothe dredging of these channels the city has con: 
uted the sum of $750.000, which was expended under the dir 

improve its harbor. 
to 1875. 

There is no record of the costs incurr: 
I beg to read to you an interesting document writt 

| James Calhoun, then mayor of Baltimore, to the city « 
| which, for expenditures, might teach us a lesson of the st: 
economy. Baltimore was then a village and its future gr 
was but a dream; now we have a city of about 600,000 bus 
ple. The letter is as follows, and I read it rather as a 

BALTIMORE, Seplem! 

GENTLEMEN OF THE CiTy CouncliL: The cleaning of the harbor ot 
more is certainly an object of the first magnitude to the city, and t] 

| of wardens were at much pains and great expense in procuring a1 
for raising the mud out of the basin, which I verily believe is as w: 
lated for the purpose as any it is in our power to obtain; but unless w: 
place for deposit for the mud or could get it taken from the machi: 
pense of skows and hands to unload them, with the annual suppo 
superintendent and horses, is more than the same number of skow lo: 
cost by scooping; besides, it can be taken upin that way from the w): 

| channel with less interruption to the trade of the place than it ca: 
be done by the machine, and altho’ I confess it is with great reluctar 
be brought to consent to lay aside this machine, which cost so mu 
and in which the expectations of the citizens were so great, yet it 
real pain to find so little can be done for the money expended in it 
and therefore I submit it to the council whether it would not b: 
dispose of the horses now as to keep them over winter at the present 
price of forage, and to strip and lay up the machine, at net for the ] 

AMES CALI 

Mr. Speaker, I am deeply interested in trying to impres 
Congress with our urgent necessities asan Atlantic seaport. + 

| improvements will increase largely the revenue from imp 
The production and interchange of commodities is the | We ought to be placed in fair competition with New York 

Boston. 
the highest consideration, and equally deserve just consid« 
for the great sections of country that use the respective port 
We have been entertained with numerous lucid speeches 

| advantages and disadvantages of the tariff laws at this se: 
We appropriate this year $98,000,000 for | and on a thousand and one political questions, about which ! 

differences may fairly exist, but about the great public pre 
seriously involving the commerce of the United States. ther 

| to be no difference and more interest. The political syste 
either party are of secondary importance to this commercia 

The advances in n 
civilization, the loyalty of the American people to the G 
ment, the unprecedented progress in transportation syste: 
land and water justify the belief that our seaports will n 
be well guarded by our great war vessels in times of war !) 
ter guarded by extending safe facilities to our ever-incr 
commerce in times of peace. Commerce has built up t! 
perity of the people and has contributed to the comforts a1 
uries of American life. We hail with joy the invasions of p 
commerce at all times and hope it may never decline in import 

Let nothing divert our attention from the peaceful purs 
industry and commerce. We favor appropriations that te) 
bring peace and happiness and set our faces against unne 

| appropriations for great military and naval establishments. \ 
are not now required and will not be if our course toward ‘ 
nations shall be consistent with the spirit of fair, honest, ! 
lican institutions. Because other great nations tax their su 
for the maintenance of large navies and armies presents no 
cient reason for us to do the same. We may seriously err 
propriating our substance in maintaining an equivalent in 
on the sea or land. 
our commerce. 

But, Mr. Speaker, I must not be diverted from the object 1! 
in view, and that is to impress this Congress with the neces 

All of these ports are of national interest and des 

We will not err in protecting and foste! 

ceived at this port in nine months would more than pay the « 
The western producers seek the best and cheapest facilities fo. 

| shipment of their farming industries, their iron, and manu‘ 
By this improvement jy 

deep waterways lasting benefits would come not alone to Ba); 
| more, but to all the western trade that naturally seeks the ne 

The city of Baltimo: 

; l 



{ eper channel for the port of Baltimore. In ocean freight 
: rs it is shown that the larger the steamer the greater the 

n cost of transportation. The small craft of ocean steam- 
n ot compete with the larger and makea profit. If, there- 

{ e larger oe amers can not trade at our port for want of 
\f water, we can not maintain our place as an eee or 

, ing city. We e have known some of these large steamers 
imore, when dry docked in foreign ports, to prese ent bot- 

4 rightened and their plates indented by scraping along t) 
of the channel. 

ing or the fear of grounding. We have at least a doz *y) 

‘s engaged regularly in commerce from this port which |; 
0 feet of water and can not be loaded to their full draft 

a pacity for want of sufficient depth of water. The follow- 

it e loaded draft of various steamers trading to and from 
B re: 

"i burg-American Line—Batavia, Belgravia, Brazilia, and 
I a, all 80 feet 114 inches; Bethania, 30 feet 3 inches; Ben- 
( Bosnia, and Belgia, 80 feet, and the Johnston Line steamer 
] ore, 31 feet 6 inches extreme draft. These steamers, of 
Cc _can not load at this port to their full draft. The Rowan- 
: st January showed evidence of having dragged over soft 
I i was delayed several hours in clearing the channel, and 
fr tly the water is discolored with mud stirred up both in 
t } nel and at York Spit in the lower bay. Northwesterly 
w in winter often reduce the water in the harbor and also in 
t] nnel. The city has always dredged its harbor proper, and 
it now requires the aid of the Government in its deep-water chan- 
nel roaches. 

ng the past twenty years, from March 3, 1881, to June 1,3 
1! the Government has expended in the navigable waters of 
the Patapsco River a total sum of $3,524,000, as follows: 
i I a es eacintien coe citi aes tatilinah colada easeariglipantnteilr tates avaridandseibenels $1 00 

; SR Ri CTE MARRERO ec, 
A be ee tee ee ee 150. 000 

\ i Al a0 4) 

OR i i aaa al Ne 840, 000 

M ee cian wiasnicmiaestaaeaaadeanata ences ida 151, 2 

Al ee ae ee ee ee ae oe 
t tli a a i 400) OPO 

J I ce Te il i ae el (1M 

V acti i Ce Sa % » OO 

é Oi i i 324. 648 

i OO ote AES a ee ee 475 352 
J ee 25 000 

i i a 8, 524, 200 

while the total sam expended from the beginning of the Govern- 
I contributions in 1852 amounted to $4,741, 030 
pe x K, Chief of Engineers’ Report of 1903, p. 1028.) 

United States was paid, through the customs receipts of this 
port during the same period,sums amounting to $61 ,325,843.47, as 

ry the following table: 

( see Ap- 

$8,115, 776.06 
8, 171, 620.05 

ws detec aabaiain Maced tale ali Dia de tnenien eoeelnildgin co titel dec eelataaidataiatiiid snap 2, 391, 366. 33 
asap i a cisaad ebiageatcielicancx diet iaie ea cided dates 2, 081, 766. 51 

BEDD . ...sdb ecpuban ean Catan Te cee Lew touadin tbpans daemabcatened 2,601, 439. 64 
; 3 104. 02 : 29) 14 
l 

189 
] 
1s 

1x 

1 

Ina ddition to the sums the city of Baltimore has c ontativaiie din 
c for its harbor, the Maryland Steel Company, the Northern 
U al Railroad Company, and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
C ‘ny have spent large sums in dredging deep channels to 
their works and elevators, and now the Wabash System is erect- 
ing its tide-water piers and docks. 
1 beg to submit the report of Col. Peter C. Hains, Corps of 
a ted States Engineers, dated August 5, 1902, direc ted to Gen. 

+ 
the year 1902, Appendix A A A, pages 2586-2588, which 
s the above-named expenditures by the city of Baltimore. 
ds as follows: 

shoy 
It re; 

UNITED STATES ENGINEER OFFICE, 
Baltimore, Md., August 5, 1902. 

mats In somptaane with the instructions contained in your letter 
ly 25, 1902, I have the honor to report as follows: 

(psco River and channel to Baltimore, Md.- This improvement extends 

.. Gillespie, in the Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers | two stories hich. with docks now 22 f 
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Sometimes much delay results from | ! 

Tom the city limits of Baltimore, near Fort McHenry, down the Patapsco | 

RECORD. 

tiver and into the t i 
distance of about 191 s. Ail¢ 
water 

From the beginning of opera ns 
; } the YY , y is } + 

Sin ad nh, t 

S »s Unite i has 1 
nel, always operating « 
The main or inner | f ! 

Baltimore alone. The southe 1 lary 

ill 

ra wa tit é . 

f $1,647,408.2 

t} 
ira 

exp 

a 

I I 

redg pr 
en ned 1 be } 

lines within tl y limits ; 
Ha of Set havest | | 

up of t South Brancl he | i I ! 
ar Fort McHenry to tl 

extends from Light 5 x 
of the city of Baltimo and w 
Ferry Point to tl 

N Ww K DAS @VE } I a 

erations are about to be comme! u r the vy of Ju 1K 
fo to « har df : 
f < p el 1 ut Mf , 

t ‘ ost. ¢ 1 Oy ] 

; in 5 1a t 

lus t I ve] 
chat 1t OD fe v 

he y st ,v 
tl i n i ,] 
. is | v 

] 8 

I T 

} yr Gen. ( L. G T P 

BA : 

The harbo f Baltin iS ¢ th At] 

The whole United Sta i man} lred 
tion could be accommodated v east its 1 S 
Patapsco River, frum the inn 1 
peaceful harbor, with only a { ( nd 1 
rent. The hills surrounding screen it from exc ve W 
the largest ships can find room at docks i 
harbor. he port warden’s line has been extended by 
tary, so that wharves may extend 1,000 feet or n 
convenience of commer 

All the shipping in ts, merchan nad 1 

Chamber of Commerce, the Board of Trade, t Met 
Manufacttrers’ Association, the railroad and t1 

panies, as well as the United St f neers, | ‘ 

imous voice, declared that the business of t 
want of a deeper ee : ‘or its seagoing s 
ships that tr: ude regular] at this port are pr 
full cargoes; or, if they do, they ‘ome 
up the mud in the bottom of lL W ar tl 
may seek other Atlantic seaports now provided with « 
nels rather than risk their large ng s nal9 

é 10 margin in depth of water f oI nel with no margin i 
With the approaches to the harbor d ned t 
bor facilities will be unsurp: land we will | 
the demands of modern vessels. Steamers 
wide, and drawing 22 feet of water frequently « 
wharves. One of these wharves, recently b + 
floor space, at a cost of $600,000. It is 800 feet long, 160 

commodating four of the large ocean lil at tim 

WHAT THE CHIEF ENGINI AYS 

Gen. G. L. Gillespie, Chief of Engineers, 1 St 
in his annual report of 1903 to the War Departmen 
Appendix K, says: 

The draft that can now 
tapsco River is navigable in fact, is 3 

8 Car! 
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. cor 

:mod 
merce of the port. The depth at least should be in- 

at full draft the vessels using the port. 

th this in view Congress by concurrent resolution called for 
nate of the cost of increasing the depth of the channel to 

That estimate is printed in Senate Document No. 118, 
Fifty-sixth Congress, second session, and is also herewith as Ap- 
pendix K 4. If no appropriations are made at the next session of 
( 
ti 

an ¢ 

i) Leet. 

ongress for this 35-foot project, $50,000 will be required to main- 

in 40 feet depth in the channel to June 30, 1905, 
movement of the port has been as 8 follows: 

Fi isc al ye: ee | Fiscal year ent 
June 30 

ling 
Tons. Tons. 

6, 868,120 
, 359, 405 | 
, 843, 620 

, 841, 580 

5, 363, 804 

The statistics of the port for the past fiscal year : illustr: ated 
briefly by the following table: 
Dutiable imports have 
Free imy orts have 
Dom« 
Tonnage (fore 
Duties collect 
Duties on mer 
Duties on mer 

have decrease 

incre 

det reas 

shod ve in 
) has dec 

od hav e cremate oa 
‘handise in b md have decreased _.. 
handise in bond with and without appr: 

1, 152. 00 
on ” 853 oO 

1lsem<e . 

$224,575. 67 

REFERENCES. 

When | 
Document. 

made. 
Annual report. 

1874, 
(Pt. I). 

ae ’ ....-| 1900, page 231 
House Executive, No. 57, Fifty- 

third Congress, third session. 
House, No. 50, Fifty-fourth Con- 

| gress, second session 
ge Poe { Senate, No. 118, Fifty-sixth Con 

gress, second session 
House, No. 186, Fifty-seventh Con- 

gress, second 8e3ss10n. 

1897, page 1308. 

1901, page 1395. 

Do ... 

Steamships that draw 30 feet and regularly load at this port 
belong to the Johnston Line, the Atlantic Transport Line, Ham- 
burg- American Line, and the North German Lloyd Line. The 
pilots say they have trouble in passing through the ship channel, 
especially when the wind blows from the northwest, and want 
two hours of daylight to make the passage in safety. They have 
sometimes been detained in consegu 

up. They have to anchor at times in the lower bay, waiting for 
the tide to rise off York Spit, where the bottom is hard. 
dredging is recommended by the engineer to be done 
Spit, which is above the mouth of York River, in the Chesapeake, 
in accordance with the report contained in Senate Document No. 
a second session, Fifty-sixth Congress. 

the port of Baltimore there are 15 established lines of steam- 
ships engaged in forei; gn trade, namely: 

pome 

| Number} 
Company. | of Tons. Destination. 

| vessels. | 
- —_—_—____9— a | _ — 

49,555 | Hamburg. 
13,683 | London. 
30,876 | Belfast, Cardiff, London. 
11, 408 West Indies, South Amer- 

ica, Central America, 
Mexico,and Europe. 

| Bremen. 
Cuba and Jamaica 

Hamburg-American Line. 
Atlantic ‘Transport Line 
Lord Line 

Earn Line 

North German Lloyd. 
Di Giorgio Importation and 
Steamship Co. 

United Fruit Co 
Johnston Line. ..... 
Donaldson Line ; 
gill BS. es : 
Neptune Line ..... 
E ider * Line 

52,219 
4, 182 

8,818 | 
28, 055 
18, 186 
9, 060 | 

15, 192 
5,389 
8,793 
15,367 

10, 877 

Jamaica. 
Liverpool. 
Glasgow. 
Antwerp. 
Rotterdam. 
Mediterranean ports. 
Vera Crux and Tampico. 
German ports. 

j 

| 
Mexic: an L loyd Trading Co. 
Deutsch-Amerikan Petroleum 
Gesellschaft. | 

j 

| 
American Petroleum Co | Various ports. 

‘Besides a 1 great number of tramp ships. 

WHAT COL. WILLIAM A. 8, UNITED STATES ENGINEER, SAYS 

Col. William A. Jones, in a report dated July 28, 1903, pub- 
lished by the board of trade for the year ending September 30, 1903, 
page 22, says: 

The average rise of the tide is over 1 foot throughout the channel, and 
there was also a margin of safety allowed for when the channel was dredged, 

JONE 

| than the projected depth. 
| haver 

| or nearly equal to, the depth of water in t 

The tonnage | 
in : the depth to 35 feet and the width to 600 feet and 1,000 feet, rex 

| it is 

| lower part of the C hesapea 

| Value 

| Receipts of 

page 18 | : 
| me need the construction of the large floating dry dock 

1895, page 1201. | 

at York | 
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which makes the draft that can be carried to Baltimore somewhat gry 
As a matter of fact, vessels drawing over 3 

navigated the channel. Notw ithstanding this, the depth in the c 
is not sufficient to accommodate the full capacity of all vessels tradi; 
the port. The steering of the very large, deep-draft ocean steamer 
channel of the dimensions of the main nS hannel. whose draft is e 

2e channel, is quite diffic ul 
to the suction produced by the —— of the bottom and side 
are liable to lose steering control and ground on the sice of the cha un 
th igh the channel is well lighted and buoyed, there are very fey 

ep-draft ocean-going steamers which navigate itat night. ~ 
‘here is now before Congress a project submitted by this office for i? 

he cost of 600 feet is estimated at $3,4%5,000, and for 1,000 fe et at $10 
my judgment that in the interests of the port the project for ; 

depth in the existing 60-feet-wide channel should first be co mopleted 
undertaking the 1. On0- foot ee Both projects involve dredg 

e Bay 

THE TRADE OF THE PORT OF BALTIMORE. 

Iw i submit the report of the president and board of di 

Se} 
ale 

’ | of the Board of Trade of Baltimore for the year ending § 
| 80, 1903, showing the value of domestic exports, vessel 
and cleare d, and the tonnage movement. The business < 
port is shown in part by the figures following: 

of domestic exports for the year 
Value of imports for the year 
Number of passengers, including immigrants for the ye ar. 
Coastwise and foreign ‘tonnage: 

Arrived 
Departed 

grain and flour, reduced to bushels, for 
ending October, 1903 

Customs receipts for the y 

ten months 

year ending June 30, 1908 cere . $5, 

Comparing the exports of last year with the exports of te1 
ago an increase is shown, in round numbers, from $71.00 
1883 to $81,000,000 in 1908, and in imports from $16,000,000 
to $27,000,000 in 1903. 

The number of steam and sail vessels built during 1 
within the district of Baltimore was 66. 

The ai land Stee] Company, at Sparrows Point i in 1899, 

United States naval reservation at New Orleans, which 
being completed, safely reached its destination. This fioat 

| dock is 525 feet long, 140 feet wide, and 50 feet high, and 
| of lifting the largest battle ships. 
| four vessels over 500 feet in length and 13,000 tons ea 

1903, page 1032. | 

The company is now | 

another floating dock intended for Manila. 
The number of vessels, coastwise and foreign, depart 

| this port during the year was 14,452, of which 2,091 we: 
| vessels, which cleared at the custom-house for foreign p 
dutiable imports for the past year increased $7,841,152 and 
tic imports increased $1,167,922. 

RAILROADS, 

In addition tothe Northern Central and Baltimore and 0} 
> in t | road Company piers, the Wabash system has recently m 

ence of winds for twenty-four | 
hours, and sometimes haye to steam through the mud they stir | 

timore its eastern terminal, and is now erecting immense | 
its transcontinental business, that will seek through this 
foreign and coastwise markets. With increasing railr 
increased shipping facilities are required. 

The harbor having but little tide no shifting is needed 
loading and unloading is attended with a minimum charge. 

The railroads are making provisions for an increasing 
Our terminal warehouses are among the largest in the 
The coal piers of the Baltimore and Ohio are of large prop 
That road has just completed at Locust Point the largest 
the country. using over 8,000 piles. 

The foundations for the new coal piers at the terminal: 
Wabash system are already laid on 1,508 pi'es. 

Baltimore has become one of the greatest grain por! 
country. The greater portion of the trade consists of shi 
from the West, which shipments may be transferred int 
ber of vessels at one time, alongside or at the elevators 
million five hundred and thirty five thousand and twent 

| bushels of corn were exported last year from this port. |! 
| natural and convenient outlet for the grain and farm prod 
the West. 

It is 150 miles nearer Chicago than New York, 210 mil 
| to St. Louis, 104 miles nearer to Pittsburg, 240 miles nea 
Cincinnati, 246 miles nearer to Louisville. Itis next to New \ 
in its corn and flour receipts and exports. Its commer 

| shipping interests justify this appeal for increased facili' 
| order that modern vessels may reach our port with eas 
| safety. 
roads to the sea are as essential as good roads on the land 

The ships of commerce travel only in safe courses 

have the products of the fields of the West, the mountains 0! 
at convenient distances in West Virginia. the manufacture 
cles of every description, made of wood, iron, and steel, all se 
the markets of the world through our economical port, wh! 
now well equipped to handle the trade that results from th 
creased railroads with their terminals in our harbor. 
It is of the utmost import to the whole country that our At!: 

‘ harbors be fostered and made amply sufficient to keep pace th 
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the rapid and marvelous advance in modern shipbuilding. | of the Fourth Congressional district of South Carolina are the 
ithy and just competition requires our few Atlantic ports to 

he placed on an equal footing. The partial blockade of ships, 
which would naturally trade with our port if they could safely 
reach it, ought to be raised by the powerful arm of the Govern- 
ment as efficiently and as promptly as it would destroy an enemy 
blockading the coast. 

Baltimore has greatly increased its shipbuilding plant in recent 
years, and is now constructing ocean steamers of steel and daily 
manufacturing tons of steel rails for the home and foreign markets. 

r funds paid for making and enlarging her own harbor until 
it is now capable of anchoring a thousand ships. It deserves lib- 

| treatment. It deserves an unobstructed outlet for its com- 
merce. Itasks that a just and generous Government will safe- 
guard the commerce of the port from the increasing perils of a 
channel now insufficient in depth to meet the requirement of 
odern steamships. li 

Post-Office Appropriation Bill, 

SPEECH 

HON. JOSEPH T. JOHNSON, 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, March 15, 1904. 

F 

The House being in the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13521) making appro- 
priations for the service of the Post-Office Department for the fiscal year end- 
ing June 30, 1905. and for other purposes— 

Mr. JOHNSON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: During the year 1903 it was suggested that 

weak rural routes should be discontinued. In order that no route 
in my Congressional district might be found weak when the crisis 
came, if it ever came, I determined to make the rounds of all the 
district. My purpose was to see the patrons of the routes and en- 
courage them to make of rural delivery what it was designed to 
be, viz, a great school. I have found some people who had an 
idea that the purpose in installing free delivery was for the con- 
venience of the people, To be sure, it is convenient to have mail 
delivered at or near one’s door, but that is a mere secondary and 
superficial reason. Back of and beyond the convenience the sys- 
tem affords is a deeper and sounder reason for its installation. It 
is for the education, the comfort, and the pleasure of the country 
people. It will destroy the loneliness and the isolation of country 
life. It will bring the country people in touch with the world. 
It will enable the countryman and his family to spend their 
evenings and leisure moments in the perusal of newspapers and 
magazines. As the isolation of country life diminishes, the drift 
from country to town will become gratifyingly less. 
With the indulgence of the House I will submit a few observa- 

tions from my experience as the companion of the carriers on 
their various routes. On everyroute, almost, the patrons insisted 
that they had the best carrier in the service. On the other hand, 
nearly every carrier vowed that he had the best people on earth to 
serve. It reminded me of a story I once heard. Two men were 
migrating from the populous States of the East to the rich, virgin 
States of the West. They camped together one night near a 
farmhouse. After supper the old man who owned and lived in 
the farmhouse went out to the camp to spend the evening in con- 
versation with the travelers. Inthe course of the evening the old 
farmer turned to one of the travelers and asked: ‘‘ Why are you 
going West?’ The traveler so addressed replied: ‘‘ My family is 
large, my means are limited, and I hope on the rich lands of the 
West to do better for my family; but I am leaving the best peo- 
ple on earth, and it is a sore trial to go away from such good 
neighbors.’? The old farmer said: ‘* You will find the same kind 
of neighbors where you are going.’’ Turning to the other tray- 
eler, the farmer asked: ‘‘And why are you going West?’ The 
second traveler replied: ‘‘ I am well off in this world’s goods, but I 
am leaving the meanest neighborhood in the world. The people 
are mean, selfish, and unneighborly. I want to get away from 
such mean neighbors.’’ The farmer answered: ‘* You will find 
the same kind of neighbors where you are going.’’ [Applause.] 
That farmer wasa philosopher. We make ina large measure our 
environments and surroundings. We see our own good or bad 
qualities reflected in others. It was gratifying to me to hear each 
carrier aver that he served the best people in the world. It was 

equally gratifying to hear each set of patrons claim that they had 
the best carrier in the United States. It showed that both car- 
ners and people were good. The whole truth is that the people 

XXXVUI—11 

best people in the whole habitable globe. 
I wish to call your attention to the great increase in the mail 

handled by the rural letter carriers. I have here a statement 
showing the quantity of mail handled on each rural route in my 
Congressional district the first month it was in operation and the 
last. The average of all the routes in the district is 3,500 pieces of 
mail per month. Some of the routes that have been in operation 
for two years or more have reached 7,000 to8,000 pieces per month. 
The last month’s operations, compared with the first, shows an 
increase of two, three, four, and even five hundred per cent. 

I saw the other day a statement in one of the daily papers pub- 
lished in my district that it has 1,100 subscribers on the 27 rural 
routes in one of the counties in the district. That is the cir- 
culation of one daily paper on the rural routes in one county. 
There are four daily papers published in the district. There 
are four counties and seventy-odd rural routes in the district. 
The weekly, semiweekly, and daily papers have all increased their 

h 
oii 

circulation. The people receive more letters and write more let- 
ters. The system growsin popularity, and its blessings multiply. 
Complaint has been made that in some sections carriers have 
become traveling storekeepers and the carrying of the mail a sec- 
ondary consideration. Notso whereI come from. The carriers 
in my district almost without exception have freely and cheerfully 
given the patrons the benefit of whatever commissions the news- 
papers allowed them, and in this way have greatly increased the 
circulation of the newspapers among the people. As for carrying 
small packages, the carriers do that as an accommodation to their 
patrons; not for hire. Suppose a farmer lives 10 miles from town 
and has a case of typhoid fever in his family. It is a pleasure to 
the carrier to take out a few pounds of ice each day for the suf- 
ferer. If the busy farmer or his wife is in need of some small 
article, it would be folly to deny the carrier the right to take it 
out. Itaccommodates the farmer or his wife. Itis no burden to 
the carrier. 
My time is too limited. One word more. The carriers in my 

district have sent me no telegrams or circular letters. They are 
attending to their business, and they know that I will attend to 
mine. Letus doall we can forthe good of that grand, noble. con- 
servative class, the country people, who do so much for the hap- 
piness of the human race and who themselves have received so 
much less han they deserve. [Applause. | 

Development of the American Merchant Marine. 

SPEECH 

HON. THEODORE E. BURTON, 
OF OHIO, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 19 

On the bill (B. R. 7056) creating a commission to nsider and recommend 
legislation for the development of the American merchant marine, and fo 
other purposes. 

Mr. BURTON said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: In common with a considerable number of Re.« 

publican Members, I am opposed toa bill which seeks to build up 
our merchant marine by the granting of subsidies. I do not be- 

lieve that method will be effectual or that it is best to adopt a pol- 
icy of fostering this or any other industry by direct bounties or 
subventions. The measures which have heretofore been pending, 
and one of which passed the Senate during the last Congress, grant 
a bounty to ships of American register engaged in oversea trade 
according to tonnage and speed. 

It is claimed that this bill is in accordance with the policy of 
Great Britain and Germany. A cursory examination discloses 
the fact that subsidies in those countries are not paid for the pur- 
poses intended in the measure referredto. The name ‘subsidy ”’ 
may be employed, but itis used in an entirely different sense. 
France, Italy, and Japan pay subsidies or bounties on tonnage 

se 

and it is only by comparison with their methods and by a study 
of the experiment there that we can judge of the probable suc- 
cess of such a measure here. Those who oppose subsidies would 
not vote for this measure if it involved a committal to any one of 
the measures heretofore pending in Congress. The report of the 
minority takes it for granted that the pending bill, if adopted, does 
imply a committal to ship subsidies. Some expressions of opinion 
in the majority report point in the same direction. I trust that 
the measure will be amended so that it will clearly provide for 

If this is done I can see no the gathering of information only. 
| objection to it, and possibly very considerable advantage. 
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Naval Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 

oF 

HON. WILLIAM A. JONES, 
OF VIRGINIA, 

IN THE House OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Tuesday, February 23, 1904. 

Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. i 
priations for the naval service for the fiscal year ending 
for other purposes 

Mr. JONES of Virginia sxid: 
Mr. CHarrMaN: This is a proposition to establish another naval 

station in the Philippine Islands. 

0) making appro- 
June 30, 1905, and 

construction and establishment of a great and expensive naval 
station at Olongapo, in Subig Bay. 

Mr. BUTLER of Pennsylvania. 

tion? 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. I will. 
Mr. BUTLER of Pennsylvania. 

naval station at Cavite. 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. 
Mr. BARTLETT. 

$725.000 for it. 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. This is the very matter which I now 

propose to discuss. Wealready have, asthe gentleman from Penn- 
sylvania admits, a naval station in the Philippine Islands. Just 
where that naval station is located it would be difficult to deter- 
mine were we confined for information to the naval bill now before 
the House and to the report which accompanies that bill. In the 
bill there is a considerable appropriation for a naval station at 
Cavite, which isin Manila Bay. The report describes the exist- 
ing naval station as being located in Subig Bay, which is at least 
60 miles away from Manila Bay. So itwould seem that the Naval 
Committee does not know exactly where the Cavite naval station 
is located. Cavite isin Manila Bay, and itis there that we already 
have a naval station. We are informed that upon the establish- 
ment of a new naval station at Olongapo the one at Cavite is to 
be abandoned, and that it is the purpose of the Navy Department 
to take so much of it as may be movable to Olongapo. We have 
recently spent,and we are still spending, large sums of money on the 
Cavite station which it is now the purpose, it seems, to abandon. 

For myself I am somewhat at a loss to know where the Navy 
Department gets the authority, which the committee tells us it 
proposes to exercise, to remove the plant of the naval station at 
Cavite toOlongapo. The station at Cavite was, I presume, estab- 
lished by law, and I know of no act of Congress authorizing its 
removal or abandonment. Mr. Chairman, if it be the intention 
of the Navy Department, with or without the sanction of Con- 
gress, to remove the Cavite station to the one proposed at Olon- 
gapo, may I not ask why it is that the urgent deficiency bill, 
which passed this House a few days ago, and which only received 
the approval of the President on the 18th of this month, carries 
an appropriation for the extension and enlargement of the con- 
struction plant at Cavite? And I also ask the gentleman who 
volunteered to give me information a few moments ago, if the 
Cavite station is to be removed, why is it that this bill carries 
two separate and distinct appropriations for that naval station? 
[ object to this paragraph because we now have at Cavite a naval 
station upon which we have expended large sums of money and 
for which this bill carries two appropriations. If it be true, asis 
admitted, that we only need one naval station in the Philippines, 
we should not appropriate money for two in one and the same bill. 

Mr. FOSS. Will the gentleman yield to me? 
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Virginia yield? 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. I do. 
Mr. FOSS. I desire to say to my friend that there is an appro- 

priation in this bill of $725,000 toward a floating dry dock which 
we are now building in this country for Cavite, P. I. We have 
been using the old Spanish station over there, and Congress au- 
thorized the construction of this floating dry dock, with the in- 
tention, however, that as soon as it is completed to float it over 
to that bay, so that while it appears in this bill we have a large 
appropriation for Cavite as well as Subig Bay, it means in the 
end only one station, and that is at Olongapo. 

Mr. JONES of Virginia. I am obliged to the gentleman for 
calling my attention to the dry dock. 

Mr. Chairman, the gentleman gives me no new information. I 
have said nothing about a floating dry dock at Cavite. lam fully 

It is proposed to abandon the 

I thank the gentleman. 
This very bill carries an appropriation of 

The paragraph which I have | 
moved to strike out appropriates the sum of $862,395 to begin the 

| lighten the House upon that important subject. ly 
| fair to assume that it will cost many million dollars—how many 
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aware of the fact that we expended, under the last naval appro- 
priation bill, the sum of $320,000 upon that dry dock, the cos: 
which is to be $1,225,000; and I am also aware that there is ay 
item in this appropriation bill of $725,000 for that same dry do. 
My statement was that there were two items of appropriation j, 
this bill for the naval station at Cavite, not the dry dock. fo; 
which there is also an appropriation of $725,000. I also sta; 
that in addition to the two appropriations contained in this 
for the naval station at Cavite, not the floating steel dry dx.) 
under construction by the Maryland Steel Company, and w))j,} 
is to be floated to Cavite, the urgent deficiency bill recently pass. 

+ 

| carried still another appropriation for the extension of the . 
ig “tj ‘ ; ‘ aye" i Oh 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the | struction and repair shops at the naval station at Cavite. 
Mr. BUTLER of Pennsylvania rose. 
Mr. JONES of Virginia. I think I understand the situ; 

Mr. Chairman; and if when I get through I have not co | 
what the gentleman is going to ask, Ishall be very glad to answer 
any question which he may wish to propound. 

But, Mr. Chairman, there is still another and a most s: 
objection to this paragraph. Before appropriating so larg: 
as is here proposed to begin the establishment of another 

| station in the Philippine Islands, Congress should be fur 
Mr. Chairman, will the gentle- | 

man allow me just there to make a statement for his informa- | 
with reliable information as to what the ultimate cost is ¢ 
The gentleman in charge of this bill has not given us thi: 
mation, and no member of the committee has undertaken | 

It is entir 

not even the experts of the Navy Department are able to 
The eight hundred and sixty-two thousand and some od dol- 

lars now asked for exceed by $62,000 the amount that Admiral Las 

| Dewey said the naval station at Olongapo ought to cost, and yet 
| it developed during the course of this debate on yesterday that 
this proposed naval station is estimated to cost anywhere from 
eight hundred thousand to thirty million dollars. The Secretary 
of the Navy himself stated before the Committee on Naval Af- 
fairs that it would cost something like $10,000.000,inround num- 
bers, and the estimate made by the Navy Department is even 
larger than that. One estimate, I am informed, places the cost 
at twelve and another at twenty million dollars. 

Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to entering upon a project of such 
vast proportions as this, one that may, and probably will, involve 
the expenditure of $30,000,000, unless there is some limitatior 
placed upon its final cost. I protest against committing th: 
ernment to the establishment of a great naval station in t! 
ippine Islands, within 60 miles of Cavite, where there is n: 
the ultimate cost of which has not been ascertained. 

This proposition simply involves an illimitable and imm: 
able expenditure. Some limit should be placed upon tl: 
this proposed naval station—some mark fixed beyond whi 
not the purpose of Congress to go. Moreover, the charact 
nature of the works constructed in the Philippine Islands 
depend in a great degree upon the final disposition which 
made of those islands. 

Mr. Chairman, it is impossible to ascertain the amount 
priated at any one session of Congress for any one ob; 
mere examination of the item or items relating to it in one 
great appropriation bills which originate in this House. 
are a dozen or more such appropriation bills, each of whic! 
items aggregating many million dollars, and it is not unu 
several of them to carry appropriations for one and the sam: 
How many gentlemen upon this floor have any idea w! 

are expending in the Philippine Islands for naval stati 
military posts? Those of you who were in the last Congr 
recall that when the measure establishing a military post 
Philippine Islands was under consideration in this Cha: 
provoked an earnest and heated debate. Its advocates w: 
admit that the $500,000 appropriation then made was to est 
a military post. The money was to be expended in provid 
was said, temporary shelter for our soldiers in the Phil} 
The bill which contained that item became a lawon Februa 
1902, and immediately following its enactment there was | 
in the sundry civil bill of that session an appropriation of $2.) 
which it was expressly provided should be expended upon 
same military post. 

The sundry civil bill containing this item of appropriatio: 
passed during the closing hours of the first session of the 
seventh Congress, and the little $2,000,000 item for the mi 
post in the Philippines seems to have then escaped notice. 
army appropriation bill of the second session of the same Co! 
carried an appropriation of $500,000 for continuing the wor’: 
that military post. That bill was approved on the 2d ¢ 
March, 1903, and the general deficiency bill which was app 
on the 3d day of March, 1903, only one day afterwards, carri 
additional appropriation for the identical project of $250,00" 

The sundry civil bill of the second session of the last, or ! 
seventh, Congress, which was approved on the 3d day of Ma 



903, the very day that the general deficiency bill became a law, 
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wried another appropriation of a million dollars for this mili- | 
iry post at Manila, toestablish which a miserable subterfuge was 
orted to. 

vhich originally involved the expenditure of only $500,000, and 
hich provoked a spirited discussion and earnest opposition in the 
‘st session of the Fifty-seventh Congress, assumed vast propor- 
ns before the end of that Congress, although attracting little or 

» attention. The most industrious and vigilant Member of this 
House, unless he happens to be a member of the great Committee 

, Appropriations, can have little actual knowledge of how the 
iblic moneys are expended. The history of the establishment 
the Manila military post illustrates this as no language of mine 
describe. 

Mr. Chairman, in addition to the twenty or thirty million dol- 
lars which I feel confident will eventually be expended upon the | 

val station at Olongapo, it will be necessary, in the estimation | 

Thus it appears that an indefensible proposition, | 

| come disabled in that service. 
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For years Congress has been asked to provide pensions for, or 
else to retire under certain just and equitable conditions, those 
members of the Life-Saving Service who by reason of age or ill 
health or disability incurred in the line of duty are no longer able 
to endure the privations or face the perils of their hazardous vo- 
cation. The Revenue-Cutter Service has been put on a footing 
with that of the Army and Navy, and pensions and retirement 
have been provided by Congress for those who grow old or be- 

Nothing, comparatively speaking, 
has been done for the life-savers, who lead lives of isolation and 

| loneliness, and whose constant companions are privation and hard- 

ur naval and military authorities, to fortify Subig Bay, and | 
fortifications bill, which passed here two or three days ago, 

d which is now before the Senate, in anticipation of the estab- | 
hment of this naval station, contains an item of $908,000 for be- 
nning the work upon a system of fortifications for that bay. | 

hat, Mr. Chairman, we not only will have to expend many 
illions upon this naval station, for which the amount here and 
y appropriated is but a mere starter, but we are rashly being | 
mmitted to a vast and measureless scheme of expenditure which 
nan can justify and for which no reasonable excuse has as yet 

, t ~ 
i offered. 

ship, to say nothing of the perils which environ their very ex- 
istence. Surely a grateful country should not deny to those who 
imperil and often lose their lives in the effort to save human life 
that which it so freely accords to those whose calling it is to take, 
rather than to save, life. 
We are appropriating $140,000 ,000 annually for pensions, whilst 

our total expenditure on account of the Life-Saving Service dur- 
ing the last fiscal year aggregated very little more than a million 
and a half dollars. The cost of one of our most modern battle 
ships, armor and armament included, is approximately $8,000,000, 
and to maintain one for a year costs $500,000. To provide a liberal 
pension for every life saver who retires from the service by reason 
of old age or disability incurred in the service and for the widows 
and dependent children of such as lose their lives in the service 

| would require an annual expenditure of less, much less, than it 

‘o fortify the many seaports and harbors of the Philippine | 
nds is an undertaking of such stupendous magnitude that it | a capacity sufficient to accommodate the largest ships afl 
might appall the imagination of the most heedless imperial- | 
[ Applause. } 

Mr. Chairman, this bill carries in the aggregate the enormous 
§ of $96,000,000. The Navy Department’s estimates exceed 

2.000.000, and it is safe to predict that when it comes back 
the Senate it will have grown to $100,000,000. Itisasitnow 

ls larger by $15,000,000 than the naval bill of the Fifty-seventh 
Congress, and it is likely to exceed it by $20,000,000. The army bill 

ried $75,089,957 when it passed this House, and it will not be 
when it is returned here. 

: fortifications bill carried $7,181,192 when it left here, but 
in is wise enough to say what the amount will be when it | 
ves Executive approval. We expended last year for all pur- 

; the enormous sum of $753,058,503.02, and we shall expend 
iring the fiscal year for which Congress is now appropriating 
ney a sum considerably in excess of that amount, of which not 

less than $180.000,000 will go for military and naval purposes. 
Weare at peace with all the world, and I can not beheve that 

naval establishment will require the expenditure next year 
16,000,000. This is three times the amount expended upon 
Navy in the year 1898, when we were engaged in a war upon 

1 . with Spain. We have twice as many men in our Navy | 
as we had when actually engaged in that war. We have 

‘in our Navy and fit for service more than 250 vessels of all 
riptions and classes, and we have expended since 1883 and up 

) present time in developing and maintaining this Navy the 
tic sum of $760,000,000. 
re are now under construction, or authorized, more than 

se battle ships alone, including armor and armament, will 
very neatly $100,000,000, and it js estimated that it will re- 

6 $130,000,000 to complete all that are being constructed. 

requires to man and keep afloat a modern battle ship for twelve 
months. Thecostof one 16,000-ton battle ship would connect the 
waters of the Chesapeake and Delaware bays by a ship canal wit! 

at, and 
the cost of two, judiciously expended in river and harbor im- 
provement, would develop an interstate comm greater in 
volume and in value than that which we now enjoy with the 
Philippine Islands, to retain which we are now expendi 
rectly and indirectly, certainly seventy-five and possibly one 
dred million dollars annually. 

Mr. Chairman, I am not one of those who believe that our naval 
establishment should be increased beyond the addition of the shi; 
already authorized and provided for. To maintain it at that state 
of power and efficiency which it will have reached when the ships 
now under construction and authorized are completed will entail 
upon the United States as large an annual expenditure as ; 
needs of our domestic concerns and commerc ill justify and 

ree 

, 

+} } ) I 
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li un- 

the proper development of our resources at home will permit. No 
navy which we could build would afford adeqn: ction to 
our 7,000 miles of coast line. For that we must n tor 
does, mines, and submarines. 

Mr. Chairman, I have no patience with that description of Re- 
publican consistency which in one breath declares that the } 
manent retention of the Philippine Islands will not constit 
us a source of military weakness and in another proclaims 
their possession and protection involve the expendi n fort 
cations, naval stations, military posts, and bat of ¢ - 

| mous sumsof money. The sooner we give t! a 
ence which is rightfully theirs the more money ) 
expend at home in necessary works of internal impr 
Great navies are not in keeping with that Democratie si 
which should characterize a Republic founded upon t! - 

vessels, of which thirteen are first-class modern battle ships. | 

ler these circumstances I can not give my assent to a measure | 
will appropriate a larger sum than was ever expended by 
United States for naval purposes in any single year in all 
‘history. We have been repeatedly warned by the leaders 

the dominant party in this House that our expenditures may 
d the public revenues. We have been told that we are to 
no river and harbor bill this year; that not a dollar is to be 

ended for public buildings; that the National Treasury is in 
ondition for Congress to enter upon the policy of extending 
ral aid to the States in order to contribute toward the main- 
nce of our post-roads, 

These, Mr. Chairman, are but a few of the internal improve- 
nts that are loudly appealing for Congressional aid. We can 
pend hundreds of millions in building up vast and expensive 

T } 

al and military establishments, and in furtherance of the un- | 
Ln 

n party has committed the country, but not a dollar can be 

lic building can be authorized, and the appeals which have 
me to us from one end of the Union to the other in the shape of 

‘ns of thousands of petitions, asking that a small portion of the 
‘xes contributed by the people may be returned to them to be 

rican and unwise policy of colonization to which the Repub- | 

to provide for the needs of commerce and navigation, not a | 

used in the betterment of their public highways, must go un- | 
eded. l 

and, lik which are supposed to underlie ours, 
are a menace to peace and liberty. 

Eulogies on the late Hon. Robert H. Foerderer. 

REMARKS 

| HON. EDWARD DE V. MORR 
PENNSYLVANIA, 

ELL, 
OF 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Sunday, April 10, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the followi 
“Resolved, That the business of the Honus : ’ pended \ ppo1 

tunity may be given for tributes to the memory of | Roser? H. Forr 
DERER, late a Member of this House from the State of Pet Ivani: 

“Resolved, That as a particular mark of respect to , nory oi te- 
ceased, and in recognition of his distinguished public career, the House, at the 
conclusion of the exercises of this day, shall stand adjourned 

cate these resolutions t ha & 
‘Resolved, That the Clerk c rmmuni 
‘\Resoived, That the Clerk send a copy of the resolutions to th yf 

the deceased *’— 

Mr. MORRELL said: | 
in regard to our Mr. Speaker: I want to add a word of tribu 

departed colleague, one of the best friends I had im this House, 
the late Ropert H. ForrRpERER. So much has been said, and so 
beautifully said, that it is almost impos rme to add any- 
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thing; nevertheless, I can not refrain from just a word on account 
of the relationship which existed between us. 

On my daily journeys to and from my place in the country I | 
pass on the railway train the manufacturing works of Ropert H. 
FOERDERER. When I first went to live in the country, they were 
comparatively small, but each month and each year, as I looked 
out of the car windows I saw more ground acquired, more 
buildings erected, until, as was said by my distinguished colleague, 
the Robert H. Foerderer leather works became one of the largest 
and most important manufacturing establishments, not only in 
this country, but also in Europe, covering almost 20 acres of 
ground. 

During this time I did not know Mr. ForrRpERER. It was not 
until he came to Torresdale and purchased a country place almost 
adjoining my own that I had the pleasure of making his acquaint- 
ance. The place he purchased was one of the handsomest and 
most historic on the Delaware River. Shortly afterwards, desir- 
ing to extend his grounds, I met him in connection with the pur- 
chase of some ground of mine, and the experience I had with him 
on that occasion, and on business occasions afterwards, showed 
me what a quick mind he had and how, when he came to a de- 
cision, terms and condition would be speedily agreed upon. I 
realized that it was through this faculty to transact business 
quickly that he had built up the great leather works which are 
situated at Frankford, in my district. I realized that it was 
through this power to utilize and economize time that the product 
of that factory is as well known in Europe as in this country. I 
realized that it was through this ability and his marvelous energy 
that he had gradually established or acquired the different enter- 
prises necessary as feeders for this enormous trade. 

Mr. FOERDERER’s interests were not alone confined to his great 
leather works. He was identified with many other large enter- 
prises, and in the last years of his lifea great deal of his time and 
energy were devoted by him to the perfection of the Keystone 
Telephone Company, of Philadelphia, a company which he organ- 
ized as a competitor with the Bell Telephone Company in order 
that the rates might be reduced to the consumer. 

Little by little Llearned to know ROBERT FOERDERER better and 
finally grew to know him well. No one had a character more 
lovable; no one man grew to love another with the same feeling 
of confidence and trust, being sure that he would never b> disap- 
pointed in his ideals, than did the man who grew to know ROBERT 
H. FOERDERER. 

In my personal and social relations with him I always found 
him kind and sympathetic, his advice good and conservative, and 
he ever stood ready to go to the front for a friend and advocate 
his interests. These unselfish traits I realized when, on one occa- 
sion, I needed a friend of the character of Rospert H. Forr- 
DERER. Innatureand disposition he was generousand affectionate. 
The coldness of calculating selfishness was all foreign to his char- 
acter. He was not a man of policy, nor did he stoop to substitute 
tact and craft forcourageandstrength. His affection for friends 
was not the result of lack of confidence in himself or in his ability 
to stand alone, but rather the impulse of a heart as gentle as it | 
was brave, as noble and charitable as it was fearless and true to 
win the regard of those who attracted him. His bearing was a 
most admirable commingling of manly dignity and unassuming 
modesty, while the kindly smile, which was indeed the sunshine 
from his soul, and the frank, cordial manner of his address won 
for him the friendship and confidence of all who were fortunate 
enough to know him. 
Among the attractive traits in his character the one that im- 

pressed me most was his broad-minded charity for the opinions, 
the faults, and the harmless vanities of others. In the hours I 
passed in his company I never heard him speak uncharitably of 
any man. If he had no word of commendation, he was silent. 
He endeavored to trace a good and pure motive in the speech and 
actions of all men and believed that men could differ widely from 
his views and opinions and still be as honest and sincere as he 
realized himself to be. 
Although comparatively young in years when called from the 

scene of his activity, no one can feel that his life was not rounded 
out into full completeness or mourn on his account that it has 
ended, although our sympathies go out to those near and dear to 
him who lament his loss. All those who knew him, both in his 
private and public career, realize that his State, his constituency, 
and his friends will miss his presence and the useful and honor- 
able place which he occupied in their councils. 

His duty in life, his obligations to his country and his people 
had been honorably and nobly performed; and it is, perhaps, a 
fortunate and happy fate for a man to pass away from this world 
in the height of his powers, in honorable position gained by faith- 
ful service for his fellow-men, and by their appreciation of his 
worth deeply regretted and lamented by them, rather than in the 
decrepitude of old age, with faculties impaired and usefulness 
gone, so that as one sinks beneath the waters of life the waves 
close over him without leaving a ripple of regret. 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

Judged by what he was and what he had done, no one can cal] 
the life of our friend a short one; nay, more, upon the calendar 
of events marked by them his life was longer by far than many a 
one of four score and ten. 

He was honest, just, faithful, unostentatious, considerate, kind, 
and courteous; true to his country, constituents, and himself. 
Such characters always have and always will command respect 
and tribute. The youth of this great land can not do better than 
to strive to imitate suchanexample. His life illustrates the pos- 
sibilities which, under our form of government, lie within the 
reach of those who utilize the gifts with which God has endowed 
them. The history of his life and of his gradual rise to fame, for- 
tune, and position is the history of the lives of many of the illus- 
trious men of this country. Such experiences as his are more 
valuable to make men suited for great emergencies, qualified to 
control great enterprises, and to fill responsible public positions 
than all the aids of birth, fortune, schools, and influential friends. 
There are others who knew him longer and more intimately 

than I did, and for them it is more fitting to speak of him and his 
character more minutely and at greater length than I should do. 

I heard of bis serious illness when I was in Europe, and was 
shocked a few days later to hear of his death. Roserrt H. Forr- 
DERER was one of the kind of men whose personal energy and 
ability toinaugurate and consummate large enterprises has made 
Pennsylvania and the city of Philadelphia what they are to-day. 

He was my friend, as he was the friend of all who attracted 
him and of all whom he learned needed a friend. I miss him as 
a colleague; I shall always miss him as a friend and the best of 
neighbors, and I have sought this opportunity in all sincerity to 
offer a humble tribute to his memory. 

Eulogies on the late Hon. Henry Burk. 

REMARKS 

HON. EDWARD DE V. MORRELL, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Sunday, April 10, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the following resolutions: 
“Resolved, That the business of the House be now suspended that oppor 

tunity may be given for tributes to the memory of Hon. HENRY Burk, lat: 
a Member of this House from the State of Pennsylvania. 

“Resolved, That as a particular mark of respect to the memor 
ceased, and in recognition of his distinguished public career, the 
conclusion of the exercises of this day, shall stand adjourned. 

“Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the Senate 
“Resolved, That the Clerk send a copy of the resolutions to the family of 

the deceased ”— 

Mr. MORRELL said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: On one of the early days of the present session of 

Congress the business of the House was suspended and the an- 
nouncement made that during the vacation two of our fellow- 
members had passed away from earth and would never again 
meet us in this Hall, and, strange to say, they were the two mem- 
bers most recently elected from Philadelphia. 

Thus, in the midst of our busy life here, we were reminded that 
a dark shadow enveloped the households of two of our late coim- 
panions. In the full vigor of our own active life and health w: 
were reminded that death had claimed two of those whose co! 
radeship and counsel we enjoyed. To-day we come in formal, 
deferential manner to honor the memory of our departed fellow- 
workers. 

I had not the pleasure of knowing the late Henry Burs, a! 
though I had often heard of him through mutual friends, until 
after he was nominated for Congress. Mr. Burk, it will be re- 
membered, contested a seat which had theretofore been pra 
tically ackowledged a Democratic stronghold, having been repre- 
sented by Samuel J. Randall, Richard Vaux, and William \! 
Aleer. I have heard that the campaign in which he won was” 
of the most trying ever held in the city of Philadelphia, requirin 
untold energy and ability and special qualifications on the part 
the candidate to win. : 

Mr. Burk, like Mr. FOERDERER, was engaged in the manufac 
ture of leather, and, like him, was eminently successful. He had 
large works in Philadelphia, in the district which he represented, 
and owned large interests in India and other countries from whic!! 
he received his supplies of skins. The same businessinstinct 1 1 
attention to detail which developed and made successful Mr. 
Burk’s factories located in Philadelphia made him unwilling ' 
entirely trust the management of his far-away enterprises te 
others, so that when in his judgment the necessity arose, with his 
characteristic energy, he turned his face from home and crosse! 
the seas to regulate their management and to increase their efli- 
ciency and thereby the output of the home factories. 

of the de- 
ouse, at the 



Mr. BurK’s personal characteristics of good temper and geni- 
ty were known to all in the House. No one loved more dearly 
in Henry Burk to entertain his friends or knew better how 
doit. He was never happier than when seated at the head of 

; own table, having gathered around him those whom it gave 
n pleasure to see happy and enjoying themselves. The slight 
iuaintance made with Mr. Burk before coming to Washing- 
| soon ripened into friendship under the opportunities afforded 
Congressional life. I found him warm-hearted, genial, gen- 

‘ous to a fault. His ingenuous trust in others calculated to win 
m friends and to retain them. His estimate of a man, no mat- 
how lowly his beginning, was based upon what he found him, 
iif he once decided he was one to be trusted he had in him a 
nd not to be despised. His ideal of a man was that he should 
true and honest with himself and in his purpose and faithful 
\is friends, and these ideals he lived up to. 

In the various paths to fame men may gain praise as daring 
d valiant warriors; may gain distinction as eminent statesmen; 
iy be honored as great musicians or poets; may be looked upon 

with wonder and awe as inventors and scientists; may be held in 
esteem and receive consequent recognition as being financiers and 
iccessful in commercial enterprises, but yet there is one narrow 

path, one particular goal harder to discover and more difficult to 
attain than all the others, a path which appeals more to a man, 

) matter which of those avenues to success he has traversed 
essfully, a path which if found gives more lasting satisfac- 

tion and happiness to the fortunate discoverer than any of the | 
others; I refer to that narrow path which leads to the possession 
of the hearts of our fellow-man. This path had unconsciously 
been discovered by Mr. Burk, and his possession of the secret 
was realized by all who had the good fortune to come in contact 
with him. 

Mr. BurRK was too young a man to die, and, as is often the case, 
his career of usefulness was too brief. Possessing more than 
abundant means, he was nevertheless unobtrusive, modest, free 
from envy, malice, or uncharitableness. The places of honor and | 
trust he was called to benefited greatly from the fact that he 
made use of his business training in his political life. As has 
been said, it is difficult for public men to combine public service 
and private business in a manner to serve both interests well, but 
Mr. BurK seemed to have been able to solve the problem. He 
was a man who through his business materially added to the 
wealth of his country, yet at the same time he was always alive 
to the interests of those he employed, and did what he could do to 
lighten the labors of the laboring man and woman. 

It is one thing for a man to live upon the toil of those whom he | 
employs, and it is an entirely different thing when a man at the 
same time does what he can to lighten the burdens of those who 
contribute through their toil to make his enterprises a success. 

Mr. BuRK was proud of the fact that he had made a good 
sht and had been elected a Member of Congress, but he was 

never for a moment carried away with any false notion of what | 
his membership in the House meant, nor did he change in the 
least degree his simplicity of thought or the integrity of his char- 

ter. He belonged to a class of men whose business wisdom and | 
common sense do much to keep the balance in the councils of na- | 
tions and upon whose judgments governments relyin times of crisis. | 

Mr. Burk did not make a parade of his religion, but with him | 
it meant more than an empty name. He never flaunted his faith 
or attempted to thrust his religious beliefs upon those with whom 
he associated. Like ail men worthy of the name, he eliminated it 
entirely from the business affairs of life and regarded it as too | 
sacred a thing to be considered except in communion between 
himself and his God. Thus he was devoid of sectarianism and 
bigotry, and the fact that his creed differed from others never for 
& moment interrupted the pleasant intercourse and friendship 
which he had with those who might have other religious beliefs. 
Cut down at a time when he was just about to enjoy the fruits of 
his labor, yet at the same time the character which he had estab- 
lished for usefulness and ability and devotion to duty will bea 
matter of pride to his family and to the constituency which sent | 
him to Cx ngress. 

_ Our departed fellow-Member was known to be an indulgent 
father and a loving husband. Among his friends, as I have said, 
he was generous to a fault and careless as far as injury to his 
inporal interests might be concerned. He was sympathetic to 
thers in distress, and quick to emotions of pity and compassion, 

while stern in the redress of a wrong. 
rhe fact that we are so often called upon during a session of 
ingress to meet on sad and solemn occasions like the present one | 

to do honor to the memory of departed Members should remind | 
us that ‘‘ we know not the day or the hour when the Son of Man 
cometh,” and all and each of us should be admonished to have | 
‘our lamps trimmed and burning,’’ and that we should so lead 
our daily life that when the sammons comes it will bring no fear, 

alizing, like HENRY Burk, that ‘‘ those who die in Christ shall | 
lve again.’ 
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| memory of the late Senator HANNA were 
| I have felt since he went away from us how much I owe to his 
| kindness and friendly interest in me; and so I venture t 

|inastrange way. 

| such men as Senator Sawyer, of Wisconsin; 

Memorial Address on the Late Senator Hanna. 

REMARKS 
OF 

HON. JONATHAN P. DOLLIVER, 
OF IOWA, 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Thursday, April 7, 1904. 

ig resolutions: The Senate having under consideration the following 
‘** Resolved, That the Senate has heard with profound sorrow of the death 

of Hon. MARcus A. HANNA, late a Senator from the State of Ohio 
* Resolved, That asa mark of respect to the memory of the deceased the 

business of the Senate be now suspended to enable his associates to pay pr pel 
tribute to his high character and distinguished public services. 

“Resolved, That the Secretary communicate these resolutions to the House 
of Representatives ’— 

Mr. DOLLIVER said: 
Mr. PRESIDENT: I would not at this hour be disposed to add any- 

thing to the tributes which have been paid here to-day to the 
10t for the fact that i+ 

LI 

) speak a 
few words out of the gratitude of my heart. 
The epoch which brought him into the arena of American pub- 

lic life, though only a few years have passed, has been stricken 
The central figure of that epoch, President 

McKinley, is gone; Governor Dingley, famous and useful in the 
chairmanship of the Ways and Means Committee of the House 
of Representatives, is no more; Thomas B. Reed, that wonderful 
parliamentary hand which brought in the new order of things in 
representative government in the United States, is seen no longer 
among us; and here we are to-day paying our last tribute to one 
who in an important sense mastered more perfectly than any of 

| these the great situation in which each played so conspicuous a 
| part. 

I have been impressed by the general recognition which has 
been given in these memorial exercises to the business man in 
American public life. It is true, in a sense more important than 
we have understood, that an age like this naturally calls into the 

| public service the men who have given leadership to its great in- 
dustrial and commercial affairs. 

I have sometimes pondered over suggestions in the public press 
that the Congress of the United States is being invaded by mil- 
lionaires and men of wealth. I have never had any anxiety about 
that. I regard it asa true sign of our political health that in 
times like these men of great business affairs have their ambition 
stirred to take part in the administration of the Government of 
the United States. 

I remember when I first came to this Capitol watching the in- 
dustry and activity and marking the influence in this body of 

Senator Stockbridge, 
of Michigan; Senator Stanford and Senator Hearst, of California, 
and sometimes wondering whether their presence here porten 
a healthful tendency in our public life. I count it now 
finest evidence of the adaptability of our institutions to our new 
commercial and industrial situation that the influence of money 
has not been able to keep out of American public life men success- 
ful in business affairs in all the departments of commerce and of 
industry. If money were everything, if men could by piling up 
riches satisfy all their ambitions, and content themselves by the 
mere fame of being rich, there would be no limit to the carnival 
of avarice and greed in the world. 
The education which Senator HANNA had as a man of affair 

was the exact qualification needed for usefulness in the Congress 

‘ + 
as 

of the United States. It always seemed to me a curious thing, at 
least, that his first entrance into the public arena should have 
been after the age of 60 years; and in meditating upon that it has 
appeared to me that the secret of it lies in the fact that the educa- 
tion of the man, his real preparation for a work like this, was tl 

| spirit in which he approached even the humble tasks which en- 
gaged his attention throughout his life. It was a part the 
quality of the intellect of Senator Hanna that he was able to 
idealize the occupations of his previous career, and in reality he 
brought into this Chamber a special and peculiar training for the 

| questions with which the Government of the United States has 
| to deal. 

I have never wondered, as so many have, that he suddenly de- 
veloped into a great orator. In studying the peculiarities of Sen- 

fy. 
il ator HanNA—and I confess that I was interested in them m the 

very beginning of my acquaintance with him—it appeared to me 
that his case showed that the human mind is so organized that 
any man who has a true thing to say is not holden in the faculty of 
saying it. There is a mode of eloquence, fortunately n 
obsolete, which needs neither clear thinking nor even any think- 

a 

] 
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itself fairly acceptable; but the man who under- 
<plored his subject in all its hidden parts, who 

th with the authority of actual knowledge, such a 
is nothing to fear in a debate in a place like this. 
present in 1900 at the stock yards in Chicago when I had 

pse of the colossal personality of this man which made a 
profound impression on mymind. We took him down there 

speak to the working people of Chicago and, curiously enough 
very strange anomaly under institutions like ours—a large part 

of the audience had assembled there not to listen to him, but to 

prevent him from speaking; and with noise, riot, tumult, disturb- 
ance, and breach of peace, in a measure almost unimaginable in 
a country like ours. that surging multitude for one hour and 
thirty minutes fought an unequal battle with the genius of a 
single man; and at 10 o’clock the audience calmed, controlled, 
fascinated, he began one of the most remarkable political speeches 
it was ever my good fortune to hear. 

So I was not surprised in this Chamber when he came here deal- 
ing with questions about which he knew more than anybody else— | this Chamber without feeling the influence of his cheerful dis; 
questions like the revival of the merchant marine; questions like | 
the Panama Canal 
simple, 

that he was able to stand on this floor and in 
plain, direct speech discuss them with a skill that was 

hardly less, if at all less, than the most effective debating power 
we have had in the public life of the United States. 
There is another thing which I have thought a good deal about 

in reflecting 

portance but the difficulty of the greatest problem that now presses 
upon our Government and upon all the governments of the world. 

He had known for a good many years that if American society 
is to go on, if civilization itself is not to halt in its progress, some 
solution must be found of the disputes rapidly settling into a state 
of fixed and permanent hostility between the men and women 
who work for their living and the men who employ them. He 
had more knowledge of that question than any of us, because he | 
had touched it from a greater variety of standpoints. so that he 
brought to the labor question a wealth of experience and of per- 
sonal interest that enabled him easily, and without interfering 
with his public duties here, to become the leader of a far-reaching 
movement to bring about an understanding and treaty of perma- 
nent peace between the contending industrial forces. The thing 
about his philosophy of more importance than anything else was 

human government, but that underlying this problem, and nearly 
all the other problems of society, is the individuality of the men 
who employ labor and the individuality of the unnumbered mil- | 
lions who do the work of this world. 

So this man in his old age rose to a level higher than mere 
statesmanship. He got a prophetic insight, which he had almost 
alone among our public men, that the labor question is a larger | 
question than mere legislation; that its final solution depends 
upon principles which underlie the moral structure of society, 
and are more intricate than all the machinery of the Government; 
that if the problem ever finds a solution, it will be through the 
practical application to the daily life of the world of those Divine 
precepts which are the chief inheritance of these Christian cen- 
turies. 
ing upon the labor problem was that higher vision which Senator 
Hanna in his old age received when he declared, in the last pub- 
lic utterance he ever made, that the rights of labor and the rights 
of capital will find their permanent adjustment in that funda- 
mental truth of the gospel through which the law of the human | 
brotherhood, and with it the perfect code of social justice, is re- 
vealed. 

In studying the life of Senator HANNA I was impressed by the 
immediate victory which the man’s character won over his enemies 
when the people of the United States once got 2 fair look at him. 
In the quiet of the national committee headquarters everybody 
loved him. In two campaigns I remember in going there how 
everyone, from the elevator boy to the Senator’s associates on the 
committee, referred to him in familiar terms as ‘* The Old Man.”’ 
The *‘old man’’ he was to them, and “‘the boys” they were to | 
him. Noslander could touch him in the society of those who knew 
him. But the American public is large—80,000,000 of people— 
bombarded day by day with newspapers and pictures and the 
smooth inventions of political malice, and at the end of the cam- 
paign Senator HANNA was the most misunderstood man in Ameri- 
can public life. 

He came into this Chamber. 
public opinion, including the members of the press gallery yon- 
der—just men, able, and willing to measure a man by a fair stand- 
ard—and within a year that cloud of calumny had rolled away. 
Everybody who saw him recognized at once that he was an au- 
thentic man; everybody who had business with him saw that he 
was a man of good heart and humane impulses; and when men 

| came to know his intellectual grasp he passed from the cates 
| of suspicious public characters to the list of honored and trusie)} 

| worn face, I saw this good and great man. 
| speak to him, but as I turned away I said to myself, as I thong! 
| of William McKinley’s political fortune, of the splendor of 

the fact that he recognized that this peace will not be brought | 
about by legislation, will not be brought about by the devices of | 

To my mind the best contribution to present-day think- | 
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statesmen in the service of his country. Such was the victory o 
| the man’s character over the crusade of scandal and disparage 
| ment to which he had been so strangely subjected as he undert 
| to manage honorably and squarely the fortunes of a great political 
| party. 

a 

The thing about him, however, which comes nearest to me. an 
I think, nearest to everybody who listens to me here, is the favo 
that he had those qualities in him which excite, not alone admira- 
tion, not alone approval, but love and confidence in the deepest 
and truest sense. He had no artificial suavity of manner in | 

| approach to the public, but he had what is vastly more sery 
ble even in the cheaper relations of political life, he had by nat 

| a benevolent outlook on the world and acordial sentiment for 
ery man, however humble, who was brought into contact w 
him. His love for McKinley was only a part of his loving r 
tions with the world in which he lived. Nobody ever saw him 

tion and of his helpful attitude toward everybody here. 
The words which have been spoken with such eloquence 

| Senators on the other side of this Chamber not only show i 

kindliness which underlies our politics, whatever may be our dif- 
| ferences, but interpret in a beautiful and suggestive way the ; 
| render of all opposition to this gentle and benignant charactor. 

upon Senator HANNA’s career, and that was that con- | 
tact with practical affairs enabled him to see not only the im- | The procession had gone away, the pomp and ceremony of the 

I recall the day I saw him after the funeral of poor McKin] 

hour had passed, and toward night I happened to be standing near 
| the cemetery gate, and there, alone, in the rain, leaning on a 
crutch, careless of his surroundings, tears falling upon his care- 

I did not ventur 

career, of the fame which had increased year by year as h 8 
from the obscurity of a country law office until at last he stood 

| upon the highest civic eminence known among men, that in all 
future generations, as his countrymen make their pilgrimage to 

| look with reverent emotion upon the grave of the martyred P 
dent, there will be few among them who will not think : 
the man whose fame is joined with his, of the friend whos 
was broken in the tragedy of the national sorrow, of the r 
on unseen shores, where all the mysteries of life and deat 
made plain at last. 

Eulogy on the Late Hon. Mareus A. Hanna. 
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IOWA, 

HLlOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Sunday, April 24, 1904. 

LACE 

IN THE 

On the following resolutions: 
‘*Resolved, That the business of the House be now suspended that 

tunity may be given for paying tribute to the memory of Hon. MA! 
HANNA, late a Senator of the United States from the State of Ohio 

‘Resolved, Thatas a particular mark of respect to the memory 0 
ceased Senator, and in recognition of his distinguished public car 
House at the conclusion of the exercises of this day shall stand adjow 

‘Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the S« 
“Resolved, That the Clerk send a copy of these resolutions to the f: 

| the deceased.” 

Mr. LACEY said: 
Mr. Speaker: We commemorate to-day the public life and 

ices of Marcus A. HANNA, whose great and useful career | 
suddenly terminated. 

His political life was exposed to the fiercest attacks, but | 
lived calumny, and died loved and honored even by those v 
fought him the hardest. 

The world has always loved the man who does things. 
| ranks far above the man who only says things. 

In 1896 Mark Hanna was the best hated man in America. _ 
Libel and the deadly caricature had been plied against him \ 

persistence and telling effect,and he was thoroughly and effectu 
| misunderstood, even in his own party, save by those who k 
| him personally. 

He met the representatives of | It was well said of Sir Joshua Reynolds by Northcutt that 
great painter would as lief have committed a forgery as to dra 
caricature. 
When finally Mr. Hanna took the stump in person and dem: 

strated that he could talk as well as act, the people looked into 
clear, honest eyes, listened to his strong, vigorous, and sound log : 

and the frozen crust of hate melted, and he was at once valued at 



is true worth; the myth disappeared and the man took its place. 
ramember in 1896 when I was speaking to an audience of work- 

. they hooted at the name of Hanna. oy ? 

| 

Four years later the same men welcomed all allusion to his 
me with thunders of applause. He had become recognized as 
friend as well as the employer of labor. 

His life, public = private, has been so well described by his 
ids in both the Senate and the House that I content myself 

th this brief but loving tribute to his memory. 
He was my friend. To love and hate the same things consti- 

e the strongest bond of human friendship. 
In the maturity of his powers, when his ability and character 

become so recognized that his use fulness was most helpful 
. and cou ntry that he loved, he fell. 

We mourn him and commend him to that Being— 
Who in the dark and silent grave, 
When we have wandered all our ways, 
Shuts up the story of our days. 

caus 
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ON. BENJAMIN P. BIRDSALL 
OF IOWA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Saturday, April 23, 1904, 

bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to consider and recommend 
islation for the development of the American merchant marine. 

Mr. BIRDSALL said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The entire directly or indirectly inter 

in the pending bill. It should be viewed from a non} partisan 
ipoint and considered with a broad and enlightened pur pose. 

The condition of our eae marine, instead of being a source 
f and satisfaction, is such as to erie the blush to every 

riotic American in the 1 nd. In the fiscal year 1902 the total 
of American expo rts t ) Europe amounted in value to $997 614,672 

| of that enormous sum only 1.76 per cent was carried in Ameri- 
ships. Of the imports from Europe, valued at $474.827,159, 

only $30,821,548 was carried in American vessels. Of the total 
rts and imports to Europe only 3.28 per cent were carried 
\merican bottoms. It is the part of a wise commercial policy 
ster the carrying trade, that it may be done in ships manu- 
red at home and manned by American seamen. 
re ought to be no disagreement upon the proposition that 

transportation of American products, whether of the factory 
forest, the mine, or the farm, ought to and must be done by 
ricans that this increment of wealth may inure to our own 
fit. The decadence of the American shipping interests and 

r almost total dependence upon foreign ships for the tr mspor- 
n of our products is strikingly set forth in the report of thi 

Department of Commerce ink 1 abor, through its Bur 
tics, in its August, 1903, Summary of Commerce and Finance. 

ws that our foreign commerce for the fiscal year 1903 
inted to $2,445.000,000, and gives the following list of vessels 

nation is 

reau of Sta. 

stic and foreign, engaged in such commerce: 

»w York to Europe, steamships. ......-.-..------------ a 265 
18 

62 
18 

l4 
14 
10 
10 

i 
6 

4 

ead 2 

New York to Australia—all British . 
4 i New York to Africa ssesibbaatel ‘a 12 

itis] ll 
l 

Ss va 0 
i New York to China, Japan RE ae 7 
7 ah ee ee A Aes Se Ni cs cilia lin aici 16 
G l 
An uv 

Bri 44 
Ge 4 
B 2 

rican .... R i a ae Ee ee 0 

] New York to Cuba, West Indies, and Mexico................--- s+ 
| ESS Saar i. ss a ied aa heeded pscalintipenitbaiiedetabavinagiacl 22 

Br ritish ee Bk n  eeeebes 14 
I em miaain 10 
I a yy 
ON SE RITE IALE 2 Fs a aa a 8 

at i Te) 5 
” 

From Baltimore to foreign ports 
British 
German -. 
Norwegian..... 
American .--... 
Dutch 
Russian 

From Boston and Charlestown to foreign 
British 
German ....... ‘ 

American ....... 
Danish - ae 
Norwegian 
Dutch 

r row Ne« 

Britis h 
German 
Dutch 

vport News to foreign ports 

From 1 Passams mjuoddy, Me., to foreigr 
British weld 
American ....-. . _ 

From Galveston to foreign port 
British 
( 
I 
DED dadtemidesecubemanan 

EE Re ae 
Austrian . 
Danish 

Spanish - 
Norwegian 
American .- ne 

From Mobile, Ala., to foreign ports 
Norwegian... 
Brit ish 

Cuban 

German -. 
Dutcl 
American .... ; 
1 w Orleans to foreign port 

rig 

Cuban . 
Portuguest 
Russian . 

British ships carry more than one-] 
per cent, and American ships less 
commerce, 
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Various causes are assigned for the inability of American ship- 
builders and American shipowners to compete with foreign ship- 
builders and foreign-built ships in the matter of transportation 
of American products, but, whatever the cause may be, we all 
should agree that the deplorable condition in which we find our 
nation in this respect demands our serious attention and thorough | 
investigation that a remedy may, if possible, be discovered and 
applied. The pending bill commits us to no definite plan of 
action, either individually or asa party. It proposes a thorough 
investigation of the whole subject and a report to this body of the 
result of such an investigation and the evidence bearing on the 
subject. The amount proposed for the expense of such a com- 
mission is a mere bagatelle compared with the results that ought 
to ensue if the investigation is intelligently and thoroughly made, 
as no doubt it will be. 
We have entered into the world’s trade and commerce, and the 

most potential factor in securing and maintaining our position 
will be the upbuilding of our merchant marine. The foundation 
of material power is wealth, and that is won by trade. This has 
been the great factor by which a weak and isolated European 
civilization has ultimately become dominant in the world’s his- 
tory. The expansion of our trade and commerce is the pressing 
problem, and we must find means to carry on our own transporta- 
tion independent of foreign nations. We all long for the time 
when the Stars and Stripes will be found at the masthead of our 
ships in all the ports of the world asan emblem of the genius, the 
power, and the might of 80,000,000 Americans. We haveentered 
the world’s politics and the world’s commerce. Let us prepare 
to maintain our dignity in the one and preeminence in the other. 
I hope, sir, the pending measure will prevail and that the investi- 
gation instituted under it will be fruitful of results. 

The Late Hon. Charles W. Thompson. 

REMARKS 

HON. WILLIAM RICHARDSON, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

F 

Sunday, April 24, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the following resolutions: 
‘Resolved, That the business of the House be now suspended that oppor- 

tunity may be given for tributes to the memory of Hon. CHARLES W. THOMP- 
SON, late a Member of this House from the State of Alabama. 

‘*Resolved, That asa particular mark of respect to the memory of the de- 
ceased and in recognition of his distinguished public career, the House at the 
conclusion of the exercises of this day shall stand adjourned. 

**Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the Senate. 
“Resolved, That the Clerk send a copy of these resolutions to the family of 

the deceased” 

Mr. RICHARDSON of Alabama said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: The simple tribute that I sorrowfully pay to-day 

to the memory of CHARLES WINSTON THOMPSON is the sincere | 
offering of my heart to a friend whom I honored and loved, and | 
around his vacant seat on the floor of the House tenderly clings 
the loving memory of admiring friends. 

At his home in Alabama, where he was born and reared, and 

vate and public life, it was there, and among those people, that 
the sudden ending of his useful and hopeful life was most de- 
plored. They had watched him as he walked in and out before 
them, and they saw in his life the slow and gradual construction 
of a character that illustrates and typifies human nature in its 
highest forms. 

It was not Mr. THompson’s brilliancy of intellect or power of | 
eloquence that challenged and secured the confidence and love of 
those who admired him, but it was the strength, heroism, truth, 
honesty, and virtue of his private and public life—his character— 
that made him the man we knew him to be. 
with these noble traits, he defied temptations and fought the 
great battle of life with honor and credit, whether the struggle 
came from within or without. 

Mr. THOMPSON was a faithful and conscientious representative 
of the true interests and welfare of the people whose commission 
he bore in the halls of Congress. 

His standard of work and duty was the same in public as it was 
in privatelife. He knew nocompromise, no hesitancy, when right 
and principle were involved. He was genial and social in his in- 
tercourse with his friends, always thoughtful and considerate of | 
the views and feelings of others, and his heart was full of love and 
sympathy for his fellow-man. 

Armed as he was | 

His life is a splendid exposition of | 
those quiet, guiding precepts and principles which constitute the | 

| before rent a national family into tragic dissension. 
| blood that was shed for his State and section. 
| spent in the little town in the heart of Alabama and in the heart 
| of the Southern States which formed one side of the divided fam- 

a modest but a sublime Christian faith that easily stripped death 
of all terror to him. 

I can not, Mr. Speaker, close these few remarks without refer- 
ring to Mr. THompson’s views and feelings on his broad and patri- 
otic love of his country. It was no surprise to me, knowing him 
so well and intimately as I did, that a man of his methodical life 
and high business qualifications and mind wasabsolutely free from 
the touch of sectional feeling. He was in all matters a fervent 
southern man. He loved the South with all its splendid memories 
and traditions. He honored our heroes, but he yearned in his 
heart to see the once bitter memories coming from the great 
civil war forever buried and forgotten. And his life by act and 
precept encouraged this happy consummation. 

The Late Hon. Charles W. Thompson, 

REMARKS 

HON. JOHN H. BANKHEAD, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Sunday, April 24, 1904, 
On the following resolutions: 

“* Resolved, That the business of the House be now suspended that oppor- 
— may be given for tributes to the memory of Hon. CHARLES W. THomp- 
SON, late a Member of this House from the State of Alabama. 

** Resolved, That as a particular mark of respect to the memory of the ce- 
ceased and in recognition of his distinguished public career, the House at tho 
conclusion of the exercises of this day shall stand adjourned. 

** Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resolutions to the Senate. 
‘* Resolved, That the Clerk send a copy of these resolutions to the family of 

the deceased.” 

Mr. BANKHEAD said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: CHARLES WINSTON THOMPSON, whose most in- 

scrutable removal from among us we pause now to consider, was 
of a generation and of a part of our country which furnishes an 
interesting, and should be a most instructive, type in the study of 
the composite people who constitute the citizenship of this great 
Republic. Hewas bornin Alabamain 1860. He wasan Alabamian, 
a Southerner by birth, by heritage, by association, by sympathy, by 
impulse, and with purpose. He was born at a time when the Re- 
public was on the verge of a convulsion of passion such as never 

He was of 
His childhood was 

ily of the nation. The blight of poverty, all the worst wreckage 
of that awful conflict of four years, was in evidence before his 
child eyes. He must needs, as his mind developed and his ciar- 
acter formed, have been deeply impressed with all that he heard 
and all that he saw as to what home life meant, what community 
interest implied, what pride of State signified and what love of 
country inspired. 

It is not possible to conceive that in this little southern com- 
munity in Tuskegee, in the heart of hearts of Southern States, 

| where was rocked the cradle of secession, that CHARLIE THowp- 
| SON, as a boy, could have heard a single sentiment that was con- 
| trary to devotion to home, to State, and to the South, for whic! 

where every opportunity was offered to study and learn his pri- | his kinsmen and his neighbors fought. as they believed, for the 
preservation of the high, lofty, and humane principles upo! 
which the Republic was founded. There could not have been, i 
the very nature of his home life, his childhood, his youth, his 
young manhood, one marring voice of sensible utterance that 1 
flected harshly upon the valor, the virtue, and the integrity of 
the motives of the South in the national family strife. Yet w 
all do know that when CHARLES WINsTON THOMPSON died in t! 
blossom of manhood and the ripening fruitage of manful strengt! 

| there died as pure an American patriot as has lived between 

| community was unquestioned and unquestionable. 

boundary lines of land or far-apart ocean shores. 
felt it, but he proved it, as we all know. ; 

Successful from a humble beginning far beyond the success 0! 

He not on! y 

| many with better opportunities, helping others all along the way 
of his advancement, taking them with him by strength of hand 
and cheer of hope, no man in his community was before him 1 
its confidence, its affection, and its respect. Necessarily his 1n- 
fluence in any enterprise or measure for general te - that 

Alabamian 

| and southerner as he was in habit, accent, sympathy, association, 
and education, that little southern community never heard from 
CHARLIE THOMpPsoN’sS lips nor divined from hisacts anything that 
was not brimming with the broadest patriotism. He though! 
much—probably most—of the genuine good of a really united 
country. He did not pause with the indulgence of sentiments 

highest and best type of our citizenship, He crowned it all with | pleasing to his moments of amiable reflection, He went to work, 
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took pains, spent money he had earned in many a day of self- | 
denial to bring about a better, saner, sounder, kindlier feeling be- 
tween representative people of the North and South. He took 
them to his home and did them honor. 

He showed them a community in which all interests and all 
races lived and worked together for good and progress. He 
showed them the most wonderful educational institution for the | 
advancement of a people lately emerged from slavery ever placed | 
upon the surface ofthe earth. Heshowed thatinstitution, mighty | 
for good, a school for the training of negroes, respected and flour- 
ishing, progressive and productive, among southern white people. 
He showed them beyond cavil that truer friends of the negro did 
not live in the world than here in the heart of Alabama in the 
heart of hearts of the southland. Having done that, can there be 
any sort of respectable question anywhere that CHARLES WINSTON 
THOMPSON has done a great good for his people, for his State, for | 
his section, and for his country? Cut off as he was in the very 
blossom of this noble generosity of purpose, we can but poignantly 
deplore hisdeath. Yet gratefully shall we contemplate his mem- 
ry for this great good that he has done. He deserved of the 

richest of the beatitudes pronounced for acts of men for the good 
of their fellow-men. 

No respecter of fame or fortune belonging to any man, death | 
is not hesitated to strike at palatial portals any more than at the | 
vel door of the humble. It cuts down a successful earthly ca- 
‘r with a stroke as ruthless as that with which it smites to dust | 

the last chance of him whose life has been a failure. If the con- 
tinuously unfortunate go where ‘“‘ the weary are at rest,’’ we con- | 
sign his memory to eternal repose, with a sigh that means it is all 
for the best. But when he is taken from among us, to be gone 
forever, who but yesterday was strong, buoyant, sanguine; smiling 
over successes achieved and radiant with hope of triumphs to 
come; when such a man, moving among us and within a week is 
taken; his name stricken from among the list of living; all his | 
high hopes as the dust with which he is soon to mingle; all his | 
achievements but to be the solemn summing of an epitaph—then | 
it is we are stricken with impotent awe and unavailing wonder. 
But young as he was, untimely taken as he was, CHARLES W. 
THOMPSON served his community, his State, and his country with | 
an example worthy of emulation by the best blood that courses in 
the veins of American citizens. 
He lived and loved to live with and for the things of good re- | 

pute. He was a professor of the Christian faith, and no man 
more zealously, more diligently, more ardently sought to attain | 
toward the perfection of its teachings than he. Suddenly smit- 
ten amid his duties and his pleasures, he was the first to realize | 
that his work must cease and all his joys of living come at once 
to an end-all. Early in his illness—to the amazement of his 
friends—he gave them timely but the calmest of warnings that | 
the worst might be expected in but a few hours. They abso- | 
lutely scouted his admonition, thinking the infliction of pains 
soon to pass had raised his pulse and excited his imagination. It 
was not until the unmistakable shadow of death itself hung its 
dread pall about his pillow did any one of those who had sought | 
to laugh away his fears realize the truth in a dumbness of ended | 
hope. The grief of yesterday for our dead friend and colleague | 
is to-day merged into a sense of exaltation, almost fraught with | 
rejoicing, that his life, brief as it was, marked a career of gener- 
ous usefulness, of high and noble purpose, and of love and charity | 
forallmen. His was the ‘‘ white flower of a blameless life,’’ and 
it wasmore. The flower left its seed to enrich the soil of char- 
acter wherever right-living humanity is indigenous, wherever | 
honesty, industry, and love of fellow-man may nourish and cause | 
to bloom again and again the best that is in men—the immortal 
part. 

h 
he 
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Development of American Merchant Marine, 

SPEECH 

HON. ALFRED LUCKING, 
OF MICHIGAN, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904. 

On the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to consider and recommend 
legislation for the development of the American merchant marine, and for 
other purposes. 

Mr. LUCKING said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: We have steadily maintained that this bill is but 

the forerunner of a subsidy measure which would be pressed for 
passage after the elections, and as bearing on that 1 now read 
from an editorial in the Philadelphia Inquirer of April 17, 1904: 

_ This commission, which is to consist of five Senators and of five Representa- 
tives, twoof whom must belong to the minority party in each House, is to hear 
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reme, which it 
* * The In- 

testimony at its discretion and is to prepare a legislative scl 
will report on the first day of the next session of Congress. * 
quirer is gratified at the circumstance. This paper hasadvocated the organi- 
zation of such a commission as that described, not because it has any doubt 
as to what ought to be done, but for the reason that it did not seem practi- 
cable in any other way toattain theend inview. There are Members of Con- 
gress who persistently oppose the payment of ship subsidies, partly because 
they are influenced by prejudice and partly for lack of knowledge, and as 
the cooperation of these members is necessary to the enactment of an ade- 
quate law their prejudice must in some manner be dispelled and their igno- 
rance enlightened, 

Now, my friends, you will observe that this great organ of Re- 
| publicanism and of the subsidy grafters gives you clearly to 
understand that your prejudices against subsidy are to be dis- 
pelled and your ignorance enlightened by this commission which 
you are asked to appoint. 

Are any of us so simple and so innocent as still to believe this 
bill means anything but education of Con and the public to 
the subsidy idea? 

The Democratic party isin favor of building up our merchant 
marine by extraordinary measures; not because the men engaged 
in the business are entitled to any more Government favors than 
those in any other pursuit, but because there are certain public 
objects to be furthered. So far as the private interests engaged 
in shipbuilding or in ship sailing are involved, the Government 
should no more concern itself than for any other business. All 
businesses have their good times and bad times, and this is true 
of shipping, which is now depressed owing to the world being 
oversupplied. 

The world’s ship market is overstocked, and no sudden artifi- 
cial stimulus should be applied in the United States simply be- 
cause the builders make a clamor about their business. Other 
lines of business are depressed also, but bounties are not given 
them from the Treasury. 
We to-day carry a smaller percentage of our foreign commerce 

than ever before. For the first forty years, from 1789 to 1829, 
our marine flourished, but it has declined steadily for seventy- 
five years—from 90 per cent of our own carrying in 1830 to less 
than 9 per cent in 1903. This indisputable situation is humili- 
ating and calls for grave and patriotic consideration. 
While this is so, it is not true that there is any occasion for 

alarm or for hysterical or even heroic measures. We still have 

rress 

| the second largest mercantile marine in the world, although five- 
sixths of it is engaged in our coastwise and internal commerce. 
England has 15,350,000 tons, America 6,000,000, and Germany 
comes next with 3,500,000 tons. 
We have large and flourishing shipyards engaged in building 

and repairing these vessels and in building our Navy, for which 
they are abundantly rewarded. Our foreign commerce is vast, 
and, while it is mostly carried in foreign vessels, it is carried at 
reasonable rates, and a goodly proportion of those vessels flying 
the foreign flags are owned by American capital. The gentleman 
from Massachusetts [Mr. GARDNER] cried out in alarm yesterday: 
‘* What will we do if England and Germany, which now do the 
carrying of our commerce, should goto war? Must our commerce 
cease? Shall we have a panic?’ Wecan say to him, calm your 
fears; it would be the best thing that could happen to our ship- 
ping, for in such case their shipping at once would seek a neutral 
flag; it would be for sale, and if we were willing to buy we could 
do so very cheaply, and if not the other nations would, as has 
been done many times in the past; and it is not true, as intimated 
by him, that such sales could not take place after the declaration 
of war. Any book on international law will set him right on this 
point. 

Shipbuilding for our foreign trade is only one of the industries of 
the country, and we can not admit the extravagant claim made of 
its supremacy above others, or that the prosperity of the country 
is dependent on its success. We recognize its great importance, 
and all reasonable efforts should be made to promote it; and we 
desire to see it reach its former pinnacle of power and prosperity, 
but the great body of our people have only the natural pride of 
Americans in seeing all our industries prosper. 
Our past course, so far from impoverishing us, has left us the 

richest nation in the world, although we have paid out many mil- 
lions for our carrying. While we realize some stimulus would be 
well and are willing to adopt constitutional and reasonable means 
to that end, we do not agree that the patient is as desperately sick 
asis pretended. A very poor mouth is made here by those who 
want to get their hands intothe Treasury. Theyare able to make 
an especially strong showing at this time owing to the fact that 
the carrying trade has been at its lowest ebb. 

Mr. Winsor. of Boston, president of the line of steamers now 
running from Puget Sound to the Orient, testified before our com- 

mittee: 

zo back as far as you can—it goes by the 
rates were hi 

Take the history of shipping 
swing of the pendulum n times when sh men built ships. 
They built too many, and rates went down; then it would goupagain. Now 
we are at the very bottom. The Englishshipsare not makingadollar. That 
is a fact. 
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This, gentlemen, is the evidence of one of the subsidy seekers, 
and it shows that all shipping of the world is now depressed ow- 
ing to overconstruction following the Spanish-American and Boer 
wars, and that the situation will relieve itself naturally when 
the pendulum swings the other way. 
say that the relief is already appearing, for ocean rates have been 
advancing during the last two or three months. 

In spite of all protests to the contrary, our shipyards are rea- | 
On July 1 last there were under construc- | sonably prosperous, 

tion or under contract 135 steel vessels of 589,822 tons, which is 
nearly aslarge as in any previous year. They have all the repair- 
ing for our vast tonnage and are the recipients of enormous sums | 
for building the new war vessels; and while our shipbuilding 
trade is the best protected industry against foreign competition 
of any in the world, nevertheless our ocean-ship builders are com- 
ing here to Congress like a lot of mendicants asking for direct 
gifts out of the Treasury, and they grow more persistent and 
more determined the more that Congress trifles with the question. 
We say it is the best protected industry, because no foreign- 

built vessel can carry a pound of goods in the domestic traffic of 
the United States, which is the greatest in the world. In all our 
coast wise and internal traffic—almost illimitable in amount—only 
home-built vessels can engage; and, besides this, for the foreign | 
trade these gentlemen have the right to import free of duty all 
materials to be used in the construction of vessels, thus making 
our shipbuilding the most thoroughly intrenched industry in 
America against foreign competition, and yet this insistent lobby 
asks for direct gifts and bounties of money. They do not come 
here for the good of the country; their motives are not public, 
whatever may be those of our Members who support a subsidy. 
They are here for their own private gain, and very little stock 
should be given their arguments, and their alleged facts should 
be very closely scrutinized. Mr. Metcalf, head of the agricultural 
implement manufacturing industry and of the cordage company, 
after stating his entire friendliness to the ship people, made the 
following most remarkable and significant statement: 
Nowlam going to make a statement that some of you may disagree with, 

but it isa fact, in my opinion. If the shipbuilders spent more time at their 
work improving their methods, trying to find methods to compete with the 
English shipbuilders, and less time on the steps of the Capitol at Washing- 
ton, or in its committee rooms, the United States would be building the ships 
for the whole world. 

Because in one of the interests in which Iam engaged we use exactly the 
same materials that the shipbuilder does; we use American labor, 
bor, high-priced labor; we use protected steel, protected ir 
lumber; we use protected paints and oils and varnishes, and everyt! 
goes into the construction of a ship, and yet we are able to export or 
goods,and not only build them in this country, but build them for the 
world. And in this one industry which I represent we exported $25,900,000 
worth of goods last year produced out of the same material under the same 
circumstances and same conditions as the shipbuilding interests can work, 
and why they don’t take hold in earnest to find ways to compete with the 
English shipbuilder I can not understand, because we can sell our goods 
right in Great Britain. 

I believe if the same skill, energy, pluck, inventive genius, and 
executive capacity were shown in our ocean carrying as on the 
Great Lakes a different tale would be told. Our lake vessel men 
pay the highest wage scale in the world and carry freight cheaper. 
and yet they are not coming to Congress begging alms. The rate 
for carrying coal on those great inland seas has averaged for ten 
years past 31 cents per ton per thousand miles, which is about one- 
half the present low ocean rates of which so much complaint is 
made, and only about one-quarter the rate in the Atlantic coast- 
wise trade. 

We have just cause to be proud of our lake marine, which in 
tonnage is nearly one-third of all the tonnage of the United 
States, although less than one-seventh of the whole number of 
vessels, which shows that the average lake vessel is more than 
twice the size of the average ocean-going craft. 
some of you to know that the commerce borne upon the Detroit 

co 

of the Suez Canal, that great highway of the commerce of the 
three continents of the Old World. 
Now, the question arises, what shall we do? 
This bill proposes a commission to investigate and to recom- 

mend a measure December 1 next. But why do this? Why not 
fight it out now? No new light can be shed on the subject by a 
commission. Searchlights have been turned on it for thirty-five 
years past, and the sum of human knowledge, debate, argument, 
and opinion has been gathered and is spread before us. The riv- 
ers of eloquence and little rivulets, brooks, and creeks would 
easily fillthe Potomac. The Library of Congress issues a cata- 
logue of 1,100 publications, great and small, on this subject. 

A commission simply means delay and a cowardly shrinking 
from dealing with the question on the part of somebody. If we 
don’t want to take a stand on the question before the people, then 
a commission is a good way out—aconvenient loophole; but that is 
the only honest argument fora commission. The commission can 
not bring out a fact which is not now known, nor devise any plan 
which is not now threadbare, nor offer an argument which is not 

| want and advocate subsidies, and, second, by those who are afraid 

| in building up a merchant marine. 
| dized their marine more lavishly than any other country, and both 

| failures. 

union la- | 

| withdrawn. 

| demand more and more. 
River is 57,000,000 tons per annum, or four timesas large as that | 

| Administration, viz, the discriminating-duty plan. 
| condition of our merchant marine in 1781-1788 was one of the mos 

ee 

now stale. Why, then, waste $20,000 on this farce? Ifyou are 
bound to put the question over election, let us at least strike on: 
the $20,000 and save that much, since we know that the resource 

wm | of the Government are insufficient to pay running expenses, 
And Iam in a position to | This bill is pushed by two classes of people: First, by those who 

to vote subsidies but don’t want to offend the subsidy hunters just 
before election. Those campaign subscriptions will come in very 
handy again this year. Pe 

To revive our merchant marine four principal plans are adyo 
vated: (1) Free ships; (2) subsidies; (3) export bounties; (4) dis 
criminating duties. > 

The free-ship plan is supported by some very good arguments. 
| Still its efficiency may be fairly questioned, because France and 
Italy and other European countries have pursued the free-ship 
policy in the past, and yet it has not built up their shipping. But 
it is not now a practical question, because the dominant party is 
wholly hostile to such plan, and also some of the minority, by 

| cause it is claimed it would be a serious blow to our shipbuilding 
industry. We may therefore lay it aside as out of the question. 

Ship subsidies and export bounties are in one class, for both call 
for direct appropriations from the public Treasury, to be given to 
private persons. They tax all the people for the enrichment of 
the few. You can not justly defend such use of the public funds 
unless you can prove a case of overwhelming necessity—moere in- 
cidental public benefit is not even an excuse, much less a justifi- 
cation for such use of the people’s money. 

Subsidy spells ‘‘ special privilege,’’ *‘ special favor,” “‘ corrup- 
tion,”’ ‘‘jobbery,”’ and ‘“‘thelobby.”’ In its essence it is unconsti- 
tutional. It has always been a failure, for it has never succeeded 

Italy and France have subsi- 

have failed miserably. No one disputesthis. England’s shipping 
| is the greatest and most successful in the world, and her sailors 
wages are higher than any other except Americans, yet her mer- 

| chant marine has never received a penny of subsidy. Some of her 
| passenger steamers have received liberal pay for carrying the 
mails, but this scarcely equals 3 per cent of her shipping, while 97 
per cent have never received a dollar of public moneys. We have 
tried subsidies several times, and they have always been confessed 

We are to-day paying fully as much inthe way of mail 
subsidies as is Germany, and yet we lag far behind her. 

At times agriculture has languished, mining has languished, 
lumbering has languished, yet no one has advocated taxing all 
the people to give bounties to these industries, and farming, min- 
ing, a | lumbering are quite as essential to the well-being of all 
our people as is the ocean carrying. So far as my opposition to 

| this measure is concerned, it arises out of deep-seated antip: 
to ship bounties. Iam utterly averse to taking money raised by 
taxing all the people and giving it over to one small class of « 
people, even though it might result in some incidental be: 
to all. 
A subsidy, to be effective, calls for fabulous sums. All auth 

ities unite in this, and when you get through the result is a 5) 
tem and a fabric which must fall to pieces when the suppor 

“If subsidy be given at all, it must be with a fre: 
hand and no care for cost,’ says our present Commissior 

| Navigation, Mr. Chamberlain, and “‘ once given, they must 
| creased from time to time to be effective.”’ 

The advocates of subsidies come here soliciting public charity, 
begging alms and bounties from the rest of the people, alth 

| most of them are already rich, and they will keep on comi 
long as any encouragement is given them. In nearly every U 

| gress for forty years subsidy has reared its head, and the mor 
It may surprise gets the more it wants. It is the very nature of the creatur 

Once yield to the demands of this | 
sistent lobby, and organized raids on the Treasury will cont. 

| without ceasing. 
Believing as we do that subsidies, as a remedy, should be barr 

from consideration, I shall offer an amendment to the bil 
viding that no plan calling for subsidies from the United 5t: 
Treasury shall be reported or recommended by the comm 
The vote on this amendment will enable every man to rect 
himself for or against ship subsidies, and the country may ju 

| of the two parties on the issue and of the individual Members 

leading newspaper of my city recently declared that 99 per : 
of Republicans were opposed to the subsidy plan and that th: 
was no danger of its adoption. We shall see by the vote on ths 
amendment whether there is any danger. 

To reinvigorate our merchant marine the minority of the co1 

mittee has proposed to restore the system which was inanugurat”’ 
with magical success by Jefferson and Madison in aes s 

e decaden 

powerful factors in inducing the thirteen original States to ado} t 
the Constitution, and immediately following its adoption acts 



—-- 

were passed by Congress to encourage the marine. 
<icted of a rebate of 10 per cent of tariff duties on all goods im- 
ported in American vessels and an increased tonnage tax of 46 

nts per ton against all foreign vessels coming into our ports. 
Under this system our merchant marine rose rapidly from weak- 

; to strength and flourished beyond description. Whereas but 
24 per cent of our imports and exports were carried in our own 
a 

vessels in 1788, within five years the percentage had risen to 
nearly 90. This result had been achieved before war broke out 
between France and England and can not be attributed to any 
cause except the laws referred to. This splendid condition of | 
American shipping continued substantially unimpaired until 1830, 
when a decline began owing to the fact that the benefit of these | 
laws was deliberately given up by the adoption of trade treaties 

th foreign nations giving to their vessels the same privileges | xu 

as to ourown. From 1830 to 1860 the carrying of our own com- 
merce fell off relatively about 1 per cent a year, so that at the 
preaking out of the civil war we were carrying about 65 per cent 
of our commerce. Since the war a substantially steady decline 
has continued, so that now we carry something less than 9 per 

nt of our imports and exports. 6 
Those who favor subsidy measures oppose discriminating duties | 

not because they would not be a success, but they claim foreign 
nations would retaliate by levying discriminating duties in favor 
of their own vessels, and also that they would levy additional 
tariff duties against our exports. 

Our measure is designed, in good faith and without ill feeling 
toward any nation, to secure to our people only that which all 
publicists agree belongs of right to us, namely, the carrying of 
one-half of our own commerce. The measure should not be pro- 
hibitive or in any sense extreme, but should go only so far as to 
equalize the chances of American vessels for cargoes, giving them 
5 or 10 per cent advantage on imports, so that they may be ina 

n to bid low on export cargoes. 
England does 55 per cent of our carrying; Germany. 11 per 

Holland, 3 per cent; France, 3} per cent; Italy, 1} per cent; 
Norway, 2 per cent, and our own vessels, 8.8 per cent. It will 
thus be seen that the only nations having any particular incentive 
to retaliate would be England and Germany. 

[ lay down the proposition that all foreign peoples would recog- 

TOSI1T 

cen 

nize and respect our strict right to take conservative measures to | 
T 50 per cent of our foreign carrying, and that no nation 
can justly take offense if we adopt lawful measures to that end. 
The discrimination need not necessarily be 19 per cent; 5 per cent 
mat enough to give our vessels an equal footing on the seas. 

fhis policy does not contemplate the prohibition or exclusion of 
foreign vessels from traffic, but only the giving of our vessels a 
preferential treatment in the carrying trade forthe benefit of the 
whole nation from an economic and naval point of view. The 
majority report says that the discriminating-duty plan is not prac- 
ticable because we have not vessels enongh to carry all our im- 
ports, as if it were contemplated that the trade should be trans- 
ferred at oneswoop. Thisisnotsofortwo reasons: The proposed 
law would not take effect for at least fifteen months; and second, 
10 prohibition against foreign vessels is designed, but only a nar- 
row and moderate preference for American vessels. 

Far be it from our purpose to advise a course which would lead 
to a bitter commercial warfare, and if we thought this would be 
the result or outcome of adopting the policy proposed by the 
minority, we should hesitate a long time before recommending it. 
No reasonable man can object to our adopting conservative and | 
moderate methods to encourage our own shipping so as to carry | 
a reasonable portion of our own commerce. 
_Fears of retaliatory tariff duties would seem to be groundless. 

No statesman can see danger so far ahead as he who wishes to 
see that danger. The men who see danger of retaliation in dis- | 
et 

I can not 
b that their fears are genuine, because the same men 
remorselessly levy 50 per cent duties against foreign goods and 
stand by with stolid and stupid indifference while they see the | 
world threatening revenge. 
- [f foreigners were going to retaliate against our food stuffs, 
they have hed every provocation heretofore. If anything short 
of 

tali ite by high tariffs on our food stuffs, the Dingley bill would 
lave Gone it, 

‘iminating duties are the men who want subsidies. 
1: 

and they are not going to put obstacles in their own way of get- 
ung them. One plan much advocated by conservative people is 

x .'s ressels to carry freely between their own countries and the 
» Lited States, but levies an extra duty when they carry between 
the United States and other countries. Speaking of this plan, 
“enator ELKIns said, haying reference to the South and Central American trade: 
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These sia) Norwegian vessels last year carried $51,000,000 of our com- 

| then the Republican national convention 

| it, and declared that it should be put in force as soon as 

| Republican national campaign fund of 1896, upon the distin 

ialicious attacks from unworthy motives could induce them to | 

But our food stuffs and cotton are their necessities, | 

‘iscriminating duties in the indirect trade, which allows all for- | 

, Here is the carrying of nearly $300,000,000, 90 per cent of which is done in | 
tlon oe ships, which, if this bill becomes a law, without retaliation or opposi- 
‘ORofany kind, will come toour ships, and they can not get itinany other way. 

; 

merce, nearly all (fully 99 per cent) of which was in the indirect 
trade. 
We can not understand why our Republican friends turn th 

faces away from the discriminating-duty plan. 
our country has demonstrated its effectiveness, while other 
are at best only experimental. 

In 1894 the revival of this plan was advocated in the Senate by 
Senator Fryk, Senator Lope, and other Republican Senators 
After two years of consideration fourteen Republican State « 
ventions in 1896 declared for the discriminating 

The hist 
p+ 

duty } 

in June, 1896, ado} 
a plank declaring, ‘‘ We favor restoring the early American policy 
of discriminating duties for the upbuilding of our me , 
rine.”” Mr. McKinley, the nominee on that platform, 
month or six weeks of deliberation, wrote his entire approval 

rchant 1 

He was elected upon that platform, and yet never a step h 1s | 
taken to carry it out. 

It has been published a thousand times in the press since 1896, 
and never contradicted to my knowledge, that the great ship- 
building interests of the country contributed lar 

i 

ge sums to the 
t 

promise that subsidy measures should be adopted. and it is a sig 
nificant fact that at the next session of Congress the chairman of 
that committee immediately began the advocacy of ship subsidi 

| and he continued that advocacy up to the time of his decea 
while the Republican party deliberately abandoned its platt 
pledges of 1896. 

The Protectionist Magazine last fall sent out 2.000 circulars to 

the leading bank presidents, college presidents, and large manu 
facturers in the United States requesting their views as to 
best method of reviving the merchant marine, and the ret 
will be found published in the October, 3, number of that 
periodical. Seven hundred replies were received, of which 456 fa 
vored discriminating duties, 132 subsidies, 86 both, and 29 neith« 
We believe that if the subsidy hunters were given distin y to 

understand by the vote of this House at this time that a subsidy 
would never be granted by Congress, they w 
their persistent clamoring and b 

Y) uld then aban l 

glad to accept the propositioi 
of a moderate and reasonable discriminating duty; but so long as 

prominent and powerful Members of Congress advocate tl 
sidies, and year after year bring up mea pl z 
subsidies, just so long will the clamor continue and n ing 
accomplished. 

And so, sir, for all these reasons, we condemn th ibsid) 
icy the discredited, indecent, ineff« V scanda vil 

disgraceful, never successful, corrupt, and malodo subsidy 
and turn with confidence to the ancient, hist I ta 
successful, decent, and constitutional discriminating duty 
the plan which has the prestige of undoubted ess a whi 
fathered by Madison and Jefferson and indorsed by Re 
lican convention of 1896 and by William McKinl 
be termed nonpartisan and broadly American. 

Post-Office Appropriation Bill—Necessity for Addi tional Post- 

Office Facilities in New York City. 

SPEECH 

Oo} 

T HEN? Y 7 1,7 HON. HENRY M. GOLDFOGLE, 
OF NEW YORK, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, March vey 

The House being in Committee of the Whole Hou 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H.R 
priations for the service of the I Office Depa 
ending June 30, 1905, and for other purposes 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: As one of the Representativi 

New York, so vitally affected by the paragraph in tl ll ut 
discussion, I wish to add my approval of the recommend 
the majority of the committee on Post-Offices a P Re 
for the leasing of quarters offered by the New York Central Rail 
road for post-office purposes. 

The chairman of the Post-Office ¢ ‘ommitt 
| and my distinguished colleague from New ‘ . HARRISON} 
have stated that the Government is now | r for offices th 
vicinity of the railroad depot i for the n ary cartage t] 
mail that passes to and from that office to 1 road something 
like $70,000, or abont $20,000 less than f1 mui im fixed by 

this bill as a rental for more spacious qua nd by far more A 
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ndequate accommodations which the Government will secure if 
the proposition of the New York Central Railroad be accepted as | 
contemplated by the bill. 

That company proposes to give us a building suitably furnished 
and properly equipped, as I understand it, fully adapted to the | 
purpose of a subpost-office, at the terminal of that railroad for an 
annual rental not exceeding $90,000. The minority object to this, 
and looking at the printed report I judge that the main and prin- 
cipal objection is that the rental is to be for too long a period. 
other words, it is suggested that this Government should not lease 
for such a number of years. 

or statistics to convince any gentleman of this House that in New 
York City real-estate values are constantly on the increase. The 
railroad depot is in the heart of the city—it is where real estate, 
both business and residential, is held at high figures, where it 
increases in value as the years run by, and to secure a long lease 
now is an advantage to the Government. 

Mr. BAKER. Will the gentleman yield to me for a question? 
Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Certainly. 
Mr. BAKER. Does the gentleman assume that the astute, far- 

seeing gentlemen controlling the New York Central Railroad Com- 
pany are not as conversant with the increasing values that are 

of values as the Postmaster-General, and does he not suppose that 
they know what they are about when they propose to enter into 
this contract for a term of fifty years? 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Why, of course they know what they are | 
doing, but as they do not seem to ask an excessive sum, the fact 
that they know what they are doing does not in any wise argue 
against the proposition. 
pany is not going to lease at a loss; neither is such a thing asked 
for or expected. When an intelligent landlord leases his property 
for a long term of years to an intelligent tenant, it may be well 
assumed that the landlord knows what he is doing; but would 
anyone contend that for that reason the tenant ought to reject 
the proposition if it be of mutual advantage to each? 

The bill is so framed that the power is reserved to the Post- 

of rental—a maximum having been fixed—and he may still deal 
with the company to fix a reasonable rental, whatever that may be. 

It does not necessarily follow that the rental will be $90,000. 
Nor is it fair to assume that the Postmaster-General will agree to 
an excessive rental. Something must be left to his judgment and 
discretion in the matter of figures, when the needs of the postal 
service for quarters and accommodations are so great and when 
we have fixed a maximum sum beyond which he can not go. 

For many years past New York has sorely needed a new 
post-office to facilitate the mail service in the Empire City of 
the Union. In the past we asked but two and one-half mil- 
lion dollars appropriation, yet this was refused. That was less 
than 35 per cent of one year’s net revenue from New York’s office 
alone. Over one-tenth of the gross receipts of the entire postal 
system of the country is derived from that city. That may con- 
vey to the mind some idea of the magnitude of the work done 
there, and the room required for proper and efficient service, 

Need one speak of the tremendous growth of the metropolis? | 
Need one speak of the immensity of its business or financial opera- 
tions necessarily productive of the handling and transmission and 
delivery of billions of tons of mail? Surely not. You all are 
aware of these things, yet you leave the post-office as it was 
thirty years ago. 

Were you to visit that post-office, you would be amazed. In- 
adequate in point of space, some of the second and third class 
matter is handled in the cellar, where the light of day never enters. 
In that unhealthy place you force many of the men to work, too 
frequently impairing their eyesight and undermining their health. 

For want of sufficient room to handle mail, the large volume of 
mail matter during holiday and other busy seasons becomes con- 
gested, and delays in transmission result. This affects the busi- 
ness interests of the whole country. It is by no means a local 
injury. 

Our press has agitated this matter, but in vain. Again and 
again have the newspapers called this matter to your attention, 
but for some unknown reason we could obtain no relief. And 
now that at last some slight relief is proposed which will tend to 
relieve in a measure the situation I have described, we are again 
met with objections of those unacquainted with the conditions 
that require immediate remedy. 

Mr. STEPHENS of Texas. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. GOLDFOGLE. I will; certainly. 
Mr. STEPHENS of Texas. I believe the letter read from the 

Clerk’s desk states that the estimate of this rental is on a basis of 
24 per cent of the value of the building. Now,the United States 
can get all the money it wants for 2 per cent. Why should they 
pay rent at the rate of 24 per cent when they have plenty of 

| likewise unmindful of the fact that the taxes assessed by the cj 
Surely it needs no extended argument or submission of figures | 

| yield for a question? 

| and the cartage and other incidentals. 
| more the Government is to have commodious quarters, suitable 

We will rather assume that the com- | 
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money of their own that can be used at 2 per cent? W : S hy shouk 
they pay it for fifty years, amounting to four and ah ee alf million 

dollars on a building that they can build for a great dea] lesg 
money? 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE, The gentleman from Texas does not take 
| into consideration the fact that the New York Central Railroad 
proposes to put up a structure specially adapted to the postal 

| needs, that it proposes to thoroughly equip and farnish jt to 
In | meet the postal-service requirements, and in so doing will haya 

to undergo a large expense; and the gentleman from Texas jz 

‘ity 
must be borne by the company. These three considerations, j?. 

| indeed, there were none other, and there are others, as I shal} 
proceed to show, would answer the questions propounded by the 
gentleman from Texas. ; 

Mr. STEPHENS of Texas. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman 

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from New York yield 
to the gentleman from Texas? 5 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Yes. 
Mr. STEPHENS of Texas. The question is simply this: Who 

estimates the value of this building? You donot give the United 
| States authorities the right to do that; it is estimated by the rail- 

attaching to land in New York City and with prospective increases | road company itself. 
Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Why, sir, we have it as an actual and 

conceded fact that about $70,000 is now paid for quarters near 
this company’s terminal, entirely inadequate to answer the postal 
needs there. This is made upof the rental for the present branch 

For comparatively a little 

furnishings, adequate accommodations, a saving of cartage, and 
proper facilities for handling the mails at the terminal of the 
railroad, into which and out of which comes 60 per cent of the 90 

| per cent of all the mail whichis handled in the city of New York, 
To the gentleman from Texas—from the State so remote from 

this great imperial city—the figures look gigantic, but to anyone 
at all familiar with New York City or its property interests the 

| figures will not seem so large. Besides which, as [ have already 
master-General to negotiate with the company as to the amount | suggested, the Postmaster-General is to negotiate with the com- 

pany as to the amount of rent by fixing a fair and reasonable sum, 
whatever that may be, within the limits fixed by this bill. 

Mr. CLAUDE KITCHIN. Will the gentleman yield for a 
question? 

The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from New York yield 
to the gentleman from North Carolina? 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Yes. 
Mr. CLAUDE KITCHIN. Could not the Government erect 

Le building much more cheaply than for four millions and a 
alf? 
Mr. GOLDFOGLE. That is not a question now under consid- 

eration. Year in and year out, session after session, New York 
through its Representatives has implored and almost on bended 
knees asked Congress for relief from the very bad conditions we 
have there in respect of our post-office. We have been before 
committees, we have proposed bills, we have argued on this floor, 
we have sought in every way known to the rulesof this House for 
the passage of a bill or the incorporation of a proper provision in 
some appropriation measure for the acquisition of a site for the 
erection of a new post-office. 
Our present post-office is in a wretchedly bad condition. It is 

inadequate. It is unsanitary. It is unequal in size to the great 
postal demands in that ever-growing city. Itis a disgrace toa 
great Government, for New York should have the best post-office 
in thecountry. Thatcity is the radiating center of this couutry s 
commerce. It is the center of its great financial interests. It 1s 

| the great producer of postal revenues, yielding the country a net 
income of nearly $12,000,000 per annum; yet our demands lave 

| gone unheeded. 
In a most unjust way New York has been discriminated agains:. 

There is not a member of the Post-Office Committee nor a mem- 
ber of the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds who is 
not acquainted more or less with the conditions that make +t a- 
solutely necessary for the country’s needs to provide a new post- 
office. Thedelegation from New York have unitedly urged in the 
last Congress and in this one some measure for relief. We lave 
been before these committees; so have those Members who served 
in the House before we cametoit. Toall our entreaties the coi- 

mittees have turned a deaf ear. . 
Now come Members from far distant States, and in a spirit 0! 

opposition to affording the desired relief—relief not alone 1°T 
New York, but relief to the entire postal service, relief to ‘4 
country, for whatever hampers and cripples the service in 1! 
metropolis of the country necessarily affects ina great degree t! 

10 

“ 

entire nation—and ask why we do not build a post-office for this 
aggregate rental. . a 

True, we desire a great central post-office, commensurate wi'4 
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he vastness of the postal needs and the importance of our city. 
it failing to get that, after exhausting every known effort and 

rting to every parliamentary expedient known to the drastic 
; of this body, we want to get the best relief possible under 
ircumstances. We shall have every need for this subpost- 

. at the terminal of the Central Railroad, and the quicker we 
t the better for the entire service. 

After all the efforts employed by the New York delegation in | 
Fifty-seventh Congress and in this Congress to secure favor- 
onsideration of the proposed measures for a new post-office, 

unfair to still further, by opposition to the small measure of 
lief which this bill would afford, delay giving New York some of 

. facilities which we must have to properly handle and rapidly 
atch the mail. 

Mr. MOON of Tennessee. Will the gentleman allow me to ask 
him a question? 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Notnow. Yes; I will yield to the getle- 
man for a question. 

Mr. MOON of Tennessee. If the gentleman from Texas should 
kindly withdraw the point of order, would he and other gentle- 
men from New York take a lease for twenty-five years at $75,000 
a year. 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. The difficulty is that such a proposition is 
not pending, and an offer for such leasing has not been made. 

Mr. SULZER. I will accept that amendment. 
Mr. GOLDFOGLE. Since the question was put to me, I will 

— 

1 

To O tH He eS 

| 

say that the kind of an amendment I might accept would be that | 
if it is possible to enter intoa lease for twenty-five years between 
the railroad company and the Post-Office Department, that that | 
may be done. 

Mr. STEPHENS of Texas. 
that amendment? 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE. That I do not know. Ido not and can 
not speak for the railroad company. I hold nothing in common 
with it. Iam here to speak for the city of New York. Nay, sir, 

Will the railroad company accept 

in this matter I speak for the nation, for the post-office in the city | 
of New York is an institution of national scope and of national 
importance. [Applause. ] 

Work and Character of the Western Federation of Miners. 

SPEECH 

HON. C. D. VAN DUZER, 
OF NEVADA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, April 14, 1904. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union, 
and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 15054) making appropriations 
to supply deficiencies in the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 
3, 1904, for prior years, and for other purposes— 

Mr. VAN DUZER said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN: I hold in my hand Senate Doc- 

ument No. 86,a statement purporting to represent the actual con- 
ditions of the present labor difficulties in the State of Colorado. 
It is a statement by the secretary of the Mine Owners and Opera- 
tors’ Association of Colorado, in reply to the statement of the | 
Western Federation of Miners, recently printed as Senate Docu- 
ment No, 163. The statement on behalf of the mine owners and 
operators was made by C. C. Hamlin, and the statement on be- | 
half of the Western Federation of Miners is made Charles Moyer, 
president, and William D. Haywood, secretary and treasurer. 

[ have read them carefully, and my purpose in addressing the 
House at this time is to resent the slanderous and libelous state- 
ments contained in Senate Document No. 86 against the Western 
FE ederatic yn of Miners, an organization whose purposes are laudable, 
patriotic, and humane, and whose membership comprises the best 
citizenship of western labor forces. I am going to read one state- 
ment made by the Mine Owners and Operators’ Association as a 
sample of the gross misrepresentation and cruel and unwarranted 
attack made upon the metal miners of the West. 

Mr. Hamlin says: 
During all these years an alleged labor organization known as the “ West- 

ern Federation of Miners” has been endeavoring, with considerable success, 
to obtain a hold upon this particular industry through the unionization of 
these mines, and the history of this campaign, with its record of murder, 
arson, dynamiting, and riot, to say nothing of the more petty crimes, such 
4S assaults, intimidation, threats, and personal abuse, all committed for the 

‘pose of intimidating and coercing men engaged in earning a livelihood, is 
enough to shock humanity. . 

No parallel can be found for it in the labor history of the world, unless it 

tn athe Molly Maguire organization, which maintained a reign of terror in 
He Pennsylvania coal fields prior to 1877. During times of comparative 

peace the career of this organization has been marked by nocturnal assaults 
&ud secret assassinations, while now and again they have broken out into 

| a mere form, for this organization knows nothing of the sanctity « 
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Whenever a mine owner has as- open warfare amounting to insurrection. 
| sumed to stand against their aggressions or to employ as laborers men not 
members of this organization his life and property has been the forfeit. 
Criminal, cruel, untiring, militant political parties have obeyed their behest; 
honorable judges have been retired to private life for decisions to them ob- 

| noxious; courts have yielded to their dictates, and sheriffs and other peace 
officers, often selected from their own number, have been their willing 
agents. When an executive has been found big enough and brave enough 
and patriotic enough to rise above political expediency and take a firm stand 
in favor of law and order and the preservation of those rights guaranteed by 
the Constitution, as did Governor Steunenberg in Idaho in 1809, and as Gov- 
ernor Peabody is doing in Colorado to-day, protests such as that embodied 
in the resolution under consideration have gone up from certain quar 
either inspired by sympathy with the acts and purposes of this organizatic 
or with the hope of obtaining some political advantages through them or, as 
we trust is the case with the present resolution, by ignorance of the facts 
which have engendered the condition. 

On account of the machinations and methods of the Western Federation of 
Miners the metalliferous mining industry of the West has be a 
state fora long period of years. That a person was operating his prope 
one day under satisfactory conditions was no guaranty that he would be ab 
to doso the next. To make a contract with the Federation has always | 

nin 

of such an 
obligation. Continual aggressions have been supplemented by open out- 
breaks of alarming frequency. 

The above statement, purporting to outline the purposes and 
history of the Western Federation of Miners,isfalse. It is with- 
out foundation. Itis without fact. Itis a partisan, inflammatory, 
incendiary statement, uttered for the purpose of creating preju- 
dice and skillfully hiding the origin of this whole trouble. At 
the outset of this discussion I desire to state that I do not for one 
moment countenance violence. 
Iam not a supporter of lawlessness. I believe that one of the 

greatest problems of the future is the one relating to the adjust- 
ing of the difficulties between labor and capital. There is no ques- 
tion before the American people requiring more tact, more patri- 
otic judgment, more of the spirit of mutual concession and wise 
arbitration than the settling of questions between capital and 
labor. It is the danger ahead of us. If we could eliminate the 

| arrogant, intolerant oppression of predatory wealth on the one 
hand and curb the radical tendency to a possible lawless condition 
on the other, we would rapidly approach a solution of the ques- 
tion. If we could banish D. M. Parry and Sam Parks, two types, 
the tendencies of whom are to separate radically rather than to 
compromise conservatively, we would soon reach an amicable 
adjustment. 

I admit that there may have been lawlessness in Colorado, but 
I emphatically deny that the Western Federation of Miners or 
any miners’ union has aided, conspired, or abetted such acts. I 
emphatically deny that members of a miners’ union as such have 
been guilty of lawlessness. If there is a condition of anarchy 
and bloodshed in Colorado, it is not due to the miners nor is the 
Western Federation of Miners in any way responsible for it. 

The present conditions in Colorado are without parallel in the 
history of civil and State government in the United States. Only 
when the safety of a State is threatened by foreign invasion does 
it seem to me that any necessity arises for a supreme military 
rule. I can hardly imagine a justification for supreme military 

| power in a State as between citizens of a State endeavoring to ad- 
| just differences of a social and economic nature. 

In order to arrive at a just and impartial consideration of this 
subject I wish to state the facts as they actually exist in Colorado l 

| and submit to this House whether or not the Western Federation 
| of Miners are wholly at fault and whether or not if there is law- 
| breaking in Colorado that it is not the governor, the military, and 
| the mine operators who have compelled and indulged in law- 
breaking. 

For some years there has been a just struggle on the part of the 
Western Federation of Miners for an eight-hour day in the mines of 
the Western States. Nevada, Montana, and Utah and other West- 
ern States have adopted such laws, and the adoption has met with 
the approval of public sentiment, and their operation has been for 
the general good. The economic necessities of an eight-hour law 
are no longer disputed. Its application is universally recognized. 
An eight-hour law as a sanitary measure for the protection of life 
and limb and health of all men employed in mines, mills, and 
smelters has been successfully adopted in Utah, Montana, Ne 
vada,and Arizona. The situation in Colorado is best stated by the 
Western Federation of Miners. I read from their statement: 

For several years past inthe State of Colorado the West 
Miners has labored for the passage of an eight-hour la 
eight-hour law was enacted in 18%), the mine owners ar 
joined hands, and through their influence with the s 
State the eight-hour law, which was a facsimile of the Uta 
was declared unconstitutional. At the general ek 
tional amendment was submitted to the people mak 
the legislature to pass an eight-hour law, and this 
by a majority of over 40,000, the largest vote ever 
tional amendment in the history of the State. Again th 
the State, the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and the Americ 
and Refining Company, strangled the political will of pl 
at the ballot box by brazenly debauching the suppos 
people. 

The miners have made an unsuccessful struggle for an eight- 
hour law in Colorado. The will of the people has been thwarted. 
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The miners and the people have been patient and law abiding. A | 
law passed did not meet the constitutional requirement of the State. 
With patience and with the ballot an amendment was submitted 
and passed by a great majority. Itisa notorious fact that the legis- 
lature was controlled by great corporate interests, and the will of 
the people was defeated by corruption. Then the miners peti- 
tioned; they asked for arbitration; they presented their griev- 

Their demands and their requests were ignored. Their 
As American citizens they walked 

ances. 
only recourse was a strike. 
out for principle. 

Of course the policy of strikes is to be deprecated. Yet they 
are sometimes inevitable. John Mitchell says in his book, Or- 
ganized Labor, that ‘‘a strike may be perfectly justifiable in 
morals and policy; it may be an inevitable revolt against intoler- 
able oppression.’’ The strike in Colorado clearly was compelled 
by intolerable conditions. The mine owners and operators in 
Colorado are entirely responsible for the present strike. 

Again, John Mitchell says: 
Frequently strikes are inevitable, just as there are cases where lockouts’ 

can not be avoided. It is commonly believed by people unacquainted with 
the subject that workmen are responsible for the strikes. 

The present situation in Colorado meets the above comment, for 
an examination by impartial persons will place the blame for this 
strike upon the mine owners and operators. The miners had no 
other recourse left. 

It became necessary for the mine owners to use coercion, and 
they called upon a governor who was ready to disgrace his State 
by employing a military force to destroy and cripple the Western 
Federation of Miners. The officers of the federation were ar- 
rested; the officers of local unions locked up in filthy jails. The 
decree went forth to destroy and break up the miners’ union. 
Labor papers were suppressed; the editors locked up. Ameri- 
can miners were driven from their homes. Hundreds of miners 
have been deported. Freespeech has been denied. Sympathizers 
have been shadowed. And yet this has been done under the 
name of law and order. 

I ask who has broken the law; who has trampled upon the maj- 
esty of the law; who has subverted the State constitution? If the 
law has been broken in Colorado, it has not been broken by the 
miners. Had the will of the people been carried out peace would 
have prevailed in Colorado. The men responsible for the dis- 
grace in Colorado to-day are the men who first trampled upon the 

| and limb. 

law by defeating the law, and by men who have entered into de- 
liberate conspiracy to break up organized labor and throw the 
leaders into jail and deny them the writs guaranteed under the 
Constitution. 

I wish to take particular exception to the statement of C. C. 
Hamlin that the members of the miners’ union are an organized 
gang of lawbreakers. Although I am not a member of the or- 
ganization, yet I have lived among the men who constitute the 
miners’ unions of the West. There are to-day four great mining 
camps in the West—Virginia City, Nev.; Butte, Mont.; Cripple 
Creek, Colo., and Tonopah, Nev. The fabric of our social and in- | 
dustrial growth in Nevada has been based upon our mining camps. 
Virginia City is the oldest camp in this respect, with a history | 
without a parallel in the world. Every scene and every incident, 
every romance, with all the pathos and tragedy of early mining 
life, has been reflected in her history. The same is true of Butte 
City. In these two great types of mining camps the miners’ 
union has been the brawn and the brain of her growth. Her 
members of the legislature, her mayors, her judges, her gov- 
ernors, have been drawn from the ranks of the miners’ union. In 
the social and financial and political life the members of the min- 
ers’ union have been leaders and factors. Lawlessness has never | 
marred the history of these two great camps. The miners’ unions 
of these camps have been the strong arm of thelaw. There never 
was a great crisis in the history of either camp but the members 
of the miners’ unions were to the fore. When it was fire, flood, 
or mine disaster the deeds of heroism and the self-sacrifice of the 
individual has come from the ranks of the unions. Generousand 
patriotic, they are ready to give their last dollar to charity and 
give their lives for the protection of the law and defense of their | 
country. 

Familiar as I am with the history and development of these 
unions, knowing and appreciating the character of the men who 
constitute these unions, it is with feelings of indignation that I 
have read the brutal libel published by Hamlin in this Senate re- 
ort. 

7 In Tonopah, Nev., a modern mining camp in Nevada of great 
promise, which will some day become a Butte or a Comstock, I | 
want to add as a tribute to this organization so grossly assailed a 
sketch of the work and charity of the miners there. Three years 
old, with a population of 5,000, there has been but one murder. 
The strong arm of the law has been the miners’ union. In the 
early history of the camp millions of dollars of property changed 
hands without a written memorandum, thillions were taken from 

| mine operators had contro! of it. 
| endeavor was made to count out Senator TELLER, who w: 
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leases which were verbal, and yet not a lawsuit resulted. Woh, n 
an epidemic visited the young camp and death stalked about. +),,, 
miners’ union became a hospital and its members a “ red cross *’ » 
sociation. Strangers were tenderly cared for, widows giv; 
money, and orphans assisted. They built a hospital, apd ; 

| memory of their work will ever form a chapter bright in the | 
tory of Tonopah. 

I denounce, line by line, paragraph by paragragh, the sta‘ 
ments in this report. I wish to bear personal testimony upon 
floor of this House as to their courage, their integrity, their 1 
hood, their citizenship, and I am proud to say that nowhe: 
America can be found a more law-abiding, home-loving, gener 
charitable, and patriotic citizenship than that which consti 
the membership of the miners’ unions of the West. 
The one question which is of vital interest to a man who |a) 

in metaliferous regions, to a man who works in gold mines. sj 
mines, and copper mines, is that it involves great danger 

For instance, in Virginia City, Nev., the miners work 
ata depth, or they did work at a depth, of almost 3,200 feet, whore 
it was impossible to work for longer than from fifteen to tw 
minutes until relieved by other miners. It has become a lay 

| almost universal application in the West that the eight-hou 
is recognized, and it has applied by statutory enactment in a)! 
—— States that eight hours shall constitute in mining a 
abor. 
In Colorado the Western Federation of Miners took up th 

tion of the eight-hour day. They succeeded in getting a 
passed which was declared unconstitutional. Then in order that 
they might gain their rights, the law having been declared uncon- 
stitutional, a constitutional amendment was submitted, I belieyv: 
at the following election, which carried in the State of Colorado 
by some forty thousand votes, and then when the question of th: 
eight-hour law came up in the subsequent legislature under the 
amendment which had been adopted which would make the law 
constitutional the legislative will of the people in the Stat: 

| Colorado was defeated and-—— 
Mr. BONYNGE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield 

a question? 
Mr. VAN DUZER. Certainly. 
Mr. BONYNGE. Is it nota fact that the Democratic 

had control of the legislature of Colorado at the time j 
mention? 

Mr. VAN DUZER. Judging from the legislative resu 
[Applause.} It is tru 

by a bare majority of one vote. I doubt not but that th 
ture was Democratic on joint ballot by one vote, but i 
fact that it was the branch controlled by Republicans 
feated the eight-hour law? I am aware that Senator Tr! 
elected by that legislature. 

Mr. BONYNGE. By Democratic votes in that legis! 
Mr. VAN DUZER. I presume he was elected by Dei 

votes, of course. I make no pretense of defending any act 
lessness, no matter by whom committed. That there is | 
ness in Colorado right nowis apparent. That it is due to 
tive and executive tyranny strikes me as the true soluti 
than that it is due to any acts of the miners’ unions, I ha\ 
tention of intermeddling in this affair; but when a conditi 
in a State so notoriously flagrant against the rights and « 
of American citizens any Representative from any Sta 
right to submit comments, criticism, or protests. 

I do not care whether or not it was a Democratic legislatw 
a Republican legislature that brought about that conditi 
fairs. I am frank enough to state that I believe that the 
the people of the State of Colorado was thwarted after gi: 
pression to it by 40.000 majority in favor of the eight-ho 
That will was thwarted by the mine owners, and I do kno’ 
the mine owners and operators have stated that the West: 
eration of Miners was a lawless organization, and I wish ' 
that I have been a resident among the miners of the Wes‘, ! 
myself worked in the mines in association with men \ 
known as members of the miners’ union, and I wish to s:: 
the statement which has been submitted in this report, «» 
from C. C, Hamlin and the mine owners and operators, is 4 
a libel as was ever uttered against an American citizen. 
plause. ] 
Now, as I was going to submit a few moments ago, the | 

work at a great depth and under great danger. All the > 
particularly in Nevada, particularly in Utah, particularly i 
zona, have passed eight-hour laws. These eight-hour law 
been met with violent opposition upon the part of the mine own 
ers and operators, and ioe taste is that the miners, conten 1's 
for what they believe to be their rights, have been compel!e(, 
since they believe the will of the people has been thwarted and 
legislative action has been denied, to resort to a strike. [ am not 
prepared to state anything about violence and lawbreaking, | 



| 
his I am prepared to state, and that is, that neither the Western | 
ederation of Miners nor any miners’ union organization in the 
est has ever aided or abetted any murder or any arson, and | 
mphatically deny it here on this fioor in defense of the miners’ 
ions of the West. Now, we have 
Mr. HOGG. Will the gentleman permit mea question? 
Mr. VAN DUZER. Certainly. 
Mr. HOGG. Are you familiar with all the conditions of Colo- | 

Mr. VAN DUZER. I should state to the gentleman from Col- 
orado that I have recently been reading the statement or state- 

nts of the mine owners and operators and also the statements 
troduced in behalf of the Western Federation of Miners by 
nator PaTrERson; that is, I have been reading both sides. I 
| admit I am not familiar with the exact details of the condi- 

c 

wi 

tions out there personally, except as I have read it in these par- 
ticular reports. My knowledge of the matter is based upon these 
reports, and knowing as I do the life, the work, the character, 
and law-abiding tendencies of the western miner and miners’ | 
inions, I have taken the floor to deny that the Western Federa- | 

tion of Miners is an organization of murderers, gotten together | 
for the puroose of murder, for the purpose of arson, or for the | 
purpose of the destruction of property. 

Mines have been blown up and property has been destroyed in | 
‘ado. You say mills have been burned down. I challenge | 

ht here anyone to show any connection on the part of the | 
tern Federationof Miners. I am no defender of lawless acts. 

I hope the guilty parties will be apprehended and punished. I 
here to deny the participation of the Western Federation of 

rs and the local miners’ unions in any acts of violence. 
» there has been serious trouble in Colorado, the Western 

( 

1 vy 

Vi 

upon it 1 10. | 

Mr. HOGG. Mr. Chairman, I would ask the gentleman if he 
1 10t know, as a matter of fact, that murders have been com- | 

ed, L, ee in the county of San Miguel and in two other 
es, and that officers of the Western Federation of Miners 
t place are fugitives from justice at this time? 
VAN DUZER. That may betrue. I do not know that it 

; ever been proven in a court of law or that there has ever 
been a conviction which has proven to the public at large that 

miners’ unions, as an organization, or the Western Federa- 
1 of Miners, have ever directly or indirectly aided or abetted 
ises of murder or arson. If officers of the miners’ unions are 

nat 

now fugitives, they are not fugitives from justice, for there seems | 
to be no such thing as justice in Colorado. If they are fugitives, 

must be from the hirelings of corporations, and are hounded 
pursued, not by the vengeance of the law, but by the corpo- 
ns. [Applause.] 
HOGG, Does not the gentleman know that they had over 

a inds of arms in 1901 in San Miguel County, and that they 
d a number of men? 
VAN DUZER. I know nothing of the kind. Ido know 

at two men were convicted, members of a miners’ union, and I 
lo know that after their conviction they were pardoned because 

eM 

+ 

( 

evidence was brought in or came to the governor showing they | 
va 

habeas corpus is suspended, and that in a time of peace men are 
were innocent. I do know that at the present time the writ : 

rrested without warrant, homes are visited and citizens car 
d by the military in the hours of night and thrown into bull 
ns; that the right of trial is denied, freedom of presssuspended, 
irts of jurisdiction laughed at, men who have struck or been 

i 
r 
I 

k 

discharged are by military proc lamation branded as vagabonds | 
an 1 driven from their home towns; and I further know that the 
nine owners’ organization is furnished the money to pay the troops 
iat are being used to destroy the miners’ unions of Colorado, and 

t no lawlessness exists, and that there is no violence to sup- 
ress, and that the sole object of this outrageous condition in Colo- 
ido is to cripple and destroy the miners’ unions. 
it may be that the gentleman from Colorado thinks that the 

gentleman from Nevada has no right to cut into this controversy, 
ut the matter is now the concern of every American citizen who 

’ 
t 
) 
i 
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the law. And if the gentleman from 
vernor’s action or of his party’s participation, I will say there 
i considerable portion of the American people who have nothing | 
t pity for Colorado and her imperial and autocratic governor. 
Since the gentleman from Colorado has dragged politics in by 
ling attention to a Democratic legislature, I will add that Colo- 

tado is a Republican State, I believe, with a Republican governor 
nd State officers, and I am proud to say that such a condition of 

affairs could not exist ina Democratic State. [Applause on the 
Democratic side. } 
Contrast the action of Nevada and Colorado, her legislature 

and her governor. The miners of Nevada wanted an eight-hour 
law. Their first attempt met with defeat in a State senate no- | 
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| and long hours. 
| cause her mine operators fight against eight hours and living 

y seonilaal of Miners have not put the stamp of their approval | 

oves fair play, who loves order and is proud of the majesty of | 
Colorado is proud of his | 

| 

| 
their demands and listen with respect 

iD 

toriously controlled by Republican influence, and althongh it had 
| passed the lower house unanimously, it was defeated by Repub- 
| lican votes, and had sufficient Republican senators cast their votes 
| for it the measure would have become a law. At the last session 
| of the legislature the eight-hour law was passed. Its constitu- 
tionality was passed upon favorably by the supreme court. 
Governor Sparks, of Nevada. when he signed the law sent the 

priceless souvenir pen to the miners’ union of Tonopah. Gov- 
ernor Sparks, himself a man of wealth and influence, for forty 
years an employer of men, and the owner of a wonderful mine 
known as the ‘* Wedekind,’’ discovered almost on the edge of 
alfalfa fields near Reno, Nev., was brave and courageous enough 
to do his duty. Contrast his action with Governor Peabody’s. 
Governor Sparks, when he became the owner of the Wedekind 
mine—which has added much to the reput: ati mand prosperity of 
Reno—had a miners’ union organized in Wedekind and raised tl 
wages of the miners to$4a day. Governor Peabody calls out 
troops, drives the miners as outcasts into strange lands, and tl 
you wonder why you have anarchy in Colorado al peace 4 
Nevada. 

Itis simply the difference between the promise of Republicanism 
for labor and the performance of Democracy for labor. [Ap- 

a ‘ 
tp 

2 «3 
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| plause on the Democratic side. ] 
Nevada is a greater mining State than Colorado. She has pro- 

duced more and she will produce more. Therefore they can be 
compared on equal terms. The history of Colorado has been a 
history of mining disturbances. Why? Because she has been 
controlled by eastern capital largely, who believe in low wages 

Because she is worked by foreign capital. Be- 

wages. Nevada has the world’s record for mining output. 
Recognizing the humanity of an eight-hour law, she enforces 

| it. Recognizing the justice of a living wage, she has granted it. 
Her Mackey and Fair and Sharon and Hearst were big-hearted 
western Americans. They were men who had the love of human- 
ity in their hearts, who themselves had toiled in the hous Is rf 

| the earth in danger. 
To-day Virginia City, a giant in the mining world, with m 

in sight than Cripple Creek has produced, a live, prosperous, ar 
famous camp, stands as an example, made great not only on a 
count of her great production, splendid history, and the characte 
of her miner citizenship, but has never had her eee knee d by 
any labor disorder; and to-day such men as Joseph R. Ryan and 

| William E. Sharon, representing the mine owners and operators, 
are the strongest and ablest advocates of eight hours and living 
wages in the West. 
‘The history of mining in Nevada and the exam 

ought to be an object lesson to Colorado, and ought to be a] 
to mine operators in general, and is an unanswerable argum 
that labor difficulties never arise where governors are brave and 
courageous, where mine owners are magnanimou u 
and just, and where miners are law abiding 
able. 

The question is 
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State to suppress American citizens whose only crime 
for a movement looking to an eight-hou 
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iven them by the people’s will, but 
them by acorporation’s corruption and a party allied to predator 
wealth, which it hascreated and whose i ent it mn 
semblance of free government fades before the dark shadow o 
revolution. [Applause. ] 

Violence and lawbreaking never won a 
nomic victory. The Western Federation 
and they neither countenance nor approveit. Thevi 
must be won by the ballot. Emulating the cun 
wealth, labor must see to it that their frie: 
power. The St: andard Oil trust has its repr atives plac es of 
power. The great railroad cory ee re careful toelect their 
representatives to places of pow So has every power - tru 
So do the banks. Sodoes every oe ywerful interest. Labor shoul 
elect representatives to positions of political p The 
lican party is the ostentations friend of lal r, continually 
ing but never performing. Labor has asked of Con 
hour law, a convict-labor law, an anti-injunction law, 

| these bills occasionally pass the House the y find their death i 
| Senate. No man who is notoriously known to favor larg 
porate interests can be trusted by labor "No man who 
been the agent, representative of, or lobbyist before an; ite leg- 
islature for corporate interests and against labor legislation can 
ever be trusted in the Senate. The must wag 
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fight which labor re 
in this country is the peace ful conquest of the ballot, whereby 
they can at least secure friends who will recognize the justice of 
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| quests. 



While it may be wisdom to keep the labor unions as labor unions 
out of politics, yet the salvation of the labor union depends upon 
the political energy of the individual who constitutes the union to 
vage his battle at the polls. 

[f you want eight-hour laws in the State, you must send your 
friends to the legislature. If you want brave and courageous 
governors, you have the power at the polls. If you want favor- 
able action in the United States Senate, your remedy lies at the 
primary to select members of the legislature who will elect a Sen- 
ator who represents the people, their interests and aspirations, 
and not the selfish interest of any one corporation. 

I have taken more time than was allotted to me, but this ques- 
tion appeals so strongly to me and it and its importance seem so 
great that I could not refrain from a somewhat extended discus- 
sion. The situation in Colorado appeals to conservative Amer- 
icanism. 

My desire is to be conservative, to accord fair treatment to 
individuals and corporations, and give each just consideration; 
and I can not stand here and read this attack upon the Western 
Federation of Miners without voicing a protest, because that or- 
ganization is represented by a splendid citizenship in Nevada; 
Its rolls contain not only the heroes in great critical times of 
danger and death, but its rolls bear the names of men famous 
in financial conquest, in the political arena, at the bar, and in 
business life. No acts of violence mark its history in Nevada; 
and if the conquest of the West is to be accredited to any two 
classes of men, I want to say that it is the prospector—the lonely 
and generous hermit of the desert—who has discovered our 
wealth and the miner whose brawn has taken it from the earth 
who have framed the foundation of our greatness and shaped our 
destiny. 

The prospector has seldom if ever prospered by his discovery, 
but, unlocking the riches of the earth, has passed on and been lost 
in the desert or passed from sight in the land of the midnight 
sun. A nomad whose home roof is the dome of heaven and whose 
hearthstone is the wide expanse of the West, he is followed by the 
miner, always a typical American, always law abiding, engaged 
in a dangerous avocation, and the two have given to the world the 
wealth of nations, the metallic money that gives life to commerce, 
the wealth that gives happiness to humanity, beauty to art, and 
energy to intelligence. 

His energy has wrought the fabric of western development, and 
his citizenship makes safe its splendid edifice. [Applause. ] 

As a complete defense of the Western Federation of Miners, I 
herewith submit their statement: 

[Senate Document No. 163, Fifty-eighth Congress, second session.] 

STATEMENT. 

In support of the resolution introduced by Senator PATTERSON, of Colorado, 
the Western Federation of Miners desires to submit a reply to the lengthy 
statement introduced by Senator Scorrt, of West Virginia, in rebuttal of the 
fabricated and euemrperee assertions contained in said statement. The 
document introduced by Senator ScorT to the United States Senate brands 
the Western Federation of Miners as a criminal organization, and has been 
introduced for the sole purpose of poisoning the public mind. In order that 
the honorable body which compose the Senate of the United States may have 
a clear conception of the objects and aims of the Western Federation of 
Miners we hereby present the preamble of our organization: 

PREAMBLE. 

We hold that all men are created to be free and should have equal access 
and opportunity to the enjoyment of all benefits to be derived from their ex- 
ertions in dealing with the natural resources of thegarth, and that free 
access and equal opportunity thereto are absolutely necessary to man’s exist- 
ence and the upward progress of the humanrace. Since it is self-evident 
that civilization has, during centuries, made peogress in proportion to the 
production and utilization of minerals and metals, both precious and base, 
and that most of the material prosperity and comforts enjoyed by mankind 
are due to this progress, it is me ge! fitting and proper that the men who are 
engaged in the hazardous and unhealthy occupation of mining, milling, 
smelting, and the reduction of ores should receive a just compensation for 
their labors, which shall be proportionate to the dangers connected there- 
with, and such protection from laws as will remove needless risk to life or 
health, and for the purpose of bringing about and promoting these and other 
proper and lawful ends and for the general welfare of ourselves, fami- 
lies, and dependent ones we deem it necessary to organize and maintain the 
Western Federation of Miners, and, among our lawful purposes, we declare 
more especially our objects to be: 

First. To secure compensation fully commensurate with the dangers of 
our employment and the right to use our earnings free from the dictation of 
any person whomsoever. 

Second. To establish as speedily as possible, and so that it may be endur- 
ing, our right to receive pay for labor performed in lawful money, and to rid 
ourselves of the iniquitous and unfair system of spending our earnings where 
and how our employers or their agents or officers may designate. 

Third. To strive to procure the introduction and use of any and all suit- 
able, efticient appliances for the preservation of life, limb, and health of all 
employees, and thereby preserve to society the lives and usefulness of a large 
number of wealth producers. 

Fourth. To labor for the enactment of suitable laws and the proper en- 
forcement thereof. ; Ee 

Fifth. To provide for the education of our children and to prohibit the 
employment of all children until they shall have reached at least the age of 
16 years. 

Sixth. To prevent by law any mine owner, mining company, or corpora- 
tion, or the agents thereof, from employing detectives, or armed forces, and 
to provide that only the lawfully elected or appointed officers of the county, 
State, or province, who shall be bona fide citizens thereof, shall act in any 
capacity in the enforcement of the law. 

Seventh. To use all honorable means to maintain and promote fri 
lations between ourselves and our employers, and caduarer by wae 
and conciliation, or other pacific means, to settle any difficulties which ma ; arise between us, and thus strive to make contention and strikes unneces. 
sary. 

Eighth. To use all lawful and honorable means to abolish an 
system of convict labor from coming into competition with ee Shor ans t “ 
demand the enforcement of the foreign contract-labor law against the impor. 
tation of pauper labor from any foreign country, and also to use our efforts to 
make it unlawful to bring persons from another State, Territory, or roy 
ince to take the places of workingmen on a strike, or who may be ocked out, 
by means of false representation, advertisements, or other misleading means’ 

Ninth. To demand the repeal of conspiracy laws that in any way abrides 
the right of labor organizations to promote the general welfare of their 
membership, and also to use our influence to bring about legislation which 
will prevent government by injunction by either Federal, State, or pro- 
vincial courts. To procure employment for our members in preference to 
nonunion men, and in all lawful ways cooperate with one another for tho 
purpose of procuring a just share of the product of our toil and mutual ad. 
vancement in order that the general welfare of the membership and their 
families may be steadily advanced and promoted. 

Tenth. To use our united efforts to discourage the contract-labor system 
and, as soon as practicable, to abolish the same, believing the said system t¢ 
be detrimental to the best interests of organized labor. 

For the further enlightenment of the members of the United States Son. 
ate, and in order to show that our organization isa legitimate body, we quote 
the following from the constitution: 

“So. 2. The objects of this organization shall be to unite the various per- 
sons working in and around the mines, mills, and smelters into one central 
body, to practice those virtues that adorn society, and remind man of his 
duty to his fellow-man, the elevation of his position, and the maintenance of 
the rights of the workers.” 

Previous to an applicant being initiated to membership in the Western 
Pena of Miners or taking the obligation the following assurance is 
made: 

‘This body exacts no pledge or obligation which in any way conflicts with 
the 7 owe to your God, your country, or your fellow-man.” 

The Western Federation of Miners was organized in Butte, Mont., on May 
15, 1893, and for ten years the organization has kept inviolate the principles 
enunciated in the preamble and constitution. 

Because of the success, growth, and strength of the organization, and bo- 
cause of its progressive spirit in defending the humblest of its members from 
the tyranny of corporate oppression, the Federation has been assailed, not 
only by the federated might of the smelting trust and the various mine 
owners’ associations, but corporation journals owned and controlled by mag- 
nates in the mining and smelting industries have loaded their editoria! co)- 
umns with slander and vituperation in obedience to the mandates of the 
moneyed fraternity that molded the convictions of mortgaged editors. The 
Western Federation of Miners has never waged a battle except in self-de- 
fense. All strikes that have arisen can be traced to the encroachments of 
corporations, whose managers received their orders and instructions from a 
foreign source. 

In the strike of 1901 in the Telluride district in Colorado Arthur Collins, 
another Englishman, introduced the contract-fathom system, in order that 
the miners in America might be placed upon the same basis as the miners of 
Cornwall, England. The document of the Mine Owners’ Association, as in- 
troduced by Senator Scort, holds up the Western Federation of Miners as an 
organization of lawbreakers and criminals, and in refutation of these in 
famous aspersions cast upon the character of our membership we quote the 
following from ex-Lieutenant-Governor Hutchinson, of Idaho, who was in- 
terviewed by a correspondentof the San Francisco Examiner in regard tothe 
confessions of ex-Governor ene: 

“IT do not understand the animus of the above, and I have carefully re- 
frained from an expression, but if the governor did testify as quoted in the 
Examiner I am willing that he should have the ae His deputy governor 
may not be afraid of ‘man or consequences,’ but I would not want to be 
punbbhiotis politically with his record. I have 250 miners under me, and every 
one of them belongs to the Western Federation of Miners, and do not know 
of one that isa criminal. We have handled off and on 4,000 menin five years, 
and I believe that the criminal records of Owyhee ony do not show one 
criminal among thenumber. Twoof these men went north to test Sinclair's 
permit business, and neither of them would seek work without a permit to 
do so, and they were 1,000 miles from the seat of the trouble at the time of the 
explosion. One of these is studying for the ministry, and is a careful, : 
servative man, and has been working for us for years without complaint. | 

‘*A big mine is really an underground city, and while underground and in 
different streets we do not need sheriffs or police. I know something of 
miners, their virtues and their faults, and I should say that Governor Steu- 
nenberg picked the right man, because if it is true that he was sick he was in- 
capable of taking care of business, and if the lieutenant-governor had been 
sent he would not have made wey metalliferous miner from the Joplin 
mines to Klondike and from the United Verde to Cape Nome a criminal. | 
have broken bread with them, drank with them, prospected with them—y 
I have belonged to their organizations. Therefore the governor selected the 
right man to do the work he wanted. Asa citizen and taxpayer of Idalio, | 
believe the necessity for troops in the Coeur d’Alenes would soon cease if the 
present permit system, as enforced by Governor Steunenberg’s putty deputy 
governor, Bartlett Pear Sinclair, were abolished. 

“T want nothing to do with men that wear masks or have fearful solemn 
oaths, and they have no more to do with true labor organizations than do the 
Mafia in New Orleans to any benevolent secret society. The men under mo 
belong to the Western Federation of Miners. Their number is sixty-six. 
They are composed of as true and liberty-loving a class of people as any or- 
ganization in Idaho. When they are stamped ascriminals in Washing ‘on, 
either by the governor or his putty-self-molded-man-afraid-of-nothing, it 1s 
time to calla halt. For one, if Governor Steunenberg or De-putty Governor 
Sinclair have political monuments on accountof their permit system in nert) 
Idaho, Iam willin that they stand on them. If they have political grav 
- going to help fill them, and after reading the Examiner I bought a sc: 

ovel.” i 
If the members of the Western Federation of Miners are men with crim'- 

nal records, why have our membership been permitted to register t! 
names upon the rolls of the various fraternal organizations, such as Masons, 
Knights of Pythias, Red Men, Woodmen, Maccabees, Yeomen, Elks, Unit: , 
Workmen,etc.; and how was it that Sherman Bell, the new adjutant-geners! 
of the State, was proud to accompany the drill team of the Knights of Pyth 
of the Cripple Creek district, which won the world’s prize at the encam)p 
ment at San Francisco, and who were nearly all members of the Western 
Federation of Miners? te a 
Why was it, if the members of the federation were criminals and law- 

breakers, that the mine operators have frequently declared that the miner 

of the great gold camp were the best in the world, and why have they mace 

such strenuous efforts to influence these “criminals” to return to work 
Search the records of every penitentiary located within the jurisdiction vev- 



d by the Western Federation of Miners and you will find no member of 
the organization behind the walls of a prison, and you will find no man serv- 

-a sentence on account of his affiliation with the federation or on account 
‘his connection with any strike. The mine owners’ document charges the 

ration with ‘‘murder, arson, dynamiting, and riot.” 
Permit us to call the attention of the United States Senate to the reckless 

shter of human life that may be laid at the door of the mine operators. 
in Seofield, Utah, some three or four years ago, nearly 300 miners were 
ed by an explosion, which resulted on account of the failure of the mine 
ners to comply with the law governing ventilation. In May, 1901, a dis- 

r occurred in Fernie, British Columbia, where 137 men lost their lives and 
roner’s jury brought in a verdict of culpable negligence against the com- 
- and this “criminal” organization, the Western Federation of Miners, 
diately sent a representative with $3,000 for the relief of the widowsand 

Before all of the bodies were removed from the mine, Manager 
cin reduced the wages of those who survived this blood-curdling disaster. 

itshould be fresh to the memory of the members of the United States Senate 
concerning the appalling disasters which have taken place in Tennessee, Wyo- 

+ and Pennsylvania, and all of which could have been averted if the mine 
tors had placed a higher value upon human life than dividends and com- 
vith the laws of the respective States. In order that the Senate may 

e the wanton sacrifice of human life in the mines and the mine oper- 
responsibility for the same, we quote the following from the editorial 

imns of the official organ of the United Mine Workers of America: 
Within the past ten months there have been two explosions in coal mines 

ans. 

which cost 528 men their lives—335 in Wyoming and 190) near Pittsburg. This 
second national convention within three years that has been horrified 

by an appalling mine disastey. There were lost in the Iroquois Theater fire 
in Chicago, four weeks ago, about 560 persons. That disaster resalted in the 
most rigid examination of every theater and public building in the United 
States. Scores of theaters have been closed and their owners compelled to 
obey the law and provide safety for their patrons. The mayor of Chicago, 

ng with six other public officials, have been indicted by the grand jury 
for neglecting to enforce the laws regarding public buildings. 

Now, notice the difference: No one is obliged to go to a theater, but men 
are compelled to work in the mines. A failure to compel the proprietor of a 
theater to properly secure the safety of his patrons results in the indictment 
of the men responsible for that failure. Within the past three years in four 
mine accidents, whereby 872 men have lost their lives, over 500 women made 
widows, and over 2,000 children made orphans, there has not been a single in- 
dictment of operator, foreman, or inspector. It seems unnatural, nay, a 
brutal state of public conscience, that these mining accidents—let us call them 
ac 

edy this state of affairs. Whyis the life of a theater patron of so much more 
consequence than that of a miner? In the first case there is a clamor set up 
which results in indictment of derelict officials, while in the other there isa 
brief paragraph in the papers and the matter is forgotten. 

“Let a girl or a young woman be murdered under suspicious circumstances, 
and the bloodhounds of the law and the vigilantes of the press pursue the 
matter to the lastextremity. 
illustrated for weeks. But let a score of workmen meet their death through 
some unlawful act of their employers, and after a little squib oblivion is 
reached in the matter. It is extremely doubtful whether outside of the min- 
ing communities 100 persons in the country can tell where those four acci- 
dents occurred. In this latest disaster the accounts are so meager that one 
can not at present tell where the blame for it rests. But we are sure of this 
one thing: Such an accident can not occur in a properly ventilated mine. We 
have this from the highest mining authorities in the world. No man is al- 
lowed to practice law or administer medicine unless he is declared competent 
by a proper tribunal. 

“This is done to protect the lives and property of the people from incom- 
petent persons. Why should not the same rule apply to mining? If the law 
can protect people from quacks and pettifoggers, why should not the mine 
workers be protected from the ignorance of their fellows? It is true thata 
pick may strike a pocket of gas and cause disaster, but nevertheless no man | 
should be permitted to enter a mine until he had shown that he was not a 
constant menace to life and property because he knew nothing of the perils | 
which lurk in a mine. 
aer 

They tell us that these men are overpaid—that their 

country. Merciful God! 
of these horrors is not fit to survive an hour.” 

In Park City, Utah, at the Daly-West mine, 35 miners were killed by an 
explosion of giant powder that was stored in the mine by the company, con- 
trary to every safeguard which common sense should suggest. 

In November, 1901, 22 miners lost their lives by being suffocated on account 
of a fire which destroyed a boarding house that was connected with the tun- 
nel of the Smuggler Union mine, a property that was then under the man- 
agement of Arthur L. Collins. The aw had not been complied with, for the 
doors of the tunnel were not so adjusted as to prevent the flames and smoke 
from entering the mine. The mine operators shed no tears for the sacrifice 
of these 22 miners who were smothered to death, but when some unknown 
assassin pulled the trigger and ended the life of one man, Arthur L. Collins, a 
mighty wail went up and the finger of suspicion was pointed at the Western 
Federation of Miners. 

It was only a few days ago when fifteen men were hurled into eternity 
at the Independence mine, in the Cripple Creek district, through defective 
machinery and an incompetent engineer who was imported by the Mine 
Owners’ Association as a strike breaker, and in whose ignorant keeping, for | 
mercenary reasons, were placed the lives ofallthemeninthe mine. Scarcely 
had the Associated Press contained the report of the horrible calamity when 
the Mine Owners’ Association, together with Bell and Peabody, intimated 
that a crime had been committed and that the Western Federation of Miners 
was probably responsible. The folloy 
which will speak for itself: 

“ We, the jury, find that the above-named men came to their deaths at 
Stratton’s Independence mine on January 26, 1904, by the engineer, Francis 
Il’. Gellese, losing controlof the engine there in use and pulling the cage into 
the sheave, thereby parting the cable and precipitating the cage, loaded with 
the above-named men, down the shaft to their deaths. 

“And we further find that if the management had not neglected the usual 
n essary precautions the said casualties might have been reduced, if not 
avoided, 

. The usual precautions referred to, which were not taken, are as follows: 
, 2 irst. No man is required to preside at the collar of the shaft while hoist- 
he men. 

eo tine No safety device was in use on the cable toprevent the overwind- 
ng of the same, 

inal Third. Men were loaded and unloaded without placing the cage upon the 

Fourth. The disk brakes of the hoisting engine were detached from their 
u sual positions and were useless. 

_ "We, the jury, would recommend that all safety appliances and the pre- 
Cautions herein named and recommended be adopted and used, not only by 
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rit ing is the verdict of the coroner’s jury, 
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lents—can go on regularly and not excite an indignation that wouldrem- | 

Column after column is used, the whole matter | 

~~ 
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the Stratton’s Independence mine, but by all mines in this district not now 
using the same, thereby reducing to a minimum the damage to life and limb 
that men working in mines are subjected to. 

“We further recommend that a competent extra man should stand near 
the engineer while he is hoisting or lowering men, whose duty should be to 
render any assistance needed. 

“THOMAS M. HAMILL, Foreman. 
“FRANK AKINS, Clerk, 
“JOHN HORGAN. 
“T. S. LELAND. 
“R. W. REED. 
“J. L. TOPPING. 

In reference to the charge of ‘“‘arson,”’ the insurance companies would, in 
all probability, pay a handsome reward for information as to who, or by 
whose orders, certain mills in the Cripple Creek district and elsewhere were 
burned in order to obtain the amount of the insurance policy. The 
might ask as to who were most interested in the destruction of mills that 
were insured, and whose machinery had outlived its usefulness in the treat- 
ment of ores? 

In reference to the charge of dynamiting, the Senate might r 
who were most interested in the blowing up of assay offices in the Cripp! 
Creek district, where ore thieves, it is said, deposited their high grade, a1 
who are responsible for the dynamiting of houses of prominent union mer 
who reside at Newcastle, Colo. 

The Western Federation of Miners has been charged with the explosion 
which occurred at the Vindicator mine, which resulted in the death of two 
men. The mine at the time the explosion occurred was surrounded by the 
State military, and no union man was permitted to come within clk 
imity to the property. Thesecret of the explosion could probably be t 
by the superintendent of the property and the men who lost their lives « 
the 600-foot level of the Vindicator. The coroner’s jury brought in the fol 
lowing verdict: 

**We, the jury, find that Charles McCormick and Melvin Beck came to 

"” 

» Senate 
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their deaths on the 2lst day of November, 1903. at 11 a. m., from the effects of 
an explosion at thestation of the sixth level of the Vindicator mine, located 
in Cripple Creek mining district. From the examination made at the mine 
and the evidence introduced, the jury is unable to determine the exact cause 
of the explosion. 

Foreman.” 

Notwithstanding the verdict of the coroner’s jury, Lyman White, the 
commissioner of mines, made an investigation and reached a conclusion that 
the explosion “was a deliberate design to destroy life and propert 
White was the choice of the mine operators for the appointme 

| now holds, and felt obligated to show his appreciation for his n 
| White was busy after the Independence accident, and in his desire 
| gratitude for the political crumbs that fell from the table of the M 
| Association he now stands charged with perjury th brilliant 
| becoming familiar with the interior architecture of 

“CHARLES KETTLESON, 

4&0 instil ion tha 1S 

maintained by the State. 
The Western Federation of Miners was charged with conspiring to blow 

up the Sun and Moon property at Idaho Springs, and a court and jury have 
exonerated every member of our organization from that charge 

The federation has been charged with the blowing up of the Strong mir 
in the Cripple Creek district, in 1894, in which mine Senator Scorr is lar 

| interested. Twoof the members of the federation were convicted by : 
and jury at Colorado Springs, the city which has won the title of “ Little 
Lunnon,”’ on account of the English aristocrats who have camped under the 
shadow of Pikes Peak. These two men served but a time in prison 
when it became apparent that they were convicted through prejudice, anda 
Republican governor granted them a pardon. 

if Senator Scott and the Mine Owners’ Association of Colorado believed 
| that these men were guilty, why was it that Samuel Strong, the orig 

short 

ands for decent wage and safe conditions imperil the prosperity of the | 
The prosperity that demands a constant repetition | 

owner, was afterwards arrested, charged with the crime, and why 
such strenuous efforts were made by Senator Scorr and the sta 
the property to convict Mr. Strong of the crime lamiting? 

The Western Federation of Miners is charged in the document of the mine 
} owners with “riot.” 

was it 

kholders of 
of dy 

We desire to call the attention of the Senate to the fact 
that eighty-nine men were arraigned before the courts to answer to the charge 
of riot, many of whom are prominent mine owners of Clear Creek ( 
Colo. 
nocturnal assault upon fourteen members of the Western Federati 
Miners and drove them from their homes at the point of deadly w 
When these men, who had violated no law, appealed to the goy 

protection to return to their homes, he referred them tothe civil au 
of Clear Creek County, knowing full well that the sheriff and his ds 
were tools of the mine owners and took part in the expulsio1 thes« 
teen citizens, who afterwards returned and were exonerated by a court an 
jury of their peers. In Telluride, Buckley Wells, the manager of the 
rler Union mine, after securing five rifles from the oftice of the Telluride 

ounty, 

These eighty-nine men are the “ law and order” brigade who made a 
m f 

mt smug 

Journal, headed a mob and marched the streets in company with Meldrum 
and Runnells, desperadoes, who glory in their criminal records, and wl eel 
flattered in being recognized as the partners of Tom Horn, who was executed 
in Wyoming for the murder of a little boy. 

It was at the instance of this mob that Sheriff Rutan, of San Miguel 
County, took eleven men who had been arrested on trumped-up cha sand 
escorted them to Montrose, the capitalof anothercounty. The casesagainst 
these men have been dismissed, but, through the influence of the Mine Own 

| ers’ Association and the Citizens’ Alliance, who absolutely control the civil 
authorities, these men have not been permitted to return to their homes. 
The only excuse offered by the sheriff for removing these men to another 
county was that the jail was overcrowded, notwithstanding the fact that 

| after their removal there remained but one prisoner in the county jail. TT) 
men were able and willing to furnish bonds for their appearance in court, 
but it was evident from what has since transpired that it was the pur] f 
the authorities to exile these men from their homes 

At Dutch Flat, Cal., several months ago three members of 
Federation of Miners were met by a mob, who, at the instigation 
owners, tarred and feathered their victims, solely because they delegated to 
themselves the right to organize a local union. 

The charges of murder, arson, dynamiting, and rioting made by the 1 8 
owners against the Western Federation of Miners comes with } * grace 
from a combination of men who have not hesitat to l l t 

rees 

subserve their own interests and defeat the eff l labor ir 3 
struggle to improve the conditions of its member 

The Western Federation of Miners for years to place a 
| thestatute books of the various metalliferous States 1 t W un 
eight-hour law asasanitary measure for the protection of nd health 

| of all men employed in mines, mills, and sme 
cessful in Utah, Montana, Nevada, the Territory 
inceof British Columbia. When the legislature of Ar ed 
hour law and the same was signed by the governor, § effect June 1, 

| 1903, the mine operators refused to comply with the lay ithe minerg 
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of Morenci and Clifton went on strike in support of the law that was enacted 
yvernor sent out the armed forces of the Territory to awe and intimi- 

e striking miners, and, furthermore, called upon the President of the 
sd States for Federal troops, who immediately complied with the re- 

»f the governor, backed by the mine operators. 

me by the constitution and laws of the State, to direct the brigadier-gen. 
eral commanding the National Guard of the State of Colorado to forthwit | 
order out such troops to immediately report to the sheriff of E) Paso Coun: 

| as in the judgment of the brigadier-general may be necessary to properly 
sist the sheritf of that county in the enforcement of the lawsand constitut:, 

e miners were forced by military might to violate the Territorial law 
back to the mines to work a nineand ten hourday. Fiveof thesemen 

resisted the efforts of the mine operators to force them to violate the | 1 
n convicted of conspiracy and are now languishing in a, ave bee! 

yrs to the unholy greed of the *‘ law and order’? mine owners. Thelaw, 
h was part of the organic law of Utah, and which was assailed by the 

mine operators, was carried by the Western Federation of Miners to the Su- 
reme Court of the United States, where its validity wassustained by Justice 
syrown handing down a decision which left no doubtas to its constitutional- 
ty. The same law was enacted inthe Stateof Nevada, and wasagain assailed 
by the mine owners, but the Western Federation of Miners carried the meas- 
ure to the highest tribunal in that State, and its constitutionality was again 
upheld. At the last general election in the State of Idaho a constitutional 
amendment was submitted to the people demanding of the legislature that 
an eight-hour law should be passed, but the legislature, influenced by the 
mine operators, failed to pass the law. 

For several years past in the State of Colorado the Western Federation of 
Miners has labored fk wr the passage of an eight-hour law. When, finally, an 
eight-hour law was enacted in 189¥, the mine owners and the smelting trust 
joined hands, and through their influence with the supreme court of the 
State the eight-hour law, which was a facsimile of the Utah eight-hour law, 
was declared unconstitutional. At the general election of 1902 a constitu- 
tional amendment was submitted to the people making it imperative upon 
the legislature to pass an eight-hour law, and thisamendment was carried by 
a majority of over 40,000, the largest vote ever recorded for a constitutional 
amendment in the history of the State. Again the mine operators of the 
State, the Colorado Fuel and Lron Company,and the American Smelting and 
Refining Company strangled the political will of the people, as expressed at 
the ballot box, by brazenly debauching the supposed representatives of the 
neople 

. ‘The law, as demanded by the sovereign will of the people, was defeated, 
and this crime, that was committed by a legislature that was bought by the 
corporations which are now fighting the Western Federation of Miners, is a 
far greater crime than all] the acts that have been committed under the titles 
of “‘murder, arson, dynamiting, and riot’? that have been charged against 
the victims of corporation conspiracy. The Western Federation of Miners 
is only demanding that which the sovereign citizenship of the State have de- 
manded at the polls, and we leave it to your honorable body to determine 
who are the greater criminals, the combinations who bribed the legislature, 
or the men who refused to work ten and twelve hours in the poisonous gases 
of mines, mills, and smelters. 

The cause of the present strike is due to the fact that the Western Federa- 
tion of Miners has been ever vigilant of the interests of all its members. 

On the 14th of February the Mill and Smelter Men’s Union No. 125, of the 
Western Federation of Miners, were forced to strike a blow on the industrial 
field a 

the right to organize for self-protection under the penalty of a forfeiture of 
employment. revious to the Western Federation of Miners sending an or- 
ganizer to Colorado City to establish a local of the Western Federation of 
Miners, the employees of the mills had maintained a local union, which was 
disrupted and shattered through the employment of Pinkertons by the cor- 
porations, who furnished the names ef every man in their employ who dared 
to become a member of the local organization. When the Western Federa- 
tion of Miners invaded the domain that was considered sacred to MacNeill, 
Fullerton, and Peck, and organized the Mill and Smelter Men’s Union, cor 
ration coin secured the services of a Benedict Arnold in the union b fhe 
name of A. H. Crane, who, for Judas money, prostituted his manhood and 
betrayed his fellow-men by furnishing the corporations the names of every 
man who sought shelter in the sanesbouehlp of the Western Federation of 
Miners. 

As rapidly as the names of members of the union were furnished by the 
traitor to Manager MacNeill, of the mill trust, they were discharged without 
ceremony. The union at Colorado City bore with patience this discrimina- 
tion until patience became so abused “‘that it ceased to bea virtue.” The 
representatives of the Western Federation of Miners called upon the man- 
agement of the mills, protesting against discrimination, but all efforts to 
bridge the gulf that lay between the union and the mill owners were fruit- 
less, and the strike was declared on the 14th of February against the United 
States Reduction and Refining Company. It was but a short time when the 
Telluride and Portland mill owners joined hands with MacNeill and entered 
into a compact that was backed and supported by the Mine Owners’ Associa- 
tion of Colorado to fight to a finish any and all efforts of the Western Feder- 
ation of Miners to establish the right of the mill men to organize for their 
mutual welfare and collective prosperity. 

The management of the mills spared no effort or expense in endeavoring 
to secure men to take the place of the strikers. In their efforts to keep smoke 
curling from the stacks of the great plants, which, in the language of Baer. 
God had placed in their custody, boys from the schoolroom were accepted 
and used as **scabs™ in the poisoned and fetid atmosphere of the mills. The 
strikers conducted their campaign in a most eable manner and their 
eloquent and moral persuasion left the mills in a condition which baffled the 
managers whose haughty contempt for unionism forced the battle. Secret 
meetings of the mill owners and representatives of the Mine Owners’ Asso- 
ciation were held, and a plot was hatched that would bring the State militia 
to the scene of action to assist the corporations in their infamous assault upon 
the right of labor to organize. The governor of the State became a willing 
tool to serve the interests of the corporate masters, who in all probability 
but a few months before furnished the “‘sinews of war” toaid him in reach- 
ing the goal of his political ambition. 

Vhen the mill owners and the representatives of the Mine Owners’ Asso- 
ciation realized that the strikers were masters of the situation and were able, 
through moral persuasion, to prevent men from usurping their places, a pic- 
ture was drawn by the corporations to present to the governor that would 
justify the legality of the State militia being used to break the strike. 

On the 3d of March, at the hour of noon, the governor delivered the follow- 
ing order to the adjutant-general: 

[Executive order.] 
DENVER, COLO., March 3, 1908. 

Ordered: It being made to appear to me by thesheriff of E] PasoCounty and 
other good and reputable citizens of the town of Colorado City and of that vi- 
cinity in said county, that there is a tumult threatened, and that a body of 
men acting together by force with attempt to commit felonies and to offer 
violence to persons and property in the said town of Colorado City and that 
vicinity, and by force and violence to break and resist the laws of the State, 
and that the sheriff of E] Paso County is unable to preserve and maintain 
order and secure obedience to the laws and protect life and property, and to 
secure the citizens of the State in their right, privileges, and safety under 
the constitution and laws of this State in such cases made and provided: 

I therefore direct you, in pursuance of the power and authority vested in 

| der from a cloudless sky.” 

| News for publication. 

gainst the arrogance of the mill trust, whose oe were denied | 

| of this State, and in maintaining peace and order. 
ren under my hand and the executive seal this 3d day of March, A 

JAMES H. PEABODY, Govern 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, STATE OF COLORADO. 

The order of the governor calling out the State militia to proceed t: 
rado City came upon the i: of the State of Colorado “like a peal of 1! 

any doubted the story that was flashed | 
one to another, but as soon as President Moyer and Secretary-Trea 

| Haywood ascertained the truth of the report the pet address a1 
2 eal was drafted and furnished to the Denver Post and Rocky Mou 

We herewith produce a portion of the above-named address: 

‘““LABOR’S ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE OF COLORADO. 

“'The chief executive of the State of Colorado has ordered the State 1 
to Colorado City. The governor of this great Commonwealth, after ¢ 

| audience for several hours to Manager MacNeill and the representati\ 
the Mine Owners’ Association, men who are pecuniarily interested i 
degradation and subjugation of labor, sends the armed power of the Sta 
aid the merciless corporations in demanding their ‘pound of flesh’ fro 
bone and muscle of men who have borne the tyranny of greed ‘ until pat 
has ceased to be a virtue.’ 

‘“Manager MacNeill acted as a deputy of the sheriff and handed to th: 
ernor the following letter: 

“*T hand you herewith a communication from the Portland Gold M 
Company, operating a reduction plant in Colorado City, and from the | 
States Reduction and Refining omens from which I have receiv: 
pee for protection. I have received like requests from the Tellurid 
duction Company. It has been brought to my attention that men have 
severely beaten, and there is grave danger of destruction of property 
cordingly notify you of the existence of a mob, and armed bodies of m: 
oe this territory, from whom there is danger of a commi: 
elony.’ 

“ It doesnot appear from the letter of the sheriff that he made a »: 
investigation of the conditions existing at Colorado City. The commu 
tions from the corporations to the sheriff of El Paso County actuat 
sheriff in placing in the hands of Manager MacNeill, a member of the 
rations, an order to Governor Peabody, and upon the strength of this k 
which MacNeill carried from the sheriff to the governor, the armed {: 
the State is to be placed at the disposal of the corporations, to be ut 
intimidating labor to fall upon its knees in mute submission to the wil 
pressors. The governor, without any apparent investigation as to the t 
or accuracy of the representations of corporations, sends forth the a1 
guards of the State to subserve the interests of soulless combinations. \ 
gloat in arroganceand haughty despotism as their dividends are made 
corpulent, coined from the misery and debasement of the laboring man 
word came from the citizens of Colorado City to the governor stating that ' 
was a mob or insurrection. 
representations of the corporations and a letter from the sheriff, an 
who, from his letter, has failed to make a personal investigation, the ¢ 
nor of this great State has become a willing tool in the hands of corp 
masters to place the armed machinery of Colorado in the hands of co: 
os debauch the manhood and 

ship.” 
WHO DID GOVERNOR CONSULT? 

It does not appear that the governor even consulted a single solitar 
zen of Colorado City, but, relying on the testimony of interested corpora 
and the sheriff of ‘‘ Little Lunnon,” who is the vassal of the mining corp 
tions, he issues an order to the State militia to shoulder the rifle and | 
an auxiliary of the corporate interests in defying a battle of manhood aga 
greed. The governor listened attentively to the gory story of MacNeii 
representative of the corporations. Why did he not summon the repr: 
atives of labor and hear their evidence as to the conditions at Colorado ‘ 

ur 

Depending absolutely upon the unsupported 

© independence of American citiz 

Is there only one side to a story when the interests of the corporations ar. 
be subserved and labor humiliated? 
As soon as it was learned by the citizens of Colorado City that the + 

militia had been called out by the governor and ordered to Colorado | 
the mayor and members of the city council held a meeting, and the fol| 
protest was telegraphed to the governor: 

‘*GOVERNOR PEABODY: It is understood that the militia has been or 
to our town. For what purpose we do not know, as there is no distur 
here of any kind. There has been no disturbance more thana few occas 
brawls since the strike began, and we respectfully protest against an 
being placed in our midst. A delegation of business men will call on | 
to-morrow with a formal protest of the citizens of the city. 

“J. F. FAULKNER, May 
“GEORGE G. BIRDSALL, 

“ Chief of Pol 
“JoHN McCoacu, 

“ City Attiorne: 

J. ¥. Faulkner, the mayor of Colorado City, made the following per 
statement to a representative of the Rocky Mountain News: 

“The only trouble we have had since the strike began was yesterday 
noon, when there were a few street fights. These urbances were qu 
quelled and the offenders were arrested. There were no gun plays. 
men simply fought with their fists, and probably the employees of the! 
who came down town were given the worst of it. However, Iam not 
acquainted with the nature of the quarrels. The boys have been dispos 
be peaceable ever since this labor trouble began, and I have been consta 
assured by the officers of the union that they would go all in their pow: 
keep their pickets from making any trouble. I can not see, for the life of 
how the governor came toact as he did. Why, it is absolutely absu 
have soldiers patrolling our streets. There has not been a sign of tr 
here to-day, and if there had been there is little doubt in my mind but ¥ 
we could have stopped it in a minute. Some of our citizens will wait o1 
governs to-morrow and try and induce him to keep the troops outsi 
he city limits. I think that we can convince him that we can well tak« 

of ourselves here.” 
Chief of Police George G. Birdsall, of Colorado oy 

° reporter of the Rock ountain News and spoke as ows: 
was interviewed |! 

“T have talked with a number of people during the afternoon, and they 
all exceedingly indignant at the thought of having the militia come a! 
us. If some trouble had arisen which we experienced difficulty in hand 

| then there might have been some cause for sending soldiers over here 
nothing of the kind has taken place. The assaulis have been mainly 
fights, which are apt to take pines at any time. I do not know of a 
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1ere a gun play has been made within my jurisdiction. If I could foresee from its 4-milllevy. The presence of the soldiers is itself an irrita 
at men involved in this labor trouble here would resort to the use of | the irritation is increased by the conduct of two or three of the offic 
eapons, I might become scared myself, but the boys have never appeared | seem to be on the ground as direct representatives of the governor and 
, take that course, nor do I believe they will countenance such methods in | mil! trust to dispose the forces without regard to the opinions of Gen 
ving to win their fight. They know, as well as all good citizens, that they | Chase, who is in nominal command. 
ist have the public behind them, and I am sure they do not care to employ “The legislature is in session and it is the business of that body to take 

» to win their victory.” official notice of the situation. A petition was presented in the house yester- 
In the face of the protests that came from the mayor, chief of police, and | day, signed bya large number of citizens of E] Paso County, protest 

attorney and citizens of Colorado City the troops were sent. | the presence of the military. A majority of the house, voting alm: trictly 
[he history of this move by the mill owners is well known. The whole | on party lines, refused the petitioners the courtesy of having their paper reat 
me was concocted in Governor Peabody’s reception room the day Mana- | By a vote of 29 to 19 it was ordered laid on the table after only a f¢ 

r C. M. MacNeill, of the Standard mill, delivered to the governor Sheriff | it had been heard. _ 
rt’s communication. Besides MacNeill, several prominent mine own- “The legislature, or the senate, if the house will not act jointly, ought to 

; were present. Then it was decided tosend the troops to Colorado City to | appoint a committee to visit the scene of the trouble iz tely and report 
idate the strikers. There could have been no other purpose in the plan. **Matters will come toa focus in the Cripple Creek district on M 1y,and 

re was no violence to suppress—no indication that any violence would be | a strike on a number of mines in that district may result if the m | diff tv 
ed. There had been no destruction of property, no overt act of any | is allowed to drift without action by the governor or the leg tur It will 

ption. Only one striker had been arrested since the beginning of the | be no less thana crime against the people if both the execut I ative 
‘ branches of the State government do nothing toward securing an ad 
revious to the strike being declared. the following letter was presented to | ment.” ; 
mill managers by the Mill and Smeltermen’s Union of Colorado City: The Denver Post contains the following in its issue of March 6 
We respectfully present for your consideration a schedule relating to | “This is the telegram sent to the Colorado City mill manag y the! 
yment and wages in and about the mills. This schedule has been care- | ver Post: 
msidered by the members of Colorado City Mill and Smeltermen’s “*Are you willing to submit to arbitration the trou between ! 

n No. 125, W. F. of M., and they deem it a fairand reasonable minimum | pany and the mill workers employed by you, the arbitration board to } 
for the services in the various lines of work, and inasmuch as through- | pointed by joint arrangement of parties involved? Please answer at our ex 

t the immediate surrounding places a like or a higher scale is in effect, it | pense. 
ient that both the employer and the employees regard a scale not lower “*THEe DENVER Post.’ 
the one presented as just and equitable. Should there be any part of “This is the reply: 
hedule, however, which appears to you as not being fair and just, we | “* There is no trouble between our company and mill workers employed by 

be glad to take the matter up with you, and assure youof our willingness | us. Our employees are now and have been perfectly satisfied with wages 
< at things from the company’s standpoint as well as our own, and do | and treatment. Wages paid by us more and hours of la 33 than ore- 

that which will promote harmony and justice. reducing plants with whom we compete. Uur employees don’t ask t ‘ 
We are greatly aggrieved over the discharge of individuals who have | trate. Our plants are full-handed, and all our employees and plants require 

been, as far as we are informed, faithful employees of the company, and the | is protection from the violence of outsiders not employed by us. We vw i 
reason for their dismissal being the fact of their membership in this | be pleased to have your representative visit our plants and fully investiga 

! **C. M. Mac! 
We do not object to the company discharging men whose services as *** Vice-President and | ral Man 

workmen are unsatisfactory. We are not now nor do we intend to uphold “** United States Reduction and I ! " 
incompetent men nor insist that they be either employed or retained in the In the same issue of the Post the following editorial appears: 
e! ment of the company, but we must and will protect men in their “CO. M. MacNeill. stand up! eee a eee a ee 
r 3 to belong to the union, even to the extent of discontinuing to work for “Was not this telecram of yours indorsed by t! — 
Q mpany which so discriminates against them. “Ta it not true that it is a subte ; : 

We, as members of the union, desire the prosperity of the company, and “Ts it nota brazen falsehooc sinning to 1 
far as our skill and labor go will do all we can to promote its interests. 

in not understand how any fair and reasonable company should dis- 
nate against union labor, for it is engaged in building hospitals to care 

“Ts it nota carefully worded telegram, prepared to hoodwink the people 
of Colorado? 

“ it, not intended + ake the peonle believe the mill r t rare sre rn . 

for the sick and disabled; it furnishes a helping hand to the widows and or- | ao Semis a ' a a 
I f its deceased coworkers. And in this connection we might say, as | ~ “Aro vou not laughing at your owncunning and flattering y 
you are aware, employees are, in law, held to assume the risk of about all the you hav © made a master stroke and have fooled the 1 _ : 
dangers in their employment, and when one is injured or killed and the ques- “Your answer to each of these que is. if voua 
t f assumption of risk is not involved the courts usually declare that the “ Yas 2s : a ee eee ‘ 
i ‘y was occasioned by contributory negligence, and in either case the | «Read your own telegram, Mr ‘Neill 

ny is held not liable for damages, so there is not any other sourceto | «hore is no trouble between our company and 7 
which the crippled employee may turn except to his union for that pecuniary | py ys’ F = } as : 

f which he absolutely stands in need, and, likewise, if he dies from his in- | ““« Ts it not a fact that vour employees are on a strike? 
ry his widow, orphans, and dependent ones have no other source of sup-| «You mustanswer'Yes. | ' 

port except from the bounty that they receive from the union. “Our employ: es are now and have been perfectly satisfied“w 
his being true, certainly the company or its officers are not justified in 
riminating against men and punishing them by depriving them of em- | 

I nt because they belong to an institution organized for such whole- | more than half of the time? 
some and praiseworthy purposes. | “Ts it not true that your employees were forced to pay insurance and 

“Realizing that you will require some time to consider the accompanying | medical assessments and trade in your store . 
scale, the committee will call upon you February 25, and expect a definite “Is it not true that many of your employees were ‘ed to 
answer.” ; - | because you would not pay them en 

s letter was signed by the official committee of the union, but the let- | ‘To each of these questions you 3 
er received but little courteous consideration from the managers. When | ““* Wages paid by us more and hours of labor less than ore-reducing 

vertures of the union failed to bring about an amicable adjustment of | with whom we c ympete.” 
erences, the strike was declared as a last resort for justice. Se * You know that is a barefaced lie, don’t you? 

_ The three leading daily newspapers of Colorado recognized the justice of | “Ts it nota fact that the Woods Investment Company pays higher 
the strike, ‘ | for less hours of work than do you? 

The Rocky Mountain News, in its issue of March 7, had the following edi- ‘Answer ‘ Yes.’ 
torial on the “ Duty of the governor:” ***Our employees don’t ask us to arbitrate.’ 

and treatment.’ 
“Ts it not a fact that your wages were so low that the men we 

yvme 

ugh to pay for a hou 
inl a we x 

“Governor Peabody’s position in regard to the labor trouble at Colorado “Ts it net a fact that they have offered to arbitrate and your 
City is (1) that he will tak 1 g 
other direction until next Monday develops the situation in Cripple Creek in “Ts it not a fact that you are trying to break tl 
regard to the shipment of ore to the mills where the men are out, and (2) “Ts it not a fact that you have refused and do refuse to recogr tl 
that he has done ali that his duty requires him todo, and will make no move, | of men to organize? 
( own volition, toward trying to get an agreement between the men and 
the mill owners, or « conference between them, or submission of the dispute | United States, that gives to e 
t vitration. a r happiness? 

‘Such a view of the duty of the governor to the public is exceedingly nar- | ‘Do you not know that you are secking to deprive these men of their lib 
row. His office charges him with the duty of doing everything in his power | erty and deprive them of their happiness by grinding them down to the level 
t sure the peace and prosperity of the State. At the present time there is | of serfs? 
no single matter in which he can render more real service to the State and | ‘*You must answer ‘ Yes’ to these questions or tell a deliberate lie 

“Do you not know this right is guaranteed by the Constitut 

e no steps toward recalling the troops or in any | “Ts it not a fact that you say ‘there is nothing to arbitrate’ to 1 3¢ men? 

i 
| very man the right of liberty and pursui 

its people than by using his personal and official influence to bring about a “* Our plants are full-handed, and all our employees and plants requ is 
settlement of the strike in the mills at Colorado City. Failing to move in | protection from the violence of outsiders not employed | 
that direction, he fails in his highest duty as governor. 
“Should Mr. Peabody persist in that determination, no other conclusion 

will be possible than that he favors the mill owners and wishes them to win, | not fool the people of Colorad 
ther they be right or wrong. | ‘Ts it not a fact that your plants are not full-hand: 

“Do you not know that lies teem in every word of that 
“Craftily as you have couched that sentence, do you n 

‘His call for the National Guard was made after a consultation only with “Ts it not a fact that there has been no violenc¢ 
a sheriff who had utterly failed to use the power of his own office, and with “Ts it not a fact that you had the troops called out knowing that t 
Manager MacNeill, of the mill trust. The governor took their report for | been no violence? 
verything. He did not ask the men for a statement. He did not consult “Did you not have the troops called out to awe men who were as 

h the people of Colorado Springs or Colorado City. He did not send any- | that you pay them money enough for their labor to allow t 
dy down to inquire into the merits of the quarrel or into the truth or falsity | cently? 

‘ reports of threats against property. | “Is it nota fact that citizens of Colorado Springs and Colorado ¢ 
‘Almost every governor who has occupied the executive chair of this State | number of hundreds have signed petitions to Governor P: 

is been called on to interfere in labor difficulties or has voluntarily inter- | that there was no violence? 
ted himself to secure their adjustment. They have all felt that they were | ‘‘Do you not know that these troops are cost the State r $2,000 
vernors of the whole people, and that whatever would tend to bring about | a day and that there is absolutely no use of them in Colorado Cit 

an understanding or to promote good feeling was part of their duty. | “Is it not a fact that you have those troops t 
aan There is no longer any serious attempt to deny that Sheriff Gilbert, of “You must answer ‘ Yes.” : 
Fl Paso County, was negligent or willfully unmindful of his duty,and that | ‘“Isit not true that your company has $17,000, vat i st and you 
the stories of threatened danger at the mills were wild exaggerations. The | pay dividends on starvation wages? 

eriff would have had no difficulty in procuring as many deputies as he re- | * Answer ‘Yes.’ 
uired to preserve good order near the mills. He did not try to get them;| “Don’t you know that you mustanswer ‘Yes’ t uestions? 
ut, instead, in company with the manager of the mill trust, rushed to Den- | “This is what the Western Federa fM : is for 

ver to procure an order from the governor that the National Guard should | “*To secure compensation fully c nsu at rine 
ao police duty in El Paso County, at a cost to the State of from $1,500 to $2,000 | employment and the right to use our I ation ny 

& day, or about [ge amonth. The expenditure for the army is ata rate | person whomsoever.’ és 
suflicient to swallow up about one-half of the entire revenue of the State! ‘Do you not indorse that for yourself personal 
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** Answer ‘ Yes.’ 
‘Ts there any reason why every man should not indorse that? 
‘You must answer ‘No.’ 

‘*Here is another point the miners stand for: 
‘**'To establish as speedily as possible, and so that it may be enduring, our 

right to receive pay for labor performed in lawful money, and to rid our- 
selves of the iniquitous and unfair system of spending our earnings where 
and how our emp om or their agents or officers may designate.’ 

“Ts that not right? 
Will you consent to anybody dictating to you how or where or when you 

l spend your salary? 
‘*Here is another point the miners stand for: 
‘To use all honorable means to maintain and promote friendly relations 
stween ourselves and our employers, and endeavor by arbitration and con- 
liation or other pacific means to settle any difficulties which may arise be- 
en us, and thus strive to make contention and strikes unnecessary. 
‘Does this not show that your employees are ready to arbitrate? 
‘Is it not an honorable and fair stand for a man or men to take? 
‘You must answer ‘ Yes.’ 
‘Mr. MacNeill, stand up! 

** You are the Baer of Colorado.” 
The Cripple Creek Daily Press of March 11, 1903, contained the following 

editorial 

‘* You were elected by the people of the State of Colorado, and when you 
took the oath and assumed the duties of the office you did so as the servant 
of the whole people. 

“Your sake aches the past few days incline to the belief that you are not 
aware of this. You are evidently laboring under the impression that you are 
the servant of the corporations. 

‘‘As chief executive you are commander of the State militia, and, as such, 
are directly responsible for the acts of the militia in the field on duty at your 
command. 

‘* You stated that the militia was sent to Colorado City to preserve the 
peace, 
“a Don’t you know that your soldiers are doing all in their power to incite 
the strikers to riot? 

‘**Don’t you know that your soldiers are every day violating the law they 
are supposed to enforce? 

‘** Don't you know that the soldiers have confiscated the property of the 
strikers without process of law and have refused to return said property to 
its rightful owners? 

‘* Don’t you know that citizens have been denied the right of the public 
domain by the militia? 

‘* Don’t you know that you are keeping the militia there when it is alto- 
gether uncalled for and unjustifiable? 

‘Don’t you know that one of your officers invaded the strike headquarters 
and abused the men found there and was very profane in his language and 
ungentlemanly in his conduct, and that his language was calculated to stir 
up strife and incite the men to some act whereby he might have some justi- 
fication for keeping the troops there? 

‘*Don’t you know that this same officer has stated he would picket with 
soldiers the homes of the strike leaders, and don’t you know that such an act 
would be wholly contrary to the spirit of the Constitution, which guarantees 
every citizen the right of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness? 

‘*Don’t you know that your acts have been contrary to law and justice? 
“Tf you are notaware of these facts we take this method of informing you. 
‘*Now that you have been informed, what are you going to do about it? 
*“ Are you going to permit this outrageous condition to disgrace the fair 

name of Colorado? 
** Are you going to be the governor of Colorado for the benefit of all the 

people or for the money class? 
‘You stated that no labor skate would be permitted to run your adminis- 

tration, but you did not state that no corporation skate could dictate your 
yolicy. 

' “A great many believe that you are being influenced by corporation skates 
in connection with the strike of the Colorado City mill men. 

“And don't you believe they are fully justified in this belief? 
*“‘Of course we do not expect you to reply to these questions, because your 

actions are all the reply that is necessary.” 
The mass meeting that was held in the Cripple Creek district, and the 

meetings of other organized bodies in various parts of the State, protesting 
against the military being held in Colorado City as a strike-breaking power, 
and the urgent demands that the differences be submitted toa board of arbi- 
tration, caused the governor to visit Colorado City on the afternoon of 
March 11. 

The Denver Post, in its issue of March 12, after the governor had returned 
to Denver from Colorado City, had the following to say editorially: 

“THE PEOPLE WANTED ARBITRATION, NOT MILITARY REVIEW. 

“Tf Governor Peabody did not want his visit to the scene of the strike at 
Colorado City to result in honest arbitration, he took exactly the right course. 

‘*He visited with the military. He had a heart-to-heart consultation with 
the mill owners. He talked familiarly with the ‘strike breakers,’ usually 
known as scabs. 

‘* But he failed to have anything to do with the men whose wrongs are the 
cause of oe strike. He neglected to consult with the citizens who know both 
sides of the case. 

** What the people of Colorado want is arbitration. The governor gave 
them a military review. What the strikers want is justice. The governor 
gave them the cold shoulder. 

‘Does the governor court the worst?” 
“ The Rocky Mountain News had the following editorial in its issue of 
March 14: 

“SOME ADVICE BY REQUEST. 

“Governor Peabody said yesterday that the News had been criticising him 
so freely that he would like the paper to tell him what it thought he should 
do to bring about arbitration of the Colorado City strike. 

‘‘Whether the governor's expressed wish was an outburst of petulance or 
was caused by a real desire to receive a suggestion the News does not know, 
but it will try to give the best advice it can. 

“The first thing the governor should do to bring about arbitration is to be- 
eve that there ought to be arbitration, and then to act as if he believed it. 
o far as the press and public have been able to discover from the governor's 

words and actions, he has never given any intimation tothe mill owners that 
he thought they should recognize the union and arbitrate the differences. 
Never has he made any declaration to the public that he thinks there should 
be arbitration. | 

‘Asa first step toward facilitating arbitration, let him make the public | 
statement that he thinks the mill owners should accept the proposal of the 
Western Federation of Miners and that they will deserve to be condemned if 
they fail to accept it. 

“The governor should understand that the people of this State, almost | 
without exception, look on him as a partisan of the mill owners, and think 
that the mill owners would have agreed to arbitration long ago were it not } 

i 

| the Portland and Telluride mill managers. 

that they expect to have his full support whether they be right or 
This belief in the minds of the people may do the governor an injustion Des 
if it does he is responsible for it, and he only can remove it. rr 

‘The conviction that the governor stands with the mill owners took deep 
root when he called out the National Guard and rushed it to Colorado Sprin gs 
Manager MacNeill, of the mill trust, came to Denver carrying in his pocket 
the request of Sheriff Gilbert for troops. Nobody had any idea that troops 
were to be asked for. There had been no disorder to warrant their entry on 
the scene. The sheriff of El Paso County had made no effort to employ the 
peace force of the county. The municipal authorities of Colorado City wera 
prepared alone to keep order. . 

But the governor and Manager MacNeill went into private conference 
and when they came out the order to the troops came with them. The gov: 
ernor did not go to Colorado City himself. He did not send anybody to in 
vestigate. He took the ex parte statements of the manager of the mill trus+ 
and the request of an incompetent sheriff as his warrant for sending a smal] 
army to Colorado City at an expense of over $1,500 a day to the State. 

“Then the governor pushed aside the recognized officers of the National 
Guard and gave some kind of a personal commission to Sherman Bell 
James H. Brown, both of whom have conducted themselves in exactly the 
right way to provoke trouble. The appointment of Sherman Bell to be ad- 
jutant-general of the State troops, beginning in April, is itself an indication 
of the most extraordinary ignorance or recklessness on the part of the goy- 
ernor. A harebrained adventurer like Bell isabout the last man in the State 
who should be placed in a position so responsible as that of adjutant-genera]. 

“The public conviction as to the governor’s mental attitude was fixed by 
his recent trip to the scene of the strike. He talked with the men working 
in the mills, but refused to go toa meeting of the strikers to which he was 
invited. Insteadof spending the evening talking with the strikers and learn- 
ing their opinions, he chose to hold a social functionin the Antlers Hotel. At 
another time a public reception in the Antlers would have been in good tas 
Under the circumstances which took the governor to Colorado Springs 
was in the worst possible taste, and no man with an ounce of good judgment 
in public affairs ever could have been led into such anindiscretion. — 

“Tf the governor has any wish to invite public confidence in himself and 
his administration, he will recall Bell and Brown from Colorado City, revoke 
Bell’s appointment as adjutant-general, and require Brown to confine him- 
self strictly to the duties of his proper rank in the guard. 

“The os perene of the union is that the mill owners shall select one arbi- 
trator, the Western Federation the second, and those two the third, the find 
ing of the board to be binding on both sides. 

‘If the governor believes that proposition to be fair, let him say so. 
“Then let the governor notify the mill owners that if they will not accept 

that proposition at the meeting this afternoon he will withdraw the Nationa! 
Guard from Colorado City and will issue a statement to the public saying 
that the mill owners are not disposed to be fair. 

“If the governor will take that attitude an agreement to arbitrate will be 
reached before to-day’s sun goes down. If he says there must be arbitration 
there will be arbitration.” 

The citizens of Colorado City to the number of more than 600 signed a pe- 
tition, which was presented to the governor, requesting that the State militia 
be recalled, but the governor remained as adamant to the petition. Various 
petitions from different parts of the State flooded the legislature, which was 
then in extra session, demanding that the troops be recalled. 

The governor could no longer maintain his position that ‘‘there was noth 
ing to arbitrate.” Public sentiment became so strong that he was forced to 
use his office in bringing together both parties to the controversy. The go 
ernor requested the mill managers and the representatives of the Federation 
to meet at his office in the afternoon of March 14 for the purpose of obtaining 
further personal information. The Federation was represented by President 
Moyer and Secretary-Treasurer Haywood, who secured the temporary sery 
ices of an attorney. The mill owners were represented by their managers 
and attorneys. The conference lasted from 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon 
until 3 o’clock Sunday morning, with the following results: 

“Terms of the Portland mill: 
“ First. That eight hours shall constitute a day’s work in and around the 

mills, with the exception of the sampling department which may extend t 
ten hours per day. 

**Second. That in the employment of men by this company there shall be 
no discrimination between union and nonunion labor and that no person 
shall be discharged for reason of membership in any labor organization. 

“Third. That all men now on strike shall be reinstated within twenty 
days from Monday, the 16th day of March, A. D. 1903, who shall have mad 
application for work within five days from said date. 

‘*Fourth. That the ane of the Portland Gold Mining Company 
will receive and confer with any committee of the Colorado City Mill and 
Smeltermen’s Union, No. 125, at any time within said twenty days upon the 
subject of a scale of wages. 

**Dated at Denver, Colo., this 14th day of March, A. D. 1903. 
“PRANK G. PECK, 

“ For the Portland Gold Mining Compa 
“CHARLES MOYER, 

“ For Mill and Smeltermen’s Union 

Terms of the Telluride mill: 
First. That eight hours a day shall constitute a day’s work in and around 

the mills, with the exception of the sampling department, which may b« 
| tended to ten hours per day. 

Second. That in the employment of men by this company there shal! 
| no discrimination between union and nonunion labor, and that no pers 
shall be discharged for reason of membership in any labor organization 

Third. That all men formerly employed by the Telluride Reduction Com 
| pany shall be reinstated in the same positions which they occupied in t 
| mill at the time it closed down, it being understood that in the new mill n 
under construction by the Telluride company that there wiil be certa 
sitions in the new mill which did not exist in the mill as formerly operat 
and that the agreement of the Telluride company to the reinstatement 

| men shall apply to the positions in the new mill which were in existence } 
| the old mill. 

Fourth. That the management of the Telluride Reduction Company wil! 
receive and confer with any committee of the Colorado City Mill and Sm« 
ermen’s Union, No. 125, within any time after thirty days from the date uj 
which the mil! is placed in operation to consider a wage scale. 7 : 

Fifth. The Telluride Reduction Company further agrees that during t 
| period of construction of this mill that it will employ as many of its old 
| ployees as it finds practicable so to do. 

Manager MacNeill, of the Standard mill, who had at all times maintain: 1 
a stubborn attitude, practically forced himself out of the conference wit) 

President Moyer and Secretary- 
Treasurer Haywood, at the request of the governor, accepted an invitation 

| to meet the manager of the Standard mill on Sunday, March 15, at 11 o'clock 
The meeting took place at the governor's office, but all efforts on the part ‘ f 
the federation representatives to bridge the gulf were unavailing. Manager 
MacNeill refused to reinstate the strikers, made no mention of the wages be 
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would concede to his employees, nor would he consent to a recognition of the | 
mion. : : 

; The governor agreed that_he would withdraw the State militia providing 
the Western Federation of Miners would withdraw the suits that were en- | 
tered against officers of the Colorado NationalGuard. If the representatives 
of the Federation had refused to accede to the demands made by the gov- 
ernor the people of Colorado would have had the inestimable privilege of 
continuing to donate $1,500 per day as an expense account for soldiers on dress 
parade. 

After it became known that the Telluride and Portland mill managers and 
the representatives of the Federation had arrived ata satisfactory settle- 
ment there was general rejoicing, but amidst the jubilation there could be 
heard strong words of denunciation for Manager MacNeill, of the Standard, 
who repudiated with haughty arrogance the reasonable demands of the Fed- 
eration representatives. 

The governor failed _ to keep his promise that he would immediately with- 
draw the troops, and the delay of the governor in issuing his order recalling 
the State militia caused the following to be issued from the headquarters of 
the Western Federation of Miners on March 17: 

‘The representatives of the Western Federation of Miners, since the strike 
was declared at Colorado City, have at all times held themselves in readiness 
to confer with the mill managers for the purpose of bringing about an am- 
icable adjustment of differences. For months previous to the strike the offi- 
cers of the Federation labored early and late to bring about an honorable 
settlement which would prevent any open rupture between the mill man- 
agersand theiremployees. The officers of the Federation have given a re- 
spectful hearing to representatives in all departments of business and at all 
times have shown a disposition to submit their grievances to a board of arbi- 
tration. Had the mill managers manifested as earnest a desire to pour oil 
upon the troubled waters as the Western Federation of Miners, the people of 
the State of Colorado would never have been compelled to forward protests 
against the executive of the State for his loyalty to corporate interests.” 

The governor, toward the close of the interview Sunday morning, admitted 
without any solicitation that the representatives of the Western Federation 
of Miners had gone more than three-fourths of the way and had been more 
than fair in bringing about a settlement, and that he would at once issue an 
order to withdraw the troops. The governor admitted, after his personal 
investigation of affairs at Colorado City, that he was unable to connect the 
strikers with any violation of law. In the interview that was held Sunday 
at the governor’s office to arbitrate with Manager MacNeill the governor 
receded from his former agreement to withdraw the troops. He asked the 
representatives of the Western Federation of Miners fora further concession, 
namely, that he would immediately withdraw the troops 
Federation would withdraw all suits against the officers of the State militia. 
The representatives of the Federation were again magnanimous and accepted 
the proposition of the governor. 

The governor intimated that we promised there would be no strike in the 
Cripple Creek district. It would have been impossible to have made this 
yromise while MacNeill refused to recognize the Western Federation of 
Miners. He refused to arbitrate and is largely responsible for the situation 
that confronts the ple of the Cripple Creek district. 

Charles Moyer, the president of the Federation, took his departure for the 
Cripple Creek district on the afternoon of March 16 to hold a conference with 
the members of District Union No. 1 as to future action in reference to the 
Standard mill, whose manager absolutely refused to recognize the Western 
Federation of Miners or their representatives in the settlement of the strike. 

President Moyer, after arriving in the Cripple Creek district, immediately 
went into conference with the district members, and it was agreed at said 
conference that the mines that were shipping ore to the unfair mills should 
be requested to refrain from so doing or that the men on such mines would 
be called out. The conclusion arrived at by the ee wen not put in exe- 
cution until 4 o’clock in the afternoon of March 17, at the request of a com- 
mittee of business men, who labored with MacNeill fora settlement of the 
strike. The committee of business men failed to induce MacNeill to accept 
the soruea Beoueens by the representatives of the federation, and the ulti- 
matum of district No. 1 went into effect. 

On March 17 the governor issued an order recalling the troops, and on | 
March 19 the State militia returned to their homes, and on the latter- 
mentioned date the governor appointed an advisory board to secure all the 
information obtainable from both sides of the controversy and to make a full 
and detailed report of their conclusions inthe premises. The advisory board | 
that was appointed by the governor asa committeeof investigation resolved 
itself into an arbitration tribunal, regardless of a protest entered by the 
Western Federation of Miners. This protest was based upon the grounds 
that the federation had no voice in the selection of the advisory board. 

The advisory board, on reaching Colorado Springs, went into a conference 
with the representatives of the Mine Owners’ Association. The conference 
lasted several hours behind closed doors, and after adjournment nothing was 
divulged as to the results of the meeting. 

The advisory board met with the strikers on the night of March 26 in 
Knights of Pythias Hall in Colorado City, and after listening to several ad- 
€ rensea Spam the members of Mill and Smeltermen’s Union, the meeting ad- 
journed, 

The advisory board, on the 27th of March, received testimony from the 
strikers. The evidence presented to the board showed a condition in Colo- 
rado City that almost beggars description. It was proven beyond theshadow 
of a doubt that the employees of the mills were unable to support their fam- 
ilies on the miserable wages of the mill trust. The testimony was of a char- 
acter that made the coal barons of Pennsylvania look like philanthropists. 
_A committee of mining and business men of the Cripple Creek district 

visited Colorado City in th 
dent Moyer to the effect that the strikers would be taken to the C iprte 
Creek district and given employment, providing the strike was declared off. 
The propomsioe was rejected by President Moyer and the Mill and Smelter- 
men’s Union. 

The Rocky Mountain News of March 28, had the following telegraphic re- 
port of the visit of the mining and business men’s committee from the Crip- 
ple Creek district: 
, Acommittee arrived from Victor this afternoon and immediately went 
ro conference with President Moyer and the union officials in Colorado 

ity 
T he committee was composed of Thomas Cornish, Frank Hart, Charles 

Lee, Nelson Franklin, J. B. Cunningham, and J. H. Gardner. They are busi- 
ness and mining men of the gold camp. Representatives of District Union 
No.1 werepresent. John Harper, presidentof the Victor union; Dan Griffis, 
secretary, and H. Easterly came in the interests of the union at Victor. 
.The committee was firm in its efforts to bring aboutan adjustment. “We 

will put your men to work,” they said to President Moyer, “pending the 
time Mr. MacNeill will take to reinstate your men. Wecan find room for 
Wor more. Mr. MacNeill has given avertal romise to reinstate your men, 
and willdoso. He dare not do otherwise in the face of public sentiment in 
this State. Wecan guaranteethe reinstatement of yourmen. By next Mon- 
day morning every man now on strike will be given work in the Cripple 
Creek district if you will but say the word.” 

prevts that the | 

| til the 18th day of May, 1903, to carry out the beliefs and impressi: 

e afternoon and presented a proposition to Presi- | 

Mr. Moyer and the union officials wished a written statement. If Mr. Mac 
Neill is willing to reinstate the men, they consider that he should say so, not 
only verbally, but that it should be one of the stipulations in the egreement. 
He should do as the managers of the Telluride and Portland mills have 
and insert a positive clause as to when the men will be reinstated. Mr. Moyer 
said: ‘‘ We want to know that our men will be reinstated. Let Mr. MacNeill 
do as Mr. Peck and Mr. Fullerton have done, and insert the time limit. All 
we want is the change in the clause which specifies as to when the men shall 
—— to work. Our men have homes here, and they will not leave.” 

‘he following ultimatum was delivered by President Moyer, of the federa- 
tion, on March 3), to Charles D. Hayt, chairman, and members of the advisory 
board: 

‘‘GENTLEMEN: The Western Federation of Miners s 
ignored the rights of any element of society. Ith 
the organization to avoid, by all honorable means 
ployer and employee. 

“* We realize that when capital and labor confront each other on the indus- 
trial battlefield that various interests suffer through a long and protracted 
struggle. The aim of our organization is to build and not destroy 

‘*“ We appreciate the efforts of the operators and the business men of tl 
Cripple Creek district who have demonstrated their amity in co 
avert a struggle that may paralyze the industries of Colorado. 

“The Western Federation of Miners entertains for many of the mine 
managers of the Cripple Creek district the highest regard, and are not un- 
grateful for the fairness and justice that have prevailed in the far-famed 
mining district since the days of 1894. It is our desire that the cordial and 
friendly relations that have existed for years between the miners and their 
employers of the Cripple Creek district shall not be disrupted if it is possible 
to maintain such relations by an honorable adjustment of the present differ- 
ences. 

“The propositions submitted tothe Western Federation of Miners by Man- 
ager MacNeill are vague and misleading. While his propositions may have 
the veneer of a disposition to act honorably and fairly with the members of 
the Mill and Smeltermen’s Union, No. 125, they admit of interpretations that 
question his intentions of dealing justly with organized labor in the futur 
t seems that his propositions have been drafted to furnish loopholes through 
which he might escape if emergencies arose. 

“The Western Federation of Miners can not accept, in honor to the organ- 
ization, the propositions as presented by Manager MacNeill. The accepta 
of Manager MasNeill’s basis of settlement would be dishonorable to the n 
agers of the Portland and Telluride mills, who have met the feder: 

lone cone, 

ince its birth} 
been the disposition of 

,awar between the em 

lasneve 

peration to 
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fair ground and honorably adjusted the differences of contention. 
« But while we refuse to accept the conditions of settlement as we inter- 

pret them from the propositions set forth by Manager MacNeill, we will dem 
onstrate our feeling of appreciation for the public, the business interests of 
Colorado, and the advisory board who have labored zealously to bring about 
an amicable settlement. 

“The chairman of the board, in an official communication addressed to the 
public, expresses the belief that the differences seem one of form as t he 
agreement rather than upon the result which we think will be cer 
low if either of the propositions shall be adopted 

“The chairman and the members of the advisory board have certainly 
placed a charitable construction on the propositions of Manager Ma ill 
the Western Federation of Miners, to be as magnanimous and as g« 
the construction of Manager MacNeill’s pro 
are willing that you place Manager MacNeill 

sitions as the advisory bo 
on probation and give him 

ns of 
advisory board. 
_ “You may give him a fair trial and an opportunity to reinstate the men 
involved and thereby prove his sincerity as to his conduct toward organized 
labor in the future. 

“We grant this concession in appreciation of those who have assisted and 
dealt fairly with us and whose interests would suffer through a prolonged 
struggle. 

‘““We make this concession in appreciation of the advisory board and of 
those parties who have interested themselves to preventan industrial conflict. 

“CHARLES H. MOYER.” 

The ultimatum of President Moyer was presented to Manager MacNeill 
by the advisory board, and the strike which lasted a period of forty-seven 
days passed into history. 

The refusal of the governor to incorporate in his call convening the leg 
lature in extra session a recommendation for the enactment of an eight-hou 
law resulted in the smeltermen of Denver presenting the following petition 
to the manager of the American Smelting and Refining Company: 

DENVER, COLO., June 17, 3. 

To the American Smelting and Refining Company: 
We, your employees, holding membership in the Denver Mill and Smelter- 

men’s Union, No. 93, Western Federation of Miners, desire to call your att 
tion to the fact that thousands of the members of our organization are enjoy- 
ing the privilege of an eight-hour workday, and are receiving for the same a 
compensation in many instances far above that now being paid by yourcom- 
pany for ten and twelve hours for the same class of labor. Not is niv iS ti 

so, but the large majority of workmen engaged in producing the ores which 
are reduced in the smelters operated by your company are working but e 
hours and are receiving for the same a wage exceeding that of the high 
paid twelve-hour workmen employed in said smelters 

After due consideration we have concluded that, owing to the hazard 
and unhealthful nature of our employment, we are at least entitle 
same condition and system of working as others employed in the pr 
and reduction of ores, and hereby request that beginning July 1 
work, which now consists of ten and twelve hours in and around t 
ing plants known as the Globe and Grant, located in the city of Denver, be 
reduced to eight hours. 

We believe this request to be a just and righteous one and sincerely trust 
that your ey may see the way clear to granting the same ; 

Respectfully, 
[SEAL. } Jor Scorr, 

ANTONE STANSKE, 
ROBERT WITHERS, 
PATRICK F. HAMAWAY, 
WILLIAM L. SMITH, 
HANS OLSON, 
CHARLES NARDITS, 

Committe 

The petition was ignored, and astrike of the Denver smeltermen followed 
on the 3d of July. The American Smelting and Refining Com immed any 

ately applied for police protection and later secured an injunctior 
standing the fact that thiscompany had not complied with the lawsof' 
and were not entitled to equity in the courts of the State. In substantiation 
of the statement we submit the following: = 

“Sxc. 11. Every corporation, joint stock company, or association incorpo- 
rated by or under any general or special law of this State or by any general 
or special law of any foreign state or kingdom or of any State or Territory 
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of the United States, beyond the limits of this State, shall, within sixty da 
after the 1st day of January in each year, commencing with the year 1902, 
make and file an annual report in the office of the secretary of state.” 

DENVER, CoLo., July 16, 1908. 

is to certify that the American Smelting and Refining Company, a 
corporation, capitalized for $100,000,000, has not paid their annual 
rporation license tax for the years 1901, 1902, and 1903. 

[SEAL. | JOHN A. HOLMBERG, 
Auditor of State. 

STATE OF COLORADO, 
Office of the Secretary of State. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, State of Colorado, ss: 

I, James Cowie, secretary of state of the State of Colorado, do hereby cer- 
tify that I have caused the indexes of this office to becarefully examined, and 
do not find that the American Smelting and Refining Company has filed an 
annual report for the year 1902. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the great 
seal of the State of Colorado, at the city of Denver, this 16th day of July, 
A. D. 1908. 

Thi 
forei rn 

State c 

JAMES CowTnZ, Secretary of State. 
By TimotHy O'Connor, Deputy. 

In order to prove that the American Smelting and Refining Company was 
one of the chief factors in bribing the legislature and defeating the enact- 
ment of an eight-hour law, we submit the following: 

DENVER, COLO., February 3, 1903. 

DEAR Srr: Pursuant to your request that you be keptadvised of the situa- 
tion in Colorado State legislature in regard to proposed legislation, we beg 
to inform you that the Senatorial contest being now out of the way, bot 
branches of the legislature have settled down to the other business of the 
Sse@ss10N. 

Several bills have been introduced ro for an eight-hour law in re- 
spect to labor employed in smelters and underground mines. These bills are 
being vigorously contested by the American Smelting and Refining Com- 
pany, the Colorado Fuel and Lron Company, and other corporations more di- 
rectly interested in defeating the measure than is the Union Pacific Railroad 
Company. We think the contest will be a close one in respect to these meas- 
ures, as the labor element is still very powerful in the politics of this State. 
We think the bills above mentioned are all so farintroduced which are preju- 
dicial to the company’s interests, directly or indirectly. 

Very truly, yours, 
TELLER & DORSEY, 

General Attorneys. 
Horace G. Burt, Esq., 

President, Omaha, Nebr. 

We make the claim that the American Smelting and Refining Company is 
in a better position to-day to accede to our demands than it bas been for sev- 
eral years. The perfecting of machinery and the displacement of labor 
which has been brought about through inventive genius has enabled the 
smelting trust to treat ores cheaper than ever in the history of the country. 

On Monday, August 10, the miners of the Cripple Creek district responded 
to the call of the district union and threw down the implements of their 
hazardous vocation. The walkout in the Cripple Creek district has been the 
result of the arbitrary action of the United States Reduction and Refining 
Company in the treatment of members of the Western Federation of Miners. 

The commission, egeeaes with the business men of the Cripple Creek dis- 
trict, made eloquent pleas to the committee who had charge of the strike to 
»lace the manager of the mill trust on probation, actuated by the belief that 
Mr. MacNeill would grant ultimately the demands of the Western Federa- 
tion of Miners. President Moyer declared an armistice until the 18th of May. 
When the delegates met in the eleventh annual convention of the Western 
Federation of Miners on the 25th of May, the situation was minutely sur- 
veyed, and the consensus of opinion was unanimous that the mill trust antag- 
onized every principle of organized labor, and that Manager MacNeill had 
no intention of giving the slightest recognition to the demands of the fed- 
eration. 

The members of the Cripple Creek District Union No. 1 exhausted every 
effort to bring about an amicable adjustment of differences that would be 
fair and honorable between ener and employee, bi failed to clear the 
sky of the storm that was gathering and which has nc/w burst between or- 
ganized labor and organized capital. 

The Denver Post, in its issue of August 11, under thecayption of a “Page of 
history that won’t stay turned down," has the following tw say: 

‘‘Impending in Colorado is what is believed to be the «greatest fight ever 
waged between the mining interests and their employee”. 

“Many blame this conditic yn of affairs to corporate interests whose influ- 
ence prevented the enactment of an eight-hour law by wue fourteenth gen- 
eral assembly in response to the demand of more than 70,000 voters of Colo- 
re By a majority of more than 40,000 the people of Colorado demanded of 
the legislature an eight-hour bill in mine and smelter and kindred industries. 

“The political platforms of the Democratic and Republican parties de- 
clared in favor of an eight-hour law, and on this platform every one of the 
sixty-five members of the house and thirty-five members of the senate was 
elected. 

“In both honse and senate the corporaticns got in their work in the begin- 
ning of the session. Although Stephens, a Republican, in the house, and 
Moore, a senator, introduced eight-hour bills—No.1 in each branch—these 
bills were made light of and jobbed throughout the session of ninety days 
only to defeat the will of the peopleand obey the dictatesof the corporations. 

‘Tn the two political State conventions and in the State election the cor- 
porations were idle. They bided their time. They knew it was not neces- 
sary to spend money either in conventions or elections. They knew that it 
could be done easier in the legislature. How well the representatives of the 
corporations had gaged the situation is apparent. They were successful in 
keeping down an eight-hour day. 

“The Stephen bill included ‘underground a attending blast fur- 
naces in smelters or ore-reduction works, stamp mills, chlorination or cya- 
nide mills, leeching works, attending smelting furnaces producing metal or 
matte. The Moore bill included ‘underground mines and workings, 
smelters, chlorination or cyanide ore-reduction works, and blast furnaces.’ 

‘The introduction of two bills, one in the house and one in the senate, was 
only for confusion and as an excuse to dicker and fight through ninety days, 
so that the eight-hour law would fail and the demands of the people of Colo- 
rado could be ignored and the demands of the corporations granted. 

‘While there is seemingly no connection between the various strikes and 
the labor troubles, all are traceable in a genera! way to this failure on the 
part of the legislature. 

‘First came the strike of the Colorado City mills, when the governor 
rushed the troops to that aoe. There was a partial settlement of this 
trouble and the men returned to work. 
“Numerous minor strikes in scattered mines followed, including one in 

“ado. 

| county that are not in da 
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the Sun and Moon in Idaho Springs, and then the men in the Glo r 
smelters in Denver, sanubasiiner 1,000, walked out. Globe and Grant 

“Starting Monday was the walk out of miners in the Cripple Creek dis. 
trict, and now comes word from Telluride that the miners of the San Juan 
district, Sane the mistakes of the legislature, have demanded that 
they be given an eight-hour day not later than September 1. sag 

“There is no doubt that the demand of the San Juan miners will be ro. 
fused, resulting in a general walk out of the men in that district. That tho 
trouble will aeons to every mine and kindred industry in Colorado thera 
can be no doubt. =" 

“This means idleness for thousands of men; loss of millions of dollars to 
the State; crippling of every business in Colorado. 

“This demand for an eight-hour law dates back a dozen years, when the 
miners’ and smeltermen’s union requested an eight-hour day. Out of th: 
request, indirectly, perhaps, grew the troubles in Leadville, the Cripple 
Creek district, the Telluride district, Aspen, and other districts, the smelt 
strikes, and other difficulties. It was to forever end these differences tha 
the miners and smeltermen brought about the submission to the people for 
an eight-hour day that peace might be guaranteed. The request was in- 
dorse' by a majority of more than 40,000 votes, but the corporations defeat oj 
it in the legislature. 
ae now that they can not hope to secure from the legislature 

needed relief, the miners and smeltermen of the State have taken the matter 
in charge, the result of which will be the greatest struggle ever waged 
this or any other State between the unions on one hand and the allied . 
porations on the other.” 

The document of the mine owners, introduced by Senator Scorr, declares 
that ‘‘on account of the machinations and methods of the Western Federa 
tion of Miners, the metalliferous mining industry of the West has been in a 
chaotic state for a long period of years. That a person was operating his 
property one day under satisfactory conditions was no guaranty that ho 
would be able to do so the next. 

The Mine Owners’ Association of the Cripple Creek district, on August | 
two days after the strike was called, issued a public statement, which . 
tained the following: 

“At the time this strike was called and, in fact, eversince the settlement of 
the labor difficulties of 1894, the most entire harmony and good will has pr 
vailed between the mineowners and employees in the district. Wages a: 
hours of labor have been satisfactory and according to union standards, a1 
general labor conditions have been all that could be wished.” 

It is strange that there is such a contrast in the document framed by tho 
mine owners to be considered by the United States Senate and the public 
proclamation that was issued on August 12. With reference to the strike 
1894 the document of the mine owners contains the following: 

“The settlement was made, and the agreement of settlement has si1 
been known as the ‘ Waite agreement,’ as it was negotiated by Governor 
Waite on behalf of the miners’ union. He was a ted by them for t! 
urpose by power of attorney, and it is probably the only instance in the 
abor history of this country where the governor of a State has acted as the 
agent for the one party in a controversy of this character and has forced a 
settlement by virtue of his control of the military arm of the government. 

“In addition to the provisions ultimately inserted in the agreement, 
ernor Waite insisted that only union men be employed in the mines and that 
all strikers who had been —— in acts of lawlessness should be immune 
from arrest. These two points were i by_the operators and were 
finally waived. The agreement ultimately entered into and signed by G 
ernor Waite as the representative of the union provided that eight hours 
should constitute a day’s work, that the minimum wage about the mines 
should be $3, and that there should be no discrimination against union men 
in the hiring and dischargeof labor. Thisagreement hascontrolled the Crip- 
ple Creek district with regard to hours and wages ever since.” 

This statement of the mine owners is silent upon the matter of discrimina- 
tion, and this silence is probably due to the fact that the Strong mine, i 
which Senator Scort is larely interested, as well asother mines, including the 
Ajax, the Elkton, and El] Paso, made a specialty of discharging union men 
It is a well-known fact that it required eternal vigilance on the par 
the unionsof the Western Federation of Miners to maintain the partially fair 
conditions which existed prior to the present strike. 

Some three years ago the mine operators met ina secret caucus in Colorado 
Springs and formulated a plan to merge the various mining properties in‘ 
a foreign syndicate, ask for the appointment of a receiver, then red 
wages, and call upon the Federal Government for troops to assist them in ‘ 
infamous scheme of violating the agreement of 1894. 

The present strike has been one of the most remarkable that has ever b 
waged in the history of organized labor. During all the present conflict t! 
has been no violence on the part of union men, and at all times the 
authorities were amply able to maintain law and order until the advent 
the State militia. President Moyer, in an address to the members of the 
Western Federation of Miners, on August 15, at Pinnacle Park, in the Crip| 
Creek district, counseled the miners in_ the following significant words: *! 
sincerely trust and advise that nothing be done during this trouble that » 
be in violation of the law. If men should feel it their duty to take a posi! 
against you who are striving to procure your rights you will do nothing 
harm your position by resorting to violation of the laws.” 

Notwithstanding the fact that the strike had been in progress for near 
a month without any violation of law, yet the governor, on the 4th of * 
tember, dispatched Brig. Gen. John Chase, Lieut. T. E. McClelland, and + 
attorney-general of the State, N. C. Miller, as a commission to visit the ‘ 
ple Creek district and make known to him the findings of their invest 
tions. The following, clipped from the Rocky Mountain News, will giv 
idea of the work performed by the commission: ; 

“The hasty departure of the governor's commission this morning satis 
the striking miners that the visitors had come to a conclusion to advise « 
ing out the troops. The commissioners arrived at Victor last night at 
and were met at the train by a committee from the Mine Owners’ Ass 
tion. After a consultation of about one hour the commissioners came to 
Cree Creek, arriving here at 11.40 _They were met at the depot and tak: 
to the Mine Owners’ Association headquarters. One hour later Sheriff KR 
ertson was notified that he was wanted, and remained in conference for ab 
two hours. A special train was then engaged and the three commissioners 
went over the Short Line to Colorado Springs, leaving at 4.10 this morning 

Union men were not consulted. : 
The following statement was issued by a unanimous vote of the board of 

county commissioners: 
“Whereas the board of county commissioners of Teller County have been 

advised that the governor of the State of Colorado has sent the militia to this 
county for the pretended purposes of suppres © riot that does not ow 
and never did exist, and to ees property and individual residents of the 

er; an 
“Whereas it has been falsely reported throughout the State that property 

r 

| and life were in danger in Teller County: Now, therefore, the board of county 
commissioners of Teller County do protest— : . 

“First. That the paar and individuals are as safe in this county as 
elsewhere in the Sta 



“Second. That the sheriff of Teller County is perfectly able to handle the 
situation here, and has been authorized by the board to employ any and all 
deputies necessary to protect property and life, which, in the opinion of the 
poard, he is doing. 

“Third. That there has been no unusual assembly of men and no more vi- | 
olence than at other times. he 

e apprehended by the civil authorities and prosecuted. The State troops 
in in no way aid in apprehending these parties. 
‘‘Fourth. That the citizens of the county are law-abiding and are doing all 

in their power to avoid trouble. 
“Fifth. That the governor of this State, without cause therefor, has sent 

he militia to this county, and by so doing engenders ill feeling, prolongs the 
trike, and does a great injury to the Cripple Creek mining district. 

“ Sixth. It is the judgment of the board of county commissioners that the 
mmission sent by Governor Peabody to this county toinvestigate the strike 
uation was not sent foran honest p se, but asa cloak tocause the people 

of the State of Colorado to believe that the law officers of Teller County were 
nable to handle the strike situation. 
“This statement is made because the commission sent by the governor did 
t wake an honest investigation of the situation. The commission reached 
re at 9.30 p.m. Thursday and left at 4 o'clock Friday morning, remaining in 

the camp less than eight hours.” 
Sheritf Robertson issued the following statement: 
‘The commission sent by the governor of the State of Colorado to investi- 

) the strike situation in Teller County calledon meat midnight Thursday, 
the 3d instant. I went to the National Hotel, at Cripple Creek, reaching 
there at about 12.30 a. m. Friday. I was with the commission about two 
hours, and fully explained the situation. I stated to the commission that I 
had authority to employ all the deputies I needed, and that I had the situa- 

n in hand; that I had made arrests, and was going to make more; that 
there was no trouble, and that I had every assurance that there would be none. 
} n three hoursafter I left the commission the members thereof departed 

- Denver, and I believe there is no occasion for the militia here, as I can 
] ile the situation. 

“There is no trouble in the district, and has been none, as well as no un- 
ial assembly of men. Saloons are closed at midnight. The sending of 
ops here isa usurpation of authority on the part of the governor. The 

ction of the governor will have much to do toward injuring the district to 
such an extent that it will be a lcng time before recovery will be had. As 
sheriff ~ Teller County I do solemnly protest against the militia being sent 
here at this time. 

“H. M. ROBERTSON, Sheriff.” 

On the afternoon of September 5a mass meeting was held by the citizens 
f Victor, and, after listening to addresses, the following resolutions were 

adopted and circulated for signatures, to be forwarded to the governor: 
’ Whereas e certain detachment of the Colorado State Militia has already 

been landed in the Cripple Creek district, with others to follow; and 
‘Whereas according to published statements of Adjutant-General Bell, 

printed this morning, martial law is threatened in every incorporated and 
unincorporated town of Cripple Creek district; and 
‘Whereas the vilest sort of misrepresentation has been employed in the 

effort to have the camp invaded by military: Now, therefore, be it 
“Resolved by the people of Victor and the entire Cripple Creek district, 

That we deplore the action taken by Governor Peabody in sending troops to 
Teller County, and condemn the same as unwarranted by the facts and as 
anarchistic in its inception, — and consequences. 

“ We do hereby most emphatically protest a st the threatened decla- 
ration of martial law in the community of Cripple Creek district asa further 
nvasion of our rights and liberties as American citizens. 
‘We protest that Mayor French, Postmaster Reardon, and Banker Rolle- 

stone, who corralied the governor’s advisory commission while the same 
was on its brief and stealthy visit of ‘investigation’ night before last, do 
not represent the people of Victor in asking for the State soldiery. The 
necessity has not existed for troops, and the people have not asked for them. 
Instead of being a lawlesscommunity, as a few high-toned anarchists seem to 
want the outside world to believe, the Cripple Creek district is one of the 
quietest and most seable of its size of any community in the country. 

“Two comparatively trifling instances of lawlessness have occurred in the 
home Cam 

people will agree are liable to happen at any time and at any place. 
“We deprecate the strike that is now on, and upon this occasion do not 

wish to go into the merits of the unfortunate controversy, but we do wish 
to express our confidence in the ability of our county and city officials to 
maintain law and order and protect life and property.” 

in the Denver Post of September 5 the following statement was made: 
‘* Members of the Cripple Creek District MineOwners’ Association guaran- | 

teed the expenses of the troops ordered to the Cripple Creek district before 
vernor Peabody would agree to sign the order. He was not willing toorder 

mut the troops, despite the seeming urgency of the case, because of the finan- 
al condition of the State. He stated his position frankly, and the mine 
wners finally agreed to bear the anpense of calling out the troops. They 

| ask the State to reimburse them later. 
“The estimate of the daily expense made yesterday is said to = too | 

Juring | w. During the first ten days the soldiers are entitled to 2 — day. 
that period, therefore, the average daily expense is expected to exceed §2,000 

lit may be as hich as $2,500. 
luced to from $1,200 te $1,500 a day. 

__ “Certificates of indebtedness will be issued drawing 4 per cent interest. 
They will be drawn against the military fund, and the mine owners will cash 
(hem and carry the State—‘it may be for years and it may be forever.’ 

“E. A. Colburn, president of the association, and W. A. Bainbridge, treas- 
urer, made the agreement on behalf of the mine owners. Governor Pea- 

ly admitted yesterday that such an arrangement had been made, and 
said that inasmuch as no class of persons would derive more benefit out of 
the restoration of normal conditions in the district than the mine owners, 
he did not consider it unreasonable for them to pay the expense of the militia. | 

“The mine owners do not relish having to pay the freight, believing that 
the State is required to maintain peace within its borders and protect the 
lives of its citizens and the property which they own. However, they de- | 
cided that it would be better to pay the cost and reswme production in their | 
mines than to wait indefinitely and take chances on their property being | 
lamaged. 
_‘* What the total cost will be is problematical. 

than $40,000, and it may be much more than that.” 
Z Here is an open and direct confession from the governor of the State to 

the effect that if the mine owners were willing to pay for the use of the State 
militia the armed power of the State was at their service. The governor, in 
his shameless disregard of the rights of the laboring classes, unqualifiedly 
and beasenly admitted that inasmuch as no class of 
more benefit out of the restoration of normal conditions in the district than 
the mine owners, he did not consider it umreasonable for them to pay the 
expense of the militia. 

It is not likely to be less 
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That the parties guilty of the late assaults will | 

since the miners’ strike was declared, but these all fair-minded | 

After ten days the daily expense will be re- | 

persons would derive | 
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The citizens of the city of Cripple Creek held a meeting on September 6, 
and after listening to able addresses in denunciation of the action of the goy- 
ernor, the following resolutions were adopted: 

“Whereas a detachment of the Colorado State militia have already been 
landed in the Cripple Creek district, with others to follow; and 

** Whereas, according to publicstatements of Adjutant-General Bell, r 
ies is present in every incorporated town in the Cripple Creek distri 
anc 

“* Whereas the greatest misrepresentation has been employed in the effort 
to have the camp invaded by the soldiery: 

“Resolved, By the people of Cripple Creek and the entire Cripple Creek dis- 
trict in mass meeting assembled in Cripple Creek this 6th day of September, 
1908, that we deplore the action taken by Governor Peabody in sending troops 
to Teller County and condemn the same as unwarranted by the factsand most 
anarchistic in its inception and spirit, and consequently we do hereby most 
emphatically protest against the present declaration of martial law in the 
communities of the Cripple Creek district as a further invasion of our rights 
and liberties as American citizens. ‘ 
“We protest that those people who corralled the governor's advisory com 

mission while on its brief visit of ‘investigation’ Thursday night, do not rey 
resent the people of Cripple Creek in asking for the soldiery. The necessity 
has not existed for troops, and the people have not asked for them. Instead 
of being a lawless community, as a few high-toned anarchists seem to wait 
the outside world to believe, the Cripple Creek district is one of the quietest 
and most peaceable for its size of any community in the country. 

“Two comparatively trifling incidents of lawlessness have occurred in th 
whole camp since the strike was declared, but these, all fair-minded men 
agree, are liable to happen at any time and at any place. 

“We deprecate the strike that is now on, and upon this occasion do not wish 
to go into the merits of the unfortunate controversy, but d sh to express 
our confidence in the ability of our county and city officials t 
and order and to protect life and property.” 

In addition to the protests of the sheriff of the county, the board of county 
commissioners, the city council of Victor, the citizens in mass meetings : 
Victor and Cripple Creek, a petition was circulated and signed by 
zens, which was presented to the governor, calling for the wit) wal « 
the military, but the petition was denied, as the mine owners were pay 
for the use of the soldiers, and the governor seemed to be unde livat 
to fulfill his contract. On September 10 two arrests were made wit} 
charges, warrant, or process of law. From this time dates the reign of mili 
tary mob rule in the State of Colorado which has called forth the resolutions 
introduced by Senator PATTERSON. 

Even the chairman of the board of county commissioners, P. J. Lynch, who 
isa member of the Western Federation of Miners, was forced to s1 
humiliation of being taken from his home and brought to the military camp 
of Generals Chase and Bell to explain his conduct for daring to express his 
opinion as an American citizen. The liberty of every citizen who has n 
been in accord with the brutal programme of the Mine Owners’ Association 
has been threatened. The judiciary, which law and all established preced 
have declared shall be free and untrammeled, has been invaded by the n 
tary power of the State,and the judge upon the bench has been forced ur 
protest tosubmit to the arrogant decrees formulated by the mine o}; 
and enforced by the militia under the command of an exec v} 
subverted the highest office in the gift of the people of the St r 
corporations in their brutal persecution of men for no crime save tha 
were members of the Western Federation of Miners and loyal to the priz 
ples proclaimed by that organization. 

During the session of the district court the city of Cripple Creek bristled 
with bayonets, and even a Gatling gun was taken from Camp Goldfield an 
laced in close proximity to the court-house, commanding all approaches 
‘he roofs of buildings became the camping ground of sharpshooters, and the 

court room was filled with detachments of militia for the purpose of ha 
an influence upon the decision of the court in the trial of the four men on 
writs of habeas corpus. John H. Murphy, attorney for the Western Federa 
tion of Miners,and ex-Attorney-General Eugene Engley protested in vain 
against the presence of an armed soldiery inthe court room, but their prots 
were fruitiess and they finally withdrew from the court, refusing to re 
while the court was stacked with the implementsof war. Judge Seed 
listening to the lengthy argument of Attorney Crump in support of t 
sition of the military authorities, took the same under advisement, a 
next day rendered his decision, which denied the right of the militia to sub- 

ess of lav ordinate civil law or arrest citizens without wart 
When the judge had finished the reading of h 

military authorities to releasethe four men wh 
eral Chase arose in the court room and refused 
the court. The prisoners were taken back to the n 
in the meantime Governor Peabody called into const 
Hayt and Helm, both of whom have occupied sea 
the State. After several hom consulta 
governor to the military authorities in the Cri . 

| with the order of the court, and the prisoners were rel 
| to return to their homes. 

The State militia on the night 

wert 

rs of ion an 

nle 

of September 29 com 
is without precedent in the history of this country a 
daily paper published in the heart of the Cripple Creek ed 

| the cause of the miners, and e space in its colum yf 
“rs of the 

The printing establishm« us raided by a band 
and the editor and manager, George E. Kyner; Wa 
H. J. Richmond, foreman; Frank M. Langdon, lit m 

| were “bull penned” by the Cossac h Vv 
| the publication of the truth. They were kept in the “1 
of twenty-four hours before being delivered to the civ 
of habeas corpus. 

During the latter part of the month of November military 
the Cripple Creek district practically placed the t 3 j 
Altman under martiallaw. Following the 
ing-named parties were arrested and placed in 
Charles G. Kennison, W. F. Davis, John Schoolcraft, . I 
Bob Rowland, Victor Poole, Harry Williams, Ed Fk ng, H. P. Jones, § 
man Parker, Frank Chase, and Bob Adams. Noon t t 
leave the towns of Altman and Indeper > aT 

The imprisonment of these men took plac 
issued by the governor declaring qualified n 

1 December 4 the following came from the executi' 

dene 

SPECIAL ORDER NO. 
Di BER 4, 1903. 

| Maj. H. A. NAYLOR, ; —_ 
Commanding Officer Troops, Cripple Cre District, 

| Teller County, Colo., Camp Goldfield, Victor, Colo.: 

You will proceed with a cavalry escort of fifty men and have Maj. 7 I 
| McClelland accompany you and read aloud the following p amation in tl 
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city of Victor first, Goldfield second, Independence third, Altman fourth, 
Cripple Creek fifth, and Anaconda sixth, namely: 

STATE OF COLORADO, EXECUTIVE CHAMBER, Denver: 

PROCLAMATION. 

Whereas it appearing to my satisfaction that there exists in Teller County, 
‘olo., one or more organizations controlled by desperate men, who are in- 
midating the civil authorities, and who are setting at defiance the constitu- 

ion and laws of the State of Colorado, and that the citizens of said county of 
Teller by reason of the threats, intimidations, and crimes committed by cer- 
tain lawless persons in said oa are unable to enjoy their civil rights; and 

Whereas the civil authorities of said county of Teller do not appear to be 
either able or willing to control such bodies of men, or prevent the destruc- 
tion of property and other acts of violence; and 

Whereas on Saturday, the 2lst day of November, A. D. 1903, in said Teller 
County, State of Colorado, certain persons, at present unknown, did then and 
there blow up the shaft of the Vindicator mine, and thereby wantonly de- 
stroyed property of great value; and 

Whereas at said time and place two employees of said mine were instantly 
killed by said explosion; and 

Whereas but a few days previous thereto an attempt was made by certain 
lawless persons to derail and wreck a passenger train of the Florence and 
Cripple Creek Railroad by the removal of spikes and the loosening of rails, 
thereby endangering life and property; and 

Whereas said destruction of property. with attendant loss of life by mob 
violence as above set forth, is but a repetition of outrages covering a long 
period of time just passed in said county, during which time citizens have 
lost oer lives without the offenders being apprehended or punished there- 
for; anc 

Whereas the civil authorities have shown themselves either unable to deal 
with these criminals and to bring them to punishment or else are unwilling 
to perform their duty by reason of threats and intimidations or through fear 
or subserviency to such body of lawless and armed men, so that a state of 
lawlessness exists in said county of Teller, the laws are set at defiance, and 
the citizens are unable to enjoy the rights guaranteed them by the constitu- 
tion and laws of this State, and by reason of these conditions it appears that 
life and property are unsafe in said county; and 

Whereas I have reason to believe that similar outrages may occur at any 
time, and believing the civil authorities of said county of Teller are utterly 
unable, unwilling, and making no practical attempt to preserve order and to 
protect life and property: 

Now, therefore, , James H. eas es of the State of Colorado, 
by virtue of the authority in me vested, do hereby proclaim and declare the 
said commas y of Teller, in the State of Colorado, to be in a state of insurrection 
and rebellion. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused to be af- 
fixed the great seal of the State in the city of Denver, the State capital, this 
4th day o December, A. D. 1903. 

(SEAL. 
By the governor. Attest: 

JAMES COWIE, Secretary of State. 

JAMES H. PEABODY. 

SHERMAN M. BELL, 
Brigadier-General, Adjutant-General, State of Colorado. 

By command of James H. Peabody, governor and commander in chief. 
Previous to the issuance of the above proclamation the following telegram 

was sent to the President of the United States: 

DENVER, December 1, 1903. 
His Excellency THEODORE ROOSEVELT, 

President of the United States, Washington, D. C.: 

At the present time officers of the State of Colorado, under the guise and 
pretext of enforcing law, have ordered a large number of reputable and self- 
sustaining citizens and residents to leave Telluride, Colo., under penalty of 
being imprisoned or otherwise severely dealt with. These citizens and resi- 
dents are not guilty of any crime against the laws of the State or United 
States. The Constitution and laws of the United States pertaining to civil 
rights are being flagrantly violated, and we call upon you, under the civil 
rights statutes and under section 1988 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States, to investigate conditions prevailing there and give to these persons 
who have been so outraged the protection guaranteed to them by the law of 
the land. 

EXECUTIVE BOARD, WESTERN FEDERATION OF MINERS, 
By WILLIAM D. Haywoop, Secretary. 

The section of the Revised Federal Statutes referred to in the telegram 
reads: 

‘Sec. 1988. Whenever the President has reason to believe that offenses 
have been, or are likely to be, committed against the provisions of chapter 7 
of the title ‘Crimes,’ within any judicial district, it shall be lawful for him, 
in his discretion, to direct the Judge, marshal, and district attorney of such 
district to attend at such place within the district, and for such time as he 
may designate, for the purpose of the more speedy arrest and trial of persons 
so charged, and it shall be the duty of every judge or other officer when any 
such requisition creas by him to attend at the place and for the time 
therein designated.” 

The following appeared in the press dispatches in reference to the telegram 
forwarded to President Roosevelt by the executive board of the Western Fed- 
eration of Miners: 

“WASHINGTON, December 2. 

“President Roosevelt to-day received a telegram from the executive board 
of the Western Federation of Miners strongly urging him to protect the 
rights of the miners who have been ordered to leave the Telluride district in 
Colorado on penalty of imprisonment. The matter is in the hands of the 
State authorities of Colorado, and it does not appear at this time that the 
Federal Government, through the President, can properly take action on it. 
The Secretary of War, who was consulted by the Colorado authorities, has 
expressed the opinion that the Government can not interfere legally in the 
trouble in the Telluride district at the present juncture. Among officials 
who have considered the subject, it is believed that the rights of the miners 
will be protected fully by the courts.” ; 

Secretary-Treasurer Haywood was likewise instructed to send the follow- 
ing telegram to the president of the Telluride Miners’ Union: 

DENVER, December 1, 1908. 
Guy E. MILLER, 

President Telluride Miners’ Union, Telluride, Colo.: 

Advise all men who were ordered to leave town as a result of alleged va- 
grancy trials to remain in Telluride. The justice of the peace, nor any other 
official of the county or State, can not compel persons to leave any place 
where they choose to live. The Constitution and statutes of the United 
States concerning civil rights make it unlawful for officers to deny these 
rights. Howe, Rutan, and others are subject to punishment in the United 
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States courts, and the law will be duly invoked. You are ass 
hearty support of the Western Federation of Miners. Sane 06 the 

EXECUTIVE BOARD, 
By WILLIAM D. Haywoon, Secretary. 

The Western Federation of Miners has at all times courted the fullest in- 
vestigation of conditions, as the following telegrams will show: 

DENVER, COLO., December 5, 1 
Hon. Henry M. TELLER, " P cee 

United States Senator, Washington, D. C.: 

In behalf of the metalliferous miners of the State of Colorado, will you per- 
sonally request President Roosevelt to immediately investigate conditions in 
the San Juan and Cripple Creek districts, Colorado? 

XECUTIVE BOARD WESTERN FEDERATION MINERs, 
By CHARLES H. Moyer, President, 

DENVER, COLO., December 5, 1903. 
Hon. T. M. PATTERSON, 

United States Senator, Washington, D. C.: 

In behalf of the metalliferous miners of the State of Colorado, will you 
rsonally request President Roosevelt to immediately investigate conditions 

in the San Juan and Cripple Creek districts, Colorado? 
EXECUTIVE BOARD, WESTERN FEDERATION OF MINERs, 
By CHARLES H. MoyEr, President. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 6, 1903. 
Mr. CHARLES H. MoyYveEr, 

President Western Federation of Miners, Denver, Colo.: 

Yes; will see President early to-morrow and urge him to immediately per- 
sonally investigate as you request. Will wire his response. 

T. M. Parrerson. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 7, 1903. 
CHARLES H. MOYER, 

President Western Federation of Miners, Denver, Colo.: 

Senator TELLER and I called upon the President this morning, presented 
your dispatches, and approved the request. The President stated that under 
present conditions he had neither the power nor the right to take such action 
as you request. 

T. M. PATTERSON. 
While the President declined to investigate conditions at the request of the 

miners, yet Maj. Gen. John C. Bates, at the instance of the President, came 
to Colorado and examined into the conditions surrounding the Cripple Creek 
and Telluride mining districts. He reported to Lieutenant-General Young, 
Chief of Staff of the Army, in part as follows: ‘I find that the disturbances 
at Cripple Creek and Telluride amounted to insurrection against the State of 
Colorado, in that mining, milling, and other business was suspended there by 
reason of intimidation, threats of violence, and that the civil officers were not 
able to, or did not, maintain order.” 

It is strange that another officer of the United States, Capt. H. M. Burge, 
of the Navy, discovered no insurrection in the district and donated $50 to 
the striking miners. It is a well-known fact that while Major-General Bates 
was on his tour of investigation in Colorado he was the guest of the Mine 
Owners’ Association. General Bates states that the civil officers were not 
able to, or did not, maintain order. There is no better way to refute the 
above statement than to introduce the signed statements of the Hon. Judge 
William P. Seeds and the sheriff of Teller Coun ty. 

William P. Seeds, the district judge of Teller County, in reply to the state- 
ments published in the press as coming from the governor and attorney-gen- 
eral, casting reflections upon the civil authorities, issued the following signed 
statement to the public: 

**My attention having been called to certain interviews of the 
and the attorney-general of this State, so generally reported to the public 

overnor 

pa that I am constrained to believe those officers to be correctly quoted. 
realize fully the delicacy of one occupying a judicial position in making 

public comment as to official acts. However, when the chief executive and 
the attorney-general of the State, particularly in times of public excitement, 
make declarations so flagrantly opposed to the recorded truth, it becomes my 
duty, both to myself and to the public, to make a statement of the facts. 

‘““It is not my desire nor within my province to publicly discuss the condi- 
tions prevailing in Teller County, and I have refrained from commenting as 
to bes ——- of the acts of the governor acting within the purview of his 
authority. 
o It is reported in these papers that the governor has issued the following 

orders: 
‘“**Rearrest the men as soon as they are given their liberty on habeas cor- 

pus and hold them at Camp Goldfield until further instructions. Iam de- 
termined that these men shall not go free without trial.’ 

‘* Purther, that the Generalis reported to have said: ‘The chief executive is 
of the opinion that it will be ——— to have miners’ union officials tried on 
the nanan filed against them while Judge Seeds holds court in the dis- 
trict.’ 

“Again: ‘If these men are given their freedom without a trial, radical 
steps will have to be taken.’ 

“Again: ‘There seems no special reason why these cases should be rushed 
through. It will be impossible for them to be properly presented, and when 
they are fairness will not be done, judging from the present status of affairs.’ 

‘*T find also the following language attributed to Attorney-General Miller: 
‘The governor and his attorneys will try to pores an immediate hearing 
of the cases, as they say, to permit the por eto become composed. Ther 
hope lies in the fact that Judge Seeds will leave the district January 1, giv- 
ing up his seat temporarily to Judge Lewis.’ 

**It is inconceivable that these officials can make declarations of this char- 
acter and at the same time be advisedas to the truth, and I must believe that 
the facts and circumstances connected with the habeas corpus proceedings 
must have been misstated and misrepresented to them. In order that tho 
exact truth may be known, I give the following verbatim report of the pro- 
ceedings had and done at that time: = ee 

“**Mr. CRuMP. In cases 2445, 2446, 2447, 2448, 2449, and 2450, being six writs of 
habeas corpusissued on behalf of the various petitioners against the military 
officers, Colonel Verdeckberg, Major Naylor, and Major McClelland, I have 
filed returns on behalf of all the respondents generally in the six cases. Cases 
2048, 2446, and 4450 being the petitions of Patrick Mullaney, Victor Poole, and 
W. B. Easterly, the respondents are here in court with the bodies of those 
respective petitioners. The answer in each one of those cases to the writ is 
substantially as was made in a prior case here, and which your honor held to 
be insufficient to authorize the military authorities to longer hold the peti- 
tioners. Mr. Hangs hasappeared for the petitioners and has filed to each one 
of these three returns a demurrer, or perhaps a motion to quash. 

“*Mr. HANGS. A motion to quash. . 
““*Mr. CruMP. It is also the same motion which your honor sustained on a 



prior case. I don’t desire to argue the questions of law which are presented 
in these matters, and under the precedent which your honor has established 
nd which is the law in this district—at least now—I assume that orders will 

, directing the respondent to release each of these petitioners, and I onl 
sire upon the entry of that order to reserve an exception in each case, an 

| will say to your honor that as soon as that order is made it will be complied 
with by the respondents. 

“*Mr. HANGS. I presume the order will be to sustain the motion to quash? 
“*The bn otion to quash will be sustained and the petitioners will 

be discharged. 
“6 ie. CRUMP. Respondent excepts. 
“*The CouRT. That is, in those three cases; that is the order; in the case 
the three petitioners’ names—Easterly, Poole, and Mullaney. 
‘Mr. CruMP. In the other three cases—namely, Kennison, Davis, and 
cer cases—under my instructions they have not presented the bodies of 
petitioners in court, but in lieu 1 have filed answers, returns to the sev- 

il writs, setting forth in addition to the matters in the other cases just 
posed of the fact that the district attorney has been presented with affi- 
vits charging each of these petitioners with crimes under the laws of the 

e. Iam informed by the clerk of the court and by the district attorney 
t these informations charge murder, conspiracy to murder, and conspir- 
to derail a railroad train, and have been filed by your honor. Is that 

correct? 
The Court. Thatis correct. Bring those informations, Mr. Clerk. 

‘** Mr. CruMP. No question being made on the record, I desire to move in 
hose three cases that Mr. Hangs’s motion be denied and that the respondent 

in these three proceedings be discharged, and that an order directing the 
capiases to be delivered to the sheriff of this county, to whom we will forth- 
with deliver the bodies of these respective prisoners upon those capiases. 

‘Mr. HANGS. We object tothat order at this time. Itis no defense toa 
petition for habeas corpus that an information has been placed in the hands 

f the district attorney which might lead to the filing of criminal informa- 
tions, and we will say this, that we will not object or not insist upon the pe- 
titioners being brought in here, but we do insist that the capiases issue and 
they turn them over to the sheriff prior to the dismissal of these petitions 
for habeas corpus. They have signified their willingness to do that. In or- 
der to comply with the writ they must actually deliver the custody to legal 
authorities or they must turn them loose to comply with the writ. 

**Mr. Crump. We are not going to turn them loose, of course. 
“*Mr. HANGS. The court would have the right to put them under bonds 

at once or command them to the custody of the sheri We think these mat- 
ters should not be passed up until the prisoners are delivered to the sheriff. 
Then we consent to the cases being dismissed. That isin reference to Parker, 
Davis, and Kennison. 

‘**Mr. Crump. There is no necessity for that. This order was made in 
prior casesin this manner and as the court has already held in the other 
Ci We have justified and performed now all these respondents had to do, 
and it is with the district attorney to perform his duty, which has been done. 
The sheriff can have these prisoners either at the camp, or if the sheriff of 
this county desires it the officers in charge will deliver the bodies of these 
prisoners to the sheriff here. That will be done on the desire of the sheriff. 

“*The Court. I will pass the matter for the present and suggest that the 
officers deliver these respective petitioners to the sheriff at the - of Teller 
County, and upon the sheriff phoning the clerk or informing him that he 

4ses. 

has the parties in custody, the order will be made discharging the respond- | 
ents You understand that, gentlemen, officers? 

“*SomE OFFICERS. We do. 
“*The Court. And that these suggestions on the part of the court be com- 

plied with forthwith on the part of the officers. 
“*Mr. CruMP. During the afternoon? 
“*The Court. All right.’” 
“At no time since the advent of the military into this district has any pris- 

oner charged with crime by that authority been discharged or released by 
this court under a habeas corpus proceedings or otherwise, and in all cases 
where discharge has been granted by habeas corpus it has been purely for the 
lack of any information authorizing or even suggesting to the court the com- 
mission of any offense or the violation of any public law on the part of the 
ndividual detained. In all other cases where either affidavit or information | 

has been filed against such individual for the commission of any offense he 
has been remanded to the custody of the sheriff of Teller County and bail 
fixed commensurate with the offense charged. 

“It will be observed in the proceedings just had that neither the military 
nor the legal representative of the governor offered or presented complaint 
as to the commission of any offense upon the part of any of the prisoners. 
Wherein any complaint was made the prisoners were arrested and committed 
under capiases issued from this court. 
ing of trial of these cases, I desire to say that in all cases the bonds are made 
returnable on the first day of the next term of court, which convenes the first 
Tuesday in February next. This is true in all these cases without exception, 
and there has not been an intimation on the partof the counsel for the State, 
or the legal representative of the governor, or the defendants, or anyone in 
their behalf, suggesting a trial prior to that time. 

_ “It will be seen from this statement of facts that there could be no founda- 
tion for the quoted comments of the State officials unless it be the decision of 
the court in the habeas corpus cases of some weeks since, and my conviction 
and conclusion at that time I must reaffirm and reiterate. 

“WILLIAM P. SEEDs.” 
After martial law was declared by the governor Sheriff Robertson was in- 

terviewed, and spoke as follows: . 
“T still hold that the law has been enforced by the civil authorities of the 

district. Never at any time have I hesitated when a warrant was piaced in 
my hands, and I have done everything in my power to apprehend those who 
have committed crimes. I did not ask for the militia, and when I was told 
this afternoon that martial law would be declared, I did not believeit. I 
have known since the strike started that it was the object and intention, if 
it could be brought about by the governor’s advisers, to declare martial law, 
and from present indications they have succeeded.” 

After the governor had ordered the State military to Telluride he declared 
that they were sent there on the conditions that agitators, idlers,and trouble 
breeders would be driven from the camp and that he would use the blanket | 
warrants to that end. The wholesale arrests of members of the Telluride 
unions followed. Members of the union were arrested and _ convicted of 
vagrancy and worked upon the streets because they refused to return to 
work in the mines on the terms dictated by the Mine Owners’ Association. 
‘hese men were property owners and had visible means of support. The 
union at Telluride maintains a splendidly equipped hospital, which was 
erected by the union at a cost of $32,000. The soldiers battered down the 
coors of this building and forcibly compelled the members of the union to 
leave the meeting that was in session. The men were thrown in jail and next 
day were deported to the adjoining county and warned never to return. 

Approximately seventy-five members of the union were exiled from their 
iomes and are still refused admission to the county. Vice-President J. C. 
Williams, of the Western Federation of Miners, a citizen of California, was 
among the deported, and Hon. Eugene Engley, former attorney-general of 
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the State and attorney for the Western Federation of Miners, came under 
the ban of the Mine Owners’ Association and was forced to leave the county 
A Mrs. Mahoney, who had been employed as a cook at the union hospital at 
Telluride, was taken from the train at Montrose and refused the right to 
return to her home at Telluride. The actions of public officials under the ad- 
ministration of Governor Peabody prove that the men who are supposed to 
be the “servants of the people” have been in league with the corporations 
of the State to shatter ond destroy organized labor. 

The following letters, which we submit, will demonstrate how Colorado's 
public officials place themselves under obligations to serve the interests of 
the corporations: 

STATE OF COLORADO, EXECUTIVE CHAMBER, 
Denver, May 25, 1 

GENTLEMEN: If consistent with your rules please furnish me transportation 
for my son, James C. Peabody, from Denver to Cheyenne and return, good 
until Tone 10, and oblige. 

Yours, very truly, JAMES H. PEARODY, 
Gove? r. 

Messrs. TELLER & DORSEY, 
Attorneys Union Pacijic Railroad Co mpany, Denver, Colo. 

DENVER, COLO., May 12, 1 

DEAR Sir: Next attached you will find a request from Sherman M. Bell, 
adjutant-general of the State, for annual transportation over the lines of the 
Union Pacific Railroad Company. Theadjutant-general isina position 
of benefit to the railroad company in case of Isbor troubles or similar occur 
rence, and we understand that it is customary for the other railroads in this 
State to furnish him with such transportation. 

His office is an appointive one, and at the time we sent in this year’s pass 
list the present incumbent had not received his appointment. We recom- 
mend the issuance of this transportation, if it seems proper to you 

Yours, very truly, 

to be 

TELLER & DORSEY. 
Hon. W. R. KEY, General Solicitor, Omaha, Nebr. 

STATE OF COLORADO, ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
Colo.. M 19 Denver 

GENTLEMEN: I herewithacknowledge receiptof annual t 
B2501, good on lines of the Union Pacitic Railroad Company in Colorado and 
Nebraska for the ensuing year. 

| Kindly accept my thanks for same, and with kind regards, I am, 
Very respectfully, 

SHERMAN M. BEL! 
Adjutant-General State of Colorado. 

Messrs. TELLER & DORSEY, 
Attorneys Union Pacific Railroad Company, 

£07 Boston Building, Denver, Colo. 

DENVER, Cono., July ? 

GENTLEMEN: Will you kindly let me have a round-trip pass, Denver to 
| Greeley, for my wife, to be used next Tuesday? I will be much: ged to 
you for the favor. 

Yours, truly, 
| N.C. MILLER, Attorney-G ral 

Messrs. TELLER & DORSEY. 

STATE OF COLORADO, EXECUTIVE CHAMBER 
t Den er, August / 9 

GENTLEMEN: Finding myself wholly unable to enjoy the privileges ex- 
tended through the Southern Pacific pass from San Francisco to Ogden, I 
have the honor to return to you herewith, and thank you sincerely for your 
trouble in the matter, which I may at some future time invoke in n eha 

Respectfully, yours, 
JAMES H. PEABODY, G 

| Messrs. TELLER & DORSEY, 
Attorneys Union Pacisic Railroad Company, City, Boston B 

STATE OF COLORADO, SUPREME CoURT CHAMBI! 
Venver , i 

| GENTLEMEN: Please accept thanks for transportation inclosed in your fa- 
vor of to-day. 

Yours, sincerely, 

Messrs. TELLER & DoRsEY, City. 

DENVER, 

DEAR Srr: Mr. J. B. Cooke, deputy clerk of the su m urt of th 
| State, has requested trip transportation, Denver to C ‘il Bluffs and re 
turn, and half rate from Council Bluffs to Chicago and return, good for sixty 
days. He desires to go East, leaving here on Wednesday next E 

We are anxious to accommodate Mr. Cooke if it can be done consistently 
with your rules under the present condition of affairs. Mr. Cooke’s position 
is such that he has frequently been able toand has rendered us valuable serv- 

| ices in connection with matters in which the railroad company was interested, 
especially in connection with the tax litigation of a year or two ago. 

If you think it proper to give Mr. Cooke what he asks, kindly so advise 
by wire upon receipt of this, and we will obtain the transportation and 
valf-rate order from Superintendent Deuel. 

Yours, very truly. 

CoLo., June 1 ] 5. 
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TELLER & DoRsEy. 

Hon. W. R. KELxY, 
General Solicitor, Omaha, Nebr. 

STATE OF COLORADO, SUPREWE CoURT CHAMBERS, 
Li ver, ¢ lo une 7? ” 

| My Dear Stir: I thank you most sincerely for your favor. I asked Mr. 
| Rogers to speak to you, because he knew better than anyone else what I had 
| done for the railroad attorneys and stand ready todo whenever I can. I 
| hope to be able to prove my appreciation of this favor. 

Yours, very truly, JouHN B. CooKkE 

C. C. DorsEY, Esq. 
These are but a few of the many letters which might be submitted to show 

the system of bribery which places the corporate collar on the necks of pub- 
lic officials. We have presented the facts as they have and do exist in Colo- 
rado. The ablest constitutional lawyers of the State, Platt, Helm, and Rid- 

| dell, have rendered an opinion that martial law can not be lawfully declared 
| in this State. The Army and Navy Journal, a recognized authority on mili- 
tary and naval affairs, has the following to say on the Colorado situation: 

“Assuming the correctness of newspaper reports concerning the recent 
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clash between the civil authorities and the militia authorities in the State of 
Colorado, there is a curious condition of affairs in that State resulting from 
the unwise neglect to properly provide for the military forces of the State. 
* * * As there were no State funds available for the pay, transportation, 
and maintenance of the troops, the mine owners agreed to advance to the 
State the money required for the purpose indicated. 

‘“CIVIL PROCEEDINGS SUSPENDED. 

‘*From the hour of their arrival civil processes were suspended. Arrests 
were made without warrants, alleged disturbers of the peace were cast into 

son Without process of law, and the sheriff's request that the prisoners be 
surrendered to him was denied. Finally an application was made to Judge 
Seeds fora writof habeas corpus in behalf of two miners who had been locked 
in the military guardhouse. When the men were brought into court 300 
troops were posted around the court-house, two gatling guns placed in a 
‘commanding position, and sharpshooters placed on the roofs of neighborin 
buildings. Whenthe matter came up fora hearing, General Chase contended 

I while martial law had not been formally proclaimed, its existence was 
mplied in the governor’s order commanding the troops to maintain order. 

e held, therefore, that the court was without jurisdiction. 

‘““ PRESIDENT JACKSON WAS FINED. 

“The experiences of Colorado are an illustration of what may happen 
when the enforcement of military authority is intrusted to men not trained 
in its exercise. Asthe employment of martial law is analogous to the exer- 
cise of the right of self-defense by an individual, it is difficult to fix a limit to 
it when the extremity is sufficient to clearly demand its exercise. Buta sol- 
dier who undertakes to exercise it assumes the very gravest of responsibili- 
ties and subjects himself to penalties against which there is no protection. 

* During the war of 1812Gen. Andrew Jackson declared martiallaw in New 
Orleans, which was then threatened by the advancing British army under 
General Pakenham. Jackson arrested a local civil judge who questioned his 
authority and confined him in the barracks. When the war was over the 
judge in his turn arrested General Jackson and fined him $1,000 for gross con- 
tempt ofcourt. This wasa good deal of money in those days, but Jackson 
had to choose between paying it and going to prison. Pay it he did, and it 
was not until thirty years after that Congress provided for its repayment 
with interest. 

“WHEN MARTIAL LAW IS PERMISSIBLE. 
“There has always been a dispute whether there is any authority for the 

declaration of martial law without the action of Congress, it being held by 
the strict constructionists that the authority to proclaim it belongs strictly to 
the National Legislature. Halleck holds, however, that in a case of public 
danger at once so imminent and grave as to admit of no other remedy the 
maxim “Salus populi suprema lex’ should form the rule of action, and that 
a suspension of this writ (habeas ory ong by the executive and military au- 
thorities of the United States would be justified by the pressure of a visible 
public necessity; if an act of indemnity were required it would be the duty 
of Congress to passit. * * * 

“PEABODY ABUSED POWERS. 
*‘A proclamation of martial law is proper and customary, ‘though it is 

not essential when the necessity is imminent.’ A suspension of the writ of 
habeas corpus is per se substantially a form of such declaration, but the mere 
presence of troops to assist in maintaining order does not justify such a de- 
parture from the ordinary methods of enforcing law. Thesoldiersare called 
upon to assist the civil authorities and not to defy them and to obstruct the 
exercise of their authority, as these Colorado guardsmen seem to have done. 
The governor's action in ordering the troops to the scene of the strike, in spite 
of the sheriff's denial that any trouble existed, while it did not exceed his 
powers, was a step of questionable wisdom. But that he should virtually 
porrow money from the mine owners to maintain the troops whom he had 

igned to guard their property was a serious reflection upon the authorities 
of the State. 

“That virtually placed the troops for the time being in the relation of hired 
men to the mine owners, and morally suspended their function of State mili- 

guardians of the public peace. 
“It was a rank perversion of the whole theory and purpose of the National 

Guard, and far more likely to incite disorder than prevent it. The assump- 
tion that the mere ordering of the National Guard to a given point amounts 
to a proclamation of martial law was a lamentable display of ignorance. 

affair in Colorado is of importance to the whole country, for it is 
‘ ubuses of military authority by ignorant and reckless officers of 

te organizations that nourish the superstitious dread and prejudice with 
h the unthinking are taught to regard every move looking to the devel- 

1ent of our military resources and the maintenance of the national de- 
s in the required state of efficiency.” 

people of this nation for a century and a quarter have celebrated the 
sary of that great epoch in American history, and dedicated with 

le and speech the memorable 4th day of July in commemoration of the 
if liberty that rang from the old casting suspended in the tower of 
1 Hall, signalizing the birth of a Republic whose people had groaned 

the yoke of king rule. Each succeeding year the people have gath- 
1 city, town, and hamletand boasted of the justice and freedom con- 

n the Declaration of Independence. The eloquent tongue and the 
pen have paid tributes to our liberty and made us feel that here in 

; jand where Columbus planted the cross—the emblem of Christianity— 
1 were kings and women were queens, armored and shielded with a pan- 

of sovereignty that proclaimed defiance to every species of despotism. 
ifearts that beat for a broader liberty in the kingdoms and monarchies of 
Old World longed to leave the crumbling dynasties of regal oppression 
yranny and cross the trackless deep and build homes upon the bosom of 

nation whose Constitution was built wpon the shattered ruins of deposed 
rialism. The scourged and downtrodden of bayonet-bristling Europe, 
ey trod the decks of ocean steamers mounting wave after wave, bearing 

them nearer and nearer to the land of promise, felt and believed that here in 
a N World, where royal domination was strangled to death, manhood 
would develop, and citizenship would be forever fortressed by the inalien- 
able right of ““life, liberty, — the pursuit of happiness.” 

The great mass, upon whose shoulders rest the stability of this nation, 
have been lulled to sleep, and while they slept, in the belief that human lib- 
erty was safe, a silken thread was woven, which to-day has become a raighty 
cable which the power of a Hercules or a Samson can not break. On the 

sil of boasted freedom has risen an oligarchy of wealth that knows no law, 
that recognizes no liberty save the unbridled licenses of the mercenary bri- 
gand. The charter of ‘76 is as lifeless asthe dust of the patriots that sleep 
n the voiceless tomb, and that document, which called to arms the pioneers 
who consecrated its every word in a baptism of blood, has been torn from 
the hand of the subjugated slaves in the isles of the Pacific and stamped with 
the brand of sedition and treason. 

The sacred souvenirs of American liberty have been desecrated by the pol- 
inted and sacrilegious hand of lawless monopoly, and individ liberty, 
clothed in the shoddy fabric of wage dawery, eae been sentenced to death. 
For more than half a century the domain of human rights has been contract- 
ing under the arrogant and untrammeled sway of corporate might, and 
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pirates on the sea of commercialism, drunk upon the witie of lenc c 
vision for the flecksof foam that can be seen upon the g billows of = er y 
desperation, threatening to engulf a world in an of blood. We hays 
thrown wide the gates of this Republic and beckoned fo the millions of Eu» 

nm brawn and brain, who were chan requiems the grave of buried 
iberty, to come to our shores and dwell in this para here humanity has 
been taught that ‘tall men are created equal,” but now4a the morning lich; 
- an a century, liberty is a corpse, assassinated e dagger of mii 

ry anarchy. 
pon the industrial battlefield for a quarter of a century in this nation h 

been heard the dying wails and groans of labor’s victim. The pistol of 1) 
hired corporate murderer and the rifle of the uniformed soldier have poure,; 
their missiles of death into the ranks of labor, and mone nobility - ay 
— with cheers the wanton slaughter. The soil o ery State in ou 

nion has been wet with the blood of labor’s martyrs to appease the thirst 
soulless greed. The commandment “‘ Thou shalt not kill’ found no pla 
in the lexicon of commercialavarice. The “government ofthe people, by t! 
people, and for the people” has become the government of trusts and « 
porations, and citizenship without property has no protection under the c 
stitution of State or nation. 

The labor history of Pittsburg, Homestead, Latimer, CIEAEO, and Coeur 
d’ Alene, and the usurpation of civil liberty in the Cripplé Creek and Te} 
ride districts of Colorado, proclaim beyond the question of A doubt that t} 
reign of justice has passed away and that corporate wealth, backed and su; 
ported by all the awe and intimidation concentrated in the machinery 
military power, are to be used in crushing the rebellion of organized labor 
against the invasion of solidified commercialism. The Dick military }i)), 
which was written upon the Federal statutes appropriating to the Presiden: 
of the United States far more power than was ever enjoyed by a Russia: 
Czar, might well cause the people to ponder and ask themselves, ‘* Whit 
is the Republic drifting?” 

A civilization that demands the implementsof war to protect it is doom 
and the great mass whom plutocracy has destined to bear the brunt of con- 
flict will not be carried off its feet by a patriotism that establishes commer 
cial supremacy at the expense of human life. That nation is only strong 
whose yoemanry bask in the sunlight of a liberty that is free from a nox 
effluvia of an atmosphere that breeds in the human heart the germs of 1 . 
der. Wrong was never righted by the bullet or the sword. @ Savage an: 
the barbarian who use the club and spear have as high a conception of 
tice as so-called “civilized society” that slakes its thirst in blood through t! 
polished steel of Gatling gun and cannon. 

Wrong maintained and perpetuated by all the modern machinery of war 
may have a couapanndty: triumph, and right may be put in prison, but t 
spirit of justice that will be as eternal as humanity itself shall repeat its 4: 
mards until the thundering voice of the mighty millions shall shake the pil- 
lars of a system that has molded and invented the machinesof blood and car 
nage. The poverty of the world born in greed shall weld together the li: 
of achain that shall circle the globe, and the plebean disinherited mass sh: 
come together in a fraternity whose brotherhood will sweep from the face 

| our planet the last vestige of that tinseled pageantry that marked the era 
war. 

WESTERN FEDERATION oF MINERS, 
CHARLES Moyer, President. 
Wu. D. Haywoon, Secretary-Treas: 

Development of the American Merchant Marine. 

SPEECH 

HON. MARTIN J. WADE, 
OF IOWA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to consider and recommen( 
islation for the development of the American merchant marine, a 
other purposes— 

Mr. WADE said: 
Mr. CuarrMan: I am opposed to this ship-subsidy scheme. 

is trne that all that is now asked is the appointment of a com 
sion to investigate as to the advisability of establishing a s) 
of subsidy; but we all know that we are taking the first step 1 
course which will just as surely fasten upon the American | 
ple a subsidy burden as it is certain that the sun will rise u; 
the morrow. 

I am opposed to this scheme, as I am to every subsidy sch: 
whether the beneficiary be a person or a corporation. I am 
posed to it as I am opposed toevery project by which the m 
are taxed for the benefit of the few. 

Mr. Chairman, what is meant by a ship subsidy? The own 
ship and the operation of seagoing vessels for the transportat 
of freight across the ocean is a business conducted by privat 
dividuals or private corporations, just the same as any other b' 
ness is conducted; just as the railway business is conducted; j 
as the mercantile or the manufacturing business is conduct: 
just as stock raising or farming is conducted. Behind every bus 
ness enterprise is the desire and the hopeof gain. No man ests 
lishes a business in which he expects to lose money. We ar 
charitable people, but we find no one who enters upon a busin 
enterprise out of love for his fellow-man. 

All through the ages a noble selfishness which inspired men t 
labor and to save has been the mainspring of progress. In ever) 
civilized portion of the world individual men have planned wor 
which they hoped would produce as a result of their efforts the 
means of sustenance for themselves and their families. It was 
thus that the little stores were first established in the hamlet. |‘ 
was thus that the fearless pioneer entered the forest and carved 
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out for himself a home. It was thus that the farmer of the West 
broke up the prairie, and in defiance of storm and privation and | 

litude turned it intoa garden. These pioneers in mercantile 
nd agricultural effort met many disappointments and many fail- 

- Thousands fell by the wayside, broken in body and spirit, 
rne down by blasted hopes. Thousands entered occupations | 

which, under the conditions, would not pay, and disappointment 

res 

Many a man has put his all into a business enterprise and has 
n it fade away and leave him as poor as when he started as a | 

vy. Many aman has taken his little family out upon the prairie 
f Iowa or Dakota and has labored manfully against the misfor- | 
ines of rain and drought and grasshoppers, only to be compelled 
the end to gather his children into the ‘* prairie schooner ’”’ and 

urn his face back to his old home to begin life anew. 
Many a man has taken up life’s work as a laborer in the shop 

or upon the railway and sickness has come and strikes have oc- 
rred and failure has darkened his home. All along life’s high- 
y are strewn the wrecks of business enterprises which would 

t pay. 

And who has ever arisen in Congress with a proposal that these | 
n the merchant, the farmer, the laborer—struggling against | 

he tide of adversity, should receive Government aid? Who has 
ever thought of subsidizing any of these common mortals who 

followed those ordinary activities which, after all, have been 
the source of all stable progress in the world? 

nd yet, men prominent in political life—men who are to-day 
haping the sentiments of the people—advocate a system which 

will provide for paying to the shipowners of the country a certain 
amount of money each year, so that they can make a profit in 
their business. This is a plain statement of what lies behind the 
measure now before this House. And yet it is not much of a de- 
arture from methods which have been employed for years to 
build up special interests at the expense of thepeople. The whole 
theory of protection is that there is a certain class—to wit, the 

1ufacturers—who can not conduct their business with profit 
unless they are protected against the competition which is in- 
herent in the ordinary laws of trade. 
Competition is prevented by high tariffs, which enable the 

nanufacturer to maintain high prices. The people pay these 

ariffs the prices of the goods would be lower. Hence the people 
contribute in the price paid for nearly everything purchased a 
part thereof, great or small, to aid the manufacturer to make a 
profit in his business. 

money from the people and pays it directly to the favored bene- 
ficiary (the shipowner in this case), while under the protective 
system the people pay directly to the manufacturer their contri- 
bution to his profit in the increased price of goods, which price 
could not be maintained without the high tariffs. 

So that the people are accustomed to bear burdens for the up- 
building of others. They have been liberal, indeed. They have 
consented to live in modest houses, while the men to whom they 
paid tribute have builded palaces. They have been content to 

id their lives in the quiet of the neighborhood in which they 
were born, while the objects of their generosity have traveled in 
luxury in foreign lands. They have seen the little factories, which 
W struggling a few years ago—just as the merchant was then 

ecling, just as the farmer was then struggling—grow into 
gi industries, strong enough to control the markets of the 
world, and still they pay tribute greater in amount than ever 

The people have been liberal indeed, but I do not believe that 
they are ready to bend their backs to the additional burden con- 
emplated by this measure. Ido not believe that they are ever 

x to vote upon themselves a ship subsidy in order to build up 
new industry which after years of benefits will, like the other 

trusts, turn upon its benefactors and bleed them for high prices, 
while foreigners will be the objects of their favor. 

[f the Treasury is so overflowing that we can afford to take 
therefrom for aid of shipbuilders and shipowners, I think we 
hould reduce the tariff, and thus reduce the income. 
The truth is that there are many opportunities for spending any 
oney which can be spared in matters of great public interest. 

‘his session of Congress finds itself unable to appropriate a single 
dollar for the improvement of the great Mississippi, the Father 
of Waters, which flows through the heart of the richest agricul- 
tural region in the world. Meetings have been held and repre- 
sentative men have appeared here and have presented the needs 

7 

of the great body of people living in the territory tributary to the | 
Mississippi. The fact is that this river to-day ought to be a great 
iighway of commerce. It ought to be white with vessels carry- 
ing the products of the farm and the factory out to the sea. The 
lowa farmer should not be compelled to pay freight upon his 
produce over railway lines to the Atlantic coast. Heshould have 

way interests are clearly combining, they are fixing fre 

m 

high prices, knowing that if competition were permitted by lower | 
ta 

The only difference between this system | 
and a subsidy is that in a subsidy the Government collects the | 

1S7 

boats upon the Mississippi ready to receive it and carry it to the 
Gulf. 

If this great waterway was improved as it should be, it would 
be worth all the interstate-commerce commissions and railway 
commissions and State legislatures in the country to insure just 
freight rates and just treatment by the railways. The great rail 

ght and 
passenger service; legislation does not seem to obstruct the move- 
ment. 

Let us have the Mississippi as a competitor and this will com- 
pel fair treatment, which is all the farmer or the business man 
demands. The truth is that a large number of the Members of 
this House know little of this great territory and little of this 
great stream. Toa large number of the Members of this House 
the expenditure of a dollar for public improvements west of the 
Allegheny Mountains is a public calamity, while every dollar put 
in upon the eastern coast is a blessing. 

I protest against this discrimination, and I urge upon thi 
the importance of taking up this project of improvement of the 
Mississippi River at its next session, and I appeal for just treat 
ment of the same. 

Give to the merchant and the farmer and the mannfacturer 
lower rates of transportation for their produce instead of con 
tributing by way of subsidies to an industry which is 
ing power which will force these producers to pay exorbitant 
rates for transportation. Let us turn our attention from special 
interests to measures of general good which will bring prosperity, 
not to one man or one body of men, but to the whole country. 
Let us spend public money for public purposes and ignore the de- 
mands of private interests. Let usmake markets for our produce 
by fair treatment of the producers of other nations who are the 
consumers of our products. In this way, and in this way alone, 
can we have a prosperity which is genuine and which will bring 

s House 

fast acquir- 

happiness to the cottage as well as luxury to the homes of the few. 
[ Applause. | 

Is the House of Representatives Decadent? 

REMARKS 
OF 

* J 7 x ' > » 7 > Y Y 

HON. JAMES B. PERKINS, 
OF NEW YORE, . 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904 

On the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to create and 1 i 
legislation for the development of the American merchan ariz i 
for other purposes. 

Mr. PERKINS said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I wish to avail myself of the genera 

print, in order to put in the REcoRD a few su 
body of which I have the honor to be a member. 
The interesting speech of the Member from New York [Mr. 

CockKRAN] on the decline of the House naturally invites discussion 

grestions as to the 

as to the position of the House of Representatives and whether i 
is really losing in power and good repute. While we sympathiz 
with his eloquence, we may feel some doubts as to the accuracy 
his positions; a fervid imagination and a forcible diction often lead 
one astray from the prosaic path of plain facts. 

Doubtless in some respects the Senate of the United States ¢ 
erts a greater power than the lower House. It always has done 
so and it always will. But itis doubtful if there has been any 
decline in the influence of the House of Representatives. It is 
doubtful whether, in Mr. CoCKRAN’s eloquent 
sing a dirge over its lost prestige. or resign our 

phrase, we should 
eats as Members 

in order to obtain what he declares to be the equally important 
position of Presidential elector. We are all prone to think that 
the evils which we lament in the present were unknown in t} 
past; that what is wrong in our days was right in the days of ou 
grandsires. 
A student of our history will find nothing to make him believe 

that in the relative position of the Senate and the House 
any difference between the present and fifty or a hund1 
ago. 

Then, as now, the prominent figures in our national politics for 
the most part got into the Senate; it is still true that many lead- 
ing Members of the House of Representatives in due time 
transferred to that body. Probably neither their characters nor 
their abilities 

‘ed years 

are al 

Suffered a sea change 
Into something rich and strange, 

| by their transfer from the south to the north end of the Capitol. 
| That the Senate has certain advantages is manifest to all. 
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These are created by the Constitution, and they can not bechanged, 
though every Representative should gather round Mr. CocKRAN 
and assert loudly the prerogatives of the House. The right of 
the Senate to confirm nominations and approve treaties is of vast 
political importance. Still more important is the fact that Sena- 
tors are elected for six years. If the House of Representatives 
does not entirely fill the position that should be occupied by the 
popular branch—a question as to which something can be said on 
both sides—the fatal trouble is not in the rules of the House nor 
the conduct of the House, but in the fact that its Members are 
elected for only two years. 

It would be a more useful body and membership in it would be 
more valuable and more prized if the term were for four years. 
To be sure, there is not as yet any trouble in obtaining gentlemen 
of prominence who are willing to occupy seats in the House of 
Representatives, notwithstanding the depths into which Mr. 
CockKRAN thinks it has fallen. He himself, a gentleman of na- 
tional prominence, has been willing and even anxious again to 
become a Member of that degraded and prostrate body. 

3ut it is a serious misfortune that the term of a Member is for 
only two years, and a further misfortune that the long session be- 
gins more than a year after aman’selection. Membersare mortal. 
They have hardly arrived in Washington before they have to give 
their time and attention to obtaining a renomination and a re- 
election. The proximity of an election undoubtedly influences 
their votes. It makes some of them timid where they should be 
bold, and eager to dodge a question which they ought to face. 
The Senator, who holds his term for six years, is not concerned in 
temporary ebullitions of mistaken public feeling. He has before 
him years in which his conduct on any question can be calmly 
judged, not to speak of the comfortable fact that when his man- 
date expires he seeks its renewal, not from a popular election, but 
from a small body of politicians, 

3ut this trouble can not be remedied by any change in therules 
of the House or the conduct of its Members. It was the wisdom 
of the fathers that fixed the term of a Representative at two years. 
If they had to do it over again, they would make the term longer, 
which only shows that the fathers of the Constitution could make 
mistakes as well as everyday Members of a fallen House of Rep- 
resentatives. 

Mr. CockKRAN, like many others, goes far astray when he thinks 
that the rules of the House make any difference in its influence 
or its authority. The rules of the House are required because 
the body is so large that without them it would be impossible to 
pass the required legislation. 

After all, the primary object of a legislative body is to pass 
laws. To legislate, and not to talk, is the purpose for which it 
was created. The ideal of a great parliamentary body is not at- 
tained when some venerable Senator, surrounded by three or four 
sleeping associates, is making a six days’ speech in order to kill 
a bill. It isidle to suppose that the Representatives of the House 
go into a conference committee clothed with any less authority 
because a bill has been passed by it after a debate of four hours 
instead of a rambling discussion of four days or four weeks. 
And what is there, after all, that shows the Senate has usurped 

legislative functions at the expense of the House? It still does 
business under a system which practically requires unanimous 
consent for the passage of most bills. In this its position is unique 
in the world, but it is not therefore admirable. Everyone knows 
that on the appropriation bills, which form the most important 
branch of legislation, the House committees give to their consid- 
eration vastly more time than the Senators, and that it is the 
House that finally regulates nine-tenths of the items. 

To the most of these a very cursory examination is given on the 
other side. By reason of the lack of rules, by an absurd system, 
miscalled ‘‘ Senatorial courtesy,’ any Senator can usually get some 
pet item added. The influence of the Senate is shown almost ex- 
clusively in increasing appropriations. It is not certain that this 
is the exercise of a higher power, or that it excites popularesteem 
and admiration, or that the House of Representatives is in a deca- 
dent condition because its activity is displayed by a reasonable 
restraint upon national expenses instead of by the addition of 
unnecessary items to placate individual Members. 

Mr. CockRraNn fears that a great national tragedy is foreshad- 
owed because the newspapers devote less space to Congressional 
proceedings than they did formerly. They reported his speech 
fully, and this may be a sign of returning prestige in the House. 
But it is doubtful if newspaper publicity is the highest object of 
Congressional debate. At all events the proceedings of the Sen- 
ate receive little more attention than those of the House, and so, 
apparently, if speeches are less fully reported than of old, it is 
due to a change in the taste of newspaper readers rather than any 
decline in the influence of the lower House. 

It is strange that a gentleman of Mr. CocKRAN’s intelligence 
should complain of the wholesome rules by which general legis- 
lation can not be added on appropriation bills, nor items increased 

without authority of existing law. There are no more whole- 
some provisions in all legislation, There is no worse abuse than 
to insert in an appropriation bill, that must be passed to supply 
the needs of the Government, general legislation that should be 
considered upon its own merits. Mr. CockRAN says that such 
rules show we distrust ourselves. It is the wise man who dis. 
trusts himself, who restrains his power to do evil, and prays to 
be delivered from temptation. 

It is at the other end of the Capitol that no distrust is felt in 
the wisdom of every member, and it is a moderate estimate that 
this childlike confidence costs the nation $20,000,000 a year. Mr. 
CocKRAN does not really believe that the respect in which a par- 
liamentary body is held by the nation is diminished because it js 
impossible for any one of 380 Members to check legislation or to 
insist that his own district shall receive favors in order that an 
appropriation bill may not be talked to death. 

General Grant did much and talked little, yet was he much es- 
teemed. The House of Representatives disposes of much impor- 
tant legislation with less talk than some other parliamentary 
bodies. It is not a proof of decrepitude. There are in this world 
many legislative bodies and legislative members who talk much 
and accomplish little. 

Development of American Merchant Marine, 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. ROBERT ADAMS, JR., 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 70056) creating a commission to consider and recommend 
—— for the development of the American merchant marine, and for 
other purposes. 

Mr. ADAMS of Pennsylvania said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The very conservative bill before the House. on 

what, in my judgment, is the most important economic question 
before our people, deserves the support of every well-wisher of 
our country to remedy the one glaring defect in the economic 
development of our industries. Presenting to the world the lead- 
ing position in agriculture and manufacturing products, the 
development of railroad systems, ingenuity in invention, enlarge- 
ment of the public press, and in our institutions of learning the 
most fully developed system of education for the masses of the 
people, and in a healthy and well-sustained coast navigation, we 
also present the astounding spectacle of the steady decadence of 
our foreign merchant marine. 
When we contemplate that in the fiscal year of 1902 the De- 

partment of Commerce and Labor reports that of our exports to 
European nations to the value of $997,614,762 only 13% per cent 
was carried in American vessels, and 98} per cent was carried 
in the ships of other countries; of our imports, amounting to 
$474,927,159, only $30,000,000 was carried in American ships, or 
3+ per cent, and had it not been for the existence of the American 
Line, sustained by postal subsidy, the total of our trade with 
Europe carried under the American flag would not have exceeded 
one-sixth of 1 per cent. 

Congress has not been unmindful of deepening our harbors and 
protecting them with fortifications, with the purpose of facili- 
tating our foreign trade, and yet the sad fact remains that our 
shipping has steadily declined. Not for two and a half years has 
a keel been laid in any American shipyard for one steel steamship 
to be built for the purpose of foreigncommerce. There has never 
been a period in our history when ocean-ship building was in such 
condition of absolute stagnation. Surely such a state of things is 
worthy of the most careful consideration of the representatives 
of the people. 

It has been estimated by reliable authorities that $200,000,000 
for freight is paid annually to foreigners and in the same til 
for interest on investments in ships and for laborof foreign work- 
men. It can readily be seen that with our own ships this amount 
of money would be turned into the pockets of our own people. 
That this country believes in the doctrine of protection has 

been fully demonstrated by the votes of the people. In my mind 
subsidizing steamship companies is but another form of protec- 
tion to what ought to be one of the great industries of our lte- 
public; and yet, strange to say, owing to a popular prejudice 
against this system, spread generally among the people by the !it- 
erature and agents of foreign countries and foreign steamship 
companies, there is great diversity of opinion in our country 01 
this subject. 
Even more than this, Mr. Chairman, the very advocates and 
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believers in the propriety of Government subsidies to steamship 
l\ines—great divergence of opinion exists among even these as to 
the proper amounts and the proper application to the different 
classes of vessels to be made by the subconvention. 

Personally I became a convert to the necessity of Government 
aid to its merchant marine in building up its foreign commerce 
by my observations while representing our country in the Empire 

f Brazil as minister to that country. It was a regrettable fact 
that our trade with that country had greatly fallen off. Secre- 
tary Blaine, with his pan-American scheme to revive our failing 
commerce With our sister republics, instructed me to inquire into 

causes. Looking out upon the harbor of Rio Janeiro one 
could observe lines of steamships coming in from all European 
untries flying their respective ensigns, while from the United 

States the lone steamship company—the United States and Bra- 
vilian Steamship Line—with vessels only once a month, were 
struggling to keep alive. 

With a subsidy of $100,000 from the Brazilian Government, it 
received nothing from our own, not even a sufficient freight com- 
pensation for carrying the mails to warrant their acceptance at 

the 

all, hoping that the Government in time would see the necessity | 
{ L( r giving some aid of that nature. It was demonstrated that 
even during the short time of the existence of this line, established | 
by the patriotism of some of our citizens, the trade to Brazil 

flour, agricultural implements, electrical appliances, locomo- 
tives, and railroad supplies had greatly increased. It had been 
but a few years that our country had had the monopoly of the 
cotton-goods trade, including blue jeans, to that country, but with 
the increased facility by the European steamship lines, with fre- 
quent voyages and good passenger accommodations, our trade 
had been almost entirely lost. I inquired carefully as to how 

ith 
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Santos, and direct to River Plate. Regular arrivals in Rio de Janeiro from 
Europe, six to eight per month; extra voyages as required; also d t to 
River Plate ports without calling here. This company has a fleet 
fifty steamers, and have, in addition to these, a great many chartered stea 
ers. Itis impossible to give more than a bare outline of their operatior 
The steamers arriving here and in Santos from Europe are generally s 
homewards via United States ports in the absence of cargointhe Plate. ‘ 
steamers of the direct service are sent here also to be loaded for United S 
oorts; if no cargo is obtainable, these latter proceed homewards in ballast 
n addition to the above service a line subsidized by I tly 

sailings) isrun from Antwerp direct to the Plate, touching h * 
ward voyage. This line is intended for passengers, and cat date 5D 
to 60 first class, 30 to 40 second class, and 60 to 100 third class w of t 
other steamers have passenger accommodation, and in these i. The 
cargo capacity of the steamers is from 2,500 to 5,000 tons. ulso 
operates coastwise from Rio de Janeiro to Rio Grande d and 
Porto Alegre, weekly sailings each way. No State aid ex > Belgian 
line. Freight, 25 to 40 shillings per ton. 

(5) Pacific Steam Navigation Company.—From Liverpool to the west st 
of South America, touching at Brazilian and River D bot 
The service is fortnightly from each end; sailing d tri 

| extra voyages as required. Their fleet is composed of nearly all i 
| magnificent steamers, and are larger than those of the Royal Mail ‘ 
| They operate on the west coast, coastwise, and to Australia also 
rate, 25 to 40 shillings per ton. Receives State aid. 

(6) Shaw, Savill d& Albion Company (Limited Monthly service New 

| Zealand to London, calling at Rio de Janeiro. 1ers are Vv f 
and fast. Accommodation for 120 first-cla 
class passengers; cargo, about 4,000 tons each. 
perton. Receives Stateaid. Extra voyages when 

(7) New Zealand Shipping Company (Limite 
Zealand to London, touching at Rio de Janeir 
above described. Freight rate, 30 to 40 shil 

(8) Gulf line of steamers.—From Liverpool and An 
South America, touching here once or oftener per month 
passenger accommodations. Cargospace, 3,000t 

GERMAN FLAG. 

Hamburg-Siidamerikanische Dampfschifffahrts-Gesellschaft.— Weekly sa 

3,500 tons each. 

these steamship lines had been established originally, and how 
they were made to pay, and I found that most of them were aided 
in one form or another by their several governments. Sosuccess- 
fully had this system worked that in the course of time additional 
steamers were added, but being on a paying basis no further sub- 
sidy had been asked for from their governments. <A report was 
made tothe State Department on these facts, which I will add as 
an appendix to these remarks. 

Mr. Chairman, that was fifteen yearsago. The trade of Europe 
with Brazil has steadily increased. To-day ours is less than it 
was then, our line of steamers having failed to pay and were 
withdrawn. 
plished by this proposed commission. 

unfortunately among the supporters of the doctrine of subsidiz- 
ing our lines will be reconciled, and that at the next session of | 
Congress something will be done to rehabilitate our merchant 
marine. It is for this reason, Mr. Chairman, that I give my 
hearty support to the proposition for the creation of this commis- | 
sion, and I trust that the bill will pass. 

APPENDIX. 
BRAZIL. 

[Report by Minister Adams, of Rio de Janeiro.] 
On rece'pt of Department's instructions I sent a note to the foreign office 

lere seeking the information requested therein. Receiving no reply as yet, 
I have made personal effort to obtain it, and am greatly indebted to Mr. 
W.C. Peck, an American citizen engaged in the shipping business here for 
twenty years. I have the honor to inclose his statement. If I receive an 
official reply from the foreign office, I will forward it at once. 

Owing toa change in the direction of the mint, I have not been able to 
answer interrogatory No. 7 as yet. 

i ROBERT ADAMS, Jr., Minister. 
UNITED STATES LEGATION, 

Rio de Janeiro, October 9, 1889. 

BRITISH FLAG (EIGHT LINES). 
London and Antwerp direct line to Brazil.—This service is performed 

y steamers chartered for the purpose, having none of theirown. Arrivals 
ere are four and five per month. They generally sail from this port or 
‘ntos in ballast homeward, seeking employment. Cargo capacity, 2,000 to 

3,000 tons. No passengers. NoStateaid. Freight fate, 20 to 30 shillings per 
tor) 

(2) Direct line to Brazil from London, Hamburg, and Antwerp.—This serv- 

(1) 
b 
] 

ice is about equal in all respects to that of the above-mentioned c: ny 

‘ he steamers of both lines sometimes go as far as Rio Grande do Sul and 
£ orto Alegre. “t Freight rate, 20 to 30 shillings per ton. No State aid. 

3) _Royal Mail Steam Packet Company.—From Southampton to River Plate; 
rtnightly sailings from each end, touching both ways at Brazilian ports; 

ailing dates strictly observed. This company have a large and magnificent 
t of fast passenger and cargo steamers and employ the requisite number 

in this trade to make fortnightly sailings, also giving extra voyages when re- 
guired. Passenger accommodation, 200 to 250 first class, 150 second class, and 

) to 700 third class; cargo space, about 3,500 tonseach. The steamers now 
on this route are nearly all new,and make very rapid voyages. Freight rate, 
~) to 40 shillings per ton. The company operates in other directions also. 
dvecelives State aid. 

(4) Liverpool, Brazil, and River Plate Steam Navigation Company (Lim- 

¢ 

‘ 

I present these facts to show what could be accom- | 
I feel confident that with | 

a full investigation on their part and with the submission of the | 
facts as the result of their labors submitted to Congress, and with | 
the probability of some legislation being suggested by them, that | 
the importance of this question will be brought to the attention | 
of the Members of Congress and that the differences that exist | 

tted).—From Liverpool, London, and Antwerp to Brazilian ports, as far as | 

| ings from Hamburg, calling at Brazilian ports as far as Santos; extra voyages 
| as required; also six to eight sailings monthly direct to Plate ports e lat 
ter call at Rio de Janeiro on the homeward voyages, thus giving fr« 1e to 
twelve monthly homeward sailings from Rio de Janeiro. Fleet consists of 

| thirty-five steamers, with cargo capacity of 2,000 to 3,000 tons each. A m- 
modations for 40 to 60 first-class, 30 second-class, and 100 to 200 third-class pas- 

| sengers. Freight rate, 25 to 30 shillings per ton. No State aid. 
| Robert Slowman line, Hammonia.—From New York and Bs nore Bra- 
zilian ports as far as Santos, returning to United States, here and at 

| other ports. Fieet consists of steamers with car f 2.500 100 
| tons each; voyages each way as frequentas pos N ver n- 
| modation. Freight rate, 25 to 35 shillings per ton Yo St ; 
| North German Lloyds.—Monthly and fortnightly sailings from 1 1en 
and Antwerp, as demand requires, for Brazilian ports as far as Santos, and 

| direct service to the Plate, the latter calling here on homeward voyages, thus 
| giving two to four homeward sailings per month from Rio de Janeiro 
Steamers accommodate 50 to 100 first-class, 50 second-class, and 200 t 00 
third-class passengers. Cargo capacity, 2,000 to 3,000 tons each. Th: l- 

| pany havea very large fleet, and operate in other directions also: they t 
extra steamers in this service as required. Freight rate, 25 to 00s! 
Receives State aid. 

ITALIAN FLAG. 

Navigazione Generale Italiana Societe Reunita, Florio e Rubatin 
company operates from Mediterranean ports in many directions. The 
ice to Brazil and the River Plate iscarried on byavery large fleet, which 
direct to the Plate. Arrivals here from Europe are three to six per n ! 

| as required. Their fleet consists of about 100 steamers. Can accomn te 
50 to 200 first-class, 60 second-class, and 500 to 1,500 third-class passen S 
Cargo capacity, 1.500 to 3,500 tons each. Freight rate, 20 to30 shillings per ton. 
teceives State aid. 
Company La Veloce.—From Mediterranean ports as far as Sant li- 

| rect to Plate. Voyages, two tofour per month both ways, as requir¢ Ac- 
commodations for 60 to 70 first-class, 50 second-class, and 600 to 1,500 third 3 
passengers. Freight rate, 20 to 30 shillings per ton. No State aid 

AUSTRIAN FLAG. 

Austro-Hungarian Lloyds.—From Triesteas faras Santos. Regular m hly 
sailing, fortnightly when required, touching at Brazilian ports | 1 Ways. 
Can accommodate 40 to 100 first-class, 50 second-class, and 100 to 200 third-class 

| passengers. Cargo capacity, 2,500 to 3,500 tons each. Freight rate, 25 to 35 
shillings per ton. The company hasa large fleet, and puts on steam ig 
needed. a otean State aid. 

Adriatic Navigation Company.—From Fiume as far as Santos, reg ir 
monthly voyages, calling at Brazilian ports both ways; extra voya when 
required. Nopassengers. Cargo capacity, 2,000 to 3,000 tons each. No State 
aid. 

FRENCH FLAG. 

| Messageries Maritimes —From Bordeaux to River Plate, f rhtly sail- 
| ings from each end; sailing dates strictly observed: touchirz B lian 
| ports both ways; also direct service to the Plate. The fleet posed of 
magnificent steamers making very rapid voyages. Can accommo: » 200 to 
300 first-class, 150 second-class, and 700 to 800 tl ‘lass passengs Cargo 
space, 2,500 to 3,500 tonseach. Operate to othe ft world als : 
voyages as required. Freight rate, 30 to 40 shillin z rton. Rec State 
aid. 

Compagnie Chargeurs Réunis.—From Havrs as far as Santos 
sailings from each end, calling at Brazilian po: both ways; als 
Plate, these frequently calling here on h i age: ex 
required; operate also to other ports. Can a I ite 50 t 
30 to 40 second-class, and 100 to 200 third-class rers. 

| 2.000 to 2,500 tons each. Freight rate, 25 to 3 per t 
State aid. 

Société Générale des Transports Maritimes.—From Mars } Med 
iterranean ports tothe River Plate, calling at | r und 
homeward; also direct to Rio de Janeiro and Sa ! ike 
voyages as frequently as ee le, say, two to fi 3 per 
times a greater number; they operate to other part h 
accommodate 50 to 70 first-class, 24 to 40 second-cl “ , 
passengers. Cargo capacity, 2,000 to 3,500 tons eac! i 3 
shillings per ton. Receives State aid. 

SRAZILIAN FLAC 

Companhia Transatlantica Bi lina.—J rga d; will m 
Brazil to north of Europe and Mediterranean ports eive ‘ 

Companhia Brazilina de Navigacdo a Vapor.—Th yyages pe LS 
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far as Manaos. Very fine and fast steamers; nearly all new. 
aid 

( anhic 

Receives State 

wcional de Navegacdo a Vapor.—Frequent regular voyages 
»)southern ports of Empire and as far as Montevideo, also river service 

3 l; are constructing a number of new steamers. Re- 

he three lines the Government subsidizes a great number 
ines operating from here and other ports of the Empire. 

AMERICAN FLAG. 

l Mail Steamship Company.—Voyages from New 
ling at Brazilian ports both ways. Number of sailings is 
annum. Fleet, three steamers. Cargo capacity, 2,500 to 

‘an accommodate sixty to eighty first-class and sixty third- 
Freight rate, 25 to 3 shillings perton. Receives State aid. 

SUBSIDIES. 

punt asked for by the minister of agriculture for the year 1890 is 
151,240 milreis, divided as follows, per annum: 

ted States and 
=) 

Bra 
y » Santos, 

about fifteen per 

(A) Tons each 

class passengers. 

The 

Milreis.¢ 
651, 000 
155, 000 
140, 000 
170. 000 
583, 200 
468, 000 

68, 000 

12, 090 
40, 000 

125, 000 

Companhia Nacionale de Navegacio por Vapor 
Companhia Bahiana 
Compan! 

Companhia Maranhense 
Companhia Bra na 

hip Nav 

Yompanhia Rio Parahyt 
ompanhia Itapernvien jithddaaiaiirell 
‘ompanhia Lower San Francisco 
\mpuza de Navegacado dos Rios Araguay, etc ........................ 

reign service: 
American flag, United States and Brazil Mail Steamship Com- 

Amazon Steam 

PN schtick a 2,911, 080 

The balance, 150,150 milreis, being for different smaller services. 

SUBSIDIZED STEAMSHIP LINES. 

Royal Mail Company, British Government, £96,000; Pacific Steamship 
Navigation Company, Chile, uncertain; Shaw, Saville, Albion Company, New 
Zealand, uncertain; New Zealand Shipping Company, New Zealand, uncer- 
tain; North German Lloyds, German, uncertain; Navigazione Generale, 
Italian. uncertain; Austro-Hungarian Lloyds, Austrian, uncertain; Messa- 
geries Maritimes, French, 18,000,000 francs; Chargeurs Réunis, French, uncer- 
tain; Société Générale, French, uncertain;® Companhia Transatiantica, 
Brazilian, 300,000 milreis; United States and Brazil Mail Steamship Company, 
Brazilian, 190,000 milreis. 

TRAMP STEAMERS. 

In addition to the regular lines mentioned, this port is very much fre- 
quented by vast numbers of steamersarriving from many ports of the world, 
principally from Europe; recently quite a number have been coming with 
cargo from New York and Baltimore. These steamers are vulgarly known 
as “tramps” and all are without exception under the English flag. 

I may here mention that the expenses of discharging cargo in this port, 
which is paid by steamers, amounts to 10 shillings upward per ton. 

Rates on coffee, which is about the only article shipped hence to the United 
States, will average about 25 cents per bag of 60 kilograms weight, and the 
expenses of loading same (for steamer’s account) is about 14 cents per bag, 
this quite apart from charges in United States. 

EXPORT DUTIES. 

The treasury estimate of revenue to be derived from export taxation for 
1890 is fixed at 15,000,000 milreis. 

Sugar is about the only article of export from Brazil that does not pay the 
General Government export duty: the provinces still continue collecting the 
provincial export duty on sugar, that of Rio de Janeiro being 4 per cent on 
the custom-house valuation. 

IMPORTS FROM AND EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES. 

Exports from Rio de Janeiro tothe United States during the crop year 
July 1, 1888, to June 30, 1889: Coffee, 2,344,796 bags; by American steamers, 
119,748 bags; by American sail craft, 221,444; total by American steam and | 
sail, 841,192 bags. The balance wascarried by foreign flags—2,008,604 bags— 
showing 14.5 per cent per American flag. Coffee is about the only article 
worth mention exported from Rio de Janeiro. 

Imports from the United States via Europe are now about 3 per cent. 

The Tobaceo Industry and the Trusts, 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. JOHN LAMB, 
OF VIRGINIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, April 28, 1904. 

Mr. LAMB said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: Having obtained unanimous consent to print re- 

marks in the Recorp touching the operations of the American 
Tobacco Company, I desire to call the attention of Congress and 
the country to this grinding and oppressive monopoly that has 
brought ruin to many private enterprises and distress to many 

trons in other States, perhaps, owing to conditions that I will ex- 
plain further on. 

Three years ago we had in Virginia sixty-eight private firms 
manufacturing tobacco. To-day we have only twenty-four. 
American Tobacco Company has absorbed the forty-four inde- 
pendent establishments. At this rate how long will it take them 

21 milreis equals 54.6 cents, bAre paid by the bounty system. 

The | 
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to destroy those that remain? Then with only one buyer in tho 
field the farmer will be at the mercy of the American Tobar, 
Company and its agents. 
Iam informed by a colleague in North Carolina that near), 

every independent factory in his district has been closed, and th 
a large number of persons have ceased to cultivate tobacco. Thi; 
of the loss to workmen who have been raised to do this work ») 

| are not suited to any other, after spending years in the fact 
This applies with force to the laborers of all the States where ; 
baccoismanufactured. It affects the farmer even more serious 
for in many sections tobacco is the only money crop. In N 
Carolina cotton may take its place; not so, however. in Virg; 
and Kentucky. Every factory absorbed by this gigantic sch 
to levy tribute upon the citizen lessens the number of buyers 
the market and enables the American Tobacco Company to na 
the price to the farmer. 
An earnest effort was made in the Fifty-seventh Congre: 

checkmate this monopoly by the passage of the Otjen bill. 1 
bill proposed to strike at the methods employed by this mono) 
and prevent the coupon feature and gift-giving scheme by wh 
they overreached the independent manufacturer and deluded { 
public. By a large majority of both parties this bill passed + 
House of Representatives, but failed to pass the Senate. 
reasons for the failure will doubtless be shown in the next se 
of Congress. 
The failure of this bill to pass was a complete triumph for 

American Tobacco Company, and enabled it to pursue its gr 
ing policy and objectionable methods with a bold and free h: 

During the session of Congress that comes to a close this 
the friends of the independent manufacturers failed to se 
favorable report on a bill presented and urged before the ( 
mittee on Ways and Means by Mr. Tawney, of Minnesota 
ing for its object the restraining of this company in its oppr: 
and outrageous methods. 

It seems to be difficult to arouse the indignation of the re} 
sentatives of the people to the enormity of the evil of this and 
kindred trusts. While only eleven States are involved, the extent 

taxes should warrant such relief as the American Congress 
surely give if all its powers are firmly and wisely exercised. 
Under the Sherman antitrust law this monopoly should be : 

pressed. Many of the best lawyers in the country think this 
bedone. Wheresuch an evil exists the law should find a ren 
The American people in their majesty and power can compe! the 
framing of a law that will reach the desired result. In the i 
terest of the private enterprises of the citizens of eleven States 
of this Union we demand that relief be given. 

In the interest of labor and in behalf of those farmers of the 
United States who raise tobacco and rely upon a fair price to 
maintain themselves and families, we demand that something 
shall be done to relieve them from a heartless and soulless 
poration, whose selfishness was not exceeded by the robber bar 
of the Rhine, who bow with eastern devotion at the shrin 
Mammon and pursue these aims with a step as steady as til 
and an appetite as insatiable as the grave. 
When Governor Flower, of New York, published his able 

fense of the trusts he had not conceived of the extent to w! 
this monopoly has carried its operations. Were he living to 
he would most likely, as have many other able men, chang: 
views after seeing that time and their own weight had not tend: 
to the destruction of these monopolies. 

I recall meeting on the streets of Richmond a thoughtful 
cultivated gentleman a few days after the publication of Gover 
Flower’s paper. He asked me what I thought of it. I rep! 
‘* The paper is very strong, and provestoomuch.” ‘* What d 
mean?’’ said he. Ianswered: *‘ The article shows that trusts are 
a good thing for a few people. Then they must bea good th 
for all the people. And do you not see that this is long ste 
ward socialism?’’ Thoughtful men are taking this view to 
This idea is clearly brought out in the able paper by William 
Royall, of Richmond, that I publish by permission with these 
marks. lexpressthe hope that this paper will receive the car 

| attention of every Member of the Fifty-eighth Congress, so t 
when we meet in December we may proceed calmly and deter» 

| edly to consider the best remedies for the destruction of the 
| mercial brigands who, following the example of their anc 
| prototypes on the Rhine, are plundering at will and without m 

ae a ol? te ; : | their i Ipless victims. 
homes in Virginia, while its operations have been more disas- their innocent and helpless victims The Virginia sun cured has not yet fallen completely under th 

control, thanks to the skill and energy of a people who hav’ 
ways shown that human endurance was equal to any advers! 
A small area of old Virginia produces this sun-cured toba: 

which brought Sir Walter Raleigh his name and fame. 
The method of curing and handling is the same it was two bun- 

dred and fifty years ago. The independent manufacturers ¢o!- 
trol the sun cured, so far; but no man can tell how soon this giaut 
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| will be laid on these as on every other brand. Let me plead 
my colleagues on both sides, as I have done in other Con- 

; for the mother of some of the rich Commonwealths that 
up the mightiest Government on which the sun shines 

ty years ago Richmond lay in ashes, her people disconsolate 
iffering; 37.000 people without capital and many without 

x. To-day they number, with the sister city of Manchester, 
00,000, and have over 1,000 manufacturing establishments, 

| and great. One after another their independent tobacco 
factories have been falling into the hands of the trust. Havy- 

en superior to misfortunes that would have crushed a peo- 
s heroic, they do not propose to surrender to the Shylocks 
acity and greed without a struggle worthy of their history 
neestry. They ask the American Congress to help them as 

their State and country by laying its strong arm on this 
monopoly that has no pity for the weak and is unscrupulous 
ethods. 
tober, 1901, the National Tobacco Association met in the 

f Richmond. Five States were represented. The tobacco 
int t in every phase was discussed. I had the honor of ad- 

¢ them, and quote in part from the speech as it touches on 
stion of interest to every tobacco State in the country— 

itude of the Regie governments: 

ADDRESS TO THE NATIONAL TOBACCO ASSOCIATION. 

I rratulate you on the formation of this association. This isa day of 
tive enterprise. Intense competition meets you in every line. The 
fast becoming one neighborhood. Isolation isa thing of the past. 

in lives unto himself. Weare ina material no less than moral sense 
*s keeper. Whether the application of this principle shall be 

irily checkmated by avarice and greed or through combined efforts 
s you now propose a generous reciprocity shall obtain remains to be 

meet as the representatives of the great tobacco manufacturers of 
f the Commonwealths of this Republic. Your intelligent action here 

ir future meetings means a great deal, not only for you and the 
‘interests you represent, but for the producers of the article you 
ture. 

y persuaded that you can, with your thorough knowledge of the 
tr ithe means best to be employed to advance its interests and find 

rkets, not only add to your own wealth, but bring great relief to the 
mers of the States you represent. You can easily reach your imme- 
esentatives in Congress. Proper legislation can do a great deal for 

the t agricultural products of this country. Itcan open the avenues of 
It can give us new markets where we can sell without restrictions 

‘ lus products of our soil. I can not pursue this line of thought too 
far lest | touch on politics, which of course you here eschew. However, it 
I t be inappropriate, and is certainly germane, to quote the last words 

=a esident, over whose open grave a sorrowing people but a 
few since poured out their grief. e said at Buffalo, September 5, 1901: 

F it we produce beyond our domestic consumption must havea vent 
Theexcess must be relieved through a foreign outlet, and weshould 

rywhere we can and buy wherever.the buying will enlarge our 
| production, and thereby make a greater demand for home labor. 
period of exclusiveness is past. The expansion of our trade and com- 

me the pressing problem. Commercial wars are unprofitable. A policy 
i will and trienaly trade relations will prevent reprisals. Reciprocity 
sare in harmony with the spirit of the times.” 

There are two points worthy of your serious attention that you will 
materially consider through yourstanding committees, so that the 

subject can Se brought to the attention of your representatives in 
( T A@e 

It the tariff on the manufactured article is removed, would not the English, 
ul d other tobacco-manufacturing countries meet the American to- 

untries on their own ground? 
rreat English manufacturing companies—well known to you—sell their 

product in Australia, China, Africa, and the islands, and their raw material 
| purchased from the United States, giving employment to thousands— 

, dealers, factory hands, railroads, etc. 
England imports about 90,000,000 pounds of leaf tobacco a year, made up 

of it 30,000,000 pounds Virginia brights, 5,000,000 pounds Virginia darks, 
000,000 pounds of Kentucky, and the balance from Ohio, Maryland, 
‘ tc, 

nd puts a tax of 76 cents a pound upon all the tobacco that goes into 
gdom trom this or any other country, thus realizing about $70,000,000. 

ire perfectly willing that France and other countries shall do the same. 
we ask is that our citizens shall have the same privilege in respect to the 

{ tobacco in the Regie countries that their citizens have in this. 
can see the French, Spanish, and Italian citizens in almost every town and 

ty in this country selling the products of their native lands. I heard a Rep- 
itive from Kentucky say with great force in the House of Representa- 

during the session of the Fifty-sixth Congress discussing this point, “if 
s anything in reciprocity, if there is anything in the principle, here 

place to apply it.” 
Hon. John D. Clardy, a Representative from Kentucky, introduced a 
R. 1130) that was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means. 
mmittee made the following report (No. 14): 

© Committeeon Ways and Means, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 
ntitled ‘A bill to secure open and unrestricted markets in foreign coun- 
r American tobacco,” beg leave to submit the following report, and 
end the passage of a joint resolution as a substitute for the bill. 

8 is a bill proposing to enact that the President be authorized to make 
\vestigations as will elicit all the facts in reference to the restrictions 
m the sale of American tobacco in foreign countries under what is 
as ‘regie contracts’ and otherwise. 
’ present law authorizes the President to make such investigations, 
he opinion of the committee further legislation in that direction is not 

Engla 
the } 
W 

A 

ry. But there is such urgent necessity for such investigation the com- | 
commend the passage of a joint resolution which limits itself to re- 

¢ the President to make the investigations mentioned therein.” 
pe the day is not far distant when our Government will be able to 

© the régie governments to abolish government ownership of factories 
o fllow them to be run by their citizens. 
Vhen this desirable end is reached, the demand for the raw material, as 
‘as the finished product, will add millions to the wealth of the States you 

a 

W 

You | 

| the life of trade. 

| the opportunities for enterprise. 

| day that nothing practical has so far been done either iz 

| fusion worse confounded? 

represent, and Richmond, Danville, Petersburg, Lynchburg, and Farmville 
will double their business. Thousands of homes scattered through the broac 
territory you represent will be made happy. Toiling men, patient, suffering 
women, and helpless children will call down Heaven's blessing upon those who 
are instrumental in removing the restrictions put upon the sale of American 
tobacco by the régie governments. In years to come our descendants will 
regard these restrictions, as well as our domestic laws, in the same light we 
now view the b ensome laws of the colonial dz hese went so far « 
limit the quantity that should be produced, requiring that each individual 
should plant so much and no more. We Virginians » boasting of 
our Commonwealth as the Mother of Stat nd Pr 

We also refer with pride and ple he] ipremacy 
thetrade in man’s greatest comfor I ke 
her illustrious sons, has been transpl: ‘ \ 

You are here to originate ideas and formulate pla t 
trade. Whatever suggestions you may make will 1 t 
tion of your representatives. As one of these, I p I 
you and my colleagues in any plan that will inure t I 
people, and not leave them to the tender mercies of grasping 
foreign and domestic 

I now enter the remarks of W. L. Royall, of Richmond, Va 
| that I recommend to the careful consideration of my colleague 
in Congress: 

Mr. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE COMMITTEE: In treating the sub 
ject of trusts I have determined to deal with it from the standpoint o n 
tary principle, without the slightest regard to what has been so far said he 
subject by either writers or courts. If what I say proves to be sound, it is of 
no consequence that it is in conflict with what has been said by other lf 
is unsound, I shall be the one to incur the ridicule, and I am perfectly cor 
tent to face that. , 

If you will observe the habits of the ant and the bee, you will perceive 
that they exist for the community only. The idea of l l sm—of s 
thing pertaining to the particular ant or bee that i rom tl 
munity has no existence whatever in the organization structure 
theantand bee. They live for the public alone, and serve and sla I 

| asthe public interests require, with no thought of themselves exc 
| amount of food and drink which the necessities of nature | for 

We see the counterpart of the ant and bee in the } ; Japar Che 
individual Japanese knows nothing whatever of individual 4 
ests are communal, like those of the ant. He lives forthe State, 1 ~ 
the State, he dies for the State. The State is to him everything; he, in his 
own estimation, counts for nothing. 

The development through evolution of such a nature in man 1 striking 
testimony in behalf of the theoriesof Spencerand Darwin. Lo it v ; 
sea for thousands of years within the narrow confines of t - : ; 
Japanese have developed along the lines of socialism until they have evolved 
a civilization of a very high order, but it is a civilization wl or 
is socialism, with citizens who live for the State alone, w a ug f 
themselves. 

If the trust is left to itself, it will lead us logically tothe sameresult. I 
unrestrained, it will end Anglo-Saxon Christian civ 2 and y I 
in America the civilization of Japan. 

Are you prepared for the change, or will you put upon the trust 
straints that are necessary for preserving the civilizati ait we! 

What have we to complain of in ec tion Ww t And t 
gests the question. What do we mean when we speak r 3 
that we complain of arenothing infact but ordins corporatior rown vi 
rich and powerful. But have we a right tocomplain of a corporation mers 
because it has become very rich? I utterly deny that rich men area natural 
grievance. Upon the contrary, I assert that a country’s greatness and 
strength depend uponitsrich men. Itis they who employ laborand furnish 

It isonly when the rich corporati 
the powers that their wealth gives them that we havea right t 
them, but when they do abuse their ver we have a rig 
them. The injury that the trusts do us, that we have 
of, is in giving away their goods to destroy weak riva 
grievous injury, and it is one with which the legislator 
deal. 

When within the last quarter of a century this subject first 
upon public attention, the popular mind jumped to the conclusi 
to be dealt with from the standpoint of monopoly and restraint u 
and allof the measures that have beenapplied toit have treated i 
standpoints. That is the basis of the Sherman antitrust 
theory upon which the trusts have been attacked in the 
sist that the theory is erroneous, and in consequence of thi 

nsap 

»> complain of 

po to compl l 

to complain 
. but that isa m 

bas a perfect rig to 

4 Tight 

forced it 

1 

ing the public or in the way of controlling the trusts. Aw 
theory, to show that it is erroneous, may not be out of 

Many writers and many courts have declared that the common lay 
osed to monopoly. But is it clear that it isso? The case of the m I 

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth is always cited in support the proposit 
but that held nothing but that the sovereign had no power to grant 
ject an exclusive right to sell an article in ordinary use a1 
it has no bearing whatever upon the point in issue 

Upon the other hand, if, when coal was discovered in 
turned out that all of it was under the ground of oner 
that the common law would have taken this man’s property 
because he had a monopoly of coal? Itcan not be maintaine 
is necessarily opposed to the common law, so that wh: 
tacked as tending to monopoly, they were attacked fo1 
might bein entire harmony with theelementary p ; , 

What then is the common law in respect to restrai 
those restraints upon trade which are unreasonable are oppos 
mon iaw, but such restraints upon trade as are rea 
upon the subject being considered, are in entire harmony with t 
law. 

Yet the attacks upon the trusts that have been made, not 
antitrust act, all proceed upon the theory thatevery r 
trade must be opposed to the elementary | les of 
those elementary principles freely concede that there! 
trade which are not only reasonable but conducive the rhe ‘ rire , 

Is it to be wondered at, then, that the 1 r far 
dressed to the trusts have proved absolute failures ih 

Figsare not this 
problem was ever yet successfully dealt 
neous standpoint. 

The difficulty that hedges 
that men have felt that under the mo 
and the like some curb had to be put upon the jo 
together, while at the same time they have equally felt th: 
be left absolutely free. How to put the necessary curb 
yet leave competition its freedom has been the | 
occupied men’s minds. 
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The true test of whether action is what may be complained of or whether 
it is not lies in the question, What is the purpose and intention with which the 
particular action is taken? 

If it be action taken bona fide for the welfare and benefit of the party act- 
ing, it is legitimate action, of which no one hasa right to complain. Butif 
it be action taken for a sinister purpose to injure another, it is reprehensible 
action, even though clothed in the Texwise of action taken for the welfare of 
the actor. 

My attention was first directed to the vital character of this distinction by 
the following passage in Mr. Jevons’s book on “* The State in relation to labor. 
That great political economist says, at page 129 of that book: 

‘‘What is conspiracy? That confident but often mistaken economist, Mac- 
Cullock, has touched the point of the matter when he says, in his little trea- 
ise on wages (2d ed., p. 90): ‘A criminal act can not be generated by the mere 

multiplication of acts that are perfectly innocent.’ 
“This statement may be true as it stands, but it has no reference to con- 

spiracy. To ask for more wages is a perfectly legal act, and if a thousand 
men were to be struck independently with a wish for higher wages and were 
to go and ask separately there would be no conspiracy in the matter; but if 
a number of men meet together and agree jointly to ask for more and then 
persuade others to do likewise, it is not a mere multiplication of requests; it 
is that plus an agreement and an organized agreement. The difference is 
even greater than this. Theact becomes different in nature by reason of the 
concert and the purpose implied in that concert. 

‘It is, for example, a perfectly legal action to walk along a highway, and 
no multiplication of such acts in the ordinary course of life or business can 
render them illegal. 

‘‘If somany men happened some day to walk through Throckmorton street 
that the street became entirely blocked up, there would still be no legal offense. 
The concourse would be fortuitous, and each man would simply be exercising 
his legal right under difficulties. But ifa number of men were to agree to- 
gether that they would walk upand down Throckmorton street ona particular 
day the complexion of the act would be entirely changed. Theactis, no doubt, 
physically the same, but being accompanied with knowledge that other peo- 
ple would do the same thing and that a block would be occasioned there 
would be reason to presume some special purpose as, for instance, the ob- 
structing the business of the stock exchange or occasioning alarm, perhaps 
a2 panic, in the city. The act would be illegal in respect to the intention to 
block up the Queen's highway.” 

In 1885 a case arose in England which made it necessary for the courts of 
that country to define how far that free competition which is necessary to 
trade permitted combinations to go without trenching upon the fundamental 
rights absolutely essential to the liberty and the progressive action of the 
citizen, and it was finally disposed of in the House of Lords in 1891. The case 
is Mogul Steamship Company v. McGregor (App. Cas., 1891, p. 25). 

The principle aia in that case was substantially what Mr. Jevons had 
said, thataccording to natural justice and the elementary principles of the law 
an individual man, or any number of men acting in combination, may do any 
act whatever which is bona fide intended to be no more than an attempt to 
better their condition, even though the effect of the act be the destruction of 
some one else. This iscompetition, and the destruction of that other is noth- 
ing but that sort of death which attends the survival of the fittest and the 
strongest in the process of evolution. But that when one man or combina- 
tion of men are actuated by a malicious purpose and intention to do another 
a willful injury they actin violation of the elementary principles of our laws 
and subject themselves to an action by the party injured. can not pause 
here to elaborate this idea, but must content myself with the simple state- 
ment of it, adding merely that the malice spoken of need not be personal ill 
will 

Wanton disregard of another man’s rights is malice in the eye of the law, 
and there need be no more than a wanton disregard of another man’s rights. 
When these doctrines were put out by the House of Lords it seemed that we 
had a philosophical and intelligible basis upon which the subject of combi- 
nations and trusts could be dealt with, and if those principles had been left 
unmolested, I believe that by this time they would have worked through the 
courts a cure of all the trust evils. But, one of those curious accidents 
that so often interrupt the regular and natural flow of events another case, 
Allen v. Flood (App. Cas., 1898, p. 74), came before the House of Lords in 1898, 
and that body held that malice was of no importance as determining the 
character of a transaction. This decision produced consternation and threw 
everything back intoconfusion. Fortuately, however, the subject has been 
again before the House of Lords in Quinn v. Leathen (App. Cas., 1901, p. 534), 
and that body announced in that case that Allen v. Flood is misunderstood, 
so that we may fairly assume that the doctrines of the Mogul Steamship 
case still prevail. On the lith day of August, 1903, the court of appeals de- 
cided the two cases of The Glamorgan Coal Company v. The South Wales 
Coal Company and Giblan v. The National Union, and it is very plain from 
what the judges say in those two cases that in spite of Allen v. Flood they 
understand the principles of the Mogul Steamship case to be the law. 

I repeat, then, that but for the unfortunate contretemps of Allen v. Flood 
the courts might have worked through the difficulties of this matter without 
the aid of the legislature, but it is too late to look for that now. The legis- 
lator must now act. 

There is a chapter belonging to this head also in this country. 
In March, 1897, I had prepared a pamphlet, which I subsequently pub- 

lished under the style of ** The Pool and the Trust; Their Side of the Case,” 
in which I undertook to show the relation of evil intent to this subject as I 
have indicated it here, and I contended that if the motive was good the citi- 
zen’s right to make any contract was one of those liberties protected by the 
Constitution of the United States, and that any act of Congress that sought 
to deprive him of that liberty was repugnant to that instrument. Just asI 
was about to place it in the hands of the printer the decision of the Supreme 
Court in United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Association was announced. 
Isaw at once that decision ignored my propositions if it did not negative 
them. I at once went to Washington ne examined the briefs in that case 
and saw there was no hint of my propositions in them. 

As the same case identically was to be argued in the coming fall, I deter- 
mined to publish my pamphletin the hope that it might have some influence 
in the discussion of the case that was coming on. I published the pamphlet 
in April, 1897, and at once puta copy of it in the hands of all the counsel in 
the approaching case. Mr. E. J. Phelps incorporated the essential ideas of 
my pamphlet into his brief in the approaching case without any acknowledg- 
ment whatever thathe got the idea from me. When the case was decided, in 
the winter of 1898, there was no retraxit of the doctrines announced in the 
preceding case, but equally there was no condemnation of my propositions as 
presented by Mr. Phelps, the case being decided upon a side issue. But the 
court had this to say of what Mr. Phelps had advanced. I quote from page 
565 of 171 United States Reports, United States v. Joint Trafiic Association. 
The court says: 

‘‘Regarding the two agreements as alike in their main and material fea- 
tures, we are brought to an examination of the question of the constitution- 
ality of the act, construed as it has been in the trans-Missouri case. It is 
worthy of remark that this question was never raised or hinted at upon the 
argument of that case, although, if the respondent’s present contention be 
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sound it would have furnished a conclusive objection to the enforcement o 
the act as construed. The fact that not one of the many astute and abia 
counsel for the transportation companies in that case raised an objection of 
so conclusive a character, if well founded, is strong evidence that the reasons 
showing the invalidity of the act as construed do not lie upon the surfac. 
and were not then apparent to those counsel.” = 

Who can say what the effect would have been if my proposition had been 
property presented to the court when the trans-Missouri freight case was 
—_e it? The whole course of our law might have been different from what 

it is. 
After the decision, in 1898, of the case last mentioned, the subject fell into 

what may be termed a condition of “‘innocuous desuetude,” and little mora 
was heard of it until the spring of 1904. But in March of that year the s 
preme Court decided the Northern Securitiescase, andasthe result of it Weare 
now confronted with what is little short of chaos. It is true that it is pract 
cally impossible to extract from the conflicting opinions of the justices who 
sat in that case any definite principle which we can feel confident is to ruyja 
all cases in thefuture. But enough was said and done in it tomake the coun 
try stand aghast and inquire, ‘‘ What next?” To what limit will the nor. 
nicious doctrine relative to combinations in restraint of trade be pushed 
Will not that doctrine, as announced, lead logically to the dissolution of every 
business combination in the country? I am not criticising the court. |; 
found the act of Congress denouncing ‘every’ combination in restraint of 
trade, whether the restraint was reasonable or unreasonable, and the court 
is not to be blamed if it took Congress at its word and declared that the act 
meant what its terms imported. 

Buta fearful blunder has been made by Congress, and unlesssome modifica 
tion is made in the language of the Sherman antitrust act an injury may 
inflicted upon the business of thiscountry that a half a century may not: ., 
It is monstrous todenounce every combination that restrains trade. There 
can be no business conducted by two or more men acting in concert if al! of 
their action that restrains trade is to be denounced as illegal. There is no 
business transaction that does not restrain some trade somewhere, and rea- 
sonable restraints upon trade are the very life of trade. A and B, in Lynch- 
burg, Va., go into partnership to sell tobacco in New York. A makes Ba 
that he will confine his attention to tobacco and that he will have no trans- 
actions in wheat orcorn. This isa restraint upon the wheat and corn trade, 
butit isa most healthy stimulus to the tobacco trade. 

I have now reached the point at which I should indicate to the committee 
the theory upon which my billis framed. Itis framed upon the theory sug- 
gested 5 4 the decision in the Mogul Steamship case. It proposes to allow 
trusts to become just as rich as they please so that they acquire their riches 
by a proper use of their own resources, but it proposes to in ose the entire 
power of the Government between them and their weak rivals and prevent 
them from crushing out those weak rivals, not by open and fair competition, 
but by malevolent or wanton assaults upon their weak rivals. This the Goy- 
ernment has the right to do, and if it does this it will do all that can right- 
fully be done in the way of restraining the trusts and it will do all that is 
necessary for ending every complaint of the trusts. 

As I have already said, what we call trusts are no more than ordinary cor- 
porations grown rich and powerful. But all trusts are not so operated as to 
give ground for complaint.. The United States Steel Corporation, the great 
est and most powerful of trusts, has been so operated that no one has ever 
made the smallest complaintof it. This is an illustration of a trust that may 
be of unmitigated public advantage. Upon the other hand, the American 
Tobacco Company has been operated asatyrannical, grinding monopoly. Ben 
and determined on crushing every man who does business in com} 
with it, it has crushed out all who got in its way, and the path it has left be- 
hind it is strewn with the wrecks of happy homes and contented industry. 

The United States Steel Corporation is a trust that, so long as it continues 
to be operated as it has been operated, the public may leave alone. Th: 
American Tobacco Company is a trust that may well invoke the powers of 
the legislator for its control. 5 

Carrying this idea a stage further, I say that the public has no right to 
complain of Mr. Rockefeller or Mr. Morgan, at the head of their trusts, s 
long as they confine themselves to fair dealing. They have the right to grow 
just as rich as they can grow by fair dealing, and the country is all t! 
ter off for their accumulation of riches.. A country’s rich men are its 
strength. They furnish the capital necessary to large operations that de- 
velop the country and supply employment for labor. 

But when Mr. Rockefeller and Mr. Morgan use their vast wealth and re- 
sources to crush out their weak rivals by unfair and dishonest competit 
which is not competition atall, but the use of brute force simply, in th 
¢ enmpeititon, then a case has arisen with which the legislator may p 
eal. 

What happens in the operation of trusts that we have a right to 
of,and that their thousands upon thousands of victims do complain 
they follow the track of their weak rivals and, under the pretense « 
petios with them in the sale of goods, give their goods away or sell the: 
xelow cost in order to drive their rivals out of business, with the intention « 
taking the whole business when the rival is destroyed. That is the method 
under one guise or another, by which each bad trust has secured its mor 
oly. The American Tobacco Company has pursued those methods ope! 
and above aboard, with no attempt at concealment. The Standard (il ‘ 
yvany secured its monopoly by combinations with the railways for reba 
reight. (See account of this in McClure’s Magazine for December, |‘ 

127.) But both at bottom are the same thing. th rest upon the pri! 
of unfair and dishonest competition. The purpose is to ruin and dest! 
rival by pretense of selling goods which they do not sell, but give away 
the rival is destroyed. ‘ a 

I say that the legislator has noright to interfere with the citizen in t 
of his goods so long as he is really and bona fide selling them. He 
them at as low a price and as small a profit as suits him, so long as he 
ing with them for more than they cost him. He may give themaway, 
transaction is really and bona fide a gift. He may give them away as 
vertisement, if the transaction is bona fide an advertisement. He may 
bargain counters where old stock is disposed of at less than cost, if the ' 
action is really asale of old stock thatthe merchant wants to get 
hands. He may do any of the things customary in business so long 4 
transaction is really and bona fide one of those customary transact 
operations of business. . i 

But I say that the legislature has the right to deal with fraud in this 
of transaction as well as in any other transaction. And when a& pow: 
trader follows in the track of a week trader and gives his goods away 0! 
them below cost, which is, pro tanto, the same thing, for the wicked pu! 
of destroying the weak trader, he is engaged in unfair and dishonest co! 
tition—he is engaged in what is not competition at all—and a case has 4 
with which the legislature may properly deal, as it may deal with all cas 
fraud or imposition. Andas the legislature may properly deal with that: 
I now say that if Congress will deal with it effectively and suppress anc 
vent that sort of unfair and dishonest practice it will end the trust evil 
leave the trust to make all the profits thatit hasany righttomake. 

The small trader has nothing to fear from the trust if the trust sells 
goods in competition with his upon the merits of the goods only, and the! 



n why he has nothing to fear is this: A great part of the trust's stock is 
iter, whilst solid gold dollars represent the entire capital of the weak 

rader. The trust must sell goods above the normal to earn dividends upon 
s great volume of water, while the weak trader can sell at the normal and 

-till make a satisfactory profit upon his gold dollars. The trust is compelled, 
therefore, to crush out its rival or sell at the normal and fail to pay dividends 

yn its watered capital. 
THE BILL. 

The bill which I have drawn is intended to suppress and prevent the un- 
fair and dishonest competition in trade that the trusts resort to to crush out 

ir weak rivals. 
It commences by enacting that unfair and dishonest competition in trade 
the 

ien, and it declares that giving away goods by one trader for the purpose 
driving a rival trader out of business and selling goods below cost for the 

e purpose are unfair and hishonest competition in trade though unfair 
| dishonest competition in trade may exist in other conditions of fact such 
rebates by railroads and other transportation companies. The commis- 
ners to beappointed under the billare to judge of all cases of unfair and dis- 
nest competition in trade brought before them with their minds carefully 
irded against fraud and attempts to palm off tricks and false pretenses 

ypon them. It authorizes the commissioners to make the officers, directors, 
rks, and agents of corporations charged with unfair and dishonest com- 
tion in trade come before them from any part of the United States and 

ng all their books and papers, and it absolves all such from all penalties 

sion may fine and imprison such parties who fail to attend with docu 
nents when summoned. 
There is to be a commission of three members appointed by the President 

deputy clerk, if a deputy be necessary. The marshal of each judicial dis- 
trict is to be made executive officer of every commission, and, under penal- 
ties, he must execute all orders. This enables each commission to extend its 
arm into every State and Territory. To prevent the trusts bribing these 
commissioners they are removable by the President at pleasure, and their 
removal when the President stated they were not honest would be a most 
popular act. I really think they should each be paid $10,000, so as to cause 
men to seek the place that could not be bought. 

Upon written complaint of anyone, verified by oath, that a person or cor- 
‘ation is engaged in unfair and dishonest competition in trade, the com- 
sion for the State or Territory where the act is charged to have been 

mmitted shall summon the party and try the case. If he is convicted, the 
commission shall fine him whatever amount it thinks necessary to make him 
desist from dishonest dealing. The party is given an appeal to the circuit 
court of appeals, and thence to the Supreme Court of the United States if 
that tribunal thinks an appeal should be allowed on a copy of the record 
being presented to it. The commission may fine a complainant if it thinks 
the complaint was wantonly or maliciously made. 

The commissions are to prepare and print rules of procedure, and wit- 
n residing within 100 miles may be summoned. The depositions of 
witnesses living farther away may be taken. The judgment of one commis- 

n may be recorded with another commission, and thereby become the 
judgment of the latter commission, and may be executed by it. 

The Secretary of the Treasury shall keep each commission supplied with 
a fund of $1,000, which is always to be kept up to $1,000, to be spent as the com- 
nission chooses, and each commission must file with the Secretary each month 

an account of its expenditures. The commissions may employ counsel, ste- 
nographers, and accountants. This provision is the very life of the act. A 
small dealer can not maintain a contest with the Standard Oil Company, but 
if the commission can furnish him the best of counsel and the best account- 
ants he willalways be ready to complain, and with such counsel and account- 
ants and the injured party to guide them, the fraud will inevitably be 
exposed. Every manufacturer must keep a cost sheet or he is lost in a wil- 
derne Intelligent counsel and accountants, with a rival to guide, can 
always get at what ought to be on that cost sheet. 

The design of the bill is to interpose the whole power of the United States 
Government between the powerful traderand his weak rival, so as to protect 
that weak rival from tyrannical and despotic action upon the part of thestrong 

I 

4 
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rader. It allows the strong trader to make everything that fairness and 

because he is powerful and the other weak. It rests upon the same founda- 
tion that the whole criminal jurisprudence rests upon. 

rhe recent depression in the securities of the trusts have made sanguine 
men think that natural laws will suffice for the control of thisevil. But this 
isa surface view of thecase. The depression in stocks has not had the smallest 
influence in the direction of making those trusts that are establishing monop- 

release any partof their despotic control. The American Tobacco Com- 
pany, for instance, has marched straight along all through the stock depres- 
sion in its crushing and destroying course. Many other trusts are perfecting 
their machinery for reaching the same ends as conditions become favorable. 
The evil must be reached at its source before the people will ever get any 
relief. 

Ana ve discussed the scheme of this bill with many intelligent persons, and 
never heard but one argument against it that I thought worth consid- 
and that was that the trusts will evade its provisions and make it im- 
le to detect them in their forays upon weak rivals. The answer to this 

I ready been made in the suggestion that with an intelligent commission 
nt on finding out the truth, witha competent lawyer aided by a skilled ac- 

tant, and the rival to guide them, it will be impossible to cover up fraud. 
But suppose some evasions remain undiscovered? Are we to be deprived of 
t! mense relief that would come from suppressing dishonest competition 

e gross because some special instance might escape us? The suggestion 
alls Dr. Johnson’s remark on the orchard: ‘‘A man comes to an orchard,” 
| he, and remarks, “there is no fruit here.” ‘Oh, yes,” says a prying 
panion “there is an apple and there isa pear.” 
se,”’ said the doctor. 
aL 

y, inthe commerce clause. It is perfectly clear that clause would au- 
ize this act so far as it concerns interstate commerce, and that might 

» us the practical relief? necessary. I would pass the act, though, in its 
} ut terms, leaving it to be ineffective as to local concerns if the Supreme 

t should hold that it could not be applied tothem. But who will say 
the court will so hold? Trade, in its nature, is interstate and universal. 
x of tobacco is manufactured in Jersey City, but it is for consumption 

San Francisco. The farmer who raises wheat intends it for that market 
t will give him the highest price. There is a vast unexplored field in the 

mmerce clause of the Constitution,and no man can say the Supreme Court 
uld declare any part of this act unsanctioned by it. Pass the bill, there- 
‘e, in its present form, let it go into operation, and thereby make the people 
‘quainted with its purpose and machinery. They will very soon thereafter 

confer upon Congress all the power it may need to enact such a law. 
Since the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, announced 

w 
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United States and its Territories shall be unlawful and the same is for- | 
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February 23, 1904,in the case of Montague & Co. v. Lowry, he would be a 
bold man indeed who would undertake to say at what point the aut! f 
Congress to control trade and commerce ended. Th “ts of tl ‘ 
as follows: All the manufacturers of tiles live in t! New 
York, ete. The jobbers of tiles in San Franci 
by which they agreed they would sell to loc: 
members of the association at pr ligt ler ¢ 

us = ¢ al 

ver cont higher to persons not members of this ass ‘ 
dealers who were members of this association. All the nuf 
East became nonresident members of the ass ition, and a .% I 
facturers in joining it agreed that they would sell tiles in Calif v te I 
bers of the association only. The court held tl t] Vas al ‘ nt 
restraint of trade between the States and condemned by the a st act 
Congress. 

A dealer in tiles, of San Francisco, who was not a member of S i 
| tion, sued those dealers in San Francisco who were men li vet 
of Congress, for treble damages for cutting hin ft from ) 
except at this outrageous price. The point was made that ’ 
tween the seller and the buyer was one wholly between citiz r 
cisco and that Congress therefore could not d vithit. B { 
that the thing had its inception in the purpose of the outside manfact 

r disclosing what might subject them to criminal prosecution, and thecom- | 

1 paid $5,000 each per annum for each State and Territory with a clerk and | 

effectuate this unlawful restraint « f trade between the Sta ul ut 
purpose remained impressed upon the tiles even in the dealir 
confederates of the manufacturers and their local customer Tl i 
will uphold every proposition of the bill 

I have prepared an amendment to the Constitution in the f wing tern 
‘**Congressshall have power by appro] te legislation to s pr 

vent unfair and dishonest competition in trade in the Unite Lj 
Territories.” 

Mr. LAMB has introduced this amendment into the House of Representa 
tives and it is now before this committ Report that amendment ng 
with the bill, but report the bill just as drawn, whether you 1 tl 
amendment or not. If the people once get a taste of the bill they the 
rest 

Now, gentlemen, you may differ with me as to whether I have } { 
the best and most effective measure for regulating the trusts tI 
the slightest doubt that you will agrees with me in thinking I 
finger upon the raw spot. I believe the measure I propose is tl { 
ive one, though you may determine that some other me be 

| effective. But whatever measure you determine on m re t 

quity entitle him to make, but it forbids him to trespass upon the weak man | 

deal with the evil as I have defined it; it will proceed along the lines I have 
discussed. 

What President Roosevelt Has Done For Irrigation. 

SPEECH 

HON. JOSEPH M. DIXON, 
OF MONTANA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, April 25, 19 

The House being in Committee of the Whole Hot 
and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13356 , 
of a Delegate from the Territory of Alaska to the House of R 
the United States and defining the qualifications of electors 

Mr. DIXON said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: During the decade before Theodore Ri 

se ¢ he 

became President the subject of national irrigation had en 
under discussion, and there was growing throughout the country 
a sentiment in favor of something being done by the National 
Government to bring about the use of the vast areas of vacant 
land in the West. There was, however, wide diversity of opinion 
as to the methods to be employed. The forces which, working 
together, might have accomplished great results were divided 
into many camps. 
No settlement of this important question was in sight; at t 

it was hoped that Congress might authorize the construction ot! 
| some one important work which could not be profitably under- 
taken by private enterprise, or which, though of great public im 
portance, might not be constructed even under State auspices 
Constant agitation and work, it seemed, might possibly result in 
some achievement during the next ten or twelve years. 
Then consider the change. One of the first acts of President 

“But that is not to the | : ; 
| message to Congress. 

n asked where in the Constitution I would find authority for this act, | 

Roosevelt was to send for the men who had been working f 
national irrigation. He discussed the conditions with them, and 
told them of his belief in action by the National Government 
and his intention to make irrigation one of the topics of his fir 

No President had ever mentioned irriga 
tion in the United States in a message before. At once a : 
assumed a far more promising aspect; the friends of ws n de- 
velopment took courage, redoubled their efforts, and began a 
vigorous campaign of education. The President’s message more 

than met their anticipations and strengthened the har ll 
of the workers. In short, the President rallied the disorganized 
forces and gave them the definite policy which they wed to 
victory. 

President Roosevelt's first message, sent to Congress December 
8, 1901, sounded the keynote of the Administration on irrigation 
Itnot only foreshadowed, it actually brought about, the su ful 

legislation passed by Congress during the succeeding spring 
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speaking of the use of the forests as natural res- 
ident said: 

not, however, fully regulate and conserve the waters 
Great storage 

1e flood wat 

can 

ers. Theirconstruction 
g¢ too vast for private effort. 

idual States acting alone. 

as been conclu- 
Nor can it be 

Far-reaching inter- 
problems are in d,and the resources of single States would often be 

.dequate. Itis properly a national function, at leastinsomeof its features. 
It i right for the National Government to make the streams and riversof 

arid region useful by engineering works for water storage as to make 
the rivers and harbors of the humid region by engineering works of 

her kind. The storing of the floods in reservoirs at the headwaters of 
our rivers is but an enlargement of our present policy of river control, under 
which levees are built on the lower reaches of the same streams. 

The Government should construct and maintain these reservoirs as it does 
other public works. Where their purpose is to regulate the flow of streams 
the water should be turned freely into the channels in the dry season to take 
the same course under the same laws as the natural flow. 

The reclamation of the unsettled arid public lands presents a different 
Here it is not enough to regulate the flow of siveame. The object 
nment is to dispose of the land to settlers who will build homes 

‘o accomplish this object water must be brought within their 

volve 

pioneer settlers on the arid public domain chose their homes along 
from which they could themselves divert the water to reclaim their 

Such opportunitiesare practically gone. There remain, however, 
vast areas of public land which can be made available for homestead settle- 
ment, but only by reservoirs and main-line canals impracticable for private 
enterprise. These irrigation works should be built by the National Govern- 
ment. The lands reclaimed by them should be reserved by the Government 
for actual settlers, and the t of construction should, so far as possible, 
be repaid by the land reclaimed. The distribution of the water, the divi- 
sion of the streams among irrigators, should be left to the settlers them- 
selves, in conformity with State laws and without interference with those 

or with vested rights. The policy of the National Government-should 
irrigation in the several States and Territories in such manner as 

he people in the local communities to help themselves and as 
1ulate needed reforms in the State laws and regulations governing 

cost 

mation and settlement of the arid lands will enrich every portion 
ry, just as the settlement of the Ohio and Mississippi valleys 
perity to the Atlantic States. The increased demand for manu- 

| articles will stimulate industrial production, while wider home 
and the trade of Asia will consume the larger food supplies and ef- 

ly prevent stern competition with easternagriculture. Indeed, the 
ts of irrigation will be consumed chiefly in upbuilding local centers of 
and other istries, which would otherwise not come into existence 

ae 3a Whole will profit, for successful home making is but 
1e for the upbuilding of the nation. 
sary foundation has already been laid for the inauguration of 
t described. Itwould be unwise to begin by doing too much, 

1 will doubtless be learned, both as to what can and what can 
ttempted, by the early efforts, which must of necessity be 

nental in character. At the very beginning the Government 
ear, beyond shadow of doubt, its intention to pursue this policy 

1e broadest public interest. No reservoir or canal should ever 
isfy selfish personal or local interests, but only in accordance 

f ioabeei perts, after long investigation has shown the 
ali vl he conditions combine to make the work most needed and 

ght with greatest usefulness tothe community asa whole. There 
uuld be no extravagance, and the believers in the need of irrigation will 
t benefit their cause by seeing to it that it is free from the least taint of 

ve or reckless expenditure of the public moneys. 
Whatever the nation does for the extension of irrigation should harmo- 

nize with and tend to improve the condition of those now living on irrigated 
land. Weare not at the starting point of this development. Over two hun- 
dred millions of private capital has already been expended in the construc- 

A 
e of enterprise and ability has been shown in the work itself, but 

h can not be said in reference to the laws relating thereto. Thesecur- 
i value of the homes created depend largely on the stability of titles 

r, but the majority of these rest on the uncertain foundation of court 
sions rendered in ordinary suits at law. With a few creditable excep- 

the arid States have failed to provide for the certain and just division 
3in times of scarcity. Lax and uncertain laws have made it possi- 

tablish rights to water in excess of actual uses or necessities, and 
ms have already passed into private ownership, or a control equiv- 

we 
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tion of irrigation works and many million acres of arid land reclaimed. 
lacy 

n 3 a stream practically controls the land it renders pro- 
and the ne of private ownership of water apart from land can 

revail without causing enduring wrong. Therecognitionof such owner- 
, which has been permitted to grow up in the arid regions, should give 
to amore enlightened and larger recognition of the rights of the public 

»ontrol and disposal of the public water supplies. Laws founded upzi 
itions obtaining in humid regions, where waker is too abundant to jus- 
oarding it, have no proper application in a dry country. 
he arid States the only right to water which should be recognized is 

of use. In irrigation this right should attach tc the land reclaimed and 
nseparable therefrom, Granting perpetual water rights to others than 

users, without compensation to the pubtic, is open to all the objections which 
apply to giving away perpetual franchises to the public utilities of cities. A 
few of the Western States have already recognized this and have incorpo- 
rated in their constitutions the doctrine of perpetual State ownership of 
water. 

The benefits which have followed the unaided development in the past 
justify the nation’s aid and cooperation in the more difficult and important 
work yet to be accomplished. laws so Vitally affecting homesas those which 
control the water supply will only be effective when they have the sanction 
of the irrigators; reforms can only be final and satisfactory when they come 
through the enlightenment of the people most concerned. The larger devel- 
opment which national aid insures should, however, awaken in every arid 
State the determination to make its irrigation system equal in justice and 
effectiveness that of any country in the civilized world. Nothing could be 
more unwise than for isolated communities to continue to learn everything 
experimentally, instead of profiting by what is known elsewhere. We are 
dealing with a new and momentous question, in the pregnant years while in- 
stitutions are forming, and what we do will affect not only the present but 
future generations. 

Our aim should be not simply to reclaim the largest area of land and pro- 
vide homes for the largest number of people, but to create for this new in- 
dustry the best possible social and industrial conditions; and this requires 

works are necessary to equalize the flow | 

| 

that we not only understand the existing situation, but avail ourselves of the 
best experience of the time in the solution of its problems. A careful studs 
should be made, both by the nation and the States, of the irrigation laws and 
conditions hereandabroad. Ultimately it will probably be necessary for the 
nation to cooperate with the several arid States in proportion as these State 
by their legislation and administration show themselves fit to receive it, 

Aided and directed by this vigorous and historic nfessage. +}), 
friends of irrigation held conferences and discussed the measures 
calculated to put these ideas into practical effect. But still there 
were serious troubles and differences. When these differenras 
threatened to become irreconcilable and there was danger tha 
land speculation under the proposed terms of the law would ro} 
the settler of his right, the President called together some of t}o 
men principally interested. By his personal influence he quieted 
the differences and eliminated the dangerous provisions. | 
direct result of his action was the passage of the reclamation 

The reclamation act sets aside the proceeds of the disposal 
public lands in thirteen Western States and three Territories { 
national irrigation. The fund thus created is placed at the 
posal of the Secretary of the Interior for surveys, examination 
and construction of works. Itis not a donation, but the mo) 
must ultimately be returned to the Treasury by the persons be 
fited, to be used over again in the construction of other wo 
There is nothing in the act which tends to paternalism or 
pauperization of the settler. On the contrary, he is given an 
portunity to make a home for himself and is required to pay { 
the water which the Government irrigation works supply. — 

The law is general in its terms and leaves most of the 
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior. The object t 
attained is the creation of the greatest possible number of ! 
upon the public domain, allowing each man a sufficient ar . 
the support of his family, but not permitting speculation or any 
loss to the fund. Every possible safeguard is thrown around the 
work to prevent land or water monopoly and to give a m 
moderate circumstances who is seeking a home an opportunit 
support himself and his family. Residence upon the land 
actual cultivation are required; the land itself is given away 
the water—without which it is useless—must be paid for at 
cost in ten annual installments. 
When a reclamation project is in view, the public lands 

are to be reclaimed are at the outset withdrawn from entry 
cept under the homestead ct, in order to prevent specula 
The lands not needed are eventually restored to the public d 
while the reclaimable lands are divided into small tracts of { 
40 to 160 acres, sufficient to support a settler and his family. 
The reclamation law provides for the irrigation of lands in 

vate ownership as well as for public lands. In every part 
arid West there are lands already taken up by settlers, freq 
in small tracts, and surrounded by public lands which sho 
reclaimed. These tracts in private ownership can not be | 
desert areas in the midst of prosperous farms. According]; 
law provides that water for not to exceed 160 acres can 
to persons owning land and living upon it. The law it 
quires that it shall be administered, so far as water rights ar 
cerned, in conformity with State laws, and that vested 
acquired under existing laws shall be respected. It does: 
terfere in any way with State control and distribution of w 
already appropriated. 
Upon the passage of the reclamation law a body of en 

was organized at once to put the law into effect. Th. Geol 
Survey had been authorized in 1888 to investigate th» ext: 
which the arid region might be reclaimed by irrigation, a: 
since that time been carrying on systematic surveys of the1 
of their drainage areas, and of the irrigable lands, and m 
measurements of the flow of water in the streams. Ther 
then already a small corps of hydraulic or irrigation engi! 
constituting what was known as the “ division of hydrogra| 
To this small force were added other men skilled in the con 
tion or maintenance of systems of irrigation, and the reclam 
service wascreated. For administrative purposes it was a 
to the Geological Survey. 
The President took an active personal interest in the rec! 

tion service and its work, and he saw to it that investigat 
were pushed forward energetically during the summer of 
In his second message to Congress, in December of that year, 
said: 

$ 

Few subjects of more importance have been taken up _ by Congres in 
cent years than the inauguration of the system of nationally aided irriga 
of mg arid regions of the far West. A good beginning therein has | 
made. * 

So far as they are available for agriculture and to whatever extent ' 
may be reclaimed under the national irrigation law, the remaining p\ 
lands should be held rigidly for the home builder, the settler who lives 
his land, and no one else. 

During the succeeding year the President made his western 
trip and devoted much thought and attention to national irrig:- 
tion. His speeches from day to day were full of it. Not only 
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did he show his deep interest by his speeches, but he also gave 
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tical direction and point to the policy to be pursued in the | 
Les tual work of building the great irrigating systems. At Denver 

said: 

To my mind one of the best pieces of legislation I ; sony on the statute books 
s National Government in recent years was t 

er which we declare it to be the national policy that exactly as care isto | 
be taken of the harbors and along the lower courses of the rivers, so in their 

er courses care is to be taken by the nation of the irrigation work to be | 
in connection with them. 

nder this acta beginning has been made in Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, 
ila, and the Territory of Arizona. There is bound to be disappointment 
and there where people have built hopes without a quite sufficient war- 
of fact behind. But good will surely come at once, and well-nigh im- 
irable goodin the future from the policy which has thus been begun. 

With the aid of the Government far more can be done in the future 
even than has been done in the past. Tho object of the law is to provide 

| irrigated farms to actual settlers—to actual home makers. The land is 
n away ultimately in small tracts under the terms of the homestead act, 
,ottlers repaying the cost of bringing water to their lands in ten annual 

yments, and lands now in private ownership can be watered in small tracts | 
similar payments, but the law forbids the furnishing of water to large 
3,and the aim of the Government is rigidly to prevent the acquisition 

rge rights for speculative purposes. 

16 irrigation act, an act | 

[he purpose of the law was—and that purpose is being absolutely carried | 
to promote settlement and cultivation of small farms carefully tilled. 

er made available under the terms of this law becomes appurtenan 
under the law to the land, and can not be disposed of without it, and thus 
I poly and speculation in this vitally importantcommodity are prevented, 

least their evil effects minimized so far as the law or the administra- 
f the law can bring that end about. This is the great factor in future 
ss. The policy is a policy of encouragement to the home maker, to the 
who comes to establish his home, to bring up his children here as citi- 
f the Commonwealth, and his welfare is guarded by the union of the 

W r and the land. 
he Government can not deal with large numbersindividually. Wehave 
iraged the formation of associations of water users, of cultivators of the 
n small tracts. The ultimate ownership and control of the irrigation 

; will pass away from the hands of the Government into the hands of 
users, those home makers, who through their efforts do the necessary 

s of their associations. The aim of the Government is to give locally 
ltimate control of water distributed and to leave neighborhood disputes 

ttled locally, and that should be, so far as itis possible. The law pro- 
vested rights; it prevents conflict with established laws or institutions, 
course it is important that the legislatures of the States should coop- 
with the National Government. When the works are constructed to 

» waters now wasted, happy and prosperous homes will flourish where 
y years ago it would have seemed impossible that a man could live. 
a great national measure of benefit,and while, as I say, it is primarily 
fit the people of the mountain States and of the great plains, yet it 

ltimately benefit the whole country. For, my fellow countrymen, you 
ver afford to forget for one moment that in the longrun anything that 

‘fit to one part of our Republic is of necessity a benefit to all the n e 

i iDLic, 

The local conditions in each of the States he passed through 
touched upon by the President from time to time, and the 

broad general policies were given local application. In his speech 
Carson City, Nev., he said many things of great value, both to 
western interior country, of which Nevada is a representa- 

, and to the nation at large. 

I nt to say one special word to-day here in Carson City on a subject in 
i all of our people, from the Atlantic tothe Pacific, take an interest, but 
affects in especial the people of the States of the Great Plainsand moun- 

, and affects no State more than it does Nevada—the question of irriga- 
Now, as I say, I do not regard that as in any way merely a question 

» Rocky Mountain States, of the Great Plains States, because anything 
1 tends for the well-being of any portion of the Union is therefore for 

t l-being of all of it, and it was for that reason that I felt warranted in 
ng to the people of the seaboard States on the Atlantic, to the people 
States of the Great Lakes and the Mississippi Valley, to say that it was 
luty to help in bringing about a scheme of national irrigation, because 
erest of any part of this country is the interest of all of it, and no man 

y good American who fails to grasp that fact. 
» National Government is still, as you all well know, but as many East- 

f rs do not know, the greatest landowner in the Western States, and 
gall those States Nevada holds the greatest proportion of vacant pub- 
id, and the need of Nevada for Federal assistance was one of the strong- 
rguments used in the discussion which preceded the reclamation act of 

1902, the irrigation act of a year ago. The great extent of the vacant 
} ‘lands in the State, the fact that its water supply came chiefly from 

ms 1 —— in theadjoining State of California,and the overwhelming dif- 
es which 

5S 
, for these and other reasons, prevented the people of Nevada 

efficiently acting in their own interest, made, in my judgment, and, as 
ved, in the judgment of the Congress, Federal interference absolutely 

rative. It is a matter for the strongest congratulation, not only for the 
, but for the whole nation, that the policy went into effect. Itisa mat- 

t of special congratulation to Nevada that the Secretary of the Interior 
1 in his choice wholly by actual conditions on the ground, has been led 

to undertake one of the five sets of works which have been first undertaken 
4ere in Nevada, particularly near Reno, on the Truckee River, as one of the 
national projects for the starting and working of the methods of the law. 

tensive surveys have already been made, and the projects for water stor- 
and water distribution are at a point which warrants our belief that im- 

inediate action is in sight. 
‘here are vast tracts of excellent land still in the ownership of the General 
vernment here in Nevada and elsewhere to which the reclamation act 

“ill bring the flood waters that now annually go to waste. For Nevada most 
ese Waters originate in the high mountains lying in sight of Reno, largely 

ist across the State line in California. Some of these mountains have been 
cluded in the forest reserves, and your interests and the interests of the 
rigators in California imperatively demand the extension of the forest- 

reserve system, so that the source of supply for the great reservoirs and irri- 
sation works may be safe from fire, from overgrazing, and from destructive 
saan tyes Iask you topay attention to what I say when I use the words “ de- 
S‘ructive lumbering; no one can desire to prevent or do anything but help 
practical and conservative lumbering. In other words, my fellow-citizens, 
< have reached a condition in which it must be the object of the nation and 
the State to favor the development of the home maker, of the man who a ooo eee 
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takes up the land intending to keep it for himself and for his children, so 
that it shall be even of better use to them than to him 

The opportunities for the development of Nevada are very great. | l 
recently Nevada was only t rf a@ min 1 and stock-rais S ; 
Much can be done yet as he mineral « tation an 8 . 

| ing of stock within th t w. under the s ilus of irrigation, ; 
probable that irrigated agriculture will come to the front, and wher loes 
the population will increase with a rapidity and ] lence never fore 
known. The State of Nevada has led th: y t only the strenet f its 
plea for national aid in irrigation, but also in its willingne assist the 
work. Iwish to lay emphasis on the fact that in Nevada have 
been anxious to help in every way in working the 1 of ix a 1, 
and to pay all acknowledgment to them now. 

The recent legislature passed laws which ld serveas 
models for the legislation of other States n¢ nd i wat ler 
the national law has been rec: nized and so! ef la al pr 1 
which necessarily underlies the prosperity somm sinw 

| gated agriculture is the chief industry, namely, that wat ) 
the people and can not be madea monopoly. The public appre 
fundamental truth that the water belongs to the people, to be taken,a 
to beneficial use, will wipe out many controversies which are at 
harmful to the development of the West. And the exam f N ia ¥ 
be of material aid in bringing about this fortunate result 

As I said of the forests, so it is even more true of the water supply. It 
should be our constant policy by national and by State legislation to 
the water is used for the benefit of the occupants of the soil, of t wl 
and use the soil, that it is not exploited by any one man or set of men in 3 
or their interests as against the interests of those on the land who are to 
it. It is a fundamental truth that the prosperity of any people is sir 
another term for the prosperity of the home makers among that peo 
Our entire policy in irrigation, in forestry, in handling the pr ai 
should be in recognition of that truth, to favor in every way t 1an VW 
wishes to take upa given area of soil and thereon to build a h ) 
he will rear his children as useful citizens of the State 

In a speech at Salt Lake, Utah, which is near the geograp] l 
center of the great arid region, President Roosevelt referred t 8 
efforts of the pioneers and the wise provisions made by th ir 
developing their country. In particular he said: 

One word as tothe greatest question with 43 a wl 
have to dealin the matter of internal developm«s 1 
irrigation. Not of recent years has any more imp i 
the statute books of the Federal Government n rO 
viding for the first time that the National Gover i nterest f 
in aiding and building up a system of irrig: a ilture in the Rock 
Mountains and plain States. Here the Gover t had toa large degree to 
sit at the feet of Gamaliel in the person of Utah r what i 4M 
learned was of literally incalculable benefit to those ez ged in fr i 
getting through the national irrigation law. 

Irrigation was first practiced on a large scale State. Ther 
of the pioneers here led to the development of gation toa 
lutely unknown beforeon thiscontinent. Int is s 
early pioneers mado more evident than in the se ret t 
vide for small farms, carefully tilled | 8 ) i on 1} 
from them; and hence it comes about tl i i 4 
quired to support a family in Utah is smaller than 7 other j 
United States. We all know that when you once ition ay 
isa very poor substitute for it ch ‘ral Gov must 
with Utah and Utah people for a <ten f » ir 
Many of the simpler problems of o} Ap] z - have al 
been solved and so wells -d tha . i, ft ost 
tant provisions of the Federal act, su the « I t ix tin 
by the communities they s such as makir wa ppurt ; 
land and not a source of specu nay ; id, were ed 1 
the experience of Utah. 

Of course the control of the larg which flow through r 
one State must come under the | it. Mi 
tracts which will ultimatel; ! t l area 
will ultimately so increase its V 
intricate complications becaus« . 
has already reached in that Stat 
with the execution of the law must 
disturb present vested rights; but subject at, 
fastas they can. They realize, and all m ha 
ing here will realize, that n Lis , i 
regarding any change in the r } 
fore he leaps. He has leart I 
done from well-meant chan vy made 

The Government can dc 1; but XT ] 
shown that the greatest 1 l } st 
from the sturdy courage, the i } 
to endure the risk and the suffering of t p r tl 
who sought and found a livelihood in what 1 
be protected in the legitimate fruits of th t 

One of the tasks that the Government tr Utal t 
ervoirs for the storage of the flood waters, t é ) 
be undertaken by private capit Greata Zz 
efits will come, the Gover td ] 
the water there 1 t be pr ’ th 1 t 
you to help the National G t protect I 
the forests upon them, 

The President’s thorough discussion of national irri 
his great personal interest in it attracted attention t 
the United States, even where its importance had n 
been appreciated. The daily press repeated his ut l 
familiarized the people of the whole country with tl 
The nation came to understand as never be! at '- 
lamation is not a fad or a local issue, but one t] ut ind 
most beneficent undertakings of the Government. Now that the 
work was undertaken there could be no turning back 

In a letter to the National Irrigation Congress, held at n, 
Utah, in September, 1903, the President said, addr« x the 
chairman of the executive committee: 

Permit me to express thr j to t Irrigation ; : hear 
congratulations upon what has t i s l year that | t 
passed, especially because I r i "a t- 



1 the national standpoint. None of our internal poli- 
quence to the future of the country during the next 

;than this matter of irrigation. It is of vital consequence to the 
in States and to the entire semiarid region, and what is of vital 

ne portion of our country is of vital consequence to the 

fy ° s¢ 17 l 
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congress at Ogden was attended by representatives from 
parts of the country. It was a meeting so important as to 
‘from the President the following message, in which he de- 
his policy and showed how the work should and would be 
He said: 

» passage of the national irrigation law was one of the great steps not 
1e forward progress of the United States but of all mankind. tt was 

ng of an achievement so great that we hesitate to predict the out- 
it was only the beginning. Now that the law is an accomplished 

it must be given effect. Tothat end the reclamation service, organized 
ler the national irrigation law of June 17, 1902, has been pushing its sur- 

; and examinations of possible irrigation projects energetically in each of 
yn States and three Territoriesnamedintheact. Someof the proj- 

‘omised well at first are found on careful study to be imprac- 
ther because of scanty water supply or of great cost, others must 

rher values in land, while still others stand the test and are ready for 
liate construction. The feasible projects are always large and costly, 

ause private enterprise has already seized upon the smaller and less ex- 
pensive ones, leaving to the Government the great works which are to bear 
so essential a part in bringing the nation to its full development. 

Gr are and highest engineering skill are required to plan and build 
uch cs, which are among the most difficult undertakings of mankind. 

They must be built for permanence and safety, for they are to lastand spread 
prosperity for centuries. To design and build such works a body of engi- 
neers of the highest character has been brought together in the reclamation 
service, for only men impartially selected for capacity alone are capable of 
creating these great structures. 

Merit must govern not only in the selection of the men, but still more in 
the selection of the projects. Every reclamation project selected for con- 
struction must possess the qualities which commend it as a national under- 
taking, certain to reclaim large tracts of arid Jand and to support in well-be- 
ing a dense and vigorous population. 

Vast though the benefits of the reclamation law will be, many disappoint- 
ments necessarily await both the advocate of special projects and the men 
whose desire for accomplished results outruns the slow and steady develop- 
ment of these great undertakings. It should be borne in mind that a broad 
survey of all possible projects gives new conception of their relative value, 
and that a work of prime importance to one group of men may seem less de- 
sirable in the light of wider knowledge. Nor is it wise in large affairs to 
begin construction first and elaborate details afterwards. Each important 
point must be carefully studied in advance and the whole plan tested and 
approved before the work can begin. Yet if we proceed both cautiously and 
persistently under this beneficent law we may confidently expect the largest 
possible development of our arid Jands and their settlement by industrious, 
prosperous. self-respecting men and women, who will exchange the products 
of irrigated agriculture for the products of mills and factories throughout 
the United States. Suchcommunities, flourishing in whatis now the desert, 
will finally take their places among the strongest pillars of our Common- 
wealth 

The irrigation development of the arid Westcan not standalone. Forestry 
is the companion and support ofirrigation. Withoutforestry irrigation must 
fail. Permanent irrigation development and forest destruction can not exist 
together. Never forget that the forest-reserve policy of the National Gov- 
ernment means the use of all the resources of the forest reserves. There is 
little profit in destruction compared with use. The settlement of the great 
arid West by the makers of homes isthe central object, both of the irrigation 
and the forest policies of the United States. In forestry asin irrigation the 
immediate private interest of some individuals must occasionally yield to their 
permanent advantage, which is the public good. The benefits of forestry 
e@re not only for the future but for the present. 

The forest reserves are for all the people, but first for the people in their 
immediate neighborhood, for whom supplies of wood and water are among 
the first necessities of life. The wiser and more skillful the management of 
the reserves by trained men the greater, obviously, will their usefulness be 
to the people. We must never allow our chagrin at temporary defects and 
difficulties in the management of the forest reserves to blind us to the abso- 
lute necessity of these reserves to the people of the West. Support of the 
forest-reserve policy has grown with wonderful rapidity in the West during 
the last few years. It will continue to grow till the last vestige of opposition, 
now almost gone, has wholly disappeared before a true understanding of 
the object and effect of forest reservation. The greater the support of the 
forest reserves by the people of the West the greater the assurance that the 
national irrigation policy will not fail, for the preservation of the forests is 
vital to the success of this policy. 

¢ 

In his third message to Congress, sent last December, at a time 
when the reclamation act had been in effect for a year and a half, 
the President commented briefly upon the progress of the work: 

The work of reclamation of the arid lands of the West is progressing 
steadily and satisfactorily under the terms of the law setting aside the pro- 
ceeds from the disposal of public lands. Thecorpsof engineers known as the 
‘reclamation service,” which is conducting the surveys and examinations, 
has been thoroughly organized, especial pains being taken to secure under 
the civil-service rules a body of skilled, experienced, and efficient men. Sur- 
veys and examinations are progressing throughout the arid States and Terri- 
tories, plans for reclaiming works being prepared and passed upon by boards 
of engineers before approval by the Secretary of the Interior. 

In Arizona and Nevada, in localities where such work is preeminently 
needed, construction has already been begun. In other parts of the arid 
West various projects are well advanced toward the drawing up of contracts, 
these being delayed in part by necessities of reaching agreements or under- 
standing as regards rights of way or acquisition of real estate. Most of the 
works contemplated for construction are of national importance, involving 
interstate questions or the securing of stable, self-supporting communities in 
the midst of vast tracts of vacant land. The nation as a whole is of course 
the gainer by the creation of these homes, adding, as they do, to the wealth 
and stability of the country and furnishing a home market for the products 
of the East and South. The reclamation law, while perhaps not ideal, ap- 
pears at present to answer the larger needs for which it is designed. Fur- 
ther legislation is not recommended until the necessities of change are more 
apparent. 

This short and simple statement of what President Roosevelt 
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has said and done for national irrigation, which is the great new 
hope of the West, shows clearly and conclusively that the recla- 
mation act was passed by his assistance when it could not have 
been passed without it. The new homes which will cover the 
western deserts, the new home markets for eastern manufactures 
which these homes will create, the new prosperity and well. 
being which nationalirrigationis bringing to the whole country— 
these are the direct result of the farsighted action of President 
Roosevelt. 

No Subsidies, Direct or Indirect. 

SPEECH 

HON. IRA EDGAR RIDER, 
OF NEW YORK, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to consider and recommer 
legislation for the development of the American merchant marine, and { 
other purposes. 

Mr. RIDER said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: It is my wish and purpose on this occasion to 

make clear my position in regard to the proposed American ship- 
ping commission, and in regard to what is evidently behind that 
proposition—ship subsidy. 

It is in no captious spirit that I approach this subject. I am as 
willing as any other Member of the House to do anything that 
is constitutional and equitable to each and all sections of the 
country and classes of the community tending to develop the 
American merchant marine. I am as willing as any other Mem- 
ber or citizen to incur any reasonable sacrifice for the upbuilding 
of our foreign commerce and carrying trade. In all doubtfu 
details of legislation relating to that subject I am willing to give 
its promoters the benefit of the doubt. Asa rule I am in fayor 
of projects for the improvement of the country and its citizens so 
long as those projects are general in their application and consti- 
tutional in their character. I have already announced on this 
floor that Iam in favor of liberal appropriations for internal 
canals and public works of that sort, and also of a service-pension 
list. 

But the subsidization of some special interest or enterprise by 
contributing to its support by grants of public money taken from 
the Treasury seems to me to be clearly unconstitutional and 
grossly inequitable, and I can not approve of any such proposition. 

It may be said that that is not the proposition; thatit is simply 
a proposition to create a commission to investigate and report. 
Yes, it may be said, but the saying will be a mere waste of breath. 
The promoters of the commission are all old subsidy champions 
and promoters. In their report accompanying the bill they argue 
that all other plans except the subsidy plan have been discarded, 
leaving the evident deduction that there is nothing left for the 
commission to report on except the subsidy plan, and making it 
at first seem rather singular that there should be any commission 
at all. 

l 

All things, however, no matter how obscure, are capable of ex- 
planation. The commission is wanted by the friends of subsidy 
simply as a means for tiding over the subsidy enterprise until 
after the next election. It is said—and it looks extremely plausi- 
ble—that they do not care to stir up the subject during this se 
sion; least of all do they wish to risk a decisive vote upon it at 
this time and under these critical circumstances. But they are 
quite willing, nay, anxious, to leave the whole matter to a co! 
mission of their own choosing and appointment, which com! 
sion should brood over the momentous matter long enough to } 
pare a report favorable to subsidy, and after said period of br 
ing—probably not excessively protracted in duration—to b: 
to engage in other pursuits for the remainder of the year, mean- 
while not forgetting to draw their modest allowance of $2U,' 
for necessary expenses. 
Then, after the campaign had been fought out and the elect 

held, and after the people had quieted down again, there would 
a fine little opportunity to bring in the commission’s report and 
say to Congressmen and to the public: ‘‘ See what these wise a 
patriotic men have to show you as the result of their year’s ard 
ous and unselfishlabors. After thoroughly examining the subj 
on all sides with a microscope they have decided that on the wh 
the best way to build up the merchant marine is by giving lar: @ 
subsidies to shipbuilders and shipowners for vessels constructe\ 
and for miles sailed, and by paying fabulous prices to our steam- 
ship companies for carrying the mails. What profound researc): 
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What wisdom! How can we sufficiently thank these self-sacrificing “‘work’’ practically? The President has a thousand other things 
and judicial-minded patriots for their exertions in our behalf? | to attend to, more important than sitting in judgment on an al- 
The least we can do is to adopt their recommendations without | leged overcharge, like a police court justice. Such adjudication 

irther delay. Are you ready for the question? Let it be re- | he would perforce have to depute toa subordinate and they would 
corded!”? soon become entirely perfunctory. 

But, supposing for a moment that the commission’s suggestion | sesides, what would constitute a ‘‘reasonable’’ charge and by 
sincere, I am opposed to it because it is entirely unnecessary | what right would it be established as ** reasonable”’ or ‘‘ unrea- 

1d superfluous. The subject is perfectly well understood al- | sonable?’’ One might suppose that if the American carrier 
ready, not only here, but among the people at large. It is the | charged 100 per cent more than a foreign carrier bid that would 
best understood public question before the people to-day. We | be an unreasonable overcharge, but the Senate by a decisive vote 
are entirely qualified to vote upon it here and now—just as well | refused to sanction that supposition. In other words, so far as 
qualified as we should be after perusing the illuminating report | the Senate is concerned, the American carrier may charge 100 per 
of a special commission. Under all the circumstances, the idea | cent more than the foreigner and still may get the job. 

farming out this perfectly clear question to a commission for Does not this show conclusively that this bill is in effect a bill 
the purpose of receiving instruction therefrom as to our duty in | for granting a subsidy to American shipowners at the expense « 
the premises is not only ridiculous, but amounts almost to an in- | American taxpayers as represented by the Government? Andjth: 

It to the Congress of the United States. other bill is like unto it. It is a bill for subsidizing American 
Mr. Chairman, the measures of general legislation that have | shipowners at the expense of American shippers, importers, mer- 

been seriously pressed at this session of Congress have been com- | chants, and producers, 
paratively few innumber. Of course there have been theregular | It has been strongly opposed by many of the most respectable 
appropriation bills and the usual collection of private bills. Aside | and influential businessinterests in the North. They have clearly 
from these our attention has been focused on two or three matters | proved that the bill will work a great injury—perhaps a fatal in- 
by the logic of events—such matters, I mean, as the Panama Canal | jury—to the American-Philippine trade in our Eastern States. 
treaty, Cuban reciprocity, and the Post-Office Department scan- | Both bills have been opposed by such authorities as Secretary 
dals. Butso-called ‘* general legislation ’’ has been almostentirely | Rootand Secretary Taft. But no matter; the bills will help along 
neglected, with one exception. That one exception has todo with | the cause of shipsubsidy. One has already been pushed through 
the subject of ship subsidies. The vitality of this subject, Mr. | They should all be consigned to the limbo of unsuccessful mea 
Chairman, is simply amazing. It has survived a dozen defeats | ures, there to rest where they belong, alongside the extensive 
and rebuffs, but still it reappears annually. It has more shapes | collection of deceased subsidy bills. 
than Proteus, and more lives than a Kilkenny cat. So here it is The touchstone to apply to this: Will these bills be of advan- 
again this year, the same old subsidy, in at least three different | tage to all sections and all our people alike or will they benefit 
propositions and nobody knows how many individual bills. Itis | only a few and militate against the many? I commend to the 
not only behind the commission bill, but lurks in the shadow of | careful consideration of the Members of the House the terse 
the bills relating to our commerce with the Philippine Islands, statement made the other day by the distinguished Senator from 

Hitherto subsidy has come out into the open, standing on itsown | Oregon [Mr. MircHe.L]}, who, in discussing the so-called Philip- 
feet and carrying its own true colors, and has fought for its own | pine coastwise bill, declared that he approved in general of ef- 
interests fairly and squarely; but now it is trying to ‘‘ sneak’’ a | forts to build up American shipping, but he added: 
victory under false colors and false pretenses. Iam not in favor of moving so rapidly in that direct nand by means the 

nae titamnea enhinh « Sones . effect of which will be—and that will be the effect of this bill if it becomes a 
All the se propositions, which are nothing more or less than ship law immediately—to discriminate very largely in favor of certain spe 

subsidization in disguise, should be rejected by an overwhelming | terests and certain special ports to the absolute destruction of other more 
vote, general interests and the trade of other equally important maritime ports 

There is no direct subsidy bill before Congress or to be brought | Inother words, what the Senator meant—what he said, in fact— 
before Congress at this session. That much is known and agreed | was that the bill would benefit Californian and Washingtonian 
upon on allsides. But if the pending commission billshould pass | ports and injure Oregonian ports, from which latter ports sh 
this House, it would be equivalent to our pledging ourselves to go | ments across the Pacific are customarily made in foreign bottoms. 
through a formal contest with the subsidy men in the short ses- | From the Senator’s standpoint, and from a broad national stand- 
sion of Congress next winter, and I for one am opposed to this. | point. he was undoubtedly right. The benefits flowing from ship 
I would much rather fight it out in the present session; and we | subsidy would inure to the advantage of a comparatively small 
who are against subsidization can do our portion of the fighting, | special industry and to a comparatively few small, isolated indus- 
and do it effectively, too, by ‘‘ knocking out”’ this commission | trial plants. They would not inure to the advantage of the com- 
bill. munity at large, as does the rural free-delivery system, or the 

This can be done, and will be done, if all Members of the House | improvement of internal waterways or roadways, or our railway 
pay proper attention to the matter and give it due study and con- | system, or our river and lake and coastwise navigation system. 
sideration, which can not fail to result in showing them that a But it is said: ‘‘ How magnificent it would be if we could carry 
vote for the commission is a vote to advance the interests of ‘sub- | all our foreign commerce, the same as we carry all our coastwise 
sidy hunters and that subsidy legislation of all sorts should be | and internal commerce, and as we used to do a hundred years 
avoided. If the commission is defeated, that would throw the | ago.’’ Indeed it would, if the ability so to do were to be gained 
subsidy champions back again into their own intrenchments and | by our shipping people without mulcting the community at larg 
they would have to begin de novo, and the probability would be | for it. In that case, it is contended, we would keep $200,000,000 
that nothing more would be done in that direction during the | or so annually at home. Yes, at home, in the pockets of the ship- 
Fifty-eighth Congress and that the country would have rest for the | ping people, and after having extracted a goodly quantity of sub- 
space of one year at least. sidy money from the pockets of the people in the first place. In 

_ All opponents of subsidy should by all means unite for the de- | the days when we carried 92 per cent of our foreign commerce, 
feat of all the bills touching the application of our coastwise | one hundred years ago, we did it without giving our shipping 
carrying trade to foreign commerce. | people any subsidies. We had a system of discriminating duties 

The Senate has just passed a bill providing that after a certain | then, which is quite another matter; and certainly, whatever may 
date all supplies sent abroad by our Government must be carried | be said for or against discriminating duties, it can not be denied 
in American bottoms. A sister bill applying our coastwise navi- | that they are constitutional and that they apply equitably to all 
gation laws to our Philippine commerce after a certain date has | sections and classes of the home community alike. 
dilready passed this House. Is it not easy to see, is it not quite But it is said further: ‘* Subsidy is for the benefit of the whole 
evident, that both these bills are really subsidy measures for the | community alike. It will carry all the exported products of all 
benefit exclusively of a few American shipowners? If we had | our States to all parts of the world; it will give employment to 
enough American vessels fit to engage in such oceanic transpor- | thousands of shipwrights and other workers; it will carr) 
tation and enongh to handle all our large and rapidly increasing | foreign mails under the American flag; it will furnish auxiliary 
\merican-Philippine commerce to the satisfaction of shippers and | cruisers for the Navy; it will develop American sa lors, etc.”’ 
receivers, that would be a different matter. But we have not | You all know this by heart. You have all heard it bel 
enough, or anywhere near enough, nor shall we have enough by | least once, no doubt. 
July 1, 1906, or by 1909, probably, for that matter. When the farmer of Iowa has sold his wheat and got the money 
_What is the inevitable consequence? The few American car- | for it what does he care what becomes of the wheat afterwards? 

riers will of course put their freight charges up to the highest | What difference does it make to him whether it goes to Minneap- 
notch that the trade will bear, and in the case of the transporta- | olis to be ground up into flour or whether it goes to New York 
tion of Government supplies that would be no limitation whatever | for shipment to Europe? And what difference does it make to 
to the exorbitance of their charges. Of course it may be provided | him whether it goes abroad in an American or in Li 
that the President shall have power to decide when the carrier’s | Or, in the case of the actual owner at the time of shipment, what 

charge is exorbitant, and in such a case to give the job to an out- | does he care what flag a vessel flies? What h 
sider; but who honestly believes that such a provision would ' which vessel will carry the shipment the cheapest, L 

* Wants to kKnOW 1S 
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Now, the subsidy advocates always insist that one of the | All these things are well understood by the people, who, as I 
greatest reasons why subsidies are needed is because it necessarily | have said already, are more familiar with this whole subject of 
and inevitably costs a good deal more to build, equip, and run a | 
vessel in America and under the American flag than under any 
foreign flag. In so contending, Mr. Chairman, they give away | 
their whole game. If what they say is true, they in effect are | 
asking the people to pay out of their own pockets the sum repre- 
senting the difference between the cost of shipbuilding here and 
in Europe, and then to keep on by paying the difference in the 
cost of running our vessels as compared with foreign-built ves- | 
sels. In other words, we can have our desired merchant marine 
by paying for it, which might be all well enough if it were to be 
owned by the Government, like our Navy, but the payments in 
this case would go straight into the pockets of a few shipbuilding 
and shipowning combines. 

The next thing in order, Mr. Chairman, might be a bill com- 
pelling all our exports to be sent abroad in American bottoms, no 
matter how heavy the freight charges might be. That would be 
a perfectly logical sequence to the righteous and patriotic bill 
that has just been sent over to this House by the Senate. 

No doubt a subsidy bill would stimulate shipbuilding in this 

| recent times, unless perhaps the tariff. 

country to some ¢xtent and give employment to many at present 
unemployed or insufficiently employed. So would the subsidiza- 
tion of tea culture stimulate the culture of tea. The funds in the 
National Treasury ought never to be bestowed for the benefit of 
partial or special interests. If the shipbuilding industry in this 
country can not stand on its own legs and win its way by the 
time-honored methods of open business competition, it shows sim- 
ply that for one or another reason our people, who in the earlier 
times used to build so many vessels, have found out that they can 
utilize their money and time to greater advantage in other lines 
of activity and that it is more profitable to them to hire vessels 
for the ocean carrying trade than to build them for that trade. 

If there were more trans-oceanic American “ liners,’’ no doubt 
the Post-Office Department would give them all as much mail as 
possible to carry—and that, too, at exorbitant rates. That has 
been the policy of the Department in the past—that is the policy 
now. Is it a policy in the interest of economy? Is it a just, 
equitable policy? Isita businesslike policy? Is it a policy favored 
by the people? I think not, Mr. Chairman. I do not believe that 
this sensible, sagacious, hard-headed American people approve of 
building up an American merchant marine by paying our trans- 
Atlantic and Gulf lines three times as much money for carrying 
the mails as we would have to pay foreign vessels for doing the 
same service, and in quicker time, too. The American people are 
patriotic, but theyare not ridiculously so. They arenot patriotic 
to the point of making absolute fools of themselves. 
We want additional cruisers, do we? The best way, then, the 

most sensible way, is to build them and add them to the Navy. 
Make-believe cruisers, like the Yale and the Harvard in the 
Spanish war, are better than nothing, but poor makeshifts for 
the real article. That pretext, as an argument for subsidy, will 
not do at all, Mr. Chairman. 

By no method of argument, by no ingenuity in the formation 
of phrases, can the advocates of ship subsidy make it appear to 
be other than what it is—class legislation, in the strictest sense 
of the term. As such it is not only unjust and inequitable, | 
but also unconstitutional. That is the main objection to the sub- | 
sidy project after all, of course. Other objections besides that, | 
and besides those previously touched upon by me, can very well | 
wait until the appearance of some specific subsidy bill. Then 
there will be a proper opportunity for adducing at length the ex- | 
perience of other nations with and without shipping subsidies. 

Then it can be shown how well this country has prospered in 
the navigation line without subsidies. Then the recent statistics 
as to the growth of our shipping interests and shipyards can be 
traced with edification. At present the emphasis should be laid, | 
and is laid, on the advisability of defeating the proposed commis- 
sion bill—this stalking-horse for the subsidy bill of next winter. 

Let it be fully understood that the opponents of subsidy are by 
no means opponents of the rehabilitation of our merchant marine. 
They recognize the fact that there have been and are certain 
natural causes which have cooperated to induce a decline in the 
merchant marine of late years; but, in common with all good 
citizens, they would welcome the regaining of its supremacy if it 
could be accomplished also by natural causes and without injury 
or injustice to any portion of the body politic. 

It has been said that in case of a war in which Great Britain or | 
Germany or Norway might be involved it would at the present 
time and under the present circumstances place the United States 
in an awkward, if not perilous, position, because we should then | 
be debarred from the use of the larger number of the freight- 
carrying ocean steamers that we are now in the habit of using for 
our ocean freightage; but this is not true, for the reason that in 
the event of a conflict between these nations their merchant | 
marine would promptly enlist under the flags of neutral nations. 

ship subsidy than with probably any other public question of 
It has been a leading 

| feature of the deliberations of every Congress for twenty-five 
years or more, and the speeches and debates concerning it haya 

| gone all over the country, from Dan to Beersheba, time and time 
| again. 
| the subject of more newspaper editorials than any other topic 

During the last few sessions of Congress it has formed 

that can be mentioned. 
The statement of the majority report that “‘ until within the last 

few months there has been utter indifference manifested about 
this whole subject in a great section of the United States,” and 
that the people of the Central West are only now “‘ beginning to 
be interested by this legislation,’’ is perfectly ridiculous. The 
western newspapers have been fairly teeming with allusions to the 
subject for years past, and the same is true of the southern and 
eastern newspapers. The manager of one of the leading clipping 
bureaus of the country has stated that during recent sessions of 
Congress the number of clippings concerning ship subsidy handled 
by his establishment has been far larger than the number of clip- 
pings on any other subject whatever. It may be added that four 
out of every five clippings will be found to have been emphatically 
unfavorable to the subsidy policy. 

The public, not only through the newspapers, but on the floors 
of the Senate and House in former Congresses, has indicated very 
clearly its absolute disapprobation of the ship-subsidy policy. 
There has been no demand on the part of any State fora reopening 
of the question—no demand for the proposed commission. The 
people do not want ship subsidy; they do not want a commission. 
Why in the world should we insist in forcing upon them either 
the one or the other? 
And so, Mr. Chairman, I leave the subject at this time, as I be- 

gan it, with special reference to the question of public duty. I 
have tried to present to my fellow-members of the House what I 
conceive to be our duty in regard to this subsidy matter, as sworn 
and faithful representatives of the people and defenders of the 
Constitution. I believe that the people are against this subsidy 
policy and against any like policy. I believe that policy to be un- 
constitutional and wrong. Sobelieving, Ican not support any meas- 
ures either directly or indirectly pointing toward such a subsidy. 

| This, too, notwithstanding I am heartily in favor of the upbuild- 
ing of the United States merchant marine and the rehabilitation 
of our old maritime supremacy, which I hope to see accomplished 

| by means that are constitutional, just, and equitable—the means 
which were so successful in the early days of the Republic; the 
plan of Jefferson, Madison,and Monroe—discriminating duties in 
favor of American ships. 

Sundry Civil Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. CHARLES L. BARTLETT, 
OF GEORGIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, March 30, 1904. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole on the state of the Union, and 
having under consideration the bill (H. R. 14416) making appropriations 
sundry civil apa of the Government for the fiscal year ending Jun 
1905, and for other purposes— 

Mr. BARTLETT said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: On the 28th of this month, the day before y 

| terday, in general debate upon this bill—at which time, owing 
the fact of my engagement elsewhere under appointment of t 
House upon a special committee, it was impossible for me to tako 
any part in the debate—the gentleman from Massachusetts | Mr 
GILLETT] felt called upon to make some remarks with referen' 
to certain conditions which he alleged exist in the South, and to 
criticise and legture that section of the country for certain alleg 
outrages and violations of the law. He undertook to read to the 

| Men:bers from that particular section a lecture on the observance 
of the law. ” 

During that discussion, and during the speech of my frien 
the gentleman from Massachusetis, I asked him a question in re! 

| erence to the enforcement of the law in Massachusetts and calle: 
his attention to a certain case—one which came to my mind 

| among others—which might be readily cited or obtained by 2» 
investigation of those who desire to find out. I found the peop!e 
of Massachusetts have recently shown as much disregard for, anc 
been as prone to violate the law, as other — of the country; 
though, in the estimation of some, they may be benighted and not 
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so refined and as well educated as the gentleman may think his | several months as a member of the family of C. F. Potter. McDonald is said 
particular State is. I asked him this question, which will be | % belong in Boston, where he wasa bartender. 

1 ve 3999 of the RECORD: | The neighbors objected to McDonald's position in the Potter household,, 
found on page ox 0 1€ IMECORD: which was not according to their ideas of what should be, and it was also sus- 

I want toask the gentleman, as a matter of information, whether there | pected bythem that McDonald had been dispensing liquor in Marion I 
lid not occur up in Massachusetts last year, or some time recently, a case | 1s also indignation at the attentions which Potter, who isabout 40 years 
where a mob tarred and feathered a man and a woman in one of the suburbs | has shown to several young girls in the village. 
of Boston—I think in Marion. i Last eee night there was a disturbance at the Potter house so great 

‘ . one that the neighbors could not sleep. The townspeople took matters into their 
And the gentleman from Massachusetts—a State whose citizens own bande tonight, and went ~ ea omnia” spr eee eee 

sometimes undertake to regulate its neighbors’ business, neg- | They secured him and, carrying him into the woods back of the town, 
lecting to look nearer home for violations of law—said that he did | Sttiyped him of his clothes and gave him a coat of tar and feath Then 

Ol age, 

cee # > ae 7 eee '.. | they rode him ona rail through the center of the town to the M: orsett 
not himself know of this incident, but I could give it in my own now where, after administering a severe thrashing to him, they turned him 
time. | loose. ; 

[ did not then have the time, but I have before me an account | wan A enim - a te ae feathering pasty were masked 
. aoa . sDo ay ere rered with a bandage that he might not recogniz in the newspapers of that incident. I hold in my hand an account | ny of hisasmilanta. no MAE he might n 3 
printed in the New York Herald of the trial of this case,and this | Some of the summer residents who tried to join the party out of curiosity 
is some of the testimony given by the man who was then assaulted | Were riven away by the angry citizens. 
and outraged: The following is substantially the evidence given at the trial: 

McDonald, who has iron-gray hair, mustache, and imperial, testified that 
he was 54 years old. He kept a hotel for eight years. He came to Marion a | 
vear ago last May, and boarded at Potter’s since February. On the evening | 

f August 6 he was in the Potter house with Mr. and Mrs. Turner. He was Have lived in Wareham two weeks: before that. eight we 
the kitchen with Mr. Turner. About 8 o’clock a crowd of men appeared. | Kept the Scituate House eight years. Later kept a boardi 
“They pulled me outdoors,” he said, “and carried me to a gravel pit. | ate. Left Scituate in Septemb« Tr of last year. Then went tot 
hen they threw me down and tore my clothing off. They bandaged my eyes | Garden, in Boston. In February came to Collins, in Mario1 1e liq d 

with a handkerchief. Then they threw tar over my back and feet. Some- | lunch business. Got acquainted with Marion people there? "Oh, yes. In May 
body had a bag of feathers. One young fellow said: ‘Give me the brush; my | went to Pottersand hired a room of Mrs. Collins, who owns the b 
father is a painter, and I know how toto putit on.’ They led me out tothe | known Potter a little over a vear. P a ig 

[From the Boston Herald, August 29, 1902, ; 

James McDonald testified: 

road, tied my hands and feet, and put me inacart. Somebody askedfora | Gothomeat8.20the 5th of August,intheevening. Wedn Vv. w: md 
rail. One man stuck his fingers in my eyes. : the house all day. Mr. Turner, of Scituate, was in the } ,and M 

“They took me to Hiller’s stable and halted. Two men took the rope with | ter and the little boy. Turnerstayed in the kitchen talking, and Mrs. | 
which I was tied and put it around my neck. They then threw the rope over | was in the sitting room. There were lampsin both rooms. Men cat 
the limb of a tree and pulled me off my feet.” the house. The first one was Bumpus. Noble Bates and William H. | 

McDonald's excuse for being in the Potter house was that he was in part- | were with him. Know Bumpus; saw him at Collins’s and at Hill 
nership with Mrs. Potter keeping boarders. They knocked. Knew Bates; saw him at Collins’s eight or ten times a n 

During his remarks the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. | Hiller’s barge. Have known William H. Potter three or four months. He 
Pe ¢ . came to Collins's. Thought he was on pleasant terms with his brother and 
GILLETT] said: | Sire. Potter. 

I suspect there is a stronger natural repugnance toward the negro in the Gave them a chance to sit down, and introduced them to Turner, and tl 
North than there is in the South. At the same time, we do not recognize | begana conversation about Tom Lawson’s place at uate. They talked 

preposterous talk of ‘social equality” or inequality, which, coming | ten minutes. In about five minutes Bumpus asked if | had anything in the 
from the South, rather amuses me, as if there were in this country social | ice chest. I told him that I did not do that kind of business. Noticed Bates 

isses; as if there were such a thing as social superiority and social inferior- | tried to catch Bumpus'’seye. They got up and went off. They sat looking 
ity, and as if aman isinjuring himself by associating with one man, or not | atoneanother. I had no suspicion then. Just assoonas the nt 

uring himself by associating with another. It seems to me that this feel- Potter came out to the kitchen and talked to me and then went int | 

ing is one of the unfortunate growths of this whole problem. ing room. Turner was there. ane. 
" * * * * * ea } A knock came tothe door Topened it. Then ms 

: iTe “ea men in line.and then theontside doo 
I confess I’m somewhat at a loss to know what they mean by social equal- | [counted three men in line,and then theoutside door 

halt + : se steppe ackaquickasthev cametoward me. 
ity, and I don’t believe they know themselves. I had supposed thatin this | Ist pp dba ‘i quickas ] ey came toward 1 

; arocker. Isaw it was no use and gave up 
ublican form of government all social grades and orders and precedents whiteand red. Lrecogniszed Nob © Bates 
been forever abolished and that there could be no social claims or dis- sascigp < sadnan  ek pn precrect Sage “yy es 

tions door. They pushed and pulled mearound. 
— have been a half dozen had hold of me 

The gentleman has summed up his views on this subject in the They hollored and called me names. One said: “Kill tl 
e 44 : . . a . / Thevw took me throug the cate “TA Yt nit » , Cr 1 +} 

following, taken from his remarks, which he furnishes me and | They took me through the gate. There was quite a N 
vhich I in ate at hi st i marks: | twenty-five or thirty. They took me right across to the sand 
which 1 mcorporate a 1s request In My remaras: threw medown at the entrance of the gravel roa id there they s 
[had supposed that in this a form of government all social grades | me. When they had got me down they blindfolded me. I did not str 

i orders and precedence had been forever abolished, and that there could | gle much; thought it was no use. Afterthatthey walked me around t 
be no social classes or distinctions. The social qualities we value, the ele- | the woods for fouror five minutes They threatened 1 all t 
ments which entitle a man to distinction one pees arity socially,are,I think, | Whenthey threw me down they rol ed meover and stripped my sh 
first, refinement and cultivation of mind and body, then a genial, kindly na- | Then they got their tar and feath rs and put that on my back. 1 1 
ture, then a power of brilliant or interesting conversation. That is, I think, | small lights; these appeared like c es On } 3—a half zen of 1 
a rare enough combination of qualities to entitle any man or woman who | They blindfolded me with a handkerchi ( I J hand 
possesses them to social distinction. | neck, and I said, “ Don't choke me,” and one said, ** Kill the I 

I can not see how any accident of birth such as color of skin or hair or | said, “ You're a pack of cowards.” They said, “Shut your mouth 
eyes can affect at all this title to social distinction. * * While anyone has | led me backtoaroad. The cloth of the handkerchief began to w 

erfect right to select his own companions according to his own whims, he Bumpus had me by the shoulders. I stubbed my toe d andke 
has not the right to impose his individual tastes on others as a general social | fell a little below my eyes J recognized Bump 
] That law in this democracy must be admitted by all to be merit, and When they got beyond Ryder street and put 
while you or I may choose not to associate with persons of a particular race | ered that tho handkerchief had slipped d 1. I y 

religion, or occupation, yet we have no right to impose our prejudices on | wagon around. It looked like a Concord open wagon. I 
1ers or to claim our social inclinations constitute a social codeof law or caste. | McLeod boy. He was doing a good deal of ta 1g, Cc 1g 

_ If one man is superior to another socially in this country it is becat me. He was one of the busy ones. He wi uld g 
has greater refinement and courtesy and for no other reason. It m ; | with hishand. They put me in the tail of the wagon and i 

vhether he livesin a palace or a hovel, whether he has the skin of a Cau- | feet. There was a man on either side of me. One mans Loc 
‘ in or a Hottentot or a Chinese, if he has developed these qualities, which | fellow sees you [hey put their fingers into my e} nd for it 

manity the world over recognizes as making a gentleman, he is entitled | age up. : ett 
a gentleman's treatment. ¥ uu are not obliged to associate with him— | One man was on each side of the wagon, } r my . ! I 

everyone can chose his own friends, but to pretend that you are socially his | went down to the electric rallway crossing Isa he ligh 

perior is to proclaim your ignorance or your insincerity. ane down again 2 ey had put: ier handker nt 
. . : * |} at the waitin room I y they t ne to get t i Mr. Chairman, it has ever been the habit of those who might | “754, cana man 1 fe seg 

be justly called ‘‘ world-regenerating saints and vanity-inspired | a rail,’ and they t 1 l 
oe . s ° . ee . tha lana an ’ my , c 
busybodies ’’ to overlook the crimes and faults that lie near their | the !#ne and ni i 
a . . . > “How can a me l t own home and single out the faults and shortcomings of others. heuiicain aon 4 4] and lifted 
It is but a manifestation of that Puritan spirit and prerogative | He said: ‘The } ( rs t 

1.2.4 » * . . . . is le aaron T me 
which has so often been in evidence in our country, especially in | They ro ooo oa 
Nev , are ae a» et took me off down the not! WA 
New England, to regulate other people’s affairs—the same inborn | pyey took me down “ 
passion of intermeddling that has been characteristic of the Puri- | a crowd down at the e t 
tan from the day when England vomited him forth to the Conti- . here aon ‘ ~s ye 

T . : : ‘ 1 : 1c Was s ariver 1e nent and the Continent in turn spewed him to the shores of the | “} Was ctill in the cart 
New World, toward Mattapoisett 

If my friend the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.GiLLert] | @id no! recognize w ee 
had been familiar with the occurrences of his own State, he would | FA" yd the horse.” Trecoenined aaa aa 
have found in the Boston Herald the account of the case I called | see’ and McLeod struck me. | Portu 
his attention to and which I now insert by permission of the House. | ov one | anotl ED r 

sa | following me lly s t 
[From the Boston Herald, August 7, 1902.] said. “Let'’sh m H : i me to a itv ; 

MOB TARRED AND FEATHERED BOSTON MAN AT MARION—JAMES M’DONALD | WasOR UnGer ; ’ 
GIVEN RIDE ON A RAIL, THEN THRASHED-—THE NATIVES DISLIKED HIS e Or a ; 
ATTENTIONS TO YOUNG GIRLS AND OTHERS. I sold Mrs. Pottor an organ. and told her I v » taten 4h ete? 1 1 

New BEDFoRD, August 6, 190 aid her [ pa ! 1 | : ~ neal 

The town of Marion was thrown into a fever of excitement to-night over vil 1 i l 
the tarring and feathering of James McDonald, who has lived in town for | know Bumpus had « 1e in tl ise wi it { 
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there. Bumpussaid, ‘‘ Hang the - ,” when they put the rope around 
my neck. I kept myright hand uponthe rope on my cheek when they pulled 
itup. They hoisted me up. I held onto the rope when they hoisted me. 
There was a mark on my neck from it. Ishowed it to the officers. I did not 
recognize who held the rope. 

Mrs. Clara Potter testified: 
Have known James McDonald abouta year. On the evening of August 6 

was at hor I heard a noise, and the door came off the hinges. I looked 
) see What was going on. They had McDonald in the corner; a lot of 
dmen. Hesaid, ‘*Getarevolver!” I turned back, but did not get the 

volver. Masked men took me out half way from the house to the woods. 
aw McDonald. They had him down, and some one holloed, “Take her 

y.”’ They tore my clothesoff of me. Ihadtwoapronson. I took off the 
white one. They took my underclothing off after they tore my skirt off. 
Then they gave mea talking to. They slapped my face and put hands over 
my mouth. I thought one of them was Will Potter. One had a dark lan- 
tern. Ididnotknow whoit was. The one who held me said, ‘** Where is your 
husband? Where are your children?” I said, ‘‘My children are at Mr. Mc- 
Allister’s.”” I said, ‘* You stop this; I have done nothing that you should act 
so."’ One of them said to the man who held me, *“‘I leave her in your care;” 
and he said, ‘Don’t you ever say anything about this, or I will kill you; I 
will hang you.” I said nothing about it until the next week. 

The defendants were ordered held for the grand jury in $1,000 each by 
Judge Washburn. Bail was furnished. 

In the Boston Herald of August 7 there is, in glaring headlines, 
an account of this same outrage, and on August 22 and 29 are 
accounts of the trial of this case in the courts of Massachusetts. 
All of them appear in the Boston Herald with startling display 
headlines that could not fail to attract the attention of anyone 
who might glance at the paper. The district attorney, Asa 
French, said: 

Southern papers have jeered at 
The citizens are aggrieved that an outrage has been 

The good name of the State is at stake. 

That case was tried near Boston. Soon thereafter, Mr. Chair- 
man, although the woman was dragged from her own home, her 
clothing torn from her, and every outrage perpetrated upon her 
except tar and feathering—the testimony all came out in the trial 
at the court—the citizens of Massachusetts on that jury, not- 
withstanding the positive testimony of the witnesses that the 
men arraigned were the perpetrators of the crime, acquitted 
them. and the citizens of Marion were so gratified at the verdict 
that they carried the acquitted defendants and violators of the 
law through the streets in triumph in a carriage drawn by the 
citizens themselves. 

Mr. THAYER. Will the gentleman yield for a question? 
Mr. BARTLETT. Yes. 
Mr. THAYER. I would like to ask the date of the occurrence 

of the offense that these parties are assumed to have committed. 
It must have been an isolated case to have occurred in Massachu- 
setts. 

Mr. BARTLETT. I will give the date. If the gentleman will 
look in the Boston Herald of August 7, 1902, on page 1, he will 
find an account of the occurrence given in that paper. 

If he will look under the date of August 14, 1902, page1, he will 
find wherethey were arrested. If he will look at August 15, 1902, 
page 7, he will find where they were brought before the court 
and bound over. Under the date of August 22, page 8, he will 
find that they were tried and acquitted, as I have stated. The 
names of the defendants were given, and they were bound over in 
the sum of $1,000, and then they were tried and acquitted. The 
gentleman can amuse himself by going into the Library of Con- 
gress and getting the Boston Herald of those dates and reading it. 

Mr. THAYER. I should not be amused; I should be morti- 
fied that a thing of that kind took place in the Old Bay State. 
But the gentleman has not stated what the party did that caused 
him to be treated in this way. 

Mr. BARTLETT. The woman who kept a boarding house was 
dragged from her place, and this man was tarred and feathered 
because he was a boarder there. ‘‘ The neighbors disliked his at- 
tention to young girls and others”’ is the headline in the Boston 
Herald. 

I have here a clipping from the New York Herald, showing that 
it was published all over the country, and the district attorney 
on that trial says: 

Southern papers have jeered at the Commonwealth. The citizens are ag- 
grieved that an outrage has been committed. The good name of the State is 
at stake. 

Mr. PAYNE. Were the perpetrators of the outrage punished? 
Mr. BARTLETT. No; they were tried, and although the tes- 

timony of disinterested witnesses showed conclusively that they 
were the guilty parties, they were acquitted by the jury, and 
they were paraded through that village. 

Mr. PAYNE. Does not the gentleman think it is a step in the 
right direction that they tried to convict them? 

Mr. BARTLETT. Ido. Istand here and say that, as far as I 
am concerned, so far as the people I represent are concerned, so 
far as the people of the South are concerned, they stand for the 
enforcement of law and order in all cases and at all times. 

Mr. PAYNE. ILamwiththe gentleman onthat. I am in favor 
of the enforcement of law against the rioters in all cases, 

the Commonwealth. 
committed. 
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Mr. BARTLETT. SoamI. Thereare certain cases that rouse 
the people beyond all control, and they always have since the 
foundatic. of the world. When aman invades and outrages the 
sacredness of virtue and the sacredness of a man’s home, his life 
is demanded to be yielded up in order to protect the home, the 
foundation of government. . 

That is soin New York or Massachusetts or everywhere else: 
aud it ought to beso. No law, no criticism, no power of man 
has yet been available, nor will it be, to bind the passions of an 
indignant and outraged community when its women are made the 
victims of the lust of brutes. 

This is true, as I could demonstrate by innumerable instances 
that have occurred in the recent past, accounts of which I hold 
in my hand, which would fill many pages, and they embrace 
nearly every State in the Union; but I will not inflict their publi- 
cation on the House or the country. 

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that I may be por- 
mitted to proceed for five minutes more. 

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from Georgia asks unani- 
mous consent to proceed for five minutes. Is there objection? 

There was no objection. 
Mr. RARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, as against the charge of the 

gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT] in reference to the 
crime of lynching in the South, I desire to put in the Rrcorp a 
statement from Mr. J. L. Cutler, a graduate of Yale, who has heen 
mkaing a study of this particular subject and who presents his 
views uponit. That statement proves that lynching has gradually 
decreased in the South, and that 35 per cent of whites and 16 
per cent of blacks were lynched for crimes against women, and 
that, contrary to the general belief, the majority of the lynchings 
for that aggravated cause were not in the South. 
The following is taken from an editorial of the Atlanta ((Ga.) 

Constitution: 
SOME LYNCHING STATISTICS, 

Mr. J. Elbert Cutler, a Yale graduate with a bent for sociology, has been 
making a study of the peculiar American lynching habit and is prepared to 
present some authoritative conclusions from the unprejudiced viewpoint 
the statistician. 

Mr. Cutler bas long been laboriously compiling statistics covering a period 
of twenty years, brought down to January 1 last. He finds that there wero 
3,233 recorded lynchings in that time, less than half of which occurred in the 
Southern States. Of that large number of irregular executions, 1,872 were 
lynchings of negroes and 1,256 of whites. The fact that more victims were 
colored than white can not be taken to argue that race prejudice is at tho 
bottom of southern _lynchings, for the criminal class of the South is largely 
colored, and colored criminalty isa considerable factor in the judicial admin- 
istration of nearly every State of the Union. 

Quite a per cent of negro lynchings occurred outside the Southern States, 
particularly in Indiana, Ohio,and Illinois. In further refutation of the notion 
that black men are lynched because of their race, it is interesting, if shock- 
ing, to learn that 105 women were among the lynched, and nearly all of them 
in the West and North. 

Mr. Cutler finds that lynchings in the South have rey decreased within 
the past ten years; that 35 per cent of the whites and 16 per cent of the blacks 
were 'ynched for crimes against women, and that, contrary to the genera 
belief, the majority of lynchings for that aggravating cause were not in the 
South, half being credited to that section and the remaining half elsewhere 

In contradiction of the assertions of the gentleman from Massa- 
chusetts [Mr. GILLETT], I will insert the speech of Bishop W. M. 
Brown, of Arkansas, a Republican, a northern man by birth, 
graduate of Harvard, delivered in the city of Boston before an 
assembly of ministers. The extracts from the address of Bishop 
Brown were published in the Macon (Ga.) Telegraph, whose editor 
I personally know, and for whose accuracy and reliability I can 
vouch. Iincorporate the editorial which embraces the address: 

A NORTHERN BISHOP IN THE SOUTH. 

It has often been said, and with truth, that in the days of slavery northern 
men made harder taskmasters than southern. It has often been said, and 
with truth, that the northern men who settle in the South in these later 
times develop a stronger antagonism and show less patience toward the ne 
groes than southern white men. Confirmation, if any be needed, may be 
found in an address delivered last Monday by Bishop William M. Brown, of 
Arkansas, in the diocesan house of the Episcopal Church at Boston, Mass. 

Bishop Brown is_a northern man and a Republican. He did not come 
South until 1898, and yet at the time and place mentioned he surprised ! 
hearers by defending lynching as the only means of checking the nameless 
crime and delivered himself of one of the most sweeping denunciations of the 
negro race ever uttered in public or in private. “Tama northern man,” he 
said, “‘and lost my father in the cause of freedom. I was never south of the 
Ohio River previous to 1898, when I went to Arkansas as bishop coadjutor 
Iam a Republican, have never voted the Democratic ticket and probably 
never shall. But I do not vote the Republican ticket in the South and for the 
present I shall not vote at all.” as 
Why a northern bishop resident in the South should take such a position 

will be made sufficiently plain by the quotations which are to follow, taken 
from the report of the bisten Herald of February 16. Bishop Brown says, 
for example: “The negro can never be qualified as a race to take a helpful 
part in the affairs of our Government. The giving of the suffrage to the 
negro was a great wrong to the white people of the South, and even a greater 
wrong to the southern negro himself. Be 

“It can be affirmed without fear of contradiction that nine out of ten north- 
ern men or women who have lived in one of the black belts of the South have 
had my experience. The tenth person, who thinks no mistake was made in 
extending the suffrage to the negro, bas in the majority of cases a polit ical 
axe to grind.” 

Bishop Brown's utterances throw no new light on the subject, but they are 
important on account of their source. For this reason we give more space 



extracts from his address than would otherwise appear to be desirable 
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rated in these 

The Southern negro, though increasing in numbers so rapidly, is not im- | 
ing morally and intellectually. On the contrary, he has unquestionably 

respects since emancipation. The typical negro in the 
ck belts of the South to-day is. morally and intellectually inferior to the 
-ro of antebellum days. * * 

Kn owing the fatal tende ncy a African blood to physical and mental deg- 
mn. the souther n branch of our race has especially guarded against 

I a iction of it into its veins. , 
is true that many mulatto children bear witness to the shameful mix- It 
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» white man or woman. 
impr ess me thus favorably 

South are pure. 
_it they were n 

Anglo-Saxon and African blood, but they are all born of negro women 
have prostituted themselves to impure w hite men. The white women 

They area high-minded, proud, spotless race of hero- 
ot, the Anglo-Saxon people of America would rapidly 

erate into a low-grade mongrel breed, and that would be the end of 
ation and the beginning of barbarism. 

It has been said that the negro is totally lacking in the three cardinal es- 
3 of truthfulne 

ple Wi 

ss, honesty, and social purity. Itseemsto methat some 
th whom I come in contact have just as good morals as the 

Nevertheless, I am bound to say that those 
are comparatively few, indeed. 

Spe aking gonerally, the temporal and moral condition of the southern 
) is almost incredibly deplorable. 

t the negro race asa whole is almost hopelessly degraded. 
I have slowly reached the conclusion 

Iam convinced 
t no one who has not been in the black belts of the South can have any 

muception of the physical, intellectual, and spiritual state of this most 
rt 
nt t 

its terrible character. 

led * 
“The 

by author 
n 

1 left to itself. 
as the unfittest will surely perish from the earth. 

1e of the discouraging features 
usly manifests and acknowledges his inferiority is his lack of race pride. 
Or 

Litth 

natur 

unate people. It is positively in describable. There is no tongue elo- 
enough to so picture it that northern people can have any conception 

ssible for me to imagine anything 
darkest Ameri 
‘re can not be 
‘al endowmen 

ities that t 

We talk of darkest Africa, but I solemnly say it is 
darker than what might be well 

ica. * 

any question that the negro raceas a whole is in respect 
ts very much inferior to the Caucasian race. It is said 
here never was a full-blooded negro who was a states- 

Anthropologists claim that the negro race is at least ten thousand | 
old. And yet 

I 

girls become tl 
} lored girl’s ambition to become the mistress of a white man. 

it has never advanced beyond the stage of barbarism 
f there is anything in the survival of the fittest, the ne- 

about the negro in which he uncon- 

1e easy prey of impure white boys, and it’s the height 
It isa 

ble fact that only a comparative few of the colored women escape from 

+ { 

he black and th 
nfold more so. 

is o1 

e white libertine; andif the women are impure, the men 
And white women are at the mercy of these black 

ch is the principle occasion for lynching, the only occa- 

1e which, as a rule, can not be dealt with in the civil 
courts, because the outraged woman would not, in nine cases out of ten, will- 

‘ly appear as a witness, and she ought not to be compelled to do so. * * 

should remember well three things: First, that what is known as the 
h law’ n is an inheritance from the infamous reconstruction period, for 

existence of which we and our fathers were responsible. 
And during that inexpressibly horrible reign of anarchy and crime, lynch- 

but saw fit to do so under the following misleading headline: 

as unquestionably necessary to self-protection. 
lings exc ited t 

In the second pl: ace, 
»y the nameless crime are maddening to an almost un 

‘ollable degree; and, finally, here in the North, where you can not plead 
necessity of self-protection in extenuation of your c sonduct, when one of 
r families suffers the unutterable horror which always attends the com- 

nission of the outrage in question, its fiendish perpetrator suffers the same 
as in the South.” 
a southern man had said all this before a Boston audience, he would 

»bably have been denounced as a barbarian; 
la hishop, the speaker was listened to respectfull 

but, being a northern man 
Vv; though with displeas- 

rhe Boston Herald evidently printed a faithful report of the speech, 
* Southern 

Having thus led up to the subject of lynching, Bishop Brown went on to | 
“The crime whi ‘ f he 
for its existence—lynching would pass away in three years if it were not 
that crime 

* | 

| women in thec 

I /p upholds lynching 
We have only to add “that, although there is truth behind every statement 

made by Bishop Brown, his asser tions are toosweeping. There are many ne- 
groes who never openly offend against the civil law, and surely there must 
be at least some who are living altogether moral lives. 

As I say, I propose to put these mattersintheRecorp. I have 
not time to call attention to them further at this time. 

But I do want to say that if the sentiment uttered by the gen- 
tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GILLETT] on the subject of social 
equality of the races, that the Caucasian is no better than the | 
African, is to be taken as expressing the true opinion in his sec- 
t 

exists in the cities 
to be verified by the lamentable statistices compiled ‘y officers of 
Massachusetts who have charge of that particular matter and 
which are to be found in a publication entitled ‘Social and In- 
dy 

‘ 

of Sti 

strial Condition of the Negro in Massachusetts,” 
of the thirty-fourth annual report of the Massachusetts Bureau 

of Labor for 1903. itistics 

m of the country, then I am not surprised that the condition 
‘and towns of Massachusetts, which I will show 

being a part 

[ read from that publication, page 263: 
The number of marriages in the 37 cities and towns in 1900 was 436. 
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Of the 52 mixed marriages, 43 were ne gro grooms and 
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Commenting on the above facts, the Macon (Ga.) 
has this to say: 

THE MASSACHUSETTS NEGRO. 

Such southern negroes as are so misguidedly 
out of harmony wi th né vture’ 
: migrate to Massac 
Cambridge especially 
ing information on this subj 
An nual Report of the Seance am etts Bure: 

‘The number of ma 

cent, were negro grooms and brides, and 52, 

white grooms and negro brides. 
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the whites has failed: it will continue to fail. All such efforts will 
be as futile as the efforts to change the color of his skin. 

The poet Thomas Hood has aptly described the efforts of some 
of our English kin in this direction in the following verses, which 
I commend to those in this country who are engaged in a like 
futile task: 

A BLACK JOB. 

“No doubt the pleasure is as great 
Of being cheated as to cheat.”—Hudibras. 

The history of human-kind to trace 
Since Eve, the first of dupes, our doom unriddled, 

A certain portion of the human race 
Has certainly a taste for being diddled. 

Witness the famous ne. dreams! 
A rage that time seems only to redouble. 

The banks, joint stocks, and all the flimsy schemes 
For rolling in Pactolian streams, 

hat cost our modern rogues so little trouble; 
No matter what—to pasture cows on stubble, 

To twist sea sand into a solid rope, 
To make French bricks and fancy bread of rubble, 

Or light with gas the whole celestial cope 
Only propose to blow a bubble, 

And, Lord! what hundreds will subscribe for soap! 

Soap! It reminds me of a little tale, 
‘Though not a pig’s, the hawbuck’'s glory 

When rustic games and merriment prevail— 
But here’s my story: 

Once on a time—no matter when— 
A knot of very charitable men 

Set up a Philanthropical Society, 
Professing on a certain plan 
To benefit the race of man. 

And in particular that dark variety, 
Which some suppose infericr—as in vermin, 
The sable is to ermine, 

As smut to flour, as coal to alabaster, 
As crows to swans, or soot to driven snow, 
As blacking or as ink to “ milk below,” 
Or yet, a better simile to show, 

As ragman’s dolls to images in plaster! 
However, as is usual in our city, 
They had a sort of managing committee, 

\ board of grave, responsible directors, 
A secretary, good at pen and ink; 
A treasurer, of course, to keep the chink, 

And quite an army of collectors! 
Not merely male, but female duns, 

Young, old, and middle-aged—of all degrees— 
With many of those persevering ones, 

Who mite by mite would beg a cheese! 
And what might be their aim? 

To rescue Afric’s sable sons from fetters— 
To save their bodies from the burning shame 

Of branding with hot letters— 
Their shoulders from the cowhide’s bloody strokes, 
Their necks from iron yokes? 
‘l'o end or mitigate the ills of slavery, 
The planter’s avarice, the driver’s knavery? 

To school the heathen negroes and enlighten ‘em, 
To polish up and brighten ’em, 

And make them worthy of eternal! bliss? 
Why, no—the simple end and aim was this— 
Reading a well-known proverb much amiss— 

To wash and whiten ’em! 

They looked so ugly in their sable hides; 
So dark, so dingy, like a grubby lot 

Of sooty sweeps, or colliers, and besides, 
However the poor elves, 
Might wash themselves, 

Nobody knew if they were clean or not— 
On nature’s fairness they were quite a blot! 
Not to forget more serious complaints, 

That even while they joined in pious hymn, 
So black they were and grim, 
In face and limb, 

They looked like devils, though they sung like saints.— 
The thing was undeniable! 

They wanted washing! Not that slight ablution 
To which the skin of the white man is liable, 
Merely removing transient pollution— 

But good, hard, honest, energetic rubbing 
And scrubbing, 

Sousing each sooty frame from heels to head 
With stiff, strong saponaceous lather, 
And pails of water—hottish rather, 

But not so boiling as to turn ’em red! 

So spoke the philanthropic man 
Who laid and hatched and nursed the plan— 

And, O! to view its glorious consummation! 
The brooms and mops, 
The tubs and slops, 

The baths and brushes in full operation! 
To see each Crow, or Jim, or John, 
Go in a raven and come out a swan. 

While fair as Cavendishes, Vanes, and R 
Black Venus rises from the soapy surge, 
And all the little niggerlings emerge 

As lily white as mussels. 

Sweet was the vision; but, alas! 
However in prospects bright and sunny, 

To bring such visionary scenes to pass 
One thing was requisite, and that was—money! 
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Money, that pays the laundress and her bills, 
For socks, and collars, shirts, and frills, 
Cravats, and kerchiefs—money, without which 
The negroes must remain as dark as pitch; 

A thing to make all Christians ont and shivery, 
To think of millions of immortal souls 
Doat in bodies black as coals, 

And living—so to speak—in Satan's livery! 
Money—the root of evil—dross and stuff! 

But, O! how happy ought the rich to feel, 
Whose means enabled them to give enough 

To blanch an African from head to heel; 
How blessed—yea, thrice blessed—to subscribe 

Enough to scour a tribe! 
While he whose fortune was at best a brittle one, 
Although he ere but pence, how sweet to know 
He helped to bleach a Hottentot’s great toe, 

Or little one! 
Moved by this logic, or appalled, 

To persons of a certain turn so proper, 
The money came when called, 

In silver, gold, and ones 
Presents from “friends to blacks,” or foes to whites, 
“ Trifles,” and “offerings,” and “ widow’s mites,” 
Plump legacies and yearly benefactions, 

With other gifts 
And charitable lifts, : 

Printed in lists and quarterly transactions, 
As thus: Elisha Brettel, 
An iron kettle; 
The Dowager Lady Scannel, 
A piece of flannel; 
Rebecca Pope, 
A bar of soap; 
The Misses Howels, 
Half a dozen towels; 
The Master Rushs, 
Two scrubbing brushes; 
Mr. T. Groom, 
A stable broom; 
And Mrs. Grubb, 
A tub. 

Great were the sums collected, 
And great results in consequence expected. 
But somehow, in the teeth of all endeavor, 

According to reports, 
At yearly courts 

The Blacks, confound them, were as black as ever. 

In fact, in his perennial speech, 
The chairman owned the niggers did not bleach, 

As he had hoped, 
From being washed and soaped, 

A circumstance he named with grief and pity; 
But still he had the happiness to say, 

For self and the committee, 
By persevering in the present way, 
And scrubbirg the blacks from day to day, 

Although he could not promise perfect white, 
From certain symptoms that had come to light, 

He hoped in time to get them gray. 

Lulled by this vague assurance, 
The friends and patrons of the sable tribe 

Continued to subscribe. 
And waited, waited on with much endurance— 
Many a frugal sister, thrifty daughter— 
Many a stinted widow, pinching mother— 
With income by the tax made somewhat shorter, 
Still paid implicitly her crown per quarter. 
Only to hear, as every year came round, 
That Mr. Treasurer had spent her pound; 
And as she loved her sable brother, 
That Mr. Treasurer must have another! 
But, spite of poses or guineas, 

Instead of giving any hint 
Of turning to a neutral tint, 

The plaguy negroes and their pickaninnies 
Were still the color of the bird that caws— 

Only some very aged souls, 
Showing a little gray upon their polls, 

Like daws! 
However, poting dashed 

By such repeated failures, or abashed, 
The court still met—the chairman and directors, 

The secretary, good at pen and ink, 
The worthy treasurer, who kept the chink, 

And all the cash collectors. 
With hundreds of that class, so kindly credulous, 

Without whose help no charlatan alive 
Or bubble company could hope to thrive, 

Or busy chevalier, however sedulous— 
Those good and easy innocents, in fact, 

Who, willingly receiving chaff for corn, 
As pointed out by Butler’s tact, 
Still find a secret pleasure in the act 

Of being plucked and shorn! 

However, in long hundreds there they were, 
Thronging the hot, and close, and dusty court, 
To hear more addregses from the Chair, 

And regular report. 
Alas! concluding in the usual strain, 

That what with everlasting wear and tear, 
The scrubbing brushes hadn't got a hair, : 

The brooms—mere stumps—would never serve again. 

The soap was gone, the flannels all in shreds, 
The towels worn to threads, 

The tubs and pails, too shattered to be mended— 
And what was added with a deal of pain, 
But as accounts correctly would explain, 

Though thirty thousand pounds had been expended— 
The Blackamoors had still been washed in vain! 



“In fact, the negroes were as black as ink, 
Yet, still as the committee dared to think, 
And hoped the proposition was not rash, 
A rather free expenditure of cash.” 
But ere the prospect. could be made more sunny, 

Up jumped a little, lemon-colored man, 
And with an eager stammer, thus began 

In angry earnest, though it so unded funny: 
What? More subscriptions! No, no, no, not I; 

You have had time, time, time enough to try; 
—_ won't « ome white; then why, why, why, why, why, 

fore money? 

“ Why,” said the chairman, with an accent bland 
And gentle waving of his dexter hand, 
‘‘Why must we have more dross and dirt and dust, 

More filthy lucre, in a word, more gold?” 
The why, sir, very easily is told, 

Because humanity declares we must. 
We've scrubbed the negroes till we’ve nearly killed ‘em, 

And finding that we can not wash them white, 
But still their nigritude offends the sight, 

We mean to gild ’em. 

The United States Should Make no Discrimation Against 
Indians Attending Catholic or Other Religious Schools. 

SPEECH 

HON. HENRY SHERMAN BOUTELL, 
OF ILLINOIS, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, April 22, 1904, 

On House resolution No. 318, regarding Indian affairs. 

fr. BOUTELL said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I wish to call the attention of the House to a | 

great injustice that has been done the Indians by the Government 
¢ the last few years—an injustice that will be put an end to 

18 of the provisions of the Indian appropriation act for the 
ear, which was signed by the President yesterday. I 
he discrimination by the Government in the distribution 

ions against Indians attending other than Government 
The magnitude of this injustice becomes apparent when 

ink of the great assistance which the Government has had 
m the religious schools and the inestimable benefits which these 

s have conferred upon the Indians. 
For three centuries the Catholic Church has been the constant 
d consistent friend of the Indians through all. their trials and 

adversities. For more than 
been maintained among the western tribes by the Catholic Church 

by various denominations of the Protestant Church. The 
beneficent influence of these schools upon the Indians was won- 

rful and universally recognized. One of the best illustrations 
the > civilizing and uplifting influence of religious schools upon 
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the character of the Indians may be seen in the results accom- 
plished by the Jesuit schools that have had charge, for fifty years, | 
of the ¢ hildren of the Flathead Indians. 

\iny years ago the Government, recognizing the great good 
that was being accomplished by the religious schools, encouraged 
their growth and increase by appropriating funds for the educa- 
tion of Indian children in those schools by contract. 
_ In 1897, however, Congress, very unwisely, as I think, provided, 
in the act of June 7, that it is ‘ 

ny sectarian school.’’ 

en abandoned now depend for their support upon charitable 
butions entirely. 

Under this provision of the act of June 7, 1897, the Secretary of 
Interior has for three years withheld from Indian children at- 
ing religious schools or any other private schools the rations 

due them from the United States undertreaty agreements. In pur- 
g lands from many of the Indian tribes the United States 

n p art consideration for the lands ceded, agreed to furnish eac h 
an in the tribe subsistence in the way of regular rations, to 
livered at stated intervals. These rations have been with- 

‘id from children attending any school except a Government 
school, on the ground that it would be a violation of the provision 
which I have read from the act of June 7, 1897, to give rations to 
ae attending sectarian schools. 

this is a correct view, then the act of June 7, 1897,is a repeal 
of ‘the ’ provisions of the treaties providing for the unconditional 
distribution of rations. Such a wanton violation of solemn mee 
stipulations was certainly not contemplated when that act ws 
passed. Legislation, therefore, became necessary to change the | 
ruling of the Secretary of the Interior. 

On January 29, 1903, when the Indian appropriation bill was 

lk 
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fifty years religious schools have | 

the settled policy of the Govern- | 
ment to hereafter make no appropriation whatever for education | 

Since then all Government support has | 
been withdrawn from these schools, and those of them that have | 
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red the under consideration in the Committee of the Whole, I offe 
following amendment: 

Provided further, That in the distribution of subsisten 
no discrimination shall be made against or I 
private schools. 

Mr. STEPHENS, a Democratic Member from Texas and a mem- 
ber of the Committee on Indian Affairs, made a point of order 
against the amendment on the ground that it was legislation on 
an appropriation bill, and the point of order being sustained, the 
amendment could not even be considered. 

On the first day of the first session of this Congress, November 
9, 1908, I introduced a bill known as ‘“‘ H. R. 4,” and entitled “A 
bill to prevent discrimination against members of Indian tribes 
attending religious or private schools,’’ which I will read: 

Be it enacted, etc., That from and after the passage of this act, in carrying 
out the provisi ons of tr reaties, contr acts, or laws relating to the Indian tr 
or the members thereof by the authorities of the Uni 
nation in the distribution of rations or supplies, or ot! 
against any individuals on account of their atten — sre 
vate schools, or against the parents, guardians, or 
others attending such religious or other private s bot ls 

‘oe or other su 

iildren attent “2 r ON acco 

- other pri- 

dians < yf children or 

I have received many letters from those seabed in the wel- 
fare of the Indians, representing all religious denominations, in 
favor of the passage of this bill. I would like to read them all to 
the House, but will invite your attention on ily to a few. 
one from Cardinal Gibbons: 

Hon. H. 8. BOUTELL. 
My DEAR Sin: Lam very grateful for the h ili 

est you are taking in the welfare of the Indians, aud — 
to bring before Congress in their b« shall, a copy of which y 

I trust your efforts will meet with merited success 
Faithfully, yours, J.C 

Let me read now a letter from Mr. Woodbury, secre 
American Missionary Association, a society of the Congrega 
Church: 

Here is 

BALTIMORE, Ja 

umane al 
tor 

AMERICAN MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION, 
New York, February 10, 1904. 

Hon. H. 8. BouTELL, 
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C 

My DEAR Srp: Your letter to the ican Missi nary fam vis nw 
forwarded to me in the South, inasn 3 I have « ha ge of our Tr lian 1 
sions. I brought it to the attention of our execut 
session yesterday afternoon. 

mamittes at its n 

lam authorize d and instruct od to say that the American Missionary A 
ciation, which has carried xtended s . ol work 1ong the Indians fi 
great many years, most hes rtily sympathi eS Wi = the enactment whicl 
propose, and wishes to indorse it fi ily. Our Indi: *hools are not 
national, but they place appropriate emphasis on —- und religi 4 
seems very hard, ind leed, th at the | ils from f India 

| have been “trained and civilize mission ild be dis nated 
| against by Government officials. ave aga 1 found that 
discrimination counteracts to a great extent > efforts to at é 
and make him a good American citizen. 

Very respectfully, yours, y.P 

of tl 
lans: 

Here is one from Bishop Hare, 
Church, a lifelong friend of the Ind 

Hon. H. 8S. BouTELnL, 
House of Representatives, 

DEAR Sr: I have to thank 
discrimination against memb 
vat thool This diser 

at wrong, especially : 
of ? br eaking tl > grot und and maki 

e the ve involv« 
them was inc 
under the Presiden 
attending these sch 

Yours, v‘ 

Washingto 
you for lett 

as 

ove pense 

ols prac 
ry respectfully, 

The last letter which I will r rman, of 
South chee 

Bishop O’G« 

fp \“ 

Hon. H. §. Bot TEL! 

| DeAR Str: The bill intr vent discrimination a t 
| members of Indian trib« ry t Is ha 
tire sympathy. I havec nt y str 
to those schools which seek and a od »] 
the Government schools, and violating treat g 
assert that that policy has cat ed great pleasu 

| dians in South Dakota, and has crippled the efficiency of our mi 
| Very sincerely, 

TuHos. O’GORMAN, B 

I have also received numerous resolutions and petitions ft 
different organizations, among them one from the Chicago brat 
of the American Federation of Catholic Soci f which Joh 
C. Cremer is the captain; also one f1 
the Young Men’s Institute, Chicag 
Lantry is presid nt. 

This bill was vef erre od to the 
its provisions embodied i 

ym the Sherman ¢ 

ot 

Committe 
tion 7 of the Sec 

S| bill, which was yesterday : signed by the 
is as follows: 

Sec. 7. That no part of the mor her ’ priated for fulfilling treaty 
stipulations shall be available or expended un I i without regard 
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to “e attendan 
} school 

This limitation will put an end to the unjust discrimination 
which we have been considering in the expenditure of the appro- 
priation for the next fiscal year. 

ce of any beneficiary at any school other than a Government 

nent law of the land. Congress certainly did not intend to make 
nonattendance at religious schools on the part of the Indians a con- 
dition precedent to the fulfillment by the Government of its treaty 
obligations that were agreed to unconditionally. Neither do I 
think that Congress intended any affront to the Christian church, 
that has done more than all other agencies combined to save the 
American Indian from barbarism and to guide him along the paths 
that lead to civilization and enlightened self-government. 

But in view of the interpretation put upon the act of June 7, 
1897, by the Secretary of the Interior the enactment of the pro- 
vision contained in section 7 of the appropriation act must become 
a law, or else the Attorney-General must render an opinion that 
the act of June 7, 1897, does not warrant the Secretary of the In- 
terior in making discrimination against children attending other 
than Government schools. The wrong which we have remedied 
for this year must be permanently healed. 

Improvement of the Public Roads. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. JOHN W. MADDOX, 
OF GEORGIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to consider and recommend 
legislation for the development of the American merchant marine, and for 
other purposes. 

Mr. MADDOX said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: I ama Democrat, and don’t believe in collecting 

from the people one cent of tax more than is absolutely necessary 
to pay the expenses of the Government, honestly and economically 
administered, but the party in power has seen fit to levy a tax 
without any regard for the real necessities of public expenditures. 
This policy has gathered together in our Treasury an enormous 
surplus. This money is collected from the people, according to 
the amount of goods consumed by them, by a tariff levied upon 
such goods. 

The man who consumes most pays most tax, and, with the ex- 
ception of a poll tax, comes nearer being a per capita tax than 
any other system in vogue in State or National Government. 

A surplus gathered together in the National Treasury has al- 
ways been a menace to good legislation. If there were only some 
law to dispose of this surplus in an equitable and fair manner so 
that all of the peoplecould get some benefit from the taxes levied 
upon them, a great problem would be solved. _After mature de- 
liberation I have introduced the following bill for the purpose of 
improving the post-roads of this country: 
A bill (H. R. 11353) to distribute the ‘surplus in the Treasury of the United 

States to the several States, Territories. and the District of Columbia 
for the sole purpose of improving the roads therein. 

Be it enacted, etc., That it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treas- 
ury at the end of each fiscal year to take an account of all the funds in the 
Treasury of the United States, and after deducting from said sum the 
amounts required by law to be kept in said Treasury, the remainder, if any, 
shall be declared a surplus. 

Sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to imme- 
diately provide for the distribution of said surplus, not ———s $25,000,000 
annually during the continuance of this law, on a per capita basis to the 
States, Territories, and the District of Columbia, to be computed from the 
last general census taken by the national authorities, and shall prorate the 
same accordingly for the sole purpose of improving the postal roads in said 
States, Territories, and District of Columbia, undersuch rulesand regulations 
as the States, Territories, and District of Columbia may provide, and said 
Secretary shall immediately notify the governors of anid States and Terri- 
tories and the Commissioners of the District of Columbia the amounts due 
each, and that the same will be paid over to such person or personsas may be 
duly authorized by said States, Territories, and fhe District of Columbia, to 
receive and receipt for the same. 

Sec. 3. That should any State, Territory, or District divert said funds for 
any purpose other than the improvement of the postal roads that they shall 
not be allowed to participate in any further distribution of said funds until 
said State shallshow to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury that 
a like amount so diverted has been expended from thetreasury of said State, 
Territory, or District so diverting the same in a judicious manner upon the 
postal roads of said State, Territory, or District diverting the same. 

Sec. 4. That it shall be the duty of the governors of the several Statesand 
Territories and the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to makea full 
and complete report to the Secretary of the Treasury on the 15th day of No- 
vember each year what legislation, rules, and regulations have been ope Ks 
for the expenditure of said funds upon the postal roads, the manner in which 
the same has been spent, and the results accomplished. And it shall be the 
duty of said Secretary to submit said reports to Congress on the first day of 
each regular session. 

Before the expiration of that | 
period I trust that this provision will become a part of the perma- | gend our mail over the various roads of the country, we also 
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As our national taxes are collected from all the people, so #t nec- 
sesarily follows that all the people are interested as to how this 
money should be spent. Mr. Speaker, this bill has been drawn 
with the view of bringing it within the purview of the Constitn- 
tion. No man will deny the fact that if we have the right to 

have the right to keep these roads in repair. The bills intro- 
duced by Mr. BROwWNLOw and Senator LATIMER are of doubtful 
constitutionality; besides, they provide for the establishing of a 
national bureau in this city which will cost millions of money 
and divert a large part of the funds intended for improvement of 
roads. I believe the people in the different States and Territories 
can use the money paid over to them by the Government to bet- 
ter advantage than the Government itself can do it. 
A plan marked out for Maine in all probability would not suit 

Texas. I provide in this bill that the surplus is to be distributed 
to the States and Territories according to population. This is fair 
and just, and it will go to aid our farmers who live in the country, 
who contribute so largely to the support of the Government. If 
we had spent the millions on the public roads that we have thrown 
away on the Philippines, we would have the best roads on earth. 

The farmers have uncomplainingly borne the burden of taxa- 
tion, and we ought to do something for them. 

It is true that we are giving them rural mail delivery, but they 
are entitled to good roads, and I believe the surplus in the Treas- 
ury should be devoted to this purpose. We have from time to 
time legislated in the interest of everybody except the farmer, 
Now is our opportunity. Let us help them. When it is once 
known throughout the country that the surplus in the Treasury 
will be devoted to improving the post-roads all over the Union, 
every Member of Congress will be held to a strict accountability 
for every cent appropriated. Every citizen will know that every 
dollar that can be saved will go to improve the roads, and the 
reckless and criminal expenditure of money gathered from the 
people will cease. 

In some, I might say in many, of the districts the popularity 
of a Representative depends upon how successful he may be in 
looting the Treasury for the special benefit of his district. There 
is not a dollar in the Treasury that is not placed there by taxing 
the people, and if there remains a surplus in the Treasury after 
paying the expenses of the Government it ought in all fairnesss 
to be distributed to the people from whom it was collected equally 
and fairly, and I know of no better use or fairer manner of dis- 
posing of the surplus gathered together by Republican taxation 
than giving it to the States and Territories for the purpose of 
improving the post-roads throughout the country. 

It is unnecessary for me to call the attention of this Congress 
or thecountry to the great benefit to be derived from the improve- 
ment of our post-roads. As I said in the beginning, I do not bo- 
lieve in collecting tax by the National Government from the peo- 
ple for any purpose except to pay the expenses of the National 
Government honestly and economically administered. 

But the policy of the Republican party is to levy a tax without 
regard to the amount of money that it may wring from the 
pockets of the people. This sometimes results in accumulating a 
large surplus in the Treasury. 

Then, if we had a permanent statute like the bill I present 
which provides for the redistribution of this fund for road pur 
poses, it would save the country of much vicious and unfair leg- 
islation, and could be devoted to no better use, 

Shipping Between Ports of the United States and Ports in the 
Philippine Islands, 

SPEECH 
oF 

HON. JOHN H. SMALL, 
OF NORTH CAROLINA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Thursday, April 7, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the bill (S. 2259) to regulate ! 
ing in trade between ports of the United States and ports or places 1! 
hilippine Archipelago, between ports or places in the Philippine Arch 

ago, and for other purposes— 

Mr. SMALL said: ; 
Mr. SPEAKER: The gentleman from Maine [Mr. LITTLEFIELD); 

in referring to the purpose of this bill, very candidly admitte¢ 
that its object was to favor the interests of the American mer- 
chant marine. I think it will be apparent, especially to thos 
who have made a study of this subject, that no benefit will come 
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to any other interest, or to the people of the United States or the | the proposition advanced by the Secretary of War that it would 
Philippine Archipelago, but only to the owners of our vessels. increase freight rates three times over the present rates. 
Speaking for myself, and I believe for the minority membership | I would alsolike to quote from the present Commissioner of Navi- 
this House, we recognize the decadence of our merchant ma- | gation, Mr. Chamberlain. Mr. Chamberlain is an ardent friend 

, and we would be glad, along with the distinguished gentle- | of the merchant marine. He has goneas far as any gentleman in 
n from Iowa [Mr. BriRDsALL], to participate in some legislation | advocating propositions for the building up of our merchant ma- 
ich could be sustained upon principle, sustained by the tradi- | rine, yet, in his last report for 1903, here is what he says: 
is of our party, that would tend to its restoration and to build | — gection 3 of the act of March 8, 1902, can not go into effect au 

up again, SO that our flag might go into every sea. on July 1, 1904, without almost destroying inter le ar listur bin 

we have to favor our merchant marine by such a sacrifice | the trade between the United States and t ie archipelago. There are prac 
| cost as is involved in this bill, I believe gentlemen upon both | cana no “vessels of the United States,” in the statutory sense, in the Philip- 
es of the House, upon mature consideration, will decide that N as Sos a : 

he cost is too great. Now this bill does not extend to interisland trade, but exempts 

Some of the evils of this bill, on which I desire to address the | *@t- Listen again to what Mr. Chamberlain says: 
House, are, first, that it will violate the open-door policy which PR a ee eee en See Seats end the Philippines is 1 
was the announced purpose of our Secretary of State in connec- | thus carried only about 3 per cent of the merchandise transported 
tion with the ratification of the Spanish treaty to maintain the | between the Philippines and the United States. To confine this tr 
trade in those islands. ‘irely to American v essels after the Ist of next July will hy 

; ° . : reversal of existing carrying conditions. Thi 
If I had time I could read quotations from communications of | relations unless American tonnage can be adjusted promptly to this new line 

Secretary Hay to the British minister, in which it was laid down | of trade. ' ; 
as a distinct proposition that certainly until the 1st of January, Again, on page 45, he says: 
1909, the same benefits which the United States enjoyed in its| Gonsjderations of treaty obliga nti 
trade in the Philippine Islands should be enjoyed by all other | East, and our peculiar relations to the people of the Philip 
countries. question considerably above the } lane fan ordinary applicat 

Now, the first effect of this bill will be to increase the freight | ()8)p2de ew, such as was promptly and properly made 
rates, and upon this proposition I think it can be demonstrated, Thes a eo a : sg ta : 
in spite of the subtle argument presented by the gentleman from | __ + 2¢s¢ quotations are fr om two eminent gentlemen conne ted 
Maine, that the result will be very materially to increase the rates with the present Administ room, and op org opi be consistently 
of freight and thereby increase the price to the consumers of bind- Seto ” ae oi waa ee — one — oe ee ee 
ing twine and other products of raw hemp which are imported Gia: ates ane coal Pry: _ cd Se conan aie 4 Low 
from the Philippine Islands. CT, UM anyone Was Capadle OF speaking intelligently upon this 
Ancthenvanals of this legislation will be the incalculable injury this question it iy porate to be the emiippine Commission, and 

which will come to the trade and the commerce and the develop- | 1 the report en Dy she eminens’ gentleman who was so long 
ment of the Philippine Islands. If the Philippine Islands are | 2! ee commission, and who now fills the chair of 
ours, Which is admitted, and if it is our purpose, as so many gen- os a V =. i i . 
tlemen upon the other side of the House have proclaimed atvari- | _!" the report of the Philippine Commission, w hich has been to 
ous times, to do all acts and to enact all legislation which shall | S°™¢ extent quoted by the distinguished gentleman from Ohio, I 
result in the development of the commerce and the manufactur- | #4 this language: 

1 tn 

3T ersai Willi 

ing interests, the agricultural interests, and the education of the ‘oe S — ae em eens = th law arenes th e of th 
. . . . . € 2 oreig ”) ms ntll an eque onnage of ches ec Am people of those islands, then, I take it, this House will go slow | jcjn ‘freighters are actually availatle to take up that ae 

before it deliberately engages in any legislation which would de- | healthy rate competition would result in a decided increase over the preset 
stroy that commerce, arrest their development, and treat them | rates of freight. Thisadditional burden would fall on the already weakened 

absolutely li not entitled to the protection and the support | T°OUTces 0 these islands, and such a result would be more than lamen 
BDSOLUUELY OS BENS ot entitle I CuOn é 16 SUPPOFT | from every standpoint. The tonnage plying between these islands an: 
of our Government. Pacific coast is about equal to the present freight supply, and no cl bang 

Now, first I desire to discuss the question as to whether it will | the present law seems desirable as far as trans-Pacific routes are concerned 
seriously increase the freight rates. If this legislation is adopted, | ,,,2° permit f See eee ete ea ne ee oe 
then after the 1st of July, 1905, all the oceanic trade between the | territory of the United States, be not changed for a period of at least five 
mainland of the United States and the Philippine Islands must | years from July 1, 1904, and that positive legislation to that effect be had by 
necessarily be carried in American bottoms. In addition, every | CO?Stess at an early date. } 
passenger who goes between the United States and the Philippine And I could read furthe r fri m him. Here you have the opinion 
Islands must go in an American vessel, at a penalty of $200. of Mr. Taft, but the distin guished gentleman from Maine says 
Now, as to the increase in freight rates, it was in evidence be- | that he has changed his opinion. Let us see: 

fore our committee when this bill was under consideration that In the hearings before the Committee on Merchant Marine 
at the very lowest the freight rates would be increased $3 per ton; | when Mr. Taft was present, he was asked the question as to | 
and when this vessel owner was asked the question, ‘‘ Would you | attitude upon this bill. He stated that after a conference with 
be willing, on behalf of your company, to enter upon a contract | the Senate committee and, I believe, the distinguished Senator 
to carry freight at a rate not exceeding this amount?” he very | from Massé chusetts, Senator Lopar, he had reluctantly agreed 
frankly declared that he would not do so. | that if the date for this law going into effect could not be ex- 
When brought to a corner by some question submitted to him, | tended to a further time, as July 1, 1905, that he would yield to 

he said he wished it distinctly understood that they were not in | it, but in the same hearing he persisted in the statement that 
this business and they did not desire this legislation for their | 1909 was the least time which should be given the Philippine Is 
health, but for a profit. lands and our merchant marine to prepare for the application of 

In the last Congress, when a bill was pending here for trans- | our coastwise laws. Pe 
porting American supplies on American vessels, providing the Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Will the gentleman permit me, Mr. 
increase did not amount to more than 10 per cent, this House de- | Speaker? f 
feated that bill because they were not willing to pay any addi- Mr. SMALL. | Certainly. : 
tional amount for American supplies. Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Where did the gentleman find that testi- 

Will it increase the freight rates? Let me give to you what | mony in the hearing? I do not say it is not there, but I desire to 
Secretary Root wrote upon this question in answer to acommu- | knowwhereitis. 
nication which was submitted to him recently. He repliedina Mr.SMALL. I will findit inone moment. I asked him this 
letter to Senator FRYE, dated January 14, 1904, giving his opinion | question . - 
as to the bill for the transportation of American supplies in Ameri- Mr. LITTLEFIELD. What page? 
can vessels, from which I will quote this paragraph: Mr. SMALL. On page 101 of the hearings— 

, : ° : 7 ' i ron inior 1e extensio »f the coas ise laws should ! Your committee will observe, by examining the Quartermaster-General's | ite an rene euanien Boont “ —. a coe : wet ea age 
report of January 13, that the average cost of transporting all classes of | / z . 
freight from New York to Manila during the calendar year 193 has been | tariff down to 10 per cent or remoy ing the tar iff. SEE 

$11.91 per ton of 2,000 pounds, while the average cost of transporting all classes | _ Governor Tart. I want to avoid this act going i ect until we have a 
of freight by rail from New York to San Francisco has been $28.70 per ton of | Chance at the tariff. I talked wita ° = my Lov “st a 
000 pounds; that is to say, it now costs two and one-half times as much to | is, I think. I tried to get all I< Cerne alten: grate: Seman FP th I wearer Rppater 
get freight from New York to the Pacific coast as it now costs to get it from and give us an opportunity to make an appeal on th esubje he tariff, and 
New York to Manila. Under these circumstances, if we were confined abso- | We Will try to be satisfied.” | SE ee ee 
lutely to American bottoms for this business we would have no way of escap- | I do not want to be eo oe oy . Beoeg- 
ng from the payment of at least three times as much as we now pay for this | had with him as to my attitude inthe matter, unce { 

class of transportation all, but = Iam very anxic ae, to do is t 10 

r : re ; Houses—the fairness of a give and take proy going 
hat is the opinion of the Secretary of War after a careful ex- | apply the protection theory to us, that you give us tl f the prot 

amination. Gentlemen may say that the Government is charged | pe ger” F< dete a me icon” Tt dan lice nck tent 
at higher rates than individuals or private corporations, and while | | }olieve in the fairness of Congress and t} ee Tee 

there may be something in that contention, still it can not explain ! ing to keep agitatin e standy g as we can 
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Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Let me call the gentleman’s attention to 
the fact that he put 1909 into his question and the Secretary de- 
clined to answer to 1909, but answered as to 1905. That is an en- 
tirely different matter from his having answered as to 1909. 

Mr. SMALL. I said that Secretary Taft reluctantly yielded to 
1905. He says nowhere that he had abandoned his position which 
was contained in the report of the Philippine Commission, in which 

ited distincly that these coastwise laws should not apply un- 
til 1909, and the gentleman from Maine can not find anywhere 
where he has taken a different position. 

Mr. LITTLEFIELD. The gentleman from North Carolina can 
not find any statement in the hearings where Secretary Taft said 
he had not abandoned the position, either. If he can not find it 
now, he can take time to find it and put it in the Recorp. 
Mr.SMALL. If it is conceded that the Philippine Commission 

and Secretary Taft, as president of thatcommission, advocated an 
extension until July 1, 1909, before the coastwise laws should 
apply, then I submit that it is incumbent on the gentleman to 
show where Secretary Taft has ever taken a different position, 
and if he can not do so, then to candidly admit his error. [Ap- 
lanse. | 
Mr. NORRIS. Will the gentleman from North Carolina yield 

for an interruption? 
Mr.SMALL. Yes. 
Mr. NORRIS. Iwould like toask the gentleman his opinion if 

our coastwise laws will go into effect in the Philippine Islands in 

ne si 

1904 if we do not pass this act or some other legislation looking to | 
that end? 

Mr. SMALL. In my judgment, they will not. I agree in that 
position with the distinguished gentleman from Michigan [Mr. 
LUCKING], and, as I understood, with the gentleman from Maine. 

Mr. NORRIS. I would like to ask the gentleman, because he 
ithe committee, what the opinions or contentions are in the 
rtment? What is Secretary Taft’s opinion on that proposi- 

is O! 

Depa 
tion? 

Mr. LUCKING. 
up the question of law. 
Mr.SMALL. The Secretary said that he had made no ex- 

amination of it. To be entirely candid, I understand that there 
is a diversity of opinion in the different Departments, the Army 
and the Navy, in regard to it. 

Mr. NORRIS. Has it been submitted to them? 
Mr. SMALL. I do understand, however, that the Attorney- 

General has recently rendered an opinion that the coastwise laws 
do not apply automatically to the Island of Guam. 

Mr. GROSVENOR. UHas the gentleman got such an opinion? 
Mr. SMALL. I have not. 
Mr. GROSVENOR. Ido not think he ever rendered such an 

opinion. 
Mr. LUCKING. 

ic side. | 
*- GROSVENOR. This question did arise—— 
.SMALL. Mr. Speaker, how much time have I remaining? 
eSPEAKER protempore. The gentleman has three minutes. 
*, SMALL. 

He answered me that he had never looked 

Thaveitright here. [Applause on the Demo- g I 

igation; in the face of the deliberate opinion of Secretary Taft as 
chairman of the Philippine Commission, which he has never re- 
canted; in spite of all the influences which were brought to bear 
upon him since he came into our country, I say in the face of 
these opinions of these gentlemen who should know, how can one 
say that our freight rates will not be substantially increased? 

If such a result will follow, then it follows that the cost of the 
manufacture of the article of binding twine, for instance, which 
is so lar,;ely used in the State of Minnesota and other great grain- 
growing States of the West, will be increased, and how can gen- 
tlemen consistently vote for a measure of this kind which would 
have such disastrous results? I have here the opinion of the At- 
torney-General. 

Mr. GROSVENOR. What doesitrelateto? Notwithstanding 
the laughter on the other side, I make the assertion that he has 
rendered no opinion in relation to the Philippine Islands. 

Mr. SMALL. 
Islands. 

Mr. GROSVENOR. Iso understood the gentleman. 
Mr.SMALL. Isaid that it related to the coastwise laws, and 

to the effect that they did not apply automatically to the island 
of Guam. 

Mr. GROSVENOR. I did not so understand the gentleman. 
The difference is that in one case we have a treaty with Spain 
which undertakes to legislate upon commerce and traffic, and 
with Guam we have nothing. 

Mr. LUCKING. It was under the same treaty. 
Mr. GROSVENOR. Oh, no. 
Mr. LITTLEFIELD. Will notthe gentleman concede this, that 

Now, in the face of this evidence; in the face of | 
the opinion of the Secretary of War, of the Commissioner of Nav- | 

I did not say that it related to the Philippine | 
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| wholly upon the fact that there has nothing whatever been dono 
| in relation to Guam either by legislation or administration, anj 
| that it stands in that sense entirely independent and alone? Ho 
| = not undertake to distinguish it absolutely. Is not that tho 
| fact? p 
| Mr. SMALL. Oh,I can not yield further for a discussion of 
| this matter, because there is another phase that I wish to present, 
| The a pro tempore. The time of the gentleman h 
| expired, 

Anticanteen Legislation and the Army, 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. C. E. LITTLEFIELD, 
OF MAINE, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, April 25, 1904, 

On the bill (H. R. 13356) providing for the election of a Delegate fron 
Territory of Alaska to the House of Representatives of the United St 
and defining the qualifications of electors in said Territory. 

Mr. LITTLEFIELD said: 
| Mr. SPEAKER: In accordance with the leave given,I herey 
place in the Recorp a reprint of an article on anticanteen | 
lation which appeared in the North American Review of A 
and May, 1904, written by me. 

On the 2d day of February, 1901, the following provision 
statute became the law of the land: 

Src. 88. The sale of or dealing in beer, wine, or any intoxicating | 
any person in any post exchange or canteen or army transport, or u| 
yrumises used for military purposes by the United States, is her: 
hibited. The Secretary of War is hereby directed to carry the proy 
this section into full force and effect. 

This is what has come to be popularly, though inaccu: 
known as the “anticanteen law.’’ It is obviously not 
against the canteen, but against the sale of prohibited beve: 
in the canteen or post exchange, and it can not in any | 
sense be called the ‘* anticanteen law.” 

It was drawn and introduced by me as an amendment, i 
House, on December 6, 1900. In advocating its adoption | 
among other things: 

Briefly, as to the propriety of the amendment, I am fully aware t! 
is great difference of opinion, and an honest difference of opinion, a 
wisdom and propriety of this amendment. 

I think this assertion still holds good, notwithstanding the 
what virulent and offensive tone adopted in discussing its 1 
by those opposed to the legislation. 
Major Seaman says it is ‘‘ unrighteous to give the arm) 

exchange the name of ‘ canteen,’ ’’ and he thinks it would n 
been abolished if it had not been so called; but, during a 
article he commits the same “ unrighteous ”’ offense by refi 
repeatedly to the canteen as having been ‘‘ abolished.” | 

| count of this general misapprehension and for the sake of 
ness and convenience the term ‘‘canteen’’ will be used in 
article as meaning that part of the post exchange where | 

| sold, and the term ‘‘ anticanteen”’ as meaning the post ex 
whereno beerissold. Thislegislation will stand, I have n 

| until a full opportunity shall have been given, under prop 
| ditions, by practical operation, to demonstrate its wisdom 
| wisdom. 
| Everyone of whom I have any knowledge, no matter w! 
| preconceived theories may be upon the general question « 
| use and abuse of liquor as a beverage, is not only entirely wi 
| but expects, that it shall stand or fall by this test. A vig 
| effort is being made to satisfy the public that this test has | 
| made and that the legislation has proved a failure. A ca 
| examination of the facts will show that this effort must 
| with failure. 

Among the most pretentious contributions to this discussi: 
articles by Maj. Louis Livingston Seaman and Col. William Co 
Church in the numbers for January and December, 1903, re 
tively, of the North American Review. These articles dei 
perlfaps, an especial significance from the fact that the w! 
by reason of their official character and profession, assume to | 
special and peculiar knowledge of the subject and therefor 
right to speak with authority. 

In addition to this, they have another advantage over the 1 
civilian. Article 66 of section 1342 of the Revised Statutes 0! | 

United States provides that ‘‘ any officer who is convicted of : 
duct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman shall be dismiss 

| from the service.’’ That is, they are required by law not ne 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

| 

the Attorney-General in that opinion bases his conclusion almost | sarily to be gentlemen (as to which there may be a very profou 
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‘nction), but to ‘‘conduct”’ y ‘ a 
7 a ): 1g ‘= Para ma = themsels es as gentlemen. I be- | ports from every postin the Army. From these reports it will be seen that 

that these c i are a a persons, in or out of the Gov- | singeet tena hu ndred post exchanges in the United States and the Ph lip: 

ent service, who are the objects o is degr nies _ | pines at the time of the passage of the act, February 2, 190 ut very few. 

i e When they en } oot this degree of statutory | main, and that in the majority of cases vit as been an i bia i fine 
solicitude. gage in polemical discourse, it would | practicable to operate the post exchange without the profits received from { 

ously be characterized on their part, under the law, by treat- sale of beer and light wines. v0, eived fi 

their adversaries with a degree of politeness, courtesy, and Very respectfully, Henry P. McCain 

ation of tone exceeding that of the civilian co Acting Adjutant- General ntroversialist. | : ‘ ; . . ae 
x well they sustain the part appears by a few characteristic vee I have no doubt, fairly states the importance of the prof ; 

rences to the persons oo are unfortunate enough to believe i 8 ensuing from the sale of | er and light wines as the main 

is legislation and therefore lie under the ban of their dis- | , he seat te , Ce a2 — Poe Lit Sy bear that without this 
) sre 

S- | source’’ it is practically in a to maintain t] = : 

pleasure. 
t f he naintain the primary tea 

" | res , A nich ag recr Saad xg 

olonel Church makes these pleasant references to them: tair os —- en nn aa: , : ainmen a 
mall but most persistent and vociferous body of theori . : 

; : cl : sorists Ww ws ‘ rhar } : ° 7 
ual ith the Army nor interest in it beyond making pe rhe have pe |. It follows, then, that where there is no drinking of lx 

‘bbies. * * * A mistaken sentiment which, hay ing reached cert: i} oe recreation, amusement, or entertainme and tl 
tic © one bistons by the studious igparing of facts. * * | drinking of beer the more recreation, amu er 1ent and 

it should be conclusive with all, except those dete 2 é © Vari eo » s Geaaidtaan dane ieeen tae dial Oo es one determined not to be | ment, and the more variety for the mess. 
> ths at they have accomplished their purpose, they appear to Some |. Under the régime here tofore existing, as ‘“‘ every ' Ry 

ed a > 1 ems Se clot ak ot a rig ghteous content 
and left the Army to | is a stockholder in a.” and Pp artic ips ates e seamen ten t] ; ii 

r se a » 
| . 

ates cali i 1d Ti 

or it and foot by the restrictions they have placed | resulting therefrom, the menare naturally expect 1 to cont b 

rng ith te prt 0 ell spoeenetiys rites their share at least Yo the producing cause. Emerson traly 
V I f 1 

£ 3 ac a. : + ° . . 

were with the habits of the n soldiers and the life of the Army | 1at is the one base thing in the universe, to receive bene 
abits of the dodo. | and re i | = _— | and render none. The total abstainer, while particip: 

fajor Seaman quotes with evident approval, in referring to | the benefits derived from these profits, as he n cessarily must, 
ponents of the canteen, this cheerful and pleasing observa- | would be reaping where he had not sown, and elf would 

| furnish a powerful and insidious incentive 1 versal beer 

lone are virtuous. We are the advocates of reform. We are the drinking by the soldiers. In fact, the total abstai Was no’ 

‘pocritical hippodrome—none like us. ~~ | frequently taunted with his failure thus to contril "tafe 

¢ wr snlac 7 . ‘ | ri] Ae ‘ ‘ , ' Se tne : 
tone of their articles must obviously be attributed to en- | e. will be seen that all of the considerations involved in tl 

thusiasm and zeal, and not to ill temper, much less ill breeding. | scheme—appetite, financial needs, pleasure, ¢ nd inevit 
be that the analysis that I will make of their articles will —— universal and increasing consumption eer and 

: rise to the suspicion that they have perhaps mistaken these ba a 
ions for argument and demonstration. fhe inquiry at once arises Why can not t primary ] 

1X . x ’ »?? . } , } ;  o 

What purpose does the canteen seek to accomplish, and how pone” oS we comes be ac lished by supplying the fu 
di propose to effect it from the standpoint of its advocates? necessary therefor from sources other than the d sted px 

Its purposes are twofold: ** | from the sale of beer, and thus eliminate the lesser evil 
1° . : en 8 ° | Tr} sshalitw . . 

First, it furnished, it is claimed, a counter attraction to the sa- The possibility of such an alternative does 3 not appear 
1 4 ni : ° vs ee ‘Tea 274 aanr Cana? ‘ 1 teri 4 omic 

loon that is maintained near the post, where ali kinds of liquor comneee = aes Major Seaman or Colonel Church, surcharg: 
d, and, by satisfying by the milder and so-called “‘ less harm- as they are with information on this question. *Colonel C1 

ful" drinks of beer and light wines the craving for vicious stimn- | ““\~ ee 
lants, becomes the lesser of two evils, as ‘‘its advocates frankly | , es caiiacenal 

imit that the total abolition of intoxicants in the Army is a de- | osity of a single individual, Miss Helen ¢ ight ; ae $s : v5 - Sing: na qual, MISS meien Zot 

,tum devoutly to be wished;”’ its second purpose is explained | the canteen. 
f ow +044 -a : | 7, ++ 3 
lowing quotations: 4 | Yetitis a fact that at the time when the Colonel, y 

ma y pompene wee, to furnish to the trpews at reasonable price, such turbed ‘‘ by the studious ignoring of facts’’ by aici ; . 

e he articles of ordinary use, wear,and consumption, not st ied by rrote his artic 1.000.000 ($500.0 *ilabl. rnment, and to afford la coeendaanadl alice aiametaieen are — 7 cates. W rote his arti le pi,' 00 OOO SIUUUUU ay ailab! » for re 

table to their station in life, which, if denied, they would See | year 1902-8 and $500,000 for the fiscal y« 1902_4) } n 

| limits of thecamp. (Seaman.) rane priat af ir that expr ess purpose, t ndera —— = 2.41. 

we st exc hange or canteen is an enlisted man’ s club, supported by the P: h F t eae se a = 
n the articles purchased at wholesale for sale to its members at r | euitche tealltinenat ru ree 
i its prosperity depends, as does that of all similar organizations, | exc " 3 at See ts an : 

ing ms ade acceptable to those for whom it is intended, so that they om 2 oe eareee wea 4. the diomretiom and 1 % 
ize it liberally instead of going abroad for their purchases. So | rot ‘Wer. sins acai aaa _—s ” 
sources per mit, itis provided with newspapers and peri rdicals, 
on 1d various forms of amusement and entertainment, and made | The first approy n of $50 was 1 
e that men of the garrison will have the least possible temptation to | While the effe f th y unot 
ae and good fellowship in quarters where they are subject to | hile the effect of th ee 'P 

at tend to demoralize and degrade them, and to make them forget- | Y&%, @ppare nt, for reasons that her er ; rf : 

d ty they owe as soldiers. (Church.) buildings precisely like that mentioned not ‘at. : 

enlisted man in the garrison is a stockholder init, and from it, when | the ae dit is ee Bhat Ae 
ess, he obtains the benefits which promote cheerful endurance of | " ed ? nen oe that they - 
m ake —_ san c a with his lot, and thus a better soldier ar - | mand for the cante ro on.” 
tizen. At the post exchange the soldier can buy at a minimum | The Ame ric 1 Health A i 

3 of luxur y not included in the Government ration, liberal as it is, sol < ea tien ae 
mposs ible so to adapt the ration in all respects to individual tastes resolution invite: intellig — 1 not become monotonous. (Church. ) _ ment of good « een * .* taking su 

: ; the betterment of sting conditions, and 
2 , then, of amusement, recreation, and entertainment, | jing — ope Saeien ene 7 1 ad eas 

articles necessary to the comfort and convenience of the | to prev nt” eee ae 
c a . . . . ” Xu LOVOHY,. 

rcan be purchased, is the dominant, salient, and ‘‘primary ; : 
” of the post exch: premary And its committee urged that— 

se”’ of the postexchange. The sale of beer and light wines The sale of soft a . 
incident only, the lesser evil, to be eliminated if possible. | s ups should be encourag abs! ; 
incident,’’ however, is the chief among the ‘‘ resources’’ of This } } ae _— 

imteen, as appears from the following official advice: ; his has the approval of Colonel Church, and is | 
s , this appropriation is int nded | to accomplish. The distir 

+4 « ol] ar aoe S 

HARLES E. LIvTLEFre.p, M. C.. APRIL 27, 1903. major and colonel are making their app ‘al to the pul 

Rockland, Me. public are entitled to know all th 6 facts involved, and es 
: mt av @ the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22d | a factor so important that it ‘* might le sen the demand 

t hep 16 é ecretary of W ar, in which youask to be advised as to whether | Canteen. : 
ussage of the act prohibiting the sale of beer and light wines at | ey know of 

‘changes (there were never any “intoxicating liquors” sold in a a he | sae es y > ian Loni oe p 
ments), the post exchange was discontinued asa cooperative store (only one had been made when Major Seaman's 

sa ph a Of axatiee ment and entertainment, or whether the only change | if they knew, they sin i suppressed an es al . me 
z rege Ek he post-exchange system by the enactment of the law was | didn’t know, they simply ee. nstrate tl 

that eee eum ation of the sale of beer and wines therefrom, and with | of a subject as to ich t] 2 l 
rac = lon the exchange was continued as before in every other respect | eee ject as to which they ass a ae , ae eee 

~€ > > 
i - , © ¥ " 

u have received nt and entertainment, general store, etc. You add thority, as these facts were obvious to thi SOry ©xal \ 
fe if ockved en impression —_ without ee aid of ~~ poem re- | tion, so that “he that runs may read.” That nticanteen 

c uc S difficult and per - islation. i ie abse1 P the rome ae 

R svi a the exchange for any other purpose. perhaps im- | legislation, in the absence of the assistance to | lerive , 
re , 1ereto, permit me to say that the exact status of all post ex- | these appropriations, is not expected to reach anything a 

2 2, Fifty seventh Gon Is atest reports is to be found in House Document | mating the maximum of success hoped ft nd + 1 4 
SF aa ; : 5 7 , pu A A < ‘ i t ) 

zi gress, second session, which contains official re- obvious for discussion. 

tl ri italics appear in quotations, they are the work of the writer of | These appropriations will take the pl: oO rom the 

sale of beer, and it is the expectation tt will accomplish iplis} 
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that purpose and contribute to the ‘‘ desideratum devoutly to be 
wished. the total abolition of intoxicantsin the Army.”’ 
This is the laudable purpose that has led the distinguished chair- 
man of the Military Affairs Committee in the House, the Hon. 
J. A. T. Huu, of Iowa, to work earnestly and successfully for 
these appropriations that are indispensable if the measure is to 

rove a success. 

It is only proper to add that Senator Proctor, the acting chair- 
man of the Military Affairs Committee in the Senate, has been 
an earnest advocate of these appropriations, and the membership 
of both committees, both of the majority and minority parties, 
laudably sustained their efforts. 

These are the first appropriations of the kind that have ever 
been made. They were introduced in the Senate and successfully 

° ol 
urged by Senator HANSBROUGH, a loyal and effective supporter of | 

is ° nal ° | 

It necessarily follows that, until they shall have been 
generally utilized throughout the Army, as generally, at least, as | 
this policy. 

was the canteen, we can have no condition or period with which 
the canteen period can be compared with any propriety or intel- 
ligence. 

In addition to this appropriation, another should be made for a 
company fund, in order to insure the most complete success. 
The company fund enables the men to vary the monotony of the 
mess, and contributes greatly to their comfort. 
there was no post exchange with or without the sale of beer. 
to 1889, it was operated in comparatively few instances. 
the canteen became general, and continued until February 2, 1901; 
so that the canteen period is from 1889 to 1900, inclusive. 

Prior and subsequent thereto we have no period—by reason of 
the lack of the place of recreation, amusement, entertainment 
and lunch room, and a company fund to relieve the monotony of 
the mess—with which a statistical comparison of the canteen | 
period will be of any value for the purpose of demonstrating the 
wisdom of the anticanteen legislation. While this is true, it is 
to be observed that the facts, fairly analyzed, hardly justify the 
sweeping generalizations which have been made by the canteen 
advocates. The theory is that the establishment of the canteen 
drives the contjguous saloons out of business, and, conversely, 
that its discontinuance at once increases the number. This is 
the only theory that can justify the canteen. For instance, Major 
Seaman says regarding Washington Barracks, in Washington: 

Before the introduction of the canteen, Four-and-a-half street, for two 
or three squares from the point at which it entered the post, was lined with 
small saloons in which liquor was dispensed to the soldiers. Almost imme- 
diately after the starting of the canteen at the barracks, the effect was seen 
upon these establishments, and before the second month more than half of 
the liquor saloons had closed up and their proprietors had moved away. 

The canteen was established at these barracks in 1889. The 
facts, as given me by Maj. Richard Sylvester, superintendent of | 
the police department of the District of Columbia, are that there 
were only three saloons on Four-and-a-half street within three 
‘*squares from the point at which it entered the post’’ in 1889, 
and while two of them went out of existence shortly after the 
establishment of the canteen, in 1890 four wholesale liquor stores, 
where the law authorized the sale of liquor in quantities of not 
less than a pint, were established, two continuing one year and 
two three years, and that on the 2d of February, 1901, when the 
canteen was abolished, there ‘were in this same location, three 
‘*squares from the point where it entered the post,’’ four saloons— 
one more than when the canteen was established—and the num- 
ber has not increased up to date. 
failed to materialize. Of Fort Myer, Major Seaman says: 

Before the introduction of the canteen there were between ten and twenty 
low groggeries, between the terminus of the street railway and the entrance 
to Arlington, largely depending upon the patronage of thetroops. * * * 
And that after ten years of the canteen at the post only two of these were 
left. 

On the contrary, in that locality, instead of ‘‘ between ten and 
twenty low groggeries,’’ the commissioner of revenue of Alexan- 
dria County, Va., Mr. H. L. Holmes, informs me from his own 
actual knowledge that there were from three to four saloons open 
from 1880 to 1891, and instead of ‘‘ only two of these being left”’ 
the records show that in 1900, the end of the canteen period, there 
were five in healthy working order. Ifallof the Major’sassertions 
of facts are equally open to criticism, it may not be entirely safe 
to rely without any hesitation upon his conclusions. 

Major Seaman asserts that ‘‘the liquor sellersandthe W.C. T. U. 
are the strongest advocates of the law as it now stands,”’ and 
Colonel Church says: ‘‘As no whisky or otherstrong drinks were 
sold, the stories of the influence exerted by whisky dealers to 
restore the canteen are obviously untrue.’’ Whether the ‘‘ whisky 
dealers’? are for or against the canteen goes a very little way 
toward establishing the facts involved, but the obvious anxiety of 
the canteen advocates to separate themselves from the ‘‘ liquor 
sellers ’’ is certainly commendable, 

Prior to 1880 | 
Up | 

Then | 

| resentative journals of the various branches of the liquor trade 

The facts show that the theory | eo ; . oo as 7 it the more the peculiar infamy of this anticanteen legislation is 

Whether they succeed in stating the facts in that particul 
may be well to let the organs of the “‘ liquor sellers’ show: 

WHAT THE LIQUOR ORGANS SAY. 
The American Brewer says that the members of the last Congress “allowed 

themselves to be influenced by a band of bigoted and narrow-minded pro. 
hibitionists in abolishing a most sensible institution which was very } _ ; 
ficial to the Army.” eo” 

Mida’s Criterion of the Wholesale Whisky and Wine Market, a p upe 

ar it 

| has been a constant and consistent supporter of the canteen, says 
first act of the present Congress should be to repeal the unwholesome Inc 
abolishing the canteen and stop the progressive demoralizationin the Armv 

The Liquor Trades’ and Hotel Review says: “It is almost certain that a 
the next session of Congress the anticanteen law will be repealed. A|; 
every officer who is responsible forthe maintenance of discipline in the Ar; 

| and solicitous for the higher standard of morality among the men has agreed 
| to sign the petition to reestablish the canteen. This bill when presented 
have the sympathy and support of every friend of the ‘ boys in blue’ 
the cause of temperance.” 

Believing with the most experienced military authorities that the 
teen is conducive to the highest standard of sobriety and discipline, th 
tail dealers, through their national organization, aside from all selfish , 

and of 

| erations, give their unqualified approval to this necessary adjunct of the ; 
tary department, and commend the firm and manly attitude of the Presiq, 
in its defense and maintenance. (Resolution of the retail liquor deal 
their national convention, at Baltimore, in October, 1900.) 

We don’t consider this action taken by General Miles a deathblow to +) 
army canteen by any means. The fact that Mr. Miles has come out in fayoy 
of the present anticanteen law will not seriously affect the opponents to this 
unjust, fanatical measure. 

The editor of the Sentinel will appear against the anticanteeners | 
the Congressional committee in the coming session of Congress, and we ar: 
to say in this connection that we, as a member of the Congressional commit 
of the National Retail Liquor Dealers’ Association, are able to break down ¢ 
of the obstacles which had great influence upon the committee and the vario 
Members of Congress in the last fight. (Washington Sentinel, national orgs 
of the Brewers’ Association, Nov. 11, 1901; Lewis Schade, editor.) 

In addition to the quotations given above, similar extracts could 
be made from the resolutions of the conventions of brewers and 
liquor dealers, and from the trade journals of the brewing, dis- 
tilling, and retail liquorinterests. I have personally seen articles 
of this character from the Brewer’s Journal, the Brewer and 
Maltster, the American Brewers’ Review, Bonfort’s Wine and 
Spirit Circular, the Wholesalers and Retailers’ Review, and the 
Wine and Spirit News; and the statement has been made by those 
qualified to speak on the subject that every one of the other rep- 

in 

have urged the restoration of the canteen. This even incl aleve] 
iUCS 

the whisky industry, although whisky and distilled liquors were 
said to have been barred from the canteen, and the whisky trade 
is claimed to be the beneficiary of the legislation under review. 

All this shows how vigorously and effectively the liquor sellers 
are advocating ‘‘ the law as it now stands.’’ If these gentlemen, 
and others who have been rolling that assertion as a sweet mor- 
sel under their tongues, and reiterating it in season and out, would 
take time to read the newspapers, they would perceive how grossly 
that assertion perverts the truth. It is not necessary that one 
should rise ‘‘ from the dead” to establish the attitude of the 
liquor sellers. 

It is interesting to note how Colonel Church gains courage and 
tends gradually to convince himself as he gets into the full swing 
of his argument. He has been thinking over the important mat- 
ter of desertions, which, he says, have greatly increased; and this 
leads him to suggest that it ‘‘is, in the opinion of a majority of 
our army Officers, the result, in part at least, of the stimulus 
given to the drinking of vile liquors by the abolition of the can- 
teen.’’? Note the commendable caution, ‘‘a majority of our army 
officers * * * the result, in part at least.’? He continues to 
discuss this phase for a few paragraphs, and the more he discusses 

borne in upon him, and getting an accretion of courage he contfi- 
dently asserts, as to this discontent, that ‘‘if the almost wim 
mous opinion of officers and men is to be accepted as conclusive, 
it is very largely due to civilian interference with army adminis- 
tration.”? In twenty-nine lines ‘“‘a majority’’ becomes * 
unanimous;”’ ‘‘men"’ are added to the officers, so as to include 
everybody, and ‘‘in part at least’’ becomes “‘ very largely.” 

Verily, if the Colonel’s article had been longer, no doubt 11s 
conclusions would have been stronger. He takes occasion, ‘0! 
some of his ‘‘ strongest testimony,”’ to go outside of the Army, and 
he calls as a witness ‘‘the Rev. William J. Dalton, a Catholc 
priest, of Kansas City, Mo.,’’ who seems to think that all the good 
the women are trying to do has been “‘ utterly ruined”’ by ts 
vicious legislation. It would be more interesting, though perhaps 
less to his purpose, if he had quoted all that the reverend fathet 

said on this question. Among other things, he said: 
Whatever could those women have been thinking of? Oh, so impr 

cable as these mannish women and womanish men are! In all my p! 
hood, when I have had a drinking man in my parish I have worked with 
to get him to remove toa house remote from a saloon, even to the extreme 

almost 

| of getting him to go to another parish. 

Where the person whose welfare is involved happens to be ¢ 
member of his ‘ parish’? he moves him away ‘from a sal on 

When it is nothing but a mere soldier, he moves a beer sa! 
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up to the soldier. On more mature reflection, in order not 
to be a “* womanish man,”’ he ought to have a beer saloon started, 
-e »ossible, in his parishioner’s dooryard, instead of getting him to 

-. to another parish to get out of the way of a saloon. Why isn’t 
soldier entitled to the same consideration as the parishioner? 

is shows the difference between preaching and practice. His 
criticism, When measured by his own practice, suggests the Scrip- 
tural saying, ‘*‘ Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat and swal- 

a camel.”’ 
To sustain his contention, Colonel Church makes reference to 

‘9 yolume of over 500 octavo pages, in small type, published | 
under the authority of Congress. Itis the testimony concerning 
the result which followed the prohibition of the sale of beer in 

£ 

ei oe Ft 

st exchanges, gathered by the War Department from nearly 100 
army posts.”? This is referred to by Major Seaman as “an enor- 
mous volume of evidence,” collected by the Secretary of War | 
“cinee its abolition.’”’ Reference is undoubtedly made to House 
Document 252, Fifty-seventh Congress, second session. 

This document is one of the most interesting and one of the | 
most significant and suggestive incidents in the whole canteen 

ntroversy. It is a response to the following resolution of the 
use of Representatives: 

] lved, That the Secretary of War be, and he hereby is, requested to 
ransmit to Congress the various reports received by his Department on the | 

al operation of section 38 of the act of February 2, 1901, which pro- 
the sales of beer and light wines in post exchanges. 

This resolution very clearly contemplates official ‘‘reports”’ 
rom ** post exchanges,’’ as these are clearly the only ‘‘ reports ”’ 

that could give any facts of value, and facts are what Congress 
was after. 

In his letter of transmittal, however, instead of confining him- 
self to such ‘‘ reports,’’ the Acting Secretary of War transmitted, 
with such ‘‘ reports’? as they had, 179 newspaper extracts, filling 
118 of the 501 pages of ‘‘ reports,’’ every one of these extracts, 
where it expresses an opinion, decidedly favoring the canteen and 
frequently denouncing in vigorous language the advocates of the 
anticanteen legislation. These expressions were entirely legiti- | 
mate as far as the newspapers were concerned, representing their 
pinion as to the facts; but they are hardly to be considered as 
“evidence” or ‘‘ testimony ’’ as to what the facts were, which is 
what Congress wanted and requested. 

[t would seem that the War Department had introduced, as 
one of its modern features, the patronizing of a clipping bureau, | 
and had ordered only such clippings as sustained the canteen, | 
and was accommodating enough to give Congress the benefit of 
its enterprise, though not invited to do so. 
A more careful examination of this document negatives this 

suggestion, as it appears that it used its own machinery for that 
purpose. On page 356, I find this letter: 

DETENTION CAMP, ANGEL ISLAND, CAL., April 80, 1901. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED STATES ARMY, 

Washington, D. C. 

Str: Ihave the honor to submit herewith an article on the canteen taken 
from the Kansas City, Mo., Daily Journal, April, 1901, day of the month un- 
known. In transmitting this article I desire to add that I have been informed 
that the Department desires all remarks of this nature pertaining to the 
exchange. 

Very respectfully, EDWIN A. MACKLIN, 
First Lieutenant, Eleventh Infentry. 

This letter inclosed the Reverend Father Dalton’s “ strongest tes- 
timony’’ abovereferred to. Through just what channel, whether 
‘through military channels,’’ we are not directly informed; but 
it is a fair inference from the unexplained letter that such infor- 
mation was general throughout the Army, and that, in addition | 
to their other duties, the officers were charged with that of col- 
lecting and transmitting ‘‘ all remarks of this nature’’ pertaining 
to the exchange—i. e., approving of the canteen and denouncing 
- opponents of the canteen—as the **‘ Department desires”’ that 

‘ aul, 

This is, perhaps, a fair illustration of the idea that this Depart- 
ment has of the manner in which fair-minded men may be prop- 
erly aided in reaching a disinterested and just conclusion. Fear- 
ing that Congress might have difficulty in really understanding 
the attitude of some of these papers, one of them is quoted nine 
times, two of them eleven times, and one fourteen times. Verily, 
In the mouth of two or three witnesses every word shall be es- 
tablished.” There are some 640 different officers, from sergeants 
up, making reports. A curious fact is the apparently spontane- 
©us and sporadic upheaval of canteen sentiment ‘‘from Fort 
Leavenworth, Kans..”’ where, including sergeants, ‘‘165 wit- 
nesses,’’ practically all the men at that post on the 17th and 18th 
of De cember, 1902, were moved to offer their testimony in favor 
of the sale of beer in the canteen. 
demi Al of “testimony ”’ all one way, at this particular place, at 

and the same time, does not appear. 
ha ° been the result of prearrangement. 

All at once, 165 men in one place felt inspired to testify. They 
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one 

| fluenced by authority, we are not advised. 

| ter, who, *‘ hoping that truth and justice may triumph,” send 

| An ingenious method, peculiar to the reverend gentleman, of 

Just what caused this epi- | 

Of course it could not | 
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constitute a little more than one-fourth of the whole number of 
** witnesses,’’ leaving only 475 ‘‘ witnesses ’’ for the balance of the 
United States, Cuba, and the Philippine Islands. There are 474 
commissioned .officers reporting. During this time there were 
8,820 such officers in the Army, so that we have reporting about 
12 per cent of the whole—rather an inadequate representation 
upon which to base the assertion that ‘‘ the almost unanin OoOuUs 

opinion of the officers and men’’ sustains the canteen. What 
the ‘‘ testimony ’’ of the remaining 88 per cent would be, unin- 

We do know, how- 
ever, that the officers testifying against the canteen are amon; 
the most distinguished and eminent in their profession. They 
are such as Lieut. Gen. Nelson A. Miles, Generals Ludlow and 
Henry, of sacred memory, Generals Howard, Shafter, Wheeler 
Daggett, etc. 
Major Seaman introduces the testimony of the Rey. S. B. D 

’ 

iat } a 

result of his investigations to the Secretary of War, and it appears 
in thisdocument. (H. Doc. No. 252, pp. 246-249.) It seems that 
certain Chicago clergymen were appointed a commission to inves- 
tigate canteen conditions at Fort Snelling and Highwood. Tho 
Reverend Mr. Dexter says that they made majority and minority 

| reports, though the first report would appear to be unanimous. 
At any rate, it is signed by the Reverend Mr. Dexter twice, once 
in his capacity asa member of the commission and once as its 
secretary. The minority report is signed by him alone. In his 
letter of transmittal he refers to the fact that the investigation of 
the majority ‘‘ covered but nine hours of actual time.’’ He says: 

I mention this, however, with no intention to reflect upon the member 
the commission. 

Inasmuch as he signed that report twice, manifesting his 
| proval thereof, this is evidently the exercise of great consideration 
on his part. Perhaps, in fairness to the reverend gentleman, it 
should be stated that, in his great work entitled ‘‘ Cant and Can- 
teen,’’ he says that ‘‘ the members of the commission, in making 
their report on the morning of May 6, 1901, certainly had no in- 
tention of misrepresenting the facts in the case”’ , leaving 
the necessary inference that, in his view, the report did to som 
extent misrepresent the facts. He apparently intends to discredit 
the report. 
Having signed and indorsed this discredited report twice, he 

naively says that he ‘‘ wishes to state that he signed the 

Dp. 20) 

report 

| under protest,’’ although no protest of any kind appears thereon. 
ies 

tablishing the weight to be given to his investigations! In order 
to satisfy us of his undoubted credibility, he shows that he twice 
signed a report ‘‘ misrepresenting the facts.’’ Apparently appre- 
hensive that the suggestion of a mental protest may not meet 
with a cheerful reception, and that he may not have been entirely 
successful in establishing his credibility as a witness, he thinks 
corroboration is necessary. and says that ‘‘ almost all the morn- 
ing newspapers of May 7 will prove this assertion.”” Why news- 
papers could not be quite unanimous on so simple a proposition 
we are not informed. In his work he defines cant as ‘‘ to speak 
with exaggerated unction, todescant with false fervor or enthusi- 
asm’’ (p. 115). Just what ‘‘ misrepresenting the facts’’ is, h 8 

| doesn’t say. 
He misquotes the amendment in controversy by striking out 

| the words ‘‘for military purposes,’’ after the word “ used.”’ and 
| inserting in place thereof, italicized, the words ‘‘or owned,’’ 
changing the whole scope of the amendment (p. 45). He says 
that ‘‘ the full benefit of Mr. LirTLEFIELD’s principal speech is 
given to the reader that the whole question might be studied 
from an unprejudiced point of view,’’ after he ha out the 
paragraph quoted at the beginning of this article, in which I 

S cut 

state that there is ‘‘ an honest difference of opinion as to the pro- 
priety of this amendment,’’ though he had to cut a sentence in 
two in order to eliminate what seemed to me to be a proper, fair, 
and candid statement (p.47). Heisstill hoping, no doubt, ** that 
truth and justice may triumph,’’ and that the reader m t nt 

the ‘‘full benefit * * * from an unprejudiced point of view, 
but apprehensive apparently that the public might get tl lea 
that, in an unguarded moment, a lucid interval, the parties sup- 
porting the anticanteen legislation might entertain a conservat 
or reasonable view. It is believed that all of the clerical 
of the canteen do not indulge in this suppressio veri method of 
argument. 

House Document No. 252 gives an itemized table f he ‘‘ re- 
ports.’’ In referring to this document, Colonel Church says 

Of all the posts expressing p ive y ( r 
cent reported that drunkenness, desert 
by court-martial had increased. 

I know nothing about the verity of these tables and t: m 
|asIfindthem. They cover the United States, Porto Rico, Cuba 
and the Philippines. The following facts are taken from the 
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table. In answer tothe question, ‘‘ Has drunkenness increased?’’ 
120 answered ‘‘ yes,”’ 55 *‘no,”? 17 were uncertain; 175 expressed 

itive opinion; only 69 per cent thought it had increased. To 
stion, ‘*‘ Have courts-martial for offenses caused by drunk- 
increased?’’ 114 answered “‘ yes,’”’ 55 *‘ no,”’ 18 were uncer- 

169 expressed a positive opinion one way or the other; only 
67 per cent say that they ‘‘had increased.’’ To the question, 
‘* Has the number of cases of desertion and absence without leave 
increased?’ 87 answered “* yes,’’ 84 *‘no,’”’ 15 were uncertain; 171 
expres 

a po 
the 
‘ nness 

only say that they ‘* had increased.’’ 
Colonel Church says ‘* 95 per cent stated that the conditions of 

health had deteriorated, and all agree that morality and discipline 
had been injuriously affected.”’ 
on health of command bad?’’ 108 answered ‘“‘ yes,’’ 68 ‘‘ no,’ 15 
were uncertain; 176 expressed positive opinion one way or the | 
other: 62 per cent only say that the effect is bad. 

To the question, ‘* Is the effect on morality and the discipline 
of the command bad?’’ 129 answered ‘“‘yes,’’ 45 ‘‘no,’’ 17 were 
uncertain; 174 
74 per cent only stating that the effect was bad. These state- 
ments made by acritic who charges the friends of the anticanteen 
legislation with ‘“‘ having reached certain dogmatic conclusions 
by the studious ignoring of facts,”’ require nocomment. The 
inference is too obvious. 
of what we would get if ‘‘one rose from the dead to bear testi- 
mony to the truth.”’ It is to be observed that these questions, 
instead of being framed so as to draw out a disinterested reply, 
are all leading. and intimate that an answer adverse to the legis- 
lation is expected. 

Che Hon. Elihu Root, late Secretary of War, opposed the anti- 
canteen legislation and expressed before the Senate Committee 
on Military Affairs the apprehension that it would discourage 
enlistments, saying on that point— 

If you pass the provision which the House has put in, prohibiting the sale 
of beer and light wines in the canteen, you break that up, and the result is 
going to be, as soon as it gets round, it will stop our enlistments. Thatisa 
matter of serious, practical consequence. The men are not going to enlist 
when they understand that they are going to be confined in a reform school 

It must gratify Mr. Root to know that this doleful apprehen- 
sion was unfounded, as this official table shows: 

Enlistments. 

| Per i| Per 
month. month. 

800 
654 | 
703 | 
821 |) 
756 || 
654 || 
648 || 
707 || 

1898 and 1899 were war years, when enlistments are always 
greater, and the figures for these years include a large number of 
volunteer soldiers as distinguished from regulars. 

The two whole years 1901-2 show an average of 2,837 as against | 
an average of 715 per year for the nine years prior to the war, 
and under normal canteen conditions, or four times as many per | 
year when the 
face. 
The ‘‘ reform school’’ does not appear to have been a very vig- 

orous deterrent. 
ernment has been exercising greater care in the selection of its 
men. 
1901, 86,407 applications were rejected. 

‘*yeform school’’ was staring the recruit in the 

During the year 1902, 
while 87,461 enlisted, 87,081 applications were rejected; and dur- | - 
ing the year 1903, 18,961 were enlisted and 74,256 rejected, show- | 
ing that now where they enlist one they reject about three or 
four. The instructions for recruiting issued September 23, 1901, 
no doubt account for these rejections and also show the unfavor- 
able conditions under which enlistments have largely increased. 
The first requirement was that ‘‘ applicants for first enlistment 
must be between the ages of 18 and 35 years, of good character 
and temperate habits, able-bodied, free from disease, and must 
be able to speak, read and write the English language.”’ 

mum of prosperity of the canteen, this regulation should read 
‘‘of good character and temperate habits, vigorous and efficient | 
consumers of beer, of approved capacity preferred, etc.”’ 

While the considerations heretofore suggested certainly at least 
tend to destroy the value of statistics, comparing the canteen | 
period with the years preceding and succeeding it, so far as the | 
anticanteen law is concerned, there are other reasons which are 

a g sitive ini > ray . s other: 5 > | 2 “ d_a positive opinion one way or the other; 51 per cent | +10 cmicers had just been appointed from the volunteers and from ci: 
| They were unfamiliar with t 

expressed positive opinion one way or the other; | 

Let us hope that this is not a sample | ,,- 

| army of new officers of 1866, after fifteen or twenty years of experi 
| learned how to command and care for men. 
| be attached to this consideration. 4 ese 
| sarily have been a great reduction in desertions, admissions to ho 

oe | 25,908 | 

During the latter period, moreover, the Gov- | 

Where 30,622 were enlisted in the year ending June 30, | 

Inas- | 
much as, under the War Department’s theory of the canteen, the | 
recruit is to be at once introduced to the official sale of beer in | 
the canteen, and the maximum of sale is essential to the maxi- 

also potent to show that these statistics do not justify the conc! 
sions sought to be drawn therefrom. I can not state them » 
effectively than they have been stated by a practical soldier. y 
has won his rank by brave, gallant, and heroic conduct in bat; 
on the firing line, in every war in which the Army has been 
gaged since 1861, including the expedition to China in 
Brigadier-General Daggett, United States Army. He says: 

Captain Munson, assistant surgeon, United States Army, has put 
statistics which seem to favor the canteen. The Army has been const 
improving since its reorganization in 1866. Then a very large proport 

1e ways and regulations of garrison lif; 
many, if any, officers were familiar with the conditions at that time 
to learn, from the highest to the lowest. The class of recruits was th, 

. ; ; | that has ever been introduced into the Army. 
To the question, ‘“‘Is the effect | r The barracks were poor, dirty, forbidding buildings, poorly light 

heated. Candles were used, and a small allowance of them at that 
were of rough boards and three stories high. A bed sack, filled with 
and a blanket or two furnished the soldier's bed. <A tin plate, an ir 
fork, and spoon, were his table utensils. The principal ration was b 
pork, occasionally beef, and bread, coffee, sugar, and beans. 

Improvementin these things beganin theseventies. Now the barr 
warm, cheerful, and well lighted. The beds and mess are much bett 
most recruits enjoyed at their homes. Then the recruiting officer « 
list whomsoever he pleased. Since then he has been held responsib 
utmost care in selecting men, morally and physically, on penalty of 

| to pay the expenses of clothing, feeding, and transporting the recruit 
station,should he be rejected after arriving, and should it be shown t 
recruiting officer had been negligent. 

Benevolent societies also began to furnish the soldiers with reading 1 
Many other things were done for the betterment of the sold 

Too much importance 
The fruits of all these things mu 

alcoholism, and convictions by court-martial. 
Now, Mr. Munson comes in and gives the canteen credit largely { 

improvements. He makes 1589, the date of formal establishment of | 
teen by the War Department, the central period of reckoning. The 
had existed to some extent for four years before that time, but lea 
out of consideration. The number of desertions from 1867 to 1874 w 

| to 205 per cent: from 1876 to 1880 they were equal to 8.4 per cent. P 
Hayes prohibited the sale of intoxicants to post traders during this | 
From 1881 to 1889 the number : f desertions was equal to 12 per cen 
1890 to 1897, 5 per cent; from 1898 to 1900, 4.4 per cent; from 1900 to | 
1.9 percent. ‘Chis latter period is not for the whole year, but up toa 

| date; but there has been no canteen since February 2. 
The number of admissions to hospital for alcoholism during th« 

period (from 1891 to 1897) decreased 12.2 per thousand, while during 1 
ceding period (from 1882 to 1890) the number decreased 27.3 per thousa 

These statistics show that a decrease in desertions and admission 
pital for alcoholism began long before the canteen was thought of a: 
been going on up to the present time, and that it was more rapid bef 

| since the canteen was established. 

General Daggett makes the following suggestions: 
(1) Establish ample and attractive reading rooms, which may be | 

eral places of resort, and where games and facilities for all sorts of | 
social enjeyments can be found. 

(2) Establish ample and attractive gymnasiums. 
(3) Encourage and give facilities for all proper kinds of manly sport 
(4) Require the Commissary Department to supply many of the | 

now furnished by means of the company fund. 

These are covered by the appropriations made and propo: 
Moreover, the following tables, taken from official records a 

reports, comparing the canteen period with subsequent years 
though in the absence of the proposed recreation buildings a 
company fund, essential to the success of the legislation, giv: 
sults that on the whole are unfavorable to the canteen: 

Cases of alcoholism, United States Army. 

| Mean | Rate per || 
strength. 1,000. | 

a Mean_ | Ra‘ 
Year. jstrength. 

t} 

41.43 || 1996 
40.73 | 18% 
40.01 || 
37. 

25,119 | 
25, 417 
46, 635 
64, 446 
68, 955 
81, 885 | 
80,778 | 

24, 234 
23, 928 
24, 208 | 
25, 287 
25, 376 | 
25, 204 | 

sive (excluding the war years), of 32.97 per year for the ca) 
period, an average of 16.93 for the war years, and of 23.25 fo 
years 1901-2 without the canteen, or 9.74 better than the can! 

| period. The percentage of convictions for drunkenness, ! 
upon fiscal years, taken from the Judge-Advocate-Genera! 

| port for 1903, shows: 

CHK AIDS 

The average percentage for the canteen period was 1.3+: 
rate since the canteen period was 1.2, leaving ont the year 19") 



——— 

that was divided between the two periods—a difference against 
the canteen of .1+-. 

Sickness in the Army. 

Admis- | Sl one Admis- | ’ 
Year | sions to er “1 Year. sions to re 

hospital. ee |hospital. | . ; 

SO a | $2,886 | 1,315.02 || 1696 ............... 27.802 | 1.110.389 
i te 98.546 | 1,384.25 || 1897 ............... | 90.160] 1.186.351 

ee te © €&* 5 22 —_——e 317.195 | 2,146.18 
NO 2 ee eee | 90,748 | 1,270.48 || 1890 _.......... 229.885 | 2,178.06 

oe eine 32,506 | 1,289.04 iS se ke 232,080 | 2,311.81 

PR es 27,653 | 1,088.73 || 1901 ........... 165, 706 1,791.59 
So ckeitaiiiendh ED 1 AE EE OE edie cancecen 138,655 | 1,716.51 

This gives an average rate per thousand of 1,343.23 for the can- 
en period of 1889-1900, inclusive (excluding the war years), 
62.09 for the war years, and 1,754.05 since the canteen. 
While this shows a considerable increase over the canteen 

perio-l, it must be remembered that the larger part of the Army 
has caring the latter period been subjected to unusually unhealthy 
conditions by service in the Tropics not previously experienced. 

Desertions in the Army. 

- Percent . Percent- 
, Mean ageof || —_—— | Mean age of 

Year. istrength.| deser- || Year. strength.) deser- 
tions. | tions, 

Eee 4 | SRO I SS cc chresimesin 25, 304 | 2.9 
— ee ) ot It ieideticbanennan 44.397 | 4.0 

O01... eeetaaeee 5 | ae eee e.. sc. 62.019 | 4.9 
RR ee 7 | Sf) = 66, 460 | 4.4 

OR tie dee | 25,670 a 78, 863 | 5.2 
O06... enieaaieaiaesen | 25,661 | BO Bi inccscncccnsnccdl 26 aGeee 7.5 

5 eet. ae 5.3 || 1908 (6 months)...| 61,498 | 2.8 
Ot, ..ccthieabteebed | 25143 3.4 || 

; ' 

This table from the Adjutant-General’s report is based on calen- 
ar years, and shows an average for the canteen period of 5.79 

per cent and since of 5.66 per cent, a difference against the can- 
teen of .13 per cent. 

The figures furnished by the Lieutenant-General in his report 
for 1901 show that the desertions have been gradually decreasing 
since 1867, when the percentage was 26.7. For the next twelve 
years the average was 16.5, for the decade ending 1888 the aver- 
age was 11.4, and for the twenty-two years preceding 1889 the 
average was 14.2, showing that the decrease in desertions has 
been due not to the canteen, but to other causes. These are to 
some extent pointed out by Acting Judge-Advocate Capt. C. D. 
Roberts, of the Department of Texas, in his annual report dated 
June 16, 1903, in which he says: 

The large number of trials for desertion in this department in the last two 
years is due largely to the great number of recruits in the ranks and the 
number of new and inexperienced officers. The three-year enlistment is 
undoubtedly bad for discipline. The general-mess system is in operation at 
Forts Bliss and Sam Houston, and to this system is undoubtedly due some of 
the trials at those posts, since under it there is always more or less discon- 
tent among the troops with the food furnished and the cooking. 

The fact that the existing conditions furnish no propet criterion 
upon which to base a comparison also appears from the official 
report of the Inspector-General for the year 1903. He says: 

t is more the exception than the rule that prescribed regulations for the 
government of the post exchanges are strictly complied with. * * * The 
reports for sixty-four posts in the United States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, 
aud Honolulu show that fourteen had no post exchanges, and at the fifty 
having them the rooms used for that purpose were generally unattractive, 
not satisfactory, and lacking in accommodations. At twenty of these fifty 
they were especially mentioned as unsuitable. Ata few posts suitable build- 
ings were being constructed for exchange and gymnastic purposes. The 
ports for ninety-four posts in the Philippine Islands show only eight enjoying 
the privilege of an exchange. There were many desertions and few reenlist 
ments at a number of posts. Drunkenness and absence without leave are 
noted in reports, and trials by courts-martial are very numerous. It is be- 
lieved that a well-regulated post exchange and a thoroughly equipped gymna- 
sium would accomplish more toward contentment and discipline in the Army 
than almost anything the Government can, under the law, accomplish 

Maj. Elijah W. Halford’s statement of conditions in the Phil- 
ippines emphasizes this idea. He says: 
_ A temperance canteen has been tried in at least four posts here in the 
islands, with good measure of success. At one post sales amounted to $51”) 

per month; profitsaveraged $135 monthly during the eighty days it had been 
operated when report was made. It had very limited facilities, no capital, 
poor room, no sympathy from the officers, no soda fountain, hard to get ice, 
and other obstacles. With good facilities, with thesympathy of officers, and 
eliminating the poorly-disguised devil of profit as in the old canteen, this is 
the practical solution of the canteen question for all soldiers except the 

j 
( A 

re 

chronic drinkers, who will have whisky anyway, beer canteen or no beer | 
canteen. These begin their drunks in the beer canteen, but end them out- 
side in the whisky shops. 

The attitude of the War Department as to this legislation is an 
essential feature affecting its success. On the 5th of February. 
1901, three days after the anticanteen law was enacted, the Adju- 
tant-General issued an order for the collection of statistics show- 
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ing the operation of the law, “ report thereon to be made t 
office not later than September i next,’’ covering a period 
nonexistence of conditions essential! to its success, durin 
the law might be expected to result adve lv. 

On February 19, 1901, Senator G :, an earnest f1 
the legislation, introduced as an amendment to the Army ap] 
priation bill the following: “e 

Difference betw 
s, to be exp 7 

purpose Of laying out, prepar! 

seeds, roots, and piants for the san 

statior t Pp } 

applis ; prizes for 8 
bands; r the } t s 
regular ration; a u rim } 
equally disti t t > 

Practically the company-fund id ] h 
the fund should be apportioned t mpanies and 
captain to produce the best resul This went to tl Mi 
Committ where it slept the sleep of the just, as it y 
reported therefrom. 

In a letter to the Hon. W. J. Sewall. under date of A 
1900, Adjutant-General Corbin made this stateme1 

The official reports of the Depart 
of beer and light w I 
being in 1898 fiv 
amount oi gross receipts on a 

tal number of off 

ment show tl 

Lhave} ] th 

the vear 1898 

it to four glasses of beer per month, or less than ene 

t f 

I 

el 

u 
otne 

There is ni sommunity I we have any re 

show s0 small a ex 

It will be obser 
tics fe r the yea 1G I . 

Under date of December 17, 1903. Actir Ad G 

wrote me a courte tter, from whi 

When the 
and assembled in camps on the Gulf : pury 
the impending war with Spain, they were comy “cl abar 
exchanges at the permanent stations, leaving behind the: 
and wine as was then on hand The most tl tock 

loss, in fact yre the 
act of March 2, 1899, had preven 

purchased 1 ed to tal 
was nearly a ye 
but very few instances by t 

1e of the breaking out of 
unable to get any sati 
period commencing ab 

. * It would be diff 

in the service located : 
teens or post exchang 
therein,” or to give * 
teens” for those yee 

If Acting Adjutant-General Hall is correct, and I hav: 
he is, where there are no ‘“‘ satisfactory reports’’ for neat 
months in 1898 and six months in 1899, and the number ¢ 
and the amount of beer and wine sold can not be é' 
accuracy”’ during those yéars,it is difficult to 
General Corbin got the statistics upon whic! 
specific statement. 

rs LSOS az 

US L€ 

troops Were withdrawn from then 

dea for bef 

imagine 

It has been my fortune to endeavor to assis my h 
way, that distinguished gentleman in making legisla 
success and promoting the welfare of our soldiers. Mr. F 

A. Buzzacott,a member of the Third Illinois, during th 
ish war operated a post exchange in connection with that 
ment. The records show that during several months of 
istence its profits cleared its original and 
all to $5,000, all of which was turned over t 
distributed and used by its various companies during its 
paign in the Tropics. It was operated in 
size, capable of holding fifteen hundred, 
troops. It had a restaurant and 

mn a 

amount 

and ben 
lunch counter, 1 

moral literature, and sold everything a soldier n¢ 
liquor, which was not allowed to be either sold or 
premises. It had an organ, and musical tertail 
given. The regiment marched in a body to divine s 
on Sunday. 

It closed up two beer canteens in its vi ty l 
boycotted their own canteens for the ten i r 
December 8, 1900, two days after the int 
canteen amendment, Mr. Buz rem 1} t t 
tary of War, proposing to est yb 

| ducted under military requiat s. for e recreation. bet 

modern advantages of such United + 
now serving in the Philip) ] 
quote in full, but it provided for furnishing everything 

| desirable or requisite for the c for 

the regiment 

given ** wit! 

‘ 

a tent, mammoth 



tainment of the men. He proposed to furnish the money to do 
thi The s, except 10 per cent to be used in establishing 
li iteens in other posts or places, were to go to the men. 
I m hs after its establishment he agreed to turn it ‘‘ over 

commendable, I made the effort indicated by the subjoined cor- 
lence to have it adopted by the War Department: respone 

ROCKLAND, ME., Mar 
Hon. Evinv Roor, 

S etary of War, Washington, D. C. 

My DEAR Sir: I am very anxious that the canteen as now constituted, 
iat the « 

Lait 

inteen in which the sale of intoxicating liquors is prohibited in 
with the recent amendment to the army bill, shall prove to be 

I have just taken occasion to examine the offer 
Buzzacott, of Chicago, Ill., under date of December 

2 

in its operation. 

» by Mr. Francis H 

Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th 
instant to the Secretary of War, in which you commend to the favorable con- 
sideration of the Department an offer of Mr. Francis H. Buzzacott, of Chi- 
cag, UL, for the carrying on and operating of a temperance canteen, and 
replying thereto permit me to say that the proposition of Mr. Buzzacott has 
been carefully considered and does not commend itself to the Department. 

Very respectfully, 
H. C. CorBin, Adjutant-General. 

ROCKLAND, Me., March 14, 1901. 
n. H. C. CorsBIN, 

Adjutant-General, U. S. Army, Washington, D. C. 

My DEAR Srr: Yours of the llth at hand, and I note that you say that the 
proposition of Mr. Buzzacott has been carefully considered and does not com 
mend itself to the Department. 

I have been advised that there was nothing unmilitary in Mr. Buzzacott’s 
proposition or that would be inconsistent with the regulations of the De- 
partment. Will you be kind enough toadvise me in what particulars the 
proposition did not meet the approval of the Department, or the reasou the 
Department has for declining to accent it, as I may be able to procure sucha 
modification of the proposition as will make it acceptable to the Department? 

It seems to me that something of this kind is extremely desirable if the 
yreseat legislation is to be successful, and I have no doubt but what the War 

.gislation as attractive and efficient as possible, in taking the place of the 
canteen as heretofore carried on, involving the sale of beer and possibly 
other intoxicating drinks therein. 

Very respectfully, 

Ge 

] 
Dep 
4 

C. E. LITTLEFIELD. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 

Washington, March 22, 1901. 
Hon. CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD, M. C., 

House of Representatives. 

Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 14th 
instant in the matter of the proposition of Mr. Buzzacott, to establish tem- 
perance canteens at military posts, in which, referring to Department letter 
of the 11th instant to the effect that the proposition of Mr. Buzzacott has been 
carefully considered and does not commend itself to the Department, you 

proval of the Department or the reason the Department has for declining to 
‘ept 
Replying thereto, I have the honor to remark that the proposition of Mr. 
zzacott does not commend itself to the approval of the Department for 
‘eason that the Army is perfectly capable of conducting its own affuirs in 

ij i 

a 

B 
t to post exchanges, as well as to other matters connected with its admin- wpe 

1s 
4 rmy, the greater portion of which is now in the field in tropical countries, 
and it is believed that Mr. Buzzacott, having served in the Army for a num- 
ber of years in various capacities, knows as well as any other man of military 
experience that the proposition to place a civilian in charge of affairs in a 
military command can not be successfully carried out. Mr. Buzzacott must 
also be aware that the law forbids the Quartermaster’s Department to fur- 
1ish transportation to an establishment of this character or for any supplies 
intended for it; that it forbids the sale to him and his employees of subsist 

j 

persons not in the employ of the United States Government is f 
aw 

Briefly, there are other objections and difficulties to this proposition which 
are too numerous to mention. 

Very respectfully, 

‘orbidden by 

H. C. CoRBIN, Adjutant-General. 

‘tment is anxious to make the canteen conducted under the existing other purposes of that character. 

ask to be advised in what particular the proposition does not meet the ap- | 
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| 

to the Government troops completely equipped as described, free 
of cost or indebtedness whatsoever;’’ during this time it was to 

nder his ‘‘ personal supervision and control,’’ ‘‘ subject to the 
ap «al of the generals commanding.’’ 

‘te asked for transportation to be furnished, authority to pur- 
ch supplies of any department of the establishment at cost, 
t] . commissioned officer be detailed as executive officer in 
( e, and a private soldier from each company as police, ‘* not 
to rfere with other military duties.’? This proposition not | 
receiving favorable action and impressing meas both feasible and 

In other words, if you will attend to your business I will attend 
to mine. I thought then, and I think now, that I had an un- 
doubted right, in view of the fact that I was responsible. in part 
at least, for the legislation, even if it was not my duty, to deferon- 
tially offer suggestions, and invite suggestions, intended to pro- 
mote its success. I thought then, and I think now, that I had a 
right to assume that the War Department had a due and proper 
regard for the welfare of our soldiers and was desirous of admin- 

|istering the law in good faith so as to make it as effective and 
successful as possible. so that it might prove helpful to that wel- 

fare. I supposed the War Department would cheerfully welcome 
| anything that would contribute to that end. 

When, however, my well-meant and courteous advances were 
received by the vigorous official suggestion that ‘the Army wos 
perfectly capable of conducting its own affairs in respect to jp. 
exchanges, as well as to other matters connected with its admi 
istration,’’ no outside interference being tolerated, the incident 
was closed, as it did not seem to me that any self-respecting man 
was required to submit himself further to ** the insolence of office:”? 
and efforts on my part to cooperate with the War Department 

4 
I 

c 

| were abandoned, even at the risk of my being afterwards charged 

| it would have lapsed back into the Treasury. 
| 

8, 1900, for the carrying onand operating of a temperance canteen, and itseems 
t » that the offer is a very desirableone. It involves no cost orexpense to 
the Government, and Mr. Buzzacott proposes to subject himself in all re- 
spects to the supervision and control of the Department, and the generals | 
commanding the United States troops under whose authority he is placed at 
work 

i should be very much gratified, ard I certainly hope you may see your 
way clear to allow him to establish as many of these canteens as he desires 
to. « ‘ially in the Philippines 

If they prove to be a success I do not see any reason why they should not 
be located wherever our troops are located 

If it is not asking too much I should be very glad to have you advise me of 
the views you take of his proposition and the probability of its acceptance. 

Very respectfully, 
C. E. LITTLEFIELD. 

ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 
Washington, March 11, 1901. 

Hon. C. E. LITTLEFIELD, House of Representatives. 

| the whole sum had been available six months and then on] 

with having wrapped about myself ‘* the cloak of self-righteous 
content and left the Army to care for itself.’’ 

The first appropriation of $500,000 for post exchanges was made 
at the next session after the passage of the amendment, and be- 
came available on July 1, 1902. If not used prior to July 1, 1% 

Iam in receipt 
a letter from the Department, under date of December 26. 1903, 
advising me that, under the appropriation for the fiscal year of 
1903, the Secretary of War had authorized expenditures in Janu 
ary, 1903, of $2,712.09; in April, 1903, of $96,417.95; in May, 1903, 
of $336,995.91, and in June, 1903, of $39.868. 

Not a dollar, that is to say, was authorized to be expended until sae 

~ 

$2,712.09; and the buik of the appropriation, $336,995.91, was not 
authorized to be expended until it had been available more than 
ten months. The average percentage of completion of work 
under sixteen different authorizations on September 30, 1903, w 

| 43 per cent, only one building, at Fort Brady, Mich., costing 
$19.819, being then nearly completed. 

Certainly, the War Department can not fairly be charged with 
being precipitate, or with exercising undue haste. We may be 
fairly safe, I think, in assuming that, if this appropriation had 
been a revolution with a canal-site attachment, its period of ges 
tation would not have been prolonged for ten months and sixteen 
days. Ifthe War Department had been as anxious to create fa- 
vorable conditions in that regard as it was to get statistics when 
the conditions essential to the success of the anticanteen legisla 
tion were absent. and had exercised the same degree of diligence, 
these authorizations would have been made July 3, 1902. 
On the other hand, so profound has been its solicitude for the 

welfare of the men under its charge that, although $500,000 has 
been available therefor since June 30, 1902, and $1,000,000 since 
June 380, 1£03, only a trifing sum up to October 30, 1903, had 
been actually used in promoting that welfare. as not a building had 
then been fully completed, and only small sums had been used for 

It is unfortunate and regrettable that the discontent and the 
discomfort of the men, with all of the direful consequences result 
ing therefrom, and especially ‘‘ that craving for drink which re 
sults in no small part from the monotony of barrack life that 
slowly breeds discontent, no matter how comfortably housed or 
well fed the men may be,’’ should be unnecessarily prolonged 
when the means for its alleviation have been so liberally provided 
and have been lying idle solong. When the last item upon the 
menu for a Thanksgiving dinner for the soldiers at the Columbus 

| Barracks. Ohio, November 26, 1902, was ‘‘ one quart of beer fo! 

‘ation, and that the conditions vary at military posts and stations in the | 

ence stores at cost; in fact, that the residence on a military reservation of | 

each soldier,” it would not appear that, from a social point ot 
view, any very vigorous effort was being made by the officers t 
restrain the indulgence in beer and encourage total abstinenc 
This is not the only instance of the kind. 

I do not say whether the administration of this legislation is in 
the hands of its friends or otherwise. nor do I characterize the 
attitude of the Department. Upon its record of calling for statis 
tics within three days of the passage of the law, when statistics 
must have been expected to be unfavorable in the absence 0! 

proper conditions, its contemptuous refusal of the Buzzacot 
proposition, its collection and gratuitous presentation of on! 
such newsaper reports as were adverse to the legislation, a1 
its failure promptly to utilize the appropriation that was t 
take the place of the beer profits, a fair-minded, disinterested, 
intelligent, and patriotic people can judge for themselves as to 
its attitude. 

In the light of all these facts, how much foundation is there for 
Colonel Church’s assertion that ‘‘ the advocates of total abstinence 



-, in effect, that, if there is any man in the Army who refuses 
} accept theories that are rejected by the vast majority of men 

n this and every other civilized country, and who will drink, he 
ould be permitted to go to the devil, and the shorter the road 
nd the faster the pace, the better. 
If we may be permitted to use the Colonel’s choice and delicate 

language, we may ask, Who is it, in the light of the foregoing 
facts, that is keeping the obstructions out of the soldier’s way 
‘to the devil,’’ shortening the road and accelerating the pace? 
The Colonel seems gratified to feel that he is with the ‘‘ vast ma- 

r ity,’ ’ laboring under the impression, evidently, that facts are 
ettledthatway. _This is calculated to disconcert the *‘ Big Four’ 
and other railroads, to make them realize that when, in order to 
cecure keen, alert, clear-minded, and efficient men, they promul- 
sate an order that their employees must not drink intoxicating 
liquors at all, whether on or off duty, they are in the minority in 

civilized country.’’ If such a course will secure better men 
railroading, it may be worthy of consideration whether it 

would not work as well in other cases. Do we need, especially in 
time of war, as good men for officers and men, from the stand- 
noint of efficiency, as the railroads find they need in their busi- 
ness? If so, should we not make reasonable efforts to get them? 
King Edward evidently did not realize how lonesome he would be 
when, in a recent letter to an officer of the navy, this sentence 
Wa 

vately that he considers his health is as much honored by those 
who drink it in water as by those who drink it in wine,’ an in- 

us and really reprehensible incentive to that vulgar and de- 
grading and rather uncommon habit of total abstinence. 

Let us hope that the adverse sentiment of our noble Army, 
vi ic ‘ed so mildly by Colonel Church, may be broken to His Maje sty 

ly and by degrees. Notwithstanding the colonel’s fervor, 
tel 1 erance is now being officially taught in the French and Brit- 

h, and encouraged in the German and Russian armies. A tem- 
perance society is one of the established institutions of the British 
rmy. His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge was its 

patron-general; His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaug 
its president, and Field Marshal Lord Wolseley is its first vice- 
president. 

is 

inserted: ‘‘ His Majesty would be glad if it is circulated pri- | 

The flower of the officers of that army take pride in | 
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except tea, coffee, and wate 

ht is | 

identifying themselves with it, and the Government contributes | 
handsomely for its financial support. We are either not far 
enough or too far advanced for such an institution in our Army. 
We think this legislation is in line with the most advanced 
thought, even if it may be in the minority. 

That a post exchange, with proper provisions for recreation, 
ment, and entertainment, and supplies for the men, and a 

company fund are essential to the success of this legislation is, 
we think, clear. Its friends, and especially the Rev. E. C. Din- 
widdie and Mrs. Margaret Dye Ellis, the able, faithful, efficient, 
and untiring legislative representatives, respectively, of the 
American Anti-Saloon League and the Woman’s Christian Tem- 
perance Union, at Washington, have been doing their best to pro- 
cure and have utilized the necessary appropriations therefor. In- 
stead of compelling the soldier to rely upon the profits of a beer 

ail 

Sate 

things essential to his welfare, we think he has a right to look to 
the 
these things have become essential. 
We think we are entitled, upon the facts, to ask the country to 

believe that we are inspired by a sincere desire to promote the 
highest welfare of the Army, rather than by a narrow purpose to 
enforce upon the officers and men any personal views we may 
entertain, And as the officers are as a rule high-minded, honor- 
able gentlemen, we believe that when they fully appreciate the 
situation they will credit us with that desire. 

For the beer saloon we substitute the Treasury of the United 
Stat In the effort to make this substitution, we believe we 
have the sympathy and support of all right-thinking citizens, and 
that we ought to have the hearty cooperation of the War Depart- 
ment and the officers of the Army . We sincerely believe and 
earnestly hope that the substitution will prove a perfect success; 
but when it shall have been made, and shall have had a fair trial 
under such favorable conditions as are herein mentioned, if it shall 
prove to affect injuriously the condition of our soldiers, we will 
cheerfully join in a movement to reestablish the beer saloon. 
There is practically an agreement that the sale of beer is at least 
the lesser of two evils. Every report that has been made, every 

S. 

opinion that has been expressed, every resolution that has been | 
adopte -d, has been made, expressed, and adopted in the absence 
of conditions that all believe desirable, and that we believe es- 
sential. Should not judgment be suspended until these condi- 
tions have been created, and until they have had time to demon- 
strate their utility and wisdom? W ould not a reversal of this 
legislation before that time be ill- considered, ill-advised, and un- 
warranted? 

on, whose sole customer he is, for furnishing him with the | 

people, by whom he has been placed in a condition where | 

The Army Canteen. 

SPEECH 

HON. RICHARD BARTHOLDT, 
OF MISSOURI, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, April 25, 1 

On the bill (H. R. 13356) providing for the elk acts m of a De legate from tha 
Territory of Alaska to the House of Repre atives « 1e United States, 
and defining the qualifications of electors in said Te ory. 

Mr. BARTHOLDT said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: With the consent of the House I herewith sub- 

mit the following in support of my statement previously made 
that the post exchange or canteen in the Army is a wise and 
neficent institution: 
No question but what the recent controversy between officers 

of the Army and a Member of Congress in a New York Review, 
which now finds its way into the pages of the CONGRESSIONAL 
RE ‘ORD, h asc le arly de ve lope “d the f fac t th: it the pre} onde ‘trance of 

evidence and of autho rity seems to be upon the side of the can- 
teen as a method of promoting temperance among the soldiers of 
our Army and keeping them apart and away from the worse 
temptations which lurk in their darkest form near to the mili- 
tary camps of all countries. The immediate cause of the pa 
of the provision of the law which resulted in the practical 
donment of several hundred canteens at the various army posts 
in the United Stati s and at foreign stations appears to hi uve heen 
an agitation carried on against the sale of any kind of beverag 

r to the soldiers by a pote of pe cele 

who, like the — are always with us and who seem not to be 

ive 

a} ¥ 
aVvali- 

wise enough to look into the future and observe results so long 
as they are able to secure the passage of laws looking toward—as 
they believe—the prevention of the selling of intoxicating li: = rs 
toanyone. With them the end seems always to justify the mea 
The logic of the man who maintains that no = un has a right to 

drink liquor containing alcohol because he is liable to parti ike to 
excess would be about on a par with the crank who desires legis- 
lation to forbid all men drinking coffee or tea or any othe r beve r= 
age which, taken to excess, would cause physical and mental w _ 3 
among their devotees. The —' safety to the Army as we n 
the country at large is to organize as they do and to prepare | 8 
of literature in the same manner as the Prohibitionists do, which 
will bring out the facts in reply to thousands of specious argu- 
ments and half truths. This misleading literature of the Pro 
hibitionists is franked all over the country by the agitators against 
the canteen in ton lots, in many cases contrary to the postal laws 
of the country, to work up a hot-house public sentiment : 
the army canteen and against all who believe in the pers: 
erty of the individual to eat and drink in moderation. 

Fortunately in this free and enlightened country, when the light 
is properly turned on so that the people are able to see the exact 

alnst 

mal lib- 

facts as they exist, there can be little dangeras to final results, 
Truth will prevail in the end, 

For as round and round we run 
Ever the truth comes uppermost 

And « er is justice aon 

It is not a light matter to trifle with the personnel and morals 
and social pursuits of the great body of men in the American 
Army. No set of men in civil life, no matter who they are, have 
the moral right in the face of the opinions of a majority of € their 
officers and themselves to pass sumptuary laws compelling them 
to do thus and so, or to remove from them comforts or pastimes 
that they are justly entitled to. Of course, the legal right rests 

| on Congress to pass laws to govern the Army, but the personal 
| rights of the individual, his inalienable right to secure from life 
as much happiness as possible consistent with his duty to the A 
and the Government, ought to have given the Congr 
before it proce eeded to take away the humblest of the private sol- 
dier’s amusements without the most careful conside ri: ition 
investigation, if need be, by Congressional committer wered 
to take sworn te stimony and make a personal investigation into 

rmy 

ss pause 

Ss emp 

the moral surroundings of each military post in this < country as 
well as abroad. 

EPITHETS USED FOR ARGUMENT. 

The moral aspects of the ‘‘ Canteen as related to the Federal 
Government ’’ have always seemed to cause the tender consciences 
of the civilian organizations and their supporters, which oppose 
the sale of beer and light wines to soldiers, the most severe twinges. 
The idea of the Government running a “‘ groggery,”’ as they are 
pleased to term it, has been known to cause a Congressman whose 

| district is largely afflicted with Prohil itionia ts, the serious loss of 
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sleep and to bring u 
ribendi of the ancients. Of course, this is a very far-fetched 

ninds one of the old story of the Irishman’s bull 
uld go 20 miles away from home every day seek- 

a ‘‘scrap,’’ even with a dog who was quite willing 
away to avoid trouble, if he could. 

1e Government is not selling ** *? nor is it selling soap, or 
any other article of wear or food which the can- 

the soldier at cost. The Government never went 
ny further in the transaction than to prescribe certain rules gov- 

erning canteens. Of course, an argument of epithets such as 
y,’’ or *‘saloon,”’ or *‘ gin mill,’”’ used by certain review- 

rs, may appeal to a class of society that believes in ‘‘ sumptuary 
laws,’’ so long as they do not apply directly to themselves. Some 
of them would go so far as to advocate that no civilian or soldier 
should be allowed by law to drink a glass of beer, if he wants to 
do so. This class is usually beyond legitimate argument which 
may run contrary to their prejudices. They can not possibly un- 
derstand how men can be constituted differently from themselves, 
or that the moderate drinker should not be compelled to forego 
his beer because others make hogsof themselves. In other words, 
the highest ideal of their ethical system seems to be that laws 
should be enacted to oppress the virtues and the pleasures of the 
many to reach the vices of the few. To them ‘‘sumptuary laws”’ 
are the ‘‘cure all’’ for all the foibles and follies of the human 
heart, and the blessing of him who has fought his battles against 
temptation and won are to them a sealed book. 
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ADVOCATES OF SUMPTUARY LAWS OBDURATE. 

It is useless to argue with this class. Neither the sanctity of 
truth, the restrictions of the franking privileges of the postal serv- 
ice, nor the sin of private gain will deter them from pursuing the 
poor soldier, or anyone else who can be reached by ‘‘ sumptuary 
legislation.’’ It is to be hoped that time will cure this trend of 
thought and that the light will some day break in upon their be- 
nighted philosophy. It has been urged time and again that the 
Government should appropriate money for the purpose of provid- 
ing elubrooms for the soldiers at their various posts, and an ap- 
propriation of $500,000 and subsequently one of a million dollars 
were set apart for this purpose. Well and good. No one has ob- 
jections to ‘‘ Uncle Sam”’ devoting this amount and much more 
to the purpose, if he wants to, but that does not help the evil in 
any wise. 

The soldier who wants beer or even whisky is bound to get it, and 
unfortunately the facilities are usually provided by saloons and 
“cheap groggeries’’ close to almost every military post in the 
country, where he can get it to satiety and bestial drunkenness. 
There is there no regulation to stop him when he gets too much. 
On the contrary, it is to the interest of the proprietor of the place 
to sell as much as he can to every customer. In addition to this, 
these saloons are frequently close to houses of other and worse 
vices, and the two money-making enterprises work together for 
drunkenness and vice. Shall the soldier, who naturally regards 
himself outside of all regulations except those which pertain to 
his military training, direction, and welfare, asa freeman, be sub- 
jected to firm regulations as to drink under military jurisdiction, 
with such surroundings as shall not make it a hardship, or shall 
he be allowed to go forth as a prey to the evil companions, both 

| be carried on with great discretion. 
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pon him to a considerable extent the cacoéthes | strument for good. Its purpose is, or should be, to supply the 
enlisted men at moderate prices with plain lunches, light wine. 
beer, and other articles, to the absolute exclusion of spirits o: 
strong intoxicants; to provide a library or a room in which they 
may read or write, besides furnishing them, whenever practica}) 
with the facilities of engaging in gymnastic exercises and man), 
sports. The sale of beer or wine should be restricted or inte. 
dicted in the discretion of the commanding officer, and is to } 
authorized only as a means to prevent excesses outside and ; 
promote temperance. 

Treating, gambling, and the playing of any games for mon 
should be prohibited. The credit system, if allowed at all. sh 

Under a plan of this kind i; 
is believed that all classes of Americans would be willing to » 
mit that canteens would improve the mental, moral, and physica 
condition of the average soldier, make him better satisfied wit}, 
his lot, remove a part of the temptation to desert, and thus ey 
hance greatly his value to the Government. It was of this kind A 

of a canteen that Archibald Forbes, the great English war corre 
| spondent, spoke when he said that “it was the most important 
| boon to the soldier of modern times.’’ 

WHAT A CANTEEN IS. 

A description of a typical canteen, located at Fort Meade. 
S. Dak., prior to the time that the law abolishing canteens w 
passed, can not but be interesting: 

The building is one story high, and in addition to schoolrooms, li}; 
etc., not directly under the control of the officer in charge of the canteen 
sists of one large lunch room and general store, bar room, billiard hali 
reading room, storeroom, kitchen, office, and dormitory for use of ¢! 
tendants. A Jarge detached under, und beer vault and root house h: 

| commodation: for a full carload of beer in addition to a winter's sup; 
| apples and other vegetables. Asa part of the cantcen, too, there is a , 

| being able to at once make use of the permanent stock of the Eig 

; canteen soon 

male and female, to be found in the purlieus and saloon districts | 
of military camps almost everywhere in this country? 

Even in the prohibition States are to be found the *‘ bootleggers’’ 
and the “‘ blind tigers ’’ and the ilking dram shops,’’ ready to sell 
any quantity of the vilest quality of whisky to the soldier as soon as 
he gets beyond the military reservation of his station. We must 
take the soldier as we find him, recognizing that he is not by any 
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apt to have a fondness for strong drink. 
tie opportunity of procuring in moderate quantities compara- 
tively harmless beverages, such as light wines and beer, we prevent 
him from indulging in or diminish his temptation to partake to 
excess Of whisky, brandy. rum, gin, or other ‘‘ strong waters,’’ 
the too frequent use of which makes drunkards, or even worse, of 
men, who can deny that good is accomplished such as could not 
be brought about by any ‘‘ sumptuary law,’’ be it ever so strong? 

MEN SHOULD NOT BE FORCED. 

Men are not prone to embrace the rod that smites them, nor do 
they like to obey a law passed to deprive them of their accustomed 
pleasures through agitations provoked and kept before the public 
by a lot of people whose experience with the military seldom goes 
beyond admiring the ‘‘ khaki’”’ from a distance and making col- 
lections of soldiers’ brass buttons in time of war scares. 

At posts without traders’ stores, the canteen, as the cooperative 
store of the command when managed by a reliable canteen stew- 
ard and one or more detailed assistants of approved character, 
and working under the supervision of a board of officers and a 
carefully devised system of checks, can be made an efficient in- 

sized stage at the end of the post hall. This is suitably provided with 
curtain and scenery bought on three months’ time (1889). An enlisted m: 
dramatic association is endeavoring to pay for this, with fair hopes of su 
if its efforts are not successful, it is the intention to have the debt paid a: 
turity by the canteen. Arrangements have been made with the manag 
the opera house in Deadwood by which all theatrical troupes playing i: 
city will give at least one performance on this stage. Funds derived f: 
the use of the hall for such purposes will be devoted to paying for scenery 

There are also two rooms reserved for the use of the officers. T) 
rooms are furnished and maintained at the expense of the canteen, and 
profits arising from sales therein will be for the benefit of the canteen. Th: 
same articles, and no others, will be sold here that are sold to the enlisted 
men. No ardent spirits will be permitted to be introduced here. Police and 
maintenance of order in these rooms will be in the hands of the officer i 
charge of the canteen. These rooms will be open on or about January |, 18) 

The canteen found itself very fortunately situated in one pompect viz, i 
ath Cavalry 

canteen. Regimental canteens being no longer permissible under the regu 
lations, the latter institution had to give way and had its entire perman: 
stock for disposal. All this stock was immediately turned over and has | 
in constant_use since. Subsequently it was appraised by a board of offi 
at $2,200 and bought at that price. 

The means for furnishing the billiard rooms were at once available, and in 
that of the men two billiard tables and one pool table and in that of the of 
cers one billiard table were put up. These tables, together with the ga: 
and other means of amusement comprised in this property, have been t 
source of much amusement and pleasure to the enlisted men, who make a f) 
quent and constantly increasing useof them. By means also of this propert; 
the canteen came into possession of all the tools, utensils, etc., necessary t 
a large lunch and bar business. 

The scalable stock was bought on credit. Drummers and business n 
upon looking thoroughly into the proposed business, did not hesitate to g¢ 
ample credit. The stability of such a business, with slight expenses and 
losses to be or ounes from bad debts, was apparent at a oience, and t 

ad drummers vying with one another for its trade. The 
teen was opened for trade on the pay day following the October muster 
since that day has been in successful operation. During November c 
was given the men to the amount of $834.40, and it was all promply repa 
the next pay day, in December, not one cent being lost through default: 

DEFEATED THE ENDS THEY SOUGHT. 

To put in operation a canteen on this broad plan has been t! 
aim of every post in the United States, but owing to a law pas 

| by Congress, in response to a public opinion worked up apparent!y 
: S| side sources, all ti ime to si means a perfect being, and that among other defective traits he is | fm outside sources, all canteens, amounting at one time to 

Af, Chan, by Sing ae | the men in the ranks, by resolution appended to the army ! 
eral hundred, were forbidden to sell even light wines and becr | 

The object of promoting; temperance and governing the appet!' 
of the men, under the immediate eyes of their officers, was t) 
defeated at one stroke. The men, or rather such of them as \ 
addicted to ardent spirits to excess and consequent indulgen: 
still baser passions and appetites, were now thrown upon the ten 
der mercies of the saloons to be found in the vicinity of all m1 
tary posts, the walking ‘‘ dramshops’”’ and ‘* bootleggers,”’ and 1! 
wider temptations of the cities at large, when upon leave. 
The Members of Congressinstrumental in securing this restr 

ive legislation, as well as the accredited representatives in Was: 
| ington of the Prohibitionists and various temperance socict! 
who urged it, have steadily repudiated the idea that they inten 
to deny to the soldiers their personal rights of forming and op 
ating ‘‘cold-water clubs’’ with temperance drinks, etc., but 
has been found by practical experience that when the sale of } 
and light wines are cut out from the canteen by legal prohibition 

| it is impossible to carry on the club inits various ramifications, ©! 
account of lack of both interest in its pursuits and profits in its 
investments. 



THE FOUNDING OF THE CANTEEN. 

To thoroughly understand why the plans of the temperance 
people for ‘* cold-water clubs” failed it is only necessary to 
understand the objects which were sought to be attained when 
the canteen was first inaugurated. 

The service canteen system in the United States Army was first | 
introduced at Vancouver Barracks by Colonel Morrow in 1880, | 
and was maintained with slight interruption down to the time 
that the canteen was abolished at that post. It gave good service 
to officers and mem and was generally regarded by them with 
favor—as an improvement upon the old plan of traders’ stores. | 
On August 26, 1886, Lieutenant Sladen, of the Fourteenth In- 

) fantry, made a report upon it which came to the attention of 
General Sheridan, who regarded the plan as practical and of 
great benefit to the service. It was not, however, until 1889 that 

e the Army adopted the plan generally. 
report, said, among many other things, that with an average of 
seven companies in the seven months ending August 1, 1886, in- | 
cluding $500 credit sales, the total receipts were $5,499.58, of 

Lieutenant Sladen, in his | 
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| that an attempt is still being made to find data upon which to 
base a reply. 

The following is the letter from General Corbin: 

THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S VIEWS. 

WA \ 

AD TA I 3 IK 
’ ( i 

Hon. WILLIAM J. SEWELL, 
Military Committ United Stat 

Dear SENATOR: Replying to ur s ra iquiries g st 
exchange or army canteen, | hz ‘ r t rr 

First. That the sale of all spirituous 1 yy t! ‘ as a 
ways been absolutely prohibited 

Second. Only beer and light wines are sold t h * men. and 
these only when the commanding officer ‘is satisfied tha 

| or obtaining such beverages within the post vill pr 
resorting for strong intoxicants to places w ut such lin 
promote temperance and discipline among th > 

Third. Thecanteen was slished and has been maintained l 
of temperance and betterment of discipline with most satis ) 
This is shown in fewer trials by courts-martial, 

which $4,740.40 represents the first cost of stores sold and of serv- | 
ices rendered the canteen. The profits were applied to the pur- 
chase of two billiard tables, the design being to make a club 
room for the entertainment of the men which would contain ten- 
pin alleys and other games, as well as a reading room. 
The whole affair was run upon the cooperative plan, the same 

as an officers’ mess, each contributing his share. The profits 
were applied to the purchase of articles for sale, such as food- | 
stuffs not purchased in rations, toilet and all other articles usually | 
furnished in sutlers’ stores. In other words, the design is to give 
the enlisted man the benefit of all profits in trade which, under 
the old sutler and ‘‘ army-supply-man store,’’ passed into the cof- 
fers of an outside civilian, who frequently made a fortune out of 
the business. Why should the religious or temperance people in- 
terfere to deprive the enlisted man of his small privileges? 
Lieutenant Sladen continued in his report that it was the desire 

to make a club room for enlisted men, solely for their comfort and 
benefit, and that they shall be made to feel that they have an 
ownership in its property and a voice in its management. 
No excess in drinking, according to Lieutenant Sladen, was al- 

lowed. If aman displayed a disposition to drink to excess, fur- 
ther sale was refused him. Noisy and boisterous conduct was 
forbidden and restrained. 

DE RUSSY, GIBBON, AND MILES. 

In commenting upon this report Colonel De Russy said: 
The canteen was started because of the exorbitant charges and want of 

proper places of amusement for enlisted men. In it amusements of various 
kinds are furnished, and of a nature that can find diversion without expense. 
This keeps men in the garrison, prevents much drunkenness that always re- 
sults from their lounging about barrooms. * * * The working of the can- 
teen has been examined into by both officers and men from other posts, and, 
so far as heard from, has met with their unqualified approval. In every re- 
spect it appears to me that good has come, with noresuiting harm. It meets 
with my heartiest commendation, and I only hope that the success it has met 
with heretofore may continue. 

General Gibbon’s testimony with regard to the canteen at Van- 
couver Barracks is interesting: 

The post of Vancouver Barracks lies close alongside the town of Van- 
couver, the street next to the post being lined with saloons, to which the sol- 
diers of the garrison resorted for liquors. The establishment of the canteen 
inside the garrison gave the enlisted men a homelike and convenient resort, 
where they could read, play cards and billiards, get lunches, and drink their 
beer comfortably and moderately, and at a profit to themselves. A marked 
improvement in the discipline of the garrison resulted. There being no 
trader at the post, there is no infringement of the rights referred to in cir- 
cular 9. Most post-trader shops are now little other than beer saloons, the at 

immense profits of which go into the trader’s pocket. In the caseof the can- 
teen, the soldiers themselves get the profits. 

Upon this same subject General Miles made a signed statement 
and indorsement as follows: 

There has not been a post trader at Vancouver Barracks for ten years, and 
although it is one of the largest posts in the country it is one of the best dis 
ciplined and most orderly. The post canteen and gymnasium are excellent 
substitutes for the ordinary post trader’s establishments. Beer and light 
wines are not regarded as alcoholic liquors, and should not, in my opinion, 
be so classed, and I indorss the recommendation of Colonel Anderson and 
General Gibbon, and recommend that the prohibition contained in Circular 
No. 9, current series, Adjutant-General’s Office, be regarded as not applying 
to the post at Vancouver Barracks. 

CORBIN’S SUCCINCT STATEMENT. 

The Adjutant-General was called upon for information relative 
to the canteen on several occasions in 1900 by General Sewell, who 
was then chairman of the Military Committee of the Senate at a 
time when a general assault was being made by the Prohibition- 
ists and their allied forces against all temperance clubs or can- 
teens existing at military posts, both at home and abroad. Gen- 
eral Corbin’s response to General Sewell’s requests was embodied 
in the following letter, which has thus far proved to be unan- 
swerablein mostofits statements. The editor of the New Voice, a 
Prohibition newspaper of New York City, has endeavored to make 
a reply, which was based upon partial data, and from all aspects 
proved unsatisfactory to the Prohibition forces. Itis understood 

purpose, furnished with reading matter, bill nd . 
where every form of gambling is ly I 1 

| write their letters home and read the newspapers a uw Che Ge 
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The CHatRMAN. And he is restricted in his drinking—he is not allowed to 
drink too much? 

‘chbishop IRELAND. Yes, sir; that is better yet. Of course, if people 
ay with allevil it would be better for the world, but my policy 
th the world as it is. eal wi 

Secretary of War Root, in his testimony before the same com- 
, Said: 

May I call your attention to the collection of military testimony which is 
annexed to my report of last year? In that report I have set out the existing 

sand the regulations on the subject of the canteen, and I want to add 
ng to thistestimony. Not onlyis the canteen a great meansof increas- 

r » morality and health and discipline of the soldiers, but it is the one 
hing that makes it possible to make the camp, the military post, an agree- 

tal-abstinence clubs are not successes. And the post exchange is a club, 
ind the men get together there and they play dominoes and checkers and 

} ards, and they read and talk and smoke, and they drink their glass of 
} and it is an agreeable placeand the men do not goaway. If you passed 
the provision which the House has put in, prohibiting the sale of beer and 
light wines in the canteen, you break that up,and the result is going to be as 
soon as it gets around, it will stop our enlistments. That is a matter of seri- 
ous practical consequence. The menare not going toenlist when they under- 
stand that they are going to be confined in the reform school. 

Another thing that is not the ee epee thing to talk about publicly or to 
put intoa report. It is that in the vile resorts which cluster against the bor- 
ders of every army post there is not only the liquor seller, with his bad 
whisky, but there is the prostitute. The man who goes to the gin mill for 
his recreation falls into the hands of that woman, and he comes back not 
merely to the guardhouse for drunkenness or for overstaying his time, but 
to go into the hospital with venereal disease. These misguided people are 
doing a Satan’s work in endeavoring to take these young fellows out from 
under the restraint and under the influences that surround them when they 
are in camp and drive them out into the horrible and demoralizing and 
damning surroundings that cluster around the outside of the camps. 

MILITARY TESTIMONY. 

The collection of military testimony mentioned by the Secretary 
of War in his statement before the committee embodies some 
very pertinent points which should receive careful consideration 
from all who are seeking the truth about the conditions which 
the canteen system was designed to remedy. The information 
comes from men who are in the best position to know whereof 
they speak and consequently should be more authoritative than 
any of the ex parte second-hand statements which have been indus- 
triously circulated to secure legislation against thecanteen. Fol- 
lowing are extracts from statements made by post commanders: 
Commanding officer, Fort Gaswell, N.C.: | 
* * * “Tdo not think themorality or discipline of the command has been 

much affected by the abolition of the canteen. I notice, though, that fewer 
men are willing to reenlist for organizations at the post, and I believe some 
discontent has been caused by this law.” 

Commanding officer, Fort Snelling, Minn.: 
* * * “From my own observation and that of the officers of the garri- 

son, the morality and discipline of the post was superior after the abolish- 
ment of the canteen as compared with any period prior to thatact. * * * | 
The percentage of sick was much less after the abolishment of the canteen. 
e'? The records show that the number of desertions for the six months | 
prior to the abolishment of the canteen exceeds that of the six subsequent 
month * * * On February 1, 1901, there were two saloons within 1 mile 

reservation. Up to the time of my leaving Fort Snelling, September 
i, 1901, no additional saloons had been established. * * * 

“TI find that the company amusement room, with tobacco, cigars, lunch, 
and softdrinks on sale, is moresatisfactory than a common amusement room, 
as ata large post a common amusement room of sufficient size to accommo- 
date the whole command when off duty can not well be established; besides, 
the company amusement room develops and fosters the company unit, which 
constitutes the most important factor in contentment and discipline. L[urge 
the early establishment by the Quartermaster's Department at every large 
o tof a well-equipped gymnasium in connection with a race track and ath- 
etic grounds * * *,” 
Commanding officer, Fort Logan, Colo.: 
“I believe that many company commanders are induced to approve of the 

canteen feature of the post exchange because they obtain an income from 
it with which they oe the mess of the men and purchase pool tables, 
gymnastic outfits, bowling alleys, etc. It must bo remembered the soldiers 
of our present Army are much younger than before the Spanish war. They 
ire men who either do not drink or who want very little, and have not con- 
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able place for the soldiers. We can talk about it a as much as we please— 
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tracted the drink habit. It is the duty of the Government to protect these 
men and not put Sometetar before them. It is not sufficient to say to a sol- 
dier, ‘You shall not drink;’ but surround him with wholesome und decent 
means of diversion and amusement, and he will not want to drink.” 

[Effects in prohibition States, where the sale is regulated by the State.] 
Commanding officer, Fort Fremont, 8.C.: _ 
* * * ‘The number of cases of venereal diseases in the command has in- 

creased yon the health of the com- The evil effects of the law in goes. uy ¢ l 
mand have been more marked. The places at which liquor is sold are fre- 
quented by negro women of loose character, with whom the men are thus 
more closely associated than was formerly thecase. * * * Theliquorsoldin 
the vicinity of the post is of the poorest quality, and is, from what Foon learn, | 
adulterated very often with the most injurioussubstances. During the sum- 
mer just passed three members of the command have died under exactly the | 
fame conditions, each exhibiting the same symptoms and each dying within | 
six hours after having been first taken ill. 

‘‘Tn each case the man had absented himself for the twenty-four hours pre- 
ceding hisillness and had during that time been drinking heavily of the liquors 
sold around the post. The diagnosis of the surgeon in each case was ‘cerebral 
congestion due to excessive use of alcoholic stimulants.’ Itis very difficult 
in this State to secure the conviction of a man charged with selling liquor | 
illegally, and until recently it has not been practicable to obtain sufficient | 
evidence to justify the prosecution of any of these persons so engaged. Re- 
cently, however, enough evidence to secure the conviction of one of the pro- 
prietors of these places has been obtained, and he will be prosecuted at the 
next meeting in this county of the criminal court.” 
Commanding officer, Sullivans Island, 8. C.: 
“The stoppage of the sale of beer induces patronage of State dispensaries 

where liquor is sold by bottle only, and consequently large quantities are 
drunk at one time.” 

| 

Commanding officer, Fort Riley, Kans.: ‘ : 
* * * “On February 13, 1901, there were eleven joints and eight drug | 
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stores within 1 mile of the reservation limits. On August 21, 1901. six joj 
and eight drug stores. The drug stores in Junction City sell liquor, spirits 
—_ beer, and the joints are simply barrooms. Kansas is a prohibition 
ate.” 
Commanding officer, Fort Ethan Allen, Vt.: 
“Vermont is a prohibition State. * * * While there are no liquor sa- 

loons, there are many drug stores, All sell liquor on prescription. Pre- 
scriptions are easily obtained.” 7 

Commanding officer, Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark.: 
* * * “There are men inthe ranks of our Army from many walksof life 

and many of the most valuable clerks, mechanics, carpenters, etc., are men 
of good education and trades, who are in the Army because periodic sprees 
have lost for them many positions in civil life, and they entered the Army 
to receive the discipline it affords. Take their daily drinks from them, teil 
them that they shall not drink, and you make drunkards of them.” 

Commanding officer, Fort Apache, Ariz.: 
* * * “In my opinion the breaking up of the canteen system has been 

the hardest blow we have received in many years. Before its abolition our 
men were well satisfied with their condition; they had good food; the re- 
ceipts from the canteen were applied in various ways for their welfare, com- 
fort, and amusement, and they were rarely drunk and seldom absent. Now 
at many posts it is the reverse. 

“Places known as ‘hog ranches’ are established near the posts; if not, then 
men called ‘ bootleggers’ are selling whisky to the men by the bottle (many 
of the men would not think of patronizing the whisky peddlers if they could 
occasionally get a glass of beer at the post); after one or two drinks of the 
vile stuff that is sold them they do notor can not know what they do, remain- 
ing away from the post foradayortwo. Some, fearing punishment on their 
return to the post, desert. The idea that full-grown men are going to patron- 
ize a canteen where nothing is sold except soft drinks is an illusion.” 
Commanding officer Twenty-seventh Regiment, New York Volunteers, re- 

ports from Presidio, San Francisco, Cal., as follows: 
* * * “My camp was located just inside the main gate of the reservation. 

Across the street and in the immediate vicinity were located many saloons, 
which were most of the time crowded by soldiers. The saloons were there 
expressly to catch soldiers and were successful. Drunkenness and disorders 
were very frequent. From my observation, while serving with the volun- 
teers in the Philippines, I consider the abolishment of the sale of beer in the 
,0st canteen a positive calamity to troops serving in that locality. en will 

C gee aaane if they wish to, and there is always a supply where there is 
a demand. 

‘In the Philippines drinking men are almost sure to resort to the native 
drink ‘vino’ if unable to obtain beer. The poorest whisky ever distilled can 
not compare with ‘ vino’ in its evil effects upon the men. The latter drink 
seems to destroy the character of a man mentally, morally, and physically. 
I believe many deaths and much of the insanity which occurred during my 
stay in the islands were due either directly or indirectly to the use of ‘ vino.’ 
Commanding officer, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.: 
* * * “Volunteers returning from the Philippines have made raids upon 

| near-by saloons, being incited to such deeds under drunkenness; perhaps 
| sometimes sober impulses, aroused by real or imaginary grievances, such as 
being drugged, robbed, or otherwise maltreated while in the saloons. There 
were several such occurrences between January 1 and July 1, 1901, which 
were so serious that it became necessary for the cammanding officer to aid 
the police in restoring order and to save property from destruction. * * *” 
Commanding officer, Mayaguez, P. R.: 
“The percentage of sick in this last company has been over 10 per cent the 

last three months. I believe itisdue torum drinking instead of beer. Every 
| effort has been made to discover the cause of the sickness in this company, 
and no other cause than that some of the men were financially backing a rum 
shop near the post has so far been discovered.” ; 

Commanding officer, Ponce, P. R.: 
“The effect of the abolition of the sale of beer is very bad, both morally 

and for discipline, because the men will have beer and must go into the city 
to get it. There they are thrown into contact with immoral women and 
drink rum and other cheap alcoholic beverages. These drinks cause some 
men to become crazy and boisterously drunk. Before theabolishment of the 
canteen most of the beer drinkers drank almost exclusively in the exchange 
and in moderation.” 

Post surgeon, Fort Schuyler, N. Y.: 
“Where two affections, such as excessive drinking and venereal diseases, 

are so intimately associated, were it possible to control the former, the latter 
would of itself greatly decrease. While it is true many cases of venereal 
disease may occur when drinking has not been a factor, still by far the ma 
jority of cases reported to me have been subsequent to drunkenness and 
resulting carelessness.” 

Commanding officer, Fort Douglas, Utah: 
“The social evil in this city is more rampant than I have ever seen before. 

When we had the canteen the men were contented to stay in the post, but 
now they want to go to town all the time, and these women get hold of them.” 
Commanding officer, Benicia Barracks, Cal.: 
“A post is the soldier’s home during the time he is in the Army,and a well- 

managed, regulated, and attractive canteen, where beer and light wines are 
sold, adds to the physical, moral, and intellectual well-being of a soldier, im- 
roves his surroundings, contributes to his rational enjoyment, and adds to 
hi s pleasures, making him a contented and satisfied soldier. To make a post 
a mere place where duty is the sole thing and every diversionand recreation 
denied a man makes duty dull, uninteresting,and stupid. That thereshould 
be a canteen at every post, in my opinion, admits of no argument.” 
Commanding officer, Camp McKinley, Hawaii: 
* * * “The effect of the abolition of the sale of beer has been to double 

the number of trials for drunkenness and also for absence without leave.” 
Commanding officer, Washington Barracks, D. C 
* * * ‘*With the canteen in existence the decent, well-behaved, self-re- 

| specting, and orderly men of the command—men who pride themselves on 
th 1 eir soldierly conduct and good behavior—had the privilege of drinking an 
occasional glass of beer in an orderly, clean, and perfectly proper establish- 
ment for that purpose. 

“They enjoyed the privilege and respected it, and were well satisfied with 
their condition and surroundings, knowing that they were being treated as 
self-respecting men, free to indulge a perfectly proper and legitimate appe- 
tite in a perfectly proper way, ont knowing also that they were being bene- 
fited indirectly in their better food provided upon their mess table. * * * 
The moment the sale of beer was abolished the human nature of every indi- 
vidual man—good, bad, and indifferent—at once resented this interference 
with his individual right to regulate his appetite and to try and force him to 
be a total abstainer from the use of alcoholic drinks. s 

“The effect was at once to make every man assert himself to indulge in- 
temperately in the use of beer or something stronger; at once toseek outside 
of the post that which he was denied therein, and to be dissatisfied, restless, 
and discontented, and to show this spirit on any and every ocvasion pos- 
sible. * * * The demand for all-night passes became so overwhelmning 
that positive and stringent regulations had to be adopted to regulate the 
number, * * * With the abolition of the sale of beer the soldiers’ club 
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.ctieally ceased, and their only recourse for diversion and recreation was 
ro to the saloon dives and brothels of the city of Washington, with their 

» decided immoral adjuncts. : 
[he hospital records show that during the period August 2, 1900, to Feb- 
ry 2.1901, there were admitted to sick report 13 venereal cases and 3 cases 

alcoholism, while for the period February 2, 1901, to August 2, 1901, there 
-e admitted 31 cases of venereal diseases and 7 of alcoholism. * * * The 
1labstainers may claim what they please as to the abolition of the sale 
eer in the Navy. It is respectfully submitted that the cases are not par- 
lin any ee * * * Totry and regulate a military garrison by 

.e same rules possible on board a ship at sea would be to confine every man 
¢ the command, officers and all, to the limits of the post for weeks and 

nths at a time and is evidently not only impossible, but also very undesir- 
» yet the only way to enforce total abstinence.” 

Commanding officer district of Santiago, February 1, 1902: 
“The recent act of Congress prohibiting the sale of beer and light wines 

at all military posts has been the means of breaking up, to a certain extent, 
happy club life of the soldier. It is a well-established fact that there has 

, more drunkenness among the soldiers at army posts since the abolition 
of the canteen than there was before. Nosystem of discipline nor severity 

inishment can prevent soldiers from visiting low saloons and obtaining 
r. The canteen question resolves itself into one of expediency rather 

vn sentiment. 
“Tf itean be proved that temperance in the Army is best promoted by a 

regulated canteen, under the immediate eye of the commanding officer, 
ractical view of the matter will ultimately prevail, instead of an abstract 
ry. It has been advanced by some who are severe and unreasonable in 

eir condemnation of the canteen that all soldiers who are inclined to drink | 
toxicating drinks should be put outof the Army. This is absurd. It is 

to talk of an army of tctal abstainers; nor is it to be expected that men 
listing as soldiers to serve their country shall be forced to take a temper- 

a 

. 

‘ 
ance pledge any more than that they should be forced to be religious. 

“Soldiers are not children, to be governed like children. They are men 
upon whom the country must depend for a stalwart individuality and the | 
exercise of heroic qualities in the stress of privation, hardship, and danger. 
If they are to be trusted in battle, they must be trusted in garrison. In the 
interest of discipline, morality, general welfare, and contentment of the sol- 
dier of the Army, I most earnestly recommend that the act of Congress pro- 
hibiting the sale of beer at army posts may be repealed by Congress at the 

session.” 
In submitting this petition we desire to express to your honorable com- 

sand through you to the Senate of the United States, and through the 
enate to the people of the United States, our reasons for petitioning for the 
efeat of this amendment, which in our opinion—and we are confident our 

yn is that of 87 per cent of the enlisted strength of the Army—deprives 
American soldier of not only his chief source of pleasure aol recreation 

fe as a soldier, but also the safeguards against temptations which are 
in his way when he is forced outside of the garrison for recreation 

musement, for its passage means the abolition of the post exchange. 
» post exchange as conducted in the Army to-day is a mutual cooper- 

» institution in which every enlisted man in the garrison is practically a 
kholder, as it is run solely for his benefit. Its object is twofold: First, to 
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3+ Washington, D. C., it was unanimously adopted. This full re- 

port is appended below, together with the resolutions passed at 
their convention held at Buffalo, N. Y., from September i6 to 20, 
1901, calling attention to the restrictions recently placed upon the 
army canteen, and appointing a committee to carefully investi- 
gate the whole subject from hygienic as well as other standpoints, 
and report the results in printed form. The report is the most 
complete and unanswerable ever submitted, clearly setting forth 
the effect of the canteen upon the morale of troops from every 
conceivable standpoint. I reproduce this report in full for the 
general information of all who wish to get at the true facts of 
the controversy. 

PRELIMINARY RESOLUTIONS, 

Resolved, That this body deplores the action of Congress in curta g the 
operation of the army canteen or post exchange, and in the interes ren- 
eral and military sanitation recommends its establishment on its f er 
basis at the earliest possible date. 

Also: 
The executive committee recommends the appointment of a special c 

mittes to prepare and publish at an early date a pamphlet for public circu 
lation containing the resolution of the Public Health Association in favor of 
the army canteen, together with a concise statement of the data upon which 
this action was based and the definite references to the original sources from 
which such information is obtainable; such pamphlet to be issued in the 
name of the association, and to be so prepared as to withstand keen and in- 
telligent examination. 

This recommendation is made in view of the fact (1) that an important 
function of this association is to educate the public in matters of hygiene: (2) 
that the action above referred to is in disagreement with the ideas of a very 
large number of good citizens; (3) that this is a possible opportunity of se- 
curing their understanding of our action, and, itis to be hoped, their ir : 
gent cooperation in taking successive steps toward the betterment of exist- 
ing conditions. 

THE REPORT ADOPTED. 

Introduction.—In order to appreciate the object of these resolution 
should be stated that the so-called ‘“‘canteen system” was introd 
temperance measure at Vancouver Barracks in 1880, but wasn 
recognized until February 1, 1889, as shown by the following extra f 
General Orders, No. 10, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General’s Office 

‘**1, Canteens may be established at military posts where there are no post 

¢ 
i 

g f 

traders, for supplying the troops at moderate prices with such arti 3asmav 
be deemed necessary for their use, entertainment, and comfort: » for at- 
fording them the requisite facilities for gymnastic exercises, billiards, and 
other proper games. The commanding officer may set apart for the purpose 
of the canteen any suitable rooms that can be spared—such rooms, whenever 
practicable, to be in the same building with the library or reading rooms I g 

afford the soldier a place where he can obtain at minimum cost to himself, | ,, **: The sale or = es spirits in canteens 1s strictly prohibited, but 
and where any profit made will redound to his benefit, those recreations | the commanding of wong osined to pe mit wines and light beer to be 
which all religious denominations of the country deem of sufficient impor- | sold therein by the drin x, On W eck pe s,and an & FOOM used f © no other pur- 
tance to the working men and women of this country to take under their fos- | POS®, W henever he is satisfied that the giv ing to the men the opportunity of 
ering care, irrespective of denomination, i.e., the establishment of working- | obtaining such beverages within the post limits has the effect of Preventing 
men and working women clubs to employ the unoccupied time of the mem- | them from resorting for strong intoxicants to places without such limits and 
bers, with the addition that beer and soft drinks are sold; the profit from | tends to promote temper — eand discipline among them. The practice of 
which, as the Government does not make any appropriation for the support | what 2 koa Res wesung sous be discouraged unc circumstances 
of the same, enables the post exchange to be run and furnishes the means 3. Gambling or playing any game for money or other thing of value is 
for its second object, and that is to provide the soldier with those articles of | forbidden.’ ee Si i in OU SONNE epee tae 

which are commonly called luxuries, and which, although the Amer- | Subsequent order , dated May 13, LSUV, DOV ides that: ‘ 
ican soldier is acknowledged by every reading man in the United States to | he practice of w hat is known as ‘treating’ u ed.” 
be the best clothed and best taken-care-of soldier in the world, are not sup- | After the abolition of post-traders these cant ens | ooper- 

plied as a part of his contract with the Government, but tend to make him | 2Uve Store, and supplied the On ers and men with to d luxu 
m mtented with his life, more cheerful under hardships, and a better | a Face nan aoe ~ ere ich as cigars, 

-¢ atter citize | opacco, an e sre nercbar ise, f 1c les lt nit a id 

+ ee ren as such exercised also a very important economic fun 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. Theestablishment of the canteen system, in the ligh which 

Medical and Hospital Department: For the purchase of medical and hos- | will be presented heres fter, proved to be a most efficient meas- 
I tal supplies, including disinfectants for military poste. camps, hospitals ao fi or the dimunition< fv ice ——e kenn ss AMONE tro aboli- 
I ital ships, and transports; for expenses of medical supply depots; for | tion by an act of ¢ ODETCSS, eas Ma ODE UREY SUI, ntal 
medical care and treatment of officers and enlisted men of the Army on duty, | STounds must be deeply deplored by all interested in f ys- 
and of prisoners of war and other persons in military custody or confine. | 1a! and moral diseases. Sin e the Qucswon Of mt mately 
ment at posts and stations for which no other provision is made, under such | connected with the health, morals, discipline, and gen the 
regulationsas shall have been or shall be prescribed by the Secretary of War; | AT™y, it is necessary to consider the subject in all its bear id f he 
for the proper care and treatment of epidemic and contagious diseases in the | PUrpose of “Pr aching the question from the practi ‘al Fat n the sen- 
Army or at military posts or stations, including measures to prevent the timental stan point W e will present a summary of the ¢ vi lence n 

spead thereof. and the payment of reasonable damages, not otherwise pro- | Personnel of the a is he rect Us 508 th ; A rmy are enlisted generall 
d for, for bedding and clothing injured or destroyed in such prevention; | from among men of ordinary w alks in life, and reflect, theref ore t quali- 

for the pay of male and female nurses, not including the Nurse Corps (female), | ties of the latter, W hether they be gor rd or bad. Itisnottrue that thes r 
| of cooks and other civilians employed for the proper care of sick officers | }§ peculiarly dissipated ab ove all ther s and requires spe legislative mea 

nd soldiers, under such regulations fixing their number, qualifications, assign- | “Tes to safeguard him against his wonnne See, ( S$ justly remark yD 
ment, pay, and allowances as shall have been or shall be prescribed by the Sec- | tor Muns mm in his T heory and I ractice of Mil ts Hygiene, page 8 
retary of War; forthe pay of civilian physiciansemployed to examine physic- | _ ,". He brings with him into the s noe e the result > Une more aing to 
ally applicants for enlistment and enlisted men, and to render other profes- | Wich he has been sub, rentrgpeliapbegie, his childhood and youth in Llife, and 
sional services from time to time under proper authority; for the pay of other does not change his nature or moral standards with the mere donning of the 

employees of the Medical Department; for the payment of express compa- | @2!form. a es ok a a Bia ‘ 
nies and local transfers empioyed directly by the Medical Department for | ,, One of the members of your committee served in the as an en- 
the transportation of medical and hospital supplies, including bi iders’ sam- listed man and con ERGs CE ROOM EES sues ONG 1889, anot! served as 
ples and water for analysis; for supplies for use in teaching the art of cook- | &" officer of artillery, we haye UHETCLOFO J a ) 

to the Hospital Corps; for the supply of the Army and Navy Hospital at | S¢Tvation as to the character and habits o bsp f 
Hot Springs, Ark.; for advertising, laundry, and all other necessary misce!- | temperance, its predisposing causes and effects uj h nd ; 

laneous expenses of the Medical Department, $550,000: Provided, That here- of the troops. _W e are dispose i to div ide the ran} i Army to 

ter the purchase of medicines and medical stores or the engagement of cao a caaient ieee mo pring x & * I ' o- 
sistec he temptations ol 16 SALOONS IN CiVU Lie, and Willi conti l St services not personal for the Medical Department of the Army may be made 

by the Medical Department in open market in the manner common among 
siness men when the aggregate of the amount required does not exceed 

$200, but every such purchase or employment shall be promptly reported to 
the Secretary of War: Provided further, That hereafter civilian employees 

he Army stationed at military posts may, under regulations to be made 
by the Secretary of War. purchase necessary medical supplies when pre- 

ribed by a medical officer of the Army. 

EXPERT AUTHORITY ON THE SUBJECT. 

The American Public Health Association, consisting of physi- 
lans and health officers of long experience in many cities upon 

the American continent, preparcd a report upon the subject of 
the American army canteen, through a subcommittee, whose 
ability will be recognized all over the world, and when the same 
was submitted, at their annual convention in January, 1904, in 

£ the temptations after they enter the Ar 
The second class comprises many men, es] 

customed all their lives to drinking beer instea: 
as coffee and tea, who crave f ympanionship 
of a club and gymnastic hall; they regard bes 
gentle stimulant, and life without these envir 
and never reconciles them to their absence fr 
made up of intelligent mechanics and clerks, w 
tacks of intemperance, have lost the 

sufficient self-respect and man 

€ 

ost 

00d, 
ion 

} l Dn r have entered ing ¢ 
pose of securing the benefits of army discipline. ‘ 
men without aim or purpose in life, and with nt 
imate amusements: they are fond of morbid excitem«e 
fluences of the saloon, and appear to find it difficult 
for liquor, in spite of the restraining effects of army dis 
a number of these men are true degenerates, not inf 
the higher walks of life (gentlemen—rankers 

Prevalence of alcoholism in the Army.—It is difficu 



xtent of the drink habit, except by the amount of beer actually 

atistics. Statistics prepared by the Adjutant-General of the Army 
t during the year 1498, the first year of the Spanish-American war, 

; hardships, excitement, and general employment of the Army, the 
ré amount spent for beer by each man inan army of 231,058 officers and 

was $2.41 per year, or 484 glasses at 5 cents each, or 20 cents per month, 
al to 4 glasses per month for each man. The consumption in 1899 in an 

“my of 90,160 officers and men was $6.99, or 1394 glasses per year, or 56 cents, 
11? glasses per month for each officer and man. This isa very favorable 
wing when it is considered that the average consumption of liquor in the 

United States amounts to 17.68 gallons per capita. 
rhe following table, taken from Munson’s Hygiene, page 909, based upon 
icial records of the Surgeon-General’s Office, shows the prevalence of alco- 

m inthe military forces of the Army during the twenty-eight years of 
ADLV ©. 

Number of Number of 
eases ad- | cases of 

Mean mitted to | delirium 
strength. | hospital | tremens 

| per 1,000 | per 1,000 
strength. | strength. 

31, 831 38. 20 (a 
29, 430 45. 80 
26,844 47.50 (a) 
27, 909) 49. 40 (a) 
27,021 58. 10 (a) 
23, 57D 68. 00 ta) 
24, 886 64.50 (@) 
23,7 59. 00 (@) 
23, 381 59. 40 (a) 
23, 964 65.10 (@) 
24, 004 61.00 (a 
23, 222 57.60 ta} 
23,239 68. 70 (@) 
23, 439 66.00 (a) 
24, O84 66.10 (a) 
24, 138 53. 50 1.57 
23, 572 42. 80 1 OL 
23, 841 46.70 - 88 
24,726 40.20 «92 
25, 008 41.40 51 
24, 234 40.7) . 86 
23,269 40.00 -90 
24, 203 37.20 7 
25, 237 33. 80 - 
25, 376 30.90 82 
2h, 204 30.10 - 83 
25,119 28. 80 -58 
25,417 27.80 58 

147, 795 15.16 a} 
105, 546 18.7 a 
100, 389 22. 43 a 
92,491 26. 25 ° 
80,778 24. 02 | a 

aNo figures available. 

The committee has extended this investigation so as to include the five 
years ending December 31, 1902, and find, as first pointed out by Munson, 
that “during the war with Spain im 1898 the admission rate fell to 15.1, the 
more active operations and novelty supplying much of the desired excitement, 
while the unusual conditions undoubtedly attracted a superior class of young 
men to the colors.” The same was true m 1899, when the rate for alcoholism 
in the bulk of our Army engaged in hostilities and hard field service in the 
Philippines was only about half as high as among those serving in Cuba and 
an eighth as high as among those in garrison in Porto Rico. 

The rates for the United States for the year 1900 were 22.43; for 1901, 26.25; 
for 1902, 24.02. In Cuba and Porto Rico the rates were, for 1900, 32.01; 1901, 
84.42; 1902, 48.26. In the Philippine Islands the rates were 12.16 in 1900, 21.07 in 
1901, and 21.10 in 1902. 

From this table we learn that the rates for alcoholism in our service have 
steadily decreased. Since there is reason for believing that the per capita 
consumption of licuor in the United States has steadily increased, the decrease 
in the army rates for alcoholism is anes gratifying and can only be ex- 
plained by greater care exercised in the selection of reeruits and in the char- 
acter and preparation of food, a more rapid elimination of inebriates from 
the Army, and last, but not least, the beneficial effects from the establish- 
ment of canteens. 

t will be observed that the decrease is especially marked since the estab- 
lishment of canteens in 1889, while the slight changes in 1901 and 1902 are not 
sufficiently marked to base conclusions thereon; nevertheless they indicate, 
in connection with other evidence, an increase in alcoholism since the aboli- 
tion of the canteen. 

It is interesting to note that the statistics collected by Doctor Munson 
show that there is approximately only a tenth as much sickness from the use 
of alcohol among the negro as the white troops. He says: “Few colored sol- 
diers are hard drinkers; and so far as beer and other malt liquors are con- 
cerned, there apparently exists a radical distaste for these beverages on the 
part of the negro.” Doctor Munson also adduces statistics which indicate 
that nationality is a factor of much importance in determining the relative 
amount of alcoholism. Thus, for seven-year periods, 1890-1896, the rates of 
admission in our Army per 1,000 of each class were as follows: 

CR ne eseeeuaie icin ame wintnn whaleodchtiain tila tiene teh oad ae 
STIS THEIR 5 csvtictnninnnccravimeiiaalécntiageephauemianmede mde sbeiaiiaeaoe 28.51 
PIII ius nenipitnndsiindine am sidhiningin ainaabehotarhedoinanmaenalmaeddaed Soekibaaiate 51. 84 
SI Sn candssalsnitpnceesaihoeseeiiatianis a nrstnietachesgipsaeoehcahintantig deebtasiaas taillacica, meee mapa ade pata aased 90. 96 

These statistics appear to have also an important bearing on the influence 
of so-called ““national beverages” on the drink habit, and their effects upon 
the system. TheGerman and American-born soldiers generally prefer beer 
while the English and Irish are accustomed to stronger drinks, like ale and 
ardent spirits. 

The canteen as a prophylactic measure.—In order to ponstte the benefi- 
cent effects of the canteen system, not only in the reduction of the drink 
habit, but also as a powerful moral factor in the life of the soldier, it should 
be remembered that prior to the inauguration of the canteen or post exchange 
the so-called sutler’s or post trader’s store was allowed by Army Regulations. 

The proprietor was a civilian, appointed by the Secretary of War, and at 
a subsequent period these appointments were made upon the recommenda- 
tion of the members of the post council. These stores furnished merchan- 
dise and luxuries not supplied by the commissary department, and were also 
an accommodation to the pioneer settlers. Among the most profitable arti- 

anteens and the prevalence of alcoholism as shown by the army | 
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cles of sale were whiskies, brandies, wines, cigars, and bottled beer. 1) 
were sold usually across the counter, and very few of the sutler stores p> 
vided the facilities of club life, such as billiards, reading rooms, or ean 
and if so the charges were exorbitant and gambling for money was 
infrequent. Most pe they presented all the characteristics of ; 
American bar, drinks being consumed in rapid succession, aided by the ; 
nicious system of “treating.” . 

It is quite true these establishments were subject to military ord 
and the sales of liquor could be controlled easily, but whenever and wher; 
the attempt was made on the Peak of the commanding officer to regula: 
character and amount of drinks to be sold it was promptly frustrated }y 
establishment of little shacks or shanties for the sale of vile whisky on 
of the post reservation. These were gradually enlarged by the addit; 
rooms for gambling and the introduction of lewd women of the lowest ; 
and as a result, in addition to the excesses of aleoholic stimulants, the efi 
of an immoral life and its far-reaching consequences were stamped 1 
those unable to resist the temptations, and as a result trials for drunken; 
absence without leave, admissions for alcoholism and venereal diseases 
creased with startling rapidity. : 

One of the members of your committee can recall that on moro than 
occasion, in order to avert complete demoralization of the men, the comm, 
ing officer felt constrained to rescind his orders prohibiting the sale of alec. 
holics, for he realized that the post trader could be compelled to sell a pure 
article of whisky, and thus diminish the baneful effects of alcoholic stin 
lants to a minimum. 

At posts situated within the heart of an Indian country, and where it was 
impracticable to establish grogshops within a reasonable distance from the 
post, whisky was brought into the garrison through the mails in various (j 
guises, or in express packages, and peddled in 2-ounce vials by the sold 
themselves. Others resorted to the purchase of essence of ginger, le 
vanilla, bay rum, alcohol, and patent or proprietary remedies containing 
alcohol in various percentages. 

Hence even the most favorable environment failed to prohibit. It was 
until the establishment of the canteen system that better conditions w 
offered for the promotion of temperance among our soldiers. Itwas the 
tion of the soldiers’ club which reduced drinking toa minimum and promo: 
aoe only temperance and contentment, but also lessened sickness, immoralit 
and crime. 

Trials by court-martial for drunkenness, ete.—The statistics already pre- 
sented show conclusively that coincident with the general establishme: 
the canteen system throughout the Army there occurred a decrease amount 
ing to considerably more than half the drunkenness which formerly tended 
to the impairment of discipline, the demoralization of individuals, and to +} 
occurrence of assaults, injuries, and deaths. 

The following statistics, prepared by Doctor Munson and extended by the 
comnittee, show a gradual improvement inthetoneand morale of the A: 
as evidenced by the number of courts-martial. This improvement is 
cially marked since the establishment of the canteen. 

The average of trials and convictions for drunkenness and conditior 
ing therefrom for from 1886 to 1891 was 372.5, against an average of 1(\() 
the six years after the establishment of the canteen. (Table Munson’s | 
giene, p. 819.) 
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The statistics from 1898 to 1902 should be exciuded, as they cover the period 
of the Spanish-American war, when a large number of volunteers were ©! 
rolled. In this connection attention isdirected to the “ Reports of com: 
ing officers” on file in the War Department and published in House o! 
resentatives Document No. 252, Fifty-seventh Congress, second s¢ 
Brig. Gen. Frederick Funston, United States Army, commanding genera! 
Department of the Colorado, reports (p. 22) the number of trials by general 
courts-martial for 1902 to have been 194, and, as com ed with the prec: 
year, the percentage of average enlisted strength to have nearly double: 
also gives the per cent of average enlisted strength deserting in his de; 
ment as follows: 

And writes as follows: 
“It is therefore plain that there has been a deplorable increase of offenses 

in general and of desertion in particular. In my opinion there are two prin 
cipal causes for this state of affairs: 1. Resentment to unaccustomed lim 
tions and restrictions felt by men returning from field service to the m , 
ony and routine work of garrison life. 2%. The abolition of the canten 
feature of the post exchange. Since this action was taken saloons of the |W 
est type have been established just outside the boundaries of the va! ; 
reservations; their proprietors are, in almost every case, unprinc! 1 
scoundrels, who leave nothing undone to debauch the soldiers and obtain 
their money. 3 i 

“ Being, in all cases, outside the limits of any city, the proprietors of tics° 
resorts are subject to no municipal police regulations and sell liquor reg: ' 
less of hours and whether the buyer is already intoxicated ornot. Gam)! 
is universal in these ‘dives,’ and they are frequented by dissolute wom". 
The soldier whose desire fora drink would ordinarily be satisfied by a ‘ 
lasses of beer in the canteen of the post exchange goes to one of these 

sorts and does well if he escapes before he has spent or gambled away al! ! 
money, overstayed his leave, or engaged in an altercation. As a rule, ‘10 



cal authorities regard the existence of these places with indifference or 
approval, as it causes the soldier to spend his money in the community. 

“The efficiency of the Army or the ruin of a good soldier is nothing to 
hem. There can be no reasonable doubt that most of the trials by general 
ourts-martial and summary courts, at least so far as this department is con- | 
erned, are directly traceable to this cause. Since I have had command here 

there has taken place the ruin and degradation of several noncommissioned 
fficers of long service and fine record. In short, the recent legislation of 
ongress on this question, so far as this department is concerned, has had no 
ffect except to lower the discipline of the Army, ruin scores of good soldiers, 

and fill the pockets of a lot of saloon keepers, gamblers, and prostitutes.” 
Desertions.—The following table, compiled from the records of the War 

Department, shows what the establishment of the canteen has accomplished 
: the promotion of virtue and loyalty to the flag. This table demonstrates 
hat for the ten years previous to the establishment of the canteen the num- 
rof men annually aeneetines from the service amounted to 125 per 1,000 
rength, while for the ten subsequent years the annual number of desertions 

vas reduced to 46.2 per 1,000 strength. 
It is to be deplored that this favorable record, which continued for ten 
ars after the canteen system was thoroughly established, should be broken 

y a rate of 73 per 1,000 the year following the abandonment of this system. 
se figuresare extremely suggestive, because the best index of the con- 

ntment and virtue of the troops is to be found in the rate of desertionsand 
ils by courts-martials. 

le showing percentage of desertions in the Army of the United States from 
1880 to 1900, and 1901-2. 
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Savings deposits.—Doctor Munson, on page 819 of his Military Hygiene, also 
ers to the increased savings deposits with army paymasters as one of the 

eneficent effects of the canteen system in the promotion of order and con- 
tentment. At all events, the figures reported by the Paymaster-General in 
his repre for 1899 show that the average number of men annually making | 
such deposits for the seven years, 1885-1891; was 7,273, while for the six years 
892-1896 the annual average so deposited was 3,382, an increase of 13.3 per 
nt. Thisindicates notonly increased contentment, but a decided improved 
oral tone, and means that over 1,100 additional depositors were created, 

thus practically giving bonds to the Government for good behavior. 
itement showing the number of enlisted men, the amount of soldiers’ deposits, 
and the average deposit per man per year Jor four fiscal years, from 1900 to 

18, inclusive. 

‘ 

i 

Average 
per man. 

Year. | Troops. Deposits. 

64,969 |$3, 215, 544. 66 | 0 $19. 49 
“1 65,000 | 3,448,529. 11 53.05 
02 70,711 | 2,660, 250, 66 | 87.62 

59, 866 1,888, O14. 87 | 

Venereal diseases.—Another remarkable victory achieved by the canteen 
system over vice and disease is shown by the decrease in the prevalence of | 
venereal diseases in the United States Army. This reduction was gradual 
and constant until the abolition of the canteen system, when again a most 
iarked and lamentable increase is noted, the admission rate for syphilis 

neroid, and gonorrhea in 1892 having almost doubled when compared wit! 
he rate for the decade 1890-1899. 

Venereal diseases, United States Army—Syphilis. 
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: Insanity.—For the sake of completeness, we submit a table showing the rate 
of mental diseases in our Army for the period from 1880 to 1902, inclusive. 

It will be observed that there was a decided tendency to diminution of in- 
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sanity from 1884 to the begi 
the result of better provision for the intellectual needs and recreat 
soldier, and of which the canteen system may have been a fac 4 

| be unfair, however, to attribute the increase im recent years 
of canteens, sit ice in tropical islands, the lack of knowle« 
native languages, enforced confinement to garrisoned towns, an 
stant strain incident to continued preparation against attack by t 
all combine to act as predisposing causes to different rms of 1 
orders, which are by no mean d to tl 1g clas 
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Pre sent aspect of the question and t} effect « f 8 

| at military posts in the United Stat The pr ved 
February 2, 1901, prohibiting the sale of or dea I 
toxicating liquors in post exchanges was promulg No. 
5, dated February 2, 1901, so that now over tw gr 
which the effects of this law upon the health and ; 
studied. In transmitting a copy of this order the § i 
upon all department commanders a prompt and effective h 
the terms of the act, and requested that he might be informed of the eff: f 
this law on the morality, health, and discipline of the troops, commanding 
ctrs be instructed along the following lines, report thereon to be made to the 
Adjutant-General not later than September 1, 1901: 

“1. To prepare at once a list of the liquor saloons within 1 mile of their rs 
ervation limits; to observe and record any additional saloons subsequently 

31. 54 | 

established within such limits 
‘*2. Special mention to be made of saloons temporarily opene icin 

ity of posts or camps where the new regiments are to rende 3 reg 
ments returning from the Philippine Islands are to be mustered out. 

nness “3. To observe whether drunke among theenlisted men of th 
mands increases or decreases as a consequence of the abolishm: nN 

canteen; whether the percentage of trials by summary or other courts for 
drunkenness for the coming six months is greater or less than for the past 
six months. ; 
cs To make similar observations as to desertion and absences wit! t 
ieave. 

“5. To observe generally the effect of the abolition of the sa t 
st or camp on the morality and discipline of the command 
To make similar observations as to its effect upon the health of the 

command. 
‘7. To report the effect of the law upon the table fare of old : 

garrison and in the field, and to recommend measures for any i ren ts 
| therein that may be considered necessary.” 
| Replies have been received at the War Department which indicate the 
following conditions: 

l. Increase of liquor saloons within 1 mile of military pos 

| of the act.—The reports under this head show that on or : ry 2, 
| 1901, the date of the passage of the act abolishi the sale of beer, t! were 
| within 1 mile of the military posts 1,555 saloons, at which intoxicating li rs 
of all kinds were dispensed, and at the date of the last report ther« 
2,267 such saloons; that is to say, that 98 post canteens, at which | 

| light wines alone were sold, had been closed and their ices taken pi 
saloons in the United States and #71 saloons i 
pensing all kinds of intoxicants, in very mat ses h gambling 
attached, and in at least three instances houses of ill fame. Many of the ac 

| ditional saloons have been opened by discharged soldiers 
2. Increase of drunkenness.—To the inquiry to report whether drun] 3 

| among the enlisted men of their con 1ds has increased as a consequence 
| of theabolition of the canteen, ninety t post-commanders replied, of w ht 
number eighty-one reported that drunkenness had increased, t 
decreased, and in seven cases the commanding officers had n 
parison, owing to changes of garrison or absence of data ri 
garrisons, new posts established since February 2, 1901, a 

) 

nd tl a 

ort on the specific question, or inability to reach a px ° ter! l 
from the language of the report. (See table showing incre nal 2 
in the Army.) 

| 8. Increase of trials by summary or other courts for d ken s and f 
offenses caused by drun“enness.—To this inquiry ninety-eight mr l 
ers responded, of which number sixty-eight responded t! 

| been more numerous since the passage of the bill, three that t 
| less, and in twenty-one instances the effects were in doubt, for 
| under paragraph 2. 

4. Increase of desertions.—To the inquiry whether desertion | 
or lessened, ninety-eight post commanders replied, of which n 
four reported that desertion had increased, eight that it had d 
in thirty-six reports the result was in doubt fort tated under ps 
graph 2. (For statistics see table showing percentage of desertions in the 
United States Army.) 

5. Increase in absence without leave.—To a similar inquiry as to absence 
without leave, ninety-eight post commanders replied, of which number 
seventy-four reported that absences without leave had increased, six that 
they had decreased, and eighteen t the effect was doubtful for reasons 

' statedin paragraph2. A number of post commanders reported that absences 
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without leave had doubled, and in som 
250 per cent to 40 per 

6. Effects of the abolition of the sale of beer at the posts on the morality and 

> cases that they had increased from 
cent, 

discipline’ of the command.—To this ey ninety-eight post commanders | 
replied; one reported that the effect had been good, fifty-six that it had been 

bad. and in f y-two instances the commanding officers had no means of 
comparison owing to changes of garrison or absence of data relating to prior 
garrisons, etc. (See table giving statistics of venereal diseases.) 

CO tions made by paymasters, United States Army, from enlisted men of the 
Regular Army, including Hospital Corps, on account of fines and forfeitures 
1 ed by sentence of courts-martial from July 1, 1897, to June 80, 1903. 

(‘Number of, Fines and | ‘ 
Year ending June 0— | enlisted | forfei- Average 

men. | tures. Per nas. 

| 
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Conclusions.—A careful review of the evidence on file in the various bu- 
reaus of the War Department justifies the following conclusions: 

1. The abolition of the post canteen, more especially the prohibition of the 
sale of light wines and beer, instead of proving a temperance measure as 
hoped for by its advocates, has had a detrimental effect on the health and 
morale of the troops. In the opinion of an overwhelming majority of com- 
manding officers drunkenness has actually increased,and the admission rate 
for alcoholism has been increased from 22.43 per 1,000 in 1900 to 24.02 in 1902. 
The 98 post canteens at which light wines and beers alone were sold haye 
been replaced within a mile from military posts by 841 additional saloons in 
the United States and 371 in the Philippine Islands dispensing all kinds of 
intoxicants, in many cases with gambling rooms and in some cases with 
houses of ill fame attached. 

2. Since drunkenness and vice are intimately associated, it is natural that 
the evidence should revealan alarming increase in the prevalance of venereal 
diseases in the Army. As a matter of fact, the statistics of the Surgeon- 
General's office show that the admission rate for these diseases in 1902 is 
almost twice as high as that for the decade of 1890-1899, and is doubtless the 
result of the cause pointed out by Secretary Root and Archbishop Ireland. 
In view of the grave and far-reaching consequences of these diseases, which 
are a menace to the public health and welfare, and so often transmitted to 
the innocent and to future generations, this result, apparently associated 
with the abolition of the canteen, is especially deplorable. 

8. It isa matter of evidence that desertions, absences without leave, and 
trials of summary or other courts-martial for drunkenness and for offenses 
caused by the same have increased, and that savings deposits by the enlisted 
men have decreased from an average of $49.49 per man in 1900 to an average 
of $31.54 per man in 1903. The records of the Paymaster-General’s Office also 
show that fines and forfeitures imposed upon and collected from the enlisted 
men of the Army have increased from an average of $1.85 per man in 1898 to 
$6.82 per man in 1903, all of which indicates a growing ef} li 
a decided tendency to degeneracy, which must serious 
and morale of the Army. 

Recommendations.—In view of the foregoing facts and in the interest of 
scientific temperance, the committee recommends: 

1. The presentation to the Sena‘e and the House of Representatives in Con- 
gress assembled of the following resolutions, adopted by the American Pub- 
lic Health Association in September, 1901: 

‘Resolved, Vhat this body deplores the action of Congress in curtailing the 
operation of the army canteen or post exchange, and in the interest of gen- 
eral and military sanitation recommends its establishment on its former 
basis at the earlist possible date. 

‘Resolved, That this body, in the interest of temperance and humanity, 
wdially invites the intelligent cooperation of a very large element of good 

citizens who have been active in securing legislation against the sale in the 
military service of alconolics of any character, in taking successive steps 
toward the betterment of existing conditions, and thus assist in controlling 
and largely curtailing an evil which it is powerless at present to prevent.” 

2. Your committee is aware of the fact that beverages containing alcohol 
are an accessory food of value only when it becomes necessary to increase 
temporarily the elasticity of mind and body and a desire and ney for 
work;iind that the subsequent depressing effect and a baneful influence of 
their misuse require great care in their employment, especially when rest, 
proper food, and some of the alkaloidal beverages like coffee, tea, cocoa, and 
timulants like meat brothsand soups may accomplish the same purpose, and 

their sale as a substitute should be encouraged. 
3, In spite of the fact that “ beer drinking viewed in the abstract is unpro- 

ductive of good,” your committee believes that its sale in canteens under 
rational and comprehensive regulations, rather than its total prohibition, 
will subserve the best interest of scientific temperance, because so long as 
human nature is weak and the masses are not properly educated, the substi- 
tution of a lesser evil under military control appears not only justifiable, but 
will in the future, as it has in the past, prevent excesses which are fatal to 
the soldier, souland body. At present every effort toward total abstinence 
at military posts merely opposes theory to facts and sentiment to statistics, 
and compels recourse to saloons of the lowest character, whose proprietors 
care nothing for the.efficiency of the Army or the ruin of a good soldier. 

4. Every precaution should be observed to conduct post exchanges and the 
sale of light wine and beer along the lines recommended by Munson in his 
Theory and Practice of Military Hygiene, pages 820-822, and your committee 

rs to emphasize the fact that the bar feature should be entirely abolished 
and that the exchange should in fact be a “‘ soldiers’ club,’ with ample facili- 
ties for reading rooms, legitimate amusements, and athletic sports, where 
the soldier as a self-respecting individual may satisfy in an orderly manner 
his craving for diversion from the routine duties of a military life without 
undue prominence of the refreshment feature. 

5. The sale of soft drinks, coffee, tea, cocoa, boullion, soups, and warm 
lunches should be encouraged as substitutes for alcoholic beverages, and 
medical and line officers should be directed to educate by precept and exam- 
ple the rank and file of the Army, that for personsin health alcohol in an 
form presents no advantages not found in other food stuffs or stimulants, an 
which are, moreover, free from the dangers attending its use. In this con- 
nection it should be remembered that good food, well ate open and properly 
cooked and served, is one of the most effective prophylactic measures against 
the “drink habit” in civil as well as military life, and no effort should be 
spared to bring the culinary department in the Army to the highest state of 
verfection 

: 6. Military officers should point out the grave and far-reaching 
quences of the effects of venereal diseases, so intimately connected w 

y affect the discipline 

+ 
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drink habit. and make a strong plea in favor of continence. i 
done by telling these young men that while the sexual aie te ony te 
can be accelerated or delayed, excited or lowered, by the influence of the will. The soldier can be assured that by the cultivation of pure thoughts 
removal of temptation, normal mental, and especially by vigorous physical’ 
exercise, continence is not only possible, but easy. icSies 

7. A strong effort should be made to improve the social conditions of the 
soldier. There are times and occasions when the friendly advice of a com- 
pany commander or attending surgeon, a personal interest in the hysical 
and moral welfare of the young soldier, will prove of greater benetlt to the 
service and to humanity than the cold verdict of a summary court-martial 
Such personal efforts on the part of the officers, dictated by the spirit of a 
universal brotherhood of man, appears to us perfectly compatible with 
proper military discipline. It is also believed that the habit of making say- 
ings ir pone with the army paymasters may be greatly stimulated by per- 
sonal efforts. 

In conclusion, the committee desires to express its obligations to the offi- 
cials of the War Department for the opportunity of making a full and impar- 
tial investigation of the records, and especially to Dr. Edward L. Munson, 

| United States Army, the author of Military Hygiene, for invaluable assist, 
ance in the preparation of this report. 

Respectfully submitted. 
Gro. M. Koser, M. D., 

Professor of oo School of Medicine, 
Georgetown University, Washington, D. C., Chairman. 

F. C. HARRISON, Pn. D., 
Professor of Bacteriology, Ontario Agricultural College, 

Bacteriologist to the Experiment Station, Canada, 

Jzesus E. Mongaras, M. D., 
City of Mexico. 

CHIEF OF STAFF'S STATEMENT. 

One of the clearest and most forcible statements yet made on 
the subject of the canteen in the Army is presented by Lieut. 
Gen. 8. B. M. Young, Chief of Staff of the United States Army, 
in his report to the Secretary of War for the year ending June 30, 
1903 (p. 143), in which he said: 

Special attention is invited to the incisive comments of department com- 
manders upon the demoralizing effect of the one of section 88 of the 
act of February 2, 1901, which prohibits the sale of beer and light wines in 
post exchanges. This law has now been in operation for over two years : 
a half and has been fairly tested. Reports received from officers of all grades 
throughout the Army who have had practical experience in supervising and 
observing post exchanges under present conditions exhibit practical una- 
nimity of opinion as to the evil effects of this restriction. 

These evil effects show themselves in increased drunkenness; in loathsome 
diseases, contracted while men are under the influence of a bad or drugged 
liquor; in increased desertion resulting from the same cause, the men while 
in a drugged condition being robbed by depraved associates of both sex: 

l 

| and for this reason reluctant to return to their posts; and, generally, in in 
| creased insubordination. 

} 

.85 | isa further one advanced by the commanding general Department of Texas 
yirit of discontent and ) 

ith the | woods army posts, as W 

In addition to these considerations of morality, discipline, and health, thore 

that the soldier’srightsand privileges should not be curtailed simply beca 
he is a soldier; that he should be considered as a citizen in the community in 
which he is serving, and. where noimpairment of his military efficiency would 
result therefrom, should have a citizen’s rights and privileges. 

In view of the fact that Congress, after a full presentation of the general 
subject in the Department's letter of January 8, 1903, failed to take any action 
by way of removing this restriction, I have some hesitation in again bring 
ing this matter to the attention of the Department. I do not feel at liberty 
however, to ignore a reform almost unanimously advocated by officers who 
have the best interests of the Army at heart and whose recommendations 
are entitled to consideration. Since the original establishment of the ca 
teen feature of the post exchange there has never been a time whien tho 
dominant sentiment of the Army did not approve that feature as tending 
strongly to promote morality, sobriety, and discipline among the troops. 

SOME PERTINENT CONCLUSIONS. 

I havecalled attention tothe testimony of some of the best med- 
ical authorities in this and other countries, who are members of the 
American Public Health Association, and their findings with re- 
gard to conditions during and subsequent to the abolition of the 
sale of light wines and beer in the military canteens of the United 
States Army have been unanimously adopted by the American 
Public Health Association at their last national convention. | 
have produced the testimony of scoresof the post commanders in 
the United States and in our foreign territories. I have pro- 
duced the statements of the highest and most influential officers 
of the Army, who have acted in a reviewing capacity on all this 
testimony and who, from the character of their duties as well as 
their rank, are best qualified to judge of the needsof the American 
soldier both in peace and war. I have cited strong testimony 
from church dignitaries whose religious work has brought them 
into contact with the conditions prevalent inside of and in the 
immediate vicinity of military posts—testimony which is entirely 
unprejudiced in the premises, 

Thus, in a word, the highest militaryand technical authority, 
the highest church dignitaries, and the selected experts of the 
highest medical authority on public health upon this continent 
have all declared in favor of the canteen as a benefit wherever op 
erated in military posts under the strict military rules laid down 
in the United States Army Regulations. They declare thatthe can- 
teen contributes to the health, happiness, contentment, and es- 
pecially to the temperance of the soldier. They have said and 
have shown by statistics and incontrovertible facts that the can- 
teen is an aid in keeping the enlisted man away from bad com- 
pany and resorts which would lead to moral depravity and deg- 
radation. They have shown that there is no mode of life known 
which, in time of peace and the humdrum existence in the back- 

ell asin those situated near the temptations 



of cities, makes the social features of club life more essentially 
necessary than that of the common soldiers. 

Men with leisure upon their hands and nothing to do during 
many hours each day, most of whom in all probability having 
— 

mfined in some ‘‘ pent-up Utica”’ 

t is desired to keep them contented and not subject to the tempta- 
ions of desertion. 
The restraint of strict military discipline is usually onerous to 

most Americans in time of peace, and the life should have all the 
vctions consistent with duty, temperance, and healthful con- 

ditions as an offset to the necessities of army discipline. 

+ 

\s against all this testimony of men best qualified to judge of | 
> merits of the canteen in army life, its opponents, who have 
succeeded in causing its abandonment by enactment of law, have 

ties who have overwhelmed Congressmen and Senators with 
titions against the army canteen, signed by people who would 

het 

} . . . . . 7 | 

probably have to look in the dictionary to ascertain the difference 
I ween a canteen and a haversack. 

The temperance and prohibition societies, knowing very little 
bout army conditions and caring less, through their paid Wash- | 

ington agents have sent out tons of tracts containing a lot of irre- 
sponsible statements against the canteen, under Congressional 
frank, contrary to law, in order to work up church and temper- 
ance society indignation against the canteen. It would appear to 
them a great victory of the cause to deprive the soldier of his 
drink of light wine or beer and to break up all his social life, so 
as to throw him upon the vices of outside resorts. To them the 
abolition of the canteen is a part and parcel of their crusade in 
favor of prohibition, which does not merit more consideration 
than the absurd dictum that the man who drinks moderately has 
no rights that any temperance organization hasa right to respect. 
Which should the American people believe in this controversy— 

the men who know whereof they speak or professional agitators 
who are bent on foisting a pet ‘ism ’’ upon mankind by the threat 
of the ballot against timorous occupants of seats in Congress? 
The Army of the United States, at least, ought not to be subject | 
to the vagaries of theorists. 

Let there be a halt right here and now to the tinkering with 
army regulations by temperance or any other so-called ** moral 
or eleemosynary societies ’’ with an ax to grind, and let the army 
canteen be reestablished at once. 

Baltimore Custom-House. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. FRANK C. WACHTER, 
OF MARYLAND, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
24 Wednesday, April 27, 1904, 

On the conference report on the sundry civil appropriation bill. 

Mr. WACHTER said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: It shall not be my purpose to unnecessarily oc- 

cupy the time of the House in a lengthy discussion of the report 
of the conferees, but in the few brief moments allotted me it will 
be my endeavor to bring to the attention of the Members of the 
House the merits of two items in the bill which the conferees in 
their judgment have deemed proper to favorably report. 

This bill as now reported provides for an appropriation of 
$90,000 to be expended by the Secretary of the Treasury in the 
acquisition of additional ground for the new custom-house, and 
likewise makes provision for the extending of relief to the con- 
; ‘actors of the new custom-house for damages resulting to said 
uilding through the great conflagration which swept over that 

city recently. 

These items and the respective merits of each may not be 
thoroughly understood by the Members of the House, and for 
that reason my remarks shall mainly be explanatory thereof. 
_ the new custom-house is being erected on a lot which is 
bounded on the north by Water street, on the east by Gay street, 
don the south by Exchange place (Lombard street). The 
stern end of said building is only separated from the adjoining 
perty bya spaceof about 10 feet, which is clearly inadequate to 
rd proper light and air for the westernmost interior of said 
ucture and surely insufficient to protect and safeguard the 

ding from the danger of fire that might thus be easily com- 
inicated from the buildings on the west thereof. The archi- 

tects of the building maintain 
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ed a gay and gregarious life before entering the Army, can not | 
with accessories of ‘ cold | 

water’? and hard-tack and without amusement or good cheer, if 

luced an agitation among church, temperance, and religious | 

| made and the present space between the custom-house 

and in this view they are supported | 

22 
by the Supervising Architect of the Treasury and the Secretary 
of the Treasury as well—that there should be a much greater open 
area on the westernmost end of said structure, and the project for 
the acquiring of this additional ground has the favorable in- 
dorsement of both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Super- 
vising Architect. 
Owing to the unfortunate catastrophe that has befallen the 

| city of Baltimore, the improvements on the ground immediately 
adjacent on the west of the custom-house were destroyed, and 
the opportunity is now presented of getting possession of this 
land at one-half the value and price demanded when the matter 
was first agitated about a year ago. This item embraces the 
subject-matter of House bill No. 7305, introduced by me at the 
beginning of the present session of Congress on December 11, 
1903, and provides for an appropriation of $90,000, which 1 
will be amply sufficient for the acquisition of all the ground 
from the west of the custom-house to the east side of Exchange 
alley, which alley is a small thoroughfare, 10 feet wide, exten 
ing south from Water street to Exchange place (Lombard street), 
and so that the proposed improvement may be understood I ask 
leave for the insertion in the Recorp, to accompany these re- 
marks, of a plat of the land in that locality upon which the custom- 
house property and the proposed improvements are clearly indi- 
cated. 
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59 feet, 

has been 

and the 
buildings on the west, will give an open area of at least 79 feet, 
which will not only insure the safeguarding and protection of the 
structure from dangers that may emanate from this direction, 
but will likewise give the needed light and air, making the western- 
most interior of said building more habitabl f } 

The two lots intended to be acquired embrace about 
which, added to the 10-foot alley to which reference 

table and of better use 
for the purpose intended, to say nothing of the enhancement of 
the value and appearance of the building, when completed, by 
virtue thereof. While this item asks for a total of 
really only carries an additional amount of $65,000, for 
still remaining a balance of nearly $25,000 of the original appro- 
priation, which is unexpended, and will thus be available, if re: 
propriated. as provided by this item. 

‘Lhe proposition that is presented in this item is a business one, 
pure and simple. and there should be no hesitation in zing the 
opportunity to obtain possession of this property. 
portunity be permitted to pass, it will not only result in depriv- 
ing that part of the building of light and air that i ] 
essential, but the improvements to be erected on the ground 

wt ; YOU 00 . ar 

there 

, 1 
mnhouid the op- 

posed to be purchased will tend to detract much from the ar 
tectural beauty of the custom-house structure, for, if reports be 
true, the owners of this land contemplate the ere is site 
of a large office building of seven or eight stories, and sl d this 
be done the deteriorating effect can 1 lily he imagined 

While it is true that this item is new legislation and might be 
1 .3 1 ’ ’ 
Le} ve I w ud nay ne i stricken out ona point of or 

know that the measure has the unanimous appt 
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mittee on Public Buildings and Grounds of the House, a number 

inspection of the conditions that have already been stated, and it 
can safely be asserted that not one member who enjoyed this 
privilege of a personal inspection is other than impressed with the 
absolute need of this additional ground for the reasons heretofore 
stated. Itis true this committee has made no report to the House; 
yet they have authorized the conferees to be informed, and the 
same information to be conveyed to this House, that the proposi- 
tion meets with their unqualified approval and indorsement. 

The second item to which your attention is invited is that which 
has for its purpose the extending of relief to the contractors, 
Henry Smith & Sons, of the new custom-house for the damages 
caused to said building by the recent fire in that city, which has 
gone down into history as the third greatest conflagration in this 
country, destroying more than 2,200 buildings and covering an 
area of more than seventy-two blocks. This fire started near the 
center of the city on Sunday morning, February 7 last, and ina 
remarkably short space of time was beyond the control of the city 
fire department, and began its maddened rush through the city, 
guided and directed by the course of the wind, sweeping all be- 
fore it, and not stopping until it had spent its course at the water 
front, where it was finally subdued. Nohuman hand could have 
stayed the progress of the flames. Help was requested, and the 
fire departments of New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Wil- 
mington, Chester, and other adjacent cities responded with men 
and apparatus, but the fire burned and raged on until everything 
in its wake had been consumed or destroyed, resulting in a gross 
loss of about $60,000,000. 

The commercial heart of the city has indeed been destroyed, for 
the flames consumed almost the entire business section of the city, 
and now what was formerly a hive of industry and activity is a | 
scene of devastation and desolation. The wind seemed to be the 
controlling factor, and its course directed that of the flames. It 
was blowing from the southwest when the fire first started, and the 

mediately after its discovery soon gave the headway which it was 
found impossible to check. Had the wind persisted in this course, 
there is no telling where it would have ended; the entire residen- 
tial part of the eastern section of the city would have been de- 
stroyed, and unquestionably all the public buildings, including 
the post-office and present custom-house, would have been de- 
stroyed. 
untold suffering and want to the people of our city, but it would 
also have meant the destruction of valuable records and facilities, 
resulting in an almostirreparable loss to the National Government. 

The hand of Providence, however, seemed to be evident; the 
wind changed to the northwest, but for which the city would 
have been doomed. While the change of the wind had the effect 
of preventing the untold misery and the probable irreparable loss 
to which mention has been made, yet it drove the flames in all 
their fury in the direction of the new custom-house now in course 
of construction, causing the damage for which relief is prayed 
and asked for. Now, it might be said that these contractors 

Had this been the case, it would not only have meant | 

suild ar | been given their estimate, which amounts to $171,600, whic} 
of the members of which visited Baltimore and made a personal | 

should have guarded against such a loss by having the building | 
fully insured. They did carry the usual builders’ insurance, 
which was to protect their equipments and the inflammable ma- | 
terial on said building from loss by fire. They carried no insur- 
ance on the mass of stone, brick, and terra cotta; and I propound 
the inquiry, Is there any Member of this House, under the same 
circumstances, that would have insured the same? 

tract and privilege of erecting Government buildings, and the 

the amount incorporated in the amendment in the bill now und 
discussion. This item is the same embraced in the subject-mat+ 
of House bill 13348, introduced by me on March 1 last, and wh; 
bill has been carefully considered by the Committee on Claim 
the House. This committee also visited Baltimore, so as to m 
a personal inspection of the loss and damage to said building 
of the surrounding conditions, and after a most careful and sea) 
ing inquiry, and upon examination of all the facts presented to : 
committee, they reported the bill favorably to the House (Re; 
No. 2577, accompanying H. R. 13348), and recommended the 1 
sage of the bill. F 

It is always held that an act of God will vitiate any contrac: 
obligation. Can this not truly be attributed to the hand of «) 
all-wise Providence who directed the course of the wind? Pern 
me to quote from the committee's report, which says, in conc! 
sion: 

From all the circumstances and the facts submitted to the committe 
in view of it having been disclosed that the contractors used every effor 
minimize the injury to said building, * * * while not desiring to bo: 
sidered as establishing a precedent for the extending of relief in ca: 
damages to Government buildings in course of erection, deem this a 
meritorious case, and therefore submit the report as stated aforesaid. 

In conclusion, let me impress upon you that we ask no charit 
for the people of Baltimore are determined to erect upon the rui1 
and in the devastated district such buildings dedicated to eo 
merce and business as will insure the new and greater Baltin 
that will result from this unfortunate catastrophe. We ask t! 
the Government in justice to its honor assume this obligation 
tailed by the damages which man could not prevent, so that | 
terity may not be compelled to know that a building of this er 
Government was erected on the loss and shattered fortune of any 
citizen or set of citizens. Grant us this consideration; give us 
this additional ground for our custom-house, and Baltimore will 
continue on in her independence and determination and will pro- 

N ~ 

t | duce results that must challenge not only the admiration o! 
scattering of burning embers by the explosion that took place im- | National Government, but of her sister municipalities of the w 

as well, 
rid 

Rivers and Harbors. 

The inland waterway from Norfolk, Va., to Beaufort Inlet, North ‘ 
lina, shall be the commercial highway for the development of the coast 
trade between the North and South Atlantic ports. 

SPEECH 

HON. JOHN H. SMALL, 
OF NORTH CAROLINA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, April 11, 1904. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of t 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 14754) providing 
the restoration and maintenance of channels, or for river and harbor 
provements. and for other purposes— 

Mr. SMALL said: , 
Mr. CuarrMan: I had desired more time during the considera- 

tion of this bill in order to present some views concerning 4 1 
ect which many regard as the most important connected w 

We must remember that there is great competition for the con- | 

competition has become so keen that all who bid upon such build- | 
ings find it necessary to figure down to the lowest possible cost. 
Now. suppose to the actual cost of the construction of such a 
building it would be necessary for a contractor to allow for the | 
carrying of an insurance of the full value of the structure as it | 
progresses from time to time—it would mean a much larger esti- | 
mate for the building in its entirety, which the Government, in | 
the end, would be compelled to pay. As itis, the buildings are | 
erected for a smaller cost, amply safeguarded and protected from | 
any loss that might inure or result from an ordinary conflagra- | 
tion. In this particular instance the Supervising Architect of 
the Treasury stated before the Committee on Claims of the House 
that there was sufficient insurance, and that the building was 
amply safeguarded from fire had it been confined to one whole 
block; but as it was, the heat was unprecedented, reaching in 
that locality almost 2,800°, and it was the heat, and not the fire, 
that caused the damage to said building. In fact, the wood- 
work on some portions of said building is not damaged at all, 
while the marble and granite is cracked and broken, due en- 
tirely to the extreme heat that obtained there. The Supervis- 
ing Architect of the Treasury has estimated the probable dam- 
ages to the structure to be about $200,000; the architects have esti- 
mated the same to be about $175,000, and the contractors have \ 

the improvement of our internal waterways. I refer toa proposed 
waterway connecting Chesapeake Bay with the Atlantic Ocean 
on the south, about 200 miles distant, by way of Beaufort In/ct. 

The great importance of this waterway consists primarily in the 
fact that it avoids the most dangerous point upon the entire “ 
lantic coast—that of North Carolina, and notably Cape Hatteras 
and Diamond Shoals. It is this great menace to navigation upon 
our coast which absolutely prevents to a great degree the promo- 
tion and extension of our coastwise trade between the North and 
the South Atlantic ports. 

Even to-day that trade is confined to a few large steams)iips 
and to a few very large sailing vessels which our shipbuilders 
have begun to construct during the last few years. These a! 
carry such of the coastwise trade as is water borne between th 
Atlantic ports south of Cape Hatteras and between Hatteras 400 
New York City and Boston. 

Therefore the very cheap rate of traffic which is enjoyed | 
other sections of the country: that rate which is possessed by ‘ 
traffic between the Great Lakes and the seaboard by way of ' 
Erie Canal and the Hudson River, those cheap rates which ): 
been described so well by the gentleman from Louisiana | Mr. R\° 
DELL] and by the distinguished chairman of the Committee 
Rivers and Harbors [Mr. BurTON] are denied in the moveme™' 
of traffic between the North and the South. ; 

It has been well said that these interior lines of communica 



—— 

ion, when once they have been established, are not so greatly ap- 
nreciated, because the low rates become a fixture and they are 
smiliar to the people. Therefore the advantages to be enjoyed 
y the opening of these waterways must be largely prospective in 
1c decrease of traffic rates and in the development of prospective | 
‘ de. 

The river and harbor act approved June 18, 1902, contains the | 
lowing provision: 
Waterway from Norfolk, Va., to Beaufort Inlet, North Carolina, with a 

iew to the construction of a channel not less than 16 feet in depth, upon the 
t advantageous route between the points named: Provided, That the ex- 
ination and survey shall be made by a board of engineer officers detailed 
the Secretary of War, and any report made shall include the probable 

st of any private waterway that it may be to the interest of the United 
states to acquire in connection with the proposed improvement: Provided 

er, That the total expense of the examination and of any survey which 
iy be made shall not exceed the sum of $5,000. 

Under the provisions of this act a board of engineers was ap- 
pointed consisting of Gen. Peter C. Hains, Col. Charles J. Allen, 
and Col. James B. Quinn. Subsequently, and before the work of 

ailed to duty on the Isthmus of Panama, whereupon Colonel Allen 
-ame the senior member and president of the board. Capt. E. E. 
islow was designated to fill the vacancy on the board. 

This board of engineers made a report, dated August 31, 1903, 
which, together with the various exhibits, was reported to Con- 
cress and is known as ‘“‘ House Document No. 563, Fifty-eighth 
Congress, second session.”’ 

t 
be 
W 17 id 

This board selected a route beginning at the city of Norfolk, | 
and thence via the southern branch of the Elizabeth River to a 

int about 14 miles above the mouth of Deep Creek; thence a di- 
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ator River and around the western edge of the Mattamuskeet 
ake to Rose Bay; thence across Pamlico Sound and up Neuse 
iver to the mouth of Adams Creek; thence up Adams Creek to 

he head thereof; thence a distance of about 4 miles to the head 
f Core Creek; thence to Newport River and to Beaufort inlet on 
he ocean. 
The total distance of the route selected is 194 miles. It was es- 

timated that it could be constructed at a maximum cost of $10,- 
000,000 and that the annual cost of maintenance would not exceed 
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$150,000. The board discussed the commercial importance of this 
waterway and appended to their report commercial data as to the 
coastwise commerce of Baltimore, Norfolk, Wilmington, George- 

wn, Charleston, Savannah, Brunswick, Fernandina, and Jack- 
mville, including also statistics from three of the commercial 

ports along the route, Elizabeth City, Washington, and Beaufort. 
These statistics showed that their total coastwise trade amounted 

in 1902 to 6,000,000 tons, valued at $300,000,000. These statistics 
also contained estimates to the effect that the construction of the 
waterway would effect an annual saving in freight charges of 
$3,000,000, 

The board also discussed the importance of the waterway from 
a military and strategic point of view, upon which they comment 
as follows: 

in connection with other canals already existing, it would permit our tor- 
io boats and small gunboats to pass by an interior and protected route 
m one part of our coast to another, and to thus concentrate atany desired 
nt 

Indeed, there are many experts who do not hesitate to say that 
the importance of this waterway must play such a part in the de- 
fense of our seacoast as must, to a large extent, be necessary for 
its construction. 

Adverting again to the commercial importance of the water- 
way, I will quote another paragraph from this interesting report: 

All the figures given above as to the commercial importance of the new 
waterway are based upon the traffic at present carried by water, but there 
are other items which should be considered. There is a large amount of 
commerce originating at or near the seacoast and now carried to other sea- 
ports by rail that would undoubtedly seek water transportation should such 
transportation be made comparatively cheap and safe. ; 

Cheap transportation is one of the most important factors in the develop- 
ient of a country, and the opening up ofacheap and safe route along the 
ddle part of our Atlantic coast would certainly have a very large effect in 
inuating trade between the different sections, increasing that already ex- 
tent, and bringing into being much commerce that at present does not exist. 
Esp scially would this be true of the country to be traversed by the water- 

ray. This region isat present poorly supplied with rail transportation, while 
water trade is hampered by the lack of a practicable ocean outlet, the 

small size of the existing canals, and the toll charges thereon. With these 
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' t of this region and its trade. 

The eminent engineers constituting this board, after making 
all surveys absolutely necessary and devoting a careful consider- 
ation to the project in all its phases, gave it their unqualified 
recommendation. 
_This report was referred to a standing board of engineers for 

rivers and harbors, created by the river and harbor act of June, 
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he board was completed, General Hains was detached and de- | 

t line to the mouth of Cooper Creek, a tributary of Pasquotank | 
ver; thence down Pasquotank River to Albemarle Sound; | 

hnee across Albemarle Sound to Alligator River, and thenco up | 
tor River to a point where the river diverges sharply to | 

e west; thence through the swamp adjacent to the upper Alli- | 

ificulties removed there would undoubtedly be a great and rapid develop- | 
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1902, and to whom the law provides shall be referred the reports 
of surveys of projects authorized by Congress and who are an- 
thorized to revise and modify or reject. 

This standing board did not make their report until February 
9, 1904, five months after the same had been submitted to them. 

| In September, 1903, when the report reached them, Colonel Allen 
was also the president of this standing board, but for some reason 

| the report was not taken up for consideration until after Colonel 
Allen had reached the age of compulsory retirement. 

This latter board, in a brief report, while not attempting to 
controvert the merits of the project, decided that a minimum 
depth of 16 feet was greater than commerce demanded and that 
a waterway 10 or 12 feet deep was sufficient. If the report 
standing board shall be recognized by Congress, it will b 
sary to obtain authorization for another survey in ord 
mate the cost of a project of a less depth than 16 feet. 

This would involve a delay of at least two years, and to that 
extent would be unfortunate. Possibly this prospective delay 
was the principal object which was desired to be obtained. 
The decision of the River and Harbor Committee of this Hou 

not to report any river and harbor bill at this term making a 
propriations for any specific works or authorizing any specif 
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surveys, butsimply reporting a bill making a lump appropriation 
for the maintenance of existing channels and improvements, re 
ders it impossible to make any progress upon this waterway at 
this session. 

I disagree with the committee in its conclusion, and I submit 
that the character of the bill proposed is subject to just criticism 
The bill under consideration makes a lump appropriation of 
$3,000,000 for the maintenance of existing works and leaves t} 
expenditure thereof subject to the discretion of the Chief of En 
gineers. This is such a delegation of the legislative 
Congress as should not be tolerated. 

The impression created is that this House is unable 
itself or to select the most worthy improvements 1 
specific appropriations therefor, and therefore, in a spirit 
mility and abjection, it has been determined to repose that 

| cretion in the Chief of Engineers and his corps of assistants. 
It must not be understood that this project is to be aba 

either by reason of sectional opposition or invidious discrimination 
| or the cold neglect of its enemies. The seaboard States, fri 
Maine to Florida, have a vital interest in its construction. It 
the most important link in that chain of inland waterways which 
ultimately will be constructed along the Atlantic coast, without 
which all the other proposed waterways will be purposeless and 
with the construction of which the others will follow in due time. 

It is the most important in the link because Cape Hatteras, 
Diamond Shoal, and Cape Lookout, on the coast of North Caro- 
lina, constitutea menace and prohibition against the development 
of our coastwise trade between the North and the South, and this 
proposed waterway will avoid these dangerous points and afford 
a protected route to the class of shipping which is necessary 
the normal development of this trade. 

This important improvement has been projected into the pub- 
lic mind and has made such a deep impression upon our commer- 
cial interests that it will not be permitted to lag, but its friend 
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| will continue to knock at the doors of Congress until justice and 
| equality and commerce and opportunity shall prevail, and until 
it shall formally be recognized as the greatest improvement and 
the most vital factor in the development of our coastwise trade. 
[ Applause. ] 

The Late Hon. Charlies W. Thompson. 
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HON. JOHN L. BURNETT, 
OF ALABAMA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Sunday, April 24, 1904. 

The House having under consideration the following resolutions 
| **Resolved, That the business of the House be now suspend ppor- 
tunity may be given for tributes to the memory of Hon. CHARLES W. THOM 
son, late a Member of this House from the State of Alabama 

“ Resolved, That asa particular mark of respect to the memory of the de 
ceased and in recognition of his distinguished public career, the House at the 
conclusion of the exercises of this day shall stand ad 1. 

“Resolved, That the Clerk communicate these resol stot Senate 
“Resolved, That the Clerk send a copy of these resolutions to the family of 

the deceased.” 

Mr. BURNETT said: 
Mr. SPEAKER: When CHARLES WINSTON THOMPSON’S spirit took 

its flight from earth, the world was poorer by its loss and heaven 
‘was richer by its gain. 

| nm - P 

i I had known Mr. THompson for several years before he was 



elected to the Fifty-seventh Congress, but we resided in different 
portions of the State, and my acquaintance with him was not 
intimate. 

When he came to Congress our relations became closer, and I 
soon saw that in the noble heart of CHARLEY THOMPSON the store- 
house of friendship was inexhaustible and the love of humanity 
was without stint or limit. 

There was nothing small or mean in this good man’s nature. 
God wrote upon his very brow the record of an honest man, a 
loyal heart, and a noble soul. 

He came on during that period just after that terrible civil war, 
when southern homes were laid waste and poverty and distress 
stalked over our beloved State. He came from this school of ad- 
versity, rising step by step till he stood before his countrymenan 
example of what pluck, energy, industry, and honesty can do. 

Mr. Speaker, the life and character and success of CHARLEY 
THOMPSON ought to be an inspiration tothe poor boys of our land. 
No pampered son of fortune was he, but from middle life and with- 
out the advantages of acollege education he rose to be the success- 
ful business man, the splendid Representative, and the honored 
Christian gentleman. His successful life shows to our struggling 
boys and young men that in free America there is no royal road 
to success, but that the door of opportunity is open to all alike. 

It shows that in this grand Government of ours the plowboy 
upon the mountains of Alabama may reach the highest niche in 
the temple of honor, while the spoiled child of fortune may die in 
the gutter. It shows that perseverance and honest toil, aided by 
pluck and good judgment, have their just reward. 

Lives of great men all remind us 
Wecan make our lives sublime, 
And, departing, leave behind us 
Footprints on the sands of time— 
Footprints, that perhaps another, 
Sailing o’er life’s solemn main, 
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother, 
Seeing shall take heart again. 

But when success and honor came to Mr. THOMPSON he was not 
one who forgot the authors of his promotion. His heart was ever 
turning back to the humble homes of his people and he was never 
happier than when sounding the praises of those who were strug- 
gling to keep the wolf from the door. 
How often is it, Mr. Speaker, that promotion and civic honors 

spoil those upon whom they are bestowed? That man has a 
cramped and narrow soul indeed who when honors are showered 
upon him forgets the people from whom theycame. Noman who 
has a grateful heart will ever do it, and CHARLEY THOMPSON was 
not the man whom success made bigger or better than his hum- 
blest constituent. 
The one great predominating characteristic of the heart of Mr. 

THOMPSON was his love of humanity. His broad soul knew no 
‘‘nent-up Utica,’’ but the world was his field, and the betterment 
of mankind was his prime object in life. 

He loved the South and Alabama with all the deep affection of 
a devoted child for its mother, and yet his broad soul leaped be- 
yond State borders and sectional lines and embraced even those 
who were his political adversaries. 

This was illustrated during his first term in Congress, when he 
invited and secured several Members of Congress and other dis- 
tinguished gentlemen and ladies from the North to go with him, 
and at his expense, to his beloved Southland that they might see 
the colored man as he is and meet the southern white man in his 
own hospitable home. 

This excursion cost him over $1,000, and yet with no regrets did 
he ever contemplate it, as he realized that by this method his peo- 
le became better known and better understood by those who 
ones little of conditions in the South. 

Mr. THOMPSON was a devoted member of the Methodist Episco- 
pal Church South, and he was one among many other Members 
of Congress who brought his religion and his Christian life with 
him to Washington. He and I attended the same church in this 
city, and with myself and family he sat in the same pew and in 
the same class at Sunday school. For our teacher we had that 
noble Christian Alabamian, Judge Chambers, and Sunday after 
Sunday have I seen the countenance of our departed friend lighted 
with a sacred fire as he listened to the teachings of this man of 
God. 

Mr. THompson had, by dint of his untiring energy and the exer- 
cise of his good judgment, accumulated a handsome fortune, as 
that term goes in the South; yet his purse strings were never tied 
against the calls of charity, humanity, or religion, and in eternity 
many a soul whose earthly wants he had relieved will rise up to 
called him blessed. 

His life was a sweet benediction to his friends, and when death 
claimed him it left an aching void in the hearts of all who knew 

; him. ; 
As a citizen, as a business man, as a representative in the State 

senate and in the halls of Congress, as a dutiful son and a loving 
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father, and as a Christian gentleman, he measured up to the ideal 
standard of the noblest work of God. He died, as he had lived 
with a heart full of love for God and his fellow-man. To those 
about him in the hour and article of death he declared his per- 
fect readiness to meet the future. Without a doubt or a shadow 
hovering about him, he stepped out into eternity, prepared to 
meet and face his God. 

In the prime of a hopeful, successful, ambitious manhood ho 
was called hence, and about his seat in this House and over his 
silent tomb there hovers the sweet recollections of a beautiful 
life. Tender and gentle as a woman, his heart ever beat respon- 
sive to the calls of humanity. Why is such a heart chilled by the 
icy touch of death, and such a spirit removed by the relentless 
hand of fate? He who doeth all things well alone can answer these 
solemn questions, and can tell His mysterious reasons for thus 
chastening our hearts and the hearts of his family. To our nar- 
row visions it is strange and inscrutable. 

Just as he was reaching that period in life and public seryico 
when he could have done most for his people and for humanity 
our friend is snatched away, and we are left to gaze into the 
great beyond and wonder why ‘‘’twas thus.’’ Such afflictions as 
this are often sent athwart our pathway to remind us that in the 
very midst of life we are in death, and to sound the note of warn- 
ing—‘‘ prepare to meet thy God.”’ 

But his was a life well spent and crowned with good works and 
noble deeds. To his devoted Christian mother, he left the mem- 
ory of a dutiful son. To his children he left the heritage of an 
honest name and an unsullied character. To the church he left; 
the —_— of a Christian life and the example of a Christian 
death. 

To his people he left the record of a patriotic citizen and a faith- 
ful Representative. May the example of his life ever inspire his 
colleagues and friends to an earnest emulation of his virtues, and 
as we go forth from this solemn occasion may the recollection of 
CHARLEY THOMPSON fall ever as a beacon light upon the pathway 
of us who knew him and loved him. As the springtime flowers 
are laid by hands of a tender, loving mother upon the new-made 
grave of her departed boy, we point her to the bright spirit of that 
boy beckoning her and his children to follow him to the land of 
joy, and assure her that her grief is not as thatof one who has no 
hope of future bliss, for, in the poet’s words— 

The Healer is there, and His arms are around, 
And He leads them with tenderest care; 

And He shows them a star in that bright upper world, 
Tis their star shining brilliantly there. 

Merchant Marine—Seamen as well as Ships. 

SPEECH 

HON. RICHARD WAYNE PARKER, 
OF NEW JERSEY, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, April 22, 1904. 
The House having under consideration the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a com- 

mission to consider and recommend legislation for the development of tho 
American merchant marine— 

Mr. PARKER addressed the House and, under the leave granted 
him (REcorRD, p. 5580), submits the following extension of his 
remarks in the RECORD: 

Mr. SPEAKER: No one can add to the sad facts about the mer- 
chant marine. All parties deplore its decadence. The question 
is one of the remedy that again shall send the flag over the world 
in ships built, officered, and manned by Americans. I desire to 
suggest a remedy. 
We can, I believe, furnish ships. We have now the cheapest 

iron and steel in the world and as good shipyards and machinists. 
The difficulty lies in the cost of running the ships, and one item 
is permanent, namely, the cost of manning them with highly 
paid American labor. 

Taxes are remitted by some coast towns and will be by all that 
regard their own advantage. 

Insurance will be effected as cheaply by ourselves as by any 
other nation when the business grows large enough. ; 

Coal and supplies can be bought by our ships in foreign traco 
wherever they can be bought by foreign ships in the same trace. 
We have the capital that we once lacked seeking investment 

and content with a low rate of interest. 
Nothing seems to stand in the way except the glorious fact that 

American labor is well paid and that American sailors, whether 
captains, mates, boatswains, engineers, or seamen, can not be ob- 
tained except at a cost that bars the American ship from compe- 

tition with those of other countries. 
| The business therefore needs a protection that shall follow the 
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| 
American seaman and his employment outside of our tariff lines | Indies. Perhapsthestill more adventurous and less conscientions 
on the high seas. mariner was in Guinea for a load of slaves, or cruising for his own 
‘Th e principle of free ships gives no such protection. It might | or some other country as a privateer. The seas were only halt 

ble us to buy a ship a httle cheaper, at the cost of injuring or | charted, chronometers and instruments were imperfect, and 
a roying our shipyards, but it would not make the manning of | ‘light, lead, log, and lookout’’ were the watchwords in th 

that ship a whit less expensive. venturous voyages of the old sea captain. ’ 
Postal subsidies would be an unfair tax on a Department that Nowonder that such alife had a charm for Americans. It was 
ould always doits business at the least expense, so as to increase | not. then, a mere question of running the cheapest vessel with the 
cilities and better serve the public, and those subsidies would | smallest crew of the most ill-paid men that can be got together 
ly go to vessels that carry mails, leaving the great mass of | in the ordinary drudgery of the liner or the tramp. In thos 

ocean-going vessels without any benefit. | days success could only be achieved by men of mingled daring 
Differential duties in favor of goods brought in our own ves- | and orielle ice, in a full-manned ship, by a crew who were read) 
ls were the means adopted by our forefathers. In theory this | to take risks, to repel enemies, to beac = their vessel and 

is the best remedy, but in practice our ships were so hampered | her, to meet every danger and exigency, and t lo 
by retaliatory duties and restrictions that commerce was handi- | dare other men. No wonder that our tin ig Was ‘ 
( pped, and we were glad to make treaties with almost every | ican ¢] and that the American whaler, the America 

.d country whereby the ships of each should receive the | the American slaver and American privateer d 
ne wae ges and incur no greater duties in the ports of the | service a great body of American youth, who went into this war 

other than the vessels of thatother. These reciprocal agreements | fare against the elements and man, with the same 
hardly to be broken down, even if it could be done without | with which the ranks of our Army and Navy are now “1 in 
ating treaty provisions that guard other rights of Ameri- | time of war. Every coast town—and most of our towns wer 

s the world over. | coast towns—contained many an old sea dog who { 
Subsidies to vessels engaged in foreign trade based upon their | tales of adventure by land and by sea and whose plai 

spee 1 and tonnage wonld incur the dangers incident to all subsi- | house held many a curio from India, China, and tl ( 
nd bounties to capital and business, namely, the danger to | the Pacific. 

tl Treasury the danger of unfairness in the complic: sted adjust. | Those days are gone. A few whalers or Gloucester fishing 
ment of such bounties, and the probability that what is a fair and | boats preserve the memory of the free cruises of the white-w 
reasonable bounty, when instituted, would become unfair and un- | ships. Great liners ply back and forth with a captain and crew 
reasonable as greater speed and cheaper ton-miles became the | who are simply paid to go from port to port as if across a ferry. 
rule and not the exception. | Shipowning is a business, and the captain and crew are, in a way, 

But there must be a remedy. Where there is a right there is | only employees. 
] ws ‘aremedy. Our right is to have Americ ans sail the seas| But the romance of the sea can never be gone. for there is too 
who, with their vessels, wiil be at hand for the Navy in time of | much risk and responsibility. Modern trans-Atlantic tr 
need. The difficulty is that such Americans cost more to hire. | on with the regularity of a great machine—one ship after 
The remedy must meet that difficulty. Why not meet it directly | But think of the weight of care borne by the captain of as 

i pay the vessel the difference in wages if it employ Americans | carries 2,000 souls at 25 miles an hour. He may smile right and 
» have volunteered and enlisted as naval emergency men and | left, but the great engines turn at his will, everything on board 

j done their share of duty as such with the Navy? bends to his nod, and when there is fog or storm he is on the 
rh ereby the ships would run without loss in that regard. The | bridge day after day and night after night watching against 

\merican could be paid wages sufficient to make him go to sea; | wreck or collision. His is the blame if anything happen to 
the Navy would have at its oumuanel a trained force for any | ship. It is on him that all] lean. The greatness of the sea has 
emergency, and the Government would pay for men and not | gone. nor is seamanship the less a warfare that it isnot a guerrilla 
merely for the encouragement of a single line of business. | warfare as of yore, but one on modern lines. 
Our problem is not only to create a merchant marine, but to But the American has dropped out of it. He can not cruise, as 

man it with a force of seagoing ‘Americans that has likewise to | of old.on hisown account. Profit nolonger goes to the swift a 
be created. Let us consider this problem a little more in detail. | bold in the Arcti w! aler. in the Atlantic clipper in the Pacific and 

HISTORICAL—AMERICAN SHIPPING. China trade, or as slaver or privateer. Itisama rof day labor. 

There was a time, Mr. Speaker, when the American sailor was | The sailor gets his monthly pay instead of a share of the | 
upon every ocean. The long line of Atlantic coast, which con- of the voyage. and the American vi and Salior in foreign 

stituted the English settlements before the Revolution and which | 4t¢ brought into direct c ' baer SO VORRE GE S80 
made up the United States for years afterwards, sent a large pro- of other countries. Our coasting tra rotected, . 
portion of its hardy sons to sea. They were sailors partly for the | Bumber of vessels that puts it rst rank. These ¢ 
marketing of their goods. Little schooners. and even sloops, | V®SS ls empl a led American”’ sailors. though thi gn 

plied across the Atlantic, taking tobacco. indian corn, tar. tur- | S#lor is eas sily ‘naturalized and has larg ay Given oub woe Amer 
pentine, or other products of the field or forest to the markets | ican by taking JOWSR WAGES TAM TRO AISTICER Will ACO - 
of the Old World. bringing back supplies, clothing. and books, | i foreign trade we have few vessels and few sailors. 1 
and perhaps stopping at Madeira to load a cask o two of wine, | Something more to build. repair, equip. and supply and mt nore 
But this was notall. Americanenterprise and daring went every- | © Man an American vessel. Our foreign trade had already begun 
where upon the wide ocean. to decline when if was driven off the sea by the A‘ t and 

\ sea voyage was not then an easy undertaking. It was long | Other Confederate cruisers, just at the time that iron ships came 
and dangerous; fresh food was soon exhausted; canned goods | 2t0 use for long voyages. America Ct ased to build s 
were unknown; crew and passengers alike lived on salt beef time, and she has not quite learned how to build ir s 
and hard-tack, and vessels were small. The old prayer for those | Cheaply as other countries American doubts that we shal 
gone to sea asked that they be delivered from ‘the perils of | @0 80. Already we make be a er t 
the great deep, from sickness, from the violence of enemies, | Cheaper bridges, and better and cheap ti tha 
and from every evil to which they may be exposed.” It is hard | Test of the world, but shipbui Byte lik 

for those who make their trip to Europe in a week. in the Iux- | @ts. it must be learned over again if it be given up « 
uries of a modern steam vessel, to know what these words | Tarily. 2 ne 
mean. Sickness was rife at sea; scurvy and ship fever, or the |. At last we have cheap iron asmaterial. Mr. Chai Ura 
plagues of the Tropics, decimated many a crew. The enemy '™ the North American Review of January, 1892, s 
Was suspected in every strange sail. for warring nations were al- | fast ships: 
most regardless of the rights of neutrals, and the pirate wasevery- ee ‘ 
where. The perils of the sea were real when braved in the cockle- | do the wo eu 
shellsofthatday. But for this very reason the sea was fascinating | respects for the same cost? To tl 
i. se wy: . . . as small a margin as would be likely to prevail tothebrave. Ships did not runa fixed and settled course from port | *SS™#ll 8 mar Seeniin? oe 
to port, but the captain, seeking a cargo, took his bark from one It is the fact that the “ firste sist 

lakhs ‘dsea to another and to lands known or unknown, now | ‘t is not even a serious factor 
seiting the risks of capture by the French or English against the |) eee near —_ ss 
pre fits 5 the 1t would be made by a successful voyage; now engaged | of numerous rates and t very h 3 

the fisheries on the storm banks of Newfoundland, or chasing | world: and this devel 
» whale around the world, amid the ice floes neighboring either | °°58. aicnarity of cost of naval ships between our yards and | f Great 

po le: now picking up furs on savage coasts; now trading with re- | Britain, ton for ton, gun for gun, and performance for perfor 3 
ted Spanish colonies of South America and dodging Spanish | dwindled in seven years until, in the case of the three latest batt! 

( crvieats from port to port.and now racing from China for the profits pane nnn 5 ee ee ee a ny oe 
of the first new crop of tea or bringing gums or spices from the ' "If the current policy of naval reconstruction be pursued for another de- 
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cad 2). coupled with a vigorous and consistent execution of the measures 
rece! ena it ulf of the merchant marine, the question which forms | 
th his paper will be asked no more; unless, indeed, its point 

‘ 1 Enelishmen be asking one another, can we build 
ic S ey can in the Unit tates? * * * 

ns and spe ions of the average English tramp in the hands 
n shipbuilder and he could not duplicate her. He would build 

eb, of superior workmanship and neater finish in every respect; 
for the reason, to put it broadly, that the mechanics who make up an Amer- 
ican shipyard organization are trained toa grade of performance which they 
could not reduce to the standard of tramp construction. 

[ sf ces this branch of the subject may be dismissed 
summarily, with the sta nt thatan English freight ship of the usual type 
ce be duplicated in this country at any cost. Whether our superior 
- ‘d in vessels of this class is an advantage or a disadvantage in compe- 
tit Ll will tattempt to decide. 

fr. William H. Cramp thinks that the extra cost is 15 to 25 per 
t. First cost is of little moment if shipping will pay. 

COST OF OPERATION 

A 

SHIPPING LAWS. 

But even if we could build cheaper ships than other nations 
it would cost more to run them. American ships have to meet 
extraexpense. They aresometimes subject to taxation, ruthlessly 
imposed by their own home port, and such a municipal tax of 1 
or 2 percent is a heavy burden. 
is in the manning of the ships. 
any in the world, and American vessels have to pay American 
wages. Not onlyis this so, but American ships are bound to take 
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The principal expense, however, | 
American wages are higher than | 

care of their seamen, by numerous statutes of the United States, | 
srescrfbing careful shipping articles, which shall state the num- 
te and employment of the crew. the wages and scale of pro- 

visions, and which must be formally executed before a shipping 
commissioner or consul under a heavy penalty. 

The vessel owner must take care of the sailor’s effects if he dies; 
he must pay for inspections, keep medicines and extra clothing on 
hand, give bond for the return of his men, take destitute seamen 
home, for not over $10 each, and pay three months extra wages if 
his men be discharged before their time, except in case of wreck. 
The ship itself is subject to other strict and expensive regulations. 
These provisions would be for the benefit of trade, if trade could 
be carried on at all. It will pay to have good ships rather than 

other nation. The ship is buta machine, and there is no machine 
which America can not build cheapest and best if she turn he: 
full attention to it. The trouble is not in the cost of buildi; 
but in the cost of running. The cost is not in supplies, for a 
ship on a foreign voyage can buy these abroad or at home as 1, 
be. cheapest. There is now a diderence in the cost of insuran 
but insurance rates in America would be reduced if there we; 
larger marine to insure and a larger business to be done. W 
such a marine there would be no difficulty about taxes, for co; 
towns would soon see the advantage gained by ports that do 1 
tax their shipping. The difficulty of running the American \ 
sel lies almost wholly in the cost of labor, the wages of the s 
man, the wages of the carpenter who does the repairs, the wa 
of the firemen who run the engines, the wages of the captain a 
of the mates—and the term ‘* wages”’ must include the cost 
the statutory contributions which the American shipowner m 
make for the comfort of his men. What is needed for th 
tional defense is that Americans should be induced to go to sex. 
and that some means should be found to pay to the shipow 
the difference between the wages of the American seaman and ¢ 
wages paid by foreign vessels. 

DETAILS AS TO WAGES. 

A report by Mr. Grosvenor (56th Cong., 1st sess., Report No, 
890, pp. 7 and 8) gives this matter in detail: 
_ Onthis point wecall attention first to the statistics respecting wages f, 1 
in the Report of the Commissioner of Navigation for the year ending J 
30, 1894, pages 23 to 44, inclusive. 

bad ones, and to have good sailors rather than an assemblage of | 
nondescripts from every nation under heaven. It pays a ship- 
owner, in the long run, to take care of his men as well as his ships, 
but the shipping trade must first be made to pay. 

TRADE AND NATIONAL DEFENSE. 

Statesmen of both parties, who have studied the subject, unite | 
in the belief that the revival of the merchant marine is an abso- 
lute necessity. Trade follows the ship. As long as English ships 
do the trade of the world, the world will bank in London and its 
goods will besold and exchanged there. What is more, sea power 
lies at the root of national defense, and the merchant marine lies 
at the foundation of sea power. Our extended coast and the vast 
wealth gathered in our seaport towns can only be defended by a 

the Monroe doctrine means anything more than empty proclama- 
tion. It was sea power which ended the war with Spain within 
three months, by victories which carried the flag as well into the 
Indies of the East as into the Indies of the West. 
that in the civil war gradually shut the Confederate States from 
any market for the sale of their cotton or for the purchase of sup- 
plies thereby. and it was the larger merchant marine of the North- | 
ern States that made this blockade effective, a blockade in which 
we had to use every style of vessel from a tug to a ferryboat. It 
is idle for us to think that we can maintain our Navy or our for- 
eign trade in case of war with any first-class power unless, like 
all first-class powers, we can draw upon that merchant marine 
for ships of the highest speed—ocean greyhounds—as auxiliaries, 
transport ships, and cruisers, and unless that merchant marine be 
manned by American seamen ready for service in time of need. 

MEN, AS WELL AS SHIPS. 

Let us, indeed, put the emphasis, not merely upon the ships, 
but upon the men. The American seaman has become so rare 
that the current plans of ship subsidy generally provide that a 
small fraction—one-fourth, only—of the seamen shall be Ameri- | 
cans. Our Pacific liners are largely manned by Chinese and our 
coasting trade by Norwegians; our Navy, even now, has a scar- 
city of officers, and the crews are recruited inland. They are 
brave young fellows and know their position—at the guns, with 
the machinery, and on deck—but the old saltis hardly to be found | 
among them who could take care of a boat in a storm, navigate 
captured prizes, or command and steer the ship himself if the | 

In foreign trade the American is almost | officers were shot down. 
ur known, and the problem is not only to make it profitable to 
build and run ships, but to get the American to go to sea. 

PROVIDE FOR MEN, AND SHIPS WILL PAY. 

Fortunately, these two requirements may go together. If we 
can. in any way, help the American ship to pay the wages of the 
American seaman, the problem is to that extent solved and it 
will pay to run the ship. There is a general agreement that it 
will not be long before America will build ships as cheaply as any 

It was sea power | 

| cific coast to Great Britain the American wages were 

A study of the information and statistics of that year shows that the ay 
age rate of wages of American seamen on sailing vessels crossing the A 
tic ranged from $15 to $25 per month, averaging, say, $20 per month, an: 
the average wages on British sailing vessels ranged from $12.15 to $17.) 
ordinary rate being about $14 per month; and on long voyages from the | 

aoa $15 to $4 1 
month, and on British vessels from $12.15 to $14.58 per month; and the wa: 
of boatswains making these voyages on American sailing vessels rar 
from $22 to $25, and on the British from $19.44 to 24.30. So that, it appear 
the whole the British wages on sailing vessels were somewhat less tt 
fourths of the American wages (p. 23). 

On passenger steamships in the Atlantic trade between New York a: 
Philadelphia and Great Britain the wages of “able seamen” were 
slightly larger on American vessels, but the wages for other portions of 
crew, such as firemen, trimmers, coal passers, etc., the American wages w 
$40 per month, while the British maximum was only $24.30, the usual rat 
ing from $19 44 to $21.87—just about half the American pay (p. 23). On pazes 
25 to 29, inclusive, of the same report are tables showing in detail the wages 
paid the crews of American vessels for the year ending June 30, 1894, \ h 
shows the preceding stated comparison to be correct, and on pages to 
inclusive, wil! be found the statement of British wages. On page 36 w 
found a table showing the wages paid on German and French vessels in tle 
calendar year 1893, which also shows how very much larger the wages 

n 
1an three- 

d 

u 

American ships are than those on the German and French ones. 
The difference between the wages on the vessels of these last-named coun- 

tries and the wages paid on United States vessels a ars to be very much 
greater than the difference between American oak ritish wages to what 
ever countries the voyages may be made (see Statistics, pp. 87 to 44, inclu- 
sive). It will beobserved that this enormous difference in the item of \ 8 

. 4 ‘2 : . | existed five years ago, and it is believed that substantially the same 4 
navy. and that navy is still more necessary, if the maintenance of | ences have continued to the presenttime. Inthe Report of the Commissioner 

of Navigation for the year ending June 30, 1899, pages 108 to 119, inc! 
will be found tables showing the wages paid on American vessels for that 
year and the wages paid on British vessels, from which it appears that the 
wages on American sailing vessels have not greatly changed and that ' 
wages on American steam vessels have, on the whole, increased. The wages 
on British steam vessels have increased in about the same proportion 

On American ste’m vessels for ‘able seamen,” for instance, the increase 
has been apparently heavy (p. 114), and for firemen the increase has also been 
very considerable (pp. 112 to 114, inclusive). The wages on British vessels 
for the last year have on sailing vessels continued about the same, fallin t 
if anything. The sameis true in respect of cargo and passenger stex 
the pay for firemen, trimmers, etc., working below decks being ord 
from $19 to $22 per month, as against the $40 and upward on American 
sels (pp. 115 to 119, inclusive). The tables referred to do notappear toc. 
the statement of German, French, Dutch, or Norwegian wages, but evi 
on this subject will be found on pages 54 to 56, inclusive, of the same 
wherea comparison of the actual wage expenses of five vessels of substa1 
the same tonnage appears, and is derived from actual instances, one ‘ 
being American, one British, one German, one Dutch, and one Norw 
the American vessel being built in the United States and the other four in 
England. 

From this it appears that the monthly wages paid on the— 

American vessel WAS « . cccicsescds cues saves eccce aida ein oan $1, 385. 00 
British vessel 8 ) 
German vessel 

the American wages being more than 60 per cent greater than the Brit 
and nearly twice as great as the German, and about two and a half t 3 
greater than the Dutch, and still greater as compared with the Norw« 
(See also, as further confirming the conclusion stated, the advance sh 
Special Consular Reports on the Merchant Marine of Foreign Coun 
made in response to a letter of the Department of State of June 20, 159 
9, 26, 42, 43, 44, 81, 82, 115, 116, 150, 160, 165, 172, and 175.) : 

The general correctness of the betore-stated results of these statist 
fortified by the statements of the witnesses engaged in our foreign trac 
appeared before the committee, all of whom who were examined on this + 
ject stated in effect substantially what these statistics show, and their k: 
edge was derived from actual experience in the trade. 

There is therefore a difference of $5 to $10 a month for seam 
and $10 to $20 a month for firemen to be made upon Amer! 
vessels. (The Commissioner of Navigation for 1903 shows abv 
the same figures.) 

The same report shows carefully the weakness of some of th 
remedies proposed. ‘ 



Con 

DISCRIMINATING DUTIES. 

to discriminating duties, it appears conclusively that they 
1 ‘e retaliation and can not be adopted without abrogating 

iable treaties. Mr. GROSVENOR says, in the same report: 
rst measure suggeste din the last Congress was that of disc scrimin: iting 

1 impo In support of that method of relief it has been said that 
th Unit ted States imposed discriminating duties in the » earlier histor y 
Republic our commerce under our r flag very la iy increased. That 
crease during a period when a law for discri: ating du ies was in 
imdoubtedly true, but that it inc creased for that reason is, in ver 
‘ree, an erroneous conclusion. As to countries with w hic h we had 
ies of equal commercial rights, and with the territories of Great 

1 North America and to a certain extent with the » West Indies, we 
: to make such discriminations in favor of our own flag, but the 
{ rising under those conditions was comparatively small, and in m 

( ps and cargoes under our fiag were in such other countries and ter- 
I es put at a disadvantage equivalent, and sometimes more than equiva- 

‘ to our discrimination. 
In all such cases retaliation, in one form or another, is almost the necessary 

const nce, a8 we have ourselves proved in recent years, as well as earlier 
1 n ‘our own measures, usually confided to the discretion of the Presi- 

» meet what we conceived to be unequal and excessive exactions on 
‘ hips and cargoes in such foreign ports. Under present circumstances 

t ifficient to say that in a resort to discriminati ng ‘dutic 3, even if it were 
d we could impose them, their effect would not be to produce the 1 

esired. Our existing treaties with every commerc ial nation on the 
globe forbid such discrimination, except, as we have stated, in respect of 
British 1 North America and to a degree with the British West Indies. 

oking at the immediate and urgent necessity of measures for the pub- 
lfare arising from the conditions we have already stated, it is obvious 

‘ongress were willing to authorize the President to terminate all 
er bse ial treaties, the time required—one or two years after notice 

given—would be so great as ina large degree to diminish the advantages of 
i ediate action. And it may be added that it is open to the gravest ques 
t ether the resort to discriminating duties, if we were free to do so at 
this moment, would be of advantage to the United States. We may, there- 
f eave out of the question this method of accomplishing the end desired 

POSTAL SUBSIDIES. 

Pi _ subsidies affect only particular ports and sudsidize par- 
ticular lines. I quote again from this report, which states ie 

diffic alties with a brevity and force that can not be s erpneeets 
It has been sometimes suggested that postal subsidies might effect the 

sult desired:. If postal subsidies could be offered and paid to vessels runt 
) pro aie forty or fifty different ports in foreign countries, wit thout reg 
t the amount of mail service they would have to do, and large enough to pay 
the expenses of building and running the ships for the sul sidy, aided by such 

nercial business as could be obtained, American trade to these ports could 
doubtless be largely increased; but this would be at an expers , we think, 
immensely greater than the total sum provided to be paid annually by the 
bill under consideration, and it would confine increased operations of our 
trade to those particular ports. Besides this, postal subsidies are, in their 
nature, necessarily almostentirely given to.a particular line, thus putting 
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tha » at advantage over every other trading between the same ports. 
This would be a system of inequality that never should be resorted to except 
in case of absolute necessity. The subsidized line becomes, in effect, almost 
a monopoly, and therefore such a system ought not to be resorted to beyond 
the immediate necessities of a par ticular service. 

FREE SHIPS. 
It is unnecessary to add anything to the mere statement that 

free ‘ships will only destroy our shipyards, which are just begin- 
ning to make a healthy growth, now that they have cheap iron 
and steel and have created a coasting fleet that gives them work. 

Our motto must be ‘An American marine of ships built, owned, 
run, and, above all, manned by Americans, which, in case of need, 
shall supply the national defense with vessels, commanders, and 
men. 
We will not buy the one or hire the other from foreigners. In 

emergency, perhaps, we could not. 
TONNAGE AND SPEED SUBSIDIES. 

The report, already referred to with so much approbation, pro- 
poses bounties to vessels engaged in foreign commerce based on 
their tonnage and speed. In England payments of this sort are 
made by the navy (Admiralty) to ships specially strengthened 
and fitted to be turned into fast cruisers, but not generally. This 
report proposes a bounty per mile traversed for each ton of the 
cargo carrying capacity of the vessel, at rates varying with the 
original speed of that vessel. Such bounties or subsidies are gen- 
erally held to be dangerous legislation, only to be adopted in case 
of necessity. Many patriots hold that the necessity exists. 

But the details of any such measure would have to be carefully 
settled for various reasons: 

The cost of freight per ton-mile is an ever-varying sum, 
usually diminishing from year to year. Statutory limitations on 

charges imposed in the railroad charters are usually many 
times the actual freights charged in practice, and a bounty or 
el dy once granted is very hard to remove even if it become ex- 
orbitant. Various postal subsidies are examples. 

*. Thepeople objec ttopayme nts from the public Treasury for the 
hort of private business. Itis hard toanticipate to what amount 

the Lreasury may be depleted, as it was by the sugar bounty. 
Any such scheme will favor one speed or tonnage more than 

another and create inequalities like the arbitrary handicaps of 
yac ht measurements. 

t. All bounties are hard to adjust so as to grant enough and a 
too much. The bill proposed by the report above mentione: 
would not merely pay the difference in cost, but more than the 
whole cost of coal and coal handling of the greatest vessels. 
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| In the r¢ report we find the following: 
ment showing annu: tof ‘ hand y al, I 1 

sation under H i ariou ‘ i ‘ 
88 T n rom & ITO i , RAlT i 

on; firem Sly lavigation at full idred 1 
Ve ty-five da 

Cost f < ( 

- . Tons l 3 ; 
Knots Miles} °™ \ I 

coa 7 

I per | jer | fi 
hour.| day. | j.. = Per I 

— . lay. mil , 

10 40 44 15 $0.7 { m $ 1s < e] *) 

il 254 si 18 15,200 | 4 { 
12 288 65 | 22 HK) 49,392 ) 
13 312 79 | 26 1.10! 54.600} 60.060 | 106.470 ‘ 
l4 336 96 | 32 1. 24 0 72.912 16 , 

15 360 117 39 § 1.41 65, 000 8 14 ) 2 ) 
16 B84 144 qx Pe 1. 62 67.200 | 108.864 | 157.920 056 

17 408 173 | 58 750 1. 84 71.400 | 18 76 0 U t 

18 432; 209) 70 906 209 75.600 | 158.004 900) 19. 896 
19 6) 254 &5 1, 101 2. 41 79, Sot 192, 31 m5, 410 { , 
M) 480 | 306 | 102 1,322 2. 75 84. 000 | 281.000 54. 600 0 

21 504) 371 127 1,611 3.19 | 88,200 | 281,258 | 304, 290 22, 932 

For consumption of « ‘oal and number of firemen, third and fourth columns, 
t ethe Re port of the Commissioner of Navigation for 15%, pages 53-54 an i 

283; also pages 44-45 
For annual mileage and number of trips, see the above-named report, 

pages 46-47 and 282. 
For rate of compensation for 5,000 miles, see page 263. 

The cost of coal and firemen on fleet vessels must be more than 
the difference of cost in running American ships, while on slow 
vessels it may be much less. A proper adjustment of such com- 
mercial bounties may prove absolutely impossible. 

The subsidy bill reported does not Americanize the ship. 
Section 5 of the bill provides that no vessel shall be entitled to 

compensation unless at least one-fourth of her crew shall be citi- 
zens of the United States or have declared their intention to be 
such, with a proviso that foreigners may be shipped when an 
American crew can not be reasonably obtained. There is no in- 
ducement, therefore, in the bill to make more than one-fourth of 
the crew American, whereas the real principle should be that it 
is the men who govern the nationality of the marine and that 
ships are but their tools. Ships can be bought in time of emer- 
gency, but the men must bé our own. 

THE REMEDY PROPOSED. 

A simpler remedy seems possible, namely, to pay to the vessel 
owner a sufficient part of the wages of every American that he 
shall employ, who is a naval volunteer, enlisted and qualified for 
service in emergency. The plan proposed is shown in a tentative 
measure introduced in the last Congress, and modified, as H. R. 
5079, in the present Congress, which is added hereto as an ap- 
pendix. It provides (section 1) for a force of not over 30,000 
naval volunteers (section 2) enlisted for five years; (section 3) for 
their instruction, training, and exercise, by the Secretary of the 
Navy, on shore or on board ship, and for examination and certifi- 
cate as to their rating and fitness to be officers; (section 4) that the 
President, in case of emergency, may call all or any of such vol- 
unteers into active service, subj ct to penalties for desertion, and 
(section 5) that while in service o> training they shall receive the 
regular navy pay and be subject ~~ navy discipline, in classes 
and under rules oe by the Secretary of the Navy. Then 
follow provisions for the encouragemé an of the merchant marine 
and the employme nt of such naval volunteers therein, providing 
(section 6) that there be paid to the owners or charterers of ships 
which shall be engaged in foreign trade or in the deep-sea fish- 
eries, for every such naval volunteer actually employed and serv- 
ing in such vessel during such foreign trading or deep-sea fishir 
voyages monthly sums of not over $20 per month for any grade 
up to petty officers, not above $30 per month for engineers or 
mates, and not above $40 per month for captains, which rates 
may be graded according to the character of the vessel and the 
kind of voyage and grade of service 

No such payments are to be made, however, unless the volun- 

1 
' 

1 

¢ 
L 

teer so employed shall have been in actual naval training for one- 

twelfth of the time that he has been enrolled as such I 
nor unless he is certified as fit for the position or office w 
he fills. Section 7 provides that the rates per month may be 
creased when the service is upon speedy steam vessels, strengt! 
ened so as to be fit for naval service and bound to the United 

States for such naval service. 
There is much to be said in favor of adding a further provision 

for the payment of smaller rates to our coasting vessels, in order 
to the employment by them of Americans soenrolled. Thesums 
in this case could be much smaller (perhaps as little as one-fifth 
or one-tenth), inasmuch as the oasting trade is already protected 
by our navigation laws, forbidding foreign-built vessels from en- 
gaging therein. 

Mho aed rhs : ain th ] These provisions somewhat explain themselves. 
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for the creation of a merchant marine of American sailors and 
officers, duly enlisted, enrolled, and trained for service in the 
Navy. That Navy is already short of men, even in timeof peace. 
It would not know where to look for men in time of war. The 
training of a sailor is one that takes years. That training is not 
altogether with the gun. It is not merely such as is given to the 
marine aboard ship. It is. still less, snch desultory exercise as is 
to be got in our so-called Naval Reserve, which is a reserve com- 
posed of landsmen, who learn something about sea life by short 
training on shore or on a ship in harbor. 
who knows the sea, who watches the weather, who is accustomed 
to the lookout. who is ready for emergency, who can take care of 
the ship in a storm, who is as much at home at the masthead as 
on the deck, who is used to meet danger, and who is ready of re- 
source whatever befall. And the object of this measure is not 
merely to encourage the merchant marine by paying for the em- 
ployment and training of such men, but also to secure a real naval 
reserve of seafaring men. I note, in passing. that the term 
** naval volunte:rs " is used in this bill instead of ‘‘ naval reserve,”’ 
only because the latter term has been appropriated in this country 
for various State organizations, composed mostly of landsmen. 
The object of this measure is, on the contrary, to obtain such a 
reserve of seafaring men, regularly enlisted in the Navy. 

There is not another navy in the world which has not such a 
sailor reserve. in all the nations of Europe proper every sailor 
and fisherman is enrolled as such and subject to service in the 
navy by conscr pti n. 

In England the force is a volunteer force, established in 1859, 
with provisions for a training every year of not over twenty-eight 
days. 
Ferve., 

the navy after serving their time, who may likewise be enrolled 
and receive a small pay. The measure proposed differs, however, 
very considerably from the English act. The conditions are differ- 
ent. Great Britain has over a half million sailors engaged in the 
merchant service, and she finds great difficulty in obtaining 20.000 
in her whole naval reserve, or about half of what her statutes 
provide for. 

The trouble is that shipowners will not employ the reservist, 
who may be taken from them at any time for his twenty-eight 
days’ service. To meet this difficulty the Admiralty have pro- 
vided for service of not over a week at a time, but when the time | 
spent in travel is taken off that week only a few days are left for 
drill, and the benetits of a naval training are not obtained. Itisto 

to take all of his training, if preferred, at one time, requiring only 
that he shall have served as many months in the navy as the years 
that he has been enrolled. 

But, again, constant difficulty is experienced in England in 
making sure that the reservist is really a sailor. Longshoremen 

The sailor is the man 

Each man receives a small pay. and there is a further re- | 
under subsequent statute, composed of sailors retired from | 

The Commissioner of Navigation estimates (Report 1903. p. 26) 
that not over 50.000 men are employed on salt water in Americ: 
vessels that go out of sight of land. Forty-nine per cent, or 
than 25,000, are Americans, of whom about 17.000 are native born 
and about 8.000 are naturalized. (Report 1903. p. 28.) Most of 
them are in the coasting trade. It is safe to say thet not more 
than 8,000 Americans are in American vessels engaged in foreign 
trade, . 

If payments were made averaging even $250 a year for each of 
these men it would be but $2,000,000; $25 a year for the 22.000 on 
coasters would be but $540,000. One million dollars would pay 
for naval training. These estimates are lavish, but the chief 
merit claimed for the plan is that it goes to the root of the precise 
difficulty which is to be remedied—namely, that it costs more 
money to run the American ship because of the extra wages that 
have to be paid to Americans. The remedy is to repay this loss, 
The proviso which makes it worth while to make this payment ig 
that these men shall be part of our Navy in case of need and shall 
have received a proper training therefor. 
We must Americanize our ships. We must man them with 

American sailors who are ready to serve their country. Free 
ships will not secure this need. nor postal subsidies, nor bounti 
upon speed or tonnage. Such bounties to capital may excite 
jealousy. Butif we help pay the men we shal! decrease the ex- 
penses of the vessel, and there can be no objection, on principle 
to our spending money for the creation of a force of naval vy: 
teers, of trained and enlisted American seamen, who shall be r 
for use in time of war. That this will help our ships is al! the 
better, 

APPENDIX A. 

A bill (1. R. 5079) for the establishment of a naval volunteer force of sea 
and for the government of the same. 

Whereas it is expedient that there should be a volunteer force of seamen 
| for service in the Navy in time of emergency, that they should be d 
| trained, and that the foreign trade of the United states should be enco 

and fishermen enroll for the benefit of the extra pay, and it is cer- | 
tain that the same difficulty would be found here if payments 
were made direct to the man. 

But the principal difference between America and England is 
that England can enlist seamen from the numerous body of sea- 
men already existing. The trouble in Ameria is to create such 
a body of seamen. Americans must be tempted to go to sea by 
better wages. American vessels must find it to their advantage 
to employ American seamen. The object of the proposed meas- 
ure is to enable the American naval volunteer to go to any Amer- 
ican ship and ask higher wages because of the advantage that 
ship will get by employing him. He can proudly display a cer- 
tificate of enlistment and service or, perhaps, his certificate of 
fitness to act as boatswain, engineer, mate. or captain. When 
such a system is weil established the American vessels will still 
pay more wages than any others in the world, but they will sus- 
tain no loss by reason of such wages and will be able to run in free 
competition with any vessels in the world. The conditions will be, 
and ought to be, sufficient to provide our ships with means to take 
care of their seamen, under the statutes. Meanwhile the Gov- 
ernment will sustain no ioss, for it is paying for men. The rates, 
too, are not likely to become exorbitant, because American wages 
are likely to maintain their advantage over any others in the | 
world. The rolls of these men will be kept by the vessel owner, 
who will hand in the list of enrolled men after every voyage, and 
the Government will be sure to know where its men are in case 
of need. 

The establishment of such a system will be a matter of time. 
The numbers enrol.ed can not be more than a few thousand for 
many a year, because the Americans to enroll are not at sea, 
nor are there ships to employ them. It is a plan. at any rate, 
that it can do no harm to try. It is one that goes directly to the 
benefit of the American sailor who serves at sea, and indirectly 
to the benefit of the vessel which employs him and which is saved 
from loss by receiving the extra amount of his wages. It can be 
tried with or without any other plan, but its cost will be infini- 
tesimal compared to any other plan. 

aged,as well as the employmentof such seaman in such foreign trade: Ther 
fore, 

Be it enacted, etc., That it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the Navy to 
raise and keep up a number of men not exceeding 30,00, to be called 1 | 
volunteers,” such men to be enlisted from among seafaring men and others 
who may be deemed suitable for service. 

Sec. 2. That such volunteers shall be enlisted for five years. 
Sec. 3. That the Secretary of the Navy shail provide facilities whereby such 

volunteers as may appear and report shall be instructed, trained, and exer- 
cised on shore or on board any ship, at such times and places and under the 

| command of such officers as the said Secretary may think fit, and whereby 
' ‘ : ; such volunteers may also be examined and certified as to their fitmess as oili- 

meet this difficulty that the proposed measure will allow the sailor | cers of such force and of merchant vessels, 
Sec. 4. That it shall be lawful for the President in case of emergency com- 

municated to Congress, or proclaimed, if Congress be not sitting, to 
that any or ail of such volunteers shall be called into actual ser 
upon such order and such notice thereof as may be prescribed by navy 1 - 
lation, every naval volunteer who shall not appear and enter into actual 
service shall be subject to the penalties of desertion. 

Sec. 5. That such naval volunteers when in actual service, or when trair 
ing as aforesaid, shall be entitled to pay and allowances for actual! service in 
the Navy, and shall be subject to the discipline of the Navy, as fully 
regularly enlisted therein. and shall be organized, armed, oe uniformed as 
may be provided from time to time by regulation. 

he Secretary of the Navy may prescribe rules and regulations for their 
organization and training, and may at any time discharge any such naval 
volunteer, and may organize them into classes,and make rules and regula 
tions as to the time, places, and manner of their service. 

Src. 6. That in order to encourage the merchant marine and the employ- 
ment of such naval volunteers therein there shall be paid to the ov 
or charterers of any vessel of the United States which shall be e1 
in foreign trade or in the deep-sea fisheries, for every naval volunteer : 
ally employed and serving on such vessel during every deep-sea tis Z 
voyage or foreign trading voyage, the monthly sums hereinafter pro 
for, for every month of the duration of such voyage: Provided. however, 
no such payment shall be made unless such naval volunteer shal! hay: 
in actual training, as mentioned in section 3, for a period equal to as many 
months as the years or fractions of a year that he has been enrolled a: 
listed as such naval volunteer: And provided further, That he has be 
tifle _ fit for the office or position held by him on such merchant or | j 
vessel, 

The Secretary of the Navy shall fix the rates of pay aforesaid for var 
grades, which rates shall not be above $20 a month for any grade up to | 
officers, nor above $90 a month for engineers or mates, nor above $4) a 1 } 
for captain, and which rates may be graded according to the character 4 
size of the vessel, the kind of voyage, and the grade of service as 1) 
deemed best by the Secretary of the Navy. 

Seo. 7. That whenever such foreign voyage shall be in a steam ves: 
her time between ports on such voyage shail represent a speed of ov: 
knots an hour on the shortest courses between such ports, then the | 
the last section mentioned shall be increased in proportion as the spe: 
resented by such time bears to 10 knots: Provided, That such vessel 
have been built or strengthened and kept in condition as may be fix 
naval regulations and to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy 
vided further, That such vessels shal] have entered into bond or agr 
satisfactory to such Secretary, that such vessel may be taken by the U: 
States at an appraisement of its fair value whenever the President shall de 
clare an emergency that renders such taking advisable. 

APPENDIX B. 

The report already cited shows decisively that the real difference in rub- 
ning expenses between an American and foreign vessel is chiefly in the cost 
of paying the crew, and that this is the difficulty to be met. It is hare 
claimed that anything buta tramp steamer can be constructed much m re 
economically abroad than in Crocs. | Our improvement inshipbuilcing 
and in iron and steel manufacture has m such that we are already builc- 
ing vessels for foreign navies, and to some extent, I believe, for the foreign 
mercantile marine. Our insurance companies will certainly afford as reason 



rates as those abroad if there will be sufficient business to induce them 
do. Coal may be cheaper abroad, but if soan American vessel or steam- 
can buy it thereasan English steamer buys it here. The real difference 

: the cost of manning the ship and of giving the care, which the law 
to be given to American seamen, taking them home when sick, re- 

ting to various consuls, etc., all which constitutes a very considerable 
ien upon our American vessels. No objection can be made to the Gov- 

1t paying for the employment of Americans in this work and for their 
x by ordinary duty at sea, provided that they become part of the 

Indeed, this is what is actually done lemergency force of the country. 
ngland 

English statutes leave the whole details of pay and allowance and 
snization to be provided for by regulation. 

first English statute on this subject is that of 1859, providing for a 
-eserve of seafaring men who should enlist for five years and be sub- 
any tinie during enlistment to be called into service for three years, 

a possible two years’ extension, which call should take effect whether 
riginal enlistment expired during the three years or not. By the same 
tis provided that each naval volunteer should be called out for training 

every year for not more than twenty-eight days. By a subsequent 
t necessary to cite, a naval volunteer artillery force was provided 

posed of landsmen and answering very closely to our own State Naval 
; aaa. 

the act of 1900 a separate division was constituted of veterans 
| sailors of the navy. 

ie act of importance is the original act of 1859, 22 
} 

tor, 

and 23 Victoria, chap 
4 ; 

» English naval reserve has been often discussed. A graphic description 
ade by Sir Thomas Brassey in Volume IV, part4, of his book on the Brit- 
Navy, London, Louchman, Green & Co., 1883, pages 2U4 to 44. Itisto be 

red that there had been a great falling off in the naval res in E og- 
principally because of the requirement of twenty-eight days’ training 

each year. For in spite of the fact that the Admiralty had taken pains to 
w such training to be taken a week at a time, the iutroduct:on of steam 
gation left the average sailor little opportunity to attend, even for this 
t time, under any ironclad rules. 

As a practical matter, it seems, therefore, better not to follow the English 
ample of paying the men so much a month and requiring training, bu 
ther to let them taxe their training at such time as they should find most 

convenient, subject to reasonable regulation, so that the man might take two 
three or perhaps the whole five months at the beginning of his service, 
i should chereby entitle himself to good pay in the merchant marine 

is plain that the pay ought not to be made to the man, but to the Amer 
vessel which employs him, and this for the following reason 

|. That the man himself should be glad toserve and declare 

nay 
r 

he is anaval 
inteer. 

2. That he should be given by the vessel owner more pay, because he is 
such volunteer, instead of being asked to take less because he is such, or 
passign his right to pay. . ; ’ E 

3. Because by paying to the vessel leave is obtained to impose the condi- 
t noted by Section [X of the draft, that the vessel should be subject to 
impressment at a valuation for use by the Government. 

4. By paying the vessel we create the condition that the American naval 
volunteer will be in demand, so that he can ask for higher wages and better 
‘eatment than the outside sailor, who can not offer bounty to the vessel in 

s service. 
5. The Government can thereby keep better track of a volunteer through 

the vessel's records 
» real advantage of this whole scheme, outside of the Americanizing of 

l et in reality as well as in name sin the fact that the allowance to 
the vessel is upon a really equitable basis and one that will remain so. 

, rbe details of a naval reserve of sailors as proposed are necessarily to be 
settled from time to time by regulation. Those of other nations shoul! 

ully studied to obtain the benefit of their experience and avoid their 
ikes. 

care 

mist 
It is to be especially noted in Mr. Brassey's book, page 372, that the intro 

duction of steain vessels had diminished the naval reserve; page 373, that the 
regulations provide no proper reward for efficiency in the naval reserve as 
in the navy: page 374, that the drill places were few: page 376, that appren- 
tices were few; page 380, that there was great need of some central inspection 

lrill work; pages 440-442, that ther likewise great need of si ship 
ning, and that no reserve man should go into the first class w had 
ely served ona steamer. On page 223 et seq. the difficulty that n @x- 
enced who served on steamers in attending drill isset forth. There is 
tion on page 258 whether fishermen should be accepted or not. and the 

ger is noted on page 260 of too strict regulations. There regulations a 
t » enrollment of the third class are given in Brassey on page 266 et seq 
a the rules as to promotion on page 248et seq. All theseare mattersof d 
tail which should be provided for by regulation and not by law. I 

bt that our Department can establish regulations that are mucl 
ctical and which would provide, likewise, for the examinati ‘ 

tins, etc.,and the paying of our vessels engaged in foreign trad 
elpioyment. 

‘The act of 1859 deserves careful study. It contains h 
well be adopted here, but which need not necessarily be embodied in 

Tho shorter the act the better 

many provisions w! 

avlon, 

Salaries of Letter Carriers. 

SPEECH 
oF 

HENRY M. GOLDFOGLE, 
OF NEW YORK, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

HON. 

Friday, March 24, 1904. 

House being in Committee of the Whole, and having under consid 
1 the bill (H. R. 13521) making appropriations fe r the service 

Office Department for the fiscal year ending June W, 1905 i i her I i J - 

Mr. GOLDFOGLE said: 
Mr. Cuarrman: It is surprising that any objection should be 

irged by any Member of this House to the proposition to increas: 
the salaries of the letter carriers. In the line of legislation to ad 
vance the pay of any class of Government employees there never 
Was & more meritorious proposition before Congress than this one 
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in aid of the letter carriers, nor is there any class of employees in 
the Government service who more than these carriers deserve an 
increase in their pay. 

The chairman of the Post-Office Committee [Mr. OVERSTREET] 
has made a point of or nst the amendment to increase 
these salaries. I would ec: attentior the fact that the1 
are provisions in the pending bill as reported by t! mmitt 
relative to the pay of rural free-delivery carriers that w L | 
subject to a like point of or 

Ina matter that has so much merit as the demand madein beha 
of the letter carriers, which carries with it the suppo1 I 
number of the Memb Hor and ¥ has 
of the general public. it is an unf: f t 
means of a point of order. Let it come toa y 
fair and square consideration openly o1 Hoor. D 
it to death within the contin f t Col ee rool 

Simple justice demands, Mr. Chairman i i é 

letter carriers be raised. and | 1 glad s this floor and 
speak in behalf of th les it I » T servea 
good and worthy cause and am i i promo of tl 
principl that the ( verniment ou t ) € 

tion for the service it receives. I know that Sup] t 
amendment to increase the s ies I am v r 
mand of the people in every city of the Union 1 re 
worth, the value, the efficiency of the letter « 

The letter carriers are underpaid. The smal ger! 
aries they now receive are not ugh to1 e of li 

ing properly in the cities where the n dwe I la 
of a century the salaries of these men have not been changed 
Within that time the cities of the land hay lerfully « 
their population has marvelous their business int 
ests have grown to greater proportions: their every condition 1 
undergone such a tremnendous change tha : of the letter 
carriers has, as the years ran by, grown greater and greater; yet 
the pay of these men remained unchan 

In the larger cities—such, for instance. as New York. Chicag 
Philadelpha, Boston, St. Louis. and § t 
living has increased to an extent that 5 present 
of the carriers inadequate for the m« v i mod pro- 
vide for themselves and their famili the of Ne York. 

from which I come, the rents of dwellings are alone so high that I 
wonder how, with the meager salary these letter carriers r v 
they are enabled to support their families and keep up the pay 
ment of the high and ever-increasing rent [hat lit t 
confined to the great city of New York. It obtains: 
of the other cities, for as cities owin s in importance, i 
commerce, and in population property in 1 becor m 
valuable, rents are increased, and the cost liv i l 
comes necessari y higher And ye tl let 

all others, has to meet this incr 1 cost of 1 ig till paid 
the same rate of salary paid him a quarter Cc 

rrained to strict discipline in the service and obedient to tha 
singular order issued by the Presi years a ! 
the individual carrier from approachit Vem) ( g 

r an incr ased pay, the I ve erved t injuncti 
But it is quite unnecessary fo men iy L be I 
this increase. A sense of rig! i t L( 
to grant an increase nov Che ¢ nme l 
employer. be willing to pay fair and living v \ 
estly perform 

} l¢ ‘ uart We h ] D } + 

ries the lett al rh- 

out el xt b? I 

acter, bankers, merc! t men 
walk of life—1} O 
Congress to ] increa 
( the ‘ I ‘ . ) a ureeu 

way that t ( ul 
them so tl \ 

Dee }vil i ( 

that k \ i 

nity to a i 
there f om t 

tl nsideration of prop 
i hce l ( ! 

i let i! 

public ser ] ( 
hi whate be tl I { 
} r the ; 1 _ ] 

; aus 

cities honey ibed : 
from moruing early lt lat 
delivering the mail Aly s punctual 
his work meriting the approbation of the people he serv 
In making his rounds. carrying ofttimes, as I have observed 
packs of mails that seem to test the utmost of physical strength, 
he becomes physically worn-out and tired at the close of the day; 
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yet the morning again finds him cheerfully and promptly at his 
work, for he has been accustomed to the severe and rigid disci- 
pline of the service. 

When at last he has served the Government for years, and 
grown old and gray, when infirmity overtakes him or sickness 
after years of severe toil becomes his unhappy lot, when no longer 
he can undergo the strain of carrying the heavy load of mail as 
though he were a pack horse, he finds himself only too often in 
financial distress and helpless. Not because he was not frugal, | 
not because he was not desirous or willing to lay up a spare dollar 
for a rainy day, but because the beggarly salary he was paid was 
too small to permit of laying by a dollar. Who within the hear- 
ing of my voice will deny that it must necessarily take every 
cent of his salary now to keep him and his family, however small 
that family may be, in body and soul together with a semblance 
of apparent respectability? 

One of the strange things of Congressional legislation is that 
while you have been lavish in the expenditure of the public mon- 
eys, while you have been willing to disburse millions in wasteful 
extray: gance, while you have voted away millions upon a hundred | 
pretexts to oblige and favor powerful and influential combina- 
tions an] trusts, while you have again and again increased the 
salaries of almost every kind of officials who live lives of compar- 
ative ease and of officers of the Army and the Navy whenever 
they come with influential backing knocking at our dcor, you 
have coldly turned away the letter carrier, who, in my judgment, 
is, under the circumstances, the most deserving of them all. 

You may argue the question any way you please, but you can 
not justify on any rational ground or any fair business basis the 
refusal of Congress, controlled by the Republicans on the other 
side of the Chamber, to pay an honest and legitimate wage to the | 
letter carriers. A private employer, animated by a desire to deal 
fairly with his employees, would not treat his faithful employees 
who served him for years as Congress has treated the letter car- 
riers. Why, then, should this nation, great, rich and powerful, 
withhold from the carrier the small increase which he has richly | 
earned, and to which, by all the rules of honesty and fair business | 
dealings, he is certainly entitled? [Applause. } 

But if you refuse to heed this demand, if you still insist that 
the letter carrier shall remain underpaid, if you still refuse to pay 
him a fair day’s wages for an honest day’s toil, you gentlemen on 
the Republican side who control the legislation in this House 
must take the responsibility. You are unmindful of the senti- 
ment of the people on this subject, you are disregarding the voice 
of honest labor, you are heedless of the opinions of the press, and 
you must take the responsibility which your unjust refusal to deal 
justly with the letter carriers entails. 

I do hope, Mr. Chairman, that the point of order will be with- 
drawn. 
for should not be allowed, let them suffer the test to be made on | 
this floor. The representatives of the people may be trusted to 
do the right. Give us the chance to vote, and I prophesy that the 
proposition to increase the salaries will find a hearty support in a 
majority vote of this House; for I do believe there are enongh 
Members here who realize that to refuse the increase is to fly into 
the face of public opinion, to violate the rule of honest business | 
dealing. to offend a righteous public sentiment. [Applause. ] 

Let Congress cease to act meanly and niggardly toward this 
deserving class of men. Such acourse is beneath the dignity 
of a great country. It is contemptible. Efficient service should 
have its just recognition. In rewarding excellent work and zeal- 
ous labor of the letter carriers we shall not only further promote 
the still greater efficiency of the postal service, but shall prove | 
that the American Government deals honestly and uprightly with | 
its employees who serve them so nobly and so well. [Applause. | 

If the Post-Office Committee believe the increase asked | 

The Merehant Marine Commission. 

SPEECH 
or 

HON. EDWARD DE V. MORRELL, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Saturday, April 23, 1904. 

On the bill (H. R. 7056) creating a commission to consider and recommend leg- 
islation for the development of the American merchant marine, and for 
other purposes. 

Mr. MORRELL said: 
Mr. Speaker: I approach the discussion of this bill with deep | 

personal interest. No section of the Union is more largely inter- 
ested in the question to be investigated under the provisions of | 
this bill than the section from which Icome. Three great States 
meet upon the Delaware River on the borders of Philadelphia— | 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey—and here, within the ! 
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radius of 40 miles, are grouped a number of the gre 
ing plants in this country or in the world. 

In Philadelphia there are the Cramps. the Hillmans, Nea 
Levy, and a number of smaller shipbuilding companies, ( “ th 
Jersey shore is located the New York Shipbuilding Company an 
several minor ones. The Roach Shipbuilding Company is u; 
the Delaware shore below Philadelphia, while upon the Christi), 
Creek, which is a branch of the Delaware River, is the shiny. 
of Harlan & Hollingsworth, one of the greatest enterprisés 
Wilmington. All of these great shipyards are within a radins . 
less than 40 miles. 

The number of men actually employed in these great sh); 
building yards, when running their full capacity, approxima; 
20,000, a number in excess of the voting population of the si 
of Nevada and almost equal to the voting population of the s; 

atest shipbuild- 

fie & 

be 

| of Wyoming. 
The first large trans-Atlantic liners to carry the American (| 

were those of the International Navigation Company, a corpo 
tion officered and controlled by Philadelphians and Philadel], 
capital. As an indication of how deeply interested Phil. 
phians and Pennsylvanians are in what might result from | 

| revival of our mercantile marine it is only necessary to say + 
the foreign vessels arriving from foreign ports during the 
1203 amounted to 884 vessels, with an aggregate tonnas: 
1,750,000 tons, while but 141 American vessels, with a tonnac: 
106.000 tons, arrived during the same period. 
The best evidence that there is a widespread interest thro. 

out the city and State which I represent to do everythin: 
encourage shipping to the port of Philadelphia is the num) 

ta 

| maritime and trade organizations which presented themsely 
the interest of a 35-foot channel in the Delaware River. at 
hearings lately granted by the River and Harbor Committe 
ing this session of Congress. 

In these great industrial plants the interests of labor and of ¢: 
tal are joined. In advocating this bill I speak for the welfar 
both. But Iam not only in favor of this measure because 
representation in part of large interests directly concerned 
but because I am firm in the belief that the entire country i 
an important degree, though indirectly, concerned. The du 
of our Congressional committees, in regular course of proced 
are often so arduous that they have not time to sift to accm 
conclusion greatly disputed questions of the character under d 
cussion, and I have, therefore, always been in favor of provi 
of this character where special investigation seemed advisab! 
necessary. 

As an illustration of this belief on my part, I might point | 
the resolution which I introduced at the last Congress and a 

| at this session providing for a somewhat similar commissi 
| investigate the question of the currency. 

Mr. Speaker, I have given careful consideration to this bill 
only in the light of the majority and minority reports of the ( 
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, but theo in the lig] 
the many great arguments that have from time to time bee 
duced for and against the many bills for the encourageme! 
our shipping interests which have been before Congress. 

This bill provides for a ‘‘ Merchant Marine Commission” c 
posed of five Senators and five Representatives, at least | 
whom—two Senators and two Representatives—shall belo: 
the minority party. These members are to be appointed b) 
presiding officers of each House. Thiscommission is not to ! 
late, but to ‘‘ investigate and report what legislation is desi 
for the development of the American merchant marine and A: 
ican commerce.’’ It is required in carrying on its investigat 
to give to all whose interests are involved a reasonable tim: 
hearings, just as committees of Congress are accustomed t 
and it may appoint ‘‘subcommissions to make investigatio: 
any part of the United States.’’ 

The amount appropriated by the bill for the expenses 0! 
commission is limited to $20,000. The question presented | 
whether the condition of the merchant marine shall be pro} 
investigated with a view to its speedy rehabilitation. As « 
the witnesses before the committee put it, ‘It is investiga 
now, gentlemen—investigation to-day or inquest to-morrow 

It is admitted on all sides that our merchant marine in th 
eign trade is languishing. It is admitted that unless some 
edy for present conditions is devised before long it will practi 
be swept from the seas. It is admitted that we are contro 
with a great national calamity, threatened by an irreparab! 
but we stand here, year after year, disputing about methors. 
side advocating those which are obsolete and the other sice t! 
which have beenemployed by the most enlightened and progr 
ive nations of the present day, but neither side being able to 
complish anything for lack of adequate information as to ' 
prevailing sentiment of the country on the subject and o! 
authoritative testimony of experts on which to base the provis! 
of a law that will satisfy the community. 

Like the ass in the old fable, we are standing between tv L\ 



bundles of hay and yet perishing of hunger by reason of our in- 
: bility to decide which bundle we shall choose; undecided because 
: me bundle might possibly be better than the other, and because 

-e are too mulish to investigate both before selecting either. 
; 1e object of this bill is to cut the Gordian knot by investigat- 
: i¢, and thereby furnishing a basis for intelligent and speedy de 

The majority of the committee realized this situation and ( isi 

: ave reported in favor of the bill, but the minority favor supine 
: naction. They say: 
t The opponents of subsidy should rally against this bill. * * * Sucha 

pags d the Senate, and its irrepressible promoters and beneficiaries are 
ishing this bill. 

Mr. Speaker, who are the beneficiaries of this bill? It is a bill 
for collecting and reporting information, and surely nobody could 

would receive greater benefit from the passage of such a bill 
hose who are opposed to legislation for the revival of our 

iipping interests, because they do not understand the subject. 
Compulsory education may not always be the most agreeable 

han t an t 

\ing in the world, but it is often the most necessary thing. Nor 
vas there ever an instance in which it was more necessary than 

present. The minority are as illogical as they are obstinate. 
They emnphatically declare that it is the privilege and the duty | 

f the committees of the House and Senate to investigate, to hear 
the evidence and the views of the people having special interest 

r know ledge, and to report to the Congress their recommenda- 
s, but that it is unconstitutional to pass a bill of this kind. 

What is proposed by this bill but a joint committee of the two 
Houses to do precisely what they say it is the duty of such a com- 
mittee to do? If the two Houses have the right to raise joint 
committees for such purposes, have they not the right to adopt 

is particular method of doing so? 
The fac 

or approving a bill does not affect this case at all, because an ap- 
propria‘ion of money to pay the expenses of the proposed inves- 

caticn is made by this bill, and all appropriations must, under 
the Constitution, be made by law. Does Congress abdicate - 

wers every year simply because the President is required t 
.pprove the bill making appropriations for the expenses of Con- 
gre ? Their argument amounts to this: That it is our duty to 

tigate and legislate, but we refuse to investigate lest we 
be able to legislate intelligently or opportunely. 

their first atin ipal contention. 
They say again, however, that the subject is not a eae ae 
wefore, that no new learning, facts, or arguments can be dev 
d by acommission. The same argument might be used mith 
1al force and propriety against any further investigation of 
subject by a committee of either House or by the House of 
resentatives itself. It might as well be used against the es- 
lishment or maintenance of any institution for the promotion 

? XS 

} +? 
J ud 

agr ee mechanical, medical, metallurgical. or other kind 
owleége. None of these subjects arenew. Congress estab- 

hed an Interstate Commerce Commission, but interstate com- | 
merce was not a new thing. 

But they say that many volumes have been written on the sub- 
cords of reports, debates, opinions, evidence, and arguments; 

at Congress can acquire all necessary knowledge from the ma- 
‘rials already at hand quite as well as from a compilation by a 
mmission. Let us take a parallel case by way of answer to this 

bjection. Congress and the States have passed cords of statutes. 
( ould any committee, or legislative body, or any court acquire 
om all this heterogeneous, scattered mass of matter. nine-tenths 

of which is obsolete, as easily as from a well-digested code such 
mely and accurate information as would be necessary for the 
umediate decision of a great and complicated question? 
Congress has by law provided for a commission to revise and 

odify its own laws. Every State has done the same. How un- 
mable, then, and how unfair is this second contention of the 

minority. 
Their third contention is a man of straw, the most Quixotic ar- 

gument ever made by members of a legislative body. They sim- 
ply declare that something exists which does not exist, and then 
hey valiently demolish the phantom. ‘‘It is inconsisient,”’ they 

‘with the dignity of the House and with the true theory of 
eparate and independent existence and action to be influenced 

by or act upon the judgment or dictation of a body appointed by 
‘Senate from among its own membership for that purpose.” 
Mr. Spuaee if such a thing were possible, I should unhesitat- 

denounce it and reject it. This bill, however, proposes 
ly to establish a joint commission of the two House 8, corre 
alae r to a joint select committee, and consisting of five mem- 

ers of each body—a sort of conference committee—to collect and 
digest information indispensable to the rightful performance of 
the duty of legislation. The insinuation that members of this 
Fite are ‘‘ to be influenced by or to act upon the judgment or 

ctation of a body appointed by the Senate from among thei 
own membership for that purpose ’’ is unjustifiable and ahperas 
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; that the President is required to intervene by vetoing | 

This is | 
| to act 

| reach a sound conclusion. 

Having given an entirely misleading description of t 
commission, the minority add: 

This commission (such as they had described 
spirit of the Constitution than one composed entire 

he pre ypose l 

$ more obnoxious to t!] 
ly of outside 

Talk about sophistry; this is sophistry par excellence! If t 
proposed commission were, as they would have the country } 
lieve, to be composed exclusively of Senators, and set up for th 
purpose of dictating to this House, their conclusion would w 
doubtedly be true; but their premises are false and their 
ridiculous. 

Their fourth contention is that this bill ought to be defeat 
because ‘‘ commissions have always been failures.”’ If that wet 

necessarily be true 
but it is not true. Commis-ions 
The Anthracite Coal Strike Com- 

The Philippine Commissions were not 
The Industrial Commission was not a failure. 

The Electoral Commi 

true as to all other commissions it would not 
of the one proposed by this bill; 
have not always been failures. 
mission was not a failure. 
failures. 
Peace Commission was not a failure 
sion was not a failure. 

The joint select committees of the two Houses of Congre i ave 
never been failures. But they say that all comm~ssions have 
been ‘‘ useless and expensive luxuries.’’ This is, no doubt, their 
opinion, but it is not a fact, and history fully disproves the 
charge. 

The ultimate object 
to enable 

of the investigation 
Congress to discover some 

yroposed by this bill i 

plan for rehabilitating t 
S 

foreign commerce of the country and that portion of our mer- 
chant marine which is engaged in the foreign trade. Its prox 
mate object is, as I have already said, to provide a method for as 
certaining what is the best means of attaining that end. 

Four of the members of the proposed commission would be 
Democrats and would have full opportunity Demo- 
cratic theories as to the merchant marine. The commission i 
not to be merely the mouthpiece of those who are already com 

To develop 

s 

mitted toany one plan over another. They are to investigate all 
plans. The end in view is perfectly clear to allofus. But the 
best means of reaching that end is not clear. The great majority 
of us, I presume, have not at present sufficient eo ledge of the 
subject in all its ramifications to feel perfectly sure of arri 
without further light, at the very best conclusion in rega 
The minority say that the committees of the two Ho ses _— 

upon this matter intelligently enough to enable all of 1 
But the c which rr aaaeeee port 

) 
' 
i 

t 
7 
i on this bill has not done so. The maj f that committee te 

us why we should do something, and that sper edily. The minority 
admits that something ought to be done. But after this the two 
factions diverge and make contrary recomm ndations, thus mak- 
ing ‘‘confusion worse confounded.’’ I can not agree with the 
minority in saying that ‘‘ bounties to private enterprises should 
never be thought of.’’ I have voted for bills carrying bounties 
for private enterprises. 

I have voted ao donations to certain railroad companies 
| able them to erect a union station in Washington, and f na 
tions to Providence Hospital and other private } leemosynary ¢ 
porations engaged in works of charity in thi scity. Ihave voted 
for a subsidy to the Southern Railroad Company to enable it to 
expedite the mails between the Northand the South. I fee! 
sure that all of those gentlemen who signed the minority re} 
on this bill have voted for some of these bounties,if not all 
them. 
How will they reconcile such votes with their present conten 

tion? Surely none of these objects is of greater importa t] 

the rehabilitation of the great foreign carrying trade of this cow 
try. If, as they declare, ‘‘all the subsidies ever granted by tl 
United States have resulted in undisputed failures,’’ why do they 
come here year after year and vote for subsidies? Why 
persist in saddling their failures upon the public? They ln 

| that they are mistaken or else that they are inconsistent, and that 
| in either case they are not entitled to speak as oracles. 

The seventh and last argument against this bill presented by 
the minority of the committee is, that it conflicts with what ) 
call ** our plan of relief. And under this head they discu 
roe disc g¢ duties 
growth of 

riminatins They tell us of wonderful 
our canine between 1789 and 1828, and of 1 

decline since the latter date. I have g over the ] ’ 
subject exhaustively, and must confess that re are 1 
sons for favoring the early me nes ls of developing o r 1 
carrying trade. But Iam notat: ure that, under e2 
ditions, we could return to these early methods wit 
ing ourselves in distinctive trade wars \ ation vith 
which we have treaties whereby those methods we1 brogated 
by the great Democratic statesn l S 

of this country between 1820 and 1860. 
In 1828 our foreign commerce « ied in Amel toms 

amounted to 757,908 tons, bei 8.9 ] ur total eign 
i trade. Then came the Democratic ** fre nga * enacted 
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in the interest of foreign shipowners—an act which is even now 
. That act and the treaties following it destroyed entirely 

the advantages which American shipowners enjoyed under the 
protection of discriminating duties. But it gave us no compen- 
sat 3; whatever. 

1 1902 this proportion gradually diminished. 
In 1896 it was only 12 per cent, as against 88.9 per cent in 1828, 

advantag 
» 1D ‘ 
berwe n isso ang 

1 it is now still less. I am told that it is not to-day more than 
rcent. In 1902 it was 1.75 per cent of our exports and 3.25 

t of onr imr« Tts u bill f After seventy-five years of unprotected 
r under t rr .e free-freighting act and Democratic reciprocity 

treaties only 5 per cent of our immense exports and imports were 

carried in American bottoms. 
he effect and the expediency of discriminating duties, as 

ell as of the subsidy plan and all other systems of developing 
our shipping industry and its related industries, would be thor- 
ug investigated and expounded by the proposed merchant- 

ne commission. Our doubts as to the wisdom of the protec- 
t eme, which was cripp!ed and eventually destroyed by the 
free-freighting act of 1828, passed by a Democratic Congress and 

irtied into effect by Democratic Presidents, might be thereby 
remove d. 

But however t] 

lated by this bill. 
is may be, we all need the information contem- 

I We need enlightenment on this subject. We 
need it because we are in duty bound to act, and because we are 
in honor and in interest, as well as in duty, bound not to act 
blindly or rashly. 

in 1902 our exports amounted to nearly a billion dollars. More 
that 98 per cent of that traffic was carried in foreign ships and 

ss than 2 per cent of it in American ships. We imported that 
year nearly $475.000,000 worth of foreign products; and of that 
amount, only $30,000,000 worth were broughtin American bottoms. 

We have done everything in our power to facilitate this com- 
merce. We have spent millions, hundreds of millions, to dredge 
our harbors and rivers for the sake of it. But foreign nations 
reap the largest benefits from it. We are now s; ending millions 
in securing an interoceanic canal; and unless we build up by 
some means an adequate merchant marine, foreigners will be the 
hief ben ficiaries of that great expenditure. But this is not 

the worst phase of the situation. In case of a great European 
war we should be practicaily cut off from the world if we had no 
ships of our own to carry our exports and imports. 

if we should by any chance become involved in war with Eng- 
our entire foreign commerce would be paralyzed. The 7 ind, 

common defense and general welfare of the country, therefore, 
imperatively requires action on our part toward reviving our 
great shipping interests. Shall it be said that we are even inca- 
pable of making preparation to do our duty? Shall it be said that 
we are too suspicious of the motives of one another to pass a bill 
authorizing members of the two Houses of Congress. responsible 
to ourselves alone, to study and report upon the methods of car- 
rying out a scheme of transcendent importance to the entire 
nation? 

We have heard much of the decadence of Congress from our | 
friends on the other side of the Chamber, but nothing has yet | 
happened to convince me so thoroughly of the decadence of Con- 
gress as would be its inability to pass a measure like this. 

The eloquent gentleman from New York [Mr. Cockran]—the 
champion word painter of the other side of the Chamber, and in- 
deed the blue-ribbon orator of the House—has furnished a fair 
example of the arguments on this question presented by our gen- 
ial friends of theopposition. He has washed away with a Niagara 
of glittering generalities all necessity for this bill or for any other. 

He has shown that the whole protective tariff system, upon 
which by very general consent the material prosperity of this 
great country has been built up and is maintained, is a system of 
piracy and plunder: he has razed the custom-houses. all of them, 
‘from turret to foundation stone;”’ he hasswept away everything 

that 
given us instead an insubstantial pageant of excellence—a veri- 
table troop of impersonated excellences. The eloquent gentleman 
fashioned that pretty word ‘* excellence *’ into a poem, a painting, 
landscape. a succession of beauties too white and soft and tender 

the climate of earth. 
He has brushed aside all the perils that beset systems of gov- 

ernment and shown us how to usher in the millennium at one 
fell stroke by a simple system of abstract excellence. Borrowing 
an idea that the gentleman from lowa |Mr. Hrepsurn] adopted 
from the governor of Wisconsin and applied to the distinguished 
and classical gentleman from Missouri [| Mr. CLArK], it may be 
serenely pleasing to go into the regions where Tacitus went, to 

the hi ls which Virgil climbed. to sip old Falernian wine “nie 

which Horace set to song, to be socratic with old Socrates, de- | 
mosthenic with old Demosthenes, and to rip with old Euripides, 
but what in the name of Heaven has this got to do with the 
American merchant marine, and how can we thereby restore the 
American flag to the seas? 

| biz 

' ae ero ad eothediih “ein tend eon | unwilling to have done. 
is material and solid and useful and practical, and he has 
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While the question under discussion has nothing to do with the 
principle of free trade versus protection or tariff revision versus 
the principle of ‘stand pat,’’ so derisively alluded to by the gen. 
tleman from New York, yet these divergent party policies were 
so fully discussed in the argument of the gentleman from N, oa 
York and in the answer made by the gentleman from Pennsyl- 

that I have alluded to them in the discussion of the present 
ry 

The strong advocacy by the gentleman from New York of Mr 
William Jennings Bryan and the principles he represented in the 
campaign of 1900 were so prominently brought out in this del 
that it must be with a sorrowing heart and tears of sadness tha 
the gentleman from New York must bring himself to realj 
that he will not in the coming campaign be able to ady: 
with the same glittering arguments and brilliant wit those s») 
principles in the candidacy of WiLu1amM R. Hearst, but that 
must, to be in line with the New York platform, advocate | 
Sphynx, which has suddenly been discovered amid the arid wast 
of Democratic material, thereby discarding his old side par 
of the days of 1900, William Jennings Bryan, to whom he 
his support and, as I have said, all the weight of which hi: 
quence and wit were capable, 

Perhaps at this moment it would be well to read what his old 
friend Mr. Bryan says concerning the Sphynx in a speech deliver 
by him in Chicago on April 23, as reported in the Nebraska State 
Journal of April 24, 1904, his subject being ‘“‘The New Y 
platform.”’ 

‘ 

MR. BRYAN’S ADDRESS. 

His address was chiefly as follows: 
“As it is somewhat unusual for a political speech to be made as thi 

to-night, let me preface my remarks with an explanation. 
**T have hired this hall and I introduce myself because I do not care to s; 

under the auspices of any club or organization which is committed t 
particular aspirant for office. My concern is not about the name or th 
sonality of the nominee, but about the principles for which the Demo 
party istostand. While many of the papers seem to assume that th 
test for the Democratic nomination is necessarily between Judge Parker a 
Mr. HEARST, and that every Democrat must either be for one or the other 
such a position is illogical and without foundation. 

‘Those who are classed as reorganizers—and by that I mean those who 
would carry the party back to the position that it occupied under Mr. | 
land's Administration—are not entirely agreed among themselves a he 
proper candidate upon whom to concentrate their votes, and so those who 
are in sympathy with the spirit of our recent platforms may differ a tl] 
relative availability of those who represent the progressive element of t 
party. My own position is one of neutrality. 

“| regard as available all candidates whoare in favorof making the De 
cratic party an honest, earnest, and courageous exponent of the right 
interests of the masses, and I regard as unavailable all who are in sympuat 
with, or obligated to, the great corporation that to-day dominates the | 
of the Bepetien party and seek, through reorganizers, tu dominate t 
policy of the Democratic party, 1 have no favorites among those on our side 
and no specia] antagonism to those who represent the reorganizers. 

PARKER WILL NOT DO, 
“When, some two years ago, I became satisfied that ex-Senator David B 

Hill was planning to be a candidate I pointed out the objections to hi : 
dacy. When the Cleveland boom was launched I pointed out the obje 
to his candidacy, and now that Mr. Parker seems to be the leading candi 
though not the only candidate among the reorganizers, I desire to present 
some reasons why he can not be considered as an available candidate fora 
Democratic nomination, and I find these reasons, not in his personality, | 
in his position upon publie questions: 

“Por a year he has been urged to speak out and declare himself up 
important issues of the coming campaign, but he has remained silent. | 3 
silence meant that nobody knew his views, those who have been loyal to the 
party in recent years would stand upon an equal footing with those who 
deserted, but it is evident now that while to the public generally his vi-ws 
are unknown, they are well known to those who are urging his nomi 

‘* Whatever doubt may have existed on this subject heretofore has be« 
pelled by the platform adopted by the New York State convention, and 
ing this platform asa text i am sanguine enough to believe that I can pr 
to every unbiased mind that Judge Parker is not a fit man to be nominated 
either by the Democratie party or by any other party that stands for ho: 
or fair dealing in politics. 

ISSUES BEFORE THE COUNTRY. 

‘What are the issues before the country? The trust question is certai! 
an issue, and yet there is nothing in that platform that gives any encours 
ment to the opponents of the trusts. There is nota word or syllable t! 

inds a person elected on such a platform to do anything that the tru 
The Kansas City platform stated the party 

tion on the trust question, but the New York platform not only fa 
dorse the last national platform, but also fails to propose any definite 
tive plan of relief. 

“Imperialism isan issue. Our Government is now administering a 
nial policy according to the political principles employed by Geor Ll & 
century and a quarter ago, and yet there is not in this platform a sing 
relating to the question of imperialism, not a plank that defines the | 

tion on that subject, not a protest against the surrender of the doct: 3 
of self-government. The Kansas City platform stated the party's opp 
to a colonial policy, but the New York platform not only fails to indors* ) 
Kansas City platform, but fails to take any position at all on this impor! 
question, 

PLANK ON TARIFF LAME. 
“On the tariff question noissne is joined. It was reasonable to suppose t 

on this question, at least, something would be said, but Mr. Hill and Judge 
Parker seem to be as much afraid of the tariff question as of other issues. | 

“'The money question isiguored entirely. Noreference is mad» to bimeta’ 
lism at any ratio—not even to international bimetallism, to which Mr. Hill 
seemed to be so attached in the Chicago convention. No reference is made 
to the measure now before Congress to melt up nearly 600,000,000 legal 
tender silver dollars into subsidiary coin that is only a limited legal tender. 
_——e is said about the asset currency which is a part of the scheme of the 
nanciers. 
“Nothing issaid about the Aldrich bill. which proposes to subsidize the 

banks into opposition to tax reduction by loaning them the surplus money in 

* 
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the Treasury. There is no condemnation of the corruption that such a sys- 
tam would lead to. The platform does not antagonize the proposition now 

fore Congress to give the national banks unlimited control over the vol- 
of paper money. In other words, there is not a line in the platform that 
ritten in behalf of the people; not a line that will excite criticism in Wall 

street. 
“The platform ignores the income tax; it fails to indorse the election of 
nators by direct vote, and also omits the plank of the Kansas City plat- 

form denouncing the corporate domination in politics. 

PLATFORM IS DISHONEST. 

‘The New York platform isa dishonest p!atform, fit only for a dishonest 
tv. Noone but an artful dodger would stand upon it. 
lhe submission of such a platform to the voters of the State is an insult 

ir intelligence, for it is Intended to deceive them, and a deliberate at- 
to deceive—especially so clumsy an attempt as this platform is—isa 

flection upon the brains of those to whom it issubmitted. _ 3 
“This platform proves that the opposition to the Kansas City platform is 
opposition to silver, but opposition to every needed reform and oppo 

: to all that the masses desire 
“I had expected thata platform prepared by Mr. Hill for Judge Parker 
ild be evasive and lacking in frankness, but I did not conceive that any 

+} 

mpt 1} 

‘ l1- 

iy of men calling themselves Democrats would present such a platform as 
commendation of a candidate. 

Democratic platform is to be in case the reorganizers control the con- 
tion, then who will be able to deny the secret purpose of the reorganizers 

turn the party over to predatory wealth? 
didate who would bs willing to run upon it, the party could secure as 

a campaign fund as the Republican party has ever secured, but in se- 
it it would, like the Republican party, secretly pledge the Administra- 

to a construction of the platform satisfactory to the corporations and 
nbinations. 

QUESTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. 

The issue 
ions with which we have to deal, is the question between human rights 

the so-called ‘property rights’—or, more properly speaking, between 
nary people and the great corporations. 

‘I, for one,am not willing that the Democratic party shall become the 
11 of the corporations; I am not willing that it shall be the champion of 
ganized wealth. And it is because I believe that the party has ai 

ty for the support of Wall street financiers. It is for this reason that I 
protest against mortgaging the party to the capitalists to secure an enor- 

us corruption fund. 
If any who are present to-night or who read what I say think that Iam 

trying to interfere with the Democratic success, let me answer that no Demo- 
rat is more anxious for the party to succeed thanIam. Noone has suffered 

from dissensions and divisions in the party, and no one, I believe, is 
re eager for the country to enjoy the great benefits which a triumph of 

‘eal Democracy would bring. 
“But Ido not desire that the party shall win offices only. If that isthe 

only purpose of the party, let its principles be abandoned and its platform 
mply declare the party hungry forthe patronage. The lesson of 1594 shows 

folly of hoping to win by a surrender to the corporations, but even if suc- 
s could be bought in such a way it would not be worth the price. 

“ POOREST KIND OF PLATFORM. 
'T The New York platform is ambiguous, uncertain, evasive, and dishonest. 

It would disgrace the Demorrats of the nation to adopt such a platform, and 
it ought to defeat as an aspirant for a Democratic nomination any man who 

uld be willing to have it go forth as a declaration of his views on public 
1estions. In Illinois, in Wisconsin, in Michigan, in Minnesota, in Indiana, 

n Ohio, and in every State that has not acted, it behooves the Democrats to 
arouse themselves and organize tothe end that they may prevent the con- 
ummation of the schemes of the reorganizers. 
“Their scheme begins with the rank and file of the party. Itis to be fol- 

lowed up by the debauching of the public with a campaign fund secured 
from the corporations, and it is to be consummated by the betrayal of the 

rty organization and of the country into the hands of those who are to-day 
mA ing the liberties of the country by their exploitation of the producers 

eaithn, 

| donot wish to awake the echoes of ancient history, Mr. Speaker, 
but | will take a brief backward glance to a time within the 
memory of many in this House. In 1854-1856, the period of the 
Crimean war, our foreign mercantile marine approached equality 
in tonnage with that of England. Before our civil war the 
change was favorable to Great Britain, for at that time she could 
build iron steamships and man them at a much smaller cost than 
we could. 

the navigation interests of the United States. 
Then came the civi! war, which accelerated this loss. 

‘ 
Y 

I 

At its 
close we stood far behind the position we occupied in 1855. in which | 
year the merchant marine of the United States employed in for- 
eign trade reached 2.535.136 tons. of which all but 115,045 tons 
Were sail. During the civil war there was a loss of one-third of 
our shipping in foreign trade. Our relative loss was much 
greater, the percentage of our exports and importscarried in i865 
being but 28 per cent. 
Our Democratic friends who oppose this bill should not forget | 

hat its purpose is to point the way to repair the damage caused 
by the civil war and restore to its rightful place in the carrying 
trade of the world our mercantile marine. In a speech delivered 
n December, 1900, the late Senator Hanna asserted that during | 
the civil war the enemy captured and destroyed 104.605 tons of 
shipping; foreigners purchased 774,652 tons: the Government 
built or purchased 417,521 t ns; it also chartered 757,611 tons. and 

664,505 tons went to domestic trade—a total of 2.818.894 tons of 
American shipping that changed hands as the result of a war to 
disrupt the Union. 
No wonder, Mr. Speaker. that this dislocation of our mercantile 

marine was almost fatal: almost its death blow. 
that any gentleman, from any section of our common country, in 

oe 

this House or in the Senate, in view of these astonishing and | paid as subsidy, directly or indirectly, finds its way back 

“Tf we are to take the New York platform as an indication of what the | 

With such a platform anda | 

presented to-day in the trust question, and in all the other | 

| 
1igher | 

ssion than to be the exponent of plutocracy that lam protesting against | 
‘hemes of those who would put it into competition with the Republican | 

From 1856 to 1861 there was annually a slight loss to | 

The wonder is 
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pregnant facts and the deplorable causes which gave rise to them, 
should now object to any tentative movement having for its pur- 
pose the discovery of a remedy for the rehabilitation of ow 
foreign merchant marine. 

Mr. Speaker, this brings me to another point that I pri 
worthy of most earnest consideration. 

If we are to have a great navy—and thank God wi ‘ 
have one!—we also need a merchant marine capable of edu g 
sailors and acting as a naval reserve in time of war. Ina 
made in 1877. during the Hayes Administration, James G. n 
the * plumed knight *’ of Republicanis: ed to the f 
at that time Congress annually appro] an $1, 

| for the maintenance of the South A adron of 
vessels to protect acommerce which did note lealso« 
that it was impossible to maintain a navy wit ta comm 
marine for the education of sailors. 

| At the outbreak of thecivil war the American n nt mar 
vas large enough to furnish 76,000 sailors to 1 tain a blockad 
ing squadron on the South Atlantic and Gul ts. The v 

| value of this school for seamen as one of the 1s of nationa 
fense could not be more strikingly illustrated or mot nplete 

proved. There isa maxim that ‘navies do not grow out the 
top."’ As Mr. Blaine said, they grow from and out of a commer 

| cial marine that educates men for sea service. 
| England does these things better. I find by a sional 
| Paper,”’ reported to the House of Commons in 1900, givi1 re- 
| turn of ** Loss of Life at Sea,’’ that the number of men employed 
| on British merchant ships in 1900 was 224,545. Of these, 41,151 
| were on sailing vessels and 183,394 on steamships. From a re- 
port issued by an English ‘‘select committee on steamship su 
sidies,’’ for 1901. page 204, I find a large English shipowner mak- 
ing a plea for still greater inducement to life on the sea. After 
remarking that even England is not doing as much as she should 
in the matter of training seamen, he said: 

If you take Germany, they are building training shi; every port t 
=z seamen for their mercantile marine, while we do thing of the kind 

| The sailing ships are the only ones now that are training seamen up for ou 
| mercantile marine atall. Every one of our sailing ships has now got appren 
| tices rearing them up, and that is the only way that the steamboats can g 
| sailors and can man their ships. They take all! t pprentices fr 
whenever we are done training them, and the que as to our sea i 
one of the greatest grievances we have got. * * * ing men ha Ww 
such a choice of employment, more particularly in t ling trades t 

| we can hardly get apprentices. They get better wages asho1 

In our own great country. Mr. Speaker, there is still greater 
discrepancy between the advantages ashore and onthe ocean; and 
in the matter of training seamen, and indeed in all that encour- 
ages the life of those ** that go down to the sea in ships,”’ we are 

| far behind our English cousins. England has never forgotten the 
admonition of her great sailor and explorer, Sir Walter Raleigh, 
who said: 

Whosoever commands the sea commands the trade, and w! 
mands the trade of the world commands the riches of t! y 1: 
quently the world itself 

And to-day Great Britain, by reason of her adherence to R 
leigh’s advice, controls about 58 per cent of the carrying trad 
and owns fully half the floating property of the world. And 
statesmen of some other nations have learned the s t of 
power. Bismarck, the builder of the German Empir 
to his own people the admonition of Raleigh in slight 

| language. Said he: 
The merchant marine is the ha lofa ! 3 

| culture, manufactories, and con On theda 
| over to foreigners, a mortal blow will be de to a 
country 

England began in 1800 a system of governmental encour 1ent 
to her ships. and has ever since held to that p Germany 
under Bismarck's leadership. has followed her exam 
1848 to 1901 Great Britain paid in governmental aid or p luge 
to her shipowners $197 000.000 

As a distinctive reward forthis generous outlay. she has gained 
control of the world’s commerce. The profits accruing to | 
from this investment may be understood by us and apprec d 

| when we realize that we are paying annually to foreign 

ship lines $200,000,000 as freight ind 
In discussing this enormous ex 1 

upon our « 
venditure to t 

| trade condncted by foreigners and its effects upon the 
Mr. Charles H. Cramp, of my city, has stated the s i 
these forcible words: 

For this drain there is no recompense. It is sheer | It ist 
| cause of our existing financial dition 

So long as this drain continues no ff and no m 
| store the national prosperity Until we make som« 
| some part at least of the millions annually suck 
| eign hin ywners and shipbuilders, no ot legisla ; 
back again 

It isa constant stream of gold always flowing out. The for p 
owner who carries our over-sea commerce makes us pay the ‘ h 
ways. For our exports we get the foreign market pr less t ght 

| For our imports we pay the foreign market price plus the freight 

1at money 

to 

In this connection, Mr. Speaker. let me suggest tl 
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American industries and manufacturers through the avenues of 
the homes, families, and affiliations of those employed in Ameri- 
can ships, while money paid foreign shipowners is, as Mr. Cramp 
ays, so much cash taken bodily out of the country. 
Mr. Speaker, I am for the upbuilding of our American mer- 
ant marine, whatever legislation within the bounds of reason 4 

may be necessary tothat end. If discriminating duties will do it, 
I 
+ 

1 
} 

ain for discriminating duties; if direct subsidies will do it, I am 
for direct subsidies. There can be no question that distinctive 
legislative advantage is necessary to make up the difference be- 
tween wages in this country and in foreign countries, between 
the cost of sailing ships under the American flag and under for- 
eign flags. between the cost of building ships in America and in 
the Old World. 

This question of a mercantile marine is a very broad one and 
should be studied from all sides, hence the advantage of the com- 
mission that is proposed. We want to know how best to stimu- 
late the merchant marine out of its present dorman’ condition 
into a life of healthy growth and action; how best to induce boys 
and young men to fit themselves for the life of a sailor; how to 
supply our large and growing navy with a full complement of 
seamen; ho to carry in American bottoms our own exports and 
imports, and thus save the nation $500,000 in gold every day, the | 
sum now exacted from us by foreign nations which are doing the 
business we ought to do: how to set afloat a merchant marine 
capable of competing with the subsidized marines of other na- 
tions—England, Germany, France, Austria, Italy; how best to be 
prepared for the vast commerce with the East, which our new 
possessions secured through our mercy and our diplomacy have 
put into our hands; how to reap the full advantages of the great 
canal we are now about to build across the Isthmus of Panama; 
and, above all, how to carry our surplus products to the markets | 
of the world, feeding the consumer and promoting the prosperity 
of the producer—for prosperity is shown in our surplus and in- 
duced by a ready market. 

We must remember that in allits branches this is a national 
question, very broad and including many other questions upon 
which light and information are badly needed. A great many 
facts and statistics might be given, Mr. Speaker, showing how 
our coastwise trade has prospered under protection; how the 
maritime trade of other nations has grown under the fostering 
care of legislative favoritism; how important the coming competi- 
tion will be for the world commerce of the future and how 
necessary it is for us, asa result of our wonderful domestic de- 
velopment and our expansion as a world power, politically and 
geographically, to assume the position to which we are entitled 
as aresult of our resources, development, intelligence, power, and 

population. But sufficient for the present hour is it to show 

| our citizens who were well informed on the subject of the t 

beyond question the necessity for the passage of the pending | 
bill. 

Delegate from Alaska. 

Mr. Chairman, we who thoroughly believe in protection are reluctant to 
e day’s work for Americans done elsewhere than in America 

We stand by the proposition that the people of the United States can do 
their own work, fight their own battles, solve their own problems. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. JAMES T. McCLEARY, 
OF MINNESOTA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Friday, April 22, 1904. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole, and having under considera- 
tion the bill (H. R. 13355) providing for the election of a Delegate from the 
Territory of Alaska to the House of Representatives of the United Statesand 
defining the qualifications of electors in said Territory— 

Mr. McCLEARY of Minnesota said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: This is the year of our Presidential election. 

Accustomed to its frequent recurrence, we naturally find it diffi- 
cult to appreciate its real significance. But to the philosophic 
mind what a majestic spectacle it is, that of a nation of 80,090,000 
people, occupying an area of over 3,000,009 square miles, exclusive 
of our noncontiguous territory, choosing in peace its Chief Ex- 
ecutive! During the next six months a mighty contest will rage 
from ocean to ocean and from the Lakes to the Gulf—not a per- 
sonal contest for the establishment or perpetuation of a dynasty, | 
but a national one for the establishment or perpetuation of a 
public policy: waged not with arms but with arguments; de- 
cided not by bullets but by ballots. Im every neighborhood in 
the land, yea, by every fireside, this contest will be carried on. 
Sturdy and determined wili the struggle be. But when the deci- 

} } sion shall have been rendered next November, all will respectfully 

bow to the verdict which in the exercise of their good judgment 
and their love of country the people will render. ae 
What a magnificent training in self-government is furnishe. }) 

these election campaigns! And, if engaged in with the genera 
welfare as the paramount object to be obtained, how exceeding 
valuable the discussions will be—valuable in broadening the sy), 
pathies, valuable in extending information relative to our comm 
country, valuable in increasing the devotion of our citizens ¢> 
best interests! 

Within this Capitol building are assembled the representatiy 
of all sections of the Union and of all shades of public opini, 
Here, better than anywhere else, are voiced the views ofall of 
people. From the speeches delivered here this winter it is y 
evident that the great question to be discussed, the ‘‘ param 
issne,”’ in the coming campaign will be that of the tariff, 

Mr. Chairman, it is twelve years since that question was 
cussed beforeina national campaign. Since that campaign of 1s 
other questions of absorbing and overshadowing interest ha 
occupied the attention of the voters. As a consequence, ina 

twelve years ago may—to themselves, at least—confess with 
shame that they are ‘‘ rusty ’’ on the subject. 

Since 1892 hundreds of thousands of men who will vote this y: 
have come to our shores from other lands. They have come | 
to make this theirhome. A large percentage of them are anxi: 
to be worthy citizens of the great Republic. Their good fait) 
shown in the fact that they have renounced allegiance to the ] 
from which they came—the land of their fathers, sacred in 
memories of a thousand years—and have assumed the respo: 
bilities and duties of citizenship in this their adopted coun! 
They are looking forward, not backward. They have given t] 
hearts to the country which is to be the home of their children 
and their children’s children for untold generations. 

Again, during these last twelve years have come to manhood, 
| with the right to vote, more than a million of our young men w 
were children at school when this question was last discussed 
the forum of American politics. They, for the most part, will 
be anxious to act as worthy heirs of a priceless heritage. 
Many able speeches have been delivered in this Capitol t! 

winter on various phases of the tariff question, but, so far 
know, no one has thus far undertaken to present the question 
itself fundamentally. It has occurred to me, sir, that a statement 
of the tariff question, presenting it with as little political bi: 
possible, answering candidly and clearly the questions relati 
the tariff which would naturally occur to a voter of normal mind 
and anxious to reach a righteous conclusion, might not be w 
out value at this time to the people of the United States. T! 
is the task, Mr. Chairman, which I have set before myself. 

The tariff question is primarily a question of business and 
should be considered primarily from that standpoint. But int 
| country it is also a question of politics, and the real situation 
| that field should be pointed ont as clearly and kindly as poss 
| to the end that with the broadest comprehension of the qnes 
in all its phases voters may next November intelligently ex 
the highest prerogative of American citizens. 

WHAT IS THE TARIFF? 
The first question which naturally arises is, What is mean 

| the tariff? What does the word ‘tariff’? mean in thes 
which it is used in this discussion? It means a system of cha 
or ‘‘duties,’’ to be paid in money, imposed by a governm 
either the bulk or the value of merchandise passing from on¢ 
try toanother. When this charge is levied on goods going 

| a country it is called an ‘‘export duty.’’ When levied on 
coming into a country, it is called an ‘‘ import duty.”’ 

Export duties are levied in most countries, Great Britain 
Canada and Brazil being among the number. The United 5 

| never levies duties on exports, that being forbidden by our nati 
| Constitution for reasons which it would be irrelevant to 
| here. But fromthe foundation of our Government we have | 
duties on imports. We always have levied such duties, we ¢ 
to-day, and under our present system of government we 4 
shall do so, no matter what party is in power or what may b 
convictions as to how the tariff should be levied. 
A friend of mine in Minnesota, influenced by the loose tal! 

often heard on this subject, asked me last fall, *‘ Mr. McCLi 
why don’t you gentlemen in Congress do away with tariff taxa' 
altogether?’’ 

The question is not an unfair one. Indeed, the question 
| to the root of this entire controversy, and therefore I prop 
| answer it here and now. 

The answer is this: We always have levied, we levy to-day, 
| we always shall levy duties on imports, for two reasons: 

First, because it is necessary to raise every year enormous su 
of money for the support of the National Government, and | 
is true regardless of what party may be in power; and 

Second, because this is a Federal Republic and will, we ho} 
always remain so. 



LARGE NATIONAL REVENUES NECESSARY. 

Here in my hand I hold the most valuable *‘ fact book’’ about 
he business of our Government that is published in this country. 

It is called the Statistical Abstract of the United States. Itis 
repared with great care by the Bureau of Statistics of the Depart- | 

nt of Commerce and Labor, a new edition being published each 
ar. This is the latest edition, the twenty-sixth number, cover- | 

ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903. Here on page 35 is a 
mmary 
vernment and the sources of that income for the ten years 

from 1894 to 1903, inclusive, thus covering both Democratic and 
epublican Administrations. For the present it is sufficient to 
ay that the revenues collected by the 
hether the Democratic party or the Republican party was in 
wer. have amounted to several hundred million dollars a year. 
This money is used in paying off gradually the enormous na- | 
nal debt resulting from the civil war and the Spanish-American 

var, in paying the interest on the outstanding debt, in the support 
of the Army and Navy, in the improvement of rivers and harbors, 
jin meeting the ordinary expenses of the legislative, executive, and 

of tables showing the income of the United States | 

Government, regardless of | 
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| the field in w hich it does its work and thus derives its moral ris 
to levy taxes at all? That is, having for its field of servic 
regulation oS protection of our e ntire international commere 
the General Government naturally derives its revenue from taxes 
levied on our foreign comme re But our Constitution forbids 

taxation of aaa so the United States can tax only imports. 
It is for this reason that the United States always so derived, 

| derives to-day, and always will derive its principal income from 
taxes levied on goodsim} po = into this cout try In the language 
of the Democratic nation: ul platform of 1884, ‘‘ From the founda- 
tion of this Government, caneg celinotad at the custom-house have 
been the chief source of Federal revenue. Such they must con 
tinue to be.”’ 

WHAT THE TARIFF QUESTION REALLY IS 

Mr. Chairman, from what I have said it must be clear that tl 
tariff question is not ‘* Shall there or shall there not be a tariff on 
imported goods?’” When the Government was founded that ques- 

judicial branches of the Government, and in paying about $140,- | 
090,000 a year in pensions. 
The receipts of the United States from taxation during the fiscal 
ar ending June 30, 1903, were in round numbers $518,000,000. 

[This was practically all derived from two sources, customs (or 
iuties on imports) and internal revenue or excises (or taxes on 

e manufacture and sale of whisky, beer, and tobacco). 
"Tl he postal receipts are not counted in this, they not being really 

taxes but direct payments for direct services, and the post: al serv- 
ice not being a source of profit to the Government. 
The amount collected from customs was $284,479,582, and the 
iount collected from internal revenue was $230,810,124. 
It will thus be seen that more than half of the entire revenue 

a) 

of the Government was derived from duties on imports, practically | 
llof the remainder being derived from internal-revenue taxa- 

tion or excises. No matter which party is in power, one-half or 
more of the total revenue of the United States Government must 
lways be derived from duties on imports. 

THIS IS A FEDERAL REPUBLIC. 

Ours is a federal republic. These words are easy to utter, but 
not so easy to understand in their real significance. And yet with- 

ut a full understanding of this e xpression no one can really un- 
lorstand { the tariff question in the United States. 
The name of this country is very significant. 

United States.’? The name signifies that this nation is composed of 
tates, each entirely self-governing in all matters pertaining to 
elf a mae , and united primarily for the purpose of common de- 

‘he United-States means the States-united to form a nation. 
By ¢ sae France is a republic, too, but it has no self-governing 
parts or states. That is, Freut is not a federal Republic. 
Among the things which we most prize are life, liberty, prop- 
y. and good name. Under our system of government it is the 

State, not the Nation, which protects your life. It is the State, 

It is called ‘‘ the 

» 

else. 

f 

not the Nation, which protects your personal liberty. It is the 
State t the Nation, which protects your lands, your buildings, 
our horses, your cattle—in short, almost all classes of real and 

personal property. Itis the State, not the Nation, which protects 
our good name. 
lt is, l repeat, the State, and not the Nation, which protects your 
rson and your property. Jt is the State, therefore, and not the 
tion, which has a right to levy taxes upon your person and 

your property for the protection which it gives. This fact is rec- 
ognized in our national Constitution, the National Government 
being there denied the power to levy taxes directly on property. 

Not long ago I received a letter from an intelligent constituent 
of mine, asking how much of the money paid by the people of 

Te 
s 

vai 

| 

| it be so laid that while 

| dreds of millions of dollars a year. 

| so called, and tar 

tion was settled for all time and settled in the affirmative. 
To provide for the common defense and do all the other 

dental things that our Constitution authorizes and requi 
General Government to do necessitates the expenditure 

As I have shown, that 
must be raised in large part from duties on imports, no 
what party is in power. 

The tariff question, then. is not one between free trade, pri 
iff oe. It is between two methods of 

taxation. The qeesti m is not ‘*Shali there be a tariff on import: 
goods?’’ but ** How shall th: it tariff be levied?’’ The question is, 
**Shall that tariff be so laid as to produce revenue only. or shall 

teem the necessary revenue it shall 
and protec jmerican tndustries?”? Th ; 

riff, all aan ‘rs being incidental and subsidiary. 

THE T TARIFF VIEWS. 

Our last great national contest on the tariff question was in the 
Presidential electi £1892. In their platforms of that year 

in 
the 

hun- 

Loney 
mnatter 

Tes 

of 

} 

perly 
tur 

“ 
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Vy 

also encourage 

question of the t 
i 

wo 

on OL the 

two contending parties stated their views with admirable clear- 
ness. Stripped of all extraneous matter. the gist of the Demo- 
cratic position was squarely stated in the following sentence from 
section 3 of the Democratic national platform: 

We declare it to be a fundamental principle of the Democratic party that 
the Federal Government has n constitutional power to impose and co t 
tariff duties except for the purposes of revenue only 

That was a clear and courageons statement of Democratic faith. 
It declared what. ever since 1832, has been the real position of a 
large majority of the emer nent, ‘th ugh the party has noi 
always had the frankness to state its position thus plainly and 
unequivocally. 

With equal candor and courage the Republican party made its 
declaration in the following language: 

We believe that allarticles which can not be pro dinthel te states, 
except luxuries, should be admi itte l free of duty, and that l imports 
coming into competition with the products American labor there should 
be levied dutie ere to the difference between wazes abroad and at ho1 

In other words, Mr. Chairman, both parties realize that this is 
a great country—vast in area, in population,andin wealth. Both 
parties realize that, therefore, even with all proper and reason- 
able care and prudence in the management of national expendi- 
tures—and in proportio ito pon tlation ours is the lea 

Government in the world—the 

SE ¢ r 

» income of the Ge neral Govern 
ment must necessarily run up into the hundreds of millions of 
dollars every year. Moreover, both parties realize that, whi 
ever party may be in power, about one-half of the required 
nue must, under our system of government, be raised tl h 
duties on goods imported from foreign countries. 
And until 1832 all parties agreed that in levying these duties 

the policy should be, while raising the necessary revenues for t! 
support of the Government, to give *‘ encouragement and prote 

his county to the county treasurer goes to the support of the | tion’’ to American industries. In 1832, for the first time in our 
United States. He said there had been quite a dispute in his | history, wasenunciated the doctrine that the Governm should 
neighborhood over the matter. Of course the answer to the ques- | levy duties *‘ for revenue only’ and should not, even inci 
tion is that not one cent of the money paid to the county or city | afford ‘‘encouragement and protection’’ to the prod r 
or town treasurer, or whoever may be collector of local taxes, goes | farms and our factories. How this new doctrine came into being 
into the Treasury of the United States. It all goes to the State | will be told in due season. 
and to the institutions conducted under authority of the State.| The Republican party stands by the old original doct of 
It goes t ar ae the local schools, to build the local highways, | the fathers, the doctrine of those who framed the C n 
to consiruct the local bridges, to support the local poor, to meet | and put it into operation, guiding the nation wisely a ifely 
the exp nses of the sc hool district, the town, the village, the city, | through the dangerous days of its early career—the dcctrine ad- 
the county, and the State. Not one penny of it gocs to the Treasury | vocated by every President from Washington to Ja that is 
of the United States. by George Washington, by John Adams, by Thom Jefferson 

Under our Constitution, as I have said, it is the State and not | by James Madison, by James Monroe, by John Quit Adams, 
the Nation which protects its inhal bitants in their pers ns and in | and by Andrew Jackson. During those ea days tl n 
their property; and so the State and not the Nation has the moral | which protection could best be given through duties o1 
and constitutional right to tax their persons and their properties. | was not as well understood as it is to-day after a tury . 
On the other hand, it is the Nation and not the State which pro- | perience, but the purpose of the fathers was « lefined and 
vides for the common defense—which raises and maintains armies | repeatedly enunciated. 
and navies. Jt is the Nation and not the State which regulates | The Republican party has always stood for yuat 
international commerce. What more natural, then, than that | to the industrial interests of the entire country. 1t stands a 
the Nation should derive the income for its support primarily from ' policy that is national, not sectional, in its scope an 
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By way of further example of this, I quote the St. Paul Globe, 
probably the foremost Democratic paper of Minnesota. In its 
leading editorial of October 7, 1903, in speaking of the campaign 
for the abandonment of ‘* free trade” in Great Britain, which Mr. 
Chamberlain had then just inaugurated, was this sentence: 

The principle of free trade is so oraty settled in the British mind a 
of its economic gospel, and the idea of duties on imports is so unfam 
so abhorrent that an immediate election would pr etty nearly wipe the 
ervative party out of existence. 

-E he legitimate inference from the italicized portion of the aboy 
quotation is that in the mind of the editor there is no such thine 
in Great Britain as tariff taxation or duties on imports. . 

But the simple fact is, Mr. Chairman, that in proportion to h 
population Great Britain raises more money every year throuc 
tariff tawati« m or duties on imports than does the United Stat 
To most people this will, no doubt, be a surprising statement, 
it is nevertheless true, as I shall now show. 

Here in my hand I hold the latest edition of the St 1an 
Yearbook—that for 1904.. This Yearbook is the great British 
thority on all governmental matters. Here on page is a ta 
showing the receipts of the British Government for its fiscal y: 

1903. The total receipts from duties on import 

S 

Cte ate ST? 

Ss 

(that is. from tariff taxation, not counting nearly $10,000,000 
duties on exports) were £32,469,103, or. in round numbers, $162.,- 
000,000. As the population of Great Britain is about 40,000,000 

| the duties on amports in that country amounted to over 8; 

he Republican party was born to present organized opposi- 
tion ta the extension of human slavery; so, as was to be expected, 
there was no mention of the tariff in its first national platform— 
that of 1856. But in the ae national platform of 1860, 

tform on which Abraham Lincoln was first elected Presi- 
was the following "y lank: ”’ 

while pr ling re" for the support of General 
( son I t 1 I requires su ar stment 

»€ “Aa t aevelopm t nterests 
ve COI id that j al shanges 

t 1e1 lw s,toa remuncrative 
t d nufa ers a quate r rd f their skill, 

nterp? wnd to th ion commercial } rity and inde- 

will be seen that the first Republican platform and the 
publican platform on this subject are entirely consistent 

v ORE ther, and examination will show that all the inter- 
vening 1 il Republican platforms are similarly consistent. 

The first Democratic platform which refers to the subject of 
national nues, that of 1840, after resolving in favor of economy 

n public expe:.ditu rid 

nd t revenue ht to be raised than is required to defray 
! x} es « he Gove men 

This plank was repeated in the Democratic platform of 1844. 
» of these resolutions is found in the fact that they 

are not only directed against protec , but they exhibit the oppo- 
ition of » Democratic party to vhak they call in their platform 

of 1848 *'a corrupting system of general internal impr ovement.” 
this same platform they indorse the administra ‘tion of Presi- 

dent Polk for ** the noble impulse given to the cause of free trade 
by t repeal of the tariff of 1842.’ 

NO SUCH THING AS INTERNATIONAL FREE TRADI 

ving conduees to right thinking and just conclusions more 
than precision in the use of words. Nothing is more conduci\ 
to error than loose and careless use of terms. Therefore. before 
( ssing the tariff question, 1 propose to remove one great 

irce of error in this connection. 
Perhaps nothing has done more to confuse men’s minds on the 

subject of the tariff than the general misuse of the term ‘ free 
trade.”’ 

Literally and properly, free » signifies freedom from all tax- 
ation in the way of tariffs or duties on goods moving from one | 

ds going from one of 

» North Dakota or from 
another. Thus, on goc 

as from Minnesota t 
country or State int 
our States to anot her 

N 

oO 

w York to ¢ ‘alifornia, no ** duties*’ are collected. Our States 
have on th borders no custom- — *s for goods coming from 
other States within this Union Among the States comprising | 
the United States of America exists literally and truly free trade. 

jut, Mr. Chairman, there ts no such thing tn this world as free 

trade between nations. There is no country in the world which 
admits from other countries, free of tariff taxation, all classes of 
{ is. And yeteven among recognized leadersof public opinion 

er to be much confusion of thought on this subject. 
One of the ablest and best men in public life to-day—so recog- 

nized both on this floor and throughout the country-—is my friend 
‘om Missouri, CHAMP CLARK. In discussing the Dingley bill on 

ol, | said: ARK the floor of this House, on March Ci 897, Mr. 
it, so that all men may hear, that I an . and proudly 

t tand with Sir Robert Peel, Richard Cobd and Henry 
( In m humble member of that illustrious « any, but it ts 

be : rkeeper in the hon fF he st fi tr I in to dwell 

id, as if to make clear what he meant by this, he said in the 
neec! I 

i every tom-house in Am * If I had my 
‘ lay I would tear them all down fr indation stone 

g they have been nothing but a den of robbers. 
B e t possibly Henry Geor ge) none of the men with | 

Ww Br - CLARK thus “* proudly takes his stand’’ ever pro- 
1 lf rade in the sense in which he seems to think of it, in 
v very custom-house house should be destroyed 

N r within my recollection has the Democratic party had an | . 
{ r leader on the floor « is House than it has to-day in the 
Pp 1 of my honored friend, Joumn SHarp WILLIAMS. of Missis- 
sippi. Mr. WILLIAMS is a student of economics as well as of poli- 
tics. and therei n lies part of the secret of his growing strength. 
He isa manof exceptional clearness of thought and honesty of 
neech, and therein lies another element of his strength. And 

yet even he, in a carefully article, 
restive title, ‘What Demo 

prepared magazine with the 
sug racy now stands for,’’ published 
last winter, makes use of the following languaze: 

n this country, owing to the decision of the Supreme Co sincome- 
ided on the provision of the Constitution of l States 

j t 8, e goal can not be, as it was in Great Brit . re rade, 

\ tariff revenue rry on a government economically and effectively 
administered ” be ‘ome 8 5 the » American tariff reformer’s goal. 

TARIFF TAXATION IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

It is thus evident that there is quite a general impression, even 
among leaders of thought, that Great Britain has ‘‘ free trade ”’ 
in the sense of, having no tariff taxation or duties on imports. 

| Gr 

capita —that is, $4 of duties on imports, on the average, for every 
man, woman, and child in Great Britain. 

In the United States we collected for our fiscal year endi 
June 30, 1903, from duties on imports, $284,.479.582. Our popula 
tion being about 80,000,000, we raised from duties on imports abou 
$3.50 per capita. or 50 cents less per capita than is raised from the 
same source in Great Britain. 

In order to obviate all idea that possibly last year was for 
reason exceptional, I submit herewith a table showing the amount 
collected from customs duties in Great Britain and the U 
States during each of the last ten years, and the collections 
capita in each country: 

- son 

cu STOMS REVENUES. 

| Aggregate duties collec te a. Per capit 

Year. = t Britain.| United State Great | U: 
srea ritain. nited states. Britain. Sta 

la e | 8, 493, 490 | $131, $18, 530 $2.50 $1 
MN fakiaes bintvasinddc'adts | 4.00, 694, 940 152, 158, 617 2.56 ) 

is tuck’ shih nih etesailen | 108, 812, 065 160, 021, 752 2.60 | 
Oia al eal | 106, 330, 655 176, 554, 127 2.71 | 
Te tee ed 108, 961, 250 149. 575,002 2.78 | 
UD lL itckvonudoswnnatgiccie 107, 791, 135 206, 128) 482 2.73 

~ Seepecantg tata 25a dadsosals 115,217,360 | 233, 164,871 2. 02 | 
TNs scuichbditiecsecnnacte 131, 354, 79 235,585,456 | 8.33} 
OU lal cin aa bach oot idee | @161,787, 875 254,444,708 | 4.05 | 
WE ce ce ee | @172, 304,350 284,479,582 | 4.30 

| 

aIne Inding ¢c comps paratively ‘small sums collected as e xport ‘dutic 

THE TWO TARIFF VIEWS ILLUSTRATED, 

Inasmuch as Great Britain raises, in proportion to her p< 
tion, more money annually from tariff taxation than do 
United States, it certainly seems absurd to speak of Great Brit 
as having free trade. Toa Brazilian who has to pay a high r 
of duty on the coffee th: t he sends to England and none at : 
what he sends here, it must seem a strange use of words to. : 
that Great Britain bas free trade. From his standpoint it 
reality the United States that has free trade. 

As a matter of fact, sir, the term *‘ free trade”? was invented 
‘at Britain as a catch phrase by the advocates of a system 

‘*- tariff for revenue only * with a view of capturing votes, justast] 
te:m *‘ free silver’’ was invented as a vote-catching phrase in t! 
country. As will be remembered, the term ‘* free silver’’ had 
very alluring sound. It suggested the idea that in some wa 
was going to make money easier to get hold of. And so the 
‘free trade’ was invented to give the impression that thr 

it in some way property would be easier to get hold of. 
It is time that we were all getting it through our heads that 

Democratic brethren have no purpose of trying to make int 
tional trade free in the sense of removing all tariff taxation 
hardly be repeated too often that no matter what party is in p 
in the United States. hundreds of millions of dollars must be ra 
annually for the support of the General Government, and that 
matter what party is in power, about half of all that vast s: 
must be raised from duties on imports. The only question i 

then, is. Under what yx a shall the tariff be levied? 
Since 1832 the majority of the Democratic party has genera 

been headed toward the position described by the words **a tarill 
for revenue only.’’ But, for reasons that will be given later . th 
majority does not always rule in making the platform declaratio1 
of the Democratic party, and that party has not held steadily to 
one position, its platform declarations running all the way from 
free trade, or tariff for revenue only, over to what it adroitly 

bate, 
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suggested might be ‘‘ moderate” or ‘‘incidental”’ protection, as 
exigencies seemed to require. But uniformly since 1832 its 

titude has been against adequate protection to American indus- 
ies. The historic position of the Republican party, the position 
m which it has never wavered, either in its platform promises 
in its legislative performances, has been and is ‘‘a tariff for 

revenue, plus adequate protection to American industries.”’ 
[hat is, Democratic policy aims to accomplish only one thing; 
publican policy aims to accomplish two things—‘ to kill two 
rds with one stone,”’ as it were. 
Now, let us see what the difference signifies. For purposes of 
ustration, let us assume that the Democratic party has declared 

a tariff for revenue only and has carried the election. Let 
assume that the party has resolved to carry out to the letter 

e promises made to the people and prepare a tariff bill in strict 
ordance with the principle of ** a tariff for revenne only.”’ 

Let us watch the committee making up its tariff bill. 
Thousands of items are to be considered, but the principle isnever 

slostsightof. They cometo theitemofTea. The questionis, 
shall tea be put upon the dutiable list or upon the free list?’ That 
estion must be settled by reference to the principle. Do we 

uce tea in this country? Is it likely that we ever can pro- 
duce it economically and in quantities sufficient to supply the 
neople of this coantry with tea? The answer is, ‘* No.”’ 

re is no tea industry to protect. A duty laid on tea, therefore, 
ild produce revenue and would do nothing else. That is. a 

ty on tea would be part of ‘‘ a tariff for revenue only.’’ Hence 
nly logical thing for the Democratic party to dois to place an 
rt duty on tea. 

rt 

Now, letus suppose the Republican partyin power and making 
i tariff bill. Let us suppose that the committee authorized to 
ethe billcomes to thisitem.Tea. How would the Republican 

imittee reason and what would it do? The course of reasoning 
ild be this: ** Tea is an article that we do not and can not produce 

this country economically and in sufficient quantities to meet the 
demands of our people; therefore there is andcan be no tea indus- | 

to protect: therefore we will put tea on the free list.”’ 

[n 1897 the Republican party did frame a tariff act, the law which 
bears the honored name of a man who was for nearly twenty years 

Representative on this floor from the State of Maine, the late 
Nelson Dingley. Examine that act. You will find there that 

is on the free list in exact accord with Republican principles. 
cept during a short time when we were engaged in war with 

and were raising war taxes, there has not been collected 
ll the millions of pounds of tea imported into this country 

under the Dingley law one cent of duty. 
Thus we see that under the Democratic policy of ‘‘a tariff for 

revenue only’’ tea world logically be put upon the dutiable list. 
while under the Republican policy of protection tea would be on 
the free list. The same would be true of coffee, drugs, spices, and 
such things. 

On the other hand let us take the case of watch springs. Watch 
springs are made of iron which has been converted into steel and 
which has gone through process after process of refinement, tax- 
ing human ingenuity and giving employment to one set of work- 

Let us again suppose the Democratic party in power and mak- 
up a tariff bill. They come to the item of watch springs. 

» test question is, ‘‘ Do we in this country possess the raw ma- 
| out of which watch springs are made, and do we possess— 

or 1 we acquire—the workmen through whose labor and skill 
ch springs can be made economically and in sufficient quanti- 
to meet the demands for watch springs on the part of the 

people of the United States.’’ The answer to that question is 
ye In the United States are numberless mines producing 
the best of iron. We have the men, and the men have the skill 
to take that iron and work it up from its crude state. process after 
! s, until finally is made that wonderful product, a watch 
spring. worth more than its weight in gold.”’ 

here, then, wonld our Democratic brethren place watch 
springs in their tariff bill? Would they put them on the free list 

on the dutiable list? A tariff on watch springs would not only 
produce a revenue to the Government on all watch springs that 
might be imported, but would also provide protection toan Ameri- 
can industry, existing or economically possible. But Democrats 

lieve in ‘a tariff for revenue only.’’ So the only logical thin; 
for the Democrats to do would be to put watch springs on the free 
list. 
Now, let us suppose the Republican party in power and making 

& tariff bill. They come to the item of watch springs. What 
would the Republican party do? The course of reasoning would 
be this: ** ‘Lhe makiog of watch springs economically and in suf 
Heient quantities to meet the demand for watch springs in the 
United States is an industry either existing or entirely practicable 
in thiscountry. We have the raw material. We have the work- 
men skilled in that craft. Watch springs are or can be produced 
economically in the United States. 

oces 

Then | 

They can and should be pro- ' 
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duced in quantities to supply the demand of the people of the 
United States who desire watch spri:gs of American mal 
Therefore, a duty on watch springs would raise revenue for the 
Government and at the same time would afford protection to an 
American industry. Therefore watch springs should be put upon 
the dutiable list.’’ Look at the Dingley Act and you will find 
them there. 

Thus we see that while the purpose of each party is and must 
be toraise revenue required for the support of the Gove1 d 
to raise it through duties on imports, the tw licies are logically 
the very opposite of each other in 5] ying n whicl 
the duty should be laid. Each party would 
list,”’ or list of articles upon which luty i} l. and 
each would have a “ free list,’’ or list of articles upon which no 
duty should be laid. But each would logically put on t du 

able list the things which the other would put upon 
| To this general statement there would } ne excepti 
parties, for reasons which they deem sx nt and 
which are obvious, have declared themselves favor ¢ 
luxuries on the dutiable list. Thus. whichever party 
in power, diamon is and other k r¢ cl us § S ( | 

be on the dutiable list. 
HOW WOULD THE RATES BE DET! 

A tariff act or law consists « ly t 1am 
human desire arranged in two general grou 
dutiable hst’’) comprismg the list of thos iti s ‘ 

duties are levied and the other (called ** the f list ’’) com] 
a list of those articles upon which dutiesare not levied. Il 2 
to each article on the dutiable list the t act s als 
the rate of duty is. 

Chere are two methods of applying these rates. One m 
to fix the duties the i of tl 
case of cloth much per pot 
Such duties are called ‘specif Thee m 

ing the duty is to proporti yf art it 
to be a certain percentage of the value of th le in 
from which it is imported. Such duties are spol ( 
lorem’’ duties. 

it may be worth noting here incid Hy. Mr. ¢ 
experience has shown that *‘ ad valorem” dut re to be a 
as much as possible becau 1e Opporti rf ‘ 
they offer. 
Examination of any tariff law will show that there are diff 

rates of duty on different artic] Now, let us asi , 
the rates would be fixed by each part 

Let us suppose that the Democratic party is in power and mak 
ing up its tariff bill. According to its principle it must levy all 
its tariff duties on things the like of which we do not prod in 
this country, except such amounts as can be raised on “* inx 
it would therefore logically put the duty on tee, and thir 
of that kind, adding to its dutiable list such ar s t 
to consider ‘** luxuries.”’ 

One of the first things that our D: cratic brethren v ld 
cover in endeavoring to make a bill in harmony with their pr 
ciples would be that this country, with i . aan 
natural resources and with such varieti« mate an 
produce nearly everything really need by and t 

fore the number of articles which we can not in this cou 
duce economically andin quant suf i} 
of our people would make a comparatively short list 

What followslogically? Why, ofcourse, it follows 
to raise the money which must be r 1 for t Ss] 
Government through duties on impor ( t 
would haw to put po of the it 

high rate of tariff duty. What are ; 
principal articles of consumption in this count h 
produce are tea and coffee W hat follows 
rate of duty on tea and coffee wot 

case in Great Britain, where the duty on 
pound, and on tea 12 cents per pound. 1 
Democratic brethren would have t a + 

to collect the 1 ssary revenu And ir 
domestic tea and coffee industries to ] 
fee brought in from the outside and thns re 

tically all of the enormous ty 
price of the tea and the coffee and w } } 

consumer. 
Now, let us imagine the Repul in pat V , 

ing up a tariff bill accordance with its principle that 
peting articles, except Inxuries, shall be adn re f 
at that the duty s! | be la f 

or can produce economically and in s ntity te 
iome demand 

Republican party w 
looking around to make a list of dutiable articles 
cles which we do or can produce economically and in sufficient 
quantities to supply the demands of our own citizens— 

nearly meet the } 
The first thing that the uld discover in 

that is, of ar 

the 
is that 
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number of these articles is very large. From this it would follow 
j 

ery high. What would determine the rate on each article? 
In settling that question the Republicans would refer to their 

gr tariff principle. Let us see again what itis. It is admi- 
rab ated, as I have said, in the national platform of 1892. 
riere 16 18: 

We believe that all articles which can not be produced in the United 
States, except luxuries, should be admitted free of duty, and that on all im- 
ports co! into competition with the products of American labor there 
hould be levie d duties equal to the difference between wages abroad and at 

home. 

Now, let us watch the committee at work applying the principle. 
It comes to an item that is to be put upon the dutiable list. Jn 
order to determine the rate of duty the question to be settled is 
simply one of labor and wages. Has the making of this article 
called for much or little labor? 
or few processes? Is the labor required to make such an article 
skilled or unskilled, and does it therefore require and demand a 
high or a low rate of wages? In short, what rate of duty on this 
article will be **equal to the difference between wages at home 
and abroad?’’ This being determined, the rate would be fixed 
accordingly. Upon articles not far removed from the crude ma- 
terial and requiring little work and comparatively little skill in 
the making the tariff rate would be low. On articles which are 
the product of many processes, each succeeding step requiring 
the services of men of greater and greater skill, and who, there- 

wages, the tariff rates would be correspondingly high. 
Take the Dingley law and test it by that rule and you will find 

that it was constructed with exceptional skill along the very lines 
which I have indicated. 

WHO PAYS THE DUTIES? 

The question is sometimes asked, Who actually pays the money 
that the Government collects through the custom-houses? Former 
President Cleveland is on record as having said at one time some- 
thing to the effect that *‘ the tariff isa tax, the amount of which is 
added to the price of the article, and is paid by the consumer.”’ 

Even if this were wholly true it would not be a valid argument in 
favor of free trade, so called. The revenues are collected for the 
support of the Government, and it would not be asking too much 
to ask each citizen to pay his fairshare toward that support. More- 
over, the tariff, whichever policy it is levied under, is laid upon 
goods coming from foreign countries into this. So, even under 
the definition of Mr. Cleveland, each person can, in some measure 
determine for himself how large a tax he shall pay. 

But with a tariff for revenue only—that is, a tariff levied on 
goods the like of which we do not produce in this country—the 
policy advocated by our Democratic brethren, two things are 
noteworthy: 

First. Under this system of tariff for revenue only, Mr. Cleve- 
land’s proposition about the tariff being paid by the consumer 
would be practically correct. Thatis, there being no similar arti- 

s | 

| be satisfied with a smaller profit than before. 

Has the article gone through many | 

| reached where, with the American factories producing abun 

| dustries in this country, the object being to defeat the purpos 
that the rate of duty upon any one of these articles need not be | of the law and thus open the way for its repeal. 

But the protection from destructive competition from fore 
capital and underpaid labor, if the protection be adequate a: 
stable, soon brings American capital into the business of sy 
plying the article. As one factory after another is established. 
competition here at home begins to reduce the price of th: 
article to our people. Then the foreign producer finds that 
is not able to get back all that he paid as duties, and he m 

And as the Am 
ican factories increase in number and their operators increas 
in skill the prices become lower and lower, and the foreign pro- 
ducer selling in this market is able to get back from the co) 
sumer less and less of the money which he paid for the pri 
lege of coming into this market; so that he pays more and more 
of the tariff and must be satisfied with smaller and smaller profits. 

Briefly, then, when a protective tariff is first levied the foreign 
producer may be able to add the tariff to the price, and the co: 
sumer may temporarily have to pay all of the tariff as a part 
the cost of the article. But as the industry grows and thrives 
the United States prices fall, the consumer pays less and less 
the tax even on the imported goods which he buys, and the for- 
eign producer pays more and more of that tax till the point is 

A 

dantly, the foreign producer, desirous of selling goods in this co 
try, must of necessity pay all or nearly all of the tariff on the goods 

: | which he sends here, regarding it as part of the cost of getting 
fore, properly can and do demand and command high rates of | S : p = . | them into this market, and taking for himself a smaller profit. 

As an illustration of the fact that our tariff compels foreign 
producers coming into our markets to accept smaller profits here 
than elsewhere, I take from the report of the United States In- 

| dustrial Commission the following from the testimony of Mr. 
John Pitcairn, president of the Pittsburg Glass Company, rela- 

| tive to the operations of European makers of plate glass: 
Various manufacturing powers in Europe have combined into one strong 

| international syndicate in order to regulate and divide among themselves t 
| world’s markets. 

| from a certain 1 
| price list, which means a difference in 

cles produced in the United States, the importers would not have | 
to meet American competition. Being subject only to competi- 
tion among themselves, they might add most of the amount of 
the tariff to the cost of the article, thus passing it on to be paid by 
the consumer as a part of the cost of the article. 

| tion guaranteed by our Government. 

Second. The articles upon which the tariff would be laid are | 
articles of very general consumption, such as tea, coffee, spices, 
and drugs. These articles are used by everybody, used by the 
poor quite as largely as by the rich, so that such a tax necessarily 
falls upon the poor very much more heavily than upon the rich |. os eee 

P i . y i | in an address to the people of Illinois issued March 4, 1845, s in proportion to their ability to pay. 
Now, let us consider the question as related to a tariff levied | 

not for revenue only, but for revenue plus protection. . 
W hen the tariff is first laid upon an article not produced in the 

United States but capable of being produced here economically 
and in sufficient quantities to meet, or nearly meet, the demands of 
the American people, the first effect of the tariff may be to increase | 

hy he cost to the people of the article upon which the tariff is laid. 
We are assuming that there is no industry in this country of the 

kind on which the tariff under consideration was laid, but that 
the tariff was laid for the purpose of establishing such an indus- 
try.) The foreign producers, having at first no competition here, 
control the market and determine the price. 
goods into this country they must, of course, pay the duty at the 
custom-house; but, having no domestic competition to encounter 
here, they can largely fix the price at which the article shall be 
sold, and they may add to the import price the amount that they 
paid in the way of tariff. 

Thus, even under a protective tariff Mr. Cleveland’s proposition 
may be applicable—at first. But even at first the price would 
probably be temporarily lowered from what it had been before 
the tariff was laid, by reason of the effort of foreign producers in 
possession of the market to prevent the establishment of such in- 

On bringing the | | sible, luxuries only excepted, permits the noncompeting foreign produ 
| come in free of duty. 

| people. 

| and iron ore, your wool, 

Only the United States is left out of this protecting « 
bination. This market (the United States) is therefore a desirable dum 
ground for the surplus of European production, and exceptionally low p: 
are being made by the foreign manufacturers for glass intended for th: 
United States. For example, the present European price for polished plate 
glass cut to size is, for the United States, 40 per cent and 5 per cent disc 

rice list; for England, 10 per cent discount from the s 
rice of 58 per cent. European 
ss are, for the United States, 90) per counts for stock sizes of polished plate g 

5 per cent off the same list, which shows a « cent off the list; for Engiand, 
ference of 36 per cent. 

In other words, the tariff is the price which foreign manufactur- 
ers pay for the privilege of selling the products of foreign labor 
in our market. The Democratic party says that we should charge 
them less for this privilege. The Republican party declares that, 
if anything, we should charge them more. 
And why shouldn’t the foreign producer pay and pay well for 

entering our market? He does notliveamongus. He is not sub- 
ject to service in time of war. He gives no employment to our 
people. He pays nothing otherwise toward the expenses of tle 
Government, local or general, yet he gets the benefit of the prot: 

It is perfectly right in every 
way that he should be required to help pay the expenses of 
Government which furnishes him with protection to his prope! 
and enables him to pursue his business in peace and safety. 

The beauty of it is that, under a protective tariff, whatever part 
of the tariff is paid by our citizens is paid by those who are both 
able and willing to pay it—by the rich, who feel that they must 
have ‘‘ imported ’’ goods. . 
On this point Abraham Lincoln, discussing the protective tarifi 

By this system the man who contents himself to live upon the pro 
of his own country pays nothing at all; and surely that country is exte! 
enough and its products abundant enough to answer all the real wants « 

In short, by this system the burden of revenue falls almost ent 
on the wealthy and luxurious few, while the substantial and laboring u 
who live at home and upon home products, go entirely free. 

And in discussing the Mills bill on the floor of this House ou 
May 18, 1888, William McKinley, then a Representative in ‘ 
gress, said in relation to the protective tariff: 

What is a protective tariff? It isa tariff upon foreign imports so adj! 1 
as to secure the necessary revenue, and judiciously imposed upon thos: 
eign products the like of which are produced at home, or the like of 
we are capable of producing at'home. It imposes the duty on the fo1 
competing product. It makes it bear the burden or duty, and, as far as 

Articles of common use, comfort, and necessity W 
we can not produce here it sends to the people untaxed and free from cus! 
house exaction. Tea, coffee, spices, and drugs are such articles, and wu! 
our system are upon the free list. It says to our foreign competitor, 1! 
want to bring your merchandise here, your farm products here, your 

our salt, your pottery, your glass, your cottons 4 
woolens, and sell alongside of our producers in our market, we will ma 
| your product bear a duty—in effect, pay for the privilege of doing it. “ 
kind of tariff makes the competing foreign article carry the burden, dra 
the load, supply the revenue; and in performing this essential office it 
courages at the same time our own industries and protects our own peo} 
in ont agi employments. Thatisthe mission and purpose of a prot: 

tive tariff. 



THE BRITISH TARIFF SYSTEM. 

nce 1846 Great Britain has collected her duties on imports 
r the policy advocated by the Democratic party. Let us see 

] the policy js operated there and what the results are. 
: the information of those who may not have convenient 

; to the Statesman’s Year-Book, I submit the following table 
voN 

in for national purposes for the fiscal year ending March 3 
‘the latest for which data can be had. (In the | Year-Book 
mounts are expressed in pounds sterling. A pound sterling 

worth a few cents less than $5. For convenience of compu- 
tation I have called it exactly $5 in translating the English money 

American money for the purposes of this table.) 
( ns duties: 

Che ON ONE nhs on cie deinen tained wacked $9, 958, 835 
Duties on imports: 

eIRNRS StU i ed ti bebe deeeadetttneindnded keebbes 62, 257 , 365 
ie li inh oa naindinan ellaiioapinnanndionaiaids 29,877,410 

IIE 4. sn dann aeieneeehantione &eemabe cinabiesaaie 22, 393, 535 
Ce dk les snk dna ccicu worden vendddbedandbhtcadisdbakanagn 11, 733, 980 

ih ke es led coe iiieainn aaa 11, 149, 365 
NO ia i ik i a eal hl 7,619, 280 

at. coc > dinnigabauainans napiipbads cebaaennaeiiacnnee 6, 405, 575 
CORRE eo atdcbtictnccccétiutiig dbtitinnmnidnntlipiatditiedits 6, 143, 965 
I aE tn, ei aed terecnunt nbbadthidiancda beebdbiindel 1, 024,555 
CN a ace in te te el ee 893, 140 
CBBC Ss 4564 cdncdeedbscecees lila Zea ot at ee ante nell a otal a aid Reais 774, 605 

OUP Biba vidas dd ctedtdbed nh tntdbetehuctntbcundtidutidionce 577, 620 
CR ia etiiciisea ccuitaia cities teteitnthdninninth wcapila elie 1, 495, 120 

Ex aor 
Sy ae oa es 90, 891, 795 

BOGe ...is cnt sittnindddteatthimibbaiamdatae pivtaisiei adnate ct 66, 319, 450 
OCDSP Baden dati ta tuba dimdemiatineewboincdddeowiiti 8, 598, 115 

Pots] I a COD sia sia dw odie CS sci Set Sines 160, 739, 360 

Estat tc., duties: ht oa 
S a eat cal aca a 48, 501, 810 

I NS eo ca i tienen Koeinuswinneeehs bemenaebed 15, 008, 965 
Ss ict ila crtaaeimiiplaade winnie Ciaeca cant onmupcanktides 4, 828, 365 
( POND EE ie ci dnircnasekecshtiieddbavedindecaciinontkanenaten 219, 235 

Tots 

St 

OGG fe SE... cs beti ca did nnk casio eanemstdel dtlinbildintiitite 19, 499, 915 
Re SOIDEB. «200 20n8 Meteae dda india hiaevdtnéaniy owen mens 7, 642, 315 
Bills of exe hange ad cate cance alas th delcsianl ip me iahcapeci anna tae 8, 498, 45 
( DARIO CRIMEBI GRY <.ccen ce danas Shines eovsne cacecunscaieve 8, 123, 795 
Pa ent oases ns eatin dele massts sequniods aaah iasinmnecreed abiitaienal dai 1, 666, 855 
Ii Se Ba chte oe cies enn 6nctbhdudemennn dtaimobnedenwe 1, 437,745 
B d PO I lois dina ccecancnngedadcsdendensdunbinssebatensmnces 1, 051, 145 
Li i iid nis dana osndintadumeemaatatabeaducteaednaa 858, 685 

Other sources. ...... Satie ciattnoaicinllmenteetaitiateantdiiat andadiarkinnniaal 2,319,015 

Total revenue from stamp taxes ..................2. .-cccscee- _ 4, , 098, O15 5 

TO I a es alanuiiaieaeaians hig 808. 770 

Hi SO SA See cin Alp deh pdiniae adam impementen 9, 168, 855 
Property Gee See Mage esos cess nc csachonca Maparlngihicbodianina 193, 229 230 

GRAS GU: PT CE Sas oo cerns nitsrceitn een ciceemninicntninen 648, 966, 455 

The above does not include the revenue received from the post- 
office and the telegraph, from the Crown lands, from interest on 
Suez Canal shares owned by the British Government, from 
+ fee stamps, from the mint, from the Bank of England, and from 
various other sources, amounting in all to $108,103,490, none of 
which can properly be regarded as taxes. 

Thus the grand total of national revenue in the British Isles for 
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1903, from all sources except 
money borrowed, was $757,067,945. 

I+ _it is to be remembered that these are the revenues of the 
National Government for meeting national expenses, such as in- 
terest on the public debt, the support of the army and the navy, 
and for civil administration, including the post-office and the tele- 
graph. It does not include the sums raised for local purposes 
= ‘ept a few small sums, mainly those in the way of Governme nt 

oschools. Nor doesit include sums raised for the support of 
colonies, most of the colonies being self-supporting, and many of 
them | eing practically self-governing. 

[have given these figures simply because in Great Britain is 
found the best exemplification in the world of ‘‘a tariff for reve- 
nue only,”’ the goal toward which our Democratic brethren pro- 
fes ss to be headed. 

several things are noteworthy. 
in the first place, considering only national taxation proper 
\itting direct payments to the Government for direct services, 
‘the postal revenues and such things), the total national reve- 

7 s of Great Britain amounted last year in round numbers to 
$5. 5,000,000, or about $16 per capita, while in the United States 
they amounted to $284,479,582 from customs, $230,810,124 from 
om ises, and about $3, 000,000 from other sources—in all to about 
$518,000,000, or less than $6.50 per capita. That is, with twice 
as many pe ople we collected for national purposes $130,000,000 
less than did Great Britain. In other words, our taxation for 
national purposes is considerably less than half as heavy in pro- 
portion to population as that of *‘ free-trade ”’ England, 

al < 

— 
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the sources of revenue of the Government of “Great 

M2, 304, 350 | 

By the way, in these indisputable facts there is very littl 
fort for those who have a sort of vague notion that free trad 
iIlustrated i in Great Britain would in some way un 
from taxation for national purposes. Asa matter of fa 
gation shows that the cost per “apita for th Si) [ f our Na 

tional Government is smaller than that of an; ey l 
country in the world 

In the second place, it will be noted that th 
Great Britain, including the export duty collected on « 
to about $4.30 per capita, while in 

of customs duties amounts to only ab 
In the third place, the table above reveals how few ar 

this con ntry the t 
mt Ss eo fey 

cles going into Great Britain upon which the tariff duties a 
lected; that is, how few are the articles the like of which t 
not produce in Great Britain, and consequently the enor 
amount that must be produced on each of those few items As 

/oredat ; a result, the rates of dutyin Great Britain are vei 

than those in the United States. 
In the fourth place, it will be noted that many of these art s 

on which these enormously high rates of duty are laid are what 
may be regarded as necessaries of the poor man’s table—tea, sugar, 
raisins, coffee, cocoa, currants, etc. So that it is evident that th 
poor man feels every day as a great burden the British policy 
‘a tariff for revenue only.” 

As a matter of fact, our people simply would not tol 
times of peace suc h burdensome taxation on the necessaries of Lift 

One alternative suggests itself very plainly, namely, that our 
Democ ratic brethren would find their whole scheme of the British 
*‘ tariff for a revenue only”’ utterly impracticable in th yuntry 
and would be compelled to *‘ try something else.”’ 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TARIFF IN ENGLAND. 
Before discussing that ‘‘ something else’’ to which our Demo- 

cratic brethren are always driven when intrusted with power, 
regardless of the platform promises they may have made, let 1 
take a glimpse at the tariff history of the country from which 
they got their idea of ‘‘ free trade ”’ or “‘ a tariff for revenue only.’ 
From the time when, in 1337, Edward ITI, Kir England, 

laid an export duty of 40 shillings a sack on wool and thereb: 
compelled the Fle mish wool workers to migrate to Englat d. th is 
establishing in England the woolen-goods industry, up until 1846, 

a period of over five hundred years, the English Government 
acted upon the theory that by wise fiscal or revenue arrange- 
ments the government of a country can do much to direct, pro- 
tect, and build upits industries. It was during the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth that the policy of levying duties on imports for protective 
purposes became the fixed p licy of England. Under that p olicy 
Queen Elizabeth naturalized in England, among other things. the 
manufacture of lace andcutlery. A century later, under a protec- 
tive policy, were introduced through Huguenot immigration the 
manufacture of silks, felts, gloves,and fine ironwares. Protection 
laid the foundations of Manchester, Birmingham, and other great 
manufacturing centers in England. Protection, more extreme 
than was ever practiced or advocated in the United States, w 
the means by which the giant industries of Great 
established and developed. 

Asis always the case under the encour 

“ate ii 

isc 

ao ot 

as 

Britain were 

igement of aprotective sys- 

tem. new inventions and improvements in methods were developed 
there. Between 1738 and 1800 ten epoch-making inventions and a 
great multitude of lesser contrivances were patented in Great 
Britain. Among these were the power heen the spinning jer 
and the spinning mule. During that period was developed t 
steam engine, the invention of an Englishman, James Watt. In 
order that England's rivals might not profit by such improv: 
ments, it was forbidden by law to send any part of these patented 
machines out of England. They could not be sent even to 
land’s colonies. Out of these inventions grew the factory system 
devised by Richard Arkwright, another Englishman, which gave 
greatly increased effectiveness to manufacture and greatly ré 
duced the cost of its product. 
By her insular position she could largely keep.out of wars and 

was not under the necessity of maintaining large standing a1 3 
Her people were thus at iberty to cultivate in peace t 
ous industries. By 1846 England had become by far the 1 t 
country on earth. . In that year, under the leadership of Cobden 
and his friends, she abandoned the policy of protection, hoping to 
be able to lead the world to adopt what was sed illed 
‘* free trade.”’ 
England was aiming to become the wo 1. She 

had wrought out great inventions. She ls 
She had the factory system, and she was by far the richest 
on earth. But her workingmen felt entitled to a la share 
of the wealth they were helping to create, and were demand 
an increase of wages. England was determined un | 
world in the line of manufactured goods, break down such ind 
tries in other countries, and increase he 4 dership as t ut 
manufacturing country of the world—ge 7 a monopoly of it if pos 

sible—and therefore felt compelled to keep wages down, 
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Instead of granting an increase of pay to her workingmen, she | tariff of greater or less efficiency. 
resolved to take a step which promised to satisfy them as amount- | 

Yo this end, in 1846 she removed her duties on food produets., 
Of course that meant enormous losses to her farming industry, 
but she consoled herself by saying that her manufacturing in- 
dustry was immensely the more important and that she could get 
the bulk of her ‘ood products from other lands at a low price. 

With her secure insular position, with the tremendous impetus 
that she had acquired during those five hundred years of develop- 
ment under the protective-tariff systein, with the enormous wealth 
that she had gathered, with the low rate of interest her manufac- 
turers thus had the benefit of, with her fundamental raw materials | 
of coal and iron and tin, with the skill which had been cultivated in 
her workmen. with hermighty shipping interests which had grown 
up under the fostering policy begun by the far-seeing Cromwell, 
she felt that if she could get the rest of mankind to adopt what she | 

seductively called * free trade’’ she could take the raw material of | 
the world at a low price, convert it into manufactured product, and | 
return it at a handsome profit to the country that produced the 
raw material. and thus swell yet further her enormous wealth. 
Thus she thought that she saw her way to become not simply 
‘* mistress of the sea,”’ but also practically mist ess of the world, | 
for whom all the rest would be *‘ hewers of wood and carriers of | 
water.’ 

She actually succeeded in beguiling a number of nations with her 
theories that they should be “* producers of the things which they 
were calculated to produce ’’—the raw materials of manufacture | 
and commerce —and that she, with her splendid facilities, ‘‘ could | 
do the manufacturing to the advantage of both.’’ Among the 
countries which she succeeded in thus beguiling was the United | 
States of America, and in 1846, under Democratic leadership, our 
Government adopted a tariff act of a kind practically along the 
line of her desires. 

One reason why this country yielded to her persuasion and passed 
that law is especially noteworihy here: Prior to 1846 the farmers 
of the North had steadfastly stood by the policy of a protective | 
tariff. From experience they had learned that it meant fully as 
much to them as it meant to the manufacturers, because it fur- 
nished them the best market in the world—-a market near home. 
But when in 1846 England removed her tariff on practically all 
food products, quite a number of the northern farmers were car- | 
ried away by that *‘ pocketbook ’’ part of the argument which had | 
been so effective with the southern planters after 1832 (as will be 
explained later) and became quite taken with the idea of ** free | 
trade.”"’ But. Mr. Chairman. our farmers have quite thoroughly 
recovered from that folly. and nowsuch States as Minnesota and 
Iowa, which are dominated by farmers, are the most reliable in 
their vote for protection. 

It was while this epidemic of ‘free trade’’ was abroad in the land 
that Abraham Lincoln gave his days and nights to the study of 
the question of the tariff as related to national progress and gave 
utterance to sentiments quoted elsewherein these remarks. Then, 
notwithstanding the popularity of the *‘ free trade’’ doctrine, he 
courageously breasted the tide and patiently and clearly told his 
countrymen the truth. Never did ie exhibit greater patriotism | 
than then. Never did he exhibit more courage and conscience 
than then. Never more clearly than then did he prove himself 
possessed of qualities fitting him for leadership in a great crisis. 

SOME SUGGESTIVE COMPARISONS. 

As Lhave indicated, half a century ago it looked as if the world 
was going to justify Cobden’s prophecy and follow England to a 
‘** free-trade’ basis. To-day, of all the great nations of the world 
England alone remains wedded to so-called * free trade,’ and | 
even she is giving signs of being about to abandon it. 

Une of the first countries to recover irom its folly and resume 
the protective-tariff basis was the United States of America, | 
which returned to the protective-tariff policy in 1561, with the re- 
sults so graphically pictured by Bismarck. France began to move 
in that directiona few years later. and Germany definitely adopted 
the protective-tariff policy in 1879. In France the policy is less 
fixed and positive than in Germany and the United States. 

In 1846, as I said, Great Britain concluded to abandon the policy | 
under which she had grown great and adopt the policy of so-called 
‘free trace.”’ She is still a country of great wealth and produc- 
tive power. She is still by far the greatest exporter of mannfac- 
tured goods of all the nations of the world. The momentum 
acquired in five hundred years can not be wholly lost ina few 
decades. 

In this world it may not be very important where a man orana- | 
tion happens to be at a given moment. but it is supremely impor- 
tant the direction in which he or it is headed. Condition may be 

Great Britain, and side by side with her the tendency of France, 
Germany, and the United States, all which have a protective ! 

(These figures are taken ver- 
batim from an official English sc arce—based on the renorts 

, he same thing, namely ince their cost of living. | British National Board of er oe ing to the same thing, namely. to reduce their cost of living. | British National Board of Trade—and the money values are ex. 
pre:sed in pounds sterling as in the original.) 

British imports from competitive nations, 1875 and 1902, 

[From Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, United States. ] 

Raw material, food, e66....2.cenccnscsccsccnscccas 
Manufacture 

Total .. 

ot 
50,100. 000 | 

1902. 

| £117, 700,000 | £156. 100. 00 
B.c0= ennene neon nanshs meeenancemaanese | 116,: 

167,800, 000 | 

British exports to competiti ve nations. 

o” 
«i 

(To Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, United States. ] 

Raw materia 
Manufacture 

}, ete 
ic 

It will be noted that the total volume of British 

£8, 100,000 
71, 300, 000 

79, 400, 000 | 

2, 600, 000 

£1 Ay =2).4 
57. 

five chief competitors was actually less in 1902 than 1875. 
over, the composition of those exports had undergone a most 

| tentous change. 

had fallen off about 20 per cent. 
On the other hand, looking at the imports of Great B: 

will be noted that her rivals had more than doubied the 
their manufactured goods in British markets. 
Now let us examine the movement from the other side 

line. Here are some very suggestive tables: 

FRANCB. 

Manufactures exported to Mannfactures imported 
England: from England: 
TT canaeee S el sat eee £29,000, 000 ee eee 

ET a a ... 36,700,000 ee 
Increase over 26 percent. Decrease, 22 per cent. 

Manufactures exported to 
Engiand: 
BS «one 
1902 

Increase, 120 per cent. 

Manufactures exported to | Manuf: 
England: 
Snnuese 

over 840 per Increase 
cent. 

Manufactures exported to 
England: 

Increase, 585 per cent. 

BELGIUM. 

| Manufactures 
from England: 

cuientiasians tdiiectcal £8, 600, 000 | SO ee 
Seep NG bat Sb dbs paes acce 

Increase, 23 per cent. 

GERMANY AND HOLLAND. 
actures imported 

from England: 
s Hadbee amaneieeet £10, 500, 000 | i S21 
ini cnimlhaa 46, 900, 000 1 

UNITED STATES. 

Manufactures 
from England: 

Decrease, 5 per cent. 

imported 

imported 

ee ae aiali cacactacesss R600, 00 SG a sititebteewnnnaseea & 
18, 700, 000 oo ee 

expo? ts t 
‘ 
avi 

it will be noted that British exports of raw 
rial had nearly trebled, while her exports of manufactur 

The above tables reveal a tendency making an unansy 
argument in favor of a protective-tariff system. 
once the workshop of the world, is evidentiy losing her gras; 

| the protected nations are growing strong. They are 
| more and more able to meet her in her chosen field. 
| worthy that this country, which has the most effective tarifi 
| tem, has grown with greatest rapidity. 
| most effective tariff, has made the next greatest strides. 

} be 

Great Bi 

It is als 

Germany, with the 

Waxes are even now lower in Germany than in England 
they are rising steadilyin Germany while they are largely sta‘ 
ary or falling in England. Last year the savings-bank dep 
that best barometer of the workingmen's condition—iu 
relatively more than twice as much in Germany as in Eng) 
And it must be remembered that Germany is not a count 
exceptional resources, aside from the sturdy and thrifty « 
of her people. 
poor; but she is malcing the most of her resources of mei | 
terial, which is the important thing. 

It will be noted, further, that the nation having the least e!' 

Results do not seem to T 
} 

y 

In natural resources, indeed. she is compar: 
,) 

| tariff system, France, has made the smallest gains among | 
tions having a pratective tariff. ry 

wisdom of her policy of ‘‘ maximum and minimum”’ rates. 
THE TARIFF IN GERMANY. 

We have seen something of how Germany is progressing. 
us take a glimpse at her history as related to the tariff. 
We are accustomed to think of Frederick the Great on!) 

mighty military genius. 

| 

But a large part of his real gre 
I i ! consists in what he did to develop the industrial capacities 0! 

unimportant; tendency is vastly important. By means of some | people and his country. His most eminent biographer, Car 
brief tabular statements I propose now to show the tendency of | gavs of him: 

In improvin the industries and hushandries among his people, his suce’s, 
though tee a of in foreign parts, was to the near observer still more ™ 

es 



t ible. A perennial business with him this, which even in time of war 
; ‘ er neglected, and which s aes out like a stemmed flood whenever 

1 saves him free for it. His labors by all methods to awaken new 
asof industry,tocherish and ee thooid,ar e incessant, manifold, un- 

W .J,and willsurprise the uninstructed reader who comes to study them. 

Under his leadership the industries of Prussia were extended | 
very greatly, both in extent and in variety. Speaking of the 
methods of Frederick, Carlyle says: 

.d no faith in free trade, but the reverse. 
y i there never was less of a free trader. 

('nder Frederick's successors, ‘‘ whointensified all the faults and 
neglected all the good points of his system.’’ the industry of the | 
country began to go backward. Adam Smith’s doctrines, includ- 

.e doctrine of ** free trade,’’ gradually became popular in Ger- 
y, and at last ‘‘ free trade’’ became the recognized policy in 

ssia. After various experiences, in 1833 a number of the Ger- 
States united to form a zollverein—that is, a customs union 

or tariff league, having a protective tariff against the rest of the 

* * * Probably in all the 

~ ee 

world, but practical free trade among the 26,000,000 people living | 
within the territory of the zollverein. The duties levied were | 
specific, not ad valorem, so that there was no way for the foreign 
exporter, by making false invoices, to get his goods through the 

m-house at merely nominal duties, and thus be able to un- Cu | 

dersell the German makers for the purpose of breaking them | 
down. The rates of duty ranged from 20 to 60 per cent. 

rep rt of Doctor Bowring, who was sent by the British 
Government in 1841 to examine and report upon the Zollverein, 
shows the following among other things: 

That protection had vastly increased the power of the Ger- 
; wople to command the services of other people, as shown by 
the fact that the importations had risen steadily in amount and 
quality, instead of decreasing, as had been predicted by the oppo- 
nents of the Zollverein. 

The wages of labor had been largely raised for both farm 
hands and factory hands. Not only was more money paid for a 
day's work, but somuch more was paid as enabled the workingmen | 
to command a much larger amount of material comfort. 

. The farmer had not lost what the manufacturer had gained, 
bu . had gained equally with him, the prices of raw materials and 
of manufactured goods having steadily approximated each other 
as the factory was brought nearer the farm. 

The total consumption of articles of prime necessity had | 
increased in a ratio far exceeding the growth of the population. | 

>. The enormous difference betweeen rich and poor had been ! 
diminished, and the middle class of prosperous and intelligent 
people had gained greatly in number. 

| 
| 

. The German people, formerly dissevered by the frontiers of | 
petty principalities, had been drawn into national and political | 

by the industrial policy that had recognized the identity of | 
the material interests of the ae parts. 

[t was this Zollverein that made the ideal of German unity pop- 

1 successes which made United Germany, 
sismarck, possible of accomplishment 

iking of the suci 
i List said in 1841: 

( y in the course of ten years has advanced a cx 
ry, in national self-respect and power. 

istria 

r nof 

ess of this policy, the great German econo- 

ntury in prosperity 

in 1842 Laing, the English economist, made frank admission as 

rmat “9 ople are for the first time united in one great objec 
¢ * * Andfor the first time they have: nade the influence of 

| 
It was the memory of this Zollverein and its remarkable | 

under the lead- 

| 
j 

f ma- | 

opinion an effective state power in their int rnalaffairs. * * * The 
{ n commercial league is, in its result, the most important and interest- | 

of this half century. * * * According to every true Cerman,the | 
of national 

rything toa new, 
themselves into 

ple. 

all their sturdi- 

to be the grand restorer of nationality to Germany, 
‘, of national mind, national greatness, national ev 
revs Ge rman nation. They are tospin and wea 

, patriotism, and united effort as a great p 

Bu with all their strength of character, with 
© purpose, with all the demonstration before their eyes of 
iccess Of their Zollverein, it is surprising that the Germans 

were not wise enough to retain the policy \ which was making them 
Like the people of the United States some fif tty years ago, 

hi rmans yielded to the seductive argument for ‘* free trade,”’ 
du inal reduci ing their tariff rates below the point where they 

| adequate protection, and suffered the same consequences 
that were suffered in the United States, as pictured in the message 
ot President Buchanan in 1860. 

\nd it was not until 1879, under the leadership of the sagacious 
inarck, that a reunited Germany, gradually brought together 
er his construc tive statesmanship, returned to the policy under 

which the earlier Zollverein had prospered so enormously, 
Duri ing the course of his speech on the tariff in 1879, when Bis- 

er ve 

I 
un 

marck was pointing out to the German parliament the reasons | 
why Germany should return to the protective policy, he said: 

+ he suecess of the United States in material development is the most illus- 
us of modern times. The American nation has not only successfully 
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| Mr. Balfour concludes his pamphlet with these words: 
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BRIEF TARIFF HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Mr. Chairman, history is said to be the eye of prophecy. We 
have good authority for believing that ‘‘ the best way to judge the | 
future is by the past.’’ Let us, therefore. now take a brief look | 
at our experience with the tariff in the United States. 

In colonial days.—While this country was subject to Great | 
Britain all the laws governing trade were made by the British Par- 
liament. They were made for the benefit of Great Britain, it being | 
the generally accepted policy at that time that colonies were estab- 
lished for the benefit of the home country. Notonly was there no 
encouragement given to the establishment of manufacturing in- 
dustries in the United States; as a matter of fact, such industries 
were positively and specifically discouraged. Indeed, this was one 
of the most powerful causes of the Revolutionary war. 

Under the Articles of Confederation.—From 1776 until 1789 this 
country lived under a form of union called the Articles of Con- | 
federation. Under this plan of union the several States reserved | 
unto themselves the regulation of their own commerce. It was | 
natural, in view of what they had suffered from the regulation of | 
their commerce by a power outside of and superior to themselves, | 
that each State should desire and determine to keep the regula- 
tion of its own commerce in its own hands. The extent of their 
suffering from the old régime may be judged from the fact that | 
the people of the several States were not willing to trust the | 
regulation of their commerce even to a national government of 
their own making and composed of people of their own selection. 

So the Government of the United States under the Articles of 
Confederation had no power to regulate commerce, either.among 
the States or with foreign nations. And consequently it could 
do nothing whatever to protect and develop American industries. 
This period has been well named by Historian John Fiske ‘*‘ The 
critical period of American history.’’ In his book with that title 
Professor Fiske shows that the commerce and industries of the sev- | 
eral States werealmost annihilated. This was oneof thechief rea- 
sons for abandoning the old form of union and adopting the Consti- 
tution under which we have lived since 1789. 

Under the Constitution.—In that Constitution the very first | 
power granted to Congress was the power to ‘‘lay and collect 
taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and provide 
for the common defense and general welfare of the United States.”’ 
Another and related power of Congress, granted for the very pur- 
pose of enabling it to ‘‘ provide for the general welfare,”’ is the 
power to regulate commerce among the several States and with 
foreign nations. 

The first act of Congress.—It is very significant that the very 
first act of the very first Congress, aside from the act providing 
for the organization of Congress itself, was one with the follow- 
ing preamble: 
Whereas it is necessary for the support of the Government, for the dis- 

charge of che debt of the United States, and for the encouragement and protec- 
tion of manufactures, that duties be laid on goods, wares, and merchandise 
imperted: Be it enacted, etc. 

This bill was introduced by James Madison, afterwards Presi- 
dent of the United States. who is known in history as ‘‘ the father 
of the Constitution.’’ The debate was participated in by James 
Madison, Richard Henry Lee, Charles Carroll, Rufus King, Oliver 
Ellsworth, Fisher Ames, Roger Sherman, and Jonathan Trum- 
bull, all of whom had been members of the convention which 
framed the Constitution. The act was signed on July 4, 1789, by 
George Washington, President of the United States, who had 
been the president of the Constitutional Convention. 

At the time of its enactment this tariff law was spoken of as 
“our second Declaration of Independence,’’ and such it really was. 

As has been well said, ‘‘A large majority of that First Congress 
were farmers, but they saw the necessity of encouraging and pro- 
tecting manufactures in order that they might be free from 
servile and dangerous dependence upon foreign nations.”’ 
Thus we see that the first general act of the First Congress was 

a protective-tariff act. 
How it worked.—Remembering the distress and business de- 

moralization under which the entire country had been suffering 
before the act was passed, let us ascertain the effect of this first 
act of the fathers under the Constitution. And as witness I put 
upon the stand the man who is universally recognized as the per- 
sonifitation of truthfulness, George Washington. Referring to 
the results of six years’ operations of this act in his annual mes- | 
sage to Congress in 1795, President Washington said: 

Every part of the Union displays indications of rapid and various improve- 
ment and with burdens so light as scarcely to be perceived. 

Thomas Jefferson on protection.—Under this law there was in 
1806 a considerable surplus in the Treasury after paying all the 
public debt then payable, and the problem was what to do under 
such circumstances. In relation to this matter Thomas Jefferson, 
then President of the United States, said: 

Shall we suppress the imposts (duties) and give that advantage to foreign 
over our domestic manufactures? Ona fewarticles of more general and nec- 
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| lessand wisdomless demands for ‘‘achange.’’ Though thec 

| 

| goods on hand were somewhat old-fashioned, and therefore « 

great mass of the articles on which imposts are laid are foreign lux) 
paves Sy ae only who are rich enough to afford themselves the , 
1em 

The general inquiry now is, Shall we make our own comforts or go wit) 
them at the will of a foreign nation? He, therefore, who is now acai) 
mestic manufactures, must be for reducing us either to a depender t 
that nation or to be clothed in skins and live like beasts in caves ani < "i 
am proud to say Iam not oneof these. Experience has taught me tha: 
ufactures are now as necessary to our independence as to our comfo) 

The prohibiting duties we lay on all articles of foreign manufactur: } 
prudence requires us to establish at home, with the patriotic detern = 
of every good citizen to use no foreign article which can be made with : 
selves, without regard to difference of price, secures us against a rela): 
foreign dependency. . 

Please note, Mr. Chairinan, that Jefferson, the patron sai 
Democracy, not only was a protectionist, but wanted the ta 
be so high as to be ‘** prohibiting.’’ And he continued to /.\ 

a protective tariff, for in a letter to his friend Colonel Hy, 
phreys, dated January 20, 1809, Jefferson wrote: 

My own idea is that we should encourage home manufactures to th: 

= 

| of our own consumption of everything of which we raise the raw mat, 

The act of 1812.—The principle embodied in the act of 1789 
indorsed by Presidents George Washington, John Adams, Thom 
Jefferson, and James Madison, and the act remained unch 
until 1812. In that year, owing to the war with England and +); 
necessity for raising additional revenues, the tariff duties were 
nearly doubled, very greatly to the benefit of the industries of + 
country. 

The war of 1812 revealed to us that there were industries n 
sary to our independence as a nation for the establishment and 
encouragement of which no provision had been made in t} { 
of 1789. Ina special message President Madison earnest]; 
that Congress give ‘‘ deliberate consideration of the means t 
serve and promote the manufactures which have sprung into | 
istence and attained unparalleled maturity throughout the United 
States during the period of the European wars.”’ 

The act of 1816.—But in 1816 occurred the first of thos: 

had for several years been enjoying great prosperity, a new t 
act was passed with much lower duties, very many of the s 
ules being below the point of adequate protection. 

The tariff act of 1812 had by its own terms provided that its 
operation should cease one year after the close of the war 
England. But Congress was not satisfied to let the law take its 
course and expire by limitation. 

There seemed to be a popular demand for a reduction i 
tariff rates, beyond even those of the act of 1789. (How pr 
such movements are to go to extremes!) This was advocat VV 

| some who honestly claimed to be protectionists. ‘* But,” th 
said, ‘‘weare moderate protectionists.’’ Up to that time our peo- 
ple had had no opportunity to learn the truth revealed by the ex- 
perience obtained under the act of 1816 and were not to be blamed 
for making the mistake that they did. The theory of so-called 
‘**moderate protection’’ had not yet been tested; its folly had 

| not yet been demonstrated. 
What was the result? 
The Napoleonic wars had justended. Waterloo had been { 

and won. Napoleon himself wasacaptive at St. Helena. Butt 
Napoleonic wars had greatly interfered with England’s com! 
Her warehouses were full of goods. America’s folly wi 
land’s opportunity. The tariff of the United States having 
reduced below the point of adequate protection, England, v 
shrewd business calculation, resolved to kill two birds with « 
stone—to sell her goods and to destroy her rivals. Many o! 

not command any but alow price anywhere. She resolved to l 
the United States with them and break down the industries 
country. In 1816 Mr. Brougham (afterwards Lord Brougham) 
declared in the House of Commons: 

It is well worth while to incur a loss upon the first exportation, i 
by the glut, to stifle in the cradle those infant manufactures which | al 
(of 1812) has forced into existence. 

Its results and their lessons.—Speaking of the result, Ho 
| Greeley says, in his History of the Tariff: 

Great Britain poured her fabrics, far below cost, upon our marke! 
perfect deluge. Our manufactures went down like grass before the 1 
and our agriculture and the wages of labor speedily followed. 

Here we have the first illustration in our history of a truth the 
importance of which should be impressed upon the people ©! 
United States at this time, namely, that inadequate protect 
practically as bad as no protection. 

And here for the first time in our national history another 1 
truth was illustrated, namely, that even after our industri: 
established and in good working order there should still be m 
tained a tariff high enough to protect the country from abnor 
conditions abroad. A dam should be high enough to protect the 

people in the valley not only in cases of normal fiow of the rive! 

but also against the destructive freshets that are sure to cole 
essary use, the suppression in due season will doubtless be right, but the | periodically, But in 1816o0ur people had not yet had opportunity 



to learn from experience this truth in relation to the tariff or to 
comprehend its tremendous and far-reaching importance. 

In 1824, on the recommendation of President Monroe that Con- 
ress ‘‘ give additional protection to those articles which we are 

prepared to manufacture,’’ another act, aiming to give adequate 
protection, was passed. 
Andrew Jackson on protection.—Andrew Jackson was then a 

Tnited States Senator from Tennessee. Speaking in favor of an 
idequate tariff, he said: 
Providence has filled our mountains and our plains with minerals—with 

lead, iron, and copper—and given us a climate and soil for the growing of 
mp and wool. These being the greatest materials of our national defense, 
ey ought to have extended to them adequate and fair protection, that our 

manufacturers and laborers may be placed in a fair competition with those 
Europe and that we may have within our country a supply of those lead- 

nd important articles so essential in war. We have been too long sub- 
t to the policy of British merchants. It is time we should become a littie 

ore Americanized, and, instead of feeding the paupers and laborers of Eng- 
land, feed our own, or else in a short time, by continuing our present policy 

hat of the tariff of 1816), we shall all be rendered paupers ourselves. It is 
my opinion, therefore, that a careful and judicious tariff is much wanted. 

Thus we see, Mr. Chairman, that Andrew Jackson, the other 
great patron saint of Democracy, believed in a protective tariff, 
and one that should be ‘‘ adequate and fair.”’ 

The acts of 1824 and 1828.—A bill such as was advocated by 
Monroe and Jackson, one believed to provide adequate protection 
to American industries, was passed in 1824. It worked well in 
most cases, but in 1828 it was deemed desirable to passa supple- 
mental act increasing the rates in certain schedules so that the 
protection granted by them should be really adequate. 

From 1825 to 1829 John Quincy Adams was President of the 
United States. Speaking of the effect of the tariff act of 1828, he 

wie 
pal IL, 

As yet no symptoms of diminution are perceptible in the receipts of the 

pun 

Treasury. As yet little addition of cost has even been experienced upon the 
article burdened with heavier duties by the last tariff. The domestic manu- 

f wrer supplies the same or a kindred articie at a diminished pric and 
the consumer pays the same tribute to the labor of his own countrymen 
which he must otherwise have paid to foreign industry and toil. 

In 1828 Andrew Jackson was elected President of the United 
States. In his annual message to Congress in 1832, speaking of the 
results of eight years of a protective tariff, President Jackson said: 

Our country presents on every side marks of prosperity and happiness, 
qualed perhaps in any other portion of the world. * * * The report 

which the Secretary of the Treasury will in due time lay before you will ex- 
hibit the national finances in a highly prosperous state. 

“Free cotton”? in England.—In 1832 a step was taken in Eng- 
land which had most important effects inthis country. Uptothat 
time England had had a preferential tariff on cotton in favor of 
her colonies m the East, an arrangement similar to that now be- 
ing urged by Chamberlain. 

Cotton from the United States had been largely excluded from 
England by reason of the fact that it had been required to pay a 
duty there, and thus had had to meet at a disadvantage the com- 
petition of the cotton from the colonies. England discovered that 
the cotton that she was securing from her colonies was of too short 
staple or fiber to be used to the best advantage. She needed the 
American cotton, which was of longer staple. Soto meet the de- 
mands of her manufacturers of cotton goods she, in 1832, put 
American cotton on the free list. 

Heretofore the almost entire market for American cotton had 
been in the New England and other manufacturing States of the 
North: and therefore, in order to foster the manufactures which 
furnished the immediate market for theirchief product, the people 
of the South, or a majority of them. had been protectionists. 

Calhoun on protection.—In 1816, for example, John C. Calhoun 
made a strong speech in favor of the protective tariff, saying, 
among other things: 

When our manufactures are grown to acertain perfection, as they will 
under the fostering care of the Government, the farmer will find a ready 
market for his surplus product, and what is of almost equal importance, a 
certain and cheap supply of all his wants. His prosperity will diffuse itself 
to every class in the community. It (a protective tariff) is calculated to bind 

gethcr more closely our widespread Republic, and give greater nerve to 
the arm of the Government. 

Calhoun after 1832 ‘‘ went with his section’’ and became a 
‘free trader,’’ but as such he never succeeded in answering his 
own arguments made as a protectionist. 

‘‘Free trade’? born in the South.—But for some time prior to 
1832 the sentiment in favor of *‘ free trade’’ had been growing in 
the South. Slave labor was not adapted to use in factories, so 
manufactures did not flourish in the South. In the North, with 
free labor and with adequate protection, manufactures were in- 
creasing in number and in product. The high wages paid were 
attracting a fine class of immigrants from Europe. The Northern 
States were rapidly growing in population and in power. The 
South saw political supremacy slipping from its hands. Yet the 
market for nearly all of its cotton was in the North. and the South 
did not yet see its way to break with the protective-tariff system. 

But when, in 1832, England removed the tariff on American cot- 
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ton entering her market, the “‘ free-trade’’ theorists were able to | leaders, and then to nominate for Vic 
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present to the people of the South two powerful arguments in fa- 
vor of their doctrine, arguments still echoing there. 

In the first place they could appeal to the pocketbook of the 
South. They said, ‘* You sell your chief product in England and 
upon it she charges no tariff duties. Why not i 
let her products in free of duty? Moreover, in that way you will 
be able to buy cheaper than you can buy from the American 
producer and it is good policy to buy in the che ipest marke 

and sell in the dearest.’’ 
Tothis argument was added another, which appealed to natural 

pride and love of ypower—aiid to fear of the sequences of loss 

of power. The argument was this: **The people of the North, 

reciprocate and 

through the protective tariff, are growing enormously in wealth 
and power. At the present rate of growth they will soon com 
pletely overshadow the people of the South and politically 1 

; will dominate the country—and they may then conclude to i 
fere with the institution of slavery. By “kine a , } . Striking down the pro- 

tective tariff we can close their factories and greatly reduce tl 
rate of growth. Thus and thus only can we hope to retai 
political domination of the country. Moreover, closing the fa 
tories will destroy the best market of the northern farmer; his d 
products will then cost us | we can feed ourselves and our 
slaves cheaper, and we can thus grow rich faster.”’ 
And so in 1832 a mighty wave of “‘ free 

over the South and expressed itself demand upon Cong 
that the protective system be ** utterly and absolutely abando1 

Free i Then and there and 
thus was born in this country the theory of ** tariff for rey 
only,’ which is what is generally called ** free trade.” 

In that same year, 1832, Sonth Carolina passed her nullification 

ss 
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act against the collection of duties under the national tari 
This was the beginning of the ssion } t. It was then 

tha‘ President Jackson showed the stuff he was ma f 5 
f. us declaration: sy the Eternal, the Union must and shall 
be preserved 

Thus we see that secession and free trade are the twin children 
of slavery. The former and mother were together 
shot to death by loyal bullets. The latter should be sent 
long sleep by loyal ballots; for sec« m Was no c 
to the political existence of the United States than is free trad 
its industrial life and progress. 

* Trimming” For eight years under a protective tariff 

1 : 
its Darbaric 

SS] 

tit Ld 

the country as a whole had been enjoying exceptional pros] 
and was not ready to yield to the demands of the South. B 
dealing with the siiuation, there was exh 1 that weaknes 
which is so little better than wickedness in 1855 @ Compromise 

act was passed under which the tariff was to be gradually reduced 
10 per cent every two years, until it should be practically 
revenue only,’’ though nominally affording *‘ moderate’ prot 
tion. 
And again, by the results, was the truth illustrated that 

quate protection is as bad as no protection. The f tar 

soon got below the line of adequate protection. But ‘*« 
events cast their shadows before.’’ Even before the point 
adequate protection had been fully reached business 1 had b 
come timid. Industry began to decline, and in 1837 came a 
financial crash, even worse than that which followed tl nh 
ment of protection in 1816. 

Protection again in 1842.—Through much suffering the pe 

had become thoroughly aroused, and in 18!0 William Henry Haz 
rison, astrong protectionist, was elected President. And withhim 
was elected a protectionist Congress. Unfortunately, Pr 
Harrison died in about a month after his inauguration, a va 
succeeded by Vice-President Tyler, of Virginia, who was pi 
edly a protectionist, but, with his southern training and 
tion, not a very sturdy one. 

In 1842 another protective tariff bill passed bo fouses of Co 
gress. It was vetoed by President Tyler on t g nd t 
rates were too high, but Congress passed it over his veto. Und 
the act of 1842 confidence was restored, business ived l tl 
sun of prosperity again shone forth. While this prosperi 
general throughout the country, it was particularly mark 
the manufacturing and agricultural States of the North. A 
the South felt this remarkable prosperity asa menace tot 
ical ascendency of that section, and the leaders of Den 
party in the South resolved to clip the wi the N 
repeal of the protective tariff. 

The ** two-faced’? campaiaqn of 1844 They dared not 

I take to do this openly, because the people had so r itly experi- 
enced the bad effects of inadequate protection that y aj 
ciated the prosperity that they were enjoying under the act 
1842. The only way for the Democrats to win the election in 
1844 was to nominate for the Presidency a southern man of n 

very pronounced or well-known views on the tariff question, but 
who could be trusted to cooperate with the southern Der ratic 

President some rthern 
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man «well known to be a protectionist, so that the party contd | 
‘¢ - ree trade’? in the South and for protection in the 

North. James K. Polk, of Tennessee, was made the nominee for 
{ Presidency, and George M. Dallas, of Pennsylvania, for the 
Vice-Presidency. In the South the cry was, ‘*‘ Polk, Dallas, and 
free trade!’’ In the North the cry was, ‘** Polk, Dallas, and the 
tal ff of i ! 

Vhy it was possible.—Newspapers were not so numerous or 
¢ nerally read then, as now. The electric telegraph had not 

t become established. Sothis ‘* two-faced ’’ campaign was then 
entirely practicable. 

cea gcuess, if I were to mz Mr. Chairman, I should say that this 
year. exactly sixty years later, our Democratic brethren would try 
to repeat the essential parts of their plan of 1844. Can they make 
it work nou? 

The nomination of George M. Dallas for Vice-President appealed 
to the State pride of Pennsylvania, which was then as nowa 
strong protectionist State. Under the impression that Dallas was 
a protectionist and that therefore the ticket was a ‘‘safe’’ one, 
the State of Pennsylvania went Democratic and Polk and Dallas 
‘i re elect d. 

The reward of weakness.—The Whig nominee was Henry Clay. 
The Whig platform declared for ‘a tariff for revenue to defray | 
the necessary expenses of the Government, and 

(¢ to the protection 

aiscriminat- 

of the domestic labor of the ang with refers 

country.’ The platform was sound and Clay had in fact always 
been a protectionist. But now he paid the penalty for his lack of 
courage in 1823. The Democrats circulated in Pennsylvania and 
other protectionist States the story that Clay was ‘*‘ wobbly’’ on 
the tariff. Remembering his vacillating course in 1833, enough 
people believed the story to defeat him in the cherished ambition | 
of his lif The lesson is plain: In the discharge of responsible 
public duties courage to do the right is profitable as well as hon- 
orable. ‘* Trimming’’ is neither. 

l.e act of 1846.—In 1846 a tariff bill was passed reducing many 
of the rates below the point of adequate protection. In the Sen- 
ate the vote on the bill was a tie and George M. Dallas. though 
elected as a protectionist, performed the shameful part of casting | 

bill the deciding vote in favor of the ‘‘ free-trade’’ bill. 
That the bad effect always to be expected in this country from | 

a turiff act such as that of 1846, one not providing adequate pro- 
tection, did not imm diately follow the passage of the act was due 
to the following remarkable sequence of circumstances: 

1. Very soon after 
4 

the passage of the act the Mexican war broke 
ing for two years 

ir and food supplies for the soldiers, thus stimulating business. 
2. Close upon this came the great famine in Ireland, creatinga 

further abnormal demand for our food products. 
3. In 1849 came the discovery of gold in California, and shortly 

after that the very of gold in Australia, which discoveries 
timulated trade all over the world. 

4. The period from 1848 to 1851 was one of violent revolutions 

ont. crea 

W 

aisc 

course of production in those countries and created an exceptional 
mand for our products, especially our agricultural products. 
5. Then in 1854 came the great Crimean war, involving Russia 

on the on 
j 

and 

cit 

furnishing us for two years another abnormal market for 
many products of farm and factory. 

Its results.—But with the close of the Crimean war in 1856 this 
extraordinary chain of events ended, and then the usual effects of 
an inadequate tariff promptly manifested themselves. Our pros- 

or our 

‘+ perity at once began to wan As if to tempt the fates, the Dem- 
rats, in 1857, enacted a law still further reducing the tariff rates. 

\lmost immediately came a tremendous financial crash, probably 
the worst in our history. There was great business depression 
through the next four years. Inadequate protection had got in 
its work and in December, 1860,in his last annual message to Con- 
gress, the Democratic President, James Buchanan, gave this pic- 
ture of the situation in the United States: 

surpassed plenty in all the productions and all the elements of 

an abnormal! demand for munitionsof | 
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and except the four mournful years from 1893 to 1897, this country 
has had the policy of adequate protection to American industries 
At the close of the period of inadequate protection the nation had 
a bankrupt Treasury; to-day the Treasuryisoverflowing. At the 
close of the period of inadequate protection the Government 
which, as usual under that kind of legislation, had been runnine 
into debt, had so lost its credit among men that it found itself yn. 
able to borrow money in sufficient quantities to meet its needs 
though it offered 8, 10, yea 12 per cent for the money: to-day it can 
borrow all the money that it wants at the rate of 2 per cent, and 
its bonds issued at that rate stand at a premium in the market 
places of the world. 

Under a protective policy this nation fought the greatest war 
ia the history of the world. a war which left the Southern section of 

| the country prostrate and bankrupt, a war which took from the 
productive industries of the Northern section of the country more 
than a million of its sturdiest sons and devoted four years of their 
time to destruction instead of construction; a war which used up 
all of the enormous income of the Government for four years. 
amounting to more than a thousand millions of dollars, and vet 
left us with a debt of nearly three thousand millions of dollars. 
Upon that debt we have paid more than eighteen hundred mil 
lions of the principal and nearly three thousand millions of dol- 
lars of interest. As an expression of our gratitude to those who 
saved the Union we have paid out in pensions more than thr. 
thousand millions of dollars, and are now paying about a hun- 
dred and forty million dollars a year. 

But, notwithstanding these enormous losses in population and bith 

| in wealth caused by this war, our population has increased from 
a little over thirty millions in 1860 to more than eighty millions 
at the present hour. Our wealth has increased from sixteen |} 
lions in 1860 to more than ninety-four billions in 1900, or from an 
average of $513 per capita in 1860 to $1,235 per capita in 
That is, our wealth has increased more than twice as fast as our 
population. Our savings-bank deposits have increased from 
$149,277.504 in 1860 to $2,935,204,875, or from an average of $1.75 
per capita in 1860 to $36.52 per capita in 1903. That is, our say- 
ings-bank deposits (the best index of the condition of workii 
men) have increased nearly nine times as fast as our populati 

As I said earlier, it is always true under a protective tariff 
the wits of men are stimulated because they see some reward 
the exercise of theiringenuity. Thetruth of this proposition cai 
be seen by examining the report of the Commissioner of Patent 
Up to and including 1860 the total number of patents issued 
in the United States was 31,005, or an average of 443 a year. 
From the 1st of January, 1861, to the Ist of January, 1904, there 
had been issued 747,502 patents, which is at the rate of 17,385 a 
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| year—that is, while our population has been multiplied by | 
| than three the rate of patent issue has been multiplied by forty 

The lessons of experience.—From the foregoing sketch of our 
tariff history. brief though it necessarily is, several propositi 

| may be regarded as established by experience: 
in several European countries which interfered with the regular | 

side and Turkey, France, and England on the other, | 

na ilth, our manufactures have suspended, our public works are re- | 
tar private enterprises of different kinds are abandoned, and thou- 
sands of useful laborers are thrown out of employment and reduced to want, 
We have possessed all the elements of material wealth in rich abundance, 
and et, notwithstanding all these advantages, our country, in its monetary 
nterests, is in a deplorabie condition. 

The depression continued until the adoption of the Morriil tariff 
act in February, 1861. Inthe election of 1858 the Republicans 
had carried the House, but did not make enough gains in the Sen- 
ate to control that body. Before the election of 1860 the House 
had passed the Morrill bill, but it was held up in the Senate. 
After election it passed the Senate—some loyal Northern Demo- 
cratic Senators voting for it, be it said to their credit—and was 
signed by James Buchanan, who had come to see the necessity for 
such an act and had shaken off the domination of the South, re- 
turning to his original and real position on the tariff. 

Some fruits of protection.—From 1861 to the present day, save 

1. That disaster has always followed the enactment of a t: 
which failed to furnish adequate protection. Such a tariff has 
neither furnished protection to our industries nor raised suffi 
revenue for the Government. The so-called ‘* moderate’ pro- 
tection has always proved a delusion anda snare. It is less wo 
thy of respect than frank and open *‘ free trade,”’ for so-cal 
‘‘ moderate ’’ protection always ‘* keeps the word of prom 
the ear but breaks it to the hope.’’ Its advocacy by a w 
informed man may generally be rated as cowardly evasion. 

2. From the disaster resulting from such tariff leg:slatio1 
country has never in a single instance recovered except thro 
the enactment of a tariff law giving adequate protection. 

3. With one possible exception, that of 1873, we have never h 
a panic or widespread business depression under a tariff act gi 
alequate protection to home industries. Even the collapse 
certain speculative enterprises of large capitalization during 
last two years has simply gone to show that ‘* protection is | 
proof.”’ 

4. The business depression of 1873 was not due to the tar 
but occurred in spite of the tariff. It came from two sour 
chiefly — first, it was a part of the reaction from over-sp 
tion during and following the civil war; and second, it was } 
of the ‘sobering up’ in our currency matters, when we were 
painfully getting back from greenback fiatism to the solid ba 
of the gold standard. 

5. But even in the case of 1878 the suffering was mainly among 
the speculative classes and was not specially felt among the pe: 
ple generally. The country during that period advanced great}; 
in wealth, and the recovery came under a protective tariff. 

6. Never in our history have we had general and long-contin- 
ued business depresssion when we have had | oth of the Republican 
twin bases of prosperity—a protective tariff and a sound currency. 

THE MOSELY COMMISSION'S REPORT. 
One evidence that our people are doing well is found in the 

number of people of other lands seeking our shores. Our pros- 

nl 



ity has been heard of in all parts of the world and people are 
flocking here from every land to secure a share in it. 

‘he growing prosperity of Gerrmaany and Scandinavia under the 
ctive oo system which they have adopted—Germany in 
and Norway-Sweden in 1888—is seen in the fact that fewer 
ir immigrants than formerly are from those countries. The 
le of those couutries are now finding so many opportunities at 
that they have less temptation than formerly to leave there. 
October, November, and December of 1902. a commission 

headed by Mr. Alfred Mosely, a prominent capitalist and manu- 
f rer of England, visited all the great manufacturing centers 
of the United States and inve stigated the various classes of in- 

ries in which the members of the commission were interested. 
ommission consisted of twenty-three men, the leading offi- 
of the trades-unions of the principal industries of Gre it 

itain. Among the associations represented were bookbinders 
compositors, printers, bricklayers, carpenters, plasterers, cotton 

cutlery operatives. engineers, iron and steel workers, 
boot and shoe makers, tailors, paper makers, lithographers, 

r workers, shipwrights, and weavers. 
The men who came were recognized as experts in their line, 

having had a long training and having achieved recognized 
Each investigated the kind of industry with which he was 

most familiar and each made a written report of his impressions 
and discoveries. On thereturn of the commission to England the 

/ reports were printed under the title, ‘* Reports of the Mosely In- 
‘ial Commission to the United States of America, October 

ember, 1902.’’ On the opening page of the volume Mr. Mosely 
self says: 

y travels round the world,and more particularly in the United States, 
it became abundantly evident to me that as a manufacturing country Amer- 
i zeny ahead ata pace hardly realized by either British employer or 

spinners. 

ar f 

it ( 

hin 

therefore came to the conclusion that it would be necessary for 
ers themselves to have some interest in these developments, and I 

decided to invite the secretaries of the trades unions r presenting the prin- 
ndustries of the United Kingdom to accompany me on a@ tour of inves- 

tigation of the industrial situation across the Atlantic. * * * 
my previous trips to Ameri * I had been favors ibly struck by the up-to- 
methods of protection ther oth from a business standpoint and as re- 
the equipment of their wor a shops. The manufacturers there do not 
te to put in the very latest machinery at whatever cost,and from time 

» to sacrifice large sums by scrapping the old whenever improveme 
brought out. Labor-sav ing mac hinery is widely used everywhere at ai is 

encouraged by the unions and welcomed by the men because experience 
them that in reality machinery is their best friend. It saves the work- 

vumerous miseries, raises his wages, tends toward a higher standard of 
and, further, rather creates work than reduces the number of hands 
ed. In England it has been the rule for generations past that as soon 

man earns beyond a certain amount of wages the price for his work is 
and he. finding that working harder and running his machine 

quicker brings no larger reward. slackens his efforts accordingly. 
the United States the manufacturers rather welcome large earnings by 

n so long as they themselves can make a profit, arguing that each man 
pies so mut h space in the factory, which represents so much capital em- 

and therefore that the gre ater the production of these men the 
eater must be the manufacturers’ profit. * * * The United States has 

ed by leapsand bounds, She is beginning to feel the beneficial effects 
education of her maszes and an enormous territory teeming with nat- 

| resourcesas yet but meagerly developed. At the present time the home 
narket of the United States isso fully occupied with its own developments 

he export trade has as yet been compartively little thought of; but as 
es on and the numerous factories that are being erected all over the 

ry come iato full bearing. America is bound to become the keenest of 
tors in the markets of the world. * * * 

visit that the American manufacturer can afford to pay wages 50 per 
1) per cent, and even more in some instances both ways, and yet be 
to successfully compete in the markets of the world? The answer is to 

be found in small economies which escape the ordinary eye. That the Amer- 
ian earns higher wages is beyond question. Asa consequence, the 

e married man owns the house he lives in, which not only gives hima 
»in the country, but saves payment of rent, enabling him either to in- 

‘ his savings or to purchase further comforts. Food is as cheap (if not 
er) in the United States as in sagupe, whilst ge neral necessaries may, 

. be put on the same level. * * * It is generally admitted that 
\meriean workman, in conse quence of labor-saving machinery and the 
lence of the factory organization, does not need to put forth any greater 

in his work than is the case here,if asmuch, He is infinitely beiter 
therefore better housed, fed, clothed, arid, moreover, is much more sober. 
ler such conditions he must naturally be more healthy. & © ? Fuel 

ul ‘w material are much the same price in the United States as in Europe, 
therefore can not be claimed that she has very much advantage on 

but facilities for transport, both by rail and water, are undoubted! 
i cheaper. * In the United States one hears a great deal 

nst “trusts” (as they are known, or what we term “large corporations”), 
personally Jam rather inclined to welcome these concerns, because large 

ations that employ capital are best able to compete in manufactures 
most economical lines, can fearlessly raise wages within given limits 

n position to combat unhealthy competition, can provide up-to-date mz 2 
ry ad libitum, can erect sanitary and well-ventilated workshops, and 

ral y study better the comfort and well- being of the workmen than 
individual manufacturers struggling against insufficient c apital _ 

1achinery. Itis in the organization of capital on the one hi and and a 
th organization of labor on the other that I believe the solution of 

ist trial problems will be found. 

Among the interesting observations of James Cox, representing 
® associated iron and steel workers of Great Britain, were the 
l} Ow ing: 

ing the years of depression from 1893 to 1897 American industry was 

acs 

cut down 

ve 

‘h 

co yet 

y bet- 

i more depressed than our own; failuresand bankruptcies werecommon 
anda ge ne ral demoralization of trade existed unequaled in intensity through- 

the world. The present cycle, unprecedented in the United States, has 
las ed longer and contained greater elements of stability than in our own 
country, and to a far greater degree than in Belgium or Germany. * * * 
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Under great consolidations prices are immediately controlled into greater 
uniformity and lowered to a more reasonable level, and it is, I believe, largely 
attributable to this fact that no such collapse occurred in America as took 
Hace in this country. Throughout the United States there are univer-zal evi- 
dences of having entered upon a new era in the demand for iron and steel 
for purposes hitherto undreamed of The home demands or requirements 
are stupendous, and the resources of the producer have been taxed to the 
utmost. * * * 

would like, in concluding, to indicate three general features of Ameri- 
can industries to which I largely attribute theif success rhe enormous 
mineral deposits, waterways, and cheap transit. (2) The control or owner 
ship by the manufacturer, through combination or direct purchase, the 
raw materials—ore, lime, coal, and coke 3) The marvelous eng ring in- 
genuity and initiative, remarkable through every phase ma eture in 
its reduction of manual labor combined with great productiveness 
In the matter of wages, the American wu man et Ff tha h 

country, * * * The question may be asked, Is it possible for Br pro 
ducers to compete in the American market? J confess I think not so jas 
th prese nt te wif exists. 

Mr. P. Walls. of the National Federation of Blast Furnace Men, 
said, among other things: 

After a careful ir vests gation I come to the conclusion that, comparing 
wages and the cost of living, there isan average of ast 25 per cent in 
favor of the Americ an workman. A careful, sol man can und tedly 

save more money thanin England. The encourageme! ven to invention 
has, no doubt, contribute 1d to the Americans having more modern machin ry, 
but there is, above and beyond all other causes, the tariff If we take it for 

granted that the cost of production is equal in both countries and tl un 
open market equal profits could be made, w hat an enormous advantage the 
tariff gives to the American manufacturer, who has an almost unlimited 
home market. 

The following statement of Mr. J. C. Cummings, of the Iron 
and Steel Ship Builders and Boiler Makers’ Society, will be read 
with interest by both workingmen and farmers: 

| American workmen are greater feeders than the I h: in fact, it is sur- 
| prising the amount of food and food stuffs they manage to consunw Food 
| stuffs compare favorably with our own—bread, meat, groceries, veg« 3 
| and fruit being as low, if not lower, than in London; prices are cert 
lower than in our north country citi and towns. H » rent i 
Americans insist upon more roomy dwellings than the general run Brit- 
ishe: The Americ an mechanic generally lives in a six ym hou with 
both hot and cold water and electric ligh The average wages of time work- 
ers are 75 to 100 per cent higher in our trade in America than at home, and I 
am inclined to the opinion that notwithstanding the greater cost of outer 
clothing, house accommodation, and fuel, a careful, steady man could, while 
keeping himself, efficiently provide for several more in America than in 
England, food stuffs being certai 

Mr. T. Jones, representing the Midiand Counties 
eration, expressed the following opinion: 

nly cheaper 

Trades 

As to how America is able to pay a wages and yet successfully com- 
pete with us in the markets of the world, I believe it is due to tbe vas t 
ral resources she has in mines and miner: uproved 10ds in mining, 
the utilization of her vas st waterways. r railways she pos ses. 
combined with the low rates charg of all kinds of prod- 
ucts. Manfacturers are helped by) nsiderations, to which must be 
added the more cuaaiuenh aaa r-ché y ma ery, the adoption of ever 
improvement, no matter how often d, and their s ty from fo m 

ies ‘ 
competition in conseq f thew protec 

Mr Among the interesting statements of Ashton. of the 
Corporation Cotton Spinners, was the following: 

lam of opin on thata careful, sober,and steady workman, while ping 
himself efiicient for his duties, can save more ey i t 

in E gland, and I am confirmed in this view by tl vidence of workmen 
re-iding in America, who formerly lived in Lancashire \s th 
American workmen are bett ter fed than the Engli mv iz hat 
they are, and thisis the opinion of workmen wh in Envland 
but are now working in tl American factories rl ire few f the 
American working people, in proportion to their numbe1 » ar end 
ent on the public poe Sean 3 the case in En giand The American rk- 
ingmen consider it almost a crime if they are compelled to g » & pK 1Se 
on account of their pove1 ty I consider th _ general nditions of life of 
the American workman are better than wht t obtain in E und 

From the statement of Mr. T. 
ciety of Tailor 

A. Fl vain. the 
s, was the following: 

Theamount of capitalinvested in American clothing factories must be enor- 
mous. * * In every factory visite xpel ts w } i h 

some form of improved machinery. The American manufacturer ‘ es 
his factory with the object of turning it a f J ¢ y mucl wer 

to that placed upon the market by ni t f 1 the I sh 
manufacturers * * There ct be no d t+ that the |4 

men—and this includes women—iit n a higl plane than th 
England. The cost of food is very similar, but the American workn ets 
more of it and of a better quality. 

Clothing is as cheap in America as it is with us—that r those w 
inferior articles. The whole i of opinion merica, however, is agains 
cheap or ‘‘sloppy ay ig juiries g "esu ) 
manner of ‘doubt that the working cl: of er eu l 
save it more easily ths an the working : E am 

Relative to the tin-plate industry, the report says: 
Previous to 1890 the United States produced prac lly no tin plat 1 

sheets, and the industry owes its existence i 

tariff placed upon th e goods in 1890, which becam«e 
The growth of the ind istry since that date ha t 
h as resulted in this country (the United Kingdo 
its best customer. 

And in closing the general discussion of the sperity so ob- 
vious in American manufactures, the repor 

Before concluding, it may be as well to suggest, briefly, the cause hat 
have contributed to the enor xpa i t g ind ! n 
the United States. This is not the place dis 3 il \ i i 
may be credited as p That a cert propor the t 
manufacturing industries of the | i States att 
action of g rovernment, and especiali ft op [ 18 S, 

and, indeed. has been referred to in ntally in discussing the growth of tin 
| plate manufactured in the United States 



A word, however, may be said as to the causes of growth which depend 
on the natural advantages possessed by the United States and the personal 
characteristics of her citizens. Under the first head come the enormous 
coal resources of the United States, coupled with the rich deposits of iron 
ore. Under the second comes a whole group of characteristics, which to a 
large extent evade statistical analysis. There is, first, the readiness of the 
manufacturer to adopt, and of the workman to accede to, the use of labor- 

Allied to this is the lar: ’ its resuliant 
s, with which manufactures are conceived and carried on. 

Testimony of the same tenor is found all through the report. 
Let us remember that this is the testimony of practical men—the 
recognized leaders in their respective crafts in Great Britain—men 
whocame here with all the prejudices and national pride for which 
Englishmen are noted the world over. Many of them admitted 
that they were surprised at what they found. They admitted 
that they came here with grave prejudices, but that what they saw 
had compelled them to revise their opinions. 

LIN‘ 

’ ’ ‘ ing devices scale ith eness of 

econom 

OLN’S VIEWS ON THE TARIFF. 

In 1846 Abraham Lincoln was elected to Congress from Tllinois. 
In the campaign of 1846 the tariff question had been quite promi- 
nent. For years before that campaign Mr. Lincoln had been 
making a study of the subject with the view of determining the 
wise policy for this country. After the election he made further 
study of it with the view of discharging properly his duties as a 
Member of Congress. So earnest was he in the matter that he 
made careful memoranda of his studies and his conclusions. 
one of the memoranda then made he said: 

I suppose the true effect of duties wom prices to be as follows: If a certain 
duty be levied upon an article which by nature can not be produced in this 
country—say, 8 cents a pound upon coffee—the effect will be that the con- 
sumer will pay. 1 cent more per pound than before, the producer wiil take |! 
cent less, and the merchant J cent less in his ripe But if a duty amount- 
ing to full protect levied upon an article which can be produced here 
with as little labor as elsewhere, as iron, that article will ultimately and at 
no distant day, in consequence of such duty, be sold to our people cheaper than 
before 7 

In another memorandum on the tariff question, written just 
before taking his seat in Congress in 1847, Mr. Lincoln said: 

To secure to each laborer the whole product of his labor, or as nearly soas 
possible, is a worthy object of any good government. Will the protective 
tariff principle advance or retard this object? 

The habits of our whole species fall into three great classes 
useless labor, and idleness. 

on DE 

abundance and with as little labor at the place of consumption is useless labor. 
Iron and everything made of iron can be produced in sufficient abundance and 
with as little labor in the United States as anywhere else in the world; there- 
fore all labor done in bringing in iron and its fabrics from a foreign country 
to the United States is a useless labor. The same precisely may be said of 
cotton and wool and of their fabrics 
is carried by land and water to England, is there spun, wove, dyed, stamped, 
etc., and then carried back again and worn in the very country where it 
grows, and partly by the very persons who grew it. Why should it not be 
spun, wove, etc., in the very neighborhood where it grows and is consumed, 
and the carrying be thereby dispensed with? 

Mr. Lincoln’s suggestion, made fifty-seven years ago, that the 
protective-tariff principle should be applied to the development 
of our iron and cotton industries, has been fully justified by 
events. In 1847, when the suggestion was made, the pig-iron 
production of the United States amounted to 800,000 tons. From 
1847 till 1861 we had a tariff that furnished inadequate protection, 
and the production of iron was practically stationary. In 1861 
was passed a protective-tariff act, and the protective-tariff system 
has been largely operative ever since. In 1870, ten years after 
the election of the first Republican President, pig-iron production 
had reached 1,665,000 tons; in 1880 it was over 4,000,000 tons; in 

1890, over 9,000,000; in 1900, over 13,000,000, and in 1903, over 
18,000,000 tons, and the price has fallen from $30.25 in 1847 to 
$15 a ton in 1904, 

Equally justified has been his suggestion and prediction rela- 
tive to cotton manufactures. In 18!7 the cotton mills of the 
United States took 1,858,000 bales of domestic cotton for manu- 
facture. 

article of cotton manufacture, has fallen from 10 cents per yard 
in 1847 to 5 cents per yard or less in 1903, as shown by the official 
figures of the Bureau of Statistics. 

On another occasion Lincoln is reported to have used this charac- 
teristic illustration: ‘‘ If my wife buysa dress in England for $20, 
we have the dress and England has the $20. Ifshe buys that dress 
in the United States we have both the dress and the $20.”’ 

ADEQUATE VERSUS INADEQUATE PROTECTION. 

Let us note again some of the expressions on the tariff by men | 
whom people in all sections of the country delight to honor, 

In 1806 Thomas Jefferson said, as before quoted: 
The prohibiting duties we lay on all articles of foreign manufacture, which 

prudence requires us to establish at home, with the patriotic determination of 
every good citizen to use no foreign article which can be made within our- 
selves, without regard to differeace of price, secures us against a relapse into 
foreign dependency. 

Andrew Jackson, when a United States Senator from Ter nessee, 
said, in discussing the tariff act of 1824: 

Providence has filled our mountains and our plains with minerals—with 
lead, iron, and copper—and given us a climate and soil for the growing of 
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useful labor, | 
It appears to me thatthe labor done in carrying | 

articles to the place of consumption which could be produced in sufficient | 

The raw cotton grows in our country, | 

By 1902 the consumption of our cotton mills had grown | 
to over 4,000,000 bales; and the price of standard prints, a staple | 

| hempand wool. These being the greatest materials of our national def, 
| they ought to have extended to them adequate and fair protection, that 
| manufacturers and laborers may be om ina fair competition with ¢) 
of Europe and that we may have within our country a supply of those 
ing and important articles so essential in war. We have been too lo; 
ject to the policy of British merchants. It is time we should become ai 
more Americanized,and, instead of feeding the paupers and laborers of } 
land, feed our own,or else ina short time, by continuing our present p 
(that of the tariff of 1816), we shall all be rendered paupers ourselves 
my opinion, therefore, that a careful and judicious tariff is much wan}. 

And in the memoranda just quoted Abraham Lincoln said 

But if a duty amounting to full protection be levied upon an article y 
can be produced here with as little labor as elsewhere, as iron, that a 
will ultimately and at no distant day, in consequence of such duty, be s 
our people cheaper than before. 

On this matter of adequacy of pro!ection—which is, after a)]. 
one of the two vital points in this controversy—the history o{ 
own and other countries is invariable in recording the harn 
results of placing protective tariff rates too low; but history 

| not record a single instance where harm has followed making ; 
| rates high enough to furnish an ample margin of protecti 
anple for all emergencies. 

This is one of the most important facts in this controver: 
fact that must be understood if one would reach a true and cor 
rect conclusion on this subject of the tariff. 
Democrats will rely on the not unnatural feeling in the n 

of people who have not had time or opportunity to study g 
| matter thoroughly that high tariff rates necessarily mean h 
prices for manufactured goods. 

| Asa matter of fact, the opposite istrue. That is, our whole his 
| tory shows that the greatest reductions in prices of manufac 
goods have been in those products in which the tariff ra 
been the highest and the longest continued. For example, in 157) 

| the price of steel rails in the United States was $100 a ton in 
In that year Congress laid a specific duty of $28 a ton on steel 
rails. Within a few years steel rails were selling in the United 
States for about a third of their price when we had to buy them 
from England. So with carpets, tin plate, and scores of things 
that could be mentioned. 

And, Mr. Chairman, a little sober thought, free from all preju- 
dice and passion, will enable any man of reasonable intellige: 
understand exactly why this result naturally follows. 

If the rate of alleged ‘* protection’’ be inadequate, the foreign 
manufacturer, already established in business and determined 
to destroy American competition, can overwhelm an American 

| who may be assembling men and materials to make a start in the 
manufacture of a like product. This done, the foreign manu- 
facturer will naturally raise prices higher than ever in order to 
recoup his losses. 

If the rate of protection is just barely adequate under normal 
conditions, only a few of the most venturesome of our citizens 
will dare to take the risk of beginning the work of manufacture. 
Even they dare not build, to use the language of Balfour, elsewher 
quoted, *‘on the scale that shall secure the greatest econoniy of 
production.’”? And, not knowing how long even the barely ade- 
quate protection will be vouchsafed them, they must endeavor to 
make a large temporary profit rather than undertake to esta!lish 
a pé&manent market through a close margin of profit. So they 
simply can not produce in such manner as to reduce prices 

| 
- 

Qa 
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But suppose that a definite policy of amply adequate protection 
| be inaugurated, based upon the intelligent conviction in the 
|minds of our people that such a policy should be definitely 
adopted as the permanent policy of the country. Then there will 

| be many men of capital who will enter into manufacturing — not 
simply the venturesome, but also the conservative and st:ad) 
going—who from enlightened self-interest will prefer fair pro.its 

| with a large and growing market to large profits on small sa'es 
Then, with our market secure from foreign invasion but 

to equal competition among our own people, we shall have | wer 
| and more uniform prices for manufactured goods than if we leva: 
ourselves subject to the chances and moods of foreign conditions 
of production. Then, too, with a definite policy of amply ade 
protection our trade will be more steady and more along legit i! 
business lines and less along speculative lines, rendering business 
less hazardous and making it possible of being done on narrower 
margins, hence giving the people more stable and lower pric: 02 
manufactured goods. 

There is another and very important element in this. ’ 
Under a protective-tariff policy the rates are proportioned t» {he 

amount and character of the work involved in production 
further the article is removed from the crude material the hig)«T 
being the rate. Butthe more processesand the more skill requi'ed 
in each to produce an article the more the opportunity for v 
tion to get in its beneficent work, thus further enhancing (1° 
chances for reduction in price without reduction in wages. 
From this brief explanation it is easy to see why Jefferson 211 

Jackson and Lincoln all so strongly urged and emphasized | 
' need of “ full’? and ‘‘ adequate” protection. It was in advocacy 



© ] 

of this truth that William McKinley acquired the title of a ‘* high | 
rote-tionist.”’ 

' If to adequacy of rates we add stability of policy, indicating in- 
‘lligence and steadiness of purpose among our people, we have 

the best conditions for continued prosperity and moderate prices 
of manufactures. 

Ample adequacy of rates and trustworthy stability of policy— 

these are the essential things in a protective tariff, as demon- 
strated by reason and illustrated by experience. 

Both of these ideas have been repeatedly emphasized by Presi- 
dent Roosevelt. For instance, in a speech in New York on No- 
vember 11, 1902, he said: 

The general tariff policy to which, without regard to changes in detail, I 
believe this country to be irrevocably committed is fundamentally based 

on ample recognition of the difference in labor cost here and abroad. 

And in his annual message to the first session of the Fifty- 
seventh Congress he said: 

rhe first requisite to our prosperity is the continuity and stability of this 

poicy. 
FREE TRADE NOT EVEN GOOD THEORY. 

Even protectionists sometimes say that while they do not be- 
lieve in free trade as a practical policy they are willing to admit 
that it seems good in theory. Thesaving word in that statement 
is the word ‘*seems.’’ In fact, free trade is not good even in 
theory. Prima facie, no theory is good that does not ‘* work.’’ 
Without the demonstration it is at best simply a hypothesis. The 
late Hon. W. D. Kelley, of Pennsylvania, ‘‘ Pig Iron’’ Kelley, so 
long an honored member of this House. well described free trade 
as ‘‘ the science of assumptions.”’ 

The first and fundamental fallacy of free trade as a theory is its 
lack of patriotism. It professes to entertain a broad humani- 
tarianism. It prides itself on having as much consideration for 
people at the uttermost ends of the earth as it entertains for the 
people of its own country. Mr. Chairman. I would feel like 
doubting both the virtue and the good sense of any man who cone 
sidered, or professed to consider, everyone as much entitled to his 
solicitnude as the members of hisown family. Bylaw, both human 
and divine, a nation is a great family whose interests are directly 
interdependent. Protectionists take as the basis of their policy 
the Scriptural precept: ‘‘ He that careth not for his own hath 

ied the faith and is worse thn an infidel.”’ 
The first duty of a nation is to be prepared at all times to defend 

its existence. Free trade, bothasa theory and as a policy, would 
leave us utterly unprepared for war. Surely the people of the 
South should, through bitter experience, have thoroughly learned 
this lesson. Wedded to slavery, they looked down on labor. 
They were the **consumers;’’ they had only contempt for 

and hence they thought only of getting manufactured 
roods as cheaply as possible. 
They had no desire to accept or enjoy the legitimate fruits of 

protection. Indeed, for nearly a generation before the breaking 
out of the civil war, except the four years from 1842 to 1846, this 
country had been dominated by the Southern idea of aversion to 
a prote-tive tariff. When the Southern Confederacy was estab- 
lished it perpetuated its free-trade ideas by embodying in the Con- 
federate constitution this provision: 

de 

ducers,’’ 

Nor shall any duties or taxes on importations from foreign nations be laid 
to promote or to foster any branch of industry. 

On the other hand, just before the breaking out of the war the 
National Government had enacted the Morrill tariff law, which 
gave adequate protection to our industries. So that here we had 
a test of the two theories as to their relative usefulness in war. 

In this connection I quote the eloquent words of former Senator 
John P. Jones, of Nevada, in his great speech in the United States 
Senate in 1890—one of the greatest speeches on the tariff ever 
delivered—entitled ‘* Shall the Republic do its own work?” 

The most instructive lesson of American history—indeed, the most im- 
pressive economic lesson of all history—is that afforded in a great crisis by 
the industrial impotence of our Southern States, resulting from their per 
sistent neglect of the mechanical arts and of diversified industries 

When the South declared war it was found that its people could create 
othing of practical utility. Their oratorsand stump speakers, who led them 
ito the war, could spin “yarns,” but not of cotton; they could weave sen 

tences, but not woolens. They could make speeches, but could not make 
engines. They could make verses, but not vestments. They could talk learn 
edly of the rights of man, but could not supply the wantsofman. They could 
write flaming essays on courage, but could not make a gun or canister of pow- 
der. They could organize armies, but not industries. They could inspire 
thelr troops with enthusiasm, but could not supply them with blankets 

With all their cotton, they could not make a handkerchief. With quanti 
ties of sheep and all natural facilities for producing wool and turning it into 
cloth, they could not makeacoat. With every opportunity for the establish- 
ment of manufactures, they could not make a needle, a knife, a bayonet, or a 
button. Withample natural resources, and with opportunities equal to those 
of the North, the people of the South, looking only to the moment and never 

the morrow, permitted iron, coal, and other valuable minerals in illimitable 
quantities to lie inert and useless in their fields. 

_, Phey could produce nothing but the raw materials of agriculture, and but 
littie variety even of those. Theirs was a civilization that “disdained to be 
useful, and was content to be stationary.” 

When, therefore, in the hour of their utmost need they wanted clothing, 

i 

to 
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arms, munitions, and means of transportat they were without factories 
foundries, mills, ma ne shops, railroads, tools, and skilled 1 cme Had 
it not been for their slaves they would have been without food. 17 
diers suffered for want of proy lothing, some of them even dying of cold, 
and many, especially toward the close of the war, wearing unifor1 de 
from rag carpet. Like } less aborigines, they were obliged to l 
enemy for every reso ce or / 

But this was not because th le of tl vere wanting ibility 
It was not that they d l ulitie e of 
the mentaland physi ! race fre vhicl 
in common with the peop! he North, tl p id tow } y 
belong. In every department of effo la 
they had displayed a!l the ab y character f it race hev ha 
same innate qualities which al! people of tl race } 3.1 he gt 
of those qualities they never ext ie efacul 
were never brought for 

The lack of div sified indnestr ruect » in tir : . 

the y rot,” it i one th 38 opera >in time of 1 ind } 3s 
cer » culminate in disaster 

* « * * . - 

Tt mule with the South, Mr. Pr dent, was tl ‘ 
ing cl: t hand h ‘ at Vv tt 
the intellectua 8 | 1 na ) at work t ‘ 
Wwol ked Ww ti ut th I ny. a rit a t it wol I 

At the North, on the rary, t eat bulk e populat 
working, and to-day t ' zg with hand and brai i 
exact training of the mechanic of t Nort inde ondit 
amp !e room for the expansion ! la the d lopn f 
lect, had produced a race of m i who, compared with the mechan 
of other countries, must be classed as intellectual athletes. ° t 
In who win W rs inen I %. . 

physical strength, of undaunted courage Those are tl 
in war, each other's bes tome! i ‘ r 1 : 
up great communitie It is to those that the p I l I 
look for their prosperity 

A nation that does not perform its own work and ss, in t 
its citizenship, the mental as well as physical force wherewith to car 

y process of industry, from the produ f raw material 
last stage ts development and t rma w be t | 
national marauders Without t t J ce 
capaci . RO je é t ma fa ] 

Any nation that desired the mastership of the world: lachieve supr 
acy withouta biow lf the vtiber is the earth \ ild p t t 
come their manufacturer. They would become powerless agai 
as they would be tributary to and lent upon it in peact 

+ * * . 

A people, however bra gag V n far suits ca 
1ever hope to cope with a people of the same origin wh l rsific 

tions enable them indefinitely to feed, cloth 
interior iIntrencbed lines by concentrated systems OF ra 

their large plants, organized w shops nt ¢ s 
artisans, maintain supplies of improved and nall 
and ammunition, and improvise ingenious a ve weapons and 
of offense and defense 

The success of the North was due to the wise, patriotic, and far-s 
policy « ts peopl r at th l f the war the p 
policy through which a liversit i 3 Was tblis! 
mainta i That policy they will cor ime and rg But the 
which history teaches of the defeat a liscomfiture of the South seems 
up ‘vivors of tl 3 l t yr for ariff 
successful, lay this whole country a 5 und | s 
their own States in 1865. 

In support of the view so admirably expressed by Senator 
Jones, the following extract from a book entitled ‘* Destru I 
and Reconstruction ’’ will be of interest. The book was w1 I 
by Richard Taylor,a son of President Zachary Taylor, and a 1 
tenant-general in the Confederate army. Speaking of the 1 
culties encountered by the South in the war, Genera! Taylor s 

We suffered less fr iferiori num bers thar he want of 
chanical resources 3st of th m al S my d the South w 

Northern men, and returned to their section at the break ew 
The loss of New Orleans, our or rg ty, aggravated this trou l 
we had no means of repairing the long lines of railway, nor the plant. | 
when unbroken by raids, wear and tearr red then eut nea 
period of the str This had a more direct influ 
downfall of the Confederacy than i erally supposed 

Another fundamental fallacy trade is it 
ane 

of free 
comprehend the truth that political 7 pendence can not becon 
entirely secure without i dustrial ind pe nden 3 

We declared our political independence in 1776. It took seven 
years of war to secure England’s recognition of that independence 
Why did the war last so long? Primarily because our indusiries 
had not beendeveloped. With great and varied natural resources 
and the finest type of people, we had not been permitted tod 
velop diversified industries We had been cor pe lled to rema 

producers of ‘* raw material,’’ and when the Revolutionary wat 
Tx th, . ? 1 >? selves ‘* poor indeed. broke out we found out 

We had comparatively few of the munitions of war, and, 
was worse, we had not developed the facilities for pi 

Had it not been for the fact that England was at that same time 
engaged in war with France, Spain, and Holland, we should proba 
bly have failed utterly. And why? / cant of facilit 

OCLULCE deve loped skill to pi here u t é l i Whenever w 

think of the Revolutionary war, before our mental vision come 

pictures of the sufferings of our fathers from poverty and want 
But after peace had been restored our people, for reasons i 

cated earlier in these remarks, declined to give to the Fede 
Government under the Articles of Confederation any powe1 
regulate commerce among the States and with foreign nat 
Each of the States regulated its own commerce and most of them 
had *‘ free trade *’ with England. 



Volume II, page 437) says: 
F ! ) 1789 the trade of the thirteen old States was perfectly free to 

the whol The result was that Great Britain filled every section of 
. vuntry with her manufactures of wool, cotton, linen, leather, iron, glass, 

l all other articles used here; and in four years she swept from the coun- 
y every dollar and every piece of gold. 

From Hildreth’s well-known History of the United States (Vol. 
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tandard work on The Financial History of the United | try will get both the art in its highest form and the article on the 
most favorable terms. 

In the eloquent words of Senator Jones, in the speech before 
referred to: 

Free trade would banish those establishments and would exchange skilled 
mechanics for cheap doorknobs or cheap cutlery. It would reject the knowl- 
edge of useful arts in order to save for the moment a few cents a yard on 
woolen cloth or cotton ties or a few cents a pound on tin plates. Protection 
secures the arts and protects the artists. It transforms ignorance into knowl- 
edge, indifference into zeal, inertia into activity, impotence into power 

* * * * * as 

In none of this work would free trade aid or encourage us. On the con- 
trary, its motto is to buy wherever it may buy cheapest to-day, without re- 
gard to the future or to the countryin whichit buys. Jt ts distinetly founded 
on individual selfishness. It looks only to the temporary advantage of the in- 
dividual, and takes no thought for the future or for the community. The 
protective policy is founded on a higher form of selfishness, the selfishness of 
the nation, which is but another name for patriotism. 

Free trade brings the watch, protection brings the watchmaker; free trado 
| brings the machine, protection the machinist; free trade brings the engine, 

Ill, p. 465) we get this picture of the situation: 
The large importation of foreign goods, subject to little or no duty, and | 
lat peace prices, was proving ruinous to all those domestic manufactures 
i mechanical employments which the nonconsumption agreements and 
var had created and fostered. Immediately after the peace, the country 

id been flooded with imported goods, and debts had been unwarily con- 
tracted, for which there was no means to pay. 

In his at History of the Constitution (Vol. I, p. 482), Ban- 
( t ‘ of this same period, says: 

It is certain that the English have the trade of these States almost wholly 
ir hands, whereby their influence must increase, and a constantly in- 
ng scarcity of money begins to be felt, since no ship sails hence to Eng- 

i without large sums of money on_ board, especially the English packet 
its, which monthly take with them between forty and and fifty thousand 
inds sterling 4“ 

he scarcity of money makes the produce of the country cheap, to the 
disappointment of the farmers and the discouragement of husbandry. Thus 
t two cla . merchants and farmers, that divide nearly ali America, are 
( itented and distressed. 

Senator GALLInGEerR, of New Hampshire, in his great speech, 
‘‘American Tariffs from Plymouth Rock te McKinley,” well says, 
in speaking of conditions at that time: 

Free trade was the starting point. It was quickly followed by imports 
larg ly in excess of exports; then by a glut of foreign productions; then by 
suspension of our own manufactures of all kinds; then by a gradual but 
complete loss of all our specie; then by the necessary stoppage of most of 

r business; then by the enforced idleness of our laborers and artisans; 
| debt; then by a crushing depreciation of real estate; then 

by a] ability on the part of nearly everybody to pay their debts; 
en by general distress and financial ruin; and finally, by insurrections and 
ellions which threatened destruction to the life and liberties of the nation. 

\s this was the closest approach to absolate free trade ever tried by this 
try, so there was the largest harvest of dangers and calamities ever ex- 

perienced by the American people.’ (Mason.) 

univer 

sitive it 

+) 1 by 

cour 

| appeal to, and how? 

= ction the engineer, Given the men, we can not lack the machines. 
faving the art, we shall not want for the article. a the producer, 

we shall not want for the product. Between them, who shall hesitate as to 
which is the more valuable to the country? Men found communities, ma- 
chines do not; men constitute a society, muchines do not. 

Among the other numerous faults and fallacies of free trade, 
both as a theory and as a policy in this country, is its utter lack 
of harmony with American ideals. 

Listen toa free trader making an argument. Whom does he 
There is no accident about the fact that his 

appeal is always to the ‘‘ consumer ”’ and never to the ** producer.” 
| There is no accident about the fact that the one purpose of his life 

It began to look asif our hard-won political independence would | 
belostagain. It became evident to the thoughtful and farsighted, 
such as Washington, Madison, John Adams, and others, that if 
the United States was to survive as a nation another plan of 
union must be adopted, one in which, for the general good, the 
power to regulate commerce among the States and with foreign 
nations should be intrusted to the General Government. 

This was one of the chief reasons why we abandoned the Articles 
of Confederation and adopted our present Constitution. 

And, it will be remembered, that the first Congress under the 
Constitution promptly passed a tariff having for one of its avowed 
purposes **the encouragement and protection of manufactures.’ 

No wonder the people called that act ‘‘ Our second Declaration | ; ; : ; 
me | when he said at Minneapolis on April 4, 1903: of Independence. 

And, yet, notwithstanding such experiences, our Democratic 
brethren, who talk so much about the Constitution and who— 
sincerely, no doubt—profess so much devotion to its principles, 

m now willing to abandon the very purposes for which it was 
‘ordained and established.” 
To maintain our political independence it may be necessary at any 

time to defend ourselves against hostilearmies and navies. Weare 
now so powerful and so far removed from other great nations, that 
there would seem to be little danger of our getting into war. But 
no one can guarantee us continued peace. In 1896 or 1897 who 
would have dared to predict that within a year or two we would 
be engaged in a foreign war? It came in 1898 like a thunderclap 
from a clear sky. . 

[ow shall we prepare for such a possibility? Shall we go on 
heedless of what may come? Shall wedepend on buying from for- 
eign countries in the hour of need our munitions of war? What 
if the country from which we expect to buy should prove to be 
our antagonist? Shall we buyin advance and store the things we 
may d? If so, how much shall we buy, and how long will it 
be before our purchases have become obsolete? Or would it be 
wiser to develop our own resources and train our own people in 

se 

rit 

making what we need? If so, why not develop also those resources 
and train those faculties needed in times of peace? 

‘Free trade’? would have us satisfied to acquire the article; 
protection demands that we acquire the art. 

As‘a matter of fact, in 1898 we were very poorly prepared for 
war; but with our great resources of material and skilled me- 
chanics we soon t ready. We do not need a large standing 
army so long as we keep up the high standard among our working- 
men. “They and their skill to ‘do things” constitute our best 
‘reserves.”’ 
This suggests another fundamental fallacy of ‘‘ free trade’’ both 

as a theory and as a policy, namely, that it overestimates the worth 
of things and underestimates the worth of men; it reaches for the 
article but spurns the artisan. 
cares, first of all, for the artisan, knowing that with him the coun- 

or zo 

Protection, on the other hand, | 
' establish a home and who have had the courage to break away 

seems to be to buy things cheap. 
‘*The leopard can not change his spots. nor the Ethiopian his 

skin.’’ This instinctive attitude of the free trader brands his 
theory as having had its origin in a state of society where pro- 
ducers were looked down upon as not worth considering: where the 
‘‘consumers’’ were those who *‘ toiled not, neither did they spin.” 
The theory had its origin in a state of society founded on class 

@istinctions, where some were born to rule and others to toil; 
where the industrial end aimed at was cheap gocds tothe rulers 
the ‘‘consumers’’—and to that end to the toiler low wages—or 
none at all. What more natural, then, that free traders should 
be more than willing that our ‘‘ producers’’ should have to meet 
in ‘‘free’’ competition, on absolutely equal terms, the lowest-paid 
workers of the world? 

PROTECTION OUR PROPER PERMANENT POLICY. 

Protection, on the other hand. is based on the fundamental 
American idea of opposition to class distinctions. Protection is 
founded on the idea of the real and inherent dignity of labor di- 
rected with intelligence to a worthy end. Protection recognizs 
usefulness as the supreme badge of nobleness. 

President Roosevelt struck the keynote of the whole matter 

This country has and this country needs better paid, better educated, bet- 
ter fed, and better clothed workingmen, of a hig’ier type thanare to be fou 
in any foreign country. It has and it needs a higher, more vigorous, and 
more prosperous type of tillers of the soil than is possessed by any other 
country. 

Protection takes into consideration the entire sweep of history. 
It sees manin his beginnings in Asia, under the oriental idea of 
master and slave—few masters and many slaves. Protection r 
calls the movement of man toward the west, into Europe. For 
‘* the people ’’ the movement was *‘ westward and upward,” until, 
on some islands just off the west coast of the continent of Europe, 
popular sovereignty, after various struggles with the throne. « 
tablished human liberty and intrenched it in wisely ordained 
principles of law. 

Mr. Chairman, from my boyhood up history and the problen 
of government have been my favorite studies. They have be« 
to me a lifelong labor of love. And it does seem to meg, sir, tha 
a careful student of history can scarcely fail to be impressed with 
the idea that He who holds the fate of nations in the hollow « 
His hand has, from the beginning of human life on this glob 
had a special purpose to serve by and through this beloved cou 
try of ours. 
Think of our location and the territory that we occupy! Here 

we are in the north temperate zone, the zone of the highest poss! 
bilities of civilization, removed alike from the heat of the Torrid 
Zone, which undermines ambition, and the cold of the Frigid Zone, 
which renders it fruitless. Here we are with national limits in- 
closing the most fertile of lands, the greatest of forests, the richest 
of mines—with natural resources practically boundless. 
Then look at our people. Whoarethey? In the main, our peo- 

ple are those from other lands, or their descendants, most charac- 
terized by loftiness of aim and sturdiness of purpose. Inthe main, 
the people who have come to our shores have belonged neither 
to the class enervated by wealth and station nor to the opposite 
class whose spirits have been broken by want. Our country 
has been the land of promise to those who have determined to 
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from old associations— sacred though they be—and make the dan- 
gerous voyage across the sea to accomplish their purpose. 
aw ink, Mr. Chairman, how old humanity 
is permitted to be established! Think how much of training | 

the wor!d was required to pass through before this experiment 
in government was permitted to be tried! 
Why, Mr. Chairman, this country and its institutions are the 

fruitage of the ages. Here, ina country separated from all other 
at nations by the broad waters of the oceans, it has been or- 
ined shall be wrought out the highest and noblest problems of 
iman existence. Weowe it not only to ourselves, but to the rest 

f the world—yea, to Him who has given us this opportunity—we 
we it to every consideration that can move men to lofty aim and 

vas before this nation | 

st endeavor not to permit any lowering of our standard of | 
and of purpose. 

Mr. Chairman, suppose two tanks of water on the ground side 
side, one comparatively small, the other very large. 

iat the water in the smaller tank stands considerably higher 
the water in the larger tank. Now connect them with a 

pe so that the water can flow freely between them. What will 
be the result? The water will soon be at the same level in the 
two tanks. But note, the water in the small tank will have been 

vered areatly, while the water in the large tank will not have 
n raised appreciably! 
Che lesson is obvious. This country of 80.000,000 inhabitants 

ontains only one-twentieth of the people of the world. Free trade 
ould he like the pipe connecting the two tanks of water—it 

would at once begin to equalize conditions here and elsewhere. 
But, Mr. Chairman, while we would go down a long ways, the rest 
of the world would not be raised materially by the process. 

No, Mr. Chairman; free trade would level down; protection 
is determined to level up. Protection recognizes fully its proper 

ity to humanity at large. for it recognizes the value of leader- 
) Pg -- the worth of example. Humanity is not inert like 

water, but is endowed with the God-like trinity of powers—in- 
tellec ia sensibility. and will. Not by debasing ourselves shall our 

rvice to the world at large be performed, but “‘ acting well our 
part’’ inevery sphere of our nationalduty. Then the peoples of 
the world, knowing what we are accomplishing, inspired by our 
example, will ‘* highly resolve *’ to emulate our good works. 

o, Mr. Chairman, for the sake of the people of other lands as 
we I as of our own, we must at all -hazzards preserve and continne 
to exalt our high standard of living—material, mental, and moral. 
From whatever standpoint we look at the matter and by what- 

standard we determine our p: 1th of national duty, we find it 
st to remain true to the proposition that ‘ 

ust be done by the sons and daughters of America.’’ And to 
it end we should definitely fix as our proper permanent policy 
at of amply adequate protection to American industry. 
As I pointed out at the beginning of these remarks, we have a 

tariff because this is a Federal Republic in which local govern- 
ment, and consequently direct property taxation, are left to the 

veral States, while international affairs and indirect taxation 
belong to the General Government. This Union of the Ameri- 
an States on the principles of our Constitution is, in my deliber- 

: judgment, the most valuable secular possession of the world 
aft Hundreds of thousands of human lives and thousands of 

millions of hard-earned treasure were freely offered and expended 
r its preservation. but it is worth infinitely more thanit has cost. 
Were it not for the inc alculab le value of this ‘* indestructible 

Union of indestructible States,’’ with its unequaled wedding of 
liberty with security, and the ne cessary consequence of raising a 

rge part of our national revenues through duties on imports, I 
m frank to say that in my deliberate judgment it would be best 

for us to prohibit entirely the importation of all articles the lik« 
f which we can produce in this country economically and in suf- 

nt quantities to supply the wants of our people. 
This being impracticable for the reason just indicated, the next 

est course would be to place the tariff on such articles just 
igh below the line of absolute prohibition to permit enough 

nportation to produce from the tariff the revenue required by 
United States Government “economically administered.’ 

hat is, sir, it should be placed at the rate which would produce 
ihe maximum of revenue 2 ith the minimum of imports. 

Mr, Chairman, we who thoroughly believe in protection are re- 
tant to see a single day's work for Americans done elsewhere 

than here in America. 
W e stand by the proposition that the people of the United States 

o their own work, fight their own buttles, solve their own 
problems. 

in our judgment, sir, nothing is cheap to the pe np the United 
ates which leaves our own resources undeveloped and our own 

eople unemployed. 
Free trade looks abroad for its products and for its safety 

protection knows that both can best be secured at home. 
Free trade would have us depend on others; protection thinks 

it wiser to depend on ourselves. 

hit Sil k 
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‘the work of America | } 
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glorious destiny. 
Free trade, in the last analysis, is based on shortsighted indi- 

vidual selfishness; protection is based on that larger and 
selfishness that we call patriotism. 

THE GREAT BASES OF PROTECTION 

A recent article in the San Francisco Chronicle states the whole 
| fundamental doctrine of protection so briefly yet clearly that I 
can not forbear quoting from it, as follows: 

The economic policy known as protection is a cooperat ag t 
enacted into law wherel by by means s on imp 
tection from the competition of foreigners ass d ¥ rt l 
area to all domestic industries which, r I al ip f 
upplying the home market. Its justif on 1 

in that it conserves the natural resources of tl an u 3 f 
unnecessary carriage, aoe makes the nation self-sufticing d thers ) 
in peace or war to supp its popul ation in comfort w it regard her 
nations; social in that ts t ends to maintain f r futur 
ard of comfort which — e national ide al, 

Protection is strictly na nal and can be nothing el l 1us il 

areas are essential to its effective operation and becaus« n 
natio authority will su for its enforce mt. C 
tected area must be coterminous with the national jur | 
erwise the law protects ont rt of the people agair 
another part, and is therefo inju Within 
is unlimited 

If, under the protection of the tariff, effe : 
able to oppress: a@ condition wh i« 

for regulation by domestic law 
Protectio , t he i ef for all indust 

the prote ction of a y worthy industry is impaired t e red 1 that 
indus‘ ry are made economic for I tore p i 

body politic, condemned, if they remain in that industry, t tan 
below ths national ideal 

Of necessity they become economic enemies of their protected Ww: 
citizens, and for the rows as on must u wi ! ! 
to break down the pe ive wall. 7 ‘ i 
drift naturally into th idecamp. If compelled to sell cl 
to buy cheap. If force: at lowe tandard of life they have 1 

maintaining a higher P star aust d for those who ws tl : \ 
aegri adation 

The power of protection to aff the 1 f - 
and diversity of the protecte res Sm 

Seeley may be compelled to sacrifi 
} in OF Lo obtaln her things whic 5 ( I 

example of a country which would 1 tr 
to ma k sciprocity trades. France is tl i 
of Europe, but it can not produce cot f W 
be self-sufficing, and we may be sure will b ridly p ( 
nations sats world, the | ted Stat 

With such a basis foreign trade is merely th 
small surpluses at a profit, or a loss, as circu 
h PPS posit ion the United States now stands 
people are adjusted to existing condit Wear 
material pr sperity We command the s 
nity. All that we need to do is to stand tr 
juse to Jritier our adi tages a 

‘FREE LUMBI 

The admirable statement of the economic ar ] 
the protective policy which I have just re 

' lack of adequate knowled 

Free trade thinks that wealth is created by rading; protection 
| knows that it results from producing. 

Free trade would have us content to buy things; protection 
would have us cultivate the ability to make things 

Free trade fears that if the rest of the world were blotted out 
this country would be unable to survive; protection has faith that 
we would still move on, practically undisturbed, and achieve : 

me of the C 

and as several 
cisco ‘hronicle reminds 
own district two years ago, 
truths were i Instrated in that campaig I 1 I 
warranted in asking attention to it in thi 

in the campaign of 1902 my Demo 
gress—a Capital fellow, by the way 
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by announcing himself as being unqualifi 
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deem it wise tot 
but by taki 
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the people of the di 
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that he could, as he said, *‘at least cut dow 
usual majority to such an extent 

His campaign argument ran somewhat as foll 
* This is a prairie district 

single lumber mill. Every one of y 
not one of you is a producer of it. It is to tl 

you, therefore, to get lam 
ber a duty of $2 a thousand. 
cost you $2 a 
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that willingness to be “ all things to all men,” for | 
, which we call demagogy. 

Democratic opponent thus chose what he regarded as the | 
position that he could occupy. And it was, for in it he | 
the argumentum ad hominem, which always has con- 

even among good and intelligent people. 
tingly accepted the battle on the lines which he re- | 

st advantageous to him and least advantageous to 
‘ver occurred to me to doubt, with an intelligent and | 

patriotic constituency and with right on my side, that I would 
\ ugh I fully expected that my majority would be less than 

\s an indication of the grounds of my faith I placed on | 
‘ampaign letter paper as my general platform simply this | 

‘Il believe in the might of right and in the common 
> common people.’ 

for everyone, Mr. Chairman, no matter how intelli- 
may be. to help being ‘‘ deceived by appearances.’’ Look- 

f one’s window or going for a walk, how natural it is to 
the earth is flat. 

tection or else 
a selfish p1 

M 
irpos 

ij ime 

oO TCE 2 
site 

as rit 

n 

mar 

In 1 ¢ 

at 

u'd not always be ** believing.’’ And how persistent that fl t- 
arth idea is even among those who know better! It is hard for | 

everyone, sir, to realize the deceptiveness of small and restricted 
views of things and the necessity for the large view in order to 
really understand the truth. 

And so when my Democratic opponent, who is a fine looking 
man and quite an orator, began his campaign, a good many peo- 
pie—including also quite a number of good Republicans—were 

taken with his view of the matter. Why it was ‘so plain 
that anyone could understand it;’’? just as easy to see as—that 
the earth is flat—when it isn’t! 

| knew that the argument was so seductive that I must first 

o 
rs 

uit 

| made any appeal to the higher motives and broader views. So 
[ first attacked the proposition as a promise of *‘ cheaper lumber,”’ 
arguing somewhat thus: 

th who were taken with the ‘‘ free-lumber”’ cry naturally 
figured on getting their lumber from Canada. Inasmuch as lum- 
ber is bulky, the cost of transportation is great in proportion to 
the market value of the lumber. 
dinary circumstances be transported far by land without becom- 
ing very expensive. So lumber from Canada, in order to be 

che ip - 

o ‘tained in that part of Canada nearest to Minnesota. 
The Canadian city nearest to my district is Winnipeg. So I 

resolved to ascertain how the price of lumber in Winnipeg com- 
pured with the price in my district. 

To that end I sent to our United States consul at Winnipeg 

s 

‘ 

Hon. W. H. H. Graham, copies of the Department of Agri- 
culture Farmers’ Bulletin No. 126, on Farm Buildings. This | 
bulletin gives plans and specifications for farmhouses and barns. 
1 asked Mr. Graham to find out the lowest price for which he 
could buy in Winnipeg the bill of lumber fora barn given on pages | 
29 and 40 of the bulletin, omitting the hardware in the bill and 
substituting standard ‘*A’’ shingles for the ‘‘ cypress heart ’’ speci- 
fied in the ** bill of materials.’’ I asked him to get in writing the 

officially, and to be authenticated with his official seal. 
Here is the answer of Consul Graham: 

CONSULAR SERVIOE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, October 15, 1902. 

J.T. McCLBARY 
Vankato, Minn. 

I inclose you herein offer of John Arbuthnot to furnish bill of 
r barn as given on pages 89 and 40 of Farmers’ Bulletin No. 126, 

uling pine for cypress shingles and omitting hardware, for $526.90. 
Very truly, yours, 

[OFFICIAL SEAL.] W.H. H. GRAHAM, 
United States Consul, 

Hon 

DEAR SIR 
lum be 
8ULDS 

+ i 

When I wrote to Consul Graham I wrote a similar letter to the 
postmaster at each county seat in my district. 

W hen the returns came in, the fact appeared that the bids in 
my district ran from $400, the lowest, to $450, the highest! That 
is, the highest bid in my district was $76 lower than the lowest bid 
in Winnipeg! 

lowest bid and send it to me with a letter from himself giving | 
the fact, his letter to be written on his official paper, to be signed | 

Mankind was many centuries old be- | 
t learned that in regard to the very earth itself *‘ seeing ”’ | 

| on their lumber. 
ow its utter fallacy even as an argumentum ad hominem before 

So lumber can not under or- | 

when it should reach southwestern Minnesota, must be | 

j 

| 
| cumstances, ‘‘ theoretical’’ and not practical. | 
| 
| 
| 
| 

The county seat nearest the middle of my district is Windom, | 
Here is a copy of the bid from Windom: 

WInpDoMm, MINN., October 1, 1902. 

The * bill of materials” given on pages 39 and 40 of Farmers’ Bulletin No. 
126, issued by the United States Department of Agriculture, for the barn de- 
scribed in that publication and to which the “ bill of materials” refers, will 
be furnished by Grosjenn & Lampert, at the yards located at Windom, 
Minn., omitting the hardware and substituting standard “A” shingles for the 
* cypress-heart”’ shingles specified in the Bulletin, for the sum of $441.93, cash 
on delivery. This is the regular retail price. 

GROSJENN & LAMPERT, 
E. A. GROSJENN, Agent. 

| 
| 

| viduals would be converted into lumber at the will of the own 
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These two letters I had photographed on one side of a sheet. )f 
paper and on the other side I made my argument. These sheg ‘ts 

| the Congressional committee circulated all over the district. 
The people were of course greatly surprised to learn that lum- 

ber was actually dearer in the only port of Canada from which 
they could afford to haul it than it was anywhere in my district, 
and no one was more astonished to learn the truth than my dis- 

| tinguished friend who was running for Congress on the Demo- 
cratic ticket. 

It was shown that, as a matter of fact, Canada, north of Min- 
nesota, gets most of its lumber from Minnesota mills. 

Of course, the fact thus developed took the heart out of my op- 
ponent’s argument. But he then took the position that we ought 
to have ‘* free lumber’ in order to ‘‘ save our forests.”’ 

It didn’t take long to show that those ‘‘ forests’? in Minnesota 
and elsewhere belong either to the Government or to individu: 
citizens. If they belong to the Government—or to its wards, the 
Indians—they can be handled under regulations prescribed 
the Interior Department, with which the tariff would have noth- 
ing todo. On the other hand, the pine forests owned by indi- 

for the purpose of converting the trees into money, thus securing 
the profit which was the object of their purchase. 

So it became clear that there was nothing in either Democrati 
claim. Our people learned that removing the tariff would neither 
cheapen lumber in my district nor ‘‘ save the forests’? in my 
State. 
Another thing was developed, namely, that even if lumber wer 

actually cheaper in those parts of Canada from which it wou 
be practicable for my constituents to secure their supply, removi 
the duty would not secure to them a reduction of $2 a thousa 

And this is the reason: If the United Stat: 
should remove our $2 import duty, Canada would simply put « 
a $2 export duty, just as she did once before when we reduced 
the duty on lumber, and just as Brazil did with coffee when, 
shortly after the civil war, we removed the duty on that product. 
Unlike the United States, Canada believes in export duties. 

So the result of our removing the duty on lumber would be 
that the $2 a thousand on all lumber imported from Canada into 
Pennsylvania, New York, and other Eastern States, would be de- 
flected from the Treasury,of the United States into the treasury 
of Canada. 
Having shown that removing the duty from lumber was prac 

tically unprofitable, I then showed that such action would be en 
tirely out of harmony with the protective policy. 

There are interests which want woolen goods, their product, 
protected, but wool, the farmers’ product, made ‘“‘free.’’ This 

- 

, | would not be protection. 
Protection is national in scope, not sectional; and it must treat 

all of our people according to the same general plan. In other 
words, it must not favor special interests—one set of our citizens 
against another set. 

This is a great fundamental truth of protection. If aman fails 
to understand that, he fails utterly to understand protection. 

Mr. Chairman, you will be pleased to know that in the square! 
drawn issue above stated I got the largest percentage of the tota! 
vote cast that I ever received in my life. And to-day in my (is 
trict there is no more life in the ‘‘ free lumber ”’ cry than in a las' 
year’s bird nest. 

RECIPROCITY. 

Our Democratic brethren se2m quite taken just now with what 
| my friend from Missouri, Mr. CLARK, calls ‘‘ genuine reciprocity 
But under the tariff policy advocated by my friend no such thi 
as reciprocity is logically possible. 
Under his proposal of seven years ago, when he declared th: 

he would tear down all custom-houses ‘‘ from turret to founda 
tion stone,’ of course it is entirely plain that, having no suc! 
thing as a tariff at all, it would be impossible to make tariff co: 
cessions to the people of any other country. 
My friend has recently declared on this floor that he now ! 
ards his position expressed in 1897 as being, under existing «1 

I understand that 
now he favors a tariff for revenue only. Under such a tariff sys- 
tem, as explained near the beginning of these remarks, such ta: 
as we laid would be entirely on articles the like of which we 
not and can not produce, such as tea and coffee. 
With the necessity for taxing to the limit the comparative!y 

few noncompeting articles that we import in large quantities 1! 
order to raise the required revenues, and with competing artic! 
admitted free of duty—as in England, where Brother CLArk » 
tariff ideas are in actual operation—what opportunity woul 
there be for reciprocal arrangements with any foreign country: 
As a matter of fact, sir, under a system of “tariff for reven 
only,” reciprocity is both logically and practically impossible! 

This was conceded by Lord Salisbury, then prime minister 0! 

ge 



England, in a speech at Hastings, England, in May, 1892, when 
he said: 

We live in an age of a war of tariffs. Every nation is trying how it can, 
agreement with its neighbor, get the greatest possible protection for its 

yn industries, and at the same time the greatest possible access to the mar- 
‘ts of its neighbors. 
he weapon with which they all fight is admission to their own markets— 

that is to say, A says to B, “If you will make your duties such that I can sell | 
your markets I will make my duties such that you can sell in my market.” 
But we begin by saying we will levy no duties on anybody, and we declare | 

that it would be contrary and disloyal to the glorious and sacred doctrine of 
ree trade to levy any duty on anybody for the sake of what we can get by 

Chears 
It may be noble, but it is not business. [Loud cheers.] 

T But a tariff for revenue with inadequate protection is the same 
in its results as a tariff for revenue only; that is, the foreign 
producer in either case, with his lower priced labor and with tools 
such as we have taught the world to make, can undermine and 
destroy American competition and dominate the American mar- 
ket. So why should he make any sacrifice to us as to his home 
market, when, with an inadequate tariff in this country, he would 
already have all that he could ask? 

So that from any view point there is logically no place under 
Demo-sratic policy for reciprocity of any kind, ‘‘ genuine’’ or 
otherwise. 
Why, then, do our Democratic brethren talk in favor of reci- 

procity? The motive is shown in the magazine article of my 
friend Mr. Wriuiams, the Democratic leader on this floor, to 
which I referred earlierin theseremarks. In that article—the one 
with the significant title ‘‘ What Democracy now stands for’’— 
he says: 

There is also a tariff revision by piecemeal, which is the handmaiden of the 
system. It is very important in its place, although it ought never to 

be permitted to handicap the larger movement by general legislation. This 
is turiff revision by reciprocal trade agreements with other nations. 

So, frankly—and one reason for the regard in which Mr. WIL- 
LIAMSis held on both sides of this Chamber is his entire frankness— 
the leader of Democracy in this House, and practically its leader 
in the entire country. states that Democratic talk about reciproc- 
ity is simply to use what seems at this time a popular demand as 
a basis for the revision of the present tariff law. 

Do Democrats really care for reciprocity? Listen to what was 
said of it in the official Democratic campaign text-book in 1902: 

Reciprocity is based upon the same false theories as is protection, and, like 

by 

h 

other 

: a r continue to be, a delusion and a snare. 

Taking all these things together we get an insight into the en- 
tire purpose of our Democratic brethren in talking about reci- 
procity. Jo them it is simply a flank movement against adequate 
protection to American industries, 

That this is the real animus of the whole business is shown in 
the following from the magazine article of Mr. WiLLIiAMs of Mis- 
sissippi, before referred to: 

The general principle that protectionism is wrong, morally wrong, a 

« 

prostitution of government to private ends, should never be forgotten. The 
goal ought not to be lost sight of. 

What is the Republican position on this matter of reciprocity? 
It is clearly set forth in the Republican national platform of 1900, 
as follows: 

We favor the associated policy of reciprocity, so directed as to open our 
markets on favorable terms for what we do not ourselves produce, in return 
for free foreign markets. 

An example of Republican reciprocity was seen in our arrange- 
ment with Brazil under the McKinley law. 
coffee, which we do not and can not produce economically and in 
sufficient quantities to supply any considerable fraction of the 
wants of our people. So we said to Brazil: ‘‘Admission to the 
great market of the United States for your chief export is a very 
valuable thing to you. Grant toouragricultural and other prod- 
ucts terms that our President shall deem reciprocally equal or we 
authorize him to place on your coffee, by Executive proclamation, | 
aduty of 8cents per pound. Then, with the coffee of other coffee- 
producing countries admitted here free, in accordance with our 
general policy, your Brazilian coffee producers will not be able, 
under such competition, to pass the duty on to the consumer, but 
will have to pay it yourselves, reducing your profits to that extent.”’ 

Under such representation Brazil promptly and cheerfully en- 
tered into an agreement with this country which promised to be 
mutually profitable. Under that agreement our wheat and wheat 
flour. corn and corn meal, rye, rye flour, buckwheat, buckwheat 
flour, barley, potatoes, beans, pease, hay, oats, pork, and several 
other things were admitted to Brazil free of duty, while lard, 
butter, cheese, canned and preserved meats, fruits and vegetables, 
and many other things were admitted at a reduction of 25 per 
cent from the regular rates. Under this agreement our people 
were increasing their sales in Brazil and the outlook was that the 
arrangement would prove mutually satisfactory to both countries. | 

Similar arrangements were made with several other countries 
of Central and South America—the countries that James G. 
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tection, is asham and a humbug, and to most people has been, and will | 

Brazil produces | 

Blaine was so especially anxious to reach with our trade as aff 
ing our most promising outlet. In fact, it was under his gui 

| as Secretary of State that these treaties were entered into. 
But in 1893, by a strange whim of the people, the Demo ic 

party came into power and, without even the courtesy of reason- 
able notice ora word of explanation, abruptly abrogated all those 

reciprocity agreements. 
So it will hardly come with good grace from them now to men- 

tion reciprocity, ‘‘genuine’’ or otherwise. Their theory is in- 
compatible with it and their practice unfriendly to it. 

These agreements illustrate the only kind of reciprocity ever 
| advocated by the Republican party or by any recognized leader 
of it. They were negotiated under the McKinley law of 1800 and 

cht 7 well illustrate what our martyred President meant when, 
Buffalo, he said: 

By sensible trade arrangements, which will not inter 
tion, we shall extend the outlets for our incr 
should take from our customers such of their pr 

or. Reciprocity 
ypment unde) 

harm to our industries and la 

our wonderful industrial devel 
established 

But no Republican national convention ever declared for ‘* reci- 
procity *’ in competing products, nor did any recognize : 
the party ever seriously advocate such a thing. Todo that would 
be to sacrifice the interests of some of our own people to the inter- 
ests of others of cur own people, which would be entirely out of 

harmony with the spirit and purpose of a protective tariff. 

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC PRICES OF GOODS 

In the effort to undermine the confidence of the Americ in 
people in the operations of the Dingley Act much will be said in 
the coming campaign to the effect that goods are sold by Ameri- 
can manufacturers in foreign markets cheaper than at home. 
Much will. of course, be made of the little amount of truth con- 
tained in this assertion. Let us examine this matter and see how 
much weight should be attached to it. 

It used to be claimed by the opponents of protective tariff that 
under its operations it would be impossible for us to make any 
headway in selling our manufactured goods in the markets of 
world. On page 533 of the latest statistical abstract of the United 
States is a table showing the progress of the United States in its 
material industries. From this table I take the following figures: 

In the year 1800 our export of domestic manufactures amounted 

to $2,493,755, or 7.83 per cent of our total exports. In 1860 our 

exports of manufactures had grown to $40,545,892, or 12.76 pet 
cent of our total exports. Protectionists take pride in the fact 
that in 1903 we exported manufactured ds to the 
$407 526,159, or 29.28 per cent of our total exports. 

Mr. Chairman, protectionists may well find a source of pride in 
this exhibit of the result of forty years of a protective tariff, unin 

terrupted save by the four years from 1893 to 1897. We rank 
third among the nations of the earth in the value of our exports 
of manufactured goods. In this respect Great Britain is still far 
in the lead, with exports of manufactured goods amounting to 
over $1,000,000,000. Germany is second. with exports o 
thing over $700,000,000. And by the way, Mr. Chairman, 
enormous exports of these two countries sho f 

amount f 

ild serve us as 

ing that we can not trifle with the situation. Open the gate b " 

little way, and with the sagacity and enterprise for which they 
| are famous, they will enter inand undermine our industries 
| It is a matter for just pride, Mr. Chairman, that we have so 
greatly increased the amount of the manufactured goods which we 
export, and those who believe in the Dingley bill can point with 
pride to the fact that under its operation the value of o 
factured goods exported has, in seven years, practically d ed. 

gut, Mr. Chairman, there is another fact in this connection 
that is of immensely greater importance than the one which | 
have cited. 
According to the census of 1900 the total value of the g smanu 

factured in the United States in that year was a little over $ 
| 000,000. In the year 1900 we exported from the United St 3 
$433,851,756 worth of manufactured goods; that is, Mr. Chain i. 

we exported 3 percent of what we produced The stupend 

Mr. Chairman, thefact which we must not lose sight of 1 fa ) 
estimate the importance of, is the fact that ou th f 

$13,000,000,000 worth of goods manufactured in the U ) > 

our own people have been able to use W . 

Mr. Chairman, rather than let go of 1 3 um v h 
such a mighty result has been accomplished w well rd, 
if necessary, to throw the other 3 per cent into Tl eal 

But we have not thrown it into the ocean Che ris have n 
sold in foreign lands. Even if they had all been given away or 
sold for less than the selling price at home, that fact would be of 
small relative importance. But instead of being sold at smaller 
prices than at home, more than 90 per cent of them were sold as 
high or higher in foreign lands than in the United States. 

In the summer of 1901 I spent several months in Europe inves- 
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tigating conditions. One of the lines of my investigation was this 
very one of prices of American goods at home and abroad. In 
different cities in the ten countries visited I made it a point to go 
into stores and, as a possible customer. ask the prices of articles 
with whose prices at home I was familiar. Practically without 
exception I found the prices of American goods higher everywhere 
in Europe than in the United States. 

And wherever the price was lower there was always a good 
reason for it. For instance, in Scotland I found a man who had 
just bought a new McCormick binder. I asked him how much he 
paid for it. He said £19, about $95 in our money. 
a new McCormick binder would cost in Minnesota about $120, I 
made investigation to ascertain why and how he was able to buy 
such a binder for what was apparently less than the Minnesota 
price. It soon developed that while the machine was new, that 
is, while it had never been used, it had been made in 1897 (a model 
then four years old in the United States) and could have been 
bought in Minnesota for $85! 

Mr. Chairman, careful statistics have been gathered on this 
subject of the prices of American manufactured goods abroad 
and at home. These statistics show that of the stupendous 
amount of manufactured goods produced in the United States, 97 
per cent is consumed in the United States. They show also that 
of the 3 per cent sold abroad, more than 90 per cent is sold as high 
or higher than at home, and that less than 10 per cent of that 
which is shipped abroad is sold for a lower price than at home. 

In order that we may see the point more clearly, let us think 
of it in another way. Of every $100 worth of manufactured 
goods produced in the United States we consume at home $97 
worth. Of the $3 worth shipped abroad more than 90 per cent is 
sold as high or higher than at home. That accounts for $2.70 
worth more, or $99.70 worth of the goods in all. That leaves 
less than 30 cents’ worth sold abroad lower thanat home. Demo- 
cratic statesmanship invites us to let go of the $99.70 worth in order 
to get a chance at a part of the 30 cents’ worth! 

Mr. Chairman, let us now look for a moment at this little 30- 
ceut business, of which our Democratic brethren will undoubtedly 
try to make much. 

rhe sale of a portion of our products abroad at a reduced price 
is not at all a question of thetariff. Itisamere question of busi- 
ness. Great Britain, with her so-called ‘‘ free trade,’’ always has 
practiced that policy and does to-day. The advice of Lord Broug- 
ham in 1816, which I quoted earlier in my remarks, is to the point. 
Some of these sales are for the purpose of getting rid of out-of-date 
goods; some of them are for the sake of getting rid of a temporary 
surplus, so that the factories may not be closed down; some of them | 
are due to the fact that the sales are cash sales and in consider- 
able quantities; some of them are due to the struggle for a new 
market—that is, every one of these sales is made for a purely 
business reason, wholly disconnected from our having or not havy- 
ing a protective tariff. 

But, Mr. Chairman, whatever may be said on this subject, let us 
not forget that the whole thing is relatively only a ‘‘ thirty cent’”’ 
matter, and that in whatever consideration we may give it we 
must not lose sight of the fact that under our protective system 
our people have grown so enormously in their power to consume, 
they are so well housed, so well clothed, so well fed, and have and 
enjoy so many of the comforts of life, that we use here at home 
27 per cent of our entire manufactured product! 

According to Mulhall’s (English) Dictionary of Statistics, the 
people of the United States manufacture about one-third of all 
the goods manufactured in the world. It can readily be seen, 
therefore, how valuable a thing our home market is and therefore 
how exceedingly careful we should be to protect it and defend it 
in the interests of our own people. Those who would have us 

Inasmuch as | 

| 

for their wheat and many other food products. 

chase after foreign markets at the risk of losing our own, forget, | 
if they ever knew, that the internal commerce of the United States 
amounts to more than twiceas much each year as the international 
commerce of all the rest of the world put together! Let us not be 
beguiled, Mr, Chairman, into forgetting this fact, the most im- 
portant fact connected with this whole question. 

Our market, Mr. Chairman, is the cream of the You 
can’t enrich cream by adding skim milk to it!ls 

arth. 

THE FARMER’S INTEREST IN PROTECTION. 

Protection is a system. It is intended to be helpful to all in- 
dustries in all sections of the country. 

But of all classes of our people those who have the most per- 
manent interest in protection arethe farmers. They secure bene- 
fit both directly and indirectly. The direct benefit comes from 
the immediate protection of their individual products. 

In 1846 England removed the direct protection to her agricul- 
tural interests. Let usseethe result. In 1851 the numberof per- 
sons engaged in agriculture in England and Wales was 1,676,900. 
Fifty years later, in 1901, the number of persons so engaged was 
981,633. These are the official census figures. Thus we see that 
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the number of persons engaged in agriculture under “‘ free trade”’ 
has fallen almost 50 per centin those fifty years. By way of con- 
trast, look at Germany. Before the adoption of her protective 
tariff the farmers of Germany had to look abroad for a market 

In 1875 Germany 
shipped to Great Britain 11,000,000 bushels of wheat. To-day she 
is using her entire wheat product at home. 

Under the Wilson Act the tariff on barley coming into the 
United States was materially reduced, and our farmers will recall 
that during those years the price of barley under Canadian com- 
petition was ruinously low. Under the Dingley Act barley has 
had adequate protection, and the prices under the Dingley Act 
have been much higher than under the Wilson Act. 

But the indirect benefit to the farmer is by far the most im- 
portant. Under a system of adequate protection our industries 
are diversified. Opportunity is afforded for the development of 
all our resources of material and all the various talents of our 
people. The more these industries are diversified the fewer the 

| competitors of the farmer and the more the consumers of his 
products. The nearer the factory is brought to the farm the 
greater becomes the diversity of the farm product, because there 
is thus provided a market for products which are perishable in 
their nature and can not be shipped long distances. 

The nearer the factory is to the farm, the higher the price of 
farm products and the lower the price of the things the farmer 
has to buy. The more we increase oyr manufacturing industries 
and the greater becomes the number of persons engaged therein 
the greater becomes the market for the farmer’s products. 
And remembering that the amount of our arable land is limited, 

the tendency under our protective tariff is to furnish at home a 
more and more complete market for all that the farmer produces, 
so that the amount that has to be shipped abroad will be growing 
less and less and his home market will be more and more valuable 
and secure. 

In the language of Benjamin Franklin, the patriot and philoso- 
pher— 

Every manufacture encouraged in our own country makes a home market 
and saves so much money to the country that must otherwise be exported 
In England it is well known that whenever a manufactory is eetubiieh: | 
which employs a number of hands it raises the value of the land in ti 
neighboring country all around it, partly by the greater demand near at 
hand for the products of the land and partly by the increase of money drawn 
by the manufactures to that place. It seems, therefore, to the interest of : 
our farmers and owners of land to encourage home manufactures in prefer- 
ence to foreign ones imported from different countries. 

Quoting again from that great speech of Senator Jones, which 
every intelligent American citizen should read and study: 

According as we increase the numbers of our skilled workmen, we do not 
diminish the number of farmers. As we diminish the number of skille: 
workmen we increase the number of farmers. When the farmer's occupa 
tion is invaded he has no recourse. Not beinga skilled mechanic he can 1 
in turn invade some other occupation. All mechanics can become farmers 
without preparatory training; no farmer can become a mechanic withou 
such training. When we shall possess the utmost diversity and multiplica 
tion of industries, therefore, we shall have comparatively fewer farmersand 
a relatively greater number engaged in skilled industries. 

The trend of population from farming to industrial pursuits will then havo 
a tendency to make manufactured articles relatively cheaper and farm prod 
ucts relatively dearer. The farmer, therefore, has everything to gain by a 
policy which induces the people of this country to do all their own work 

Instead of precipitating increased numbers into farming by lowering t! 
tariff and sadenaled the numbers employed in the workshops, if we can su 
ceed by a high tariff in widening our industrial development and renderi 
it unnecessary for our skilled workmen to haye recourse to the land 
natural increase of population will in a few years enable our factories to « 
sume all the products of our farms. 

* * * * © x * 
Had the protective policy been adopted a quarter of a century sooner than 

it was the entire country would now be dotted with manufacturing centers, 
not merely cities separated by long distances, but busy towns and villages a 
few miles apart, in which the farmers of the neighborhood would find read 
and remunerative markets. In other words, ina properly adjusted syst 
of industries the farms would feed the factories and the factories would 
sume all the products of the farms. 

There would then be no overproduction of farm products for export; t! 
“home” market (in the strict sense of the term) would consume all t! 
would be produced, and the farmers would have the benefits and pr 
coming from direct sales to consumers, without the intervention of bro 
commission merchants, railroad magnates, and the army of middlemen w! 
now appropriate what under a better system would be the farmer's profi 
The delay in the adoption of a distinctly protective policy postponed till t 

| coming generation that fullness of development and that variety of indusir 
which, if a strong tariff be maintained, we shall at no distant day secure 

Any reduction of the tariff, therefore, which throws factory operati 
out of employment must result in throwing men out of employment on 1! 
roads, steamships, and in city stores and offices. The products of factor 

| labor, being no longer transported, will require no merchants to “ place” 
them, no salesmen to induce customers in city stores to buy them, no by 

| keepers or clerks to keep acount of them: nor, indeed, will the city stor 
itself be required in which to expose them for sale. Thus the politician who 
formulates a tariff bill which results in closing up a factory in the remotes 
corner of the Union or reduces the reasonable profit of its busines: 
touching the electric button that rings the alarm in every avenue of labo! 

13 DU 

| throughout the land and loudest of all in the open highway, where every 
farmer may hear. 

+ me a a * * 

For the training and development of whatever talent he may have the 
farmer's boy must seek instruction in his own country. Unlike the son o! 
the city merchant or of the successful lawyer, physician, or-artist, the farmer's 
son can not spend years in the study of an occupation in foreign countries, 



it is better that he should not. He who takes high talent into the ma- 
1¢ shop contributes more to the elevation and advancement of humanity 
the prize scholar of the university. 

. policy of varied industries is therefore at oncean heirloom to the farmer's 
d and his birthright. When he steps out of the old homestead—as in 
ty-nine cases in a hundred step out he must—he should find established 
s own country—and the nearer to his home the better—such diversity of 
istries as to enable him to select for his life work that which best suits 
aste and temperament. In following his chosen pursuit and rendering 

e to his employer he should receive such compensation as will enable 
to live as an American should live. This he will not receive unless em- 
ers need workmen and compete for their labor as keenly as workmen 
pete with each other for employment 
all workmen crowé 1intoa few pursuits, the labor market is overstocked 

| wages tend toa minimum. If the working population be distributed 
ug aki a variety of occupations, there will be no surplusa ge of labor in 

hem, and there will be as much competitionamong employers to find 
men as among workmen to find employment. 
nuch as the farmers are the most numerous c 

- children will therefore benefit more by diversit 
try than the children of any other class. 

TARIFF REVISION. 

In 1897, after an experience with a Democratic tariff—an expe- 
nce still vivid in the memory of even young men—the Repub- 
an party was returned to power, the foremost champion of a 
tective tariff, William McKinley, having been elected Presi- 

ient. Shortly after his inauguration President McKinley called 
ress together in extra session for the purpose of revising the 

itf. The result was the Dingley law. Its operation has been 
h as to compel words of praise even from those who opposed 

actment. It has justified itself a hundred times over. 
E erything that was promised in its name has come to pass. 
merican industries that had been languishing have revived and 

urishing. New ventures have taken root and are prosper- 
ing. Work is plentiful and wages are good. Farmers, except 
hose who have been ‘* buying more land,’’ have almost forgotten 

a mortgage looks like. During its operation more of our 
have been well fed, well housed, and well clothed, more of 

‘ people have enjoyed the comforts, yea, the luxuries, of life, 
in Was ever true at any other time even in this land. 
All this is admitted. And yet there are those who would en- 

r all this for a theory; a theory, too, whose unwisdom has 
atedly been shown by experience here and elsewhere. 

: tariff schedules sacred? No; but the welfare of our people 
a 1 be sacred to those whose actions may greatly promote or 
itly retard it. Should our tariff laws never be revised? Cer- 
y they should. Wh “J Whenever it becomes evident that 

is more to be gained than lost by th yple of the Unite 
State through such revision. 

¢ shall we know when the time for revision has arrived 
hat ‘eae will certainly not be determined by vague talk 

changed conditions ”’ since thé » enactment of the existing 

lass of the comr nunity, 
y and multiplication of 

i 

ple 

+} 

moe lve 

peo} 

i 

w. It will be necessary for those demat = ¢ tariff revision on 
h grour oF to st} e ify gust how “*c mnditic s have change d,’’ and 

t what itis therefore wise to do. oS shall certainly not allow 
lves +4 be ** beguiled by gent ralities. 

Inasmuch as wages haveadyanced much more ily here than rapidly 

broad, it may be that the next revisi 
downward. Revision 

on will need to be upward, 
) + 

upward can alw mus be unde rtalke i 

j. It has never yet had any but a good effect on business. 
Revision downward has never yet failed to have a bad effect, no 

tf a by whom ( nacts d. 

Nor should we be moved by the veiled threat that 
se the tariff—whether such action seem wise or unwise—the 

to revise it will be given to the Democ We will 
y allow ourselves to be cajoled into doing a foolish thing 

the statement that if we don’t do it some one else will. 
Mr. Chairman, I have an abiding faith in the might of right 
id in mon sense of the common people. So far as Iam 
ncerned, I shall unhesitatingly choose the } at th of duty to my 

ry and let results to myself take coneel themselves. To 
my friends as may differ with me I can only say that I 

t at liberty to sacrifice their interests to my ambitions. if 
time should ever come wl [ failto prefer their good « 

great] prize that g ad wiil, at that mo- 

if we don't 
’ 

rats. 

the commotr 

elr good will, ly as I 
nt I should cease to he worthy of being t] eir representative. 
During the forty-three years since t R publican party firs 

into power that party has four times mad general revision 
the tariff. Two of these revisions, thx f 1861 and 1897, we1 
visions of Democratic schedul Two of the revisions, t] 

r 1883 and 1890, were revisions of Republican edules. 
_Of course it goes without saying that whenevy the proper 

time comes for the revision of the present tariff act the revision 
ld be made by the frie sda wnt hot by the enemies of adequate 

protection to American industries. 
In this connection, however, it must not be forgot ten, Mr. 

, that a dose of poison is just as fatal if administered 

pre end as bya foe. For example, in 1883, under a demand 
\ariff revision, such a revision was made by the Republican 

party. Under popular demand, or what was thought to be popu- 
r demand, the wool schedule was made too low. The fact that 
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and was signed by this act was passed by a Republican Congr 
a Republican President did not save the sheep industry of the 
United States, for immediately thereafter t1 industry was r 
duced by millions of head. The wool schedule the act of 1883 
was a staggering blow to the sheep industry of this country 18 
from which it never recovered until the passage of the M: y 
law, which gave adequate protection to wool 

The Republican party is not committe: 
ule, but it is committed toa great principle g verning the con- 
struction of all schedules. It is not dominated by stubbornness 
or by pride of opinion; but it does recognize its responsibility rel- 
ative to the well-being of the pe ple of the United States, l it 
has business sens: enough to know the import of stability of 

conditions as Te later l to bu SZILESS Pp ospel y. 

cp ~ gle m for th Republican pat n this q n 
was well expressed in the Republican national platform Sor 
which said: 

We are not pledged to any particular schedules. The question of 5 
a practical quest on to be t ‘ ( und of pi } 

The ruling and uncon ! nciple is t ! and de mer 
of American labor and industr Ph intr t t ner d 
then it wants rest. 

THOMAS B. REED ON ARI REVI ) 

One of the greatest men whom it was ever my privil ) 
know person ally was the late Thomas B. Reed, of Mains I 
twenty years a Member of this House and its Speaker through 
three Congresses. He passed from earth in December, 1902. 
Almost on the day of his death—in the Nor American Review 
for December. 1902— appea that he ever wrote 
on public questions. 

it comes to us as the counsel of a man of suq r intel and 
absolute honesty; as the matured judgment: 1e who w thor- 
oughly informed on the fiscal history of this and other « itries 
It comes to us as the garnered wisdom of more than three-score 
vears. Itcomesfrom one w ho had voluntarily retired from publi 
ife at a time when he was occupying the exalted position of 
Speaker of this House, a position r ntry aptly d ed 
by himself as ‘* having but one suy no peer,’’ a position 

» which he knew he would be unanimou ected. 4 nes 
as the sage advice of one who had 1 ther purp to s that 
to contribute to the well-being of his country. 

[esteem it an honor t a at entire article to these remar! 
I do so with the consent of the publishers of the North American 
Review, who own the c oyright to it. To be entirely candid 
about the matter, I do this in order that, bei made fr - 
able, it may be circulated in all parts of the United States during 
the comingcampaign. I do this as a high service to the A n 
people. To have read that articl irefully and thus stu 
its full significance is to have re ved a coll lucati 
questions of the day. 

[In that article Mr. Reed discussed with the rit of a - 
pher and the sagacity of a statesman t ques f tar 
sion. Here are some of the things that he sa 

What would yousay wasthe ideal in tr t 
bod twork. Justn we have every bod \ 
want i n ’ é , \ 

world, « pt } in ‘ 
cess embro r banners, we art i 
and give place 

Why? Simply é ' the } 
fthe race. We ig a f limited } I 

quiled by Her I 
bill the « Ww I 
be framed, we t kK, V 
brated bill and ! 3) \ I 
Why, in 
h ‘ f if { { ' 

of the w d.is ] 

must be s HN 
f « } 

? 

, ; 

Vv t 
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with grea p t 

i ndividu ) 
urting ¢ Anv dist tha 

\ W iwhich weare allt \ 
i? at ; j ‘ ] 

? r ltof a eat ] + 
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fl u ( 
ich a tariff-refort ‘ nit : 

his own party, a1 t l mah 1 , } 

bers of the Hous tl vielded to Senate 1 
the President th L} f I f ‘ 
men it became apparent, as it s i b th ¥ \ l, that ‘ 
enacted is always differext uu tain i 
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What we had better dois to remember where we ar ind ¥ 1 
gers are. Enterprises of b ness are not er ‘ed upo! helt t 
They are the result of calculation. One of first inquir the } noter 
or maker is, how many of r present cond is art ‘emain? If re ) 
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tinually meddled with by Congress, great damage ensues. {tis in reality of 

great question and a judicial temper in considering it. From this 

noteworthy speech I submit here some extracts that are pertinent 
to the matter now under consideration, and print the entire speech 
as part of the appendix to these remarks. 

The present ph 
( made accordan 

momenal prosperity has been under a tariff which was 
+ with certain fixed and definite principles, the most im- 

portant of which is an avowed determination to protect 
American producer, business man, wage-worker, and farmer 
general tariff policy, to which, without regard to changes in 
this country is irrevocably committed, is fundamentally based upon ample 
recognition of the difference between the cost of production—that is, the cost 
of labor 

no event afford 
American industries, to foreign capital over American capital, 
labor over our own labor 
paid, better educat 

£ 

alike. The 
t i 

This country has and this country needs better 
i, better fed, and better clothed workingmen, « 

type than are to be found in any foreign country. It has and it needsa 
higher, more vigorous, and more prosperous type of tillers of the soil than is 
possessed by any other country. 

* a * * * * * 

It is, of course,a mere truism that we want to use everything in our power 
to foster the welfare of our entire body politic. In other words, we need to 
treat the tariff as a business proposition, from the standpoint of the interest 
of the country as a whole, and not with reference to the temporary needs of 
any political party It is almost as necessary that our policy should be stabie fA 

as that it should be wise. A nation like ours could not long stand the ruinous 
policy of readjusting its business to radical changes in the tariff at short inter- 
vals, especially when, as now, owing to the immense extent and variety of 
our products, the tariff schedules carry rates of duty on thousands of different 
articles. 

* * * x * 

If a tariff law has on the whole worked well, and if business has prospered 
under it and is prospering, it may be better to endure some inconveniences 
and inequalities for a time than, by making changes, torisk causing disturb- 

* £ 

The fact that the change wn a given rate of duty may be thought desirable does 

not seitle the q on whether it is advisable to make the change immediately. 
Every tariff deals with duties on thousands of articles arranged in hundreds 
of paragraphs and in many schedules 

These duties affect a vast number of interests which are often conflicting 
If necessary for our welfare, then, of course, Congress must consider the 
question of changing the law as a whole or changing any given rates of duty. 
Rut we must remember that whenever even a single schedule is considered 
Some interests will appear to demand a change in almost every schedule in 
the law, and wh it comes to upsetting the schedules generally the effect 
upon the business interests of the country would be ruinous. 

* * * * 

aquest 

a” * + 

economic importance as the tariff from the standpoint of our business needs, 
We can not afford to become fossilized or fail to recognize the fact that as 
the needs of the country change it may be necessary to meet these new needs 
by changing certain features of our tariff laws. Still less can we afford to 
fail to recognize the further fact that these changes must not be made until 
the need for them outweighs the disadvantages which may result. * * We 
have prospered marvelously at home. Asa nation we stand in the very fore- 
front in the giant international competition of the day. 
by any freak or folly to forfeit the position to which we have thus triumph- 
antly attained. 

* 

WHY DEMOCRATIC PROMISES CAN NOT BE TRUSTED. 

As I said at the beginning of these remarks, while this question 
of the tariff is primarily a question of business it is in this coun- 
try also a question of politics. Let us hope that it will not always 
beso. But it certainlyissonow. Itis proper, therefore, that the 
probable political aspect of the question in the coming campaign 
be clearly yet kindly stated. 
The Democratic party to-day owes whatever hopes it may en- 

tertain of success in the coming campaign to the existence of what 
is known as “‘ the solid South.’’ It is important that we get, if 
possible, a just corception of the significance of that fact. 

In the first place, it will not be denied anywhere that—regardless 
of who the Democratic nominee may be or what may be the plat- 
form on which he stands—the Democratic party knows in advance 
that it can with absolute certainty count on the electoral votes of 
the Statesof the South. Hence ina convention it is not necessary 
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to be rtainties in the future he will not dare toact. Whatcan youimagine 
that w ld dampen a business man’s ardor more than to be called on to 
guess what a ne tariff bill would be! The prophetic instinct in the human | 
creature the 1d its limit. 

We ought to le e tariff alone; we ought to defend it against all comers for | 

the good of the nation. Weare doing more than well and need not hunt for 
d ter. That will come in due time 

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT ON TARIFF REVISION. 

In his Life of Benton, page 224, President Roosevelt says: 
Now, whether a protective tariff is right or wrong may be open to ques- 

tion; but if it exists at all, it should work as simply and with as much cer- | 
tainty and exactitude as possibie; if its interpretation varies, or if it is con- 

far less importance that a law should be ideally right than that it should be 
certain and steady in its workings. Even supposing that a high tariff is all 
wrong, it would worl nfinitely beiter for the country than would a series of | 
chan s be nm hi d iow dut | 

In a speech at Providence, R. I., on August 23, 1902, President 
Roosevelt, said: 

The upshot of all t) that it is peculiarly incumbent upon us ina time 
of such material well-being, both collectively as a nation and individually as 
citizens. t he each on his own account, that we possess the qualities of | 
prudence, self-knowledge, and self-restraint. Jn our Government we need 
above all things stability, fixity of economin policy. 

At Minneapolis, Minn., on April 4, 1903, President Roosevelt | 
delivered an address which exhibited a statesmanlike grasp of this | 

the interests of the | 

detail, I believe | 

here and abroad, and of the need to see to it that our laws shall in | 
advantage in our own market to foreign industries over 

to foreign | 

of a higher | 

ance and perhaps paralysis in the industries and business of the country. | 

To sum up, then, we must as a people approach a matter of such prime | 

We can not afford | 

——- 

_ to seriously consider the wishes of the South, either as to a ca; 
didate or as to a platform, so long as the candidate is personally 

| reputable and decent. eo 
The problem of the Democratic managers will be to get the r. 

maining electoral votes necessary to an election. These must }, 
secured in the North. A large city offers the best field for certain 
northern Democratic methods, so the Democratic managers pi) 
out New York State, with its great metropolitan city, and lino 
with its Chicago, as the best fighting ground. Then it will }). 
necessary to carry,in addition, one or two States of the size of In. 
diana, New Jersey, and Wisconsin. 

In general, then, the problem before the Democratic campai 
| managers is how to carry those Northern States. ; 

New York City can be made to supply a generous majority: } 
in these days of ‘* publicity’’ there is a limit to such possi})i! 
ities. The Republicans must be kept from ‘‘ coming down to th, 
Harlem ’’ with an overwhelming majority, so a candidate must 
selected and a platform must be framed that will appeal to the pe 
ple ‘‘up State.’’ A candidate from New York State itself cay 
naturally be relied on to appeal to State pride. and hence a New 

| York man would, per se, have strong claims on the nomination 
for President. For similar reasons an Illinois man would ha 
strong claims to consideration for the Vice-Presidency. 

But the platform must be such as to help in carrying those t 
States and also the remaining States required. It must be fram 
with special reference to carrying the Northern States requir: 
Those Northern States have business interests whose owners must 

| by the platform, be soothed into a feeling of security. Aboy 
| things, then, the platform must have the appearance of cons 
atism. Inasmuch as the issue this year will be the tariff, t! 

| Democratic platform will, for several reasons, probably not b: 
| frank and outspoken as it was in 1892. It will probably cont 
some ‘‘ glittering generality ’’ about ‘‘ tariff revision along « 
servative lines.’’ 

But whatever the platform promises may be, Mr. Chairma: 
the thing to remember is that Democratic platform promises : 
absolutely unreliable. I say this in all kindness, with the 

| recognition of the fact that there are untold thousands of in 
vidual Democrats who are men of the highest integrity. 

3ut there is a very plain and easily understood reason why 
Democratic platform promises can not be relied on. 

It all hinges on the existence of that ‘‘ solid South.”’ At elec- 
tion the ‘‘ solid South’’ can be absolutely depended upon to 

| every one of its electoral votes to the Democratic nominee, so t 
in the convention, which frames the platform, the wishes of th: 
solid South can be safely treated with indifference. But wh 
comes to passing a tariff act in Congress, after the election, / 
South will largely control the situation, because the South w 
furnish the bulk of the votes necessary to pass the bill. In oth 
words, the platform must be made to please certain States i) 
North, but the bill must be made to please the States of the Sov 
who entertain different opinions. The promises will be dictat 
by the Northern States, the performances by the Southern States 
Hence Democratic performances can not reasonably be expecte! 
to square with Democratic promises. 

Mr. Chairman, the people of the South have some very adn 
able characteristics, but not even they themselves would cla 
that in business sagacity they rank with the people of the Nort 
As a people they are given to ideals, some of which are lofty : 
worthy of all praise, but the people of the South are emphatica 
not equal to the people of the North in the solution of great pra 
tical questions of business. So that, whatever may be the ))! 
form promises, the law enacted by a party dominated by the peo) 
of the South can not reasonably be expected to be economical! 
wise or practically sensible. 

But there is one thing that can be depended upon—each Senat 
and Representative from the South, regardless of his views al» 
the abstract beauties of ‘* free trade,’’ will take mighty good cai 
see that the things in which his people are interested shall hi) 
full and adequate protection. 

Mr. Chairman, they are ‘‘ free traders ’’ as toeveryone’s products 
except their own. 

This was illustrated in both of the bills framed under Dem 
cratic auspices in the last forty years—the Mills bill of 1888 «1 
the Wilson-Gorman law of 1894. For example, in the Mills b:! 
which passed the Democratic House, but was defeated in the It 
publican Senate, a high rate of duty was placed on rice, a south 
ern product, and an entirely inadequate rate on barley, a north: 
product. The Mills bill put a high rate of duty on the cane suga 
of the South, but put on the free list the peas, beans, vegetables. 
tomatoes, milk, meats, and poultry of the North. The central 
feature of the Mills bill was the removal of all duty on wool, 
of the chief products of Northern farms. 
And the same general policy prevailed in the Wilson bill. 
Mr. Chairman, a Democratic tariff bill is always sectional— 

never national—in its spirit. 

K 
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Mr. Chairman, it is coming to be felt among thoughtful people 
that the besetting sin of men in public life is cowardice. 

From long acquaintance with men in both Houses of Congress 
I know that, practically without exception, they are anxious to 
do the right thing. But sometimes it seems hard to realize that 
temporary applause is less to be desired than final approval; that 
the first impulse is usually less to be depended on than the sober 
second thought. It is not easy to understand and feel that it is 
practically as blameworthy in one intrusted with grave public 
responsibilities to be wanting in courage as to be lacking in con- 
science. 

On the other hand, what would any man who has ever had the 
experience take in exchange for that exaltation of spirit that one 
has while engaged in a straightforward, vigorous, honorably con- 
tested, but unfaltering fight for principles which he knows in his 
heart ought to prevail, and which he has highly resolved shall 
not be permitted to fall short of full fruition? 

Mr. Chairman, when public men hesitate it is sometimes because 
they have not yet fully worked out in their own mind where the 
path of dutylies. But, sir, more frequently it is becas1se, knowing 
the truth, they fear that ‘‘the people will not understand ’’ the 
matter, and that those who do understand will neglect to uphold 
those who are earnestly trying to do their duty. 

As a matter of fact, sir, ‘‘our best citizens,’ as they think of 
themselves, are often very greatly to blame for their unpatriotic | 
failure to participate actively in public affairs. The good people 

this country are overwhelmingly in the majority and can have | 
¢ 

Ol 

their way in proportion to their resolution, actively expressed, to 
have it. 

sut, sir, we who are in public life can not have that support by 
begging forit. The surest way to get it is to deserve it. 

Mr. Chairman. the tariff should be taken out of politics. As I 
have shown, it never was seriously in politics until 1832. Our 
country should be freed entirely from the menace of the frequent 
recurrence of this question. 
How can it be taken out of politics? 
a nonpartisan commission. 

thority over the matter. 
The way to get the tariff out of politics is suggested by the way 

in which the battle of the standards was settled. For many years 
it was a menace to the stability of our finances. It was not set- 
tled by those who believe in ** playing politics’’ with matters of 
grave public concern. 

It was settled primarily by a few men who had the patience to | 
study out the truth, the intelligence to state it, and the courage to 

ht forit. Thus and thus only can the tariff question be settled. 
It will never be settled until it is settled right. What that right 
is I have tried to indicate. 

In the rosy month of June, in the city of Chicago, will assemble 
the grand council of the Republican party. In national conven- 
tion assembled the party will nominate our candidate for the | 

Not by the appointment 
Congress will never waive its au- | OI 

fig 

Presidency and our candidate for the Vice-Presidency and enun- | 
ciate the policy to which all good Republicans are expected to 
suoscrine, 

[t is already known who will be our nominee for the office of 
Chief Executive of the nation. And how has he won his way to 
the exalted position which he occupies? 
times, without fear, what he believed to be right. 
know that he is human, and that he is therefore liable to err occa- 
sionally; but they also feel in their hearts that he will never be 
wrong if he knows it. The thing that is uppermost in their mind 
about him is that he has the courage of his convictions! 

Surely the national Republican convention will see to it that 
the platform fits the candidate; that it tells the truth without 
evasion. On the paramount issue the path of duty is plain. The 
convention should speak the truth, in language so clear and un- | 

convention | equivocal that no one need misunderstand. The 
should have full faith in the intelligence and the integrity of the 
American people. 
and will prevail.” 

To doubt would be disloyalty, 
To falter would be sin. 

APPENDIX A. 
Address of President Roosevelt at Minneapolis, Minn., April 4, 1903. 

THE TARIFF. 
My Fe..ow-Cirizens: At the special session of the Senate held in March 

the Cuban reciprocity treaty was ratified. When this treaty goes into effect 
it will confer substantial economic benefits alike upon Cuba, because of the 
widening of her market in the United States, and upon the United States, 
because of the equal widening and the progressive control it will give to our 
people in the Cuban market. . , 

This treaty is beneficial to both parties and justifies itself on several 
grounds. In the first place, we offer to Cuba her natural market. We can 
confer upon her a benefit which no other nation can confer; and for the very | 
bw oy m that we have started her as an independent republic and that we are | 
rich, pros 
to our fee 

— and powerful, it behooves us to stretch out a helping hand | 
le younger sister. In the next place it widens the market for our ' 
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Simply by doing at all | 
The people | 

It should remember that ‘Truth is mighty | 
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products, both the products of the farm and certain of our manufactures; 
and it is therefore in the interests of our farmers, manufacturers, merchants, 
and wage-workers. 

Finally, the treaty was not merely warranted but demanded, apart from 
all other considerations, by the enlightened consideration of our foreign 
policy. More and more in the future we must occupy a preponderant posi- 
tion in the waters and along the coasts in the region south of us: not a posi 
tion of control over the republics of the south, but of control of the military 
situation, so asto avoid any possible complications in the future 
Platt amendment Cuba agreed to give us certain naval stati 

The Navy Department decided that we needed but two, and we hay 
ified where these two are to be. President Palma has concluds 

ment giving them to us—an agreement which the Cuban legislative 
doubtless soon ratify. In other words, the Republic of Cuba has: 
special relation to our international political system, under which s! 

| outposts of defense, and we are morally bound to extend to her in a degre« 
the benefit of our own economic system. Fromevery standpoint of wise and 
enlightened home and fvreign policy the ratification of the Cuban treaty 
marked a step of substantial progress in the growth of our nation urd 
greatness at home and abroad. 

Equally important was the action on the tariff upon products of Phil 
ippines. We gave them a reduction of 25 per cent, and wou given 
them a reduction of 25 per cent more had it not been for the op} 
the hurried closing days of the last session, of certain gentlemen by 
way, have been representing themselves both as peculiarly solicitous for t 
interests of the Philippine people and as special champions of the lowering 
of tariff duties. There is a distinctly humorous side to ti act that the r 

| duction of duties which would benefit Cuba and th i Ss, as well as 
ourselves, was antagonized chiefly by those who in theory have been fond of 
proclaiming themselves the advanced guardians of the oppressed nationali 
ties in the islands affected and the ardent advocates of the reducti d Ss 
generally. but who instantly took violent ground against the prac ps 
to accomplish either purpose. 

Moreover, a law was enacted putting anthracite on the free list and c 
pletely removing the duties on all other kinds of coal for one year 

We are now in a condition of prosperity unparalleled not merely it 1 
own history, but in the history of any other nat This prosperity is I 
rooted and stands on a firm basis because it is due tot ave! 
age American has in him the stuff out of which vict« the great 
industrial contests of the present day, just asin the great m ‘ ts 
of the past, and because he is now able to use and ) u 
best advantage under our well-established, economic system 

We are winning headship among the nati f the world becaus« 
people are able to keep their high average of ind ual « ens! und 
show their mastery in the hard, complex, pushing of the There w 
be fluctuations from time to time in our prosperity, but i ontir to 
grow just so long as we keep up this high average of individ ‘ shiy 
and permit it to work out its own salvation under proper econom gisla 
tion. 

The present phenomenal prosperity has been won under a tariff w 
was made in accordance with certain fixed and definite principles, the mos 
important of which is an avowed determination to protect th st 
the American producer, business man, wage-worker, and farms r 
general tariff policy, to which, without regard to changes in de ; 
this country is irrevocably committed, is fundamentally based upon amp 
recognition of the difference between the cost of producti that is, the « 
of labor—here and abroad, and of the need to see to it that our laws sh: 
no event afford advantage in our own market to foreign industries ov 
American industries, to foreign capital over American capital, to foreign 

| labor over our own labor 
This country has and thiscountry needs better-paid, better-educated 

ter-fed, and better-clothed work f a higher type than ars 
| found in any foreign country. It needs a ‘Tr, more vigoro 
and more prosperous type of tiller vil than is possessed by any other 
country. The business men, the ts and manufacturers, and t 
managers of the transportation int show the san per ty when 
compared with men of their type ab Th ~ the last few years 
have shown how skillfully the leaders of Americar P I na 

| tional business competition the mighty industrial w df ! 
by the resources of our country, the wisdom ir laws, ¢ 

| inventive genius, and the administrative capacity of our people 
It is of course a mere truism to say that we want to use everything in our 

power to foster the welfare of our entire body politic. In other words, « 
need to treat the tariff as a business proposition from the standpoint 
interests of the country as a whole, and not with reference to the te1 a 
needs of any political party. It is almost as ne essary that our policy 
be stable as that it should be wise. A nation like ours could not lor 
the ruinous policy of readjusting its business to radical c] ~ tl 

| at short intervals, especially when, as now, owing to the immense exte i 
variety of our products, the tariff schedules carry rates of duty usands 
of different articles. 

Sweeping and violent changes in such a tariff, tou ) vitally t 
| terests of all of us, embracing agriculture, labor, man res, and 
merce, would be disastrous ry event, and they w be fata 
present well-being if approach at t i ft 
tective tariff was to be: { world iat 
American world—can not afford, gi for its ar 

| even to consider theadvisability of ¢ e present s 
Yet, on the other hand, where ns uel 

change, as with us must of necessity be the cas« tt I 
portance that we should be able from time to e t > 
policy to the changed conditions. Our aim should be he 

| of a protective tariff, in which the nation as a whol ‘ and y 
wherever and whenever necessary, to change the 3 in ‘ticular pat 
graphs or schedules as matters of legislative detail such change ( 
manded by the interests of the nation as a whole, 

In making any readjustment there are certain important considerations 
which can not be disregarded. Ifa tariff law bas on the whole worked well 
and if business has prospered under it and is ; ering, it may be better to 
endure some inconveniences and inequalities for a time than by maki 
changes to risk causing disturbance and perhaps paralysis in the ind 
and business of the country. The fact that the change inag 
duty may be thought desirable does not settle the question whet i 
visable to make the change immediately. Every ta als w é 
thousands of articles arranged in hundreds of paragraphs an mal 
schedules. 

These duties affect a vast number of interests wl oft t 
If necessary for our welfare, then of course Congress 1 yn r the < < 
tion of changing the law as a whole or changing any given rat 
we must remember that whenever even a single schedule i - 
interests will appear to demand a shange in evel 
law; and when it comes to upsetting the schedu ‘nerally the upon 
the business interests of the country would be ruinous 

One point we must steadily keep inmind. The qt n of tariff revisi 



speakin r nds w ly apart from the question of dealing with the 
ul tarif in have any substantial t in solving 

a ! oblem “a great trusts or great corporations are 

u l t ta Practic all the others thatare of any im- 
A a rol t, numbers of smaller American competitors; 

f rse hat in the tar which w *"y tothe large cor- 
would work not mer ry but destruction toitssmaller competi- 

ind equally, of course change would mean disaster to all the 
workers connected with either the large or the small corporations. 

rom the standpoint of those interested in the solution of the trust prob- 
ic] hange would t ore merely mean that the trust was relieved 

Y myx s weaker American competitors, and thrown only into 
p ym ¥ 1 foreign competitors; and that the first effort to meet this 
wmpetit would be made by cutting down wages, and would therefore 

primarily at the cost of labor. In thecase of some of our greatest trusts 
acl I it confer upon them a j} tive benefit. 
waking broadly, it is evident that the changes in the tariff will affect 

ts for we x for wo ply as they affect the whole country. The 
t nly a ll othe iterests. It makes ail these 

ntere 1, profitable: and its benefits can be taken from the 
re y of taking them from the small also. 
1 must a people approach a matter of such prime 

r he s yint of our business needs. 
v wr fail to recognize the fact that as 
t necessary to meet these new needs 
b ft law 

nize the further fact that these 
xd for them outweighs the disadvan- 

tages which y result: and when it becomes necessary to make them they 
should be ma with full recognition of the need of stability in our economic 

nand of keeping unchanged the principle of that system which has 
Ecol ettled y in our national life. We have prospered mar- 
sly i nation we st in the very forefront in the giant 

i I industrial competition of the day. We can not afford by any 
freak of folly to forfeit the position to which we have thus triumphantly 
t 1ined 

APPENDIX B. 

SOME ADVANTAGES OF A PROTECTIVE TARIFF—WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH 
THE TARIFF? 

i | B. Reed, formerly Speaker of the House of Representatives. ] 

l for this year have taken place, and we have escaped the one 
d f a democracy, which is the decision of great questions with- 

di ) But we have by no means gotrid of the questions. Wehave 
vy up he duty of discussing them with such care as will tend to de- 

ther ectly. We have had a season of prosperity which has no 
even inourown remarkable history. Therehas beena movement of 

CO ntration; and business has been carried on on so great a scale that we 
( rightene j the tremendous shadow which we cast. Weare not 

‘ y ng remarkable growth, but we are doing it in such fashion 
as t fluer the Old World. In that surprising address which Mr. Car- 

rie has just delivered at St. Andrews we can see depicted what the influ- 
‘ f forty nations united in one will be, and that it will force the countries 
‘ irope, after due years and perhaps centuries, to such a union as will 

h armies and war We may well hope for this, for the story of the 
world m feudalism and distraction to natio ty and internal 
peace amply es his prophecies to those who can see that God works un- 

‘ has all eternity under His command 
But our problem in this nation is of to-day,and if we do our duty of to-day 
nation will find those who can take our places to-morrow. All that is 

w happening is in accord with the nature of things. Displacing the old 
with the new is never without its complications and minor evils, which cor- 

tthen vesinduetime. All good progress, even that which is undoubted, 
has its temporary sorrow One example, which takes innumerable forms, 

this t porary sorrow which may be employed to illustrate the idea, is 
t nvention and use of labor-saving machinery. Upon such invention and 
use depends the whole material progress of the world. Nothing else could 

ve the abundance which characterizes our age. Yet, when any new 
bor ig invention comes into use the first thing it does is to deserve its 

I e sssening the number of men whocan work. Labor saved is, tem- 
j labor lost. Men are discharged; the machine does what they used 
‘ ) you wonder, then, that men should resent this intrusion upon their 

ince an pport? Some are too old to learn new trades, and for them 
here is no cor lation. Yet,in the long run, new occasions spring up which 

‘ y this d urged labor,and the world has all it used to have and much 
b 

( t or the unwillingness to welcome new things, has its uses. 
1 ’ t good a an early death; but those which push 

{ rward 1 low rees f » themselves upon the atten- 
yf are th m ductionsof human wisdom, and must 
} nsiders , al it be made the subject of unreasoning 

| ‘ Towar cl it no one hasa right to look askance 
‘ veal one t LT ti ume sucha movement wrong. It may be 

br ! busin men alloveragreatna "sue the same course 
1 to be that they are ri; vertheless, the first 

ake t! i 

ry of corp ns can be putintoa few words. Menofsenseare 
t ng to risk tl ll in one enterprise or busin If they can limit 

eir risks, and if by n with others whose risks can be in like manner 
ed they can make a strong <¢ pany, much idle money can be utilized, 

i both capital and labor emp! d. On this basis and the s of easier 
Lnagement corporations w rmed and have gradually own in full 

roportion to tl I h of the world. In our day this g has taken 
M rn Th form t forced upon business . by competition 

ne ¢ lt mi vr of concerns united to save expense and the 
duplicat of ma ue rs had to do likewis2 “hese unions of capi 
tal have been forced 1 alist. This element of force we must all 
bear in mindif we w id this question 

Perhaps you think that men \ glad to get into these unions and went 
cheerfully into combinations ich was not the fact. Men hated to give up 
their independence. They and their fathers had built up their business. 
They were } i of their succes and meant to leave their establishments 
to their children. In the new combination only one could be the head. The 
others must go out or take rearseats. Then came the task of valuing, which 
encountered the natural unwillingness to have others do better than we do, 

the task of consolidation grew almost impossible. Why was it not ab- 
solutely impossible? Simply because of the murderous competition. It was 
union or bankruptcy. Of course after there had been a few examples it be 
came easier. The rising tide of prosperity helped also, because it raised not 
prices only, but values, and men were reconciled by getting more than they 
had hoped for, though they got no more than belongedtothem. It would be 
natural here to say, Why not let competition go on? 

What we want is the results of competition—low prices—so that we can 
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| petition is an evil. 

| many remedies on the — 
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buy all we want. The answer to this can be made, and it is worth attentio: 
With small factories scattered around and a country store in every villac: 
competition did insure us low prices, but did not escape the evils we wil) 
hereafter speak of. So long as competition could be carried on on the ba 
of living and letting live all went well; but as capital grew in amount and 
millsin size competition became more violent and property ceased to ma 
returns. Now, the doctrine of competition, most invaluable in its way, has 
its limitations. Being human, it is not an unmixed good. Destructi: 

The world can not afford to havea trade which d 
pay a fair profit. Hence when a trade ceases to offer a fair profit there h 
to be a remedy, and the remedy chosen here was in reality nota new 
It is impressive upon us at this time on account of its size. 
has gone on ever since business became business. 

But are we to be exposed to the mercy of those people who pile up mil] 
and have we no remedy by law or constitutionalamendment? Yes, we hay: 

»andin the newspapers. But the experien 
mankind is universal, that Providence has not left us to the stump or: 
the newspapers, or even to the statesman. Somehow—after much b'un 
ing, perhaps, but somehow—every new movement has in itself the clemen 
of protection of the race. For instance, we are all afraid of monopolies; \ 
fear that somebody by some new scheme will squeeze us permanently, and 
yet that has never happened. But, you willsay, what can prevent these gr 
aggregations of capital from charging what they like? The answer j 
what prevents them from charging an unfair price is the well-founded 
that they will thereby risk and lose the vast sums already piled up. In 
words, the same state of the world, the same general wealth which en; i 
one big pile of capital to get together will enablea larger pile to get toget 
and, by means of more modern machincry, todestroy theattempted mono 

When one set of capitalists of great renown a year or two ago attem 
to take control of Pacific business, the undertaking was not so vast as t 
vent men whose names were up to that time but little known from me 
them and making at least a drawn battle. The fact is that every bu 
man now knows that the only monopoly anybody can get, except the t 
rary one of patents, to which no one objects. is by producing some ‘ 
cheaper and selling it cheaper than any other maker. Whether such a yn 
nopoly is obnoxious and to be stamped out I leave to the wise declamatio 
the friends of the people. 

It would be a good plan if somebody who believes in the efficacy of | 
lation would sit down and draw his statute and put info words his c 
tional amendment, and see where he would arrive. ‘“ Error,” says the 
Latin, “lurks in generalities.”” To talk of doing somethiny by mea 
something, if you do not specify the something to be done or the way 
it, is a waste of time. 

After all the language which has been used about the great corporat 
one is a little surprised at the lack of specification. Almost everybody 
nounces that what we need is “publicity.” Even this is vague. Do yo 
pect the public to be intrusted with the cost sheets? If you do no 
what will your publicity amount to? If you mean by “ publicity” su 
statement as will enable the outsider to buy wisely, or the stockholder t 
at the true value, I fear we may be going beyond the province of fre 
ernment, which certainly thus far has left the task of keeping his finge1 
of the fire to the citizen whose fingers they were. 

But can not we stop this stock-watering? Must we not doit? Well 
value of stock is very much’‘a matter of opinion. It will be noticed t! 
stock of one of our greatest companies can be bought for less than $40 
par value is one hundred. In the judgment of the world there is 60 
water, and in the market the water is squeezed out. Could a legi 
it more effectually? As that same stock sold at fifty-five, there was a t 
when there was only 45 per cent of water. Isit proposed in the new « 
tutional amendment to specify how often the test for water is to be app 
Are the stockholders to be assessed daily for the variations of each « 
are the directors to be indicted daily? Shall officers of the Government 
mine the value, or the public in open market? 

There is a piece of wisdom as old as the world, which is worthy of all « 
sideration. Let us not bein haste about great matters. When yor 
know what to do, dowt do it. If the proposition is to press an oak back 
an acorn, it had better be carefully considered. 

The proposed treatment of corporations, even if something ought to 
done, isa fine example of how easily men mistake their wishes for | 

) 

is 

In a small way ib 

n 

sons. It is proposed to repeal such portions of the tariff act as have 1 
these corporations prosperous. Of course, this is not intended to attack 1 
tariff. All we are trying to do is to sap the prosperity of institutions w! 
have grown so large as to frighten us. Why do they frighten us? B 
they are great and strong and wealthy. Of course, then, their greatr 
strength and wealth are fundamental facts beyond dispute. No tari! 
of course, can be made which does no apply to all. Hence, if the ta 
reformed that the big, strong, and wealthy corporations go to destruct: 
are small ones to be saved? Really. to thecalm and judicious mind this: 
like free trade for its own sweet sake. - 

Protection in some lands may be the subject of discussioh and debate. H 
it can be that in this country, and at this time, passes all understand 
the United States the policy of protection has had a century and a qua 
alternatetriumph and defeat. The triumph hasalways been followed b 
perity, the defeat by hard times. The last decade has been of strik 
ample. Wesaw fitto try tariff reform in an act called the ** Wilson Act 
prompt were the evidences of failure to meet the hopes of its framer 
the country rose as one man, repealed the act, and substituted therefor 
Dingley Act, which was the result of careand skill; and immediately ther 
followed a demonstration of the advantages of protection the like of w 
was never seen, even in this country. Owing toa combination of cir 
stances we found other countries ready to take our surplus, and, ow! 
the fact that we had not fairly started our demands on our own works 
we had a surplus to send abroad. 

This large export trade was misunderstood. It only indicated that, ¥ 

strong prices abroad, with England paralyzed by a strike, and with our o 
demand only just awakening, we c uld send many things abroad. It did 
mean that we could always dothis. Jt meant that the primacy was in: 
but not yet gained. When our own demand reached its proper incre: 
found we could not supply it. On the contrary, we used up not only \ 
we made, but in the article of iron and steel alone we have imported i 
last year a million tons. Unfortunately, our exports came at a time w 
we were expanding, and everybody's mind was filled with the idea that 
could supply the world. The free traders seized upon this state of the pu 
mind and declared that we needed protection no longer and that the tar 
must be abandoned. This idea that protection is in the nature of med 
be dropped as soon as possible, is an idea we had better examine. What vf. 
is food? The medicine notion comes from the early arguments for t! 
selection of infant industries to be fostered and cherished. 

Time and experience have enlarged that notion of protection. They has 
shown that protection is not a privilege, buta system. A privilege might b 
robbery. A system must justify itself by results. The principle which w 
derlies protection is the securing at all times to the American people the mar 
kets of America. Jt means that the work of this nation shall be done by th 
people of this nation. All wealth comes from the marrying of labor to the 

win 
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wow material. In acountry like ours, extending over such vast regions, there | fluence. For four years he had no Congress behind him, anc 

‘ e no lack of materials. Any system which enables our people todoour | such a tariff-reform law as would suit him. By and by he hs es 

work is the system which can give, and has given, the best results. The | hisown party, and he started in to make such a law as would please both 

ireamed of 

é have all along sneered at the idea that taxes can make usrich. But | godsand men. There are those who remember the dismal! looks of the Mem- 
‘ simply to beguile by words. Would it be any less absurd to say that | bers of the Hoase when they yielded to the Senate, and the averted looks of 

: gave us good currency? And yet they did. We tax State currency. | the President as he let the bill pass by, unsigned and friendless. To those 
io not raise one cent by the tax; it simply bars out the State currency |} men it became apparent, as it should be to the whole v i, that i 

We used the tax asa way of accomplishing a result, as means to an end. | enacted is always «ifferent from the acti the Rep an 
In like manner we us. d the taxing power to create a barrier behind which | party ready to open the box, knowing that once it is opened only hope is 

uld do our own work. All the theorists, the men who thought there | left behind? 
thing in the world they could not think of, declared that we would be 

ned. We have not been ruined, but we are to-day a very lively example 
. people who do their own work. What would you say was the ideal in- 

; rial condition of a nation? Everybody at work. Just now we have 
everybody at work. And yet we think we want something else. I[f we keep 

f ig we shall get it. Withall the world, ones England, including her 
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DEMOCRACY AND THE TRUSTS 

By Hon. Lesiiz M. SHAW 

‘ ae : : fective ane! rs oO ihlic anectione in thea own colonies, of our opinion, with success embroidered on all our banners, One of the most « fie ctive speakers on publi qu ms in the 
we are invited to surrender our views and give place to a beaten world. | United States to-day is Hon. Lestie M. Shaw. who was for 1 

W Simply because of that human unrest which is part of the history | yvoars o yvernor of e State of va and who is now Secretar’ ue 
‘ erace. We, being also of limited knowledge, are much given to be be- ¥ renee of th — of Iow , ond wh = — ee 
uiled by generalities. Here is one line of generalities. ‘Is the Dingley tar- the Treasury of the United States. M1 . Shaw has many 0 , 

itheend of wisdom? If not, thenitcan beimproved. A tariff billcould | mental attributes of Abraham lincoln. He hasthe happy f nity 
mon - ota ie , a —— = » poner ieee p ‘ ala. > . ° . . * 4 " framed, we think, which would b free from all the errors of that oe le- | of stating a large truth in such a way as to make it clear to the 

brated billand retain itsvirtues. Where would youenactsucha bill? Why, fae 5: oe a P . ? ee ore ; ie 
rr own mind, of course. Unfortunately, a bill enacted in the mind has | 4verage mind. Like Lincoln. he finds his lilustrations in every- 
traterritorial force. A bill enacted by Congress, like the progress of | day life; and. also like Lincoln, he has a fine sense of humor. 

re: - ree C ic : ; ‘ ; reat aA} ? . . : . : 39 th rld, is the result of a fierce conflict of op oosing human inte rests,and | Abraham Lincoln was often referred toas “‘the great convincer. 

I t be so. When men talk carelessly of tariff revision they talk of a tariff | slie M. Shaw has 1 elai . law ¢i¢ 
n r vet established and one that never can be. They dream of a tariff | Leslie M. Shaw has good claim to a Ssimuar title. 
w h exactly suits them individually, while a real tariff bill is one which 

ibly satisfies the country as a whole. 7 
But can we not have, sitting in perpetual session, a body of men nonparti 

On Wednesday evening, March 23, 1904, > ecretary Shaw de- 
| livered an address before the Young Men's Republican Club of 

ean, judicious, wise, and incorruptible? Yes,in your mind. You can have Providence, R. I. In view of prospective talk relative to the 
anythingin your mind. Imagination is unlimited, and it is very delightful | so-called *‘ trusts’’ on the part of our Democratic brethren in the 

wander round among possible impossibilities. Just think of a nonpartisan 
f ler sitting on a tariff tax! Of course, he would be above any preju- 

| coming campaign, [I insert in the RECORD a part of the speech of 

dice—except hisown. I saw one tariff commission sit in 1882, and its report | Mr. Shaw. He said: 
was not enacted into law; but all its mistakes were, and the result was satis- No sooner was the result of the m« nou 1 n the 
factory to nobody. | tion inaugurated widely varying an¢ ta to he A 
What we had better dois to remember where we are and what our dan | tration of the fruits of its victory led 
rs are. Enterprises of business are not entered upon by helter-skelter. | lar suits against every large business and producit tery and eve 

y are the resuit of calculation. One of the first inquiries of the promoter | consolidation of railroad interests, whether of compet ystems o1 
maker is, how many of our present conditionsaretoremain? Ifthereareto | tinuous lines ; 

be uncertainties in the future he will not daretoact. What canyou imagine The most amusing effort to avoid a comparison of Rey ‘ D 
: that would dampen a business man’s ardor more than to be called on to | cratic Administrations, to th at advantage t former, app 

whata new tariff bill would be! The prophetic instinct in the human | recent interview by ex-President Cleveland. He does not claim t iver 
creature is there beyond its limit. ommended any antitrust legislation during either of 3; Administrations 

We ought to let the tariff alone; we ought to defend it against all comers for | He does not claim that any antitrust legislation \' assed di ge ¢ 
the qood of the nation. ye are doing more than well and need not hunt for | his Administrations. He does not claim credit ration eve 
disaster That wil. come in due time. tuted to suppress any trust or combin 1 durir r of his A stra 

Meanwhile, let us see what people are trying to do. Nobody dares to | tions. He simply seeks to explain why nothing w d bh 
‘ k the tariff directly. Every effort against it is a flank attack. The | responsibility therefor upon the courts and the ( stitu and 
tariff is to be changed, not because it has not produced prosperity, but be- | fact that the Northern Securities Company was not organized du: Lis 
ca it has produced large corporations. Weso hate and fear large corpo- | Administration. 

! ns that we will destroy prosperity rather than not destroy them. To Iam very glad that the ex-President has again comme notice, 
argue such a proposition would be a discredit to the American people. The | notwithstanding the McKelway letter. Eight years isa k in 
most plausible attack has come from the demand for reciprocity. in mourning. But now that he has voluntaril red th ed 

In my judgment, it will be found that when the glittering generalities of | comparisons, he can not complain if compar be made 
reciprocity are refined down to actual statement of what is proposed, the Mr. Cleveland was first inaugurated President Mar 1885. Neither in 
American people will never have it. The history of reciprocity the world | his inaugural address nor in any message does he 1 tion the sub 

1as been that any treaty thus far devised has been one-sided,and the | trusts until immediately preceding the election of 1888. In his last 
untry losing has put an end to it. We tried it with Canada. Our export preceding that campaign he refers to the existence of bina 

rade increased 13 per cent and theirs increased in eleven years 500 per cent. | quently called trusts,”’ and closes with this sage c 
That treaty no longer exists. We had one with the Sandwich Islands, and | “The people can hardly hope for any consid t ypera 
on the average we gave them $5,000,000 remitted sugar duties a year and sold | these selfish schemes.” 
them $4,000,000 worth of goods. In other words, we gave them all our exports | He recommends no relief and suggests to remedy. Nevertheless, t 
and a million dollars besides. This is what the friends of free trade were | gress to which this comprehensive statement of fact was r 
trying to do for Cuba when we were so apprehensive that the island would | ity of the Members of which belonged to his s i 
be ruined if we did not give in charity what had no foundation in justice. | appointed a commission to investigate the subj¢ 

Protection, I repeat, isa system, and is justifiable because it is of general | mission was to convince the people that their interes 4 
a) ition. The whole nation gets the benefit of it. If you will examine | fected, at least during the campaign. and that if Mr. ¢ ed 
reciprocity in detail you will find that in nearly every case the national rev- | some remedial legislation would follow. To that « held 
enue is sacrificed for the benefit of individuals. Hawaii alone cost us one | meetings from time to time throughout the « ‘ 
hundred and one millions of unrequited dollars. Perhaps it may be a conso- | not reelected, however, but when Congress recon fi 

} lation to know that our own citizens, temporarily expatriated, were thereby | lines, he refers to the subject of trusts. and closes w I 
greatly enriched. This example has led our citizens in Cubato hope for like | ing announcement: “ Corporations, which should be t ined 
results, and they, too, are eager for remitted duties. But the scheme has | creatures of the law and the servants of the people, are fi I ) 
been exposed, and Republicans must be blind indeed if they surrender any | people’s masters.” But he recommends no relief and suggest le 

t or tittle of protection of the beet industry in order to bestow largess upon | way of escape. 
cit zens who expatriate themselves, while we refuse it to farmers who till Two days before the inauguration of Preside Harrison the 
our own soil. he low price of sugar in Cuba is the same low price which | to which I have referred made its report, setting f 1 what evidently ay 
pervades all the West Indies, and is caused by the substitution of the beet, a peared to the commission as a most deplorable condi 
better sugar producer than the cane. ** Your committee respectfully report thatthe number nat i 

In a word, a great output of sugar lowers the price. Supposea great grain | trusts formed and forming in this country is, your col eh 4 , 
crop sent prices down. ould we make it wp locus Resernouses our Treas- | tained, very large, and affects a large portion of t! np l actur 
u Of course not. If we can not do this thing to our farmers who stay at | ing and industrial interests of the country. They do not rep t 
home, why should we do so to those who go abroad to develop other lands? | these combinations, for the reason that new ones are constantly forming and 
When we recall the way in which Congress was made to believe that there | old ones are constantly extending their relations so as to cover new bran 5 
was a great popular uprising in behalf of Cuba and contrast it with the dis- | of business and invade new territories.” 
closures since made, we are amazed. Cuba had promises. By whom they | | Their words of encouragement which follow must be read in tl 
were made, what they were, and when, nobody could ever tell. Mayors of | the fact that two days latera Republican Congress, ele some n - 
towns just ready to starve sent us messages, and ruin or immediate action | fore, was toconvene. Li 
were the only alternatives. The whole year has gone and no ruin has come “Your committee furthe I pres l rences 
(his was simply a flank attack on protection, and many men were beguiled | ion between the members of y tt é i 3 
who had been itsstanch champions. For the Republicans to desert the beet- | mitting to the careful considerat sub ( Ss 3 
Sugar interest is to desert the farmer in the one conspicuous and clear case | shown by the testimony taken before the con 
where his industry is fostered. Under the tariff as it now is all the sugar Both the President and the committee ack s 

eded for this country can be made by the people of this country. That is | ful trusts and combinations, but neither ! ar i 
in accord with our system. Itisa part of our system, and should not be | hope except at the hands of those who wet it to fill seat 
abandoned until the rest of it is abandoned. When we throw our markets Che Republican Congress was not long ve. Tl 
open to the world inall things, then it will be time to do it for sugar. duced in the Senate of the Fifty-first Coz was J Ss i 

Let us put this into a few words of a practical character. bill, Senate File No. 1. It passed both Houses and recei' ] g 
We have a tariff carefully drawn, which has served us well. That tariff | Benjamin Harrison 

s only five yearsold. Ithas brought usaway upon the hillside of success. It The passage of this act was followed by several suits for its enfor 
has no connection with great corporations, except what it has with smull ; and several decisions by the Supreme Court were s 
corporations and individuals. No attack by repealing the Dingley Act can | stitutional and applying it to various conditions. 1 id , 
,urt one without hurting all. Any disturbance of that kind would disturb | President Cleveland was again inaugurated, and in h kugural a ke 
‘rade In ways with which we are all too familiar. refers to trusts, saying: 

1 tariff bill at any time is not and can not be the creature of one mind. It * These ager ns and combinations frequently constitute cons] 3 

means the result of a contest by all interests and all minds. Hence, when- | against the inter s of the people, and in all their phases they are ur l 

bill any man thinks of a tariff he would make, he always thinks of a tariff | and opposed to our American sense of fairness. To t 
ill which will never be enacted. be reached and restrained by Federal power, the General ( 
There was once a President of the United States of great power and in- ' relieve our citizens from their interference and exactions 
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sts no modification of the Sherman Act, and recommends nothing 
, but in harmony with the teachings of State sovereignty states- 

manshit f which he always had been, and therefore always will be, a dili- 
gent student, he su that it is very doubtful whether the Federal Gov- 
ernn has any diction in the premises. 

That was in his inaugural address. He does not again refer to the sub- 
t trusts in message or proclamation until December, 1896, after the 

jur 

election of William McKinley, when he can throw the responsibility upon 
anoth: In this, his last message, he denounces combinations of every de- 
scription in language as intemperate and inflammatory as was ever em- 
ployed by his party’s more recent candidate for the Presidency. He says: 

“Their tendency is to crush out individual independence and to hinder 
and pr nt the free 
man J racte y 79 

He then uraged Federal legislation by saying: 
“The fact must be recognized, however, that all Federal legislation on 

this subject may fall short of its purpose because of the complex character 
of our yvernmental system, which, while making the Federal authority su- 
preme in its sphere, has carefully limited that sphere by metes and bounds 
that can not be transgressed. The decision of our highest court on this pre- 
cise question renders it quite doubtful whether the evils of trusts and mo- 
nopolies can be adequately treated through Federal action unless they seek, 
directly and purposely, to include in their objects transportation or inter- 
course between States or between the United States and foreign countries.” 

This, so far as the record shows, is his last utterance, official or otherwise, 
on the subject of trusts, until he explains, in his recent interview, the reason 
why nothing was done during either of his Administrations. While the plat- 
form on which he was elected the second time promised much in the way of 
antitrust legislation, nothing was done except to include in the tariff act of 
1804 a pre 

agreement, or contract between two or more persons or corporations engaged 
in importing articles from any foreign country into the United States in- 

use of human faculties and the full development of hu- 

aisc 

imported article or any manufacture into which imported articles have 
entered.”’ 

Their sole legislation was against combinations of importers with intent 
to put up the price of imported goods. In no way, shape, or form did they 
seek to prohibit a combination of American manufacturers, producers, or 
transportation companies. It is needless to say that no effort has been or 

be made to enforce this act, for it is directed against an imaginary 
nporters may 

intry to increase 

ever wil 

evil I 

this co the price of their imported wares. It was intended 
to please the people, and I see no reason to presume thatany existing or con- 
templated trust was scared thereby. 

And now I want to refer to the language of Mr. Cleveland’s explanation | 
for the sad neglect of his Administration as set forth in his authorized inter- 
view He says: 

‘The question of the Government taking legal action against the so-called 
‘trusts’ was given much consideration during my last Administration, from 
1893 to 1897. I recall that I examined closely the law and received reports 
from Mr. Olney, who was then Attorney-General. I was most anxious to 
have something done, but we were blocked by decisions of the Supreme | 
Court, which at that time tied our hands. * * * The decisions of the Su- 
preme Court, as pointed out in my message, restricted our action against 
trusts unless they were engaged in interstate transportation. 
distinct difference drawn between railroads and purely producing combina- 
tions It could not be said that the sugar trust, or the beef trust, or the 
Standard Oil Company was directly engaged in interstate transportation.” 

I think Mr. Cleveland has overlooked the fact that Attorney-General Knox 
has at this time an injunction in full force against seven corporations, one 
copartnership, and twenty-three individuals engaged in the production and 
transportation of meats and meat products, restraining them, as the opinion 
shows, from requiring their purchasing agents to refrain from bidding 
against each other when making purchases; ens bidding up the price of live 
stock for a few days to induce large shipments, and then ceasing to bid, so as 
to obtain live stock at prices less than it would bring in the regular way; 
from agreeing between themselves upon prices to be adopted by all; from 
restricting the quantities of meat to be shipped; from requiring their agents 
to impose uniform charges for cartage, aa from making agreements with 
transportation companies for rebates and other discrimination rates. 

Of course this action is based upon the allegation admitted in the de- 
murrer, that these packing concerns are engaged not only in the production | 
of articles entering into iiterstate commerce, but that the concerns are 
themselves engaged in interstate commerce. Admittedly the Federal Gov- 
ernment has no jurisdiction to restrain combinations between individuals 
or corporations, except such as is derived under the provision of the Consti- 
tution giving Congress control of interstate and foreign commerce. Thus, 
what Mr. Cleveland just last week said can not be done is an accomplished 
fact, and the action was brought under the Sherman Act, a Republican 
measure, promised in a Republican platform, passed by a a Con- 
gress, signed by a Republican President, and enforced by a little giant under 
the direction of the present Republican President. And, while the case has 
been appealed, it stands and holds and will remain effective until reversed. 

Nor is this all, nor the most astonishing feature of Mr. Cleveland's inter- 
view. Intheclosing paragraph he takes nosmall pains to explain why nothing 
was done during his Administration, and by so doing indorses, in the most 
emphatic language, what has been done by his successors. Without admit- 
ting the sufficiency of his explanation, it is quite gratifying to have so dis- 
tinguished a person unqualifiediy approve the institution, the prosecution, | 
and the result of the merger case. Listen to the explanation he gives for his 
Own inactivity: 

‘* There was then no opportunity to take any such action as this merger 
suit. The case did not present itself. If contracts existed among these busi- 
ness comLinations for the restraint of trade, they were kept secret and no 
evidence offered itself on which toact. At that time this merger of railroads 
had not been formed, so that there was no action of this sort to take.”’ 

How unfortunate it is for so many of us that opportunities never present 
themseives in our times. Those who lived before us, and those who come 
after us. have great opportunities. Of all men we are most miserable. And 
so Mr. Cleveland bewauls his misfortune, in much the same tone, if not in the 
same lancuage, that Ben King employs: 

“ Jane Jones keeps talkin’ to me all the time, 
An’ says you must make it a rule 

To study your lessons "nd work hard ‘nd learn, 
An’ never be absent from school. 

Remember the story of Elihu Burritt, 
An’ how he clum up to the top, 

Got all the knowledge ‘at he ever had 
Down in a blacksmithing shop? 

Jane Jones she honestly said it was sol 
Mebbe he did— 

I dunno! 
O’ course what's a-keepin’ me ‘way from the top 
Is not never havin’ no blacksmithing shop.” 

purposes to serve except the good of the public, he has nothi 

| nous life.’’ 

1 | date for the Presidency. His personality and his record wil]. 
vision rendering * null and void any combination, conspiracy, trust, | 

“She said ‘at Columbus was out at the knees 
When he first thought up his big scheme, 

An’ told all the Spaniards ‘nd Italians, too, 
An’ all of °em said ‘twas a dream. 

But Queen Isabella jest listened to him, 
’Nd pawned all her jewels o’ worth, 

*Nd bought him the Santa Maria ‘nd said, 
‘Go hunt up the rest of the earth!’ 

Jane Jones she honestly said it was sol 
Mebbe he did— 

I dunno! 
O° course that may be, but then you must allow, 
They ain't no land to discover jest now!” 

APPENDIX D. 

ROOSEVELT AND HIS ADMINISTRATION. 

[By Hon. Exinvu Root.) 

President Roosevelt is a man who acts in the open. Having no 

hide. He is positive in his convictions and persistent in carryiny 
them into execution. To use his own phrase, he lives “ the sfrey), 

Like most positive men, he has warm friends and 
bitter enemies. He will undoubtedly be the Republican ¢a)(j 

n- 

stitute an important element in the campaign. We Republicans 
| feel that we can well afford to accept the issue. 

tended to operate in restraint of trade or to increase the market price of any | President Roosevelt and his Administration will be the theme of 
enthusiastic eulogy by Republicans and of bitter attack by Demo- 
crats. It will be worth while in this connection for the American 
people to read with care the estimate of President Roosevelt on 
the part of an able and honest man who thoroughly knows the 

| President, both as a man and as an Executive. 
represent foreign trusts, but they do not combine in | On his return to New York, after resigning from the Secretary 

| ship of War, Hon. Elihu Root was the guest of honor at a banquet 
given by the members of the Union League Club, of New York, 
on February 3, 1904. In responding to his welcome home it was 

| natural that Mr. Root should refer tothe life and the duties from 
which he had just retired. In a delightfully frank and informal 
way he gave to his old neighbors and friends who were assem |)led 
around that banquet board an account of his experiences as Sec 
retary of War, which necessarily included glimpses of the Admin 
istrations of McKinley and Roosevelt, in the Cabinets of both of 

Thorsgainst | whom he had served. 
It is a pleasure for me to insert in the Recor, as an appendix 

to my remarks, the address delivered by Mr. Root on that occasion. 
Mr. Root said: 

Mr. President and old friends, it is good to be home again [applause }, good 
to be back in the place about which are gathered the sacred associations that 
came to us in the flush of young manhood. One of you said to me to-night 
taking my hand, in the other room: ‘‘ You look like old times.” Old times, I 
thought, are good enough for me. The dear old times that go back beyond 
the foundation of this already old clubhouse, so simple in comparis 

| the palaces of later years, and yet so dignified by high ideals—back to th: old 
| days, to the old place on Madison Square, where we felt the first stro 
pulse of the men who combined to save and perpetuate the Union. 
plause. 
, And yet old times pass away. During the short period, lessthan fiv: 
since—being still your president, I was called from my home to help | I 
the hands of our beloved President McKinley; during that short peri 
many a beloved face has vanished—Richard Butler, and Wales, and | 
and Fuller, and Evarts, and many another we shall see no more; and |! 

| come back to join the friends of early youth, the friends and loyal ass 
of the long struggle of life, to march with them through the few sho “ars 
that remain, without paeny that stirring of the heart which excludes the 
cold activity of the mind. I come back, my friends, with renewed do\ ! 
to the principles that underlie and justify and account for the exis! 
this club. [Applause.] I come back able to say to you that the clos d 
most intimate association with two great men who have held the Pre y 
of the United States, has brought not that contempt which is said som: 3 
to result from familiarity, but much increased respect for the dignit 

| office, and increased confidence in the stability of the institutions w!i ® 
| love [applause], in a country which can bring to the seat of the Chief Maxis 
| trate men like them. 

I come back from a position in which criticism of representative + 
ment, criticism of the legislative branch, is most easy and most nat 
the legislative branch of our Government is always a drag upon the exercise 
of executive power. The executive is always asking appropriations g 
enabling acts, which the legislative branch is unwilling to give; th: 
tive is always open to the suggestion of unnecessary legislative ¢ 
vacillation, and failure to appreciate the exigencies of government 

| to appreciate the importance of doing what, to the men who are charg th 
the duty of conducting the Government, seems of the highest | rt 

And Icome back also from a period of exercise of wide and a 
power, for no power on earth is so arbitrary, so despotic, as military | 
that power which enables the man who exercises it, with a single st 
the pen, to make laws and unmake them, to sit in judgment superior | ry 
court, and to execute the laws he has made and the judgment he ha | 
nounced. Yet Icome back, I am ~~ to say to you who are wed: 
principles of popular liberty, with a deeper sense of the soundness 
Penefinence of our system of representative government [applause |. \ \ 
deeper sense that arbitrary power, swift and effective as it is in its 0] 
should always be a thing of temporary expedient, adapted only to | 
of war, and ceasing always at the earliest possible moment [appliu i 
that the slow and tedious processes of discussion in our popular asser')\"s 
the discussion that often seems to us to be unnecessary, is essentia % 
formation of equal laws, the preservation of liberty, and the advan: 
tice on earth. [Applause.] Seas : E 

Old times pass away, but the fabric of our free institutions stands. |)" 
majestic progress of this great people, growing ever in power and i! 
ence throughout the world, continues. The impulse that came fr 
reat struggle of the civil war has not spent itself. Public adminis 
f believe, grows purer and better; public servants more unselfish and | 



spirited year by year. The people of our country conform, I believe, more 
losely, year by year, to the ideals of the fathers; and from close and inti- 

mate association, from careful observation of all branches of our Govern- 
ent, I come back to you to say that I believe that never before have the 
neiples of this club, the principles of civil and religious liberty, the prin- 

iples of government for the people and by the people, been more illustrated, 
more safely conserved, in the history of America, than they are now. |Ap- 

‘| have not felt away from home, I have not felt in astrange atmosphere, 
} ise during allthis time! have been inan atmosphere of loyalty and self- 
evotion. You may study the history ofall the Administrations from Wash- : 1 = > 
ngton down, and Ichallenge you to find in any a more complete loyalty and 

tion to the President who had called the Cabinet Scomtnast to the prin 
es of government which they were sworn to apply, than can be found 
mg my associates in Washington during the Administrations of McKin- 
and Roosevelt. [Applause. ] 

\s we are growing old [cries of ‘*‘ Not yet!”’], as we are winding up our lives, 
the country goes on, the great mission—liberty and justice—is working out 
oward its fulfillment. McKinley, dear to our hearts—dearer to mine than I 
ver believed any man could becomeafter [had passed the meridian of life 
as passed aoe. and another, a vigorous, virile member of this club, has 

taken his place. 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

The problems that seemed to hang over us at the close of the war with | 
Spain have gone far toward solution. We of America have discovered that 
we, too, possess the supreme governing capacity, capacity not merely to gov- 
ern ourselves at home, but that great power that in all ages has made the 
difference between the great and the small nations, the capacity to govern 
men wherever they were found. [Applause.} Men trained to arms, men 
belonging to the class whom the Anglo-Saxon race has from time imme- 
morial looked upon with doubt and distrust, men from the Regular Army, go- | 
ing among alien peoples, exercising arbitrary power and supreme control, 
have shown themselves most adaptable, most sympathetic and appreciative, 
not only of rights, but of feelings and prejudices and idiosyncrasies. Our 
army officers have become collectors of customs and internal revenue, gov- 

rs of provinces, commissioners of charities, superintendents of schools, 
teachers—teachers not merely from books, but teachers of the art of seli- 

vernment—and in Porto Rico and Cuba and the Philippines they have 
proved themselves by the score, by the hundred, by the thousand, to be 
simple American citizens. Gold lace, epaulets, and stars count for nothing 
A 
zenship as the citizenship which has deep down at its center love of justice, 
of human freedom, of equal opportunity, and of progress, and helpfulness 

d happiness for mankind. [Applause.]} 

he 

ss vain 
e of 

the problems that seemed uark and doubtful when the war with S 
closed have solved themselves through this working of a great multituc 
Americans competent to govern. 

rerous and happy community. Cuba, poor Cuba, that had struggled 
1g under intolerable oppression, has its star set in the firmament, and 

the new Republic governs itself upon the principles of American freedom 
a me 

of all Spanish America. And let me tell you that they see it in the heavens. 
\ll over Central and South America men are looking at Cuba and seeing 

‘an citizenship has been demonstrated [applause], and American citi- | 

ple who make the law—he must take a view broader than the exige f 
the moment, broader than the business of the individual nust see 
that he goes with the people who make the law, g the with wisdota 
and with strength, and guiding them always by nfi ce that they 
have in him and the laws that he executes 

I have said that President Roosevelt was the greatest conse ve force 
for the protection of property and of capital in t ty of Washi during 
the years that have elapsed since P dent McKinley’s dea He ha n 
that indeed. I could give you spevific instances where he 3 i tween 
the wish of men in Congress, who greatly ed to pass extz e and 
lent measures, by the strong and unwaveri aration, “I will veto your 
bill if you pass it; and he has been able 1 that because he was so fair, 
ae saprom re the rights and the feelings of every part of the great p 
ple whose President he was, that they trusted him, and he dared to sa I 
will veto an unfair measure against cavital.”’ [Applause 

I have said there was a better way to protect capital than by buying legi 
latures; that there was a better way to deal with labor, and to keep it from 
becoming a mob, than by starving it. That way is that capital sh e fair: 
that taking all the high rewards of brain—of the inventive scovering. or- 
ganizing brain, all the rich, the magnificent rewards that come in this coun 
try of enterprise and boundless wealth to the brain that invents, tha 
covers, and that organizes—yet capital shall be fair; fair to the consur 
fair to the laborer, fair to the investor; that it shall concede that the law 
shall be executed [applause]; that its t tment of the laborer shall be so fait 
that the reasonable and most intelligent men among the laborers of our 
country shall have their hands held up, their strength increased, their power 
to lead their fellows supported, and that they shall be enabled to hold the 
labor of America solid for American freedom and believing in American 
freedom as azainst the demagogue and the agitator who seeks to turn labor 
into a mob. Applause.| Never forget that the men who labor cast the 
votes, set up and pull down governments, and that our Goverment is possi 
ble, the perpetuity of our institutions is possible, the continued opportunity 
for enterprise, for the enjoyment of wenlth. for individual liberty possi 
ble only so long as the men who labor with their hands believe in American 
liberty and American laws Applause 

And I say to you, my friends of The Union League Club, that our present 
President has, by fairness, by just sympathy with all his people, acquired 
the power to do more for the protection of the material interests, and for t} 
spiritual interests of our country as well, than any man could ever have 
quired by following the dictates of a narrow and limited view, which k 

ac- 

ked 
| only to the speculation of the day, or the interests of particular enterprises 

As your President has said, Porto Rico is | 

w Republic that has set its star in the heavens to lead on the Republics 

what Spanish-Americans can do when they have once learned the lesson of | 
American freedom ordered by law. [Applause.] And in the Philippines, 
where they knew not law—for there was no rule of law in the Philippines 
where the poor little brown men had-never heard of aught but arbitrary 
power, they are beginning to learn what liberty means. They never knew 
what it meant. 

Vheon they raised the cry of independence they did not know what it 
meant. They are beginning to learn, and I look forward to the time when 
the Philippines shall assume toward this country substantially the same re- 
lation that Cuba occupies to-day. This could never have been done but by | 
the exercise of the power that rests in the word “sovereignty.” We never 

iid have rescued those people from the turmoil and welter of savagery, | 
the succession of military dictatorship following military dictatorship, under 
W the great body of the people would have had no choice except of ty- 
rants, but by the exercise of sovereignty; and through that sovereignty 
tl has already dawned for the people of the Philippines the better day of 
liberty and law, which they are beginning to understand. 

New issues have come. "The old issues of five yearsago have passed away. 
Yew questions are upon the horizon. 

t were adequate to the old will be adequate to the new. We shall dig the 
ana Applause.] And under the same honest and unselfish rule that has 
brought liberty and law to Cuba and the Philippines by the peace, the pros- 

ity, and the individual freedom that gather under our flag, guarding the 
neutrality of the Isthmus, we shall teach to the people of Central and 

1 America the same lesson,and shall give to them an example of how 
dom ought to be used: and from that center of high example will come 
ter blessings to the Spanish-American republics of Central and South 
rica than they have ever yet realized from the unregulated freedom 

they won themselves from Spain. [Applause.] 
[count it, my friends, one of the greatest privileges of my life to have 

been able, when that sad day came—the day that I can not recall without the 
deepest emotion, when our President McKinley was taken away—to have 
been able to stand by and hold up the hands of his true and loyal successor. 

ause. | Tam told that he is not popular in the city of New York; that 

But the principles and the character | 

he, who was born and grew to manhood among us, old member of this club, | 
who made his firstessay iu public life going to represent us in the legislature 
at Albany more than twenty years ago—that he is not popular here in the 

fhishome! Iam told that some people say that he is not safe. I could 
t come back to you—come back to you between whom and me there have 

wen no concealments for all these thirty-five years—and not say to you what 
I feel on that subject. Men say he is not safe. He is not safe for the men 
who wish to prosecute selfish schemes to publicdetriment. [Applause.] He 
is not safe for the men who wish government to be conducted with greater 
reference to campaign contributions than to the public good. [Applause, 

da cries of “Good!”) He is not safe for the men who wish-to draw the 
President of the United States off intoa corner and make whispered arrange- 
ments, which they dare not have known by their constituents. 

But 1 say to you that he has been, during these years since President 
McKinley's death, the greatest conservative force for the protection of prop- 
erty and our institutions in the city of Washington. [Applause.} There is 
& better way to protect yroperty, to protect capital, to protect great enter- 
prises than by buying legislatures. [‘*Good!” and a) There is a 
etter way to deal with aber and to keep it from rising into the tumult of 

the unregulated and resistless mob than by starving it or by corrupting its 
leaders. There are some things to be thought of besides the speculation of 
the hour. There is the great onward march of American institutions; there 
18 the development of our social system; there is the underlying faith and 
trust of our people in the laws under which they live; and the man who is 
put in the chair of the Chief Magistrate of this great people, President not 
only of you and me here in New York, but of all the eighty millions of people 
Scattered from sea to sea, charged under his high responsibilities so to ad- 
minister the law that it shall have the respect and the confidence of the peo- 

[Applause. | 
Tne history of mankind isa history of growth in power,and growth in 

wealth, and growth in luxury, and then decay! And then despotism, alter 
nating withanarchy! Take the large view of the statesman, : 
future of America! The one thing that is needed is not wh 
make to-morrow, not the success of this or that corporat 
or the next ten years, or during our lifetime, but for the 
institutions, that our children and our children’s children 
people devoted to American freedom and American justic 
essary for that is that the great toiling mass of the Americ 
feel that laws are justand justly administered; that every boy 
for the future, that the pathway to riches, and honor, and fame, : 
is open to him; that no class, be it consolidated by the unfairness of capital 
be it consolidated by the unwise excesses labor, shall bar hit 
noblest birthright of liberty Applause And it is that—it isthat su 
and sacred interest that Theodore Roosevelt has been safeguarding in tl 
years. [Applause.] 

Property should be protected, capital shoulc. be preserved, enterprise 
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should be fostered, liberty should be protected, the laborir man should 

have his fair wage. Yes! Yes! But for the sacred interests that gave birth 
to this club, for the perpetuity of the institutions whi e for our 
children’s children’s sake, the one thing needful is that tr rand 
love of country, and the service of mankind, shall be the ‘t before the 
eyes of the President of the United States; that the boys of America l 
believe that the honest man, that the true man, that the loyal man, has hx I 
in this land; that no arts of the politician, that no cajolery of wealth, tha ) 
social influence, that nothing but faithfulness to tl n 
and justice shall receive the supreme reward, s mf ‘ 
popular approval, and shall rivet the esteem and the: ction of the 1 f 
America. And I would rather have my boys taught to think that the 
thing in life is the honesty and frankness, the truth and loyalty, the honor 
and the devotion to his country of Theodore Roosevelt than to have them in 
possession of all the wealth in this great metropolis Applause 

Weare passing! This club goeson. Our country goes Whether t 
standards be low or high, whether they be the standards of the hour's e 
pediency or the standards of civilization’s progress, time only can te t 
that they shal! be the latter. the work of 1 ydore Roosevelt. as President 

of the United States, is more weighty than that of any one, anv scor 

all of his detractors put together. (Loud applause and “Three cheers for 
President Roosevelt.”’] 

APPENDIX E 

PANAMA AND THE CANATL, 

[By Hon. Etravu Roor 

It will be remembered that three score years ago, in the cam- 
paign of 1844, Henry Clay, at that time the idol of a large part of 
the American people, was defeated for the Presidency by James 
K. Polk, who was a man whose opinions on public q ms wer 
comparatively little known. It will be recalled that on the tariff, 
then as now the paramount issue, the Democratic party took a 
position which meant one thing in the Sonth and another and « 
ferent thing in the North. 

+ 
uesti 

The indications are that our Demo 
cratic brethren will this year make a desperate effort to win the 
election by the same general plan. 

It will be remembered, also, that in order to divert attention 
somewhat from the tariff question our Democratic brethren in 
1844 made considerable ado over the f our northwest question o 
boundary. The effort was successfully made to stir the 

pulse and arouse enthusiasm for the Democratic 
the use of the alliterative battle cry of ** Fifty-four forty or fight 
But, as usual, Democratic performances did not square with 
Democratic promises—more’s the pity! The indications are that 
our Democratic brethren will this year seek to divert attention 
from the tariff question by directing the eyes of the country not 
to the northwest, as then, but to the south—to Panama. 

public 

candidates by 



APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

In view of this probability I deem it an honor to insert in the | 
RECORD, as an appendix to my remarks, a clear and comprehen- ! 
sive statement of the whole Panama matter by the Hon. Elihu | 
Root, who recently resigned from the Cabinet of President Roose- 
velt, after more than four years of distinguished service as Secre- | 
tary of War. 

Following is an address delivered by Mr. Root in Chicago on | 
February 22 last, in connection with the exercises in honor of 
Washington's birthday: 

On the 34 of November, 1903, the people of Panama revolted against the | 
Government of Colombia and proclaimed their independence. On the 13th | 
of November the United States recognized the independence of the Republic 
of Panama by receiving a minister from the new Government, and at the 
opening of the regular session of Congress in December the President asked 
the consent of the Senate to a treaty negotiated between our Secretary of 
State, Mr. Hay, and the minister of Panama, Mr. Varilla, providing for the 
construction by the United States of a ship canal across the Isthmus, to be 
kept by us open, neutral, and free upon equal terms for the use of all man- 
kind. After long and exhaustive discussion that treaty is about to be con- 
firmed. In the meantime, the Senate by a great majority has approved the 
recognition of independence by confirming the nomination of William I. 
Buchanan as minister from the United States to Panama. 

The revolutionary leaders have submitted their action to the people of 
Panama, who have, by a popular vote, given it their unanimous approval, | 
and have elected a constitutional convention, framed and adopted a consti- | 
tution, chosen a President and Congress, and established a Republican Gov- 
ernment according to the forms which find their model in the constitutions 
of our own country. In the meantime, also, many other governments have | 
followed the United States in receiving the new Republic into the family of 
nations. On the lkth of November, five days after our recognition, France 
recognized the Republic of Panama; on the 22d, China; on the 27th, Austria; | 
on the 8th, Germany; and following them Denmark, Russia, Sweden and | 
Norway, Belgium, Nicaragua, Peru, Cuba, Great Britain, Italy, Switzerlan 4, | 
Costa Rica, Japan, Guatemala, Netherlands, Venezuela, Portugal, inthe order | 
named. 

The independence of Panama, the grant to the United States of the right 
to construct the canal across the Isthmus, and the assumption by the United 
States of the duty to construct the canal and to maintain it for the equal 
benefit of mankind, are accomplished facts. Nothing can do away with 
them unless it be some future war of conquest waged against the liberties of 
Panama and at the same time against the rights of the United States held in 
trust for the commerce of the world. 

The conduct of the United States Government in recognizing the inde- 
pendence of Panama, in making the treaty, and in exercising police power 
over territory traversed by the Panama Railroad and the partly constructed 
eanal during the period of revolution has been severely criticised by some of 
our own citizens, who have said, in substance, that in this business our Goy- 
ernment has violated the rules of international law, has been grasping and 
unfair,and has by the exercise of brute force trampled down the rights of 
the weaker nation, in violation of those principles of justice which should | 
control the conduct of nations as of men. 

In considering these charges we may well thrust aside as carrying no 
weight of authority the expressions of those who, while they condemn the 
conduct of our Government, are in favor of the treaty. They curiously re- 
verse the divine rule, and seem to hate the sinner while they love the sin, 
and their adverse criticism may fairly be ascribed to the exigencies of the 
pending Presidential campaign. Some of them may be sincere, but upon 
that question they naturally invite the comment made upon Lady Macbeth, 
that “she might be a lady, but she did not show it by her conduct.” 

We need not pay very much heed either to that class of temperamental 
and perennial faultfinders whom we have and always will have with us, as | 
an incident of free institutions, who are against every government of which | 
they do not personally form a part, and in whose eyes everything done by 
others is wrong. This class of our citizens, withslight changes in personnel, | 
would have condemned any course of conduct by our Government, what- 
ever it was, and their condemnation of the particular course followed merely 
announces their existence. 

Nevertheless, there remain good and sincere men and women who have 
thought our course to be wrong, and many others, whose character and pa- 
triotism entitle them to the highest respect, are troubled in spirit. They 
would be glad to be sure that our country is not justly chargeable with dis- 
honorable conduct. May the time never come when such men and women | 
are wanting, or are constrained to remain silent, in America! May the time | 
never come when the conscience of America shall cease to apply the rules of | 
upright conduct to national, as well as to personal, life! When our Govern- 
ments feel adsolved from the obligation toanswer in that forum for conform- 
ity to the rules of right, or when material advantage shall be held to excuse 
injustice! For if such a time ever does come the beginning of the end of our 
free institutions will have come also. 

I wish to present some of the fundamental facts bearing upon the question 
of right in the Panama business, although they have been stated already 
better than I can state them, with the hope that they may thus reach the at- 
tention of some of the good and sincere citizens who are troubled about the | 
matter. 

l am not going to discuss technical rules or precedents or questions 
whether what was done should have been done a little earlier ora little later, 
but the broad question whether the thing we have done was just and fair. 

it frequently happens in affairs of government that most important 
rights are created, modified, or practically destroyed by gradual processes, 
and by the indirect effect of events; and that only an intimate knowledge of 
the process enables one to realize the change until some practical question 
arises which requires everyone interested to study the subject. 

If the erplcal New Zealander, ignorant of our political history, were to 
read our Constitution and laws, he would suppose that a Presidential elector 
in the United States is entitled to exercise freedom of choice in his vote for 
President, and he would be quite certain that we were guilty of gross injus- 
tice in the treatment which we should certainly accord to an elector who | 
voted for anyone but the candidate of his own party. In forming this judg- 
ment he would be misled by the form and appearance of things which he 
found upon the statute book, and — ge a people who were acting 
in accordance with the substance and feality of things as they knew them 
to be. In the same way they are in error who assume that the relations of 
Colombia to the other nations of the earth as regards the Isthmus of Panama 
were, in truth, of unqualified sovereignty and right of domestic control ac- 
cording to her own will, governed and protected by the rules of international 
law, which describes the attributes of complete sovereignty; that the rela- 
tions of Colombia to the people of Panama were, in truth, those appearing 
in the written instrument called the constitution of Colombia; or that the 
rights and duties of the United States in regard to the Isthmus were confined 
to the simple duty of aiding Colombia to maintain ber control over the Isth- 

| easement effective. 

———— er 

mus, and the simple right to ask from Colombia privileges which that coun- 
| try_was entitled to grant or withhold at her own pleasure. 

The stupendous fact that has dominated the history and must control the 
future of the Isthmus of Panama is the possibility of communication bet ween 
the two oceans. It is possible for human hands to pierce the narrow 40 miles 
of solid earth which separate the Caribbean from the Bay of Panama, to rea)- 
ize the dreams of the early navigators to make the pathway to the Orient 

| they vainly sought to relieve commerce from the toils and perils of its 9.000 
miles of navigation around Cape Horn, through stormy seas and along dan- 
parmne coasts, with its constant burden of wasted effort and shipwreck and 
oss of life, and to push forward by a mighty impulse that intercommunica- 
tion between the distant nations of the earth which is doing away with mis- 
understanding, with race prejudice and bigotry, with ignorance of human 
rights and opportunity for oppression, and making all the world kin. 

Throughout the centuries since Philip Il sat upon the throne of Spain 
merchants and statesmen and humanitarians and the intelligent masses of 
the civilized world have looked forward to this consummation with just 
anticipations of benefit to mankind. No savage tribes who happened to 
dwell upon the Isthmus would have been permitted to bar this pathway of 
civilization. By the universal practice and consent of mankind they would 
have been swept aside without hesitation. No Spanish sovereign could, by 
discovery or conquest, or occupation, preempt for himself the exclusive use 
of this little spot upon the surface of the earth dedicated by nature to the uso 
of all mankind. o civil society organized upon the ruins of Spanish domin- 
ion could justly arrogate to itself over this tract of land sovereignty un- 
qualified by the world’s easement and all the rights necessary to make that 

The formal rules of international law are but declara- 
tions of what is just and right _in the generality of cases. But where the ap- 
plication of such a general rule would impair the just rights or imperil the 
existence of neighboring states or would unduly threaten the peace of a 
continent or would injuriously affect the general interests of mankind, it has 

| always been the practice of civilized nations to deny the application of the 
formal rule and compel conformity to the principles of justice upon which 

| all rules depend. The Danubian principalities, and Greece, and Crete, and 
Egypt, the passage of the Dardanelles, and the neutralization of the Black 
Sea are familiar examples of limitations in derogation of those general rules 
of international law which describe the sovereignty of nations. 

The Monroe doctrine itself, upon which we stand so firmly, is an assertion 
of our right for our own interest to interfere with the action of every other 
nation in those parts of this hemisphere where others are sovereign and 
where we have no sovereignty or claim of sovereignty, and to say if you 
do thus and so, even by the consent of the sovereign, we shall regard it as 
an unfriendly act, because it will affect usinjuriously. It is said that the 
Monroe doctrine is not a rule of tatnenational law. It is not a rule at all. 
It is an assertion of a right under the universal rule that all sovereignty is 
held subject to limitations in its exercise arising from just interests of other 
nations. 

By the rules of right and justice universally recognized among men and 
which are the law of nations, the sovereignty of Colombia over the Isthmus 
of Panama was qualified and limited by the right of the other civilized na- 
tions of the eoath to have the canal constructed across the Isthmus and to 
have it maintained for their free and unobstructed passage. 

Colombia and her predecessor, New Granada, have not failed at times to 
recognize their position. In 1846 New Granada, through her secretary of 
foreign relations, Mr. Mallarino, applied to the Government of the United 
States to enter intoa treaty which should protect that country against the 
seizure of the Isthmus by other foreign powers. In effect, she acknowledged 
the right of way and asked the United States to become the trustee of that 
right which qualified her sovereignty, to maintain it for the equal benefit of 
all nations and at the same time protect her against its exercise by them in 
such a manner as to destroy her sovereignty altogether. After describing 
acts which he conceived to be undue encroachments by Great Britain in 
South America, Mallarino said: 

“And if the usurpation of the Isthmus in its channelizable portion should 
be added to these encroachments the empire of American commerce it its 

| strictly useful or mercantile sense would fall into the hands of the only 
nation that the United States can consider as a badly disposed rival. it 
would be perfectly superfluous to mention the political consequences that 
would be entailed upon America. This dominion or ascendency would be 
equally ruinous to the commerce of the United States and to the nationality 
of the Spanish American Republics, most direful for the causes of democ- 
racy in the New World, and a constant cause of disturbance of the public 
peace in this our continent. 

“From these facts and general considerations may be inferred the urgent 
necessity in which the United States are of interposing their moral influence 
and even their material strength between the weakness of the new republics 
and the ambitious views of the commercial nations of Europe. * * * This 
end is simply and naturally to be obtained by stipulating in favor of the 
United States a total repeal of the differential duties as a compensation for 
the obligation they imposed upon themselves of guaranteeing the legitimate 
and complete or integral possession of those portions of territory that the uni- 
versal mercantile interests require to be free and open toall nations. * * * 
When a treaty containing sucha ree shall exist between New Granda 
and the United States, and it could be completed and perfected by a subse 
quent and supplementary convention, in which the transit of the interoceanic 
passage should be arranged and itspermanent neutrality confirmed, half tho 
plans of Great Britain would of themselves fail and it would no longer be 
possible for her toencroach upon the Isthmus.” 

He said he assumed that the United States would in the proposed treaty 
“onarantee to New Granada the Isthmus or at least as much of it as was ro- 
quired for the construction of a canal or railroad upon the most favorabie 
route; and, moreover, that it was important that this guaranty should a 
ear in the treaty as a condition for the right of way and theabolition of the 
Siecriminating differential duties, otherwise New Granada would be obliged 
to grant the same privileges unconditionally to England.” | 

And he appealed to the declaration of the Monroe doctrine, reiterated by 
President Polk to the Congress of 1845-46, as the basis of his request. 

Upomthis appeal the treaty of December 12, 1846, between the United 
States and New Granada was made and signed in behalf of Colombia by Sec- 
retary Mallarino, whose words I have quoted. The thirty-fifth article of tho 
treaty contained the following provision: is 

“The Government of New Granada guarantees to the Government of tho 
United States that the right of way or transit across the Isthmusof Panams 

| upon any modes of communication that now exist or that may be hereaiter 
constructed shall be open and free to the Government and citizens of t! 
United States. * * * Andinorder tosecureto themselves the tranquil and 
constant enjoyment of these advantages, and as an especial compensation for 
the said advantages and for the favors they have acquired by the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth articles of this treaty, the United States guarantee positively and 
efticaciously to New Granada by the present stipulation the perfect neutral- 
ity of the before-mentioned Isthmus with the view that the free transit from 
the one to the other sea may not be interrupted or embarrassed in any future 
time while this treaty exists; and in consequence the United States also 



at right through the ¢ 

w Granada has and possesses over the said territory.” 
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iarantees in the same manner the rights of sovereignty and property which 

In transmitting this treaty to the Senate on the i0th of February, 1847, 
esident Polk made these observations: 

|. The treaty does not propose to guarantee a territory toa foreign na- 
in which the United States will have no common interest with that 

on. Onthe contrary, we are more deeply and directly interested in the 
ect of this guaranty than New Granada herself or any other country. 

‘2, The guaranty does not extend to the territories of New Granada gen- 
lly. but is confined to the single province of the Isthmus of Panama, where 
shall acquire by the treaty a common and coextensive right of passage 

th he rself. 

“3. It will constitute no alliance for any political object, but for a purely 

1 interest.’ 
‘rcial purpose, in which all the navigating nations of the world lave a 

will perceive that in this transaction New Granada recognized the | 
{ination of her sovereignty to the world’s easement of passage by rail- 

i 

| or by canal, and, ae that other nations might seek to exercise 
estruction of her sovereignty and the appropriation 

er territory, she procured the United States to assume the responsibility 
yrotecting her against such treatment. 
den and by way of consideration 

The United States assumed that 

rst. The United States received an express grant of the right of way 
: President Polk described as constituting a ‘‘common and coextensive 
of passage with New Granada herself,” and as making the United States | 

re deeply and directly interested in the subject of this guaranty than 
Granada herself or any other country.” 

Second. The United States received a grant of power and a: sumed a duty 
if to keep the transit free and uninterrupted and unembarrassed, and 
p the territory of the transit neutral. 
» duties assumed by the United States to maintain neutrality and free 

» were undertaken for the benefit of all the world. The right to main 
free passage was, however, not merely for the general benefit, but was 
fically declared to be J ‘in order to secure to themselves (the United 

the tranquil and constant enjoyment” of the right of way. 
d States assumed the burden of protecting New Granads 

y. The 
against an 

ist exercise of the world’s right of passage. Sheassumed the correlative 
ruarding the just exercise of the world’s right of 
‘herself a specific grant of the right of way and t | yassage and she 

16 power to ex- 

se for herown benefit in that territory the functionsof sovereignty which 
necessary for the peaceable enjoyment of the interest thus acquired 

th countries have agreed in the construction that this treaty imposed 

tic insurrection 
he United States no duty toward Colombia to help her to put down 

. With that form of assault upon the sovereignty of 
nbia the United States has had no concern, except when it tended to in 

with free transit, and then theaction of the United States has been, 
n the exercise of a duty toward Colombia, but in the protection of her 
rights. 

yughout the half century past since the treaty was made, the United 
e3 h s been faithful to her obligations. The distinct announcement of 

r protection and her constantly increasing power have been an adequate 
ragainst foreign aggression upon the Isthmus 

itonous series of reve 

rinning showed herself wholly incapable of maint: 

In all the long and 
lutions and rebellions in which Colombia from the 

rining ord 
tates sailors and marines have policed the railroad, its terminal citi¢ 

1rs—sometimes by Colombia’s request and sometimes without it 

7 ed 
C 

.and its 
pro- 

ng action sometimes by the forces of the party in power and sometimes 
the for 

[ tré wit. Ina long and un 
ves of the party out of oes but always enforcing peace upon the 

wroken series of formal binding official dec- 
irations by nearly every Administration for more than half a century, we 

ve committed our country, as a matter of traditional policy, to the execu- 

al uses of all nations. 
wi l bh . 

the trust to protect and control the passage of the Isthmus for the 

»bserved that one effect of the treaty of 1846 was that foreign 
ers were to be excluded from the opportunity to construct the canal 
selves It followed from this that if private enterprise should fail to 

ld the canal, the United States assumed the obligation to build it herself 
yuld not play dog in the manger on the Isthmus We couid not refuse 

vermit the work to be done by anyone else competent to do it and refuse 
urden ourselves The obligation of the United States to build the canal 

»bligation of Colombia to permit her to build it both followed neces 
from the relations 

rivate enterprise has failed to build the canal. 

unt of treasure and after the sacrifice of thousands of 
ed hope of completing the undertaking. 
pple with the colossal enterprise. Other nations are ex 

ipt by the force of our agreement with Colombia. 
we must build it. 

The United States has answered to that obligation. 
tof Colombia, she entered upon the negotiation of the 

il 

and obligations assumed by them in the treaty of 

: The great French com- 
organized by de Lesseps, after spend.ng and wasting ar incredible 

ives, has aban- 
No private company again will 

luded from the 

Agair 

If the canal is to be 

mor } . ipon the re- 
rther treaty 

ribed by the Granadian secretary, Mallerino, in 1846, as ‘“‘a subsequent 
pplementary convention, in which the transit of the in 

nbia stood to profit more by the building of that ca 
upon earth. Her territory, stretching across the 

th America, was without internal communication or 
towns upon her 

es of lofty mot 
houtt 

intains not travers 
ads of any kind The buil 

1© work 

nity. Her prin 
Atlantic and her Pacific coasts were 

“d by any railroad, and for the mo 
ling of a canal would, for 

establish practical and easy communication between her d 

‘roceanic pas- 
uid be arranged and its permanent neutrality confirmed.” 

separated 

h ) first 
rent 

of construction would bring enormous sums to be expended in 
‘rritory, and the operation of the canal would set Colombia upon a 

ghway of the world’s commerce, with incalculable opportunities for 
pment and wealth She had acknowledged the world’s right to the 

She had specifically granted the right of way to the United States 
id induced the United States to assume the moral obligation for its 

When she came to settle the terms 
ction by excluding all other nations from the Isthmus for her protec- 

of this ‘supplementary conven- 
, the detailed arrangements under which this enormous benefit might 

conferred upon mankind, and especially upon herself, she demanded to be 
i I 

Reluctantly, and with a sense that it was unjust exaction, the United 

ibstantially the entire amount exacted by Colombia. 
States agreed to pay $10.000.000 down, and $250,000 per annum in perpetuity— 

We were not going 
nto the enterprise to make money, but for the common good. We did not 
expect the revenues of the canal to repay its cost, or to receive any benefit 
from it, except that which Colombia would share to a higher degree than 
ourselves. 

Against the hundreds of millions which we were obligating ourselves to ex- | 
pebd, Colombia was expected only to permit the use of a small tract of other- | 

| They demanded a furthe 

wise worthless land already, in substance, devoted to that purpose. 
not seeking a privilege which Colombia was entitled to withhold, but settling 
the method in which the acknowledged right of mankind over a portion of 
her soil should be exercised, with due regard to her special interests 
not just that we should pay anything, but it was better to pay tha 

> and for 
e final ratifi 

pany $40,000,000, t 

it had expended : 

a weaker nation. The treaty was ratified by theS 
Bogota. At the same time we arranged that upon 
the treaty we should pay to the Panama Canal Com 
appraised value of its work upon the canal, in which 
$200,000,000. The concessions made in the treaty to the Go 
bia, however, seemed merely to inspire in that Gover 
there was no limit to the exactions which they could 

upon its refusal they rejected the treaty 
This rejection was a substantial refusal to permit the 

appears that the refusal contemplated not merely f l 
but the spoliation of the canal company. That company’s 
was limited by its terms to the 3lst day of October, 194 
tension for six years granted by the President and for wl 
had paid 5,000,000 francs. These patriots proposed to de« 
void and the franchise ended inl 
erty of the company and take from the United States 
payment for it, the $40,000,000 we had agreed to pay the « 
port of the committee on which the Colombian Senate ac 
following: 

“By the 3lst of October of next year 
gress shall have met in ordinary session 
every privilege with it. In tnat case the 
and owner, without : 
any indemnity, of the canal itself, and of th« 
cording to the contr of 1878 and 1900 

‘**When that time arrives, the Xepublic, y 
able to contract and will be in more clear, more defin 
t2geous possession, both legally and materially. Ths 
would then be ] 

Repub! 
j ia 
adjuncts t 

given by the next Con ld be 
that would be given by the present « 

By becoming a party to this sch tix 1} 
to the time when, the appetite of Coli y satisf 
the unfortunate stockholders of the F1 n y 
the work, but such a course was to ‘ 
obtains in every civilized communi ( am é 
had yielded tothe last point b nd reason and ju 

to which we were sntit l w a privilege 

spect submit to be mulcted f uld 
jection of the treaty was practically a veto of the 
made to bring Colombia toa realization of wl 
The effort was in vain, and on the 3lst of October, wher 
gress adjourned, the inchoate tr by limi 

The questions presented to the I States by this re 
gravest importance. Lewis Cass, Secretary « aid 

“The progress of events has r ni 
narrow portion of Centra tant t 
world, and especially to th ) s 
the Atlantic and the Pa h 
modes of communicati I g 
cupying this region should always be respected, we shall’ 
rights be exercised in a spirit befitting the « sion i 
cumstances that havearisen. Sove1 y ha l 
and none of these local governments, ev f n 
to the just demands of other nations than they ha 
mitted in a spirit of eastern isolation to close the gates « 
great highways ot the world and justify the act by t I 
avenues of trade and travel belong to them and that t 
them, or what is almost equivalent, to encumber 
lations as would prevent the r general use.’ 

The time had apparently come to stand upon this d 
the canal. The question was, sh X t 

t the will of Colombia, 
Should we 

OSO existe 

r that it m 
just rights? 

in its scheme of spoliation, ag: 
ning to the support 
should we say t 
f this canal; you ar 

whuse sove 
‘ mtinue tor 

had d 

pany? Or 
struction ¢ 
by your request we have 
it for the use of the 
own interest, we 
interest, whe 5 

I think that Secr 
In Europe a concert 
tion. In Central An ‘ i 
Monroe doctrine, to 1 ] | 
we guaranteed t de J ‘ t 
trine and the e1 { f t 
ourselves alone t ¥ what ’ 

<i in requiring: it was f 
right and duty were to |! 

would have u 
question that « 
the consent of Colombia 

These were the conditions existing when ther 
happened roan r i t tr 

‘ r and history of Panama i ssential. 
assumed that it was 1 é i er of : 
ing in the neighborhoo r : 
sion of that part of 
own. No concept on pre ad 
Panama was an organize sO yI 3 
over 400 miles in length from Costa Rica ont 
America on the east. It had 
whom lived in the western part of the 

a norms 
a popu 

farthest removed from South America. Betw 
territory and inhabited part of Colombia stre 
tropical forest so dense as to be it 2 hv 

there was no communication by land between the tw 
intercourse was by long sea voyages, as if Panan 
the journey from the Isthmus to the capital of ¢ 
than from the Isthmus to Washington 

Panama was not anoriginal part of Colombia, or of New 
r tained its own independence from Spain, and establi 

ment in November, 1821, and thereafter voluntarily entered the Grat 
When that confederation was broken up into Venezu 

Ecuador, and New Granada in 1832, Panama remained with New Granads 
confederation. 

* $10,000,000 from the Panama Canal 

need of a previous judicial decis 

to confiscate the $40,000,000 w 

> 
; 

261 

We were 

was 

e 

and so continued until the year 1840, when she again became independent 



APPENDIX 

nd mained a se sovereignty until 1842. She then returned to New 
Granada { remained a part of that country until 1655, when by amend- 
met » the constitution thes ovisions went into effect: 

! I} terri y which comprises the provinces of the Isthmus of 
Panama, t Panama, Ezuero, Veraguas, andl Chirigui, form a sovereign, 
federal, integral part of y Granada uuder the name of the State of 
Panama 

ART The State of Panama is subject to that of New Granada in the 
matters which are here mentioned 

1. All matters concerning foreign relations. 
2. Organization and service of the regular army and of the marines. 
3. Fe finances 
t. Naturalization of foreigners. 

Offici reights, balances, and measures. 
LRT. 4 f ‘matters of legislation and administration the State 

of Panama shi re te freely in the manner it considers proper in accord- 
ance with the rules of practice of its own constitution.” 

since it time, now nearly fifty years ago, the State of Panama has never 
volunt: y surrendered her sovereignty. In 1858, in 1860, and in 1861 new 
confederations were formed in which Panama became a contracting party. 

y constitution was formed, the first twoarticles of which were as 

overvign States of Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cauca, Cundi- 
lalena, Panama, Santander, and Tolima, created respectively 

mu of the 27th of February, 1855; llth of June, 1856; 13th of May, 
i+57; 15th of June of the same year; 12th of April, 1861, and 8d of September 
of the same year, unite and confederate forever, consulting their external 
security and reciprocal aid, and form a free, sovereign, and independent 
nation under the name of 

h 
r the * United States of Colombia.’ 

Arr. 2. The States engage to aid and defend themselves mutually 
against all violence that may injure the sovereignty of the Union or that of 

said 

the States 
This constitution undertook to distribute general and local powers between 

the Fed land the State governments upon the principles followed in the 
Cc ution of the United States. But it provided: 

25. Every t the National Congress or of the executive power 
of » United States, whi:h shall violate the rights warranted in the fifteenth 
article, or altack the sovereignty of the States, shall be liable to abrogation 
by the ve f the latter expressed by the majority of their respective legis- 
latures.”’ 

And it provided that it could be amended only in the following manner: 
|. That the amendments be solicited by the majority of the legislatures 

of the States: 
‘2. That the amendments be discussed and approved in both houses, ac- 

cording to what has been established for the enactment of laws; and 
“3. That the amendments be ratified by the unanimous votes of the sen- 

ate of plenipotentiaries, each State having one vote 
It may also amended by a convention called therefor by the Congress 

on the application of the whole of the legislatures of the States, and com- 
posed of an equal number of deputies from each State.” 

Under s constitution Mr. King, the American minister at Bogota, re- 
to the Secretary of State at Washington: ported 

“The States comprising the union were vested with absolute and unquali- 
fied sovereignty. From them emanated all authority, and without their as- 
vent none could be exercised by the Federal functionaries of the nation.” 

Under that constitution the sovereign State of Panama lived in confedera- 
tion wit! ther States of Colombia for twenty-three years, until the year 
1s She never legally lost her rights under that constitution, but she was | 
d ived of th fact, by force in the manner which I shall now describe. 

n tl} ar 18&5 Rafael Nunez, having been elected President of the Con- 
federation of Colombia under the constitution of 1863, undertook to govern 
u disregard of constitutional limitations and was resisted in many parts of 
Colombia, including Panama. The resistance was overcome, and when that 
wa-accomplished Nunez declared ** The constitution of 1863 no longer exists.” 
He put ima under martial law, not during the civil war, but after its 
c . ppointed a governor of the State. Healso appointed governors 
f the other States in the Confederation. He then directed these governors 
to app t delegates toa constitutional convention, and the delegates thus 
appol i framed what is known as the “constitution of 1886.” 

The t delegates appointed to represent Panama in this convention were 
resident Bogota. Neither of them had ever resided in Panama, and one 
of them never had set foot in Panama. The pretended constitution thus 

appointees of Nunez was declared to beadopted without com- 
a single one of the requisites prescribed by the constitution of 

dment. It robbed the people of Panama of every vestige of 
It gave them a governor to be appointed by the President 

at Bogota, and he in turn appointed all the administrative officers of the de- 
partmen It left to the other States their legislatures, but it took away 
from Panama its legislature and subjected the Isthmus directly in all things 
to the legislative authority of the Congress of Bogota. It provided that the 
President might atany timein case of civil commotion declare the public 
order to be disturbed, and that he should thereupon have authority to issue 
decrees having the force of legislative enactments. It gave him absolute 
ower over the press, and power to imprison or expatriate any citizen at will. 

It took away the property, the powers, the corporate existence, the civil or- 
ganization of the State, and placed the property and the lives of its people 
t tely under the authority and power of a single dictator in a distant 
‘ h which there was no communication by land, and which it re- 
quired longer to reach than it did to reach the city of Washington. This 
pretended constitution was never submitted to the people of Panama for their 
approval or rejection. It was never consented to by them. Our minister at 
Bogota, Mr. King, closed his dispatch describing the new instrument with 

DSO a 

wpits 

hese word 
**No generous mind can contemplate the disasters which have befallen 

this people, or meditate on the ills that may flow from their reckless experi- 
ment of violent political change, without feeling a deep sorrow for the pains 
endured by a weak and long-suffering race, who mourn the destruction of 
their chartered rights as the loss of a cherished freedom that must be re- 

red at the cost of every peril.” 

In an address made by President Nunez to this convention of his own ap- 
pointees, he indicated clearly the way in which he proposed to make the new 
constitution effective in Panama. He said: 

‘*To what has been stated is added the necessity of maintaining for some 
time a strong army, which shall serve as a material support to the acclimati- 
gation of peace, which can not be produced instantaneously by a system of 
government little in harmony with the defective habits acquired in so many 
years of error. The State of Panama alone requires a large and well-paid 
garrison, in order that acts may not again occur endangering our sover- 
eignty; without such precaution excluding the most certain one, which is 
the prudent cultivation of our relations with the North American Govern- 
ment, which has just given us clear evidence of its good faith.” 

The evidence of good faith to which he referred was that ourarmed forces 
had just turned the Isthmus over from the control of the troops of Panama 
to the control of the troops of Nunez, and the meaning was that he intended 

the files of our State Department. 

TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

to hoid the people of Panama subject by force of arms and the aid 
United States. 

In May, 1886, our consul at Panama reported to the State Department: 
“The people of the Isthmus are ground down by excessive taxation. 

of th 

and 
they fear to acquire property lest they shall not only be robbed by ac . 
gatherers, but also imprisoned to cloak the robbery under a falsecharge. A; 
the present time the revenue derived from the cities of Panama and ( lon 
and intermediary villages is at the rate of $1,000,000 a year. 
this revenue is spent for the benefit of the people. 
forces to keep them in subjection.” 

On the oth of December, 1885, four months after the promulgation of { 
Constitution, he reported: : 

* Three-fourths of the people of this Isthmus desire separation and th 
dependence of the extinguished State of Panama. They feel but little m 
affection for the governor at Panama than the Poles did forty years ago 
their masters at St. Petersburg. They would revolt if they could get ai 
and if they felt that the United States would not interfere.” 

A signed article published in December last in the newspaper El Re!, 
tor, of Bogota, sums up the story of oppression and spoliation under wh| 
the people of Panama have suffered pooh these recent years. The facts 
which the writer states appearalsos pose at large in numerous reports upo 

e says: 
‘*When the Isthmus in 1821 had sealed its independence and had inc 

rated itself spontaneously to great Colombia, undoubtedly it had the con 
tion that we would not annul its rights and its liberty asa nation; it th: 
that we would always respect the integrity of itsown government. Who.’ 
we have betrayed or not the confidence that the Isthmians had in our cow 
the history of the last twenty years and the work of inequity and spoili 
realized in Panama will answer. 
‘*We have converted the lords and masters of that territory into pariahs 

of their native soils. We have cut off their rights and suppressed all th 
liberties unexpectedly. We have robbed them of the most precious fx 
of . free people—that of electing their mandataries, their legislators, 
udges. 

a We have restricted for them the right of suffrage; we have falsified the 
count of votes; we have made prevalent over the popular will the wil! ‘ 
mercenary soldiery and that of a series of employees entirely strang 
interests of the department; we have taken away from them the 
lawmaking and as a compensation we have put them under the iron \ 
exceptional laws; State, provinces, and municipalities have lost entirely tho 
autonomy which they were enjoying formerly. * * * , 

“In towns of a cosmopolitan character of the Isthmus we did not found 
any national schools where children could learn our religion, our lang 
our history,and how to love their country. In the faceof the world we have 
punished with imprisonment, with expulsion, with fines, and whippings t 
writers for the innocent expression of their thought. Sirce December, |ss4, 
to October, 1908, the presidents, governors, secretaries, prefects, mayors 
chiefs of police, military chiefs, officials and soldiers, inspectors of police 
police itself, captains and surgeons of harbors, magistrates, judges of al 

. Not one-tent} 
It is used to keep t 

r} 

| scriptions, State attorneys, everybody, came from the high plains of 
| Andes and from other parts of the Republic to impose on the Isthmus t 
} will, the law, or the whims of the more powerful, to sell justice or speculat 

| through the interposition of the United States by armed force. 

| election: ‘None but the soldiers, police, and employees of the G 

with the treasury. 
* This series of employees, similar toan octopus with its multiple arms, \ 

sucking the blood of an apenas eople and was devouring what onl) 
-anamans had a right to devour. We nave made of the Isthmus a real 1 

tary province; and when this nation of 350,000 souls had men of continent 
reputation like Justo Arosemana, legislators of the first order and of an 

| sistible popularity like Pablo Arosemana and like Gil <sueie, men of ta 
like Ardila, brilliant diplomats like Hurtado, and scientific celebrit 

| European reputation like Sosa, we leave them aside, we relegate them in 
contempt and in forgetfulness, instead of putting them at the head of 

| Isthmus, in order to quench the thirst of equity and justice and satisfy 
legitimate aspirations of all the Panamans. 
wounded the pride, the dignity, and the 
ple of the Isthmus, and has provoked an 
of the popular mass.”’ 

The people of Panama fought to exhaustion in 1885 to prevent the lo: 
their liberty, and they were defeated through the action of the naval | 
of the United States. Three times since then they have risen in re) 
against their oppressors. 

In 1895 they arose and were suppressed by force; in 1899 they arose a 
and for three years maintained a war for liberation, which anes iy 

ne i 

of November, 1903, was the fourth attempt of this people to regain th« 
of which they had been deprived by the usurpation of Nunez. The rej: 
of the canal treaty by the Bogota Congress was the final and overwh« 
injury to the interests of Panama, the conclusive evidence of indiffer: 
her welfare and disregard of her wishes, and it also created the opportu 
for success in her persistent purpose to regain civil liberty; for it was | 
that under the strained relations created by that rejection the United 
naturally would not exercise her authority again upon the Isthmus as 
had exercised it before to aid the troops of Colombia. She was under | 
ligation to do so, and she could not do so without aiding in the denial « 
own rights and the destruction of her own interests. Upon that the jp: 
of Panama relied in their last attempt,and they relied upon it with rea 

In the meantime there had been acurious grafting of usurpation u 
usurpation at Bogota. In 1898 M. A. Sanclemente was elected President 
J. M. Marroquin Vice-President of the Republic of Colombia. It is tru 
there was no freedom of election. Our minister had reported of a pre 

vel 

voted, thus making the victory of the Government complete; but the: 
a form of election, and Sanclemente became the only President there wa 
Marroquin the Vice-President. Article 24 of the constitution of 1586 pr » 

‘The Vice President of the Republic shall perform the dutiesof t 
tive office during the temporary absence of the President. In case of t 
manent absence of the President the Vice-President shall oceupy the of! 
the President during the balance of the time for which he was elected 

On the 3lst of July, 1900, the Vice-President, Marroquin, executed 

‘Such a way of proceedin 
gairiosem of all the intellectual! | 
developed the hatred and theu 

wee 

| d'état by seizing the person of the President, Sanclemente, and impri 
| him at a place a few miles outside of Bogota. Marroquin thereupon 
himself possessed of the executive power because of the absence of the | 
ident. He then issued a decree that poe order was disturbed, and 

| that ground assumed to himself legislative power under another pr 

| legislating on any other sabject. 18st 
| from Panama the power of self-government and vested it in Colombia. 1 

of the constitution, which I have already cited. Thenceforth Marro 
without the aid of any legislative body, ruled as the supreme executi' 
islative, civil, and military authority in the so-called Republic of Colo 
The absence of Sanclemente from the capital became permanent by bis 
in prison in the year 1902. When the people of Panama declared their 

nee in November last no Congress had sat in Colombia since th« 
898, except the special Congress called by Marroquin to reject the 

treaty, and which did reject it by a unanimous vote and earournes wit 
The constitution of 1886 had taken a\ 



- 

coup @’état of Marroquin took away from Colombia herself the power of gov- 
ernment and vested it in an irresponsible dictator. 

I true nature ofthe Government against which Panama rebelled is plainly 
shown by the proposals tothe United States by the Bogota Government upon 
eceiving the first news of the revolution. Onthe6éth of November the United 

States minister at Bogota, Mr. Beaupré, telegraphed to Mr. Hay: 
“Knowing that the revolution has already commenced in Panama, General 

Reves says that if the Government of the United States will land troops to 
reserve Co ombian sovereignty and the transit of the Isthmus, if requested 
bv the chargé d'affaires of Colombia, this Government will declare martial 
law,and by virtue of vested constitutional authority, when public order is 

sturbed, will approve by decree the ratification of the canal treaty as 
gned, or, if the Government of the United States prefers, will call extra 

ession otf Congress with new and friendly members next May to approve the 
treaty. 

On the 7th of November Mr. Beaupré telegraphed to Mr. Hay: 
General Reyes leaves next Monday for Panama invested with full powers. 

He has telegraphed chiefs of the insurrection that his mission is to the inter- 
sts of Isthmus. He wishes answer from you before leaving tothe inquiry in 

y telegram of yesterday, and wishes to know if the American commander 
will be ordered to cooperate with him and with new Panama Government to 
arrange peace and the approval of canal treaty, which will be accepted on 

tion that the integrity of Colombia be preserved. He has telegraphed 
President of Mexico to ask the Government of the United States and all 
the countries represented at the Pan-American Conference to aid Colombia 
to preserve her integrity. The question of the approval of the treaty, men- 
tioned in my telegram yesterday, will be arranged in Panama; he asks that 
before taking definite action you will await his arrival there, and that the 
Government of the United States in the meantime preserve the neutrality 

i transit of the Isthmus, and do not recognize the new government.” 
The General Reyes of these dispatches is now the President-elect of Co- 
mbia. Upon reading them who can fail to see that there was no constitu- 

tional government in Colombia; that no government of law protected the 
people of Panama and their interests against the will of an arbitrary and 
foreign power; that the deliberations and unanimous action of the special 
Congress at Bogota had been a sham and a pretense; that Panama’s rights, 

it the rights of the United States, that the world’s rights tothe passage of 
the Isthmus had been the subject of disingenuous juggling at the hands of 
successful adventurers and not the fair expression of a free nation’s will. 

id nd 

ua 

When these dispatches were received the die was not cast on the Isthmus; 
t l ed States had not recognized the new Republic of Panama; she had 
issumed no obligations toward the leaders of the new movement or toward 
their followers. Colombia and Panama then both held out to us the offer of 

rht and opportunity to build the canal. Colombia said: ‘‘ We will ratify 
1e treaty—we will ratify it by decree or we will calla Congress selected for the 

purpose of ratifying the treaty, as the preceding Congress was selected for 
the purpose of rejecting it—if you will preserve our integrity.”’ Panama 
said: * Recognize our independence and the treaty follows, of course, for the 
building of the canal is our dearest hope.”’ There was no question of interest 
onthe partof the United States; the treaty was secure; the canal was secure: 
b here was a question of right, a question of justice, a question of national 

! snce to be dealt with. What was the duty of the United States toward 
ple of Panama and the dictator at Bogota? 

I'he people of Panama were the real owners of the canal route: it was be- 
ise their fathers dwelt in the land, because they won their independence 

rom Spain, because they organized a civil society there, that it was not to 
treated as one of the waste places of the earth. They owned that part of 

th’s surface just as much as the State of New York owns the Erie 
When the sovereign State of Panama confederated itself with the 

States of Colombia under the constitution of 1863 it did not part with 
its title or its substantial rights, but constituted the Federal Government its 
tr for the representation of its rights in all foreign relations and im- 

upon that Government the duty of protecting them. The trustee was 
less to its trust; it repudiated its obligations without the consent of the 

uc owner: it seized by the strong hand of military power the rights which 
und to protect; Colombia itself broke the Ponds of union and de 

yed the compact upon which alone depended its right to represent the 
- of the soil. 

» question for the United States was, Shall we take this treaty from the 
owner or shall we take it from the faithless trustee, and for that pur- 

pose a third time put back the yoke of foreign domination upon the neck 
of Panama, by the request of that Government which has tried to play toward 

‘ rt of the highwayman? There was no provision of our treaty with 

4 

( which required us to answer to her call, for our guaranty of her sov- 
ereignty in that treaty relates solely to foreign aggression. There was no 
rule international law which required us to recognize the wrongs of 
Pat or the justice of her cause, for international law does not concern 

self with the internal affairs of states. But I put it to the conscience of the 
\merican people, who are passing judgment upon the action of their Govern- 
ent, whether the decision of our President and Secretary of State and 
nate was not a righteous decision. 
By all the principles of justiceamong men and among nations that we have 

from our fathers, and all peopies and all governments should main- 
ta 1e revolutionists in Panama were right, the people of Panama were 
entitled to be free again, the Isthmus was theirs, and they were entitled to 
govern it; and it would have been a shameful thing for the Government of 
ihe Uniied States to return them again to servitude. 

{tis hardly necessary to say now that our Government had no part in d>- 
Vising, fomenting, or bringing about the revolution on the Isthmusof Panama. 
President Roosevelt said in his message to Congress of January 4, 1904: 

“| hesitate to refer to the injurious insinuations which have been made of 
complicity by this Government in the revolutionary movement in Panama. 
They are as destitute of foundation as of propriety. The only excuse for my 
mentioning them is the fear lest unthinking pee might mistake for 
acquiescence the silence of mere self-respect think proper to say, there- 

re, that noone connected with this Government had any part in preparing, 
neiting, or encouraging the late revolution on the Isthmus of Panama, and 

that, save from the reports of our naval and military o‘ticers, given above, no 
one contested with this Government had any previous knowledge of the 
revolution except such as was accessible to any person of ordinary intelli- 
gence _ re vd the newspapers and kept upa current acquaintance with 
public affairs.’ 

_ The people of the United States, without distinction of party, will give to 
that statement their unquestioning belief. 

All the world knew that there would be a rising by the people of Panama 
the Colombian Congress adjourned without approving the treaty,as it did 

\djourn on the 8lst of October. The newspapers of the United States were 
filled with statements to that effect, and our State and Navy Departments 
could not fail to be aware of it. They took the same steps they had always 
taken under similar circumstances, to have naval vessels present to keep the 
transit open and protect American life and property. If any criticism is to 
ve made upon their course, it is that there was too little rather than too 
much provision and preparation. There was no naval vessel of the United 
States at the city of Panama, and there were no armed forces of the United 
States there when the rising occurred. 

APPENDIX TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

There was one small vessel at Colon which was able to land a force of 42 
marines and bluejackets; that was the entire force which the United States 
had on the Isthmus at the time of the revolution. They were landed at 
Colon as our troops had many times before been 1 i, and they were 
landed under these circum ices: On the morning of Novembe1 he day 
of the rising at Panama, about 450 Colombian troops landed at Co nd t r 

by rail to the two generals proceeded city of Panama, whe "e ar- 
rested and placed in confinement by the insurgents, who had been joined by 
all the Colombian troops on the Isthmus except t1 i50 just landed, and who 
had a foree of 1,500 men underarms. On the morning of the next day, the 
4th of November, the remainingcommander of this body of C nb ps 
in Colon sent a notice to the American consul that if the officers 1 had 
been arrested by the insurgents in Panama the evening I tr 
leased by 2 o'clock p.m. he would open fire upon the t ki ery 
United States citizen in the place. 

There was then no American armed force of any desc io h f 
the Isthmus. The Nashville was in the barbor Sw I 
pealed to the commander of the Nashville for ‘ 1, a “d 
the 42 marines and blue jackets. They took possess f t) ! 
Panama Railroad Company, a stone building capal d i 
there the American men residing in Colon, sent the Am n W i 
children on board of a Panama Railroad steamer and a German st r 
which were lying in the dock, and prepared tor } tened a 
The building was surrounded by the Colombian 1 hour and 
a half this little force stood to itsarms ready to fi to re : 
the threatened and apparently intended attack of mber 

Then cooler judgment prevailed with the Colon t t 
sion was relieved. On the following d: rene ing at 
tude of the Colombian troops led toa ccupat nd 
a return of the women and children to the st la P 
passed without conflict, and on the evenir f he it f 
November, after confe ‘es with the insurgent lk Ar 
can officers took no part, the Colombian troops b« p 
and sailed away from the harbor of Cok avi e on 
the Isthmus. The commander of the Nashvill s 
currences in these words: 

“TI beg to assure the Department that I had m hatever n 
gotiations that were carried on between Colonel Tor d the r L- 
tives of the provisional Government: force o en 
the lives of American citizens we lrew thi ! 
soon as there seemed to | ! - of r ) 
American lives and proy i fo I f the 
failure of Colonel Tort w nd a 
nounced intention to r« zhout 1 sty v 
neutral as between the g the 
lives and proye ve the fr 1 1 r 
terrupted transit of the 

Objection has been made that owing to American direction the Panama 
Railroad Company refused to transport the 45 
to attack the 1,500 insurgents 
American Government were d 
from making the line of th ities; but 30 
no new policy devised or ap] was part 
both parties tothe controver } a stha 
portation should be given, for they outnum he C biat ( 
three to one, and when it was refused they asked for trans} ut 

res to attack the Colombians in C n, and that was r é 
eaco Municé an f ( 

forces and the comm: for I u 1 t ‘ 
words: 

U. S.S. Crxcrnnatr, Sept 

DEAR Sir: I have the honor toinform you that the United States naval 
forcesare guarding the railway trains and the lin f tra t across the Ist 
mus of Panama from sea to sea, »per wha Ww y l 
to obstruct, embarrass, or inter w t t 4 
route of transit. 2} rmed men except forces of the United Sta 
allowed to come on or use the line 
All of this is without prejudi uny des to er i yr 

tentions of the Colombians 
Please acknowledge receipt of this comm 
With assurances of high esteem and I 

Very respectfully, 
‘ \ T 4 

€5 i \ 

The policy e: lied his off lt £3 i é 
lowed in Nov 1M non Ww : 1 
ence gained during the lo irs } 
prop rty destroyed ¢ l it ‘ i w 

the United States o1 Pan t t I 
be protected by the es itself 4 5 
not be made the fiel is it had ! ! 
with the railroad te wharv i W ‘ 
was torn up, “3 ¥ n open, te 
trains were a warrant fo i 
right of self things dor y 
been permissible in the territor 4 cou y of i 
ment, possess sing t pow to p i 
to protect the operty sand eign 
of this character is, according 1 I real le ’ g g 
lized nations, not only permissil a duty t} 5 
countries whose feeble g I se il 
territory and fail to perform the fs nt r pl 
life and property 

The armed force of American sailors 1 ng the p , 
been protecting American life and p in t f 
have not been making war upon that | T I 
marched to Pekin under Chaffee in the sum: f i 
capital of China by assault, rescued the resid 
was not making war upon that nation, wh r f n 
our constant friendship. In thatcategory of incap 
of others, Colombia has placed I 
record of the past years. She cou 
cause she did not seek to ma 
for her laws because she had aband 
control of an arbitrary dictator. The right self-protection f \ i 
interests rested upon these facts, em} eda 
power in treaty of 1546, and by ¢ i's i 
Government to intervene f tenal 

It was not the and 
thing that the A 
led the 450 Cok ; l Vas : 

themselves alone among a host S] ew 
ing insurgent for in arms a 

| capture or retre The rec nce al ! aty with 
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Panama are the real grounds of Colombia’s complaint, and upon the justice 
f those acts America stands, fairly, openly, with full disclosure of every 
tep taken and every object sought. 
Upon the firm foundation of that righteous action, with the willing author- 

y of the lawful owners of the soil, we will dig the canal, not for selfish 
reasons, not for greed of gain, but for the world’s commerce, benefiting 

ia most of all. Weshall not get back the money we spend upon the 
inal any more than we shall get back the money we have expended to make 

Cuba a free and independent republic, or the money we have expended to 
et the people of the Philippines on the _ of ordered liberty and compe- 
ney for self-government; but we shall promote our commerce, we shall 

i our Atlantic and Pacific coasts, we shall render inestimable service to 
inankind, and we shall grow in greatness and honor and in the strength that 

Colomt 

mes from difficult tasks accomplished and from the exercise of the power 
that strives in the nature of a great constructive people. 

APPENDIX F. 

WHAT ROOSEVELT SAYS ABOUT THE PROTECTIVE TARIFF. 
Our aim should be to preserve the policy of a protective tariff, in which 

the nati a whole has acquiesced, and yet wherever and whenever nec- 
essa inge the duties in particular paragraphs or schedules as matters 
of leg e detail, if such change is demanded by the interests of the nation 

a whole Minneapolis, Minn., April 4, 1903.) 
The gene tariff policy to which, without regard to changes in detail, I 

believe th yuntry to be irrevocably committed is fundamentally based 
: gnition of the difference in labor cost hereand abroad; in other 

gnition of the need for full development of the intelligence, 
n » high standard of civilized living, and the inventive genius 

‘ Ameri workingman as compared to the workingman of any other 
country in the world. (New York, November 11, 1902.) 

At all hazards, and no matter what else is sought for or accomplished by 
changes of the tariff, the American workingman must bs protected in his 
tandard of wages—that is,in his standard of living—and must be secured 

the fullest opportunity of employment. (Logansport, Ind., September, 1902.) 
nation like ours can adjust its business after a fashion to any kind of 

tariff. But neither our nation nor any other can stand the ruinous policy of 
readjusting its business to radical changes in the tariff at short intervals. 
Logansport, Ind., september 23, 1902.) 

if a tariff law has on the whole worked well and if business has prospered 
nder it and is prospering, it may be better to endure some inconveniences 
nd inequalities for a time than by making changes to risk causing disturb- 

iralysis in the industries and business of the country. nd perhaps} 
lis, Minn., April 4, 1908.) 

real evils connected with the trusts can not be remedied by any 
cha sin the tariff laws. The trusts can be damaged by depriving them of 
the efits of a protective tariff only on condition of damaging all their 
smaller competitors and all the wage-workers employed in the industry. 

ncinnati, September 20, 1902.) 
The tariff affects trusts only as it affects all other interests. It makes all 

these interests, large or small, profitable; and its benefits can be taken from 
the large only under penalty of taking them from the small also. (Minne- 
apolis, Minn., April 7, 1903.) 

‘here is general acquiescence in our present tariff system as a national 
policy. The first requisite to our prosperity is the continuity and stability 
of this economic policy. Nothing could be more unwise than to disturb the 
business interests of the country by any general tariff change at this time. 
Doubt, apprehension, uncertainty are exactly what we most wish to avoid in 
tl t of our commercial and material well-being. 

Our experience in the past has shown that sweeping revisions of the tariff 
to produce conditions closely approaching panic in the business world. 

Yet it is not only possible, but eminently desirable, to combine with the sta 
bility of our economic system a supplementary system of reciprocal benefit 
and obligation with other nations. Such reciprocity is an incident and result 
of the firm establishment and preservation of our present economic policy. 
It was specially provided for in the present tariff law. 

re apt 

law. Incidentally, whether he acquiesces or not, the law will be enforced 
and this whoever he may be, great or small, and at whichever end of the 
social scale he may be. (Spokane, Wash., May 26, 1903.) 

This is an era of great combinations both of labor and of capital. 
ways these combinations have worked for good; but they must work under 
the law, and the laws concerning them must be just and wise or they will 
inevitably do evil; and this applies as much to the richest corporation as to 
the most powerful labor union. Our laws must be wise, sane, healthy. con- 
ceived in the spirit of those who scorn the mere agitator, the mere inciter of 
class or sectional hatred, who wish justice for all men, who recognize the 
need of adhering so far as possible to the old American doctrine of giving 
the widest possible scope for the free exercise of individual initiative, and 
yet who recognize also that after combinations have reached a certain stage 
it is indispensable to the general welfare that the nation should exercise 
over them, cautiously and with self-restraint, but firmly, the power of su- 
pervision and regulation. (Charleston, April 9, 1902.) 

This is not and never shall be a government of a plutocracy; itis not and 
never shall be a government bya mob. It is,as it has been and as it will be. 
a government in which every honest man, every decent man, be he employer 
or employed, wage-worker, mechanic, banker, lawyer, farmer, be he who he 
may, if he acts squarely and fairly, if he does his duty by his neighbor and 
the State, receives the full protection of the law and is given the amplest 
chance to exercise the ability that there is within him, alone or in combina- 
tion with his fellows, as he desires. (Butte, Mont., May 27, 1903.) 

Above all, the administration of the government, the enforcement of tho 
laws, must be fair and honest. Thelawsare not to be administered either 
in the interest of the poor man or the interest of the rich man. They are 
simply to be administered justly—in the interest of justice to each man, be 
he rich or be he poor—giving immunity to no violator, whatever form the 
violation may assume. Such is the obligation which every public servant 
takes, and to it he must be true under penalty of forfeiting the respect both 
of himself and of his fellows. (Charleston, 8. C., April 9, 1902.) 

Least of all can the man of great wealth afford to break the law, even for 
his own financial advantage; for the law is his prop and support, and it is 
both foolish and profoundly unpatriotic for him to fail in giving hearty sup- 
port to those who show that there is in very fact one law, and one law only, 
alike for the rich and the poor, for the great and thesmall. (Syracuse,N.Y., 
September 7, 1903.) 

Corporations that are handled honestly and fairly, so far from being an 
evil, are a natural business evolution and make for the general prosperity of 
our land. We do not wish to destroy corporations, but we do wish to make 
them subserve the public good. All individuals, rich or poor, private or 
corporate, must be subject to the law of the land, and the Government will 
hold them to a rigid obedience thereto. The biggest corporation, like the 
humblest private citizen, must be held to strict compliance with the will of 
the people as expressed in the fundamental law. The rich man who does 
not see that this is in his interest is indeed shortsighted. When we make 
him obey the law we insure for him the absolute protection of the law. 
(Cincinnati, Ohio, September 20, 1902.) 

THE NEED FOR CAUTION. 

Modern industrial competition is very keen between nation and nation, 
and now that our country is striding forward with the pace of a giant to 
take the leading position in the international industrial world, we should 
beware how we fetter our limbs, how we cramp our titan strength. While 

In many 

| striving to prevent industrial injustice at home we must not bring upon 
| ourselves industrial weakness abroad. This isa task for which we need the 
| finest abilities of the statesman, the student, the patriot, and the farseeing 

| bringing great 

| of labor. 

| what is right, but that his average fellow-countryman has the same intenti 

lover of mankind. 
1901.) 

The mechanism of modern business is tremendous in its size and complex- 
ity, and ignorant intermeddling with it would be disastrous. (Cincinnati, 
Ohio, September 20, 1902.) 

The mechanism of modern business is altogether too delicate and too com- 
plicated for us to sanction for one moment any intermeddling with it ina 
spirit of ignorance, above all ina spirit of rancor. Something can be done, 
something is being done now. Much more can be done if our people reso- 
lutely but temperately will that it shall be done. But the certain way of 

arm upon ourselves, without in any way furthering the so- 
lution of the problem, but, on the contrary, deferring indefinitely its proper 
solution, would be to act in a spirit of ignorance, of violence, of rancor, in a 
spirit which would make us tear down the temple of industry in which we 
live because we are not satisfied with some of the details of its management. 
(Fitchburg, Mass., September 2, 1902.) 

~ Asa nation we stand in the very forefront in the giant international in- 
dustrial competition of the day. We can not afford by any freak or folly to 
forfeit the position to which we have thus triumphantly attained. (Minne- 
apolis, Minn., April 4, 1903.) 

LABOR AND CAPITAL HAVE COMMON INTERESTS. 

We are no more against organizations of capital than against organizations 
We welcome both, demanding only that each shall do right and 

shall remember its duty to the Republic. (Milwaukee, Wis., April 3, 1905.) 
The average American knows not only that he himself intends to do about 

(Speech at opening of Pan-American Exposition, May 2, 

n 

and the same power to make his intention effective. He knows, whether } 
be business man, professional man, farmer, mechanic, employer, or wage- 
worker, that the welfare of each of these men is bound up with the welfare 

| of all the others; that each is neighbor to the other, is actuated by the same 

Reciprocity must be treated as the handmaiden of protection. Our first 
duty is to see that the protection granted by the tariff in every case where it 

eded is maintained, and that reciprocity be sought for so far as it can 
ly be done without injury to our home industries. Just how far this is 

I bed : ned according to the individual case, remembering always 
that every applicat of our tariff policy to meet our shifting national needs 

st be conditioned upon the cardinal fact that the duties must never be re- 
ed below the point that will cover the difference between the labor cost 

here and abroad. The well-being of the wageworker isa prime considera- 
tion of our entire policy of economic legislation. (Annual message, Fifty- 

enth Congress, first session. ) . 
This is an era of great combinations both of labor and of capital. In many 

VR) i combit s have worked for good, but they must work under 
the law, and the I: soncerning them must b3 just and wise or they will 

vitably do evil; and this applies as much to the richest corporation as to 
the m« p ful labor union 

Our laws m be wise, sane, healthy, conceived in the spirit of those who 
n the mere agitator, the mere inciter of class or sectional hatred; who 

W istice for all men; who recognize the need of adhering so far as possible 
to the old American doctrine of giving the widest possible scope for the free | 
‘ se of individual initiative, and yet who recognize also that after combi- 
nations have rt hed a certain stage it is indispensable to the general welfare 
that the 1 on should exercise over them, cautiously and withself-restraint, 
but firmly, the power of supervision and regulation. (Charleston, 8.C., April 
9. 180) 

ABOUT LABOR AND CAPITAL—SUPREMACY OF THE LAW. 

The man who by the use of his capital develops a great mine; the man 
who by the use of his capital builds a great railroad; the man who by the use 
of his capital, either individually or joined with others like him, does any 

reat legitimate business enterprise, confers a benefit, not a harm, upon the 
community, and is entitled to be so regarded. He is entitled to the protec- 
tion of the law, and in return he is to be required himself to obey the law. 
The law is no respecter of persons. The law is to be administered neither 
for the rich man as such nor for the poor man as such. It is to be adminis- 
tered for every vn, rich or poor, if he is an honest and law-abiding citizen; 
and it is to be invoked against any man, rich or poor, who violates it, without 
regard to which end of the social scale he may stand at; without regard to 
whether his offer ae takes the form of greeGeadesmneng or the form of payeion! 
violence. In either case, if he violates the law, the law is to be invoked against 
him: and in so invoking it I have the right to challenge the support of all 
ood citizens and to demand the acquiescence of every good man. I hopelI 
will have it; but, once for all, I wish it understood that even if I do not have 
it I shall enforce the law. (Speech at Butte, Mont., May 27, 1903.) 

We have the right to ask every decent American citizen to rally to the sup- 
port of the law if it is ever broken against the interest of the rich man; and 
wo have the same right to ask that rich man cheerfully and gladly to acqui- 
esce in the enforcement against his seeming interest of the law, if itis the 

hopes and fears, has fundamentally the same ideals, and that all alixe have 
much the same virtues and the same faults. Our average fellow-citizen is « 
sane and healthy man, who believes in decency and has a wholesome mind. 
He therefore feels an equal scorn alike for the man of wealth guilty of the 
mean and base spirit of arrogance toward those who are less well off, and 
for the man of small means who in his turn either feels or seeks to excite in 
others the feeling of mean and base envy for those who are better off. 
(Syracuse, N. Y., September 7, 1903.) , ; 
Under present-day conditions it isas necessary to have corporations in the 

business world as it is to have organizations—unions—among wage-workers. 
We have a right to ask in each case oy this: that good, and not harm, shall 
follow. (Providence, R. I., August 23, 1902.) ; 

There isno worse enemy of the wage worker than the man who condones 
mob violence in any shape, or who preaches class hatred; and surely the 
slightest acquaintance with our industrial history should teach even th: 
most shortsighted that the times of mostsuffering for our people as a whole, 
the times when business is stagnant, and capital suffers from shrinkage and 
gets noreturn from its investments, are exactly the times of hardship and 
wantand grim disaster among the r. (Syracuse, N. Y.,September 7, 1903.) 

You must face the fact that only harm will come from a proposition to 
attack the so-called trusts ina vindictive spirit by measures conceived solely 
with a desire of hurting them, without regard as to whether or not discrim- 
ination should be made between the good and evil in them, and without even 
any regard as to whether a necessary sequence of the action would be the 
hurting of other interests. The adoption of such a policy would mean tem- 



porary damage to the trusts, because it would mean temporary damage to 
1!]1 of our business interests; but the effect would be only temporary, for ex- 

tly as the damage affected all alike, good and bad, so the reaction would 
affect all alike, good and bad. (Cincinnati, Ohio, September 20, 1902. ) 

The upshot of all this is that it is peculiarly incumbent upon usin a time 
of such material well-being, both coliectively as a nation and individually as 
citizens, to show, each on his own account, that we possess the qualities of 
nrudence, self-knowledge, and self-restraint. In our Government we need 
above all things stability, fixity of economic policy, while remembering that 
this fixity must not be fossilization; that there must not be inability to shift 
our laws so as to meet our shifting national needs. There are real and great 
evils in our social and economic life, and these evils stand out in all their ugly 
baldness in time of prosperity. for the wicked who prosper are never a pleas- 
ant sight. There is every need of striving in all possible ways, individually 
‘ collectively, by combinations among ourselves and through the recog 

d governmental agencies, to cut out those evils. All Iask is to be sure 
that we do not use the knife with an ignorant zeal which would make it more 
dangerous to the patient than to the disease. (Providence, R. 1., August 23, 

a 

1902. ) 
{t would be neither just nor expedient to punish the big corporations as 

big corporations; what we wish to do is to protect the people from any evil 
that may grow out of their existence or maladministration. (Cincinnati, 
September 20, 1902.) ; 

Above all, let us remember that our success in accomplishing any 
pends very much upon our not trying to accomplish everything. 

ence, R. L., August 23, 1902.) 
Very much of our effort in reference to labor matters should be by every 

device and expedient to try to secure a constantly better understanding he 
tween employer and employee. erything possible should be done to in 
crease the sympathy and fellow-feeling between them, and every chance 
taken to allow each to look at all questions, especially at questions in dispute, 
mewhat through the other’s eves. (Sioux Falls, S. Dak., April 6, 1905.) 
Every man who has made wealth or used it in developing great legitimate 

business enterprises has been of benefitand not harm tothecountry at large. 
Spokane, Wash., May 26, 1903.) 

It is foolish to pride ourselves upon our progress and prosperity, upon our 
commanding position in the international industrial world, and at the same 
time have nothing but denunciation for the men to whose commanding posi 
tion we in part owe this very progressand prosperity, this commanding posi- 
tion. (Cincinnati, Ohio, September 20, 1902.) 

Che foundation of our whole social structure rests upon the material and 
I il well-being, the intelligence, the foresight, the sanity. the sense of duty, 

ithe wholesome patriotism of the wage-worker. (Address at Labor Day 
picnic, Chicago, September 3, 1900.) 

[am President of all the people of the United States, without regard to 
( d, color, birthplace, occupation, or social condition. My aim isto doequal 
and exact justice asamongthemall. Inthe employment and dismissal of men 

e Government service I can no more recognize the fact thata man does or 
does not belong to a union as being for or against him than I can recognize the | 
fact that he is a Protestant or a Catholic, a Jew or a Gentile, as being for or 
againsthim. (Statementto executive council American Federation of Labor, 
September 29, 1908.) 

Chere is no objection to the employees of the Government Printing Of 
constituting themselves into a union if they so desire; but no rules or resolu- 
tions of that union 1 be permitted to override the laws of the Unit 

chitismy sworndutytoenforce. (Letterto Secretary Cortelyou, 
July 13, 1908.) 

Where possible, it is always better to mediate before the strike begins 
an to try to arbitrate when the fight is on and both sides have grown stub- 
nand bitter. (Address at Labor Day picnic, Chicago, September 3, 1900, ) 
Wise factory laws—laws to forbid the employment of child labor and to 

safeguard the employees against the effects of culpabie negligence by the 
employer—are necessary, not merely in the interest of the wageworker, bi 

interest of the honest and humane employer. (Sioux Falls, 8. Dak., 
April 6, 1908.) 

States, wl 

THE FARMER A TRUE AMERICAN TYPE. 
It remains true now as it always has been, that in the last resori tl 
districts are those in which we are surest to find the old American spiri 

the old American habits of thought and ways of living. Conditions ha 
inged in the country far less than they have changed in the cities, and in 

consequence there has been little breaking away from the methods of | 
vhich have produced the great majority of the leaders of the Republic in the 
past Almost all of our great Presidents have ben br » in the 
country, and most of them worked hard on the farms in their youth and got 

their early mental training in the healthy democracy of farm life. (Speech 
Bangor, Me., August 27, 1902 

The countryman—the man on the farm, more than any other of our « 
s to-day, is called upon continually to exercise the qualities which we 
to think of as typical of the United States throughout its hi 

qualities of rugged independence, masterful resolution lis 
and resourcefulnes He works hard (for which no man is t 

n he lives hard (which may not be pleasant); but | " 
iulthy surroundings, surroundings which tend to develop a fine type of 
nship. In the country, moreover, the conditions ar rtunately such as 
allow a closer touch between man and man than, too< ), We tind to 
case in the city. Men feel more vividly the riying se of } r 

hood, of community of interest. (Bangor, Me., 27, 1902 
The man who tills his own farm, whether on p 

land, the man who grows what we eat and the mater 
) into what we wear, still exists more ? I 
tained when the “embattled farmers” of "76 made t! 

than is trueof any others of our people. (Sioux Falis, 5S wil 
e true welfare of the nation is indissolubly bound up with the welfar 

f the farmer and the wage-worker—of the man who tills the soil, and of the 
echanic, the handicraftsman, the laborer. If we can insure the prosperity 

of these two classes we need not trouble ourselves about the prosperity of 
- » rest, for that will follow asa matter of course. (Speech at opening of 
a an-American Exposition, May 20, 1901.) 
The success of the capitalist, and especially of the banker, is conditioned 

upon the prosperity of both workingmanand farmer. (The Law of Civiliza 
tion and Decay—American Ideals, p. 367.) 
Ina country like ours it is fundamentally true that the well-being of the 

ller of the soil and the wage-worker is the well-being of the State. (Sioux 
Falls, S. Dak., April 6, 1908.) 

ABOUT OUR FOREIGN POLICY—THE MONROE DOCTRINE. 
The Monroe doctrine is simply a statement of our very firm belief that on 

this continent the nations now existing here must be left to work out their 
own destinies among themselves, and that the continent is not longer to be 
regarded ascolonizing ground for any European power. (Speech at Augusta, 
Me , August 26, 1902.) 

We of the two Americas must be left to work out our own salvation along 
our own lines; and if we are wise we will make it understood asa cardinal 
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to territorial aggrandizement on this continent by y 
and that on the other hand, among ourselves, each nation must scrupulously 
regard the rights and interests of the others, so that, instead of any one of us 
committing the criminal folly of trying to rise at the expense of our neigh- 
bors, we shall all strive upward in honest and manly brotherhood, s! Ide 
to shoulder. (Speech at opening of the Pan-American Exposition, May 20, 
1901.) 

It is for the in’ erest of every mm alth in the We n He I 
to see every oth ommonwealth g: rick und in hay t 
rial wealth, and in the sober, strong, <« pecting mat as witl h 
material wealth avails co litt Speech at opening Par I pe 
sition, May 20, 1901] 

I believe in the Monroe l my he: und l Tan 
vinced that the immense ms low-cour 
but I would infinitely prefer n it tl see 
ward and bluster about it, ¢ build t oft 
strength which in the last t resp ib 
foreign power whose inte ut Wasl 
ington, D. C., November 13, If 

i believe in the Monroe t 
up to it, and as long : ived up B I 
tend to make the do ut te 4 1 
to other powers, f t 
of mankind. We \ ther 
with the small n We t ! 

lves that if y q 
V ud be eviden n seekit t 

was forced on us 1 well 
you will stand up to f i tand f 
better if you have not k yf other na i 
Waukesha, Wis., April 3 
When a question of nat fnation ht wi 

no question of financial in t for 
we 1y men who wish th ie M doctr ) 
assertion may damage their business, bring « iscr to tl 
far as they area li » the na rw h t are a part I 
Monroe Do ‘tri > » YE) 

We do not wi selves to a position v re W ] ] 
ulate the Europear s enormous ari Every t ti 
man of statesman-like habit, should look fo t day en! 
European power will hoida foot of America t 
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\ tion ile ver fig i re 
1 gt The mere fact that 
of hting “ Washingt “ 4 

he American people must } 
or else make up their minds definitely 
national affairs t merely in politi 

1 well said at t o sure! 
to be “opulent, agg e,and u ! ' 
Fifty-seventh C 

There nevei er has been part e tou 
because of its il tempered Ch I t aa 

possession of a good navy will render thi ! rhe 
neighbors. The direct contrary is the truth Wa 
maxim,”’ American Ideals, p. 254 

We ask for a great navy, we ask for an armament fit for the na d 
not primarily to fight, but to avert fighting. Preparedness rst 
maintains right by the show of ready might without the use 
Peace, like freedom, is not a gift that tarries long in the hands W 

t,and we as >t 

any Old World power 

feature of our joint foreign policy that on the one hand we will not submit | or of those too feeble or too shortsighted to deserve 
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given the means to insure that honorable peace which alone is worth having. 
(“Washington's forgotten maxim,”’ American Ideals, p. 288.) 

So far from being inany way a provocation to war, an adequate and highly 
trained navy is the best guaranty against war, the cheapest and most effect- 
ive peace insurance. The cost of building and maintaining such a navy rep- } 
resents the very lightest premium for insuring peace which this nation can 
possibly pay. (Annual message, first session Fifty-seventh Congress. ) 

[f in the first decade of the present century the American people and their 
rulers had possessed the wisdom to provice an efficient fleet of powerful bat- 
tle ships, there would probably have been no war of 1812; and even if war had 
come, the immense loss to and destruction of trade and commerce by the 
blockade would have been prevented. Merely from the monetary standpoint 
the saving would have been incalculable; and yet this would have been the 

illest part of the gain. (‘‘ Washington’s forgotten maxim,” American 
Ideals, p. 278.) 

In public asin private life,a bold front tends to insure peave and not 
strife. If we possess a formidable navy, small is the chance indeed that we 
shallever be Seowae4 into a war to uphold the Monroe doctrine. If we do 
not possess such a navy, war may be forcedon usatany time. (‘* Washing- 
ton’s forgotten maxim,’ American Ideals, p. 281.) 

In all our history there has never been a time when preparedness for war 
was any menace to peace. On the contrary. again and again we have owed 
peace to the fact that we were prepared for war, and in the only contest 
which we have had with a European power since the Revolution—the war of 
1412—the struggle and all its attendant disasters were due solely to the fact 

we were not prepared to face, and were not ready instantly to resent, 
ttack upon our honor and interest, while the glorious triumphs at sea 

which redeemed that war were due to the few preparations which we had | 
actually made. Weare a great, peaceful nation—a nation of merchants and | 
manufacturers. of farmers and mechanics; a nation of workingmen who 
labor incessantly with head or hand. It is idle to talk of such a nation ever 
being led into a course of wanton aggression or conflict with military powers 
by the possession of a sufficient navy. (‘* Washington's forgotten maxim,” | 
American Ideals, p. 266.) | 

Any really great nation must be peculiarly sensitive to two things—stain 
on the national honor at home and disgrace to the national arms abraad. | 
Our honor at home, our honor in domestic and internal affairs, is at all times 
in our own keeping, and depends simply upon the possession of an awakened 
public conscience. But the only way to make safe our honor, as affected not 
by our own deeds but by the deeds of others, is by readiness in advance. 
(Haverhill, Mass., August 26, 1902.) 

an 

an 

ARBITRATION. 

As civilization grows warfare becomes less and less the normal condition 
of foreign relations. The last century has seen amarked diminution of wars 
between civilized powers; wars with uncivilized powers are largely mere 
matters of international police duty. essential for the welfare of the world. 
Wherever possible arbitration or so ae similar method should be employed | 
in lieu of war to settle difficulties between civilizcd nations, although as yet 
the world has not progressed sufficiently to render it possible, or necessarily 
desirable, to invoke arbitration in every case. (Annual message, Fifty-sev- 
enth Congress, second session. ) 

The true end of every great and free people should be self-respecting 
peace, and this nation most earnestly desires sincere and cordial friendship 
with all others. Over the entire world of recent years wars between the 
great civilized powers have become less and less frequent. Wars with bar- 
barous or semibarbarous peoples come in an entirely different category, | 
being merely a most regrettable but necessary international police duty 
which must be performed for the sake of the welfare of mankind 

Peace can only be kept with certainty where both sides wish to keep it; 
but more and more the civilized peoples are realizing the wicked folly of war 
and are attaining that condition of just and intelligent regard for the rights 
of others which will in the end, as we hope and believe, make world-wide 
peace possible. (Annual message, Fifty-seventh Congress, first session.) 

There seems good ground for the belief that there has been a real growth 
among the civilized nations of a sentiment which will permit a gradual sub- 
stitution of other methods than the method of war in the settlement of dis- 
putes. Itis not pretended that as yet we are near a position in which it will 
be possible wally to prevent war, or that a just regard for national interest 
od honor will in all cases permit of the settlement of international disputes 
by arbitration; but by a mixture of prudence and firmness with wisdom we 
think it is possible to do away with much of the provocation and excuse for 
war, and at least in many cases to substitute some other and more rational | 
method for the settlement of disputes. (Annual message, second session 
Fifty-seventh Congress. ) 

INTERNATIONAL COURTESY. 

We want friendship; we want peace. 
kind. We look with joy at any prosperity of theirs; we wish them success, 
not failure. We rejoice as mankind moves forward over the whole earth. 
Each nation has its own difficulties. We have difficulties enough at home. 
Let us improve ourselves, lifting what needs to be lifted here, and let others 
do their own work; let us attend to our own business; keep our own hearth- 

We wish well to the nations of man- 
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| ever be of a peaceful character. 

stone swept and in order. Do not shirk any duty; do not shirkany difficulty 
that is forced upon us, but do not invite it by foolish language. Do not as- 
sume a quarrelsome and unpleasant attitude toward other people. Let the 
friendly expressions of foreign powers be accepted as tokens of their sincere 
good willand reflecting their real sentiments, and let us avoid any language 
on our part which might tend to turn their good will into ill will. (Wauke- 
sha, Wis., April 3, 1903.) 

Boasting and blustering are as objectionable among nations as among in- 
dividuals, and the public men of a great nation owe it to their sense of na- 
tional self-respect to speak courteously of foreign powers, just as a brave 
and self-respecting man treats all around him courteously. (Washington, 
D. C., November 13, 1902.) 

I would like to impress upon every public man, upon every writer in the 
press, the fact that strength should go hand in hand with courtesy, with 
scrupulous regard in word and deed, not only for the rights, but for the feel- 
ings, of other nations. (Waukesha, Wis., April 3, 1903.) 

it is a good lesson for nations and individuals to learn never to hit if it can 
be helped, and then never to hit softly. Ithink it is getting to be fairly under- 
stood that that is our foreign policy. (San Francisco, Cal., May 13, 1903.) 

The duties of peace are with us always: those of war are but occasional; 
and with a nation as with a man, the worthiness of life depends upon the way 
in which the everyday dutiesare done. The home dutiesare the vital duties. 
(Sherman statue unveiling, October 15, 1903.) 

The period of war is but a fractional part of the life of our Republic, and 
I earnestly hope and believe that it will be an even smaller part in the future 
than it has been in the past. (Chattanooga, Tenn., September 8, 1902.) 

We all of us earnestly hope that the occasion for war may not arise, but if 
it has to come then this nation must win. (Annapolis, Md., May 2, 1902.) 

The American flag stands for orderly liberty, and it stands for it abroad 
as it stands foritat home. (Memphis, Tenn., November 19, 1902.) 

Of course, the very first thing that any nation has to do is to keep in order 

the affairs of its own household; to do that which is best for its own lif 
(New York, May 20, 1902.) 

The army never has beenand, I am sure, it never will be or can be a mep- 
ace to anybody save America’s foes, or aught but a source of pride to ever 
good and far-sighted American. (The Presidency, p. 10.) F 

Again and again in anation’s history the time may, and, indeed, sometimes 
must, come when the nation’s highest duty is war. But peace must be th. 
normal condition, or the nation will come to a bloody doom. Twice in grea 
crises, in 1776 and 1861, and twice in lesser crises, in 1812 and 1898, the nati 
was called toarms in the name of all that makes the words “ honor,” *: fre, 
dom,” and *‘justice”’ other than empty sounds. On each occasion the net x 
sult of the war was greatly forthe benefitof mankind. But on each occasion 
this net result was of benefit only because after the war came peace, ca 
justice and order and liberty. (Speech at Galena, Ill., on Grant's birthda 
April 27, 1900.) : 

ABOUT EXPANSION AND THE PHILIPPINES. 

The irevitable march of events gave us the control of the Philippi: 
Islands at a time so opportune that it may without irreverence be cal 
providential. Unless we show ourselves weak, unless we show ourselves cd 
generate sons of the sires from whose loins we sprang, we must go on w 
the work we have undertaken. I most earnestly hope that this work wil 

(Speech at San Francisco, Cal., May | 
1903.) F 

If we are wise, if we care for our reputation abroad, if we are sensitiv: 
our honor at home, we will allow no question of partisan politics ever to ent: 
into the administration of the great islands which came under our flag as » 
result of the war with Spain. (Speech at Memphis, Tenn., November |) 
19.) 

If we do our duty aright in the Philippines, we will add to that natio 
| renown which is the highest and finest part of national life. we will great]: 
benefit the people of the Philippine Islands, and, above all, we will play ou 
part well in the great work of uplifting mankind. (Strenuous Life, p. 20) 

Fundamentally the cause of expansion is the cause of peace. (*Expan- 
sion and peace,”’ Strenuous Life, p. 34.) 

The guns that thundered off Manila and Santiago left us echoes of glory 
but they also left usa legacy of duty. If wedroveoutamedieval tyra 
only to make room for savage anarchy, we had better not have begun t} 
task atall. It is worse than idle to say that we have no duty to perform a: 
can leave to their fates the islands we have conquered. Such a course woul 
be the course of infamy. It would be followed at once by utter chaos in { 
wretched islands themselves. Some stronger, manlier power would hay: 
step inanddothe work. (Strenuous Life, p. 11.) 

Our greatest statesmen have always been those who believed in the nati 
| who had faith in the power of our people tospread until they should bec 
| the mightiest among the peoples of the world. (‘“* Manhood and statehood 
Strenuous Life, p. 205.) 

In the Philippines let us remember that the spirit and not the mere for: 
of government is the essential matter. The Tagalogs have a hundr 
the freedom under us that they would have if we had abandoned the 

| We are not trying to subjugate a people; we are trying to develop them a: 
make them a law-abiding, industrious, and educated people, and we h 
ultimately a self-governing people. In short, in the work we have don 
are but carrying out the true principles of our democracy. We work 
spirit of self-respect for ourselves and of good will toward others, in as} 
of love for and of infinite faithin mankind. Wedo not blindly refuse to { 
the evils that exist or the shortcomings inherent in humanity; but a: 
blundering and shirking, across selfishness and meanness of motive, a 
shortsightedness and cowardice we gaze steadfastly toward the far hor 
of golden triumph. (‘* National duties,” Strenuous Life, p. 243.) 

Our warfarein the Philippines has been carried on with singular humar 
For every act of cruelty by our men there have been innumerable acts of 
bearance, magnanimity, and generous kindness. These are the qua] 
which have characterized the warjasa whole. (Memorial Day addressat A 
lington, May 30, 1902. ) 

The progress of the American arms means the abolition of cruelty 
bringing of peace, and the rule of law and order under the civil governm 
Other nations have conquered to create irresponsible military rule. W: 
quer to bring just and responsible civil government to the conquered. (i 
morial Day address at Arlington, May 30, 1902.) 

Taking the work of the army and the civil authorities together, it may 
questioned whether anywhere else in modern times the world has s 
better example of real constructive statesmanship than our people 
given in the Philippine Islands. (Annual message, second session, | 
seventh Congress. ) : 

No policy ever entered into by the American people has vindicated its 
in more signal manner than the policy of holding the Philippines. 
triumph of our arms, above all the triumph of our laws and principles, 
come sooner than we had any right to expect. Too much praise can 1 
given to the army for what it has done in the Philippines both in warfare a 
from an administrative standpoint in preparing the way for civil gov 
ment; and similar credit belongs to the civil authorities for the way in w! 
they have planted the seeds of self-government in the ground thus 1 
ready forthem. (Annual message, second session, Fifty-seventh Congr 

In dealing with the Philippine people we must show both patience : 
strength, forbearance and steadfast resolution. Our aim is high. W: 
not desire to do for_the islanders merely what has elsewhere been don 
tropic peoples by even the best foreign governments. We hope to d 
them what has never before been done for any people of the Tropics 
make them fit for self-government after the fashion of the really free 
tions. (Annual message, first session Fifty-seventh Congress.) 

I have felt that the events of the last five or six years have been stead 
hastening the day when the Pacific will loom in the world’s commer: 
the Atlantic now looms, and I have wished greatly to see these marve! 
communities growing up on the Pacific slope. (Barstow, Cal., May 7, 1) 

Our place as a nation is and must be with the nations that have left i 
ibly their impress on the centuries. Men will tell you that the great 
panding nations of antiquity have passed away. So they have; and so ! 
all others. (San Francisco, Cal., May 13, 1903.) 

The insurrection among the Filipinos has been absolutely quelled. 
war has been brought to an end sooner than even the most sanguine o! 
dared to hope. The world has not in recent years seen any military 
done with more soldierly energy and ability; and done, moreover, in a sp! 
of great humanity. (Philadelphia, Pa., November 22, 1902.) 

The empire that shifted from the Mediterranean will in the lifetim: 
those now children bid fair to shift once more westward to the Pacific. 
Francisco, Cal., May 13, 1908.) 

In short, we are governing the Filipinos primarily in their interest 4 
for their very great benefit. And we have acted in practical fashion 
trying to lay down rules as to what should be done in the remote and un 
tain future, but turning our attention to the instant need of things and me 
ing that need in the fullest and amplest way. * * * It would be hard | 
find in modern times a better example of successful constructive statesma 
ship than the American representatives have given to the Philippine Islands. 
(Providence, R. I., August 23, 1902.) 



There is no question as to our not having gone far enough and fast enough 
in granting self-government to the Filipinos; the only possible danger has | 
been lest we should go faster and further than was in the interest of the 
Filipinos themselves. (Memphis, Tenn., November 19, 1902.) f 

It is natural that most nations should be thus blind to the possibilities of 
the future. Few indeed are the men who can look a score of years into the 
future, and fewer still those who will make great sacrifices for the real, not 
the fancied, good of their children’s children; but in questions of race su- 
premacy the look ahead should be for centuries rather than decades, and the 
self-sacrifice of the individual must be for the good, not of the next genera 
tion, but perchance of the fourth or fifth in line of descent. The Frenchman 
and the Hollander of the seventeenth century could not even dimly see the 
possibilities that loomed vast and vague in the colonization of America and 
Australia. They did not have, and it was hardly possible that they should 
have, the remotest idea that it would be well for them to surrender, one the 
glory gained by his German conquests, the other the riches reaped from his 

East Indian trade, in order that three hundred years later huge unknown 
continents should be filled with French and Dutch commonwealths. (Win- 
ning of the West, vol. 4, p. 27.) 

Stout of heart, we see across the dangers the great future that lies beyond, 
and we rejoice as a giant refreshed, as a strong man girt for the race; and 
we go Cown into the arena where the nations strive for maste r hearts 
lifted with the faiththat to us and toour children and our childr children 
it shall be givon to make this Republic the mightiest among the peoples of 
mankind. (Detroit, Mich., September 22, 1902.) 

ABOUT THE FOREIGN-BORN AMERICAN. 

From his own standpoint, it is beyond all question the wise thing for the 
immigrant to become thoroughly Americanized. Moreover, from our stand 
point, we have a right to demand it. We freely extend the hand of welcome 
and of good-fellowship to every man, no matter what his creed or birthplace, 
who comes here honestly intent on becoming a good United States citizen 
like the rest of us. (‘‘True Americanism,’ American Ideals, p. 45.) 

The only way to teach our foreign-born fellow-citizens how to govern them- 
selves is to give each the full rights possessed by other American citizens. 
(** Phases of State legislation,’ American Ideals, p. 102.) 

We can not have too much immigration of the right kind, and we should 
have none at all of the wrong kind. (Annual message, second session Fifty- 
seventh Congress. ) 

We need every honest and efficient immigrant fitted to become an Ameri- 
can citizen—every immigrant who comes here to stay—who brings herea 
strong body, a stout heart, a good head, and a resolute purpose to do } 
duty well in every way, and to bring up his children as law-abiding and God- 
fearing members of the community. (Annual message, Fifty-seventh Con- 
gress, first session.) 

Not only must our labor be protected by the tariff, but it should also be 
protected, so far as it is possible,from the presence in this country of any 
laborers brought over by contract or of those who, coming freely, yet repre- 
senta standard of living so depressed that they can undersell our men in t 
labor market and drag them toa lower level. (Annual message, first session 
Fifty-seventh Congress.) 

A Scandinavian, a German, or an Irishman who has really become an 
American has the right to stand on exactly the same footing as any native- 
born citizen in the land, and is just as much entitled to the friendship and 
support, socialand political, of his neighbors. Among the men with whom 
[have been thrown in close personal contact socially, and who have been 
among my stanchest friends and allies politically, are not a few Americans 
who happen to have been born on the other side of the water, in Germany, 
ireland, Scandianavia, and there could be no better men in the ranks of our 
native-born citizens, (‘‘ True Americanism,’’ American Ideals, p. 48.) 

ABOUT HONESTY IN PUBLIC LIFE. 

No community is healthy where it is ever necessary to distinguish one 
politician among his fellows because “he is honest." Honesty is not so much 
a credit as an absolute prerequisite to efficient service to the public. U 
a man is honest we have no right to keep him in public life, it matt 
how brilliant his capacity, it hardly matters how great his power of doing 
good service on certain lines may be. (‘The eighth and ninth command- 
ments in politices,’’ The Strenuous Life, p. 108.) 

S 

} he 

nless 
ars mh rs 

We need absolute honesty in public life; and we shall not get it until we 
remember that truth-telling must go hand in hand with itand thatit is quite 
as important not to tell an untruth about a decent man as it is to tell the 
truth about one who is not decent. (‘* Theeighth and ninth commandments 
in politics,” The Strenuous Life, p. 112.) 

We can as little afford to tolerate a dishonest man in the public service as 
acowardinthe Army. The murderer takes a single life; > corruptionist 
n public life, whether he be bribe giver or bribe taker, strikes at the heart 
: f the commonwealth. (Speech at Sherman statue unveiling, October 15, 
903.) 

There can be no crime more serious than bri 
one law, while corruption s es at the fow 

bery. Other offenses vir 

ation of all law. 
late 

Under our 
form of government all authority is vested in the people and by them dele 
gated to those who represent them in official capacity. There can be no of- 
fense heavier than that of him in whom sux red trust has been reposed, 
who sells it for his own gain and enrichment; and no less heavy is the of- 
fense of the bribe giver. He is worse than the thief, for the thief robs the 
individual, while the corrupt official plunders an entire city or State. He is 
as wicked as the murderer, for the murderer may only take one life against 
the law, while the corrupt official and the man who corrupts the official glike 
aim at the assassination of the Commonwealth itself. Government of the 
people, by the people, for the people wili perish from the face of the earth 
if bribery is tolerated. The givers and takers of bribes stand on an evil pre- 
eminence of infamy. The exposure and punishment of public corruption is 
an honor to a nation, not a disgrace. The disgrace lies in toleration, not in 
correction. (Annual message, second session Fifty-seventh Congress.) 

We can divide and must divide on party lines as regards certain questions. 
As regards the deepest, as regards the vital questions, we can not afford to 
divide, and I have the right to challenge the best effort of every American 
vorthy of the name to putting down by every means in his power corrup- 

tion in private life, and above all corruption in public life. And remember, 
you, the peome of this government by the people, that while the public serv- 
ant, the legislator, the executive officer, the judge, are not to be excused if 
they fall short of their duty, yet that their doing their duty can not avail 
unless you do yours. In the last resort we have to depend upon the jur 
drawn from the people to convict the scoundrel who has tainted our public 
life,and unless that jury does its duty, unless it is backed by the public 
sentiment of the people, all the work of legislator, of executive officer, of 
judicial officer are for naught. (Washington, D. C., November 16, 1903.) 

There are plenty of questions about which honest men can and do differ 
very greatly and very intensely, but as to which the triumph of either side 
may he compatible with the welfare of the state—a lesser degree of welfare 
or a greater degree of welfare, but compatible with the welfare of the state. 
But there are certain great principles, such as those which Cromwell would 
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have called ‘‘ fundamentals,” 
more than one opinion. 
October 25, 1908.) 

concerning which no man has aright to have 
Such a question is honesty. (Washington, D.C 

It is well for us in this place, and at this time, to remember tly 
as there are certain homely qualities the iack of which will pr t st 
brilliant man alive from being a useful soldier to his country, so there are 
certain homely qualities for the lack of which in the public no 
shrewdness or ability can atone. (Washington, D. C., October 15, 1908 

There are many qualities which we need alik»in private citizen and in 
public man, but three above all—three for the lack of which no brilliancy 

| and no genius can atone—and those three are courage, honesty, and common 
sense. (Antietam, Md., September 17, 1903.) 

It is an even graver offense to sin t the commonweal han to sin 
against an individual. The man who debauches our pt ther by 
malversation of funds ia offic tual bribery of v l ators 
or by the corrupt use of the offices as spoils wl wi t va t un 
worthy and the vicious for their no us and interested activit the baser 
walks of political life—this man is a greater fo ) \ ing as ¢ 4 1 
than is even the defaulting cashier of a bank or the betra a} 
trust. Noamountof intelli ‘ amount of energy wil é i 
which is not honest, and no government can ever a permal t 
administered in accordance with base ideals first requi in the 
izen who wishes to share the work of our public life, whether he wishes h 
self to hold office or merely to do n duty as an American by taking 
part in the management of our politi machinery ,is that he shall act dis 
interestedly and with a sincere purp to ser hole c 1011 ith 
(** The manly virtues and practical politics,’ American Ideals, p. 5] 

Character is shown in peace no ! than in wai st greatest fer 
of invention, the greatest perfection of armament, will not make sald 
out of cowards, so no mental training and no bodily vigor will makea nation 
great if it lacks the fundamental principles of honesty and moral cleanli 

 .¢ aracter and success,” » Strenuous Life, p. 105 
There are not a few public men who, though they would repel with indig 

nation an offer of a bribe, will give certai orporations special legisl 
and executive privileges because they have contributed heavily to campaign 

| funds; will permit loose and extravagant work ‘ se a contractor has 
political influence; or, at ary rate, will permit a pul servant to take pub- 
lic money without rendering an adequate return, by conniving at inefficient 
service on the part of men wh 
Various dezree 

»are protected by prominent party 1 

3 of moral guilt are involved in the multitudinous actions of 
this kind, but after all, directly or indirectly, every such case comes dang 
ously near the border line of the commandment which, in forbidding theft, 
certainly by implication forbids the connivance at theft, or the failure to 
punishit. (‘* The eighth and ninth commandments in politics,” The Stren- 
uous Life, p. 109.) 

ABOUT THE RESPONSIBILITIES RESTING ON THE EDUCATED MAN, 

-eclit iman. Itisadouble disc 
ake the f 

A heavy res] I ibility rests on the educa 
to him to go w1 I 

te 

is short ngs t rm of shirking } 
1 everyday civic 3 f abandonment of the nati 

| quarrel. He no more be misled by the sneers ilwa 
write * patriot between inverted commas than 
equally dangerous ridicule of the politicians who jeer at I It isa 

to be taunted one set of critics into cowardice as is 
ther set into dishonesty. (‘*The Monroe doctriz Ame! 

4 

10 is content to go through life owing ni r 
educatior * which he $ made no adequate retu true t lea 
of America i in honor bound to make such ret H 
can make an return what he owes to his alma t 

only by! proud of wl does in e rendered to 
> ol return ve the xpect I 

(Speech at Charlottesville, Va., June 16, 

1 education the man whoa pts it must 
i charity unless he returns it to t Sta 

oO od citizenship. Ido not ask of you, men and nen 
d 1Z hip as a favor to the State. I demand it of youa 
i you recreant to your duty if you fail to give it Speech : 

3 al., iy 14, 1903 
If a college education means anything, it means fitting a man to do better 

service than he « ld do without it; if 1t does not mean that it mea not 
ing, and if a ma es not get that out of it he gets less than nothing out 

I t gate to himself particle of super ty 
| olleg e is bound, if ] 4 
e i \ Li ta i ‘ lw 

ird it rakes it d 
) life, private and publ 

puts hir f out t h with the current 
) il 251005 assume at A 

a. 18 aol it he can to weaken the influ 

erican life The Monroe doctrine,’ Ame1 1 

is heartily American in feeling and 
ympathy, he will amount to nothing in Pati 

love of country, and pride in the flag which intry may 
feelings which the race will at some period outgrow, but at present they 

are very real and strong, and the man who lacks them is a useless creatur 
a mere incumbrance to the land. (‘‘The college graduate an fe 
American Ideals, p. 75.) 

If a man does not have belief and enthusiasm, the chances are small indeed 
that he will ever do a man’s wo in the world; and the pape coll 
which, by its general course, tends to eradicate this power of } and ¢ 
thusiasm, this desire for work, has rendered to the young men und 
influence the worst service ould possibly render, (‘The college gradua 

| and public life,’ i ils, p. 69.) 
An educated m tt go into politics as such; st 1 simply 

as an American; I 3 once in, he will spe l ist 
Ww very 1i r he will ba upset by some th no 
education ill, but witl natural capacity i ht to 
make hit l partic url 1amed of himself if he¢ n- 
orably, or in any way falls sh f the il of good ight 
to make him feel that he w that he! should 
certainly give him no feeliz superiorit l k he } 
shown that superiority. In other words, the i é tha 
he is living in a democracy and under demo ‘onditions i 3 
entitled to no more respect and consideration than he can win |} aly 
formance. (“Th ge graduate and public »,"’ American I : 

itis mand from the man W 
than he n l I \ heavy mor ligation r 1pon the 
man of means al upon the man of education to do their full duty by r 
country. (‘The ge graduate and public life,” American Idea 63.) 
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ABOUT OUR REUNITED COUNTRY. 

ver the need comes in the future the past has made abundantly evident 
ct that from this time on Northerner and Southerner will in war know 

1e gencrous desire to strive how each can do the more effective service 
: flag of our common country. The same thing is true in the endless 

rk of peace, the never-ending work of building and keeping the marvelous 
: of our industrial prosperity. The upbuiiding of any part of our coun- 

is a benefit to the whole, and every such effort as this to stimulate the 
ources and industry of a particular section is entitled to the heartiest sup- 
rt from every quarter of the Union. Thoroughly good national work can 

» only if each of us works hard for himself, and at the same time 
keeps constantly in mind that he must work in conjunction with others. 

ch tharleston, 8. C., April 9, 1902.) 

laorl 

Tet 
i at 

he war with Spain was the most absolutely righteous foreign war in 
any nation has engaged during the nineteenth century, and not the 

of its many good features was the unity it brought about between the 
f the men who wore the blue and of those who wore the gray. This 
irily meant the dying out of the old antipathy. Of course embers 

Ider here and there, but the country at large is growing more and more 
to take pride in the valor, the self-devotion, the loyalty to an ideal, displayed 
alike by the soldiers of both sidesin the civil war. We areall united now. 

Fellow-feeling as a political factor,’’ The Strenuous Life, p. 59.) 
Nobody is interested in the fact that Dewey comes from Vermont, Hob- 

»» from Alabama, or Funston from Kansas. If allthree came from the same 
county it would make no difference to us. They are Americans, and every 

‘ican has an equal right to challenge his share of glory in their deeds. 
we read of the famous feats of our army in the Philippines, it matters 

i us whether the regiments come from Oregon, Idaho, California, 
vania, or Tenn What does matter is that these 
all Americans; thatthey are our heroes; that our blood 

: that the flag under which we live is the flag for which 
for which some of them have died. 

r,”’ The Strenuous Life, p. 61.) 
t on, the self-sacrifice, the steadfast resolution and lofty daring, 

thev hay »foucht 

political fact 
The dev« 

the high devotion to the right, as each man saw it, whether Northerner or 
Southerner—all these qualities of the men and women of the early sixties 
now shine luminous and brilliant before our eyes, while the mists of anger 
and h <1 that once dimined them have passed away forever. (Speech at 
Charleston, 8. C., April 9, 1902.) 

Virginia has always rightly prided herself upon the character of the men 
rhom she has sent into public life. No more wonderful example of govern- 

n al ability, ab lity in statecraft and public administration, has ever been 
riven than by the history of Virginia’s sons in public life. (Speech at Char- 

ville, Va , June 16, 1903.) 
ure that none of my friends who fought in the Confederate service 

| misunderstand me or will grudge what Iam about tosay when I say that 
greatest debt owed by this country to any set of men is owed by it to 

those men of the s»-called border States—the men who in statesmanship fol- 

lottes 

am 

lowed Clay and ise Crittendens and the Blairs; the men who, as soldiers, 
fought on the same side with Thomas and Farragut; the men who were for 
the Union, without regard to whether their immediate associates were for it 
or not (Spr i hat Washington, D. C., December 9, 192.) 

Besides th material results of the civil war, we are all, North and South, 
incalculably richer !oritsmemories. We aro the richer for each grim cam- | 
paign, for each hard-fought battle. We are the richer for valor displayed 
alike by those who fought so valiantly for the right and by those who, no less 
valiantly, fought for what they deemed the right. We have in us nobler 

pacities for what is great and good because of the infinite woe and suffer- 
ig, and because of the splendid ultimate triumph. (American Ideals, p. 19.) 

1e Southern people as I do, I would heartily advocate fighting 
as you fought from 1861 to 18% for the privilege of staying ir 
nwith them. (Speechat Washington, D. C., December 9, 19U2.) 

MAXIMS. 

In life, as in a football game, the principle to follow is: 
Hit the line hard; don’t foul and don’t shirk, but hit the line hard! (‘*The 

American boy,” The Strenuous Life, p. 137.) 
4 | minded American is bound to think well of his fellow-Amer- 
n etstoknowthem. (“Fellow-feeling as a political factor,” 

ife. p. 64 

er prospered as we are prospering now, and we must see 
folly we do not mar this prosperity. (Speech at Union 

1. Pa., November 22, 102.) 
th not admirable, whether in a nation or in 

,either in religion or in anythingelse. The man 
up for ten days’ fference to duty by an eleventh- 
about that duty is of scant use in the world. 

yy? ) 

hig Le 
e+ ic avi 

nd nwhon 
vid rep 

, Augu y 
ra deed 

ach of 

(Bos- 

ne by an American which reflects credit upon our 
can walk with his head a little higher in consequence; 

happens through the fault of any of us that is dis- 
t dits all of us more or less. (Danville, Va., September 9, 

rhroughout our history no one has been able to render really great service 
to th ymintry if he did not believein thecountry. (Speech at Augusta, Me., 
August 1902. ) 

It isall right and inevitable that we should divide on party lines, but woe 
to us if we are not Americans first and party mensecond. (Speech at Lo- 
gi ort, Ind., September 23, 1902.) 

tical politics must not be construed to mean dirty politics. On the 
‘ ry, in the long run the politics of fraud and treachery and foulness 

‘un 

tician wh 
tics, and the most practical of all politicians is the poli- 

sclean and decent and upright. (“The manly virtues and prac- 
tical politic American Ideals, p. 58.) 

The American who is to make his way in America should be brought up 
among his fellow-Americans. (‘‘True Americanism,” American Ideals, 
p. 41 

There is scant room in the world at large for the nation with mighty thews 
that dares not to be great. (Address at Minnesota State Fair, September 2, 
190] 

The prosperity of any of uscan best be attained by measures that will pro- 
mote the prosperity of all. The poorest motto upon which an American can 

t is the motto of ‘Some men down ” and the safest to follow is thatof “All 
menup.”’ (Speech at opening of Pan-American Exposition, May 20, 1901.) 

A nation’s greatness lies in its possibility of achievement in the present, 
and nothing helps it more than the consciousness of achievement in the past. 
(American Ideals, p. 30.) 

Cynicism in public life is a curse, and when a man has lost the power of 
enthusiasm for righteousness it will be better for him and the country if he 
abandons public life. (‘‘Latitude and longitude among reformers,” The 
Strenuous Life, p. 53.) 

‘The best boys I know—the best men I know—are good at their studies or 
their business, fearless and stalwart, hated and feared by all that is wicked 
and depraved; incapable of submitting to wrong-doing, and equally incapable 

ac 

(“ Fellow-feeling asa | 

| Lincoln monument, Springfield, Il., June 4, 1903.) 

| the United States has become 

of being aught but tender to the weak and helpless. (‘‘The American boy." 
The Strenuous Life, p. 136.) Pr 

I think that the average American is a decent fellow, and that the prime 
| thing in getting him to get on well with the other average American is to 
have each remember that the other is a decent fellow, and try to look at the 

ems @ little from the other’s standpoint. (Speech at Barstow, Cal., May 
$.) 

The future welfare of our nation depends upon the way in which we can 
combine in our men—in our young men—decency and strength. (Speech at 
Oyster Bay, N. Y., August 16, 1903.) 

I call special attention to the need of strict economy in expenditures. Tho 
fact that our national needs forbid us to be niggardly in providing whatever 
is actually necessary to our well being should make us doubly careful to hus- 
band our national resources, as each of us husbands his private resources, by 
scrupulous avoidance of anything like wasteful or reckless expenditure. 
Only by avoidance of spending money on what is needless or unjustifiable 
can we legitimately keep our income to the point required to meet our needs 
that are genuine. (Annual Message, Fifty-seventh Congress, first session. ) 

Life can mean nothing worth meaning unless its prime aim is the doing of 
duty, the achievement of results worth achieving. (Speech at Syracuse. 
N. Y., September 7, 1903.) - 

Duty, a word that standsabove glory or any other word. 
word, too, but duty is a better one. 
ary 19, 1902.) 

The man who does not care to do any act until the time for heroic action 
comes does not do the heroic act when the time does come. (Address at 
Arlington, May 21, 1902.) 

All Lask is a square deal for every man. Give him a fair chance. 
let him wrong anyone, and do not let him be wronged. 
Canyon, Ariz., May 6, 1903.) 

No man is warranted in feeling pride in the deeds of the Army and Navy 
of the past if he does not back up the Army and the Navy of the present. 
(Speech at Sherman statue unveiling, October 15, 1903.) 

I believe in the future—not in a spirit which will sit down and look for the 
future to work itself out, but with a determination to do its part in making 
the future what it can and shall be made. (Speech at Detroit, Mich., Sep 
tember 22, 1902.) , 

It is a good thing that the guard around the tomb of Lincoln should bo 
composed of colored soldiers. It was my own good fortune at Santiago to 
serve beside colored troops. A man who is good enough to shed his blood { 
the country is good enough to be given a square deal afterwards. More 
that no man is entitled to, and less than that no man shall have. (Spee 

. Glory is a good 
(Speech at Washington, D. C., Febru- 

Do not 

(Speech at Grand 

} 
than 

h at 

APPENDIX G. 

Some years ago the publishers of the American Economist called 
upon a large number of leading Americans for a brief statement 
of their reasons for being protectionists. Some of the best answers 
are given below, under the general title— 

WHY I AM A PROTECTIONIST. 
[By Hon. Justin S. Morrill, former United States Senator from Vermont, 

father of the Morrill tariff act of 1861.] t 

First. It brings together diversified industries which never fail to vastly 
increase the personal intelligence, industry, and wage carnings of the people 

Second. It adds prodigiously to the power of increasing, by machinery and 
steam and water power, the necessaries of life and of advanced civilization, 
and also greatly cheapens the cost of subsistence. 

Third. It furnishes an opportunity for every person to find the e: 
ment best adapted to his or her genius and capacity that will secu 
largest income or the greatest happiness. 

Fourth. It creates a home market, without which the cultivators of land 
in America would be but a little better off than our aborigines 

Fifth. It is the bulwark of national independence in peace or war. 

[By Hon. Grorce F. Hoar, United States Senator from Massachusetts. } 

Iam a protectionist because I think by that policy the workmen of A1 
ica will be well paid and not underpaid. 

Because I think by that policy the variety of industry will be created here 
which will make America strong in peace and in war. 

Because the industries so fostered will develop the skill and brain power 
of my countrymen and raise the people of the United States to the first 1 
in intelligence among the nations of the earth. 

Because that policy has already made us the richest and strongest na 
on earth, and under a properly restricted immigration will bring to us much 
that is most valuable in the population of other lands. 

[By Hon. 8. M. Cuntom, United States Senator from Mlinois. ] 

First. Because as a result in a large degree of our protective-tariff system 
ne of the foremost nations of the world 

Second. Because by the policy of fostering American industries the devel- 
opment of our manufacturing interests have been secured; the inventive gen 
ius of our people has found a field: American labor has become the best paid, 

| and consequently our laborers the best housed, clothed, and fed; and tho 
| wonderful development and progress in this country in all that makes a peo- 
pie great, have elecited the admiration of the civilized world. 

In view of these facts, which are well known, I believe in such a protect 
ive tariff as will secure reasonable protection to American labor and industt 

(By Hon. W1L.L1AM P. Frye, United States Senator from Maine 

Because facts confront us, not theories. I have seen the wage-earn 
Great Britain and continental Europe; know how they live: that th 
homeless and landless as far as ownership is concerned; that they are hel; 
less and hopeless as to any brighter future for themselves or their children; 
that in their scant wages there is no margin for misfortune and sickness, 
pauperism being the only refuge. 

I know that in this Republic the prudent, temperate, and industrious 

rso 

| worker is sure of an abundant reward; that his ambition to succeed seldom 

| with the former and maintain our superiority in these regards? 

meets with failure; that he owns land and home; that luxuries to the Ev! 
pean laborer are necessities to the American. How then can we compete 

Steam and 
electricity have made of the world one neighborhood, eliminating largely th: 
protection once afforded by time, distance, and transportation. There is ond 

| way only of solving this problem: Legislation for our own, a tariff for pro 
tection. 

{By Hon. N. D. Sperry, M. C., of New Haven, Conn.] 

Because Iam an American citizen and wish to see the people of this country 
prosperous. Experience of more than forty years in business has taught me 
that under a low, or revenue, tariff, business depression and financial dis- 
tress has been the rule, while under protection good business and general 
prosperity has been the result. 
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If the people will stand by the McKinley bill, so called, prosperty will 
cllow. 

: [By Hon. Thomas H. Dudley, of New Jersey.] 

Because protection promotes the prosperity and welfare of the country 
by giving employment to labor and developing the resources of the nation. 
The more general the employment of the people, the larger the production, 
and the greater the production the cheaper the price of the commodities pro- 
duced will be to the consumers who use them. Protection or self-preserva- 
tion isa principle implanted by God upon all animated matter, and it_is 
better, not only for the nation itself, but for the people of the whole world, 

1at such protection should be given to labor in each nation as will produce 
e same results in production in each separate country. 

[By Hon. J. P. DOLLIVER, United States Senator from Iowa.] 
I believe in the doctrine of protection because the facts of our national 

experience thoroughly exemplify its truth. No great Ameriran statesman, 
cept the half-forgotten leaders of the slave power, have disowned the pro- 

tactive system. The importers’ trust and the slave trust have been alone in 
their hostility to that system, each for obvious reasons peculiar to itself. If 
the doctrine of protection is not true, our people have blindly followed a 
blind leadership. If the policy of protection is not wise, it indicates that the 
human race, outside of England, has not sense enough to take care of itself. 
| will not thus disparage the average common sense of our own country, nor 
us discredit the average common sense of mankind. 

{By David Hall Rice, of Boston. ] 

Between nations but two systems have ever existed, the free-trade-tariff 
ystem and the protective-tariff system. 
The fruit of the free-trade-tariff system is, in the words of the British 

Royal Commission, intermittent and consequently dear production and ab- 
sence of reliable profits; in the wordsof General Booth, over 3,000,000 of h 
less and starving British workmen, begging for work to earn the bare | 
of daily existence; in the words of Cardinal Manning, ‘the capital that stag- 
nates” and “the starvation wages of the [British] labor market.” 

lhe fruit of the protective-tariff system is—by reserving the sure home 
arket to the competition of American producers—continuous and conse- 
iently economical and profitable production, giving cheap prices to the 
mate consumer, fair returns on invested capital,and the highest wages 
the world to labor. Under it neither capital stagnates nor labor starves, 

but both do their work together. 
That is why Iam a protectionist. 

[By Hon. B. F. Jones, of Pittsburg. ] 

Iam a protectionist because our country has prospered with protection 
and languished without it. 

Because revenue can more easily, more surely, and with less objection be 
raised by judicious protective tariff laws than otherwise. 

Because protection diversifies employment and largely relieves wage-earn- 
ers from foreign competition, thereby enabling them to be liberal consumers 
as well as producers. 

Secause, as has been demonstrated, the effect of protection is the cheapen- 
ing of products. 

Because defense against injurious importations is as necessary and justifi 
able as isan army and navy. 

Because the theory of free trade between nations is as fallacious, imprac- 
ticable, and utterly absurd as is that of free love between families. 

[By Hon. L. R. Casey, former United States Senator from North Dakota. ] 
Because protection steadily enlarges the home market for farm products. 
England buys the world’s surplus wheat. She demands ‘a big loaf for 

tupence.”” Accordingly, she gluts her markets from every source and usu- 
ally is able to dictate unprofitable prices for American grain. 

When our exportable surplus is large, prices are rarely good; when small, 
always; so that, strangely, a deficient yield is sometimes good luck for the 
farmer. 

Well-paid wage-earners are generous consumers. 
Protection alone insures American labor against European pauper wages. 
When, under protection, American industries shall employ bread eaters 

sufficient to aentty consume American cereals, then the farmer will no longer 
sell his grain at cost of production or less. He will escape the competition 
of the ryot and the serf. His industry will be profitable, his calling Somorel 
and truly independent. 

[By Col. William L. Strong.] 

First. lam a protectionist because Iam an American, thoroughly imbued 
with American ideas, American principles, American enterprises, and Ameri- 
can thought. 

Second. For the reason that it guarantees to the wage-earners, whether 
male or female, a better remuneration for their services than they can pos- 
sibly obtain in any country on the face of the globe; and this remuneration 
does not apply simply to factory operatives, manufacturing textile fabrics, 
but applies equally to the employed in every vocation in life, whether it be 
clerks, salesmen, professors of colleges, or salaried officers in railroads, banks, 
or incorporated companies of any kind, so that any human being in any 
vocation in this country who works for a salary, either by the day or year, 
is benefited by the American policy of protection. 

Third. It has caused the balance of trade to turn in our favor during the 
last thirty years tosuch an extent that the nations of the earth, during this 
time, have paid us eighteen hundred million of dollars, and our country is 
just that much richer than it would have been had it not been for our system 
of protection. The result of this is that instead of being compelled to pay 
the money lenders of the country from 7 to 10 per cent per annum interest 
tor their money they are very well satisfied withgfrom 4 to 5 per cent per 
annum, reducing the rate of interest quite one-half from what the average 
was to the borrower thirty years ago. 
_fourth. For the reason that it encourages manufacturing enterprises of 

all kinds to increase throughout the country, and the competition between 
the manufacturers prevents large profits from being made and prevents 
monopolies of all kinds in consequence of this competition. The result of 
our manufacturing interests is we furnish the people a better class of goods 

it a less price than thev would have to pay if these different manufacturing 
establishments were not established in this country, creating a demand for 
our agricultural products and realizing a better price for them in our own 
home market than we get abroad. 

th 

+ 

Fifth. The United States Government collected in 1890 about $230,000,000 
from imports, and the most of this revenue was collected from importers 
who bring in a class of merchandise that is not used generally by the medium 
- | lower classes, and particularly so since the duties have been taken off 
sugar, 

The lowest estimate of the amount of money earned by the wage-earners 
of all classes in this country is about fifteen thousand millions of dollars 
annually, an excess of at least six thousand millions over the earnings of the 
same number of people living in other countries. 

Can this country do away with our protective poties : ) cy without reducing the 
wages of the breadwinners to the level of wages pai in foreign countries? 
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If not, then the wage-earners could well afford to pay the $220,000,000 collected 
by the Government, mostly from foreign producers, in 1590, and keep up the 
present rate of wages. 

As the wealthier classes use at least seven-tenths of the amount of our im- 
ports, that portion of the duty ery by consumers bears very lightly the 
poorer classes; consequently all of our legislation favoring protect s al- 

| most wholly in the interest of these classes, and the passing of such laws by 

a Republican Congress is legislating the greatest good to the greatest num 
ber of people. 

[By Hon. D. B. Henderson, former Speaker United States House of Repre 
sentatives 

First. Because the civilized world substantially protects itself, t fore- 
ing us to protect ourselves. 

Second. Because all the conditions of men and of women in this country 
are better than in other countries, and protection is needed to pre 
happier conditions. 

Third. Because I want labor to get the best possible w 
Fourth. Because I want agriculture to find a near, sure 
Fifth. Because I want to keep the capital and labor of 

tively employed, each helping the other. 

{By Edwin A. Hartshorn, of Troy, N. Y.] 

Because protection insures the greatest ood to the great pos 
sible number. 

Because steam and electricity have practically an 
climatic conditions ren” living impossible upon th 
countries 

Because self-governicnt under a labor system so degraded as to pr 
universal education is an impossibility 

Because protection 1s the first law of national, : 
ervation, and self-preservation is the first law of 1 

Because cheap labor and free foreign trade were tl 
ples of the Southern Confederacy, which threatened the 
priceless Government. 

sib] \OSS1LDiS Z 

[By H. K. Thurber. ] 

Iam a protectionist because thrift follows the enactment of wise law 
Because I love my own country better than I do forei 
Because protection builds up our towns into cities and enhances t value 

of our houses and lands. 
Because every dollar sent abroad to purchase goods that we can produce 

at home makes us a dollar the poorer. 
Because protection in this country 

trade. 
Because it is better for this country to feed, clothe, an 1 house our own labor 

in this country than to support foreign labor in other countries 
money. 

Because it is true, as Peter Cooper well said: ‘* No goods purchased abroad 
are cheap that take the place of our own labor and our own raw ‘ ; 

[By Hon. Ellis H. Roberts, Treasurer of the United States 

In my judgment the purpose in raising revenue should be 
production, from which spring a nation’s wealth and power. sum 
will foliow. 

In home production the whole cost of the commodity is kept he » buy 
materials and to pay wages 

With agriculture and manufactures developed by stable protection a sur- 
plus will be produced to seek external markets by ships made by A an 
mechanics from our native products. 

Home markets are best tor our own producers, and their devel tis 
the condition of a foreign trade large and varied enough to endt nd 
expand 

[By Hon. P. C. Cheney, ex-governor of New Hampshire 

I believe in the inherent right of self-preservation, both for 1and 
ernment. My observation and experience, both in this and for 
assure me thata “free-trade” policy for America ires only to the nefit 
of those abroad. All foreign nations know this, a hence urge us rt 
it. Our loss would be their gain. Only by protec ve enat 1 Ly 
the highest for labor and sell the lowest to th 

This condition mak 
» workn 

3s the United States conspicu 1 
l 

Our Government should be as exacting from foreign Ar - 
cans. Make them pay duty while we pay taxes 

{By James M. Swank, general manager of the American Lron and St As- 
sociation 

I am a protectionist because I am an Ame n. The free adm 1 of 
foreign commodities, or their admission at rates of duty which are |} 
purely revenue purposes, may suit the economic conditions and he 
financial needs of other countries, but history teaches that the pros} 
our own country is best promoted by a tariff which is levied n 
as wellas for revenue. Many of our great industries, including - 
dustry, the pottery industry, the carpet industry, and the stee ry, 
had only a nominal existence until adeq > d r ~ 
yosed on competing foreign products 

All other considerations aside. older manuf — Lee 
mand lower wages for labor than this count t l re 
therefore needed to equalize the labor cost of O \ n- 
dustry is to-day an infant industry because h ive 

| duty on foreign tin plates. We ull always need protective x 
as our peop!e insist upon a higher standard of wages and scale « ‘ 
prevail abroad. If they were now willing to accept the sam 
same social conditions which the people of other cou S are « | > 
accept, our protective policy could be great modified, if n W 
pensed with. Whatever it may have been in the past, this policy is tl fore 
to-day chiefly a question of wages. 

[By Hon. William W. Bates, former Commissioner of Navig 

1. Because instinct and reason teach the right and duty of s r 
individuals, families, society, and the State 

2. Because protection assures peace, without which human life has true 
object, intellectual and moral improvement no prospect, and the general good 
no existence 

3. Because I believe in human freedom, in the improvement in, and 
the happiness of mankind. To this end everyone should ., 
each government intelligently guide its people, securing to ¢ ment 
and to all a due reward for toil 

4. Because I prefer my own country to every other: 
sources, increase its wealth, augment its power, and impr 
fore any other, is the bounden duty of loyal citiz 

| 5. Because without protection all these things are le 
and disappointment—the poor to live in ignorance and vice, the w 
before the strong, and the good to serve the bad. As wisdom leaves r 
to chance, so good government cares for every useful pursuit, that 
rear its pillars on solid ground. 

and to develop its re 
+ ve 3 peo] I I I 

+ o chance 
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[By Hon. George H. Ely, of Ohio.] 

It is obviously the right and the duty of this nation to care for its own. 
Whatever, from geographical position, commercial relations, and existing 

social and industrial conditions, may apparently be the policy of any other 
nation, it is our duty to make the utmost of American resources—resources 
in men and in material things. That was the underlying thought of the new 
nation, pl don the new continent 

It proposed a higher type of manhood than could be realized under Old 
W orld conditions 

It meant, first of all, a higher wage level. Men, not class interests, were 
to count in the new social and political framework. That higher wage level 
aim by the fathers of the Republic, the policy of protection which they 
inaugurated secured and still maintains. By carefully adjusted rates of 
duty the low-wage products of other countries which compete with ours, or 
with such as we can and ought to produce, are made to pay to a large extent 
the necessary expenses of our Government; while our free list of noncom- 
petitive products swings wide open the gates in every clime to the products 
of our agriculture and manufactures. 

_ Within the linos of these defenses we are now working out our great des- 
tiny. 

The theater is an isolated continent banded from ocean to ocean by every 
zone of climate between tropical heat and arctic cold. 

The instrument is a diversified industry, which, along the whole range of 
invention, discovery, and human labor, lifts into the sunlight the dormant | 
and unutilized natural resources of our country. 

By this policy the farm, the shop, the mine, and the factory each furnish 
a market for the other, and while taxation of foreign products at the gates 
is an unfailing reliance for revenue, home production, with competition the 
moment the defensive duty has established the industry, invariably lowers 
the cost of commodities to the consumer. In other words, “the tariff is a 
tax’ only on the foreign producer. In no other land does a day’s wages se- 
cure to the toiler so much to cover his necessities and to brighten his life. 
Whenever, at different periods in the one hundred years behind us, this eco- 
nomic P licy has prevailed, and to just the extent it has been fully operative, 
its vindication has glowed upon the pages of our national history. 

The McKinley tariff act is now working out its claimed and prophesied re- 
sults. In the first ten months of its operation it has increased our foreign 
trade $53,435,123. Itis at this moment bringing in more than one-half of our 
foreign imports on the free list, and it has reduced the per capita revenue 
from duties from $3.62 to $2.59. Its provisions for the enlargement of sales of 
United States products to South and Central American States have already 
resulted in important treaties with Spain, Santo Domingo, and Brazil, with 
other negotiations pending. 

These provisions for reciprocal trade are certain to increase our export | 
sales $50,000,000 within a year, and yet this patriotic and successful undertak- 
ing is characterized by “tariff reform” as “the Blaine reciprocity humbug.” 

[By Judge William Lawrence, of Ohio.] 

I favor protection because it is essential to national pores, wealth, and 
independence; it makes a demand for skilled labor, including that for infirm 
men, for women and children, who would otherwise be idle; secures fair 
wages and adds to general intelligence; it makes a home market, always re-. | 
liable, and the best for farm products and for vegetables and fruits which 
can not be exported and for which there would otherwise be no market; it 
apeores » productive capacity, especially by stock raising and the value 
of lands; it saves to the world the useless expense and labor of shipping pro- 
ducts from one country to another and turns these into productive sources 
of wealth; it secures national revenues paid largely by foreigners, and mul- 
tiplies the sources which share the burdens of local taxation; its ultimate 
effect is to furnish more abundant and cheaper products by home competi- 
tion, by preventing foreign monopoly and extortion, and by the invention of 
labor-saving machinery; it adds to the sources of individual wealth, educa- 
tion, comfort, and happiness. 

Every period of adequate protection has been prosperous; every period of 
“tariff forrevenue only,” unaided by abnormal conditions, has been attended 
with depression in businessand consequent idleness and crime, verifying the 
truth that “he that provideth not for his own household is worse than” a 
protectionist—he is a free trader or free traitor. 

{By Hon. Joseph Nimmo, jr.] 

1. Because protection is in conformity with the dictates of common sense 
and patriotism. 

2. Because protection is founded upon the hard teachings of experience, | 
and not upon any fancied eternal fitness of things 

3. Because protection defends home markets entirely our own and in the 
aggregate at least five times as large as the total foreign market, in which | 
we are forced to compete sharply with all other nations. 

4. Because the McKinley Act is already justified by results—prices of 
manufactured goods no higher, prices of agricultural products advanced and 
fairly remunerative as the result of the stimulus given to manufactures, 
labor well employed, and wages never before higher. 
_All the lies in regard to a rise in prices consequent upon “the McKinley | 

bill” have fallen to the ground, and the protective policy is to-day ready for 
a national campaign. 

[By Prof. R. H. Thurston, of Cornell University.] 

Tam a protectionist because I can see very clearly that the political inde- 
pendence which every patriot would sacrifice his life to preserve to his coun- 
try. can only be safely assured when we are industrially independent, and I 
am glad, if it requires that lesser sacrifice, to forego a few pennies of my sav- 
ings to do my part to secure that assurance. 

lam a protectionist because I can see, I think with equal clearness, that 
he greater the diversification of our industries the greater the prosperity of 

our people. 
Iam a protectionist because it seems to me evident that a carefully ar- 

ranged tariff—arranged, I should say, by a special commission of honest, dis- 
interested, and wise men—must be kept up to preserve us from industrial | 
crises and disturbances due to foreign industrial changes and crises. 

Iam a protectionist because I think that ultimately we shall insure the 
most uniform, moderate, and satisfactory markets when the manufacturing 
and. the agricultural classes are most thoroughly intermingled, so that we 
shall have a minimum expenditure for transportation and maximum labor 
applied in actual production. 

lama protectionist because I find my views confirmed by the practice of 
the whole world, with the s:ngle exception of Great Britain, where Isee that | 
the principles just enunciated are violated by excess of productive capacity | 
in manufactures, and, naturally, to relieve her people from their difficulties, 
open markets and free-trade must be sought by that nation, Great Britain 
in this respect standing alone. 

[By Hon. H. B. Metcalf, Pawtucket, R. I.] 

Why am I, an American citizen, an advocate of such a tax upon imports 
as will actually assure to American industry the highest attainable degree 
of prosperity, whatever law may be required to that end; or, in other words, 
why am I “Protectionist?” 

Because for forty years I have been both an active business man and an 
actual observer of actual events. I have read and listened to the theorijo 
of the opponents of protection and actually seen those theories refuted in liv. 
ing experience. I have studied the policy aud promises of the advocates . 
protection, and actual evidence on every hand confirm those promises, 

I have seen it to be an actual fact, abundantly sustained by evidence, that 
under the system of protection every hour of honest toil purchases moro ot 
material comfort for the toiler than is attainable under any other system. 
the degree of such advantage being contingent upon the completeness a) 
accuracy of the application of the protective system. This advantage com: 
directly or indirectly to all classes of toilers, b> they weavers, spinners. ca; 

| penters, painters, machinists, farmers, doctors, editors, or teachers, _ 
Iam convinced that the system of protection fosters a spirit of national 

self-independence, such as is indispensable to the highest standards of citiz; 
ship under a government of the people. 

[By Hon. Henry M. Hoyt, ex-governor of Pennsylvania. ] 
Iam a “protectionist * because the welfare and happiness of the people 

America depend on their ability to enjoy the necessaries, conveniences, a: 
comforts which our manufacturers supply. There is no other source of ad 
quate supply for many such commodities except American manufacturers. 

| so that the American manufacturer is more indispensable to the the Amer 
can people than the American people is to the manufacturer. 

While American labor is more efficient and more productive than la} 
| elsewhere, it yet remains incontestibly true that there are thousands of ; 
modities which can not be made by our artisans in competition with | 
priced labor elsewhere. If the laborers here are to consume this class 
manufactured goods, the industries which produce them must be shiel: 
from destructive competition or the producer must live in some other co 
try. If he lives here he must either make them or go without them; he ea: 
not buy them, for the reason that there is no ‘‘ something else” he can do by 
which he can earn the purchase money for the foreign article. Nobody but 
an economic idiot would now contend that the protective duty adds a sou 

| marque’ to the cost of the commodity. Its only effect is to give the market 
to the American producer. The free trader may beat about the bush wit! 
his speculation, dogmatism, sophistries, and insolence, but the root of the 
matter lies within the compass of the foregoing proposition of facts. 

[By David H. Mason, of Chicago.] 

All the prosperity enjoyed by the American people—absolutely all the pros- 
perity, withoutany reservation whatever—from the foundation of the Unit: 

| States Government down to the present time, has been under the reign of 
| protective principles: and all the hard times suffered by the American pe 
ple in the same period have been preceded either by a heavy reduction of duties 
on imports or by insufficient protection, thus refuting all free-trade theories 
on the subject. AsIdesire my native land to be on the apex of prosperity, 

| rather than under the heel of hard times, Iam a protectionist. : 

[By George M. Steele, D. D., Prifape Wesleyan Academy, Wilbraham, 
ass. 

Iam in favor of the protective policy: 
First. Because it furnishes a steady and uniform market to our producers 

at a cost which is insignificant in comparison with the benefits it confers 
Second. Because it tends to multiply the industries to which our country 

is well fitted, and this is a vast advantage to our workingmen. 
Third. Because, by the multiplication of industries in a nation where they 

would not otherwise exist, there is an increase of competition and thu 
diminution in the price of commodities, making thereby an advantage to all 
consumers. 

[By David J. Hill, D. D., LL. D., president University of Rochester. } 

Iam a protectionist for the following reasons: 
First. The policy of protection enables our country to develop industries 

of which other countries, if it were not for protection, would enjoy a pra 
tical monopoly. Although not profitable in the United States unless pr 
tected, these industries are important to our national development and in 
dependence and should not be allowed to become extinct. 

Second. A protective tariff nt increases the rewards of labor 
(a) by creating a demand for skilled labor, (b) b pene pow the kinds 
labor in a country and thus differentiating both demand and supply, a: 
(ec) by making for producers of every kinda home market. This increas 

| the laborer’s reward is not confined to the protected industries, but elevat 
| wages in every sphere (a) by the sympathetic effect of high wages genera 
and (b) by withdrawing from the nonprotected industries and from agri 

| ture a surplus of wage-earners who would divide and reduce wages if they 
competed against each other. 

Third. Although a protective tariff increases prices immediately after its 
adoption, the resulting activity and the abundant home production und 
protection tend constantly to reduce the prices of manufactured articles as 

| dustry becomes better organized. Asa resultthe country becomes wealth 
| both absolutely and relatively—absolutely, because the aggregate of hou 

sroduced commoditiesis vastly increased; and relatively, because wages ur 
ept above the European level bya high-tariff barrier to foreign comp 

tion. Under free trade or a tariff for revenue only we would have to » 
our gold out of the country to pay for imported goods and to compete wit! 
the entire world in disposing of our own products at home, thus lowering 
our wages to the level of those paid to the cheap labor of Europe. 

Fourth. The United States is a continental nation and should adopt a con 
tinental policy. Free trade is adapted only to insular nations, and no con 
nental nation has adopted a free-trade policy. Weare the most continenta! 
of all the continental peoples and have the most diversified products. 4 
naturally specialized nation, like Great Britain, can always drive us out 

| he market in that nation’s specialty in the long run, because it must do 
to maintain its own existence. On the one hand, we should not plunge o' 

| people into so desperate a competition with a specialized competitor, for t! 
ee end only in driving our people from the field; and, on the other hand, \ 

should not permit our country to be itself specialized by being limited to tho 
sroductions only in which it has a natural superiority under existing 

| dibes. The only way out of the dilemma is to protect those industr! 
| which it is necessary to foster in order to secure diversified and harmoni 
national development. ryt 

Fifth. The deepest root of my adherence to a protective policy is, how 
ever, a moral one. I believe that we,as a nation, have great material adva' 
tages for the building up of a free, intelligent, and happy people such as t 
world has not yet seen. I believe that these advantages are surrendere 
too widely shared. We are divinely set as a nation to work out the politi 

| problem of mankind. Asa patriot, I claim that, having a manifest nations 
| destiny to be worked out by a historic process, we should not part with © 
| birthright. As well might a father of a family, just started in a prosperous 
| business with a small capital, distribute his little property equally amony 
the poor of his neighborhood, depriving himself of the means of providin ‘ 

| for and educating his children, as for this nation to share with the ( yd Worl 
every increment of power and superiority to be foand in the new, assuming 

| its burdens of mendicancy and debt, and receiving the peasant as the peer o! 
| the American citizen. i 



The greatest anomaly in our historyis the free reception accorded to those | 
who he ve come to our shores to claim rights which they were unfitted to ex- 

Free trade secures to every other country all the advantages that 
belong tothis, as soon as it is adopted, by putting American labor in open 
competition with the labor of Europe and Asia. Free immigration at least | 
obliges the participant in American prosperity to come to America: free | 

trade would send him the fruit of American industry without the trouble of 
crossing the ocean. Whether it be against foreign goods, ideas, or men, I 
would raise a protecting barrier that would secure this God-given continent 
to the preservation and development of the institutions of our fathers. The 
article in our political creed that most needs emphasis is ‘America for 
Americans.” 

ercise. 
} 

[By Santa Claus.] 

I have traveled the world over, I have seen millions of homes, and I know 
the children of every country. I would not like to see the rich get all the 
presents, and since I have made my headquarters here I find that nowhere 
in the world do the children of the laboring classes get so many presents a3 
in the United States. They all have nice warm stockings here, while the 
stockings of children in other countries are full of holes or the children have 
no stockings at all to fill. All seem to have plenty of money here saved up 
f Christmas, and that must mean big wages all over the United States, and 
this. I am told, is because of a protective tariff. So I shall always be a 
protectionist. 

Delegate from Alaska. 
ep Gan: | 

SPEECH | 
OF 

HON. MARLIN E. OLMSTED, 
OF PENNSYLVANIA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Monday, April 25, 1904. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13356) providing for 
the election of a Delegate from the Territory of Alaska to the House of Rep- 
resentatives of the United States, and defining the qualifications of electors 
in said Territory— 

Mr. OLMSTED said: 
Mr. CHAIRMAN: The discussion pending the consideration of 

this bill has already taken a wide range, and availing myself of 
the latitude allowed in Committee of the Whole House on the 
state of the Union, I propose to devote some time to a discussion 
of the beneficial effect upon American labor, American agricul- 
ture, and American prosperity: generally, of the American pro- 
tective tariff, as enacted and enforced by a Republican Adminis- 
tration. Before entering actively upon that discussion, but, 
nevertheless, as having some bearing upon it, I introduce, and 
will cause to be inserted in the RECORD as part of my remarks 
some papers which have been handed to me by my excellent 
friend from Iowa [Mr. Lacry], and which but for lack of time 
and opportunity would have been introduced in his own remarks. 
The first is a copy of the address of Secretary Shaw, showing the 
inaction and insincerity of the last national Democratic Admin- 
istration upon the subject of trusts. 
ADDRESS OF HON. LESLIE M. SHAW, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, BEFORE 

THE YOUNG MEN’S REPUBLICAN CLUB, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw, Secretary of the Treasury, before the 
Young Men’s Republican Club, Providence, R. I., Wednesday 
evening, March 23, 1904, said in part: 

No sooner was the result of the merger case announced than the opposi- 
tion inaugurated widely varying and inconsistent tactics to rob the Adminis 
tration of the fruits of its victory. Some demanded the institution of simi 
lar suits against every large business and producing enterprise and every 
consolidation of railroad interests, whether of competing systems or of con- 
tinuous lines. 

The most amusing effort to avoid a comparison of Republican and Demo- 
cratic Administrations, to the great advantage of the former, appears ina 
recent interview by ex-President Cleveland. He does not claim to have rec- 
ommended any antitrust legislation during either of his Administrations. 
He does not claim that any antitrust legislation was passed during either of 
his Administrations. He does not claim credit for any litigation ever insti- 
tuted to suppress any trust or combination during either of his Administra 
tions. He simply seeks to explain why nothing was done, and he places the 
responsibility therefor upon the courts and the Constitution and upon the 
fact that the Northern Securities Company was not organized during his 
Administration. 

[am very glad that the ex-President has again commenced to take notice, 
notwithstanding the McKelway letter. Eight years is a long time to remain 
in mourning.. But now that he has voluntarily entered the lists and invited 
comparisons, he can not complain if comparisons be made 
_Mr. Cleveland was first inaugurated President. March 4, 1885. Neither in 

his inaugural address nor in any message does he mention the subject of 
trusts until immediately preceding the election of 1888. In his last message 
preceding that campaign he refers to the existence of “combinations fre 
quently called trusts,” and closes with this sage conclusion: 

“The people can hardly hope for any consideration in the operation of 
these selfish schemes.” 

He recommends no relief andsuggestsnoremedy. Nevertheless, the Con- 
gress to which this comprehensive statement of fact was submitted,a major 
ity of the Members of which belonged to his school of political thought, 
appointed a commission to investigate the subject. The purpose of the com- 
mission was to convince the people that their interests were not being neg 
lected, at least during the campaign, and that if Mr. Cleveland was reelected 
Some remedial legislation would follow. To that end this commission held 
meetiugs from time to time throughout the campaign. Mr. Cleveland was 
hot reslected, however, but when Congress reconvened, in a paragraph of five | 
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lines, he refers to the subject of trusts, and closes with this sad and terrif 
ing announcement: ‘* Corporations, which shoul » the carefully restrained 
creatures of the law and the servants of the p le, are fast becoming the 
people’s masters.”” But he recommends no relief and suggests no possible 
way of escape. 

Two days before the inauguration of President Harrison the com i 
to which I have referred made its report, settins rth what e ently ap 
peared to the commission as a most deplorab l 

* Your committee respectfully rey at th i 
trusts formed and forming intry is i ‘ 
tained, very large, and aff i large portio t ) 
ing and industrial interests o 1e country I ‘ any 
these combinations, for the reason that new rn 
old ones are constantly extending their relat a new bran 
of business and invade new territories 

Their words of encouragement ‘h follow t 1 
the fact that two days later a Republican Congr ! 
fore, was to convene. Listen 

‘Your committee further report that ov ) I 
opinion between the members of your comn t 
submitting to the careful consideration of su ( 
shown by the testimony taken bef mn t 

Both the Presidentand the cor now ge t eof 
ful trusts and combinations, but ds h to I ra 
hope except at the hands of thos t sea 

The Republic Con was not iong inactive The v 

duced in the Senate of the Fifty-first Congress was John $8 
bill, Senate File No. 1. It passed both Houses and re ed the 
Benjamin Harrison 

Che passage of this act was followed by several suits fo 
and several decisions by the Supreme Court were secured cla 
stitutional and applying it to various conditions. T! n M: 
President Cleveland was again inaugurated, and laugura 
relers to trusts, saying: 

* These aggregations and combinations frequently consti ( 
against the interests of the people,and in all their phases they are ut 
and opposed to our American sense of fairness. To the extent thatt u 
be reached and restrained by Federal power, the General Government 

| relieve our citizens from their interference and exa ns.” 
He suggests no modification of the Sherman Act, and 1 ymends not 

in its place, but in harmony with the teachings of Sta reignty state 
manship, of which he always had been, and t re alw ‘ e@, a 
gent student, he suggests that it very doubtful whether the | ral G 
ernment has any jurisdiction in the premises 

That was in his inauguraladdress. He does not again refer to ibie 
of trusts in message or proclamation until December, 1596, afte le 
of 2am McKinley. when he can throw the responsi ty upon anoths 
In this, his last message, he denounces combinations of e y des n in 
language as intemperate and inflammatory as was ever employed } 
ty’s more recent idate for the Presidency. He says 

‘Their tendency is to crush out individual indeps I 
prevent the free use of human faculties and the ful! developm« i 
character.” 

He then di scou Federal legislation by 
‘The fact must be recognized, however, tha 

subject may fall short of its purpose because of tl m r 
governmental system, which, while making the Federal : iy 
in its sphere, has carefully limited that sphere by metes and bounds that I 
not be transgressed. The decision of our highest court o s precise 
tion renders it quite doubtful whether the evils of trusts and m 
be adequately treated through Federal action uw s the ek ar 
purposely, to include in their objects transportation or intercourse betwe 
States or between the United States and foreign ntries 

his, so far as the record shows, is his last utterance, official or other 
on the subject of trusts, until he explains, in hisr nt it ‘ -r 
why nothing was done during either of his Administrations. Wh h 
form on which he was elected the second time promised much in the wa 

antitrust legislation, nothing was done except to include in the ta wet 
84 a provision rendering “nulland void any combination, conspira t 

ement, orcontract between two or more perso1 rporat : 
porting articles from any foreign country into the U1 s 

to operate in restraint of trade or to increase the market 
ted article or any manufacture into whic po ia : 

entered.” 
Their sole legislation was against combinations of i rters with i 

to put up the price of imported goods. In no wa rn 
seek to prohibit a combination of American ma r 
transportation companies. It is needless to sa eff ) 
ever will be made to enforce this act, for it ‘ y ' 
evil. Importers may represent foreign trusts, but t 
this country to increase the price of the iwares. It w nten 
to please the people, and I see no reason to su hata isting o1 
templated trust was s hereby 

And now I want to refer to the language of Mr. Cleveland’s explanation 
for the sad neglect of his Administration, as set forth in his authorized inter 
view He says 

“The question of the Government taking legal action against thes vlled 
‘trusts’ was given much co ration during my la I 
1893 to 1897. I recall that I examined closely the law and ree 1 reports 
from Mr. Olney, who was then Attorney-General. I was most an \ 
have something done, but we were blocked by ions of t ~ 
Court, which at that time tied our hands. * * Che decisior 
preme Court, as pointed out in my ssage, restricts I 
trusts unless they were eng: int ute 1 
distinct difference drawn bet ra rds a 
tions. It could not be said that the sug trus 
Standard Oil Company was directly engaged 

Ithink Mr. Cleveland has overlooked the fact that At y eral Knox 
his at this time an injunction in full force agains 
copartnership, and twenty-three individuals eng und 
transportation of meats and meat produ re 
shows, from requiring their pur ng agents r 
against each other when making ! liz I 
stock for a few days to induce large s ments, and t I i as 
to obtain live stock at pr ss tha \ ! y I 
from agreeing between thems pon prices t e ad 
restricting the qnantitl f meat t ‘ , 
to impose uniform charges for c und fr a} ‘ y 
transportation comp inies f rebates and other dis I 

Of course this action is based upon the allegation ad ] 
murrer, that these packing concerns are engaged not only 
of articles entering to interstate commer 
themselves engaged in interstate comn \ tte ‘ 
ernment has no jurisdiction to restrain combinations bet 1 iadividuals 



; 
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or corporations, except such as is derived under the provision of the Consti- 
tutign giving Congress control of interstate and foreign commerce. Thus, 
what Mr. Cleveland just last week said can not be done is an accomplished 
fact, and the action was brought under the Sherman Act, a Republican 
measure, promised in a Republican platform, passed by a Republican Con- 
gress, signed by a Republican President, and enforced by a little giantunder 
the direction of the present Republican President. And, while the case has 
been appealed, it stands and holds and will remain effective until reversed. 

Nor is this all, nor the most astonishing feature of Mr. Cleveland's inter- 
view. In theclosing paragraph he takes no small pains to explain why nothing 
was done during his Administration, and by so doing indorses, in the most 
emphatic language, what has been done by his successors. Without admit- 
ting the sufficiency of his explanation, it is quite gratifying to have so dis- 
tinguished a person unqualifiedly approve the institution, the prosecution, 
and the result of the merger case. Listen to the explanation he gives for his 
own inactivity: 

‘There was then no opportunity to take any such action as this merger 
suit. The case did not present itself. If contracts existed among these busi- 
ness combinations for the restraint of trade, they were kept secret and no 
evidence offered itself on which toact. At that time this merger of railroads 
had not been formed, so that there was no action of this sort to take.” 

How unfortunate it is for so many of us that opportunities never present 
themselves in our times. Those who lived before us and those who come 
after us have great opportunities. Ofall men we are most miserable. And 
so Mr. Cleveland bewails his misfortune, in much the same tone, if not in the 
same language, that Ben King employs: | 

‘* Jane Jones keeps talkin’ to me all the time, 
An’ says you must make it a rule 

To study your lessons ‘nd work hard ‘nd learn, 
An’ never be absent from school. 

Remember the story of Elihu Burritt, 
An’ how he clurm up to the top, 

Got all the knowledge ‘at he ever had 
Down in a blacksmithing shop? 

Jane Jones she honestly said it was so! 
Mebbe he did— 
Idunno! 

O’ course what's a-keepin’ me *way from the top 
Is not never havin’ no blacksmithing shop.” 

**She said ‘at Columbus was out at the knees 
When he first thought up his big scheme, 

An’ told all the Spaniards ’nd Italians, too, 
An’ all of °em said ‘twas a dream. 

But Queen Isabella jest listened to him, 
‘Nd pawned all her jewels o’ worth, 

‘Nd bought him the Santa Maria *nd said, 
‘Go hunt up the rest of the earth!’ 

Jane Jones she honestly sa'd it was so! 
Mebbe he did 

I dunno! 
0’ course that may be, but then you must allow, 
They ain’t no land to discover jest now!” 

In this connection, it is proper to quote, also, a recent editorial | 
in that great Democratic organ. the New York World, showing | 
clearly and candidly the respective relations of the two great po- 
litical parties to trusts. The article is entitled ** Facts,’’ and is 
as follows: 

The antitrust law was framed by a Republican, was passed by a Republi- 
can House and a Republican Senate, was signed by a Republican President. 

The law remained a dead letter on the statute books during the entire sec- 
ond term of Grover Cleveland, a Democratic President. 

Chrough those four yearsof Democratic Administration all appeals and all 
efforts of the World to have the law enforced were met with sneers, jeers, 
and open contempt froma Democratic Attorney-General, Richard Olney, 
who pretended that the law was unconstitutional, and who would do nothing 
toward prosecuting violators of it. 

The first effort to enforce the law was made by Theodore Roosevelt,a Re- 
publican President. 

The first Attorney-General to vigorously prosecute offenders and to test 
the law wasa Republican Attorney-General—Philander C. Knox. 

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, given as a finality 
from which there is no appeal, upholding the law as perfectly constitutional 
and absolutely impregnable in every respect, as the World for twelve years | 
constantly insisted, was due to five judges every oneof whomisa Republican. 

The dissenting minority of the court included every Democratic judge of 
that tribunal, to wit, Chief Justice Fuller, of Illinois; Mr. Justice White, of 
Louisiana, and Mr. Justice Peckham, of New York. 

I do not suppose that the World intended to impute to any jus- 
tice of the Supreme Court any political bias or infiuence in the 
rendering of his decision. If such imputation were intended I 
for one should be prompt to refute it. 

SENATOR HANNA'S ADVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES. 

I will incorporate into my remarks, so that it may go into the 
RECORD, where all may read it, the now famous speech of the late 
lamented Marcus A. Hanna. He was one of the best posted and 
most successful business men in this country, and was universally 
recognized as one of the truest and best friends of labor. Now 
that he has gone from us, so that we may no longer hear his 
words of counsel and advice, it will be useful as well as interest- 
ing to note what Senator Hanna did say in one of his latest and 
most notable utte ances upon a subjectof such great importance. 
“COMPARE THE CONDITIONS BY YOUR FIRESIDE WITH THOSE WHICH EX- 

ISTED EIGHT YEARS AGO, AND THEN MAKE UP YOUR MINDS.” 

{Address by Hon. M. A. Hanna at Chillicothe, Ohio, September 19, 1903, in 
opening the Ohio campaign. | 

Mr. Prestpent, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, AND FELLOW-REPUBLICANS: 
A political a is always interesting, and it is peculiarly so this year 
because of conditions which can not be understood from observation. It is 
unique. The Republican party with its proud record behind it. with present 
conditions which have redeemed every promise made and which hold out 
bright hopes for the future, is our position before the people to-day. We 
have opposed to us the Democratic party. I don’t recognize it. (Laughter | 

and cries of ‘Nobody else!”’] I think we may naturally ask ourselves the 
uestion, ** What is it?” Ramnennen. A nondescript party with a crazy-quilt 

& ket and without a single flavor of Thomas Jefferson in its platform. We 
are in alignment, then. The position, I say, and the situation is unique, and 
lam glad to say that we have the advantage. 

REPUBLICAN ADHERENCE TO FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES. 

We hold the fort. We have strengthened our position year after year by 
adhering to the rundamental principles upon which the foundation of this 
party rested. We never have swerved from those principles since the day 
the party was born. We have grown stronger in their advocacy because we 
have appealed to the reason of the people and from them have received the 
response that we were right. And they have upheld usand convinced others 
that we were right. I said, my friends, that this campaign is a unique one, 
and soitis. There seems to have come a change over the condition of our 
old time adversaries, the Democratic party. Either they have lost heart in 
repeated defeats at the polls or else they have stood and fought. * * * 

CRY OF PANIC IS CRIMINAL—ONLY ONE THING TO INTERFERE WITH 
PROGRESS. 

Now, there are other issues, my friends, and, briefly, I want to touch upon 
those regarding national questions. 

Mr. Clarke, whether he did it thoughtlessly or intentionally, in a public 
utterance at Akron, Ohio, I believe it was, made this statement: ‘‘ This 

| country is on the verge of financial and industrial collapse.” He sounded 
that note of danger. Why so, God only knows. But to my mind it was a 
criminal act, because it is not true. As far as the financial and industrial 
interests of this country are concerned, they never have been in any better 
shape than to-day. There is nothing to interfere with the onward progress 
of this development except one thing, and that one thing is to shake the con 
fidence of the people in the principles and policies exercised by the party in 
power. * * * 

SUCH EXPRESSIONS SHOULD CONDEMN CANDIDATE AND PARTY TO OBLIVION 
FOREVER. 

Either Mr. Clarke knows absolutely nothing about business affairs or else 
that single utterance, standing alone, as affecting the results of this cam- 
paign, should condemn him and the party he represents to oblivion forever 
{Long-continued applause.] Itis worse than criminal. A man whoassumes 
to speak for a great party and who has at heart the best interests of the men 
who have been associated with that party, and who are inclined to take 
utterances that fall from the lips of their leaders as truth, is, I say, worse 
than criminal to thus deceive ignorant men. 

SUCH POLITICAL VAPORINGS INVITE BITTER EXPERIENCES OF THE PAST. 
Suppose that, predicated upon that speech, an alarm had been sounded 

that would have had practical effect. wee even—which is not true—that 
conditions in this country had been such that a spark like that would have 
ignited the dynamite, and then, after the harm was done, after wretchedness 
and woe had come to thousands of families, after it had been demonstrated 
that there was no cause for alarm, but merely the vaporings of a politician 
seeking to bewilder the minds of honest oaneie. what ought to be Toes with 
sucha man? Is he fit or is any such man fit to stand before an intelligent 
people, such as we have, and becalled a leader or an adviser as to the best 
methods and best policies to be adopted in the interests of our country? Oh 
my friends, you have had experiences; you have had object lessons, and th: 
results of those experiences and those lessons have not yet faded from your 
memories. There is not a workingman in this county nor in this State who 
has not had them vividly impressed upon him through avenues that reached 
his heart, because they have caused misery at his fireside: 

THE CHANGE CAME THROUGH M’KINLEY’S LEADERSHIP, BACKED BY HIS 
FRIENDS, THE WORKINGMEN. 

The change came, and it became the privilége as well as the duty of our 
| own dear William McKinley to come to the front with the confidence of the 
whole people behind him, and assuming the reins of government at that op 
portune time, not only by his living example, not only as a result of those 
principles which had guided him all his life, but preeminently because dur 
ing that public life he had stood the friend of the workingman and had taught 

| the principles which had filled their minds and filled their hearts with grati 
tude until confidence grew so that they were willing to follow him, and, to a 
man, they did follow him in 1896 and in 1900. [Long-continued applause. | 

M’KINLEY’S ADVICE WOULD BE, “REMEMBER THE POLICIES AND PARTY 
THAT BROUGHT PROSPERITY AND HAPPINESS.” 

Those principles are living to-day, although he has gone from us forever. 
{Applause.] But he has left behind a record which every Ohio man cher 
ishes as a heritage to him. He has left behind an example to that class of 
which I speak, and if he could speak to-day it would be to remind every man 
in the State of Ohio who works with his hands: “‘Remember all that you 
have passed through in years gone by; remember how, step by step, you 
learned those lessons of economic policy which have brought prosperity and 
happiness to your hearthstones, and, remembering that, remember the party 
and the teachers of these policies, who have been your friends in all the past, 
and stand to-day where they stood in 189, when the millennium came. 
[Great applause. } 

ONLY POSSIBLE DANGER IN A CHANGE OF POLICIES. 

I say, my friends, that the only danger that can possibly come—and I make 
this statement from the standpoint of a business man, and I think I know my 
business {great laughter and applause]; better, at least, than my friend 
Clarke does, anyway [renewed laughter and great applause}]—the only dan 
ger that can possibly come to the people of this country is through their 
own acts, by their own power, and the will to change those policies which 
have made us what we are to-day. 

A SUSPICION OF A CHANGE WOULD CHECK INDUSTRY. 
If it were thought that the heresies of Tom Johnson and his socialistic fol 

lowers could make any impression upon the people of Ohio so as to change 
the political conditions here, I will tell you what would happen. The men 
who control these great industries, the men whose power and money are 
moving all this enormous trade, the men who are associated with them as 
martners, together with the men who work with their hands in this great 
ainoas development, would be the first ones to take notice of that change 

if it were imminent, and Se act upon the hypothesis that it is better 
to waitand know the truth n to surmise it and speculate upon it. The re- 
sult would be—and I tell you it is true—that if a single cloud came into the 
commercial sky of this country which loked to any change of policy differ- 
ent from what we have had in the last six orseven years, the change would 
come, the wheels of industry would slow down, and there would be a wait- 
ing policy—waiting to know what the result might be; waiting to know 
whether the American people would tire of the conditions which have brought 
to them wealth and prosperity, just for the sake of a change, as it did in 1592, 
and were prepared to throw aside the benefits and experiences of those prin- 
ciples and try new pastures or not. 
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OHIO A BAROMETEF OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS FOR PAST FIFTY YEARS. 

On this great national proposition, as Senator FoRAKER ha? said, the whole 
intry stands to-day “attention,” watching Ohio. [Long-continued ap- c 

use. | 

; The time has always been, during our political history of fifty years, when 
( } seemed to be the initiatory State, and when the people of Ohio had reg- 
istered their verdict, even in the October election days of by-gone years, it 
was looked uponasa barometer of what we might expect as to the future 
policy of that State and its effect upon national affairs. [Applause.] 

rAND BY ROOSEVELT AND REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND COUNTRY IS AS 
FAR FROM DISTRESS AS EVER. 

I say the whole country has its eyes upon Ohio, knowing that this is the 
rmish battle for 1904, and I join with Senator FoRAKER in making the 

| to our people, under these circumstances, to send a word of greeting 
-onfidence to the young President at Washington, and let him know that 

( , never falters in the right, and will not this time, and that we will lead 
. campaign of 1904. ([Long-continued applause.| Do that. Show by 

- action, show by your votes, that you intend to stand by those principles: 
that you intend that the men who represent you in the Halls of Congress and 

legislative body of the State shall be sent there with instructions to 
carry out these principles, and that_you will have no other kind of repre- 
‘ ition. [Prolonged applause.] Do that, and this country is just as far 

1 any prospect of distress, to say nothing of panic, as it was three years 

( DITIONS PROSPEROUS BECAUSE WE ARE NOW BETTER OFF IN EVERY 
WAY THAN ANY OTHER NATION. 

hese conditions, my fellow-citizens, in this country are normal. That is 
to say, they are notabnormal. There is no reason why we should not have 
long and continued periods of prosperity in this country, because our natural 
resources are beyond those of any nation in the world. This great cosmo- 
politan people have shown themselves better as a nation, industrially, com- 
mercially, politically, than any other nation in the world. [Enthusiastic 
cheering.| We have achieved that position upon pure merit, and that merit 
is exemplified in the fact that under these influences and during the times of 
peace we are making such rapid progress in industrial development that we 
can enter the markets of the world with our products and still maintain the 
American price of wages. [Great applause.] 

OUR INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT A PROUDER PRESTIGE THAN OUR NEW 
POLITICAL POWER. 

That is even a prouder prestige, my friends, than the new political power 
hich has come to us since the Spanish war, because that prestige is an in- 
ration to every man who works with his hands, to every man who has the 
genuity which God may have given him, to prepare for himself conditions, 

within the limits of his ability, along the line of those industries which gives 
qual opportunity with any other man. And when I hear the men who 

1 ending to lead the Democracy of Ohio to-day talk about capturing 
the labor vote—well, Ismile. [Great applause, and voices, “ We all smile.” | 

it not in some phases of it a serious question, I should even laugh. But 
is a serious side to it, my friends. 

OHLO’S DEMOCRATIC LEADERS STAND FOR ABSOLUTE FREE TRADE. 

There is a serious side to it, because if, through ignorance of the true con- 
nsor through any undue excitement created during a campaign, the 

iboring men of this State should be led away from the party and the princi- 
les which have done so much for them, then it would be serious, because 
hat element which leads and dominates the Democratic party to-day stands 

r tc riff for revenue, but absolute free trade. Mr. Clarke qualifies his 
m on the tariff by saying that he would take the tariff entirely off of 

ery article manufactured by trusts. What does that mean? Every iron 
and steel i dustry in the United States, everything connected with the 
metal trades, with the cotton trades, and in fact nearly all of our great in- 

es would come within the scope of his proposition. 

INDUSTRIES WOULD CLOSE UNTIL PRICE OF LABOR WENT DOWN 

EUROPEAN LEVEL. 
Why, is thereany intelligent man among the workingmen of my State who 

not know what would be the result of that policy? Absolute free trade 
through all the schedules of our tariff would shut up 75 per cent of the in- 
lustrial institutions of the United States until we could get labor down to 
the price where we could ee with Europe. That is what you are up 
f ist, boys. [Laughterand long-continued cheering.] They fooled youin 

2 by the “clack” about “tin cans.” They pulled the wool over your eyes 
ut the McKinley bill. 

M’KINLEY’S THOUGHT WAS FOR SUFFERING OF THOSE DELUDED THROUGH 
DEMAGOGY. 

But McKinley, although his bill was defeated, never lost courage, and I 
ive heard him say many times, ‘* Yes, it is hard, but it is no humiliation to 

, because I know I am right, and I know that soon the people will be right. 
{am only thinking of those homes where suffering and want will enter during 

the period which must pass before the men come to their sober senses and 
learn from bitter experience what it means to have this great structure of 
protection, built upin their interests more than any other, stricken to the 

r d, ne all through the influences of demagogy.” [(Long-continued 
ippliause. 

NOW, AS ALWAYS, PROTECTION IS BEST FOR WORKINGMEN. 

No, as far as your interests lie in the direction of national questions, let 
repeat, the questions have not changed, the principles have not changed, 
results have not changed, and you stand here to-day just exactly where 

1 stood years ago in this State, when, under the leadership of the gallant 
nan who believed in the protective policy and in safe money, you followed 
him to the polls and year after year registered your verdict, and that was 

policy for the working classes of this State and country. {Enthusiastic 
plause. ] J 

A SOLEMN WARNING AGAINST THE SOCIALISTIC DOCTRINES OF JOHN- 

SONIAN DEMOCRACY. 

’,in conclusion, my friends, I want to sound a note of warning not only 
tepublican friends, but to every man who owns a home in this and ail 

other counties in this State. If the socialistic doctrines advocated by this 
new form of Democracy should by any possibility become a law, or that 
policy could by any possibility become established, then God help us. When- 
ever t hat socialistic, anarchistic, populistic doctrine seizes the minds of the 
people of this or any other State, so as to dominate their reason and their 
lagment, and lead them to do almost what I would call an act of political 

suicide, then God help us. 
y Because all that we have sought for in the past, all that we have gained 

rough our efforts and industry, all the battles we have fought for liberty 
to man, all the efforts that we have made to make this country what it is— 
an example to the world, the most powerful Christian influence in the 
i rid to build up a government which belongs to the people, and which 
»0ks to the people for its enactment and for the enforcement of the laws 
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which will protect it; when such “isms” as that can prevail, then all is! 
It is a serious thought that I want you to take home. Republican or Demo 
crat, take it home to-night and think it over. Compare the conditions by 
your fireside to-day with those which existed eight year 1 make 
up your minds, and when you have reached a decision Good 
by. [Prolonged applause. 

MR. BRYAN’S OPINION OF JUDGE PARKER, SENATOR 
YORK DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM 

Quite frequently within the past few days gentlemen upon the 
other side of the floor have been sounding the 
Judge Parker, of New York, who, it is said, is to be the Demo- 

HILL, AND THE NEW 

praises of one 

cratic Presidential nominee. So little is known of him here that 
one gentleman upon this floor, most earnest in his behalf, wa 
unable, in response to interrogatories by the gentleman from 
Indiana [Mr. LANpIs], to give either the first name or 1 ta 
office address of hiscandidate. His chief political mana is ] 
Senator David B. Hill, of New York, and under his manipulation 
and control the recent Democratic convention he tate 
dorsed Judge Parker for the Presidency and adopted a 
which is understood to be to his liking and upon 
willing to stand. The suggestions in that platform are put f 

In 

wii 

in the hope that they will bs adopted by the Democratic national 
convention. Mr. Bryan, the idolized standard bearer of 1 
Democratic party during the last two Presidential campaign 
has some views upon this New York platform and upon 
didacy of Judge Parker, which can not fail to interest Repub- 
licans as well as Democrats, and they are worthy of consideration 
here. They were delivered within the : 
before a vast assemblage of people in the Sec 
mory, in the city of Chicago. I quote his speech from tl 2 
Chronicle of yesterday's date, as follows: 
SPEECH OF MR. BRYAN—TEXT OF ADDRESS DELIVERED LAST NIGHT Al i} 

SECOND REGIMENT ARMORY 

Mr. Bryan spoke as follows: 
“As it is somewhat unusual f tical ech to be mad 

to-night, let me preface my ren i Ih 
hall and I introduce myself because I do not care t < unde 
of any club or organization which is committed p 
for office. My concern is not about the name or the p lity 
nee, but about the principles for which the Democratic party 
While many of the papers seem t ut the ce for the D ‘ 
nomination is neces y betwee Par} ind Mr. Hearst 
every Democrat must either be f ther, such a} ul 
and without foundation. 

“Those who are classed or rs—and by that I tl \ 
would carry the party back the posit t uy : Mr. ¢ 
land’s Administration—are not entirely agreed an I 
proper candidate upon whom t ix’ 1 ‘ ( 
in sympathy with the spirit of tfort diff l 
ative availability of those wl rogre t y 
My own position is one of neu urd i ‘ tes 
who are in favor of making t! par n i 
courageous exponent of the ri; tsof t i I “d 
as unavailable all who are in s} i L bligated ! 
porations that to-day dominate the policy of the Repul in party and 
through the reorganizers to dominate the poli f the Dem: \ party I 
have no favorites among those on our side and 1 pecial antagonism to 
those who represent the reorganizer I believe that th ’ 
between principles, not between men, andthat1 hould yb i 
as they may be able to advance or retard the p ress of Democra 

WANTS A LARGE AUDIED 
**T have come to Chicago because from this } I ‘ 

ber of voters in the Mississippi Vall ind I) s : 
the ministers attend, because they canand sl an it 
of honesty and fairness in politics. When, some two years ago,I1 I 
isfied that ex-Senator David B. Hill was plann to be a candidate I ; l 
out the objections to hiscandidacy. When the Ciley nd boor i 
I pointed out the objections to his car i that Mr. Par] 3 
to be the leading candidate (th the ndidat 
ganizers, I desire to present s swhy in 1 I 
available candidate for a Democra und I it 
in his personality, but in his positi ic quest = J 
has been urged to speak out i decla p my 
the coming campaign, but has ren 

“Tf this silence meant that nobody t} ! 
loyal to the party in recent years woul iu g 
those who deserted, but it is evident wl to t pul 
his views are unknown they are well knov to thos ho are urging his 
nomination. Whatever doubt may have existed on thissubject heretofors 3 
been dispelled by the platform adopted by the New York State ‘ 
and taking this platform as a text I am sanguine « ! t 
can prove to évery unbiased mint l lg rke1 I f 
nominated either by the Democratic party or by any other party that 
for honesty and fair dealing in pol I 
who favor deception and fraud 
have evidence sufficient to convict J sr of absolute unfit 
nomination. If he did not know of form in advance, if | 
himself dictate it or agree to it, he has allowed tog is h tera 
for the convention was dominated by his friends and adopted a resolution 
presenting him as the candidate of the Sta 

DISCUSSES NEW YORK PLATFORM 

“This platform, then, can fairly be regarded as his d tration uy Ep 
questions, and what does the platform say first plank res 

*** This is a Government of laws, not of men » law for Pre 
nets, and people; no usurpation; no executive encroachment uj tl 
lative or judical department.’ 

“This 1s a general plank that says nothing definitely. It is probably 
tended as a condemnation of the President’s pension order, but t lea 
vaguely expressed that those who support the platform car y that 
criticism was intended if they find that such criticism is un] 

“The second plank reads 
** We must keep inviolate the pledges of our treaties: we must renew and 

reinvigorate within ourselves that respect for law and that love liberty 



id +, , nana aestroy. 

‘ This is probably intended asa rebuke to the President for his action in the 
anama matter, but this, too, is so indefinite that the supporters of the plat- 

form can repudiate any such intention if it ever becomes convenient to do so, 
TT lank reads: 

‘Unsteady national policies and a restless spirit of adventure engender 

and of peace which the spirit of military domination tends inevitably to 

alarms that check our commercial growth; let us have peace, to the end that 
busi nfidence may be restored and that our people may again in tran- 
quillity enjoy the gains of their toil.’ 

‘This possibly is intended as a criticism of the rashness of the President 
and of his emotional temperament, and yet itis so impersonal that those who 
upport the plaform can very plausibly insist that it has no particular refer- 

ence to any person, but is intended as a very broad statement of a very gen- 
principle 

‘The fourth plank reads: 
“* Corporations chartered by the state must be subject to just regulation 

by the state in the interest of the people; taxation for public purposes only; 
no Government partnership with protected monopolies.’ 

ea plank might find a welcome place in any platform. It would be 
difficult to conceive of a party that woul object to ‘just regulations by the 
State in the interest of the people,’ nor is there any party that is likely to 
defend taxation for any other than a public purpose. Even the Republican 
party has never declared itself in favor of ‘Government partners 7 with 
protected monopolies.’ The plank, therefore, has no meaning at all as it 
stands, unless there isa secret suggestion that the regulation of corporations | 
must be left entirely to the States. This is the position that is taken by the 
trust magnates. Whenever Congress attempts to interfere with a trust the 
friends of the trust atonce insist thatthe State must dothe regulating. That 

the position taken by the dissenting members of the Supreme Court inthe 
merger case,and if this plank means anything it isan indorsement of the 
minority members of the court rather than an indorsement of the decision 
of the majority. The fact that the platform is silentabout the merger deci- 
sion lends color to this construction. 

“TAKES UP ANTITRUST PLANK. 

* The fifth plank reads: 
‘** Opposition to trusts and combinations that oppress the peopleand stifle 

healthy industrial competition.’ 
‘This is the antitrust plank of the platform! Atleast it is the only plank 

in which the trust is mentioned by name. The plank contains fourteen 
words and it will be noted that the opposition is not to all monopolies, or 
even to all trusts, but simply to those that ‘oppress the people and stifle 
healthy industrial competition.’ That is the position taken by Judge Brewer 
in hisseparate opinion. He contends that the Sherman law was not intended 
to prevent all restraint of trade, but only ‘unreasonable restraint.’ and so 
Mr. Hill and the other New York friends of Judge Parker so have worded 
their trust plank as to make their meaning uncertain. They haveso worded 
the plank as to present the trust view of the question, rather than the view 
entertained by the people at large. 

“In order to excite the opposition of the friends of Judge Parker the trust 
must be shown to be ‘oppressive.’ It must be shown that it is not only stifi- 
ing industrial competition, but that it is stifling a ‘healthy industrial com- 
petition.’ The trust magnates claim that the object of the trust is to stifle 
unhealthy industrial competition and to promote a ‘healthy industrial com- 
petition.” The qualifying words used in this very briefand ambiguous plank 
destroy whatever vitality it might have had without them. The Kansas 
City platform declared a private monopoly to be indefensible and intolerable. 
It not only arraigned private monopoly as an unmitigated evil, but it pointed 
out specific remedies for the destruction of this evil. Compare the Kansas 
City platform with the cowardly and straddling antitrust—or rather trust— 
plank of the New York platform and you will understand why Mr. Hill and 
Judge Parker are so afraid of the Kansas City platform. 

‘The sixth plank reads: 
“*A check upon extravagance in public expenditures; that the burden of 

people’s taxes may be lightened.’ 
There is another plank that is as meaningless as those that have pre- 

ceded it. Who advocates extravagance? Even when the Republican party 
8 guilty of the largest appropriations itinsists that it is not extravagant, but 
that it is simply legislating for a large country. 

CALLS TARIFF PLANK EVASIVE. 
“The seventh plank reads: 
“*Heasonable revision of the tariff; needless duties upon imported raw 

material weigh upon the manufacturer, are a menace to the American wage- 
earner, and by increasing the cost of production shut out our products from 
foreign markets.’ 

“This plank is also evasive. The tariff revision must be ‘reasonable.’ 
What party ever advocated what it believed to be unreasonable on any sub- 
ect? The duties upon raw material must not be ‘needless’ duties. ‘What 
party ever admitted that it put needless duties on anything? This plank 
justifies the criticism of one of the leading Republican papers of the West, 
which says that the platform ‘does not even dare to recommend the aban- 
donment of the Republican doctrine of protection of home industries, which 
had been fondly supposed by the old-fashioned Jeffersonian fellows to be 
about the only thing the party dared to cheep about at St. Louis.’ 

“The eighth plank is as follows: 
‘The maintenance of State rights and home rule; no centralization.’ 

‘Now, here is a plank that is a model of obscurity and brevity. Only ten 
words in the plank. To what issue is it to be applied? How is it to be con- 
strued? 

‘The ninth plank reads: 
‘*** Honesty in public service, vigilance in the prevention of fraud, firmness 

in the punishment of guilt when detected.’ 
“‘As President Roosevelt prides himself upon his enthusiastic advocacy of 

honesty in the public service, and as his friends boast of his vigilance in the 
prevention of fraud and his firmness in the punishment of guilt, that plank 
might be regarded as an indorsement of him but for the fact that it is con- 
tained in a platform that suggests a candidate to oppose him. 

FAILS AS TO LABOR, 

“The tenth plank reads: 
‘The impartial maintenance of the rights of labor and of capital; no un- 

equal discrimination; no abuse of the powers of law for favoritism or oppres- 
ion.” 

** Senator ALLISON has a reputation of being able to walk on eggs without 
breaking them, and this plank if itappeared anywhere else than in a Demo- 
eratic platform, might be at tributed to him, for it is about as nice a piece of 
balancing as has appeared in many_aday. The party stands ‘impartially’ 
between labor and capital. If any discrimination is made it must be an ‘ un- 
equal’ discrimination. That is, ifthe party discriminates in favor of one side, 
it must offset it by an equal discriminationin favorof the other side. There 
must be no abuse of the powers of the law either for favoritism or oppression. 
W hy this prodigality in the use of type? If the convention had said thatit was 
in favor of doing right as between capital and labor the plank would have been 
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| colonial policy, but the New York platform not only fails to indorse the | 

| | 

just asclearand just as useful as aguideto theparty. Infact, the whole » 
form is so noncommittal, so absolutely colorless, and so capable of beine. 
struedin any way that‘ we will do right * would haveanswered as well for; 
whole platform. A Republican could run on that platform and after ; 
election construe it as an indorsement of every policy for which the R, 
lican party stands, or at least he could find nothing in that platform : 
would rebuke him for doing anything that a Republican might want t 

“What are the issues before the country? The trust question is certs 
| an issue, and yet there is nothing in that platform that gives any encou 
ment to the opponents of the trusts. There is not a word or syllable 
binds a person elected on sucha platform to do anything that trusts ar 
willing to have done. The Kansas City platform stated the party's p. 
on the trust question, but the New York platform not only fails to i: 
the last national platform, but also fails to propose any definite or po 
plan of relief. 

LACKS ANTI-IMPERIALISM PLANK. 

“Imperialismisanissue. Our Government is now administering a co I 
policy according to the political principles employed by George IIT a ce: 
and a quarter ago, and yet there is not in this platform a single word r 
to the question of imperialism, not a plank that defines the party’s jx 
on that subject, not a protest against the surrender of the doctrines of 
government. The Kansas City platform stated the party's opposition 

sas City platform, but fails to take any position on this important quest 
“The labor question isanissue. The laboring men have been bef 

numerous committees of Congress endeavoring to secure three imp 
measures. One is the arbitration of differences between corporatio: 
aged in interstate commerce and their employees. Both the Chicag a 

ansas City platforms declared in favor of arbitration, but the New \ 
pation not only fails to refer to the arbitration plank of these plait{ 
ut it fails to write a new plank covering this subject. 
“The laboring men are also trying to secure an eight-hour day, | 

New York platform is silent on this subject. 
“The laboring men are trying to secure the abolition of governm: 

injunction. Both the Chicago and Kansas City platforms contained | 
on this subject, but the New York platform dodges this, as it does al! 
vital questions. As the capitalists now have what they want and are 
position of defendants in a suit, while the laboring men are in the attit 
plaintiffs seeking relief, the failure of the New York platform to ad 
what the laboring men desire is really a declaration against them. 

“On the tariff question no issue is joined. It was reasonable to su; 
that on this question, at least, something would be said, but Mr. Hi! 
Judge Parker seem to be as much afraid of the tariff question a 
issues. 

SILENT AS TO MONEY. 

“The money question is ignored entirely. No reference is mad 
metallism at any ratio—not even to international bimetallism to wha 
Hill seemed to be so attached in the Chicago convention. No ref 
made to the measure now before Congress to melt up nearly 600,000,() 
tender silver dollars into subsidiary coin that is only a limited legal t 
Nothing is said about the asset currency which is a part of the schen 
financiers. Nothing is said about the Aldrich bill which proposes to su} 
the banks into opposition to tax reduction by loaning them the 
money in the Treasury. There is no condemnation of the corrupti 
such a system would lead to. The platform does not antagonize th: 
tion now before Congress to give the national banks unlimited 
over the volume of paper money. In other words, there is not a lin 
platform that is written in behalf of the people, nota line that will « 
criticism in Wall street. 

“The platform ignores the income tax; it fails to indorse the elect 
Senators by direct vote and also omits the plank of the Kansas City | 
denouncing corporate domination in politics. 

“The New York platform is a dishonest platform, fit only for a dis! 
party. Noone but an artful dodger would stand upon it. The sub 
of such a platform to the voters of a State isan insult to their int 
for it is intended to deceive them, and a deliberate attempt to deceive 
cially soclumsy an attempt as this platform is—isaroflection upon th« 
of those to whom it is submitted. 

OPPOSES EVERY REFORM. 

“This platform proves that the opposition to the Kansas City plat! 
not opposition to silver, but opposition to every needed reform and 
tion to all that the masses desire. 

‘“T had expected that a platform prepared by Mr. Hill for Judge P. 
would be evasive and lacking in frankness, but I did not conceive t! 
body of men calling themselves Democrats would present such a platf 
a recommendation of a candidate. If weare to take the New York pl 
as an indication of what the next Democratic platform is to be, in « 
reorganizers ¢ontrol the convention, then who will be able to deny the 
urpose of the reorganizers to turn the party over to predatory we 

is to this danger that I desire to call your attention to-night. With 
platform and a candidate who would be willing to run upon it th: 
could secure as large a campaign fund as the Republican party has ¢\ 
cured, but in securing it it would, like the Republican party, secret] 
the administration to a construction of the platform satisfactory to U 
porations and the combinations. 

CITES H. 0. HAVEMEYER. 

“If you would know why the corporations contribute to campaign { 
read the testimony given by H. O. Havemeyer before the Senate com! 
in the spring of4894. The answers made by Mr. Havemeyer to Senat A 
questions are conclusive as to the purpose of the campaign contr! 
made by the great corporations: ; 

“*Senator ALLEN. Therefore you feel at liberty to contribute to 
parties? 
: “*Mr. HAVEMEYER. It depends. In the State of New York, wher 
Democratic majority is between 40,000 and 50,000, we throw it their wa) 
the State of Massachusetts, where the Republican party is doubtful, ' 
probably have the call. : 

“*Senator ALLEN. In the State of Massachusetts, do you contribut 
thing? 

“*Mr. HAVEMEYER. Very likely. ‘ ‘ 
“*Senator ALLEN. What is your best recollection as to contributions ! 

by your company in the State of Massachusetts? 
“*Mr. HAVEMEYER. I could not name the amount. ; 
‘**Senator ALLEN. However, in the State of New York you contribu 

the Democratic party, and in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you 
tribute to the Republican — i 

s my imp “*Mr. HAVEMEYER. It ression that wherever there is 4 do: 

nant party, wherever the majority is very large, that is the party that 
the contribution, because that is the party which controls the local matt«! 

“*Senator ALLEN. Then the sugar trust is a Democrat in a Democt 

State and a Republican in a Republican State? 



“‘Mr. HAVEMEYER. As far as local matters are concerned, I think that is 
yout it. ome 

‘*Senator ALLEN. In the State of your nativity, or the nativity of your 
corporation, New Jersey, where do your contributions go? 

“Mr. HAVEMEYER. I will have to look that up. 
“*Senator ALLEN. I understand New Jersey is invariably a Democratic | 

State. It would naturally go to the Democratic party? 

-ould naturally go to them.’ 
Here we have the head of the sugar trust admitting that his corporation 

contributes to campaign funds and that its contribution is determined, not 
hy political convictions, but by its desire to stand in with the winning party. 
canator Allen tried to ascertain the amounts contributed to the various cam- 
paign funds, but Mr. Havemeyer refused to answer. 

DEMOCRATS BLOCK INQUIRY. 

“The two Republican members of the committee, Senator Davis and Sena- | 
tor LODGE, joined Senator Allen in calling the matter to the attention of the 

torney-General for the District of Columbia. Senator Allen individually 
rted a resolution in favor of calling the witness before the Senate for 

contempt, but Senator Gray and Senator Lindsay, both gold Democrats, pre- 
da minority report in which they opposed taking any action in regard 

» witness. 
If you desire further testimony in regard to the purpose of corporations 

it ntributing, you will find it ina letter sent by A. B. Hepburn, of the Na- 
tional City Bank, of New York, to Lyman J. Gage, Secretary of the Treasury. 
The letter bears date of June 5, 1897, and is published in House document 24 
of the first session of the Fifty-sixth Congress. In closing the letter, after 

:ing for deposits, Mr. Hepburn says: ‘Of course the bank is very strong 
and if you will take the pains to look at our list of directors you will see that 
we also have great political claims in view of what was done in the campaign 

t year 
Here is the president of the most influential bank in the country calling 

ttention to political service rendered by the directors of the bank as a reason | 
why the bank should be remembered in the distribution of Government 

ey. Now, with the testimony of the head of one of the great trusts and 
estimony of an official of one of the great banks, can anyone doubt that 

ntributions are made by the corporations for the papers of controlling 
policy of the party after election? Can anyone doubt that with such a 
rm as Was aileneus in New York, and with a candidate whose conscience 
| permit him to run upon such a platform—does anyone doubt that with 

1a platform and candidate the party would be mortgaged beforehand to 
t porations that are now using the Government as a private asset and 
plu ring the people at will? 

DISCUSSES MERGER CASE. 

“ But there is another reason why the Democratic party can not afford to 
go before the country with an ambiguous platform and an uncertain candi- 
dat No matter how people may differ as to the relative importance of 
issues, all must recognize that the trust question to-day eon an impor- 
tant phase of the great conflict between plutocracy and democracy. We ph 
have recently had a Supreme Court decision on the merger case. This de 
cision was rendered by a bare majority of one,and that one [Judge Brewer} 

a separate opinion has stated his position in such a way as to leave no 
that in the first case involving a trust he may join the minority and 

e Sherman law. 
ly to reasonable restraint of trade. He would have the court decide 
ry the restraint is reasonable or unreasonable. 

connection with the dissenting opinions of Justices Fuller, Peckham, White, 
and Holmes, shows that the appointment of a new judge might throw the 
decision to the one side or the other. 

“The judges of the Supreme Court are ok ae by the President, and the 
President to be elected this fall will doubtless have the appointment of one 
or two, and possibly three, Supreme Court judges. If his sympathies are 
with the corporations he will doubtless appoint judges satisfactory to the 

rations, especially if obligated to the corporations by large campaign 
utions, and these judges can make it impossible to secure any remedial 

legislation for years tocome. If four years hence the people should secure 
a President, a Senate, and a House opposed to — monopolies, they may 
find themselves unable to get any remedial legislation past the Supreme 
Court for several years. 

“The opinion filed by Judge White and concurred in by the others denies 
the power of Congress over monopolies organized in a State. These dissent- 
ing judges insist that Congress has no power to regulate or restrain the 
creation of a monopoly within a State. It will be remembered that the de- 

m in the Knight case, known as the sugar-trust case, turned upon that 
very question. It was admitted in that case that the sugar trust controlled 
the production of sugar, but the court held that the Sherman law did not 
prevent the buying up of the individual refineries, even though the product 
of the refineries might ultimately enter into interstate commerce, 

MAKES STATES HELPLESS. 
“The division of the Supreme Court in the merger case shows the cleavage 

on the trust question. The dissenting judges would deny the power of Con- 
gress to prevent a private monopoly, and when the power of Congress to 
destroy monopolies is denied the people are left helpless because some of the 
States, such as Delaware and New Jersey, find it profitable to permit the 
creation of these monopolies, and so long as they are created an can evade 
Federal laws no separate State can fully protect itself against them. 

“The dissenting judges in the merger case refuse to draw a distinction 
tween an individual and a corporation. Justice White says: ‘The princi- 

le that the ownership of property is embraced within the power of Congress 
o regulate commerce whenever that body deems that a particular character 
ownership, if allowed to continue, may restrain commerce between the 

s or create a monopoly thereof, is, in my opinion, in conflict with the 
elementary conceptions of rights of property,’ and Justices Fuller, 

Peckham, and Holmes concur. 
ni Rights of property’ are, according to the dissenting judges, supreme, 

and when Congress tries to preyent a monopoly it is interfering with ‘the 
most elementary conception of the rights of property.’ The issue presented 

most 

‘ ‘ay in the trust question. and in all the other questions with which we 
have to deal, is the question between human rights and so-called ‘ property 
rights,’ or, more properly speaking, between ordinary people and the great 
corporations. Those who believe that property rights are supreme take the 
os ie of the trusts. If we have a President who is in sympathy with this 
rpeory it means that the dollar will be given consideration before the man 
‘means that organized wealth can continue to trample upon the rights of 
fc e people. It means that the instrumentalities of government can be used 

r the protection of every scheme of exploitation that the capitalists can 
conceive, 

,.~ for one am not willing that the Democratic party shall become the tool 
of the corporations. Iam not willing that it shall be the champion of organ- 
ro wealth. And it is because I believe that the party has a higher mission 
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| protest against mortgaging the party to the capitalists tose 
| corruption fund. 

“*Mr. HAVEMEYER. Under the theory I have suggested if they were there | 

| that those who write the platform either distrust the people who ar 

Judge Brewer construes the antitrust law to ap- | 

His decision, taken in | 

4an to be the exponent of plutocracy that I am protesting against the ! being made in England for the adoption of the protective syst 

275 

schemes of those who would put it into competition with the Républican 
party for the support of Wali street financiers. It is for this reason that I 

ure an enormous 

“If any who are present to-night or who read what I say think that Iam 
trying to interfere with Democratic success, let me answer that no Democrat 

| is more anxious for the party to succeed than I am. No one has suffered 
more from dissensions and divisions in the party. and no one, I believe, is 
more eager for the country to enjoy the great benefits which a triumph of 
real Democracy would bring. But I do not desire that the party shall win 
offices only. If that is the only purpose of party, let its principles be 
abandoned and let its platform simply declare the party hungry for the pat- 
ronage. The lesson of 1894 shows the folly of hoping to win by a rrender 

| to the corporations; but even if success could be bought in such a way, it 
would not be worth the price. 

*“No one can defend the Democratic party without defending its prin 
ples, and its principles ought to be so clearly set forth as to be easily under 
stood. We ought to appeal to the conscience of the public and arraign Re 
publican policies as hostile both to the principles gover i to 
the principles of morality. We have an opportunity to make the Democratic 
party a power in this country, not only a power, but a power for good. Let 
us array the party against every abuse of government and against eve 
policy that is hurtful to the people. Let us drive out of the party every 
Democrat who betrays his trust, every official who would admi: r tl f 
fice for his private advantage. Let us make Democracy stand nly 
good government—for honest government—but for a governme 
people, by the p2ople, and for the people.’ And the first step in this d 
tion is the adoption of a platform that recognizes the right of Oo} 
decide public questions as well as their capacity for understanding pu 
questions. To present a platform which is evasive and ar 

upon it or have purposes that they desire to conceal 

CALLS PLATFORM A DIs¢ 

“The New York platform is ambiguous, uncerta 
It would disgrace the Democrats of the nation to ac 
it oaght to defeat as an aspirant for a Democratic rt 
would be willing to have it go forth as a declarat 
questions. In Iliinois, in Wisconsin, in Michigan, it 
in Ohio, and in every other State that has not act 
crats to arouse themselves and organize to the en 
the consummation of the schemes of the reor 
with the deception of the rank and file of the party is t 
by the debauching of the public with a campaign fund secured 
porations, and it is to be consummated by the betrayal of the 
zationand of the country into the hands of those who are to-day menacing the 
liberties of the country by their exploitation of the producers of wealth 

Leaving the gentlemen upon the other side of the Chamber to 
ponder the views entertained by their “‘ peerless leader ’’ of 1896 
and 1900 concerning those now in apparent control of the Demo- 
cratic organization and their probable nominee, I return to the 
subject which prompted me to seek recognition to-day 

BENEFIT OF THE REPUBLICAN PROTECTIVE TARIF!I 

One by one the low-tariff countries of the world have recognized i 

the advantages of protection and adopted its principles 
the stronghold of free trade, Great Britain, se 
render to the popular demand for protection. 

With the prosperity which came to the United States, t 

, and now 
» sur- 

» France, 
and to Germany through the protective system, the principal Euro- 
pean countries, with the exception of Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom, have*adopted the protective system. More recently, 
Japan, India, and China have increased their tariff duties, the 
increase on many articles being large; and now the two remain- 
ing countries of consequence, Netherlands and the United ig- 
dom, are respectively moving toward protection. In Netherland 
a new tariff has recently been proposed by the G 
which increases materially the rates of duty, 

pot my 

vernment 
. 

especially on many 

articles; and, as is well known, a strong demand is now being 
made in the United Kingdom for the adoption of a protective 
system. 

The chief argument urged in the United Kingdom in favor of 
abandoning free trade and the adoption of protec 
only by a protective tariff that the home markets can be retained 
to the home manufacturer and workman. The with 
low wages, skilled mechanics, plentiful supplies of raw material, 
and the highest technical education kn manufacturii 
world, have invaded the British market on the one side, while o1 
the other hand the manufactures of the i 
with highly paid labor, but with effective machinery, great suppli 
of raw material, low-priced fuel, cheap transportation, and the 
economies resulting from great organizations, are also proving a 
serious competitor in the home markets of Great Britain and her 
colonies. This dissatisfaction is based upon the fact that, under the 
free-trade system, the importation of manufactures into the 
United Kingdom from the United States, G Netherlands, 

ion 18 that 1 1s 

Germans, 

» the 

“yh rreaat I < } 

rinany, 

Belgium, and France, nearly all of these being protective countries, 
has grown from $250.000,000 in 1875 to $580,000,000 in 1! ind 
intensified by the further fact that the exports of m r 
to the same protected countries fell from $355.000,! in 1875 to 
$285,000,000 in 1902. These two great facts—that the countries 
whose manufacturing systems are developed under a protective 
tariff are capturing the home markets of the United Kingdom 
and at the same time excluding her manufactures from their ow: 
marxets, as shown by the official figures published by the l 
Government—are the probable causes of the rigorous demand now 



REPRESENTATIVE ENGLISH WORKINGMEN ON LABOR CONDITIONS IN THE 

UNITED STATES. 

No greater compliment could be paid to the protective system 
of the United States and the great manufacturing industries 
which have grown up under it than that of the visit of the Mosely 
Industrial Commission in the closing months of 1902. This com- 
mission, headed by Mr. Alfred Mosely, a prominent British capi- 
talist and manufacturer interested in the prosperity of the in- 
dustries and workingmen of his country, was composed of the 
secretaries of the trades unions representing the principal indus- 
tries of the United Kingdom. They visited all the great manufac- 
turing centers of the United States, investigated during the months 
of October, November, and December, 1902, the various classes 
of industries in which they as practical men, through their prac- 
tical knowledge, felt a personal interest, and, returning to Eng- 
land, presented an elaborate report or series of reports, under the 
title, ‘* Reports of the Mosely Industrial Commission to the United 
States of America, October-December, 1902.”” From these reports 
of these experts—men of long training in the various industries 
which they here investigated—I propose to quote extracts and 
statements showing their views regarding the manufacturing 
system of the United States and the advantages which labor has 
under our system as compared with that of free-trade England. 

On his return to London Mr. Moseley wrote the London Times 
as follows: 

AMERICAN VIEWS ON BRITISH TARIFF 

To the Editor of the Times. 
DIR: 

PROPOSALS. 

on the part of the public as to how Mr. Chamberlain’s proposals are viewed 
by the mercantile community on the other side of the Atlantic. 

Of course they realize that a tariff imposed upon our imports would not 
be to their advantage; nevertheless they do not allow their judgment to be 
warped by the consideration of their own personal interests, and I found on 
all sides but one comment, amounting practically to “‘ Why has it not been 
done before? We could never see the utility of allowing other nations to 
dump their surplus products on the market and put one’s own people out of 
work.” This was the opinion of every business man with whom I conversed, 
with the exception only of Mr. Carnegie. 

Che subject of our tariff-reform movement is as interesting to the people 
of the United States as it is to ourselves, and is continually discussed in the 
newspapers and forms the topic of endless debates in their universities and 
eocieties. Nowhere have I heard it condemned as being unpractical. Their 
authorities on political economy, with many of whom I discussed the sub- 
ject, one and all agree that it is the only course open to England in view of 
the conditions that have arisen since she adopted free trade—amongst whom 
I may name Mr. John H. Gray, professor of economics at Northwestern Uni- 
versity, Chicago, who Sacqnrensell wonder that there should be any opposition 
to Mr. Chamberlain's scheme except from ‘*‘cranks” and people incapable of 
moving with the times. Prof * Gray, I may state, is ccathieoal in the 
United States as a high authorit 
Government to come to this country to investigate labor conditions here. 
The results of his inquiries are to be published shortly by Commissioner Car- 
roll D. Wright, of the United States Labor Bureau. 

Whilst I was in America I read a report of a speech by Lord Goschen, in 
which he stated that whilst we were about to oteup protection the United 
States was tending entirely in the opposite direction, toward the removal of 
tariffs. 1 », of course, doubts his sincerity in making, this assertion, but 
it shows how lamentably he is out of touch with conditions as they are. The 
tariff question there is absolutely a closed book; all that the people of the 
States ever propose to discuss is whether perhaps they are not taxing them- 
selves unnecessarily in certain industries by the high tariff that exists, and 
there is a disposition in some sections of the community (although even these 
are not very large) to make a revision of the tariff by reducing the duty on 
certain articles; but nobody dreams for a single instant that such reduction 
should be sufficiently large to allow the foreigner to come in and compete 
with them, lowering the standard of wages and injuring industry. The 
workingman of the United States is quite sufficiently aliv 

» one 

| in the industries of the 

, and he was chosen two years ago by their | 

I find on my return to England that there isa vast amount of curiosity | 

to his own inter- | 
ests to keep this matter always before him, and no Presidential candidate | 
would have the smallest chance of 
thing in the way of tariff reform likely to lower the standard of living and 
affect the wage-earning power of the American workman. P 

Yours faithfully, 

UNION BANK BUILDINGS, ELY PLACE, 
London, E. C., December 22, 1908. 

electh 1if he proposed to attempt any- 

A. MOsSELY. 

Mr. Mosely himself, on the opening page of the report, says: 
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market of the United States is so fully occupied with its own deve 
that the export trade has as yet been comparatively little thought « 
time goes on and the numerous factories that are being e 
country come 
competitors in 

How is it that the American manufacturer can afford to pay wag 
cent, 100 per cent, and even more in some instances both J 
able to suecessfully compete in the markets of the world? 
be found in small economies which escape theordinaryeye. That the Am, 
ican workman earns higher wagesis beyond question. A: ee. | 
average married man owns the house he lives in, which not only giv 

the markets of the world. * * * 

‘otateseemene 

of; but 

t 

The answer is 

AS a consequence, t 

stake in the country, but saves payment of rent, enabling him either to 
crease his savings or to purchase further comforts. Food is as cheap (i! 
cheaper ) in the United States as in England, whilst general necessaries 
I think, be put on the same level. 
the American workman, in consequence of labor-saving machinery an 

* * * Tt is generally admitted t 
al 

excellence of the factory organization, does not need to put forth any gra 
effort in his work than is the case here, if as much. He is infinitely ) 
paid, therefore better housed, fed, clothed, and, moreover, is much m 
sober. 

Under such conditions he must naturally be more healthy. 
and raw material are much the same price in the United States asin Eur 
and it therefore can not be claimed that she has very much advan 
this; but facilities for transport, both by rail and water, are undoub: 

In the United States one hears a grea 
against “ trusts’ (as they are known, or what we term “ large corporati 
but personally Iam ratherinclined to welcome these concerns, becaus« 
organizations that employ capital are best able to compete in manufa 

better and cheaper. * * 

ses + FP 

on the most economical lines, can fearlessly raise wages within given lin 
are in position to combat unhealthy competition, can provide up-to-dat: 
chinery ad libitum, can erect sanitary and well-ventilated workshops 

| generally study better the comfort and well-being of the workmen ¢} 
small individual manufacturers struggling against insufficient capita 
old machinery. It isin the organization of capital on the one ha a 

thorough organization of labor on the other that I believe the solutic 
| industrial problems will be found. 

PERSONNEL OF THE MOSELY COMMISSION. 

Mr. Mosely’s commission was composed of twenty-three : i 
secretaries or leading officers of the trades unions repres 
the principal industries of the United Kingdom. Amon; 

associations represented were cotton spinners, eng neers, com 
tors, bookbinders, iron and steel workers, carpenters, shipbuil 
plasterers, paper makers, tailors, furnishing tradesmen, 

| operatives, boot and shoe makers, lithographers, printers, le 
workers, iron founders, bricklayers, shipwrights, weavers 
several general trades councilors and federations. Each of t 
twenty-three representatives of great labor organizations 
required to present a ay msi upon his observations of condi 

Tnited States, and especially among t 
engaged in the particular industry which he represented. | 
pose to present herewith some brief extracts from the re] 
these practical men—men trained under the free-trade syste: 
England—in the industries which have grown to such ma 
and prosperity under the protective system of the United } 

Before beginning my quotations from these reports I su 
ize briefly the history of the commission by which they 
made: 

The Mosely Industrial Commission, composed of officers 
leading labor unions of England, visited the United States 
Each member was required to carefully investigate ani 
upon conditions of American labor in the industry which his 1 
represented, and to also make specific answers to certain qu 
supplied to each member of the commission. The words 

quoted are from the reports submitted by these men after 
return to England. 
James Cox, secretary of the Associated Iron and Steel W 

of Great Britain, said in his report: 
It was my first visit to America. 

ideas. 
| aspect of life. 

In my travels round the world, and more particularly in the United States, | 
it became abundantly evident to me that as a manufacturing country Amer- 
ica is forging ahead at a pace hardly realized by either British employer or 
workman. I therefore came to the conclusion that it would be necessary for 
the workers themselves to have some interest in these developments, and I 
decided to invite the secretaries of the trades unions representing the prin- | 
cipal industries of the United Kingdom to accompany me on a tour of inves- 
tigation of the industrial situation across the Atlantic. * * * 

In my previous trips to America I had been favorably struck by the up-to- 
date methods of protection there, both from a business standpoint and as re- 
yards the equipment of their workshops. The manufacturers there do not 
1esitate to put in the very latest machinery at whatever cost,and from time 

to time to sacrifice large sums by scrapping the old whenever improvements 
are brought out. Labor-saving machinery is widely used everywhere and is 
encouraged by the unions and welcomed by the men, because experience has 
shown them that in reality machinery is their best friend. It saves the work- 
man numerous miseries, raises his wages, tends toward a higher standard of 
living, and, further, rather creates work than reduces the number of hands 
employed. In England it has been the rule for generations past that as scon 
as &@ man earns beyond a certain amount of wages the price for his work is 
cut down, and he, finding that working harder and running his machine 
quicker brings no larger reward, slackens his efforts accordingly. 

In the United States the manufacturers rather welcome large earnings by 
the men so long as they themselves can make a profit,arguing that each man 
occupies so much space in the factory, which represents so much capital em- 
ployed, and therefore that the greater the production of these men the 
greater must be the manufacturer's profit. * * * The United States has 
advanced by leapsand bounds. She is beginning to feel the beneficial effects 
of the education of her masses and an enormous territory teeming with nat- 
ural resources as yet but meagerly developed. At the present time the home 

and actuated all kinds of workmen in every department of labor. 
of living was another matter upon which 

Icould not avoid many precor 
[had been led toexpect one perpetual rush and hustle pervading « 

| was also led to believe that this hustle and rush per 
Phe 

had wrong impressions 
ordinary traveler the difference will be perhaps two to one, but to th: 
nary 

are led to believe. * 
States in 1901 was 15,878.36 tons. * * * 

workingman the cost of living is not so much higher in Americ: 
* * The total production of pig iron in the | 

In the production of th: 
mous quantities it is generally thought thatthe United States Steel ( 

| tion has a complete monopoly. 
I remember well the panic caused by the reports of its formation 

fact of a billion-dollar steel trust being formed was such an unheard-o! 
gigantic combination as to almost turn the brains of English mar 

| turers. * * 

winded the English manufacturer. 
recovered. 

* Manufacturing prices had sharply receded in the U! 
States just at that period—October, 1900 -and the American manufac 
taking advantage of our abnormally high prices, slipped in and com} 

The pity is that several of ther 
The British iron trade and the workmen engaged in it wor 

infinitely better off if an earthquake could swallow up many of the wo 
manufacturers who bleed their works to death in times of good trade 

| grind their we orkmen in periods of adversity. 
Large trusts have their inherent defects, but Iam convinced from m 

vestigations that the workman has less to fear in the long run from the 
ations of concentrated capital than he has from the impecunious em} 
in his frantic efforts to dip into the wages of hisunderpaid workmen 
During the years of depression from 1898 to 1897 American industry 
much more depressed than our own; failuresand bar kruptcies were con! 

emoralization of trade existed unequeled in intensity thr anda general 
out the world. The present cycle, unprecedentec in the United States 
lasted longer and contained greater elements of stability than in our « 
country, and to a far greater degree than in Belgium or Germany. Undo 
edly the greatest factor in America has been their own increased requ 
ments resulting from the natural development of the country. * * * 

one. 

r " 1es 1 rected all over ¢) 
into full bearing, America is bound to become the al 

es hin 

lopments 
is 

t of 

es 50 ner 

ways, and yet |} my 

The boom is as much a surprise to the American manufacturers as to any- 
At the beginning of 1899 there were only 200 blast furnaces blow!) 

but before the year was out I am told by a good authority that many of ' 
producers earned an amount equal to the entire investment of their pla 
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great consolidations prices are suentiahdly controlled into greater 
: -mity and lowered toa more reasonable level, and it is, I believe, large ly 

; utable to this fact that no such collaps ® occurred in America as took 
.ce in this country. Throughout the United States there are universal 

-idences of having entered upon a new era in the demand for ironand steel 
urposes hitherto undreamed of. The home demands or requirements 

st ip ndous, and the resources of the producer have been taxed to the 
= 

— -plate industry of the United States is of relatively recent origin, 
a ¢ practically from 1890 and built up ui ider their tariff, which impose san 

oe ty of 1j cents per pound. Prior to 1892 the States obtained practi- 
their supply from this country, anc d in 1891, the year their tariff came 
ration, they imported nearly 335,000 tons. Manyattempts have been 

by American manufacturers to produce both tin and ternesheets dur- 
1e last fifty years, but such was the control over the American mar- 

iets by British manufacturers that they were all unsuccessf ful. In the 
‘ on fora protective tariff in order to develop the se industries the re 

n Welsh wages were constantly cited. This ultimately was secured, 
from that period theirimports have decreased almost in ratio to their 
ased manufacture. 

In 1802 they pre duced 18,808 tons; in 1896, 160,862 tons; in 1901, 839,291 tons. 
{ would like, in concluding, to indicate three general features of 

i in industries to which I largely attribute their sux COsS: (1) The enor 
i ineral deposits, waterways, and cheap transit. (2) The control or 
ow! ship by the manuft acturer, through combin ation or dienes purchase, 
of the raw materials—ore, lime, coal, anc leoke. (3) The marvelous engineer- 

ingenuity and initiative. remarkable through every phase of manufacture 
iuctic mm of manus illabor combine dwith great productiveness. * * * 

: att er of wages the American workman is far better off than in this 
es The questio mM may be asked, Is it possible for Br itish pro- 

oc sellin in the American market? I confess I think not so long as 
sent tariff exists. eo5 eee 

J. Madison, secretary of the Friendly Society of British 
Iron Founders, said in his report: 

e come to the conclusion that the American molder t burns out some 
t] like 25 per cent more work than the English moider. Ten per cent 
may be due to extra effort and the other 15 per cent to better facilities. I 
Col w to the important question of wages, which I conclude will work 

three and one-quarter dollars per day, equal to £4 1s. 3d. per week 
ations were confined to large centers of industry. Therefore 

‘ m should be made with our own large centers, where the wagesare 
L eek. It will thus be seen that the American's wages are more than 
double those of the English molder. 

Replying to a series of questions which each member of the 
commission was expected to answer, Mr. Madison, in response to 
tl iestion, ‘‘Are there greater op} portunities for the working- 
man to rise in America than in Englan d?”’ said: ** There are 
greater opportunities in America.” Responding to the question, 
‘‘Are American workers better fed than the English?’’ his an- 
swer was: ** Yes; they are better fed.”” Responding to the ques- 
tion, ‘‘ How does the price of food in America compare with that 
in England?’’ he said: ** [should say, taken on the whole, it is about 
the same.’”’ Responding to the question, ‘‘Are the American 
workers better clothed than the English?’’ his answer was: ‘* They 
are probably a little better clothed.’’ In response to the question, 
‘*How does the value of the American wage compare with that 
of the Eng slish, cost of living being taken into account?”’ his an- 
swer was: ‘‘ Undoubtedly the American has a great deal the best 
of t ' English worker—that is to say, he will have a much larger 
residue after living out of his wages.’ 

Mr P. Walls. an officer of the Nati onal Federation of English 
Blast-Furnace Men, said in his report: 

mechanics and leading men in our factories—the iron and steel 
re as well clothed and f ad t as the same classes in America, but 
to the unskilled or the general body of workers there i 
». In the former case the difference in wages is not so great, 

tter it is not less than 60 per cent, and when we come to what is ter 
mmon laborer” the Americans get practically double the wages 
rland. After a careful investigation I come to the conclusion t 

ng wages and the cost of living, there is anaverage of at least 25 per 
favor of the American workman. Acareful, sober man can undoubt- 

ive more money than in England. The encouragement given t } 
1 has, no doubt, contributed to the Americans having more modern 

, but there is, above and beyond ali other causes, the tariff. If w MAB Me eO e Vv 

ts t for granted that the cost o f production is equal in both countries and 
t an open market equal profits could be made, what an enormous ad 
va » the tariff gives to the American manufacturer, who has an almost 
ul od home market. 

Responding to the question, ‘‘Are the American workers better 
off than the English?’’ Mr. Walls answered: ‘‘As a whole, yes.’’ 
To the question, ‘‘ How does the price of food in America compare 
with that in England?” his response was: ‘* The difference is lit- 
tle; if anything, it ischeaper.’’ To the question, ‘‘Are the Amer- 
ican workers better clothed than the English?’’ his response was: 
“* Better; generally much better; only artisans dress well.”’ To 
the question, ‘‘ How does the average wage in your trade in Amer- 
ica, expressed in money, c sompare with the average wage in Eng- 
land = answer was: ‘‘About 40 per’ cent higher. ”* To the 

question, “* How does the value of the American wage compare 
with that of a nglish, cost of living being taken into account? 

iswer W ‘Cost of food is no higher; the chief a ‘a 
18 In rent. Making allowance for that, the American is fully 
per cent better off.”’ To the question, *““Can the careful, s ioe. 
steady man save more in America than in England? ”’ his answer 
was: ““ Yes.’”’ To the question, “Is a larger or smaller proportion 

f An 1erican workingmen dependent upon the public purse than 
is the case in England?” his response w as: ‘From what we were 
told. a smaller proportion.”’ ‘To the question, ‘‘Do you consider 
the general conditions of life of the workingman better in America 

than in England? 
ter houses, better wages would pay our 
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H. R. Taylor, an officer of the Operative Bricklayers’ 
y, of England, responding to the question, *‘ How does the 

average wage in your trade in America, expressed in money, 
compare with the average wage in England?” said: ‘* Much | 
higher. The lowest wage in England is 13 cents per hour and 
the highest 21 cents, while the lowest wage 
towns [| visited in America was 45 cents per hour.”’ 
tion, ‘* How does the 
that of the English, cost of living being taken into acc 

feel that 
Ameri ‘an bricklayer is quite 50 per cent better off than the Eng- 
lish a klayer.”’ 

Mr. M. Deller, 

Mr. 
Sk ¢ iet 

yunt?’’ he 
said: **] 

representative of the National Association of 

| 
} 

| 

| 
| 

paid in any of the | 
To the ques- 

value of the American wage compare with | 

I am well within the mark by saying that the | 

ee 

food, meat, etc. , being considerably more reasonable in price than 
in this country; fruit also is very plentiful and exceedingly che: ip. 
They are as well clothed and at about the same cost as here.” 
To the question, ‘*‘ How does the average wage in your trade in 
America, expressed in money, compare with the average wage in 
England?” his response was, “‘An average of about $1 per day 
more than in England.’’ To the question, ‘‘Can the carefy 
sober, steady man, whilst keeping himself efficient, save more in 
America than in England?’ his response was, ‘‘ Wages being : 7 ven. 

erally much higher, and taking into account the difference in, {}19 
_ cost of rent, I am satisfied that a careful, sober, steady man is in 
1a considerably better position to save money in America than in 

¢ pean e Plasterers, in response to the question, ‘‘Are the Ameri- | 
can workers better off than the English?’’ said: ‘*‘ It naturally fol- 
lows that with wages mu “h higher in America than in England 
these who desire to live well can do so much easier than in Eng- 
land.’’ To the question, ‘‘ How does the price of food in America 
compare with that in England?’’ his response was: ‘‘ Favorably.”’ 
To the question, ‘* How does the average wage in your trade in 
Am ae expre ‘ssed in money, compare with the average wage in 
Engl und his response was: *‘ More than double. To the ques- 
tion, ‘tea does the value of the American wage compare with 
that of the English, cost of living b. 
response was: ‘‘At least 25 per cent .etter.”’ 

Mr. H. Crawford, of the General Union of Operative Carpen- 
ters and Joiners, states, in concluding his general discussion, that 
‘*in London the average weekly wage for joiner and carpenter is 
£2 2s. 6d.; board and lodging, 15s., leaving a balance of £1 7s. 6d. 
In New York the wages,’’ he says, ‘‘are, for forty-four hours 
(as against forty-eight in London), £5 3s. 2d.; board, £1 9s. 2d., 
leaving a balance of £3 14s. Hence the American can save nearly 
dout le , though he wor ks four hours less per week.’’ To the ques- 
tion, ‘‘How does the average wage in your trade compare in 
America, expresse od i in money, with the average wage in England?’ 
his response was, ‘*‘ Very much higher.’’ To the question, ‘Can 
the 
in England?’’ his response was, ‘‘ Yes: 
can.’ ‘To the question, ** 
of life of the workman better in America than in England?’ his 
response was, ‘‘ Yes; I found there was plenty of employment and 
generally much better paid. I found all classes aiming at elevat- 
ing the laboring classes and making them feel that they were 
citizens with duties to perform to the State.”’ 

if he chooses, certainly he 

| risen considerably in the last few years, but, notwithstanding this re: uit 

x taken into account?”’ his | 

careful, sober, steady man save more money in America than | 

Do you consider the general conditions | 

Mr. Harry Ham, of the National Amalgamated Furnishing | 
Trades Association, responding to certain of the inquiries, and 
answering the question, ‘‘Are the American workers better off 
than the English?’ responded, ‘* Yes.’’ To the question, ‘‘ How 
does the price of food in America compare with thatin England?’ 
his response was, ‘‘A trifle higher, but not a great differenc e.”’ 
To the question, ‘‘ Do more workers, relatively, own the houses 
they live in than is the case in England?’ his answer was, ‘* Yes; 
they are receiving better wages, and employment is more secure.’’ 
To the question, ‘‘ How does the average wage in your tr¢ 
pressed in money, compare with the average wage in England?”’ 
his response was, ‘* The hours workedin America vary from forty- 
four to sixty, wages from $2.25 to $3.75; in England the hours 
from forty-eight to fifty-five, wages from £74 to £10} per hour. 
To the question, ‘‘ How the value of the American wage 
compare with that of the English, cost of living being taken into 
account?” his response was, ‘* Most favorably.’’ Tothe question, 

does 

land? 

Mr. 
’ his Ae sponse was, ‘** Undoubtedly.”’ 
Ww. 

England.’ 
Mr. W. Coffey, of the London Consolidated Society of Journey 

men Bookbinders, to the question, ‘‘Are the American workers 
better off than the English, and how does the price of food in 
America compare with that in England?’’ answered: 

So far as I was able to observe there is a general appearance of ¢ 
health and physical vigor amongst both men and women workers in . 
trade, leading to the inference that they are on the whole well cared for 
properly nourished—a proof that food is not higher than with us. Meat | 

the trust, the prices range about the same as our market rates. : 

To the question, ‘‘ How does the average wage in your trade in 
America, expressed in money, compare with the average rat 
ingland?’’ his response was, ‘* Wages rule at from 70 to 100 per 
cent higher than in England.’’ To the question, ‘‘ How does the 
value of the American wage compare with that of the Eng! 
cost of living being taken into account?’’ his response was, ** 1 
workman in our trade in America is quite 25 per cent better 
than his English colleague. A man who is careful, sober, 
steady can certain! y save more money than is possible here.”’ 
The report of the Mosely Industrial Commission closes with ; 

ger eral statement, entitled ‘‘ Progress in manufacture in 
United States at the end of the nineteenth century.’”? It begins 
by calling attention to the fact that manufactures, which formed 
in 1875 but 164 per cent of the exports of domestic merchandise, 
formed in the period 1899-1901 294 per cent of the exports of 
domestic merchandise. It also calls attention to the fact that 
the growth of exports of manufactures from the United Stat 
from 1889 to 1901 has been much more rapid than the growth of 
manufactures exported from the United Kingdom, and says: 

© omparison between detailed headings in the trade accounts of th e 
countries is probably somewhat unsafe, but some idea of the prospe 
United States becoming a greater exporter than this country—the U1 
Kingdom—may be qathatek by noticing that the values of machiner 
ported as well as that of the total exports of iron and steel manufac 
which were both, five years ago, less than a quarter of the correspo 
values in this country, amounted at the end of the century to more than 

ALL 

olish 

| those values. 

ude, ex- 

%” 

| its best customer. * * * 
| ican markets against us, has been made good by markets having been to nd 

‘Can the careful, steady man save more in America than in Eng- | 

> . | 

Dyson, of the Amalgamated Paper Makers’ Union, to 
the question, ‘‘Are the American workers better paid than the | 
English?’’ responded: ‘‘ Yes; they are paid better, and they live 
better than the English workers.’’ To the question, ‘‘ How does 
the price of food in America compare with that in England?’’ his 
response was: ‘* There is very little, if any, difference.”’ 
question, 
expressed in money, compare with theaverage wage in England?”’ 
his response was: ‘‘ 1 should estimate the average wage 

To the | 
How does the average wage in your trade in America, | of tin-plate manufacture in the United States. 

in Amer- | 
ican paper mills for skilled labor to be 25 shillings per week | 
higher and unskilled labor 10 shillings per week higher than in | 
England.’’ To the question, ‘Are a larger or smaller proportion 
of American workingmen dependent upon the public purse than | 
in England?”’ his answer was: ‘‘A much smaller proportion.”’ To 
the question, ‘** Do you consider the general conditions of life of 
the workman better in America than in England?’ 
was: ‘‘ Yes. The great majority of American workmen certainly 
follow their occupation under more favorable conditions than the 
English workmen, there being more attention paid to sanitary 

It also calls attention to the fact that the production of pig iron 
grew from 4,000,000 tons, average, in 1884 and 1885 in the Unit : 
States to 13,705,000 tons in 1889-1900, while that of the Unit: 
Kingdom only grew from 7,614,000 tons to 9,191,000, and that t! 
growth in production of steel i in the United States was even mi: 
rapid. 

It also calls attention to the growth of the tin-plate industry i 
| the United States, saying: 

Previous to 1890 the United States produced practically no tin plates a 
sheets, and the industry owes its existence almost wholly to the protect 
tariff placed upon these goods in 1890, which became operative on July |. |s 
The growth of the industry since that date has been very remarkab.ec 
has resulted in this country (the United Kingdom) to a large extent . 

‘Much of our loss, due to the closing of the Ai: 

elsewhere; but, in spite of this, the blow to the trade has been very sever" 

In closing the general discussion of prosperity in American 
manufactures, the report says: 

Before concluding, it may be as well to suggest, briefly, the causes t 
have contributed to the enormous expansion of manufacturing industrics 
the United States. This is not the place to discuss in detail the causes w) 
may be credited as political. That a certain proportion of the growth of the 
manufacturing industries of the United States is attributable to the dir 
action of government, and especially to the operation of the tariff, is obvi- 
ous, and, indeed, has been referred to incidentally in discussing the grow 

A word, however, may bs said as to the causes of growth which de} 
on the natural advantages possessed by the United States and the perso! 
characteristics of her citizens. Under the first head come the enormous 
coal resources of the United States, coupled with the rich deposits of i: 
ore. Under the second comes a whole group of characteristics, which t 
large extent evade statistical analysis. There is, first, the readiness of t 
manufacturer to adopt, and of the workman to ac cede to, the use of labor 
saving devices. Allied to this is the largeness of scale, with its resultant 

| economies, with which manufactures are conceived and carried on. 

* his response | 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE BRITISH IRON TRADE ASSOCIA 

TION ON IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Another tribute to protection is paid by another representative 
| commission from England which visited the United Statesin 1902, 

arrangements, ventilation, etc., which, of course, tends to keep a | 
man fresh and more active.”’ 

Mr. C. W. Bowerman, of the London Society of Compositors, 
to the question, “Are American workers better off than than the 
English?’ said, ‘‘American workers are able to keep a better table; 

namely, the commissioners appointed by the British Iron Trade 
Association to inquire into the iron, steel, and allied industries of 
the United States. This commission, which visited the great iron- 
manufacturing centers of the United States, presented an elabo- 
rate report, forming a volume of nearly 600 pages. It contains re- 
ports on all features of the iron and steel production, including 



the supplies of ore and coal, freights, labor conditions, hours of 
“ ie strenuousness of labor, —, of production, organization 
and administration in industrial affairs, transportation systems, 
: reat corporations and other —" in iron and steel produc - 
tion, and many other kindred subjects. Throughout this elabo- 
-ate report the writers point to the advantageous conditions ex- 
isting in the United States, the higher prices paid for labor, the 
better a of the laboring men than those of their own 
country, England, and the wonderful p rosperity which has come 
O th jron and steel industry in the United States, where, in the 
words of the secretary of the commission, Mr. J. Stephen Jeans, 
“Tn no country has protection been adopted in such a whole- 
souled manner. In no other country have the shibboleths of free 
trade been more emphatically held at arm’s length.”’ 
Commenting upon the _remar kable development in the United 

Ciates in this industry, Mr. Jeans says: 

The cost of production of and steel is made up of t 
I ts—raw materials, | transportation. No one of 
ca perly be dealt with ane ss in relation to the am. 

r cheap and abundant, are o f Httle \ vi ilue as a basis 
} vithout cheap transport and labor at a reasonable cost. 
< labor is of little value t adequate supplies of ratw mate 
t ht kind plus a reason f charge for transport. The I 
1 } necessary to devote much space 
t ‘ee of them in this repor szbor is perhaps the most fundamental 

*j0, ae in one form <« ir another the ultimate cost of all commodi- 
tinly that of labor. In the United State 8, paradoxic ‘al as it may ap- 

nree main eice- 

se n batt 

of tl 1ese three subjects 

I we — to face conditions that make at once the dearest and the 
heapest labor that is probebly to be f a d in any part of the world—dearest 

th respect to nominal remuneration, the cheapest with respect to indus- 
and economic results. 

It is the purpose of thef following pegs teats how American iron 
master sand engineers have been : vb] e to so discipline and apply the labor at 
their command as to reconcile high wages with cheap production ina degree 
not hitherto attained elsewhere. * * * The influence of trade s-unionism 

3 nearly so strong nor so aggressive in the United States as in Great 
Britain. * * * The almost absolute freedom of labor has been the chief 
ir iment whereby ithas won such conquests in the field of industrial econ- 

I ring the last quart er of & century. In all countries industrial proc- 
have been greatly cheaper during that period, but in America the 

f ning appears t »hay nest rried farther thananywhereelse. Within 
th me a Wire-rod roller bas n his earnings per ton ré duce 
to] nts, and = hie e arns larger wages at the lower igure, while 5 cents 

re paid to- day for heating billets to make wire rods against 80 cents during 
the period referred to. * * * Wages, in short, are generally so good an d 
the men have their Swrares so much in their own hands that they have ever 

gement to do the best they can both for their employers and f r 
t lves. The human factorand the personal equation appear tocount in 
t ted States for more than they generally doin Europe. Workmenap- 
pear to enjoy a larger measure of independence, bi ised on a knowledge of the 
tact it work is more easy to obtain ‘than in older eount tries, and they are 

1 rule to save money and are therefore less depen: lent thar nw! 
s is not unusual in Europe, from h: und t » mouth, and that they: 
‘a political régime which is founded on democrati e principl 

) features of the relations of employ ers and employed m: y be named 
rcising & powerful influence on the amity of their connections: First, 
uragement and reward of workmen’s inventions, and anual the 
SW ith which workmen of exceptional capacity can themselves be- 

f mp) loyers sed ¢ apitalists. * * * 
t scale of operations is a feature of American works that can not 

lleledelsewhere. The total numberof hands employed at Homestead 
> 7,000, an L the capacity of output of steel something like 2,000,000 tons 

iH : One individual custom 1er takes I 000. jean a day of this output, and 
a | tl ther oj erations are on a s i y colossal seale. This fact enables 
; the 1 wement to spread the standi over a large output in such 
4 " er as to bri own to a percentage of total cost of which proba- 
E> European Ww ny expe Ss eS 
Pe mmiss y found that the de parry of the corpor: 

5 ing in certain districts, and that its future_pol n 
Pe owe re regarded from very d ferent aspects ant d with very 
4 i 8 oe different observers. T he United States Steel Corporation, 
Ps! n the opinion of the majority, has come to stay. As it control led nearly two- 
: thirds of the total iron ore, co . Pig iron, and steel capacities of the U nited 

States at the time of its orga ization, it is natural that it should be looked to 
as the leader of all movements of prices and ws ages, and the prominent part 
W took in the settlement of the important labor dispute of 1901 Sup pliec 
an evidence, if any were needed, that it means to use its power and influence 

i wl ‘casion demands thatitshoulddoso. Atthesametime, there is rez 1son 
ee to ve that its power is not relative ly increasing—in other words, that 

luction of iron and steel controlled by independent concerns, or likely 
be so in the near future, is or will be greater than that at the time of the 

C lidation. 

i from $2.12 

Ry 

Boy sae JS Rat ural that both here and on the other side of the Atlantic the vast 
2 iT eand the commanding position secured by the United States Steel 

Corporation should i e induc inde gree of appre s*hension lest smaller plants 
may be sw aes, and both production and price become largely a matter of | 

bs, monopoly, This is not, however, the opinion of the best informed and most 
; tar-seeing men with whom I have had the opportunity of discussing the situ- 

Bis tion in the United States. That private e nte rprise in that country is not 
oe a - f the Steel Corporation is made evide nt by the unprecedented ac- 

at is being displayed in the establishment of new independent plants 
‘I write. In every part of the United States plants are entering the 

a ists to compete against the Steel C orporati on, and the capacity of the pri- 
vate plants opposed to it to- day is probably consi derably greater than it was 

time if was founded, although that was only F< /bruary, 1901. A re- 
er has accurately noted that small plants well locate i and econom- 

I y managed are remarkably tenacious of life. It has also been observed 
hat the best returns on American capital during the period known as the 

n years” were not generally those of the largest e = rprises, but those 
ree firms, and those in some cases outside the range of what are 

“the cheap centers.” 

THE TIN-PLATE INDUSTRY. Th 

Ss : hited States in 1902, devotes a chapter‘of its report to a discus- 
4 sion of the tin-plate industry in the United States, and begins by 

Eo Say ring: 

T +e ee industry is on 10 of the most recent in tho United States and 
een built up on the McKin ley tariff of 1890, which levied a duty of ~ 

¢ British Iron and Steel Commission after its visit to the 
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on imports was 45 per cent ad valorem. This rate was continued until 1871, 
when it was mede a specific duty of $28 per ton, which was reduced to $17 per 
ton in 1883, to $14.44 in 1880, and to $7.84 in 1894, at which figure it has since 
beén maintaired. In spite of these duties, however, the average price of 
steel rails in the United States fell from $28 in 1897 to $17.62 in 1898, and in the 
latter year the average American price was probably under the average of 
any other country. 

EFFECT OF THE TARIFF ON INDIVIDUAL CONCERNS. 

Many hold that the tariff has mainly been responsible for the great for- 
tunes made by the typical millionaire, and the case of Mr. Andrew Carnegie 
is often quoted a onclusive proof of this theory. I should not have dealt 

1 with an individual example in this connection but for the fact that it stands 
out so prominently in the recent history of the American iron trade as to 
make it almost impossible to ignore it in the consideration of this phase of 
the question. Moreover, I have had the privilege on more than one occasion 
of comparing notes with Mr. Carnegie and of knowing something more of 
the facts than “ithe man in the street;’’ and whilel would not, of course, make 
use of any of the facts and figures brought to my knowledge in this way, I 
ain quite at liberty to deal with facts that are common property in the light 
of the pects thus presented. 

Everyo who makes any pretensions toa knowledge of the recent history 
of th merican iron and steel industries must be fully aware that during 
one of the most critical periods in its career the operations of manufacturing 

ms, and not the least so those engaged in the steel-rail industry, were not fir 

uniformly successful. In the years 1896-1898 the principal firms connected in 
the American rail industry were the Carnegie Steel Company and the Illinois 
Steel Company,afterwards merged in the Federal Steel Company. But itis 
a well-known fact that over a large part of this period the Illinois Company 
failed to mak» profits, while the Carnegie Steel Company did remarkably 
well. The differ if results is mainly, if not wholly, due to differences in 
location, resources, and administration, and it is hardly likely to be claimed 
that the tariff was the cause of those differences, since its influence equa!l!y 

ted both. No doubt in the earlier history of the rail trade profits wer» ‘ 
large, but on a relatively small product, for in 1875, when the Carnegie Com- 
pany started, the total American production of steel rails was only 259,000 
tons 

TRUSTS AND THE TARIFF. 

in America the question has been many times raised of late whether there 
is not a large degree of interdependence between industrial combinations 
and tariff dut On this subject the United States Industrial Commission 
r tly reported: 

y s 
cent 

* Protective tariffs do not seem to have been of special significance in the 
formation of industr‘al combinations in Europe, although in many cases the 
combination has been enabled to take advantage of the protective tariff in 
the way of securing higher prices. In free-trade England the combination 
movement scems te ve developed considerably further than in protection- 
ist France; but, on the other hand, the movement toward combination has 
gone much further in extent in Austria and Germany, both protectionist 
countries, than in England, although in England the form of combination is 
generally more complete. Doctor Liefmann, in an article on combinations 
in England, expresses the opinion that the chief reason for the lesser devel- 
opment of monopolistic combinations in England and the continuance of se- 
vere competition in branches of industry in which in Germany there have 
existed for a long time very rigid combinations—for example, the coal in- 
dustry—ascribes the cause rather to the principle of extreme individualism 
in England, which has a much firmer hold on business men, in his judgment, 
than in Germany, and this appears, on the whole, to be the right conception, 

‘On the other hand, there can be no doubt that the combinations at times 
make use of the tariff. In France,Germany, and Austria the tariffs seem in 
general to have been levied with the idea of furnishing a sufficient protection 
against foreign competition without placing them much higher than was 
necessary to cover the normal difference in cost of production. The Govern- 
ments seem inclined to stand firmly by their protective policy, and there 
seems to be no very active propaganda hostile to it.” * * * 

ENGLISH ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF ADOPTING THE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM. 

The quotations which I have already made from commissions 
of experienced Englishmen visiting the United States and study- 
ing her industries at the seat of operation are not the only trib- 
utes which the English are paying to the protective system. As 
is well known, a proposition for the abandonment of free trade 
and the adoption of a protective system is now before the British 
people, being urged by some of the most distinguished students 
of economic subjects and men prominent in public life under the 
lead of Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, who resigned from the cabinet 
in order to make this fight for a return to the protective system. 
This agitation in behalf of protection has resulted in discussions 
in many forms. Mr. Chamberlain's arguments, presented before 
‘andiences in England, have already been brought to the attention 
of the House and published in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, also 
extracts from the elaborate discussions in the London Telegraph, 
discussions which have attracted the attention of men in all parts 
of the world. 

These discussions are participated in not merely by great leaders 
of public thought and great writers, but by men in all ranks of 
life, and I present as an indication of the general interest which 
is being felt in the subject and the strength of argument in favor 
of protection being presented to the people of the United Kingdom 
some extracts from a series of letters on protection contributed to | 
the London Shoe and Leather Record. These were offered in re- 
sponse to a proposition by the editors of that journal to award 
prizes aggregating some $300 in value to those presenting the best 
arguments in favor of the adoption of the protective system in 
the United Kingdom. The extracts here given are from the let- 
ters of three leading participants in that contest, as follows: 

Mr. T. J. Macpherson, 1 Mortonhall road, Edinburgh, said: 
Sir: Availing myself of your invitation to your readers to express their 

views on the fiscal question, I write in support of the proposed change of 
policy, and I submit the following propositions as the chief points in favor of 
the proposed alteration: > 

(1) That the export trade of this country is practically stagnant, whereas 
the export trade of our chief commercial rivals has increased immensely in 
recent years. : 

(2) That the nature of our export trade is changing, and that to our seri- 
cus disadvantage. Formerly we exported mainly manufactured goods, the 

———— 

making of which gave employment to large numbers of work pecple; now 
we export larger quantities of raw material (the production of which yo. 
quires less labor), including coal, and the exportation of coal lessens our a 
tional assets, as it can not, like other goods, be replaced. - 

(3) That the nature of our import trade is likewise changing. We impor 
less raw material and larger quantities of manufactured goods which ¢oy 

te with and displace our home products, thus lessening the demand for |4 
or as well as the profits of the employers. . The position is aggravat 
the fact that many of these imported articles are sold under the dnm»ine 
system at less than the cost of production, and moreover our manufacture;. 
work under restrictions as to sweating, factory regulations, hours, etc., fr, m 
which our foreign competitors are free. _— 

(4) The foreigner, not content with excluding our productions from hi, 
markets by high tariffs and capturing our home trade by dumping his sur. 
plus stock here, is competing with us in neutral markets, such as our owy 
colonies, and seriously impairing our trade with them. 

(5) That our colonies are desirous of giving usa preference in their ma 
kets over our foreign rivals, but expect that we shall reciprocate by givin, 
them a similar advantage in our markets for their produce. The granting 
of this demand would tend to bind the colonies closer to the mother country. 
thus strengthening the Empire. “2 

I do not propose to argue at length in support of these propositions, but 
while not wishing to trouble your readers with too many figures, I woud 
point out that our exports of manufactured and partly manufactured i. .{s 
in 1899 amounted to £228,805,000, and in 1902 to £227,645,000, thus showing a d 
creas) of over one million sterling. The German export of manufactured 
goods in 1890 was £107,000,000, and in 1900, £149,000,000, an increase of no less 
than 79 per cent, while the American exports in the same period rose f 
£31,000,000 to £90,000,000, showing the enormous increase of 190 per cent. Of 
the twelve leading articles in our expot trade there has been during the lac: 
fen years a decrease in nine, including cotton goods, steel, woolen goods, 
hardware, linen, steam engines, and leathcr. This last item, in which your 
readers are specially interested, has fallen by one and a half millions.” A}] 
these decreases mean a great displacement of British labor. * * * 

I will now deal with the argument of those persons who hold that under 
the dumping system we are not losers but gainers, and that the cheaper tho 
foreigner sells us his goods the better for us. To purchase raw mate: ial at 
ths lowest price is certuinly a good thing, but it is another matter when 
manufactured goods are sent into a country at prices below the cost of pro- 
ductions, or under conditions of manufacture which render it impossible for 
the heme producer to compete with success. It is not for the nationa! we! 
fare for a people to become merely a distributing nation. and goods may he 
bought tco dearly, however low their nominal price, if their purchase loads 
to a decrez.se of employment and anincrease of pauperism. I was told a few 
days ago b;' a Bermondsey currier that there are scores of men bred to the 
tanning and currying trade in London who are now sweeping the streets or 
doing any odd job they can get because of the depression in their own trade. 

I may also point out that there has been an alarming increase in the num- 
ber of paupers in this country in recent years. In 1878 the expenditure in 
the relief of the poor was at the rate of £307 per 1,000 of the population and 
in 1901 it was £307 per 1,000. In 1878 there were 21,000 able-bodied paupers 
in the workhouses; in 1902 there were 39,852. The proportion to the popula 
tion in 1878 was 86 per 100,000 and in 1902 it was 121. On the other hand, it i 
said the deposits in the savings banks have increased, but as a matter of fact 
they have increased at a greater rate in every other country in which a sav- 
inge nee ee exists. Our country is actually at the bottom of the list in 
this respect. 

The Sadek of these foreigners who dump their surp “us goods on us is not 
to benefit us at all, but to displace us from our position as a great manufac 
turing nation. Whenever they have killed competition in any particular 
line, their prices will go up. hile our exportsof manufactured goods have 
fallen, as stated in a former part of this papey, our imports of manufactured 
articles have increased by 3 per cent, equal to £50,000,000. No wonder our 
paupers are increasing. 

On the ground of fair play to our own countrymen, is it right that while 
we impose factory rules and regulations for the preservation of the health 
and comfort of employees, we should allow goods made in countries wher 
no such restrictions exist to be brought here to undersell our home produ 
tions? The Scottish woolen trade has suffered grievously from this evil, 
added to prohibitive tariffs in America, where a large business was former|y 
done by Scottish manufacturers. The populations of Galashiels and Hawick, 
chiefly engaged in the woolen trade, have fallen by about 4,000 and 2,()0, re 
spectively, and a large number of factories have been completely demolished 
in these towns. 

ne 

* x * * * 

Under the conditions now existing our country is really at the mercy of 
any foreign state which wishes to injure our trade by the imposition or i! 
crease of tariff rates. Our statesmen's hands are tied. They have nothing 
to bargain with, and can only make an ineffectual protest against propos 
which they know are designed to inflict injury on the trade of their own 
country. How different would be their position if they could say to foreign 
diplomatists, ‘‘ Unless you give us what we consider fair and just treatment 
to our commercial interests, we will retaliate on your own trade.”’ A bar- 
gain can not be made unless both parties have something to give and some- 
thing to withhold. * * * 

I have already mentioned that within the last ten years the leather and 
export trade has decreased by one and a half millions sterling. Taking the 
years from 1893 to 1902, we find that the exports of boots and shoes have « 
creased by £920,000, while the imports of the same goods have increased )y 
£2.150,000. In a speech delivered at Leicester lately, Sir Thomas Wright said, 
“T have been toa certain extent, in friendship and otherwise, associated wi! 
the boot and shoe trade for forty or fifty years. At one time, Northam) 
heads of firms tell me, enormous business was done in South America, Can: 
France, and even Austria. One by one every one of these markets has b 
closed to us by hostile tariffs.” : ; 

In Australia the duties on beots and shoes at the foundation of the Com; 
monwealth was put up 30 per cent. In France there has been an advance 0: 
M) percent on the duty formerly levied. In Norway, formeriy a good mars 
the duty is about 1s.6d.per pound. In Denmark there is a duty of £3 15s. | 
ewt.,and in Germany, £1 13s. per cwt. These duties, and others which I 1 
not enumerate, are in most cases absolutely prohibitory, and where they do 
not prohibit they greatly retard and diminish our exporttrade. * * * | 

Even if the shoe manufacturer had to pay a little more he would stan to 
gain very considerably by the fiscal change. In the first place, his position 
against foreign competition would be greatly improved by the tariffon boots, 
which, being manufactured articles, would have to bear a higher duty than 
that put on leather. His position would thus be strengthened in the h ne 
market. * * * Tho boot manufacturer, with a stronger position In bot! 
the home and colonial markets, should be able to.increase his output an 
work his plant to full capacity, which would, of course, be an immense 2° 
vantage to him, even if he were unable to secure any great advance in price. 
The interest of the purchasing public would be safeguarded by the compet 
tion among manufacturers, which would prevent any unreasonable rise 1" 
price, and in all probability boots would be procurable at the present low 
prices, although the manufacturers, by doing a larger business, would ears 

a larger profit, 
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This is really what manufacturers of all commodities in this country most 
urgently require—some security that if they fully employ their capital in 
production they will be able to dispose of their goods ata remunerative price, 
and not find their market absolutely destroyed by enormous importations 
of foreign goods sold here at prices actually below the cost of production. 

The want of this security leads capitalists to employ their money in in- 
vestments abroad, and the interest on these investments coming back to this 
country in the form of imports is actually hailed by ardent upholders of the 
present so-called free-trade system as a sign of our national wealth. If that 
capital instead of being sent abroad was employed in productive work at 
home, what an enormous prerovenanes would take place in the labor market 
and in the condition of that large section of our population whom a certain 
well-known statesman has told us are on the verge of starvation. 

Is it not a lamentabls state of affairs that after sixty years of all the advan- 
taces of our so-called free-trade system we should have this large proportion 
of our population living, if not on the verge of starvation, at any rate insuch 

npecunious condition that a slight increase in the cost of food would, ac- 
ng to free-food advocates, bring them to that verge, or beyond it? 

an we say that ourindustrial cond tion is satisfactory when large amounts ( 
of both capitaland labor are unable to find profitable employment in our own 
country, and are forced, theone into foreign investments and theother either 
to emigration or to existence on this verge of starvation’? This question of 
employment is really the substance of the whole matter. What is theadvan- 
tage of cheap food to men who are unable to earn the money with which to 
buy it? Surely any change in our fiscal system which would decrease the 
number of men out of regular emp!oyment and givesome security to capital 
against unfair competition is worthy of our earnest support. * * * 

It is surely a reasonable proposal to protect our home industries against un- 
fair competition or the disastrous effect of extreme tariffs imposed by coun- 
tries which at present have a free entrance for their products into our mar- 
kets 

[t has been pointed out that it is absurd to protect labor, as we do in this 
country by factory legislation, etc., and toleave the products of labor unpro 
tected. Municipal corporations, such as the London county covnzil, place 
large contracts for tramwey rails, etc., with foreign firms, and congratulate 
themselves that they are saving a few thousand pounds to the ratepayers 
Are they really saving? By sending their orders abroad they belp to swell 
the ranks of the unemployed at home and thus to increase the demard:; for 
poor relief. They save so much in their contracts and pay so much more in 
poor rates. Is that sound policy? 

Our contractors, too, are at a disadvantage in that they are bound by a 
clause in such contracts to pay the regular trade rate of wages and to con- 
form to the other trade regulations, but the foreigner is exempt from those 

nditions. Now, we can not have real free trade without the labor market 
being free, so that an employer may take labor at the lowest rate at which it 
can be got and onthe most favorable terms. Free trade and trade unionism. 
as John Bright said long ago, are antagonistic the one to the other. Yet, I 
take it that no one would now advocate complete free trade in labor. We 
recognize that although trade unions have done much harm when misii- 
rected, yet they are of advantage to workmen. At any rate they can not 
now be abolished, and we must, therefore, see to it that the fruit of labor as 
well as labor itself has some protection. 

According toa calouwlation} 
sons employed in the boot and shoe industry in the year 1901, as compared 
with the number in 1881, has fallen by 29.000, considering the increase in the 
population of the country. In many industries the decrease will be even 
greater. This is one result of protecting the worker against his employer, 
but not against his foreign competitor. But here let me refer to the great 

* 

Objection has been taken to the making of any comparison with the year 
1872, it being contended that the volume and value of our exports was in that 
vear abnormal and due largely to the waging of the Franco German war, so 
I propose to take for comparison the averages for juingue il periods 
from that ending 1899 back to that ending 15/9 (i. e., over a period of twenty 
five years), thus omitting the periods of the Franco-German war and the re- 
cent war in South Africa. My figures, except where otherwise stated, are 
tak. or worked out from the Government k rec 1 } 

Now, it will be found that the yearly aver f o1 ex 
head of the population toall destinations amount 
1879, to £6; 1834, to £6 13s. 2d.; 1889, to £63s. 8d.; tok li a 
to £5 19s., thus showing duri e period a decrease > head, while the 
average of total exports for @ period ending 1809 (£237,830,000) was only 
£3,0000,000 more than in the period to 1894, £11,000,000 more than in t period 
to 1839, £3,000,000 more than in the period to 1884, and £36,000,000 1 s thar 
in the period to 1879, the bad-trade period following the Franco-German war 

But these figures include our exports of coal, whic must, wi vut ques 
tion, be left out of consideration in our « t re the tend e 
our trade, for it is part of our capital, \ teel of ot ul 
tries, for which it is exschar ,can never being « al 
consumable commodities. Again, a large por of tl oal exp i 
properly be credited not to our export trade, but t 1ome trade, g 
as it does, to bunker our own ships abi p e« r 
seems destined to a great extent to suyx el tor vessel 

on the extent to which in years to cor our own W 
liquid fuel in lieu of our steam coal v nd th me and value th 
branch of our exports and the demand f labor in al mines, so that, 
even if my previous objections to the inclusion of coal i figures be held 
to fail, it isclear that on the last ground we can nct rely on such exports as 
constant source of income in the future. 

Deducting coal, then, we find that our average export d five 
| years ending 1809 (£220,000,000) was £3,000,000 more than in the L804 

£5,000,000 more than in the period to 1889, £4,500,000 less than in the riod 
to 1884, and only £27,000,000 more than in the period to 1879 

That is not a state of things to give one h cause for gratification, but 
we are essentially a manufacturing community, ané taking our average ex 
ports of manufactured and partiy manufactured goods during the same 
periods we find that the average export to all destinations during the period 
to 1899 (£203,000,000) was £1,500,000 more than for th iod to 1804, £4,000,000 
more than for the period to 1889, £5,000,000 less than for the period to 1884, and 
only £23,000,000 more than for the period to 1879 

But it is only when we split up these figures thai we find their tn 
wardness. Separate our exports to the chief protected countries 

xy Mr. John Holt Schooling, the number of p2r- | 

advantage the boot manufacturer, in common with the manufacturer of all | 
other commodities of daily use. would derive from any poiicy which leads to 
a more general employment of labor at good rates of wages. Such a state of 
affairs would greatly increase the purchasing powers of the working classes. 
At 7 

of starvation, estimated by some free-trade advocates at almost one-third of 
our total population, require all their earnings for the bare necessaries of 
life, and can not afford to buy new boots and shoes, being thankful to get 

y old worn-out ones to cover their feet. Give thess people good wages, 
und immediately you create a demand for boots and other articles of daily 
wear and household use. T he home demand is thus capable of an enormous extension, of which the 

unufacturer in this country will reap the harvest if only he is secure 
inst unfair competition from abroad. It is estimated that in 1902 the 

iount paid to foreign workmen in wages for the production of manufac- 
tures imported to this country amounted to eighty millions, being thirty 
millions more than in 1890. Had that money been paid to British workmen a 
large portion of it would have been expended on the purchase of boots and 
shoes and the other articles required by the workman and his family. Thus 
if any one trade is injured all sections of the business community suffer, and 
the salvation of any trade from the evil effects of dumping, etc., means 
the retention of purchasing power, of which all trades share the advan- 
tage, © 9 © 

Mr. Frank H. Stevens, 7 King street, Cheapside, said: 
Str: When Great Britain first freed her ports and markets to all the world 

we were warned by a great statesman, one of the most far-seeing men of his 
own or any other time, Benjamin Disraeli, that the policy would be a dis- 
astrous one for this country, and that foreign countries, so far from throw- 
ing open wide their doors to us, would only close them more and more. In 
recent years we have had many a warning from eminent men whose experi- 
ence well qualified them to speak with authority, including the late Cecil 
Rhodes, who despaired of ever making us realize our true position. * * 

My case in support of the proposed changes, apart from the question of 
colonial preference, is that we are a mercantile nation, and are not justified 
in continuing to extend to foreign countries the great benefits which we now 
do extend to them, while they, in return, refuse to us any similar privileges, 
unless our business asa nation be not only sound now, but give promise of 
continued prosperity in the future and of being sufficient for the needs of an 
ever-increasing population. 

Now, as we all now, we are dependent for the greater part of our food 
supplies and of a large portion of our other requirements upon our imports 
from abroad, which have been steadily increasing, our imports for home con- 
sumption having doubled during the last forty-five years. Ido notcomplain 
of such increase provided it be consistent with the present and future pros- 
perity of the country; but imports have to be paid or, and I would ask you 

* 

resent the large portion of our people already referred toas on the verge | 

whole of Europe and the United States) and to the British colonies 
and other countries, we find that the average export of the whole of Europe 
and United States of America during the period to 1899 (£74,000,000) was 
£3,000,000 less than for the period to 1894, £3,000,000 less than for the period to 
1889, £10,000,000 less than for the period to 1884, and £1,750,000 less than for the 
period to 1879, that period of bad trade following the Franco-German war 
Thus we find that our exports of manufactures to those countries which, 
until recently, were our largest and most important customers, show a strik 
ing and steady tendency to decline, a decline which we have failed to real 
ize, owing to the increase of our trade to our colonies, India, and the few 
free markets, the corresponding average for which during the period to 
1899 (£129,000,000) being £4,250,000 more than for the period to 18%, £7,000,000 
more than for the period to 1889, £6,000,000 more than for the period to 1884, 

OF and £25,000,000 more than for the Ord dd to 1879. 

Is this a satisfactory state of affairs and of a happy augury for tl 
No, sir; emphatically it is not, especially when we take into c 

4 x 

the fact that the nature of our trade is essentially altering, for in 
| times gone by these foreign countries used to send us their raw material and 
take from us our finished article, the tendency now is for these countries to 
send us more and more of their own fully manufactured goods w! taking 
less of ours, the result being a loss to labor in this country 5 rradua 
transferring of the bulk of the work to be done in produ finished 

article from our own people to the foreigner is one of the evils with 
which we have to deal. These countries are sending us an increasing pel 
centage of manufactured goodsimported from the | ed States, which, dur 
ing the five years from 1890 to 1894, formed 12.98 per cent of our total import 
from them, while the average for the five years 1898 to 1902 had increased 
17.22 percent. Likewise Germany increased her percentage of manufactur 
goods from 37 per cent to 44 per cent; Belgium, from 72.5 per cent to 75 per 
cent; Germany, Belgium, and Holland, taken together, from 56.2 per cent t 

| 58 per cent; France, from 56.76 per cent to 59.56 per cent, and Russia, from 
13.29 per cent to 14.54 per cent. 

The decline in the exports of our manufactured goods to foreign countries 

to consider for a moment the sources from which our income to pay for these | 
imports is derived, bearing always in mind that it is not only our present 
position that we have to note, but also the general tendencies, which latter 
many opponents of change are apt to overlook. 

_ These imports are paid for by means of our exports, our services as car- 
riers by sea, commissions earned as commercial agents for foreigners, and 
by the income derived by a portion of our community from moneys invested 
abroad; and it is highly important that none of these sources of income 
should become impaired, for in any such case either we should have to re- 
duce the amount of our imports or we should have to pay for a portion of 
them out of capital, as foreign countries would certainly not eupety us free. 

Firstly, then, how fare our exports? 

and the lessening of the demand in those countries for our finished art 
not confined to merely one or two of our trades, but affects such varied 
triesas the manufacture of textiles, tin plate, copper, hardware, cut! 
china, cement, hats, matches, saddlery and harness, skins, umbre! 
engines, etc. 

“To what is this due?” 
worst?” 

Sir, our trouble is only beginning if we can infer anything at all fr 
»olicy of the various countries which not long ago were our 
Phis state of things is due in a very large me: ‘e to that po 
yrovide as much employment as possible f heir own w 
ing them the custom of their home markets, out of whi 
they endeavor with no little success to exclude foreign-mad« 

As anexample of the manner in which such po affect 
to foreign protected countries, take our tin-plat wit 
tween 1887and 1890 Great Britain exported to the United States on an 
304,685 tons of tin plate annually—i. e., 76 per cent of our then tota 
The United States did not then manufacture, and thefr import 
6s. per ton, which was not protective, ras noindustry 
Then the United States started to manufacture under t 
McKinley tariff of £10 12s.perton. The 
and 1895 our ave 

you will ask, ‘“‘and have 

h f 

iu 
ther +} 
tnere to b 

the protect 

result was th: t during the y 
rage export of tin plate to the States dropped 7.040 

tons, or 69 per cent of our total export. Under Tilson tarifi i the 
Dingley tariff the decline continu ric t} ish manufact n 
the States, cut our pricesas we mig] : 1ys kept by the ff 

} 1 his own market Acc 
rage export to the States he 

of our total exp 

above that at which the American cor 
ingly, during the years 1898 to 1901 oura 
clined to only 65,687 tons, or 25 per cent 

oh In certain | eo emi it is sought to explain away the effect of this result 
ointing out that our export of tin plate to other countrie on the othe 
hand, been increasing. That is the very position in which our Amer 1 
trade was before the imposition of the tariff to protect the infant Americar 
industry. Letanyother protected country determine to make tin plate—and 

| other countries will do so if they find they havea market for it. and that they 
have a market for it is clear, or they wou!d not buy from us—their inf r 
dustry will be protected in the same way, and others of our present : 
for tin plate will be practically closed to us, except when there may be a big 
boom in the home demand and the home manufacturers can not supply in 
sufficient quantities. 

{t may not be amiss here to remind your readers that to enabk 

n 

a 
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to obtain control of its home market it depends not so much on the magni- 
the duty imposed, but rather on the state of the particular home in- 

dustry to be protected, a small duty being ample where the home industry 
we tablished, while a new industry will requirea high duty to protect 

en in the case cf American tin plate. Although in the early 
industry no duty, however high, will keep foreign goods out of 

the market, the amount of these will gradually decrease as the output of the 
1 im ry increases. till at last the protection becomes practically a 

proh roods and that market is closed to us. 
( v1 », Belgium, Holland, Russia, Italy, their policies are all 

the same, the efficacy or otherwise of their protection at the moment depend- 
ing ron the present strength of their industries. Take an example in 
our ort woolen trade, and compare the average yearly export to foreign 
1 ount the five years endingin 1894 with the similar aver- 

‘ for e five ng in 1902, and you will find a decrease of no less 
than £3,716,600 ° 

Whatever opponents of change may say, education, energy, and enterprise 
alone can never insure the holding by British manufacturers of a fair share 
of foreign protected markets nor enable them to recover their lost ground. 
it is only a question of time before the chief foreign protected markets will be 
clozed to us, and o1 f the mostimportant sources of the revenue wherewith 

‘ for our imp V eady decreasing, will be gone. * * * 
n, many for ;at the present time protect their carrying | 

ni y » application of these has but recently been 
t ) hipping. In 190i the United States, which 

its coasting trade, including that between its Atlantic 
‘ds. for itsown vessels, closed the trade between the States 

id Hawaii to foreign vessels. In the year 1900 the entries 
and clearances of shipping in that trade were 700,900 tons, of which 110,000 

vere foreign, of which we lost our share. Again, until 1909 our vessels are to 
be ; rded the right to enter the ports of the Phiippines on thesame terms 
as Am¢ is. but British vessels from the Phil ppines to the States 

dues, which American vessels do not pay, a preference 
rate to our detriment 
ulation will only continue until 1909, when the trade be- 

nes and the United States will be reserved for national 
v 3 will be seen from the fact that in 1901 British ships en- 
te1 i ports of the United States in the trade with the Philip- 
pin ] with cargo), out of a total of 179,459 tons and 35,444 (in 
ballast), out of 68,59 France, too, reserves to national vessels her coast 
trade, and has extended this reservation to trade between her own ports and 

a, who also reserves her coast trade, has closed the trade Algeria, while Russi 
between her Eur an and f eastern ports. Thus, sir, not only has ex- 
pansion of our shipping in certain directions been rendered impossible, but 
even a portion of the trade we had has been or is about to be taken from us. 
Surely in the face of such examples of what can and does happen, we should 
not be too confident that our shipping will look after itself, notwithstanding 
a falling off in our exports. I would ask you to consider the position and 
prospects of our working population under the present policy. 

In this connection one can not help wondering how many of those who | 
talk so glibly about ‘*Cobden” really appreciate the spirit which actuated 
that great man. He was no theorist, but an eminently practical man, who 
saw the plitht of the people, diagnosed the cause, and set himself to find a 
remedy. His cry in all his speeches in Parliament and in the country was 
*“Look at the condition of the people!” He pointed out the numbers who 
were either starving or could only just live, and rightly attributed that con- 
dition to lack of en ment. What good would cheap food alone have been 
to the people who no money to buy it? To create employment was his 
self-imposed task, and his method was to throw open our ports to the corn of 

n countries so that they, with the money we paid them for it, might be 
) buy the manufactures which they were cole too anxious to buy, and 

alone could supply. That was his remedy! 
d he been alive n 4 venture to think his cry would have been, as ever, 

Look to the condition of the people! Keepthememployed!” But he would 
hat the countries who were then anxious to buy from us, having 

hemselves since developed national ideas, were now inspired by no such 
ful purpose, and that the future promised us no such continuance of em- 

jloyment from foreign sources, and he would have speedily realized that our 
resent policy, which had been so admirably calculated to make the most of 

1e grand start which we had acquired under protection, could now no longer 
uve been pursued with advantage. * * * 
Can it be contended that the high protective tariffs of foreign countries 
not responsible for the decrease in the demand for labor at remunerative 
res in this country, and that their tendency is not to further reduce em- 

ployment? I have shown how between 1890 and 1902 our exports of woolens 
to foreign countries declined by nearly 4,000,000 pounds. Can you say that 
such decrease isin no way responsible for the fact that between 1891 and 
i901] the number of persons employed in this trade in England and Wales 
alone decreased by 2,250? Again, in the like period thenumbers emp!oyed in 
our silk industry, in which our exports to foreign protected countries aiso 
declined, fell by 13,000 persons, and in our linen industry, likewise declining 

ae wa 

onsible for the reduction in the people employed in these industries. Only 
tely it has been pointed out that Messrs. Lever, the manufacturers of Sun- 
rht soap, acknowledging the impossibility of holding their own in the 

markets of America and Germany in face of the high tariffs, have had to es- 
tablish works in those countries. 

Likewise, Messrs. Twyford & Sons, the great sanitary ware manufacturers 
of North Staffordshire, and Messrs. Johnson, the well-known pottery manu- 
fucturers of the same district, have been compelled to open factories in Ger- 
mar )say nothing of the Bradford firms who during the last ten years 
have opened factories in Russia toavoid the effects of the import duties. Are 
not tariffs which necessitate the removal of work from England to foreign 

untrie trimental to the interests of the working and business classes of 
, and should not something be done to rectify this? 

r, employment is the great question raised in this controversy. Though 
sassets of the country be never so great, though the income-tax assess- 

its and the value of the. checks cleared annually continue to increase, 
yet, if the working classes should be largely unemployed, could you say hon- 
estly that the condition of the country was satisfactory? 

And the foreign tariffs have another serious effect upon our workers here, 
for it is the skilled men among them who are sought for and employed by 

la ¢ 

workers in the New England woolen mills? Mr. J. F. Fraser, in his interest- 
ing book “America at Work,” tells us that a feware American born, but that 
the best workmen employed are imported English folk, of whom there are 
in certain places whole colonies. It is the same with the American cotton 
industry at Fall River. Mr. Fraser wasstruck by the tremendous percentage 
of the skilled men who were Englishmen. And this leads me tothe considera- 
tion of other evils which are inflicting injury on the trade of this country 
and those engaged in it, namely, ‘dumping’ and unfair competition. * * * 

“Dumping” is the outcome of the policy pursued by all the protected 
countries, the policy of providing for the constant employment of the people 
and the continual running of machinery at full output, thus insuring that 
the means of production may never lie idle, and in the result a relatively 
low cost of production. 
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oreign exports, the drop was 3,575. The foreign tariffsare very largely re- | 

| have full time, and consequently more pay, and as the demand for 

| same way as the trader. I knewa very sad case in the bankruptcy cov 
| recently, entirely due to the doctor being unable to obtain payment of ! 

foreign countries in their competing and protected industries, Who are the | accounts, and this owing to bad times among his patients, who were, man) 

rid of. To Great Britain—the only large free market—itis accordingly sent 

| terial dealers are kept more busy, and so on ad infinitum. And all th 

All this can only be insured by first of all controlling the home market 
which is done by means of the tariffs. If trade at home he brisk, the fac: 
tories are busily employed meeting the home demand, and the proportion 
which, out of the total output, may be exported will be small; and in export- 
ing at all the manufacturers in many cases will be actuated only by the do 
sire to keep together their foreign business connections, for the home trade 
in which they themselves have little or no outside competition, of course 
pays them better than the foreign trade, in which they have to cut pric 

But when the home demand slackens what is the manufacturer's position? 
If he would limit his output so that his own market be not glutted he would 
have to discharge a portion at least of his employees or work them only short 
time. His machinery would lie idle and depreciate, and instead of being able 
to buy his raw material at his usual favorable rates for large quantities, he 
would have to pay relatively more for the smaller quantity he actually re- 
quired, while all the time the fixed charges in connection with his factory 
would be running as usual. In accordance with his policy he continues tp 
run his factory full time, and the resulting surplus production has to be got NU 

The public can not be blamed for buying as cheaply as it can, but the Brit 
ish manufacturer’s stock is left on his hands, his capital is locked up in it, 
and if he is to keep his work people employed he must spend more capital in 
the purchasing of more raw material and in payment of wages, with tho 
possibility of again being deprived of the market. Only the wealthy can 
carry on business under such conditions, and only they foralimited time, unti] 
their resources become exhausted. The resultis thatthe British manufacturer 
has to cut down expenses, to curtail his expenditure on new machinery, to 
abstain from extending his premises, and to discharge a large proportion of 
his hands, or if he keeps them on he can only employ them and pay them for 
short time. All this injuriously affects not only those who are direc 
thrown out of employment, the factory hands, clerks in the countinghou 
etc., but also the other dependent trades. 

And the great evil of this dumping is thatitisspasmodic. One can ney 
be sure for oe long any British industry may be free from such unfair com 
petition, as it depends almost entirely on the proportion of the peemeet which 
the foreign home market for the time being is able toabsorb. In times of 
deep commercial depression abroad this dumping of surplus product ma 
continue without intermission for two or three years, and in the meant 
the British industry will have declined very considerably. When the ho: 
demand again increases, the surplus supplies are cut off, but our industries 
do not automatically revive and extend. A favorite argument of the *f 
importers” is that the foreign countries, in pursuing their policy of pr: 
tion, are only hurting themselves and that their people are already intens 
discontented with the results of that system. If that be true, sir, then +) 
sooner we add fuel to their discontent and hasten their conversion to fa 
trade by closing to them the only large free market, the existence of wh 
alone enables them to pursue their policy, the better for themselves a: 
for us. 

And what about the condition under which a large portion of our import 
foreign goods is made? Is it not strange and futile to logis late at the cos 
the employer for the improvement of the conditions of British labor and { 
trade unions to secure for the workingman a fair wage when all the time \ 
allow the British man’s work to be ousted by foreign product produced und 
the very conditions we have abolished? 

Sir, there is a crying evil to be remedied. The prosperity of all cl: 
this country depends on the expansion of our trade and increase of e 
ment for our people. This can only be attained by controlling to a certain 
extent our home market by a moderate tariff while at the same time mak 
a preference in favor of our colonies. * * * 

“ But,” it is said, “in this case, as well as in the case of every other mann 
facture, a tariff will raise the price of the homemade article as well as t! 
foreign, and the consumer will accordingly have to pay more, ov the h 
manufacturer will not benefit.” 

That is not so at all, for every manufacturer knows that prices are fix 

iy 

| chiefly on the basis of turnover. If the manufacturer is enabled to mor: 
cessfully compete with his foreign rivals, he will be turning out more goods 
the fixed charges of his factory will remain the same, tle cost of producti 
will be relatively less, and he will be able not only to sell his goods at t! 
same price as of old, but to make more profit in doingso. Homecompetition 
may be trusted to keep prices down, but evenif that competition failed, w 
the proposed 10 per cent duty on foreign goods, there would be no room fo 
the ered upward leap in prices. The samo with every other trade. Wi 
business increased, the greater the number of your people who would 
fully employed and the groater profits for the manufacturer. * * * 

Every trade which increases its prosperity in turn benefits other trad 
new machinery is wanted, stationery, etc.,is used up more quickly, raw-ma 

trades will react on yours, for the more numerous the people who « 
monéy the greater the number of your customers and the greater t 
amount of their purchases. Think what the increased employment 
mean for Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman’s 12,000,000 on the verge of starvatio 
Supposing prices should rise a bit, would not the man earning money, t 
price of boots being 10s, a pair, be better off than the man out of employm 
with the price of boots at 9s.? ‘* But,” you will say, ‘ what about those w 
are aconite employed, and how would they beable to pay an increased pric 
Each trade requiring more labor, the man who now works short time 

increases, the rate of wages which, like the price of any other marketal 
commodity, depends on supply and demand, will in the natural cours 
eventsrise. But even if wages should not rise, Isay that itis for the g 
of the whole community that as many of the people as possible shall be e: 
ployed, and each, if necessary, must make a trifling sacrifice for the who! 
Further, bear in mind that if our present policy be continued a far greate: 
sacrifice awaits the working classes, for if employment decreases, as it ter 
to do, the same law of supply and demand will bring down the rate of wag 
There is the alternative. 

Now, you will say that I haveonly been considering the workers and igt 
ing the professional classes and those with fixed incomes, The professio 
classes, sir, are dependent for their living upon the business communit 
You will wonder how this can apply to a doctor, for instance, but when 
can not get his money in he finds his way to the bankruptcy court in t 

of them, of a poorer class. And as regards all classes, we must not forg 
that the army. and navy have to be kept up and theexpenses of government 
provided for. If trade should decline incomes would become reduced, ever 
penny in the pound of the income tax would produce less, indirect taxation 
would produce less, and taxes direct and indirect would have to be increase: 
and multiplied. . : 

Tho whole question resolves itself into one of alternatives. Will you run 
the risk of a slight sacrifice in the immediate future, coupled with the great 
probability of an increase in the Lrosperity of the community as a whole, or 
will you, who live on fixed incomes, shut your eyes until a larger and more 
certain sacrifice be demanded of you? * * * 

In conclusion, sir, I would say one word to working men. I would tell 
them that their present condition is better than that of any workmen in the 
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world, their rate of wages higher (with the exception of America), that they 
are protected by factory acts, a compensation act, and numerous statutes, 
all tending to increase the cost of production. I would have them keep 
every benefit. Not one wouldI take fromthem. ButI wouldask them how 

ng they can keep these benefits if our present policy be continued, for their 
markets are bein g closed, and no markets, no employment, no money, and 
without money cheap food would be but a mockery. The workman must 
help his employer to save his declining markets and to expand his colonial 
nes, and so provide himself with work. 

proclaim that the rate of wages here is, say, 30s. against 25s. in Germany, 
without reference to the amount of employment in the two countries. 

Mr. C. J. Pearse, 1 St. Stephens road, Leicester, said: 

Sir: Iama free trader given free trade, as it is the natural order of things, 
but I do not believe in free trade on the one hand and protection on the other. 
[can not for the life of me see why any foreign country should be allowed | 
to send (andin many cases dump) their (say) boots here and the British man- 
ufacturer be made to pay a heavy dut 
these very same countries, 
clean out of their markets, as the 
iemonstrates. 

per cent, then 50 per cent. 

y when sending goods made here into 
This duty, or tariff, drives English-made goods 

decrease in our manufactured exports 
It is not equitable, logical, or businesslike. 

tariff by tariff: If free,it would be free; if 10 per cent, then 10 
I would meet 

ar cent; if 50 
Now, what do our free-trade friends say? 

Briefly. As we have prospered under free trade there is no necessity to 
alter our fiscal arrangements. n 3. This is only half the truth. 
done under protection previous to 1845? 

h 1. For what had we 
e had established ourselves mis- 

tress of the seas, we were the carriers, the warehousemen, the manufactur- 
ers, and the bankers of the world, our exports increased by 250 per cent, 
whilst under free trade ee from coal) they have increased by less than 
40 per cent. It was Mr. Co xden’s wonderful good fortune to float his system 
(which originated with Huskisson’s administration, in 1823, as John Morley 
shows in the Life of Cobden: ‘‘ The tariff duty was reduced on almost every 
article of foreign manufacture”) on the eve of the following economical and 
political events, over which he (Mr. Cobden) had not the slightest control: 

1) The discovery of gold in California, and again three years later in 
A 

kets. 
(2) The huge developments of railways in 1845, and again in 1871. 

stralia, turned both these comparative wildernesses into first-class mar- 

In the 
former year no less than 347 acts passed through Parliament empowering 
the spending of capital estimated at £190,344,000 in this country alone. 

(3) The almost continual foreign wars which followed Napoleon’s down- 
fall and which prevented the nations engaged turning their attention to 
manufacturing. 

fora century. 
I say, therefore, under the foregoing circumstances it did not mattera 

pin’s point whether we were free traders or protectionists, because foreign 
col ntries wanted merchandise and railways, and they had them from the 

ly nation which could supply them, viz, England; therefore free traders 
have no right to credit their system with the advance made during “the 
golden age,” from 1845 to 1875. Did free imports reduce the cost of living? 
No; both wheat and meat increased in price, wages were higher, and profits 
larger, which proves it is successful production that creates prosperity, not 
cheap consumption. 

rica, then France, Germany, 
The appearance of foreign comeetitin really commenced in 1876. First 

( s3elgium, and Italy, began to attack our 
le, and it only remains for me to give you a rapid history of the tariff 

movement before showing you the damaging results to British industries. 
From 1861 to 1865 the United States duties were largely increased. 

In order to encourage the American ¢ 
create new industries. 

us th 

ply; and they got it, and everyone 
8 D 

Of the many men who have benefited under 
tion probably none have done so more than Mr. Andrew Carnegie, w 

Why? 
apitalists to invest their money in and 

Pe alis 

10 tells 

hat after the American war the Government asked how much would in- 
‘e manufacturers to enter the steel trade? Thirty per cent was the re- 

knows the result. America is to-day 
pplied with cheaper steel than any other nation, and it is certain that a 

large part of the world is to be supplied by the works of that country, and it 
clearly proves that the country in control of a profitable home market can 
successfully invade the foreign market. 

France followed in 1871, and after ten years’ experience—in 1881—raised her 
ties by 20 per cent. England protested, but France made the unanswer- 
»reply: “ The British markets were free toall alike, and since France en- 

joyed no special privileges in the British markets, how could she claim any 
special exemption from French duties?*’ 

Germany followed in 1879, when Bismarck, with marvelous foresight, said: 
“IT base my opinion on the practical experience of our time. 

gr 

I see countries 
under protection prospering and the countries under free trade decaying. 
England, herself, is slowly returning to protection, and some years hence she 
will adopt it, if only to save her home markets. 

The Tron Chancellor gained the da 
i that the free import doctrine had 
Kighteen hundred and eighty-one 

18 till further. Eighteen hundred 
again es od. In 1887 and 1888 the 
1 reased, 

In 1890 the Americans, well satisfic 
pissed the McKinley bill, and in 189 
trade is shown below: 

d by their previous tariff experien 
i the Dingley bill. 

y, and all but the poor Cobdenite real- 
received its death blow 
the Russian tariff was increased, and 
and eighty-five the German tariff was 
Russian and Italian tariffs were again 

e, 

The effect on our 

Exports to United States. 
E80 oe a Se as air 

1801 (first year after the McKi 
1sOR 

nley bil 
£32, 100,000 
27,500, 000 

23, 800, 000 

ra decline in twelve years of £8,300,000 at the same timeour population had 
increased, 

Imports from 

an increase of £29,728,252 

United States. 

£97 , 233, 349 

126, 961, 601 

Yet, in the face of these figures, if we follow the illogical advice of some 
liticians we must utterly disregard America, because she is a young and 

getic country with wonderful natural resources, and therefore we must 
> down” andallow her.to beat us in all the markets of the world, more 

especially in our colonies, and then, Isuppose, these keen-sighted gentlemen 
will “be against” whatever government may be in power when the crisis 
arrives for allowing such a state of affairs to have existed? 
nor Germany was always one huge Republic or one huge Father 
their wars they settled down, combined together, and established 
within their domains and raised a protective wall against all foreigners. 

i; precisely Mr. Chamberlain's idea. 
lish free trade within the Empire, to 
help of the 

Neith America 

free trade 
This 

He wishes, as far as possible, to estab- 
make us self-contained and, with the 

wonderful natural resources of the colonies, dependent on no 
other country for our food supply. In fact, to make it cheaper for one end 
of the Empire to trade with the other than with any foreigncountry. * * * 

| 
| 

Itis futile for the trade unions to | 

A change was coming, ars! the passing of the treaty of | 
-ankfort marked the end of the commercial supremacy which we had held 

As Lapproach British trade I find: 
_(1) That under free imports we 

tionist country, as the following fig: 

{From t 

British exports: 
To British possessions 
To foreign countries -.. 

a lic 

ee 
French exports-. 
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United States exports 
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a Decrease, 

Free traders object to 1872 as a basis of comparison 
inflated all over 

one class of trade which shows a decline, and that i 
inflated. Yes: but they were 

eign countries. 
(2) That our trade with British posss« 

U t 
ruined one 
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Glass trade 
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In 1902 we imported £3,696, 
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I is largely incr ‘ 
value and quality. In 189 it amounted to £79,154,000; in to £4 
increase, £16,805,000. 

(3) That our trade with neutral markets has slightly increased 
(4) That our exports to competing markets manufactured 

have decreased. Blue Book (Cd. 1761. folio 33) shows me that the 
| certain continental competitors and United States in 1890 amou 
629.000; in 1902, £69,837,000; a decrease ol and that im] 
the same countries in 1890 amounted to £ id 1902 to £11 
or an increase of £35,146,560. 

These figures are astounding, and require very careful analys 
| inspite of the rise in our population, our manufactured export 
| crease, yet the demands of the population for merchandise hay 
| denly ceased, so where do they come from? The answer is fron 

| countries, as shown in the foregoing table of imports d if this goes 
enough, it means Britain’s descent to a t LSS ] r 

In this national stock taking it is a d: t which n I 
itis a principal department and must pa ‘E 
imports,” writes the editor of the Rec par ¢. 7 | 
the Nations. If this be so, then Iask 1 : i all 
to explain to me why it was that the United States s t ast 
to the value cf £126,961,601, as against our exports to them of £23,8 
am prepared to admit that there are certain additi be 
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by £1,174,056. A slow but sure process of de- 

w deal with the boot, shoe, and leather trades, and I endeavor to 
v the imports and exports of boots and shoes affect the operatives, 
turers, msumers of the country. 

that my readers may more readily grasp the damage mannufac- 
nports do to a community, I propose to reduce the matter to a simple 

and ce 

t us assume that an English firmof boot factors buys £10,000 worth 
kinds of 

they can buy them from any manufacturer in this country. 
co the advantage of the consumer and country generally? 

A free trader says: 
de : 

it to the adv untage of our manufacturers and operatives? 
e trader says, “If A fre 

fault 

and the operatives seek work in some other industry. 
a trade in which, say, a clicker, laster, finisher, or pressman of, say, thirty- 
five years of age can command a liying wage and bring to bear the skill it 
has taken him years to acquire. ‘‘ No,” is the answer in hoth cases. 

Tak 
by bu 
80 What 

tion w 

But they fail to name 

ng abroad. But these boots and shoes were all made by foreign labor, 
s the loss to our operatives? If we include the masters’ remunera- 

th the operatives’ wages, 40 per cent is well within the mark, so that 
40 per cent on £10,000 is a loss to our operatives of £4,000. Deductthe gain to 
the purchasers of £1,000 and we have a net loss to the community of £3,000. 

_ The foregoing example can fairly be applied to almost any industry, and 
ciear.yv } 

is to this country. We had better far have dearer goods and plenty of work. 
What is the exact loss on our gross imports of boots and shoes? 

imports.—T he last Blue Book tells us that in 1902 we purchased £872,118 of 
boots and shoes. This means a loss in wages to operatives of £348,847, or, 
taking fifty weeks asa full year, after allowing for holidays, £6,977 weekly. 7 a 

The compilers of the Blue Book deem Mr. Guthrie's evidence before the 
United States Industrial Commission so important that it is given verbatim: 

Q. So you want tomakea dumping ground of England—a Semaine ground 
for yourselves?}—A. Not especially England and Germany, but their colonies. 

Hore isaclear and, to my mind, grave admission of what the American 
manufacturer ee to do. It is our business to stop him before it is too 
late. He has made considerable progress, as is seen below: 

American export of manufactures only to British colonies, 

{Taken from Bureau of Statistics at Washington.] 
Oe die eeslinbse ets beanie sdicssesniaiie-dith ceeteitaaemsadetacaiaiadadladadaiiabel £6, 400, 000 
2 20,700, 000 

Increase 

You see Mr. Guthrie’s statement was no fairy tale. 

FOREIGN OPINIONS. 
The late President McKinley: “‘ The people of no nation in history hasever 

permanently prospered under a policy which sacrificed its home industries 
to build up and develop the resources and give employment to the labor of 

rn states.”’ 

Mr. Procter, Civil Service Commissioner at Washington: “ Mr. Chamber- 
lain will surely win in the long run. 
way with a better proposition than the Dingley tariff, which taxes British 
goods prohibitively.” 

M. Paulient, a French Senator: “You must not think for a moment that 
the ideas put forward by the colonial secretary are visionary, transient, and 
unpre meditated It is essential] for her to keep her own markets for herself, 
just as the United States, France, Germany, and other countries have done,”’ 
Would I tax boot and shoe and other machinery? ‘Yes; up to the hilt. I 

would, however, encourage any American or foreigner who has the brains | 
and who can inventa machine which will benefit trade to patent that ma- | 
chine in Great Britain, and then that machine must be made here by British 
workmen for the use of British people. The patent laws would probably re- 
quire some adjusting.” 

irades unions. 

me, for they do not allow their members to work too many hours, they may 
not work for less than a minimum wage, they will not permit sweating, and 
rightly so. In fact labor, under trade unions and the factory acts, is pro- 
tected in this country in the strictest sense of the word. 
aims of the unions is to find their members continuous employment, yet the 
Leicester congress voted against Mr. Chamberlain’s proposals almost with- 
out discussion. Had they studied the problem they would have found that 
free trade encourages the dumping of 

of work. Again, dumping insures “short time” for many more, besides 
forcing down the prices both of masterand man. * * * 

Free traders urge that protection means starvation for the workers, inas- | 
1uch as the cost of living will be more, with no corresponding rise in wages. 
greater fallacy never existed. Assuming the cost of living increases, which 
do not admit, what are the labor leaders for but to look after the interests 
f the workers? 
turers become busy, the moment increased dividends are paid, which will 
follow protection as surely as night follows day, so soon will these leaders 
ask forarise. If it is not granted, then they have a power in their hands, 
which they well know how to use. i 
ized, never more keenly alive to its interests than it is to-day, and if their 
present leaders are incompetent they will be promptly replaced by others. 

POPULAR RESPONSES TO THE LONDON IRONMONGER ON 
MENT OF FREE TRADE. 

The Ironmonger, a London publication, in its issue of January | 
23, 1904, summarizes as follows the result of a vote by its readers 
on the question, ‘‘Do you think it would be to the advantage of 
the United Kingdom to abandon free trade?’’ 

» replies received to this question work out as follows: 

> | ducer, and does not fa 

yf abandoning free trade 

roportion of replies received was as follows: 
Per cent. 

s and shippers 
yers, travelers, 

8 

boots and shoes from foreign countries at, say, 10 percent | 

‘Yes; buy in the cheapest market and sell in the | 

our manufacturers are beaten in price, it is their | 
rhe result will be, of course, that they must close down their works | 

| 

10 per cent on £10,000, and we find the purchasers have gained £1,000 

roves the damage and loss that the import of manufactured articles | 

| outa connected sentence so great was the disapproval. 

We may have to’ meet England half- | 

The position adopted by the labor leaders is an enigma to | 

One of the chief | 

surplus produce into this country, | 
often the result of sweated labor, and that it deprives thousands of “ hands” | 

Previous experience shows that the moment our manufac- | 

Labor in Britain was never better organ- | 

| 
THE ABANDON- 

And the percentage proportion of the result of the voting was as follows: 

For For Majority. 

abandon ain- 
ing free — 
trade. noe 

trade. 

For free Against 

trade. Tree 
” trade. 

Per cent.| Per cent. 
48. 

Per cent.) Per cent. 
51.6 | Retailers 8.2 | 

Manufacturers........ 
Merchants and shippers 
Agents, buyers, travelers, assistants, 
Mt cusp oenamebenniean jaeiininaeemdniiinahdaieial 

Factors 

| : 
| 

| PROTECTION IN GREAT BRITAIN—INTERESTING SKETCH OF THE SITUATION 
AND OUTLOOK BY SIR HOWARD VINCENT, M. P. 

LONDON, October 13, 1902 

The editor of the American Economist asks me for a few lines upon tho 
protectional position in Great Britain. Asa constant reader of that exce 
ingly smart, interesting, and well-conducted — I gladly comply. 

At the same time it must not be thought that Iam amemberof the Ameri. 
can Protective Tariff League. If I wasan American I certainly should be, 
for by its labors American labor and industries have been brought up to thei 
present commanding and prosperous condition. It has, however, wrought 
great injury to British labor and industries. On this account I have { 
nearly twenty years past devoted myself to urging my countrymen by m 
voice and pen to adopt similar steps. ; 

For a long time I worked alone or with but little help. Twelve years ag 
I founded the United Empire Trade League. Its policy has been and is: 
pressed in a single sentence: 

“The development of trade within the Empire on mutually advantageous 
terms and on a preferential basis.” 

That is ee, to further which Mr. Chamberlain resigned the office of 
Secretary of State for the colonies, and to which he is devoting all his ene) 
gies and eloquence. 

He will win. Nothing can be more certain. It may not be the first time 
but it will be the second. 

Sheffield and Glasgow have proved this. At Sheffield there assembled 
upon October 1 the greatest convention ever held by the National Union 
Conservative Associations Two hundred members of Parliament wers 
present and 2,000 delegates from every constituency in England and Wa 
here was only one subject.of discussion—the new fiscal policy. Everyth 

| else was tabooed. 
The Free-Trade Unionist Association sent a strong representation 

quartered itself at Manchester under the shadow of the free-trade hall. 
came from the homeof Cobden and Cobdenism by special train. Noonecar 
whence they came, who they were, what theysaid. Official rank, noble birt! 
eloquent speech, threats of dear food had no effect. They could hardly g: 

At the mentio 
Mr. Chamberlain’s name, at a hint of his policy or action, the entire deleg 
tion, save an insignificant minority, went wild with enthusiasm. The: 
vention was with the greatest difficulty restrained from voting for Mr. Chau 
berlain without regard to the prime minister or his expected speech. 

With that there was general disappointment. Mere retaliation was n 
good. Empire trade and downright tariff legislation were wanted. 

Nor was Glasgow less remarkable. The departure of Mr. Chamberla 
from Birmingham and his journey to the north wasas a royal progress. ‘1 
night of the meeting wasawful. Scotch weather did its worst. It blew h 
from the west. America sent her best storms over the Atlantic. But Gla- 
zow cared neither for wind nor rain. It poured thousands into St. Andrew 
all as the doors were opened. Fortwo hours they hung upon Mr. Cham|: 

lain’s words. Nota word, nota gesture, nota breath of dissent. He spar: 
nothing, noone. He was frankness itself. 

Even so at Greenock. The working masses stood for hours in hope 
standing room in the hall. 

Liberals of light and leading are coming over in masses, Mr. Stor 
goatient of the Workmen's Liberal Federation; Mr. Firth, president of 
reland Liberal Association, and Mr. Brassey, president of the Birkenh« 

Liberal Association, had led the way. ‘A Liberal tariff league is being forn 
The Unionist party, the Conservative party, the Liberal party, the Ra 
sarty, the Home Rule party may go under. On one side there will be Fi 
eformers, on the other there will be some noodles. 
But there is no drawing back now. Fathers and sons, brothersand br 

ers, may be divided. But the tariff will win. The lesson of the Un 
States is too real. Thanks to the American Protective Tariff League, Brit 
are becoming men of the twentieth century—practical, farsighted, ab! 
take care of themselves. Go on, American economist. Lead the way : 
falter not. We may have a tariff war, but we shall always, please God, 
good friends. 

Sir HOWARD VINCENT, M. P. 

| SIR GUILFORD MOLESWORTH ON PROTECTION—A BRITISH PROTECTION! 
BELIEF IN THAT POLICY AS A FISCAL RELIGION. 

[By Sir Guilford Molesworth, K. C. I. E.] 

1. Extremes are injurious. 
2. Unlimited free import is one extreme, prohibitive tariffs the other, | 

tective tariffs the practical mean. 
3. It is a fallacy to suppose that a tariff must necessarily raise the pri 

the article taxed. 
4. As general rule, when an article is or can be produced at home, a tar 

if it be not prohibitive, stimulates production, promotes internal competi 
prevents a permanent increase of prices, and in many cases eventually; 
creases the cost to the consumers, : 

5. When, however, an article is not of home production—such as tea, cofl 
| cocoa, tobacco, wines, etc.—the tariff naturally increases the price. 

6. A tariff ona rH import is frequently paid by the foreign | 
1 on the consumer. 

7. Experience has shown that the imposition of a tariff is frequently ! 
lowed by a fall in the price of the article taxed. 

8. It sometimes happens even that the anticipation of a tariff causes a 1 
| in the . 

9. The imposition of a tariff frequently kills a foreign monopoly, or enab 
3 | a new industry to arise. 

10. Unrestricted foreign competition often prevents the establishment 
a new home industry, or crushes out an existing one. 

11. Even when a tariff raises prices, it adds to the revenue and saves other 
taxation. 



EEE 

Direct taxation of capital and profits is a burden on our industries and | 
rt - “ta on the working classes by reduction of wages and employment. 

Industries. burdened by direc t taxation are at a disadvantage in compe- 
t tiom with those foreign industries which do not share that burden. 

. Indirect —— (derived from tariffs) isin many cases no burden. 
The term “free trade” (libre exchange), as explained by economists, 

me —* the free exec athe of commedities between nations, w hich England 
has never had, and has no signs of ever having, 

16. We have no free import for our productions to any country— 
to our self-governing colonies. 

i7. We have thrownaway our bargaining power with foreign countries by 
abolishing our tariffs on competing products, and have handicapped our 
rading relations with our colonies. 

is. We admit: free of duty those articles which compete with our indus- 
‘ies, but tax those which do not compete. 

\9. We impose taxation ina form which must fall solely on our own peo- 
le. but remit it when any portion, if not the whole, is likely to fall on the 
ae ~~ using our markets. 

The “ big and little loaf” of free trade is only a delusive electioneering 
fiction, and the ery of seeking to “tax the poor man’s loaf” an absurdity, 
ae e the loaf produced at home is already taxed to the hilt. 

The influence of the price of wheat on the price of bread is generally 
xa ae ated, no aceount being taken of the fact that the retail pr ice of the 
af includes many more items than the wheat itself, namely, the labor em 
loved in the milling, the baking, and the distribution, besides the profits of 
e middlemen and employees at each stage, the rent of premises, etc., which 

do not vary with the price of wheat. 
22. Our dependenc e on foreign nations for wheat supplies tends in war 

time te raise prices to famine rates. During the Crimean war the price of 
wheat was higher under free imports than it had been under the corn laws 
since 1818, the average price for the year 1855 being T4s. 8d. per quarter 

The price of wheat is less affected by tariffs than by the general level 
18 world’s prices. 

4. A tariff does not, as a rule, raise the price of wheat, provided that the 
inty be net so high as to be prohibitive, or nearly so; but the present pro- 
hi bitive a aaa of l2s. 2d. per quarter in France, when the outside price is only 

or 2%8., necessarily raises the price. 
5. The pric eof wheat in protectionist countries is not necessarily higher 

han in free-trade England; in some cases it is lower. Bodio’s analysis 
f the price of wheat in the — ipal markets of Europe for the average of 
e sixteen years, 1860-1884, shows that the price in Brussels and Paris was 3 
r cent higher than in London, but in Amsterdam it was 1 per cent lower 
in im London; im Rome 3 per cent lower: in Berlin 10 per cent lower: in 

judapest 14 per cent lower; and in Vienna 25 per cent lower than in London. 
44. The repeal of the corn laws in 1765 was followed by a rise in the price 
uh eat from 3¥s. 5d. (the average of ten years prece: ling the repeal) to 50s. 

ul. for the average of the ten years suceeeding their repeal. 
¥ "Dusinnthe French war (period 1809-13, prior t otheenactmentof the 1815 
‘n laws) the average price of wheat rose to l07s.tunder free import. 
28. After theenactmentof the corn laws in 1815 heaverage price fell grad- 

ially so that in the three years, 1843-1845, preeedin gthe repeal of the corn laws 
the average price was 5s. $d. per quarter. 

29. The pric eof wheat for the three years preceding the repeal of the corn 
laws in 1846 was slightly lower than the average of thirty years succeeding 
their repeal. 

0. The present low price of wheat is ms ainly consequent upon the dimin- 
shed cost of transport by steamers and railways and improved prec 
agriculture, but should we be 
there would be the utmost risk of famine prices. 

iL. The distress in 140-1542, which gave rise to the anticorn-law agitation, 
due to-dear bread, but to a temporary monetary crisis caused by a 

len drain of gold to the United States. 
The average price of wheat for the five years preceding the repeal in 

1846 was almost the lowest that had been touched during the half century, 

not even 

esses of 

sugaged in war with strong maritime powers 

was not 

h LS00—1850, 
f The reimposition of the registration corn tax in 1902 did not raise the 

price of wheat; but after the remission of the tax in 1903 the price of wheat 
and flour rose. 

t. We enjoyed extraordinary prosperity and acquired our commercial 
industrial superiority, as we iu as our position as the capitalist nation of 

the world, under a poliey of striet protection. 
. We are losing these advantages under the so-called 

trade.” 

#. In the United States the periods of protective tariffs have uniformly 
been marked with prosperity. and the periods following their several repeals 
bave been marked by depression and distress. 

The prosperity which we enjoyed in the “ fifties.” although unfairly 
leime id as the work of free trade, was due to other causes, namely, gold dis- 
veries, inventions and science, steam navigation, railways, etc., whic h have 

beer shazed by foreign nations. 
38. Having laid the foundations of our industrial prosperity under protec- 

t and having thereby secured the command of the world’s markets, we 
» not merely the first but the only country able to utilize these new forces 

t hat t then came into play. 
3¥. For more than twenty years fortuitousevents, such as the Crimean war 

end 

‘policy of free 

in the “fifties,” civil war in the United States, and continental disturbances 
Leeans, = in the “sixties” and early “seventies,” retarded the progress of 

I ign nations, 
As soon as. foreign protectionist nations were able to avail themselves 

I th ® new industrial eonditions they successfully competed with us even in 
rown markets, and our country = flooded with the productionsof the very 

nations which we formerly supplied. 
41. Since that time most of our diniinien have either been ruined or have 
ruggled hard for existence. 

, #2. Our colonies are also be e oming more and more protectionist, and are 
fou ‘ishing under that policy, and Canada and our South African possessions 
are able to give the n hather country preferential treatment, and to their 

hor do so as yet without reciprocity on our part. 
13. Many of our best workmen have emigrated to the United States, where 

hey obtain higher remuneration for their labor. 
44. The capital recklessly expended by usin purchasing abroad that which 

J lave heen produced at home has armed protectionist nations with the 
vs of war in ¢ som pet ion with us. 

‘5. Instead of fostering our own industries and providing employment for 
ir ve classes, we pur hased from the foreigner in 1Y0L pr« duce to the 

16 of £416,000,000, much of which we could well have pros iuced ourselves 
in os olonies. The value of exports to these nations in return was only 

#149, 000,000, 

‘i. Canada is being thrown into the arms of the United States by 
policy and our refusal to respond to her advances for reciprocal trade. 

(7. We are constantly raising our direct taxes, while the United States 
wer theirs, 

18. Since 1868 our direct Imperial taxation has increased from £19,000,000 
; to £59,000,000, and our direct local taxation by rates from £20,000, 000 

+ 40,000,000, 
to 
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| double those prevailing 

| proved to be false. 

| lized nations, and free trade 
| Custom. 

| tion have altogether 

| default that the slave 

| doom to bee 

49. The cost of food and the necessaries of life is not less 
| in protectionist countries. 

0. The wages in protectionist America are 
in our “ free-trade 1 y 

51. The prophecies which induced our people to ad 

=o 
52. We stand alone, except ing Denmark, as “free trads 

1S NOW recognized i i , 

53. The predictions of ruin to those countries which have adopted prot 
failed. 
commerce is 54. The volume of 

| industries. 
55. The excess of £241,000.000 per annum of our foreign imp 

foreign exports shows that we are : : 
living, to a great extent, on the interest of that capital which w L y 
in former days of prosperity 

56. We have of late years been parting largely with our foreign sec 
in payment to protectionist nati 

57. Much of our import consists of food, which is 
Much of our export consists of our national : 
which can not be replaced. 

58. Sinee the passing of 
apologists prophesied w 
country have Geechee: d by 

59. The special export 
when compared with 1800, 
£30,000,000. * * * 

consun 

Ds. 

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION, FROM THE 
VIEW 

BRITISH WORKMAN’S POLN'’ 

[Extract from paper by M. Maltman Barrie in Ninetee 

What is the value of Mr. Chamberlain I 
Arethey goodenough? Aretheyany good? Arethey u 
allyinjurious? Which of the three policies—free trad 

tection—is best for him? Is the best attainable, and how [hese 
questions I propose to examine. 

The first point to be observed is the condi : he « m “Ol 

the worker. What is that ersé » - 
guage—it usually —— is the effect of an ai ment: bu ter all. thines 

should have their p 
of — worker is one of 
here, but prot sts are 1 t evid 
doubt, the wage-paid worker 
de i, he must work harder and lo 
of life, than did the average s 

had not to 
the condition of : ‘ 1 

wage. How is that Litiic to be a i Lo 
To an 

tion, what 

;prop 

nd} 

rope 

Such is the worker 
m a subsistence 

vaded? 
that 
upon th 

worker is in 
The cause lies 
the worker in two f 
the labor market, and 

uct of foreign li bor 
Some years ago I’ sssed a I cident bearing on this p t \ 

large building in a | } 
euter walls were up, but the v york w arel irted At t) 
the soctety of Carpent ] 

ike, and called their 
»bserved the society 

several “ black 
ntly down the street 
ready made doors 

f the works swt 
slowly in. The **} .’ wh 
who had gone in that gate to 
uttered no word 

To have done so would he 
trade.”’ 

In striking contrast to 
unionist leader is the pr« n 

and in the United States of America. The yorkmen ‘ 
unionists as are their British fellows; but the bre protectionists 
The reason for this is, in my opinion, that t onists and Amer 
the advantage of starting “tics 
ditions, and absolutely untr: 
judge all questions. on thei 
write their own unbiased judgments 
What is free trade’? It isfreeexcha 

free imports, with slight exceptions, and 
tions, and all the other nations and our own colonies have pra 
tection. Free exchange, the absence 
course, is, no doubt, the ideal method of exchange 
of view, for by it he would obtain his comm 
would otherwise be possible. * * * 

What, on the ot! 
set up barriers at thei 
The barriers take t 
erected for two separate and 

the of revenue only; in others { pose of w 

eondl 
hesuriace, itiscompetition his compe tion c ? 3 

rms irs 

secondly, im the "mm Of the fin 
mn the wr 

legs” 

“pie k 
“Ree 

to prevent the 
ve Deen ¢ 

the free-trs 

tectionism of the 

nge 

e of all obstacles to mi ‘ 

for t sake 
excluding tr 

», produce i 
increase the nat 
fore as obnoxious t 

Tothe m ant 
sells, the carri f 
tion, being 1 
facturer, at le: 
he shall not be han 
him that are open t ! 
he would prefer, with all its w e res renera 
Wh chever It 1s to be sKS THAT IT ‘ > I ’ 

no favor, so that every man : 
deserve. 

But to the worker free trade is and must be most disady 
under it the product of his laber su 
werld. And tothe w ] 
like Great Britain, our i at 
free trade is or would be spevially disa : LZ 4 r the 
the poorer and leas ivil i races t é 

lower his standard of living 

» the idle « 

who buys L sells, t a 

nore conatl 
ST, 1b 1S essel 
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THE STORY OF AMERICAN TIN PLATE. 

[From the Pall Mall Gazette, London, November 21, 1903.] 

The story of the tin-plate trade and its experience of American hostility is 
typical enough to be made the test of all that is in dispute about our fiscal 
policy. If we are satisfied with what has happened to South Wales through 
the operation of foreign tariffs, then we may address ourselves to that com- 
mercial repose which is recommended by Lord Rosebery. Our average an- 

nual export of this commodity to the United States before the days of the 
McKinley tariff was 304,605 tons, valued at £4,278,667. We mention quantity 
as well as price just to assure the Cobdenites that there is no loophole suck 
as they sometimes look for in the “ fall of values.”” The export in 1902 was 
65,142 tons, valued at £887,432. There is not much ambiguity thefe. 

The cemand for tin plates has not fallen off. for other countries have in- 
creased their requirements very fast. Their orders, which amounted in 1887 
to 94,634 tons, valued at £1,408,974, had risen last year to 246,727 tons, valued at 
£3.445.734. The gain in one direction does not, as often suggested, counter- 
balance the loss in the other, for there is a net deficit of 87,460 tons, of the 
value of £1,349,475. And this is obviously nothing like the measure of what 
the foreign tariff has cost us. Wesee the consumption of tin plates by other 
countries than America rising by leaps and bounds, and our home demand 
must have risen at a substantial rate to keep the total production at the level 
we are told of. If we had continued to enjoy not free trade in tin plates 
with America, but admission under the old duty, the fair inference is that 
we should have claimed her, too, for a much larger customer than she was fif- 
teen years ago. 

The effect of foreign protection upon the output for the American market 
is that instead of rising to twice the dimensions of 1887 (which is a conserva- 
tive estimate) it has declined to one-fifth, and even that proportion we 
retain, as Mr. Chamberlain says, only on sufferance, while the American 
industry, established behind the tariff wall, is developing to its fullest ca- 
pacity. This isan example of the first stage in the conflict between protec- 
tion and freeimports. The foreigner begins by cutting off our exports to 
his own country. The Americans have all but completed this process in the 
case of tin plates, and they are busily laying the foundations of a similar 
achievement in the case of cotton. When our competitor has succeeded in 
monopolizing his home market the time is ready and the conditions are 
always favorable for carrying his conquests into ours. The foreign door 
opens outward, the British inward. The tariff-armed foreigner is only con- 
fronted by the proverbial ‘‘man in his shirt.”” The way is open for him to 
capture one trade after another, first in its export branches and then in the 
market at its doors. And if in the face of this process we are to go to sleep 
in accordance with Lord Rosebery’s suggestion, our most vital industries 
will probably awaken at last, as the Irishman said, to find that they are 
already corpses. 

SIR VINCENT CAILLARD ON PROTECTION VERSUS FREE TRADE. 

The following are extracts from Sir Vincent Caillard’s discus- 
sion of the effect of free trade in England as compared with that 
of protection in the United States and Germany. His work on 
this subject, entitled ‘‘ Imperial Fiscal Reform,’’ has attracted 
much attention in the United States and abroad: 

Asaconcrete example of how far events falsify the conclusions of the sanest 
minds owing to change of conditions, I will cite the manner in which Lord 
Farrer in 1886 considered the question of the competition of the United States 
with ourselvesin the matter of trade. After stating that the labor and capi- 
tal of America were largely employed in providing Europe, and England 
especially, with food, and that to tax that food would be to drive her into 
providing the manufactures we want to sell to her, he continues: 

“At present, in spite of, or possibly in consequence of, her system of pro- 
tection, the sale of her highly forced and highly priced manufactures is in a 
great measure confined or nearly confined to her own subjects and she is no 
rival to England in her own markets or in the markets of the world. * * * 
In 1880 we exported to her twenty-four and a half millions of manufactures 
and imported from her two and a half millions. Out of her total exports 
about 10 per cent are manufactures and 90 per cent food and raw materials, 
chiefly agricultural produce. But if we deprive her of her market for agri- 
cultural produce we shall drive her into manufacture, and there is no saying 
how formidable a rival she may become.” 

The inference is that if our markets remained unrestrictedly open to her, 
her rivalry was not to be feared either in our own or foreign markets, possi- 
bly in consequence of hersystem of protection. Our markets have remained 
open, her system of protection has only been intensified,and the comparative 
figures are now as follows: 

In the year 1880 our total imports from the United States amounted to 
£107,081,C00, and our exports to her to £387,954,000; in 1899 our imports from 
her were £120,081,000, and our exports to her £34,975,000. Out of her total 
exports in 1880 about 10 per cent were manufactures and about 90 per cent 
food and raw materials; in 1899 about 29 per cent were manufactures and 
about 71 per cent were food and raw materials. 

These percentages say something, but the absolute figures say more. 
The value of her manufactures exported in 1880 was £17,165,000, and in 1899 
£75,698,000; of food and raw materials in 1880, £154,490,000; in 1899, £185,329,000. 

As to the general foreign trade of the two countries, the following table is 
very instructive: 

{Expressed in thousands of pounds sterling.] 

United Kingdom. | United States. 

Imports. Exports.@ | Imports.? | Exports.¢ 

847,876 
361, 021 
419, 994 

248, 935 
248, 935 

4255, 831 

136, 721 
152,711 
155, 507 

171, 655 
12, 142 

es 261, 027 

« Foreign and colonial produce reexported not included. 
+ Retained for home consumption. 
ec Of domestic produce. 
4 Not including shipping (9,111,000) previously unrecorded. 

Thus while our export trade in 1899 showed an increase over that of 1880 
of £32,000,000 that of the United States showed an increase of £90,000,000 
while of that total fifty-eight and one-half millions are accounted for by the 
increase of her exports of manufactures. * * * 

Asa further comment upon Lord Farrer’s complacent observations, the 
following quotation from a paper read by Mr. A. 8. E. Ackerman, recently 
returned from a four-months’ engineering tour through the United States, 
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before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society, on January 2, 1902, is 
pointed enough: 

“Americans have been very much awake for many years past, and their 
progress during the past six years has been phenomenal. Each day almost 
sees them surpass us in some branch of trade, and to my mind it is almost 
hopeless for us to get ahead of them again.” 

At least equally interesting and to the point, and still more recent, are Mr. 
Moseley’s remarks in his preface (p.7) to the reports of the Moseley Industria] 
Commission, in the course of which, after pane out that the United States 
have already attained the position of the leading manufacturing country of 
the world and that they must be placed ‘in the same position relatively 
that England herself occupied some fifty years ago,” hecontinues thus: 

“It is more than necessary that both capital and labor should bear this point 
wellin mind. At the present time the home market of the United States is 
eo fully occupied with its own developments that the export trade has as yet 
been comparatively little thought of; but as time goes on and the numerous 
factories that are being erected all over the country come into full bearing, 
A — is bound to become the keenest of competitors in the market of the 
world.” 

One further change has to be noted before this preliminary discussion is 
brought to a conclusion. It must be remembered that at the time free trade 
was established England was already in a position of preeminent advantage 
over all possible competitors in the field of trade. The enterprise of her sons 
had carried her commerce to all parts of the world, and had established it 
everywhere. The statistics available for those early years are not very re- 
liable, I fear, but such as I have may serve as an indication of what was then 
the relative position of England in regard to other countries. 
From the Statistical Abstract we learn that the export trade of the United 

Kingdom in 1840 was £51,809,000. For the same year the export trade of the 
German States was £27,000,000, that of the United States £27,500,000, and that 
of France £40,000,000. As Mr. F. Merttens said in an able paper on “Tho 
growth of foreign competition,” read before the Manchester Statistical So- 
ciety on April 24, 1901: 
‘We were the first to take advantage of the revolutionizing inventions 0! 

our great countrymen, such as Hargreaves, Watt, Arkwright, Bessemer, and 
others; and, indeed, by great natural resources and facilities of transport 
pee by no other country, England got an enormous start in the indus- 
rial development. She manufactured goods with modern machinery at a 
lower cost than others by more antiquated methods, and gained a prestige 
for her productions which secured her the trade of the world.” 

She was, in fact, in respect of the development of her trade, of machinery, 
of trained labor, and of commercial enterprise, far ahead of all the rest of tho 
world, and was,in the best position to take advantage of all improvements, 
whether in communications, in machinery, or of whatever kind, and of every 
‘‘fresh market” opened. No competition was to be feared in her home mar 
kets, since, even as it was, she could produce her own manufactures more 
cheaply and better than any other nation, and “distance was a protection.” 

No wonder that the early apostles of free trade believed—for their belief 
under the then existing conditions was well founded—that by the throwing 
open of her markets nothing but advantage could accrue to her. England 
was the best-fitted workshop in the world, manned by the most intelligent 
and most highly trained mechanics and artisans in the world. She must in 
evitably become the principal workshop for the world, for the manufacture 
of all articles she made the best—chiefly articles of everyday use, such as all 
kinds of linen and cotton goods, woolen and worsted goods of every descrip 
tion, iron and steel goods; in fact, all the “lines” in manufactures which 
most served the common daily wants of mankind, and for which there was, 
therefore, by far the largest demand, were penceically her monopoly. 

It followed that the more the world flooded us with raw material or man- 
ufactures the better. They could only do us good, for since we could produce 
our ownraw materialand manufactures more cheaply and better than others 
could, they would send us only what we could not produce or make so well 
as they, we paying them in commodities which they could not produce or 
make so wellas we. Thus the whole productive ae of the nation would 
be conducted into the most remunerative channels, and all its working power 
turned to the very best account. * * * 

But at the root of the whole theory there lay a fallacy which the change 
of conditions from that age to ours is gradually bringing to light. There 
was no reason why our virtual monopoly of certain industries should remain 
with us, or that other nations should not be able to manufacture every class 
of commodity just as welland just ascheaply as we; specialization could not 
be fixed as an eternal principle. * * * 

As a matter of fact, other nations very soon found this out for themselves, 
and it would not be tar from the truth tosay that the consequence of our ado} 
tion of free trade was the precise reverse of what was expected; we thereby 
drove other nations still farther into the ways of protection instead of in- 
ducing them to follow our example. 

The Americans, seeing the truth of English trade propositions for tho 
England of that time, commenced by taking a step in our direction, with 
anything but good results for themselves. Hoping to effect a remedy by 
means of a hair of the dog which bit them, they advanced still further in the 
same direction in 1857 and only found their malady aggravated. Our indus 
tries flooded their markets. ay Bens took two steps backward for each 
one they had taken forward, and began to feel better. 

The internecine struggle of 1861-1864 intervening, their trade from 1861 to 
1866 was temporarily shattered. But thereafter, and ever since, with the ex- 
ception of the two relatively short periods, following on the lower tariffs of 
1883 and 1894, their trade has leaped up at a rate which puts us in the shade, 
whether relative or absolute figures be considered. The result is that 
described in Mr. McKinley’s last speech and Mr. Roosevelt's first Presiden 
tial message, both of which are well within the memory of all. 

The course of German trade is not at all dissimilar. Germany also, i! 
1861, became innoculated with free-trade doctrines, and, with the help of the 
French war indemnity which followed some years afterwards, seemed to bid 
fair to demonstrate in ber own case the truth of those principles which had 
seemed to bring such great prosperity to England. But it proved to bo « 
false start, depression set in, and under the guidance of Bismarck, Germany, 
“ruled by the acutest brain that this century has seen in Europe,” returned 
(in 1879) to the heresy of protection. Finding that it answered she added to 
her sins in 1885, and if Count von Biilow’s effortsare attended by success, she 
is just about to become a worse sinner than ever. 

Behind the wall of protection other nations have been learning to manu- 
facture our own specialties as well as we do, and have thus been effecting 
that vast change in the industrial world which has taken place since t! 
United Kingdom embarked on the policy of free trade, and which is begin- 
ning to prove the unshaken clinging to that policy. become a part of th: 
English gospel, to be a mistake, however genuinely believed in and well 
meant. 

It may be that, as a distinguished American free trader once said to me, 
“nations which are protected carry on their trade with a succession of 
losses,"’ but certainly the results do not support that view. ’ 

First let us consider some figures in regard to the internal economic con- 
ditions of the United Kingdom, the United States, and Germany, respec- 
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all industries, it is surely most significant that that production is virtually 
stagnant, although last year the United States took from us some 504,000 tons 
(as against 45,000 tons in each of the years 1901 and 1902), while at the same 
time our imports of manufactures are increasing by millionsa year. * * * 

When the export trade to the competing countries shows a decline, it 
means that those countries can make the staple manufactures of the export- 
ing country as welland cheaper themselves, and that they will, in their turn, 
commence to export those manufactures not only to “ neutral markets,” but 
also to the exporting country itself. It must necessarily follow that the loss, 
ora great part of it, would be irreparable, since all home industries—I, of 
course, do not include special industries working monopolies under the pro- 
tection of patents—would already be pressed so hard by both home and for- 
eign competition that no place pould be found for any fresh competitor, 
while to expect that some new industry would always be forthcoming atthe 
right moment is to leanona very broken reed. Ultimately the only possible 
remedy, apart from a fresh or extended demand, would be found in a gen- 
eral decline of wages, which would cause, probably, a social upheaval, or, as 
previously stated, the emigration of both fabor and, if possible, capital else- 
where 
An impartial examination of our trade and emigration returns will show 

that these are the very conditions which, in regard to competing countries, 
we are fast approaching. The statistics already given in Chapters V, VI, 
and VI! show not only that while our exports of manufactures are in abso- 
lute figures (values) declining, our imports are increasing, but that this is 
taking place both absolutely and relatively in our staple textile and steel and 
iron industries. In the interesting compilation made by Sir Alfred Bateman 
for the board of trade last year spec figures are given in regard to our 
trade with the countries which are our keenest competitors, from which the 
following general statement has been made up: 

Imports into United Kingdom. 

{Five-year averages. ] 

Averages of 1880-1884.| Averages of 1896-1900. 

Totalin | 
milion | 
pounds 
sterling. 

0.4| 

Total in 
million aad ; 

pounds | Per head. 

sterling. | 

Per head 

1 } f 3 wtp 

£ 8. d. £ 3s. d. 
From France al withcaatiien Sx . Ae 52.3 1 60 
Prom Germany ......<<<ccses~-- 23.0; O 14 3] 28.7 | O 14 ¢ 
From United States ............ 96.8] 2 15 0 10.9} 8 0 2 

eae Se eee: 161.2] 4 11 8 181.9 5 0 5} 

Exports from United Kingdom, 

[Five-year averages. ] 

Averages of 1880-1884, | Averages of 1896-1900. 

Totalin | 
million 
pounds 
sterling. 

| Totalin 
| million 

pounds 
star) sterling. 

Country. 
| Per head. Per head. 

Bo % a.| | 2. -a:& 
To France a sain eee 16.9 0 97 15.3 | OS -U°e 
To Germa 18.1 0 10 3] 23.6 | 0 ll 9 
To United States............. 28.7 | 0 16 4) 18.8 0 94 

TOW a2 ea Seas ie yee 63.7 1 16 2) 57.7 i <8: § 

If these figures be analyzed, it is found that while our coal exports to 
France and Germany have increased largely, especially in the case of France, 
our exports of manufactures, both to France and the United States, more 
particularly to the latter, have decreased both relatively and absolutely, and 
those to Germany relatively also. At the same time our imports of silk, 
woolen, cotton, glass, and iron and steel manufactures have increased from 
one or other of all three countries. * * * 

It is now necessary to complete the examination by observing the move- 
ments of our export trade with “ neutral’? countries and our colonial pos- 
sessions and dependencies, both as regards itself and in relation to the trade 
of our chief competitors. In order to do this, I venture to transcribe bodily 
a set of very important tables: 

Proportion of imports from the United Kingdom to total imports into the fol- 
lowing groups of countries in 1884-85, 1890-1892, 1393-1895, and 1898-1900, 

Proportion of imports 
from the United! Total value of imports 

from all countries. Kingdom. 

=~ |e Ie le.le. | lselSe 
Group of countries. Ox oa | oS | oe | eS 218 - 

by Apo Apo kece | (CA So j at | 82 | oe | | | | | 
ae == me a. sm am | Be 

pa | bse | ee | es | os 5S | £2 
q.) 142138 44 qr 

eniemane ee asin — ener nee 

P. ct.| P. ct.| P.ct.| P. ct. | 
ewe. susp ncteesewionbinnes | 18} 17] 16] 15] 701| 806] 777 | 1,0n 
Egypt ee eee 39/ 387] 34] 38 9 oor oe 
United States, Argentine Re- | 
public, Uruguay,andChile.| 26] 25 24 21] 164| 210; 196 | 186 

Citen. .. ess en aah ake 2) 21) 18] I7| 2] ® 29 36 
Japan Ghinaithiens asad 45; 34 33 21 6 ll li 26 
British possessions...........- &4/ 51 52 45} 194 226 216 268 

| | 

a Amounts expressed in million pounds sterling. 
»b Excluding Austria-Hungary in order that the figures may be compara- 

tive throughout. ' 

Nore.—This table takes no account of the imports of British goods into 
China or Japan from Hongkong or the Straits Settlements, 
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Increase or decrease in total imports between 1884-1885 and 1898-1900. 

| 
Groups of countries. ° | Amount.a [Per cent. 

_ | 

European countries, exclusive of Austria-Hungary >..._| +309, 733 + 44.2 
ee one scien euebonisheansnensin |} + 3,827] + 44.1 
United States, Argentine Republic, Uruguay,and Chile} + 22,401 + 13.7 
Far East: 
CE aditnnwaae | + 13,544 + 61 
Japan. - | + 20,662 +-356.7 

PIFTED PONROIMODG « 2-0 caspenshscnsnshies anteddiwendonil: See + 87.9 

Total 

a Expressed in thousands of pounds sterling. bNot distinguished. 

Increase or decrease in imports between 1884-85 and 1898-1900. 

[Amounts expressed in thousandsof poundssterling. Increase +, decrease — ) 

From United King- | From German Em- 
dom. pire. 

a 
Amount. Per cent. 

Groups of countries. 

Amount. | Percent 

European countries, exclusive | 
of Austria-Hungary @._.....--. +28,682 | + 22.8 +533, 466 + 34 

EON. bo acins dateaude phamesien aaane + 1,322) + 38.8 + 356] +936.8 
United States, Argentine Re- 

public, Uruguay, and Chile-.-. — 3,77 — 8.7 + 5,514) +53 
Far East: 
I as nisin’ ssadan wulameaieeined | Mee Me TR Bie kc eccn < 
ID oo sistas Jn Unni tein + 3,010 +116.7 + 1,796 | { 

British possessions .-............- +14,726 | + 13.9 + 6,008} +3947 

owed ..W.indctossenusret +44, 476 |.......... +47, 185 |..... 

From France. | From United Stat 
Groups of countries. 

Amount. |Per Amount. | Per cent.| 
} | 

European countries, exclusive | 
of Austria-Hungary @ .......- | +3,927 | + 6.9 + 88,346 ' ? 

PUG «. o nnvet newts aicieenaniad + 186] + 18.7 + 183 7.9 
United States, Argentine Re- 

public, Uruguay, and Chiie... —2,720| — 14.4 + 1,319 
Far East; 

China diac abated eli Sa + 2,033 | 
Japan .. + 35 +117.8 + 3,538 { 

British possessions.............- + 881| + 87.6 + 14,958 

DWE Sis sicnsatiecdacides GM cc ciazen: } +110, 877 |... 

a Not distinguished. 
France is a long way behind in progress of her exports, but the s) 

conditions of France—her stationary population, the nature of her nat 
industries, and the comparatively unenterprising spirit of her trad 
such that itis not a surprising fact. She never has been, and probably 

| never will be, a serious competitor for the great mass of the world’s t: 
with other industrial nitions. 

The case, however, of Germany and of the United States is altogether 
ferent. Whether in absolute figures or in percentages, the rateof exp: 
of the export trade of the latter leaves us hopelessly behind in all pa 
the world except Egypt and British possessions, while that of the f 
is well ahead of us also. Even in British possessions we are beate! 
absolutely and relatively by the United States and relatively by © 
many. * * * 

The greater proportion of the trade with European countries is not i 
| hands; at the same time we have lost 5 per cent of the import trade « 
country which shows the second greatest rate of expansion (Russia), w! 
Germany gained 11 per cent of it, and in the case of the greatest expa 
(Belgium) we gained 2 per cent, probably accounted for by German t 
through Belgian ports; Germany gains 1, which may possibly be accoun 
for in the same way, and the United States gains5. * * * 

As to American countries we lose all round, except with Mexico, where. 
gain 1 per cent and Germany 3; Germany remains stationary, except for ! 
advance in the latter case, and the United States gains all round, except, a 

| with Mexico, where she loses 3 per cent of the trade. 
In the Far East we lose heavily; Germany gains, so far as the retur: 

show; and the United States gains almost as rapidly as we lose. 2" 
The worst proportionate position of all is shown in regard to British | 

sessions. Here, with the exception of Ceylon and the Mauritius, where 
gain 3 and 4 per cent, respectively, but the trades of which are relative!) 
significant, and in the case of the second stationary, and of British Guia! 
(where we lose 1 per cent of a trade which declines from two millions to on 
our relative losses of trade are heavy all round, while those of Germa 
and the United States generally show advances, especially in the case 
the more important colonies, the United States progressing far the m 
ae: 7 ee , 

Even the relative satisfaction with which we might regard the fact that 
our export trade has gained in absolute figures some forty-four and a ha f 
millions must be largely diminished when we bear in mind the counterba'- 
ancing fact (previously referred to) which has been pointed out by Mi 
Holt-Schooling—that if exports of coal be deducted our “ special” exports 
— thirty millions in the decennial period 1891-1900, as compared with 1s! 

On a general review of the situation as revealed by Sir Alfred Batemans 
figures, it is clear that, while our exports of manufactures are gradually con 
tracting, those of our chief rivals are expanding at a very rapid ra te 
Further, the fair inference which may be drawn from the previous di scus 
sion is that our mauufacturing industries have no longer an expanding ry 
ket at home—certainly not one which even approximately keeps pace wit! 
the increase of population. since this is supplied at the rate of £10 P s 
head with manufactures imported from foreign countries. In regan: os 
manufactures, the whole of the expansion of the world’s markets, the on L 
part, if not the whole, of the expansion of our home market, and virtua 5 
the whole of the expansion—which is enormous, especially in the Unitec 
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haracte! 
tics of ours are stagnation or contraction. 

if I ~ right, then it is evident, as a first conclusion, that within a limited 
which the duration will be fixed by the capacity of our employers 

stock or private) of labor to continue the unequal struggle—and seeing 
nergy and resource of the British race that capacity must still be great 
indu ti ‘ial nation we must collapse. Meanwhile the demand for ae 
und gradually to fall off, wages must decline, and that disaster for 

king classes antic ipated on a previous page must occur, however ane 
dities may be for the consumer. * 
headway which the United States made in thirty years 
ed i fron 1 £78,500,000 in 1870 to £250,000,000 pounds in 1899—is prodigious, 

i wa te unforeseen by our free traders of the former time. Thx se of 
lern days are shutting their eyes now as closely to the future of our 

great self-governing colonial systems, which is—and in no long time 
ngs move even faster—little, if at all, less great than that of the United 
they cling to the shadow of our stagnant foreign trade, because, owing 
marvelous start over other nations, it looms bigger than the substance 

ir impe ‘rial trade. But it is the latter which has in it the germs of al 
indefinite expansion, and the former the germs, already too apparent, 

il decay. 

» well-nigh immeasurable advantages which are thus placed within 
grasp will, if we persist in not seizing them, be transferred from us 

mpetitors who are already ousting us from the world’s trade 
and for reasons already described, with a disastrous politi: 

of their own home markets are at the disposal of our rivals; the main 
ristic of their manufacturing trade ise xpansion, the main charac- 

* * 
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iaitlealiad to this part of my subject, I will venture to give another 
i from List’s National System of Political Economy: ‘* Modern Ger- 
king a system of vigorous and united commercial policy, exposed 

me markets to competition with a foreign manufacturing power in 
ty superior to her own, while excluded at the same time from ~~ 

ets by arbitrary and often capricious restric tions, and very fa 
d from making that pri gress in industry to which her degree of cu itu 

her, can noteven maintain her pr eviously acquired Sor 
last the German States have resolved to secure their home markets 
rown industry by the adoption of a united vigorous system of com 

ial policy.” 
» admirable success of that 
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“united vigorous system” is there for all 
rid to Let us. then, follow that example, and, substituting for 

*and “German” the words “ British Empire” and ** Br n 
e declaration, adopt for ourselves that ‘‘united vigorous syst« 
‘ial policy ”* which shall lead us toa success immeasurably 

We see. 
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SOME PENNSYLVANIA COMPARISONS. 

Mr. Chairman, having shown how trained and experienced 
xperts in various branches of trade and commerce in other 
untries view the effect of the present Republican tariff upon 

labor, industries, and commerce of this country, as well 
of their own, I present a few figures from my own State 
wing the difference in effect between the Democratic Wilson- 
rman tariff bill enacted during the last Cleveland Admin- 

tration and the present Republican Dingley protective tariff 
ill enacted during the first year of President McKinley’s Ad- 

ministration. 
| propose to compare the condition of our iron, steel, and tin- 

industries in 1896, the last full year of President Cleveland’s 
Administration, with 1902, the first full year of President Roose- 
velt’s Administration. The figures are for these great industries 

the State of Pennsylvania only, but they represent fairly the 
conditions in these lines in all parts of our country. The com- 
pleted figures for 1903 are not yet available. 

oO 
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For the following official tables I am indebted to Hon. Robert 
C. Bair, the very efficient chief of the bureau of statistics of 
Pennsylvania: 

I loyment, wages, yearly and daily earnings in the manufactures of pig 
n, tin, tin plate, and iron and steel rolled into finished form, in the State 

of Pennsylvania, in the years 1896 and 1902, respectively, showing the increase 

2 over 1896. 

Per cent 

Increase | of in- 
1896. 1902. Iw? over | crease 

1896. 1902 over 
1896. 

PIG IRON. | 
| 

Productio gross tons 4,026,350 |} 8,111,642 4, 085, 292 | 101.7 
W : employed ss el 11,58) 17,101 47.6 

ays of employ ment 2389 314 8.6 
ages paid to work- 

eet Sedan eke $4,589,165 $5, 602,594 | 124.2 
: ye arly earnings onipaign | $396. 30 $109. 67 5V.3 
A erage eee | $1.37 $0. 52 37.9 

IRON AND STEEL, ROLLED. | 

Iron and steel rolled into finished | 
torm -net tons 3, 757,070 | 9,429,265 | 5,671. 295 153.3 

Workme n employed ; sant 53, 573 95, 720 42,147 73.6 
Ay e days of employme ace 251 285 ot 13.5 
‘\ggregate wages paid workmen . $23, 832,628 $60, 72 858 $36, 889, 230 14.7 
Average yer arly earnings. coissebael "$444.89 $189. 11 42.5 
Average daily wage.............- | $1.77 $0. 46 26 

BLACK PLATE TIN WORKS, 

Total production of black plate 
Som Cn eds en pounds. _'158, 306,490 |428, 448,592 270,137,102 | 170.6 

Qrantity ee do... i 362.544, 992 254, 730,230 200.4 
orkmen employed Sahil tardies 3, 194 | 8, 905 5,711 179 

Aggregate wages paid workmen.| $1, 437. 226 | $4,506,105 | $3,068, 879 213.5 
Average yearly earnings_.....__- | $456.55] $5906.02 | $49. 47 10.8 
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of the McKinley tariff law, the tin-plate clause in which did not 
become operative until July 1, 1891. 

In the Presidential campaign of 1892 the increased duty on tin 
plate formed a prominent feature in the arguments of free trade or 
‘* tariff-for-revenue-only ’’ orators, who contended that tin plate 
could not be successfully made in this country. and that the only 
effect of the tariff would be to increase to the American con- 
sumer the price of the foreign article. Ther predictions have 
utterly failed, for, as I have already shown, there were in 1902 
employed in this industry in my State alone 8,905 men who re- 
ceived in wages an aggregate of $4,506,105. The result of encour- 
aging and enabling our own citizens to engage in this industry 
instead of increasing has actually decreased the cost of tin plate 
to the consumer. The lowest price ever reached before the pres- 

ent tariff was imposed was $5.18, to which figure our British 
friends reduced it in their successful effort to drive the e-rly 
Am>ri‘an plants out of business. As soon as that was accom- 
plished they put it up again at least as high as $7.50. But to-day, 
the domestic industry having been protected since 1891 by a 
heavy tariff, our own people are able to, and do, produce and sell | 
tin plate at $3.65. 

DEMOCRATIC TARIFF REVISION NOT DESIRED. 

Mr. Chairman, the demoralization of business which set in eo 
instanti it became known that the Democratic party had tri- 
umphed in the election of 1892 and was to revise the tariff, and 
the fin:ncial disaster and distress which followed the enactment | 
of the Wilson-Gorman bill, can not be denied; neither can it be | 
gainsaid that prosperity followed the election of McKinley and 
the enactment of the Republican Dingley tariff bill, nor that con- 
ditions are to-day in every way vastly better than they were at 
any time during the ‘‘ four years more of Grover.” 

But now, from the very beginning of this session to the present | 
day, we have been told repeatedly, and all the time, that the 
tariff must be revised and that the Democratic party must be put 
in power to revise it. 

of the gentlemen who will have charge of that revision should 
the Democrats have a majority in this House in the next Congress. 
It is well known now who in that event would compose and con- 
trol the Ways and Means Committee. Under the rules and prac- 
tice of the House those Democrats who are now upon the com- 
mittee would remain upon it. 
they would then be in the majority. There is one from Missis- 
sippi, one from Louisiana, one from Virginia, one from New 
York, one from Texas, and one from Missouri—all from the South 
save one, and hea free trader of the most pronounced type. The 

It is well to consider, therefore. the views | 

Instead of being in the minority | 

ranking Democrat upon that committee declared himself upon | 
this floor, during the discussion of the Dingley bill in 1897, to be | 
in favor of free trade. Another Democrat now upon that com- 
mittee said, during the discussion of that bill: 

Mr. Chairman, after nine days of sore travail at least one truth has been 
brought forth on the Republican side of this House, and that by the gentle- 
man from North Carolina when he said that I would destroy every custom- 
house in America. He is entirely correct. If I had my way to-day, sir, I 
would tear them all down from turret to foundation stone, for from the be- 
ginning they have been nothing but a den of robbers. 

And a little later, in the same discussion, he said: 

I repeat, so that all men may hear, that Iam a free trader, and proudly 
take my stand with Sir Robert Peel, Kichard Cobden, John Bright, and Henry 
George. I may be an humble member of that illustrious company, but it is 
better to be a doorkeeper in the house of honest free traders than to dwell in 
the tents of wicked protectionists. 

In the Democratic campaign text-book, prepared by the Demo- 
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other firm to make tin plate in this country until after the passage | Means Committee, planted his party squarely upon a free-trade 
platform. He said: 

_ Republicans believe that prosperity can be created by legislation: we be- 
lieve that if it be genuine it must be created by labor. You eliave that suc- 
cess in manufacture should depend on the favor of Government; we beiieve 
it should depend solely upon the excellence of the product. 

In other words, no matter how poorly paid labor may be in other 
countries, if the article produced equals in excellence similar arti- 
cles produ ed in America, then the foreign articles should be ad- 
mitted here and fill our markets unless the American laborer is 
willing to accept the foreign wage, which, as shown by the mem- 
bers of the Moseley commission, is much lower than the Ameri- 
can wage. In the course of his remarks the same distinguished 
gentleman also said: 

The gentleman from Iowa has taunted the gentleman from Missouri { Mr. 
CLAKK| for saying he would like to see every custom-house shattered 

‘**From turret to foundation stone.” 

That line, sir, referred to Tantallon Castle. Tantallon Castle was a feudal 
structure in Scotland, around which raged constantly a tide of war and plun- 
der, as some men sought to enrich themselves by seizing the property of 
others. Tantallon Castle has fallen with the feudalism and barbarism of the 
age which it typified. I hail it. sir,as an auspicious feature of this discussion 
thata phrase applied to the feudal castle which has perished before the march 
of civilization and the spread of peace should be used to express a hope that 
the world may some day see the disappearance of custom-houses, which are 
survivals of a barbaric distrust that tends to isolate men from each other 
and to prevent them from uniting and cooperating in the cultivation of the 
soil for the benefit of each man. [Applause on the Democratic side.| What 
is the essential difference between civilization and barbarism? Civilization 
means the close intercourse of men for peaceful and productive cooperation; 
barbarism means the isolation of men, or else their meeting in savage and de- 
structive conflict. Factories from whose chimneys the smoke of industry 
rises like incense to heaven are outposts of civilization. It isthe fervent hope 
of Democrats that they be multiplied. Fortresses and custom-houses are the 
twin relics of barbaric distrust which prevent profitable cooperation and 
encourage wasteful plunder. Surely it is patriotic and humane, as well as 
Democratic, to cherish the hope that ultimately this earth will be purged of 
both. [Applause.] 

So, then, the custom-houses, which stand as the barriers be- 
tween the American laborer and the stocking of our markets 
with the products of the illy-paid labor of foreign countries, are 
to be torn down like the castle of barbaric days. ‘* The smoke of 
industry ’’ will then rise from chimneys of foreign factories and 
not offend theair of this free country unless the American laborer 
shall be willing, at lower wages, to equal the excellence of the 
foreign product. The Republican party is not wedded to any 
fixed rate of tariff upon any particular article. It does believe 
that stability of tariff rates is essential to stability of business, and 
isnot in favor of constant tariff tinkering. It has revised the 
tariff heretofore when occasion required, and is ready to do so 
again. It believes, and a very large majority of the American 
people believe, that any necessary revision of the tariff should be 
made by the friends of protection to American industries, and 
not by those who are at heart free traders, and who, when they 
vote for any tariff at all, do so under protest and only because of 
the necessities of the Federal revenue. 
Undoubtedly there will come periods of depression. There is 

| apt to be more or less stagnation during a Presidential election. 

cratic Congressional committee and used at the election of 1902, | 
at, which the Members of this present Congress were elected, that 
party officially declared in favor of free trade. It said: 

The theory of free trade is that both seller and buyer are benefited by an 
exchange of commodities and that, as all are consumers, the greatest good 
to the greatest number requires that there be no barriers to trade in order 
that goods may be as cheap as possible and the cost of living be reduced toa 
minimum. Free trade would open our markets to benefit our own coun- 
try 

Reciprocity is based upon the same false theories as is protection, and, 
like protection, is a sham and a humbug, and to most people has been, and 
will ever continue to be, a delusion and a snare. 

During the present session some of those same gentlemen who 
ran upon that platform and who helped to prepare and to circulate | 
that Campaign text-book have been singing very low and ** hedg- 
ing’’ in their statements until I had almost begun to think that 
they had been ‘‘ converted by squads and baptized in battalions ”’ 
into the true faith of Republican protectionism. They had given 
us to understand that they proposed to deal with the tariff very 
gently: not cut it all off at once, but wipe it out by degrees, as the 
revenues would permit. 

But within the past ten days we have listened to as radical free- 
trade speeches as ever were made on this floor, and every Demo- 
crat in this Hall applauded until the very rafters trembled, while 
one of their most popular orators, also a member of the Ways and 

Capital is timid and business ventures will be curtailed until the 
result is absolutely certain. But, Mr. Chairman, there need be 
no hesitation. The American people are not yet ready to depart 
from the protective-tariff system which, under Presidents M: 
Kinley and Roosevelt, has enabled this country to make within 
the past seven years greater commercial advancement than was 
ever made in a like period by any other nation in the world’s 
history. [Applause on the Republican side. ] 

Post-Office Appropriation Bill. 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. JAMES T. McCLEARY, 
OF MINNESOTA, 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 

Wednesday, March 16, 1904. 

The House being in Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Union, and having under consideration the bill (H. R. 13521) making appr 
priations for the service of the Post-Office Department for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1905, and for other purposes— 

Mr. McCLEARY said: 
Mr. CaairMaNn: ‘‘ The best friend of truth is time.’”? How often 

during the last few days of turmoil these words of my good 

mother have come to me! I have also frequently thought of 
another precept of hers: ‘‘No one can permanently injure your 
reputation except yourself.”” Knowing that I not only had not 
done any wrong in connection with the securing of increases ot 
allowance for clerk hire and so forth in the post-offices of my dis- 
trict, knowing that for me to have failed to do everything that I 



did do would have been neglect of duty, knowing that I not only 
have not been wrong, but, on the contrary, in every move that I 
have made in these matters I have been absolutely right, it never 
occurred to me to be disturbed. 

I have been rather surprised upon examination of this report to 
find that any Member of this House should have been at all agi- 
tated. So far as I can see, there is not one thing in the report 
that any Member of Congress should be otherwise than glad to 
have every one of his constituents know all about. 

Of course there is natural resentment among the Members that, 
having spent a lifetime in building up a good name, they should 
thus baselessly have it even questioned. ‘*Some one has blun- 
dered,”’ of course. But the truth as to that will probably all ap- 
pear in due time. 
What is alleged in the report? Im essence the allegation is 

simply that those whose names appear have been exce ptiona'ly 
active and earnest in securing every possible improvement in the 
nail facilities of their respective districts. My name appears in 
thia report in connection with twelve cases 
quently, I think, than the name of a ot h 1er Representative. I 
regard this fact as one to be proud of. In ten of the cases the re- 

rt itself makes it clear that noc ns of wrong-doing is made. 
ri e other two cases I shall refer to later. 

Let us look into this matter first in a general way. 
In this Federal Republic of ours all local matters 

by State authority. The school district, the road district, the 
town, the village, the city, the county—all of these are organ- 
ized and do their work under authority of the State, under laws 
made by the respective State legislatures. Asa rule, wherever 
rovernment touches us closely, it is the State government or one 

its subordinate divisions, and not the National Government, 
that does so. 

Our General Government does not have anything to do with 
the regulation of local affairs. Thirteen States formed a Union 
for common defense. Very naturally they called the nation thus 
brought into being the United States. This National Government, 
as I have 
The nation primarily looks outward toward other nations. It is 
the nation which raises and maintains armies and navies. It is 
the nation which regulates commerce with other countries and 
among the States. It is the nation which regulates our inter- 
course with Indian tribes, who are in fact dealt with as foreign 
peoples. 

\bout the only place where the people feel the touch of the na- 
tion is through the Post-Office Department, whose subordinates 
are found in every neighborhood. The work of the Post-Office 
epartment is that of a great educator and civilizer. It is felt 

everywhere as a beneficent influence. 
Naturally those at the head of the Post-Office Department can 

not know local people and conditions. What more natural thing 
than that the Department should ask for counsel from those who 
do know? And what more natural thing than that the Depart- 
ment should turn forsuch counsel to the man from each Congres- 
sional district, who is here in Washington much of the time to be 
consulted personally, and to whom the people of that district 
themselves have given the highest evidence of their confidence by 
ending him to the capital city to represent them in Congress? 
This is the theory upon which the President and the Department 
invite, receive, welcome, and act upon the recommendations of 
Members of Congress in the matter of the appointment of post- 
masters, and things of that nature. 
On the other hand, the people at home can not know personally 

the officers in charge of postal matters in Washington. The »y 
as that those officers are not acquainted with them, and there- 

re they naturally feel that their recommendations, however 
meritorious, might not receive due consideration. What more 
natural thing under such circumstances than that the peo; le at 
i me should write to the man here whom the xy do know, whom 
ney sent here by their votes, whom they feel that they have a 

right to call upon for assistance in such matters? 
Mr. Chairman, the relation of intermediary between the De- 

partment and the people whom he represents is thus seen to be a 
D ‘rfectly natural and proper one for the Representative in Con- 
gress to occupy. 
Speaking for myself- 

of 

and in so doing I speak for substantially 
everyone in this House—I deem it not only a duty but a pleasure 
to look after all such matters for my constituents. Having served 
them a long time, it is generally known in my district that any 
of my constituents, rich or poor, regardless of party or creed, 
an depend upon getting from me a prompt and respectful answer 

» every letter that he writes me, and prompt and careful con- 
sideration of every request that he makes to me. 

And, Mr. Chairman, if by long service, if by so dealing with 

4 
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trict hardly needs to be assured that that influence will be cheer- 
fully exercised in every proper way that will advance his interests. 
Now let us look at the immediate question. 
Post-offices are graded into . known as the first class, four Classes 

the second class, the third class. and the fourth class. Postmas- 
ters in the first three classes are appointed by the President; those 
in the fourth class by the Postmaster-General. 

Fourth-class post-offices are those out in the rural districts and 
the smaller villages. the salaries of whose postmasters amount to 
less than $1,000. When. under the scale of allowances adopted 
by the Post-Office Department, the salary of a postmaster reaches 
$1,000 a year the office is promoted to the third class, the lowest 
class of the ‘* Presidential’’ offices. 
When under the regulations of the Department the salary a 

postmaster reaches $2,000 a year the office is promoted i1 t 
second class, and at $3,000 a year into the first class. Ab 
first-class post-offices there are a few “‘speciil’’ offices in ve1 
large cities, like New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and others 

Postmasters in fourth-class offices get their remuneration from 
‘cancellations.’’ Up to a certain amount they receive all o 

| proceeds of the stamps canceled at their offices. Above tha 
| point they receive a certain percentage of the cancellations. 
| These offices are usually canirnea in private houses or in store 
The remuneration being based on cancellations, the Departm 
does not usually allow any clerk hire in a fourth-class office, ex 
cept for what is known as ** separation.’’ Nor is clerk hire allowed 
in third-class offices except for *‘ separation:’’ that is, for making 
up mail for other offices which does not originate at the offi n 
question. 

Right here is where this trouble has arisen. 
The amount of *‘separation’’ at any third or fourth class office 

varies greatly with circumstances. With the establishment of 
the rural free-delivery service many small fourth-class offices have 
been discontinued, and the allowances for separation at many of 
the third and fourth class offices have, therefore, within the last 
two or three years materially decreased. 

said, was formed primarily for the common defense. | 

my colleagues in the House and with the executive officers of the | 
(rovernment I have secured their confidence and have, therefore, 
\cquired ‘influence ”’ with them, the humblest person in my dis- | 

seing unable to determine upon a general rule 
money required to pay for this separation service 
for years been in the habit of making 

for using the 
, Congress has 

‘ a lump appropriation for 
that purpose, leaving its expenditure to the Post-Office Depart- 
ment. This expenditure is made under a rule which the Depart 
ment has deemed it best in the public interest to keep as a De- 
partment secret. Ido not know now what that rule is, nor do ] 
suppose that a single member of either House of Congress knows. 
Now, when a postmaster in my district writes me to the « 

that he is receiving inadequate allowance for clerk hire. I bring 
bring the matter to the attention of the proper officer in the Ds 
partment, with the request that he look into the matter efully 
and make the best allowance that he proper 
of the Department. 

This is the whole of my offending. 
I think that any reasonable pe will see 

otherwise would be a neglect of duty not only to the postm : 
but also to the people for whose convenience aud service the oftic 
was established. 

l<- ° } seen | ’ ly can under the rules 

son 

Mr. Chairman, under our theory of government tl hree 
branches of the Government—the legislative, t secutive, and 
the judicial—are to be kept as independent of one another as 
possible. The legislative branch—although it i 
all in power and authority. being the branch which h 
laws—is not expected to undertake to dominate or control mor 
than is necessary the executive branch or the judicial 
Nor is the executive branch to undertake to dominate « 
the legislative branch. 

But, on the other hand, it is absolutely necessary that thes 
branches of the Government act in han with each other.so far 

as possible. As I have indicated, the executive officers find it ad 
visable and proper to consult with Members of Congress to the 
end that the public interest may be promoted. ( 
hand, i adv nsult w 

n the 
in legislation we find it th the e3 isable to ec 

utive officers. For instance. all bills intro d into this H 
relating to the public domain are referred to t 1 
tee on Public Lands. If that committee regards a gi 
worthy of consideration, the committee, through its chai1 

sends a copy of the bill to the Secretary of the Int 
whom are executed the laws relating to pu nds, as 
for his judgment as to the merits of the bill 
Now, Mr. Chairman, these relations of idence and respect 

and mutual helpfulness between the branches of our G¢ ! 
are obviously natural and proper. He ther ttle 1 
much of the loose talk that has been it d rbout this 1 
ter—most of it by people who had only a very dim notion of what 
they were talking about 

B y the way, Mr. Chairman. I take a good deal of is I 
the fact that duri ing all this hubbub—this * te 
pot,”’ this ** much ado about nothing’”’ 
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principle that I have in mind, namely, 
be gauged upon theamount of work done by the office, which can 
probably be best determined by the salary paid the Pp »stmaster. 

Since 

in the report of the First Assistant Postmaster-General a recom- 
mendation clas exactly the same lines. 

Mr. Chairman, I presume it will be impossible to do otherwise 
under all the circumstances than to c sestinne nd on icy of appro- 
priating a lump sum for *‘ separation ’’ work, and permit that sum 
to be expended, as heretofore, in the discretion of the Post- Office 
Department. But we can, and probably should, require that 
the nan rule under which the lump sum for separation service 
is expe nd ed shall be submitted to Congress for its approval. 

The 

hire whe re, in the judgment of the Department, there is what 
may be properly called ‘‘ unusual business; ’’ but the appropriation 
bill has heretofore not specifically appropriated money with which 
to pay forthis unusual service. Until recently the Department has 
uniformly hel 
lic money to pay for that *‘ 
out of 

whe 

rs! 

is $1 

S400: 

unusual service ”’ 
the fund appropriated for *‘ separation,’’ to the end that the 

evident purpose of Congress should be carried into effect. On this 
theory an allowance of $300 was made some three or four years 
ago for unusual service at Sanborn, Redwood County, then in my 
district. 

Recently the 
that 
Lor 

law officer of the Post-Office Department 
ypriation for ‘‘ separation *’ can not be properly used 

unusual busit This is undoubtedlya prudent and proper 
construction of the law. But,in part by reason of this change in 
intemmnoianil nm, I am made to appear as having done something 
wri elative to the clerk-hire allowance at Sanborn, 
County, Minn., which was formerly in my district. 

Sanborn is a junction point of two railways, one of them a new 
road, built some three or four years ago. The post-office there is 
of the fourth class. 

For some time after that 
no railway mail service 
born had to ** pouch ”’ 

4} 
tne appr } 

ness.”’ 

no ] Liss i 

new road was established there was 
upon it, and the postmaster at San- 

the mail for nearly a dozen post-offices along 

1as uttered one word in 

; doing 

| clerk-hire allowance for 

are | 

| routes had been started from New Ulm. 
by hun- | 

| office. 

| in rent. 

nostmaster is 8 $1. 000 or $1,100 the clerk hire allowance | 
| the people wanted it toremain there. 

T made this table I have been very much pleased to find | 

law authorizes a special allowance to be made for clerk | 

that it would be a proper expenditure of the pub- | 
in the smaller offices 

has held | 
introduction of 

| own Representatives. 

TO THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 
ES 

this new line in addition to his regular work. The trains on the 
two roads ran in such a way that it was physically impossible for 
him to do this work c with ut clerical assistance. This was clearly 
‘unusual business’’ and temporary in character. ; 
The postmaster wrote me a clean-cut statement of the facts in 

the case. I submitted the letter to the Department with the re- 
quest that the matter be investigated and that such allowance be 
made as was proper under all the circumstances. An allowance 
at the rate of $300 a year was made. It was none too much at the 
time when it was made. 

Since then, I understand, railway mail service has been estab- 
lished on the new line, thus largely doing away with the ‘ un- 
usual business.’’ Rural free-delivery routes have been establishe d, 

away with many country post-offices, thus reducing r thi 
‘* separation.”’ And as a result of thes 

changesin conditions the clerk- hire allowance of Sanborn has be n 
reduced to $50a year. How natural and how entirely prop: 
all is when the matter is understood! 

By the way, there 7s such a thing as “‘ unusual business”’ in 
different parts of the country—at summer resorts, etc.—and we 
should in this bill specifically appropriate a proper amount f 

| that purpose. 
rvice which | The only other place where the report criticises me is in rela- 

tion to the allowance for rent of the post-office at New Ulm. 
The report does me an injustice by not telling the whole truth. 

The New Ulm post-office had been raised to second class, show 
ing that its business had increased. Several rural free-delivery 

From these two causes 
it became necessary to increase the amount of space for the post 

The owner of the building, in view of the fact that he had 
not only to furnish additional space, but also to put in more and 
better furniture, heating apparatus, etc., demanded an increase 

An inspector was sent to examinethe situation. He re 
ported that he could get another building, not so well located as 
the building where the post-office then was, for less than the 
owner of that building demanded. On my recommendation the 

| old site was retained, though the rent was somewhat higher. 
So much the report tells, but beyond that it is rather short on 

information. 
The buil ling i in which the office was then and is now conduct 

is very centrally located. It is the place where the office 
been ever since I have known the town. Probably 90 per cent of 

Moreover, the other build- 
ing was not tn existence. It would have had to be erected. It 
has been my purpose for two or three years to secure for New 
Ulm the erection of a post-office building by the Government. 
So it did not seem to me right, under such circumstances, to allow 
|amanto put up a building with the expectation that in the 

that the clerk hire should | United States Government he would have a good tenant for a 
long period of years. Hence my recommendation. 

The report also fails to say that since then the Department 
itself, without any recommendation from me, so far as I can now 
recall, has again increased the rent in order to secure still further 
facilities, necessitated by the growth of business. 
By the way, Mr. Chairman, this brings me to another matter 

| about which I desire to say a word at this time. 
Inasmuch as rent for the post-offices is one of the things about 

| which Members of Congress have been criticised in this report, I 
suggest now what has long been in my mind, namely, that it 
might be good policy for the Government to erect its own bi i 
ings in towns that have clearly and permanently entered the se 
ond class. This arrangement could serve at once as a maiter of 
pride to the community and of economy to the Government. 

Forinstance, at New Ulm the rent is, as I remember, $750 a year. 
Suppose that the Government were to erect an appropriate build- 
ing adequate for post-office purposes, to cost, with the site, say, 
$30,000. To the Government money is worth about 2 per cent, 5 
ona plant at that cost the interest would be $600 a year: that 
is, the Government could erect such a building in New Ulm a 
save money by doing so. 

It seems to me that this would be a good permanent policy 
the Government to adopt. I propose at this session to introd 
a bill for a building at New Ulm, to cost, with the site, $30,000. 
I know that nothing can be done with it at this session, but the 

the “bill will, I trust, be the initiation of a po! 
which it will prove wise toc ontinue. Lateron, I propose to intr 

| duce similar bills. for appropriate ae, for buildings in oth 
towns in my district having second-class offices 

Redwood | Mr. Chairman, I have been moved to make these few remarks 
less for my own sake than for the sake of the people the mselv 
Nothing is more demoralizing to anyone than to have his 
dence shaken in one whom he feels that he ought to be an le to 
trust. People ought to be able to have a good opinion of 

And my long acquaintance with met 
this House shows me that practically without exception its Mem- 
bers are worthy of that confidence. 
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